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JULY 7, 1877.] PUNCH, OR THE LONDON CHARIVARI.

P ITT
T)EHEMOTII or Bogey? Awful Apparition or Sorry Show ? Colossus of Roads nnd Realms, Over-stepper of Deserts, Ov<r-

JD strider of Mountain*, Floorer and Framer of Faiths, Extinguisher of Nationalities, Absorber of Empires, Disposer
of Manifest Destinies, Defier of Magnificent Distances ; or Immensest of Impostures, Darkest yet Dullest of Diplomatic

Deceptions, Shallowest of Shams, Biggest of Bubbles, most Barefaced of Bankrupts, Gelatinous of Giants, and Weak-kneed
of Warriors ? The most far-seeing and far-reaching Power that ever pursued a settled purpose of Universal Dominion

through centuries of shifting circumstances ; or the most monstrous mushroom-growth of empire that ever struck root in

corruption, to swell to deceptive dimensions, and thence dwindle into swift decay ? Thou canst not bo both. Art thou

either or neither ?

Has PUKCH, with Russia in Bulgaria and at Erzeroum, a right to eit smoking the cigar of composure on the

stone-wall of insular impassibility, or ought he to be doing penanco in his own sheets for his mockery of more penetrating

piercers into the Millstones between which are ground out the Destinies of Nations in the mighty World-Mill ?

Such was the question which, after much distracting study of London's many-minded newspaper organs summer sun
and iced cups and nerve-soothing Nicotian aiding PUNCH pondered under the shade of his own laurels.

Suddenly there seemed to stand by him a shadow yet not a shadow, but a very solid substance a Presence as of a

brother-Briton, but with a more settled purpose in his face, and a more searching sharpness in his eye, than belongs
to mere mortal. And the Presence stretched out its hand so that the shadow fell across PUNCH'S brow, and straight
it was as if he had passed suddenly from the fierce heat and ghastly glare of the Black Country of Political Polemics, all

lit up with blazing questions, into a cool region of sweet airs, and cooling waters, whereof it was revealed to him, he knew
not how, that the Presence was the Presiding Power.

" This is an age of Examinations," said the Presence,
"
though as yet I have not admitted them into my

system, unless when, like MB. COOK'S Tours, they can be '

personally conducted,' that is, put under the guidance and
correction of Common Sense, your humble Servant

"

" My ever loyally acknowledged, and to the best of my ability faithfully served, Master," cried PUNCH, prostrating
Himself.

" I rule," replied the Presence,
" as far as I yet do rule in England, in the person of my valued ward, QUEEN VICTORIA.

We have just celebrated the Fortieth Anniversary of her reign. Let us drink her health and long life in a cup suiting alike

the time and the toast cool as her head, clear as her understanding, strong as her sense, and bland as her temper. They
that are loyal to her, are loyal to me. But, methinks, I have rarely seen that loyalty put to greater strain than of late."

" Your Majesty surprises me," observed PUNCH, respectfully.
" The present claims to be eminently the age of Common

Sense."
" Ritualism and Home-Rule, Spiritualism and Foreign-Loan-Financing, Continental Levies and Papal Infallibility,

China-Mania and Oxford Esthetics, Brotherhood of the Holy Cross and Russophobia to the contrary notwithstanding?"
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sardonically interposed Common Sense. " I began by saying we live in an age of Examinations. I propose to examine you.

What make* the Strength of Nations ?
"

" National Health and National Wealth."
" Enumerate the leading symptoms of National Health."
" Diffused Education, wide-spread Comfort, a well-balanced Political Constitution, Reverence for Homo, Loyalty to

Notional Institutions, Sobriety, Respect for Truth and Fair Dealing between man and man."
" Which of these do you find in Russia ?

"

" Not one. I find, instead, an almost utter want of Education ; a thin varnish of Luxury, but no Comfort; a Despotic
Government ; Communism in the villages. Affiliation to destructive Secret-Societies in the towns ; Drunkenness and
Falsehood generally prevalent ; Dishonesty in private dealings, and Corruption in public offices."

" What are the chief conditions of National Wealth ?
"

"
Widely-diffused and intelligent Industry, and labouring Arms at command, with accumulated Capital and sound

Credit to set them to work ; a fertile Soil ; Commerce ; Manufactures ; abundant Raw Material ; and Free Trade to turn all

these to the best account."

"Which of these do you find in Russia?"
" Not one. I find, instead, a poor, pining, and protected industry ; labour scarce, ill-trained, uncnergetic and largely

reduced by the constant drain for military service ; little accumulated capital, heavy indebtedness and exhausted credit; a soil

barren over by far the larger part of its enormous extent, and where it is productive, with the trade in its raw material

exposed to an overpowering foreign competition before which it dwindles yearly ; next to no healthy commerce or manu-
factures, and a rigidly protective system."

" What makes a nation formidable to its neighbours ?
"

"Aggressive intentions, backed by effective force."
" Do you find these united in the case of Russia ?

"

" No. Admitting the intentions, I fail to find the force that should bo formidable to a really formidable opponent ?
"

"
How, then, do you account for her conquests round the shores of the Black Sea, about the ridges of the Caucasus,

and in Central Asia beyond the Caspian to the borders of Afghanistan and the confides of Chinese Tartary ?
"

" Because in these cases she was dealing with barbarians weaker than herself."
" Do you not fear what Russia can do to endanger our rule in India ?

"

" No ; for I think our basis of defence about the strongest, her basis of attack about the weakest, in the world. If a
thousand miles of waterless desfrts and impassable mountains, and more than that distance between even the border of
these and the sources from which all Russia's supplies must be drawn, and that by a nation whose European credit, as I am
assured by those who are loudest in their fear of her, is exhausted, and whose internal system is honeycombed by the secret

workings of discontent and disloyalty, be not sufficient defence of a power rooted as England is in India, with her communi-
cations secured by her command of the sea, her soldiers and sailors well trained, well officered, and animated by the high
courage of our race, and the wealth and credit of Great Britain's vast empire and world-wide commerce at their back, then
facts and fancies are one, and PUNCH has read History in vain."

"
And, worse still, has studied in my schools and worked in my service to no purpose !

"
exclaimed Common Sense, as,

with a sudden explosion of impatience, he shut down with a snap the Russian Old Bogey into his Box, while TOBY rested in

peace under the shadow of

And BBTTANKIA was calm, knowing that, if TOBY slumbered, she might sleep secure.
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January.

THE CAP-AND-BELL CALENDAE.
Monthly Memoranda by a Modern Momui.

' One Kcaaounc for hawke and anothere for hounde,
liut foole hunting's a Sporte duirth all ye jeare rouudc."

JANUARY.

JANUARY ! Month melancholy,
Save to connoisseur in folly !

He finds food for gay reflection.
"
Happy New Tear ?

" Ha ! Ha ! Affection

Truly cuts most comic capers.

Happy indeed ! Just watch the papers.
Were all happy P I, for one,
Could not be. There'd be no fun.
Fools won't fail though. Send tne cards
Decked by daubers, rhymed by bards !

Grin and bum them. World won't vary.
Geese abound in January.

1 Tl. E. C-k.h.
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ASTRONOMICAL AND SCIENTIFIC REMARKS.

(For Student! and Examin<r>.)

Q. You say that
" The attractive power of Bodies ia in pro-

portion to the aaunmt of matter they contain." Explain this.

A. Of course I iliiln't say anything; of the sort, still I shall

be happy to afford you any information in my power. Evi-

dently a well-informed c niversationalist is
"
company," and an

attraction in himself, as is a good pianist, a first-rate songstress,

and an agreeable, chatty, pretty woman. But the prettiest

woman in the world los'es all power of attraction if slie has

only her face to depend on. Khf may always (!</>< >i,f upon her

face, but yon cannot be a!ways lia'iiyiiiy on her lips. A pin
has a head, a lauHtlower has a heart, a calf has brains : and

a pretty woman may have the head of a pin, the brains of a

calf, and the heart of a cauliflower. Beware in time
'

WHFN actors complain that all they require is "parts," they

generally tell the exact truth.

THE CAP-AND-BELb CALENDAR.LITTLE TOMMY'S QUESTIONS.
, FOB MARCH.

Why does EFFIE say she likes Lent ?

Why does MR. RUBRIC, the curate, agree with her ?

Why does EFFIE eat so much lunch, and so little

linner ?

Why does MR. RUBRIC only take fish at dinner ?

Why does EFFIE go to church twice a day ?

Why is EFFIE working a pair of slippers ?

When will EFFIE pay me the sixpence she promised
ne for not calling MR. RUBRIC " MR. REDNOSE ?

"

O'wif t v CM.L.T.*
T-II<mrd d. 24 a OtL.T*

'

>'*!* Bui.
n,r,l. Sff M D. e.m b.

D* K...I d. 117 Vii J-tat.I. d.
.l.ltk i8 W R.ph..i b.

l.ni 9 Th B. TO.IOB
DWI 1.10 r (,."*! >rij.

l N.wloa d 131 4 'I i. .,.).,!.

March.

' PEOYEBBS ILLUSTRATED.
(By M. P. J. FITZ-SOLOMON, ESQ.)

" BIRDS of a feather flock together,"
Else would they freeze this wintry weather.

"
Charity begins at home ;

"

Why send blankets to Africa, bibles to Rome ?

"Fast bind, fast find :

"

Unhappy nobleman, bear it in mind.

"
Kissing always goes by favour :

"

If it did not, who would like the flavour ?

Sue a beggar, and catch a ***** "

Holders of Turks, exhibit your nous.

"
Money makes the Mare to go :

"

And a Stockbroker's spouse is a lovely show.

"Pound foolish and penny wise
"

Is the man who a millionaire miser dies,
As his soul will know when it homeward flies.

' When the Cat's away the Mice will plaj,"
Means Parliament out of Session, they say.

THE CAP-AND-BELL CALENDAR.
MARCH.

MARCH ! Girls frights with cold red noses,
Funnier sight than ditto roses !

Swells down gutters chasing
"

tiles,"

Sight that makes me wreathe with smiles.

East wind up, and dust a-flying,
Folks in streets seem all a-crying.
Fun to read how bellicose Pats
Celebrate St. Patrick. Flats !

Here's to Mara ! the pair with Cupid
( Viz. : at making mortals stupid).
Laugh till collar loses starch,
At fool't pranks in blustering March.

LONDON PRACTICAL JOKES.
One Good Practical Joke. The dust-carts, overloaded,

collecting dust, and adding to it at the same time, in
the hottest part of the most sultry day in July.
Another : The Water Carts. Turning the water on

suddenlv at the corner of a street, and quite close to the

kerb, where there are Ladies and Gentlemen waiting to

cross. Real good fun this.

Another and a better Joke. Maundering cabs,

empty ; going at a walk. Driver sees somebody in the
middle of a crossing, helpless, and urges on his steed
with a flick of the whip, suddenly. Foot Passengers'
panic.
The Best Practical Joke in London is, perhaps, the

environs of Covent Garden Market at any time, but

specially from Friday night till Saturday midday. Im-
passable for cabs, and therefore generally chosen as a
short cut to any railway station by a cabman who knows
his fare is in a hurry. Covent Garden, however, is

beyond a joke ;
it is simply a disgrace to the Metropolis.

APRIL ! Dedicate to Folly ;

Apemanthus might be jolly.
Cold ! Don't care for the thermometer,
Favourite instrument Foolometer !

High this month. Sumphs think it Spring,
Dress, and shake like anything.
Buds all a-blowing, so bards sing 'em;
Fancy Flora with a Gingham !

Girls 'look gay, fal-lals and flowers,
Fun to see 'em caught in showers,

Rain that forms adown one's nape rill,

Type of fool's spring-fudge in April.

LITTLE TOMMY'S QUESTIONS.
TOR APRIL.

Why do Mamma and the girls go to the Park ?

Why does Papa say it is folly I"

Why does FLORIE take me out ?

Why does she send me to play by myself when we
meet MR. CUHLYWIO ?

Why does MR. CUKLYWIO give me a shilling not to

tell?

Why is FLORIE always asking for letters at the post-
oflice Y

Why does EFFIE say such disagreeable tilings about

MR. RUBRIC'S engagement f

Why mayn't I smoke, like Papa P

THE BIOOEST MOTH IN CREATION. A Mammoth.

FASHION AND TASTE.
DlFFF.HEST people have different opinions

:

Some like ringlets and some like chignons.

MEMORANDUM FOR MARCH. Biting North-easters.

Walk not in the teeth of the wind.

PREDICTIONS FOR THE FIRST OF APRIL. A broiling

hot day and a cloudless sky all serene. Thunder and

lightning, attended with a heavy shower of aerolites.

An eruption of the long quiescent volcano, Primrose

Hill. At the same time, a terrific cyclone, which un-

roofs the Houses of Parliament, whilst the Monument
is overturned, and St. Paul's swallowed by an earth-

quake. Oysters (there being yet an " r
"

in the mouth)
rise to a guinea apiece, and some fools buy them.

PLAGIARISM IN A POLICE-COURT. At Bow Street,

before the sitting Magistrate, MESSRS. BLANKTON,
Music Publishers, have up MESSRS. DASH FORD, other

Music Publishers, on a charge of stealing a March.
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ASTRONOMICAL AND SCIENTIFIC REMARKS.
(Fur Stuihitti and Examiners.)

Q.
"
Gravity decreases with distance." Explain.

A. Quite true and just no. However stupendous an idiot

a man may be, you rannut very well laugh at him to his face,

specially it he be a remarkably mu-cular idiot. When he n
gone, or when you have gone, or when his back in turned,
then he i, as the French say,

"
pour rire" (which, according

to KiiglUh soundings U a particularly h.ippy phrase as

applied to laughing bcliind uny one's Mck), and when he
is a hundred mile, ,.tr. \,,u can put off your gravity, whi.'h H
an assumed habit, and go into perfect jits of laughter. Thu
you see how "

gravity decreases with distance." Uo away, 1

want to laugh.

THE Liberal party are sadly in want of a good cry.
should have patronised Jo.

They

THE CAP-AND-BELL CA1ENDAE.
TUNE.

JUNE ! Rose-mouth. The rose I scorn,
Tickles me to trace the thorn.

I, sub-rosd, scan society,
Fools in ever fresh variety.
Ruralizing now the go,
Swells cry

"
jolly,"

find it
" slow."

Slow ! that acme of the horrid

Swelldom's purgatory. Torrid
Weather ! Row then I Duffers do so.

Picnic, comfortless as Crusoe.

Follv frisks to merry tune,
In the jocund month of June.

LITTLE TOMMY'S QUESTIONS.
FOR MAY.

Why do Mamma and tho girls go to Court ?

Why does Papa say it's perfectly disgraceful?

Why does Mamma smii^lu the Dressmaker up the
baek stairs ?

Why do the girls iuvite all their friends to come and
see them start ?

Why do their friends call FLORIE and EFFIE
"
frights

" when they think I am not listening ?

Why dues KFF:E 'say that Papa ought to know that
MR. CUHLYWIG would stand by the carriage in tin-

Park ?

Why does FI.ORIE ask after MRS. RUBRIC?
Why does Mamma give me some sweeties not to

say anything about the quarrel to Papa ?

THE CAP-AND-BELL CALENDAR.
MAY.

MAY ! A merry month indeed
To Diogenes! I feed
Full on fooleries, phrenzied, frantic,
Critic cant and cockney centric.

Love to see R.A's. array,
Few can paint, but m:uiv pay.
List to Gosling Green's remarks,
Girls' warm gushes, awful lurks!

Fair May buds ? They're few
; but rare

Budding boobies in Mavfair.
On the whole one should be gay
Who hunts fools in town in May.

ADVERTISEMENT FOR ALL FOOLS. An opera boujfe
singer, having lost his voice, advertises a reward for its

recovery.

Hums OF SCIENCE. Naturalists are puzzled to
know why Swallows perch on the telegraph wires.
The reason is perfectly plain they are sending mes-
sages to say they ore coming.
NEW CLASSICAL TRANSLATION. "

Qui Jit ifitce-
nas ?" Some eommciitators ore of opinion that these
words were, in the first instance, addressed to this emi-
nent Roman by his talk".-, and that they ought to be

rendered,
" How does it tit, M.BCENAS ';

A FOOL'S ERRAND. In the heat of the dog-days a

practical punster, very far gone, went to the Zoological
Gardens, to cool himself at the pole in the vicinity of
the Polar Bear. He complained of having found no
pole near that bear ; the only bears that had a pole
being brown bears, and he saw them climb it, but didn't
feel himself at all the cooler.

LITTLE TOMMY'S QUESTIONS.
FOR JUNE.

Why did MR. CURLYWIO call upon Papa ?

Why did they remain talking for two hours ?

Why was Mamma sent for P

Why did FLORIE cry her eyes out P

Why did EFFIE say Papa was right to object ?

Why did FLORIE, after she had been down to Papa a

study, return smiling P

Why did EFFIE look so angry when she told FLORIB
that she congratulated her P

Why should that great lanky chap, CURLYWIO, bt
made my brother-in-law P . -xAMk" MC , nit,

WHOM NOT TO MARRY :

Or, Dioyents the Younger.

The Lady tcith a Mission. She will fill your house
with parsons or professors, lecture you on her pet hobby
when she can get no other audience (which will be

pretty often), consider all your old friends frivolous, and
treat you with supreme contempt if you venture to hint
that you like your dinner punctually, and properly
cooked.

The Lady of Fashion. She will regard you as an

appendage, a cheque-drawing animal, a useful purveyor
of equipages and dresses and diamonds and lace, a

person to be ignored as much as possible in Society.
The Millionaire's Daughter. She will persistently

make you aware that it is her house you live in, her

carriage you drive, that the servants are hers, the dinner?
hers that, in fact, she has bought you, and given for

you much more than you are really worth.
The Pious-Parochial Lady.Sbe will devote all her

time to the distribution of tracts, the inspection of

cottages, the collection of gossip, and interviews with
the Curate. Each Curate will he a more "blessed"

man than his predecessor, especially if he have the

shifty eyes, aggressive teeth, narrow forehead, and

shambling knees which modern Curatism has de-

veloped.
The Female Forelist. She will sit up all night

writing improprieties, and pass all day in town, worrnng
publishers, who are at present sad victims of the irre-

pressible petticoat.
The Horsey Woman. She will laugh at you as a

muff if you don't ride across country, buy "screws"
from her particular friends that you will have to sell

for as many tens as she gave hundreds, and cost you a
fortune in doctors' bills by breaking her collar-bone at

least once every season.

The Ouihing Female. She will devour you with

kisses, to the injury of your shirt-front, or weep on
your bosom, with much tfie same result. To her either

is equally delightful.
The ffYifou.'. DIOOEVES pauses. The theme is too

great for him. Vide Mr. Weller, Sen., in Pickwick,
passim.

STTPtTVn AT ^InTWTVfl. FicrhtlTT* dhfldrtVI
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MUSIC AT HOME.

[.DRAWING-ROOM MUSIC OF THE PAST A MELODY BY MOZART.

-II. DllAWlNO-RoOM MUSIC OK THE PRESENT A BRILLIANT FANTASIA FOR THE Pl.VNO BY SlONOR RUMBELS TOM3KIM.

III. DRAWING-ROOM Music OF THE FUTURE TWENTY-KOITR CONSECUTIVE INTKRDKPEVDENT LOGARITHMIC STUDIES FOR VIOLIN AND VIOLONCELLO, WITH DOUBLE DIFFERENTIAL
AND INTEGRAL ACCOMPANIMENT ON -IHE PIANOFORTE, SUPPLEMENTED BY UNISONAL DESCRIPTIVE AND CORROBORATIVE VOCAL EXPOSITION IN FIVE MODERN LANGUAGES.



PUNCH'S ALMANACK

JOCUS BITUALISTICUS

" AUTUMN MANCEUVBES, 1876.
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CURSORY RHYMES.

THERE was a little Gun
Weighing more than Eighty Ton,

Which made a great sensation, and a greater noise
;

Every trial shot, they found,
Cost quite tive-and-twenty pound,

But there's not another nation got it's equal, Boys '.

n.

CAPTAIN O'PiP
]|;i< lost liis ship,

And can't tell how it founder'd.

Ij't it alone !

The salt sea foam
Will never let out who blun-

der'd.

in.

JACK McGiLL
With gout being ill,

Was ordered Vichy water :

Hut feeling down,
Poured out "Old Brown,"

And finished a tumbler after.

IV.

POLI.IXAUY,
Light and airy,

How does your fountain flow ?

Cockles, squills,
And camomile pills,

To the dogs with the rest

may go.

DICKY TANNHAtfSER
Made such a noise, Sir,

Letting off fireworks yellow
an' green

What to him might be

Birao,
Would nearly make you

sick ;

0! sure such a Wag ne'er as
this has been seen.

Tl.

HKY diddle, diciuic!

A slate in the middle
;

A message come down from
the moon.

The medium he laughed,
To see such sport,

And took in the too-credulous

spoon.

ASTRONOMICAL AND SCIENTIFIC REMARKS.

(For Studenti and Ejtamintrt.)

Q. Can you define Longitude ?

A. Yes, if you allow me a certain Latitude.

Q. As this
application

cannot for a moment be enter-

tained, we will pass on to another subject. What do

you understand by
" a question of Time 'i

"

A. My asking you what o'clock it is.

HOUSEHOLD PROVERBS.
Firat catch your heir, and

Ik. n hook him.
Srateh a millionaire, and

you '11 find a snob.

When the chaperone conies
in at the door, the lover tlics

out of the window.
Too many cooks spoil the

policeman.
The cook's ncsc, shows where

the money goes.
No savings, no sweetheart.
Borrow in haste mid repay at

leisure.

You can't wear your lady's
gown and have it in the ward-
robe.

Marsala under any other
name will be as cheap.

There's no school like the
old school.

No Alp without a tourist.
COOK looks on many tourists,

the tourists see but one COOK.

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES.

IT is proposed to form a Syndicate for the establish-

ment of Companies with strictly limited liabilities to

carry out various useful purposes. Now that nobody
cares to buy Turks and Egyptians, investors will doubt-

less be glad to hear of ventures whose shares will imme-

diately reach a big premium. Among them may be

mentioned
A Company for the Suppression of Unsatisfactory but

Opulent Uncles and Aunts,
and the proper Distribution
of their Assets among their

younger Collaterals.

A Company (under the pre-
sidency of SIR WILFRID
LAWSON) for introducing Malt
and Hops into Ale, and eli-

minating Fusel Oil from

Whiskey.
A Company (under the pre-

sidency of SIR CHARLES
DILKE) for Improving the

quality of Modern Criticism.

A Company (under the presi-
dency of LORD SHAFTEKBURY)
for the Vivisection of Scien-

tific Professors. Shorthand
writers will be engaged to re-

port their remarks during the

operation.
A Company [for Ostracising

Fishmongers who sell Oysters
out of Season.
A Company for Inoculating

Upholsterers with the First

Principles of Decorative Effect.

A Company for Quietly Re-

moving the 1 urks from Europe
into Asia, and keeping them
there.

A Company for Carrying
Honesty to the Stock "Ex-

change, Honour to Tattersall's,

ti;iiety to Buckingham Palace,
and Sea-water to London.

A Nl7T FORNORSEMEN. The
Cupid of the Scandinavian mythology was Haider.
He is represented, however, wit

1

, a head of natural
hair. Had lie been simp!;- bald, he would have worn a
wig.

ASTRONOMICAL.
BEAUTY, unwedded, seen at rout or ball,
Is like the noonday sun which shines on all.

When Hymen's ring o'er Beauty's finger slips,
That sun oft suffers annular eclipse !

MODERN ACCOMPLISHMENTS.
r;i,:tn!n flrmrn (narrating hit Trip to the Continent).

"
THEN, OF COURSE, WE RAN cows TO GRANADA,

ASl. >w THK ALIIAMBRA "

Captain Jink* (itntravellcd Athlete). "No?! WHAT, HAVK THEY OOT ONE THERE TOO!!"

PRJENUNTIA VERIS.

A TOKEN from the coming
Spring

Has greeted me to-day,
Which tears into my eyes can

bring,
And stop me on my way.

'Tis not that in the pathway
lies

A primrose heedless tost ;

'Tis not the martyr bud which
dies

Before the lingering frost.

Nor yet the subtle whisper,
heard

Clear 'mid the blustering
wind.

That tells of flower, and bee,
and bird,

And April days behind.

No! 'twas that while with

eager pace
Heedless I hurried by,

A gnat, the firstling of the

race,
Flew straight into my eye !

ASTRONOMICAL AND SCIENTIFIC REMARKS.
(For Students and Examiners.)

Q. Under what conditions docs a body fall to the
earth ':

A. The conditions vary. But when a body is asked
afterwards, the answer attributes the accident either to
the heat of the room, or the salmon, or the cucumber,
or something that has disagreed with it (the body in

question), but in no case is any reference made to the
wine.

POETA NASCITUR, NCCT FIT.

Wo have changed all that.

There is now extensively ad-

vi rtised a "
Singer Manufac-

turing Company."

THE PAY'S THE THING.
Eccruits are in request. Let

them see a little more of the

colour of your money. That
is the flag to rally round.

TOM TIPPLER makes his grog so strong, that he is

obliged to use toughened glass.

nIEM. BY A BACHELOR.
(Who narrowly escaped being a Benedict.)

MAnniAUE a lottery? Yes! My stars I thank
That I have drawn its greatest prize a blank !

A MEDICAL TITLE. Sur-geon.
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SPIRITUALISM MADE USEFUL.
WHO KNOWS? What sized bowl is required to

drown care in ?

PROPER FARE. What would you expect to find on
a literary man's breakfast-table? Bacon's Remains,
Final Memorials of Lamb, if in season, and Shelley
fragments.

THE HOST UNKINBEST CUT OF ALL. Presenting
an unfortunate who has invested his little all in Turkish
Bonds with a Porte-monnaie.

CAUTION TO " COMICAL DOGS." Remember how
many jokes mav be classed under these two heads :

1 . Funnv, but old ; 2. New, but not funnv.

WHAT OUGHT TO Go TOGETHER. A turnip watch
and an eighteen-carat gold chain.

DOMESTIC. It was a homely but pungent observa-

tion, on the part of a man of much experience and ob-

servation, that marriage without lore was like tripe
without onions.
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DELICATE ATTENTION.
Confiding Spinster.

"
I 'M AFRAID THE SEA la TOO COLD FOR ME THIS MORNINO, MR. SWABBER."

Bathing Man. "
COLD, Miss I LOK' BLEaa YER, I JUST TOOK AND POWERKD A KITTLE o' BII.IN' WATER IN TO TAKE THE CHILL ofy, WHEM I SEE YOU A COJIIN'

A LITTLE SURPRISE.
Miuter Tom (Novtmber tth). "ROBERT AND ME MADE 'EM ALL OURSELVES, UNCLB, FOR TO-MORROW NIOHT, is HONOUR o' YOUR VISIT I"

[Uncle John tries to look dttioMM, but hat a shrewd fusnicion that his Bed chamber is directly over this Xfagazine I
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PICTURES OF THE DAY (TO COME).

I. PROCESSION or THE FASHIONABLE FEMALE FORM DIVIKE, BEADED BY UOHEIECR WOKTH.

(ir.(A A/r. Punch'l Apologia to Mr. Leighton.)

II. DOCTOR MEILASIOM JONES, FISDINQ IIIUSELF OCTSTRIPPU) is THE RACE FOR PATIEHTS *? TBE FAIR DOCTORS*! ATAUXTA ROBISSOX, QALLAKTLY THROWS HER A.

W.DDIKO-RINO, AND WIN* THE DAV. (IPiM J/r. Puw/.'i Apolofiel to Mr. PoytHr.)

EXTRAORDINARY DISAPPEARANCE. The other day
at 1 P.M., luncheon-time, a hungry man walked into a

pigeon pit
1

. He has not been seen since.

THK HFRKPW PASTORAL NYMPH. Old Thin**'.

THAT Palceocrystic sea has one paradoxical pecu-

liarity : though ice-locked, \t_floes on for ever.

To SCHOOL-BOARDS. There is something far better
than fu>hnnl Kpfnrp hrpnkfjist breakfast before school.

THB HBIOHT OF SINCEEITT. Wishing an aged

person, at whose decease you will come into property

many happy new years.

THE VEBREY IDEA. Let
' hare some lunch.
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ASTRONOMICAL AND SCIENTIFIC REMARKS.

(For Stuiltnll and Examineri.)

Q. Is the Earth ever at rest ?

A. Never : and not likely to be as long as its
principles

of action

iave a tendency to keep;it"iu a perpetual state of revolution.

Q. The Earth moves, eh ?

A. Yes, at a meeting of the planets it always moves a resolution.

Q. That is not an answer. Is it an ascertained fact that the Earth

moves ?

A. No: but it is an ascertained fact that tie tea does, and the

effect is most unpleasant. Judging from our srnsitions on shore,

which are generally of a pleasurable character, we should say that

the Earth does not move, liut send a boy out to watch. I '11 go, if

you'll give me five shillings.

How TO GET RID OF A BORE. Make an appointment to meet

him on Waterloo Bridge, and throw him over.

i/,
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ASTRONOMICAL AND SCIENTIFIC REMARKS.

(For Students and Examiner! )

Q. 'What do you mean by
" Greenwich Time ?

"

A. Well, I should Bay from April to July, after which th

whitebait are worthless.

Q. What is
" mean time

"
at Greenwich ?

A. It has two significations. For example, the first is when

my mother-in-law comei to spend a day with my wife, and /
am mean-time at Greenwich.

Q. And the second Hgnification ?

A. When you are asked to join a friend at Greenwich, and be

won't stand you a dinner, or refuses to pay for i'omuiery

tret tec.

Soon PLACE TO BEND UNRULY LADS TO. The Smack

Boys' Home, Yarmouth.

HAPPY RELEASE. Paying off a mortgage.

LITTLE TOMMY'S QUESTIONS.TUB CAP-AND-I3ELL CALENDAR.
SEPTEMBER.

SEPTEMBER ! Month a regular stunner :

No such gaby as your gunner.

Tramps through turnips, sludge, or stubble,

Alter game not worth the trouble.

Nuts to me ! I eat ripe fruits

And shoot folly as it shoots !

Spouters too, St. Stephen's shut

Vent irresponsible bosh big butts.

Caucuses for free discussion,

E.g., rows and brain-concussion.

Sportsman, Congressist, and "
Member,"

Split my midriff in September.

LITTLE TOMMY'S QUESTIONS.
FOR SEPTEMBER.

Why is every room in the house turned topsy-

turvy ?

Why is EFFIE so very cross ?

Why does FLORIE get so many visits from her old

schoolfellows ?

Why is old CHADDY always in the way ?

Why is old CHADDY always being sent on errands ?

Why does Mamma cry when FLORIE tries on her

wedding-dress ?

AVhy docs EFFIE say that white isn't becoming to

FLORIE ?

What toys will Papa bring me home from Paris ?

ASTRONOMICAL AND SCIENTIFIC REMARKS.
(For Students and Examiners.)

Q. Can you explain the phenomena of Sunrise and
Sunset ?

A. Certainly. It will take some considerable time,
so if you '11 have the legs of yesterday's Turkey grilled
and devilled, and a few slices of plum-pudding fried,

and a bottle of your very best at ninety-nine shillings
a dozen, with cigars to match, all readv by ten o'clock

I'll come and explain everything. Yes, Sir, there
shall be no secrets between us. We won't go home till

daylight does appear, and we '11 soon find out what it

is that goes round, whether it's the Earth : or not.

(End of examinations.)

FOR OCTOBER.

Why does Papa say he wishes it over ?

Why does Mamma think he might be more amiable,

as she has had all the trouble ?

Why are we all to go to church ?

Why is old CHADDY dressed in a blue frock-coat?

What do they all cry about at the big breakfast ?

AVhy does old CHADDY go away with FLORIE ?

Why does EFFIE say that poor FLORIB never looked

worse in her life ?

Why mayn't I have some more cake ?

THE CAP-AND-BELL CALENDAR.
OCTOBER.

OCTOBER ! Surely no month else is

.Like it. Folly excehit !

Boobies everywhere. Half sorry,

Scarcely time to pot each quarry.

Science-spouters make me chuckle

Till wet eyes need vigorous knuckle.

Cap-and-oells upon a platform,

0, but Folly ! nch in that form !

Love to see it pose and stammer,

Labouring out each party crammer.
DRACO himself could not keep sober,

At public Goose-show in October.
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THB Police have made a great raid upon dogs, yet

they rnnnot catch one Collie.

WK srotl' at savajes who bow down before strange
idols, yet we invariably

"
worship" the Bench.

SOCLiL STATISTICS.

A LODGER in a quiet street (according to advertise-

ment) has counted six and thirty barrel-organs, three

monster pony-drawn ditto, eleven Anglo-German bands,
seven dancing pifferari, fifteen troops of Sable singers,

at least a score of solo-players on tho harp, the flute,

the fiddle, the key-bugle, and the tom-tom, nineteen

begging ballad-bawlers, six or seven sailors singing
nasal psalms, and five and twenty howlers of " ten-a-

peuny warnuts," visiting its precincts within a single

day.
It is currently

believed that, in spite of the Police,

and the Mendicity Society, the yearly ini-ome of the

beggars in the streets of the Metropolis in the aggregate
exceeds three hundred thousand pounds.

It has been estimated that at a dance of ninety-three

young people the words, "so glad, don't you know !

"

are used upon an averazc eleven times a minute, and
the phrase,

"
awfully jolly !

"
as many as nineteen.

It is computed that the Autographs, which, on sundry
shallow pretexts, have been extracted from English

authors and artists of celebrity within the present

century would, if they were set up in a column of the

very smallest type, now current in our newspapers,
overtop by more than four-fifths of a furlong the heights
united of the Monument, the Clock Tower, the Nelson

Column, and St. Paul's.

The weight of the Valentines sent last year through
the Post Office exceeded by some ounces twenty-seven
tons.

The number of Puns made yearly on tho words

'tongue" and "trifle" by young Gentlemen at supper-
time amounts, it is computed, to five millions and
fifteen.

NEW CLASSICAL TRANSLATION. " Xe rttfr maftt
"

Do not give way to the temptation of eating apples.

WHAT A NAME FOR OUR CLIMATE. ''Merry-
weather !

"

REGULAR CANNIBALISM. A morning paper asserts

that the " true function of the Militia is .to feed the

Line !

"
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They essayed SANKET'S psalmody 'neath SAGITTARIUS,
With vocal effects the reverse of hilarious.
MOORE AND BURGESS came next, as they neared CAPRI-

CORNUS,
Cried he,

" This won't do I Cognoscenti will scorn us !
"

But, alas ! they 'd sing naught, as they entered AQUA-
RIUS,

But vapid Virginia's versicles various :

And so when the Sun was just entering PISCES.
He turned up that triad of Musical Misses.

air!

THE CAP-AND-BELL CALENDAR.
NOVEMBER.

NOVEMBER ! Month of fogs and guys,
Noodledom's own paradise,

Folly takes a civic turn.
Ah ! if all the guys they 'd burn
On the fifth, as lots do one,
life indeed were void of fun.

Rising morn with rosy kirtle,
Pale to Lord Mayor, at his turtle,
Rising rubicund to show
Elocutional " Old Clo !

"

No ! were Wit at its last ember,
It would flame, stirred by November.

LITTLE TOMMY'S QUESTIONS.
FOR NOVEMBER.

'Why does the Doctor say Mnnima wants change of

Why doesn't Papa like Brighton ?

Why does Mamma say,
" Of course it isn't so pleasant

s Paris !

"

Why does Papa say,
"
Anything for a quiet life."

Why arc we nil going to Brighton ?

Why does EFFIE like the Skating Rink f

* ho 's the chap in the moustaches ?

Why does he help EFFIE ?

A ZANY'S ZIG-ZAG BOUND THE ZODIAC.
A Rhymlit ,onj almi hu eiwjed In thete llneiAn ntt-phonetic let-to with the SIgaj.

A MUSIC-MANIAC, born under ARIES
Had three virgin vocalists, all of them MARIES.
He taught the fair three, while the Sun was in TAURUS,
To chant the loud wailings of WAGNER in chorus
It solaced his soul, and he cried, "With these women I
Hope to work wonders before we reach GEMINI."
But alas ! by the time when the Sun was in CANCER
He found toujoun WAONER with women won'tanswer.
And BO, while the Sun was careering through LEO,Ho taught them a tender and twittering trio
But they tiffed, and then wouldn't keep time in it, ergo,He wrote a new song for each virgin, in VIRGO ;

Tet they all of them "struck" for more monev in
LIBRA,

Not one would sing
" do " nor (without a big bribe}

"ray."
Ho sighed, when he found them all silent in SCORPIO
"How wondrous that WAGNER she-tempers should

warp. Heigho !

"

LITTLE TOMMY'S QUESTIONS.
FOR DECEMBER.

Why won't the chap in the moustaches help me
along as well as EFFIE ?

Why does Mamma want to know what I mean ?

Why does EFFIE say I am always telling stories ?

Why does she pinch me when we are alone ?

Why does Papa say that "he will horsewhip the
scoundrel

"
?

What 's the meaning of " an elopement
"

?

Why does Papa say,
"
Well, we are rid of both of

them.' ^
And, lastly, why does Mamma cry, and kiss me, and

tell me to be a good boy, as I am the only one left ?

THE CAP-AND-BELL CALENDAR.
DECEMBER.

DECEMBER ! Now the picture-papers
Folly urge to cut fresh capers,
To my special delectation

;

Nous deserts the entire nation.

Christmas, Fetish with red nose,
Makes all men as mummers pose,
Cant of charity, chant the carol,

Meaning, love of board and barrel,
Orgies amorous and Bacchic !

Nemesis in form Stomachic
Makes Old Motley's mimes remember
Folly's Dance in drear December.

ASTRONOMICAL AND SCIENTIFIC REMARKS.
(For Students and Kxamintn )

Q. How would a modern gun-smith describe the solar

system
A. As a "

central fire, and a lot of revolvers."
Q. Is it true that foreign stocks rise and fall under

the influence of any of the Heavenly Bodies F
A. Yes. But this cause can only be satisfactorily re-

ferred to the action of those eminent financiers the
Great and Little Bear.

C.HV.MXIV
8 S. in Ad
Chl]mfi !l

Jno. Gy d.
|m..a.b,.| December.

CHRISTMAS CAROL.

(By a Poor Expectant of Pertt.)

AIR " When other lips," &c.

WHEN other Govs. for other clerk*

Shall " strike upon the bell,"
And proffer, liberal and no larks,
The "

tips" they love so well ;

Perhaps in that ecstatic hour
Old " Screws" may softened be.

touch him, though" he 's close and dour 1

Then, Yule, remember me !

When geese and turkeys fly about,
And fi'pun-notes abound ;

When hampers tall, capacious, stout,
In passages are found ;

When pass the bottle and the cask

E-lee-mo-syn-ar,
At such a season I 'd but asK,
Dear Yule, remember me !

HUNTING API -Offic
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ON NBWBUEY FIELD.

[It is proposed by the Newbury District Field Club to raise a memorial of
l.i in s CAUV VIMOUNT FALKLAND, the spot where he fell in arms for the
King's cause, in the first Battle of Newbury, Sept. 18, 1643. 600 is required
for the purpose. Nearly half the sum is already subscribed. Subscriptions
may be paid at the Old Bank, Newbury, and in London at MESSRS. DHUM-
MOND'S, HANSON'S, UOBARTS'S, and the London and County Bank.]

THERE stands a pillar upon Chalgrove'Field,
Where by war's blind event JOHN HAMPDEIT fell,

To die, still praying till his lips were sealed
That God would save the land he loved so well.

That stone reminds our times of peaceful ease
How HAMPDEN'S stainless sword, drawn to defend

01 1 monarchy and ancient liberties
Of England, was borne stainless to the end.

We see the stern and steadfast face, still set
Peacewards through risinsr storms of"civil life :

By a high purpose purified from fret
Of party feud and hate-embittered strife.

There was another, who to HAMPDEN'S goal
Pressed on by other road than HAMPDEN went ;

Whose yearning after peace so vexed his soul,
It robbed his night's rest and his day's content

FALKLAND, who, when men's hearts were tried with fire,
Came from the furnace pure as gold thrice-proved :

Who threat of Parliament and royal ire

Withstood, in strength of his high aim unmoved,

That he might teach a land that reverenced law
To brook the rule of law-abiding kings ;

For this he strove, while with hope's eye he saw
The waving of the White Peace-Angel's wings.

But when they closed in smirch of blood and smoke
On Edgehill field, he drew a burdened breath,

Went weary, as a man whose heart is broke,
And rode the fight liks one who seeks for death.

At Newbury he found it, in the van
Of BrRON's charging troopers charging home.

Ofjthe King's following the noblest man,
Who had crowned Law and Peace 'neath Freedom's dome.

No stone yet marks the spot where FALKLAND fell.

The time is come such record were supplied.
As Chalgrove pillar doth of HAHPDEN tell,
Let Newhury tell how FALKLAND lived and died.

'Tis well that England lift a thankful heart
God hath so blessed our land, that either cause,

The King's and Parliament's, could find a part
For FALKLAND, HAMPDEN, loving both old laws

And ancient liberties : that when they drew
Reluctant swords, ne'er forged for brothers' wars,

Still Truth and Right, seen reek of battle through,
In life and death to both were guiding stars.

SEVEN LABOURS FOR SOMEBODY.
1. WHEN will Somebody do something towards the general intro-

duction of some really sweeping measures for the cleansing of our
pavements ?

2. When will Somebody do something towards decreasing Christ-

mas, and all the year round.drunkenness ?

3. When will Somebody do something towards removing Temple
Bar and Holywell Street ?

4. When will Somebody do something towards making chickens,
beefsteaks, salmon, butter, eggs, and oysters, as cheap as they once
used to be ?

5. When will Somebody do something really sensible in Parlia-
ment, or out of it, to cause a marked decrease in preventible railway
accidents ?

6. When will Somebody do something to induce educated Britons
to club together for the establishment of a worthy National Theatre ?

7. When will Somebody do something to solve the pressing
problem of compulsory school attendance ?

ALARMING FAEHTBE. The New Year gone into liquidation !

VOL. LXMI.
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KAISER-I-HIND.

(Queen proclaimed Empress of India at Delhi, January 1, 1877.)

lien u, cannon, to the brass-bands'. blare, and elephantine trump ;

Big drums, make all the noise you can, and native tom-toms thump !

While VICEROY LYTTON changes gilt howdah for gilt throne,
And VICIOKIA'S Indian titles are to India's corners blown !

Prank yourselves, SCINDIAH, GAEKWAH, NIZAM, RAM, JAM, & Co.,
Rear your new-broidered banners, your new-coined medals show ;

Own that Old England, when she likes, can turn out a parade,
Almost as well as if such pomp were her, as 'tis your, trade.

Think not of cost, nor of the needs that call for it elsewhere ;

The cloud of coming 'scarcity that darkens the parched air :

Let not the whiff unmannerly of cyclone-swallowed dead
Come 'twixt your new nobility, and attar freely shed.

Lay your nuzzers down in homage at the courteous Viceroy's feet ;

Drink the sweet powder of salutes, increased new ranks to greet :

Nor ask if all this tinsel, these gewgaws, bind the band
More close betwiit your weakness and the strength of England's

hand.

'TwasnoMAMsEngland spread her rule, fromCHARLOCK'S narrowsway
To the days of CLIVE and Plassy, of WELLESLEY and Assaye ;

But, first, by sharp swords in strong hands, and when their work was

done,

By proving she knew how to rule the Empire these had won.

And if some stains of force or fraud deface that record long,
The force is used, the fraud condoned, she now is just as strong :

The baser greeds of gold and rule a higher power o'er-rides,

By purer law than yours directs, to ends more worthy guides.

She holds your swarming millions now, but as a trust of Heaven,
To civilise and educate to her best teaching given :

A nursery for her Statesmen, for her Warriors a school,
To show men how a wiser West a wider East can rule.

Till India, as she bows before her Empress-Queen to-day,
Can offer her a gift for all the blessings of her sway
Governors wise in council, and Christian soldiers, bold,
If need were, a more troubled East to take into their hold.
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HOW WE ARRANGE OUR LITTLE DINNERS.
Mistress.

"
OH, COOK, WE SHALL WANT DINNER FOB FOUR THIS EVENING.

WHAT DO YOU THINK, BESIDES THE JOINT, OK OX-TAIL SOUP, LOBSTER
AND AN ENTREE SAY, BEEF 1

"

Cook. "
YES, 'M FKESH, OR AUSTB ?

"

Mistress.
" LKT '

SHE ? IT 's ONLY THE BROWNS TINNED WILL DO I

"

SOMETHING LIKE SUNDAY AND WEEK-DAY
SERVICES.

OUR Life-Boats', are they not? Here is a summary
of them for 1876. Close on five hundred lives saved,
and eighteen vessels rescued from the very jaws of des-

truction ; and out of the twelve hundred men afloat

during the year in the J56 boats of the National Life-

Boat Institution, only a single man lost, to the 498 saved

by their aid aid rendered at what danger to life and
limb, at what cost of exposure, hardship, calm courage,
and skilled self-devotion, no record can tell.

Organisation the Institution gives. Courage, strength,
and skill, our gallant English sea-faring coast popula-
tion finds in abundance. But money it is for England
to contribute, for the establishment of stations, the pro-
vision of boats and apparatus, and the payment of the

rewards bestowed bv the Institution on those who aid in

its good work of life-saving at sea, in the shape of

medals and money 968 medals and 50,000 having been

granted since its foundation, in recognition of such ser-

vice.

Need Punch say more in furtherance of his call not to

Man the Life-boat" that is done already but to

money it. This may be done through any banker in

the United Kingdom, or directly through the Secretary,

14, John Street, Adelphi, London. "Adelphi" means
"

brothers." What quarter so fit for the head-quarters
of a Society doing, if ever Society did, a work of Chris-
tian and, wider, human brotherhood, among those who
"Go down to the sea in ships, and occupy their busi-

ness in great waters."

How about those Buttons P

THERE are few things more wonderful, in DR.
SCHLIEMANN'S wonderful "find" at Mycense, than the
enormous quantity of buttons he has come upon in

these mysterious graves. It has been hitherto supposed
that the chieftains of the heroic age had souls above
Buttons. But we know that in the' earlier obsequies of

chiefs slaves were sacrificed to the manes of their owners.
The most probable explanation which we can offer of the

Mycenian buttons is that they belonged to the garments
of the pages who, no doubt, were burned in numbers
round the bodies of their buried masters and mistresses.

DIET CHEPE. Cheapside in this weather.

Meanwhile we govern India, 'fore all, for India's good :

To teach and rear her chieftains to rule as rulers should.
To teach and rear her people to the fair arts of peace,
So to leave a self-ruled India when our Viceroy-rule has ceased.

PROM THE STYE.

(A Protest from our Learned Pig.)

DEAB MR. PUNCH,
HHUM i'u ! I am a well-meaning 'animal, with a liberal

appetite and an unprejudiced taste. Man is a stingy brute, with an
unscrupulous conscience and a squeamish stomach. Hinc illte

lachryma .' (I am a learned pig you^will perceive.) Give a
pi(f

a
bad name and eat him ; abusing him afterwards for daring to dis-

agree with you ! That's human justice all over. We porkers call

it ungracious gluttony. Hrumph ! I have no particular ambition
to be eaten at all, but if post-mortem deglutition is my destiny I

would fain die with a good dietetic reputation, and escape posthu-
mous prejudice. Were the ban of MOSES and MAHOMET made uni-

versal, I should not repine. A pig like the Premier is _pachyder-
matously imperturbable under spiteful pin-pricks, particularly if

they serve a useful purpose ; he will not fume at misrepresentation,
provided he thereby escape the pot. But to feed on us, and then
flout us, is a little too bad. I am nice oh, yes, I am emphatically
and indisputably nice. Trust Epicureanhumanity to discover that,
even without the lambent light thrown on Roast rig by the Essay
ofJSKa. BO-BO, the swineherd's boy, (ah ! I should Uke to. have
had the roasting of him ! I would willingly fire my stye for the
purpose : they say

"
Long Pig," even with a Chinese flavour is tooth-

some and succulent) BO-BO, I say, was 'representative of his race.
I am admittedly delicious. But I am unwholesome forsooth !

Bosh! ! I Has anyone yet proved that pig as pig is not as salubrious

as savoury ? Diseased, of course, I play the dickens with the dupes
and the duffers who strive to digest me. And serve them right !

But why should I be diseased ? I have been listening to my Echo,
Mr. Punch, and this is what I hear :

" Two hundred and fifty pounds of diseased pork bad been seized (in Glas-

gow) by a Sanitary Inspector. In the course of the trial it transpired that

the pigs before (laughter
' seemed

dropsical.'
A butcher who was examined

and leemed to look on the matter with great nonchalance considered that

this might hare been caused by the pigs having been fed on the putrefied
stomachs of diseased horses. When horses became dropsical it was common to

give them spirits of nitre or antimony, and if the pigs were fed on the flesh

of such diseased animals, the disease might be communicated to them.
The witness added that, 'it was just in the way of business to dress such
carcases.'"

There ! ! ! In the way of business ! ! And then they blame me .' .' .'

Hrumph ! It is disgusting ! Why not brand the conscienceless brute
who feeds his unsuspicious porkers on such foul offal, dealing out
death at third hand from luckless horse to deceived pig. and from de-

ceived pig to gulled humanity !
,
I have a somewhat undiscriminating

appetite. It is my weakness, and I confess it openly. I have the

misfortune to be carnivorous rather than eclectic. But I have no

preference for disease-gendering garbage, I am not the Reynolds of

my race. Give me wholesome food and plenty of it, I am not parti-
cular, anything from acorns to

"
hotel tub

"
will suit me for a change,

and "
the, grateful stomach of the judicious epicure

"
shall not

suffer post-prandially from me. But diet me on rotten fish, diseased

potatoes, or putrid horse, and if Nemesis takes the form of Trichi-

nosis, or other disgusting disorder, who is to blame ? Not I, but
the money-grubbing miscreants whom it were indeed base flattery

to call
"
greedy as a pig." Hrnmph ! Down on them, dear Punch,

and exonerate your much maligned correspondent,

TOBY.

(Before tht Namt was usurped ly your'own Puppy of a Dog.)
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WHAT'S THE ODDS?
OB, THE DUMB JOCKEY OF JEDDINGTON.

A GElfPIKB SPOETnrG IfOTBL BY

MAJOR JAWLEY SHARP,
Author of

"
Squeezing Langford,"

" Two Kicks," $c.,

CHAPTER VIII." The Treble Event."

AT his wit's end, LAWYER
FERRET, hit'upon a plan to

retrieve the fortunes of the

day." He must lose three

Derbys in succession, must
he not ?

" asked the astute

Lawyer of the Honble PULL-
MAN.

"
Yes, so says the Will,"

was the answer. " And if

he doesn't, the property is

mine."
"

Is ours," the Lawyer rejoined, with grim humour.
LADY Di, seated in the barouche, laid her nervous hand on a diamond-hilted poniard

she wore at her girdle.
MRS. AZAMYLE, who had just returned to herself, trembled. She did not like

poniards.
LAWYER FERRET had arranged it in two seconds with the Bookmakers and Owners.
The Bell rang for the next Derby.
There were no starters, except Moka and the Invisible Prince.

"Now," exclaimed the Honble
PULLMAN, "he's done. With one or the other, he

must walk over the course, and win. Ha ! ha !
"

But MR. STRTNGHALT raised his hat, and begged the'Honble Gentleman's pardon. He
(MR. STRTNGHALT) had just purchased the Invisible, and had backed him heavily.

As he had said, the Invisible won. Moka nowhere.
"
Hooray !

"
cried SIR THOMAS, while LAWYER FERRET and the Honble PULLMAN

absolutely danced with rage and disappointment.
A storm was brewing. The Bookmakers, over two hundred of them, utterly ruined

by following LAWYER FERRET and the Honble PULLMAN'S advice, began to eye the pair
threateningly.

There was yet another race.
'Moka must win shall win this time," screamed LAWYER FERRET, as with 'the

Honble
PULLMAN, who was now dressed as a Jockey, he furiously approached CAVASSON,

intending to tear him from his horse, and throw him down the hill, when PULLMAN
would get up, and win on Moka.

But it would have been easier to have torn a Precentor from his stall than to drag

the^Dumb Jockey from off Moka's back.
"Base villains!" screamed the two hundred ruined Bookmakers, who were no

uninterested spectators of the exciting scene." Base !

"
echoed LAWYER FERRET, in a deep voice.

"
Base ! We must be base

for the treble event."
But they were not to be mollified with a witticism, and already they were taking off

their coats, and turning up their sleeves.
Yet there was one chance ! just one !

If the Honbl < PULLMAN CARR could hut substitute himself for the Dumb: Jockey !

lhen, once mounted on Moka, he would force the obstinate animal to gallop for dear
lite, and, by winning the third Derby with one of the Jeddington Dodd Lot, the two pre-
vious races would go for nothing.

LAWYER FERRET, the Hon11 '
PULLMAN, and CAVASSON the Dumb Jockey, were

engaged in a deadly struggle. The two former, animated by despair, put forth all their
strength. A loud shout went up from the Bookmakers.

CAVASSON could resist no longer. The sur-

ingle was loosened, the girths gave way, and
le tumbled to the ground an inert mass.
In a second the Honble PULLMAN was on

Moka's back.
One flash of the whip ! one nourish of his

spurs in the air ! and he was off.

Off, hut not thrown. Moka's heels were

light and quick, but the Honble PULLMAN'S
seat was as sure' as if he 'd been elected

without a dissentient voice.

Moka would not stir.

LADI Di and MRS. AZAMYLE "screamed, and
waved their handkerchiefs in their frenzied

excitement.

GUSSY, in her brougham, leant back fainting.
Was she about to lose her lover and her hap-
piness for ever ? Oh, if Moka would only be
arm ! if she would but lie down and refuse to

move ! One of the others might win the Derby,
and Moka be last after all.

LAWYER FERRET suddenly reappeared,

bearing a long pole with bright, gleaming,
attractive vegetables, such as Moka loved,
fixed at one end.
This he gave to the Honble PULLMAN.
In an instant he saw his plan. A gleam of

dope shone on the pallid countenances of the
Bookmakers.
The Honble PULLMAN rested the pole between

Moka's ears, so that the tempting bait of

carrots and green vegetables hung within a

few inches of the animal's clear-scenting nose.

Highly trained as Moka was, yet she was not

gifted with such common sense as might have
told her that no amount of galloping would
bring her one fraction nearer the coveted

prize.
Yet off she started full gallop.
A ringing cheer went up from the Book-

makers, who now ran along by the course,

laying the odds, right and left, on what was,
evidently, a certainty.
What were the odds ?

Why, two thousand to one on Moka ! ! !

And where was SIR THOMAS DODD ?

In the middle of her career, SIR THOMAS,
standing on the top of GUSSY'S brougham, was
offering three thousand to one on Invisible

Prince, and taking all the odds he could get

against Moka.
The Bookmakers, relying upon LAWYER

FERRET and the Honble PULLMAN CARE, took
him in every direction at once. They backed
Moka for millions. They were determined
to skin the lamb that day, and the lamb was
SIR THOMAS DODD. "Done! Done! Done!"
But Invisible Prince, who has been no-

where at first, is now creeping up alongside.
And who has been put up to ride ?

Is it possible ? Yes I There is no doubt
about it ! There are the black, purple, green,

red, and orange stripes !

It is CAVASSON, the Dumb Jockey of .Jed-

dington.
Tottenham Corner is passed. Moka first,

Invisible Prince second ; the rest nowhere.

Suddenly, from the crowd, the report of a

pistol is heard. Moka, thoroughly trained,
knows the signal. She drops, as though shot.

There she lies, quietly eating the carrots and
the greens, with the Honble PULLMAN wedged
in, under her. No effort of her Honblc rider

could extricate himself, or get her to move.
There he lay a prisoner. LAWYER FERRET
tore his hair, and cursed, but he was borne
onward by the rush of two hundred Book-
makers.

It was WILLIAM BUTTON who had fired the

pistol. He had had a long experience in the

Comic business of a Circus, and this was one

of the tricks he had taught Moka.
' ' Hoorah ! Hoorah ! Hoopla tchk !

"

Cheers from the Grand Stand. Cheers
from the honest public. Groans and execra-

tions from the two hundred Bookmakers.
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The Numbers are up
INVISIBLE PRINCE .... 1

The rett Nowhere.
"
Thanks, CAVASSON !

"
cried SIK THOJUS DODD, deeply affected

" You have saved the honour and name of DODD !

"

"But," screamed LAWYER FEKRET, "you have forfeited the
estates ! You have not lost three Derbys in succession !

"

SIR THOMAS smiled, as, from behind the Judge's box, an elderly

gentleman stepped calmly forward, with a parchment in his hand
FERRET recognised him. It was MB. GRAZIN LANE, the well-known
Chancery Interpleader.
MK. OKA/UN LANE bowed politely to LAWYER FERRET, and the

jjonbie puu,M ijf. Then he said," Kxcuse me
;

I am a little hoarse."
A yell camo up from the Bookmakers, who were in no humour for

a jest.
_
ME. OKA/IN LANK continued calmly," This is no juke for any one. I have here several legal docu-

ments; but, if yoii will allow me, I will skip over what is unneces-

sary."
'

Skip !

"
they cried, like

onje
man.

Mu. (in \ZIN LANE bowed, skippedover the legal forms, and then,
after taking the necessary steps, he cleared bis voice at a bound,
and thus addressed.the assembly.*

(To be continued.)

* From Editor to Public. Telegram just arrived. It it to be finished next
week. Last chapter not here yet Shall bring it up with me on my return
from the Major's, Bogus Park, Boshey, where, I '11 be bound, they are keeping
Christmas in true old English fashion. ED.

CUTTINGS FROM NEW-YEAR DIARIES.

LD Paterfamilias
(Friday, Jan. 5).

Dividends due
at the Bank :

mustn't forget
that the Fire In-
surance expires
on the 9th.
Wrote to ask
JONES to send
me back the um-
brella I left at
his rooms'on New
Year'sDay, when
we dined together
to finish the holi-

day on the Stock
Exchange.

MaterfamiKas
(Friday Jan. 5).

Dividends due
at the Bank.
Tried to get
QEORGE to give
me a new bonnet.
First attempt
wasa failure. On
reminding him,
however, that

business couldn't have detained him on New Year's Day, at MB.
JONES'S, he changed the subject, and wrote me a cheque. Must get
the children new shoes for to-morrow's Twelfth-Night party.

Mi'ns Fanny (Friday, Jan. 5). I do so [wish my next quarter's
money was due as MADAME CRINOLINE'S bill has left me almost
penniless. _It may arise from my buying gloves with four buttons
instead of six.

"
poverty, poverty, how bitter is thy sting

"
I

wonder who wrote that ? Of course I remember, it was ALEXANDER
SELKIRK.
Miss Laura (Friday, Jan. 5). No news ot^him ! I wonder if he

will be at the children's party to-morrow ? He may, and then I
shall see him once again. Even when he is pretending to be ahorse
for the amusement of the children, he looks romantic. Love,
what a strange thing thou art, changing the most lowly things into
all sorts of other things ! I write this with^ the window, open with
my eyes turned towards the black, cheeriest midnight sky ! I hope
I shan't catch cold !

mMf: Charles\(Friday, Jan. 5). Nothing on for to-day. Children's
Iwelith-Nightparty to-morrow. That httl flirt LAURA is sure to
be there. Shall I go ? Depend! whether I can cut into a rubber at
the Club. In these hard times can't afford to lose my cards.
Master'Tommy (Friday, Jan. 5). Just; eighteen hours to the

Twelfth-Night Party. What lota of cake I shall eat! Twenty

days more to the end of the holidays. Ain't I sorry ! What a rot

diary is ! Shouldn't keep it if papa hadn't promised me five

shillings if I wrote some things every day for a fortnight. Come, I

have done enough for to-day.
Mr. Tentofour Seeling- wax (Friday, Jan. 5). Stayed at the

office all day reading the papers. Had a snooze in the afternoon,
and dined at the Club.

Mr, Fox Wolf, Lawyer (Friday, Jan. 5). Good day's work.
Sold up three widows, and dispossessed six orphans. Sang
"
Dreaming of Angels

" with great success at a soiree in the

evening.
Lieutenant Sabretache (Friday, Jan. 5). On guard all day, and,

consequently, nothing on earth to do. Couldn t find anything to

read but the Queen's Regulations. Read some of them for a novelty,
and found them dry and difficult to understand. Wish I had had a

Uradshaw might nave read the advertisements instead.

Mr. Shakespeare Jiyron Jones, Amateur Author (Friday, Jan. 5).

Made up my mind to write a five-act tragedy in blank verse.

Wrote to the Editors of six Magazines asking if they wanted any
articles. Offered to do a Pantomime for MR. CHATTKRTON, at Drury
Lane, if it wasn't too late. Thought out the first chapters of my
Novel. Spent the rest of the day in considering what I should call

the new paper I mean to start.

Mr. Punch, 85, Fleet Street (Friday, Jan. 5). Hard at work all

day. No time for diary writing. Leave all that sort of thing for

people with more leisure on their hands than brains in their head-

pieces.

NEW?
A Query by a Querulous Quidnunc.

" I wish you a Happy New Year." Popular Saying.

HAPPY ? That 's doubtful ! Pessimists would say
Those who are like to find it so are few :

And of all New Year's deeds from day to day
How many will be New t

What if War's waking bring black fear and sadness,
With parting 's pang to palace, hall, and hovel ?

Alas ! about that immemorial madness
There 's nothing that is novel.

If Trade peace-fostered flourish, then the rout

Of Mammon's thralls old triumphs by old troubles

Will buy once more : there 's little new about

The_tints that brighten bubbles.

Black-hackle cocks round clerical mare's nests

Will spar, sects pit to-day against to-morrow,
But each new vestment Reverend Mimes invest

From the dead past they 11 borrow.

The old political pot-d-feu will boil

With the old hash of all the old ingredients ;

Old principles fresh-furbished>ct as foil

To old re-trimmed expedients.

Neologies galore will take the town,
Mere masquerade old faces with new masks !

The frothiest must but proves, when settled down,
Old liquor in new casks.

Art, new-coined terms upon her tongue, will trace,
With fingers feeble as old hands were furious,

Faint copies of the ancient glow and grace,

Antiques as pale as spurious.

Poesy, plumed for unexampled flights,

Will deem it soars, while in old mire it grovels ;

Sumphs vainly seek new radiance in new fights,
Or novelty in novels 1

And fools will play their old preposterous pranks,
Old politicians make their big blunders ;

And jesters scatter time-worn quips and cranks ;

And priests roll harmless thunders.

New Years ? Alas ! I 've'greeted'not a few,
But spite of piendo-seers who jarred and jangled,

I find they 've brought me little that is new,
To much that is new-fangled 1

SEASONABLE QUERY. If the Mussulman wants muscle for war,
low can the Iluss fight without its sinews ?
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VERS DE SOCIETE.
THAT PLAYFUL BUT TENDER YOUNG BARD, THE HON. FITZ-LAVKUDER B BLAIRS, ENJOYS THE ALMOST PBRFECT BLISS OF READING

A LITTLE THING OF HIS OWN TO A CIRCLE OF WEAK-MINDED BUT INTENSELY SYMPATHETIC WOMEN :

"TO A FAIR ARCHERESS.
" Glad lady mine, that glitterert

In Khinimah of summab athwart the lawn,
Canst tell me which is bitterest
The glamaw of Eve, or the glimmah of dawn,

Chorus.
" How EXQUISIM ! How REFINED ! !

' To those -with whose hearts thou interest
The field where they fall at thy feet to fawn ?

As a buttahfly dost thou fluttah by !

How, whence, and oh ! whither, art come and gone ?
"

HOW REALLY QUITE TOO FAR MORE THAN MOST AWFULLY DELICIOUS ! ! !

"

[Aa the Poem it not of equal merit throughout we only quote the first Stanza.

A CALL TO THE COAST-GUARD.
(By Authority, according to the

"
Gardeners' Magazine.")

YE Custom-Honse officers keep a look-out
The coasts of Great Britain and Ireland about,At all ports, English, Cambrian, Irish, and Scotch,
Against a bold Smuggler far worse than Will Watch.

Look sharp, or h '11 smuggle himself, contraband
More fearful than Cavendish, into our land,
Concealed in Canadian cargoes, or freights
Arriving in vessels from Yankeedom's States.

Cute rascal, he '11 try out of vision to hide,
Because he 's detected as soon as descried,
Being plainly marked out, as with figures or types,
By colours resembling the Stars and the Stripes.

He looks like a lady-bird a* to his kind.

A j '\.
bigSer' and longer from front to behind ;And the stripes which the vagabond bears on his wings

istingmsn that plague from those innocent things.

His colours, however, are yellow and black,
borne spots of the last at the top of his back,
*ive stripes of the same on one side, and five moreOn the other ; in heraldry Sable on Or.

His name 's Colorado
; wherever he goeiHe devours every precious potato that grows.

Entomology's doctors the title have stuck to him
Of Doryfera decemlineata bad luck to him !

Look out for this foe, worse than 'tater disease,
Aboard ships, inside sacks, upon wharves, and on quays,
Under sheds, in all packages, bundles, and bales,
In fact anything brought us by steam or by sails.

Tide-waiters, and Searchers, and Coast-Guard, and all,

Prepare on this Smuggler self-smuggled to fall,
To put down a foot on him, wheresoe'er found,
And squash him and squelch him to smash on the ground.

It may not be easy, or possible quite.
To stamp out a murrain, a fever, or blight ;

But at least we can stamp beetles out if they show
When seen, serve this vicious American so.

The Better Way with Betting-House Keepers.
THE proprietor of a sporting journal the other day pleaded guilty

at Guildhall to a charge of having kept his house open for betting
purposes, the repetition of an offence for which he was fined 100
about a year ago. His counsel, on the plea of domestic affliction

and dangerous illness, "asked that he might not be sent to prison
without a fine." SIR ROBERT CABDEN, with some hesitation, decided

merely to fine him dSlOO and 5 5. costs.'.but added that
"
in all

future cases imprisonment without fine would be inflicted on such
offenders." Perhaps it would be better that they should " not be
sent to prison without a fine," but smartly fined in addition to being
imprisoned.
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MR. PUNCH'S CELEBRITES CHEZ EUX.

No. I. THE GKEAT MAN AT HOMK.

(By One who Knows his Footman.)

KVEKAI. magnificent
Parka, one leading
out of the other ;

then a gorgeous
'den' full of tro-

ol plants and
vers, a fresh and
grant tangle of

greenery, a musical,
melodious, mur-
muring melange of

birds, fountains,
fruit -

trees, lakes,
and mountains.
Always bine sky,
and always sun-
shine and soft sweet
breezes. Such the

surroundings of the
Palace.
The House itself.

A noble building of

marble and precious
stones, now remind-

ing one of the
Louvre, now of Hampton Court, now of Belvoir Castle. A quaint old place,
with immense stacks of red brick chimneys, heaps of bronze doors, and hundreds
of latticed windows. A home for a CROMWELL, a NAPOLEON THE GKEAT, or an
EDWARD THE CONFESSOR. At the back, twenty square miles of good mixed
shooting, and a hundred leagues of trout-stream.

The Servants' Offices excellent. A splendid suite of apartments for the
Butler, with a secret passage leading from the comfortable library into the
cellar. An airy pantry, with cupboards full of plate. A nicely-furnished
Housekeeper's Room, the very place for wit and comfort. A Servants' Hall
ever ready to extend its hospitality to litterateurs. And the employes, in their

powdered hair and magnificent uniforms of plush smalls and yellow coats nice,
amiable, unaffected men. full of anecdotes of Him the Great Man it is their
pride to serve. From the Butler himself down to the young gentleman in
buttons all equally chatty and confidential.

Up-Stairs. Gold, silver, and blue brocade. Here is the Hall where the
Great Man puts his umbrella and hat. That unpretending bronze peg is the
one upon which he hangs his overcoat. Yonder cupboard hides his well-
worn wide-awake, his hunting-whips, his favourite rods, and his short pipe.
The Great Man, when he can escape from his followers, delights in a ramble
across country. He will start at four in the morning, and, whistling to half-a-
dozen dogs (a retriever, two foxhounds, a Newfoundland, a bull-terrier, and
a pug), will, thus followed, hunt for hours the artful rabbit or the wily snipe.
Then he will drop in at a country inn, and dine on the simplest fare some soup,
a little fish, a few entrees, and a bird. But this he will do only when he has
some particular chum staying with him such as His Royal Highness fresh
from Marlborough House, or my LOUD BEACONSPIELD. On State days he will
remain in the gold drawing-room, in his simple but effective costume of black
velvet slashed with red satin, giving audiences to the great [and noble.
Courteous to the last degree, he bows his guest into the jewelled chair, and
talks for five minutes. Then he rises, and another graceful bow proclaims
the interview at an end. But he is an inveterate smoker, and never appears
without a homely

"
yard of clay

"
hanging from between his

lips.His wardrobe contains all sorts of magnificent costumes, the gifts (in great
part) of his admirers. Here is the Court dress of a North American Indian,
there the mufti of a Field-Marshal of Pern

; yonder (thrown about in confusion)
are a number of patents of nobility. The Orders of Knighthood (of which the
Great Man possesses sixty-seven) are not here to-day. They have been sent down
to the footman's pantry to be brushed up with the rest of the plate.And how does the Great Man spend his day ? At five he wakes, and takes a
cup of tea with two lumps of sugar in it. Then he dashes into a swimming-bath ,

and atterwards spends a couple of hours in his private gymnasium. After this
he is ready for his secretaries. Ten of them enter his study (a small apartment,
full of books, desks, and magnificent extra-sized chandeliers), and read to him
his correspondence. As his letters number on the average two thousand a post,
his secretaries read them simultaneously to save time. Then comes breakfast
a simple meal of coffee, claret, lobster, mushrooms, muffins, pig's fry (a dish of
which he is particularly fond) a few pates defoie gras, and perhaps a haunch of
venison, or a canvas-back. After breakfast the usual business of the day
commences. From noon till two o'clock he writes. He is a quick thinker, and
works last. In these two hours he will sometimes knock off at one sitting a
five-act comedy, a draught treaty of commerce, and a three-volume novel. At
two he sees the Ambassadors, giving precedence to the French as the repre-
sentative of an unfortunate people. Then come the German, the Russian, the
Italian, and the Austro-Hungarian. Of late he has refused to see the Turkish
Ambassador. It is scarcely necessary to add that the Great Man talks to each

foreigner in bis visitor's native tongue. After the
Ambassadors come the statesmen. LORD HARTINGTON
is put into the Red Room, while SIR STAFFORD NORTH-
COTE lounges in the Blue.
Even if each visitor should receive no more than the

regulation five minutes, these interviews consume
several hours. At six, the Great Man devotes some
forty-five minutes to recreation. It is at this time that
he meets his greatest friends en petit comite. The brown
boudoir (furnished in the Oriental fashion with couches
and Old Masters) rings with the laugh of ALFRED TKNXV-
SON, the chuckle of CARLTLE, the soft "ha-ha" of

CHARLES READE, and the boisterous merriment of MR.
GLADSTONE. The rare old glasses at these times mirror
the faces of such men as SIR WILFRID LAWSON, the
ARCHBISHOP OP CANTERBURY, MR. BUCKSTONE, SIB,

GEOROE NARES, MAJOR O'GoimAir, and DR. CUMMINO of

Scotland. Then comes dinner, a glorious meal with a
menu a yard long ; and then the Great Man goes out to

be petted and feted by Society, to dance with the
Duchess of This, and to flirt with the Countess of That.
At these times he refuses to talk business. BISMARCK

may telegraph and ROTHSCHILDS may follow him about,
but to no good his rule has not an exception. When
he requires country air, a hearty welcome awaits him at

Balmoral, Sandringham, and Osborne. He refuses daily
invitations from the Elysefc, and the imperial palaces of

Vienna, St. Petersburg and Berlin ; ho hates ceremony
with its guards of honour, its court-banquets, and military
reviews. He likes to be with his friends, and when he

pays a visit, only takes with him half-a-dozen of his

valets, and a few cordons bleus. And what is the name
of this truly Great Man? The question is easily
answered. The name of this truly Great Man is

Mr. Punch.

HOW TO USE A CLUB.

NEVER pay your subscription until you have obtained

post rank. Modern Chios collapse so suddenly that
it is well to be on the safe side ; oesides, you gain the
interest of the money and get your name advertised free

gratis.

Always run down the Club when you are in ; even call

it a pot-house. The other members will, of course, think
that you belong to several superior Clubs, and love you
accordingly.

Always swear at the Waiters. It is not included in

their wages, but they regard it as a perquisite.
No Club Man, who is wise, ever buys a new umbrella.

Why should he, when so many men daily do it for him ?

The time for the best is between seven and eight, when
members are pretty safe in the dining-room.

If you take a fancy to any engraving in the rarer

library books cut it out when no one is by. If the
Committee inform you that this is dishonest, reply that
that may be their impression, but that you prefer proofs.
When the Smoking-room Waiter brings you the

cigar-box, ask boldly and loudly, "Which are the

eighteen-penny ones?" and select quietly a twopenny
cheroot. So you gain at a minimum of expenditure
one of the greatest advantages of wealth.

Invariably black-ball men who are put up for election

by either your proposer or seconder. As in nine cases

out of ten we nave cause to regret introducing men as

members of our Club, you will be doing your friends an
unobtrusive yet essential service.

Stare at strangers as though they" were some new
form of wild beasts. You dont pay an entrance-fee and
innual subscription to have your Club turned into an
hotel. Besides, other members' friends are always cads.

When the conversation turns, upon books, though the

only two you know are your laundress's and an old Ruff,

speak ainly of your
"
library." That at the Museum is

as much yours OB it is anybody's.
Get hold of a lord if you can, even though it be but an

Irish peer ; invite him to dinner, and take care that

everyone knows who he is. After he is gone, shrug your
shoulders, call him "Poor devil!" and hint that you

'

dessay he 's glad of a dinner." So you score doubly.
When compelled to speak of your three-pair-back,

allude to it as your "chambers; and to SALLY, your
fifteen years' old maid-of-all-work as your

" man. '

Back your bill daily. Complain of the cigars, dinner,
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RECOLLECTION OF HUNTING SEASON (CLOSE OF 1876-BEGINNING OF 1877).

Paterfamilias.
"
WELL, I BEGIN TO THINK THE WEATHER is A TRIFLE TOO OPEN !

"

wine, coals, gas, and attendance, and you '11 soon be a Committee-
man yourself. Then you can snub other grumblers.
Pocket the Club stationery. It is far cheaper than buying your

own, and it is only wasted at the Club.
Wear your hat in every part of the house. It informs strangers

of the fact that you are a member, and is an altogether dignified
and becoming method of asserting your proprietorship. This is a rule
to be rigidly observed when any member happens to be showing a

party of ladies over the house.

Keep new members at arm's length : let them clearly understand
that, while you are compelled to tolerate their presence, you are by
no means certain that they are not swindlers and vagabonds.
By observing these few rules, and some others which Mr. Punch

may furnish you with upon another occasion, you will, in time, be-
come a most popular member of your Club, and when in the fulness
of time you die, your place will not easily be filled.

OUE BENEFICED DISSENTERS.
FHIEND PUNCH,

IT is verily gratifying to see friends E. F. GROOM and
J. PLIMPTON, Churchwardens of St. James's,

'

Hatcham, and up-
holders of friend TOOTH in his defiance of the law and the Court of

Arches, seemingly in a way to arrive at a sense of his position and
their own. Thou hast doubtless read their letter to the Timei,
wherein they say :

" We are not such a mall body ai many think
; the English Church Union

and the Church of England Working-men's Society together number more
than 25,000 Churchmen, and thee do not represent a tithe of thoie who sym-
pathise with us."

If not so small a body as many think, the party they belong to is
a minority not perhaps as large as they imagine. As to the tithe
of those who sympathise .with them, how much longer do they
suppose members of the Church by Law Established are likely to
continue paying tithes to Clergy whose followers have at last begun
to discern them to be ministers of another denomination? The
above-named friends go on to testify as follows :

" It ia said we are lawless. No more lawless, I take it, Sir, than Noncon-
formists were when they refused to pay Church-rates, which were then imposed
by the law of England, by permitting their goods to be seized rather than give

up the principle for which they were contending that citizens should not be

compelled to support a religious institution against their consciences ; so we,
for principle, are determined to suffer loss of property, and of liberty if need

be, for the maintenance of the right of the Church of England to govern her-
self in spiritual matters without interference from secular authority."

When friends GROOM and PLIMPTON, on the part of friend TOOTH
and his adherents, describe themselves as representing the Church,
those three said friends doubtless remind thee of three other such,
the celebrated apparel-makers .of Tooley Street, who styled them-
selves the People of England. Whilst, however, with one breath
our Hatcham friends claim to typify the Church whose Government
they disown, thou seest that with the other they compare themselves
to Nonconformists ; and it may be hoped that they will soon discover

how nearly they resemble them, the resemblance being precisely
such as one pea bears to another. They persist in practising rites and
ceremonies of their own, and refusing to conform to those of the
Established Church by Law matters of ritual prescribed by that
Law as interpreted by its legal Judges ; and it is notorious that
their Nonconformity as to postures and gestures signifies Noncon-

formity of opinions also. Wherein, then, do their Ministers differ

from friend SPUHGEON, friend PARKER, friend NEWMAN HALL, and
the Nonconformists who sit under those and other Nonconforming
friends? In two important but unessential particulars. They
preach and practise their Nonconformity within the steeple-houses
and other edifices of the Establishment, instead of Salems and
Ebenerers of their own, and they sack the Established hire. Other-
wise it is manifest to every creature above a donkey, and, from the
avowals above quoted, appears to be dawning upon even their own
intellects, that they are all of them, laity and clergy, no more and
no less out-and-out thorough-going Nonconformists and Dissenters
than friends CHADBAND and STIGOINS Dissenters and Nonconformists
though of a different colour from the drab which distinguishes the
"
vestments "

of thy broad-brimmed Friend, OBADIAH.

SCURVY OUTBREAK. The attacks on the Arctic Expedition.
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THE CHRISTMAS SERMON.
Gerald (who has been listening with exemplary patience). "MAMMA, WHIN is HE GOING TO TALK

ABOUT THB Pi/UMNO I
"

EDUCATIONAL EXPENSES.
IT may be that the relation existing be-

tween education and crime is precisely the

reverse at Manchester of what it will be
found to be everywhere else. The Chaplain
of Manchester Gaol the other day read a re-

port declaring the experience of the Assizes

and Sessions at Manchester to show "
that

mere reading and writing have been the

instrumental means without the use of

which the forger, the embezzler, the frau-

dulent trustee, the base coiner, the false

begging-letter writer, the dishonest ware-
houseman and clerk, and such like, could

not ever come into existence as criminals."

Perhaps the development instead of the pre-
vention of crime by education is peculiar to

Manchester. Otherwise School Boards will

not be found such economical institutions as

it was predicted they would. An
outlay

in

education rates, instead of being repaid by
reduction of county rates will simply neces-

sitate augmented local taxation for prison

expenses. But let us hope it is an excep-
tional and not a general fact, that the

Three R's are conducive to the growth of

a fourth R Roguery.

NEW TWELFTH-NIGHT CHARACTERS.

THE (h'F.KN as the Star of India.

The Sm.TAN as the Injured Innocent.

The EMPEROR OF RCSSIA as the Two-
headed Dilemma.
MIDHAT PASHA as Chen-Bounce.
LORD SALISBURY as the Pilot who .did

his best to weather the storm.
GENERAL IGNATIEFF as Jack Brag.
EARL BEACONSFIKLD as Lord Bateman.
MB. GLADSTONE as Cerberus, the three-

headed Janitor ofj the gates of London,
Rome, and Constantinople.
MR. JOHN BRIGHT as the Angel with the

Olive Branch.
MR. TENNYSON as Harold-Hard-writer.
GEORGE'.ELIOT as the Poet of MOSES & Co.
MR. SWINBURNE as the Blush Rose.
MR. CAKLYLE as the Cremorne Hermit.
DR. SLA D E as the 'Possum up a Gum Tree.

MR. SPURGEON as the Christian Minstrel.

WHY STIR HIS STUMPS?
WHAT, in the name of common sense, could the Vicar and Church-

wardens ofWadsley Bridge have meant by objecting to the bat, balls,
and stumps on the tombstone of BENJAMIN KEETON, the Cricketer,
with the loving and Christian inscription, which, thanks to the
kindness of a Sheffield Correspondent, a Cricketer too, Punch is

glad to be able to append :

"
Farewell, dear wife, my life is past :

My lore was true until the last.

Then think of me, nor Borrow take,
But lore my Saviour for my sake."

Altogether we never heard of a more creditable gravestone : nor is

this professional symbolism a new thing in the tombstones of those

parts. The Vicar and Churchwardens may see in Wadsley Bridge
Churchyard a Musician's tombstone, with its music-bars and the
notes of HANDEL'S sublime strain,

" The trumpet shall sound and the
dead shall be raised?' carved upon it ; and a Blacksmith's, charged
with the hammer and pincers flanking the horseshoe of his grimy but
useful occupation.
Did not the Vicar at least know whatever the Churchwardens

may have known that in the good old times this carving on the
tombstone of the implements of the sleeper's handicraft, beginning
with the Soldier's sword and the Dame's distaff, was an almost
universal practice ? And bat and balls were KEETON'S tools as a
professional Cricketer.

Then, if we turn from the practice in the matter to the principle
at the bottom of it, where can be the objection to what is a mere
record of the sleeper's craft true labour wherein was one of his
life's best prayers, gui laborat. orat, but a record addressed to
the eye, at once picturesque, and encouraging local art; instructive,
as showing what trade implements have been ; directly intelligible,

and more vivid in its appeal to the memory than any description
in words would be, wliilo infinitely closer to the fact than most
monumental enumerations of the virtues of the departed your
grave-stone mason being the one recorder who observes the law,
more charitable than honest, de mortuii nil nisi bonum.
The more Punch considers the matter, the more he feels inclined,

instead of objecting to the practise of such symbolic stone-cutting,
to wish it were everywhere restored in English Churchyards, till the

proverb should run " True as a tombstone," instead of
"
False as

an epitaph."
We are glad to find that Wadsley Bridge Vicar and Churchwar-

dens having thought of it, have naturally thought better of it, and
have determined to leave BENJAMIN KEETON'S bat, balls, and stumps
where his widow has placed them.

January Summer.

AN advertisement announces that :

"
Cherry Ripe ! is commenced in the January Number of the Tfmple Bar

Magazine."

Here is indeed a proof of the extraordinary mildness of the
season !

OFFICIAL OMISSION.

WE see advertised extensively
"
Inexhaustible Salts, as supplied

to the QUEEN." What a pity that they were not supplied to the

Admiralty in time for issue to the last Arctic Expedition !

POKER red-hot banished from Pantomime, has been received

with open arms at some fashionable London Clubs.
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MANAGER BEACONSFIELD'S TRANSFORMATION
SCENE.

Theatre Royal, Delhi.

BECISELY within a
week of Christmas

Day there has been
exhibited in the

Capital of India a

spectacle curiously
similar to those
magnificent displays
with which the sen-

timents inspired by
that solemn season
are wont to be|de-
monstrated in the

Metropolis of the
British Empire. The
proclamation of Her
Majesty's Imperial
title at Delhi on New
Year's Day was at-

tended with cere-

mony and pageant
l'ust as much calcu-

lated to astonish and

gratify the ^natives

privileged to witness
it as analogous
pomps and splendour
here to amaze and

delight the youthful
mind. The scene on
the plain three miles
north of the Vice-

regal camp at Delhi
;

the amphitheatre
and dais the circu-

lar platform of light
blue framework, re-

lieved by illumi-

nated panels alternatelyWisplaying'the Royal Arms and the Imperial
Crown intermingled with the Imperial Initials, with its umbrella-

shaped canopy of red, white, and gold supported on gilt posts over-
head

; the gorgeously-coloured semicircle of seats reserved for the
native grandees and high officials under its white awning fringed
with blue, and resting on white and gilt figures decorated with flags
and festoons ; the attendant troops and guards of honour ; the pic-

turesque costumes and uniforms of the guests and visitors ; theViCE-
EOY and LADY LYTTON riding in a gilt howdah on a huge elephant,
followed by their children on another, and attended by a gigantic
sham-herald, MAJOB BABNES, in a tabard surreptitiously copied from
the real thing, its wearer ignorant of all connection with the College
in Doctors' Commons,'and grievous to the soul of Garter, Clareneeux,
and Dragon Rouge, but attired in two hundred pounds' worth of
heraldic Tiabiliments ;

the sixty-three ruling Chiefs in attendance
with their military retainers ; the Isalute of a hundred guns : the

feu-de-joie fired by the soldiers
;
the glare, glitter, and parade of

the whole show must have resembled nothing so exactly as the Trans-
formation Scene of a Christmas Pantomime. This resemblance was
rendered all the closer by the piece of dumb show, performed by
LOUD LYTTON, of hanging commemorative medals about the necks
of the native Chiefs, and by the delivery of the Proclamation,
spoken by MAJOB BAENES after an appropriate flourish of trumpets ;

only the Proclamation was not, as it might have been, cast in heroic
verse. And there was" one particular in which the comparison be-
tween the Durbar at Delhi and the Pantomimes at Drury Lane and
Covent Garden certainly cannot he sustained. There was no bene-
ficent fairy present to turn any of the characters in the scene into

Harlequin and Columbine, not to mention Clown and Pantaloon.

However, the whole display served admirably to typify the supre-
macy over barbaric magnificence assumed and asserted by Civilisa-
tion.

Flames Male and Female.

AT the Royal Institution, the other evening, in the third lecture
of the "juvenile course," DB. GLADSTONE described "the various
kinds of flames." Among these, however, from a report of his
lecture, he appears to have made no mention 'of the

"
old flame "

remembered by most men as once so extremely bright and beauti-

ful, but as liable to grow in the hard hands of Time quite the revrse
of either beautiful or bright.

THE ENDOWMENT OF RESEARCH.
" GOVERNMENT FUND OF 4000 FOR THE PROMOTION OF SCIENTIFIC

RESEARCH. The President and Council of the Royal Society have resolved
to advise the Committee of Council on Education to expend the above-named
Fund in aiding Scientific Research : 1. By conferring grants on Competent
Persons, or by offering Prizes of considerable value for the solution of Pro-
blems. 2. By meeting applications from Persons desirous of undertaking
Investigations. 3. By applying Funds for Computation, the Formation of
Tables of Constants, and other laborious and unremunerative Scientific work.

Applications are to be addressed to the Secretaries of the Royal Society,
Burlington House, London, W., marked [Government Fund]."

THIS announcement has naturally produced great excitement in
the Scientific World. The letter-box of the Royal Society is daily
choked with applications. We append a few of the more remark-
able of these appeals.

GENTLEMEN,
FOE years past I have consecrated all my leisure to per-

fecting a discovery which will produce results beyond the power of

the most Oriental imagination to realise. I am as certain as I am
of the rise of to-morrow's sun, or the visit of the tax-collector, that
a grant of 50 or, to prevent the possibility of failure, say 100

would enable me to bring my experiments to a successful issue, and
confer on the Royal Society the enviable distinction of having been
the medium of revealing to the world a long latent secret. I mean
that of Perpetual Motion.

88, Chimera Crescent, N. W. P. GBEEN MOONING.

DEAK Sin,
Jan. 6, 1877.

I HAVE not slept a moment, for pardonable excitement since

I read of the intentions of bur glorious, great-hearted, chivalrous

Government, to grant 4000 for Scientific Research. A cheque for

150 (not crossed} will put me in possession of the means of procuring
apparatus and chemicals, the only things wanting to enable me to

complete the last link in a chain of experiments Which will, which
shall, which must culminate in the transmutation of all the baser
metals into genuine, solid, virgin GOLD.

Yours in haste (for the Laboratory waits),

2A, Little Stickleback Street, E. EUPHOBBIUS WHISTLETON.

276, Dock Avenue, Liverpool,

GENTLEMEN, &A l"'^-

PEAY use your influence with the Government to get me
awarded a grant of 500 to 1000, to aid me in showing that the whole

system of Modern Astronomy is radically wrong. The prevailing
notions of the configuration of the earth (ridiculously called one of

the heavenly bodies), the composition of the sun and its distance

from our globe, and the absence of life in the moon, I have over and
over again proved to the satisfaction of myself and my friends, to

be as gross delusions as the belief in the philosopher's stone and the

divining rod of former ages. I only require the trifle I have men-
tioned to put my convictions on such a base of absolute certainty,
that the world shall hail me as the greatest Scientific Reformer
since the days of COPEBNICUS, GALILEO, and TYCHO BBAHE.

Yours,
TnALES ALEXANDEE WILDEBSPIN-.

GENTLEMEN,
I AM ready to sell to the Government my infallible specifics

for sea-sickness and hydrophobia, which have never been known to

fail since my great-grandfather first brought the prescriptions with
him from the Vale of Cashmere. My terms are 4000 cash.

Your obedient Servant,
Isle of Dogs, E., Jan. 1, 1877. ANDKEW MAC CANNTB.

MY DEAB SIES,
The Crib, James Wattville, Manchester.

A NEW motive power is within my grasp, which will render

steam as obsolete as the pack-horse and the stage-waggon. I am
impeded in my experiments by the want of means to procure mate-

rial, machinery, skilled labour, and workshops. I want only but
2000 for all this. Plead for me for a grant to that amount, and

you will place me (and yourselves) on the same pedestal of fame as

ABCHIMEDES, WATT, and the STEPHENSONS.

6/1/77.
ABCHIMEDES J. STBOWGBASS.

Miss KATHLEEN O'COEKEY is anxious to engage in the following

computations :

1. The number of penny postage-stamps it would take to go round
the world.

2. The number and cost of the umbrellas now in use in Great
Britain and Ireland.

3. The value of the waste paper annually burnt or thrown away in

GreatB ritain, Scotland, and Wales.
She trusts the Government will allow her an annuity of 250

until her calculations are completed.
Thomas Moore Street, Dublin. Friday Evening.
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ONTAl

FIELD PERSPECTIVE (FOR SOFT WEATHER).

"WOMEN'S WORK IN THE CHURCH."

THE'legend of POPE JOAN may or may not be authentic ; but the

possibility, at least, of a female Pope is manifest from the positive
fact that there are female Parsons. For this is a fact beyond all

doubt. A great many, if not the greater part, of the Ritualist

Clergy are evidently Ladies who, having contrived to conceal their

sex, nave gone to Theological Training Colleges, got themselves or-

dained, and crept into the Church in disguise. Now, when they have
obtained curacies and livings, their irrepressible passion for finery
crops up. They bedizen themselves in all manner of gowns and petti-
coats under the name of

' '

vestments," and they decorate the Churches
in which they officiate, or have them decorated, in a style of orna-
mentation befitting only boudoirs or dressing-rooms. A Lincoln-
shire paper, itself apparently edited by a girl, reports under the
head of Claxby, in a sympathetic spirit, particulars of some recent
ecclesiastical adornments, of which the conception is evidently
feminine, or at any rate the product of a man-milliner's brain.

ME. WOKTH, perhaps, suggested some of the fal-lals under-
mentioned :

" SAINT MART'S CHDECH. We are pleased to hear that several handsome
offerings were made to this church, on Christmas Day, by parishioners, more
than a hundred of whom had shown their appreciation of the many privileges

they enjoy in this sacred edifice, devoting some portion of their substance to

provide the necessary adjuncts for the worship of the altar. The gifts, pre-

viously set apart to the use of the Church, consisted of a complete set of nicely
embroidered altar linen (the veils surrounded with Ince), a white silk veil and

burse, richly embroidered in gold ;
a book-stand for the alter, a pair of vases,

n pair of vesper lights to hold six candles, these all being of polished brass."

All this reads exactly like the description of a lady's boudoir.
The altar with appurtenances such as

"
nicely embroidered linen,""

veils surrounded with lace," a "
white silk veil and burse richly

embroidered with gold," a "
pair of vases," and " a pair of vesper

lights to hold six candles," must as nearly as possible resemble a
toilet-table. The vases may be taken to be meant to hold perfumes,
the six candles held in the pair of vesper lights to stand beside a

looking-glass, and the book-stand to support a fashion-book. Such
an altar can be imagined only as an altar of Venus, or but an altar

figuratively so called, an altar of Beauty, at which she sits and
worships herself. No male Cleric could possibly permit the altar at

which he serves to be tricked out in the fantastic manner above

specified. Altars. so tricked out, however, are now numerous; and
the Clergy who direct or permit their decoration may style them-
selves Priests, but are unquestionably Priestesses, every Reverend
Man Jack of them.
The "

altar
" at St. Mary's Church, Claxby, seems to have been

arrayed besides with trappings of which some may be pictured by
imagination as setting off a sort of doll or dummy. In continuation
of toe foregoing account of the habiliments and trimmings it is

garnished withal, we are told that

"A member of the guild presented a handsome white silk frontal for the

altar richly embroidered in gold and blue with stoles of the same. A glass
water cruet, having upon it the sacred monogram, and a prettily worked mat
for the fold-stool, were the offerings of another. . . . We need scarcely add
that the church, as usual at festivals, had been beautifully decorated. The
altar and reredos were clothed with the light of countless candles."

An altar described as clothed not only with " the light of count-
less candles," but also with a "frontal and "stoles" embroidered
in pretty colours, presents the confused idea of something not so

much like an altar as an image or effigy. Perhaps the altar that
has been clad in stoles will next be attired in skirts and a long
train, and the frontal it has now on will be supplemented with a

chignon. Anyhow we may be assured that all the clerical Persons,
with whose sanction or by whose arrangement altars have been put
into that attire, are qualified by gender to wear the like themselves.

Many people expect such ecclesiastics to show the cloven hoof. They
will never do that exactly, but it is more than probable that before

long one of them will put out from under fringes and flounces some-

thing like it a foot embellished with a fashionable high-heeled

fancy shoe. And perhaps the Court of Arches will soon be further

set at defiance by Clergywomen playing Priestesses, and, notwith-

standing inhibition and force of law, continuing to masquerade not

only in the Millinery they now wear themselves, bat insisting on

dressing up their Churches as gaily and gaudily as their persons.

SEASONABLE ADVICE TO PAKMEBS.

MAKE Hay in wet weather. Take opportunity to store water,

he midst of rain remember drought.

In

VOL. LXXII.
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A COMEDY ON BOTH SIDES.

THE Doctors gathered in the Sick Man's room,
To hold high Conference on the patient's cris

:

s,

As he lay in extremis under doom
From long decay, blood-poisoning, and phthisis.

Some hot Sangrados were for prompt blood-letting ;

Some milder spirits were for euthanasia ;

While others held the only hope was getting
The patient to a health-resort in Asia.

The Sick Man, a sly Reynard, though his mien
Was mild as say the breaat of a young Turkey-

Saw that his doctors' hands were aught hut clean,

Their diagnosis dark, their motives murky ;

So, springing up with unexpected powers.
And scattering pills and potions tar and wide,

" Throw physic to the dogs, ye dogs of Giaours !

I '11 none of it !
" the impatient patient cried.

" A fig for your strait-waistcoats ! Better spare
Drastics and tonics, or I '11 let you see

That I 've played
' Le Malade Imaginaire,'

As some of you
' Le Medecin Malgre Lui.' "

Lying Like Truth.

IN the first number of a new journal called Truth, was a paragraph
charging the house of LEWIS AND ALLENBY with "

sounding the war-

pipe, and sending the fiery cross to their clansmen, whenever Miss
ELLEN or Miss MAEION TERBY appears in anew part," in other words,
with organising a claque to applaud these ladies. MB. A. J. LEWIS
writes, requesting Punch, as he has requested the. Times, Telegraph,
Daily News, and Standard, to say there is not a word of truth in

thejparagraph. He has called upon Truth to make public his denial.

In doing so, Truth, in effect, reiterates the false statement, though, in

terms, withdrawing the charge against MR. LEWIS in person. Jf this

be a sample of the utterances we are to expect from the new journal,

we shall nave to change the old proverb from
" Truth lies in a Well-'

to
" Truth lies in a Column."

HISTORICAL PABALLEL.

MBS. MALAPBOP declares that the courage of MB. TOOTH reminds

her of C^ESAB'S when he stepped over the Rubricon.
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TOO CANDID BY HALF.
Visitor (to newly-married Frieiul).

"
I WAS ADMIRING TOUR LITTLK CARRIAGE,

MRS. McLucKiE, so
"

Mrs. McLuckic. "
OH, THE BROUGHAM 1 YES ; YOU 'VB no IDE*. WHAT A

COMFORT I FIND IT
"

Mr. McLuckie. "Oo ATE! IT'S OBT HANPY I WE'VB Jisr JOBBIT TH CAB
FOR THE COORSE \VAT1IER ! !

"

SELFISH V. SHELLFISH.

DEAK MB. PUNCFI,
Jan - 9 - ls77 -

AMONG our many wrongs there is one in par-
ticulara bitter grievance which hitherto we have
borne with tolerable patience, in the hope that either

from repletion, or shame, the opposite Sex would desist

from their monopoly of that costly luxury the Oyslrr.

They may be seen daily ranged in rows along the
counters whore these expensive bivalves are dispensed,
like beetles round a dish of treacle, gluttonously devour-

ing (regardless of cost), and depriving us of our home
share in the seductive shell-fish.

Now, do be kind enough. Mr. Punch, to persuade those
dear Oysters to give us an Atllorae," and invite us to the

feast, when, I am persuaded, their tender feelings would
readily induce them to make a voluntary sacrifice for

the Ladies, and to come down at least from three-and-

sixpence to half-a-crown the dozen.
With perfect confidence that you will take up our

cause, I remain, dear Mr. Punch,
Your Constant Reader, JCSTITIA.

WHAT THE FLOODS MIGHT HAVE WASHED
AWAY.

FIVE-SIXTHS of the Statues within the Two-Mile
Radius, with George the Fourth and the Duke of York's
Column at their head.
Most of the Music Halls.

The publishing offices of the Penny Dreadfuls, and

shops
for the sale of robber and ruffian romances.

Two-thirds of the Gin Palaces.
The advertisement hoardings at every street corner.
A large per-centage of the Skating Kinks.
The shops of adulterating Tradesmen.
MR. GLADSTONE'S pens and inkstand, and all the

records of LOBD BEACONSFIELD'S recent speeches.
Exeter Hall, and all theatres without sufficient exits.

The more rotten part of the Stock Exchange.
Tuttersall's, and the card and billiard-rooms of certain

West End Clubs.
And

last,
but not least, Temple Bar, and three-fourths

of the Municipal monuments in London and the Provinces.

most Dailies.

THE UNEQUAL HATCH.

a weekly edition of the Times is stronger than

THE HOUSE AND THE HOME;
Or, Reckoning Without the Builders.

SCENE The Dining-Room in a house constructed upon Dr. Richard-
son's principles. Overhead (L) the Kitchen with Ilift-communi-
cation to the lower floors. Overhead (R and c) the Roof Garden.
MR. inn! MRS. BROWN discovered patiently awaiting breakfast.

Mr. Brown. At last we reap the benefit of our outlay. At a very
moderate cost we are living in a flat.

Mrs. Brown. MR. FUNNIMAN said the builder was living on a tint
,

and he smiled when he said it. What did he mean, ALGERNON ?

Mr. Brown. Some sorry jest, unworthy of a moment's thought.
Nay, LAURA, believe me, a joke is no argument, and facts cannot be
blown away by epigrams. At a very moderate cost the worthy
STUCCO has run us up a house.
Mrs. Brown. And a bill. I saw the total, ALGERNON, and it was

enormous.
Mr. Brown. Health, my dear, is priceless, and with this bill we

hare purchased health. Our staircase is outside our dwelling rooms.
Mrs. Brown. But our staircase leaks.

Our lift

ifbroken crockery.
.., , j shameful, Mum!

This is the second time the lift has stopped suddenly, after coming
down with a run, and knocked me over. It 's always out of order.
Mr. Brown. Never mind, MARY. STUCCO shall be sent for to set

the lift to-rights. And now to breakfast. For the last three hours
the odours wafted down the left shaft from the kitchen have warned
me to expect something savoury.
Mary. But, please, all the things is spiled, Sir.
Mr. Brown. Then get some more.
Mary. Then, please, if you 'd ask Cook yourself, Sir. She 's in

an awful temper, and won't do a mortal thing for me. She says she
can't abear the kitchen ; that the wall leaks all round, and the son
makes the place too hot to hold her. She says she never worked in

a cock-loft before.

Mr. Brown. You must combat these idle prejudices, MARY. (An
awful noise without.) Good Heavens ! what 's that, I wonder ! Go,
MARY, and see what 's gone amiss. [Exit MARY.
Mrs. Brown. I am sure the children must have tumbled into the

street, from the conservatory on the roof.

Mr. Brown. I trust not. What a comfort it is that in this
"

flat
"
system we can hear and smell everything. By the way, my

darling, do not order onions again, for the perfume hangs about the

place for hours, and even days. (Enter ERNEST.) Now, my eldest

son, how does the world treat you f

Ernest. Excellently well, for it has permitted me to commit a
series of crimes meriting the longest punishments. Father, I have
forged your name, robbed the bank in which I occupied a clerk's

desk, and committed bigamy.
Mrs. Brown (aghast). ERNEST ! My son ! Are you mad ?

Ernest. I never was more sane. 1 ather, Mother, I am two-and-

twenty, and can judge for myself. I have deliberately chosen the

path of crime.
Mr. Brown. Unhappy boy, who can save you ?

Ernest (pointing to police-officer, who enters, and arrests him).
This worthy representative of the law. Tell me, good constable,
how long shall I be imprisoned ?

Police- Officer. Well, Sir, it should be a lifer.

Ernest. Do not weep, Father. Nay, Mother, dry your eyes.
Im-

prisonment in England means life. I should have died in these

imperfectly ventilated rooms. In a prison I shall live and thrive.

According to DR. RICHARDSON, our gaol is the most perfect of

dwelling-houses. Our model prisons contain the purest air, the

most equable temperature, the dryest and cleanest walls, the
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cleanest floors and kitchens. Epidemic disease is under instant

control. Disease from exposure to extremes of atmospheric varia-

tion, from impure air (except by the grossest neglect), excess, or

want, from uncleanliness, personal or general, are out of the

question. In a word, the occupant of the modern prison-house is

subjected, practically, to none other than his acquired or inherited

diseases. On the whole, the prison population (in spite of mental

suffering) is healthy above all classes. In winter the gaol popula-

tion decreases in weight, in summer it increases, with a physiological

precision like the procession of the seasons. But it retains its health

so strikingly that, in some cases, as ME. EDWIN CHADWICK has

shown, its death-rate is actually reduced to 3 in 1000. Do you not

like the picture ?

Mr. Brown. Logical, but unhappy boy

(Terrific crash. Enter MABY, hurriedly.)

Mary. Please, Sir, the walls of the top flat have guv' way, and

the garden is a-coming into the kitchen, and Cook's unsensible

under a heap o' flower-pots I

(Scene closes in in more senses than one.)

ft"

MR. PUNCH'S CELEBRITES CHEZ EUX.

No. II. REYNOLDS DAUBSON, R.A., AT BAYSWATEB.

A CKOWD of carriages drawn
up before a quaint cot-

tage, taking one back,
somehow, to Florence,
Lucerne, and Boulogne.
The first, a magnificent
family chariot, with an
embroidered hammer-
cloth, gorgeous with ar-

morial bearings in the
first gloss of newness. A
carriage with a splendid
pair of 400-guinea step-
pers, flecked with foam on
neck and poitrail, under
the chafe of the bearing-
rein; the coachman with a

wig and bouquet, the
three footmen powdered.
Then a tiny brougham
quiet as a summer's eve
without crest or motto.

A little brougham to jump
into without an effort,
when its owner wishes to

preserve his incognito.
And yet this small ve-

hicle, with its humble
black body and blue-green

wheels, is as well known' to the West-End and the Lady's MUe as
the Lord Mayor's coach itself. In rear of the brougham a stanhope,
aglow with ormolu mouldipgs and bright green panels picked out with
mauve. These three carriages, that have been waiting patiently for

hours, have only recently become the property of REYNOLDS DAUB-
SON. At one time the great and fashionable artist was satisfied
with a twopenny omnibus. But that was many years ago, before
REYNOLDS DAUBSON wrote "R.A." after his name, and snubbed
Countesses. ;,

The story of the successful painter's rise is known to everybody
who knows anything. How he painted noble historical pictures
of the "

Finding of the Body of Harold" for twenty 'years, without
attracting the least attention. How, weary year after year, those
magnificent compositions used to go into the Royal Academy in a
furniture van, and return to their native studio on the top of a"
growler." How REYNOLDS lost his Aunt, and came in for a legacy of

a few thousands. How he hit upon the notion of asking the Royal
Academicians en masse to a banquet. How three of them came.
How he feasted those three. How he laughed at their jokes. How
he praised their works. Then came the second, banquet, at which
all the Forty (urged by the Three) were present. And when the
President asked for another helping of the cheese souffle, everybody
knew that REYNOLDS'S fortune was made. Next year he was an
Associate ; a few months later an R.A. Now he is a recognised
power in society as in Art. Was not his

'

'Duchess ofRosemary Lane"
the talk of the past season ? And yet there are some who say that
his enthusiastically belauded " Duchess " cannot be compared for a
moment with the once despised

" Harolds." They say, these critics,
that the blossoms of his neglected spring-tide were grander in

conception and nobler in treatment than the fruits of his ripe and
ready autumn. But nobody agrees with them, except the Man-

chester millionnaire who bought all those
"
Harolds," and has them

hanging up in a row in his palatial drawing-room. DAUHSON has

lived down opposition, and is resting, calmly and conscientiously,
amid the topmost boughs of the tree Yggdrasil, the world-tree of

Art, whose roots are in the nether slime, but whose summit strikes

the skies; while, between, nestle all manner of uncleanly crea-

tures picture-dealers and Art-critics the most hideous whose
mission it is to gnaw master-pieces out of the vitals of needy genius,
and to vex and narass the soul of the aspiring idealist.

Before entering the cottage, look at the two policemen on the

opposite side of the road. It is their function, no sinecure either, to

keep order among the string of coronetted carriages in waiting,
in rear of the three voitures de maitre. Strangers might imagine
that the great painter was giving a matinee musicale, but the

initiated know that the carriages belong to DAUBSON'S aristocratic

sitters. A third policeman stands on the door-step. It is his duty
to keep order among the titled crowds who struggle for entrance.

Half an hour ago his services were called in to quell a riot. To
rescue a leader of ton from being torn in pieces, was nothing for

the sub-inspector a civil officer, who thoroughly knows his duties

but to take two Duchesses into custody! Their Graces why
were they not three ? are at this moment enjoying the new
sensation of five-o'clock tea in the station-house.

Let us enter the cottage. The hall is rather low and small and

darkling the subtly-calculated preface of an exciting book but

cosy. Round the walls hang plateaux of blue and white china of

the Wang dynasty DAUBSON values no other and old English cups
and saucers of grotesque shape,. flaring colour, and priceless value.

The hat-stand is of ormolu. On its pegs hang two hats one very
old, one very new. If you glance into them, you will see the name
of DAUBSON, R.A., on the lining. He keeps the old one in memory
of his days of unaided struggle and blithe Bohemianism ;

the new
one he wears on the rare occasions when he finds time for a drive in

the Park. From how many a lordly carriage coquettish Brough-
ham and aristocratic Alexandra his abstracted smile is courted all

the length of these drives so few and far between ! Look from the

lining of those hats to the crown, and you will see the name of

SMITH of llegent Street. He trusted the young painter for his first

hat, and now participates, as of right, in the golden showers, whose

spangled 'spray, to DAUBSON'S honour, reaches every tradesman that

showed him kindness in the days of his dwelling in Bohemia.
From every hole and corner look out upon you, with sightless

orbits, busts in marble and terra-cotta of the owner of this artistic

pied-d-terre.
Out of the hall open three passages. One leads to the dining-

room, dimly lighted through windows of bottle-bottoms below, of

small yellow-stained and flower-ornamented quarrelles (from the

Art-glass-works of BLUE AND BLACKLEDDEES) above. Round the

walls runs a high dado of ebony, crowned with a grey-green paper
sparingly sprinkled with withered chrysanthemums (from the Art-
Furniture works of MOROSE AND MAKEBELIEVE). At one end a

towering buffet of black oak lined with green velvet, and laden

with massive antique gold and silver plate, now glittering, now
glooming, in a Rembrandtesque play of light and shadow. Above
the dado, in every coign of vantage, are disposed Delft and Dresden,
Faience of Rouen and Nevers, Rhodian plates and Etruscan vases.

The history of the Keramic art is before you, teaching if somewhat

disjointedly by examples.
The second passage conducts to the basement^ story, with the

offices and apartments of the valetaille. The butler s pantry is

roomy and comfortable, with very cosy easy chairs; the kitchen

small, but with an admirably devised batterie de cuisine (from the

atelier of SMUDGE AND GEIMSBY), embracing all the latest im-

provements.
The third passage communicates with a gallery, carpeted with lion-

skins, giving direct access to the studio. A heavy portiere of

Venetian cut velvet masks the entrance. Lift it with a reverent

hand, and pause on the 'threshold of the sanctuary!
A room of vast height and stately proportions. The walls and

roof studded with quaintly-shaped windows and skylights, adjusted
to suit the various exigences of illumination according to the hour
and the season. Men in armour in all directions. The great

painter is popular in the City ;
and these splendid suits of plate and

mail are the gifts of successive Lord Mayors, who know and humour
his tastes. Gobelins and old Flemish tapestry wherever it will

hang; lay figures, strangely draped and* costumed, imperfectly
hidden behind gigantic Japanese screens. Here and there a horse

patiently waiting to be painted. In an outer gallery, entered.from
the studio by an arcade, some score of girl-models slight, pale,

golden-haired, all with the Camelot chin reading novels. These pale,
sweet women, in their clinging draperies, form a strange yet sedui-

sant background to the pele-mele of statues, tropical plants, musical

instruments, Florentine terra-cottas, classical marbles, old arms,
blue china, and Japanese curios which fill the studio. Radiating
from the centre of the room, round a pile of gigantic and full-

flushed azaleas and gardenias, whose_tropic perfume lies faint upon
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the uir, dill'using a voluptuous languor, arc some dozen richly-
carpeted platforms, each with its gut chair. On these chairs, in

patient expectation, wait the litters of the day : here, a peer in

his coronet and robes ; there, an M.F.H. in his tops and pink ;

yonder, a Captain and Lieutenant-Colonel of the Guards in It >,',-

uniform. The fair sex, too, is well represented by the leading
belles of tin- In <ui-iii<nt<l<-, their natural loveliness enhanced by the

charm of Wuiiru's most tasteful costumes fur the morning boudoir,
the Park promenade, or the evening belle atte.tnblee . All are posed
for the painter. Before each stand is an easel with iU canvas, and,
beside it, the palctto ready set upon the carved bahut. The sitters

sit motionless as figures at MADAMK TussAUD'g, but each face is

flushed with strained yet severely repressed expectation. They
await their Master !

Suddenly the tupestry shakes is drawn. The sitters put on their

most amiable and. altable expressions, as through a secret door

appears a burly yet refined-looking man 'of some six and thirty or.

by'r Lady, forty with immense red whiskers and a shock head of

whitey-brown hair. He has fierce, leonine blue eyes, deep set under
a gnarled brow, and a red scar runs from the right corner of his left

eye obliquely
to the root of his nose. Ask him of that gear, some

day, and perhaps, if the Clicquot has done its work, he will tell you a
tale that nag blanched many a fair cheek, and added all the more
charm to that fascinating if rough and reckless face. He wears a
doublet and knickerbockers of yellow velvet, with pink silk

stockings. On his massive yet delicate fingers are diamond rings,
whose brilliance defies the curiosity that would count them. Such
is the simple though costly suit in which KKYMH.JIS DAUIISOX, R.A.,
always appears before his distinguished and dainty clientele.

"My Lords, Ladies, Honourables, and Eight Honourables," he

exclaims, in a voice short, sharp, and taccadf,
"

1 cannot give you a

sitting to-day I have other fish to fry !

"

There is a loud murmur of consternation. The Great Artist turns

fiercely and points to the door. It will not do. The sitteri have

fought hard for their places ; they have been waiting for hours ;

they are naturally dissatisfied. Not one stirs. With a scornful
smile the Great Artist points his hand towards the vestibule, and in

a twinkling the bevy of fair women with the Camelot chins, flinging
down their novels, are ousting from their chairs Dukes and
Duchesses, Peers and Peeresses, Statesmen and Soldiers, and posing
in their places.

During this brief but stirring scene DAUBSON has been wheeling
out a small deal table, with a range of compartments divided by
wooden partitions, a lump of distemper colour in each, and in the
centre a pot of smoking size. How is this? This is a scene-

painter's palette ? Even so. Dashing aside the tapestry, DAUBSON
reveals to us a huge canvas on a frame stretching ^from roof to

floor
;
and worked up and down by a powerful winch. These pale,

Eission-fraught
models are not to figure in a composition for the

oyal Academy Exhibition. In one of those freaks so charac-
teristic of his daring but erratic genius, DACBSON is working to-day
at the Transformation Scene for a provincial Pantomime !

Such is his good pleasure. Le Roi de VArt le reutainti soit-il.

In this way DAUBSOS'S genius gradually infiltrates the provinces.
He is a true populariser of the beautiful. These nymphs and houris,
these Elaines and Enids, who are now being transferred from pale
and passionate flesh and blood to distemper and canvas, will live

again in glowing reality, suspended against blue depths of air from
the flies, or grouped voluptuously amid the corals and zoophytes of
a fantastic ocean-world. DAUBSON only designs the scene. It will
be for more common-place creatures to realise it.

Now let us withdraw on tiptoe, and leave the Great Creature in

Fairyland. To-day for Dreams. To-morrow for Duchesses !

The Phoenigsa Venatica.
{Definition of a rare Species.}

ONE who brooks no refusal, and refuses no brook ; who can draw
a cover, or sketch a run

; is never to he seen in bad form, but
always in the nicest habit ; is usually found in the first flight, and
never cranes at the last drop ; steady in the field, as she is yielding
in the drawing-room.

[Yoicks! tally-ho! Could M.F.H. Punch but find the little

vixen, and get her out of cover ! Wouldn't he be first in the field
after her, and never draw rein till he had secured her pretty pads for
his own, and had her soft muzzlt at his mercy !]

Dens A Tooth.

(A Theological Authority in the Church ofRomenot of England.)

IF your Ritual eggs at home
Get addled, from that risk snatch 'em,

As you cannot bring Hatcham to Rome,
By going to Rome to hatch 'em.

HEAVY WET.
UB II KT KM UK It

RAINFALL. MK.
(II..MKHEK itatci

in tint (iardtntrt
I l:i:i>,iclt that the

fall of rain

during the month
of Deci-mbiT *'"*

!> !)2 inches, and
that there u no in-

stance unco IHl.j.

when the fall in

that month wai K>

large."

5-92 ! ! !

And still the wet
is going it like

winking !

Turn off the tap,

good Jupiter
1'luuus, do .'

As water rises,

spirits (thanks
to you)
Are sinking.

By Jove, no.

| ,
bother Jove !

By old Deuca-

lion,
Would I were fish, a water-proof and scaly 'un.

If no stop 's put to this perpetual flood,
Man must lapse back again to primal mud,
And earth, as climax of vagaries various,
lie turned to an aquarium by Aquarius.
I "d fain ask DAUWIN how much more of this
Which to the fishes only could be bliss

I must endure, before I shall begin
To sprout a fin.

That Weather Clerk's accounts are in a muddle,
Eugh ! Gr-r-r ! Another puddle !

That makes the tenth I 've plumbed with sudden splash.
Whoof ! What a blast ! Another rib gone smash !

SANQSTEE aroint thee ! I '11 put no more trust
In Paragon frames that will not stand a gust.
Hi ! Hansom ! No ! the shining Jehu deigns
No answer save a sulky shake of reins ;

Cabdom is an Autocracy tempered not
Even by tips. I 've got

Before me a tempestuous two-mile tramp,
And then must greet AMANDA, dank ana damp,

And with a shattered Gamp,
Like Hylas, or Leander from the flood :

But then they were not splashed with London mud.
Had they worn Ulsters, or required a gingham,

I 'in sure nor bard would sing em,
Nor Beauty beam upon them. Why can't Science
Hit upon some expedient or appliance
To fit Man to this prseter-pluvial period ?

That sounds a query odd,
But my inquiry 's earnest, not ironic ;

Since Heaven's hydropsy seems becoming chronic,
I am persuaded it will soon be found
Man must be made amphibious, or be drowned.
The Hyades have it all their own wet way,

Tristes, indeed, to-day!
And hah! by Jove ! An empty

"
Growler "! Hi!

'Tis infra dig. tut dry !

Strange as True.

A LADY Member of the School-Board Mus. Bran has lately
administered a not undeserved rebuke to her Brother-Members for

"fluent verbosity." This is a sur-charge which the male Members
of the Board can t resist, and should at once get rid of. But that it

should have been left to a Lady to make it, and that not a man
could rise either to retort the charge or to deny it ! One indignant
male Member of the Board writes to point out that as the Lady
answers to

"
STJ&B," not Madam, she must be a Man in disguise 1

ANAGRAM FOB THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.

THE RKVEEEXD ABTHUR TOOTH
Not the road to her Truth.
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' COMPARISONS ARE ODIOUS."
The Major (rocking Nelly onliisknee,for Aunt Mary's sake), "I SUPPOSE THIS is WHAT YOU LIKK, NELLY?"
Nelly.

"
YES, IT'S VERY MICE. BUT I KOBE ON A REAL DONKEY YESTERDAY I MKA.V ONE WITH FOUR LEGS, YOU KNOW."

A STRIKE IN THE BRIEF BUSINESS.

ACCORDING to the Carlisle Patriot, Ministers have been, tempo-
rarily at least, defeated in an attempt to effect what Conservatives
will applaud as a large economy in contrast with the small cheese-

parings practised by the bite Government. In consideration of the

rising prices of provisions, and most other things, the Treasury
announced, at the Carlisle Quarter Sessions, through ME. NANSON,
Clerk of the Peace, that they would in future allow Counsel only
one guinea a brief, instead of two guineas as theretofore. The
consequence was
" The Barristers declined to take the reduced fee, and there was nothing

left to be done save for the attorneys to place the briefs in the hands of the

Court, and let it deal with the matter as it thought best. Accordingly, when
the Deputy-Recorder (MR. LEOFKIC TEMPLE, Q.C.) had concluded his charge
to the grand jury, ME. WANNOP banded in a brief marked ' one guinea,' at
the same time saying that there was a strike among the Barristers, who would
not accept the briefs at the fee allowed. MK. NANSON said the matter had
been brought before the Deputy-Recorder, who had arranged to pay the two
guineas on this occasion. MR. WANNOP ' Then I may mark the briefs two
guineas ?

' '
5Tes.' Shortly after this announcement the Barristers came into

Court, and the threatened Block was averted
"

by MB. NANSON'S generous act of self-sacrifice. No doubt that
Gentleman undertook the responsibility of the additional guineas for
which the Treasury may or may not reimburse him. But what will
be the consequence of the adoption by the higher branch of the
legal profession of Trades Unionism both in principle and practice '?

A system of picketing may shortly be established in connection with
Sessions and Assize Courts for the purpose of intimidating and
molesting Barristers who dare to accept a reduced scale of fees.
Gentlemen of the Bar will ratten forensic knobsticks, by carrying
off their briefs and books, or hiding their gowns and wigs. Barristers

may even, by-and-by, blow Barristers up, after the manner of Sheffield

sawgrinders who knows P Such are the deplorable consequences
which may be expected to follow from perseverance on the part of
Her Majesty's Government in the attempt to cheapen the price of

legal labour
; the present remuneration of which is far too Liberal

in the estimation of Conservative Statesmen.

"A PLAGUE 0' BOTH YOUR HOUSES!"
SAYS Turcophobe to Turcophile,
"The Ottoman is full of guile."

Says Turcophile to Turcophobe,"
Muscovite treachery who can probe ?

"

Says Russophobe,
" The Turk 's a Saint ;

The Russ a devil, minus paint."
Says Russophile,

" The Russ means right ;

The Turk is anti-human quite."
Says Mr. Punch,

" Twin cackling geese,
'Tis time your rival row should cease.

Reason, not rabies, Sense, not spite,
'Midst clashing wrongs must 'stablish right.
Shut up, and leave the two to work
In strong, skilled hands, 'twixt Russ and Turk."

The Classic God of Cookery.
THE Great Pan. His sacred rites were celebrated in the Isles of

Greece. His English High-priest is now MB. BTOKMASTEE. We
are glad to hear that even the Parsons are becoming his ministers,
and mean to have his rites instituted in the national school-rooms.

Two of a Trade.

TOOLE in his Gaiety, TOOTH in his Gravity,
The Town to amuse at this time of depression,

Though with different art, both play the same part,
In the Strand, and at Hatcham The Man in Possession.

THE BEST VACCINE-HATEES. The Keighley Guardians.
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SVAI

THE CONFIDENCE TRICK."
JONATHAN. " GUESS I 'VE COME INTO A DEAL 0' MONEY LATELY UNDER AN AWARD, AND I DXHTT"

KNOW WHAT TO DU WITH IT ALL ! SO, JEST TO SHOW MY CONFIDENCE IN YEW, I WAS CALKILAT1V TO-

TOTE YEW OVER A COUPLE 0' MILLIONS Ml" rr
[JOHN BULL fancies he has read of this sort of thing in the Police Report*.
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WHAT'S THE ODDS?
OB, THE DUMB JOCKEY OF JEDDINOTON.

A OKXUIHB SPOHTlltO KOTXL BT

MAJOR JAWLEV SHARP,
Author of

"
Squeezing Langfi.ri/,"

" Two Kicki," $c.,

CHAPTER THE LAST.

s CODICIL has been found to

/ old SIR THOMAS'S will,"V said MR. GRA/IN LANE," which alters the fore-

oing conditions. SIR
iioMAS is to retain the

estates for ever, on the

understanding that he
loses Two Derbys together

his horse coming in last

which has been done
and that he WINS THE
THIRD, the others being
nowhere which also has
been done."
LAWYER FEHBET could

not speak for several
seconds.

"
Moka," said STRING-

HALT,
"

is not dead.
BILLY!"

Thus summoned, WILLIAM BUTTON advanced to the middle of the pourse, and
cried," Hi ! here 's a policeman coming !

"

Whereupon, Moka rose quickly, kicked out at the prostrate form of the
Honble

PULLMAN, and galloped off.

Along the course, with deadly precision, advanced the whole corps of the
Royal Welshers.

Then the two hundred Bookmakers, ruined utterly, rushed forward,
with a terrific yell, to wreak their vengeance on LAWYER FERKET and the
Honble PULLMAN.

LAWYER FKBHET and the Honblt PULLMAN "went for" over tw9 million,
but neither of them got it, except from the two hundred infuriated Book-
makers, and then they got it hot.

These pitiless savages knew they had to do with men of straw.*******
It was a fearful sceae.*******
The Honblc PULLMAN CABS contrived to get by the Midland line to Liverpool.

Thence he went to America.
LAWYER FERBET escaped in the darkness of the black night, and, unable to

procure a cab, managed, with a Solicitor's keen experience, to convey himself to
London. Only his confidential clerk could have recognised the crafty Lawyer,
as he arrived by appointment at the entrance to the Zoological Gardens (his
shortest and most secluded route to the Metropolis), drawing up his own con-
veyance. Eluding the vigilance of the turnstile-man, and the watchfulness of
the Keeper of the Seals, LAWYER FERRET crept up to the Tank House fol-
lowed by his clerk.
The worst man in the world has some one to care for him. LAWYER

FEUHKT wept. The Clerk having been a copying clerk in his youth, was,
from the force of early training, compelled to imitate him. Then the

Lawyer, placing his hand on the Seal, which had come
out expecting something to eat, murmured in a low
voice, I deliver this as my act and deed."
But there was no time for further parley ; the two hun-

dred ruined Bookmakers were on the wretched man's
track.
LAWYER FERRKT pulled from his pocket a draught.

It was one of his own drawing, and he knew beforehand
its deadly effect. He bade the Clerk give it to him
slowly. The Clerk obeyed, and gradually, slowly but

surely, LAWYEU FKRRKT went on until he had taken
down the entire draught.
Then the Clerk left him ; for he knew the end had

come, at last.*****
l.uii- Di BKITKLEIOH and MRS. ASUOOD AZAMYLE

went abroad together. From Naples they ascended Ve-
suvius and arrived at the crater, where, unhappily, tin y
fell in with two young men, whose names the news-
papers, in recording the sad event, failed to make public.

The KTUIXUUALTS are comfortably settled at Jed-
(lin.i:ton. and MB. WILLIAM BUTTON has something good
for the Three Thousand next year. We believe it is

Little Pitcher out of Moka by Neddy.
"We call her Little Pitcher," said MR. BUTTON, "on

account of her long ears."
"

I had only; been purtendin'," said CAVASSOIT, when
asked to explain how it was that he had contrived to

speak. It was by this artful plan' he had managed
to circumvent his master's enemies.*****
As for G CSSY GANDAR, of course within a few days she

became the bride of SIR THOMAS DODD.
" As long as you 're happy." murmured LADY GUSSY" What*i the Odds f

'f
said SIE THOMAS, completing

the sentence, as they sat at the wedding-breakfast, on
which occasion the great speech of the eventful day was
made by CAVASSON, who having recovered his speech.
now made it at great length, until he was interrupted.

by three hearty cheers for the Dumb Jockey of Jed-
dingtoH .

END OF THE SPORTING NOVEL.

To THE PUBLIC.

Explanatory Note, by the Editor.

WE owe it to our readers. Unfortunately, the last Chapters
of the Novel were in print before we were able to return to town
and prevent their publication. We saw through it at the

commencement, at least we mistrusted it as a Sporting Novel,
and had we been only a little leas diffident, we should never
have permitted the intelligence of our readers to be insulted by
having this work foisted upon them as a genuine Sporting Novel

by a true Sportsman.
We hare been grossly deceived. We admit it. But never

again. There u no tueh pertou a* MAJOR JAWLBV SHARP !

We never met him at a friend's house; no conversation ever
took place between us; he is totally unknown to CAPTAIN
HAWLBY SMART, whose Novel, Mound to Win, in Bell's Life,
is, though in different vein, not a whit behind his other suc-

cesses in Courttkip, Two Kitset, &c., and in fact, the whole
affair is a swindle from beginning to end. Unfortunately, we
have only just discovered it

; not, however, without consider-

able trouble, and at great personal inconvenience. The pre-
tended Major had invited us down to "

It'iyus Park, near

Jloshey," the Station for which place he said was Ware. A
friend of his perhaps the Impostor himself in this character

called at our otfice, and, after telling us that we were expected
the next day at Bogus Park, where our room was prepared,
where there was a quiet hone at our disposal, and the best of

everything awaiting our arrival, he received from us a hand-
some cheque (luckily, on account), for which he said he was
authorised to give a receipt on behalf of his friend MAJOR J. S..

who could not come up to town, it being a hunting day, ana

Bogus Park being full of visitors. He departed, and the next

da; we started for Ware, intending to arrive at Bogus in time

for dinner. On descending at the Station, there was BO carriage
to meet UK, but a boy stepped forward on hearing our question

put to the Station-Master as to the whereabouts of Bogus Park,
and delivered a letter in the Major's handwriting. It apolo-
gised for not sending a carriage, but begged us to take a fly, at

his txpetut, and tell the man to drive straight to the Houst, a

distance of about six miles, when, to prevent any contrtttmfi,
he (MAJOR }. S.) would send to met us at the Cross Koads.

"And." added a P.8., "don't forget our dinner-hour it 7'30

sharp. We gave the boy sixpence, who immediately disap-

peared, and a fly having been found, we stowed away oar luggage

(two portmanteaus, a carpet-bag, a hatbox, and rugs), and started
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KISSING GOES BY CLASSES.
Guard (to Old Lady taking leave of her Daughters). "Now, THEN, M'UM, JUMP IN IF TOT; "BE COIN'.

'F YOU WAHT TO KlSS, YOU MUST GO BY A PARLIAMENTARY !

"
THIS AIN'T A KISSIN' TRAIN I

irk, which the Flyman said he thought he knew, tat wasn't

; that,
"
Anyhow, if the Gentleman "s agoing to meet us at the

uXnllt oiv Tnllaa ffnm linl-n tliof '11 Ko nil viffllt aa T tjtlnlf T I'nnilr

for Bogus Park
mre ; adding th

, , _
Cross Roads, about six miles from here, that '11 be all right, as I think I know
which cross roads he meant." It was by this time six o'clock, but there was
an hour and a half to dinner, and though it was a trifle colder than in town,
and the rain was beginning to come down pretty heavily, yet, at all events,
there was a cheerful room to look forward to in an old country mansion, a

hearty welcome from a hospitable Squire, the best of everything, a brilliant

party,
and dinner at 7'30 sharp.

Thus meditating, we fell into a dreamy doze, then into a pleasant slumber.
We were awoke by a sudden stoppage. It was dark. The wind was howling.
The rain was beating against the windows and sides of the fly. The driver,

shivering and drenched, opened the door, thereby admitting a hurricane and
a shower, and said,

" 'Ere 's the Cross Beads, Sir, out I don't see nobody."" We must wait," we said, cheerily.
" No doubt we are a little before our

time." Our watch marked 7'30 exactly. We had slumbered for an hour and
a half. " You "ve been a long time," we said, reproachfully, to the Flyman."
Very had roads this time o' year," he

replied.We waited. Seven forty-five ! The Major had told me, in his letter, that
dinner was at "

7'30 sharp." Evidently, he had got tired of waiting for us,
and had gone home to dinner. Too bad of him, or too bad of the Flyman for

being so long over the
journey. There was nothing for it but to drive on.

" As no one is coming, we said, still cheerily, so as to keepthe Flyman in a

good temper,
"
you had better drive on to Bogus Park." "Which direction's

that in, Sir?" asked the Flyman. "Why," we returned, "don't you
know ? It's MAJOR JAWLEY SHARP'S house MAJOR JAWLBY SHARP, the

great Sporting Novelist, the Country Squire ; he has a house full of compai
he hunts regularly. Why, hang it !

" we said, being a trifle exasperated
the blank, puzzled expression of his countenance,

"
you must know where

MAJOR JAWLEY SHARP lives I

" "
No, blessed if I do," he replied, empha-

tically.
" I

'

ve lived in these parts, man and boy, for a matter of thirty year or

more, nd never heard tell o' such a name, or o such a place as Bogus Park."
There was a pause. We reflected on bucolic ignorance ; we debated within

ourselves by what means we could bring the Major and his mansion to this
rustic's memory. The Flyman's eye winked. He leered at us! Aha! he
knew: we felt he knew at last. The Flyman spoke. "I say," he observed,
cunningly,

" You 're a playing your tricks on me! But it won't do. I knows
one as good as two o' that !

"

This was irritating. We put it to his common sense,
" What on earth

could be the fun to ut of driving about Hertfordshire, hungry and tired, in
the wind and rain, for the sake of playing a practical joke on an unknown

lyman .'

" He listened to reason, and presently it occurred to him that he

did know a place answering the description we gave of what we supposed

Bogus Park to be like, about five miles olf. To this place we drove. It was
line o'clock before we arrived. After some delay at the Lodge, we were

nformed that no one of the name of MAJOR SHARP lived there, or was
mown in those parts. The old gatekeeper thought she had heard the name,
some years ago, when she lived with her Aunt on Goose Green, the other side

of the county. Her little boy suddenly remembered that there was a Major

Something who hunted, and lived in a Park, about seven miles off. This

was a gleam of light. Having rewarded the boy wilh sixpence, we drove on.

Twice we lost our way. It could be hardly called
"
losing our way," as we

re in utter ignorance of the locality, and the Flyman knew very little about

.his part of the country." By dint of climbing up signposts,
with a car-

riage-lamp in his hand (which, fortunately, he was able to light), and reading
the directions, we managed to make some progress northwards. For miles

and miles we drove, but no sign of any big house could we see. Parks there

were, indeed, but no Lodges visible, and no gates. The roads were rough,

sloshy, stodgy, and, in many parts, evidently only used by the heaviest carts.

At last, the driver took a wrong turning, went bumping and stumbling
down a narrow lane, and, finally, the weary horse stuck fast in the heaviest

clay soil. On each side was a flooded ditch
;
in front was a gate leading into

a field. The rain was pelting worse than ever. The Flyman hadn't the

smallest notion of where he'd got to. Then, for the first time, we began
to lift up our voice, and bless MAJOR JAWLEY SHARP. And, all the while,
we knew that the last chapters of his idiotic Sporting Novel were being set

up in type, and we should be unable to get back in time to prevent its

publication. Cold, hungry, wet, miserable not so wet as the Flyman,
though we asked what could be done? The Flyman suggested that he

should take the lamp, go through the gate, enter the plantation, and walk
till he found some Keeper's lodge, where he could make inquiries. To this

wo assented. He disappeared, leaving us in the lane, in charge of the fly and

horse, and one lamp. For an hour we awaited his return. He did not return.

It was nearly twelve before we decided that the only course was to turn the

fly round, and drive back into the road. We began trying this. The lamp
went out. The horse wouldn't do what we wanted. We coaxed, pulled",

struggled, and were in a perspiration of despair. The horse was dead beat, and
stumbled. In another second the flygave a lurch, and was over luggage and all

into the ditch. While we were executing a sort of clog-dance in the stodgy

slosh, wasting our strength in vain endeavours to find our hat and umbrella, the

bell of (apparently) a distant cathedral boomed over the marshes. Midnight !
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AT THE COUNTY CATTLE AND DOG-SHOW.
" that repose

Which stamps the caste of VEKB DE VERB."
" HAW BY THE BYE A LADY MAWIAH, I DON'T SEE YOUR SIBTAHS LADY WACHEL AND LADY

FWEDEWICA ?
"

" THEY 'RE GONE TO THE Doss, SIR WOBKRT."
" HAW ! So SAWWY ! !

"

SUNDAY RECREATION.

MISTER PUWCH,
X0B, I be a laborin

man as lives far away from
the great Zity, but I loikes to

reaa a peaper now and then,
and knaw what '

a goin on up
theer. And I

say, Zur, them
there Rittallists have a done
one good bit o' wark, whare

they will ever do another, re-

mains to be zeed.
To think that while the big

wigs are a quarrelling among
theirselves, and one zays. the
Museums and sich places

qnghter be open of a Zunday
for the laborin man to enjoy
hisself rational t'other one he

zays, 'taint right to have them
thar places open of a Zunday.
But the Rittallist, he goes

and purvides a first rate open
air entertainment for the
workin man, free gratis for

nothing as you med say and
a prime entertainment it air

I fancy, from what I read in

the peaper today 5000 folks,

all a shoutin, and a sinftin God
save the Queen, No Popery,
an other free an easy songs
an then for a little light an

wholesome exercise, jest

enough to make 'em enjoy
their dinner, there 's a barrer-
cade for 'em to pull down,
and a nice lot o" perlice men
to chaff. Why the Museums,
if so be as they opened 'em of
a Zunday, wouldn't be nothin
to this.

I war glad to zee they
didn't lay hands on the

passon though for I never
could abear to zee women
and poor helpless critters

urted and I reckon he be a
weak sort of a specimen!, so

they was right to let un go
home to 's dinner in pace,
poor dear.

_0ping no offence, Zur, and
wishin you a appy New Year
an many on em, I be yours to

command
TOMMY NOAJCES.

STARTLING RAILWAY ACCI-
DENT. A punctual Train.

We were laid up in the luu at Ware all next day. The Flyman turned up
in the afternoon. The luggage arrived by instalments, finishing with a shape-
less something, which had once been our new hat. The Flyman explained
that whin he had entered the plantation, he had been captured as a poacher,
and locked up. The expenses of that night, including damages to horse and
lly, wi'iv enormous. Prostrated by a severe cold, and unable to move, we
searched county guides, read the history of Hertfordshire, and examined
intelligent natives. No information whatever about Bogus Park : no one had
ever heard of such a place, or such a person as MAJOR JAWLEY SHARP.
And on the previous day we had sent him a cheque by his friend !

*
'

Arrived in town. Letter from MAJOR J. S. :

Hear Eddy , Afraidyou must have had a rough time of it. Soyas Park looks
veil at night, doesn't it f The Quiet Horse I'd got for you, I leave for youHERE at the Office as a mark of my esteem. Don't ride it too hard in
Rotten Row. Cheque cashed all right. Adoo! Adoo ! Yours ever, J. S.

P.S.You won't want another Sporting Novel in a hurry, will you f Eh,
Slyboots f

We went down-stairs. Where was the Quiet Horse ?
No one knew anything about such an animal. The brave Commissionnaire

at our front office door, suddenly remembered that a man had called yesterday,
from a second-hand furniture shop, and, on receiving half-a-crown, on our
account, in our absence, from our head-clerk, had left a common painted deal

towel-horse ! Tied to it was an envelope, on which was written, in the

Major's hand
" The quietest horse out. I told you to. If I'm JAWLEY SHARP, you art

JAWLBY GREEN."***
There was also a note from CAPTAIN HAWLBY SMART, Author of Bound to

Win, now running in Bell's Life. We place it before our readers :

Dear Sir, / have not the smallest idea who the personcalling himselfi&MO3L
JAWLEY SHARP is. I do not know him. I have never heard of him. From
his Novel (?) I learn that he is grossly and stupendously ignorant of all
matters connected with Sport. Whenever and wherever I meet him, I shall

give him precious good cause to remember the impression made on him by
Yours sincerely, H. S.

This settles it. The Detectives are engaged. We
fancy

the Major is not
unknown to the Impostor who, some time ago, pretended to accompany
H.R.H. the Prince during his Indian tour, and sent us letters from " YOUR
REPRESENTATIVE IN INDIA." If so, we think we can put our hand on both
at once. Nous verrons .' It flashes across us suddenly as an idea that the

boy who appeared at the Ware Station, with a letter from the arch-impostor,
and to whom we gave sixpence, was the very boy whom long ago we entrusted
with half a sovereign to go out and buy an Anglo-Indian Dictionary and who
never returned. If so, he has become one of this gang of swindlers. He may
yet be reclaimed, if we can only catch him. ED.
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"WHAT'S DOING AT THE THEATRES?"
F all the hits in the

Drury Lane Pantomime
this Christmas the hit

has undoubtedly been
the Donkey. The
talented person inside

the asinine frame will

be hereafter as distin-

guished a character as

was the clever repre-
sentative of the Turtle,
in Babil and Bijou,
who received the sobri-

quet of "TUETLE
JONES," to distinguish
him from every other
JONES.
At Covent Garden

Robinson Crusoe is a

bright spectacle, with

plenty of practical
comic business between

Robinson, Friday, Fri-

day's father, and the

highly-trained animals
.n the hut. The musical

portion is good throughout. Capital Pantomime for children ; and

this, after all, is the great point. They don't care how long it is.

But the hit of the day literally of the day, for it is only per-
formed in the afternoon is the Pantomimeat the Adelphi, played

by children. The Pantaloon seems to be a very old man for his

age, which, we believe, is something under twelve.

The glittering, gorgeousness, and zoological variety of the grand
"Conference Scene" in Robinson Crusoe and Gulliver rolled into

one by the MESSES. SANGERS, surpasses all previous efforts of that

enterprising management.
Then at the Crystal Palace, among much else that is pretty and

ingenious in Sinbad the Sailor, there is a Harem Scene, with the

most graceful bit of ballet a dance of Odalisques draped from head

to foot in snowy muslin that Punch has seen for a long time. I

shows how much more charming ladies of the ballet look in long
clothes than in short ones. The Transformation Scene here, on the

classic fable of Narcissus and Echo, is a masterpiece of mechanical

ingenuity as well as scenic effect.

The Extravaganza-burlesque at the Globe gives us a mixture of

old and new styles, being a revival of ME. PLANCHE'S graceful
Invisible Prince, with modern tunes. The chorus to the old air,
" Hark .' 'tis the Indian Drum !

"
is most effectively rendered, and

deservedly encored. Miss JENNY LEE, as the Invisible Prince, is

quite a Prince Charming, and being invisible, ought to be seen to

be appreciated. She is ably seconded by Miss RACHEL SANGER and
ME. GEORGE BAEEETT.
How they pack that crowd into the pit and gallery of the

Strand, is a marvel ! and what shouts from every part of the

house at ME. JOHN S. CLABKE'S inimitable drunken scene in

The Toadies, which, it is worth knowing, comes on about nine

o'clock. His " business " with the pipe and the candle is im-
mense. As for the Burlesque, the scene of The Lying Dutchman
is where ME. MABIUS and ME. TAYLOB go through an acrobatic

performance on a trapeze. Miss LOTTIE VENN and ME. HARRY Cox
are invaluable in burlesque, and they make the most of what they
have to do. MR. HALL s Scenery in both pieces, especially the old

country town in The Toadies, and the view of Margate in the Bur-

lesque, are two of the most effective "sets" we have seen for a

long time. The scenery of late at the Strand has been unusually
good, notably in the late lamented Princess Toto.

Of the Danischeffs at the St. James's, William Tell at the Gaiety,
Jocko at the Princess's, and a few other novelties, we are in a

position to speak with the strictest impartiality, not having yet seen

any one of them. Of course it will be a Christmastide duty to visit

MR. CONQUEST at the Grecian.
Some years ago we had the pleasure of seeing a piece at the

Vaudeville, played by MESSRS. JAMES and THORNE, entitled Our
Boys. These Boys wonderful life preservers are still floating, as

buoyantly as ever. They will become one of our National Institu-

tions, ana friends from the country will come up to Town to see St.

Paul s, Westminster Abbey, Madame Tussaud's, Gog and Magog,
and Our Boys. Temple Bar will be a thing of the past, new streets

will have been built, the Royal Family will be residing in a palace
built on the site of the old Westminster Aquarium (so as to be near
the Abbey for service on Sunday),Turkey will have been reformed, the
Thames embanked from one end to the other, and our grandchildren
will be enjoying Our Boys, then at the height of its popularity.

PUNCH'S PATENT MEDICINE COLUMN.
TTEALTH WITHOUT PHYSIC 1

PUNCH'S DELICIOUS SEVENTY-FIRST VOLUME.

THIRTY-SIX YEARS' CONTINUED SUCCESS !

SAVES
Fifty Times its Cost in Tonics. Revives Appetite ;

rehardens

Softening Brains
; supplies the feeblest Joker with stamina

;
and

restores the most inveterate Punster to reason.

PUNCH'S CHARIVARENTA BRITANNICA.

(Seinff afew out of many Millions of Similar Testimonials.)

DEAE SIB,
TWENTY-FIVE years' gradual softening of the brain, first

caught from my poor husband whose own mental decay was
brought on by his abandonment of himself to the destructive

practice of playing upon words had almost reduced my faculties

to the level of his, when a valued friend recommended me to take in

Punch. I did so, and have since lived chiefly on your invigorating

weekly issue. The effect on myself was so marked and immediate,
that I induced my unfortunate husband to try the same remedy.
In a week the fits of punning, from incessant, became intermittent,
and after a month's use of your elixir, ceased altogether. He has

not since that time had any return of the attacks, while I am my-
self quite restored to my former vigour of body and mind.

I remain, Mr. Punch, yours, gratefully,

Chaffyng-Abbas, Herts. CLEMENTINA JOLLY.

SIB,
UNDEB the fearful monotony of a perpetual curacy in one

of the dampest districts of Lincolnshire, where I thought the living
would have been the death of me, what with alternate attacks of

mental stagnation and bodily
" shakes " as the ague is locally called

I had entirely lost my spirits as well as my temper. At last I had
lost the power of even smiling at my churchwarden's standing joke
about a "

cure of souls " when he called on me at my lodgings over
the shoemaker's the glebe-house being under water during the six

winter and autumn months, and uninhabitable, from damp, during
the rest of the year. I had gradually dropped all intercourse with
the neighbouring county family a bachelor with a liability to

delirium tremens. I was rapidly following his lead, and becoming a
victim to the habit of mixing gin with the water of the locality,

when, by an accident I cannot but call providential, I invested in
a complete edition of Punch, and for three months, when not

employed in parochial duty, was busy in reading, marking, and
digesting its invigorating contents. I am. now a new man. I have
given up my gin. I sleep well at nights. My congregation, on the
other hand,, never so much as wink during the whole of my sermon,
though six months ago you could not have seen an open eye in the
church after the first five minutes. Such are the marvellous effects

of your life-giving food upon a grateful fen-parson,
THE REV. GEIMSTONE GETTBBE.

Frog-in-the-Hole, Holland, Lincolnshire.

Cure No. 155,050, Punch's Charivarenta Britannica.

LADY MABIA MEKHYWEATHEB is glad to be able to inform
Mr. Punch that since one of her great-nephews the other day sent
her his Seventy-First Volume, the LADY M. M. has found herself

able.to snap her fingers in the face of her principal creditor, Old
Time, and to laugh to scorn the fourscore and eight years she owes
him. Her figure has regained much of its youthful spring, and only
the other night she was almost taking part in one of the pas ae
Values with two of her grandchildren, after their return from the

Drury Lane Pantomime. She even caught herself last week making
eyes at that absurd old GENERAL METHUSALEM, with whom she used
to dance at Bath in 1810, before he went out to the Peninsula, when,
at LADY M. M.'s last

"
small and early," he asked her to join him in

"The days when we went gipsying, a long time ago." In short,
LADY M. M. wishes to inform Mr. Punch that she is as fresh as a

four-year-old that she subscribes to the World and does as the
world does, is up to all the political gossip and social scandal of the

day, and is quite in request for five o'clock teas !

The Evergreens, Oakfield, Hants.

"NOTHING NEW UNDEE THE SUN." The vaunted block system
has been in vogue in London streets for half a century.

INCIDENTS OF TAXATION. Collectors and Summonses.
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owing to

footways,

RULES FOR THE RAINFALLS.
OME Blight abate-
ment in the late

down - pour has
come in the nick
of time to prevent
the issue of the

following Police

Regulations,
which were under
consideration at

Scotland Yard.

Rulei for Street

Navigation.
The Steamboats

of any London
Street Steam
Navigation Com-
pany that may be
formed will take
the same sides of

the Channel in

passing each
other as cabs have
done heretofore.
In the event of

such Companies
being estab-

lished, the fare-tariff of

the General Omnibus Com-
panies may be adopted.
Any incivility on the part

of the men at the wheel
should be reported to Scot-
land Wharf.
Moorings for Hackney

Launches will be laid
down at Charing Cross,
St. Paul's Churchyard, and
the Haymarkttt.

Fishing from 'first-floor

windows will be prohibited,
the risk of injury to the heads and head-dresses of boatmen plying along the
and of passengers on board 'Steam Barges, Hackney; Launches, or Hansom

Gondolas established for Metropolitan street

service.

No shrimping will be allowed in the
streets after nine o'clock A.M. Lobster pots
and night-lines may be put down and taken

up only between midnight and six A.II.

No person or persons will be allowed to
remove the shells and seaweed from the
Strand at low water, except the licensed

scavengers.

Bathing, except in Hoyton dresses, strictly
forbidden.
The Public will be permitted to perambu-

late the streets, without shoes and stock-

ings, where the state of the tide will permit.

"Irreducible Minima."

THE heel of a Lady's boot.

The size of a glass of Sherry at a Lun-
cheon Bar.
The flavour thereof.

The value (in proportion to the money
disbursed) of the following :

A guinea paid to DR. SLADE.
Ditto paid to certain other "Doctors,"

who shall be nameless.
A shilling paid for a copy of The En-

glishman,
Six shillings and eightpenoe paid to a

Lawyer.

[The list can be indefinitely extended,
but our readers will probably do this for

themselves.]

Mottoes for some Weeklies.

FOE Truth" The greater the Truth the
greater the libel."

For the World "The World's mine
oyster."
For Mayfair" Ex luce lucellum."
For Vanity Fait "

Sic vos non vobis

mellificatis
'

Apes.'
"

For Figaro
' ' Fi ! Gare ! ! Oh ! ! .'"

A SHIP OF THE DESERTS HARDSHIPS.
SANGEB'S STABLES, Jan., 1877.

ALLAH be with you, Lord of a million readers !

May your shadow never be less ! Know, Sheik of St. Bride's, I
am no poet, not even the most distant relation to the Bulbul : I am
an unhappy Dromedary, torn from his home to smell sawdust, and
curse the Afreet known as the Djin of Pantomime. But, PUNCH-
BASHI, I bear a hunch on my back, and, without wishing to be per-
sonal, I feel I have a claim through that protuberance upon your
special sympathies.

I could almost break out into cursing, but I feel that to indulge,
however excusably, in the habit of swearing acquired from my
fellow-prisoner, the Zebra (who chafes fearfully under a captivity
which adds to the stripes that nature has laid on his back those in-
flicted by an irate groom), might lower the Oriental dignity and
calmness of my style.

But, PUNCH-BASHI, have I not cause for swearing? From
Arabia's burning sands, decoyed into the strong-smelling hold of a
steamer, I find myself, after the agonies of a sea-voyage and an in-
terval of subsequent confinement with a batch of sick monkeys and
a flock of swearing parrots in JAMBACH'S anything but commodioul
premises in the Commercial Road East, transferred to the dark
stables of a circus '. Here, after some rough discipline in the ring. I
learnt by intermittent conversation with several small elephants, who
rub on a dreary existence in the same place of captivity, that I wag to

appear, in a few days, as a feature in a great Christmas attraction!
This was a flattering idea, doubtless, and a new one, for I knew of no
Christmas in the land I left, and no attraction beyond an extra graze
of thorns and thistles, and water enough to fill my five stomachs
to the brim. But I soon discovered from one of my worst-used
fellow-captives, the biggest elephant here, who was painted white
last year, in his assumed character of the Sacred Siamese, what
hgurmg in a Christmas Attraction in faot meant. With him, poor
fellow, it meant stopping up all his pores with whitening, treacle, and
size, a composition rendering him beautiful for a few weeks if not for
ever and ending in a narrow escape from congestion of the lungs.

Allah be praised, they have not this year made a Pink Drome-
dary of me, but it is bad enough to have to carry a bevy of spangle-
splashed Amazons, to breathe an asphyxiating atmosphere of gas-
fumes, exhalations of sawdust and stable manure, and to be
blinded by the lime-lights of the Giaour. My spongy feet, alas !

were never made to tread the London boards !

I used to bear my Arab master over the hot desert, speeding,
without a murmur, with a swinging stride, and outstretched neck
across the scorching Sahara, while we sniffed together the balmy
breeze which met us from the far-off oasis ! And then at night,
the unloading of the caravan, the savoury repast on the sparse thorns
of the desert, the too-brief slumber as we, the ships of the desert,
lay at anchor, hobbled beneath the stars !

Now I wait at the wings for my cue, duly accentuated by a kick
in the ribs and a tug at my muzzle, in a crowd of jostling supers and
insufficiently clad ballet-girls, men in armour and caparisoned horses
my abomination and when I pass from the side-scenes to the

stage, if, dazzled by jeta of flaring gas, and deafened by the blare
of discordant brass, I stumble or turn sulky, the street Arabs peltme with orange-peel from the Gallery, and my gaolers run me in
amid cheers of derision.

It is the last straw which breaks the camel's back. It is the last

spangle which will crush the Dromedary's. For know, O POTTCH-
EFFEITDI, the accursed company into which I have fallen have made
me ambitious in their own low way. 1 can sacrifice my desert home,
I can forget the sands of my foalhood, to gratify my last perhaps
foolish craving, but I shall 'die broken-hearted if I stay in the rank
and file of the

" Grand Conference "
scene as one of the mere"

utilities," two- and four-legged for one night more !

If I must go on in the Pantomime, let me at least figure for once
as the feature in the Transformation Scene. I feel that if I might
only go np on an iron frame surrounded by flights of Peris, I shall
not have been torn from my native deserts for nothing. We all
have our weaknesses : this is mine ; and I appeal to you, Caliph
of Fleet Street, by your influence with SPLTAX SANGBK to aid my

(Signed) HrMpn-DuMPW,
Chief Dromedary.

VOL. LXXII.
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BEFORE THE MEET.

BOOT and saddle for the Session, in both stables, kennels twain,
Ministerial. Opposition, lo 1 the hunt is up again !

Ixiok alive ! whips in both liveries, trot out both fields once more,
'Tis the old Meet at the Cross-roads, and the old fun to the fore.

Come, swells oE the first flight, who take whate'er comes in your
stride,

For whom no bar stands up too stiff no yawner gapes too wide ;

Come, skirters, and come gaters, come cocktails, one and all,
Who love to talk about the sport and never ride at all !

And you, my hardy huntsmen, keen rivals in the field.
And wiry whips on both sides, well trained the thong to wield ;

To rate when rating 's useful, to wind the timely blast,
To lay the hounds upon their fox, to lift them at a cast.

To work the pack when scent is hot, and cheer them when 'tis cold
;

To trust old hounds, who know the time to give tongue and to hold :

To rate praters, and check babblers, and head strayers back to
bounds

Ah ! only one who has whipped knows what 'tis to whip to hounds !

For you, my M. F. H.'s, well may care cloud either front ;

Life is not all beer and skittles for him who leads a hunt :

All the more, when in the Treasury-pack they 're losing the oM
strain ;

And in the Opposition they've got riot on the brain.

At the first meet of the season there '11 be whispering fat-t and free ;

In the Ministerial Muster we 're to see what we shall see.

A new M. F. H. will be up, in place of brave old BEN,
Who is laid up in lavender, and will ne'er hunt hounds again!

Ere you throw hounds into cover, at its side convene the field,

To present the testimonial here from Punch's brush revealed,
This portrait of your master now ex-master scarce so strong,

By the new name, as the old one that has held its own so long.

See him mounted on the old dark horse he rode when still a boy,
The woudrous steed on which he took the rasper of Alroy :

The dark horse on whose back he floored the flats as Vivian Grey,
The dark horse Asian-Mystery, out of Chouse by Chaff, they

say.
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SYNONYMOUS.
SKETCHED IK THE ClIAPEL ROYAI, WHITEHALL, THE OTHER SlTSDAY ; AND, IN

Ma. PUNCH'S OPINION, TUE KBY TO MUCU RECENT LEGISLATION I

QUESTIONS FOR SPIRITUALISTS.

THE British National Association of Spiritualists, al

their next tuin'e will perhaps endeavour to obtain com-
munications through a "

trance Medium," or a table, on
the subject-matter of the following newspaper announce-
ment relative to

" BOTTLINO SPIRITS. Arrangement* have been made and are

now in force for bottling spirit* under the supervision of the
Customs Bill of Entry Office.

1 '

This notification suggests several serious questions to

which it may be hoped that answers will bo returned

orally, or rapped out.
Is it possible to bottle disembodied spirits ?

Was there any foundation in fact for the story
dramatised in the Settle Imp f

Could a genuine bottle conjuror really conjure a spiril
into a bottle? Would MASKKI.YNK AND COOK be able to
counterfeit that performance ? Was the Genie in the
Arabian Nights, fished up in a pot, tinned like Austra-
lian meat in it, a bottled spirit ': Did KIM. SoLOMO.v

really bottle him ?

Have any of the arrangements made for bottling

spirits,
under the supervision of the Customs Bill oi

Kntry Office, been made with a Medium? Or are the

spirits bottled exclusively ardent spirits?
In being bottled must a spirit be condensed? If so,

by what process? Can the spirit bo pumped into the

bottle, like a volume of gas ? Can a spirit at will con-
dense and bottle itself:' When corked in, can it get
out airain, if it pleases, passing through solid matter ?

"~

Will any one of the dear Spirits present be so kind
as to shrink and subside into a bottle? Will it allow
itself to be conveyed in the bottle to 85, Fleet Street,
and there disembottle itself with manifestations audible
or visible to Mr. Punch ?

A TAX HARD TO BEAB, BtTT HABDEB TO GET BID OF.

TIIEUE are great complaints of the Paddy-tax i_

Ceylon. England is not without considerable experience
of the pressure of the same impost. It has been found
one of the heaviest of the many she has to bear. But,
unlike Ceylon, she is not likely to get rid of it just
yet.

An old un' now, with neither wind nor paoo what once they
were,

Fired in both hocks no wonder though it scarce shows through the

hair,A spring-ring on his off fore leg, though he looks like going still,And can raise a showy gallop, if not too much pressed 'up-hill.
"
Presented to the tough old chief, who so long rode in their front,

By the members of the True-blue, or Conservative, Old Hunt,"
May no croppers lie before him at the end of his long run ;

And may he turn the old horse home, ere he "s quite pumped out
and done !

"MUSIC HATH (C)HARMS."
THE Judge of the Westminster County Court has decided that a

nuisance may be "
intolerable

"
but not "

actionable." but whether
as " damnum absque injuria," or

"
injaria absque damno," is not

stated. We are sorry for the poor plaintiff who has both to tolerate
the intolerable nuisance, and pay the costs of trying to get rid
if it. The nuisance complained of is an organ measuring about
twelve feet in height, ten feet in width, and fou or five feet in

depth, and occupying about half the room in which it stands. This
room is directly under the chambers of the plaintiff, a literary man,
MB. WABE he should have been " Wear and tear" to have borne
unmoved such an infliction as that described in his pathetic expe-
rience of organic disturbances.

"When the organ wa tuned after being fitted up, he asked how long the
jperation would Isut

; on being told two or three hours, he went out for that
lime. The organ had been played at different periods since, about two or
;hree times a week

;
he stayed in once for about three hours during which it

wa being played, and found that it so interfered with his comfort and the
performance of his work, that whenever it commenced ho had to leave the
louse. It was usually played from seven o'clock until ten o'clock in the
evening. The vibration was very great, causing an eflect very like that pro-
duced by a slight application of galvanism. On tho first day it was played a
Dresden

plate
m his room waa thrown down

;
the vibration communicated

itself to all the articles in his rooms, composed of china, glass, or metal. He

had occupied the chambers for four or fire years, and had expended a con-
siderable amount of money on them. The music wiu very bad, and very
common air were played.

The man who plays these common airs so uncommonly ill on this

uncommonly potent instrument of torture, is a solicitor ; and he
brings two other solicitors as witnesses that the noise is no nuisance.
It seems that we should replace the old Scottish proverb,

" Hawks
dinna pike out hawks' een, by

" Hawks dinna cleave hawks' lugs."
Oae Solicitor went so far as to say that

"
the music did not interfere

with the performance of his work, nor was it any obstacle to conver-
sation ; he had given, his clerk instructions while it was being
played."
We can quite believe this. We can easily imagine a will, con-

veying real estate, being dictated with even more sprightliness than
usual to tho inspiriting tune of

"
Tommy, make Room for your

Uncle ;
"

or a codicil, bequeathing a substantial legacy, cheerfully

put
into proper legal phraieology to the sentimental movement ot'

' Then you 'U Remember 3I." So a divorce case might be drafted
to the strains of

" Take back the Heart thou gavett !
" or a letter

insisting on payment of a milliner's bill to the inspiriting melody of
" The Oaintboro' Hat;" or proposals for the arrangement of a
threatened action for breach of promise set forth to the lively ditty
of

" He 's not a Marrying Man."
The Literary Man brings an Artist and a Doctor of Science to

corroborate his testimony. But what right have literary men,
artists, and doctors of science to more sensitive nerves, or more
impressible brain-structures, than lawyers ? Above all, what chance
has one literary man against three attorneys? His Honour decided,
with the sagacity of a Sancho, that the nuisance was "

intolerable,"
but not actionable to which the only parallel we can think of is

Dogberry't
" Most tolerable, and not to be endured."

A SENTIMENT FOB THE LATE WET WEVTdER.

THR Empire on which the sun never sets and (of late) rery
seldom rises 1
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MR. PUNCH'S CELEBRITES CHEZ ELLES.
No. III. MKS. ALLSPICE-FLATHEUS, AT GHEEN HOLM.

ALM spring
weather, and a
delicious country
scene. A sky as

blue as the azure

expanse of the
silver-toned,
bird-beloved
Mediterranean.
Lofty trees thick
with emerald
leaves, with
great blotches of

bloom and nests
of saucy song-
sters, boasting
plumages of the
most gorgeous
hues. Lambkins
dancing to the
sound of merry
ditties carolled

gently by snowy-
smocked plough-
boys and rosy-
cheeked' milk-
maids. Good-
natured pigs
dozing in the

sleepy, sunshine
i model styes. Here and there a Juno-eyed cow gazing with

wonder at the shadows thrown upon the sharp, crisp, daisy-
sprinkled grass by the stately, golden-hued hay-ricks standing
defiantly in the face of Phoebus-Apollo, the chariot-driving God of
Day. In the far distance a freshly-turned field, and a quaint,
saucy-looking scarecrow.
And the house. Fresh as a buttercup, plump as a spring chicken.

Whitewashed and clean, with latticed windows and sweet, dreamy-mouthed chimneys yielding a languid stream of faint blue smoke,
flowers in the windows, flowers on the doors, flowers round the
chimneys, flowers

everywhere. Anyone looking at this simple,
pretty, happy house, with its real comfort and easy artistic elegancewould say that the inhabitants were simple, pretty, happy people-and anybody would be right.

Just now the interior is scarcely seen at its best. ME. ALLSPICE-
* LATHEES (since his marriage he has prefixed the surname of his

e to ius own) is always influenced by his better half, and the
gifted Lady-Novelist has recently taken up the ideas of DB. iiCHABD-
ON. Ihus, the kitchen of Green Holm is being carried, piece-meal,from the basement to the roof : all the floors are being covered witn
sheet-iron and cement, and the walls with porcelain quarrelles ; a
staircase is being constructed separate from the rest of the buildingand a conservatory and play-ground for the children (where manya merry game of cricket will be essayed in days to come), is beingcovered in on the roof-at once hanging garden and sky-parlour
fnJL f f I5

6 ar
t
tw I00m* sufficiently comfortable, even in this

tangle of ladders, bricks, and mortar. One is for the boys
' ' J

the other for Papa and Mamma. The first combines a gvinwith a lavatory. Look in, and you will see the lads and lasses

s ILiBBYrhTf.l'H^rthf
rformln& dl wrto. of aorobatic antics. Here

EY, the eldest (the very image of his mother), hanging by one
g to a small rope attached to the ceiling. Over yonder envelorjpd insmoke and flame, is tiny TIM (who takes after his father), conductinga rather dangerous chemical experiment with the round-eyed aid ofhis blue-eyed, bald-pated baby-brother. In a corner, busy with

P
*
a

,t M 1SSO
A
rS

' 1S CHASLEr' already (at nine) an author of some
repute. MBS. ALLSPICE-FLATHEBS is an ardent mother, and brines
up her little ones after a fashion of her own.
.
inter the other room, and you will find yourself in a laughter

inviting apartment, full of large easy-chairs and three-legged tables

^triT1^ *8 f
.
refer

/nc,

e
'
ra books upon all til sciences,'

encyclopaedias, dictionaries of all sorts, and grammars of everyiguage. Here is a pocket edition (in one volume) of MANGNALL'S
ttp^

8
'/ 1

WOI
!

n
' a?

d scored aU over with Pencil-marks).ne annual Megister complete from the commencement. Six eoodlv
shelves are devoted to the novels of the mistress of the house* ThI
toldl* 1

choice selection (scarcely five thousand volumes all
told) is composed of sets of Dickens, Bulwer, Thackeray, Mark

4.lnsworth i De Quincey, Dumas (pere etftls)

"f'Vv/r'7 ffacaulay, Disraeli, Tennyson, Ouicla, and
- . ot LtttU Arthur's History of England. On the floor ofthis cosy room are hies of the Times, Daily Telegraph, Morning Post,

and Daily News, from the commencement of each of the journals
named up to the present time. MBS. ALLSPICE-FLATHEBS is rather
proud of this collection, and seldom allows a visitor to leave without
calling attention to her industry in "

picking up papers." For the
rest, the study is full of proofs, reams of foolscap, small printing-
presses, gallons of ink, stacks of pens, and scores of waste paper
baskets. You can scarcely move a step for desks. Here is one at
which MBS. ALLSPICE-FLATHEBS writes, up-standing. Here is

another, with a chair in front of it,
"

et tout ce qu'ilfaut pour ecrire,"
as the French stage-direction has it. Over yonder is a tiny table of

ebony and ormolu, laden with proofs in course of correction, and
in odd corners are leather-covered secretaires. Looking round you,
as you sit in this pleasant room, so redolent of work and comfort,
you cannot help envying the husband of the gifted occupant his good
fortune. This Benedick, at any rate, has drawn a prize in what
may be aptly called the luckless lottery of monotonous marriage.
And how does this accomplished Lady pass her world-enriching

life? A sample day will answer the question. She is up long
before the lark. She dashes into the nursery and kisses all her
children ; and, in good sooth, it is a pretty sight to see the mother and
little ones together. Men and women who read Marriages Galore,
Bigamy and Trigamy, Maud, or the Divorced One, and other works
of this gifted woman's for which the cry at MTJDIE'S is still

" Give !

Give !

"
till all the presses of SPOTTISWOODE & Co. can scarce

supply the demand would stare to find their favourite Authoress
so deeply and devotedly domestic. Then she rushes off to order
her husband's breakfast ; then tries on a new dress or a new
bonnet

; then sits down at the piano, and runs over an opera or
two in a rich, luscious, and soul-stirring contralto voice, full of

nerve-thrilling notes that remind one of a cathedral organ. By this
time breakfast is ready. It is a quiet cozy meal, eaten between
seven and eight.
She loves her husband with all her heart, and the affection is

returned. For ten minutes there is pleasant homely conversation
about MART'S cold or ALICE'S cough, and then the Authoress begins
her work for the day. But not at her desk. Far otherwise. She
catches an early train up to Town, and is in London before the
clocks have chimed eight.
Once in the Great Babylon, armed with a gigantic note-book, she

seeks admission at the dismal door of Newgate. It is a private
execution morning, and next week the world will be startled by the
graphic description of " Death on the Scaffold

" that will appear in
Chapter XL VI. of Ben Barlow's Bad Bargain, now appearing in
monthly instalments in the classical pages of Seven Dials, the most
popular of our more sensational Magazines.
When the sad task she has set herself is over, the devoted

Authoress hurries away to Westminster Hall. As she trips up the
steps of a certain Court, all the officials bow to her. She is as well
known as the Judges on the Bench, or the leading Counsel. Good-
natured policemen grin, and bright young Barristers in the Hall tell
their fresh country cousins that yonder fair creature, with the
golden hair (alas I a little streaked with silver), with the slim figure,
the Prmcesse dress, the emerald ear-rings, the well-fitting yellow
gloves, and the bright beaming smile, is the celebrated Authoress
whose works are so highly improper that the very mildest of them
runs through half-a-dozen editions in a fortnight. Now and again
a suppressed hum of applause runs through the crowd, which she
acknowledges with a grace all her own. As she enters the Court
the Judge rises and beckons her to the Bench. Then his Lord-
ship passes her his notes. Every one likes and respects her, and is

ready to give her a helping hand in her work. Hour after hour she
gathers materials for her next novel. If the case is tried in camera,an exception is made in her favour. And so the hands move round
the clock until four is boomed out by Big Ben in the Palace of
Westminster over yonder.
To dash into a hansom, to drive like mad to her pied-d-terre in

St. James s, to "make up" with a wig and beard, and to assume
the sable swallow-tail and etceteras of full fashionable evening
dress, is the work of scarcely two hours and a half. Thus disguised
she roams from Club smoking-room to Club smoking-room, and
learns many a Secret of our sex, for the benefit of her own. In
the sacred cauie of Art she learns how women are tempted and how
men fall. Those who watch her smoking strong cigars and drinking
stronger brandies and sodas, would be surprised if they were told
that the Cynic before them was a warm-hearted, generous-minded
wife and mother, and yet so it is. The Lady-Novelist must write
about men and women as they are, and where is the knowledge of
them to be found if not in the scandal-steaming air of the smoking-
room, or the disclosure-laden atmosphere of the Divorce Court ah,
where indeed !

At ten she drops into the private box of a transpontine theatre (it
is here she gets many a hint for her plots), and by midnight is once
more at home in the bosom of her family. Seated hand in hand
with her husband, she talks over the domestic events of the day.But not for long. Her desk claims her. After two hours' writing,she gives over work and takes up a small, red leather-covered book.
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With a smile she reads the various items, and marks the mistakes
in spelling and the odd arithmetic. Let us look over her shoulder.

Domestic to the last ! She is perusing the pages of her butcher's
book. The total of last week's bill was 12 7s. G|</. So ends her

days. The self-devotion of duty has crowned the self-sacrifice of

genius.

THE SEX IN SESSION.
KlIlST SITTING.

Subjwt of Discussion "A certain Male Superstition."

LORD of the Creation . . . cannot
disabuse himself of the antiquated
notion that it is

' unfeminine
'

for

a Woman to eat enough to support
nature. ... In the exclusive

presence of their own sex women
eat rationally what they require,
but hare not generally the moral

courage to let the opinion of their

lords at defiance. . . . As a mat-
ter of common tense it U time
that the idea of iU being un-
IVniininc for a woman to eat what
she requires should be regarded
an an effete superstition." ttt
World.

Laura. Like the Worlds im-

pudence !

Georgie. Say, like its sense I

Women have appetites.

Mine, I own, 's

immense.
Julia. No need to tell us that,

iny dear.

Fanny. Still less

To let Society know it.

Grace. 1 confess,
I fear dear FEED'S

amazement would
he utter

To see his sylph demolish bread and butter,
As that same sylph can do.

Of course! And then
Such disillusion means disgust in men !

Georgie. Absurd ! The geese should know girls must have grub.
Muriel. Don't be
Eleanor.

MM QUVBW MBVIUU ivuuw Kllia 1UU3L Urt>C
) so quite too vilely vidgar I

Lucy.
Kate,

The gilt ofl social gingerbread, niy dear,
And fools won't buy it.

Blanche. ELEANOR ! So severe !

Her market 's spoiled, you see. Don't be alarmed :

When a girl 's passee she may eat.
Eleanor. you charmed

I hat poor aosthetio Curate by your zeal
For frequent fasting after a full meal.

Lilian. Now, Girls, don't nag. No doubt the World is right
In its remarks on Women's appetite.
That we suppress or hide it top is certain ;

But then, dears, is it safe to lift the curtain ?

Amy. No. Did male artist ever paint a Venus
Munching her apple ?

It was gold !

T , . Between us
1 think the superstition 's vastly stupid ;

But Candour 's always sacrificed to Cupid.
Bessie. Men are such muffs

; they 'd have us so ideal.
I m sure my appetite is very real.

Marian. No doubt. You 're as substantial as Dudu.
All girls are not material, though, like you ;And some men have a taste for the refined
And delioate^in body as in mind.
For me, I think that nothing could be harder
Than to imagine Venus in the larder.

malicent. Precisely 1 Art and Love go hand-in-hand
In shunning kitchen savants.

Georgie. That sounds grand !

But, pray, will Art and Love, and their fine kin,
Keep us from feeling famished, growing thin P
In spite of P.K. painters and BCBNK JONES,
I cannot see much beauty in mere bones.

Helen. Of course not. But, my dears, you ought to know
Just as the kitchen region 's kept below,And out of sight, so eating, in the Sex,
Should be so nicely veiled as not to vex

Man's visionary views and fond illusions.

Eat, Girls
; but eat sub rota.

Georgie. Fine conclusions 1

I only say, if any inan supposes
I dine not only under, but on, roses,
I "d tell him frankly he is much mistaken,
And that my favourite diet is fat bacon !

Chorus. Oh, GEOBGIK! '. '.

Georgie. Well, I hate such false pretence !

And if your Cupid can't stand common sense,
Or any appetite beyond a sparrow's,
1 hope he 11 never plague me with his arrows.

[General flounce out.

PROPHETIC INTELLIGENCE.
Communicated through the Medium of the Spirit of Psycho Bray.

IT will rain on many days which are marked by the weather
prophets for fine, and particularly on those which have been chosen
for lawn parties and pic-nics.
Some sunshine may be looked for in the middle of July, and fogs

may be expected in the dull days of November.
People of weak mind will be sent upon fool's errands on the First

of April.
A good many geese will die in the week preceding Michaelmas,

and there will be a very great mortality among turkeys before
Christmas.
In spite of their antiquity, jokes on "tongue" and "trifle" will

continue to be perpetrated by small wags at evening parties.
Dreary speeches will be made by men at City dinners, and many

a Chairman will regret that the chief toast of the evening was not
placed in better hands.

In the Metropolis alone above a thousand maids of all work will
devote their Sundays out to purposes of courtship.
Notwithstanding increased vigilance on the part of the Police,

there will be no diminution in the number of street accidents.
A Crossing-sweeper will die after amassing a large fortune, and will

bequeath a handsome sum to found a Spirit-Fellowship at Oxford.
Platitudes will be uttered when Parliament begins to sit, and

many an orator will complain of being scantily reported.
The Customs and Excise will not De swept away this year, nor

will there be an abolition of the Income-tax.
A public Orator will protest, with evident emotion, and for the

hundredth time of utterance, that it is the very proudest moment of
his life, when he returns thanks for the kind way in which his
health has been proposed.
A gang of Bears upon the Stock Exchange will try to spread a

false report, for the purpose of depressing the price of certain

railway shares.

MB. HIGHFLIER, R.A., will be hugely complimented by the critics

for his picture ; while poor TOM MAULSTICKE'S will be skied, and
will escape their observation.

In consequence of College debts exceeding expectation, an irascible
old Gentleman will threaten disinheritance, but on his Wife's inter-
cession will draw a cheque to settle them.
A batch of Novels will be advertised wellnigh every month, and

most of them will not be opened until handed to the butterman.
At several dinner-parties a score of guests will be kept waiting

for the coming of the Bride, who likes to enter last in order to be
stared at.

Plays will be successful upon the Paris Stage, and will hardly
escape damnation when transferred to London.
Penny Newspapers will brag about their size or circulation, but

will not find much to boast of in the matter of their intelligence.
A Bubble Company will collapse, to the injury of all who have had

anything to do with H excepting the promoters.
A Lady in high life will ask a masculine admirer his opinion of

her poem, and will pretend to credit the candour of his praises.Tne Favourite will be scratched on the night before the race, and
whispers of foul play will be heard among the Bookmakers.
Bargains will be bought at many so-called Sellings-Off, and the

buyers will be sold as well as what they purchase.
MB. SPOONET will invite his Mamma-in-law to come and spend a

week with him, and that Lady will arrive bringing luggage for a
twelvemonth.
Bad Jokes will be sent by the gross to Punch every post, with

peremptory requests for their immediate insertion.

Union, Indeed!

ENGLISH Church Union ! For a style
More fit in vain might Satire search,

Its members working, all the while,
To disunite the English Church.
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LIGHT READING WITH A VENGEANCE.
V LIJME HAPMNS STILL TO BB OUT; BUT HERE IS THE ENTIRE

Youtig Lady.
"
OH, r//Ar WON'T DO ! How ON EARTH AM I TO FIND MY PLACE IN IT?"

ON THE CLOSE OF -A CONFERENCE.
FINIS coronal opus ! Never sat
A better meaning Conference than that
Just now put out by the Imperial Hatt.

Easy it were to raise the scornful laugh.
A P ke 'heap fun, and heap unsifted chaff
On the Wise West's strong diplomatic staff,

That cracks and bends and breaks and lets us down,And lays low more than one Imperial crown
Under grave MIDHAT'S fez and stubborn frown.

Was 't that the Turk the game of brag read right,
Foresaw that Russ tall talk would not mean fight ;And knew IGNATIEFF'S bark worse than his bite ?

Or fathomed Austria's plight, by dual law
Forced now with Slav, and now with Turk to draw,And ielt 'twas safe to ride on that see-saw ?

r was 't that BISMABCK bred more hopes than fears,Whose interest should be to lop Bruin's ears,
ocarco feed him fat on Turkey for some years ?

Whate'er the secret of the Turks' sang-froid,
-He looked cool, and ho was cool : dans son droit
Jiorgne parmites aveugles, et partant lioi !

blew his bubble Constitution bright,With brave French colours tricked in rainbow light,And bade young Turkey spread tail at the sight.

And ere he made the Conference "
shut up "

Helped them to Humble Pie, and in their cup,fur bitters, gave them failure's gall to sup.

Let not the scorn of scoffers rub aside
This salve to ruftled self-conceits applied," We have done buffers' work be that our pride."

And let not SALISBURY his fate deplore :

No credit he has lost on Stamboul's shore :

For he that does his best can do no more.

And had the British Lion meant that he
Should raise a voice to sound from sea to sea,
He 'd but to will, for what he willed, to be.

So ends the Conference ; shall we say
"
for good,"

With Christian wrongs unrighted, claims withstood ?
Best not halloo, till well out of the wood.

"A Thing no Fellah can Understand."
IN an article of the Cork Examiner, on the 13th ult., on the

recent Election for Sligo, we read :

" CAPTAIN KINO BARMAN, who was yesterday returned unopposed for
bligo, will very likely sit on the Conservative benches, though he will vote
on all Irish questions with the rest of the Home-Kulers. His family has
always been the leading Conservative power in the counties of Sligo, Long-
ford, and Eoscommon, nnd are possessed of great territorial influence. The
new Member created a great impression m Irish politics at the time.*
Ihough he represents, as to property, two titles, he bears none. He holds all
or more of the estates of his grandfather, Lord Lorton, on one side, of his
uncle, Lord Kingston, on the other."

Given the last sentence of the above, as the terms of the problem :

required, to find what estate CAPTAIN KINO HABMAN does hold.

*
Query, What time f

WHAT WE WANT TO SEE IN THE NAVY. The Engineer "hoisted"
not by his own petard, but by rank, pay, and consideration.
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PROPOSED REGULATIONS IN
"
HYGEIOPOLIS."

BXV
No dinner-party will

be allowed to take place
until the menu has been
submitted to the Board
of Health, and received
its sanction under the
official seal.

All wines intended for

consumption at dinner
and evening; parties, or
other entertainments,
whether public or pri-
vate, must be previously
analysed, and certified by
the Official Chemist.
As waiting for dinner

is detrimental to the

temper and injurious to

the digestive organs, the
hour named in the invita-
tion is strictly to be ad-
hered to; and no guest,
however exalted or

wealthy, will be^ ad-
mitted after the ap-
pointed time on any plea
or pretext whatsoever.

Ladies are absolutely
prohibited from wearing
thin boots and shoes in
the winter months and in
wet weather.

Ladies going to evening;
parties will be required

to envelope themselves from head to foot in cloaks with hoods, the pattern of which will be
furnished by the Sanitary Dressmaker. Ladies wishing to wear low dresses, must first obtain
a medical certificate.

No dinner-party to take place at a later hour than seven in summer and six in winter ;

and no ball or dance to commence after half-past seven, or be prolonged after half-past
twelve.

Children's parties to be conducted under medical supervision as to hours, dress, refresh-

ments, &c.
Breakfast in bed

positively forbidden, except on production of a medical certificate.

No food to be served which has not first been tested by the Public Analyser, and certified

to contain the proper amount of carbon and nitrogen.
It is felt that for the present at least, no veto can be put on the baneful practice of

mixing wines at dinner and other entertainments, but residents are solemnly warned against
such a dangerous violation of the laws of health.

Ozone will be supplied gratis every alternate Tuesday and Thursday from 10 to 1.

Young Ladies who have proved their ability to bear fatigue by dancing for several hours
at night, will be expected to take at least one hour's exercise daily in the open air.

The gift or sale of sweetmeats to Children is absolutely prohibited.
Residents wishing to give entertainments must first state in writing the exact dimen-

sions of their reception rooms, that they may be informed by the Public Officer of Health of
the proper number of guests to be invited.

No Inhabitant will be permitted to keep any animal, play upon any musical instrument,
or indulge in any game or sport likely to prove a nuisance or annoyance to the immediate
neighbourhood.

Street Cries and Street Music of every description will be rigorously interdicted, except on
the unanimous application (in writing) of the occupiers of all the houses in any particular
Square, Crescent, Gardens, or Terrace.

There will be no Beggars.
Servants, on engaging themselves, will be required to sign an Agreement, under heavv

penalties, (such as loss of wages and Sundays out, prohibition of visits from "
friends,"

&c.,) to remain at least one year in the same situation.
Church Bells will not be suffered to be rung except on Sundays.
No Medicine to be taken except under the advice and by the direction of the Public

Officer of Health.
The keepers of the Square Gardens have btrict orders to take into custody any persons

found flirting on the premises.
Cremation will be gradually introduced. Artists of the first celebrity will be invited

to furnish designs for ornamental xurns.

Spacious and airy premises in the heart of the country will be provided for infants while
teething, under vaccination, &c., that no discomfort to the adult population may be caused
by their incessant vagitation.
No person will be accepted as a tenant on the estate until he or she has passed a pre-

liminary examination in the theory and practice of hvgiene, domestic economy, drainage,
ventilation, heating, lighting, cookery, chemistry, and the management of children and
servants.

THE BEST WINE ims WET WEATHEB. Dry Champagne.

THE NEW HOUSE.
A Domestic Drama of the ])ayfr<m

Different Points of I '<> n-.

SCKNK Drawing-Room of a new
liriijhlh/ funiifi/ii'il I'illii in a Hoii

Suburb. EDWIN unit AMIKLIITA a
"
ytiung couple

"
discovered "

in

clover.

Angelina (effusii-ely, looking up from her

stitrhery). EDWIN dear, this house is a per-
fect gem ! ! !

i'.ilirin (dryly, looking up from his

''Times"). Glaa you think so, my love.

Where ignorance is bliss. &c.

Angelina (surprised). Why, what do you
mean ? What fault have you to find
with it?
Edwin. Hundreds.

Angelina. EDWIN, what nonsense ! It is

very pretty and extremely comfortable. It

is not damp, it is not draughty ;
the rain

does not come in, nor the smoke out ; the
doors do not gape, the wainscpts do not

yawn; the plaster does not crack, the
stucco does not crumble. What more would
you have ?

Edwin (iententiouily). You enumerate its

negative advantages in happy unconscious-
ness of its positive terrors.

Angelina (alarmed). Positive terrors,
EDWIN? You positively terrify me. Is

it can it be-yhaunted ?

I'.ilwin. .It is! Not indeed by ghosts or

SLADE-summoned spirits, but by the germs
of disease and the embryons of death!

Angelina. EDWIN, don't, be horrid, and
do explain.
Edwin. I will. Pretty paper this, eh ?

Angelina. The loveliest thing !

Edwin. Ah ! 80 was Li UTII . So were
the Sirens. So was that artful BELINDA
BELLASYS, who very nearly bred strife be-
tween us before our marriage.
Angelina (bridling). She lovely ! Now,

EDWIN, if you have nothing better to

say
Edwin. But I have. Listen !

Angelina. Not if you talk about the

beauty of BELINDA BELLASYS.
Edwin. I simply referred to her as a per-

tinent illustration. She was like this wall-

paper pretty, but pernicious.
Angelina. Pernicious ?

Edwin. Precisely. It is a flock-paper,
and therefore a ready receptacle for organic
and inorganic dust, an exhaler of particles
of arsenic and other poisonous effluvia ; in

fact, a reservoir of damp and dirt, and dis-

ease, and death !

Angelina. Then, for goodness' sake, have
it down, and another one up !

Edwin. Of what sort? The. thinner ones
ilso catch and retain dust, and dust is

locomotive disease. The paperhanger's

paste decomposes, and decomposed paste is

bad to breathe. In fact, wall-papers are a
bad lot, always "hydrating," or some-

thing equally horrid, and incapable of pass-
ing through the necessary ordeals of fire

and water, e.g., of Bunsen flame-bath and
scrubbing-brush. Their very patterns are

pernicious, producing unknown to the
victim irritation of the retina, confusion
of the brain, vertigo, and nightmare. Pos-

sibly, the great prevalence of giddy-pated
?irls and muddle-headed men may be laid

to their charge.

Angelina. My dear EDWIN, I begin to

suspect that the wall-paper or something
else has muddled your head this evening.
Edwin. The carpet, perhaps. Nay, don t

stamp your feet so pettishly, for that beats

out the dust; ana a room charged with
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PERFECTLY UNNECESSARY.
SCENE Anywhere. Any Time.

Old Lady.
" DON'T DRIVE FAST, CONDUCTOR. I 'M VERT NERVOUS !

"
Conductor.

" No FEAR, MU'M !

"

[Old Gentleman, who wants to catch a Train, decides to walk!

carpet-dust is destruction. In fact, carpets are almost as bad as

wall-papers, and should be abolished.

Angelina. And I was so proud of my pretty bright Brussels !

Edwin. All wrong ! Too bright a great deal. Sky-blue, grass-
green, the ashen grey of morning, the pink and daffodil of eve,
these are the only colours allowable in a healthy house. Carpets
are a malign mistake

; boards and beeswax the things. Gas again !

The Landlord informed us with misplaced or Mephistophehan
pride that it was "laid on" to every room in the house; which
means that every room is transformed into a sort of domestic Grotto
del Cane. Gas indeed! Giddiness, nausea, faintness, and cold
clammy perspirations, are its milder effects. Each additional jet
means so much more carbonic oxide and slow asphyxia.
Angelina. But, good gracious, EDWIN, what can we do ?
Edwin. Get back to candles and lamps, until Science perfects the

electric light. In fine, my dear, as regards atmosphere, tempera-
ture, and light, the three essentials to healthy life, this house is

radically deficient ; while as regards its furnishings it is as prepos-
terously and poisonously wrong. MrrHRlDATES might have dined
on a lexicologist's drug-chest, but he could never keep his health in
a modern Villa.

Angelina. Oh, destraction ! But surely, EDWIN, if you knew all
this

Edwin. I did not until thi evening. Read this report of
DR. RICHARDSON'S lecture on Health Improvement! in Great Cities
and

Angelina (much relieved). Oh. EDWIN, how could you ? What a
scare you have given me, and all for nothing !

Edwin. For nothing ? Rash and ribald woman, are the edicts of
Hygeiopolis nothing f DR. RICHARDSON
Angelina. Oh, bother DR. RICHARDSON ! A what do you call it ?
Utopian, isn't he P

Edwin. My dear, the Utopias of to-day are the commonplaces of
to-morrow.

Angelina. Oh, I hate such crotchetty alarmists, frightening

people till they dare not eat for fear of poison, or breathe for fear of

pestilence. Health, indeed ! Who 's to hope for it, if we must turn
the world upside down, and

Bone's
house out of windows, before one

can get at it ?

Edwin (deprecatingly). My dear, there are difficulties, I admit.
Still we should thank DR. RICHARDSON for pointing out the condi-
tions of perfect health, however slow must be the process of realising
them.

^Angelina (confidently}. Well, aU I know is, I'm not going to let

his wnim-whams and whigmaleeries put me out pf conceit with my

Eretty
new house. Why, how would you like to sacrifice all this

right colour and cosiness for earthenware walls, bees-waxed floors,
and ashen grey rugs ?

Edwin (dubiously). W-e-e-1

[Scene closes as many a domestic colloquy on tlie same subject
will close. Nevertheless DR. RICHARDSON is doubtless on
the right track.

Dirt v. Dirt.

GREAT THOMAS of Chelsea, by Darwinites hurt,
Declares Evolution " The Gospel of Dirt."
Nicknames sting and stick, but they scarcely confute,
Though conferred by a censor of splendid repute.
Truth 's proof 'gainst hard names, has true THOMAS to learn it ?

If the New Gospel 's false, by hard reason o'erturn it :

Therewith our true THOMAS hath dealt many a stinger
But scorn and invective recoil on the flinger.
Leave the parsons to ply the polemical squirt at it ;

Dirt's Gospel it won't kill or cleanse to throw dirt at it.

MOTTO FOR A NEW JOURNAL (.from the Welsh, in more senset
than one)."' Truth against the World."
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HEALTH IS HAPPINESS.
So THINK TOM AND JERRY ;

AND WHRNKVBR THBY HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY, JERRY TAKES OUT HIS

WATCH, AND FBELS HIS I'DISB, WHILE TOM LOOKS AT HIS TONGUK IN A SMALL POCKET-GLASS.

A DROP TOO MUCH.
AMONGST some curious particulars

respecting Champagne wine, the
Bulletin des Seances de la Societc
< 'i'iitrale d1

Agriculture mentions
that Ay was pri/ed above all other
wines by POPE URBAN II. (whom we
now know to have been an infallible

judge), in the eleventh century. It

was then, according to the above-

quoted authority, a red sort, not
unlike Bouzy wine, which also has
had its day of great renown." Few
people now-a-days, probably, are
aware of the existence of a Bonzy
wine ; and certain Spelling Re-
formers will perhaps suggest that
the name of that wine, considered as

descriptive of its effects on those
who drink too much of it, is appli-
cable to all manner of

"
intoxicating

liquors."

The New System of Chancery.

GREAT complaint is made of the
Law's Delay

"
prevalent under the

New System" in the Court of

Chancery. There is said to be a
"block" in the Registrar's Office;
another block in Chambers ; a block

in every department of the Chan-

cery Division. Hence it appears that
the

" New System
"

aoopted in

Chancery is in fact the "
Block Sys-

tem." Strange ! The desideratum
of our Railways is the opprobrium of

our Courts of Law.

ODD CONTRADICTION.

THAT "Full Dress" in Her Ma-
jesty's Foot Guards should involve
Bear Skins.

FASHIONABLE CHIT-CHAT.
(Adaptedfrom the American for the English Market.)

CHARLEY HEADLONG married LADY "DOLLY" SPANKER on

Tuesday. The wedding cake (supplied by MESSES. SWEET AND
PLUMB) cost over seventy guineas. The old woman (the Bride's

mother) was awfully cut up, and cried until her complexion was
utterly spoiled. This was not strange, as the Dowager's favourite
brother has recently died of typhus fever.

Br the way, nropos of the death to which I have just alluded,
there were eight hundred and ninety-seven silver nails in the coffin.

I AM very fond of Waiters, and know a large number of them.
As this is the case, I may have something to say about the Smoking-
Koom Talk in several leading West-End Clubs next week.

A HORSE-WHIPPING doesn't hurt when you are accustomed to it.

I AM accustomed to hang about stage-doors after the performances
are over. A well-known actress (for whom I have the most pro-
found respect) took an omnibus from the Strand to Clapham on
Friday. She got out some little distance from her house, to save

payment of an extra penny. And yet they say
"
the Profession "

are improvident.

I DINED the other evening with LADY BROWNJONES ROHINSON.
The soup was too hot, and the fish too cold. The entrees were
greasy, and the birds tough. The ice pudding tasted as if it had
been manufactured in the kitchen of a third-rate pastrycook. It is

only just to say (in answer to certain unpleasant reports that have

been_ current of late) that LADY BBOWNJONES ROBINSON'S husband
was in attendance. Poor fellow, he looked a little mournful. Once
only did a "

guest" address him. and then it was to ask him " To
be good enough to pass the salt."

I HEAR, on excellent authority, that a certain Illustrious Person-
age has ordered half-a-dozen pairs of new boots.

I WENT to see some Amateur Theatricals the other day, and the

performances had a terribly depressing effect. I am not much of

an actor myself, but I think, were I asked to play, I should go in

for The Liar. VZKAX.

IRISH RAILWAY HOURS.

WE understand the answer as well as the question :

" What ii the night f

Almost at odds with morning, which is which."

We do not seem to fancy that night and morning, described as at

odds with each other, are said to be falling out. But in the following
advertisement, cut from a Dublin contemporary, occurs a passage,
which, if parallel to the Shakspearian statement foregoing, is com-

paratively obscure :

IF any of the Gentlemen who witnessed the Collision near the Mater
Misericordiae Hospital, between one and two o'clock on Wednesday, the

10th inst., will communicate with V. 324, office of this paper, he will much
oblige.

It is too much, perhaps, to hope that the collision above alleged
to have occurred between One ana Two o'clock, was merely a figura-
tive sort of clash into which one of those hours somehow came with
the other : no bones broken as they might be if the Hours in Ireland

travelled by rail. It seems to have been a visible collision, from
the intimation that if any of the Gentlemen who witnessed it will

communicate with "V. 324," he that is, of course, "V. 324"
will much oblige. But whom will "V. 324" oblige, and how, and
wherefore? Presumably "V. 324" is one of those Preservers of

Public Order by the English populace .not too respectfully styled
Bobbies. Although he may be a thoroughly efficient Constable, his

diction is certainly less perspicuous than such as beseems an officer

of that intelligent body the Irish Police. Query for Earlswood
One o'clock coming into collision with Two, would not One get the
worst of it ?

SONGS FOR LUNATIC ASYLUMS. Glees rather than Madrigals.
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HINTS ON HOUSE-BUILDING;
Or, How to Make Home Happy.

M 1it. PUNCH has read
with a great deal
of pleasure DR.
RICHAEDSON'S ex-
cellent Lectures

upon our hearths
and homes. Ever

ready to assist in

the cause of

health and com-
mon sense, the

Sage of Fleet
Street begs to

supplement these

lectures with a

few hints of his

own. It will be

seen that the proposals of Mr.
Punch and DB. RICHARDSON are

equally practicable :

Staircases. These incum-
brances should be abolished.

There is nothing more fatiguing
than going up and (in some

cases, e.g., after a joyous dinner)

nothing more dangerous than

coming down stairs. In lieu of

the Staircase a trapeze should

be rigged up. With a little

practice, ev'try.meinber of the house should be able to swing himself

or herself from landing to landing. The exercise will be found in-

finitely more beneficial to the muscles than stair-climbing, and, from
an artistic point of view, will prove exceedingly pleasant and even

graceful.
Wall Papers. These collectors of dirt should not be tolerated.

What is wanted is some cheap, useful material that will wash and

supply, in an unpretending fashion, heat in winter and light in

summer. If this material, by its peculiar properties, abolishes fire-

places and chandeliers, so much the better. It should also (when
needed) supply pegs for hats and dresses. It might, too, change
colour to suit the furniture. At present such a material does not

exist, but its discovery should lead to a very valuable patent.
Until this material is invented, the walls of rich people may be
lined with tin, to show that they are well to do. The office-walls

of lawyers might, appropriately, be faced with brass.

The Kitchen. This apartment should be on the top of the house,
outside the roof. Its new position will do away with the nuisance
caused by the odours of cookery.
The Nursery. It is obvious that this room should be on the top

of the house, and also outside the roof. Noise ascends, and children
should always have the highest (id est, the purest) air.

The Library. The Study, it is scarcely necessary to say, should
be on the top of the house and outside the roof. Reading in

pure air is a healthy exercise. Heading in anything else is the
reverse.

The Drawing-Rooms. This suite should be always situated on
the top of the house, and outside the roof. The view of the adjacent
country will be finer from the top than from the basement of the
building.
The Bed-Rooms. It is superfluous to say that these chambers,

in which good air is an absolute necessity, should invariably be built
on the top of the house, and outside the roof.
The Garden. TOT the sake of convenience, no better spot could

be found for pleasure-grounds and kitchen-gardens than the top of
the house outside the roof, of course.

Windows. As light is lire, there can never be too many windows
in a house. As a rule, it may be conceded that to every foot of
brickwork there should be a yard of glass. Care, however, should
be taken :that there should not be too much glare. Thus, an
unnecessary window should be bricked up immediately on its

discovery.
Doors. These wooden barriers are frequently the cause of much

illness. Were there no doors there would be no draughts. Under
these circumstances doors should be unsparingly abolished.

The Dungeon. This is a new but very necessary addition to the
comforts of a home. No household conducted on truly economical
principles should be without one. If the house is a castle, the
dungeon should be constructed beneath the moat. It is scarcely
necessary to say that it should be used as a place of secret confine-
ment for the Tax-Collector, who may be cajoled into the hall by in-
sidious politeness, there sprung upon, seized, gagged, garotte, and
plunged into the dungeon.

HIGH CHURCH COMEDY.
THE Venerable yet humorous ARCHDEACON OF TATOTON seldom

opens his mouth without saying something remarkable. As, for

instance, in moving a Resolution of defiance to the Court of Arches
at the Meeting lately held by the English Church Union in the
Freemasons' Tavern, to consider the Hatcham case. He said that
the Court which had inhibited poor ME. TOOTH "

ought to be called
LORD PENZ.VNCE'S Court;

" that he "knew no more shameful pro-
ceedings than that that Court should sit at Lambeth

;

" and that
LOED PENZANCE'S Court was "a name by which it would go down
to the odium and execration of posterity." His hearers laughed,
not unnaturally, at language which reads like that of a preacher of

Temperance, who has taken too much tea, abusing boer.
ARCHDEACON DENISON is reported also to have said:

" It is a very fine thing to come here cheering one another, and passing
Resolutions by acclamation

;
but what are we going to do for the Priests of the

Church of England those who will be brought possibly very soon under the
claws of LORD PENZANCE ? (Laughter.)"

More laughter ; naturally ao;am ; laughter at the idea of LORD
PENZANCE with claws. A funny idea, certainly. Couldn't our
Archdeacon work it out P Is he able to draw ? Then he might put
LORD PEMZANCE on paper, with claws and all the other extras to the
human form which they imply. Perhaps he will favour us with a
sketch of him thus delineated.
Our unpayable Archdeacon proceeded as follows :

" I believe'
l

that Priests will follow the example of those two men who have
fought the real battle ; our dear friend Ma. PURCHAS, who was killed by it

(' hear, hear ! '), and our dear friend ARTHUR TOOTH. (Prolonged cheering}.
And there is another man who has been killed too, our dear friend DR. DYKES.
('Sear, hear!'). Well, Ma. TOOTII is looking forward to dwelling in a

prison during the remainder of his life
; and, if I know,the man, I must say

nothing in this world will ever take him out of it (cheers) ; and if I had to go
to prison, I should like to go to prison with him. (Laughter.)

"

The tables set in a roar again by a Yorick equal to SIR WILFRID
LAWSON of course only joking. We live in happy times compared
to those in which real martyrs were killed, and genuine Confessors
sent to prison. Our venerable Yorick can have no real fear of

having to go there along with MR. TOOTH. Moreover, a prison is

not the institution to which any Judge with the requisite discretion

would commit such defendants as those concerned in the pranks
which ARCHDEACON DENISON'S friends have been playing at St.

James's, (Colney) Hatcham.

Natural (History) Question.

Ma. PEOCIOR, in his Lecture on the Sea Serpent, says :

" The Mermaid, again, has been satisfactorily identified with the Manatee,
or

' Woman-Fish," as the Portuguese call it, which assumes, says CAPTAIN
SCORESBY, * such positions that the human appearance is very closely
imitated.'

" Times.

Has the Manatee, or
"
Woman-Fish," any connection with the

modern Man at Tea the Ladies' fish the great creature at five

o'clock kettle-drums ?

Kill and Not Cure.

IN a paragraph on Vaccination in the Times, the President of the

Anti-compulsory Vaccination League is stated to be " a Clergyman
of the Church of England, but happily (according to the Clergy
List) without cure of souls." Happily, perhaps. But then if he
had cure of souls he would have business of his own to mind might
possibly mind it, and, by having his attention occupied with curing
souls, be withheld from opposing the prevention of small-pox, and
so promoting the propagation of disease amongst bodies.

A FALLING OFF.

OLD BUTTONLESS, the bachelor, complains that whereas in former
times his friends sent him at Christmas a dozen brace or so of birds,
he now only receives by post a couple of dozen or so of twopenny
Robins !

TWO WATS OF LOOKING AT IT.

THE Court of Exchequer has decided that cutting cooks' combs is

cruelty to animals. But if you don't cut cox-combs they inflict

themselves upon you, and on which side is the cruelty to animals
then ? ^_______
A NICE BISHOPEIC (fora red-hot Partisan Parson). The Palsco-

crystic See.
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OUR FAILURES."
Husband. "

I SAT, LIZZIB, WHAT ON EARTH DID you MAKE THIS MINT-
SAUCB OF?"

Young Wife (who hat been "helping" Cook).
"
PARSLEY, TO BE srRE !"

SONG OF THE CHURCH UNION.
AIR "And Shall Trelaumey Diet"

AND shall they strike at Ritual rites P

Shiill TOOTH in durance lie ?

Then fourteen thousand Union Men
Will know the reason why !

For Church and conscience JAMES'S days
Saw Bishops sev'n confined ;

But Cornwall's sons found means and ways
TII rhange the royal mind.

So we'll resist TAIT, CAIRNS, and PEN,
And Law, in them, defy,

We, fourteen thousand Union Men,
And not men to say die.

Matters of moment still we '11 make
Of chasuble and stole ;

"With TOOTH, in teeth of Law, we'll take
The Mass of Rome for goal.

While we scorn TAIT and CAIRNS and PEN,
And power of Law defy,

In Union's name Disunion Men,
Though with no reason why.

Our Roman candles high shall flare,

On Romish altar-plate.
And lace and flowers and frontals fair,

While Mass we celebrate.

So using tooth and tongue and pen
The Law Courts to defy,

Wi 1 fourteen thousand Union Men
Will hang each other-by !

We '11 under-crcep or over-leap
All Acts our course that bar ;

Obedience to our Bishops keep,
But while with us they are.

And till we stump TAIT. Bench, and PEN,
Against the three we 11 cry :

If Law dares thwart Church-Union Men,
Shall they be bound thereby ?

" CLOUDS in the East." No wonder, now the Conference
has ended in smoke.

SIGNS OF THE SEASON.
GREAT preparations are being made for the ensuing Season, which,

the Court Newsmen assure us, is to be more than usually brilliant.

Mr. Punch has received visits from the fournisseurs, and own men
and maids of the elite of Fashion, who afl assure him that no efforts

will be spared on all hands this year to make London a vortex of

elegant entertainment.
LADY DIOBY HOLEPICKER has passed the entire winter in tracing

to their foundation all circumstances and scandals affecting the
debutantes of the Season. Her Ladyship has investigated all par-
ticulars of their fathers' properties and portions, their own expec-
tations in the way of settlements and pin-money, and their pecuniary
as well as personal

"
figures." LADY D. H. hopes also to be in a po-

sition to give her friends the exact facts relating to all the com-
promising connections, unfortunate attachments, runaway matches,
and actual or probable elopements, separations, and divorces, which
formed the chief topics in distinguished circles in the course of last

Season, and at'good visiting houses through the autumn and winter.
LORD HAUTENBAS has made his usual New Year's distribution of

bon-bons, as retainers at the tables where he expects to have a
seat kept for him during the approaching Season. LORD H. has
passed several weeks in handicapping his friends' Cooks, and in

arranginor with his entertainers in futuro the people to be cold-
shouldered and invited where he dines. His Lordship has not quite
settled which Opera-box at both houses shall have the distinguished
honour of his patronage. Several nouveaux-riches are competing
for the preference.
TOMMY TAMECAT lias been diligently working all his Clubs in

succession for the last three weeks, and is now engaged to dinner
every day for a month from the opening of Parliament. He 'has
taken" notes of every tit-bit of fashionable scandal and exclusive

gossip, and every high-flavoured double entendre, he has been able
to pick up in his autumn rounds, and has almost finished arranging
them according to the tables at which he means to bring them in.

He has also got into working order his choice stock of assorted

compliments, to match the capacities and styles of his hostesses in

prospective, with quotations from ALFRED DB MUSSET, BYKON, or

BROWNING, for cases where the recipient is likely to understand the

French or appreciate the English. TOMMY has also been concluding
beneficial arrangements for the Season with his tailor, his boot-

maker, and job-master, on the mutual principle of limited patronage
and unlimited credit.

The HON. Mas. LUCBETIA SLYBOOTS has been damaging her diges-
tion at five o'clock Kettledrums with every conceivable decoction of

Assam, Congou, and Orange Pekoe, for the purpose of clearing her
character from those odious imputations which that horrid MRS.
GRUNDY has been spreading about her without the slightest founda-
tion. MRS. S. has oeen seen at Church every Sunday and Friday
since New Year's Day ; and if that absurd man, GODFREY STALKER,
will leave his regiment to come to the same Church, for the same

services, is it her fault? Is not the idea quite too supremely
ridiculous P Isn't it dreadful to think what wicked things people
do think of other people ! If people would only mind their own
business !

BIANCA WESTAL is coming up for her first season. She can

scarcely sleep for the preparations she is making. She has got no

money to speak of, but, thank goodness, she is pretty enough to be

adored without, and rose tarlatan does become her so quite too

awfully, particularly with stephanotis in her hair and they say the

Prince dotes on stephanotis. And she is to be presented by LADY
DIQBY HOLEPICKER, who is to kind; and if she should be asked to

Marlborough House, won't it be quite too awfully jolly !

Ritualist Venison.

THE sympathy of the English Church Union with MR. TOOTH
may be heightened by a feeling peculiar to Englishmen admira-
tion of an offender who shows nimself game. Undoubtedly the

contemner of the Court of Arches is game to the backbone ; but
the game is too High.

VOL. LXXII,
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THOMAS EDWARD, NATURALIST AND COBBLER.

HELP yourself !
"

is a good rule, and a capital text, on which, ,

ME. SMILES, some time ago, preached a sermon by examples, with
the title of Self-Help. The moral of this sermon is summed in the
old proverb,

" God helps those who help themselves." For there
indeed lies the strength of

"
Self-Help

5'
it is God's help. And

now MR. SMILES has preached another sermon on the same text,
called The Life of a Scotch Naturalist. It is the wonderful true
story of a wonderful true man THOMAS EDWARD, Associate of the
Linnrcan Society, and souter in Banff

; a story to bring tears
into the eyes, and to fill the heart with sadness and gladness : a
story to make those who read it better, humbler, and gentler, and,
above all, more thankful to the Great Father of All, who can so

mysteriously teach and guide, strengthen and lead up one of the
humblest of his children, from eleven years of age till sixty-three
an earner of distressful bread at a cobbler's stool with an average
waje of nine. shillings a-week.
THOMAS EDWARD has lived two lives. There was first the humble

life of the hardly brought up son of a poor weaver ; scholar, now
and then, for brief spells, of brutal dominies ; next apprentice of
a drunken ruffian

; then toiling bread-winner for a brave and tme

wife, and a well-reared family of eleven children. This was the

man who helped himself.

But side by side with this life he was living another of com-
munion with the wonderful works of God, who took upon himself

this part of his teaching, instead of the dominie with his taws and
cane

; binding him apprentice to nature, instead of drunken CHARLEY
BEGQ in the Gallowgate'; and after his days of sordid stooping over

uppers and twitching at waxed-ends, giving him nights of wonderful
intercourse with all living things ; appointing him "thebeasties"for
books, and the silent hours of darkness for his school-time ; and holes

in dykes, or bields under stone walls, or bits of crumbling ruin, for

his school-rooms. This was the man helped of God.
If you want to know how THOMAS EDWARD lived those two lives

side by side, helping himself manfully under the heavy burdens of a

poor man among poor men, and letting God help him wonderfully,
in gathering wide and rare knowledge of plants and beasts, birds,
and creeping things, fishes, and crabs, starfishes, and molluscs,
till he was able to add new chapters to the great book of natural

science, and.to teach teachers, and win honour from renowned Natu-

alists, and was, at length, made an Associate of the most famous
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EXTREME MEASURES.
Polite PoxhunUr. " Bur WHY WON'T YOU LET us HELP YOU OUT ?"

Lady in tlie Ditch. "
OH, DEAR ! I AM FIFTEEN STONK WITHOUT THE MOD ! DO, PLEASE, fKND FOR A ROPE I

of their societies, you.will find the story told fully and feelingly
in MB. SMILES' Life of a Scotch Naturalist, published.by JOHN
MURRAY.
And you will read, too, how close work at the cobbler's stool by

day, and wandering and watching and lying out by night, wrestlings
with winter's winds and frosts, drenchings with rain, wettings from
seas, tumbles from cliffs, with long fastings, and spare "fare, at best,
of oatmeal cakes and water, played havoc with a strong body, so that
at sixty-three, THOMAS EDWARD is an old and crippled man.

In the same book is told the touching story of this man's loneliness
and disappointments : how, under the pinch of hard times, he had,
again and again, to sell the collections he had so laboriously made,
which he straightway set to making over again, like ROBERT BRUCE'S
spider ; and how the prophet, honoured as he was by wise and famous
men far away, was not honoured in his own country Banff bailies,
and Banff bodies, and Banff souls, being too high or low to see the
poor souter, bowed over his work, and so lower still.

But you will not read in the book for that came after it

was written how the QUEEN and LORD BKACONSFIELD, having
read the story of THOMAS EDWARD'S life, were moved by a common
thought to put THOMAS EDWARD on the Pension List for a modest
fifty pounds a year, so that for the rest of his life he may give
himself wholly to the reading of God's Book of Creation, without
being a burden to the children who have been true and helpful
stays to him thus far. For among THOMAS EDWARD'S other
good gifts from God, is a good and wise wife, and they have bred
good bairns. And so Punch takes leave of THOMAS EDWARD in
harbour at last

; and, lifting his hat, and holding out his hand
to this stout-hearted and rarely-endowed man, craves leave as the
highest honour should come the ;latest to offer this hit tribute of

respect after Prime Minister and QUEEN.

ECCLESIASTICAL OCCLUSION.

THE Church of St. James, Hatcham, has been shut up. So has
the Incumbent. Serve him right, till he consents, by shutting his

month, to open his prison.

DOUBTFUL AFFINITY.
" Alcohol ha so great an affinity for water lhat it is only by the greatest

care that the chemist can obtain it absolutely pure."" The Science of Alcohol."- ECHO.

EBRIOSUS, loquitur.

ALC'HOL 'finity warrer ? Stuff ! Can't he !

Don't hie ! b'leave it ! All pure fiddle 'dee !

Just fancy Alc'hol yearning for the Pump,
Like some half-mad T'totaller on the stump !

'

1 tiklus ! Pooh ! Alc'hol got more Spirit 'n that.

What ? Chemist chap can't part 'em '( What a Hat !

Shee ! Here'sh Brandish and there'sh warrer ! Wonder
Where'sh the trouble keep them two ashunder ?

Here goesh Brandish, there stops Warrer ! Why
They both sheem quite contented. Sho am I.

I don't believe they 've any more affinity
Than has a Derby Dutch-doll for divinity,
Eh? Sciensh proves it ? Hie! Who'sh Sciensh ?A Blow
Sciensh ! What d'ye mean by C,H,,0 ?

Whash that prove ? Eh ? Mere Alphabet gone mad.
Bother your symbolsh ! Stick to facts, my lad.

Some new dodge of WILFRID LAWSHON'S. What !

Brandish. Alcohol, and Warrer ? Rot !

I lovesh Brandish, and hatesh Warrer Y Mir 'em ?

Haven't done so for yearsh, Shir ! Guess that nicks "em.

Here 's lots o' warrer lately all about.
Best take in Brandish to keep Warrer out.

Sciensh 's crackjaw gibberish all a cheat.

Here ! Mary ! Nurrer go o' Brandish, neat !

NO DANGER TO SHAK8PEARE.

NBW Quecn'i Theatre reading of a line; in Macbeth, Act iv.,

Scene 1 :

" For none of woman-Biorn shall harm Macbeth."
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MR. PUNCH'S
No. IV. JOHN KEMBLE

CELEBRITES CHEZ ELLES.

SIDDONS SLOGGER, IN GARRICK STREET.

WE stand at a carre-

four in the
:
heart

of a mighty city.

A quiet, old-

fashioned quarter
with "sets" of

picturesque street-

pieces and wings.
A many-windowed
club-house, full of

wits and wags,
and (at Yuletide)

good Christmas
cheer. Here, a

shop with quaint-

ly conceived card-
board animals sus-

pended on elastic

strings, and dan-

cing nimbly to

silent mus'ic
There, a many-
gabled dwelling,
that might have
served goodQUEEN

BESS for a villa, in the days -when young WALTEE RALEIGH was ignorant of

potatoes, and had never smoked tobacco. A sleepy, glaring, sun-stricken

street in the summer, and in the winter a desolation of ice and rain and snow.

A short cut for the lonely hansom," dashing from cumbered Cqvent Garden to

renewed Leicester Square those
"
Fields," where man of wit and pleasure

met man, rapier to rapier, in the days gone by. A very new street, and yet
an old one. The very place for an actor's dwelling full of old memories, with

many a good tap and cosy tavern within easy reach, and boasting a name that

wears the crown of histrionic art. It is in this street of weird fancies and

rich stage associations that J. K. S. SLOGGEB has pitched his tent. Many years

ago, when he was struggling as a provincial Hamlet, he was content to be
bounded in an attic, but now, in the full glow of success (when his usual terms
are half the gross receipts and a clear benefit), he rents a flat. Few of those

who gaze at the six .windows of his rooms, guess that behind those costly
curtains of lace, lives the Great Actor of the day, in a very museum of dramatic
art. And yet so it is. SLOGGER is too comprenensive an artist to be fetterec

by the conventional "lines of business." He is a tragic comedian, or a comic

tragedian as the case may be. Not only is his heart in his art, but (and let the

sneering world mark this well), his art is in his heart ! A hard saying to

Cockneys, and yet a true one.

JOHN ItEMBLE SIDDONS SLOGGEB is an actor first, and then, after due interval
a man. He scorns the modern school, with its cup-and-saucer quietude anc

its drawing-room ease. He hates the mere gentleman actor's tone and morning
dress in good society with the high and holy hatred of the ideal artist of the

His present and future lie in the past. To him tradition holds high
rule over grovelling, prosaic nature. For more than thirty years, he wil
tell you with pride, no one has heard him speak in a natural voice. The waitei
who takes his order for dinner, in eating-houses where he is a stranger, shrink
back, appalled, at his question of when the joint is in the best cut, and tremble
when he alludes to vegetables. A

terribly gloomy man, with short hair and a
long black moustache. Partial friends declare that his tragedy is perfectly
awful ; and impartial critics insist that his comedy is more awful still. An awe
inspiring, attention-wearying man, and yet a man with a heart worth it

weight in gold and precious stones. Let an appeal be made to him in th
sacred name of charity, and all he asks is that he may have the best part, n
rivals near his throne, and, above all, his name printed at the head of the bi
in letters at least two feet long. These simple conditions complied with, an
his support is easily secured.

Let us look at this great good man at home. Let us ascend the stairs an
enter his suite of rooms. If we will only listen while he rifles his rich store
anecdotes, we may make sure of a welcome.
A simple unpretending hall, with tables bearing ormolu clocks, plate

goblets, and imposing double-silvered coffee-pots. Once TINSEL was
manager, and these are the testimonials presented to him by his grateful en,

ployes. That tarnished Tea-set represents the respect of fifty Ballet Gir^
who mulcted themselves for its purchase of five shillings a-piece out of average
weekly salaries of under a pound. That showy pair of Candlesticks is a proof
(at the instigation of the Stage Manager) of the hearty good-will of seven-and-
twenty Stage Carpenters, Gas men, and Supernumeraries. TINSEL may
well prize these testimonials, for there is not one of them that does not repre-
sent a scanty salary made more scanty, and a ,poor home reduced to greater
poverty, to do him honour.
A passage leads from the hall to the sanctum. In this passage is a mighty

cupboard full of brown-paper-covered books. These books are tied up and
addressed to J. K. S. SLOGGEU, Esq., at various Theatres Royal. "When SLOGGEE
takes his annual tour, pieces pour in upon him by the score and by the

undred. Sucking SIIAKSPEARES and sprouting SHKKI-
ANS send their choicest works to him, hoping that those

orks will be perused, hoping that those works will

arry their authors on to the boards of Drury Lane, and
nto the highest niches of the Temple of Fame. Their

nd is in SLOGGER'S passage cupboard.
As his visitor enters the sitting-room, SLOGGER rises,

fetches forth his hand with a graceful wave, and bows,

hen he seizes two chairs by their backs, drags them
orward into the centre of the room, motions to his guest
o seat himself, and produces a set of folio volumes full

f newspaper cuttings. For hours and hours he will,

dth a kindly defiance of fatigue, read you notices of

is own performances. While he reads, let us look round.

A room full of
"
properties." Here a gilt table laid out

ith a papier mache banquet ; there an old clock point-

ng for ever to ten minutes past nine. Over yonder a can-

as light-house belonging to a sensation drama. Chairs

ind tables of all styles and periods, and a portion of a

ransformation scene. A real cab, and a profile train

hutting up like a telescope. That cab was the saying of

, domestic drama, and yonder train (a "ter-rain," as

ILOGGEE pronounces it once made the fortune of a ' '

scene

f real life." When SLOGGEK retired from management,
ie'*secured these properties. Some of them are still

useful. In the provinces he occasionally stoops from
HAKSFEARE to authors of more modern date. When
e

'

does so he sometimes finds it useful to be able to

upply a clock for the Corsican Brothers, or a light-
louse for the Turn of the Tide.

Yes ; this is indeed an artist. Ask him what he knows of

is contemporaries, and he will tell you, with that candid

elf-absorption which belongs togemus,_ "Nothing." The
lead he praises heartily, because, egotistical as a child,

ike all true artists, his world is himself. His acting, ho

idmits may be like nothing in nature. Why should it

)e ? It is acting. That the ideal is the goal in his Art,
le informs you with pardonable pride not the real. His

lope is that the Government will one day awake to a

sense of. its responsibilities to the Drama, and found a
National Theatre, with Tradition at its base and SLOGGEE
at its apex.

"
Then, and not Itill then," as he sadly re-

marks,
"
there will be a hope for the Stage."

" For the

present, Sir," he adds,
" what with this absurd cry for

Nature,' and this gross craving after
'

realism,' they
lave knocked the Art of Acting out of time either

'orced the true Tragedian into the Provinces, or humi-
lated him to the degradation of opening the Pantomime
season at the Lane! "

Look on SLOGGEB with
respect.

He is the relic of a

great past ; the surviving Mastodon of a generation of

mtediluvian Behemoths !

MIDHAT PASHA'S PROVERBIAL PHILOSOPHY
ON THE EASTERN QUESTION.

Air old Sack wants much patching.
There is a remedy for everything, could men but find it.

Flies are busiest about lean Horses.
He that deceives me once, it is his fault ;

if twice, it

is mine.
God in the tongue, and the Devil in the heart.

A Rat may very ill plead law.
The Crow bewails the Sheep, and eats it.

The higher the Ape goes, the more he shows his tail.

The Cat would eat fish, but would not wet her feet.

Honsy is weet, but the Bee stings.
A Lion's skin is never cheap.

They that are booted are not always ready.
It needs a long time to know the world's pulse.
One Sword keeps another in the sheath.

He that does fight with silver is sure to overcome.
Bells call others, but themselves enter not into the

Church.
The early Bird catches the Worm.
By scratching and biting Cats and Dogs come together.
Threatened folks live long.

DHAGEEEABLE TRAVELLING.

Mas. GASIP lately had a patient under her care, whom
she proclaims to all her acquaintance as the most won-
derful of travellers.

"
Yes, indeed, my dear, he tell

me he 've been twice through the Sewage Canal !
"
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ABOVE PARNASSUS.
Mr DEAR MB. PUNCH,

"f the- assurance

inspired by j'our in-

variable kindness to

the humblest mem-
bers of the Great

Republic of Letters
1 am emboldened to

address you on a
subject very near
to my heart. For

many years it lias

beenmyambition to

become a dramatist,
but 1 have hitln rt<i

lacked "inven-
tion." My dialogue
is considered, by
many most Influen-
tial friends, to be
above praise. To
quote one of them
" Good is not the
word for it." I be-
lieve I have struck

upon a vein at last.

\Vithout transla-

ting from the
French, without

rushing to the Cir-

culating Library,
I think I can get a
framework for my
plots. Recently, a
gentleman of great

literary ability (of course you remember False Shame, a very clever comedy*)
has turned to SHAKSPKARK for a plot for an opera ; then why should I not go

[* Our Correspondent is perfectly right in this particular. False Shame was an excel-
lent piece. ED.]

to the same source for
"
the arguments

" of my pieces ?

I have jotted down a few ideas, and shall be glad to

hear your opinion of them.
Hamlet. Capital notion for a comedy. Of course

I'li/i, niiia would pretend to be the ghost of Jlnnii'f'.i

father. Great fun might be got out of this. Scene in

England in the present day. All the killing naturally
would have to be cut out. Something might be done
with tho play-sceneamateur theatricals, you know?
Then end the piece with Gertrude's marriage, and get a

laugh out of the mistake of the pastry-cook in sending
the funeral baked meat* for the wedding-breakfast. By
the way, Uphi-lin'* ballads would, of course, have to be
worked into a

"
topical song

"
to airs of the

day.
Othello. A domestic drama, with a happy ending. I/iy

the scene of the piece during the last war, and make the
Moor a nigger. Turn Ingn into a female character, and
make him (or rather ! mima's mother--in-law.
The great situation at the end of the play should be Olhi //>

unable to get into bis house to murder his wife (ot

he should DO tipsy at the time), because he can't find the

hole in tin1 lock for his latch-key. Catsio, Srabantio,
and Ktiderign should be worked up into one character.

Merchant of Venire.- Obviously a modern comedy.
The character of Shyliick should all'ortl opportunities for

a number of happy hits at the extortionate rate of

interest charged by West-End usurers. 1'nrtin would be-
come a " Woman's Rights

"
person. Great fun could be

got out of the Court Scene, which should rival the one
in MB. ARTHUR SULLIVAN'S operetta. Trial by Jury.
The above are merely specimen schemes, and the list

might be extended to almost any length.

Apologising for troubling you, I now lay down my
pen, and humbly sign myself

Yours most sincerely,
The Oaks, Isle of Skye. BHAKSPEAHE, JUN.

A CHARMING ABRAT. (Before some of ROMNEY'S and
SIB JOSHUA'S Portraits of Pretty Darlings at Burlington
House.) How lovely are the Young Misses of the Old
Masters !

BURKS AND MEMNON.

FREQUENTERS of the Opera have heard a Statue sing. LORD
HOUOBTON, on unveiling the Image of the immortal BURNS, which
Glasgow has set up, to the credit of the citizens of that ilk, as well
as the Poet's honour and glory, thus elegantly suggested the possi-
bility of a singing 'Statue other than that of the celebrated Com-
mendatore. He said, referring to the Memorials of deities, heroes,
and tyrants, erected by the people of ancient Egypt :

"
Among the most ancient monuments which attract the traveller in that

country is a colossal figure of a god or hero of tho name of MEMNON, of which
there is a strange and beautiful tradition. It was believed that by some
magical attraction and supernatural sympathy, the rays of the rising sun drew
forth at morning from the inanimate stone sounds of such exquisite music as
unarmed and entranced all who had the good fortune to be within the range
of the mortal ear. Now, Gentlemen, I have a fancy that the ardour of your
affections, and the light,of your imaginations, might almost draw from this
Statue a song of some hundred years ago-a strain of beauty that might go to
your heart of hearts."

a a recK, o' Maut." w hat lor no f Only fancy these
songs, sung by the Barns Statuo, and accompanied as it were by a
morning-song or skirl of the bagpipes. Wouldn't they, in really

o musical effect, surpass the singing of the Man of Marble that
comes to sup with Dun Juan f Would not BURNS bang both
iMEMxoy and MOZART P Punch respectfully puts the question to
his genial friend, PROFESSOR BLACKIE.

The Kirk to a Kintraman.

THE first of a' MAO ADAM'S clan
Whence cam' he ? TAM o' CHELSEA, say.

Dot o' Marino Ascidian,
Or Spawn o' Frog, or clarts o' Clay ?

Gospel o' Durt ye '11 na believe ?

Eh, TAMMIE, mon-ye 're awfu' wrang.
Is Dart na Clay ? Wow. TAM, I grieve
To think whar ye ore like to gang !

MONADS AND MASSES.
A Contribution to the Atomic Theory of Politics.

"I may say that in the transactions of the hist few years, we, the States-
men if I may use that term have learnt as much from the masses of the

people as the masses of the people have learnt from us." SIB STAFFORD
NOKTHCOTE at Liverpool.

EUREKA ! The look-out ahead is less dense ;

There is hope, after all, for the governing classes.
Our Statesmen, in search of some atoms of sense,
Have found, of late years, what they want in the masses,

Remembering Shipping and Slave Trade affairs,
One can hardly deny that SIR STAFFORD spake truly.

Yet Monads in office will give themselves airs,
And look down on Masses as blind and unruly.

SIR STAFFORD himself could austerely reprove
When he found Eastern policy did not content 'em.

'Tis plain if the Masses some Monads would move,
It must be by sheer dint of united momentum.

A Lion in Horsemonger Lane.
THE REV. MR. TOOTH has had to announce that there must be

some limitation to the crowd of people who rush to visit him in

prison. He finds himself at once a Confessor and a Lion at least a
Confessor in a Lion's skin. The multitude of disciples who keep
walking in to see this Ritualist Lion, suggests comparison between
themselves and those whose lot was cast in less pleasant days of

persecution, when the cry was
"

Christianas ad leonem ! "but the
Lion, then, had teeth and claws, and was free to use them.

ANOTHER IBON-CLAD GONE WRONG.
THE Shah arrived at Gibraltar with her piston-rods unfit for

service. If the Admiralty can't keep its own Rods in order, ought
not Parliament to have Rods in Pickle for it ?

FROBABLT.

WHO is "The Horrid Girl" we see advertised? Can it be
"Bella, Horrida Bella" t
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THEORY AND PRACTICE.
Aunt Mary.

" WHY DON'T YOU BEAD, TOM, INSTEAD OF LOLLINO ABOUT 2" Turn.
" 'GoT NOTHING TO READ 1"

Aunt Mary. "THERE'S YOUR FIRST PRIZE IN MONSIEUR JOLIVET'S FRENCH CLASS A MOST DELIGHTFUL BOOK 1

"

Tom. " HOW CAN I READ THAT' IT'S IN FRSNCB I
"

NOBODY KNOWS.
JOKN BULL soliloquiseth on the state of his Fleet and the status of

the Engineer.
" One of the most intelligent, and probably the best, of naval critics tells

us that no one knows with any degree of thoroughness what use is made of

our Navy, how it is managed, or what it is worth
; but, so far as the limited

knowledge of the best informed enables any one to form an opinion, the pro-
bability is that all is wrong In MR. REED'S vigorous language,

' the

ship is a steam-being, and the only man who understands it, can work it with

safety, can control it efficiently, can use it, care for it, tend it, preserve it,

repair it, renew it, is the Engineer." The Engineer, the functions of the

Engineer, and the position of the Engineer, should beheld in honour; but,
in fact,

' he remains to-day almost precisely where he was twenty years ago
a snubbed, subdued, subordinated man, with a dozen officers put above him
to look down upon him.' "The Timea on Ma. BEBD'S Letter about "Naval
Administration.*'

So "
Nobody knows !

" That 's remarkably pleasant I

A nice thing to learn at this late time of day !

A sweet game this Naval Blind, Hookey ! At present
I don't seem to relish my hand in the play.

Many millions I 've spent on the modern "
Steam-being,"

You don't buy that sort of big toy for a song ;

And now 'midst my Critics I find none agreeing,
Except on one point that all 's probably wrong !

Nobody knows ? Well, those precious twin Titans
Have turned topsy-turvy our Naval Affairs ;

But are Iron and Steam a malign brace of Sheitans
To empty my purse and to fill me with scares ?

All that Steam-beings can do, or can't, in fair fighting,
Perhaps we shan't learn till the things come to blows.

But are mine trustworthy ? It 's somewhat affrighting
To find the sole answer is Nobody knows!

Nobody knows ! Years ago about fifty,
My Navy was tested. We found it

"
all there."

Since then all is new, and I haven't been thrifty
In paying since change was the call for my share.

The new Iron Pot puzzles me, I admit it.

Smart Science shouts
"
Progress !

" She 's right, I suppose.
But what 's the Pot worth, if 'gainst rivals I pit it ?

That seems a fair question, but Nobody knows.

Nobody knows ? Well, here 's REED, ex-Constructor,
A smart sort of chap and a dab at a yarn ;

Would fain through the dense Marine maze play conductor.

He knows the
"
Steam-being

" from stem unto stern.

He, no doubt, feels that he should be sole supervisor,
With ample and ship-shape Reports year by year,

With a right to take henceforth for Naval Adviser
That much misused being, the Chief Engineer !

'

Snubbed, subdued, and subordinate ?" Well, I 'd a notion

The Creature was certainly more cockahoop.
REED paints him as Ought-to-be Lord of the Ocean,
Head-boss of the steam-ship from fok'slo to poop.

He only can handle it, guide it, preserve it,

Whilst JACK, though a iolly and dauntless sea-dog

(Poor JACK sorely snubbed ! does he really deserve it ?)

Is shades of old Salts ! like a flat in a fog.

Well, they '11 want him to fi^ht I suspect notwithstanding.
He '11 maybe outlast all their huge devil's-gear ;

He 'stablished his status 'neath other commanding
Than that of our Crichton, the Chief Engineer.

But destiny 's stern ;
if the new battle 's brunt

Must be borne by the handler of pistons and cranks,
Let him come to the fore as a fact we can't shunt,
And receive his reward in pay, honours and thanks.

Mine I 'm sure will be his if he '11 help to untangle
This horrible muddle called

" Naval Affairs ;

"

Make peace 'midst the critics who boggle and jangle,
And shut up swell duffers who give themselves airs.

A fleet that 's not phantom I claim for my money,
With ships not a terror to me but my foes.

But whenever I ask how I stand, it seems funny
To hear, for sole answer, that

"
Nobody knows !

"
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OUR REPRESENTATIVE MAN.

;

his late mission, accounting for
himself.

SIR, So many people have asked

why I was not at the Conference,
that I feel I must speak oxit, and own that, though lyou sent me, I did not go.

No, Sir. I am not one of your Pretenders (by whom you have of late been duped)
who take your money and write accounts of what never took place. Sir, I

meant going. I smoked Turkish pipes, I ate Russian caviare, and, in order to

he thoroughly up in the Great Eastern Question, I bought Great Eastern shares,
about which at the time there was a considerable question. Then I went in for

Circassian Pomade, night and morning, thus 'pouring oil on the troubled waters,
or rather putting grease or, what MB. GLADSTONE would call the

"
Hellenic

Factor " on my brain. I substituted Kurds for milk at breakfast-time. By
the way, why hasn't some enterprising hairdresser invented a pomade, and
called it the " Hellenic Factor," with a dedication to MR. GLADSTONE ? There 's

the idea, and no extra charge r I sent for my true and tried friend, PEGGUL BET
(who is now undergoing the shrimp-cure at a favourite watering-place), and in
order that the Russian interest should be represented equally with the Turkish,
I dropped a line to dear old GENERAL SN-EZANUFF KOKFITOFF, who has been
laid by the heels ever since November with a severe cold, which has prevented
his seeing anyone even his creditors, whose attentions during his illness have
been unremitting.

Well, Sir, we three started for the Conference. Poor SNEZANFFF KORFITOFF

only got as far as Charing Cross, when he suddenly exclaimed, in Russian
"Hallo! I've forgotten my pocket-handkerchief!" and disappeared, with
seedy-looking individual close at his heels probably somebody who had found
the missing mouchoir. PEQOTJL BET, who had got a box of shrimps with him,
which he takes like voice-lozenges, blenched at the sight of the sea, turned pale,
and turned tail. He went back to his shrimp-cure, while I boldly stepped on
board the steamer, and gaily bade adieu to the smashed pier of Dover and the
white cliffs of Albion.

On arriving in Paris I received a telegram' from my private French
Secretary, who always travels in advance with my things for to-morrow night." Encore uite bonne Conference alle tort." What could I do ? Nothing. Sol
waited in Paris expecting the return of the handsome SALISHUBT (as we gay
dogs call him to distinguish him from "

Salisbury Plain ") who would, of course
take Paris on his way and tell me all about it. This, Sir, is how I came to find

myself in the gay city, where the present
"
Occupation of Paris" is to go to

the theatres, the weather not permitting much lounging in the Elysian Fields,
or promenading up and down the Bulwarks of the Italians. Once more I roared

_._-. Margots (musique
de GBISART). yet, at all events, I yielded to the charm of PESCDABD'S voice and
manner, and again bore testimony to the excellence of the ensemble which would
have triumphantly carried a far worse piece than Le Trois Margots.

Opcras-buuffes are a French specialite. But, Sir, I did not waste my time
in trifles li^ht as air, but I went to assist at Un Drame au Fond de la Mer, in
five Acts, six Tableaux, now being played at the Theatre Historimte. A most
exciting play. Situr Ikginald, a paralysed English Baronet, malting a voyage
on board the Washington (I think), with two millions-worth of diamonds in a
small box, goes with the wreck, his wife and the box, to the bottom of the sea.
An engineer (James Norton), and an officer of the French Marine, Henry de

Sartene, rivals for the hand of Mees Emily, the orphaned
daughter of Stew Reginald, quarrel violently on board
tiif iii-i'at Eastern, and both descend, habited as divers,
to look after the cable which has come to grief. They
are accompanied by one Karl, a thorough-paced scoun-

drel, who having ascertained the exact locality of these

diamonds, lias determined to possess himself of the two
millions. The stene on board the Ureat Eastern is ad-

mirably contrived. Then the divers f?o through nine

changes of tableaux, all capitally managed and most
i-ll'i i tivi' until tli<-y arrive at the bottom of the sea. Here
we find Mii'in-

Itujjitalil,
his wife, and the crew in a high

state of preservation, looking uncommonly like MADAME
TCSSAUD s figures, but none the less awful on that account.
Karl makes for the diamonds, Henry de Sarti'ne, one of

the engineers above mentioned, rushes as fast as the

diving dress and helmet will let him, at Karl, who,
seizing a hatchet, cuts Henry de Sartene's wind-pipe,
that is, I mean the air-bag, or whatever it is that gives
the diver the necessary supply of air. A terrific act this,
and down comes the curtain to shouts of applause.
After a long entr'acte, we return, to find ourselves in

England at least, as the place is not named in the pro-

gramme, I suppose it must be England, because the
hrst person who walks on into a dingy, official-looking
room is

" un policeman," a
stiff,

red-whiskered personage,
in a queer sort of helmet, Berlin gloves, and a dark-blue

long-tailed coat of a very ancient pattern. Four other

policemen bring in James JVor-TON, who is accused of the
murder of Henry de Sarti'ne. The evidence, which is

given chiefly by the villain Karl, is dead against the
unfortunate James Nor-Toir. whose case is heard in pri-
vate by the Coroner, an elderly gentleman, stern, but

occasionally humorous, with a comic clerk, who gets the

laughs when the Coroner doesn't.
James Norton is committed, and is about to be led off

by the four policemen, when the crowd, which has been
"heard without," groaning and hooting, is suddenly
admitted (so as to make an effective termination at the
end of the scene, and to bring the Coroner to the front

again, as his part has been getting a trifle flat by this

time), and rushes fiercely towards James Norton, who is

at this moment in imminent danger of being torn from
the four policemen, and subjected to Lynon law. At
this juncture the Coroner, still humorous, though firm
and resolute, pulls from his pocket a sort of conjuror's
black wand, ^tipped at both ends with ivory (exactly
what ROBERT HOUDIN used to have), and bids the surg-
ing crowd retire

" au nom de la hi! "

But the Coroner, having once got into the drama, is

not so easily got rid of as the mere letting down of a
curtain implies. Not a bit of it. The crowd finds out
that Karl, and not James Norton, is the real murderer,
and out comes 'everybody policemen and all on the
rocks to catch Karl, and Lynch -him.

They are on the point "of seizing the unhappy wretch
(by the way, no murder has been committed after all, for

Jffflri/ turns up safe and sound, but this is a detail),
and doing for him effectually then and there, when the
humorous Coroner suddenly, but quietly, appears from
behind a rock where he has apparently been sitting in

evening dress, and without a hat all in the cold, waiting
for this opportunity of coming out strong at the last

and presents his ivory-tipped; wand, whereat the crowd
again quails, and Karl himself is so staggered, that

losing his presence of mind, he runs up a platform at the

back, jumps over, and finishes his part in the drama.
Seeing this termination to the affaire, the Coroner

makes the best of it by taking a humorous view of the

situation, and indulging in a professional joke to the
effect that " f instruction

" need not proceed any fur-
therfor much the same reason that Puff gives for the
Beefeater's not going on with the speech commencing" FarewelL brave Spaniard," &o. because [the body has
walked off. The audience took the idea, and in spite
of all the spectacle and all the horrors, and all the in-

terest, the triumph of the night was with the Coroner.
After this, oysters of Marennes and other delights at the
Cafe Riche.'and this is why I didn't go to the Con-
ference but remain,

Ever faithfully,

A NEW READING, BT REED. Deus ex Machine The
Naval Engineer.
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THE FLOODS IN THE COUNTRY.
Swell (reproachfully).

"
HAW, I DON'T CALL THIS DWY SUEWWY!"

NO WONDER, SIR! MASTER SAYS HE C*N'T KEEP NOTHINK DRY THIS
WATER IN OUR CELLAR !

"
Waitress.

WEATHKK !

AN'
THERE'S Two FKE'T o'

" WAIT UNTIL YOU ARE ASKED."
A CERTAIN Irish Advocate of great learning and high repute having declined an

appointment before it was offered .to him, the following refusals are hourly expected :

Sin WILKRID LA u SON- to he President of the Licensed Victuallers' Association.
KB. \\ IIALLEY to be Chairman of the Catholic Union of Great Britain.
The RET. A. TOOTH to be Editor of the Rock and the Record.
<

URINAL
MANNING to be President of the Church Union.

MR. HOLMS, M.P., (Glasgow and Hackney) to be Inspector-General of the Militia.MAJOR GORMAN to be Patron of the Peace Society.Miss KUODA BROUGHTON to be Editress of the Sunday at Home.
MR. FREEMAN to be Hon. Secretary to the Stafford House Fund.
AIK. GLADSTONE to be Chairman of the Committee of the Carlton Club.

5EACONSFIKLD to be a Member of the Parliamentary Committee of the Reform.

MR. ROBERT LOWE (Statesman and Bicy
clist), to be President of the Four-in-Ham
Club.
MR. WILLIAM SIXES (Newgate and Dart-

moor), to be Patron of the Society for the
Protection of Women.
" PRINCE VON BISMARCK to be Treasure:
of the Peter's Pence Society.
The KINO OF DAHOMEY to be a Cor

responding Member of the
"
Aborigine

Protection Society.
MESSRS. MOSES AND SON to be the Pub

lishers to the Poet I<aureat.
TDs. KKNEALY to be Lord Chancellor.
MR. BEADLAUOH to be 'Private Secretary

to the ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY.
DR. SLADE to be a Fellow of the Roya

Society.
MR. ODOER to be Garter King-at-Arms.
And last, but not least, MR. BUTT, Q.C.

M.P., to be Lord Chief Justice of England
Knight of the Garter, Lord Chamberlain
Commander of the Channel Fleet, Super-
intendent of the Zoological Gardens. Cap
tain of the Cantalia, Earl Marshal, Here
ditarv Grand Falconer, and Constable o
the Tower.

WOMAN'S WORK.
(A Snarl by a Sexagenarian Cynic.)

SOMEBODY a Woman probably has, :

am told, been writing a novel entitled, ^
Woman' Work in the World. I could sum
it up in less than three volumes. As follows

In Literature. At once to emasculate
and to corrupt. To oscillate between gross-
ness and gush. To dribble reams of feebly
trickling verse and insipid or very full-
flavoured fiction. To embody vice as a
preposterous chimera, and virtue as i

goody-goody bore ; passion as a scented

swell, and principle as a plausible prig.
In Art. To paint pretty-pretty, to com-

pose namby-pamby, and perpetuate the
modish and the monstrous.
In Science. To dabble in the dirtiest

waters, to push crude crotchets to absur-
dity, to be amateurs in Atheism and smat-
terers in statistical scepticism.
In Politict. To discuss upon the house-

ipps subjects which men shrink from hand-
ing in private rooms.
In Religion. To patronise the Gospel

according to Le Folfet, and worship their
pet fetish, La Mode, at a High Church
Altar.

In Society. To spend money and dis-
figure their persons, patronising all that is

absurd, unbecoming, unhealthy, and ex-
pensive, especially if it involve incidental
cruelty.
At Home. Women have now no work at

lome.

This, I, SYLVESTER SNAHLEYOW, main-
tain is a compendious statement of
Woman's Work in the World " now-a-

lays. Those whose conduct chiefly justi-
ies it, will be the first to dispute its
ruth. At any rate, it would be true, to
he letter, if they had their way.

TINKLING BRASS.

DR. KENEALY, in his address to his Con-
tituents at Hanley, declares that the only
frievance the Servians have to complain of
s being robbed of their Bells. The Doctor
ught not to talk lightly of the loss of these
intinnabulary appendages. What, for in-
tance, would his own cap be without them ?

THE EASTERN QUESTION AT PRESENT.
What next ?
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HARMLESS LUNATICS.
N the Council
of the Charity
Organisation So-

ciety a Special
Committee was
some time ago

appointed to con-

sider and report
upon a parti-
cular branch of

social 'scientific

improvement,
which may be

styled Colney-
Hateh Reform.
That Committee

has, accordingly,
issued a Report
the "Education

. Care of Idiots,

Imbeciles, and Harm-
less Lunatics." Doc-
tors may doubt the

existence of any luna-

tics who are not dan-

gerous ;
but indeed

t lie number of lunatics,
harmless in so far as

that the little harm

they do affects only themselves, is very great. The population of

Lunatic Asylums represents Ibut' comparatively few of these harm-

less lunatics. The majority of them are at large, unlocked after,

and they abound. They labour under a great variety of invincible

delusions and fixed ideas. To specify some of the more pro-

nounced types, for instance, the following may be enumerated

amongst tolerably Harmless Lunatics :

Lunatics who pass their time in trying to discover perpetual

motion, and the quadrature of the circle.

Lunatics continually publishing pamphlets to show that the earth

is flat
;
but only showing themselves to be so.

Lunatics who devote themselves to tulip fancying, or any other

fancy which occupies their whole minds, crockery fanciers, collectors

of useless objects, worth no more than the effaced postage stamps
collected by young Lunatics.

Lunatics who believe in and practise Astrology and Spirit Rapping
seriously, and not with an intelligent intent to defraud.

Lunatics with a theological craze, who cannot see that their

dogmas are matters of opinion.
Lunatics who are in the habit of taking quack medicines of whose

composition they are ignorant, and who do not know whether or no

what they suppose to be is really the matter with them.

Lunatics who, without the necessary knowledge of what they are

about, gamble on the Stock Exchange and the Turf.

Lunatics who invest their money in risky speculations ; who
believe puffing prospectuses of Bubble Companies, and apply for

shares to Directors, and remit cash to them, when they do not know
them not to be rogues.

Lunatics, of both sexes, who go to evening parties a little before

midnight and dance in a vitiated atmosphere until sunrise.

Lunatics who, in these times of high prices, expecting to live in

comfort, and maintain appearances, marry upon less than the cer-

tainty of a thousand a year, and the prospect of indefinitely more.

Lunatics who, when anybody, whose name is unlucky enough to

suggest a self-evident pun, happens to be going the round of the

newspapers, write letters to Mr. Punch, each of them containing
the same pun on the name of the same person.
But besides these Lunatics, not contemplated in the Report of the

Charity Organisation Society's Committee, there are others, Lunatics

recognised as such, but 'perfectly harmless. They are computed to

amount to only 35,963 in England and Wales. These unfortunates

are capable of being improved in various degrees, and to some
extent utilised. To these ends they require express treatment

and training ; especially separation from poor creatures similarly

afflicted, whose cases are hopeless. Hence, upon new buildings for

their proper accommodation, a need of outlay. Such expenditure
will ultimately prove economy. The Committee recommend that,

the expense for the poorer class of Harmless Lunatics.
" should

be defrayed out of the rates, with assistance out of the public
revenue," and that a voluntary system should be adopted for those

of the Middle, and a semi-voluntary one for those of the lower
Middle and upper Artisan Classes.

The requisite provision for Harmless Lunatics will ask both

legislation and personal bounty ; and those who have a voice in the

former, and can afford the latter, if they wish to see what Organisa-
tion is proposed for that purpose, should read the Society's Report,
to be had at MESSRS. LONGMANS for the small sum of one shilling.
The scheme therein particularised will not cost so very much to

carry out. It is not as though it comprised the unrecognised Harm-
less Lunatics going about in Society.

_

How many and spacious

Asylums would be necessary to contain these numerous, and,
alas ! in most cases, hopeless, but happily, as a rule, unconscious
sufferers !

AN IRISH PROFESSOR IN HIS (BARBER'S) CHAIR.

is the Land of Eloquence, where the very
"
praties," as

an advertisement in the Irish Times lately informed us,
"
speak for

themselves." Hair-dressing has always been an eloquent profession,
From the days of the Roman tonsor to those of Figaro. Perhaps
it was in complimentary allusion to this in the Green Isle that the

old Irish way of cutting a head of hair was called a "glib." Of all

glib-tongued Irish tonsors, Punch does not know that he ever

encountered a glibber specimen than the worthy who, in a handbill

[ately sent to Punch by one of this gifted hair-cutter's garrison

customers, describes himself as

PROFESSOR DANIEL O'CONNELLY (late FREDERICK LEXEX, New
Market, Sheffield), Hair Dresser and Perfumer, Train-Atlantic and Cosmo-

politan Clipper, Comber, Bruslier, and Dresser to all Fashions for Ladies and
3entlemen."

The Professor then goes on, enthusiastically if ungrammatically

"Hair Dressing for its Beauty and Growth, the Professor wishes to see

Horizontal Eyes and perpendicular work, and not to have Hair Cut like the

Bashabazouks, or like as if the Gorilla was operating, but the Gorilla has not

got the Hypoeompus Miner. Get Scientific Work that will Kefresh the Cer-

rumbellutu of the Cranium, and promote its Growth."

After which earnest exhortation, he signs himself

"Yours, Gentlemen, PROFESSOR O'CONXELLY, Garrison Hair Dresser,
Razors Set, Diamond Edge, ia Fine Order for use, at his .Residence, Queen

Street, Athlone."

But the Professor, once mounted on the diamond-edge pf his own
razor-like wit, cannot sa easily get down again. He continues

The Professor does not like to see Bulsheen Catting, or what MOLLY gave
the Cabbage, a good Chopping."

Then, rising to rhyme
But if you wish to have a shave,

I 'm sure to make your ctiin,

As free from every rib of hair,
As any brand new pin.

" And if you want to have a dye,
You won't have much delay,

I'll make your head as handsome
As the Turtlue Bird in May.

" For I can curl hair so neat,
And with such cunning h and

You'd really think the head was one

Quite fresh from fairy land .

" And I can frizzle, shringle, prune,
And do so with such art

;

That but to gaze up an my work
Would gladden auy heart."

As it evidently does gladden his heart, who, for the third and las t

time, signs himself

'Yours, Gentlemen, PROFESSOR, O'CoNXELl.Y, Hair Dresser to the

Students of the Queen's College."

We thank PROFESSOR CONNELLY for his additions at once to the

English Fauna and the technical vocabulary of Plococosmology.
The Turtlue Bird is worthy to perch on the crest of the Jabberwock,
and we chortle in our joy over the prospect of having our hair

"shringled"!

A Long Pull and a Strong Pull.

OUB stout Archdeacon stood forth to declare,
If TOOTH to gaol went, he 'd himself go there ;

If that Archdeacon really speaks the truth,
Issue the writ, and draw a double tooth !

OF TWO HEADS, WHICH ?

(In the United States.)

THAT question must be answered before March. It remains, as

an intelligent Nigger, writing to us, remarks,
" In a Haze till den."

ERRATUM.

AN Anagram on "The REVEREND ARTHUR TOOTH," printed, in

Punch for January 20, "Not the road to her Truth "should have

run,
" Never the road," &c.
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SPECULATION.
Pimi Cily Man.

" DROPPID UPON ANTTHINQ GOOD LATELY, BROWN ?
"

Second ditto.
" WLI, I 'VK INSURT> TN TH '

ACCIDENTAL,' AHD TAKEN
TWENTY RINK TICKETS, AND BOUOHT A BICYCLE I I

"

A.\ APPEAL FOE THE ALPHABET.
(From an Alarmed t'ontercatire.)

"It it unfortunate that a language with luch power and

prospect! as the English should hare so disordered an Alphabet,
which has bun tinuwn into utti-r confusion by the attempt tc

keep up Kngli-h and French spelling ia it at once. At present
two millions of English-speaking children come up for educa-
tion annually, and waste from one to two years of their educa-
tional life in mattering this abgurd

puzzle,
the cost of main-

taining which on thus hardly be Ivas than ten to twenty million-.

sterling a year, which would be saved by the use of a rational

Alphabet." E. B. TVLOK, on the fhilotoph;,

KM-UK.M our English Alphabet r
1 Good lack!

What won't these revolutionists attack ''

I fondly fancied that the A. U. C.

Was the fixed symbol
of simplicity.

The one thing changeless, certain, strong, and stable,
Midst Innovation's universal Dubel.
Here TXLOB comes that A. B. C. to shake,
And prove our spelling one immense mistake.
What next may happen who '11 oblige by telling,
When Mutability snakes MATCH'S spelling '(

And who could slumber calmly in his bed,
The alphabet upset from A. to Z. P
"
Ages of time and millions of money

Wasted in learning A. B. C. ?
" That 's funny.

Can't say I quite accept the statement yet :

And as regards a
"
rational alphabet,"

Something, no doubt, new-fangled and phonetic,
My feelings I proclaim antipathetic.
1 always do suspect that low word "

rational ;."
It smacks of BRADLAUOH and the International.
This oomes of Spelling Bees, and PITMAN'S views,
Cheap Dictionaries, and Fonetic Nuz.
Our forefathers were less fastidious. Why,
If MARLBOROUGII spelt wildly, may not I '(

The Rads are all for liberty. Their fad,
Applied to spelling, might not be so bad.
But here thev 'd bind us down to strictest rule :

Lawless in Church, they 're martinets at School.

Against thisE. B. TYLOR'S sly attack
Let all Conservatives stand back to hack,
And fight for our time-honoured A. B. C.

I 'm very sure it 's good enough for me.

RITUALIST BEAD-QUARTERS. Peter-sham.

HANGINGS FOE HOSPITALS.
MR. PUNCH has to notify and very much applaud a proposal for

practising a peculiar variety of that species of charity which consists

in clothing the naked the naked in this ease being the walls of

the London Hospital wards. By clothine them the sick and suffer-

ing' would be solaced. The dreariness of bare walls aggravates the
tediousnpss of long detention on a bed of pain. MR. J. LAW-
RENCE HAMILTON,' of 4,' Gloucester Terrene, Hyde Park, suggests
that thi might be'much mitigated by the introduction of.decorative
Art in Hospitals.

" I advocate (ho saysl the. brightening of the wards, and the cheering of
their inmates, bv the addition of suitable pictures, plates, bronzes, carvinfrs,

parquet floors, brir-a-hrtif, "Id armour, china, sculpture, ornamental clocks,

fancy glass, tasteful glazed tiles, and other Art decorations of all sorts."

Tt would bp t<v> much of a good thing to hang the walls of Hospi-
tals with arms figured with

"
. . . . huntsmen, hawkes, and houndia,
And hart deere al ful of woundis."

Particularly as the tapestry would harbour the Norfolk Howards.
MR. BUCKLANP fears that any projecting decorations on the walls

ofHospitals would be objectionable, as likely to lodge dirt, or some
of its even'more unpleasant living accompaniments. He proposes to
substitute for them pictures painted upon or let into the walls
frescoes, or tiles, adorned with'encau8tic"paintingB, which could be
executed by Ladies.

' To promote this object (says MR. HAMILTON), I will give one hundred
juineas. provided that a thousand otlipr donors each subscribes an equal or

larger sum before the 1st of May, 1877."

MR. HAMILTON believes thnt, a responsible Committee being
formed to carry out his iden. MESSRS. KOBABTS, LfBBOCK, & Co.,
will act as bankers to the fund. In the meanwhile, he invite*

persons disposed to contribute thereunto by subscription or donation
to communicate with himself at the address above noted. Finally,

he expresses the hope that some public place will soon
" be granted

as a provisional storehouse and exhibition for Art contributions pre-
vious to their distribution to the Hospitals of London." To that

hope Mr. Punch gladly gives all the publicity he can.

Why Some of TJa go Circuit.

By Ont of the BrirJUtt.

Member of the Utter Bar (perusing AsK'ze List}. Shall I go round
this time? Hum. Let mo see. "Muddeford" can get a day's
hunting there, I think.

"
Wandsbury

"
go over to the CHILSTONS

for Sunday, and have a jolly afternoon with LILT. "Swanston"
wouldn't do any harm to go and look up UNCLE GEOROE. " Lea-
mouth " excellent quarters at hotel there ; fair dinner, too.

"Deddingham" good murder case; shouldn't like to miss it.

Yes, I think I '11 go round as far as that, and get back to Town in

time for the Boat-race."

Too Bad.
DEAR OLD PUNCH.

Snt JOHN LUBBOCK makes some ants drunk, and then

charges the ants of the same hill with stupidity, because they don't
know their degraded comrades strain. How should they, when the

poor creatures were disguised in liquor ? Snt JOHN LUBBOCK should
be ashamed of himself, demoralising the till now respectable and

respected family of Formicee. Yonrg,
WILFRID LAWSOS.

NEAT.

AN R.A., boasting to Mr. Punch of the ready recognition of

rising merit by that body, quoted the case of OULESO, A.R.A. at

twenty-seven, and asked triumphantly, with some slight habitual

exasperation,
" ' Ow could we have done more for him ?

"
" 'Ow-lest f

" answered Mr. P.
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NOTES FOR THE QUEEN'S SPEECH.
If you find yourselves hesi-

;ating between your dinner
and your country, give your
country the benefit of the
doubt.

llein in your hobbies, forego
?our crotchets, suppress your
rievances, guard against

jersonalities, do not invest

,riftes with too much import-

ance, and above all watch the

clock.

Let us all hope that this
' Conference

" on the banks
if the Thames will have a

tiappier issue than the one so

recently concluded on the

shores of the Bosphorus.

>l

SATISFACTORY to be able to open Parliament in person. The cream-coloured horses, State-Coach (re-gilt

and newly fitted up), Life-Guards, Beefeaters, and Cap of Maintenance, material supports to the stability

of a Constitutional Monarchy.
Observe that the time of meeting was appointed for a day in February as late as could with decency

be chosen. Trust, therefore, particularly as Easter falls early, that time will not be wasted in unprofitable

discussions and unproductive Motions.

Parliament shall be informed as soon as possible when the Easter recess will commence, and what will

be its duration a question of absorbing interest on which it is gratifying to know that perfect unanimity
of feeling exists.

Foreign affairs, and, towering above everything else, the giant Eastern Question, will occupy your
attention. Treat it with as much patriotic and as little party spirit as possible openly and straight-

forwardly, without bravado, mystery, or circumlocution, and with no reference to the retention or

acquisition of place and power.
The debut of the EARL OF BEACONSFIELD and the return of the MARQUIS OF SALISBURY will impart more

interest to the proceedings of the House of Lords than they ordinarily command at the commencement of

the Session. We shall all (including the Chinese Embassy and the Artists for the Illustrated Newspapers)
await the first appearance of the noble Earl, in the robes of a Peer, with the liveliest curiosity. Mr. Punch
has taken a hint from those rival conjurors, the GIRARDS, for a picture of LOUD B.'s first appearance on
his new stage.

The House of Commons will have a new Leader in SIR STAFFORD NORTHCOTE. It will be no surprise
if he acquits himself in that onerous and responsible position with credit and renown. He will need

encouragement and support; for as CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER, his task is too likely to be difficult

and disagreeable. It is unfortunate that a Conservative Government and a cheerful balance-sheet can

hardly be looked upon as co-existent possibilities.
With regard to Legislative Measures, if you cannot advance, do not retrograde ;

if you cannot go on

building, do not pull down. If it is the opinion of the majority that political and educational legislation

has been carried to the limits of safety, turn your attention to Social and Sanitary Improvements, and

thereby better the health and increase the comfort and happiness of millions.

If it is possible, prove to the country that it possesses a satisfactory Naval and Military force.

Reduce the risk of Hallway Accidents, and abate the disaster of destructive floods.

Pass a Burials Bill. Make more stringent regulations as to Vaccination.
Do not countenance jobs or favouritism.
The EMPRESS OF INDIA invites you to consider questions affecting that empire with greater earnestness

and larger attendances.

THE RIGHT WOMAN IN
THE RIGHT PLA.CE.

WE clip the following from
a well-known daily paper

TTNMANAGEABLE YOUNG
U LADIKS, and those requir-

ing attention, are RECEIVED by
a Lady of very great experience.
No limit as to age. Very high
references. Address, &c.

and commend it to the

guardians of the follow-

ing Ladies, who, if not all

"young," are at least "un-
manageable."

Miss MAT/D MATTLEVEREB,
sixth daughter of SIR GRAY
MAULEVERER, decayed baro-

net, who will not listen to the

suit of LORD TRENOODLE, but

E
refers the hand of her cousin,

IEUTENANT CoCKLETOP of the

Juards, who has nothing but
lis pay and his debts, his love

'or unlimited loo and the turf,

and his taste for good wine,

food dinners, and good weeds.
Miss AURICOMA Fnz-

JEORGE, who has a good

igure, no voice, and no brains,

and who on the strength of

;hese qualifications undertakes
;he management of the De-
collete Theatre, under the

xitronage of the HON. LAUN-
;ELOT LOOSEFYSHE.
Miss BELINDA BASBLEU,

who, on the strength of pos-

sessing a largo inkstand , plenty
of

"
outsides," a faculty for

stringing together idiotic

rhapsodies, and a melancholic

;emperament, insists on

writing three-volume novels.

Miss Gussr GABY, who

persists in sending to "her
dear old Punch " that

"
quite

too awfully funny thing"
which her darling HUGH said

the other evening, the said
"
funny thing

"
being about

as humorous as the whistle

of a railway - engine, re-

questing its return if not

accepted, but invariably for-

getting to enclose a stamped
and directed envelope.

BAR SILVER.

WHEN you 're tipping an
Eton Boy, or the Head Keeper
at a Great Battue House.
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MODERN /ESTHETICS.

(Ineffable Youth goes into cestacies over an crirernely Old Master say, FRA POBCINELLO BABAKAOIANNO, A.D. 12661281 ?)

Matter-of- Fact Parly.
" BUT IT'S SUCH A REPULSIVE SVBJZCT!"

Ineffable Youth. " ' SUBJECT' IN ART is op NO MOMENT! THE PICKTCBAR is BEAUTIFUL !"

Matter-of-Fact Party.
" BUT YOU'LL own THB URAWI.VO'S VILE, AND THE COLOUR'S BEASTLY!"

Ineffable Youth. "I'M CDLLAH-BLIND, AND DON'T P'OFESS TO UNDERSTAND D'AWINO ! TBK PICKTCBAH is BEAUTIFUL!"
Mutt, r-of-Pact Party (getting warm).

" BUT IT'S ALL ODT OF PSRSPSCTIVS, HANO IT! AND so ABOMINABLY UHTRUS TO

Ineffable Youth. "
I DON'T CARE ABOUT NAYTCHAH, AND HATE PER8PECTIVB ! Tag PICKTCUAH is MOST BBAUTIFUL !

"

Jfatter-of-Pttft Party (losing all self-control).
"
BUT, DA.HH IT ALL, HAN! WIIEKE TBE DICKIKS is THE BSAurr, THEN?"

Ineffable Youth (quietly).
" IN THE PIOKTCHAH I

"
[Total defeat of Matter-of-Fact Party.

HAWFINCH ON LADY-HELPS.
PHIL FIELDEB he farmed his own freehold estate,
And he 'd long thought o" lookun' about for a mate ;

But PHIL, though well-off enough zingle to bide,
"Wus afear'd 'toodn't run to the keep of a bride.

So high now the prizes of all things be rose,
And Ladies consooms sitch a kit & fine clo'es,

"Mongst e'en the small gentlefoks where you looks round,
There 'a few gals a standun' 'mid less nor twelve pound.

And zum can't do nothun' beyond zing and plaai,
And lollup and laze on a sofer all daai.
PHIL wanted a gal as could work nndergoo,
And demane herself greaseful and elegant too.

He went to the Hall on a Michaelmas Day,
Some rent for a bit of a holdun' to pay ;

When the Squire he axed PHILLTTP to stop there and dine-
In a plain way the famully party to jine.

There sat a gal next to 'n, drest nate but not gay,
As purty in pursun, as plain in array ;

Thinks Pirn,,
" That ther maaiden 'a above my degree,

Or else she 'd be 'zackly the Missus for me."

When dinner was wauver, PHIL larn't from the 'SquireWho was that swrate young gal in sitch quiut attire ;

" A poor Doctor's daater that sarvus ha' took,
'Twar she dressed the dinner ; that thare 'a our Head Cook.
" She 've got too much pride fur to marry fur bread ;

But she hain't above labour'n to earn it instead.
That thare 's our Lady-Help ;

so now drink up thy wine."
Thinks PHIL to his self,

"
1 shuld like her fur mine."

He wrote her a billy, gentale and purlite,
Whereunto she consented 'twur love at fust sight.
And so they got married without moor delay ;

And the 'Squire he wus willun' to gie her away.

Sarch the conntree around, and you won't find a pair
As lades a moor happier life than them there.

She keeps his whoam tidy, and 'tends to his boord,
And his manes makes goo furdest good things to aifoord.

No doubt bnt she '11 bring up her daaters likewise,
To roast and to bile, and mcak' pudduns and pies ;

To rub, scrub, and polish, and wash, bake, and broow,
As every chap's wife should be yeable to do.

The lass for me 's her that can sweep out a room,
Not by wearun' a train, but by usun' a broom.

Lady-Helps and Fine Ladies comparun', I says,

Dirty work done wi' clane hands afoor dirty ways I

Now every young feller to wedlock inclined,
Thee look out a nawtable huzziv to find,
Fine Ladies, fandangoes, and tilligrees nee.

Thee 'st a Lady-Help find the best Helpmate for thee.
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THE GENTLEMAN-HELP.
(Scene from a Drama of the Future.)

un stage represents
an elegantly-fur-
nished drairimj-

room, suggesting
the influence of a
Woman of taste.

The pictures on

the walls alone

reveal that the

owner is a self-
made man. MARIA
MUDOOLD dis-

cm-ercd pensively

regarding an ail

tut expiring fire.

Maria. Yes, yea
I can deceive my-

self no longer it

does need coal. And
yet how to ask him

I dare not, and
Oh ! I must see him

once again. (Jiings.) iiown, down paipiutuug ucai-iii Would'st betray thy

mistress ?

Enter FITZ-JEAITES, in a gorgeous livery, carrying a coal-scuttle.

Jeames (aside). She is alone. I must dissemhle. (Aloud.) Did yer please

to ring, Miss P

Maria (trembling). Yes no yes. The fire

Jeames. I see. It is going Aout. I 've brought the coals.

Maria (aside). How he seems to divine my every wish !

Jeames (putting down the scuttle clumsily ; with marked e a Deration}. Did

yer please to want anything Aelse, Miss ?

Maria (aside). I can restrain myself no longer. (Aloud.) \es, 1 want to

know why you are so unlike other Serving-men ; why it seems to you an effort

to misapply your aspirates and to throw grammar to the winds ; why your every

act anal word reveals the heart of a noble under the tawdry, livery of man-

Jeames (struggling icith his emotion). Do not ^ask me. Perhaps I came 'ere

as a Gentleman 'elp. Mind, I don't say I did. But if I did, why, then, I did.

Maria. Oh I do not trifle with me. For the last week I have marked you

through a flaw in the agreement for the lease you are

houseless penniless. And now, good Sir, my fee six

shillinrs and eightpence for my opinion.

Mudgold. Ruined and undone !

Jeames. Proceed! (Giving money to MB. SMITH.)
Here is your fee twice told.

Mr. Smith. These documents further prove that the

tenant in fee of this mansion, with the appurtenances,
is JAMES PLANTAGENET HENBT, sixteenth Earl of

Brompton and Islington.
Jeames. Behold him here !

Mr. Smith. My Lord ! [Kneels.

Mudgold. I will put everything into Chancery!
( Wildly.) You shall never have my daughter !

Jeames (sweetly). And why not ? Hove her she loves

me. Do you not, darling P (He takes the blushing^MAHIA
to his arms.) We will T)e as happy as the day is long.

Your father, because he is your father, shall have untold

gold to play with on the Stock Exchange. As for us,

we will have a town-house, an opera-box, a'four-in-hand,

a moor, and a yacht. We will be waited upon by trained

servants. Ha ! ha ! No Gentlemen-Helps for me ! Your

every wish shall be anticipated. Do you like the picture ?

Mudgold (who has been consulting with the family
Solicitor, spreading out his arms). Bless you, my children !

(Rings.) Down, down palpitating heart !

Curtain.

Jeames (aside). A murrain on my thoughtlessness 1 Shall I never forget that

I once held a commission in the Militia !

Maria. And then, when my Father the Self-made Man, the Merchant Prince

Royal complained of your laziness in answering the dining-room bell, of your
awkwardness in opening the carriage-door in short, of your general inefficiency,

I saw the eloquent blood rush to your cheek, and your eyes flashed fire.

Surely surely you are not what you seem ?

Jeames. I am not. Away with disguise! I will no longer brook the mask !

You ask me why I enforce my tongue to play strange tricks with the Queen's

English, why I submit to insult when suddenly my unaccustomed fingers relax

their hold of red-hot plates, and angry guests turn scornful and angry eyes

upon me ; why I allow your father to tell me to my face that I am lazy and

awkward, and not worth my salt. You ask me, MAHIA, why I submit to all

this, and more ? Because 1 love you ! (MABIA stores.) Nay, hear me to the

end ! It is for thee I wear this o'er-laced coat, these humiliating plushes, the

powdered hair of servitude. It is for thee I stoop e'en to the carrying of coals,

with bent back and o'er-tasked lungs. It is for thee I bear ignominy and

insult, the jeers of the rough, the banter of the street-boy, contemptuous of my
calves. My secret is out. I love thee I [Falls at her feet, and seizes her hand.

Maria, Oh, what would Papa say ?

Mudgold (suddenly entering). Let him answer that question.
Maria. Father!
Jeames. The Master !

Mudgold. He would say
"
ungrateful girl low-born designing minion! "

Jeames (springing to his feet). I hurl the word back in thy teeth! Know,
ME. MTTBOOLD, that I am no longer your servant.

Mudgold. Then be off before I kick you out.

Maria. Oh, Father, unsay those cruel words!
Jeames. I will not go. I have a better right to stay here than you. If you

doubt my word ask ME. SMITH, the family Solicitor. See, he comes this way.

Enter ME. SMITH.

Mr. Smith. I have just dropped in to see if I can do anything for you to-day.
Jeames. You can; read this! (Gives him a large packet of law papers.)
Mudgold. What is your opinion ?

Mr. Smith (hastily glancing at the papers). These documents conclusively

prove that you, MB. MTTDOOLD, have no sort of right to this property. That

OUR NOVEL SERIES.

Editorial Preface addressed to the Public, which has at

all times shown itself ready and willing to encourage

rising talent in every department of Literature and

Art.

WE believe in the existence of mute, inglorious

Miltons. They are as difficult to be picked out of their

shells as periwinkles. A private Publishing Company,

Limited, has lately been started for the laudable object

of placing before an appreciative Public Works of

Fiction, which, but for this machinery, would never have

seen the light of day.
Without binding ourselves by the strict obligations ol

this enterprising Company, which deserves every pos-

sible encouragement the shares are quoted at three

premium, at least we hear of one share quoted at this

and it is yet to be had at the price, and perhaps more

where that comes from without we say, in any way
binding ourselves (an operation we leave to professiona

hands when the yearly volume is put together and

then the binding is de luxe) by unnecessary obligations,

we have liberally and heartily entered into the spirit ot

the thing, and, on certain equitable and just terms, have

consented to place at the Company's disposal one page

per week as a shop-front for the display of their wares,

reserving, however, to ourselves, the indisputable right

of using our pruning-knife and scissors when and where

we please, even to clipping the shoot in its first sprout,

cutting the thread of the heroine's fate with the scissors

of The Three Sisters, or breaking, as with the force ot

steam and iron, some monstrous Atlantic cable ot notion
, !___ i J ,*,', i' W. n f^/\wii-\onTr'ei V^rt/tlroi'.! flt. HO

as it is being paid out (of the Company's pocket) at so

much a week.
Such it our contract. We praise the obj ect of the Com-

pany, but we stand as Middleman, between the Company
and the Public ; we advise on the one hand, we protect on

the other.

We are glad, therefore, to be able to state, that,

yielding to our solicitations, and recognising the value ot

our experience (experience is to be bought and we sell

it) the Company has not commenced operations by placing

befor* the public the works of the
r< Mute Inglorious,

but of the Outspoken and Glorious that is, such works

of notion as some of our eminent men, whether engaged
in the arena of politics, or in the fields of science, or in

the Marble Halls of our Law Courts, have, from ,time to

time, written at their leisure, in the privacy ot their

cabinet, in the snuggery of their couch, not originally

intended for publication, but perhaps meant, at some

time or other (posthumously, perhaps) to startle the world

into the exclamation," What a man he was ! '

The only condition on which we receive works trom

eminent public men, and publish them in these columns,

must here, once and for all, be distinctly understood,

and it is this :

The writer of such work of fiction as is here contem-
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plated, murt have attained celebrity in tome totally different line no
matter what or where and mutt nerer have publiiheda novel before

thin, nor bj in any way known or recognised at a Novelitt.

Such is the condition. Such is the attraction. Eminentittimi, we
arc informed by the Secretary of the Company, have most readily
and eagerly sent in their MSS. : but, to prevent all jealousies, our
motto must lie,

"
First come, first served out."

We beg, therefore (on behalf of the Secretary aforesaid and the

Company) to acknowledge the receipt of MSS. from several well-
known Members of our Legislative Assembly. We do not intend

giving any name until the public shall unanimously and imperiously
demand who the new candidate for honours in Fictional Literature

may be, when we shall give him up for vox populi vox Dei; and
if the vox populi has only asked for the same reason that the Roman
people shouted for CINNA the poet, we shall use our own discretion

in considering our windows and the state of the pavement. We
shall withhold neither praise when due, nor censure when justice
demands it.

We, the Editor, are inspecting at the roll-call. The first roll is a

big one, postage pre-paid (if not it is at once returned by us to the

Secretary of the Company, who is responsible another clause in our

contract) thepostmark is
"
Peterborough ;

"
and, as requested, we beg

to acknowledge the receipt of the first MS. from some eminent M.P.,
signing himself "Gso. H. WH'LL'T." At present, of course, we
haven't a ghost of an idea who it can be t We are in the dark, like
an owl, as wise and as impartial.
Next parcel datesTfrom

"
Carlisle." Signature," WILFRID." Who

on earth can
this_

be P On the seal is a crest, apparently representing
a Pump, in a field argent (we do not .profess heraldry), with the

legend subscribed,
"

Water, water everywhere, and not a drop of
anything else to drink."
The third on the muster includes a letter to the Company stating

how the writer wishes the novel to be published. A second letter
to the Secretary, stating why he didn't write it before ; and a third
to the Editor explaining, that instead of three volumes he (the
writer) wished to divide it into

" Three Courses." The suggestion is

under consideration. The postmark is
" Hawarden." We are

languishing with curiosity to know from whom on earth it can
come!

The fourth is, the writer states at some length, on a purely nauti-
cal subject. The postmark is

"
Derby," and the signature is

" SAM
PL-S-LL."
The fifth But no. Boy, take down those others : let them lie

on the table. At present at least next week we shall have the
pleasure of placing before the public (on behalf of the Company
Limited as aforesaid) the first instalments of

THE MASKED MONK;
OH,

THE MAID ! THE MANIAC ! I AND THE MYSTERY ! 1 !

A THHItLINO ROMANCE. WRITTEN BY

GEO. H. WH-LL-Y, M.P.

We do hope the public will like it when they get it. and will testify
their appreciation of the undoubted but hitherto undiscovered genius
of its Author, whoever he may eventually turn out to be.

^P.S. Prizes (at the discretion of the Editor and Company) will be
given to anyone guessing the name of each Author as it appears
before the public.

PHCEBUS COUNSELS PHAETON.
(Before he mounts the Chariot of the Sun.)

Freely adaptedfrom OVID,
"
Metamorp/ioea" Hook II. vv. 122 15C.

" Turn pater ora sui nacro medicamine nati," et seq.

THEN with a film of the brass from his own invincible forehead
Phoebus Phaeton's face made proof for the fiery trial,
Placed his own crown on his head, and, not without sighs of fore-

boding,
Out of the depths of his wisdom in counsel sagacious addressed him.

'

If, ere the trial begin, thon 'dst profit by.warning parental,
Ever be chary of whip-cord : in reins are a team's education :

Horses will go fast enough ; to keep them in hand is the business.
Never let short cuts seduce thee, nor think the best road is the

straightest :

Look for the line I have followed the tracks of my wheels will
direct thee

'Twixt Tory flats on the/right, and Radical slopes to the leftward ;

Too high a course will but end in a flare of the uppermost circles,
Too low in kindling the lowest. The mid-way still is the safest.
Bear too much to the Left, and the Red Dragon's coils you impinge on ;

Bear too much to the Right, and you jostle the Throne and the Altar.

Keep to the middle of these; for the rest, I commit thee to
Fortune :

E'en as I speak 'tis the hour for kindling the light of St. Stephen's ;

Fled the recess with its darkness, the blaze of the Session awaits
thee.

Take, then, the reins in thy hand, or as still there is room for

repentance
Give up a task that o'erweights thee, and go back again to thy

Budgets."

Then to car Phaeton sprang, with a lightness that scarce had been
looked for,

Settled himself in his place, and rejoicing to handle the ribbons

Flung his adieux from the car to Phoebus, adviser paternal ;

While the swift steeds that had wont to be workeof by that cunning
old driver,

lianter and liankum, the leaders, and Mystery, Asian descended,
Coupled with Management (dark horses both), best-bitted of

wheelers,
Filled the wide air with their neighings, and pawed with their hoofs

at the draw-bar.

A BLAST FROM RUDE BOREAS.
E. PUWCH.

SHIVER my timbers, and
brace up my old main yards to

the wind, if I can hold my tongue a

day longer. We have had too much of

your land-lubberly yarns about Dock-

yards. What do yon mean
by it, Sir ? Knock me
down with a marling-spike
if I put up with it. "En-
gineers and Superinten-
dents of our Dockyards at

loggerheads." And what
if they are, Sir ? What if

they are ? The Service

must be going to the deuce
with a vengeance if a
Naval Officer isn't to be
trusted to keep a pack of

civilians in their places !

Bombshells and hand-
grenades ! I never heard
the like of it since I was a

Middy in 1825 ! Never,
Sir, never !

Have you read the letter

ofmy friendVICE-ADMIRAL
HALL in the Times of the 1st? If you have not, Sir, read it, and
you '11 learn that the holes cut in the water-tight bulkheads of the

Vanguard were only very little ones ! There, Sir, is an answer to

your nonsense about Naval Maladministration. Pooh, Sir, nonsense!
The Vanguard was lost. Sir, (as my friend the VlCE-ADJCERfL

says), because it was an old tea-kettle. That was the reason, Sir.

To say that a few holes of six inches width cut in the bulk-heads of a

ship of 6,000 tons could sink her, is, on the face of it, sheer nonsense !

Rubbish, Sir
t
rubbish ! My friend, VICE-ADMIRAL HALL, has proved

that an Admiral must know about everything from end to end of a

ship, engines and all, far better than any one else. Of course he
must. You are evidently no more able to appreciate the real

capabilities of a naval officer than the rest of your lubberly, shore-

going, quill-driving sons of purser's clerks, who reel off their

slack-jaw in the newspapers.
LORD PALKEKSTON said that

" when he wanted a thing done he

always sent for a sailor." As my friend VICE-ADMIRAL HALL says,"
in the face of this recorded opinion of a great Statesman, we can

afford to bear the comments of our detractors." So heave a-head,
Mr. Punch, pipe all hands for grog, and let us hear no more about

Dockyard Maladministration if you please.

(Signed) BOREAS BLOWHABD,
The Binnaclt, Portsmouth. Vice-Admiral.

An Obvious Site.

PROFESSOR ERASMTS WILSON has gallantly undertaken to bear the
cost of transporting: Cleopatra's Needle from Alexandria to London.

They talk of setting it up on the Thames Embankment. Nonsense !

Threadneedle Street is the place.

" FREE TO CONFESS." A pronounced Ritualist.
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JOHN CHINAMAN.
Am " A Highland Lad my Love v;as lorn."

" We have to Announce the landing at Southampton, (Saturday, January 27), of QuoH-ScNG-TAO, the first Chinese Envoy ever accredited to this country,
and suite." Shipping Intelligence.

-

;
. - -

__.

I

A CnnfAMAif QUOH-STJNG was born,
The "

Foreign Devils
" he held in scorn ;

But some time ago those
"
Devils "

began
To tread on the toes of John Chinaman.

So like it or no, John Chinaman,
You have got to go, John Chinaman,
To the land of the

"
Outer-barba-ri-an,"

An Ambassador, though, John Chinaman !

With his eyes aslant, and his pigtail's braid
Coiled neatly round his close-shaved head,
And his button a-top, Southampton ran
To behold this great Panjanderan !

And if Q,T/OH-StTN& is scarce so fine a man
As we hoped for the sample Chinaman,
How many big things from as little began
As this Embassy from John Chinaman !

As stubborn as pigs, and as hard to steer,
With a taste for cheap buying and selling'dear ;

A decidedly difficult sort of man
To deal with, we 've found John Chinaman.

His own way he '11 go, will John Chinaman ;

At no lie he '11 shy, will John Chinaman ;

And he '11 sell you a bargain whenever he can,
In treaties or teas, will John Chinaman !

You may talk of your Yankee and Hebrew Jew,
But I guess they re small potatoes, and few
In a hill, compared with that yellow man,
After yellow boys keen, John Chinaman.

He '11 outdo pur doos will John Chinaman ;

And he '11 win where we lose, will John Chinaman
;

The dirt our miners have left he '11
"
pan,"

And make it pay, will John Chinaman !

If all this he has learnt without leaving home,
What will it be now that he deigns to roam,
And from civilised Christians learns to plan
New dodges undreamed by John Chinaman ?
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ON HIS DIGNITY.

Maiden Aunt. " WHO WAS THAT NASTY LITTLE BOY WHO JUST SPOK TO YOU, JOHNNY ? AND WHAT DID HE SAY "

Johnny (indignant).
" HE 's NOT A LITTLE BOY HE'S AN OLD SCHOOLFELLAR o' MINE 'OEEAT HUNTING MAN I HE SAID YOU

A PBKTTY GAL, AND I WAS A SLY DAUG 1 AND LOOK HBUE ! IJT YOU KEEP CALLING ME '

JOHNNY," I WON'TWAS A PRETTY GAL, AND
ANY MORE !

'

TAKE YOU OUT

If in fits wo would throw John Chinaman,
Stock Exchange-wards show John Chinaman,
Where promoters he '11 study, financers scan,
And go nome an improved John Chinaman.

We '11 invite him to dinner, and serve him in state,
( >n more costly than willow-pattern plate,
Set small-waisted ladies his heart to trepan,
Failing small-footed belles d la Chinaman.

You shall go to crushes, John Chinaman,
See Drawing-room rushes, John Chinaman ;

In West-End soirees be glad of your fan,
And think of. home-odours, John Chinaman.

Our ships, guns, rails, mills, shops, and towns,
From John o' Groat's House to the Sussex Downs,
Let UuoH-SuNG survey, study, plot, and plan,
As an extra-observant Chinaman.

He may go back a gladder John Chinaman,
Or, it may be, a sadder John Chinaman ;

But one riddle he '11 scarce have read as he ran

Why JOHN BULL should despise John Chinaman.

LYMPH FROM THE FOUNTAIN.

IT may seem announcing a truism to say that there is nothing like

going for lymph to the fountain-head. But the lymph being under-
stood to be vaccine, and the source of it the calf, and the fact being that

lymph obtained from unhealthy human beings may possibly infect
those vaccinated with something worse than cow-pox, the point of

procuring vaccine lymph from the fountain is perceived to be one of
which the importance requires it to be urged, so long as it remains
neglected. Thanks are due to DB. GEORGE WILD, M.D., for point-
ing out that in Belgium the Government, which makes Vaccination
compulsory, also provides for lymph supply direct from the calf,

and suggesting that the British Public should call upon our Legis-
lature to dp likewise. In the meanwhile, DR. WYLD mentions that

some medical men, backed by one of the City vestries, are making
arrangements to provide a supply of lymph immediately from calves,
and that "ME. ALLSHOBNE. 51, Edgware Road, will endeavour to

keep a limited supply of Belgian calf lymph for the use of the
Medical Profession.
Of course the Anti-Vaccinationists will object to Vaccination even

if performed with lymph extracted from calves. That the calves

may yield the lymph they have to be kept in a state of disorder, to

which their fellow-creatures of Keighley, for instance, might have a

sympathetic objection. No Anti-Vaccinationist, however, could

possibly ever find himself vaccinated except by stratagem. Neither
could recourse be had to Ritualists, or any other of the numerous
biped calves that now abound, for original vaccine matter. But
perhaps were any one vaccinated with lymph derived from suchlike

calves, the possibility that some vituline taint might be
imparted by

it to that person's blood might become a question for the 1 acuity.

An Opening for an Airy Belle.

WONDERS will never cease. "Coals to Newcastle" is an old

saying, but "
wings to Newcastle "

is a new one. Yet in the New-
castle Daily Chronicle of Jan. 30, we read :

WANTED, by S. A. CAIL, Printer, Quayside, Newcastle, a GIRL
who has been accustomed to Fly.

SOMETHING KOTTEN.

IN responding to the toast of
" The Army

" the other day, the

HON. P. STANLEY, M.P., said that the Army, in spite of all the drains

upon it, stood at a higher figure than it did last year.
But how about the drains, not upon, but tinder the Army the

drains at the War Office ?
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FILIAL ANXIETY.
" GOING TO PAKIS TO-MORKOW, TOM! How's THAT?"
" MY POOR OLD GOVERNOR'S TAKEN ILL THERE 1

"

" GOING BY DIKPPF, OR BOULOGNE ?
"

" RATHER THINK I SHALL GO vid MONACO/"

PENDING THEATRICAL ACTIONS.

AGAINST MR. HOLLLNGSHEAD, for saying JONES was "
a

duffer."

Against ME. HENDERSON, for declaring that what-
ever Miss POPPY LOLLY might know about break-downs,
she couldn't dance one.

Against MKS. BANCROFT, for objecting to GREKST, the

Gasman, that he never lit the float without breaking one

shade at least.

Against MR. HARE, for refusing to accept Miss
SEMOLINA SIDJIONSOX as a substitute for Miss TEIIKY,
and remarking that "she" (Miss S. S.) "wasn't up tu

the mark."

Against MRS. Jons WOOD, for suggesting that Miss
MONTORGEUIL was too stiff for the part of First G uost in

the Danischi'ffs.

Against Mits. SwANiiOKOUfai, for implying that

ME. WALPOLE BELMONT was a Pignorainus for dropping
his A's into the orchestra.

Against Mu. BUCKSTONE, for turning away aProperty-
Master who looked on the Manager's spoons as his own
property.
Against MRS. BATEMAN, for informing a friend that

Mit. PEECY BATTKNS, the low comedian from the Elephant
and Castle, would not be able to double MR. IKVISH in

Richard the. Third.

Against Mu. JAMES, for hinting to the family grocer
that thfi butter supplied to his own table was "

inferior

Dosset."

Against Mr, Punch for publishing the aboTC.

JOHN PARRY'S FAREWELL.

AT four o'clock this Wednesday, February 7th, after

the performance of The Critic, which commences at 215,
our dear old friend, JOHN PARRY, the most entertaining
of all entertainers, comes forward on the stage of the

Gaiety Theatre to
"
recall reminiscences of bygone days

under the title of Echoes of the Past." One of his

reminiscences is to be The Tenor and the Tin Tack. Let
those who see this notice, and who have left their

chance of getting a seat for the Farewell Performance to

the last moment, rush down, or telegraph at once, to

the Box-office of the theatre, for The Tenor and the Tin

Tack may not be given again, and those who lose this

great opportunity will never cease to reproach themselves

for their neglect. But whether it be JOHN PARRY in The
Tenor and the fin Tack, or in La Lezione di Canto, or

an Operatic Rehearsal, we, in our time, shall, in all pro-

bability, never hear or look upon his like again that is,

in his peculiar line, a la mode de PABRY.

NEW FACTS AND OLD FABLES.
DEAR MR. PUNCH,

iN.spite of the dictum of ROUSSEAU, the fable or apologue,
based upon the characteristics of the animal kingdom, has been

generally considered one of the most valuable aids in the instruction

of youth. But really, Sir, the animal kingdom I use the term

comprehensively has of late been so turned topsy-turvy by scientific

explorers and theorists that there would seem to be urgent need
for a revised JEsop, and a remodelled DR. WATTS. I really think
that writers and lecturers ought to be more careful in their revela-

tions, and count the cost of introducing complete chaos into the
ancient and honourable realm of Fable. Conceive the condition
of a parent, guardian, or instructor, emphasising moral counsel of the
most irreproachable sort by time-honoured references to the ant and
the bee, and being pulled up short by some sharp child well-posted
in the latest investigations of LUBBOCK. It would be disconcerting,
not to say demoralising. SIR JOHN has already done his best to

demolish the reputation of the bee as the moral exemplar to man-
kind, lie is now as laboriously undermining the ethical character
of the ant. I want to know what is to become of our Fables if this

sort of thing is to go on ? With what shall we point our copybook
morals, and how shall we adorn our nursery tales ? The fresh facts

if facts they be furnished by LUBBOCK, scarcely lend themselves
to the old treatment. How doth the little busy bee ? Well, not

entirely in such sort that one could say to a child, without careful

qualification,
" Go thou and do likewise !

" DICKENS was dreadfully
severe upon the bee. But then he was only a wild and ribald
humorist. The cold and deliberate attacks of LUBBOCK are far more
dangerous to the exemplary insect's moral prestige. Shall we continue

to bid the sluggard consider formic practice and polity with a view

to imitation? SIR JOHN declares that some ants are industrious, but

others exceedingly idle, too lazy, indeed, to feed or clean themselves,

and entirely dependent on slaves. Lazy ! uncleanly ! and tyrannical !

Are these the qualities and practices as a bright example of which
we are to set the ant before our erring youth ?

I would earnestly ask SIR JOHN whether
_
any problematical

benefit to be derived from his patient, and, as it seems to me, un-

pleasant prying into the penetralia of hives and ant-hills can

compensate for the shock which will be sustained by our whole

system of moral teaching by apologue, if his unwelcome revelations

become widely credited.
" The Lion is the King of Beasts ;

lie noble is, and strong !"

How often' have I thrilled over that couplet in the days of my
childhood. I can hardly realise to myself the shock it would have

caused my youthful enthusiasm if any one had assured me as

they tell us now that the Lion, the Lion of ANDROCLES, of the

British Standard, of a thousand moving tales and awe-inspiring

figures, is but a cat-like creature, and, in fact, very much of a

coward ! Well, the herald has his conventional menagerie of

abnormal birds, amazing beasts, and apocryphal fishes can they
not leave us, for the invaluable purposes of the moral apologue, the

Conventional Lion, the Conventional Bee, and the Conventional Ant?
Your Obedient Servant,

MR. BARLOW'S GHOST.

THE NEW FORM OF CATTLE-PLAGUE (from a Butcher's point of

view). American Beef.
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PUNCH'S VALENTINES.

ALF-LovE ia the love

of youth, but golden
calf-love is the love of

riper reason and ma-
turer years. The world
is no longer young,
though in the golden
age the age when the

golden calf is worship-

ped among the British

as it once was among
the Israelites. If our

motto is still
" Hearts

and Hearts," it means
that hearts must now
be laid hold of by hands

with something in them. So no wonder
the fashion for subbtituting gifts for

verses on Valentine's Day should be

spreading more and more. Punch, ever
in the fashion, and 'ever ready to oblige
a grateful public, begs to suggest a few
appropriate presents for certain eminent

personages :

Mr. Gladstone. A packet of stamped
envelopes, with the legend,

" To be used
instead of post-cards.

'

Lord Beaconifleld. A model of the

Sphinx, in black marble, with the fable
of the Frog who tried to be bigger than
the Bull.
Lord Salisbury. A COOK'S Excursion

ticket, with the inscription,
" Great Re-

duction in Railway Travelling."
ffc&V Stafford Northcote.A. set of

DiSBAELi'sNoyels,
" from the Author,"

with the inscription,
"
Imitation is the

sincerest flattery. BKACONsrrKLD."
Lord Hartington. An amusing puzzle game, called

"
Liberal Policy," with a card " With

MR. GLADSTONE'S kindest regards.
Mr. Oathorne Hardy. A Treatise on Sewage ; with a return of the number of cases of

typhoid fever in the War-Office.
Mr. Jf'nnl Hunt. An Essay on " The Tea-Kettle in general, and the Vanguard in

particular," by ADMIRAL SIR KINO HALL.
Midhat Pasha. A Sack, inscribed

" The Turkish Constitution Article 113."
The Emperor of Russia. A Reversible Coat, with the motto,

" Can be turned back again."
The Emperor of Austria. A Lion's Skin, with an inscription,

" The same old game."
SHAKSPKARE (King John).

Prince Von liismarcfc.A box of drastic Pills, with the motto,
" JVbn bis dot gut citii dot."

The Sultan of Turkey. A copy of The Road in Ruin, and the song,
"

Softly tread, 'fix

hollow ground."
The Xing of Italy. A Fra Diarolo suit, with the motto,

" Honour before Honesty."
Marshal McMahon. A Franco-German Dictionary, inscribed,

"
For a good boy, to be

thoroughly mastered."
facie Sam. A moral Tale, altered from The Looking- Glass, and entitled One Head is

better than Two.

And, lastly, Mr. Punch. A steara-

yacht.Va grand-tier box for Covent Garden
lor life, a coach-and-four, a casket of the
most costly jewtllery, a blank cheque signed
"ROTHSCHILD," and a family mansion in

South Kensington, with furniture complete ;

all marked with the Punch monogram, and
ia-< ribed with the Punch motto, Modi
is the best policy."

ilesty

WONDERS OF THE DAY.

(A Jteminifcence of an Installation.)

LOOKING back at my own career, wonder
if wonders will ever cease Y

Wonder whether a better style of drapery
might not be devised for Peers ?

Wonder how SALISBURY likes having me
at his elbow ?

\V under whether a man is liable to be
tried by his Peers in the House of Lords,
as well as a Court of Justice P

Wonder whether they will miss me in

the Commons '{

Wonder how NOHTIICOTE will work as a
Leader !'

-Wonder who will answer GLADSTONE ?

^/Wonder who will walk a-toj> of LOWE ?

Wonder what the Goloi will say on the

subject ?

Wonder whether BISMAHCK will think

anything about it, and what !*

Wonder whether I shall be moved to

write a sequel to Ixiim in Heaven f

Wonder what I really looked forward
to when I wrote Vivian Grey.
Wonder if I could remember half a

dozen lines of The Revolutionary Epic f

Wonder how the Great Commoner felt

aft< r his rise from PITT to CHATHAM '?

Wonder if a Coronet is, after all, a more
dignilied head-gear than a wide-awake ?

Wonder what the Comic scribblers will

do without "Dizzy"?
Wonder if I shall be a hit in my new

part?
Wonder if there's still such a thing as

being
" kicked up-stairs

"
as there cer-

tainly was in PULTENEY'S time 'f

ASSES ON TWO LEGS.

A BIPED ass, called DONOVAS rough, as
asses are in winter lately received from
MH. KNOX the well-deserved sentence of
two months' imprisonment for striking one
of the servants of the Chinese Ambassador,
whose lives, it seems, are made a burden
to them by the coarse curiosity, rising some-
times to horse-, or rather ass-, play, of the
London street-roughs, cads, and snobs, who
gather for the purpose about the Embassy
in Portland Place. May all asses who pass
the line that separates Graying from luck-

ing, like this DONOVAN, meet with as hard
knocks in the police-court ! Do we want
to justify the Chinese in the title they have
given us of "outer" or "utter barbarians?"
If not, we are bound to receive our Celestial

visitors'with the courtesies due to
"
angels'

visits, few and far between."

Standard Works.

(For the Advocates of tkt PKmetie Syttem of
Spelling.)

Tax Sightc and Nashy Papers, Arte-
mus Ward his Hook, Majur Jack Dmcn-
ing, and the works of other American
Humorists, which will thus be found to

combine instruction with amusement.
Professors of the new system may be

found in plenty amongst the Somersetshire
labourers.

VOL. LXXJI.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Session! (Thursday, February 8th.) In Queen's wea-
ther, and the QUEEN'S presence.

" The Members are.met a
terrible show !

" The RIGHT HON. BENJAMIN DISRAELI,
VISCOUNT HDGHENDEN AND EABL OF BEACONSFIELD, "ob-
served of all observers," has appeared, between his sponsors,
the EARLS OF DEBDT AND BRADFORD; has served his writ
on the LORD CHANCELLOR ; has duly taken the Oaths, and
walked round the House, as a prize-fighter walks round
the ring before setting-to ; and has held the Sword of State
on the left of Her Most Gracious MAJESTY, while the LORD
CHANCELLOR read the Speech which her Ministers have been
pleased to put into her lloyal mouth.

If
"
speech is silvern," what should a Queen's Speech be ?
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A TRUE PATRIOT.
Young Lady Tender (in Welsh Sunday School). "Now, JENKIH THOMAS, WHAT OEKW IN THE MIDDLE OF THE GABDKN OF EDEN!"
Jenkin Thomas (promptly).

"
LEEKS, Miss ! I

"

"Leaden," if we may take this year's concatenation of dull nar-
rative and puny promise as a sample. It tells all in the history
of the Turkish troubles that everybody knew already, omitting
everything everybody wanted to know, and leaving us equally in

the dark on the really important point what we are going to do
next. It dashes the announcement of the assumption of the Im-
perial title at Delhi with the grim tidings of famine in Bombay
and Madras (but, strange to say, not a word of the cyclone) ; gives
a regret to the troubles in the Transvaal, and promises
For England Bills for Reform in the Universities, the Law of

Bankruptcy and Patents, Prisons, and Property Valuation, Factories,

Workshops, and Summary Jurisdiction ot Magistrates.
For Scotland Legislation about Roads and Bridges, and Poor Law.
For Ireland Bills for Establishing one Supreme Court of Judica-

ture, and giving the County Courts an Equitable Jurisdiction.
Et t-oila tout !

Let Punch call in the ghost of his old friend, SAMUEL PEPYS,
to condense the Essence of the evening.
" Then Lords and Commons to debating on the Address. But,

Lord ! to see how blindly they did all talk, for lack of the papers,
whereof 1,200 folio pages be only this day distributed to Members of
both Houses, for such digestion as they can give them. Mighty
pretty to note how in both Houses the Speakers for the Government
and the Opposition did shoot in each other's faces the one clearly
proving how they have all along used one language and kept one
policy, the other as plainly showing how they have contradicted
themselves flat in the one, and gone right round in the other
And each to the satisfaction of his own side So no marvel
nothing like to come of it all but nothing."

Only both sides do agree that my LOBD SALISBURY, hath borne
himself bravely, and said and done exactly what both the Ministers
and the Opposition would have had him do. As though a man
should blow hot and cold at once. Which puzzles me. And my
LOBD DUKE OF ARGYLL did speak mighty hotly, and gave their Lord-
ships his mind like a spirited gentleman as ne is, and of a ruddy
colour, and peppery, and was for making the Grand Turk do what we
would have him, and taking him by the throat, if it came to the worst,

whereat my LOBD DERIIY did seem troubled, being of a mind that it

is better for all, and most for the Christian subjects of the Turk, to

open their eyes and shut their mouths, and see what Time or Mus-
covite will send them, which, methinks, is a course like to be more
to the mind of my LOBD DERBY, and us in this island, than the Chris-
tians now so grievously ill-handed and misruled by the Grand Turk.
"
Pretty to see how marvellous modest my LOBD BKACONSKIELD did

bear himself, and how soft-spoken he was in his new place. And,
methinks, he did wear his robes of Earl as easy as ever I saw, ana
not unhandsomely, as do some that were born to them. And my
LOBD 1 1 \ KTI \(, id.v, in the Commons' House, did speak with a thick

voice, but to the point, showing how that when the Envoys came to

Conference at Constantinople, it was not only to ask the Grand Turk
for Reforms, but to have the same Reforms, with the Turk's will or

against it. And methinks my Lord would have England join with
the.Muscovite to press the Grand Turk home, rather than leave him
altogether in the hands of the Muscovite and therein methinks my
Lord spoke wisely as well as boldly. But to see how the new
Leader of the House was sore hampered, and would read from

papers which were not yet before Members, and how MB. GLADSTONE
chid him sharply for it, but himself afterwards spoke mighty well,
and maintained all that the people in their meetings last autumn
had given voice to, and all he had himself said and written against
the Grand Turk and his ill-doings. Yet, for all this, could I not

clearly learn what they of the Opposition would do to make the Turk
do better, but hope they would do somewhat, though the Government
do seem plainly of no mind but the mind to do nothing." And so I home, marvellous weary of their much talking, and no
wiser than I was before, which vexed me."
In the Commons, Notices of Bills by the Bushel.

Friday (Lords). ABCHBISHOP OF CANTERBUBY moves for Select

Committee on Intemperate Habits, and the effect of recent legisla-
tion on them. Including Ritual, Low Church, and Liberationist In-

temperance, as affected by the Church Discipline Bill eh, my Lord P

(Commons.) More notices of Bills added to the eighty announced

yesterday.
On MB. CROSS re-introducing Prison Bill (not a burglar of that
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name), the irrepressible Doctor had a rap at Dartmoor, apropos 01

the "
unfortunate nobleman."

MK. II A Hi)Y reintroduces his University Bills changed into a
double-headed Parliamentary Nightingale, including both Cambridge
and Oxford in the body of one Statute.

Sixty Bills brought in by private Members ! Hurrah ! What
nights we shall be having ! Almost all the hobbies must be trotted
out by this time, one would think.

OR OTHERWISE.'

WE are often told that the Light of the Law is the perfection of
Reason : but Law has not always the benefit of a humbler
light the Light of Common Sense. We are glad to see it has been
guided by this light to its judgment in the appeal against the
conviction of DR. MONCK, detected in playing Spiritualist conjuring
tricks at Huddersfield.
The Vagrant Act, under which he was convicted, enumerates,

among the impostures it.is aimed at, tricks performed "by palmistry
or otherwise." It was coolly contended, on DR. MONCK'S behalf,
that the word "or otherwise" must mean something of the same
kind as palmistry, and so did not include the tricks of impostors
calling themselves Spiritualists.
JUSTICES CLEASBY and POLLOCK, with Common Sense as assessor

for the occasion, held tout ate contrairethat "otherwise " means
'

otherwise," i.e. tricks different from palmistry, and not of the
same kind, and so affirmed the conviction, which leaves the soi-digant
DR. MONCK to work out his term of durance as a rogue and
vagabond.

MB. PUNCH'S CELEBEITES CHEZ ELLES.

No. V. DR. HARVEY D'OYLEY, AT THE WEST-END.
CONVENIENTLY situated near the Parks and most fashionable

Squares ot the West-End, almost in sight of the Marble Arch, and
not too far from Marlborough House, stands a palatial residence,which combines the appliances of the laboratory with the luxury of
a modern English home. Intelligent foreigners passing by this
red-brick mansion in the Queen Anne style, with its plate-glass
windows, its tall portals and quaint brazen knockers, its well-worn
door-steps, and clustering piles of moulded chimneys, would imagine
that its owner was a duke at least. Not so. This palatial residence

the property of a man who for many hours daily wrestles with
Death and beats off disease, while in the dark hours he burns the
midnight oil in tracking Science through her tortuous windings, and
makes, at least, twenty thousand a year in guinea fees alone. Its
occupant is the most fashionable consulting physician of the day.Ihe value ot HARVEY D'OYLEY'S time is measured in gold his
every nve minutes are guineas. These are swept in by the
never-ending flood of his daily consultations. Then, in the night-
:ason, so precious are his thoughts, that a secretary is alwaysseated at his bedside, to jot down, in shorthand, what he saysin his

sleep.
All the principal hospitals (of which he is an

>fficer) are connected with his house by telegraphic wires,

along which he flashes his medical oracles. The horses in his stables
are selected for their bone, bottom, and speed. When a case of
moment is on hand, when a Cabinet Minister has toothache, or the
wife of an Archbishop is suffering from cold, it is a sight to see the
Doctor's perfectly-appointed brougham, with its thoroughbred step-
pers, flashing through the crowded thoroughfares. The moment one
of D'OlLEY's horses gets past his work, that is, ceases to be up to

twenty miles an hour, it is sold, and replaced by another. The
discarded gallopers are usually purchased by CAPTAIN SHAW to
horse the engines of the Fire Brigade.
Before describing the house in detail, it is as well to say that the

domestic offices are defective. The pantry would be more cheerful
for another window, and the Butler has no room in which he can
receive' his comme il fuut friends en petit comite. On the right-
hand doorpost are two bells, one labelled "Visitors," the other

'

Servants." Let us check a natural inclination, and ring the first.

After a pause of a few minutes, the door is opened by a formidable,
almost repellent, person clad in sober black. This is the Doctor's
"
confidential man," but his name is a misnomer. He is the very

reverse of confidential. Ask him to whom that wide-awake on the
hall-slab belongs, and he will require to know your business.
Question him about last night's menu, and he will feign ignorance
of the fact that his master yesterday gave a large and distinguished
dinner-party. But while you have held him in talk, you are ill

fitted indeed for your vocation, or you will have found time to note
that there is in the corner near the door a handsome hat-stand, sup-
porting many curious walking-sticks and costly umbrellas. You
will have caught a glimpse of the solid mahogany door leading to

the waiting-room, and the green baize portal of the sanctum
of Hygeia. You will have rapidly written on the tablets of your
memory that the floor is covered with marble-patterned oil-cloth.

Nay, more, before the door is closed in your face with scant courtesy,
you will have made your own the important fact that a stained

glass lamp is hanging from the central star of the stucco ceiling.

Fortunately, there are means for gaining admittance here besides
a sop to Cerberus. Coals must be carried, and a footman's

livery
is

a disguise not difficult to assume. Moreover, the Healer, absorbed
in science and consultations, does not know one servant from
another.
Entrance once secured, our survey may be more leisurely. We

enter the waiting-room on the right from the hall. It is cosy,
though scarce (from an upholsterer s point of view) costly. A red
carpet with yellow flowers gives a decided relief to a blue wall-

paper and a pale green ceiling. The chairs have oak frames and
are leather-seated and backed. The table (a very good one, from
the celebrated emporium of MESSRS. VAMP AND VENEEE) is covered
with periodicals, comic and serious, literary and social, from
Sradshaw downwards, of various dates and much thumbed. An
illustrated edition of Joe Miller lies side by side with BUEKE'S
Peerage, like two roses on one stalk. Mixed up with the

lighter literature are several pamphlets by the Healer himself.

Here, for instance, is D'Oyley on the Circulating Fluid, a most
valuable addition to medical specialism ; and yonder, in a neat
cover, is that standard work of D'OYLEY'S on the Obscurer Dis-
eases of the Upper Ten Thousand, for the Doctor belongs to the
new school, and eschews Latin words when English will serve as
well. Seated on the chairs round the table, or ranged along the

walls, or standing in groups, are the patients for whose amusement
,11 this literature is intended pale-faced, wearied, and anxious.
Do not let us wait to be summoned into the Healer's presence, but

by virtue of our "
Open, sesame!" enter his sanctum at once.

A majestic room, hung with proof-prints of eminent Doctors, (from
HUNTER and POTT downwards), with well-filled dwarf book-cases

;

on their tops, and on stands and small tables all about, models of

preparations under glass-cases, and chemical apparatus. The Healer
.s a great authority on the diagnostic power of medical chemistry,
and nis brochure on the white blood-corpuscles has attracted great
attention in the columns of the Medical Press. Near the fire, and
well-screened from the draught, are a desk and a very easy chair.

And now let us look at the Healer at work. A delicate-looking
man of sixty, with auburn hair, and a long, black, silky moustache.
A grand head, full of bumps that would drive a phrenologist into

ecstacies of delirious delight. A pair of piercing eyes, sparkling
with a concentration of energy and enthusiasm, fun and science. A
well-knit frame of great muscular power. He softly smiles as you
enter, and motions you to a seat. A few rapid questions are first

given, and the answers pondered noted, resolved. Then he examines
you. He punches you here, bangs you there, and, so to speak,
whacks you all over.

" Does this hurt ?
" he asks with each blow,

md notes down in a large book which lies open before him your
loudly-uttered answer. In five minutes he has knocked off your
case, and after a hurriedly-written prescription, and perhaps a

rapid interchange of thought on the current topic of the day, with
a recommendation of a mutton-chop luncheon, and the avoidance of

sugar and malt liquors (the Healer has a firm belief in diet, which
lie calls the right hand of medicine, and mutton-chops are just
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now up, sugar and malt down, in the medical baroim t> i
,

and your interview is over. You bow yourself out

(aftrr leaving your fee on the table), and another patient
takes your place. As the door closes behind you, you hear
the faint sounds of distant thumpings. And so it goes on,
from nine to one, in a never-ending stream of rapidly-
intrrviewed pilgrims to the shrine 01 yKsculn]iius. Then
comes the perfectly-appointed but not luxurious luncheon-

tray, with its two glasses of restorative Amontillado ;
and

then the well-hung chariot, with its four-hundred guinea
MI']I|MTH is at the door, and if we are to keep our eye
on the Healer, it must be no longer chez lui, but c/u-z

son clientele, in every part of the wide West-Kiid,
from rococo Cavendish Square to brand-newest Ken-
singtonia. But the Doctor does not take a man on the
lni\ ; mid though few places are beyond our ken, we are
not quite ubiquitous.
Nor need we care to follow the Healer home again

from his daily round. Is not private life sacred ? And
yet one scene more. It is night. The Healer's house is

a blaze of lights. The waiting-room contains a supper
with all the delicacies of the season, for the pastrycook
who lias taken the contract has charged fifteen shillings
a-hcad! The gentlemen of the pantry must have in-

creased assistance to-night. The roll and roar of car-

riages ceases not without. Upstairs, in the gorgeous
drawing-room, are the guests, including all the cele-
brities of the day, civil and military, literary and scien-

tific, fashionable and financial, musical and theatrical.

In one corner a celebrated author is reading extracts
from his works to a rather languid audience. In another,
a professional negro serenader, banjo in hand, is singing
with much feeling a popular comic song. The Healer,
now in his favourite character of Host, is circulating
around, with a smile for the Ladies, a flashing joke, or
a profound conundrum for the Men, when a servant hur-
riedly approaches him, and whispers in his ear. Five
miiiutrs later the perfectly-appointed brougham is dash-
ing through the streets at the rate of the Flying Dutch-
man. It contains the Healer, bent on a mission of

mercy. . . . Such is his life, full of mysteries and confi-

dences, blind guesses and rapid inductions, vast gains
and large benevolences, sensations and delights, guineas,
honours, and contrasts.

TO THE TOTTERING LILY.

Of all that 's hideous, awkward, queer,
Our Domes are quite top prompt, I fear,

In emulation.

The Grecian bend, the Roman fall,
Set all our beauties waddling, wob-

bling ;

Sight of your tootsicums so small.
Fair totterer, might be setting all

Our beauties hobbling !

The Chinese Totter ! Taking name !

Fancy presents appalling pictures.

K In-ar that a Chincw

lady (wifi'ofoncof tin'

Staff of the Ambas-

sador), who-

signific* the Tottering

Lily of Ftu<

hoi accompanied thr

Chinrae Embassy to

toil country." Oo-
lip of the Day.

I

'

\ i it llower from the Flowery I.and

How national is your cognomen !

An inability to stand
Is not the charm we most demand

In Western women.

'Tis plain you 've not been favoured

yet
With a Celestial MAUV WALKER.

Ah me ! how much you must regret,
Or should do, never having met

That lively talker !

But pray don't bring in fashion here
Your pedal fascination.

Imagine all our Ladies lame,
And modish Imttiers earning fame

For ten-toe strictures !

We 've lots of fashions, goodness knows,
Which are excuse me! quite as

illy.
You're welcome, dear, but don't dis-

close

To Western gaze those tiny toes,
Sweet Tottering Lily !

THE COMING MAN FOR TURKEY.
THE fall of MIDHAT PASHA may very probably prove the means

of affording Turkey a good chance of salvation. According to the
Vienna correspondent of the Times, there has lately come into the

of exceptional integrity, virtue, and intelligence, by name Aim KH
REFIK EFFENDI, who has served his country in several high offices
of State successively, and, during his intervals of leisure, has
always gone

"
to dig and plant in his garden on the hill-side, and to

indulge iris taste for reading and study." How elevated a taste for

study and reading is that which actuates this literary Turkish
Cmcmnatus, the whole world will discern from the statement that,
amongst English and other cultivated residents in Turkey, by some
of whom he was regarded as one of the most fanatical and dangerous
of

" Old Turks "

"Those who, being under this impression, made his acquaintance, mayhave been not a little astonished to find a man as well up in the latest works
of English and French literature as they were themselves, a man who took in
1 unen and Charivari, and laughed over them as heartily as any man could."

It would be mere mock-modesty to refrain from anticipating the
observation which the foregoing words will suggest to everybody,
that a Grand Vizier being not only a constant reader of Punch, but
also capable of understanding and appreciating the contents of these
pages, is likely to regenerate and save his country, if anybody in the
slippers of a Grand Vizier can. May AHMED REFIK EFFENDI live
to do it ; and that he may have plenty of time to do it in, may His
Excellency live a thousand years, continuing to take in and read
his Punch.

Dens Bidentium.
SHEEPS' teeth are used by dentists (so 'tis stated)
To fill the cells that grinders have vacated.
The Hatcham sheep uplift a piteous wail ;

The Tooth they 've lost now nils a cell in gaol.Ah ! Toothless sheep, whose pap-preparer 's gone !

Ah I sheepless Tooth, that chew'st the cud alone !

IMITATIVE BENEVOLENCE.
(A Hint to Noble Sportsmen. )

MORE than once or twice during the shooting season, the constant
reader of his newspaper may therein discover pleasant little unpre-
tentious paragraphs, recording very simply such kind acts of grace
as these :

" HER MAJESTY has forwarded, from Windsor, twenty brace of pheasants
to St. George's Hospital."" Presents of game have been dispatched from Sandringham, by order of
the PRINCE OP WALKS, for the use of the patients in the London hospitals."

Imitation, we are told, is the truest form of flattery, and we feel

pretty sure that both HER MAJESTY and the PRINCE OF WAXES would
be flattered by a loyal imitation of their gifts. Noble sportsmen
would do well to emulate their betters ; and instead of sending all

their surplus game to be sold for them at Smithfield. they should
send some of it, at least, to the Hospital of St. Bartholomew, adja-
cent to the market. Battues are abominable : but there might be
some excuse for them, if their proceeds were distributed among the
sick and suffering poor. As a rule, there is small interest in the
statements of "

good sport
" which are paraded in the newspapers,

describing how the noble army of Swells at Crackshot Castle nave
destroyed, in the last three days, some five thousand head of game.
Such paragraphs, however, might well deserve publicity if they
conveyed an intimation that the game had been presented to the
London Hospitals, and that the carriage of it thither had been
charitably paid.

SENSATION IN BELORAVIA.

CHAWLES and JOHN THOMAS are in great tribulation, as they have
heard Vaccination is to be administered direct from the calf. Their
situations, they complain, won't have a leg to stand on, if they are to
be punctured for the benefit of babies.

A WONDERFUL DISCOVERY.

A CORRESPONDENT sends us an anagram, revealing in a new Peer
what the world has long been in the dark about :

" THE EARL OF
BEACONSFIELD The real Face of Old Ben."
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TRUE ARTISTIC REFINEMENT.
" Died of a colour, in aesthetic pain."

Hostess. "WE 'KB GOLSO DOWN TO SUPPER, MR. MIRABEL. LET ME INIRODUCE YOU TO Miss CHALMERS."
Mr. Mirabel. "A PARDON ME is THAT THE TALL YOUKG LADY STANDING ur YOUR HUSBAND ?"
Hostess. "YES. SHE'S THE MOST CHABMING GIRL I KNOW."
Mr. Mirabel. "

I 'VE NO DOUBT. BUT A SHE AFFECTS ANILINE DYES, DON'T YOU KNOW ? I WEALLY COULDN'T GO DOWN TO
SUPPAH WITH A YOUNO LADY WHO WEARS MAUVE TwiMMINOS IN HER SKIRT, AND MAGENTA WlBBONS IN HER HAIR 1

"

MATEKFAMILIAS ON THE MEAT QUESTION.
SIXPENCE a pound ! A blessed thought ! I hope this time it 's no

vain vision.

Ah ! bring the Butchers down a bit, and house-keeping might be
Elysian ;

But what with those blue-coated wolves, and trade in such a state
as trade is,

A prudent woman to venture beyond Australian tinned afraid is,

let from your preserved meats, preserve me //never could con-
ceit 'em

;

And servants-drat their dainty ways ! declared they'd sooner
starve than eat 'em.

But these American frozen joints though freezing victuals does
seem funny,

By all accounts, are good and cheap, and that 's the market for my
money.

Cheap ! Word of comfort to a wife ! And yet it almost sounds like
mocking,

For prices keep on going up to an extent that 's really shocking.And prices, like that rash young man in MR. LONGFELLOW'S sad ditty,
i they take to rising, won't come down again more 's the

-Excelsior is the Butchers' cry ; at rising they 're as smart as rockets :And show themselves natural enemies of every woman's peace and
_ pockets :

nd If

bH
^ tMS fr Zen beef 8hould Only bring the brutes to book a

>d bl

bit

the * blessing on th se Yankees, every time I had to cook a

But if they 're going to buy it cheap and pocket the extra profit,
Like those Scotch cheats, 1 can't say I see much good folks are like

to get off it.

They '11 raise a cry and say, no doubt, they 're froze out, like

gardeners, drat 'em !

But much I fear they 're far too sly to let us buyers tit-for-tat 'em.

They 've always got some fine excuse Hood, drought, war, rinder-

pest, and so on
;

Don't tell me ! Government ought to stop the way these Butchers
go on.

Thousands of tons of Yankee meat imported monthly ? The more
surprising,

Spite of States' beef and Canadian too, my bills should still keep
rising !

"Wearing of the Green."

THE following is an extract from The Irish Times of February C,
1877 :

"Speaking of hie Grace reminds me that his noble Lady, the Duchess,
created quite a sensation last week by driving down Grafton Street, preceded
by two outriders, in a pale-green silk dress. Her reception all along the way
was very warm, the people being evidently pleased at the marked compliment
meant to be paid to Ireland by the colour of the dress."

What a pity the people of Ireland are not oftener put in a good-
humour when it takes so little to please them !

A QUESTION OF SEX.
"
EatJES

" wants to know whether the horse christened
"
Manage-

ment "
in our last Cartoon shoiild not have been a filly, and named

Mis-Management ?
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WHAT NEXT?
BEAU. "YOU'VE READ MY 'CIRCULAR!' YOU KNOW MY INTENTIONS ARE STRICTLY HONOUR-

ABLE 1 WHAT ARE I'OU GOING TO DO P
"

LION. " BLEST IF I KNOW ! ASK THE GOVERNMENT, AND IF THEY CAN'T TELL YOU, TRY THE
OPPOSITION ! !

"
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THE PORTE AND THE VATICAN.
CONFOUND those European Powers,
A set of hogs and dogn and Giaours !

Jl'i- knuckle down to their dictation ?

We truckle to intimidation '(

Submit to their conditions, We t

Concede our Slaves autonomy ?

</'< f the Intidelafeared P

No, never, by the Prophet's beard !

Like that old Brick on Peter's Throne,
Whose case is so much like Our own,
If 'tis as pole resembles pole
For whom We feel with all our soul,
Has one, and only one, reply,
\Vln-n vexed with importunity,
So We, whenever pressed to do
The thing we are unwilling to,
Will let the Giaour get nought of Us,
But a serene, "2fon possiimut !

"

CHURCH IN HIGH STYLE.
is.

" AR YOU ooiNc! TO CHCBCH WITH i

The Major.
"
THANKS, NO I I WAS AT THB MOKNING PKUFORMAHCK ! I"

Ritualistic Hostess.
" AR YOU GOING TO CHCBCH WITH us THIS EVENING,

MAJOR ?
"

HOSPITALITY AND PLUNDER.
INFORMED by telegram that "LoD DEBBY had re-

ceived an address signed by a numerous body of English
traders, complaining of the Brigandage in Sicily, and
requesting him to call in the most pressing manner the
attention of the Italian Government to the subject,"
the Public, Parliament, and Press of Italy have been
thrown into a lit of indignation at what they call "an
egregious breach of the hospitality extended to British
residents in the Island." Strange to say, what they
mean by breach of hospitality appears not to have been
the seizure of MB. ROSE by brigands, their detention of
him in their mountain den, in constant danger of his life,
and his release for a ransom of 2,400, no : it seems
that, from the Italian point of view, the hospitality
extended to British residents in Sicily was broken by
MR. ROSE'S fellow-countrymen and fellow-residents in

complaining of that and similar outrages to the British
Government. Well, there's nothing like looking at

things your own way !

AN Advertisement in a contemporary offers a select
home to a few Ladies and Gentlemen who require rest.

Among the first to avail themselves of this retreat will be
found MACAULAY'S New Zealander and CSSAK'S Wife.

HOW TO MAKE HOME SAFE.

(Respectfully dedicated to CAPTAIN SHAW.)
" There were over a hundred fires in the Metropolis last week."-

Faper.
Weekly

1. In the first place I, Punch, would have you careful in the
matter of matches. Avoid those to which Proprietors and Manu-
facturers have given the title

"
Safety," for use can be made of

them only when you have the box by you. Rather choose those
which strike not only on the box, but on anything. By employ-
ment of these yourself, and by encouraging the careless use of them
by your servants, you may do your part in keeping up the average
of Metropolitan conflagrations.

2. In these days of universal improvement your house is probably
lighted with gas from attic to basement. On this head I have little
to say. Remember, however, the proverb which illustrates the
futility of seeking for anything in the dark. If, therefore, you smell
gas, and are thus warned of an escape, go, or send one of your
household, with a lighted candle, to discover the source of it.

3. If there be no Gas in
your house, it is probable that you will

use oil lamps. Paraffin will do for your dining and drawing-rooms.
In the nursery, schoolroom, or wherever else there is likely to be
romping, employ petroleum or kerosine. Consider the Cow of
Chicago.

4. Never indulge in Fire-Guards. They intercept great part of
the heat of the lire, which no prudent householder can afford at the
present prices of coal. If, in

your absence, a gassy coal explodes,
and the fragments arc projected into the room, how can you possibly
be to blame ?

5. Some housewives are of opinion that linen should be aired

gradually. This is mere old-fashioned nonsense, unsuited to an
age too rapid to permit of things being done slowly. Air your
linen quickly ; have a roaring tire, and bring your clothes-horses
as near it as possible.

0. The medical profession strongly condemn chlorodyne or

chloral. Therefore, if you have wakeful nights, compose yourself
by means of a book in small type, which will involve your keeping
your bedside-candle close to the curtains, where, if left to itself,
it may burn down quietly.

7. Nothing is more soothing than for a man with his head on his

pillow to meditate over the affairs of the day with a cigar in his
mouth.

8. While wages are so high, I would have you execute for yourself
any little repairs that may become necessary on your premises.
The cases of Canterbury Cathedral, and the Alexandra Palace, show
what may be done by the skilful use of a glue-pot.

9. In the event of any article of wearing apparel or furniture

igniting, remember at once to open a door, so as to admit a good
current of air. All the above directions may be rendered useless by
inattention to this hint.

10. Never insure your house. Think of the luxuries you can
purchase with a few pounds, and hesitate before investing your
money in what is too often nothing but a premium on carelessness.

11. And last. Take the foregoing directions to heart, and carry
them out steadfastly and thoroughly. Verify the saying of THOMAS
of Chelsea, that the twenty millions of these islands are mostly fools.

Vex the souls of CAPTAIH SHAW and his gallant men, and by your
ignorance, carelessness, laziness, and stupidity, continue to swell tke

tire-returns, and aggravate your sincere well-wisher,

THE PAINS A1TD PENALTIES OF BITUALISH.

( WlMt uitth flu Priettt of Satcham and Xaiibtont.)

IN Horsemonger Lane Tooth-ache.
In the Conrt of Privy Council Ear-ache.

To PERSONS ABOUT TO MARRY. Take care to choose a Lady Help,
and not a Lady Encumbrance.
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THE MASKED MONK;
OR, THE JIAID ! THE MANIAC ! ! AND THE MYSTERY ! ! !

A THHILL1NO ROMANCE, FOUNDED ON UNQUESTIONED FACTS. INVENTED
AND WRITTEN BY

GEO. H. WH LL Y, M.P.

CHAPTER I. The Jesuit Chief.

IN a spacious arched and vaulted chamber, whose stones could

have told of the darkest and foulest deeds ever perpetrated in the

history of mankind when under the shadow of the broad triple-
crowned tiara, which was assumed by the persecuting pontiffs of the

mediaeval period in cutting, cruel, and deadly ridicule of the cos-

tume of the oppressed Hebrew race, which, at that time, still clung
to the traditional head-gear of a happier past, in, I say, an arched
and vaulted chamber of the large building, about which there is

something at once prisonly and palatial, at the corner of the Piazza
di Septelti Diali,* were gathered some of the most remarkable persons
in the world,
whose names
would have
struck terror
into the very
hearts of the

sovereigns of the

capitals and the

capitalists of a
blinded Europe,
which sees the
movements of the

puppets,
but is

cither unable or

unwilling to rise

en masse and
detect the heart-

less, fiendish,
wire - pullers
hidden away in

the recesses of

such spider-like
corners as that in

which I am now
about, for the
first time, to

throw a perfect
lampful of the

purest, truest,
and mostuncom-
promising light.
Gentlemenbelow
the gangway
may sneer and
attempt to per-
suade the public
that it is but
waste of their

precious mo-
ments to listen to
the voice of

Truth, but the
time will come
when Sut to my story, t
The gloomy chamber was hung around with various instruments

of torture, which, though superseded by modern improvements
and inventions, still retain their terrible significance, and cause a
tremor to pass through the stoutest frame that ever England can
produce.
In different corners, for the apartment is all corners and angles,

sat sombre-hooded figures at desks, watching with lynx-like eyes
the complicated movements of the telegraphic-needles in front of

them, while inferior servitors, each wearing a tight-fitting black
suit, a tall, conical cap, called in ecclesiastical Italian a Cappa
Magna,+ and black half-masks, like Medireval headsmen, waited at

* " Piazza di Septetti Diali." Is there such a Street in Rome? and are

you quite sure of your spelling f In haste. Yours, ED.
From G. W., M.P. Sir, facts are facts, be they never so factitious. The

Piazza in question, I learn on the very best authority, is
" a quarter," not an

entire street. But the part represents poetically the whole. Yours ever.

t The break at this point, and the italics, are ours. ED.

I
"
Cappa Mayna."0n reference to Roman Catholic authorities, we find

the "
Cappa Magna

"
is a cope not a cap. la this not a slip of yours, my dear

Sir ? ED.
Answer from G. W. Slip ? No. If you believe what those people tell

each hooded figure's elbow, ready to seize a missive, and dash away
on some errand of the Segretto Servize.* All are busy. Every
second the little bells are ringing, and messages arriving from all

quarters of the world. A special department is assigned to news
from England ;

and during the Session the wires are constantly at

work.
And where are we now '? In the Camera Obscura of the head

Department of the Secret Conclave's Office, whence issue orders for

the conduct of the affairs, Ecclesiastical and Civil, of the entire

globe, where all secrets are told ; where all plots are known ; where
the Propaganda holds its monthly feasts, and the outwardly sedate

Seminarists meet for their nightly revels.

At a table, listening to the low-murmured recital of a cowled

figure, sat one towards whom, from time to time, all eyes furtively

glanced. He was dressed in a long gown, called a " birttta,"Jr which

entirely concealed the closely-woven coat of chain armour that pro-
tected him night and day from those whom alone, of all men, he

feared, namely, the assassins in his pay. For him, bravos belonging
to what is known as the

"
claque

" were ever at his call, and their

hands, over ready for his bidding, might, when unemployed, iind

means to send a

dagger to the
heart of the very
man who had
taught them to

use it. His face

could it have
been discerned

by the. dim light
of the chamber,
was sallow, and
of the Spanish
type. His brows
were heavy, and
his eyes, bright
and piercing,
were restless as

a snipe on the

marshes, and as

keen as the air

on the Welsh
mountains. + His
head and face

were closely
shaven, the
better to enable
him to assume

any disguises
that the neces-

sity of the mo-
ment or the
urgency of the
affair might
suggest. On his

head he wore
what alone would
have distin-
guished him
from all the rest

the insignia of

his office 'and
rank in the
Popish Ecclesi-

astical Camp. It was a cocked hat, surmounted by a feather.

Beneath his cloak, and entirely concealed by it, he wore his

epaulettes, and by his side a rapier of the purest Toledo steel. He
had two air-revolvers of the most recent American invention in his

girdle, while in his long, thin, sinewy, bloodless hand, which a

you, you '11 believe anything. Why, you 'd believe that the unfortunate

nobleman now languishing at Dartmoor is not the man he wasn't taken for.

I know all about Cappa Magna. I 've worn one to try it. It 's like an

extinguisher.
From the Editor to the Author. Good. We shall not interfere again.
* In answer to your letter, Sir, in which you kindly propose to leave my

production untouched by the editorial hand in its characteristic features, I

am open to admit that I never have been in Rome (dare / venture there, Sir f

Would you in my skin, which is not proof against the stiletto of the hired

assassin), and never will learn a language, which, whatever may be its

original beauties, is associated with the history of the debased, profligate[** The asterisks are ours, ED.] Papal Misrule. G. W.

t
" Biritta." We said we wouldn't interfere, but " birilla

"
is a cap.

From G. W. to the Editor. I suppose CARDINAL M-NN-NO told you this ?

Hah!

I I call your attention, Sir, to the fact that I do not write about matters

of which I am ignorant. Am I not a dweller among marshes and mountains ?

Very well, then : true in a tittle, true in a total. G. W.
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CULINARY CULTURE.
_Y. n- Conk. "!F YOU'RE GOING UP-STAIRS, MR. RUGGLES, YOU MIGHT JUST TELL MY Lt

THAT IK SHE CAN'T WRITE TI1F ' MENOO '

IN FRENCH, I SHALL BE VERY 'APFY TO DO IT
FOR 11KB !

"

Sir Joshua might have painted and a Sir Moses have bought, he held that most formidable
of all his weapons, a steel pen. And who was this P

Gentlemen, this was the man before whom all Europe in reality quailed, to whom Princes
bowed and diplomatists cajoled, it was Don YICHEDUOMO SOVERICHINO, the General of The
Jesuits ! !

" Emissario mio," ho said, suddenly, to a yellow-faced, high-cheek-boned Monk, whose
general appearance bespoke the part of the world for which he was made up,

"
go to China.

See the Emperor's Secretary, and give him this draught," and he held out a paper of the

deepest black, with a few characters in white on it.
"
Ildrafto nigro," he continued,

"
will

settle the constitutional question that is to give us a new empire in an old and tottering
world. Stay," he added, as the Emissary was about to withdraw,

"
let me look at you."

He eyed him narrowly from head to foot. Then, suddenly exhibiting tokens of dissatis-

faction, he beckoned to a
stout, pale-faced assistant, who had till this moment been seated

in a dark corner with a box in his hand. This box he now opened. It was filled with
paints, pigments, brushes, powders, pencils, Indian ink, and hares' feet." Caro KAKLABKZONE," said the General of the Jesuits to the stout, pale monk,

"
<

euiwppa bit/o.'"

KABLABKZONE bowed, and, with a light hand and small brush, put a few lines here, a
few lines there, rubbed a little more yellow into his face, and the man (in reality a native
of Limerick) was transformed into a most perfect Chinaman. [Is it certain that this
emissario is not one of those who hang on behind the Chinese Ambassador's coach as he
drives about London ? Let CARDINALL M-XN-G answer, lie knows, and if he will only

Just at this moment a piercing scream rang through the apartment. A secret door was
suddenly thrown open, and a beautiful nun, pale and dishevelled, rushed into the apartment
and threw herself at the knees of the General.

t The break and asterisks are ours. ED.

(To tit continued.)

NOTES BY THE TALENTED AUTHOR.
Of course I limit myself entirely to facts, either within my own personal and peculiar knowledge,

or sworn to by those, in whom, from their position and exceptional opportunities of observation, I

hare every confidence. I bare already spent
hundreds. I may raj thousands^ in unearthing the

machination) of the Jesuit* in this country I

have been content to bear the obloquy cast upon
me by the satellites of the Roman Secret Monastic

Societies and, alas ! I have actually been held

up to suspicion (how baseless my conscience and
constituents best know) of being myself a Popish
Emissary ! ! and this too by the once eminent
Protestant Champion, Mil. N-D-O-TB, who, I fear,

is after all but an unconscious tool in the hands
of astute Cardinals and wily Italian Prothona-
tanis. I defy I)u. M-NN-O and all his works (not
one of which I would ever read, nor even accept
as a birthday present), and dare the whole Con-

sistory and College of Bishops and Council of

Seminarists to disprove in detail any one of the

Fact*, or contradict any single one of the state-

ments which I shall put before the public in this

true and thrilling narrative, which should rouse

all England from its torpor, and cause Parlia-

ment to send a carefully-selected body of firemen,
with hose and hatchet, into the cellars of the

house.
I would not employ a policeman or fireman if

I had my way, unless he were previously examined

by a competent Protestant Committee, and had
received from the examiners a certificate of his

thorough acquaintance with the Catechism, and
had taken a good strong anti-Popish oath with-
out evasion, reservation, or mental equivocation
whatsoever. For me, I would go to the stake

cheerfully for my opinions, and I should be very
glad to see others go there too, and remain then.
For my part, I do not think I should care to do
more than go to the stake for my opinions, get
my opinions, and come back again. For the sake
of the Protestant cause I would give up almost

anything except, perhaps, my pipe, which is a

great comfort to me when I am stumping at

Peterborough, and which I miss in the House.
I shall go on with this Novel as long as I can.

in order to expose the system of tyranny and
duplicity which keeps an excellent nobleman out
of his property simply because he is a butcher,
and, therefore, opposed to Lenten diet and fish on

Fridays. But my time is fully occupied, and my
leisure moments I devote to ringing lessons.

When next asked to sing I shall do BO and
charge for it. 0. W.

CRYSTAL PALACE IMPROVEMENT.

Is the Crystal Palace worth preserving ?

This is a question not raised in a pamphlet
by MB. GLADSTONE, but by the LOUD
MAYOR, at a meeting of public-spirited

gentlemen, held the other afternoon at
the Mansion House, to consider

"
the

best means to maintain and preserve
the Crystal Palace for the use of the

people, in fulfilment of the objects for
which it was originally founded." They
ultimately resolved that, "in view of the

great public advantage of the Crystal
Palace, it is desirable that it should be
maintained for the public," and appointed
a Committee to confer with the Directors to

that end. Thus the question before the

meeting was answered in the affirmative,
but not absolutely. They voted the Crystal
Palace worth_ preserving to effect the

objects for which it was^founded, and not
others.

The former they contemplate promoting
by a large and liberal scheme for

"
the

cultivation of arts, sciences, and manu-
factures, and the providing of good and
elevating recreation for the public," and
for those who join in the undertaking,

'

a
substantial return in the shape of valuable
works of Art."

Among the objects for which the Palace
was designed, rope-walking, circus-riding,
and'Cockney diversions in general were not
included. So Punch heartily wishes, under
sew arrangements, better luck to the Crystal
Palace, and a return to the original inten-
tions.
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MIDHAT AND HIS MASTER.
(A Orowlfrom the Grand Turk.)

' \ direful study of the Arabian Nights would be a better guide to the mysteries of Turkish policy
him tl' eiTiitiny of protocols and despatches." Times.

iDHAibeblowed! That's
Giaour slang !

And let the Plenipos
go hang !

Conference ? Consti-
tution ? Foh !

Shall Padishahs be
muzzled so ?

Still Bosphorus Seven
Towers doth lick,

Where Giaours of En-
voys once ate stick.

Ask guarantees from
the Grand Turk P

A very,pretty piece of

work!
"What hath a Sultan but a "

pshah
"

For irreducible minima !

It was not thus in MAHMOUD'S time,
Nor in the glorious golden prime
Of good HAEOUN ALRASCHID !

Bowstrings and Bosh ! Thinks he he
can

Turn upside down the Ottoman ?

Who is this MIJIHAT, to o'errule

The Pasha-power of Istamboul ?

Sherbet and Sheitan ! Are we sons

Born of burnt fathers ? Ships and
guns

We've borrowed from the upstart
West,

Her spare cash helped her to invest
;

But now these Giaours, by word and
blow,

That the East's still the East, we'll
show !

By change untouched, untaught by
time,

As it was in the golden prime
Of good HABOUN ALEASCHID !

The Padishah, a paper-thrall,
At MIDHAT'S whistle to sing small !

A Constitution one decrees
A bubble blown the Giaour to please
On SALISBURY'S high waves to pour
*r foil,
IGNATIEFF'S little game to spoil,
But to be carried out ? Oh, no !

MIDHAT will find that way 's no go.
MIDHAT shall quit, and ne'er come

back
We'll give him what Giaours' call

"the sack"
A sack I.'d sink in Bosphorus slime,
If this were but the golden prime

QOf good HAROTJN ALHASCHID !

What ! Shall a Sultan live in fear

Of a Reforming Grand Vizier ?

A text for quidnuncs and for quiz-
zers ?

Of Softas to say nought, or scissors.

y~.
- /,i*s

/ -A
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Bowstring the dog ! Or, stop a bit

Hoist with his own petard 'twill fit !

Pull his own Constitution's trigger
A hundred and thirteen 's the figure
And floor the rogue with his own gun ;

So at least one thing 'twill have done.

A cup of coffee, spiced and strong,
Had oeen more Eastern, and less long.
But ours is a degenerate time ;

Ah, how unlike the golden prime
Of good HAROTTN AJLRASCHID !

A Passengers' Railway Question.

ON the Metropolitan District Railway a driver, losing nerve, backs a train downhill against
another train, smashing 120 passengers. In compensation for their injuries, they gtt 10,800.

Against this sum the Company has to put only 1 2s. 6d., the amount of the sufferers'

fares. The Directors consider the compensation excessive. Had they to pay no more than
the amount they themselves thought reasonable, how many more accidents than at present
would occur in a given time on the Metropolitan District Railway ?

SIGNS OF SPRING.
PARISIAN Governesses are giving the last

touch of French polish to their
pupils.

Music-Masters are coaching fluttering
debutantes in CHOPIN'S Mazurkas.
Dancing-Mistresses are giving six lessons

in the lately-revived kick-up the Polka.
The Board of Works is carefully covering

a fine layer of broken bricks and. smashed
bottles with finer gravel, and calling the
mixture llotten Row.
Young WILD OTES is growing Gardenias

in pots in his bed-room, and nas taken a
Farce to three Managers without any other
result than polite refusal.

CAPTAIN MONTE BKAG is practising seve-
ral new tricks with the cards, with a view
to simplifying ecarte and piquet.
LADY HIGHFLYER has been closeted with

MADAME RACHEL, who has had the impu-
dence to crop up again.
The Bower of Beauty and the Fountain

of Youth are besieged every day by Ladies
who have faith in metallic dyes and arsenical

lotions.

Several Screws, "the property of Gen-
tlemen going abroad," are being highly
groomed and carefully fed.

Sand-cracks are being filled up, scars

painted over, and loose boxes prepared for

the reception of the splendid Park Hacks,
which " a well-known Lady of fashion has
no further use for."

Dog Importers are busy picking up stray
pets, and rendering them unrecognisable,
with a view to ready sale.

Awful sacrifices are making room for

Spring stocks in West End monster maga-
zines.

The Snowdrops and Violets of London
Ball-rooms are opening their modest eyes
to an imaginary future of blissful walt/es
and bewildered Baronets.
GUNTER is laying down Ice and crusty

old Waiters.
And MR. GYE has found a Tenor who will

make us forget MARIO, and a debutante up
to her work.

ETON COPY-HEADS.
(From a set in the Possession of W. E. G.)

ACCEPT anybody's advances.

Boys' bills should be big.

Cash connection combines classes,

DuUes are desirable.

Eton enforces expensive habits.

Family feeling is foolish.
Good money gives good graces.
Hard cash holds the highest.

Impecuniosity is ignominious.
Juvenile junketting is jolly.

Keep kicking down cash.

Lavishness leads to love.

Money makes many friends.

Needy niceness is nasty.
Own money is good : other people's

better.

Procure plenty of pocket-money .

Question quarterly allowances.

Reward riches with respect.
Silence self-reproach with silcer.

Treat titles tenderly.
Use upward opportunities.
Virtue is not its own reward.
Wealth is the wise man's worth.

X-pensive habits are to be x-tolled.

Youthful excesses are usual.

Zounds! how things have changed since

my time .'

NEW TITLK. For Conference Protocols,
read last edition of CeciFs Remains.
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BOSOM SECRETS.
HEN a Lady of Mr.
Punch's acquain-
tance was in Paris

not very long ago,
she ordered a dress

at a famous Mo-
diste's, but found,
when she tried it

mi, that she could

hardly breathe.

On her
complain-

ing to the Modiste
that the dress was
too tight over the
chest

vous, Madame f
"

exclaimed that
fuiititnl follower

if not framer
of the fashion.
" On tie porte plus
,!,- fforye" ("Bo-
soms are not worn
now").

"Qu'est-ttott'on

..iiitilimi-'f" I But
how do Ladies

manage;'") asked
her innocent Eng-
lish customer.

Mail, dame, on tile la ouate "
(" Oh! they take out the wadding"), was the

...lly innocent answer.
Punch had never fully appreciated the bearings of this perfectly true story

V*
,-'

till the other day when he came upon the following para-

graph in one of the leading ladies' journals :

" BUT a pair of Maintenon coraeta, fitting your waist measure.

The other part* of the coreet will be proportioned ai you ought
to be. Fut the coraet on, and fill the vacant apacea with tine

ji'wclli'ra" wool, then tack on a piece of
apft

ilk or cambric over

the bust thua formed to keep the wool in place, renewing it aa

often ai required. Thia ia the moat natural and effectual mode
of improving the figure which I have heard of."

Now Punch sees how exactly the Parisian ModitU't
i>lan came home to her own business and her customers'

bosoms.

A CASE FOR CLERGYMAN-ITELPS.

GIVEN occasion for Gentleman-Helps generally, doe*

not a pita suggest itself in particular for Clergyman-
Helps 'r

1 To a certain extent every Curate is a Clergy-

man-Help, but to complete that character he should live

in his Employer's Parsonage, or Palace, clean boots and

shoes, knives and forks, wait at table, officiate in the

stable, and work in the garden, being all the while as far

iMe treated as one of the family. His wages of

100 a year or so would then supply him with some of

the comforts of life, and perhaps enable _him to put by a
little provision besides for a season of being out of place,
or a rainy day of disestablishment and disendowment.
As to married Curates, subsisting on their mere

stipends, a Clergyman-Help of that sort might be em-

ned
as gardener and man-of-all-work, to milk, and

the pigs and so forth, whilst his wife could, in a

genteel way, take in washing and keep a mangle. How
such couples continue to make both ends meet without
recourse to some such means, is a mystery suggesting that

in the Established Church the Age of Miracles is not yet
over.

THE "DREADNOUGHT" ASHORE.

UK ut a hand there, Ladies and Gentlemen with a shot in the locker
for poor JACK ! The publication of the last Report, read the other day
at the Fifty-Sixth Annual Meeting of the Seamen's Hospital Society,
will tend to correct a confusion of ideas, injurious to that charit-

able institution. When people are advertised that contributions
and subscriptions thereunto are received by the Bankers, MKSSF.^.

WILLIAMS, DEACON, & Co., Birchin Lane, or by the Secretary," Seamen's Hospital, Greenwich," they are apt to imagine them-
selves invited to contribute to the maintenance of Greenwich

Hospital itself. Supposing Greenwich Hospital well enough en-

dowed, and supported besides with public money, they are apt to

decline that invitation.

The smaller Hospital has got to be confounded with the greater,

especially among seamen of the Mercantile Marine, in consequence
of the removal on shore of the Seamen's Hospital from on board the
old Dreadnought, so long a conspicuous object in the Thames, sug-
gestive of pleasing associations with whitebait. But the Report
abovementioned now informs its readers that the Seamen's Hospital,
Greenwich, receives no aid from Government whatsoever, except
hquserpom ;

the use of the Infirmary on their premises at Green-
wich, instead of the loan of a ship, to the additional comfort of the

patients indeed, but the proportionate increase of expenditure of

quite fifteen per cent, for their maintenance, requiring to be met by
voluntary contributions.
Now all this is explained, it may be hoped that the Seamen's

Hospital will cease to suffer from a misconception precisely similar
in its effect to the detriment sustained by MESSES. SHABEACH'S
establishment at the hands of MESSRS. MESHECH. through the
dissemination of "the untradesman-like falsehood, it 's the same
concern.'

"

So far from being the same concern with Greenwich Hospital, the
Seamen's Hospital, Greenwich, is quite another concern. It is

free to sick seamen of all nations. Within the scope of its cosmopo-
litan hospitality, come not only medicine and surgery for nautical

sufferers, but also the provision, if possible, of employment for them
when cured. It contains two hundred beds constantly occupied ;

and to keep charity going at this rate needs voluntary contributions

yearly to the amount of 8,000, or, rather, according to a state-
ment made in Cannon Street, of 10,000. It nearly paid its expenses
last year, but not quite ; and owes 1,539 6s. Orf. Every Briton,
whose song is

"
Rule, Britannia!" must see that, as an insti-

tution subservient to the spirit of that chorus, the Seamen's Hos-
pital (late Dreadnought) is a charity beyond all others for which the
hat may justifiably be sent round. Its expenditure has much in-
creased lately through the rise in provisions, amounting to 506

additional in the last year alone. A hospital, however, need not,
like almost every individual member of the community except but-

chers, be the worse off for "Progress." Subscriptions, donations,
and bequests in plenty, on the part of a generous Public, will doubt-
less enable the Seamen's Hospital Society to keep pace with the

times, whilst all but the most economical housekeepers are out-

running the constable. The Dreadnought (that was) should have

nought to dread.
A page of the Society's Report is occupied with a table of Ports in

the United Kingdom whence patients were sent them last year so

many from each ; together with a list of annual subscriptions sent
also by those Ports some of them. For, in several instances, op-
posite to a considerable figure in the Patients' column, the Subscrip-
tion column presents

"
Nil." We need only remind those who thus

show their unremitting interest in the Hospital, that ex nihilo nihilfit

"Nothing can come of nothing" in the long run ; though they
have made their own nothings, thus far, produce something consider-
able. Let them clap the omitted figure to the left of their round Os,
and give them their proper values.

THE EYE-OPENER FOR ENGLAND.
FKOM the Blue Book on the Conference it appears that the SCT.TAIT

was persuaded, notwithstanding LORD SALISBURY'S assurances to

the contrary, that
"
the alienation of a large portion of the English

people
" from the side of Turkey "was due rather to the repudiation

of the Turkish debt than to the atrocities in Bulgaria." Not quite
so, Padishah. No large portion of the English people is so very
mercenary as all that. It was not the repudiation of the Turkish
debt which principally alienated even the Turkish bondholders from
you. The Bulgarian atrocities did it simply of themselves. All that
the repudiation of the Turkish debt did was to open the eyes of th^
British Public, and especially those of Tiirkey s Creditors, to the

turpitude of tho Bulgarian atrocities.

The Porte and the Power*.

IT is whispered that a high Turkish Official, speaking of the six

Governments represented at the late ineffectual Conference,
observed, at a late Divan, that they might call themselves the six

Powers, but he, for his part, called them the six Weaknesses.

SHAKsrEABIAJ? MOTTO RECENTLY ADOPTED BT MK. GLADSTONE.
" I will something affect the litter, for it argues facility."

Love'i Labour
'

Lot, Act iv. a. 2.

VOL. LXXII.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

PRELIMINARY.
THE Ghost of SAMTTEL PEPYS, flattered by the admission of his

report of the dehate on the Address, and delighted to resume his

habit, when in the flesh, of recording the day's news, has so pressed
for permission to supply Punch's Parliamentary Essence once more
at least, that Mr. Punch has consented, after a long interview with
SAMUEL'S spirit materialised, in the ghost of his purple camlet suit
with silver buttons, to humour the social old spirit." And methinks," said ;the Ghost, after urging other 'reasons,"

it should be pretty and profitable to your readers to see how the
debates of my Lords and Commons do seem to one that remembers
the Long Parliament, and the Rump and the Parliaments after the
King's joyful Restoration, when moneywas so hard to come by for all,
and Our Office especially, in such straits. Though, indeed, save in the
matter of money, it do seem as if Our Office were still for the most part
in as sore straits as when I was Clerk of the Acts, and as many'mis-

haps among our ships, and the Board abused, on all hands, as

roundly ; but, Lord, to see how coolly they do take it, so as my LORD
SANDWICH himself could not have borne the storm more easily."
Mr, Punch had some difficulty in stopping the mouth of the gar-

rulous old Ghost, which he did at last with Admiralty Blue Books on
the cases of the Captain and the Vanguard. We subjoin his report,
just received. It is tco long, but we print it as sent :

Monday, February 12 (Lords). Question by my LORD DUKE OF
ST. ALBANS, touching the Officers of Her Majesty's Engineers sent

out last autumn to Constantinople, to what end was their survey of

the defences thereof, and what the Turk was like to have thought of

the same, as promising them from us help in need. But my LORD
CADOSAN answered roundly that these Officers had surveyed and re-

ported for service of Her Majesty's Government, and not of the

Turk, and as for what the Turk might argue thereof, they of the

Government knew not, and had no need to trouble themselves, with
which my Lord Duke was fain to be content ;

and methinks my LORD
CADOGAN, for a young Lord, hath already well learnt the manner of

answering, that we had in my time in Our Office, when saucy rogues
would put questions easier to ask than to answer.

And then the Lords to mighty serious debate of the new
roadway at Hyde Park Corner, which do much concern many of

my Lords, their wives and daughters, that do drive oft that way,
and are sore hindered by the great press of common coaches, and
marvellous to see how all wheeled carnages be multiplied in this town
since the first.licensing of the hackney coaches which I remember.

My LOUD BEACONSFIELD did speak mighty solemnly on this grave
matter

;
and methinks it is well their Lordships should give their

minds to other questions than Eastern. But no new road yet, nor,

methinks, like to be this long while, but much sedulous consideration
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A POSER.

Sporting Oent.
"

I SAT, TH HUE'S A LOT o" YOUB 'OoNDS BCNNINQ THE OTHKE SIDE o THE WATER !"

Huntsman. " THEN PERHAPS YOU'LL JUST POP OVJEB, AND GIVE 'EM A HOLLOO !" [Sporting Gent subsides.

by the Board of Works of the reasons against all that are proposed.
And, indeed, it is no light matter for my Lords and their Ladies,
and for the Board of Works, that may not fitly go to work but on full

consideration.

(Commons.} To question of MR. ASHLEY, MR/BOTTRKE, a brisk

young man, and Under Secretary to my LORD DERBY, had a hard busi-
ness in explaining of the steps taken by the Turk in compliance with
my LORD DERBY'S sharp letter touching the punishment of those con-
cerned in the Bulgarian atrocities, wherein many sentences have
been passed, as I did gather, but could hear of neither sentences nor
offenders executed as yet, but a Commission still examining and
seeking for what the French call Midi a quatorze heuret. Pleasant
to hear how SHEFKET PASHA, the leader of all the atrocities, is not
under arrest, but under surveillance, which do seem to me mighty
different. So the upshot of all do seem to be, much said but nothing
done, as is usual with the Turk.
Then other replies to other.' questions touching these Turkish

matters, as of the Loan, and the departure of SIR HENRY ELLIOT,
and a certain despatch of my LORD DERBY'S ; and I do see plainly
there is like to be no lack of questions for my LORD DERBY and SIR
STAFFORD NORTHCOTE, and 1 do wish them both well delivered of
their answers. Then much other confused business, which I could
not note.

At last the House to debate sharply of MR. SMYTH'S Bill for Closing
of Irish Public-houses on Sunday, which the Government be of a
mind to grant, as it were experimeittum in corppre vili, though they
will none of it here. But, Lord, to see how Irish Members do con-
tradict each other flatly herein, as in other things ;

one O'SomvAN
crying the Bill down as a wicked thing

"
to affect the interests of

many thousand Irishmen, and to restrict the liberty and ancient

privileges of Ireland," whereof, doubtless, the privilege of getting
drunk on Sunday, as on other days, is one of the most ancient. And
then to hear one SULLIVAN, without the " 0." calling lustily for the
Bill; and a gross, fat man, one MAJOR (/GORMAN, mighty loud
against it, and methinks did bear him as like the fat knight in
SHAKSPEABE'S play as ever I saw ; and much laughter of the House,
whether at his brogue or his belly I could not learn, but do believe
the one did help the other. Among other things of this O'GoRMAN's

that moved the House to mirth, was this, that for an Irishman to

get drunk on a Sunday"anywhere save in a licensed public-house,
though it;were tub Jovefrigido the fat Major being one that can.

talk Latin, as indeed, most of your Irish be scholars, after some
sort was an insult to the Queen's Majesty, which puzzled me.
But whether the Irish people be in truth for or against.this Bill, I

know not. Forthe biggest towns Dublin, Cork, Belfast.'Waterford,
Limerick the Secretary for Ireland did hold it wise to have in-

quiry made of the matter by Select Committee. And nu thinks if

the public-houses cannot be shut on Sundays in these great towns,
it is little that they should be shut in smaller places. But Irish

reasons are, and have ever been since first I heard of them,'.hard to

fathom. So I wish the Bill a good deliverance, and no more heads
or windows broken than is needful.
Then a Bill moved for Valuation of Property for Rating, being a

remanet from last year like so many of the Bills this Session. But
whether this Bill be better or worse than last year's, I know not.

And methinks the House was no wiser than I, which comforts me.

Only I am thankful there were no such Bills, and few such rates, in

my time.
Also a Bill touching Patents brought in ; the same that they have

been trying to pass these two years. But whether this one will be

got passed I could not learn. Yet methinks it is sore needed, for

inventions do multiply strangely, beyond aught that was dreamed
of in my time ; and where they will stop, I see not. Lord grant it

may all be for good. But am glad of one thing, that MR. ATTORNEY-
GENERAL do own that poor men have a right to profit by the work
of their brains, whereto this Bill is meant to help ; so I wish well to it.

Tuesday (Lords). My LORD GRASVILLE to question of my LORD
DERBY touching the treaty for mutual delivering up of law-breakers

passing between this country and the 'United States of America,
whither in my time they did deport rogues, but they now, it seems,

being their own masters, do send their rogues to us, and we ours to

them, as it were in the way of barter.

And my LORD DERBY to explain how herein matters are again as

they were, before he did get into a quarrel with one Fisn, the
States' Secretary, last year ; so I do find my Lord hath had to

eat his words, but put it as if he had not, yet doth it with as good
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SAWBATH RECREATION.
Gentleman from 2V. B. (he had sent his Presbyterian Sutler to a service at West-

minster Abbey).
"
WELL, DUGALD, WHAT DID YOU THINK OF IT I"

DlU/ald. "AWEBL, SlK, IT WAS MAIR LIKE HEEV'N THAN AlKTH
;
BUT E H,

SlB, IT '8 JUST AN AWFU 1 WAY o' SPKNNIN' TUB SAWBATH, YON I I
"

a grace as ever I saw, and much chuckling thereat among my Lords of the Oppo-
sition. Pleasant to see how friendly their Lordships be on both sides, and now
smooth-spoken, and my LORD GBANVILLE one of the pleasantest, yet can give
a smart rap with a smiling face. And after, 'the same Lord mighty curious to
know why, in the papers touching the Eastern Question, was no word of my
LOED SALISBURY'S conversations with PBINCE BISMARCK, and PRESIDENT MAC-
MAHON, and the Due DECAZES, hut did assume it was for convenience of the
public service, to which my LORD DERBY did agree. So I could not see why my
LOED GBAXVILLE should ask the question.
My LOED DERBY did add, wisely, that some talk with foreign Ministers was of

no account, and such it was good to'publish : but some of grave account, and as
to that sort the public were best kept in the dark. "Which puzzled me.

(Commons.) More questioning of Ministers : and one SAMUELSON, a brisk
man, asking if my LOED BEACONSFIELD, when he spoke so warlike at Guild-
hall last December, had in his pocket the letter of His Majesty the CZAB OP
MUSCOVY vouching his will for peace, SIE STAFFORD NOBTHCOTE did answer
him so shortly and roundly as moved the laughter of the House ; meaning
that my LORD BEACONSFIELD did look on the CZAR'S letter as but a canard,
or Muscovy Duck, which is the name they give now to flams on public matters.
But how the CZAR would stomach his letter being so. taken, I wonder.

Then ME. FAWCETT, a mighty clear-spoken man in matters of Finance,
and sharp-sighted for all he is blind, did move to reap-point the Select Com-
mittee, that has sat for three years inquiring into Indian Finance, but never yet
got so far as reporting, so that I was reminded of the hen that laid so many
eggs she could never come to the hatching of any. For their reappointment he
did give mighty good reasons, and indeed when a man thinks over all he said,
the one reason against such a Committee would seem to be that its work can
only be well done in India ; and asks rather for a great Minister of Finance
than the best Committee that ever did hatch a ;Blue Book, which, as yet, this
Committee hath not done, only taken more evidence than anybody will ever care
to read.

And to this effect spoke one SMOLLETT, a rough-tongued man, but ready, and
i hard hitter all round, and would have had the House vote to leave off all
spending on public works in India, and cease to distinguish between ordinaryand extraordinary expenses in, its reckoning. Which methinks were a starving

the horse to save the cost of his feed. And was smartly rapped over the

knuckles by a mighty brisk young LORD GEORGE HAMIL-
TON, of the Indian Secretary's Office, that it was a
pleasure to hear how trippingly he spoke, and yet to
the point ; so that it was pretty to see how well he had
learnt his lesson

; and the House did cheer him mightily
when he went into the Indian accounts, and showed a
brave array of figures against ME, FAWCETT, and made
put things in India hopeful and thriving, save for this
famine and fall in silver, and was for no Committee, so
the House did say no to FAWCETT by 173 to 123, and to
SMOLLETT without a division, all being against him save

himself, and methinks he is one of that sort that do often
find themselves in a minority of one.

Wednesday. Being Ash Wednesday, the Lords sat
not at all, and the Commons not till two, for which I

was glad, being' already wearied of my week's work,
and Iknew not before they sat so late, and talked BO
much.
A Bill to guard the mouths of thrashing-machines

and might, methinks, be extended to the House of

Commons, where be many machines with mouths that
grind chaff, and so waste time.
One PARNELL moved a Bill to enable buyers of Irish

Church lands to spread their payments over fifty-two
years, and to pay nothing at first buying. Which
methinks was cool, even for an Irish Member to ask

;

and the House would none of it, though the Irish Home-
Rule Members of one mind for once. So the Bill was
thrown out by 150 to 110.
A Bill, moved by one WILSON, to forbid the Sale

of Drink on Sundays in England and Wales. The first

child, methought, of MB. SMYTH'S Bill, and much debate
whether leave should be given to bring it in or no, and,
in the end, leave given, which I was sorry for.

Thursday (Lords). Nought worth noting but my
LOED DUKE OF ARGYLL'S notice of Question for next
Tuesday on my LORD SALISBURY'S instructions, and if

the Government propose to do aught, and what, in fur-
therance thereof.

(Commons.) More questions. ME. WAED HUNT did
explain to SIR GEOEGE CAMPBELL how HOBART PASHA,
an English Captain, commanding the navy of the Turk,
having been struck off the list and pay of his rank in

1868, was in 1874 restored to the same, but no reason

given. And in Our Office methinks, in my time, we had
not restored one of our Captains who had taken service
with the Infidel. But now 'tis otherwise only land-
officers may not so serve without leave first given ; which

Euzzles
me, to find a reason why what is sauce for the

md-bird should not be sauce also for the sea-fowl.
To SIR WILLIAM HAHCOURT SIR STAFFORD NOETHCOTE

did explain how SIE THOMAS ELLIOT did leave Constan-

tinople like the other Ambassadors being ordered home
to report, but not in disgrace, and was sick whereat no
wonder, with the sickening work he hath had.
Then one KYLANDS, a man of a rasping tongue, to move

the rejection of the Prisons' Bill, for bringing of prisons
under the control of Government; and much brave talk
of Local Self-Government, which is, indeed a grand
thing to talk of : and one CHAMBERLAIN, the stout and
high-stomached member for Birmingham, and ME.
NEWDEGATE, a solemn-spoken gentleman of Warwick-
shire, and SIE WALTER BAETTELOT, a lusty Sussex

Baronet, did follow on the same side
;
and pretty

to see now the two country gentlemen did sleek and
stroke down the Birmingham man, but all to no pur-
pose, for the House, thinking the Bill needful, and no
check to local self-government, however it might be to

local jobbery, and like to bring better governing of

prisons, did vote the Bill by 279 to 69.

Friday (Lords). Mighty grave talk of business to he
done hereafter, hut none done yet. And sure, LORD
BEACONSITIELD performs his new part as solemn as ever I

see.

( Commons.) The night's work begun by a question of

Sm C. DILKE and sure never was such a questioning
as nowa-nights, and, methinks, little reason for Members
to call

"
Question ! Question !

"
as they do, seeing the

questions do come without calling. And so MR. BOUKKE
to his reply, that the Government do mean to answer the

Muscovite despatch, when the time comes, and they know
what to say, and what the other Powers are of a mind to

say. And then to Committee of Supply, hut first MB.
GLADSTONE to call attention .to our treaties with the
Turk and others, and to consider how we stand bound
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thereby and thereon as high and hot debate as ever I heard i

the headiest days of the Long Parliament, in the course whereo
one CHAPLIN, a Lincolnshire Squire, did make as if he would pluc
MK. GLADSTONE by the beard, who did take it in snuff, and did giv
MASTER CHAPLIN, a young, brisk fellow, but one that is better known
for a horse-courser than a politician, such a tongue-basting as di

me good to hear, and methought I wag at the handling of som
rake-helly young Cavalier by a grave Precisian, as it might [b
M \M I:K PIIYNXK or MAM Kit KKLUKN, in the Protector's time.
For the rest, much wild and whirling talk of these treaties an

their force, between MB. HAHDY, the Secretary for War, and LOH.
: MOM Adi;, another of your brisk gallants, and MB. GBAN
a weasel -faced man, and shrill-voiced, but of rare repute fo

knowing the minds and cities of many men, and wise beyond commo
men's measure, and one COOBTNEY, new come into the House for Lis
kcard, and as I do hear a smart writer, and one that looks to rise
and indeed spoke more to the point than the rest, and one SMYTH
an Irishman, mighty flowery and flowing of discourse, that it wa
pretty to hear, and others, but I, sore weary of it all, and could pie
nought out but many

" An this be so, then that is so ;

" but wha
these treaties do in truth bind us to, or the other Powers part
thereunto, or the Turk, or if indeed they bind either to aught, i

more than I could learn.

Only, MB. GLADSTONE do speak marvellous well, and weightily
and, methought, glowed as with a white heat, that it was tine t(

listen to him, and pity of MAST Kit CHAPLIN under his chiding ; bu
j-et mighty silly of him to shoot at one that beareth too many gun
for his tonnage.
And, so the debate

adjourned till next Friday, and I home in _
muddle. But I do see clearly that whatever these treaties be. no-
thing will come of them all. And so best. But methought, had the
<>1<1 Protector Men here, things would scarce run all thus to jangli
and tangle and talk as they do, and methinks will do for somewhil
yet.

LENTEN PENANCES.
lit Prince of Wales, To
open a public Building, or

preside at a public Meeting
once in each week.
The Lord Privy Seal.

To listen to the MABQUIS
OF SALISBURY'S speeches.

The Chancellor of the

Exchequer. The prepara-
tion of his Budget.

The Earl of Derby.
answer the Russian Note.
The First Lord of the

Admiralty. To spend a
few days with MB. E. J.

REED.
Mr. Gladstone. To be

debarred from the ue of

writing materials.
Mr. Lowe. To make a

voyagejto Greece, and in-

spect DB. SCHUEIIANN'S
treasures.

The Speaker.~-To pre-
side at the meeting of a
Debating Society every
Wednesday and Saturday
evening.
The Lord Chamberlain.

lo visit all the London theatres in turn, and remain until the fall
of the curtain.

Nir H'i/friil Lawson.To go the round of the great Breweries.
iff. II halley. To hear CARDINAL MANNING and MONSIGNOB
APKL preach alternately.
The. Poet Laureate. To produce an Ode or Idyl on the Eastern

Question.
Mr. Kuskiii.To take lodgings in the centre of Huddersfield or

VV igan, or some other manufacturing town in Lancashire or York-
shire.

ATr. Morris. To dine out in rooms with outrageous wall-papers.Motor Gorman. To give evidence against Irish Whisky before
,ne House ot Lords Committee on Intemperance.

v ?*."''.*
Tmth-~ To pay the costs, and apologise to LOBD

. KN/ANCK.
His Congregation. fo attend service at the nearest Nonconformist

chapel.

>,

r/
";>
Editors of the Ministerial Papers. To read through "the

Blue Book on the Eastern Question.

The Pope. To make it up with the KIM. or ITALY.
The United States. To pay back to England the unappropriated

balance of the Alabama Award.

i:\PERIENCE8 OF ETON.
DEAB MB. PUNCH,

KNOWING you are a bold defender of truth, I wish to offer
a remark on MB. GLAIISTONE'S statement at Marlborough the other
day, that Eton boys are worshippers of Mammon. I wish to good-
ness they were. Then possibly 1 might have got into "Pop" by
this time. (" Pop," you know, is our name for the .School Debating
Society, to which all the swells belong.) But they won't elect me,
just because I can't row or play cricket well, and I 'm not in the
sixth Form. I suppose I 'm not what is called

"
popular

"
among

the fellows. Why, my father could buy up any dozen of these
fellows who swagger about here as if the place belonged to them.
But they black-balled mo when I tried to get into "Pop" last

halt, wliieh shows that they don't understand the value of money,
and are, therefore, even greater fools than MB. GI.AUMO.NK imagines.

Yours faithfully,
Eton College. CHCESUS MAJOB.

DEAB MB. Puscn,
I KSOW you 're a fast friend of the nobility, so perhaps you

won't mind my making a remark. Some fellow here told me that
GLADSTONE had been saying in a speech somewhere that Eton fellows

worshipped rank. I don't find it so, I assure you. You know I

belong to one of the oldest families in the peerage, and at home
[ can bully the servants as much as I please, and everyone bows and
scrapes to me and calls me " My Lord !

"
Now, somehow or other,

the tellows here don't see this. They all laughed when I tried it on.
And that low brute, SMITH MAX, my fagmaster (I hope he won't
see this, or he '11 work me off as sure as a gun), actually makes me
cook his beefsteak every morning, run up and down for him all day,
ind make his tea and toast at night, just as if I was a commoner.
Confound his impudence ! But they don't understand the value of
rank at Eton, that 'n the plain truth of it.

Eton College.

Yours,

TOMNODDY.

GATES AJAR.
MB. PUNCH, respecting the cloth, is always sorry when the British

lerk in orders out of the pulpit, of course sinks to what may be
mildly described as "twaddle. 1 ' But when twaddle takes the
ihape of impertinence and ignorance combined, Mr. Punch feels
limself in duty bound to bring his baton heavily over the dclin-
uent's fingers. What rap could be too heavy for a certain REVKBEND
IB. GATES, whp, at a recent meeting of sympathisers with MB.
'OOTH, at Warrington, said (alluding to LOBD PENZANCE) "that a
man who had spent all his life in adjusting the relationship of
dulterers and adulteresses was little fit to decide doctrines of the
Jhurch "

?

Now, what LOBD PENZANCE has to decide is, not what are the doc-
trines of the Church, but what are the laws of the realm ; and what
s, and is not, in accordance with them ; and his intimate acquaint-
nce with one branch of legal learning does not in any way affect
us qualifications in another. Mr. Punch is irresistibly reminded

^f
certain Pharisees who found fault with the Founder of the

Church for being seen in company with publicans and sinners. But
ven they wpuld scarce have cast stones at the Great Judge before
whom the sinning woman was brought for the "

adjustment of her
elationship

" witn harshly-judging and erring mankind
; yet here

s this Reverend Gentleman who, as Master Page says,
"
belike

laving received wrongs by some person, is at most odds with his own
gravity and patience," indulging in a most offensive insinuation
against one of the shining lights of the English Bench !

Mr. Punch replies in the anything but shallow words of SHAK-
EABE '

I never heard a man of his place, gravity, and learning
w wide of his own respect ;

" and sincerely hopes, though gentlemen
nth such ideas are generally as obstinate as they are foolish, that
MB. GATES is, before this, heartily ashamed of himself.

TO AN ANAOBAMMATIC COBBKSPONDKST.

WHEBK 's the error P The EARL OF BBACONSTTELD "
is the real

ace of Old Ben." Who dares say he isn't ?

WHY is Saturday the best day to make inquiries at the General
ost Office?
Because it 's ten to one you '11 find the Clerks there, and on other
ays it 's ten to four.
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SEEN FROM A RAILWAY DURING THE LATE FLOODS.

BETSY PRIG TO A CERTAIN PARTY.
What, part with my Party ? No fear ! It is nothing but spite as

suggests it.

If there 's love for true Liberal ways
'
tis B. PRIG'S faithful buzzum

as nests it.

But that party 's gone awfully wrong under leadership blind and
contrairy,

And rounds on its own .blessed BETSY, and goes and confounds her
with SAIREY.

Which matters are getting most awkward, and werry much mixed
up and muddled.

Those Blue Books do bother me dreadful, and make me feel flurried
and fuddled,

While DERBY and SALISBURY somehow my counsels appear to
be mocking :

The way as they 've talked to the Turk on the quiet is regular
shocking !

Why WILLIAM could hardly hit harder. And here has B. PRIG been
a-praising

Bland BENJAMIN'S much milder ways. Such a right-about turn is

quite crazing.
My MIDHAT, too, mizzled ! It 's awful ! And then that there sweet

Constitution !

Will nobody say a good word for it? Gracious I This it retri-
bution !

And here hare I been a performin' the patriot superior to party,And sticking sly pins into GLADSTONE, and artfully touching up
Ji ARTY

!

Coming down on that greedy old Bear every day with a reg'lar good

But to find the Conservative POMPEY so much like the Liberal

What, what has become of my Watchwords? Traditional policy ?
fled!

f Paris?-thedustof the Pharaohs ain't, hardly more

And as for the Turk's independence, integrity, pride, and all that,
Why the Guv'ment has served 'em like so many nine-pins, and

knocked 'em all flat.

Yet stay, there's one hope. No Coercion! My conjuring terms
ain't all gone.

Though there isn't much left to be fighting for, here is a sort of a bone :

The Turk has met scolding and snubbing, and wolumes of wicked
aspersion,

But let us stand out hard and fast against even "contingent"
coercion.

And ye Liberal lambs who so long loved the lead of my crook and
my flute,

Come rafly once more round your BETSY, nor fear that her pipe will
be mute.

Don't, BETSY conjures you, go dallying with Russia. It's jest
ruination,

From GORTSCHAKOFF, GLADSTONE & Co. let B. PEIG be your shield
and salvation !

A PLEA FOR A PORTICO.

THE Board of Works, as part of its plan for a new thoroughfare
from Tottenham Court Road to Charing Cross, proposes to sweep
away the platform of the famous portico of St. Martin's Church, and,
instead, to stilt up the pillars on pedestals, and to Limit the steps to
a break-neck staircase from the church-doors to the face of the portico.
The Vicar writes to protest in the name of the parish and he

might have added, of Punch. We have not so many good examples
of Palladian architecture in England that we can afford to mutilate
about the best of them.

If St. Martin divided his cloak with the beggar, that is no good
reason for the Saint dividing his portico which may be symbolised
as his "dickey" with the Board of Works, who are not beggars,
but choosers. In this case let Parliament say,

" We don't choose."
The refusal may lead to some alteration in the plans, even to some
deviation from the proposed line of street. But what though ?

St. Martin de Tours will but be St. Martin de detours .' And the
portico is well worth a circumbendibus.
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POST-CARD OPINIONS.
OXSCII-:N i mi's Mi:.

GLADSTONE! No
wonder that he takes
to writing upon Post-

Cards, when he is

pestered every day by
a myriad of busy-
bod ies, who plague
him with an endless

variety of questions,
which he is too polite
to pitch into his waste-

basket, unanswered.
What celerity of pen-
manship, and what
abounding store of

patience a Statesman
must command, when
his morning's work
consists in furnishing
succinct and publish-
able answers to such

queries as the follow-

ing!

Are you a believer
in the Tomb of Aga-
memnon, as recently
discovered, and how
do you account for the
number of buttons

1
' found in it ? And do

that HOMER was a man, and not a noun of multitude signifying many ?
What are your opinions on the Great Eastern Question ? And would you

advise a jobber to bull or bear in Turks and Egyptians for speculative purposes ?
Do you consider it consistent in a Vivisectionist to open half-a-score of

oysters for his supper, and, if so, is it worse in him to pepper and vinegar them ?
vv hat are your ideas as to the present whereabouts and chances of discovery

of the missing Gainsborough P

Oblige me, confidentially, with your views upon the
Tooth ease If

It yiiu wi-r(! the driver of an Ass averse to speed, would
you consider yur.sdt' justified in inflicting corporal
punishment, and if so on what grounds?
Have you tried Australian tinned meats ? And what

dodges do you recommend to make them go down with
the servants P

Please to state, from your own personal experience,
what you have ascertained, since leaving school, as to the
use of the Digamma.
What arguments would you adduce to show that 'Bus

Conductors should be exempt from Income-tax ?

The Churchwardens of Slobberton have quarrelled
with their Curate, because he will eat iniitlins and red

herrings upon fast-days. What course would you suggest
to bring about the wished-for reconciliation ?

Do you ever drink cheap Claret P If [so, what would
you prescribe as an efficacious antidote P

State concisely your opinions on the practice of

announcing
" No Cards" in matrimonial advertisements.

If you wished to learn Chinese, how would you set

about it ?

When you cut a Tree down, do you take your coat off

and discard your braces P

To help a ragged Schoolmaster, please give a sketch
of Grecian politics in the time of ARISTOTLE.
What Tobacco do you smoke ? and do you approve of

Binking P

What are your private views upon DJSSCAHTKS' Atomic

Theory, and do you recommend the use of Marmalade at

breakfast P

State, as briefly as you can, what you think of things
in general ?

A Vulgarian Atrocity.
Pio NONO loquitur.

INFALLIBLE, while erring man
Insists "You shall," I say

"
I shan't."

As "vpssumui" is
"
Vat-I-can,"" Non positimus

"
is

"
Vat-I-can't."

SPELLING REFORM.
LAST night, at the usual meeting of the Jolly Codgers, Blue Lion,

Seven Dials, the proposed Spelling Reform was discussed. MR.
WILLIAM SIKES presided, and among those present were COSTER-
MONOER RoHKirr, FAKKMKNT JOB, ROKKY WILLIAM, SAILOR TOM, &c.
The Chairman, in opening the discussion, said, that the nation
demanded Reformed Spelling. (" 'Ear, 'ear ! ") The present system
was most vexatious to a gentleman whose time for schooling was
limited. When he was a ploughman which he was proud to say
he had whistled at the plough, and precious hard work it was,
and soon took the whistle out of a chap worse than the crank
some meddlesome fellow had the cheek to say in an argument that
cough and plough were spelt the same way. (" Shame .' ") He did,
though. But what did he (the Chairman) do '< He knocked the cove
down, and the beaks gave him three months for it. (" Oh, oh!")
Wasn't reform needed. (Cheers.)
SAILOR TOM entirely concurred with the remarks of the last

speaker, although, from experience, he was bound to say he did not
believe a single word of 'em. (

" '

Ear, 'ear ! ") Reform was needed.
His own plan was the best. He 'd tell 'em what it was. He was
called SAILOR, although he had been christened THOMAS CORAM,
arter the street where ne was found on a doorstep and conveyed to
the Foundlins Orspital. And when he signed his name to articles
ho put down a cross, and there was no bother about spelling. He
warn't much of a scholar, but shiver his timbers if he could see why
some of the big wigs could not adapt his system to everythink.
FAKKMKNT JOE had been convinced of the iniquitousness of our

spelling ever since that great and glorious martyr Sra ROOER
CHARLES DOUGHTI TICHBORNE had been sent to prison for not spelling
his words according to harbitery rules.
The meeting here paused to give three cheers for DR. KENEALY.

On resuming business it was discovered that FAKKMENT JOB had
gone. It was also discovered that he had gone without paying his
share of the reckoning. It was further discovered that one or two
little articles belonging to various gentlemen had gone with him.
CosTRRMONfiER ROBERT said that all he wanted was that words

should be spelt as pronounced. Notwithstanding the accident to
the Chairman (Cheers) he would knock anyone down who said
that d-o-n-k-e-y spelt moke. He had been eddicated in his youth,
and found out that all this spelling was the fault of DR. JOH>
(Groans.) Who was this JOHNSON ? Why he was a noosepaper man in

the neighbourhood of Fleet Street. Fleet Street was one of his many
pitches. There was a deal of noosepaper men thereabouts still, and
he did not think much of

' em. They talked about the history of the

language. That be blowed. They said if you altered the spelling
they used now to the new way, you wouldn't be able to read books
printed the old way. Bother books ! They warn't no good as ever
he see. Give a cove a barrer, and let mm 'arn his own grub.
Heady money and no accounts was his mutter, and on that a cove
could get along werry well without readin and writin. He 'd fight
any man therefor half-a-crown. (Cheers.)
ROHKY WILLIAM thought the School-Board was at the bottom of

it all. He was a cat's-meat man. (Laughter.) They might laugh,
but it was a noble calling. The School-Board did it. His little

bor was at school, and only last night home he comes, and he says,"
rather, what 's written on your basket is wrong.

' Katsmete '

is

incorrect." So I says,
"

Is
it, my shaver ? How do you spell

that P
" And I gives him a tidy dusting. The meeting might

depend upon it, School-Boards was aggerawating.
Somebody then asked whether the Chairman was going to stand

anything. The Chairman said he wasn't. Somebody else threw a
pewter pot at the Chairman. The Chairman put out the gas. A
smart interchange of opinions then ensued, Finally, the whole
meeting, escorted by five constables (placed at their disposal through
the courtesy of MB. INSPECTOR X 1), proceeded to Bow Street, where
they passed the night.

On Seeing Mr. Clayton in "All for Her," and afterwards
in "The Danischeffs."

THE Heroes in both plays have this in common
They 're far too good for our self-seeking lite :

One his head loses for a charming woman,
And t'other to another gives his wife.

Who '11 the first follow in such abnegation P

What modern lover for his love would die P

But is the other act past imitation P
" Oh no !

" a crowd of henpecked husbands cry.

MRS. MALAPROP RIOHT FOR OXCE. When she called the bright
moment between two showers an Interregnum.
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OUE NOVEL SERIES.*

This week we have the pleasure ofplacing More the public the first

Chapter of an entirely original Novel, entitled

THE HELLENIC PHAKTOR.
A KHOKAND-BOUL STORT.

WUITTB BY

THE EIGHT HON. W. E. GL--ST--E, M.P.

CHAPTER I. The Pnyx and the Gnomon.^

BETWEEN the rivers of the Zupp TJntein and the Aurnum Untul
Vortar of the Garrene Parrukh, which, it is believed by such high
authorities as BOBLOT and EEETUN (vide Metrop. Imp. Vol. ii.

p. 210), to have been the Matohtaxartes and Stattesphairon of the

ancients, bounded on the north by the Tural Ural Mountains, and
on the south by the Great Kittjenn Range, lies the fertile region of

the Beeynr Kappz, now inhabited by the Volgrest people" Qui
cultros in faucibus suit manducantes ponebant," (Mores Sarba-
rorum. Opuic. Lib. ii.)

This forms the Brym, Boundary, or head-quarters of the Zschap-
pau Maykurs, living under the iron presidency of a Hatti Scheriff.J
Here the native races are as rude and uncultivated as the soil they
vainly try to utilise. The distinctive feature of the younger por-

* To the Public. In pursuance of our plan, and in the unfettered exercise
of our Editorial

discretion, we were compelled to return the remainder of the
MS. romance commenced in our lait week's issue by MR. GEO. H. WH-LL-Y.
Of course after this we must eipect to be stigmatised by the Member for
Peterborough aa Jesuits and Anti-Claimantists. We have no doubt that The
Masked Mon/t will prove a most thrilling and exciting romance, if restricted
to about half an

ordinary-sized novel volume; but we regret that in its

present form it is unsuited to the tone of this journal. We have returned it
to MR. GEO. H. WH-LL-Y, at Peterborough, reminding him that compression
is the better part of authorship. In this present number we give a chance to
an eminent Hand, whose first instalment will be welcomed with pleasure,
and, we hope, read with interest. ED.
t Thu was divided in the form of five numbered headings, subdivided into

a, 6, e, &c. As this occupied too much space, we have extracted the essence
(as we think) in this simplified superscription. ED.

J Knapp and Tyler's Reports, folio.

tion of the community is the long nose, with which the stranger
meets at every turn of the conversation, at once making abortive all

serious reply to earnest inquiry, and producing feelings akin to

distrust and repugnance on the part of the impressionable traveller.
The central and most civilised division of this district, called

Kapul Kaut, is situated within a few hours' march of Kaunii, and is

inhabited by various Mahqmmedan, Christian, Persian, Jewish, and
other nomad races the Stirpes Noninsance of the ancients, modelled
on the'manner of the traditional Sitti communities, herding together
for common protection from the wild Bulls and savage Bears, and
only collecting their means of existence from the considerable ad-

mixture, and daily extended sprinkling, of foreign Stocks.
It is a region through which have passed, from time to time, the

Hems, the Hahs, the Guls, the Noguls, the Svindlahs, the Dubs,
the Shamms, and the Hums. These last, compelled, in their west-
ward course, to flee from the vicinity of the Bug, from causes analo-

gous to those which have forced more civilised races to retire from
continental caravanserai, and to quit furnished apartments on the

various sea-boards, have finally settled on the Tartaric basin. Here
despotic Tyranny,
under the guise of

lawful Government,
displayed its most
hideous terrors.

RETSCHID PASIIA
and AVATAE KHAN
were consummate
scoundrels, who
thought nothing of

wantonly impaling
the several members
of their own families,
under the diplomatic
pretext of "esta-
blishing fixed rela-

tions." They were,
however, completely
upset by the personal
bravery and fearless-

ness of GENEKAL
TCHOPIZT9ESOFP, who
took the citadel, over-
turned AVATAEKHAN,
and then crowned his

victory by taking a
bath. RETSCHID
PASHA, unable to face
the Muscovite guns,
chose rather to end
his life of sensuality
and bloodshed by the

ingenious method
employed for the de-
struction of Deioneus.
On a certain Black

Friday, still devoutly
kept as a festival in
his subjects' calendar,
RETSCHID PASHA
stepped on to a few
light branches which
barely concealed the
furnace of live coals

that awaited his descent. Thus, as HOMES sings, he

But no mere extirpation can be permanently successful which is not
directed ad radices. The axe rusts while the Upas tree grows."

Increscit accessit." (Ludi Hawardeni Lib. Jocularis, Vol. I.)
Thus the Russians, to as much of their credit as remains, be it

said, have scratched the match of civilisation on the sand-paper of
the Desert. Not theirs the blame, if what would have been the
light of other days is not to be kindled by a process that can only
be described as a system at once arbitrary, ambiguous, and non-
progressive ; for the Match of Civilisation (and here I may refer to the
evidence of BODLOT, an unimpeachable witness experienced in such
questions) is wanting in the one touch of universal sympathy, and,
whether rubbed the right or the wrong way, will not exhibit itself
as a mere product of a Trades Union, but will obstinately prefer to
leave _a

whole generation in obscurity, rather than afford immediate
illumination by submitting to be ignited anywhere, save and except
on its own private and peculiar box.

CHAPTER II. The Sporadic Transmarines in Progression.

SUCH as I have briefly sketched was the state of society under
MUDDEL ALI KHAN, when the hundred Argus eyes of the Vatican
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A PORE SUFFERER.

Lady.
" JUST OUT or THE INFIRMARY, ABE TOD ? You SEEM A COMPLKTB CUKE 1

"

Kobust Beggar.
"

Ail, BUT IT'S ALL m THE INN'ARDS, MARM!"

and the hundred hands of the Curia were directed towards the

East, in the hopes of profttine by one false Steppe of
. Tartary : hut

in vain. TRIBAKI Prror, the Greek Patriarch,
"
cont'urationem

fumigarit" and regarding it from his "avis occulus" point of

view, declined the tempting offer.
" Non 6 vero." (Op. Max. di

Ben Trovato, Cap. vi.)

At the time of the commencement of my story the advanced intel-

ligence of the people was casting off for ever the vile slough of

servitude, and was preparing to offer a desperate and patriotic
resistance to the cruel and treacherous Mussulman.
The Secret Societies were sitting and hatching, hut the revolu-

tionary fledgling had not yet shown its pecker through the thin

superficial shell, nor, as yet, had any effort been made to get rid of

the heavy yoke. To one of these secret societies belonged the young
HTTPSILON, Hellenic chieftain, who had been solemnly and eccle-

siastically united to the fair IOTA by PHILAKUPOLDOS, the celebrated
Greek Particle of Constantinople. These Uniates would have lived

happily, but for a sudden note from OrnEKLEroos, the leader of the

Insurgent Band, who, however, was only an instrument, though a

powerful one, in the hands of others. This latter, namely OPHE-
KLEIDOS, was by profession the editor of a daily AntHellenic journal
called the Pellmellos Oazettos, which from time to time startled the
world by the loudness, and not infrequently by the falseness, of its

occasional notes, which it is said were for the most part inspired by
one BLASTOS, the King's Chamberlain.

I do not undervalue the services of a free Press in a free State, as
I have before now proved to those who once knew how to conduct a

penny diurnal, nor am I blind to the advantages of printer's ink.

the more than fifty-four thousand copies of one of my sensational

pamphlets being an argumentum ad pocketum that no mere human
testimony to the contrary can withstand ; but I can never suffi-

ciently estimate the flattery of which the Pellmellos Gazettes made
me the object, when its talented Editor, quoting from certain books
about the "Bulgarian Horrors," paid me the unprecedented com-
pliment of adopting the method, wnieh I had previously employed
when writing on Catholic Allegiance, that is, of garbling authorities
wherever it was possible, though the same gentleman fell short of

his model in not attempting to translate what he did not under-

stand, and in not mistranslating the text wherever it made
strongly against his own case. The Pellmellos Gazettes, edited by
OPHEKLEIDOS, is written

" hominibus ad homines "
I should say"

.Domini* ad dominos "
(vide Class. Diet., Art.

" Sal de F Opera,"
No. 1 Le Domino), and I can only characterise the articles to which
I refer as a stupendous effort to whitewash the heroes of Bulgarian
Horrors, for the sake of the holders of Belgravian Houses.t

* *

t It was when we arrived at this point in the Novel (?) that we, in our
Editorial capacity, ventured to send to the illustrious Author, to inquire, in

the politest manner possible,
" when the story was going to begin i

"
In

reply to this, we received what the eminent writer was pleated to term " a

letter," but which wn in reality a small pamphlet, explaining to usJ!ntly,
how the present work had ever come to be written ; secondly, giving us a
sketch of the literature of the world up to the present time ; thirdly, a review
of LORD BEACONSFIELD'S

policy,
us traceable in his romances ; fourthly,

showing us what would be his (W. E. G.'s) answer to certain probable ques-
tions concerning the work in hand ; fifthly, explaining to us that bis strongest
situation in tbe Fiftieth Chapter was founded on an episode in the Bulgarian
Horrors ; tixthly, giving us a valuable and learned disquisition on the Ameri-
can interest in the discovery of Agamemnon's tomb; teventhh/, impressing

upon us the local colouring which he intended to give in his Fifth Volume,
where the scene would be laid in Wales, when he would treat us to a graphic
account of the disestablishment of the Early British Church by AUGUSTINE ;

eighthly, telling us how an entire volume, at present uncertain, would be
devoted to the History of the Axe in the Forests of England and Wales, illus-

trated with woodcuts ; and, ninthly, pointing out, emphatically, the end, aim,
and general scope of the Novel, as bearing upon the political progress and the

liberal development of the Human Race.

Honoured, as we are, by this exhaustive and exhausting reply,
we regret

our inability to devote all our pages for the next six months to the publication
of this full and laborious answer to our simple question ; nor, we add, also

with regret, can we proceed with this most interesting work of fiction, wnich,
however, we can confidently recommend to any large publishing firm, as likely
to command the immediate attention of the trade and the public. En.

JOINT ACCOUNT. A Butcher's hill.
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A GREAT DESIDERATUM.
fascinating, but frivolous Fair One. "WHAT A PITT TOUR HUSBAND DOESN'T

HAVE PLATE-GLASS PUT ON HIS PICTURES, AS SOME PEOPLE DO !

"

Hostess.
" YOU THINK IT MAKES THE PICTURES KICHER IN TONE ?

"

Fascinating Fair One.
"

I DON'T KNOW ABOUT THAT, BUT ONE CAN SEE ONE'S-

SSLF IN THEM, AT LEAST !

"

BROWNRIGG ON THE BEAUTIFUL.
SINCE the time now above a hundred years ago

when MOTHER BHOWNRIGO
"
Whipped two female prentices to death,
And hid them in the coal-hole"

so purchasing for herself an immortality of infamy, and
making her name a synonym for infliction of lingering
death oy torture on the weak and unresisting we have
seldom read of a series of more diabolical cruelties than
those inflicted by a couple of brutes, a "gentleman"
farmer and his wife, at Iver-heath, ;near Slough, on a
wretched little nurse-girl of sixteen, hired by them
from the Princess Louise's Home at Wansford.
But the horror of the case alone would not have led us

to harrow our readers' feelings even by allusion to the

disgusting ill-usage by this well-matched pair of the
wretched girl, on whom they were allowed for a while
to wreak their devilish lust of tormenting. The re-

markable point, which prompts Punch's comment, is

that when MRS. MOHRIS, the female tormentor, hired the

girl at the Home, she expressed to the Matron her regret
that she was not better-looking, as she wished her child
from the first

"
to look only on what was beautiful" !

MRS. MORRIS must evidently have been a person of the
most delicate (esthetic sensibilities. Who knows but
that she ill-used CAROLINE CARTER out of sheer disgust
with her plain face. Just as "a thing of beauty"
would have been " a joy for ever," the thing of home-
liness was a constant aggravation, and was made to pay
for her plain face by proddings from forks, lashings from
horse-whips, kickings up and down stairs from MR.
MORRIS'S new boots, pinchings of pieces of flesh from her
bare body, pluckitogs out of her hair by handfuls, and
breakings of her head and arm with the kitchen-poker.
"Serve her right!

" What business had she to be so

provokingly plain, with a Mistress possessed by such a

strong sense of The Beautiful ?

And what an instructive light does the case thus re-

garded throw on the profound truth, so earnestly of late

inculcated by a certain school of critics and artists

amongst us, of the absolute independence of Ethics and
Esthetics, and the entire absence of correlation between
Art and Morals.

ALARMING STATE OF THE JOKE MARKET.

WHAT will our Yankee cousins say if they"
Yesterday's Markets "

in the English papers ?

"American Spirits dull, quotations weak."

read

THE BEST COVERING FOR A RIVER-BED. Sheets of

rain.

PLANS FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF LONDON.
SIR WILFRID LAWSON'S. Close all the Public-Houses, and prohibit

all Spirits, but the good spirits produced by my speeches, or the

perusal of Joe Miller.

Major O' Gorman's. Soberise the Great Babylon, and don't allow
HER MAJESTY to be insulted by the sale of Scotch whiskey in
licensed publics, while there is Irish whiskey for the importing.
Mr. Whalley's. Make it penal in the butchers to sell any legs of

mutton with the Pope's-eyes in them.

Dr. Richardson's. Pull down all the houses, and re-build them
upside down.

West-End Tradesmen's. Abolish the Civil Service Stores, and
banish MR. WHITELEY.
The Theatrical Managers'. Shut up all the Music-Hails.

The Music-Hall Proprietors'. Close all the Theatres.

Materfamilias's.' Open depots in every parish for the sale of
American beef at importers' prices.

The Butchers' Prohibit the importation of dead meat from
beyond sea.

Paterfamilias's. Suppress the Vestries, and get rid of Rates and
Taxes.
Mr. William Sikes's. Reduce the number of the Police.

Jemima's, Sarah's, and Mary Anne's. Build a lot more barracks,
and double the force of Guards in London.

Metropolitan Asylum Hoard's. Open a Small -Pox Hospital
everywhere.

Everybody's. Open a Small-Pox Hospital anywhere else.

The Upper Ten's. Increase the area of Hyde Park Corner,
make a new road from Piccadilly, through St. James's Park, to

Westminster, and beautify the Thames Embankment.
The Lower Millions'. Keep all the open spaces witKin a holiday-

trip distance of London, and make those we have in London avail-

able. See our streets payed and scavenged. Make it penal to build
houses without foundations, ventilation, water-tight walls, and
means of cleanliness and decency. Find us better places of amuse-
ment than the penny-gaff and the public-house, and better dwellings
than the back slums. Double the Board Schools and halve the

Gin-Shops.

SHORT WAY WITH THE SULTAN.

You, by the Prophet's beard who 'swear,
The Porte and Vatican compare !

MAHOMET'S heir to the Successor
Of PETEH, Pontiff and Confessor ?

You imitate the Papal way
Of saying Powers and Princes nay ?

With you, at least, when you refuse
To treat, such roundness they might use,
As some would e'en presume to give
His Holiness's negative.
To you, when likewise you deny
The claims of reason, and reply" Non possumus

"
to their request,

Their words should be " Necesse est."
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A SHARP BOY.
Little Sweeper.

" R'MBMBIE THE POOH SWEEPER, MY HOBLB CAPTAIN I

"

Old General (to himself).
" EQAD ! I MUST BE LOOKING UNCOMMONLY YOUNG

TO BE TAKEN FOR A CAPTAIN !

"
[flings the Jloy a Shilling,

A IlIUIi'S-KVK VIKW OF THK FUTIKK.

the Pcarork Jdium itt I': >,

Master. lli'oiiLKs, where has your Mistress put her
Mamma P

It'iiiyles. In the Stormy Petrol lloom, Sir.

. And the young Ladies ?

Hiujtjltx. Miss LOUISA and Miss ALICE arc in the Bird
of Paradise Kooin, Sir.

M"*t<-r. And M \STKR GEOHGE ?

Mftgfiei. MA.M'KK GKOU<;K is cleaning his (run in the

uoom, and MASTER HAKKY is studying in the Owl

Jliistir. Good. Then wo shall not he interrupted.
Have you got the list from your Mistress of the oilier

Visitors we expect ?

Haggles. Yes, Sir. There 's LORD and LADY TOMNODDY.
Muster. All! heavy upper-crust swells. Put them in

the Golden Kagle lioom.

,4 Jlttggles. Yes, Sir. And where is MAJOH SCABT to go P
" Master. Let me see famous traveller, and excellent

appetite. Yes. You may put him in the Swallow lioom.

Haggles. And Mu. ana MBS. WHITE P

Master. LT'm ! the people who give the good dinners.

The Cormorant Itoom.

Itiujijlus.
( 'ertainly, Sir. And MB. TOODLES ?

Master. The Dramatic Author. Oh, in the Goose lioom.

Help to remind him of his first nights.
Hugglet. That 's all, Sir Oh, no, I forgot MR. and

Mi; . HUMDRUM.
Master. You may give them the Common Barn-Door

Fowl lioom. Quite good enough for such a Darby and
Joan. Come along, while 1 write the tickets for the

room-doors. [Exeunt.

" Quern JOCUB circumvolat et Cupido."

(To a famous and ancient Home of Supper and Sony.)

An, vocal nest of singing-hoys,
Around thee floats a glamour.
Thou once wcrt EVANS'S late JOT'S,
And now art kept by AMOK I

From Joy to Love, how sweet to fly,

With PADDY GEEEN'S ghost smiling by !

Still with his courteous snuff-box seen,
A ghost in ever-greenest Green !

A VISION OP A CONSTITUTIONAL CRISIS.

SCENE Interior of the Dolgmabatche Palace, Constantinople.
TIME Morning. SULTAN ABDTJL-HAMID seated on a Sofa, hit

face bound up.

Sultan. Sheitan take this tooth ! Yet for one thing Allah be

praised I MIDHAT has departed. Show in EDHEM PASHA.

EiiU'r EIIIIKM PASHA, who salaams.

Sultan. The traitor, MIDHAT, may think himself lucky to have
been spared the sack ! What canst thou for us do, new Grand
Vizier ?

Edhem. On my eyes be it, Commander of the Faithful ! But
EDHEM has rheumatic pains, which scarcely fit him to work a new
Constitution.
Sultan. I accept thy resignation. Send to me MADMOUD PASHA, my

new Grand Vizier.

Edhem. Let me tell my Lord that MAIISIOUD knows no tongue
but that of the Osmanli.

Sultan. Allah be thanked ! Then can he not conspire with the
Franks, llusski, Prusski, or Engliski. My curses on the triple-
tongued I Go I [EDHEM rettret.

Enter MAHMOUD DAMAD PASHA, who salaams.

Sultan. MIDHAT is of the Past, and EDHEM, who succeeded him,
is no more of the Present. I have selected thee, MAHMOUD DAMAD,
to execute my wishes, and to tell me what they are.

Mahmoud(who has a twitch in his left eye). Commander of the

Faithful, your devoted slave is Turk to the backbone. [ Twitches.
Sultan. Don't wink !

Mahmoud. Know, Light of the Faithful, my eye has twitched
from my birth up.

Sultan. I can't have a Grand Vizier who winks. If these Giaours
came conferring here again, your wink might be mistaken for a
sign [of . intelligence by that pig IGNATIEFF or that sour SALISBURY
PASHA. Go !

Mahmoud. Let not the Commander of the Faithful
Sultan. Go I I say. And send BLAGUE PASHA hither. He at

least doth not wink ; or if he doth, he means it. [Exit MAHMOUD.
Sultan. May Eblis be the end of this tooth of mine ! (Enter

BLAGUE PASHA.) Ha ! my new Vizier ! I know no slave so trusty
as thou art. Toll me what to do with this accursed Constitution.

Blague Pasha. Padishah, I will. (Takes out an English pencil-
case and memorandum-book.) If your Highness will give me one
minute's attention

Sultan. Attention from me ! What is that instrument ? A
Feringhee pencil-case I There I Take thy dismissal ! Send me
VBFITK PASHA at once 1

Blague Pasha. Commander of the Faithful
Sultan. Be thou commanded ! Send me another Vizier, I say !

Hot!

[Exit BLAGUE PASHA. Viziers appear and disappear, at inter-

vals of five minutes, through the clay. Ecentually, there
are no mure Viziers to call up, and the SULTAN it forced to

recall MIDHAT PASHA, who, if he is wise, will stay where he

is, and do nothing.

A Voice from Wild Wales.

11*.
IK reference to a funny picture which appeared in your number a

fortnight ago, allow me to state, for your own private information and edifica-

tion, that nine Welshmen out of ten have never seen a leek, much lest eaten

one. With the profoundest respect for your erudition in nil matters which do
not concern Wales and Welshmen, I remain, dear Mr. Punch,

Your, very sincerely, CYMBICUS.

MR. PUNCH sits corrected, and eats his leek. He had always
associated the leek with Wales as religiously as the thistle with
Scotland.

" CYMRICUS" should pick a quarrel with Fluellen. Is

not the leek worn on St. David's Day ? and if so, why ?

VOL. LSXII.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

\\

',

EHHAPS " PEPYS' Essence" would be fairer.

Punch has been strongly urged by many of his correspondents to let the worthy old Clerk of the

Acts continue to report for him for a while longer, and is well-disposed to do so. But see, MB.

EDLIN, the effects of your late encouragement of Spiritualism by that unfortunate judgment of

yours upsetting the Slade conviction, which we are glad to see not less energetically repudiated

by an overwhelming majority of your brother Magistrates of the Middlesex Bench why did they
allow you to misrepresent them P than by the Higher Court, which has granted a mandamus
for a hearing of the Slade case on the merits.

Since he admitted SAM PEPYS''Ghost to a hearing, Punch's sanctum has been the nightly resort of spirits, nnbottled. Pity that

MESSRS. DAY & Co., the agents of the Customs Bill of Entry Office, and those who invented the patent capsule that secures pure Cognac

against tampering with by retailing media, have not as yet been able to extend their operations from distilled spirits to disembodied ones !

A whole tram of ghosts, who in the flesh frequented the Houses of Parliament, and reported the debates, even while it was against law

to convey Essence of Parliament beyond the doors of St. Stephen's the ghost of ANDREW MARVELL, of SWIFT, of ADDISON, of DICK

STBELE, of DOCTOR JOHNSON, nay, of BOZZY himself, and the gentle GOLDSMITH have been bombarding Punch for leave to share the

labours of SAMUEL PEPYS, his ghost, and to be allowed to aid in expressing the essence of the Collective Wisdom for Mr. Punch. We
have in fact a ghostly reporter's staff ready to our hand, and may, as we see occasion, use it. Meanwhile we allow dear old SAMUEL
PEPYS his fairly-earned precedence. He reports :

Monday, February 19. My Lords up betimes, there being nothing for their Lordships to do but to adjourn, which they did,

mighty merry.
(Commons). MB. GLADSTONE was fain to know who were "

the important personages" that SIB H. ELLIOT did write of as wishing to

drive the Turk out of Europe, to whom SIR STAFFOBD XORTHCOTE did make answer he was sorry he could not be in SIB H. ELLIOT'S mind

methought he is better in his own but did think that Iperchance
SIR HENBY did include MB. GLADSTONE himself among the said

"
important personages," wherein, indeed, SIB HENRY would but have been blundering with some that should have known better.

But methinks this.ripping up of old sores, and old dispatches, is poor work, and so the House and the country do seem to hold it, and
I do see there will be no more oflit, which I am glad of, the House having other and more pressing business in hand, and, indeed, your

Englishman loves not crying over spilt milk.
So MR. HARDY to his Universities Bill, and did show how he had strengthened the Oxford Commission, and shortened its duration,

whereof general approval. Only MB. LOWE, that I had longed mightily to hear, he being a man of marvellous quick wit, and a biting tongue,

though he hath somewhat too much affected the sharpening of it on such as he deems fools, and chiefly the sort of fellows who must
needs come a-pestering our Offices on Deputations a thing we knew not in my time, and therein were the more -favoured, but yet,

if we
had had Deputations to Our Office, e'en at our hardest lack for money and captains and good guidance, I warrant me we would have found a

LOWE of our own to answer them did speak mighty sharp, but not so wisely methought, against the Bill,
as one for giving over the

Universities to be inquired of and regulated by Commissioners, which he would have had done rather by Parliament as wishing, methinks,
his own finger in the pie. But on the whole the Bill approved, and methinks will pass.

And ono HOPE, a facetious Dutchman, mighty pleasant on the change of parts betwixt the Conservative Government that hath

turned Reformer, and the Reformers that be turned Conservatives. But In and out, makes change about," as the old saw hath it ;

and for my part, so the Universities be made more profitable for sound; learning and religious education, it seems small matter who
shall make them. And I did bethink me much of Magdalen College, Cambridge, in my time, and how much liquor we did suck in there,
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and how little learning, and how I and one HIND, my chamber-fellow,
were solemnly admonished in ME. HILL'S chamber by DR. JOHN
WOOD, and MR. HILL, in presence of the assembled fellows, for

having been scandalously overserved with drink, as may be read in

the College Register Book to this day.
But I thank my stars I did leave Cambridge and married my

wife early, poor, pretty wretch, and did well, thanks to my Lord and
Our Office. So I home, and thinking of the many strange changes
of the times only Our Office less changed than most things.

Tuesday. In the Lords a mighty press of strangers, and many
of the Commons House crowding in at the bar, even to sitting on
the floor, to hear his Grace my LORD DUKE OF ARGYLL fire off his

big gun on the Eastern matter, which they do indeed well name the
Eastern Question, for methinks, here at least, 'tis all question and
no answer, and did call attention to the instructions given to my
LORD MARQUIS OF SALISBURY, wherein were two great ends set forth,
the better governing of the Turk, and the securing the peace of

Europe, of which ends by the Duke s showing as yet was not even a

beginning. And so to his indictment, and spoke mighty well and fiery
for an hour and a half, and well listened to ; but when all was done

methought there was nothing to answer, his gun being, as it were,
shotted with blank cartridge ; as in truth my Lords DERBY and SALIS-
BURY and BEACONSFEELDwere quick to see and to say, and took as much
time in the saying of their nothing as my LORD DUKE in the saying of

his, which was pretty to note, and indeed the speakers in the Parlia-

ments of this time do show much more art and grace in the saying
of nothing than they did in my time, only my LORD DERBY did ihint
at the reforms promised by the Turk, and how it was but reasonable
to give them time to try to do better, and, Lord, to see how drowning
men will catch at straws when they have nought better to catch 'at,

for the House did cheer this mightily.
And methought of all I best liked, my Lord MARQUIS OF SALIS-

BURY when he showed how in Turkey you had nothing to hold to but
the SULTAN, that was afraid to reform matters, and the old Turks,
that were too pig-headed to understand why any reform was wanted,
which methought did go far to dispose of my LORD DERBY'S hope :

and for my part I see nothing for it but the strong hand of the Mus-
covite, that, at least, knoweth his own mind, and putteth his trust
in his "Bog," as he calls his god, andkeepeth his powder dry, as the
Old Protector was wont to do, and had ho been here methinks
England had known her own mind too, better than she doth, or at
least they that speak for her.
And so I home, with little contentment, save of the brave speaking

about nothing ;
for there was nothing in the Commons House but talk

of a Small-pox Hospital, built in a scurvy and foul neighbourhood
Limehouse way, where yet I do remember worshipful folk living in

my time. But indeed most things do move westward now-a-days
strangely, save only the Turk, who will ^not, and as yet I do see
small will to force him, if the Muscovite do not.

Wednesday. A good Bill of one COWPEE TEMPLE, for the cutting
down of Officers and Fees in the Ecclesiastical Courts, not, methinks,
before 'tis needed, for, indeed, I do remember these Courts and fees
much cried out upon in my time, when they first grew up again after
the Old Protector's lusty lopping that I did think then they never
would grow again, and lo they are even now as thriving and thievish,
it seems, as ever. But, at last, it doth seem as if all were come to
be ashamed of them, and MR. CROSS did move the referring of the
Bill to a Select Committee, not, as Select Committees are often used,
for the shelving of the same but for the making it work to better

purpose. And in such matters all do agree CROSS doth well and
to good purpose. Which pleases me.
Then a Bill for the enabling of Scotch tenants to deal with game

that vexeth them, as hares and rabbits and doth sore consume
their crops, and no wonder they seek to have leave to shoot them,
and methinks will get it, sooner than the same sort in England, your
Scotch being apter to put their heads together, and their heads being
harder, and sending to Parliament men who will work their will
and seeing the wickedness that comes of poaching whereof in my
time we heard little or nothing in these hard and crowding times,
it did seem to me strange to learn that the Game Laws in this

country had grown rather stricter than softer, and methinks should
not be so, if all did their part.

Thursday. In the Lords, my LOED BEACONSFrELD, mighty solemn
after his wont, explaining of things loosely said by him on Tuesday,
and strange to see how, while seeming to admit his looseness of

speech, he did yet seem to make it out that his loose-speaking was
more to the purpose than other men's closeness. But it appears
that we have been to blame in taking away our consuls from Turkey,
who might have kept our Ambassador informed, and so done
something, if not much, to keep the Turk to better behaviour ; and,
indeed, without consuls to serve an ambassador as eyes, how is he to
see what passes in a wide and waste country like Turkey, with no
roads, and no journals or news-writers P

I sore grieved to hear that the Cattle Plague had got in amongst
us once more ; and now the steed is stolen, mighty active they all

are in shutting of the stable-door. To-morrow had been fixed for the

adjourned talking about the Eastern Question, but the Commons did

very wisely, as I thought, resolve, to-night, they would have no more
of such idle talking, that serves to no purpose, only to breed bickering.
And I do hope we shall have no more light young fellows girding at
MR. (GLADSTONE, for methinks young MASTKR CHAPLIN did look

mighty foolish to-night, and all thinking of the tongue-basting he
had last week, and had but his deserts, if ever saucy young
Jackanapes.had.

I glad to hear that in the carrying out of the great new street
about to be made from Tottenham Court Road (that was indeed a
wide road in my time) to the corner of Charing Cross, the portico of
St. Martin's Church be not to be touched, as the Metropolitan Board
were minded. And indeed though it was built since my time, I do
think it a mighty pretty portico, and one SIR CHRISTOPHER would
have admired, and methinks pity to.lose it in this town, where so

few things pretty.

FROM NILE TO THAMES.
" To offer a present of thia sort is to illustrate the romance of riches ....

To distribute wealth in a poetical way a man must have a born genius for the

occupation, and it is as difficult ,to suggest any work of what ARISTOTLE
might have called Jthe 'art of expenditure,' as it is impossible to withhold
admiration where a great stroke is done. 1 The gift of Cleopatra's needle is

such a stroke,and deserves aesthetic approval as well as gratitude." The
Saturday Review on Hit. EKASMUS WILSON'S proposal \to'f remove the Alex-
andria Obelisk lo England.

B. PUNCH was in his sanctum

reading his Saturday Review.
A dreamy feeling came over the

Sage, Toby fidgetted, the lamp burned dim, and looking up, Mr.
Punch beheld a Presence ! So "the dull cold-blooded C^ESAE "in
GEEOME'S picture, lifting his gaze from desk and scroll, meets with

amaze the
" bold black eyes," which had witched world-conquerors

of softer mould than he, and helped so considerably to rid him of

a formidable rival. Mr. Punch is neither dull nor cold-blooded, and
he always bows in courtesy to Beauty ! He did so now.
" Must I introduce myself in form ?

" murmured that miraculous

voice musically.
"Beauty," responded the Sage, "needs no other introduction

than itself ; and as for farm," Mr. Punch's admiring regard

completed the sentence.

"You know me then?" queried his -visitor, with a glow, which
on cheeks less brown and bold, would have been a blush.
" And acquit MARK ANTONY of madness," responded Mr. Punch,

with subtle courtesy.
"Since TENNYSON met me in that mysterious wood, I have not

shown myself to mortal," continued CLEOPATRA. But I do admire

Men. and have long had a desire to look on you."
I will never henceforth be hard on feminine curiosity, said
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Egyptian

Mr. Punch. "It has served me too well in the present instance.
Mrs. Punch, is at home. May I have "

"My curiosity does not extend to her," quoth the E
Enchantress, drily.

"
Besides, I have business with you."" My pages," said Mr. Punch, apprehensively, are well sup-

plied; but any contribution from your Majesty would "
' Find its way thither" interrupted his guest, good-naturedly,

pointing to Mr. Punch's capacious, but yet overflowing, waste-paper
basket. "

Its proper destination, doubtless. No ; such women as
I care no more for the pen than for the needle. Leave the one
to the Lydias, the other to the Dorcases ; wo work with other
u.Mpons. And that is why lobject to that obelisk, which I hear
you are about to have transferred hither, being called by so in-

appropriate a name. '

Cleopatra's Needle,' indeed!; Fancy myfame
being associated with the housewife's humble implement!

"

"A Cockneyism, doubtless," replied the Sage. "But nicknames
are the Nemesis of greatness ; and slang, like a sapper, respects
nothing and nobody."

'

Precisely," replied the Serpent of Old Nile.
" Yet I look to you

to discountenance, as much as may be, the Cockneyising of this
relic of my rule. Why it should bo removed from the vicinity of
Guaar's temple

"

"As in your Majesty's time it was removed from the temple of
the god Turn," interpolated Mr. Punch, politely."

Ah, yes !

"
sighed the Queen, sadly.

" Who can contend with
Time and Change P From Heliopolis to the Thames Embankment

a far cry. Turn was the god of the Setting Sun, and the sun of
Old fcgypt has

Ion;? since set. What destiny JOUBEBT, GOSCHEN,& Co. and the. Engineers will make for New Egypt who shall say?' At least it is not likely to have another CLEOPATRA," said Mr.
Punch.
"The prudes" and the political economists would say, 'So much

the better !

' Eh ?
"

queried the Queen."
Well-they might," admitted Mr. Punch.

"
my life

In Egypt ! the dalliance and the wit,
The (lattery and the strife !

"

murmured CLEOPATRA, as if to herself."
Well," said the Sage, reflectively,

" GORDON PASHA is not
exactly a '

mailed Bacchus.' perhaps, and Egyptian Bonds are now
suggestive of something other than the imprisoning arms of CLEO-
PATRA, though to many a modern ANTONY they may have proved
almost as fatal."

' '

Contented there to die.' ''quoted the Queen, for sole response to
this subtle insinuation. "

Well, well, times change, ERASMUS
WILSON doubtless means well, and even the unromantic Saturday
Review seems to see poetry in his project. I confess I do not. Bu'
at any rate, dear Mr. Punch" the Sage bowed and blushed "

let us
hope that all the poetry will not evaporate in the process of carrying
it out. You islanders are so Bccotian, and so blundering, in monu-
mental matters especially." The Sage blushed again, but from quite
another emotion. "

Don't let Cockney Edilism wholly vulgarise my
obelisk, and pray reserve your

'
sesthetio approval

'
until it is provec

to be deserved, lest CLEOPATRA'S curse be as potent as Minerva's, one
ERASMUS

" ' With ERATOSTRATUS and ELGIN shine,
In many a branding page, and burning line.'

"

"
Well, the cases are perhaps somewhat different," quoth Mr.

Punch, but your Majesty may trust me to keep my eyes on the
Monolith if everJ have the good fortune to set them there, and ii

I see any signs of a good gift being badly disposed of, be sure Mr.
Punch will play the part of BTRON'S minatory Pallas, and proba-
bly with more practical effect than even angered divinity produced."

Ah, ten thousand thanks !
"
ejaculated the Queen, in a gush of

maddening melody, and making play with her "
piercing orbs," in a

ishion which so startled that most prudent of preux chevaliers, Mr.
rimch, that he awoke, and found the fire out, and Judy in elegant
deshabille, standing before him, evidently 'primed with an eloquent
Jeremiad.

The Ministerial Fix.
THE crux, when Turk and Tartar quarrel,
And Turk seeks succour ministerial,

Is that material aid 's immoral,
And moral aid is immaterial.

A Questionable Title.

WITEN we read in the Athenaum that it was the Poet Laureate
who gave MR. KNOWLES the title of his new periodical, The Nine-

th,
Century to which Punch wishes all success one can't help

remembering how the Poet Laureate has characterised that century,
in Maud, as the

"
Wretchedest age since the world began."

BISHOPS ON THE STAGE.
(A Suggestion to the Worthy and Liberal DR. FRASER.)

WE have lately seen a real

live Bishop on the

Stage, tpeaking to the
best purpose, and most in the

spirit of the character, as

mouth-piece of good sense,
Bound morals, and Christian

charity. Among various other

objections to the Ballet but
too well-founded, the Lawn-
Lord of Manchester animad-
verted on the brevity of the
Ballet Girls' skirts, ''which,"
had he wanted an illustration,
he might have said, "were no

longer than a Bishop's apron."
If the word of a Bishop goes

far, how far would
a Bishop's act go ?

As one Bishop
has ventured on
the Stage, why
shouldn't a dozen,

why shouldn't the
entire hierarchi-
cal strength of
the Establishment

step out and give us a Ballet of Bishops, with their aprons properly
licensed by the LORD CHAMBERLAIN If There 's a novelty for any en-
terprising Manager ! The Alhambra Company might go in for it, or
MR. JOHN HOLLINOSIIEAD might find an opening for them. The scene
would be simple,representing the exterior of an old Cathedral and the
entrances to the cloisters, something like what one knows in Roberto
or Favorita. A bench on which Bishops are discovered, seated. In
the centre a view of some lawn, with Bishops playing at bowls,
described in the programme as

"
a bowl of Bishop." Some are

playing lawn-tennis. To them enter archly an Archbishop, playing
a pastoral on his pipe, and followed by a crowd of Colonial Bishops
dancing gaily. The Colonial Bishops woo the other Bishops, who are
seated coyly on the Bench. To these enter Kuril Deans, with ribands,
pipe and tabor : they start on seeing their rivals the Colonials.
The Home-brewed Bishops rise from the Bench, and implore the

opposing parties to keep the peace.
The Rural Deans defy their rivals, and, after several futile

charges on the part of the Colonial Bishops, the latter are defeated,
and, flying in confusion, trip up on the peal of an organ which has
been carelessly left about, and leap from various heights of imagina-
tion into the See of Canterbury, when the scene changes, discovering
a Perpetual Curate seated in a car drawn by Prebendaries, while
Precentors, as outriders, and young Vergers, crowned and playing
on timbrels, are passing under a Triumphal Arch-deacon.
There might be a Collection for some charitable object at the doors

of the theatre, and on the play-bill might be printed a copy of what
a
Bishop

would have said, had there been a sermon. " The whole
to conclude " with a Grand Archidiaconal Function ; and (for this
occasion only) a

MOST BRILLIANT DISPLAY OF ROCHETS!!!

YOUTH AND AGE.
" YOUTH will be served." A sporting maxim sage,
Sweeter to adolescence than to age.
Yet CHAPLIN must have known of many a case
Where aged clippers, famous once for pace,
On their own ground whipped weedy youngsters hollow,
Leading where Screws who challenged dared not follow.
If Youth could, as Youth fain would, be severe,
Old age, indeed, might have fair cause to fear ;

But Youth that 's raw as rash, unsinewed, slow,
May find with Age the pace it cannot go.
The gods love generous Greenness, but scarce smile
On impotence because 'tis puerile ;

Or cheek because 'tis callow. Fine, in truth,
To hear glib HAMILTON, in verdant youth,
Gird at

ripe Age, that 's game to give it weight,
And a bad beating. Tipsters, too elate
When Youth and Age contend, before yon wage,
'Twere well to know what Youth, and whose the Age !" Youth will be served !

"
Why. yes, when Youth is stout :

But feeble Youth may chance to be served out !
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A PLEASANT PROSPECT.
Genuine Enthusiast (to his Betrothed).

" WHEN WE WED, SACCIIARISSA, WE WILL SHUN THE VULGAR WEST-END, AND DWELL IN

oi.i', OLD WAINSCOTSD HOUSE IN THK HEART OP Souo
;
WK WILL HAVE NO FHIENDS THAT ARE NOT FINE OLD ENGLISH GENTLE-

MEN ALL OF THE OLDRN TlMK
;
NO BOOKS THAT HAVE NOT GOT NICE LONG " ESSES

"
LIKE "

cfs
"

;
OUR ONLY NEWSPAPEKS SHALL BE

THOSE OP THE PAST CENTURY, AND WE WILL LAUGH AT NO JOKES THAT ARE NOT AT LEAST OF A HUNDRED YEARS AGO. WnEN THK
GLOAMING COME?, WE WILL CAROL QUAINT OLD CANZONETS, IN EAELY FRENCH, TO AN OLD SPINET THAT I HAVE MY EVE UPON (QUITE
A BARGAIN, IN WAUDOUR STREET). AND SRE HERE, SACCHARISSA ! WHEN THE CANDLES ARE LIT, WE WILL SNUFP THEM WITH THIS

EXQUIMTE PAIR OF OLD SlLVEK-GlLT SNUFFERS WHICH I PICKED UP TO-DAY, FOR HALF-A-CllOWN, IN A SMALL COURT NEAR SAINT
MARTIN'S LANE I DOST THOU LIKE THE PICTURE?"

Saccharissa (whose real iiame is
' ' Sarah "

doubtftdhj).
" YE z E s 1

"

CAXTON.
(U77-1877.)

!'
I have practised and learned at my great charge and dispense to ordain

this said book in print after the manner and form as ye may see, and is not
written with pen and ink as other books be, to the end that every man may
have them at once

;
for all the books of this story here emprynted, as ye see,

were begun in one day and also finished in one day." CAXTON'S Preface to

hit first printed work, the " Tales of Troy."
"I have always regarded the connection of CAXTOX with Westminster

Abbey as a kind of type and emblem of the relation which ought to stand, as

many times it has stood, between the Church and the general diffusion of

light and knowledge throughout the world." The DEAN OF WESTMINSTER,
on the proposed Caxton Celebration, at the Jeruialem Chamber, on Feb. 17,
1877.

FOUR hundred years ! Slow Cycles of Cathay
Might compass less of wondrous growth and change,
Than those four centuries, since that fateful day
When COLAKD MANSION'S pupil brought awayFrom ancient Bruges his book-work new and fctrange.

Father of English Printing ! 'Tis a name
To front the Ages with, and ask their meed.
What fitter title to enduring fame,
Midst the uncounted myriads he may claim,
As gathering fruit of which he sowed the seed ?

The sturdy Kentish man, whose solid sense

Shaped us the tool which built us half our glory,
Better deserves our age's recompense

Of praise and anniversary eloquence,
Than half the heroes who yet live in story.

If GUTENBERG, FUST, SCHOSFFEB, famous band,
Record of stone and bronze in Metz may share,
Our English CAXTON, in the native land
Whose tongue he loved, and helped to shape, should stand
In monumental image sculptured fair.

The Mercer's son, who reared his "red pole
"
sign

In Margaret's Almonry so long ago,
Who praised, and printed, CHAUCER'S spring-tide lino,
Finds fitting spokesman in the brave divine
Who knows those precincts as few else may know.

"
On, STANLEY." on ! The task is one that fits

Thy liberal soul. To him you 'd celebrate,
Poets and Politicians, Saints and Cits.

Philosophers and Princes, Traders, Wits,
Alike arc debtors for their power and state.

Churchmen there may be whom brave CAXTON'S press,
In its late products, fills with fretful fright.
But Westminster's wise Dean may do no less

Than wish, with Punch, the Printer's Art success :

Endorsing Strasburg's text,
" Let there be light."

'

* The inscription on the statue of the first printer at Strasburg.

To AH nr QUEST OP ELABORATE HOUSE DECOBATION If you
want to pay dearly for your whistle, send for the Whistler !
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A FAIR OFFER AND AN AMENDE HONORABLE.

Mr GOOD COMRADE POUCH,

EE, I hold out
the hand of

friendship
across the
terrible sea.

The "perfect
gcntleroan's-
ridrre

"
of

France soli-

cits''^ sport-
mans " of

England.
Paris greets
London. The
Sport of the
British Is-

lands is ac-

knowledged
by le sport of

the great
French na-
tion. This
will be histo-

rical.

You will
ask why do
I, a perfect
Parisian, a

flaneur, a

frequenter
of cafes, a
reader of
j ournals
why do I

write to yonP Is it because I love London with its
"
Leicester

Sqnarr," its
"
Vauxhall-bridge Road," its

" Newe Cut "
(you see, I

know my London to the bottom) ;
is it because I love London? No,

a thousand times, no. Is it because I love you English,
" with your

"roast-beefs," your "plum-puddings," your Sundays," your
London-fogge ? No. The sun cannot love the mud. Sel esprit can-
not from the heart embrace barbarism. Then it' I do not love either

you or your country, why do I write ? Because there is one bond
of union between us le sport.
Yes, Punch, my good friend, it is because we both love to follow

the artful rabbit with knives of the chase, both love to shoot the fox,
both love to watch the artful partridge in his stand, that we frater-

nise. It is this grand passion, absorbing, absolute, irrepressible,
that binds us one to the other. In its presence, we have ceased to be
two Europeans, a Frenchman and an Englishman, a leader of art,

thought, and culture, and a shopkeeper, and we have become "perfect
gentlemans-ridres. Le sport has given us relations of liberty, fra-

ternity, and strongest of |all equality. As the Americans would
say,

" we stand on the same platform."
It is because this Brotherhood of le sport is threatened, that

I now write to you. Your Jockey Club would put restraints

on the horses of I ranee running in your Epsom-Derbe. Why?
Because, they say it is not just to call a five-year-old a three-year-
old. How ! It seems that the honour of the greatest nation in the
world is questioned. Were it not that Alsace and Lorraine are

thirsting to be liberated, were it not that the Rhine has yet to be

rescued, were it not that we are patiently waiting to be avenged by
our grandchildren, this insult should be washed out in blood I But
no, for a time we bear all. And thus we will send our matured
three-year-olds to your race-courses until you stop us. Let it be

clearly understood a Frenchman's word is doubted when he is told
that his horse that has won this three-year-old stake counts
five years. To doubt a man's word is to insult him. And yet the

Frenchman, in spite of insults, doubts and equivoques, will still

retain the nomenclature of the race-horse, will still win with what
you call five-year-old horses what you call three-year-old races.

Why ? Because France is the greatest nation in the world, because

everything must bo sacrificed for France ! The grand thought that
lies at the bottom of our triumphs of le sport can only be appreciated
by a leader of civilisation, by a philosopher, by a poet in one word,
by a Frenchman !

With this idea in my mind, Punch, then I make my proposal to

you. Instead of refusing to allow Frenchmen to win your horse-
races by certificates, which you dare to question, open to them a
new field of honour on the Tide as well as on the Turf. Your

Cambrig-Boating-llace will be rowed at Pntne. Why should not
France be represented '( You ask for tho conditions. They are
soon suggested. Here they are :

1. A Prize of 200,000,000 francs to be given to the winning
crew.

2. Tho money for this purpose to be found entirely by England.
3. The English crews to consist (as heretofore) of eight men per

boat.

4. The French crew to consist of sixteen men per boat.
5. The English crews to row in ordinary outriggers.
6. The French crew to row in a steam-launch, propelled by the

most powerful engines.
7. The French crew to have ten minutes' start.

8. The umpire, and all the other official* in the race, to be
Frenchmen.

There, Punch, my excellent comrade, agree to these terms, and
yon will find fair France as triumphant on tho Hivcr, as she is

alrcadjr victorious on the Race Course.
Receive my considerations, the most distinguished.

JULES LK BLAGUE.
Le Cercle de Canotiers et Carottiers, Paris.

OUR NOVEL SERIES.

ALL IN THE DOWNS;
OR, THE BOTTOMRY BOND!

A NAUTICAL MOTEL, BY

8. PL-MS-LL M.P.

AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

I HAVE no idea of writing a Novel. I don't know how to do it ;

and fear I could not succeed in telling a story if I tried : the idea,

therefore, is very formidable to me.*
I will suppose myself to be narrating facts to an individual, and

to be saying all 1 could think aft to induce him to lend his utmost
aid in remedying the great evil which we all deplore ; and I will

write, to far at I can,+ just as I would speak to you, Sir (the Editor,
for example, or the gentle Reader^), if yon were now sitting by my
side.

||
If you, or he, were so sitting, while he was sitting I would

layll sundry papers before him, or you, Sir, in confirmation of my
opinions and statements, so that you or he might know for himself
how absolutely true they are.

Herewith I send you photographs of maps, ships, charts, tables
of wrecks, models of vessels, working models of shipwrecks, plans
of the coasts, statistical tables, and photographs of entries in

LLOYD'S books. You have only got to refer to these from time to

time, and hand them over to the Artist who may undertake to

illustrate my Novel.**

Now, Sir, I sound the last bell, and all for shore must leave the

vessel, as one must draw the load-line somewhere. Those who
remain will be careful not to speak to the man who has at his heart
the common weal of our Seamen, while all his hands are engaged on
the present thrilling work. Heave ahead, my brave boys 1 Now
we sail with the gale to the Bay of Biscay, oh I and we meet after

the'voyage. Steam up, and away ! g > pt.M3.LL M.P.

CHAPTER I. The Right of Challenging the Stevedore.

THOSE who are acquainted with the maritime town of the ancient

Cinque-port of Newport-Pagnell, will not need me to remind them
of its coasts white with gulls, its sands crowded with tourists, its

gay quay thronged with sailors of all nations, with mariners from
the four quarters of the Old World and from various parts of the
New ; its host of Jew-pedlars, with their wares, decoying maidens

* The esteemed Member for Derby said much the same at the commence-
ment of a pamphlet. But the pamphlet was a very powerful one nevertheless.

A good augury for the Novel. ED.
t This clearly includes Fiction founded on Fact. Another good augury

for the Novel. ED.

J Good enough. We '11 edit it. This dependence on our editorial judg-
ment augurs extremely well for the Novel. ED.

$ Yes, we have a Reader, of course. He is tolerably patient, but not

gentle. This intention on the part of Author augurs well for Novel. ED.

||
MB. PL-MS-LL seems to be thinking of the old Ethiopian song of Lucy

Neale " Were you sitting by my side,
How happy I should feel."

Poetic quotation augurs well for Novel. ED.
It For one to "sit" and another to "lay" is a confusion of metaphor.

Probably unintentional. Augurs well for Novel. ED.
* Wo have done o. We sent them all off in a cart this morning to the

Artist's bouse. They arrived on his birthday, at breakfast time, and he

cheerfully paid the carriage. We have not heard from him since. ED.
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to "Buy, buy, buy I" while bewitching, bright-eyed girls are

enticing their admirers, fresh from sea, with pockets full of gold, to

bestow on them the shining trinkets and gorgeous gewgaws brought

by the travelling hucksters from the stalls of the Lowther Arcade.

Bands of music were playing at intervals on the jetty ; excursion

steamers were departing and arriving ; church bells were ringing
for sailors' marriages ;

church bells were tolling for sailors' funerals ;

flags were flying in honour of the Port-Admiral's birthday ; and the

guns of the harbour were firing salutes to celebrate the coming of

age of the youngest Brother of the Elder Brethren.

Gay and animated was the scene, as the good merchant ship, the

Albert Ross (owners GROGBLOSSOM & Co., East Sheen), lay alongside
in the basin, taking in its cargo for Nova Dizzembla and the Pharo
Islands on the Coast of Egypt.
The pier was absolutely hidden from sight, partly by the enor-

mous sacks of wheat, each marked with the words "
Corney Grain,"

in bold relief, and partly by huge cases containing German reeds.

A number of men, under the command of a Captain, who was

only seventeen years old,* were rapidly cutting the vessel above-

named in two, so as to lengthen her fore and aft, and thus enable
her to carry more grain than she was ever intended to carry, and so
enrich the coffers of her proprietors. It should be Coffers v. Coffins.

By the evening the Albert Ross would be ready to carry that enor-
mous freight that I have described as lying on the pier, but would
she be seaworthy ? And if unseaworthy, was there a law or a lawyer
in England to prevent her sailing out of Newport-Pagnell harbour ?

As an inducement to men to volunteer for service on the Albert
Ross, a large placard was affixed to the mast, on which was written

NOTICE. THE FREE-BOAHD on this vessel includes double rations

of grog at six bells, and the usual meals and berth accommodation
GRATIS, that is, FREE-BOARD-AND-LODGING on the ALBERT Ross.

(Signed) J GHOGBLOSSOM, Junior Warden.
Chief Co- Owneri \ DON JOSE DI SALAMANCA.

By Order of the Free Board.

N.B. Peace and harmony insured on board, as No BOXING THE
COMPASS is permitted on the SPAR-DECK.

CAPTAIN BULKHEAD, although only seventeen, had seen some
service, and was not to be trifled with. Determined that the Albert

* A fact. I expect him to come to grief next mouth, as his name is down
in iny list of delendl sunt Carthaginei.

Ross should carry all the cargo brought down to that pier, he had
ordered all hands to add fifty feet amidships, but positively refused
to give the vessel the requisite number of knees. Of course, as every
one knows, there should be a knee to each foot, and this was omitted,
so that whatever result chance might ordain for the vessel, its going
out of port must be but a

very
lame affair, after all.

One man alone, as we shall see presently, knew of the all but

certainly fatal consequences of this recklessness, and he kept it to

himself. If ever there was a villain on this earth and its neigh-
bourhood, it was this man, to whom the reader (with this prefatory
apology for bringing him into such execrable company) will be

presently introduced.
It had been found utterly impossible to accommodate such a cargo

cither in the Aula di San Giorgio (owners JONATHAN WYLDE & Co.),
or on board the Danish trading vessel called The Saucy Polly
Teknik, which had just discharged its freight of Pepper, and was
now bound for the Dizolvon Vuzen Isles.

Standing on the edge of the quay, the rude breeze freely passing
through her locks without paying any toll, stood MAKT MAYHUD,

the lovely daughter
of the Junior War-
den of the Sink
Ports.

Behind her stood
her father, the Ju-
nior Warden him-
self, as thorough a

specimen ofthe bluff
wicked old sea-dog
as ever spliced a
maindeck or hauled
a keel athwart-
ships, on a dirty
night in the Bay of

Biscay.
He was looking

earnestly through a

telescope, which his

daughter supported
over her left shoul-

der, while her right
hand was placed in

front of the glass,
thus to a certain ex-
tent obscuring the
view.
"
I can't make

out the rig of that
vessel in the offing !"

exclaimed the rough
old Salt, as he closed
one eye and shut the

other, and then ap-
plied both in turn
to the small end of

the telescope."
Perhaps he is on

board !
" she mur-

mured to herself.

"He! Who?"
asked the Junior

Warden, rapping
out an oath.

" WILLIAM TAILLEITR," she replied, calmly.
The Junior Warden threw down the telescope violently, then

dashed his wig violently down on the stones.
" Never! " he exclaimed, furiously ;

"
never! "

"Papa," implored his daughter, "do not speak thus! Sec, you
are attracting a crowd."
But the old man was not to be pacified. He had a magnificent match

for his daughter in his eye, and he would not hear of her marrying
WILLIAM TAILLEUK, a mere eighteen-pence-an-hour boatman.
A crowd was indeed approaching from the town, cheering lustily.
A brass band walked in front, and several people carried flags.
"See! " cried the Junior Warden, "your affianced husband, my Co-

owner, the man of my choice, has already arrived. Belay ! he comes!
"

MARY shuddered, and the tears rose to her eyes as a dark and far

from unhandsome man, whose
eag^le

nose and piercing black eyes,

peering from under his well-defined brows, bespoke, even if his

dress had not, the Spanish Don, advanced from among his enthusiastic

followers*and gracefully knelt on one knee before her.
A round black cap was set jauntily on the short-cropped dark hair,

which, with short mutton-chop whiskers, formed an artistic set off

to his sallow skin, purple lips, and shaven face.

He wore a short, richly spangled and embroidered jacket, a scarf

wound round him like a belt, knee-breeches highly ornamented with
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ALL ABROAD.
Mrs. Pewsey Brown. "

OH, GEORGE, DEAR I GOOD HEAVENS ! THAT THE CHURCH ? I CAN'T POSSIBLT oo IN THERE !

"

George (grimly). "WELL, MY DEAR, IT CERTAINLY DOES LOOK BATHER 'Low,' JUDGING BY THB OUTSIDE ; BDT IF THE SBBVICB AT
Sr. SPIUIOION'S WAS A NECESSITY OF YOUR EXISTENCE, WHY DID YOU INSIST ON OUR SPENDING THB WINTBK IN FAWCB?"

(fold, bright silk stockings, laco ruffles, and brilliant pumps with
diamond buckles. His fingers were covered with precious rings ;

his lithesome, graceful form bent before the English maiden, and
his highly-arched nose seemed to curve itself downward, as though
acknowledging her presence with a bow.
Then went up an English hoorah from the open-mouthed and

open-hearted populace of Newport-Pagnell as they cried"
Long live DON JOSE DI NOSE, the Stevedore of Salamanca !

"

It was indeed the celebrated Stevedore who had sought the hand
of the fair MAKT MAYBITD, daughter of Old GUEUORY GROGBLOSSOM,
the Junior Warden of the Sink Ports.* At this moment a splashing
of oars attracted the attention of those on the quay ; a boat was
rapidly approaching. It touched the quay. A gay young fellow,
full of mirth and full of spree, leapt on shore, splashing the people
in the boat with an oar, and roaring with laughter.

'

"Tishe!" exclaimed MARY MAYBUD, "my WILLIAM TAILLEUR!"
The Stevedore arose from his knees, scowling.
WILLIAM touched his hat gaily to the Junior Warden, who how-

ever returned his salute with a severe look and a direct question." Where have you been ?
"

"
Taking a charter-party out for a row," was the ready answer.

Then he continued,
" You promised me the hand of MARY MAYBUD

when I was earning my own livelihood. I am doing so now. I
claim the fulfilment of your word."
The Junior Warden turned almost purple with suppressed rage." Never ! Never ! !

" he exclaimed, as ne turned on his heel."
7/o y dds he gohon so ?

"
exclaimed the Stevedore, bitterly.

WILLIAM approached the Spaniard, with his hand outstretched.
MARY interposed, beseechingly.
It was too late. WILLIAM TAILLEUR would be heard, and the

crowd shouted for him, loudly,
" BILLY ! BILLY !

"

* If you plcnso, Sir, if GREGORY GROGBLOSSOM was MARY'S father, why
was her name MAYIIUD ? ED.
Dear Sir, this story is founded on Fact. Let that suffice. MAYBUD waa

her mother's name, and her daughter resumed it, not caring to be called
GROGBLOSSOM. Very simple. S. P.

" Hold !
"
cried WILLIAM TAILLEUR, in a loud and firm voice, which

caused even the Junior Warden to turn and listen.
"

I claim an Eng-
lishman's undoubted right in any sea-port of the British dominions."" What right do you claim ?

" demanded the Warden.
WILLIAM'S answer came back in a clear, ringing voice," The Eight of challenging the Stevedore !

"

(To be continued.)

Ciirrespondenre between the EoiTOE and MR. S. Pt-MS-Lt, M.P.,
which mutt, injustice to both parlies, be placed before the Public.

DEAR SIR, You select Newport-Pagnell as the scene of your story. You
describe it (admirably, we admit) as a "maritime town. Surely, Sir
though you ought, of course, to have a far more intimate acquaintance with
such matters than wo can boast isn't Newport-Pagnell an inland town, and
in Bedfordshire f We may be wrong, from not being well up in the coast
towns or in the Cinque Ports

j but if so, please put us right, and oblige yours
THE EDITOR.

DEAR SIR, I "ve not coasted for nothing, nor served my time before the mas'
without being able to spin you a yarn to some purpose. Belay and avast, my
hearty! as my friend, CAPTAIN BEDFORD Pm would say and does, occa-

sionally, when not otherwise engaged in abstruse calculations who careg
where or what Newport-Pagnell may be ? What is my line of business ? The
maritime. What do my constituents credit me with knowing all about }

Maritime matters generally. Where do my constituents live? At Derby.
Is Derby a sea-port town ? Avast heaving ! not a bit of it. What do my
Uerby-ites know about "larboard" or "

sturboard," or "beam-end," or"
long-shore," or "

short-shore," beyond what I tell 'em ? If I say Newport-
Pagnell 's a sea-port, sea-port it is. If / don't know what I 'm talking about,
who does ? I shall give you what I

profess
to give you a Romance founded

on fact. Work this out by all the points ot the compass, and you '11 find that

Newport-Pagnell ain't to be beaten as a romantic sea-port founded on fact"
Pagnell" is the romance, "New-port" is the fact. Can't waste any more

time in correspondence, as I must heave a-head. retertotr .' S. P., M.P.

[We are not prepared to deny the force of much that MR. S. P. puts forward,
but we are still of opinion that even the inhabitant! of Derby ought to be
informed that Newport-Pagnell is not a sea-port town de facto. ED.]
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WICKED WASTE."
(Reflection at the Westminster Aquarium.)

SLEEP; ITS CAUSES, AND ITS CONSE-
QUENCES.

WHAT shall be done to the driver found sleeping
on his seat? This question came before the Ux-
bridge Police Court one day last week, when

" CHARLES CASTLE, 15, in the employ of Mil. TIMMS,
hay-dealer, Iver-heath, Bucks, was sued for riding asleep
while in charge of a horse and cart at Hillingdon Hill, at

a quarter past two on the morning of the lOih inst. -4

fortnight ago the defendant was summoned before the Slough
Magistrates for a similar offence, and, as was mentioned in

the '

Times,''he pleaded that he had been on the road twenty-

four hours. On the present occasion he stated that he went
to London with a horse and cart three nights in the week.

When stopped he was thoroughly exhausted."

Whose fault was that ? The Uxbridge Magistrate
seems to have been not quite sure. A little iincer-

tainty on this point apparently influenced him in

dealing with the culprit, CHARLES CASTLE.
" The Magistrate fined him ten shillings five shillings

less than usual at this court, and allowed him a week for

payment, in the hope that, his master would give him the

money."
Tims lightly was let down not exactly an old

offender, being a lad of fifteen, but one whose offence

was a second conviction, following only a fortnight
after the first, with six days out of the fourteen,

however, spent on the road. The Magistrate's hope
that in these circumstances CASTLE'S master would

give him the money to pay a mitigated fine, may
appear to imply an idea that he was not himself to

blame for exhaustion from overwork, and consequent

sleep.
His master, now that he is' aware of the

possibility of such a collapse, will of course take care

that it does not occur again ; for if it do, the over-

worked driver may not merely tumble in his sleep,
and break his neck, but he may have the misfor-

tune to run over and kill somebody else ; and then
there may be not merely a fine of ten shillings, but
the dickens to pay.

"AH! CHE LA MOB.TE!"

PEEHAPS one source of the alarming increase of the

Cattle Plague, particularly among the older beasts,

may be traced to the Music Publishers. When
such a lot of tunes appear every week, is it any
wonder that old cows should die off so rapidly ?

PABALYSIS IN THE PEAS.

BEWARE how you try the effect of strychnine, prussie acid, or any
other poison, on a rabbit, or a guinea-pig. Have the fear of the
Anti-Vivisection Act before your eyes. If you want to try experi-
ments with poisons on a living animal try them on yourself.
Should you kill yourself, unintentionally, the law will acquit you of

suicide, as it does not forbid any donkey to experiment on a

donkey.

Suppose, for instance, you want to know what is the effect of

repeated small doses of copper upon the human system, take a frac-

tion of a grain of the sulphate or acetate of that metal once a day
continually till you discover. Ultimately you will find it produce
paralysis. You will lose the use of your hands or legs, or one side or

more, of your body. Salts of copper will paralyse you sooner than
even salts of mercury. But you must take them in minute quantities.
In large doses they mostly rid you of themselves copper acting like

antimony.
In order to take 'your copper pleasantly, your best plan will

be to swallow it at dinner-time, daily, along with 'green peas.
This you can do all the year round, as peas are always to be had
preserved in tins. You can mix your copper with your peas if neces-

sary. If the peas are of a dull, greyish, faded, ugly colour, there
is probably no copper in them, and you may have to put some. But
when their tint is a beautiful bright green, then you may suspect that
there is plenty of copper in them to cause paralysis if persevered with

sufficiently long. The copper is mingled with the peas to make them
look pretty ; and few people seem to be deterred by the fear of poison
from preferring pretty-looking,'peas to plain ones.

It is possible, however, that it may become rather less easy
than it has been heretofore to procure tinned peas, which besides

being tinned are also coppered. Several foreign provision-dealers

have lately been summoned before MK. KNOX, and, on medical evi-

dence, fined for selling tinned peas containing copper in dangerous
quantities. As they sold them in ignorance, they have been let off

with nominal fines, but in future vendors of coppered peas may
expect to incur a penalty of fifty pounds for each offence and have
to pay.
Of course the multitude ignorantly eating peas greened with

copper must he, all of them, greener than any peas. Bright green
tinned peas may always be suspected of containing copper. If there

is any question on that point, it may be summarily settled by
pouring on the peas a little strong liquid ammonia, which, if copper
is present, will make them turn bluer than even their seller will

look when he is fined fifty pounds. So also with pickles ; only the

vinegar of the pickles will require a large excess of ammonia. In case

there is no ammonia or other means at nand of determining whether
the greenness of peas or pickles is owing to copper or no, a philoso-

pher would give copper the credit of the colour, and himself the

benefit of the doubt.

Hard Enough Either Way.

OUR Turcophiles, than Turks who more Turk oft'are,

Say EDHEM is too soft lacks Moslem ardour :

But Stamboul's rule were harder with a Softa,
And scarcely would be softer with a harder.

MORE CLEEICAL EKBORS THAN ONE.

WITH apologies to an "OLD SCTBSCBIBER," and to his Maidstone
readers en masse, Punch begs to explain that, in a paragraph
headed the

" Pains and Penalties of Ritualism,"
" Maidstone "

was,

by a clerical error, printed for
" Folkestone."
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SIMPLE ADDITION.
Miss jRose (who has kindly taken in hand an illiterate Housemaid).

" ' FIVE AND
ONE MAKE Six.' THAT'S RIGHT. Now, WHAT DO ONE AND Six MAKE?"

Jane (promptly).
" EIOHT'N PENCE, Miss !

"'

WIPING MOTHER .SlIIITUN'S EVK.

MOTHER SIIIITON'S extraordinary prophecy, set up in

type before the invention of printing, seems to havu
exercised small minds almost as much us the Eastern
Question, lint if it cornea to astonishing the public
with the marvellous Rifts of second-sight attributed to

the respectable MKS. S., what will the tribe of //</'-

i/iditcfiri say when they read the following
"
Prophecie"

from the Father of that name ?

Jfibr fiunurruth yrrts shall passr atoair;

^roolrs stiall tf frotoaror as to=fiait.

3 JU'st fHannr shall inirttir br mrltr;

bracon? in firlOrs shall br srttr

.ifor sftiitningr Iigtltt to pbrbrrto mrnnr,

an& romfortr of >.>r Saratrnnr.

i.r rutUr shall to tftr tooggrs fair.

in trustr of bullr aiiH morkr of brarr.

Sfoiing Chaplinnt tftat grfj>=btruf attatfcts

cfiall of a iT.laOflr stonr uiinnt sorr tbtoarhrs.

JMttl tubrs sjall br prltptt gomirs,
Bn& fiurlrn ftoltri, Inr tonnrs :

xtrrl goinirs shall toith strrl armours stnbtn.

an& ntitfirr abauntagr urnbtn.

Joftn Uullc sfiall of soffit strife bt lothr,

String tftat fit mostt pait for botft.

clnppts shall bt built anD tftsoons burstt.

t>r lastr ano utartst still pr toorstr.

ant) though of in onnr. sttmt to botor.

Sftall sinftt as tooolrarn sftijpts Donr note.

JDamrs shall got rlafl&r from top to tot

as tujhtr as thrn ust nob), or mot.

jflaiOrnnts shall sftatt tohrrr itt is nont ;

Oartuft hrBOrs upon rrarltr!) pottts shall tunnt.

fHotfttr Cfturrfit shall sort frtttt for rutfi.

but no rnnrfir of an ill Cootbt.

3:o rrtt I 'sotdt tftr sttrrts of |8?tbfn

Jfor ibtu honUrttftt lir stbtn.

Sftipton ftis ^rophrrir.

THE VALHALLA OF WAX.
THE Post presents its readers with the subjoined notification

concerning
"THE LATE CHAKLES DICKENS. The citizens of Portsmouth having

wished to erect a statue to the late CHARLES DICKENS, found themselves met

by the passage in his will to the effect that it WHS his wish that no statue

should oe set up to him after his death. Those, therefore, who wish to see a

counterfeit presentment of the great author, must resort to the galleries of
MADAME TDSSAUD, where his effigy will be found, modelled with that truth
to nature which characterises the whole of the numerous figures in the great
galleries in Baker Street."

In vain do men of genius and greatness desire to deny themselves

posthumous glorification. The illustrious fellow-townsman of the
Portsmouth people could succeed in preventing them from adorning
their city with a statue in honour of him, and also in hindering
the erection of any such memorial in Westminster Abbey. The
public at large have felt respect for his will to be the best tribute to

his memory. But let nobody who has made himself illustrious in

literature, or any other line of excellence, expect to keep his image
out of MAIUME TTTSSAUD'S. That Valhalla, or Pantheon, is inevi-
table for him at any rate ; thither, in effigy, will he, nill he, he

goes ; mark you that. All he can hope for is a pedestal decently
remote from the Chamber of Horrors, and from such personages of

distinction as the "^Claimant ;

"
for "Jn the great galleries in

Baker Street" celebrity makes a man acquainted with strange
companions.

"All my Eye!
"

" It is hardly necessary to say that GENERAL IONATIEFP'S journey is not,
as announced, on account of an affection of the eyes." Paris Correspondent
of the Times.

Much more likely say the Russophobes that the formidable
General is coming to operate on the eyes of Europe by throwing dust
in 'em.

MUSIC MADE VISIBLE.

To the wonders of the Deep, at the Westminster Aquarium,
another wonder has been added, which may rather be described as

a wonder of the Shallow, or at least the Superficial. This new
wonder is announced as

" A Vision of Music ;
and the wonder of

it is that any one should fancy that music can be visible. A concert

among fish-tanks seems a trifle out of place. The sweetest sounds

one might expect there would be, perhaps the sounds of cod-fish.

But what would be the utterance of the Spirit of BEETHOVEN, on

hearing one of his finest Symphonies the lovely, ever-living
" Pastoral" performed in an Aquarium, to the accompaniment of

a Panorama !

Suppose the "Vision" is successful, will imitators copy it r If

pictures may be shown to accompany a symphony, why may not

music be performed to accompany a picture '( If panoramas can

be painted to illustrate BEETHOVEN, why should not tunes bt

introduced to give a tone to a VANDYKE, or a RUBBNS, or a RAFFAELLE
'

What a happy thought for the R. A.'s at their next winter Exhi-
bition ! Let a German Band be hired to attend each batch of

visitors, and play appropriate music in their progress round the

rooms. Or let a barrel-organ stand in front of each Old Master,
whom the Council may think suited for musical illustration, and

grind appropriate airs while the connoisseurs look on.

'That's Flat!"

Is the Daily News we observe an advertiser announces this want :

AFLAT
WANTED (where there are other Flats) in a good p:trt of

London, &c.

My dear Sir, in the very best parts of town you may readily meet
with any number of Flats. But perhaps it is a Widow who makes
the announcement. One at a time, Madam, or some of the Flats

might become too sharp !
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VERS NONSENSIQUES, A L'USAGE DES FAMILIES ANGLAISES.

(Par ANATOLE DE LESTER-SCOTJKBE.)

IL etait un gendarme, a Nanteuil,

Qui n'avait qu'une dent et qu'un ceil
;

Mais cet ceil solitaire

Etait plein de mystere ;

Cette deiit, d'importance et d'orgueil.

J'AI pour voisin d'en face un vieux Juif

Romanesque, inodore et naif,

Dont les seules delices

Sont les belles saucisses

Du pays dont BISMARCK est natif.

UNE vieille (ello etait blancliisseuse)
Consultait uu docteur it Chevreuse,

Qui, pour calmer ses maux,
Snggdra des bains chauds

D'Elixir de la Grande-Chartreuse.

BEAT;, sans peur, sans reproche, et sans taches,

Chez lui tout dents, gants, linge, moustaches,
Et lorgnon, sont parfaits :

Mais il perd tons ses frais,

Parcequ'il laisse tomber ses aches I
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^PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

tt prostration from
bad air and late

hours having al-

ready put the Ghost
of SAM PEPYS hora
tie combat, at least

for the moment, the

ponderous Spirit of

SAMTJEL JOHNSON,
eager to resume,

under the pleasanter auspices of Punch, the work he used to do in
the flesh for CAVE, has taken his place. But Punch sees already the
Doctor won't do. He will not stoop to trifles. The Nasmyth
Hammer of that weighty style, good for welding thirty-ton cranks
of politics and philosophy, is out of place in cracking the nuts,
which now fill up so much of the time and attention of Parlia-
ment. However, we gave the Doctor a chance on Monday, Feb. 26,

when, in the Lords, as he reports :

My LORD STRATITEDEN AND CAMPBELL rose to call attention to

the correspondence on Turkey, and to move an Address, praying
HEK MAj ESTY, in effect, to support and maintain the Treaties of 1856.
That a Nobleman, whose devotion to his duties is evidently con-

scientious, and whose sense of the gravity of his mission is almost

overwhelming, should have been able to reduce to more than normal
emptiness benches, which, as a .'rule, are sparsely occupied, may be
in some degree owing to the subject he treats, but may, with more
confidence, be attributed to his manner of treating it.

If anything could make the Turks more odious in the eyes of

England_, if not of Europe, it would be the untoward circumstance
that their cause should have fallen into the hands of a nobleman, in
whom conscientiousness cannot excuse prolixity, nor_.good inten-
tions atone for tediousness.

That in EABL KI:V the Ministry should have found an indulgent
critic, and those on what may he called by some extension of

language-^-his own side of the House, a candid friend, whose
freedom in saying disagreeable things exceeds even that which
candid friendship has always asserted, was a result for which our

experience of that nobleman's course had prepared us. But we
rarely remember wrong-headedness so ingenious, and crotchetiness

so persistent, as those revealed in EARL GREY'S views upon the
Eastern Question.
The EABL OP DERBY, however, glad of toleration however tedious,

and support however eccentric, expressed himself sensible of the

candour of LORD CAMPBELL, and grateful for the dispassionateness
of EARL GKEY. He did his best to add to the weight of dulness
under which the House of Lords had already succumbed.
The Celtic vivacity of the DUKE OF ARGYLL, with which I am

more prepared than most to sympathise, was insufficient to relieve

the weight which had settled upon the little that was left of this

august assemblage, when, at half-past eight o'clock, the House

divided, leaving my LORD CAMPBELL AND STRATHBDEN, the solitary

supporter of his own Motion, in an assemblage of four.

England may with reason be grateful to its Peerage, which gives
this grave lesson to wordiness without wisdom, and crotchetiness

without consistency. For any other Essence to be extracted from
the incidents of this evening's debate in the Lords I seek in vain.

Nor do I find it more easy to reduce, within the limits to which I

am, for the present, confined, the desultory conversation which

to-night occupied the House of Commons, till the order of the day
was read for going into Committee of Supply.
Some may find in this brief and often futile interchange of

remarks, on a vast variety of topics, evidence of the ubiquitous
vigilance of the Commons. I see in it, rather, an obliyiousness of

the limits which separate a Parish Vestry from a Parliament, and
of the bounds within which that Legislature should confine itself,
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which admits the finality of Man's strength and Member's energy.
Yet I am bound to recognise the politeness of Ministers in answer-
ing questions, not seldom indiscreet, and in most cases superfluous ;

while I admire the skill with which such questions, when incon-

venient, may be evaded, under the pretext of answering them.
Before the discussion of the Civil Service Estimates, for the intro-

duction of which thus early in the Session much credit must be
assigned to Ministers, or rather the Departments over which they
nominally preside, MR. GOLDSMID called attention to the want of a
proper explanation of an expenditure for pacific purposes, the rise of
which from -1,000,000 in 1852, to close upon 22,000,000 in the present
year, is calculated to, arrest the attention of even the most unthink-
ing. MR. W. H. SMITH, than whom no one can better know the
importance of a good system of account-keeping, admitted the
desirableness, while he seemed to doubt the practicability, of such
an explanation. The House then proceeded to its desultory
criticism of Estimates, which it is idle to assail without study,
and hopeless to diminish by independent objection.

Tuesday (Lords). The LOBD CHANCELLOE moved the Second
Reading of a Bill which, in my time, would have been unnecessary,
to enable the MASTER OF THE ROLLS to make provision for the de-
struction of public documents. Such provision was then made by
the means taken for the nominal preservation of such documents.
But the reign of rats over records, so long uncontested, is now, I

learn, at an end for ever. The present Bill provides all needful
precautions that no documents should be destroyed whose preserva-
tion can either interest the public or enlighten the historian.
(Commons.) The same desultory multifariousness, to which my

yesterday's report directed attention, was the characteristic of the
earlier part of this evening's misemployment. But an interest was at
length given to discussion, by the attempt of ME. C. LEWIS, an active
member of the inferior branch of the legal profession, to transfer
from English to Irish hands the management of the income and
property of the Irish Society, which now administers estates in
Londonderry producing a net rental of 12,700 a year.
That this property is held by the Irish Society for public purposesmust be admitted ; that the expenditure of 4,500 a year, under

the head of Management and refreshment," by a body drawn
from the Corporation of the City of London, is expenditure for a
public purpose, may be open to question particularly when the sum
spent on refreshment is not distinguished, from that spent on manage-
ment. But a large and liberal hospitality has ever been the cha-
racteristic of our Metropolitan Municipality, and I am free to own
that I feel satisfaction in thinking that this characteristic, so far
from declining, has gathered intensity with the advancing years
of the Corporation : that their dinners are now more sumptuous and
succulent than they were in my own time, and their wines not
Ulterior in quality. I have yet to learn why hospitalities, so grace-
iully and liberally dispensed by the managers of the Irish Society of
London, should be transferred to a body of Irish entertainers, who,
it not less liberal, would certainly be less cultivated in the arts of
the table; nor has our experience of Irish local administration
been of a character to plead for its extension. Not that I feel
much sympathy with the worthy member for Peterborough, who
sees in the Irish Society the one effective bulwark in Ireland
against the invasions of Papal authority, which in his eyes are
as ubiquitous as malignant. I fail, however, to find in MR. LEWIS'S
indictment of the Society that force which alone would justifysuch a large transfer of the duties of administration combined with
entertainment to an Irish body, even of those Northern counties, in
which an infusion of the penuriousness of the Scot has checked the
natural open-handedness of the Celtic race. Much stress was laid on
the good works of the Society ; much, too, on the part they had taken
in resisting the rights of their lawful Sovereign during the siege
of Derry, a page of our annals in which I, for one, find but little
satisfaction. I cannot regret that the Motion was rejected by 108 to 53.

It was with more gratification that I listened to the discussion on
HR. bAMFELSON s Motion for a Select Committee to inquire into the
system of apprenticeship of pupil-teachers in elementary schools,and of training colleges for elementary teachers. Having myself
kept an academy for the instruction of youth, this is a subject on
which I feel entitled, however reluctantly, to assert myself as an
authority. LOHD SANDON defended. ME. FAWCETT assailed, the
existing system, both with plausible arguments. That there are
prima facie grounds of inquiry, however, MR. W. E. FOESTER, a
candid and well-informed judge on this subject, admitted, and

uts, as stated, seem to me to show. The refusal of the House
to sanction the Motion, by 46 to 104, must be taken rather as a
proof of power in the Government than of cogency in the reasoning
of its organs.

Wednesday. The desire of husbands to marry their deceased
ives sisters I have always regarded as a compliment to the

deceased wives, and the result of a natural desire to escape at leastone mother-m-law. I do not admit the argument against such unions
founded on the Old Testament. That the law in England and its

Colonies should differ on this point, is a blot I should not regret to
see removed. Hut it is one or many such blots; and I doubt the
wisdom of doing it away by a side-wind ; all the more as any incon-
venience with respect to the transmission of landed property its

sole practical inconvenience can be avoided by the simple pre-
caution of making a will. I cannot, therefore, feel satisfaction in
even the temporary triumph of ME. KNATCHBCLL-HUGESSEN'S Motion,
declaring valid in the Mother Country marriages with deceased
wives' sisters, contracted by domiciled Colonists, in Colonies where
such marriages have been legalised. Nor can I regret that to-night's
triumph will be neither of long duration nor of practical effect.

Thursday (Lords). I rejoiced to learn, from the conversation
between my Lords BELMOEE and CARNARVON, that the disgraceful
practice of kidnapping natives of the South Sea Islands whose
discovery we owe to my excellent and humane friend, CAPTAIN
COOK has been reduced to the narrowest limits by the watchfulness
of our cruisers in the Southern seas. Slavery, while it existed, may
have enlisted in its behalf much reason as well as some philanthropy.
But in defence of this abominable practice of kidnapping the rea-
soner is as silent, as the philanthropist is loud in its condemnation.

(Commons.) After a more warm than well-informed philological
discussion between SIR GEORGE CAMPBELL and LORD GEORGE
HAMILTON on the etymology of HER MAJESTY'S Indian Title, in which
I longed to raise a lexicographical and authoritative voice, I
confess to having sought the natural relief of slumber, under
the influence of a tedious discussion of the Prisons Bill. To this
I yielded with the less reluctance, when I had once satisfied

myself that the excellent provisions of the Bill are in no real

danger, either from the obstinacy of bucolic prejudice, the claims
of parochial self-importance, or the penetrating insidiousness of
local jobbery.

GO-AHEAD SPELLING REFORM.
LONDON School-Board
have been favoured

by the advice of MR.
EPAMINONDAS EZRA
SPRY on the ques-
tion, now under their

consideration, of
"

Spellin Reform."
There, he says, is an
instance of that Re-
form to begin with

"spellin" for
"
spelling." He re-

commends that or-

thographical reform
based upon popular

pronunciation. It is only the
"
Upper Ten," who affect to talk

line, that say "spelling." The
masses on both sides of the Atlantic

drop the "
g
" from that word, and

pronounce it "spellin." He
thinks it may be a question
whether the aspirates which the
million commonly also drop, at

least in this country, should be
omitted also: "ham,"forinstance,
being reduced to

" am." and
' ' hand "

to
" and." But this rule,

he fears, would breed some confusion of meaning and of parts
of speech. As to certain aspirates, too, there is, he remarks,
a diversity of usage. By some of the People "horse "

is pronounced
"oss," by others "hoss." He would not himself say "old oss,"
but "old hoss," in addressing a Prince, for example, or a Peer, or a

Bishop. And this illustration leads him to a further development
of his notion of

"
Spellin Reform," which ought, he contends, to

include all the improvements of "spellin" effected by American
writers, of late

years,
in the literature of the United States.

Accordingly, ME. SPEY proposes that in the
"

spellin
"
of all such

words as
"
defence,"

"
offence," and "

pretence
" the

"
c
" should

be replaced with "
s," as it is by the most remarkable writers in his

own country, who agree in "spellin" those words "offense,"
"pretense" and "defense," on etymological grounds, because
"

s
"
occurs instead of

"
c
"
in the roots they are derived from as

printed in all
"
dixonarys

" and books whatsoever in the Latin

"langwidge." On derivative grounds, also, he would have the

superfluous "u" ejected from all such nouns as "honour" and
"colour," those words to be spelt "honor" and "color;" and
"
neighbour," for conformity's sake,

"
neighbor," or, better still,"

naibor."
The difficulty of effecting these reforms of "spellin" will be,

be
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M it. SPBY fears,
"
considerable some." He knows how averse English

writers of any authority are to adopt Ameriran ameliorations and
enrichments of English. He is highly indignant that all the higher
portion of the British Press eschew that expressive and elegant
adjective, "reliable," and persist in using that obsolete verb "to
lend" instead of its modern American synonym, "to loan." He
expects that an aristocratic fastidiousness will set them as obsti-

nately against every attempt at advancement in the patli of

"Spellin Utt'cirm," and especially of "goin ahead" under the Star-

Spangled Manner. His only hope for English
"
Spellin Reform "

lies in the creation of a demand for it among the People, who, if

they wanted it, could, by means of intimidation meetings, such as

Trafuljrar Square and Hyde Park demonstrations, pretty soon
succeed in forcing it upon an unwilling Legislature.

MRS. GRUNDY ON THE BOIL.

Oil, 3Ji: Punt-It! The thin end of another wedge in! Tin:
Colonial Marriages Bill ! But it must soon be out again. Or else
we shall shortly nave marriage with deceased wives' sisters legalised
altogether. Shocking !

How can people argue that what is lawful in the Australian
Colonies, ought to be lawful here ! Are not the Australians the
Antipodes? And does not common sense show that things in

England are the reverse of those on the opposite side of the globe '?

So that what is very wrong here, is perfectly right there, with a
few exceptions, such as robbery, murder, &c.

And then how stupid to say, that because Australian laws have
been assented to by the Crown, the Royal assent might just as well
be given to the same laws for England ! The contrary stands to
reason. And what an absurd question to ask "Suppose the
Australian Marriage Acts wrong, the Crown having sanctioned them
because they are Colonial, and suppose the Australians were to turn
Mormonites, and legalise plurality of wives, would not the Crown
be equally bound to sanction polygamy P

" Of course not.

Logic is a gem, Sir, and fair-play a jewel, and hypocrisy a par-
ticular detestation to your ever moral, conscientious, and sincere

MAKTHA GHUNDT.
P.8. I am nobody's deceased wife's sister; but I scorn the

insinuation that I uphold restrictions on marriage as well as every-
thing else which affects other people only, and not myself.

Canine Devotion.

WE read, in a recent number of the Timet, an advertisement

AJiKTKIKVKIl
DOG STRAYED into tho Chancery Pay-Oflice,

Chancery Lane, on Saturday, the 17th init., &o.

Was this the dog of some luckless party to a Chancery suit, who
had gone in to retrieve his master's fortune ? The word strayed

"

seems superfluous. As if any intelligent man, much less any
sagacious animal, who knew where he was going, ever went, into

Chancery !

Sumptuary Echoes.

WHAT will Tailors do to frock coats, if Fashion wears a cutaway Y

Cut away !

Where will Hatters go to, if Fashion discards the chimney-pot P

Pot!
What will the Ladies do if Fashion continues tightening the bust ?

Bust !

What is the only thing left for La Mode to do, if she is deter-
mined to outstrip herself r Strip herself I

Additional Lenten Penances.

Dii. KKNEALT. To see himself as others see him.
MB. CHAPLIN. To "

do it again
"

to MR. GLADSTONE.
MKSSRS. SWINBURNE and ROBERT BUCHANAN. To praise each

other's verses.
MR. BKOWNIHO. To restore all his missing articles.
LORD-JUSTICE CHRISTIAN. To be sat upon by a Vice-Chancellor.
SIR GEORGE JESSEL. To eat a daily slice of humble-pie.

To INVALIDS. Before dinner first have out your bark. Then
take your bite. You will fare poorly indeed if even your dearest
friends do not admit your bark is worse than your bite.

NEWS OF THE CREWS.
By Oar Special Reporter. (Oxford and Cambridge, Saturday night.)

HE Crew to-day,
after a preliminary
tubbing inthe High
Street, where a con-
siderable crowd of

University men,
touts, and trades-

men, were as-
sembled to witness
the stripping of the

athletes, started to

the Spinning House
for their usual
afternoon spin.
At three o'clock

the Eight was
launched on a
strong stream, and
the Crew rowed
through AbingdonLock to Ditton Corner, halting for an hour at the

"
Plough," opposite Nuneham

House, where hot egg-flip was brought creaming out in glasses, and partakenot by the Coaches, which had been driven down by the Proctors on duty. Great
as was the temptation offered to the Crew, the seductive drink was noblv
refused by all except an "odd man," whose stamina could not be guaranteed
since he had rowed at the bow thwart.
A game of billiards was started, to improve the finish of the stroke, and the

lookers-on were much struck by the feather of No. Seven.
The rowing to-day might have been more satisfactory. Most of the men

put their backs well into the
boat, but persist in leaving their legs outside.

v ?B v
a good "^mS"1 !? lurch forward, and comes well over his

temfenc toh 1

"^^ the mid(Ue
' and> consequently, there is a

No. Six is brisk, and catches the water in his hat when Seven throws it
311 up, but he is too much

occupied with his eye-glass, which must add
weight, and would be better left in his rooms.

No. Five displays perhaps the best form, his muscles standing out like loaves
upon a baker's tray. We should recommend him still to take a little more fat
down. Inis he might readily manage by eating bacon for breakfast.

No. Four, not to be outdone by the dashing stroke of
the Captain of the boat, has started a powerful stroke of
his own, which caresses No. Five's back in a manner
more remarkable as a sensation than sensational as an
improvement on his old style. However, he probably
imagines that, by getting over this style, he has dis-
covered a new field for invention.

No. Three is much to be complimented on the graceful
turn of the wrist he has adopted, which produces the
maximum of style with the minimum of work. Nothing
can be more elegant or less useful.

No. Two sticks to his work, though he appears to

quarrel with his sliding-seat a continuation of which
uneasiness may cause his work to stick to him. The only
fault we find is that he works out of the boat, which
probably accounts for his sewing-machine action when
rowing.
Bow has every right to the title, for no one of the crew

bends his head more assiduously than No. One. If there
is an objection to his performances, it is a tendency to
catch the water, which occasionally sends him back with
his legs in the air. But this is a weakness he will soon
get over.

At Baitsbito Lasher the Coaches, who happened .to be
close, took the Eight in tow, and, putting on a spurt,
they paddled home at the rate of sixty-four to the
minute, breaking three oars and losing an outrigger, but
without turning a hair.

In the evening the Crew dined at the "
Scout and

Bedmaker," where the repast consisted of the various
crustaceans caught by No. One, washed down with tawny
Did University Port at twenty-seven shillings the dozen.
The pace was everything that could be desired.

We have said enough for any one with half an eye
(unless the diminished optic is of glass), to detect the
winner ; and, as the Boat Race of '77 is to be rowed at

half-past five in the morning, by gas-light and the
Limes at Mortlake, there is no doubt that the crowd
issembled will be one of the gayest and most cheerful of
;he coming season, and only too ready to accept any
suggestions which may lead to prospective pools or

impending dozens of kid gloves.
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Mrs.

. Perkins.
( Aer)

COMPLIMENTS
MRS. PERKINS 1

" MRS. WILKINS !

IN FANCY DRESS.

LQOK ,

THE DREAM OF THE BRITISH BUTCHER.
ELATE at the state of his trade and his tills,

The Butcher mused on a batch of long bills

In a mood that may well be described as Elysian,
For prices ranged high, and thermometers low,
So the Butcher droused, and in Dreamland's glow

Beheld an astonishing vision :

A Bull of a breed that was utterly new
To that Butcher's experience, burst on his view.
It was starred, it was striped, it was dotted and lined
In a fashion fantastic, which brought to the mind
The sketches for carvers in Cookery Books,
Or sartorial aids to self-measurement. " Oh !

'

Cried that Butcherman crossly,
"
this certainly looks

Like playing it down very low "

(For that Bull was priced over in numerals plain,
And, turtle-like, ticketed ere it was slain)" This practice is perfectly odious I

"What! Sixpence a pound ? 'Tis too tnucbjfor my brain."

(Here the Bull gave a bellow melodious.)" Who the dickens are you ?
" snarled the Butcher. " who come

With preposterous prices to puzzle and pain us ?

Said the Bull, with a wink,
f<

Wall, I 'm known, when to-hum,
As Bos Americanus."" Oho !

"
yelled the Butcher,

"
that much-talked-of Yankee

That 's coming to cut down our profits ? No, thankee.
I'm boss of this business, and mean, if I can,

To keep up traditional prices."
Quoth the Bull, through his nose

"
I don't doubt you, old

~_ man,
But you 're hardly awake to this Crisis of Crises.
Smart trick of those canny Scotch fleshers ! Dare say
You 'd a pot in that pile. But the game 's had its day.
My advent is fast getting known to the town ;

Like the Coon to our Colonel you 'II have to come down .'
"

" Come down !

"
yelled the Butcher. " A jolly fine joke !

I '11 come down on you hot, as you '11 presently feel !

"

And he went for that Bos with his knife and his steel ;

But, hoist like a football awoke,
And fouud he had dropped all his bills in his fright ;

An omen which spoiled his repose for the night.

THE LEEK REVINDICATED.
THE information imparted to Mr, Punch by his correspondent"
CYMRICUS," that "nine Welshmen out of ten have never seen a

leek," was seasonably illustrated last week on St. David's Day, when
the members of the Most Honourable and Loyal Society of Ancient

Britons, under the presidency of the Right Hon. and Rev. LORD
DYNEVOH, celebrated their one hundred and sixty-second festival at

Willis's Rooms, and, as the Times reports, after playings, and

singings, and graces, and'grubbings, and.bubbings, look you, and

loyal and national toasts and sentiments, and a history of the Society
and its schools delivered from the chair :

" The band struck up the March of the Mm of llarlech, and boys and girls

of the schools, decorated with the national leek, paraded through the room."

After that the least amends that
" CTMRICUS" could make would

be eating his leek, and eating it raw I

A Knock-Under.

SIH, See what we have at last brought these proud masters

down to ! Here is one of their cries of distress from the Bury Free
Press :

WANTED,
a very PLAIN COOK ;

no matter how old or ill-favoured

so long as she would prove useful
; very little work j extraordinary

wages ; good living ; lots of holidays ; followers encouraged. Address, &o.

Ha! ha! ha!

Yours, Mr. Punch, who have so often vented your insolent sneer

at our oppressed order.
" SERVICE NO INHERITANCE."
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RECONSTITUTION OF THE IRISH SOCIETY.

(liy andfor the Irith.)

HE following
scheme for a new
Organisation of

the Irish Society
has been dropped
into Mr, Punch's
letter-box.Mr.P.
has no clue to the

authorship, unless
such a clue may be
afforded by a torn

card, containing
only the words,
"MAJOR O'G-,"
and a much soiled

paper, apparently
a portion of a pro-
vision merchant's
little account,
which seemed to

have found their

way by oversight
into the envelope.
The rules are
written in two
very irregular
hands, with great
variety of ortho-

graphy, some-
times the phonetic method, and sometimes the established rule

being followed. We have restored the conventional spelling
throughout, except in the case of a few Irishisms.

I. The Society, known as the Irish Society, elected out of the
London Livery Companies, shall and do from the date of these

presents renounce and surrender, freely, voluntarily, absolutely,
and of their own consent, or it will be worse for them, all their

right, property, and claims in the estates, lands, demesnes, and
their appurtenances, heretofore known as the estates of the
Irish Society in Derry, and Coleraine, or elsewhere, wheresoever
and whatsoever, as hereinafter provided.

II. All base, brutal, and Saxon use of the humiliating word"
livery," in connection with the Trustees of the said Society, shall

cease henceforth and for ever, and any use of the word in connec-
tion with such Trustees, shall from the date of these presents
be punishable as a felony by tine and imprisonment, without
benefit of clergy.

III. Three hundred and sixty-five Trustees of the said pro-
perty and estates, whatsoever and whensoever, shall be elected,
by universal suffrage, at a date to be fixed by the Act confirming
the present Constitution, by the Irish people, from the people of
Ireland.

IV. For the purpose of such election, every voter entitled to vote
shall have one vote for himself and one or more for everybody else,
but shall be at liberty to lump either vote upon both, or all on
either.

V. The said three hundred and sixty-five Irishmen so elected,
irrespective of faith or faction, creed, country, or coleur of their hair,
to be the sole Executive of the New Irish Society, and to enter on
the administration thereof, for the benefit of the people of Ireland,
such benefit to be distributed and apportioned in proportions to be
hereafter determined according to the creeds and populations of
counties. The farmers' clubs in the said several counties to fix the
said prop ortions.

VI. Any dispute thatmay arise during the said elections, or in fixing
the said proportions, to be settled by arbitration with the ancient
national weapon of the Milesian people, the blackthorn, or shil-

lelagh.
VII. All such weapons to be cut and trimmed to a scale and

weight, to be approved by the Irish Society, as hereby reconstituted,
and after a standard, to be kept in the archives of the Society,
under three locks, to be retained always by the Master of the Society
for the time being, and his predecessor and successor.

VIII. Every Trustee of the Society to have been born and to live
in Ireland for the term of his natural life, and in the event of his
being elected to serve in the Parliament of Great Britain, to bind
himself by oath to vote with the Irish Home Rule party for the time
being, as required by its recognised leader, and if there be two or
more such leaders, by the one he likes best.

IX. No Lord Mayor or Alderman of London to be eligible as
Trustee of the said Society, unless he is an Irishman by birth and
nationality, and if any sucli should be chosen, he shall abjure his

allegiance to the Municipality of London before entering on his duties
as a Trustee of the Society.
X. No tenant of the said lands or estates to be liable to eviction

for any cause whatsoever, except in the event next hereinafter

provided. All such tenants to be treated aisy in regard to their rints,
and quarter-days to be shifted to suit their convenience.
XI. Any tenant on the said lands and estates to be liable to

summary eviction if he be found calling for any drink other than
native Irish whiskey, or for drink that has paid duty, when there is

any other to be had.
XII. The charge for

"
management and refreshment" to be a

fixed charge on the rental of the said lands and estates, and to

stand as in the present accounts of the said Society, at 4,500

per annum, with a margin for extras. The item
"
Management,"

to include among such extras arms and ammunition required by
tenants and trustees of the said estates for attack and defence ; and
the item

"
Refreshment," to include among such extras doctors'

bills, funeral expenses, and other necessary appurtenances and
appliances of social enjoyment.
XIII. All Trustees attending the meetings of the Society to be

required to leave their bits of twigs outside the door of the place
of meeting.
XIV. Three Trustees to be a quorum, unless more are present

within three hours of the time fixed for any meeting.
XV. In the event of the Trustees being reduced by any difference

of opinion, arbitration, or argument, or the consequences thereof,
within the next three years below a quorum, as hereinbefore con-

stituted, the management of the said land and estates to pass to a
Gentleman who has long been known as the truest Friend of Ireland,
not meaning MB. BCTT, Q.C., as to whom the present schame
desires to express no opinion, beyant remarking that it is a pity if

he 's the best that can ue got to spake up for ould Ireland.
XVI. In the event of the said Friendof Ireland coming into the

management of the said lands and estates, he shall be required
to add to his name the definite article of Milesian tribal chieftain-

ship, and the vowel of Milesian patronymic significance, and be
known as The O'Punch, meaning thereby the Irish whiskey Punch,
and he will be further required to bind himself, before the Six
Masters in Chancery and Irish History, to drink nothing but that
same for the rest of his natural life.

[The last page is written in a hand that keeps growing more and
more difficult to decipher, till at last it becomes utterly unintelli-

gible, and the last page is suddenly torn across, as if in a struggle
for its possession.]

OUE NOVEL SERIES.

ALL IN THE DOWNS;
OR, THE BOTTOHBY BOND I

A NAUTICAL HOVXL, BT

8. PL-M8-LL, M.P.

CHAPTKK II. Plot Sam and Jet Sam.
THE Stevedore grasped his knife.
" Vou shall hear from me !

" he muttered.
BILLY heeded him not."
I have heard o/you already," he replied.

" You don't suppose
I "ve wormed in Brazilian Waters for nothing !

"*

The Spaniard grew livid.
' Do not provoke him any further I

"
entreated MABT." Leave him to me !

" said the Junior Warden, pushing the others
aside

"
to me and the Law !

"

WILLIAM started, but he was rooted to the spot by the apparition
of a short man, in a suit of rusty black, with a set of papers under
his arm.

"Now," said the Junior Warden, "answer me! You took out
a charter-party '!

"
"
Aye, aye, yer Honour, for a row, and brought 'em back safely."" But you ran into a sheer hulk, without speaking with her !

"

said the Warden.
" Avast there, your Honour !

" answered WILLIAM. " We
couldn't speak with her, 'cos she was a Dumb Barge.""

And," returned the Junior Warden, sternly, she couldn't see

you, as the unfortunate creature had no lights, and only dead eyes.
You are charged with incalculable damage."

'

By whom ?
" asked WILLIAM, boldly."

By this gentleman," replied the Warden, pointing to the person
in black. " He is the Average Stater, and never overshoots his mark.
Your boat was confiscated for these damages, this day at twelve
o'clock. It is now five minutes past."

* What does " wormed " mean ? Ar
ote Ei>.

Vide Xaulical Dictionary. Ant. S. 1'.
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" I am ruined !
" exclaimed WILLIAM.

MAST wept on her father's shoulder, and the crowd was visibly

moved.
The Stevedore smiled primly." You cannot pay ?

"
inquired the Warden.

"
I cannot !

" answered WILLIAM, despairingly."
Then," said the Warden, raising his voice, and beckoning to a

couple of men whose blue coats, cocked hats, and short cutlasses,

betokened their official capacity,
"
Water-Bailiffs, do your duty!

'

"
Sorry for it, MISTEK BILL," said the ,two men ;

" but duty is

duty!" .;; .i^:..,,.^:
" Do it, you two SAMUELS !

" returned WILLIAM.
The two Water-Bailiffs, who were two brothers of the name of

SAMUELS (abbreviated into
"
SAM," and known as FLOX SAM and

JET SAM), produced a warrant and a pair of handcuffs.
" Never !

"
cried MABT, as, quitting her father, she threw her

arms about WILLIAM.
"
Stay !

"
said the Warden, bestowing a glance of intelligence on

the Stevedore. "WILLIAM can either go to prison, or, take his

passage, as Purser, aboard the Albert Ross, which sails to-night.
Choose at once !

" MABT looked up in his face beseechingly. The
Water-Bailiffs paused.

CHAPTER III. How the Bait is offered to our poor Sailors.

WILLIAM TAILLEUB eyed the good ship Albert Ross.
A clerk stepped forward with pen and ink.
"
If you like to sail on board this craft," said the Junior Warden

of the Sink Port, who was, privately part-owner with the Stevedore,
trading under the name of the firm before mentioned,

"
you shall

marry my daughter when my ship comes home."
MART turned her beautiful eyes up toward the skies, and then

kissed her parent.
WILL TAILLEUR could no longer hesitate." Give me the pen !

" he cried. And, taking the quill and paper
from the clerk, he signed the Articles.
A smile of triumph passed over the faces of the Junior Warden

and the Stevedore.
MAET bade WILLIAM a tender farewell, and withdrew.
Five minutes after WILLIAM had gone aboard, he returned."

I will not sail in the Albert Ross .'
" he protested, firmly.

" She
ii unseaworthy !

"
" To gaol then with him !

"
cried the Warden, furiously.

The Water-Bailiffs advanced, each armed with the necessary

dock-warrant.
" The Albert Ross is not fit to leave the dock !

"
cried the un-

happy WILLIAM, as the minions of an unjust and cruel law which
I hope everyone will help me to abolish approached.
" Not leave the dock !

" exclaimed the first Water-Bailiff.

"What dock?"
" This !

"
replied WILLIAM, stoutly, pointing to the dock where

they were standing.
" This is the dock I mean."

>f
Nay !

" answered the Bailiff, producing a dock-warrant for his

arrest.
" This is the dock-you-meant !

"

The jest was cruel, but not BO cruel as the Law which occa-

sioned it.

So WILLIAM was led away to gaol by his captors.

Whoever you are who read this, help the poor Sailors, and don t

;

let them be sent to sea unless they like ! Oh, ye Gentlemen of

England, who live at home at ease, how little do you think upon the

dangers of the seas when the stormy winds do blow-ow-ow, when
the stormy winds do blo-ow-ow-ow ! But I, the spinner of this

yarn, know all

about it ;
I

haven't nearly
met my death on
board amerchant

ship at sea, and
got a berth in a
model lodging-
house on shore,

fornothing. But,
my lads, I have
a tale to tell, and
I must heave a-

head !

CHAPTER IV.

A Scene at

Lloyd's.

WHILE WIL-
LIAM was cooling
his heels and his

heated brain in a

prison-cell, the

Spanish Steve-
dore had gone up
to town.
He drove to

C'ornhill, and,
after a short

parley with a

gentleman in
official costume

(of whom more
anon), he entered
the Long Koom
at LLOYD'S
Coffee House,
where the
Writers, In-

surers, Shippers,
and Skippers do

congregate. The
business, as con-
ducted here, is,

in general, fair and honest enough. But LLOYD'S profit is not

altogether unalloyed with risk. Now, "risk" means "speculation,"
and speculation must involve dishonesty.

It will be as well at this point, in order to thoroughly interest my
reader (or readers for I trust I have more than one, and, if I have

not, I '11 send copies, gratis, all over the world), that I should give a
clear and exact account of the constitution of LLOYD'S.

The first question naturally is Who is LLOYD P

I give the answer. Here it is :

The gentleman in the official costume above alluded to, who, for

the sake of respectability, and to impress visitors with an idea of

the high character of the business, is dressed in the same style as is

the beadle in a church. This is MR. LLOYD himself, or one of the

family ! ! ! He it is who takes an enormous per-centage on all the

profits, while incurring no risk. He it is into whose pockets fall all

the profits accruing from the coffee consumed in LLOYD'S Coffee-

House. He it is who receives the entrance-fees from the new
members, and accepts the immense sums which are paid by Tide-
waiters wishing to serve the customers in the Coffee-House. And,
finally, he it is who has the sole right to admit, alter, and arrange
the charts and maps kept in the establishment, and he it is who
alone receives the gratuities daily nay, hourly presented by the

members to the custodian of their hats, coats, umbrellas, and sticks,
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A DECIDED OPINION.
Projrrietor of Sltootiinjs ("in the course of Conversation").

"
YBS, BUT YOU KNOW, SANDY, IT'S DIFFICULT TO UIIOOSK BETWEEN TBK

SCYLLA OF A SHY TENANT, AND THE CUABYBDIS OF "

Sandy (promptly).
" AWKEL I GIB MB TH SILLER, AN' ANYBUDDY THAT LIKES MAY HAE THE TITHSB!"

for which tickets of non-admission are given on their being de-
posited in thq hall ! ! Is it conceivable that here in

England, in the

very heart of our bit trading city, one man should be possessed
of so enormous, so unlimited a power ! ! ! ! Yet so it is. A captain
who has a ship to insure which is likely to be knocked about by the

Breakers, goes to the Brokers. The Official LLOYD gives him an
introduction, for which he pays handsomely.
The business is divided between the tlnderwriters (who won't

insure for anything like the amount, and who are, more or less, safe
and comparatively honest) and the Overwriters (who will insure to

any amount, on receiving a bonus as encouragement-money). And
these are speculators, and unseaworthy to the last degree.

It was to a firm of Overwriters that DON JOSE DI SALAMANCA, the
Spanish Stevedore, and Co-owner of the Albert Ron, applied." What 's she laden with ?

"
inquired ME. HICKOHY, of the firm

of HICKORY, DICKOBY, ABD DOCQTJE."
Grain," replied DON JOSE. " Will you take her ?

"

"We will take her," replied the other, slily winking at his com-
panion.

" Cum qrano satis."

IIow much ? inquired MB. DOCQUE." Five hundred thousand pounds," replied the Stevedore, firmly.A thrill went round the entire room, and several timid Under-
writers lost their assurance for the moment."

IIow much to do it?" asked MB. WALKER, junior partner in
the same firm.

"
Fifty thousand pounds," replied the Don.

The Overwriters regarded one another suspiciously. It was not
DON Josh's tirst transaction. The Overwriters paused. The Under-
writers trembled ; and even LLOYD himself felt a shudder pass
through the gold lace of his hat-band.*****

(To be continued.)

THE CZAR is said to be longing for a "
golden bridge." We

thought it was a Golden Horn on which his wishes were fixed.

TO MARCH.
(A Snarl in Season.)

THE "
roaring moon of daffodil and crocus."

So sings our Laureate How these bards provoke u
With their periphrasis and hocus-pocus !

Roaring ? ThaOs true ; with dusty blasts that choke ua ;

But while to wrath your mad March airs provoke us,
Your flowery fancies seem a bitterjocus,
And snow-drops chilly sarcasms ! Wherefore poke us
With spring flowers, while 'gainst WinterfrosU we stoke us '?

The floral charms of March who cares to focus,
Except in Cerent-Garden ? charming locus,
Where alone Spring-time does not freeze or soak us ;

In Mackintosh where we 've no need to cloak us,
From "

roaring moon of daffodil and crocus !
"

Taking the Consequences.

MB. J. KKAD, of Rose Cottage, Ipswich, sends to the Anglian
Times an indignant letter, complaining of the fines imposed on him
by the Ipswich Magistrates for refusing to vaccinate his children.
The gist of his letter is in the following sentence :

"The amount I am unjustly ordered by the Great Unpaid to pay to the

borough of Ipswich, I will gladly pay, and thank God I am free from the dogs
of vaccination. I hare been hunted about like a madman would be chared,
but henceforth I can rest with my family in Ipswich, for every one of my
unraccinated children hare had the small pox, and therefore by law/r, all

six of them."

This is indeed, as the Editor remarks, paying such a price for

freedom as few parents would care to pay.

USEFUL MILITARY EXERCISE FOB CABMEN (suggested by a Victim).

Judging distances.
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THE WAY OF ALL FISH.

Customer. "Nor MUCH CHOICE TO-DAY!"

Fishwife.
"
WEEL, YE SEE, MANCHESTER TAKS A LOT, AN' THE NOO A WHEEN

QANQ TAB ANITHEE PLACE THEY CA' LENT."

RIP VAN WINKLE ON HIS BOUNDS.
Mr DEAR MB. PUNCH.

IT is not often I venture out of my quiet nest in the country, where I

fell asleep many, many, years ago. But when I do wake up it is usually for a

week in Town, and a round of the Theatres. Once I used to dread, while I

craved, the excitement of this sudden transition from long sleep into sudden
life. The rush of novelty was too much for me. But now how different my
experience !

In nine out of ten of the Theatres, if 'the managers had planned their entertain-

ment to suit my nerves and consult my feelings, they would have put forth just
the bills I see. A hazy halo of antiquity hovers round these programmes, and
takes off all sharp shock of newness. The first theatre I visited after my last

waking was the Haymarket. I rather doubted the wisdom of beginning with
that dear little, ugly, inconvenient, old home of .legitimate comedy. BUCKSTONE
used to be such a fellow for novelty in his pieces, if not his performers. He
never fell back on the stock old comedies, while there was a lively new one to

be tempted on to the boards "Here," I thought to myself, "I shall be sure
to see a picture of life as it is, fresh, sparkling, and above all, English to the
backbone. But shall I ever be able to staad the shock ?

"
Judge of my

amazement to find as the piece de resistance of ftfe evening's entertainment a
classical comedy in blank verse, which I remember to have seen produced many
years ago. As it was very fairly acted by some of the men not all, though, by
any means and admirably by two of the ladies, in particular, the actress who
played Pygmalion's jealous wife, and the charming ingenue who gave anew
grace to the heroine the freshest thing by far I have seen iu my rounds I was
not disappointed with my evening, and, on the whole, felt thankful for the

interposition of an old play between my slumberous country existence and the
new nistrionic experiences, which must, I felt, be awaiting me in my future
adventures. But lo ! the further I fared, the staler grew the pieces. Original
or adapted, it was all the same. If the English dress was new, the French original
was safe to be old

; while, if the English was original, it was of an antiquity
more or less venerable.

Thus, at the Prince of Wales's, that delightful drawing-room house, which
I have always associated with drawing-room plays of home growth, instead
of a charming comedy of ROBERTSON'S, I found myself assisting at the

performance an admirable one, I am bound to say of an adaptation from

SARDOU'S comedy of Let Intimes, an old acquaintance
in its original garb, and adapted more than once already ;

in which the French figure showed through the English
dress like a Mossoo masquerading as a Milord.

At the Court, the Strand, and the Folly, I found myself
equally safe from the shock of novelty. Here the staple
of the entertainment was furnished by old friends, two
Havmarket comedies, and one Olympic comedietta,
which I had first enjoyed I won't say how many years

ago long before I sank into my country slumber.

True, if good acting can freshen old parts, there was a

great deal of it employed in New Men and Old Acres ;

while MR. CLARKE'S breadth of grotesqueness in Jleetle,

Miss LYDIA THOMPSON'S grace in Mrs. Smylie, and
Ma. LIONEL BROUGH'S unexaggerated truth in the north

country manufacturer, Ironstone, gave much effect to

the characters. But they couldn't make old plays new.

At the Adelphi and the Princess's, still in my fearful

search for novelty, I had to face nothing newer than

two venerable melodramas, which have survived the

shocks of repeated revivals.

Hurrying thence to the Vaudeville, where some years

ago I had seen a most amusing comedy of MR. BYRON'S
most excellently acted, you may guess my relief to find

the very amusing comedy still in the bills, and to learn

that no change in the programme was expected for many
years to come.
At the Globe I was let down as easily by an old bur-

lesque of my evergreen friend BLANCHE'S, which I

remember to have laughed at when I was a little boy.
At the Saint James's I was treated to a very well

acted version of a French piece, which had had the

gloss of novelty well taken off here and in Paris, by
long runs in both capitals in its original French.

Even at the Olympic, where the piece was new, it

was the dramatised version of a novel that certainly was
not.

My last venture was at the Gaiety, and here, strange
to say, I did find novelty, though in the experienced
hands of an old, old, friend the TOOLE that never
seems to lose point or edge, for all its hard work, in the

long intervals between my naps, but looks always, each
time I come upon it at work, as bright and sharp as ever.

Here I saw, in Artful Cards, an English piece, built

up out of an idea suggested by a French one, but Eng-
lish in the cast of its fun, its jokes, dialogue, and treat-

ment of incident ; English, above all, in its avoidance of

impurity and impropriety. The shock to my nerves was

sharp, but not insalubrious. I laughed till I cried at

Artful Cards, and since then my sleep has been haunted

by visions of TOOLE, struggling with a Trombone.

There, too, I saw a BISHOP on the stage, who really did

almost as much credit to the Bench, by his excellent

performance on the Boards, as my liberal and large-
minded friend, DR. FRAZER, of Manchester, by his

appearance at the leading Manchester theatres the other

day. This was the only performance that put my nerves

to a severe trial, and showed me there was still some-

thing new to be seen in a London Theatre, a fact which,
hut for this, I might have doubted, and gone back to my
repose in the comfortable conviction that on the boards

at least all was as I left it when I fell asleep, I won't

say how many years ago.

Tours sincerely, RIP REDIVIVUS.

Worse and Worse!
DEAR MR. PUNCH,

KNOWING your wise horror of Ritualism, I beg
to direct your attention to a startling novelty in vest-

ments at St. James's, Hatcham, which I cull from this

day's Standard. After the usual free fight, the offertory

alms, says the reporter,
" were collected by six of the

Choirmen'in red bags
"

! Such is the growth of the seed

sown by MR. TOOTH ! No wonder the congregation, like

the bulls in Spain, get excited, when they see the Choir-

men walking about in red baas ! I certainly think the

Bishop should write to MR. DALE. Surely he can be no

party to such proceedings ?

Yours, A PLAINTIVE PROTESTANT.

NOT WANTED.

WE regret to see by the evening papers that Oysters are

up again. The Natives have risen at Tangiers !
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FIVE O'CLOCK TEA."
Mistress.

"
I REALLY MUST INQUIRE, TIMMINS, WHY THIS TEA COMES UP so

WEAK OF AN AFTERNOON ?
"

Parlour-Haiti. "
WELL, IT SHOULD NOT, M'UK ! COOK, SHE PUTS IN A

SPOONFUL FOR 'BRSELF, A SPOONFUL FOR MYSELF, AND A SPOONFUL FOR THE
PARLOUR

; AND AS YOU RINGS AS WE FINISHES, I FILLS UP THE TEAPOT MYSELF
WITH HILIN' WATER I

"

THE STUDIOS.
" BOUND FIRST."

" BEEN round the Studios P
"

Why, of course. Have not notes of invitation
been pouring in by every post? "Dear old man, give us your opinion."

" Man
cher vieux, your judgment is worth thousands. Come, then !

" " Dear P..
picture 's nearly ready.

Do pop in as you pass !
" "

Best of wags, come and
chaff my canvas next Monday !

"
&c., &e., &c. And so on by the dozen.

Of course we are only mortal, and we have been tempted by the voice of the
charmer in oils, marble, or terra-cotta, to advance snacks of .the banquet to be
offered on the first Monday in May to the Art-loving Public.

Mr. Punch publishes his impressions as copied from his note-book the fol-

lowing day, to the best of his belief, though, by the way, he has no distinct
recollection of what day it was on which he made the tour, but he is certain,
if he has made any mistakes in his report, or appears to have got things mixed
in any way, that it has nothing to do with the odd nips of Chartreuse, hospitable
bumpers of Kcpderer, or passing thimblefuls of Imperial Tokay which kind and
hospitable artists forced down his unwilling throat with a lavish bonhomie alto-
gether irresistible.

" To MILLAIS'S new Studio. Extraordinary state. Sumptuous arrangement
of apartments. Serving-men in Moyen-Age liveries. Studio 150 by 70 feet.
Priceless furniture. Unapproachable tapestries. Treasures of bric-a-brac.
New pictures. Landscape,

' The Rustling of the Rushes 'Caledonia with the
chill on.

' Rushes bending low '

as far as the eye can reach. "What a rush
there will be to see it ! Portrait life-likeness of a British Beef-Eater. At the
present prices of meat how long will there be such a thing left? This old
hero might be the last of his race, and is worthy to bring up its rear ! (Cham-
bertin.)" Thence to LEIGHTON'S Italian palace. Velvet-skinned Signorine in Vene-
tian costumes, and Greek maidens in pepla mustn't say

'
urns ' take my hat

and coat. A small black page appropriates, temporarily, my umbrella. Ushered
into the presence. Entirely absorbed in the grand statue of

' The Acrobat
and the Trombone.' (An officious friend persists in saying it is

' The Athlete
and the Serpent.' We know .better.) Models are posing, in the most

lovely attitudes, in all corners of the luxurious atelier.

(Tokay.)" Close by, to VAL PBINSEP'S, to see how the Delhi

Eicture
is getting on. The artist has had daily sittings

com the crossing-sweeper in St. James's Square and the

elephants from SANGEK'S, and, with the aid of regular
lessons in Hindostanee from PUOKKSHOB MONIEK WIL-
LIAMS, is rapidly getting into his canvas the genuine
couleur locate. (Tiffin.)" On again, like Ifandering Jew. to MABCUS STONE'S.
Wai it MAKCUS STONE or H. 8. MARKS? Well never
mind! Capital picture, "whicheverlit was. 'Getting
over the Old Style' was it? Costume of end of last

century, I remember. No by Jove ! That must have
been at Mias THOMPSON'S studio of coarse I remember
now ' End of, the Last Sentry.' Expiring in the snow
outside of Buckingham Palace. That's it. MABCUB
STONE'S picture was '

Burning Shame,' and MARKS'H
' Old King Cole and his Fiddlers Three.' Capital Testi-
monial to the late Director of the South Kensington
Museum. Splendid composition. Miss ELI/AHUM T.

must be making no end of money. Just engaged Butler.
'

Heavy Charge
'

Balaclava, not Butler. (Military
port.)"

Perfect nest of studios. Fulham Avenue full of 'em.

Suggestion to Board of Works for change of name.
Call in on G. H. WILLS, Author-Artist, or Artist-
Author forget which. Another palace. Simplex mun-
ditiis. Not much furniture, but, what there is of it,

sumptuous. Silks and satins everywhere one scarcely
likes to put one's foot down for fear of treading on
things. Grand subject' Cooking King Charles the
First's Last Chop.' (Sitter beer in the native pewter.)" After Fulham, Chelsea, of course ! Down to
WHISTLER'S' Whistle, and I '11 come to you, my lad !

'

Another artistic palace. Superb decorations. Japanese
Octopi on a silver ground pervading the dining-room
the arms embracing cornice, and the suckers studding
ceiling. Am I here, or in Japan or China Chelsea
China? Received with open arms, a war-whoop, and
a mint julep. By Jupiter, what a sketch ! Beg ten
thousand pardons ! what a finished picture! I mean
that Fugue in blue-major, with pizzicato background.
One delicious tone predominating in thirds through the
entire composition. Whichever way the picture is hung,
it conies nght. It is undeniably a Whistler. (Saki out

of a six-mark jar.)

"Here, Cabby! To the other Studios. 'Where?'
Why, what was the name of the gentleman who painted
' Noah laying in American Beeffor the Ark '

t Well,
never mind. There 's lots of Studios in St. John's
Wood. No. not GEORGE LESLIE'S not yet, nor ARMI-
TAGE'S let's see. Goto Is it CALDEBON'S, LONG'S,
or ? 'Tis so ! Exactly. Drive to TISSOT'S. More
next week. Here, Cabby ! Which picture did I like
the best ? Oh !

' You leave it to me '? Well, here 's

five shillings. Go round the rest to-morrow or why
should I go to expense of another cab s'p'ose I stay
here, I shall have the rest going round now "

Chinese Greek Fire.

IN once more reconstructing the British Navy, our
Government will probably have to follow the Chinese. The
Celestials have begun naval reconstruction at the begin-
ning, and have already learnt the alphabet, or at least

the Alpha, Beta, Gamma, and Delta, of it, in the shape ot

as many gun-boats of a better quality, both for fighting
and sailing, than any in our own navy. It seems clear
that little boats with big guns are to be the fighting ships
of the future

;
and JOHN BULL, if BRITANNIA is still to

rule the waves, must get the start of JOHN CHINAMAN,
and not let JOHN CHINAMAN learn his letters especially
his Greek letters before JOHN BULL.

ANEW ROUGHS' GUIDE, and Companion to the Blue

Book, the Red Book, or the Upper Ten Thousand (designed
to complete the Set). THE BLACK BOOK and PpLICE COUKT
GUIDE, giving a full account of the oriein, family history, and
achievements of the Lower Ten Thousand.*

*
[The Register of Habitual Criminals in England and Wales

for the years 1869 to 1876 has just been printed in the printing
works of Her llajesty'i prison, Brixton. The ponderous volume
is bound in black, and contains the names of 12,164 criminals,
with all their aliases. Times, March 7 ]

VOL. T.TTTT,
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VERS NONSENSIQUES, A L'USAGE DES FAMILLES ANGLMSES.
(Pur AJ.-ATOLE DE LEsiER-scoriBE.)

JE voudrais etre un beau berger blond

Qui jouat du cornet a piston,

Repondit au sonore

Et doux nom d'IsiDOKE,
Et connut son subjonctif a fond !

A COLOGNE est un maitre d'hotel

Hors du centre du ventre ducjuel
Pe projette une sorte

De tiroir qui supporte
La moutarde, et le poivrc, et le sel.

L'IXOELLBM ArchevSque de Parrae

Soupirait, en versant une larme .

"
Que de Liebig 1'Extrait

A pour moi de 1'attrait !

Que le Bccuf d'Australie a du charme !

"

" PAEFUM ! ideal <le mes reves !

En vains flots jusqu'a moi tu t'eleves !

Oui, j'ai beau t'aspir r, J
Je ne puis digerer

Ni ton lard, Plat biviii, ui tes (eves !

"
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

E have found it easier to call up the
~

irrepressible PEPTS than to lay
his perturbed spirit. Though _the
Chinese Ambassador was anxious
to have given us a report of last

week's debates. he is particularly
interested in the Naval Estimates
since he took his trial-trip and
fired the big gun aboard the Delta,
and declares "Me no put piecee
cotton 'in ears any more now"
SAMUEL fairly hustled the amazed
Celestial down the stairs of our

office, and forced his own MS. upon
our devil before the less self-asser-

tive Chinaman could pull himself

together. -- For a ghost, PEPYS is about the

most solidly materialised spirit flesh and
blood can come across, and a Chinaman, above
all a littr itus, wasted by the competitive
examinations of a lifetime, has no chance
with him.
The PBPTS reports are remarkable for their

cool ignoring of all but what interests the

author. Thus, on Friday, March 2, we find

no word of the CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHE-
QUER'S answer to MESSRS. MUNDELLA and
SAMU ELSOJT , showing that the inquiries by the

Philippolis Commission had been a farce, re-

sulting only in the acquittal of TOSSOON BET,
one of the worst offenders, and MR. BARING'S
withdrawal in disgust from proceedings he
could not control and would not countenance.
But he bursts into the Declaration debate :

The House to-night would no going back
from the Declaration of Paris, for all MR.

PEHCT WYNDHAM spoke mighty smart to show that if free ships were to be permitted to make free goods, England's power on the sea

were as good as s-one in war time. And methinks it was pretty to hear Ministers, that some can remember loud and lusty in their knocks

against your free-traders, fain to hold with them that the less war was allowed to meddle with neutral bottoms the better : and which,

indeed, "is common sense for us that are oftenest neutral, and great carriers of goods by sea, and please God will long be so. And so I

am glad to hear MR. BOURKE, and one so high-stomached on the other side as SIR WILLIAM HARCOURT, holding the same discourse ;

and do see clearly that time opens the eyes even of your stiflest fanatiques, so you give them a reasonable turn of Office, which
indeed is a great corrector of your high-flier. And I do take it as settled to-night, by 170 to 56, that free ships shall make free goods
henceforth : and no more dispute thereof possible, methinks, to any good purpose, but indeed I know not it, failing dispute to good

purpose, there be not some that must needs have it to no purpose at all.

Monday. Talk among my Lords, but to no end, over a Bill of my LORD CAMPERDOWN for Election' of the Metropolitan Board of

Works by Ratepayers instead of Vestries. My Lords did think no good would come'.thereof to the Board ; which, indeed, I know not,

nor could learn, but would gladly have the best Board that may conveniently be gotten. But the Bill was negatived without a division.

In the Commons, SIB C. LEGARD, and many country gentlemen at his back, have taken sore amiss a thing said by my LORD
CHIEF JUSTICE COLERIDGE, tin a poaching case at the Durham Assizes, that he would give no certificate for costs in such cases, for

that if gentlemen would make laws to protect the amusements of the rich, the rich must e'en pay for the maintaining of them. Which,
I think, though it may be a true thing enough, was scarce a seemly saying for a Judge on the Bench, that should know nothing of law
for rich or law for poor, but should look only to the law that he is set there to administer, and the breaking of it that he is bound to punish.

Still, when one thinks of all the crimes that do come of poaching nowadays, one can understand that the Judge who has to punish
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Nimrod. " WHAT I OUT AGAIN, VICAE !

The Vicar.
" AH ! BUT THIS is A LENT HORSE !

"

SEASONABLE.
FRESH NAG, TOO ! I THOUGHT PARSONS DID NOT HUNT JUST NOW 1

"

crime may well feel sore at the thought that an amusement of rich
men which certainly fowling be should cause the poor so much
temptation. And. indeed, for all the cost of raising and keeping of

game, there is, and ever will he, a difference in men's minds between
killing wild things and stealing tame; and I do myself feel it, 'in

spite of law, and, some do say,logic. Yet methinks the logic can
scarce be all against them that think so. Still, I would not have
a Judge own to this. So I was sorry my LORD JUSTICE COLEBIDGE
gave back flout for flout, and wrote a high, huffing letter, denying
the right of the House to call him to account. For I do see the
House hath, or do claim, the right to call all to account, and will
not that its right should be questioned.
ME. GRANT DUFF, the sharp-faced, red-haired, thin man, that did

mind me of a weasel the first time I saw and heard him, mighty
keen to know who called back CAPTAIN BURNABY, of the Queen's
Brigade of Guards, that had ridden to Khiva, and was using his eyes
when there, as his legs to get there, and did ask whether if the
recall came from our War Office, it came not from Russia, and thence
round by the Foreign Office, which,MR. HARDY would not answer,
and methinks the question a little troubled him. And I do hear
that the more it is asked the less it is like to be answered. But I do
not think that in the old Protector's time we would have bid back
a Captain at the Muscovite's bidding, or any other foreign Prince's.

Then MR. SECRETARY HARDY to moving of his War Estimates.

But, lord ! to think how little in these days a Minister doth make to
ask for nigh upon fifteen millions for one Office, which is three times
as much as all the Offices together did cost in my time. Lord grant the

money be but well spent. And he mighty pleased that all doth go
so well with his Office, and recruits coming in merrily if somewhat
small in stature and young in years, and doth hope promotion and
retirement will soon go on as briskly as recruiting,,which I wish may
be so, but do find many doubting, especially officers that do wait a
promotion or wish for good terms of retirement. They that had
abused the War-Office schemes mighty ready and large in apology ;

above all one MURE, a Colonel, did. as it were, put his head under
MR. SECRETARY HARDY'S foot, and ask to be danced on which,
methought, was scarce seemly, though I am glad Mr. Secretary hath

good ground to be so cheery : and, lord ! to think how different it

was in my time, and how now your great heads of Offices must
come cap in hand to the House of Commons, and how rejoiced they
are when they have a good account to render of their Offices ; and
how in my time we thought little of the Parliament, and much of

the Offices, and I, for my part, would have taken it mighty ill if any
under a Lord had meddled with the accounts or business of Our
Office. And now all changed. And I do hope it is all for the better
and do indeed think so, not being myself now in Office.

Tuesday. In my Lords' House my LORD MIDDLETON was to have
put a question touching my LORD CHTEI' JUSTICE COLERIDGE'S sharp
saying of the law against poaching ; but as the same question had
been put in the Commons the night before, my Lord did not put it.

But methinks I may well be content that I hold my place no longer
in Our Office, after I did hear MR. WARD HUNT, that is now First
Lord Commissioner therein, so scurvily handled to-nightby all manner
of Members, great and small, for miscarriages aboard the Queen's
ships, whereof all, big or little, at sea or in harbour, be now laid at the
door of the Office, or on the back of the First Lord, so that he do
seem to stand up in the House, as it were a popinjay for all to

shoot at. Yet, indeed, he do bear him bravely enough, and some-
times shot back stoutly. Though methinks there be much nowa-
days in the ordering of our Fleet that were well otherwise, whereof,
as the old saw hath it, "least said soonest mended." But, lord,
when I think of Our Office in my time, how we had much ado to lay
hold of four or five hundred thousand pound by the year, and
these in odd moneys scrabbled up anyhow, and for months together
neither cash, nor stores, nor credit, save as we might pledge our

own, and all cheating the King that could, and the poor, honest
seamen coming crying to us for their money, and lying dying
nastily of their wounds and scurvy sores under the Office windows !

And now the !Office may spend nigh on eleven millions by the year,
and have it too, which is more, as they need, and never a day in
arrear ; and all handsome and the best that money can buy both aboard
the ships and in the Yards and the Office, and the Queen's credit as

good as the biggest merchant's or goldsmith's in the City, or, indeed,
better. And yet for all this I do think our Office be more girded at,
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and cried out upon now-a-days than it used to be in my time, save

only on the head of money, for now all may have their dues, to the

day, from the First Lord down, which is brave, and, as it seems to

me, strange ; only no (rifts that I can hear of, and no commissions,
at li'ast none openly allowed of

; which is worse for them in the

Office ; so, methinks, with money, or without, it do come to much
the same upshot.
But 'tis plain to see that things be not more changed in the matter

of money than in all besides about the ordering of the Fleet. For our

at Deptford. And, methinks, for Captains, our ships now-a-days
with their steam as they call it, and their nice engine work, slicm

need rather such virtuosos as used to meet at Oresham House, like

Silt (.'iiKisToi'imt WREN and SIR WILLIAM PETTY and other rare

mechanique heads of that kidney, than your common tarry-breeched
salt-water Captains like LAWSON and SPBAGOE, ana the rest

that did so maul the Dutch in my time, who, indeed knew but what
belonged to sailing and fight ing their ships, and there an end. Yet I

could^not learn .that the Office had yet clapped hands on uch a

virtuoso kind of Captains, but are still fain to be content with the

old fighting and sailing sort, which amazes me, and I marvel how

they have so changed all else aboard our ships, but yet the officers so

little, and the Office not much, save, as I do rejoice to see, in the

matter of money, that is now to be had for the asking.
And, perhaps, when the Office do come by officers of the right

virtuoso fashion, there will be fewer miscarriages aboard our ships
that be now, methinks, like horses too strong and skittish for tneir

riders. So there may come to be less crying out upon the Office and less

shooting at my Lords, and not so much matter for hot talk, such
as I heard to-night from Members. And I pray it may soon be so,

for of all this fault-finding, I do see but little profit to the UCEEN,
or the State, or the Ships, or the Office.

Much merriment to-night by reason of Mil. SOLICITOR-GENERAL,
that hath gone up and down seeking for a seat this long time past,
and hath now found one, whereof 1 am glad, as methinks he should
be. And he coming to the table to be sworn before the SPEAKER as

is wont, could not find the warrant of his return ;
and after much

rummaging in all his pockets, whereof I think never man had more
or fuller, was sore gravelled, till SIB WILLIAM HART DYKE was fain

to go back to the new Members' place under the Gallery, where washis

hat, and did straight find the return therein, and BO MR. SOLICITOR-
GENEKAL did get to take the oaths at last. But, lord! to see how the
House did laugh ! Though, indeed, a.little thing do divert them.

Wednesday. SIR JOHN LTTBBOCK, a great virtuoso and rich, did
move his Bill for the Preserving of Ancient Monuments, such as

British stones, and mounds, and dykes, that have no beauty to com-
mend them, only curious for antiquity, and now grievously made
away with, as indeed I remember many in my time that are now
long since carted off, or ploughed up, or broken for roads, or built

into walls, or other uses.
JjBut,

lord ! to see how sharp some did speak
against the Bill, that it should strike at property ;

and how my Lord
FRANCIS HERVEY, that, methpught, should have been wiser, did
abuse the ancient Britons, that it amazed me to find such heat on
such a matter, only I see your landlords do not like any meddling
with the land for never no monuments, yet the Bill passed by 211 to

103, and referred to a Select Committee, which methinks was
reasonable. And, indeed, I do in most matters see much reason
in -the Members of the House, for all their heats and over-much
talking ; which pleases me, now that wellnigh everything is laid on
their hands.

Thursday. In the Lords' House talk of Cattle Plague, that it

seems do now spread sore, for all the Lords of the Council can do ;

and I am sorry for it.

In the Commons many questions, and little told in the answer-
ing them

; as, indeed, I do see this is great part of the craft of
Ministers now, to answer, and yet say nothing. MR. GRANT DBTF
did inquire again of the Captain that was called back from Central
Asia to please the Muscovites

;
but the Secretary for War, as

before, did refuse to say wherefore. And methinks this a matter
the ( Xlice would not have inquired into. So I am sorry they should
be vexed with all this questioning of it.

Much tali over a Valuation Bill that I could not understand, nor
the House either, methought, save some City and Country Gentle-

men, that did talk mighty long and dull, till the Bill was read a
Second Time at nigh one o'clock in the morning, and I asleep.

Friday. I did come to the House to-night expecting to see the
Ministers hoised by a petard from their own camp, one MR. READ,
an honest, plain countryman, that once held an office, but was too
stiff for his place, having a Resolution for the naming of Boards for

County Business, part of Magistrates and part to be chosen by Boards
of Guardians. But the Government, rather than be beaten by_ the

joining of some of their own with most of the other side, was fain to

agree\ to the Bill, and did it handsomely enough, though it was
plain to see the morsel did somewhat stick in some of their gullets.

MASKELYNE AND FEMININE.
N moving, on the second read-

ing of the Bill for the Removal
of the Electoral Disabilities of

Women, that it be read this day
six months, MR. HAN-
BURY may avail him-
self of an addition to

the stock arguments
based on women's
natural disabilities.

It .has already been

urged by the oppo-
nents of feminine

emancipation that
women are unfit to

vote for Members of

Parliament, because,
although ladies are

generally taught
music, there has never

yet arisen a first-rate

female Composer. The
same proof that
Woman is inferior to

Man might be drawn
i roin the fact' thftt the
world has not yet seen
a woman of any note
to speak of as a female

conjuror. There never arose amongstVomankind a match for ROBERT
HOUDIN, nor any Witch to mate theWizard of the North. Yet every-
body knows how girls are trained up to practise witchery in their own
way. Time was, too, when witches were,believed, not only by dolts

but divines of the period, to ride on broomsticks ;
and not long ago

a
" medium" suitable to a side-saddle was declared by Spiritualists

to have been transported three miles, and in through closed doors, or

walls, or down a chimney, on to a table. But no such performance
of witchcraft was ever publicly exhibited. At MASKELYNE AND
COOKE'S seances MB. COOKE "floats in the room, taking with him the
cabinet in which he is secured." Whatever may have happened in

days of old, or may now happen in private circles, on the open plat-
form COOKE stands unrivalled, and MASKELYNE has no competitor of
his own gender, still less of the feminine. In public conjuring even
male " mediums "

never rise to
mediocrity,

and those of the other
sex can hardly conjure at all. So the Hon. Member for Tarnworth will

("contend that Women
because they are no

be able, if .ungallant enough, unanswerably to'contend that Women
are unfit to exercise the elective franchise} 1

conjurors.

NEWER THAN NEW.
As the Public, in its thirst for information, is being supplied with

the topics of to-morrow and a digest of the day after, there is no
saying where the journalist will stop in his desire to assuage the

craving of the literary customer, who wants to know what is going
to happen. Mr. Punch proposes therefore the issue of a publica-
tion, to be called

" THE MIDDLE OF NEXT WEEK." (Price 6d.)

The first Number (to be issued as soon as the enormous steam-
presses required for the colossal circulation in prospect have been
erected) will contain leaders on the great anti-IoNATTEFF speech
that LORD BEACONSFIELD is Ipreparing in the House of Lords ; on
Political and

Military
Reforms in Turkey ; and on MR. CHAPLIN'S

heavy counter, when he gets a chance of giving it to MR. GLADSTONE
in the House of Commons. These will be followed by a sporting leader
on the merits of the winning boat in the Oxford ana Cambridge Race,
with details of the race, and account of the accident sure to come to

Ma. SMASHAWAY'S steam-launch, and the block thus occasioned on'.the
river opposite the Limes at Mortlake. Several pages, under the

heading
" On Dira," will contain satirical repartees in contempla-

tion by political Leaders, and witticisms about to be perpetrated
by diners-out, burlesque writers, and popular journalists.
In fact that most attractive of all virtues in literary or artistic

work, the imprfcu, will season everything, and secure, it is con-

fidently anticipated, for the new publication a circulation larger
than the largest circulation in the world, so extensively proclaimed
on the hoardings.
Only Sixpence, and on goes the Donkey into The Middle of Next

Week !

A CONTRADICTION IN (AMERICAN) TERMS. Fog clears np, now
that HAYES settles down.
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LEVELLING TENDENCY OF MODERN DRESS.
<d description) to Verya:

' DON'T YOU THINK IHOSK YOUTHS HAD i

Verger.
" TAKE THEIR "ATS OFF! BLESS YOU, SIR, THOSE ARE THE DSAN'S YOUNG LADIES !"

Old Gentleman (shocked beyond description) to Verya:
' DON'T YOU THINK THOSE YOUTHS HAD BKTTKK BE TOLD TO TAKE TBEIII

HATS OFF ?
"

THE NEW MESSMATES.

(A Squabble well setlkd.)

"
Iron-clad ships differed from the old ships which composed the Navy

in almost every particular. . . . He did mean to assert that not sufficient

money was expended in employing proper Engineer Officers to look after the

machinery of our ships. . . . He contended that the present system of offi-

cering our ships did not reflect the altered condition of the times in which we
were living." MB. SEED in the Debate on Admiralty Administration.

Vulcan.' NEPTUNE, old man, you 're passt. Best relire !

And trust me to blowup our naval fire.

Ask I ; i
. i . 1 1 !

Neptune. As well ask PAN. A man will blow
His private pipe, although 'tis cracked.

Vulcan. Oho !

Your boatswain's pipe, old boy, is out of tune

Neptune. Shall a land-lubber my command impugn ?

Vulcan. We want no Argos now I That style of barque
Is as much out of date as Noah's. Ark.
/ build ships now.

Neptune. And sink 'em !

Vulcan. No, not I,

But your old dockyard mates, laid high and dry.
Nay, you may puff, old man, till all is blue,
Iron-clads are too much for them, and you.

Neptune. I 've room for all the pots you choose to sink';
But they make ugly corpses, and I think
You might as well blow up the things yourself,
And not crowd out my Nereids.

Vulcan. There 's the shelf :

Resign your empire to more skilful hand,
And find some other realm for your command.

Neptune. Never ! You 've marred the earth, leave me the.main.
Vulcan. You '11 find, old salt, your stubbornness is vain.

Iron and Steam are uppermost, that 's clear ;

Earth's first lieutenant is the Engineer.

Neptune. No, not first last ! Belay ! Or say we share

Command quite large enough to task the pair t

Vulcan. Well, here's BRITANNIA. Let 's both state our case,
And have it out before her face to face.

Neptune. Aye aye boy Heave ahead
Vulcan (to Britannia). Hem ! Things at sea

Aren't going pleasantly.
Britannia. No, not for me.
Vulcan. Nor won't till with your ships your ratings square :

Old NEP'S boys have till now had lion's share
Of pay, rank, prize-money.

Neptune. Come, stow your noise !

Vulcan. The time has come that I and my brave boys.
Should have our turn. You see his blood has cooled,
Since NELSON'S Hearts of Oak the ocean ruled.

Britannia. My pockets tell me that.

Vulcan. His Naval Nobs
Set my young engineers the stiffest jobs ;

And each new problem, each perplexing riddle,
Leads them a dance, to tune of second fiddle.

Yet NEPTUNE and his Admiralty Masters,
At my and their door lay their late disasters.
' Taint fair ! Prestige, pay, power his fellows hold,
While mine are snubbed and left out in the cold ;

Till in hot water his chaps splash about,
And then mine are called in to get

' em out.

Neptune. At reeling jaw out, short of you I come,
But there 's no need for slack. You know me, Mum.

Britannia. I do, dear NEP, and don't intend to sack
So old and tried a servant.

Neptune (triumphantly). Keep that tack !

Britannia. But NEP, old salt, although you 're brave as blunt,
And love yard-arm to yard-arm, like WARD HUNT,
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Your case, like his, is shaky in the joints,
And Kate, like HKED, will hit the weakest points.
Let VULCAN replate these. Things du look queer
Aboard my ships. We need the Engineer.

Vulcan (triumphantly). Didn't I say so ?

llritannla (pointing to NsrTUttx). Yes as we need him.'
BRITANNIA'S Navy must both fight and swim.
Well manned, well, handled 'twill stand war and

weather ;

For this I want you both to pull together.
So shake hands, NKP, with your new mate ! No sulks !

There 's work for both aboard my iron hulks.
Let future fair make unfair past amends,
And you may vet turn out the best of friends !

[Exeunt NEPTUNE and VULCAN arm-in-arm.

FREE AS AIR; OE, "BRITONS NEVER," &c., &c.

//* Inquiries of a liritish

Official on Leave.

PARIS, Monday
Arrived in this city, and

made up my mind to look
into the monetary matters
of the country. Went to
leave my card at the Minis-
tt-re des AffairesEtrange'res.
On my return to my hotel
found a telegram awaiting
me from the Treasury,
ordering me not on any
account to inquire into
French finance, for fear of

wounding the susceptibili-
ties of the Government of
MARSHAL M \cM.\uox.

BERLIN, Tuesday
(a week later).

Arrived here, with the
intention of informing my-
self as to the organisation,

administration, and work-
ing of the German military
system ; left my card with
COUNT VON MOLTKE. On

mv return to my hotel found a telegram awaiting me from the War-
Office, desiring me on no account to go within five miles of a
German fort, garrison town, or barracks, or to hold any conversation
with a soldier, for fear of irritating the susceptibilities of PRINCE
VON BISMARCK.

VIENNA, Thursday (a week later).

Arrived here and arranged with our second Secretary of Legation
to examine the returns of the local manufactures, which are said to be

rapidly advancing. On my return to my hotel found a telegram
from the Board of Trade, forbidding me to make any inquiries

bearing on Austrian Commerce, in consideration of the natural

jealousy of British enterprise on the 'part of the authorities at

Vienna.
CONSTANTINOPLE Friday (a week later).

Being detained here by stormy weather, thought I might as well

employ myself in finding out what I could about the position of the
(lovernment Loans and the British Bondholder ; walked to our

Embassy to ask the help of one of their dragomans. On my return
to my hotel found a telegram from the Foreign .Office ordering me to

leave Turkish money matters alone.

ALGERIA, Saturday (a week later).
Arrived here, and started to deliver some letters of introduction

likely to forward my object of observing the practical working of
the French system of colonisation. On my return to my hotel found
a telegram from the Colonial Office desiring me to do nothing of the
sort.

ROME, Sunday (a week later).
Arrived here in hopes to improve the opportunity by looking into

the position of affairs between the KINO and the TOPE. Called to
leave card on the new English Cardinal, an old acquaintance. On
my_ return to my hotel, found a rather curt, and anything but dig-
nified, telegram from the Privy Council Office, begging me not to

poke my nose into ecclesiastical questions, which no lay mind was
qualified to understand.

EGYPT, Monday (a week later).
Arrived here, and proposed testing the feeling oi the people
propos of the newly-appointed English officials and our acquisition

of the Suez Canal shares. On my return to my hotel, found a tele-

gram from the India Office, ordering me to be off at once.

NIKOLAIEF, Tuesday, 2 P.M.
Arrived here, and determined to make a few inquiries about the

Russian Fleet.

Tuesday. 2'10 P.M.
Received telegram from the Admiralty and all the other Offices

"Consider yourself under arrest, and come home immediately."
End f my holiday.

PUNCH IN THE POLAE REGIONS.
To an epitome of the preliminary report of the Arctic Committee,

lately transmitted to the First Lord of the Admiralty, the Sanitary
Record appends the observation that

" It will be Been that the whole result of the inquiry may be summed up

tersely in the word* of SURGEON GOLAN, that in any future sledge expedi-
tions if anything has to be left behind, it should be the rum and not the limr-

juice. It was this conviction which led us in the first instance to challenge
the course pursued by CAPTAIN NAKBS in sending the rum and leaving out

the lime-juice, and we can but rejoice, in the interests of the Service, that

this inquiry has resulted in so unanimous and so complete a confirmation of

that view.

It may be said that lime-juice is no more a preventive of curvy
than vaccination of smallpox ;

and some may gay this disbelieving
that smallpox is preventible by vaccination. CAPTAIN NARES, how-
ever, is not one oi those fools. He " decided not to send lime-juice
on the sledging parties on account of the difficulty of carrying and

melting it," and would on any future sledge expedition "certainly
so modify the,arrangements as to admit of sending lime-juice." To
be sure, and one obvious way of modifying the arrangements for

that purpose would be to send the lime-juice in combination with
the rum. Add some quantity of sugar. Everybody knows how to

name the liquid which those ingredients would form, and were it to

congeal, what would it then be but iced punch? A compound
universally celebrated as a remedy for

"
the gout and colic and the

phthisic
" would doubtless be found most effectually antiscorbutic.

I >n. COLAN may be quite right in saying that, if anything has to be
left behind by Arctic explorers, it should be the rum and not the

lime-juice ; but by far the preferable, as the more comfortable plan,
would surely be to leave neither behind, but to take both, which
would he easily managed by the simple expedient aforesaid, of

mixing them together. This, if adopted, would have the further

advantage of ensuring the specific for scurvy to be duly swallowed.
Sailors are prone to shirk lime-juice pure and simple, but there is

little fear that JACK would ever decline the acid in union with the
other elements of the mixture abovenamed, if only its alcoholic

portion sufficed him.

HUNT ON HOLES.

IF the First Lord of the Admiralty knew or minded his SHAK-
SPEARE as he ought, he would not perhaps have answered the

allegation that the Vanguard sank because there were holes in her

bulkhead, by the excuse that
"
they were very small holes." Had

he read, marked, learned, and inwardly digested the divine WIL-
LIAMS, he might have learned that as a little hole will as effectually
do for a man as a great hole, if only the little one is sufficiently

large, so will it serve as effectually to sink a man-of-war. A rapier
thrust had made a little hole in the chest of Mercutio. Let MR.
WARD HUNT perpend JHercutio't answer to his friend Romeo's
suggestion that

"
the hurt cannot be much "

:

" Mercutio. No, 'tis not so deep as a well, nor so wide as a church-door,
but 'tis enough 'twill serve ; ask for me to-morrow, and you shall find me a

grave man. 1 am peppered, I warrant, for this world."

Our Minister seems to have needed to be taught that the little

bole in a man's side that will let out the life has its counterpart in
the little hole in the side of an ironclad which is big enough to let

in the water, albeit
"
only a little one." But perhaps he will ever-

more bear this point in mind hereafter in dealing with the appoint-
ment of Officers such as those by whose arrangements, although
they may have been "not absolute idiots," the Vanguard, in

consequence of some of those little holes being left open in her

bulkhead, went to the bottom.

Definition for Diplomats.

TREATY. An International Agreement between two or more
Powers, which each and all of the contracting parties will punc-
tually fulfil, when the time conies for doing so, unless they think
that the safest and most advantageous course to pursue, is to back
out of it, and not otherwise.

DEATH IN THE MILK-PAIL. Le Crime de la Creme.
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OUR NOVEL SERIES.

ALL IN THE DOWNS.
OR, THE BOTTOMRY BOND!

A NAUTICAL NOVEL, BY

S. PL-MS-LL M.P.

CHAP. V.Tf>e Able-bodied Seamen depart in a Coffin-rigged Vessel,

AND how many handa are aboard the Albert Ross, think you ?

Only nine; and the Captain is but seventeen years old. This^is

economy on the part of

the owners. But, alas!

the Albert Ross will

suffer as other vessels
have suffered, and, as

my friend ME. WH-L-
L-Y, of Peterborough,
would say the Roman
Catholics in England
suffer, from a long
course of Under-Man-
ning. But that is his

joke, not mine
;
and he

is earnest about his

work, as I am about
mine. So heave ahead !

and let me pitch the
next line overboard.
The Stevedore held

the policy for 500,000
in his pocket. The
Junior Warden joined
him, and grasped his

hand. They, the Own-
ers, were safe. If only
WILLIAM TAILLETTB,
DON JOSE'S rival in
the affections of MAHY
MAYBTJD, would but
come out of gaol and
embark on board the
Bad Ship Albert Ross !

The Junior Warden
had other matters on
his mind which no less

concerned the Steve-
dore. It was to his, the

Warden's, interest, and
for their joint safety,
that MAEY should be
the Stevedore's bride.
Thus their interests,
like their capital, were
identical.

The moon slowly
rose, and cast a dull

light on the scene.
"We understand one

another ?
" asked the

Stevedore of his com-
panion, in a hoarse

whisper.
"Ay, ay!

"
replied

the other, in the same
tone.

"Whoareonboard?"
;'The Skipper, the

ship's husband, with
the first and second

Mates, the Parser (who pays out), the Scuttler (who looks after the

coals), and the third Mate with five hands."
' A useful person this last."
'

Very handy. But we have been one too many for him."
'

Is the fate of the ship assured ?
"

'

Yes, assured as you know insured. The ship is overloaded.
It load-line is painted high up over a false level."

' Who did that ?
" asked the Stevedore, anxiously.

' The painter, of course."
1 But he will split," returned the Stevedore.
'The Ship's Painter split!" replied the other, disdainfully.
Not he ! He is overboard by this time !

" and the ruffian laughed
heartily.
Could such a scoundrel be really the father of MAEY MAYBTJD ?

If so, how was it that his name was GBOGHLOSSOM ?
* We shall

see.
"
I understand "

said the Stevedore, darkly frowning. "The
grain will be overpacked ;

on the voyage it will swell, it will gra-
dually burst the sacks, distend itself upwards, force the seams of

the boards
"Which are only secured with sham bolts," interposed the

Warden.
"Ay, ay devils all and then the mas^s will go overboard, and

(fie ship, if once filled with water in every part, with all hands must
sink to the bottom."^" Then she is certain to go to the bottom ?

" asked the Warden.
" Sure !

"
replied the Stevedore.

"Since that is the

case, you will at once

sign the bond which
binds us together to the

deed, by which you
undertake that the snip
shall go to the bottom
within a certain time."
And so saying he pro-
duced a parchment.
This parchment, with

its seals and Govern-
ment stamps, is called

a "Bottomry Bond."
The drawer of such a
bond undertakes that the

ship in his possession
shall go to Davy Jones's
Locker within a speci-

fied period.
These BottomryBonds

are drawn only by the
Wardens of Sink Ports.

It is one of the old
feudal privileges yet
remaining to them. I

trust before long to see

this iniquitous system
abolished.!
"Just so. But

hark !
" and the Junior

Warden lifted up his

hand to arrest the
Stevedore's attention.
A shrill whistle.
The Bo'sen's call to

summon all hands
aboard.
And WILLIAM?

What of him ?

There are other
Devils besides sham
ship's bolts, and these
seemed to mix them-
selves up in the Steve-
dore's affairs, for at
that moment WILLIAM
TAILLETJB, released
from prison, stepped
from the Quay on to the
deck of the Albert Ross.
The word was given

to weigh anchor.

Theanswer, of course,
was that it weighed
exactly a hundred tons.

The reply to this

(from the Captain) was
rude in the extreme.

* We have already asked this question. ED. f Fact. S. P.

J So do we. But surely this isn't the real meaning of a Bottomry Bond ?

We are not Maritime Lawyers, but we certainly think there must be some
error. To this effect we have written to the learned and enthusiastic Author.

En.

Answer from the Learned and Enthusiastic.- Founded on fact. Sounds
all right, I mean it sounds all wrong. Yours, S. P.

{ I wouldn't have believed this statement if I hadn't seen it myself, but
it's a fact for which I can vouch, vide my pamphlet under the head of

Defective Construction. When a ship's timbers are held together by only

plumbago or black-lead pencil bolts, called Devils (for the same reason that a

junior barrister is so termed when he's doing the work of a senior), if she

doesn't go down the very deuce is in it ! S. P., M.P.
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FROM ONE POINT OF VIEW.

SCENE British Jury Room, All agreed on their Verdict except

Irish Juryman (who holds out}. "An, THIN, ILIV'N MORE OBSTIMT' MEN I uivia MET IN ALL MB LOIFB ! 1

"

So the bad ship Albert Ross left her moorings, and slowly sailed

out of the Harbour.
A boy said to another boy, as she passed along, My eye I

A policeman observed to another policeman,
"
By Jingo .

The harbour-master sighed heavily, and went in to supper.

A mild, near-sighted gentleman exclaimed, "Dear me!
Two workmen observed to one another,

" Darned if they wouldn 1

rather do nothing for forty shillings a week on shore than work

without wages on board that there ship for a month.

Amid such Caseandra-like predictions of woe, the Albert Ross was

steaming out of Newport-Pagnell, with WILLIAM TAILLEUR aboard,

when a lithesome figure, in the costume of a Middy, sprang from tht

pier-head and alighted safely on the vessel.

The Stevedore on shore, with a glass in his wicked eye, alone

recognised the person."
Perjingos /

" exclaimed the Spaniard.
"
It is MAEY MAYBUD !

'

It was she indeed in disguise.
And it was too late to stop the bad coffin-ship Albert Ross, with

its deadly shrouds and false load-line, on its outward-bound course

to the Bottom of the Deep, Dead Sea.

(To be continued,)

"Keeping Watch o'er the Life of Poor Jack."

THE"! brig No' frame , from Liverpool to Africa, "laden with

coals, gunpowder (very badly stowed), and paraffin^ oil, made a good
deal of water," clearly the wisest coxirse under the circumstances,

and her crew refused to proceed also wisely.
*

A member of the Government, in an after-dinner speech, said

that "no idea was likely to enter the head of any responsible

adviser of HER MAJESTY whereby a single button of our sailors'

jackets would be placed in jeopardy from any matters arising out of

the internal administration^ the Turkish Empire."

Comparing these two announcements, JACK will be likely to

exclaim,
" Dash my buttons but don't blow me up."

OUT OF KEASON INTO EHYME.

(A Halcham.Bull.)

DEAR CROOM and dear PLIMPTON, all thanks for your letter.

Go on as you 're doing j you couldn't do better.

Just put that schismatical ass in a fix

Who wants to score honours by trumping our tricks.

The half-hearted scoundrel, the mealy-mouthed dog .

Give me a down-righter who goes the whole hog :

I must own some respect for a knock-me-down ranter ;

Trot and gallop I like, but I can't stand a canter !

The notion of standing, while all the rest sit,

Was simply delicious : I thought I should split,

When I heard how you balked him, and bothered, and worried

No wonder, I 'm sure, the poor creature was flurried.

But the row t'other day went a leetle too far :

If you try votes defait there 's a danger you '11 mar
A sweet little plan which were nipped in the bud
If you gave the foe notice, or stirred up my Lud.
At present, you see, I am forced to be dumb :

The Doctors forbid all excitement so mum!
But bide we pur time, and some sunshiny mornjng,
Without giving DALE and his myrmidons warning,
We '11 break in, as they broke fair reprisals, you know -

If they use the jemmy, why not we the crow P

Once in, we 're the masters ;
we '11 lead 'em a dance,,

Make each hair stand on end in the wig of PENZANCE.

Good-bye, dear Churchwardens ;
we fight for the truth.

Get the fallals in order. Yours ever, A. TOOTH.

ROYAL RESIDENCE NEW CHRISTENED.

THE QUEEN has invited I'ncle Tom (REV. J. HBNSON) to visit her

Windsor Castle is, in future, to be called Uncle Tom's Cabin.
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FASHIONS FOR THE KITCHEN.

Cook. "Lou1

, JANE, I WOULDN'T BE BOTHERED WITH THEM 'TRAINS' EVERY DAT! I

ONLY WEARS MINE ON SlTNDAYS !

"

Jane. "THAT MAY DO FOR YOU, COOK
;
BUT FOR MY PART I LIKBS TO BE A LADY WEEK-

DAYS AS WELL AS SUNDAYS !

"

'Igh Figure." This way ! [ They enter the
"
High Figure."

m. I suppose ? Sweet, or dry ?

BUTCHERS IN AEMS.
SCENE Bond Street. BROWN, Bond Street butcher, discovered teith JONES, Bayswater

butcher. To them enter ROBINSON, Bermondsey butcher.

Robinson. How are you both ? You look down in the mouth.
Brown. We are, and reason good, JONES. Have you seen Punch ! (Producing last week's

number).
Robinson. Look at that ! Bos Americanus f I knowthat "

boss " is an American word,
and means "

'ead," and our friend in the air seems to have got it from the bull's 'orns.

Why, gracious ! if it ain't an 'it at us ! A drop of something short, or I shall faint !

Brown. My dear fellow, I cannot be seen going into a common pub. !

Jones. Nor I. The days are passed when our fathers used to frequent public-houses of a

night, and smoke clay pipes, and drink beer.. We have our Clubs. Let us go to mine " The
J'int."

Brown. Or mine the
" '

Jones. A bottle of
" cham

Robinson. I hear the nobs always drink dry.
Jones. Then dry for me.
Brown, Waiter ! Bottle of dry champagne.
Waiter. Yes, Sir. Perry Jewit or 'Eidzic ?

Jones. Oh, the dearest, I say.
Waiter. Yes, Sir.

Jones. Why give it a name ? What 's the odds of names ! A chap 's safe with the
dearest or should be.

Brown. So one should and with meat, too, as well as drink !

Robinson and Jones. Ha! ha! \_Tliey drink.
Brown. Now, what is to be done about this here American meat ? We must unite ! Eh

JONES?
Jones. Long life to the American meat ! say I. Here 's its jolly good health !

Brown. What, are you mad !

Jones. Ha ! ha 1 Not a bit of it ! My customers is mostly what they call the middling
classes, and doosid middling they are too, some of 'em. Well, they don't like to ask for

cheap stuff, so I lets 'em have it without asking.
Brown and Robinson. Shame !

Jones. Just you wait a bit. MRS. SWEL-
LINGTON comes into the shop and says,"
JONES, I want a nice sirloin of beef, real

Highland beef." "You shall have it,

Mum," says I.
" 'Ow muchf" gays she.

"Shilling a pound
"

says I. "That's
dear !

"
says she.

"
Well, it ain't my fault,

Mum," says I.
"

I don't make any profit
on it. It 's all along o' the dearness of

coals." Well, she gits her jint, and she

pays me a shilling a pound.
Brown and Robinson. Well ?

Jones. So it is well jolly well con-
siderin' that I was a-selhn' her American
beef all the time and a-chargin' her

English prices. So here 's American beef,
I says!
Robinson. Ditto to JONES, I say. Now

here 's my game :

" American meat ?

Lor' bless you," says I, "you won't like

it when you get it ; but, if you will 'ave it,

you must. 'Ere you are, the very best,

nine-pence a pound." And next day back
they comes, and tell me they don't like it,

ana sticks to English, in future, like

Englishmen.
Brown to Robinson. Our friend JONES'S

experience is different from yours, you see.

Robinson. No it ain't. He sells 'em
American beef for English at English prices,
and I sells 'em English beef such as it

is" for American at American prices.
There 's beef and beef ain't there P

English or American.
Brown. All very well for you fellows in

the unaristocratio quarters. I needn't to

come any low game of that sort. I 've only
to say to my customers,

"
I don't keep it.

Bond Street is not the place for such

things," and they look ashamed of them-
selves for asking about it, and take what I

choose to give them, at my prices. That 's

your style !

Jones. Ah! that's your style ; but it ain't

ours, worse luck.
Robinson. 'Owever, that's neither here

nor there the pint is, how are we to silence
all this nasty cry agin the butchers

Jones. And how to muzzle Punch ?

Apparition of Punch rises.

Apparition. Listen to me. I will tell

you now to do both. You will all have to
sell this American meat, or else reduce
your prices for English. Your customers
are tired of you. You, BROWN, will in
future supply the DUKE OF FIVE STARS
with the meat, he asks for, irrespective of

nationality. You, JONES, will sell American
meat by American names as well as for
American prices. As for you, ROBINSON,
twelve months' hard labour would do you
good, as well as those who supply you.
Reform your practices, and reduce your
prices, or it will be the worse for you."

[Apparition disappears.
Butchers. Worse than reducing prices!

That would be a bad business !

[Exeunt butchers, jointly and severally,
in deep thought.

Faith and Functions.

ALADY'S-MAID WANTED in the Country.
She must dreea hair well and make dresses

well, get up collars and cutrs. Must be a Pro-

testant, and call Mrs. S at half-past 6

o'clock. Wages 20, and 1. Gel. for washing.
Address, &c.

The Advertiser must be related to the

Lady who recorded of MRS. JONES, in her

epitaph, that "she played on the harpsi-

chord, and painted in water-colours ;
and

of such is the kingdom of Heaven."
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CE QUE FEMME VEUT."

m.

BAH gives us an article on "The Excessive Influence

of Women." Punch offers the Author the following "casus omitti"
of this influence :

MB. HAUGHTY HENPECK was heard to tell his friend FITZ-GEOROE
that the O'MiLLiONS were "

snobs," and that he would not set foot

in their house again. MB. HENPECK subsequently had an interview
with his wife, when they accepted an invitation to dine with the

O'MILLIONS on the following Thursday.
MB. JACK GOLIOHTLY was lamenting the folly of those of his

friends who, after marriage, gave up their Club and even their

smoke. Since JACK married Miss TAME-TYGEB he hag neither been
teen in his Club nor with a cigar in his mouth.
MB. WILBERFOBCE FuNKiT said his mother-in-law should never

set foot in the house again. Two days after, his wife's mother
arrived, tied a white glove on the knocker, and put WILBERFOBCE
to sleep in a closet under the stairs.

MB. PATERNOSTER Row said he would publish no more rubbish
written by women. A new three-volume novel by his wife is, how-
ever, on his list of forthcoming works.
ME. CHABLIE HAWKER asserted that the Boat Race was all rot, and

that he would go to it no more. After calling on Miss FLOBBT
BRIGHTWIN he was heard to order a barouche for the morning of the
2-lth inst.

MR. GRINDER GRUMPY, after stating that his wife should

spend no more in frippery this month, inadvertently took a walk
with MRS. G. G. down Regent Street. In half an hour he had
spent thirty shillings on a bonnet, and thirty guineas on a for cloak.

Mr. Punch, who had been reading various new periodicals, was
heard to say that he didn't know what women were coming to in

these days ; but, coming home from an evening party, he went to

bed with visions of many fair forms, and was heard to mutter in his

sleep that the dear creatures were as good and beautiful as ever.

THE PROMOTER OF THE FUTURE.

(An Ideal Idyl.)

After the Judgments in the Lisbon Tramways, and the
Sombrero Phosphate Company.

SCENK The Sanctum of MR. GOLDEN GREATHEART, the eminent
Promoter. Plain office-furniture, with comfortable easy chairs

for Visitors. Near a desk a wooden stool. Tracts, the
"
Sunday

at Home " and " The Leisure Hour," on a side-table. Portraits

of well-known Philanthropists and views of the Peabody
mansions hanging from the walls. JOHN and MART (Servants)
putting the place to-rights.

John. How good our Master is, MARY ! It is a pleasure to serve
him.

Mary. Indeed it is, JOHS. When I am in his presence I feel
as if I were in church. His refining influence has turned us from" h "-dropping menials into Gentlemen and Lady Helps.
John. Hush ! he is here !

[Enter MR. GHEATHEAKT, to soft religious music. The Servants
kneel to receive their Master's blessing, and then exeunt.

Mr. Greatheart. How pleasant it is to be so respected and so

loved ! And yet I but obey the law. By the judgments in the

cases of the Lisbon Tramways and the Sombrero Phosphate Com-

pany the relation of Promoter to purchaser of shares is shown to

be the same as that of Solicitor to client, Guardian to ward, and

Spiritual Adviser to penitent ! Happy privilege to advbe men tor

their good, to spend my fleeting wealth for the benefit of my fellow-

creatures ! Ah, Charity virtue of virtues ! how my heart yearns
towards thee! (Enter JOHN.) Well, my good friend, what do you
want with me ?

John. Dear Master, a young gentleman wishes to see you on
business, he says.
Mr. Greatheart. Bid him enter, my good JOHN. All honest men

are welcome here. But,, stay ! The Lunar Exploration Company,
into which I advised you to put your savings, is about to be
wound up.
John (dismayed). Then I shall lose twenty-seven pounds eight

shillings and ninepence-halfpenny !

Mr. Greatheart. Not so! I, as Promoter, have returned the

purchase-money with 5 per cent, interest this last as a bonus. All

the loss will be mine : a trifle some hundred thousand pounds !

Jiihn (struggling with his emotion). My dear, dear Master, how
can I sufficiently show my gratitude F

Mr. Oreatheart. By keeping my conduct a secret. You owe me
no gratitude I do but obey the law. And now show in the visitor.

[Exit Joiix, and re-enter, ushering in ALFRED KNEEDY.
Alfred. 1 trust you will pardon this intrusion, Sir I am but a

poor man.
Mr. Greatheart. And, as such, the more welcome. In this room

many fortunes have been made, and many have been lost (aside,

with a slight sigh) but all my own. (Aloud.) My excellent JOHN,
you can leave us. (JOHN kneels, receives blessing, and exit.) And now,
my friend, what can I do for you ? But first take that easy chair

this wooden stool will do for me. [They seat themselves.

Alfred. Honesty is the best policy, Sir. I will be bold, and
speak my mind. I come to ask you to promote the Patent Potato-
Leaf Gunpowder-Tea Company.
Mr. Greatheart. Do you know, young Sir, that, were I to consent

to your request, I might have to sink in that enterprise the re-

mainder of a fortune already greatly compromised by recent failures ?

Alfred. I said I would be frank
,
Sir : I do know this.

Mr. Oreatheart. And yet you ask me ! Ah, then, you must have
some good reason for this strange request. Do you know that, as

an invention yet untried, Potato-Leaf Gunpowder-Tea may prove a
failure ?

Alfred. I have carefully considered the risks, and I admit such a
result is not improbable.
Mr. Oreatheart. And yet, knowing all this, you ask me to pro-

mote the venture. Pardon my curiosity, but do you mind telling
me why you urge me thus to risk my all in this perilous venture ?

Alfred. I said I would be frank. I am to be the Manager of the

Company at 1000 a year, payable quarterly in advance. Thus, if

by your aid the Company can be floated, if but for three months, I

shall be in receipt of 250.

Mr. Greatheart. An excellent reason ; and I would consent at

once, had I not a daughter. I must provide for her.

Alfred. Not so, as I will marry her. Ring for her. I know I

shall love her at first sight, and that my affection will be returned.
Mr. Greatheart (opening the door and calling). MART! (Enter

MARY.) This young man wishes to marry you. He says he will
love you that you will love him.

Alfred. I repeat what I said. I do love her already.
Mary (after taking a long look at ALFRED, rests her head upon his

shoulder, and bursts into tears). My own at last ! I see you now for
the first time, and yet I murmur, once again my own at last !

Mr. Greatheart (who has written out a cheque for 200,000).
Bless you, my children! (Touches bell. Enter JOHN.) Take this

cheque to the Bank of England, and with it open the account of

the Potato-Leaf Gunpowder-Tea Company, promoted by (JOLDKN
GKEATHEART Directorate to be shortly advertised. (Jomr kneelt,
receives blessing, and exit.) And now, ALFRED, in your hands rest*

so much of my future, and all of my child's. But whatever comes
of our joint ventures, I trust still to retain those proudest titles that
a man can hold of Disinterested Promoter and Munificent Million-
naire:

Tableau, soft religious music, and Curtain.

Anagram.
(On a famous but delicate-throated Sitigrr.)

THE audience in rapt impatience sits ;

Comes an excuse, and disappointment hisses.

Strange that
" SIMS REEVES, whose singing ever hits,

By a mere shift of letters,
"
ever misses.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

CSDAY, March 12. My LOHD CHANCELLOR (reports the pertinacious Ghost of PEPYS),

mighty busy with my Lords mending two holes in the Law relating to Land, which it

do amaze me should have been left unmended so long. One, that if I die and leave

my land to one son and my money to another, and the land be under mortgage, he

that hath the land may take his brother's money to pay off his mortgage, which
law one may clearly see to have been made by those that had the land ; and the

other, that if one leave me an estate for life (which I would any had done, but
none ever did, only handsome gifts, thank Heaven, in money, and plate, and

jewels) with remainder to him of my cousin ROGER'S sons who should first reach

twenty-one, and I had died before any of ROGER'S sons came to that age as

indeed none ever did live to manhood then the remainder, as the lawyers do call it,

would be void, and the land go to the heir-at-law, against the intent and wish alike of

the testator, and me, and ROGER, that had all meant to keep the land in one line ;

which now is to be changed, and methinks should be.

My LORD DORCHESTER did very briskly question my LORD DERBY again to-night of that travelling Captain that the Foreign Office

and the War Office between them had back with a oesserara from Khiva the other day, to please the Muscovite as all do say and think,

though my LORD DERBY will not have it so, but do now talk grave of the dangers to the Captain from the Tartars, and how he should

perchance be taken for an agent of our Government. But methinks it had been sufficient for our Government to deny this, without

calling this stout Captain home, that had gone so fa* and at such cost of money and sore bones. And now I do hear that the same
Captain hath ridden through Asia Minor, as far as the city of Erzeroum, where the Muscovite do border on the Turk. And I do wonder
if the Turk also will have him back thence ; and if our Offices will bid him home, to please the Turk, as they did to please the] Muscovite.
But I hope not ; for methinks an English Captain should be at no prince's bidding but his own, and would not have been in OLIVER'S
time. But I fear English stomachs are not so high now as then, which veies me.

In the Commom, before the First Lord Commissioner was let to move his Estimates, was much scrambling talk of naval businesses
how my Lords had not gone wisely to work for the raising of the Vanguard, though, indeed, I doubt if there were any wisdom better than
leaving her where she lies; and one PETER TAYLOR, a man of mighty soft heart and as many do say soft head (as, indeed, your Englishman
is apt to confound soft heart with soft head), did complain that the punishments aboard each ship of our Navy be no longer set out
as fully as they were wont to be ;

and grumblings touching the Pay and Pensions of Warrant Officers, and the weak boilers put
aboard ship (but, lord ! to think that ships have come to need boilers other than those used for cooking of the men's beef !) and the
Anchors and Cables that be used in the Navy, how these are the worst instead of the best, and I know not what matters besides, till

I at length did think myself back in Our Office in Seething Lane, with MR. COVENTRY and the two SIR WILLIAMS wrangling over our

ships and stores and the Yards and the accounts, and no more good like to come of it now, methinks, than did then.
But, at last, MR. WABD HUNT, to his Estimates, and do ask boldly for close on Eleven Millions Lord help us ! and do give a brave

account of the Yards and the Ships that be built and building and to be built, in all nigh on one hundred thousand tons betwixt wood and
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FROM THE COW!"
THIN snow ME THE MARKS OK BIS ARM ! HE HAS THE MASKS,

DIRECT
Local Inspector.

"
Off, HE HAS BMN VACCINATED, YOU BAY !

I SDPPOSB t"

Mother. "On, THAT HB HRV, SIR! EOT NOT (driven into a corner) IT WAS THIS WAY, YOU SEE, SIB I KAKMIK AKBRS'S Cow
SHK RUNNKD AFTER THE CHILDREN, AN' KETCHES MY LITTLE BOY, AND TOR88BD HIM RIGHT OVER THE HtDGB I BUT THE M*HKS "

[Local Inspector loses his temper.

iron, that I could but wish that COMMISSIONER ;PETT might have
been there to hear him, that would brag so much of his great doings
at Deptford, and now what a peddling place it do seem. Only
COMMISSIONER PETT, I doubt not, would have given a good account
of such pestilent fellows as MB. REED and SIR JOHN HAY, and,
above all, one BENTINCK, a loosely-hung homely-faced gentleman,
that they in the House do call Big Ben after the great bell in the
Parliament Clock Tower, for his bigness and his hollow sounding,
and all the others that do carp and pick at Our Office, and all that
is done therein, till it is a pity to see my Lords so baited, with or
without reason.

Also MB. HUNT do promise mightv handsome both as to boys
that they will train for sailors for the Fleet (a new thing since my
day, when we were fain to take such as we could get. and bad
bargains, many of them, poor rogues, but fared hard enough,
had they been twice as scurvy) and torpedoes, which be a kind of

sea-petard, to blow ships up under water, and I would fain have
the chance to see and study them, and do intend it if I can, for,
indeed, like most things in our ships nowadays, these engines be
quite out of my compass.
But I was glad to hear that two of the PRINCE OF WALK'S young

sons be to go aboard the Britannia for their teaching of what belongs
to a sailor, and I do hope England will never lack her brace or
so of princes bred to the sea, though I must needs own they that
be good at ships be not always good at reigning, as witness His

Majesty JAMES THE SECOND, that was a good Prince to the Navy,
and made much of me, I thank him, and was indeed sitting for
his portrait to SIR GODFREY KNILLER with intent to give it me,
when he did first hear of the coming over of the PRINCE OF OBANGB,
and would needs have out the sitting for my sake ; and I, thinking of
all this, did lose some of the fag-end of to-night's talk, but methinks
had enough. And indeed nothing can be done, it semi, nowadays,
without more talk than needful. So no loss for me or any man to
miss some now and then.

Tuttday (Zorrf). My LORD DERBY did promise my LORD GRAN-

VILLE news shortly of dealings with the Muscovite on the Eastern

Question, that he do hope soon to -bring to some likely end. But,
for my part, I do rather hope so than Rxpeet it, for that I do think it

a matter past words to bring to a good issue, and my Lords will v-i vc

only words to it and no more, and them but half-hearted ones.

Afterwards my LORD DUXE OF RICHMOND did bring' in \ Bill

for amending of the Law touching Burials ; wherein the^Puritans,
that be as stiif-necked now as they were in my time, do complain
sore that they may not be buried in the parish ground with services
of their own, but_ must have the Parson read that of the Church of

England over their graves, willy-nilly, which vexes the living, if not
the dead. But methinks 'tis strange your Churchman and Puritan
should be so by the ears about the manner of putting away their

poor quiet dead bodies, that methinks have.most of them had; more
than enough of clapper-clawing in their lifetimes ; but so it is, and
now the Duke's Bill, I do fear, will do little to help matters to a
settlement of this foolish quarrel. Only it do empower parishes
to make new grounds, wherein bodies may be buried with such

orderly services as to their friends may seem fit ; but yet in parish
grounds there may be no burying but either with the service of the
Church of England or no service at all : which methinks will never

satisfy the Dissenters, as they do now call Puritans. And indeed as

I left them and the Church at loggerheads in my time' so I find

them now, and no chance, that I can learn, of a peace
In the Comment to-night a strange matter. One CHAMBERLAIN,

a Member for Birmingham, and a brisk boy, and stout speaker,
that looked as he did both believe in himself, and what he was
saying, so that I marvelled not he 'was well listened to, spoke
long and plausibly for a plan to enable Corporations, if they would,
to buy up the pot-houses in their boroughs, and put their owri

servants into them, and become sole purveyors of drinks to their

borough-folk. And this he did say had been done, with good
effect in lessening the foul vice 'of 'drunkenness in Gottenburg,
and I hear your Swede be as potent in potting as your English-
man. But to see how others did straight jump up and deny all he
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said, and bring figures to show that the potting in Gottenburg was
worse than ever since this plan was tried, and how 'twould be

surely putting a great and evil power in the hands of Corporations,
and now the more folk drank it would needs be the better for them
in their new business of sellers of drink. And indeed methinks
it needs must be so, so that I wondered how SIR WILFRID LAWSON,
that would have two-thirds of them that pay rates empowered to

shut public-houses, should vote for this Bill, that would enable a
bare majority of them that make rates to open them. But indeed
SIR WILKIUD is more witty than wise

;
and so the House did seem

to think, and did throw out the Bill by 103 to 51.

Then one BIGGAR, an Irishman, that spoke with a harsh voice and
a great brogue, getting up, all the House did walk out ; and
so all at an end T>y nine o clock, and I glad to get away, and
the House methinks. And I do see now the use of such Members
as this BIGGAR, that when they rise to speak, the House may
straight rise to go, and with good cause. And, above all, I am glad
for MR. SPEAKER, that must needs listen to so much idle talking,
and may not go till the House rises ; and I admire how patiently
he do bear it, and keep a brave countenance.

We&nftday. A Bill by one SIK ROBERT ANSTRUTHEB, for ham-
pering, if it may be, the sale of Intoxicating Drinks in Scotland

;
but

methinks the Scotch do hold too much to their "usquebagh," as

they call it, to be keen for any stoppage of the traffic therein. And
indeed it is a mighty comfortable liquor, above all when drunk hot
with sugar, as I have drunk it aboard one of our men-of-war, the
Lion, that I was aboard of off the Brill when we brought the King
over, which had a Scotch Captain that loved it, and would have me
pledge him in a brimming bowl of usquebagh punch, which he called

toddy, with right Jamaica limes. .So I do not marvel that SIR
ROBERT had but poor help to-night to the hindering of the sale of

strong drinks in Scotland, but did lose his Bill by 253 to 90.

Thiirsday. Nothing to note of my Lords.
In the Commons was another night of asking for money Supply, as

they do still call it, and so they used in our time, only now the House
do supply all it is asked for, and then it did not, but both the King
and the Officers had to catch at the coin as they could, one against
the other, and oft neither could catch any. Only now, though the
House do give all that is asked for, Members must needs talk first,
and so they have what they call their

"
grievances

"
for pegs to hang

their talk on ; but, lord ! when I do think of my time, and the
grievances that were indeed grievances then, and not a word
breathed of them in or out of the House, it do seem strange to me.
So to-night they did talk ever so long of marvellous pitiful

matters, as the slitting of a widow woman's dog's throat by an Irish
Magistrate, and the widening of a road, and the employing of six
soldiers last year to cut a piece of standing corn, and the pranks of
the schoolboys a-training for the Navy aboard the Britannia, and I
know not what other silly stuff, that I wondered at it. And when
it came to voting of the money I did again wonder at some that
methought should have known better, that were for cutting down
the wages of them that do serve the State in our black settlements
on the Guinea shore, where white men do indeed live so miser-
ably that methinks they need scarce grieve to die quickly, yet
must needs make provision for them they leave behind them. And
I wonder how ME. GEORGE TREVELYAN and SIR CHARLES DILKE, and
the rest of the lusty young fellows that were so brisk for cuttingdown such salaries to-night, would like the same lopping and top-
ping if it had been their part to receive the wages instead of award-
ing them.

1 did marvel too at the grumbling about the choice of young
fellows from the Foreign Office to go with my LOED MAEQUIS OF
SALISBURY to Turkey, that they should be those that knew least of
the Turk and his matters. As if great Lords that go on missions of
State, or they that have the naming of the young gallants to go
with them, are used to choose according to men's knowledge of the
matters to be taken in hand ! And indeed it do vex me to hear such
simple talk, and from some that should be wiser.

Friday (Lords). My LOED CHANCELLOR hath a Bill for a man to
make himself bankrupt, if need be, and so to have his substance
1airly carved among his creditors, which methinks is but reason;
but my LORD HATHERLEY likes it not, as thinking that the Lawyers
should have the first picking in such cases, as the Doctors do not
love that a man should go out of the world without them.

(Commons.) The CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER do assure myLORD HARTINGTON that the Government do indeed hope they are in
a way to clap up a paper bridge for the Muscovite to go back over.
But 1 admire that a few words cunningly drawn into a protocol
should save us from what all did fear would be the biggest and
bloodiest war of this time. And so I find do most ; only for the
moment such a protocol 'tis thought may serve the turn. And so all
glad ot it, but most, the most shallow-witted.

Ihen much talk of the Irish school children, how they may not
be driven to school, yet will go of themselves three days out of five

and will learn more in that time than your duller English children

in two days out of three.
Much debate but to little end of what should be done when Slaves

do seek shelter aboard our Ships in Eastern waters. But I do

plainly see that Sis GEORGE CAMPBELL, that did raise the matter, do

weary the House with too much and too often talking. Yet as he
is a man that hath had weighty charge in India, so I doubt not

tie do look on talk as the business to be done in this House. As,
indeed I find many do.

One WHALLEY, the same that is wont to fall foul of the POPE on
all occasions perhaps, as being sent to the House from Peterborough,
for which borough of . Peter, indeed, the POPE do claim to be sole

Member did talk to-night of the other matter that do set his wits

wool-gathering, which is ARTHUR ORTON, a fat knave now in

prison, that did take the name of SIR ROGEE TICHBOENE, and, after

i mighty tedious trial, was clapped in gaol for it, where he still

lies'; and now this WHALLEY will still have him to be TICHBOENE,
but can bring none in the House to the same mind, save one
OSBORNE a lack-brain like himself, and doth lug the matter in by
head and ears whenever he can, and did to-night, to the wearying
of the House, and MR. SECRETARY CROSS, that did very hardly make
shift to answer this WHALLEY civilly ;

and I do see Peterborough
is more proud to have a Member with a mind of his own, than
careful what fashion of mind it be.

OUR ESTABLISHED DISSENTERS.

r
T is said that some of the Noncon-

formists within the Established
Church have at last determined

to do the right thing secede, and
form a dissenting sect, entitled to do
as they please in their own conventi-

cles. The Whitehall Review
announces that a section of

High Church and Ritualist

members of the Church of

England contemplate the
foundation of "a new An-
glican Communion." They
have resolved upon this step
"in consequence of the ac-

tion taken by Anglican
prelates under the Public

Worship Regulation Act."

Accordingly, they intend to;

have an episcopate of their
own. "In the first placed
brand-new Archbishop, with'
a very ancient title, is to be
consecrated by one or more
foreign prelates." The re-
mainder of the Bench is to:

consist of
" two Suffragans, each with titles from old English sees ;

"

and the new Anglican Communion to be started next July. In the:

meanwhile :

"The difficulty attendant on the consecration of the Archbishop and his

Suffragans (as far as regards any interference with existing jurisdictions,
whether Popish or others,) will be surmounted by the ingenious plan of con-

secrating them upon the high seas."

The last statement suggests a suspicion that the preceding news is

too good to be true. How can interference with existing episcopal
jurisdictions be avoided by the consecration of Bishops on the high
seas, if the Bishops are so consecrated for the purpose, nevertheless,
of wielding opposition crosiers in the sees ashore ? The occupants of
those land sees would account the maritime intruders no pre-
lates, but mere poachers on their manors. Obviously, a consecra-
tion performed for an evasive purpose, although on board ship,
would be anything but an above-board proceeding. It would be
out of place and unsuitable even as a qualification for preaching to

the fishes, which could be done as well without as with it by any-
body, lay or cleric. And then the flat-fish would hardly come up to

hear a preacher of Ritualism, and the ocean does not contain

gudgeons. Altogether this idea of consecrating High Bishops on]
the high seas appears to be a far-fetched derivation from the maxim;
that he "who drives fat oxen should himself be fat." It is not

a]

thing to be spoken of to the sailors, but awakes the suspicion thatj
the whole statement in connection with it is no better than a story
fit only to be related to the other arm of Her Majesty's Sea Service.

May it, nevertheless, turn out to be authentic ; for, if the Ritualists
will only retire to their own Ebenezers, the National Churchmen
will readily agree to differ with them as their Dissenting Brethren.

INDIAN RELIEFS. AI.SOPP,
"
Simkin," and BASS.
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A SENSIBLE DIFFERENCE.
" He thought the Bill. a

amended, would be acceptable at

once to the Clergy and members
of the Church of England gene-
rally, and aUo to the great majority
of our sensible Dissenting bre-

thren." The ABCHIIISIIOI* OF
CANTEUIIVHY on lite DUKE OF
Jin HMOND'S Jiurials Sill.

TAIT thinks the Duke's Bill

will the Church content,
And satisfied leave sensible

Dissent.

But might one ask our mild
mellifluous Mentor

How he'd define a "sensible
Dissenter

"
'(

There is a figure of sophistic
art

That in dogmatic strife plays
foremost part ;

Petitio principii is its name,
No tte too high its help at

need to claim.
If "sensible Dissenters" ex-

clude all

But those who 're thankful for

Church mercies small,
It foliows small Church mercies

must content
All 'who are sensible in their Dissent.
From CANTUAR.'S lips was ne'er of Churchmen heard
The same invidious, qualifying word.
But then in CANTUAR. it were reprehensible
To hint that Churchmen could be aught but sensible !

THE GOTHAMBUBa SYSTEM; OR, NOW AND THEN.
(By a Wise Man of Gotham.)

Now.

SCENE Lushington Street. BROWN meets JONES.

Brmon. Well met, old man ! I am rejoiced to see you again. It
is my birthday my twentieth !

Jones. Many happy returns, my dear boy ! And well, what are

you going to stand i

Brown. Whatever you like. Here 's the " Green Dragon
"

!

[They enter the
" Green Dragon, and drink.

Brown. And how 's the world treating you ?

Jones. First-rate. My uncle has just departed this life, and left
me well, a nice little sum.
Brown. Bravo ! We must have a drink on it. Here 's the" Blue Boar." [ They enter the

" Blue Boar," and drink.
Jones. The " Blue Boar" tap is not half so good as

" The Rose."
Brown. Isn't it ? Well, let us try.

[They enter the
" Rose " and drink.

Brown. Yes, the
" Rose "

does sell the real stuff ! But what an
ugly party behind the bar ! I like a pretty girl. Come into the" Red Lion," and see POLLY.

[They enter the
" Sed Lion," and drink.

Jones. Bah I Whatsh 1 mean, what is the use of pretty girls ?

Give me a man who querks me sively serves me quickly. They
have barmen here at the

"
Swan," and topping tipple. Come along

Swan ! [They enter the
"
Swan," and drink.

Brown. Call them quick, (hie) look shlow ash poshible. Loo
ere try

"
Mitre." [They enter the

"
Mitre," and drink.

Jones. Dooshid nishe street (hie) thish. No walking far from
one hold up what wash I shayingP Oh ah no walking far
from one public-house to another.

lirown. Quiright, too. Awful ass (hie) WILFRID LAWSHON I

Jones. Hear, hear ! Letsh (Aic) have drink !

[They enter various other public-houses, and finally pass the

night at the police-station nearest to Lushington Street.

Turn
Water Street. JONES meets BROWN.

Brown. Ah, JONES! I beg leave to congratulate yon. I have
just heard it is your birthday.

Jones. Oh. thank you very much. Yes, I am forty to-day.
Brown. You do not look it. And how are you going to celebrate

the day ?

Jones. I don't exactly know. But a visit to the Tower or to the

British Museum seems about the pleasantest as well as most rational

employment of such an anniversary.
Brown. You are right quite right. But was it not our custom

of old to have a drink on such occasions ?

Jones. In days gone by. And I confess. BROWN, I have yet a
touch of the old Adam about me. We will drink.
Brown. Let me see, the

" Green Dragon
"

is shut up.
Junes. And so is the

" Blue Boar."
Bnnrn. And your old favourite the

" Rose " has disappeared.
Janes. And the

" Red Lion," where your pretty friend POLLY
was, is turned into a Temperance Hotel,
Brown. And the

" Swan "
is an eating-house, at which they will

not allow intoxicating liquor on the premises.
Jones. It is the same with the

"
Mitre." ^yhere can we drink 'f

lirown. I have it. At the ," Chamberlain Arms." It is the
nearest bar, only a mile and a half away. Let us hasten thither.

At the
" Chamberlain Arms."

Jones. Well, give it a name.
Landlord. Good day, Gentlemen. You are waiting to be served 'f

Brown. Yes, It is my birthday. We must have a drink.
Landlord. The less the better, Sir. You remember how drink

used to be the curse of this country. It was fearful. Yet there has
only been one conviction for drunkenness in England during the last
two years. That was the famous Liverpool case of beastly intoxica-
tion.

Jones. The man was let off, wasn't he ?

Brown. Yes with penal servitude for five years. It was his first

offence.

Jones. Well, what shall we have P
Landlord. Allow me to recommend our sparkling mineral waters.

Ever since SIB WILFRID pst! I mean the Dims OF DRINKWATER,
SIR_ W. L. as was, discovered those natural champagne mineral
springs on his estate, we have sold nothing else.

Brown and Jones. So be it !

[ They drink two quarts of mineral waters and retire happy, one
to the British Museum and the other to the bosom of his

family, deeply thankfulfor the incalculable benefit conferred
on the country by the labours of one mighty mind, and the

blessings of an infallible system.

FROM SPELLING TO GRAMMAR.
MEASTER PUNCH,

I ZEE the Lundnn Skool Boord Wensday last wake refurd

Spellun Refarm to a Zelect Cnmmitty. Werry wel, but wot.'s the

good o dooun things be haaves ? Wot 's wanted isn't not onlee Spellun
Refarm I /ays, but also Grammer Refarm.
Wot I manes by Grammer Refarm you can zee I dare zay pnrty

wel by the waay how I rites. "Tis Grammer Refarm o' the same sart
as Spellun Refarm, wun Refarm to match the other. Alter the
Grammer as wel as the Spellun to wot the oommun peepul talks.
Meak ut a rool to zay and rite "this here" and "that air," and
" no" arter "not" and "

never :" as'fur exampul,
"

I han't got no
sense," "I newer had no eddicasnun," and zo on. I haint no scollard
mezelf, but I be told by them that be as how boath the dubble nega-
tive and the tuther vernacler idjum as they calls un is Grammer in

zum vorren languidges anshunt and moddurn. Wnnt insted o' will
not and be insted of am is other pints of Grammer Refarm amung
menny moor as I cood menshnn, but not fur to meak too long a storee
on't and teak up a mutch o' yure valliable room, I wnnt say no
moor at preznnt, ixcept as how that I be, Zur,

Yure Rooral Reader, DiinruL DUMPER.

Poscrip. My respecks to the Lundun Skoolboord, and if so be as

how they likes to take pattern from the abuv spassymunt o Grammer
and Spellun Refarm together, they be quite welcum to, 't.

A Cymric Challenge.
MR. PUNCH,

As a descendant of the "barbarous, uncivilised, and
wretched Britons," I do hereby challenge, through your columns,
LORD FRANCIS HERVEY to deadly combat. As I am desirous we
should not be disturbed in our duel d outrance, I will give him the
choice of : Place the Devil's Bridge, Pass of Llanberis, MoelJShiabpd,
or the topmost peak of Snowdon. Time five or six in the morning
of'the first of April. Weapons bow and arrows, broad-axe, skene-

dhu, or bandy stones.
An indignant Cymneg,

MORGAN AP OwAnr AP ITHEL AP RHODRIC MAWB.

PROOF OF THE INTEGRITY OF THE LAW. The Return of the
Lent Assizes.
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THE DOG OF THE PERIOD.
"

I SAT, BILL ! "SLOWED IF SHE AIN'T A' BEEN A-BOYING OF HER DAWGS BY THE YARD !

'

"PONS ASINORUM!"
" A collective agreement of the Powers to deliberate on some hypothetical

necessities of action iu some hypothetical future, would be so powerless a

document that the mere demand for it would be inexplicable, if we did not

suppose Russia to be extremely anxious to procure an honourable means of

retreat." The Times.

WILL the bridge bear the Bear P In slow retreat
Uraus essays the pass with cautious feet,

Tentative, if not timid. Paper offers

But flimsy foothold, and some ribald scoffers

May smile to see the ponderous plantigrade
Foot-feeling o'er a protocol. Afraid r

1

Oh, not at all, but well, beyond that
"
but,"

Though eyes may open, mouths had best be shut.
'Tis they laugh longest who laugh last. Perhaps
The grin distending diplomatic chaps
May soon change sides. 'Tis wise in Bear to tarry,
And, careful, test what weight the bridge will carry,
Across whose paper span and slippery track
The Bear ere long may have to travel back.
Time will show of the " Asses" who's the Ass.
Exit from a political impasse,
On a permissive protocol, may prove
In Bear's long game not quite the final move.
This new retreat from Moscow, or at least
From Moscow's manifesto, irks the beast,
"With Slavs left in the cold, armed legions idle,
And Turk unchecked, save by a paper bridle
Of futile lecturing and wordy warning,
Which even Turks have sense enough for scorning.
As "

action commune "
gives dissatisfaction,

Suppose, instead, we try common inaction
Faineant policy on old safe lines

Lecturing sans "
ulterior designs."We '11 lift a fie-fie finger ! But "

insist
"
?

Where is the bold bad Power dares shake a fist

That hints coercion ?
"
Padishah, we trust

You '11 sin no more, but if you will, you must.

We 're all at one as far as wishes go ;

And really you should mend your ways, you know.
For doing which there 's nought like good intentions

With which do pave, and no more interventions."

This protocolled, let diplomats look wise,
Bull graze at peace, and Bear demobilise :

Devices to do nothing with an air

Of busy self-importance are not rare,

But this political Round Robin beats

All diplomatic record. Bear retreats ;

Lion nor Eagles dare advance ; and lo !

The Happy Family in statu quo !

Et apres f Ah, that question, long revolved,

Crossing this Asses' Bridge leaves still unsolved.

CONTRABANDISTS AND COMMONS.
THE Morning Advertiser mentions that a deputation one day last

week waited on the HOME SECRETARY, with a view to get the London
and South-Western Railway Company restrained from committing
an encroachment which they design on Barnes Common. Our

neighbouring contemporary adds that ME. CROSS promised to see

the Company's Solicitor, with a view to do all that could be done
for the preservation of that open space for the public use by its

rescue from those despoilers. Of course he will have no difficulty in

keeping Barnes Common from the clutches of the Philistines, unless

they have already contrived covertly to whip up a majority for the Act
of Parliament delivering it into their hands. If, unfortunately, that

is so, it is to be hoped that Government will put all possible pressure
on them to arrest their ravage. In the meanwhile, we rejoice to

see that an attempt of the London and Brighton to appropriate one

of the prettiest bits of Mitcham Common has been defeated. The

Society for the Preservation of Commons and Open Spaces, with a

view to impede the progress of Railway, and all other aggression
on common land, should organise a Parliamentary Preventive

Service to block the attempts, still made from time to time, to

get Private Enclosure Bills smuggled through the House of

Commons.
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THE UNIVERSITY BOAT RACE, 1877.

TIIKIIK

is no greater proof of suc-
cess than the envy created in the
liiip.mii of rivals. Punch has been

accused of being behind the age ; so

he ia, in the same sense that he is be-
hind the scenes. He knows
the effects in preparation,
and the actors about to

come on, before the spec-
tators in stalls or boxes,

pit or gallery.

E.g. Mr. Punch sent

his reporter overnight to

Putney on Friday next
(the Eve of St. Clasper),
with full powers to report
the coming race, and a
blank cheque to pay his

expenses at the Star and
Garter.
Mr. Punch, ever mind-

ful of his young friends
the members of the rival Universities, forwarded for their ac-

ceptance, with bis compliments, several feathers, both high and
low, for Cambridge, and some india-rubber tubs for Oxford ; all of
which were received with cheers on the arrival of the reporter, who
lost no time in dipping his beak into the flowing cups in which the
rival Crews were drinking each other's healths, in the vain
attempt of each to gruel the other before the race. The report
of the Saturday's race reached the Punch Office early on the
present Wednesday, thus proving satisfactorily to all interested
that Punch is rather before than behind the times, as certain
ribalds do vainly assert.

Saturday, March 24. The University Boat-Race was rowed this

morning
" on the slack "

(whatever that may be it may be wire, it

may be rope, for all I know), at five A.M., before a sprinkling of

spectators who could see nothing, owing to the fact that the sun had
not risen, andunder a sprinkling of spring rain that kept coming down
at thirty-six to the minute. The water was very

"
poor," we were

told, though judging by its thick and seemingly pea-soupy consist-

ence, we should have imagined it rather the reverse.
As the Limes light was turned on, both Crews lit up the cheerful

cigarette, which, once kindled, was to light the way of the gallant
coxswains to the winning-post. Gradually the boats were launched,
and both paddled gently to their moorings, far out into the night, or
rather early morning. Nothing was audible but the regular plash
of the paddles and the half-suppressed objurgations of strokes and
coxswains. The Umpire's boat not having arrived, your Reporter
and Artist were called upon to man the only wherry on the loose.
As the painter was cast overboard by some of the bystanders, I

had to trim the boat by myself as well as 1 could, though slightly
unmanned by the sudden double demand upon me, and the pushing
out into the blackness and the brine. (By the way, is the Thames
salt at Putney ? I appeal to those who may have gone through the
tasting process in this portion of the stream.)
At the word " Go !

"
I heard the painters suddenly cast adrift, as

mine had been, and then, as one after another of the competing
sixteen dropped his oar heavily into the water, I felt that this would
indeed be a struggle for

supremacy between the rival Alma; Matres.
From the glance 1 had had at the crew stripped for their prelimi-
nary tubbings, I knew they were in hard condition every ounce
of convertible flesh consolidated into muscle, though it might be fresh-
water muscle, which is acknowledged to be inferior to the salt-water
variety. As we neared the Oil Works, my fine ear told me that in
the Cambridge boat the crew were backing up their captain at

thirty-six strokes to the minute straight from the shoulder, 'while
in the Oxford craft the lively and irregular splashing spoke volumes
(of Thames water) in favour of the high feather of the crew, and
the general liveliness of the ship from stem to stern. The sparks
from sixteen cigarettes flashed along the water like fireflies over the
Maremma, while an occasional rocket from the rival coaches, which
dashed along the towing-path as fast as four horses could carry
them, gave a romantic aspect to a scene which only required gas-
light to be a magnificent display of that combination of aquatics
and athletics to which the best minds and bodies of our University
youth are so perseveringly directed. By particular request of the
coxswains I make known my whereabouts from time to time by
whistling the favourite air.

" The Same Old Game" as I dashed
a-head, taking the water first of one and then of the other crew,
much to the satisfaction of both, for they were already shipping
more of the Thames fluid than was agreeable with the thermometer
at freezing-point, and the sun not up yet. Neck and neck, the
eights of Oxford and Cambridge flashed by the Aits of Thames,

taking, however, care, as they shot past Hurlingham, not to kill

any of yesterday's wounded, as not being members of that distin-

guished club. By this time, could one see it, the elegant bridge of
Barnes ought to be looming in the distance. (I do not know what
"
looming

'

is, and should be glad of private information.)
Here a check was given (I did not wonder ; for to judge by their

state of perspiration, our athletes must have dropped several pounds
since the start), owing to a spin which both boats took in the middle
of the river, till this was put a stop to by the combined efforts of
strokes and coxswains ; but, as there was not a soul on the towing-
path, no notice was taken of the cnntrrtvmps. I was amusing
myself by half-feathering under the water, when I was suddenly
aware of the first streaks of dawn; and as I hoisted the Royal
Standard, and loaded the

" Come in gun, I could hear, not far be-
hind me, though 1 dared not turn my nead to watch, the exciting
struggle which my eye, hand, and shot were so soon to decide and to
record.

In the Oxford Boat, No. G had by this evidently finished bis share
of tile race altogether ; and was watching at his ease the struggles
of his comrades. No. -J was sliding too rapidly, but this might nave
been caused by the accumulation of ice on his seat, owing to the

early start with the thermometer below the freezing-point, and
could scarcely have boon prevented.
In the Cambridge Boat No. 3 had got BO well forward over his

toes that he could not get back at all, greatly to the inconvenience
of No. 2, whom he might be said to reduce to comparative inaction.
Never at a loss, the Cambridge coxswain, taking the yoke-lines
between his teeth, suddenly brought all his strength to bear in aid
of his almost exhausted stroke, and lifting the boat as they passed the
distance post at the entrance of the last reach, got close to the rails,

and, teeth clenched and hands down, passed the Oxford coxswain,
who had to try all ho knew to keep alongside, much less gain on
his opponent.
The free style in which both the Crews laid out at this late

stage of the struggle was a
proof they had not been spending their

strength and money recklessly during their Thames practice.
As Cambridge rounded the bend of Mortlake Reach, the Oxford

stroke spurted like a whale in his flurry till the white water
flashed high over their ship's bows, while the big drops of perspira-
tion gleamed like pearls on the knitted brow of tne Cambridge
coxswain, as with wild shrieks he urged his crew to a superhuman
effort.

I was so excited, "as both boats flashed past the Judge's chair in
front of the Ship, that if you had flung a handful of gold into my
lap, I couldn't have told you which had won. No time, however,
was to he wasted in discussing that detail with myself. At a
venture I pulled the trigger of the

" Come in "
gun, which re-

sponded by a vicious kick that landed me in the bottom of my
trim-built wherry. A feeble huzza rang from the Ship, in whose
yard a few stragglers were astir even thus early. Up went to the
mast-head the rival flags, both looking blue (but the one dark, the
other light emblems of the struggle of the moment between night
and day), and, blowing up and out, were at once entangled in a
desperate tussle for supremacy.

I knew there woula be a wrangle, and was determined to keep
myself clear of it : so I paddled gently through the railway bridge,
and then, with one turn of the wrist, and that well-known silent

laugh which distinguishes all Pathfinders, shot my skiff to land,
jumped out and returned to town by Underground, leaving the
Crews to settle their differences over an amicable breakfast at the
Criterion.

A Volunteer Offer.

ONE would like to know this
"

tall gentleman, having lately come
into property," who advertises in a recent number of the Daily
Telegraph .

MAJOR.
WAJTTBD to purchase, the TITLE of Major or Colonel in a

Volunteer regiment, by a tall gentleman, recently having come into

property. Address, with lowest price, &c.

This would-be Major evidently thinks that when purchase was
driven from the Army, it found an asylum in the Volunteers.

Acceptance and Resignation.

THE Post announces that the vacant office of Black Rod has been
accepted by GENERAL Siii W. KHOLLTS. Attached to it is a resi-
dence within the Palace of Westminster and a salary of 2000 per
annum. Butchers' meat maintaining its present prices, and fashions
continuing as extravagant as they are now, two thousand a year
will go only a little way to make both ends meet. Still, considered
is an agreeable addition to the means of housekeeping, it may
be sufficient to make SIB W. K. especially as Usher, instead of

school-boy, take the rod and be thankful.
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VERS NONSENSIQUES, A L'USAGE DES FAMILLES ANQLAISES.
(Par ANATOLE BE LESTER-SCOU^EE.)

"
Om, Fran9ais, votre patrie est belle,
Et chez vous le soleil etincelle !

Mais Ton n'a pas chez vous
Ces deux objets si doux,

Le Poqueur, et la Cole-escoutelle !

"

LES perpendiculaires rayons
L)u soleil illuminaient les fonds
De la mer. Ce cbauffnge
Fit d'abord fondre en nago

Puis demoralisa les poissons.

UN picqueau, nomme Picalili,
Le plus fort des picqueaux-Lazenbi,
S ^prit d'une picquelle
De chez CROSSB BT BLACQVZLLE,

Sut lui plaire, et devint son ami.

IL naquit pros do Choisy-le-Iioi ;

JjB Latin lui causait de i'effroi ;

Et les llathematiques
Lui donnaient des coliques,

Et le Grec I'enrhumait. Ce fut moi.
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OUJi NOVEL SERIES.

ALL IN THE DOWNS:
OR, THE BOTTOMRY BOND!

A NAUTICAL NOVEL, BT

8. PL-MS-LL, M.P.

('HAITI:!! VI. - Di-iiil Eyes and Shrouds,

YES, WILLIAM and MAHY MAYHUD were on board the doomed ship
whose fate had been settled by the Bottomry Bond, signed, sealed,
and delivered between the Stevedore and the Warden.
For days and days in calm weather they sailed.

The Captain, as I have said, a lad of only seventeen, was joyons
and careless. In the evening he played the fiddle, not tunefully,
but merrily, while POLLY, as she was now termed, sang sweetly.

A. Ship's Chandler (whom they had picked up in passing a light-
ship) illumined the state cabin with sea-dips, and they were as gay
as larks in the morning.

The Skipper skipped, and the Ship's Husband danced. The Mate
with five hands performed several amusing tricks of legerdemain.
Yet they were not happy. POLLY sent home two letters by the
stern-post, of which we may hear more by-and-by.
At three bells on a cloudy morning they sighted what they made

out to be the Pharo Isles on the coast of Egypt.
The Steward, however, felt certain that it was an immense Bank.
The Purser, pleased at this information for he had a quantity of

paper which he wished to change for gold put off in a small boat
and made for the Bank. At the same time, there being some
inequality on board, the Mate took a pair of ship's scissors and
bej?an trimming the cargo.
Before the Purser could return, indeed before he could reach his

destination, the Mate's action had brought about the long-dreaded
catastrophe ; for the grain, which had gradually been rising, sud-

denly burst all limits, forced the planks of the upper deck until the
bags rose in a steaming, seething mass, blackening the atmosphere,
and embedding mast after mast in their pudding-like overwhelming
embrace. Then the sacks exploded witn a tremendous report. A
report which, thank Heaven, reached LLOYD'S.*
A moment more, and all was over, or rather, under. Nothing of

the Albert Ross was visible except a few spars, masts, and the

Fact.- S. P.

rudder. The Purser, in his boat, managed to save the Mate with
five hands, the two steerage wheels, and that was all.

Where were WILLIAM TAII.LKUH and POLLT
'

Alas! they had disappeared.

CIIAITKU VII. Land at Latt.

Now my task is nearly done.

WILLIAM and POLLY wore subsequently picked up by the Purser,

whose boat was a four-oar, manned and steered by that useful

person the Mate with five hands, to whom the Government subse-

quently gave a handsome reward.
Then they lixed the two steerage wheels to the Captain's gig, and,

having found a quiet animal, they drove overland to England.
WILLIAM arrived at LLOYD'S just in time to see the Committee

before closing for the day, and, on his representation, a Policeman

was sent down to arrest the Stevedore and the Junior Warden.
I would I had the graphic power of MM. EKCKMAJJN-CHATBIAK

(as I have once before observed in my Pamphlets, having long ago
felt a twist for novel writing*), and I would describe the agony of

the Stevedore, and the remorse of the wicked old Warden,
who bargainee! for mercy, by offering to disclose the secret

of MAKY MATBUD'S
parentage.
The Judge who

heard the case (Ma.
O'Dowo, the Coun-
sel of the Board of

Trade, appeared for

the prosecution t),

being much inte-

rested, accepted the

offer, and the War-
den confided to His

Lordship that MAK v

MAYBUD was his

(the Judge's) own
daughter.

His Lordship was
not astonished, as

he thought he had
lost a daughter some
time ago, and was
delighted to find

himself mistaken.!
So the Spanish

Stevedore was
handed over to his

own Government,
and hung at Cor-
dova. The Junior
Warden was fined,

disgraced, and ban-
ished. He never
returned.
WILLIAM TML-

LEUK was subse-

quently created
rt SIR WILLIAM ;

"

then, in consequence
of the valuable

lights he was able
to throw npon all

matters of maritime interest, he was made, a Peer (taking precedence
of the Chain Pier and the Old Pier at Brighton), with a seat in the
Lighthouse under the style and title of the EAKL OF SHTPSBEACOHS-
FIELD. MABY is a Countess. And that 's all.

Ye who read this, help me to do my best to destroy the
homicidal system, and never let the two thousand working-men of

Derby, who have never seen a ship in their lives, or a sailor, and
who don't know a bow from a keel, or a jib from a forecastle, and
whose conduct, in sending me to Parliament, is therefore all the
more disinterested and generous let them, I say, never forget what
I have done, what I will do, for the sailor's wrongs ; and let them
ever, and always, send me to the House as their Member honest,
bluff, hearty, and earnest S. P., as they know me to be. And they
have stood Sam once let them stand Sam again. And when the
time comes, though other lips and other hearts of oak their tales of
love may tell, let them remember me, the Author of All in the
Downs ; or, the Bottomry Bond!

Finis.

Vtdt "An Appeal on behalf of our Seamen." 8. P.

t I throw tbia in just to do an excellent friend a good turn. S. P.

X This is really a very weak ending;, as so little interest has been created
about MARY beforehand. However, MR. PL-MS-LL is, it must be remem-
bered, a novice at novel-writing, and at all events he has told us what the

previous attempts have failed to do a rtory. KD.
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WELL TURNED.
Minister (reproachfully, to bibulous Village Barber with shaking Hand).

JOHN, JOHN ! THAT WHISKEY "
!

Barber (condolently).
"
AYB, SIB, IT MAK'S THE SKIN UNCO TENDER !

"

'An,

TEETH BEFORE KNIVES, AND FINGERS BEFORE FORKS.
" At a meeting of the Trustees of ANDERSON'S Institution, Elgin, the other day, the

Governor stated that neither the boys nor the girls in the Institution were provided with
knires and forks they conveyed their beef, &o. to their mouths with their hands. The
Trustees present all said that they had never heard of this omission before, though some of

them had been visiting the Institution for forty years ;
and the Provost having characterised

it as scandalous, a supply of knives and forks was ordered to he procured forthwith."
Dundee Advertiser.

AND yet LORD FKANCIS HERVET maintains that' SIR JOHN LUBBOCK'S Bill
for the Preservation of Ancient Monuments is not wanted !

Here is another of these Monuments gone !

With this primitive custom of the Andersonian Institute of Elgin disappears
one more of the few surviving traces of the simple usages of our Northern
ancestry, as instructive, in its way, as the kitchen-middens, which, if properly
sought, might, we should think, very likely still be found in course of actual
accumulation under the cathedral walls of Elgin.

Before all these ancient monuments are swept away by the rude and reckless
hand of so-called

"
Civilisation," why should notithe Geographical and Anti-

quarian Societies combine for a systematic and well-equipped exploring expedi-
tion to these Northern regions ? Who knows what might reward well-directed

exploration ? MR. SMILES has already made a famous find in Banff, in TAM
EDWARD, the self-taught, self-encouraged, and self-supporting

"
Scotch

Naturalist." Who can say what curious discovery may be awaiting the

intelligent explorer in the neighbouring burgh of Elgin, now that we know,
from the paragraph we have quoted, that it still boasts a charitable and
educational Institution to which knives and forks had not found their way in
the seventy-seventh year of the nineteenth century ?

MUS. DOC.

DEGBEE lately conferred by the University of Cambridge on HEER JOACHIM
Fiddle D.D.

A CRT FROM UNDERGROUND. The Railway Passengers' Duty To shut the
door after him when he gets out.

THE NEW-WOELD LESBIA'S LAMENT.
"
Perhaps the irrepressible sparrow does not interest Englisl

people quite as much as it does us, but really, after all th<

affectionate care wo have shown to that brown-coated chirruper
it is distressing to announce the fact that he is leaving the snug
cotes we have fixed him up at the hub of the universe. Yet

during the late cold-snap we have had in Boston, and the State

generally, the sparrows we coaxed over and believed we hac
made into Yankeess real blue bloods have gone oft' in rlockt
'

westward," as the Empire is said to grow. Where in the Wesi

they have gone we know not." Letter of
" A SENTIMENTAL

AMERICAN "
in the " Times."

UNGRATEFUL BIRD ! Thy cheeping note
And bead-black eye and plain brown coat

To LESBIA were dearer
Than showier plumage, sweeter song,
For that they seemed, with impulse strong,
To knit far-kindred, sundered long,

And bring the old home nearer.
Now thou hast faithless turned, and fled.

Far rather had I mourned thee dead !

Did I not pet thee, praise thee, think
The oriole and the bobolink

Extremely small potatoes
Compared with thee ? an alien bii d !

Thy ditty, dullest ever heard,
To PATH'S warbling I preferred.

A heart as stern as CATO'S

Might pity LESBIA'S anguished breast,
Now her pet Sparrow has flown Wett !

Ready-made nest and cosy cote

I built thee, that thy twittering- note

Might glad me night and morning.
I fed thee, coaxed thee, cracked thee up,
Observed thee breakfast, watched thee sup,
And now, to brim my sorrow's cup,

Thou 'rt gone, thy LESBIA scorning.
Of her warm love hadst thou no sense,
That one "

cold-snap
" could drive thee hence ?

Perchance some London LESBIA smilt s

Amidst whose chimney-pots and tiles

Thou art not loth to linger.
Yet loves she thee as she might love
Her pet canary, or her dove ?

Didst ever perch upon her glove,
Or feed from her fair finger ?

Then why her house-tops haunt, and why
A far more loving mistress fly ?

The tender emerald English grass
We strove to grow ; in vain, alas !

Their Ivy failed to flourish

On Harvard's walls
;
and now this prize

We fondly thought to Yankeeise,
The bird I stooped to idolise,

To praise, and pet, and nourish,
Has flown, with frost, to the far West,
Leaving that warmest, whitest nest
That 's now an aching void my breast !

Lady Helps and Lady Hands.

OVERNESS. WANTED, a Young Lady, about twenty,
five, to take entire charge of a little Girl, aged nine, and

ler wardrobe, and to carefully train and educate her in English,
Drench, Music, Singing, Drawing, and Needlework, and assist

a little in housekeeping. Address, stating full particulars of

ixperienee, salary required, &c.

WANTED, good General Servant, able to cook for a
small family; also a Nurse. Washing put out

;
all found.

Address, &c. Keply personally or by letter, stating wages.

Wincn of these places would you rather take the
hance of, my well-bred and well-educated little dears,
vho may one day have your livelihoods to earn '(

TO A SON.

GIVE up Whist, my boy, and take to your books.

Jurn the midnight Hoyle, in fact. Burn your Caven-

Lish, too, not by instalments, but as an auto daft.
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THE STUDIOS.
" BOUND SECOND."

Note. By an
oversight, Mr.
Punch himself
was made to

figurein" Round
"

of "The
Ktudios," re-
ported in our
last number but
one. We need
hardly state that
Punch never

indulges in
"nips," even on
the most artistic

invitation. It

was Mr. P.'
Art-Critic who
toolLMr.Punch't
name and nips on
that occasion.)

With faint reminiscences of having been knocked a little out of
time in

" Hound One "
by the hospitality of his numerous Artist

friends, your Reporter comes up smiling for
" Round Two."

But with every desire to stick to his business, get through as

many frames, and knock off as many canvases, as time would allow,
Studios are now so broadcast that it was difficult for your Reporter,
before starting for his second round, to settle, without Ordnance Map
or Bradshaw, whether it would be best to take, first, the Boilers oi

Brompton.the GraveiPite of Kensington, or the Wood of St. John, and
whether to call en route between these great Art-centres on the Halkin
Mews Hamateurs, the Laugham Lazzaroni, or the Hampstead
Humorists, as occasion and cabs might decide, or whether, but no
matter ; these are details of topographical economy which interest

you little and me less, as my tcavaUaiff expenses concern our

respected proprietors, and money is no object to them, while my
time is their money.
By the way, I promised my friend Mu. STACEY MARKS a visit

before the reciprocal flatteries exchanged between our Critic and
many Painters had got into his head, and rendered hisjudgment less

absolutely to be depended on.

Another palace ! Gad ! Sir, these Artists live on the fat of the
land. Their painting-jackets are of Genoa velvet, their breakfast
china marked with the six marks of the Hang Dynasty or the flower
of the Ho-Sung potteries, and their smallest piece of furniture a

priceless gem of BOULE, GOUTHIEK, or CHIPPENDALE.
In an easy attitude before his easel, suiting his colours to his

palette, and haying a brush with his canvas in a frame of mind
that appeared singularly in harmony with his subject, I discovered

my friend (I never saw nim before, hut I presume a friend of yours
is a friend of his) deeply occupied with the noble picture he will
soon exhibit on the Academy walls. I told you it was " Old King
Cole and his Fiddlers Three." That was only my fun ! The real
title is

"
Stnttt's Sports in a Sack Room in Wardoitr Street." The

eminent archu'ulogist is sitting in pointed shoes on the top of a black
oak wardrobe, practising oup-and-ball, while a circle of stuffed
birds look on admiringly from below. The shoes are full of point,
and the flamingoes bursting with life and tow. The art of MABKS
is already so profoundly impressed with the marks of Art, (this
looks like tautology but I am liable to fits of gush occasionally,
and require the application of a key down my back, and a few drops
of chloral to arrest the flow) that I forget where I was. Oh 1 I
remember. MARKS six Marks. No; that was at WHISTLER'S.
STACET (( call him STACET now that we seem to have known each
other so long and so intimately) treated me with marks of hospitality
and affection I shall always remember in fact, until we renew them
next season, and, as we hobnobbed in'a flagon of Hypocras, topped
up with a beaker of hot lambswool,

"
Ifackins !

"
I cried,

"
I would

more of thy acquaintance, bully MARKS ! By cock and pye thine is

right merrie fellowship." This may have sounded absurd, for I
am not aware the Painter ever was at the University, but he has
at least taken a high degree in Art, and deservedly so.

But on to pastures new. Thinks
I,

I should like a smell of the

briny, a whiff of the sea breezes, which I have no time to seek in
their native pewter at Brighton, Margate, or Southend. By hook
or crook I '11 get it ! By HOOK, answers Echo, and I am off at Echo's
biddinjr.
As I open MR. HOOK'S door I am struck with the quaint and

fih-like smell, of a kind of not of the newest Poor John, which
emanates from the quay well, not exactly quay, but at least har-
bour of refnge provided by this best of marine painters for myself

and all in search of the
"
true and blue and ever free." Lobster-

pots, trawls, kedges, jiggers, and dog-fish literally litter the floor ;

and as I watch the herring-boats or Lowestoft yawls dancing on the
canvas right and left, I get a smack in my eye such as only Harwich
or HOOK could impress with as much effect upon their pupils. I

jumped at mm- aboard the painter's craft, ana thence, after a re-

trrshinir plunge into the wild sea waves, followed up by a " water-
bite" of a dozen oysters (real natives, "Ang Low Dutch!" as I said
to my trii'ii'l 11.), and a nip of smuggled brandy, I let go the painter,
and figuratively Hook it.

With my api'tit.f lor sea air only stimulated by this nibble at a
Hook, I bore away aboard my Hansom, chartered for the day's
cruise, up Campdcn 11.11, and was soon nitchinir my trousers and
dowsing my tarpaulin in the presence of II. MOORE. Here's a

breeze, Sir ! Here 's a bouquet of sea-beach ! Here 's an air now
cresrendn, now rullentamlooi wavelets making a creamy ripple on
the beach. (I am not quite clear if that is mine or the Laureate'! ;

if it isn't A. T.'s, he is welcome to it, and can fit it" into his next
sea-idyl.)

"
MOORE, and still MOORE," I cry, until I begin so to

believe in the
" Freth Breezes " and "

Rolling Swells," that had
not my kind entertainer brought me a pick-me-up, in which cognac
predominated over seltzer, I verily believe he must have brought
me a basin. It was all the {rifted artist could do to prevent me
taking a header into one of his freshly-painted waves.

" Breakers
ahead !

"
thought I, and after another final gulp of his refreshing briny,

I retired gracefully and sought another clime I should say climb
for I had to ascend the Hill of Netting, cross the Vale of Maida,
and seek the classical temple of AI.JIA TADEMA, by the northern

gate of the Grecian-porticoed park of the Late Regent, and almost
under the classic shadow of the Hill of Primrose. A palace an
imperial monument ! complete from the Care Canem at the door to
the Gladiator's helmet worn by the butler, who took my hat and
hung it on the spear of Pallas Promachos which adorns the vestibule.

Here I got so hopelessly mixed up with matrons in Tynan-dyed
hair, babies wearing the bulla, and slaves playing on the discobolos,
the ciirchedon, and the kitfiara, that I had scarcely wits left to

distinguish between the real and the unreal, between the Gallo-
Greek and the Hispano-Mauresque. between the symposium on the
luncheon-table and the banquet on the easel. A witching Bacchante,
who had been arranging mosaic tetserte into multitudinous patterns,
left her puzzle and her play to press an amphora of Falernian to my
eager lips. I felt 1 was growing classical ; my hair was cropping
into a * Titus ;

" my Ulster was folding itself into a toga ;
and I

caught myself struggling to arrange into any one of the five classical

orders the imperfect memories of a public school education, as

seizing a barbiton from the wall, I burst, by way of expressing my
thanks, into a quotation from HORACE (tesselated, it may be, but all

the more classical for that), something to the following effect, as
well as I can remember :

"
0<ii proftmum, puer? apparatus !

Vuljrus et arceo, film pulohrior
Die ! Utrum mavis acvipe, Tadbu, aut

ALMA TADMA."
" Won't scan and construe P

" All I know is I made it scan then,
if you can't now ; and as to construing, any wise man can put his

own construction on anything. No hyper-criticism, if you please.

By Pol and Hercules 1 that Falernian was first-class, and must
have been amphoraed consule Planco ! bottled in PLANCUS'S time.

PLANCUS must have been a right good fellow the PLANCHE of

the period, I dare say herald, antiquarian, dramatist, and poet ;

so
' ALMA TOJDDT TADDT what "s his name P

How I got out of this round without throwing up the sponge, is

quite incomprehensible. But to resume *

* We regret to have to add that the Sergeant Comroissionnaire employed
by our worthy Publisher, who happens to be a householder, was called on,
at a late hour, to bail our Art-Critic out of the Primrose Hill Station- House,
whither he had been brought in a wild state of classical and Bacchanalian

elevation, shouting
" Ecoe !

'

and " lo Satcht!
"
which the Police Sergeant

on duty construing into a call for tobacco, he had kindly sent out for a two-
ounce packet of WTILS'S Best Bristol Bird's-Eye, and a clean pipe. A card
discovered in our Art-Critic's pocket, with the address of our office, led to the

iipplication to our worthy Commiroionnaire already mentioned. Our Art-
Critic has not yet come up to time for "Hound Third."

Early Birds.

WE all know the song of "St. Patrick'* Day in the Morningf
but we didn't know the dinner this year, like the song, was also 11
the morning, if we may trust the Daily Telegraph advertise-
ment :

ST.
PATRICK'S DAY DINNER, at CANNON STREET HOTEL, ou

SATURDAY, March IT. at 6.80 A.M. ISAAC BUTT, Esq , Q.C . M.P.,
in the Chair, and a considerable number of the Irish Members expected.

VOL. LXXII.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
(Extractedfrom the Spirit O/PEPYS.)

;

LORD DERBY did ex-
plain to my LORD
GRAuvriiE (Lords,
Monday,March 19) ;

but would needs
thrust off upon
COUNT SCHOUVA-
LOFF, the Muscovite

Ambassador, the delays in settling of the business. Strange, how
nice men will be over what methinks can serve for little purpose but
the screening of their real ends, for the which it do seem to me that
one set of words would serve as well as another. But 'tis the business
of diplomacy to fashion such screens ; so no wonder they of the craft
do make much ado about what is writ upon them. Only to plain
folks out-of-doors methinks it must needs seem that it do matter
little. I sorry to learn that SIR HENKY ELLIOT is sick, but glad that
he shall not go back at once to Constantinople ; and, indeed, I could
find in my heart to wish he may never go back thither, for methinks
one so weak were better elsewhere, seeing your Turk do need a
strong hand in them that have the dealing with him. Besides 'tis a
hard place for one that I do hear is a most easy gentleman, both in
speech and carriage, though mighty pleasant, and would do well
enough, I doubt not, in another place. Afterwards my Lords did
talk at large on Cattle Plague, and Law Schools, and Inns of Court,
matters I like little, and scarce know which least, but do hold them
all plagues after their kind.

(Commons.) By reason of Cattle Plague I do find many, both in

and I do not well see how otherwise the plague
And methinks I had rather, if we must have

strange meat, that it came over dead, than alive, and bring the

plague with it.

I do learnfrom UNDER-SECRETABT BOTTRKE that SIR HENRY ELLIOT
be to be let down by degrees one being sent in his place, at first,
as if for a while only. Only I do not think in my heart the
Government be for sending Snt HENRY back; but meanwhile do
give him many good words, which I would not have him be-

grudged, if they comfort him. And indeed I do find all mighty
tender to him

;
as they well may be, seeing he hath but done

what most would have had him, which is nothing.
My LORD CHARLES BEHESFORD, a mighty brisk young Captain,

that I do like to hear speak for his fiery spirit, did no little content
me to-night by his brave talk of Torpedoes. And indeed I do now
think to understand them better than I had ever hoped to do with-
out seeing ;

and strange weapons they do seem, and nasty, and able
to blow a great ship to pieces as it were in a whiff. I do at last
know that they are of several sorts

; some to be laid under water,
like our land petards, and fired by the passage of a ship above them

;

and others to be carried in boats within reach of the ship they be to
strike

;
but the most devilish to be launched from aboard the ship that

carries them, and to run by their own moving power and their own
steerage, and at any depth that they may be ballasted for, and so go
straight at the enemy's ship like a bull-dog at a bull, and at the first

touch burst, and blow the biggest ship to the bottom, and no help.
And though I did always wonder how men should be found so mad
to go to sea when

they could stay ashore, I do now wonder at this
more than ever, with such diabolique engines both aboard oury 1 . ft

' 111 I>~ * *" mffmnm luuuj, l/\Juil tu Iliu -j HUUA C V CI , WltU BUU1L UlitUUll^UC tllgillea UUUl UUUalU UUl
^ords and Commons, would have the bringing in of Foreign Beasts ; ships of war and ready for launching against them by others. So
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AT THE BOAT-RACE.
Ada. " MAMMA, I CAN'T QUIT* MAKE our WHAT THOSE ROUGH-LOOKING MEN AKK BAYINO

;
BUT THEY irnsr BI WELL-EDUCATED !

"

Jfamtna. " WHY, BEAR I
"

Ada. "
WELL, THEY ALL SEEM TO KHOW THE FRENCH FOE ' LADY '"II

that 'tis hard to say which is the greatest danger to blow up your-
self, or be blown up by your enemy : whereof mi-thinks either is

enough without the other. But I am sorry to learn that all may
have these torpedoes, though their deviser be an Englishman one
WnrrEHEAD. So that I marvel why our Government did not buy
the invention of him, rather than a certain number of his torpedoes
only. For now it seems he may and do sell them to all. And I

do not think it well that a man should be let keep a shop, as it

were, for sale of such infernal inventions, when we might, for a little

money, have them all to ourselves.
Then the House did vote more than Two and a Half Millions for

Seamen's Wages, at which I did wonder, to think how hard we used
to be put to it, in my time, to get a few poor Thousands. But, indeed ,

it do seem the country is grown rich in money, that all the Offices

may have it'for the asking ; only the difficulty is in the right spend-
ing of it, and how to get the needful kind of virtuoso officers to

manage the engines aboard our ships ; and to that end MB. WARD
Hum do propose some peddling measures, but nothing fitting our
need. And, indeed, all in this matter do seem alike at a non-plus,
and cannot yet find the right men. And yet England, that they
call the world's workshop, ought to furnish such men easiest ; and
I doubt not could, if the Office could but hit the right way to get
them. There was also a vote taken to-night for more than a

Million, for Victualling and Clothing, which do as much amaze me
as the monstrous sum for pay. And to think no gifts to them in the
Office out of it all ! Which is hardest of all for me to believe. And
a sorry thing methinks for them in the Office.

Tuesday. My Lords up at half-past five, after some talk of Rail-

way Accidents and Retirement of Army Officers twojhard nuts to

crack, were the best teeth in my Lords' best heads set to them.
(Commons.) One MB. RKOLNALD YOHKE did move an Address to

the Crown to issue a Commission to Inquire into all Matters touching
the Stock Exchange, and the business and usages thereof, which is

indeed a new thing since my time, and, it do seem, ii used chiefly
for the getting on and off the market of Bubble Loans and Com-
panies, whereof your clever rogues do make rare pickings out of

the losses of simple honest folk. And SIR C. RUSSELL did amaze me,
showing how Twenty States did now owe us 305 Millions of money
lent, and 40 Millions arrears of interest.

But MB. ALDERMAN COTTON, and MB. STANHOPE, and others were

against inquiry, for that the said Exchange was a need of the times.

As I do see it is, and that without it many clever rogues would be
cast out of a livelihood ; and they do plead that there be good
schemes promoted thereby as well as bad ones ; and, indeed all do

knowjthat 'tis hard for the law to come between simple fools and

sharp knaves, and so said SIR STAFFORD NORTHCOTE, and did give
good reasons against such inquiry, but, nevertheless, did end by
agreeing to it, which amazed me, that a grave man like him should

give such good reasons against his own action; and I do indeed
think this be one of those things whereof the saying goes" the
more you stir it, the more it stinks" yet the House, I believe,
was for stirring it, so the CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER was fain

to yield, but methinks did it not with a good grace. And, indeed.
I had thought SIR STAFFORD a weightier and wiser man than he did
seem to-night.

But, lord ! to hear how your sharp rogues do thrive by these bubble-

blowings, and what a state they keep 1 And how of these pestilent

bubbles, one will burst every now and then, and let the hoised

knaves that blew it down of a sudden, and then a great stir and a
scandal, but soon forgotten. All which I would have otherwise ;

and had rather see things as in my time, when indeed we did pick
and steal handsomely enough in the Offices, and did think little of

cheating the King, but had no such mighty making of money by
right-down roguery under the name of business as I do 'see in this

town now-a-days. And while this is so, methinks 'tis hard to see

what good can come of inquiring how the rogues do go about their

knavery, for that to shut one way to them is most times but to

open another.

Wednesday. MB. Burr did move his Irish Land Tenure Bill

for enabling Tenants to hold the lands against their Landlords so

long as they should pay their rents. But the House would none of it

by 322 to 84. And I do wonder how any one should be bold enough
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to bring in such a Bill in a House mostly of landowners. But I do

think this Bill is one not meant to pass, but only to please the more

ignorant Irish out of the House, like many of the Bills of MR. Burr.

But methinks he must, indeed, be ready to throw such tubs to the

whales, or he would not bear rule at home, nor brook Home-Rule as

he do. But as for the prosperity of Ulster, which MB. Bcii^do place
on its law of land, I do rather, by all I can learn, hold it to come of

the Scotch blood brought in there through KING JAMES'S Plantation

of that part of Ireland, which hath marvellously sobered your wilder

Irish soit, so that I would KING JAMES had so planted all'Ireland.

Thursday (Lords). My LORD DUDLEY mighty free-spoken upon
the Protocol, and the emptiness thereof, and the need 01 some care

and thought for the Christians under the Turk, and how he would
not have SIR HENRY ELLIOT go back to Constantinople, for that he
was all for the Turk. And so did draw down a sharp rap from my
LORD DUKE OF SOMERSET, and most from my LOUD DEEBY, that

would not any Lord should speak strongly on such matters, seeing
it is his way to do nothing and to say as little as may be ; and hath
till now succeeded wondrous well therein, and will abide by it.

In the Commons were many questions, but only work on the
Prisons Bill, wherein I do see CROSS is one that not only means well
but do better than most ;

and IJmuch contented with his carriage of

all matters about his Bill to-night.

THE COASTGUARDSMAN OF THE FUTURE.
(An outline', ly LGKD CHARLES BBBESTOHD, Ailed in by

MB. PUITCH.)

ON
the evening of a cold

spring day sat a wea-
ther-beatenman on,the

beach of an exposed part
of the Yorkshire coast.

In spite of the almost

wintrywind that
blew his gar-
ments hither
and thither, he

calmly con-
tinued Ms em-
ployment of

sketching the

seascape before
him.
" This work,"

he murmured,"
is congenial to

my tastes, and I

shallgrow strong
and hearty in
this exposed
situation. Let
me see, what
have I done to-

day ? This
morning was de-
voted to seizing
contraband ar-
ticles from a
score of smug-
glers. After I

took my lunch I

placed the
ground torpe-
does

yonder
where the sun is

dipping his rays
in the water.
This afternoon

my studies of
fortification and military history were interrupted by a shipwreck.
It was annoying, but I saved the crew in my steam life-boat. I must
work harder to-morrow, or I shall not pass the monthly examination
ordered by the Lords of the Admiralty. I could not bear that dis-

grace. It would be too hard to put the School-Board (to whom I owe
all my technical knowledge and accomplishments) to open shame ! It
must not be ! nay, it shall not be !

The sun having now sunk behind the distant horizon, the
Coastguardsman gathered up his sketching materials, and returned
to his watch-tower. He had hardly opened a scientific work upon
gunnery when the signal-bell of the telegraphic apparatus informed
him that a message was on its road. In a moment he was at the
instrument, anxiously waiting for information." A despatch from the Admiralty 1

" he exclaimed, as the needles

moved rapidly from side to side. And then he repeated the message
word for word " War is declared. Keep a sharp look-out. The
enemy's fleet is

" He could read no more, for the needles sud-
denly stopped ; and further examination convinced him that the
wire of communication between his office and Whitehall had been
severed.

"What shall I do?" he asked himself in an undertone. And
then he listened. The sounds of horses' hoofs striking the hard,
flinty road without, reached his eager ears. Rapidly arming himself,
he rushed out, and formed himself (aa well as the resources at his

command would permit) into a hollow square. He waited patiently
for a few minutes, and, hearing nothing more, extended himself in

skirmishing order. The last movement had the desired effect. A
regiment of Uhlans appeared, and were rapidly demolished by the

Gatling gun he had brought with himlfor the purpose."
It is lucky that I have the Field Exercises at my fingers'-ends,"

he murmured. " Without the knowledge culled from the Red Book,
I could never have performed these manoeuvres with such success
and steadiness."

_But once more silence reigned around. No longer able to restrain
his impatience to learn the worst he took from the pocket of his

rough sailor's coat a small mortar, and loaded it with gun-cotton
and a parachute shell. In another nwment the sea and land for

miles round were illuminated with a brilliant light.
" As I expected," he observed, with a grim smile.

" The enemy's
fleet is in the offing."
He could say no more, for immediately the air became thick with

shells, which rapidly exploded in the most dangerous manner. The
Coastguardsman, without any unnecessary delay, threw himself

upon Ms face, and crawled back, like a serpent, to his tower, which
was of course subterranean.
Once in this place of security he approached an instrument con-

nected with the telegraphic apparatus, which looked somewhat like

an old harpsichord. Rapidly sweeping his fingers over the keys,
immediately the distant sea was convulsed in many places. He had
fired the sunken torpedoes. Then he crawled above ground, and by
the light of the moon, which had now risen, ascertained, with the
assistance of a telescope, that a couple of dozen Iron-clads had been
blown to atoms. A distant cheer informed him, however, much to

his chagrin, that only a portion of the enemy's fleet had been

destroyed."
I must get outmy 200-ton gun," he murmured, angrily.

" And
then good-bye to my studies for to-night."

Crawling stealthily to a hidden boathouse, he crept into what
seemed to be a floating gun-carriage propelled by steam. On a
lucifer being applied to the fuel, ready [laid in the furnaces, the
machine immediately got up steam, and, consuming its own
smoke, left the shore. The floating gun-carriage lay low in the

water, and was painted to represent a miniature wave. At a few
yards' distance the boat could not be distinguished from the water.

By turning a few handles, and steering cleverly, he was able to load
and fire Ms formidable weapon a dozen times, and each shot de-
molished an Iron-clad. Again he loaded and fired, but at length
without effect. The floating fortress had conquered the floating gun.
His weapon had at last become valueless.

Nothing daunted, he put some more fuel into the furnace, and
increased the speed of his little craft. When he was within a
thousand yards of the remainder of the enemy's fleet, he lowered a
dozen floating cases like gigantic cigars, lighted their fuses, and the
cases instantaneously plunged under water.

"
It is rather cruel, he murmured. " but it can't be helped."

In another minute and a half, twelve of WHITEHEAD'S torpedoes
had been exploded, and the remaining Iron-clads were reposing
in pieces at the bottom of the sea.

Thoughtfully the Coastguardsman returned to his subterranean
tower. He rushed to Ms desk, and dashed off, with the aid of a

type-writer, a brilliant account of his proceedings. He had taken
seven impressions at once. The original he put in an envelope for

the Admiralty; the copies were addressed to the Editors of the

leading journals.
Then he mounted a bicycle, and, after half an hour's ride, found

the severed wire. He connected the metal with his pocket instru-

ment, and telegraphed to London,
" The enemy's ships accounted for.

Send divers by early train to-morrow to raise them, for the sake of

the old iron. The Lords of the Admiralty are respectfully informed
that they can now retire to rest with easy minds."
Then the Coastguardsman posted his letters, and, having in-

effectually swept the sea with his glass to discover if it were
possible to save any of the crews in hia steam life-boat, returned to

his tower.

Here, tired with Ms day's exertions, he set his alarum at

a quarter to five, played Mule Britannia (with some brilliant

variations) on Ms violin, wrapped himself in the Union Jack, and
in a few moments was enjoying the sleep that follows upon .duty
done.
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A CLUB TO THE RESCUE."
XCELLENT M.

You MO m-
r 11 riii lily so rery
kind to Ladies,
that I cannot help
asking you for

your opinion
about the new
Tournament Cluti.

Do you know it w
to be so grand

''

The object of the
Club is the

"
re-

vival of chivalric

sports under dit-

age. There's to

be quintain and

tilting at the ring,
and the prizes are

to be given away
by a Queen of

Heauty. Another
< hivalric sport is

to be "flveoVlock
rom three to

half-past six dur-

ing the season.

Xow, doesn't this sound very nice '( My only fear is, that if

FX becomes a member he will hurt iHTastAi'.dreadfulli/ with
.11, which is a bag of sand, or something'.horrible of that

n't it '( The poor boy rides a good many stones more than he
did a few years ago. For all that he is quite too awfully charm-
ing, and I certainly should not permit him to receive a prize
from any Queen of Beauty but Well, my modesty won't allow
me to say any more. And that reminds me how are the Queens of

llcauty to be ohosen ? If the Ladies are put up for ballot, and
elected by their own sex. none of them will ever be taken.

"Tilting at the ring
'

being permitted, I suppose is a delicate

way of saying that flirtation won't be forbidden. But really I think
the Tournament will be quite too dangerous, and just a little bit
ridiculous. I see that the Committee want to find a town house.
Don't you think they had better fix their head-quarters at AsTLEt's f

Believe me, my dear Mr. Punch,
Yours most affectionately,

The Boudoir, Baytwater. A CLEVEH LITTLE WOMAIT.

DUE REPRESENTATIVE MAN.
(lli

i addrtaes the Editor, expresses hit sincere regret, and
announces a courageous intention.)

SIB,
I CAinwr explain how grieyed I am to have been compelled,

by circumstances over which I hare not now, nor ever shall have,
any control, to absent myself from the gay Metropolis at what is the
very Preface of the Season. His Royal Highness has been with
you, but I have not. Now he leaves you for a little tour which I

sincerely trust he will enjoy : and I am with you for a few weeks,
just to start the Season, and then again to horse, and away !

My chief regret, I own, is that I have been unable to see Haska
at Drury Lane that Spicerian Drama which has engaged the atten-
tion of

"
the gentlemen of the Long Robe," and advertised itself at

some considerable expense to the Author.
But I hare seen the Picture, up in front of Drury Lane, repre-

senting, in beautifully bright colours, a young lady, presumably
Jlnxkii the Heroine, about to throw herself out of a large window,
while a gentleman, evidently belonging to the upper classes of
foreign society,

and something between King Belshacxar in the old-
fashioned children's picture-books, and the conventional Richard
the Third, is standing in an attitude of surprise, not unmingled
with indignant disgust at least such was the impression conveyed
to my mind by his deep-pink-blush face. From behind the arras
issues a crowd of armed men rushing out, either to seize the foreign
nobleman (taking him unawares while in this state of blushing in-

dignation), or to prevent Hatka from committing what the police
reports would term "

the rash act."
But I have no time to dilate on the artistic composition, which will

not (unless I am misinformed) be in this year's Academy.
All I have to say is this, that I regret my inability to witness the

performance of the play, unless it runs over Easter. If it does, then

I am there representing you, Sir, I am all there. If it does not,
then a* Drury Lane is to be let very soon, I am half-inclined to hire

it for one night ;
with MR. KPICEU s assistance, merely to represent

Jlaska to a uelect audience, only no one will be admittni tr/n, has not

I himselfwith n toucher sigmd hy three Peeresses

in their mrn rig/it, anil by H.U.H., fur HKB MAJESTY. Then,per-
h,tpt, 1 may allow them to come in on payment of tire sovereigns,
and no change given.
However, that project is tn nubibus or in boobibus at present,

though I atu 'pen to an <>))> r.

No, Sir, I have made up my mind, and when I have finished my
packing I am going to ride to Khiva, or -omfwhere else. I do not wish

it my gallant I vur BUHNAHV ; no, far from it. But
to Khiva I wilt go, my boys, to K hiva I will go. I don't know where
it is, and Id ' hat makes the undertaking more perilous (as

I might take the wrong turning to begin with), and my conduct the

more plucky. I think I shall open a subscription list. There *re.

lots of people tcant me tn go atcny I me:in to rvie to Khiva, and to

see what it's like before th> .emselves. I've often
" ridden to cover "

(or A'lVfr, as the Cockneys would call it/ ;
but I 've

never done Khiva.
Xo matter, particulars as to subscriptions will be soon started in

this Journal, and at Khiva, or elsewhere, mounted or on foot, believe

me always to be

A CHANCE FOR PEACK.
MB. PUNCH, SER,

.T.E sez 'tis a toss-up whether there
'

join to be peece or war.
It ought for to be quite differnt. The right toes-up wood be Roosher
and Turky tossin witch o' the 2 shood disharm lust. Wot a loark
'twood be to ae the BUI/TUN and the F.MPRFK AI.IKZAXDEH, or their

ed Men the GRAND VIZIICH and PUINSR GORTSSHAKOHF a skyin a

coper. Or the toss cood come oil over ere upon nutral ground 'tween
tke Itooshan and Turkish Ambassadors afore LORD DARBY and LORD
SALSBURT and yerself, to se fair play wile they cride

" Man " or

"Ooman." Honly the wust on it praps yule think ood be

likely to be that Roosher 'd want to toss on the imderstandin of eds
i win tales you lose. Utharways the only further kvestohun fur the

Diplermats to considder wood be about makin the Game between the
I contractin Partees and wether it ad beter be best too out o 3 or

Suddin Deth. Nex time you sieze BEN BACONSFEELD jest you giv
im the abuv Tipp with mi luv. E can then perpose it in the propper
kevarter at Bunt Peetersburg witch if then offered to the Sublime
Port wot cood A i.i K/ \NIIKU say fairer than that ? A namesake of

isn I 've eerd Swels say wunce cum across a Not as e coodn't unty,
and witch e accordinly cut with is Board. Wood the ALI K/ANDKU
wot is rayther do it jpeeceful

Y Wei then e can tri the agrcment of

tossin to tackle the Gorgin Nott. Oxfurd and Cambridge tosses fur
fust chice o sides on the River. 'Twas only this wery mornin as I

meself tost for a pint of arf-an-arf and won. That 's wot put it

into my ed that Roosher and Turky mite be inwited to foiler the

exampel of the Varsity Craze, and yores trnley, exoep that insted
of toastE agin one pal only for that ere bere, I went

Tme ODD MAS.
The. Checkers (SpelUn Reform Crib], Wensdau.

On finding the fragments of an Egg upon the Chair of

Vice-Chancellor Malins.

HENS sit, and Judges sit 'tis fair to match 'em,
Since one has lately given much pains to Hatcham,
And laid a yoke (some say) on our Theology :

But this egg surely had its nest mistaken.

Eggs in the Rolls would scarcely need apology,
And every one has heard of Eggs and BATON.
How then account for this misplaced oration ?

Why thus ! Our memory may have its failings
But we account for it by this quotation,"
Alt ovo usque ad (Flacco pace) J/.i t-iss."

A Novel Case.
"AT Taunton Assue*, yesterday, before MR. Jcmcn HAWKTJCS, JAHBS

JLBBP, station-muter at Wellow, was charged with the mantUoghter of

BLIZABETH EDOB and twelve other persona, who were killed in the Kadstock

Railway accident, owing to his having started a train on a single line when
another was due in the opposite direction. A sentence of twelve months'

imprisonment was passed.'

We have known of but too many Railway Accidents caused by
want of sleep among the Company's Servants, but the Radstock
uvident is the only instance we ever heard of, of an accident caused

try one SLEEP too many among those in the Company's employment.
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A BARGAIN.
"Ix's VXRY DKAB, MB. ISAACS ! Now, is IT REALLY, RSALLY OLD?"
" REALLY OLD, MA'AM ! WHY, IT 'a so ROTTEN THAT IT COMES TO PIECES IF YOU ONLY TRY TO PICK IT w ! LOOK 'ERE !

"

[ Young Lady, who only cares for what is really old, is convinced, and buys the Rug.

ECHOES FROM THE STAMBOUL ST. STEPHEN'S.
FIEST SITTING.

" Whatever may be said in
praise

of the grand Audience Hall of the Dolma-
Baghtche, its acoustic properties must be left out of the commendation. An
echo worse than that which necessitated the use of a velarium, in a certain
hall on the western outskirts of the British capital, resounds through the

great chamber of the marble palace on the Bosphorus. No such expedient as
a velarium having suggested itself to the authorities exercising control over
the proceedings, the Secretary's utterances were nearly unintelligible. The
Speech, which was very long, gave a history of the formation of the Turkish
Constitution, insisted on the necessity of reform, enumerated many laws, and
specially promised a review of the financial position of Turkey."

Daily Telegraph,

On, a% for the Speech ! Mr. Punch's sharp ear
Was a-cock for that Echo ; an Echo as queer

As ever a Pat answered patly.
Its report was the thing that the Sage overheard,
Whilst the Deputies squatted in postures absurd,
And on ears ofwhich few comprenended one word

The SULTAN'S palaver fell flatly.

And what, as he gazed on those smoke-puffing ranks,
Did Mr. Punch hear P Well, a turning of cranks

A sort of queer clookworky grinding ;

As though an automaton caucus were there,
Very stiff in the joints and much out of repair,
And a Showman, unused to the work, with all care

Were the motive machinery winding.
He heard a strange sound, too, half chuckle half groan,
Above the wigged Speaker's monotonous drone.

As he summarised, promised, exhorted :

And, well, Mr. Punch from mis-statement would shrink,
But if such a thing as a general wink
Might be rendered in sound, he 'd be tempted to think

That also the Echo reported.

Then he thought he heard History shaking her head
At the SULTAN'S "

historical facts," as 'tis said
She would do, in old days, 'at DISEAELI.

Then a chorus of Bondholders howled in his ear

At the Padishah's views of finance
;
one may fear

As a GLADSTONE'S or GOSCHEN'S they were not so clear,

Though glibly reeled out, if not gaily.

When he spake of Reform that rude Echo laughed loud ;

But the mirth seemed to struggle with groans from the crowd
Of Slav millions yet ruled from the Bosphorus." Reform !

" wailed the voices,
" when Pashas still_sway,

With legions of Bashi-Bazouks in their pay,
And Policy bids us with patience to stay,

While the diplomates play piteh-and-toss for us ?
"

When the thanks of the SULTAN to Allah arose,
That Echo most surely held finger to nose

(If Echoes have noses and fingers),
So sly and so nasally 'cute was its tone.
As it said

"
Well, suppose we leave Allah alone,

While murder and lust stain our country's hearth-stone,
And corruption among us still lingers."

But when the Speech preferred Turk friendship all round,
The Echo returned such a composite sound

Of doubt, indignation, and laughter,
That the Bear-Garden Palace seemed fidl of the row.
So Punch made the Echo his very best bow,
And left Dolma-Baghtche, not caring, somehow,

To listen to aught that came after.

STOCK EXCHANGE REFORM. Restore the parochial Stocks and
also the Pillory, put the greater rogues amongst the Stock-Specu-
lators, Riggers, Ringers, Promoters, and Bubble-Blowers into the

one, and the lesser if there be any in the other.
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ARRIVALS OF BRITISH BIRDS.
ETWEF.N the Stock Exchange
and Ix>mbard Street Green
Geese have been observed
in considerable flights,

following each other's lead
aa usual.

I.ame Ducks have also

been met with.

Several Larks have been

dropped upon by the Police

near the Haymarket, and
more than the usual number
of Gaol-birds and Roughs
may be expected during the
suburban spring meetings.
Thrushes have been seen

at TATTERSALL'S, but not

encouraged.
Flocks of Hawks and

Pigeons flutter unmolested
about the head-quarters of

the principal race meetings,
and have even been seen as

near aa Hnrlingham and
Samlown Park.
Turtle Doves will pair

freely after Lent.

Nightingales may be expected early in April. Their notes pro-
mise to be higher than ever.

Rooks and Jackdaws may be looked for at the Levees.

Another Train dashes pat.
Km/til liny Clerk (shouting with merriment). Well I never ! And

what did HILL say to that ?

Charles. Well of course this made BILL very shirty, so he says,
says he ( Violent ringing of the signal-bell.) Hallo ! what 's

the row now ?

Small Soy Clerk (at telegraph). Oh, nothing very much only a
fatal accident. We have lots of 'em on our line. Go on.

Charles. And BILL says, says he,
"

I '11 eat mymif nd the

elephant too if it ain't SAMMY'H old bull territ r !

"

[Scene closes in, amidst peals nf laughter.

DYING WITH LAUGHTKi;.
SCENB The Interior af it Jlni/imii/ Signal-Sax. Small Boy Clerk

discovered Chatting with his Friend.

Small Soy Clerk. It was very good of
you, CHARLIE, to come to

cheer me up a bit. After twelve hours' duty one gets awfully
lonely. (Electric signal-bell rings.)

Charles (his Friend). I say, Old Man, don't you think you ought
to find out what they want at the next station ? That 's the fourth
time that blessed bell has been set a-ringing!
Small Soy Clerk. Oh ! it 's only some chaff or other. They are

always up to their torn-foolery.

Train dashes past.

Charles. Hallo! what's that?
Small Soy Clerk (scratching his head). Well, I don't exactly

know. It 's either the mail, or an extra special, or the relief. You
see, while I was talking to you (Signal-bell ringt.) Confound
that fellow there he is up to his pranks again !

Charles. I say, oughtn't you to see what it 's all about ? Come,
show us how you work the thing.
Small Soy Clerk. All right ! Look here ! You take the handles

like this, and work 'em so.

Charles. What does ho want?
Small Jitiy Clerk. Oh ! some bosh about when the train 's left.

He 's always at his nonsense. Just you take the handles, and work
'em so. (Charles obeys.) There, that will shut him up !

Charles. What have you telegraphed P

Another Train dashes past.
Small Sou Clerk (laughing). Oh, it means "

All right !
"

Charles. But, I say. supposing the line 's blocked F
Small Soy Clerk. Well, then it will serve him jolly well right

for playing the fool. And now tell us that story that you began
just now.

A third Train dashes past.
Charles. Well, it teas great larks! You see we got the dog

quietly down to the back of the public, and there we met BILL
SIMMONDS. Says BOX.,

"
Is the match on ?" "

Yes," says I,
"

if

you can only get big enough rats."

Two more Trains dash past.
Small Soy Clerk (laughing). That was a good nn ! But stay a

moment ;
I don't [understand these trains. I 've been so long on

duty I 'm getting quite confused. (Telegraphs.) There, now I hare
asked him what 's the matter. (Needles work.) There, what did I
tell you P he's always playing the fool. He's answered back,
"All right !

"
Well, I can't help it. Go on. If the rats are only

big enough yes P

Charles. So TOMMY comes np and says, gays he,
"

Call that a dog?
why he 's more like an elephant." Well of course we all roared

at that.

SAVE THE CHILD I

THE Third Schedule of the Education Code, 1H77 (Needlework),
requires the following from Infants, age three to fire :

'Position drill, humming, simple, on strips, beginning with black cotton,

ruing to red, and goinp on to blue.
II' mimnjr, simple and counter, to show any garment which can be made

entirely by thee, e.g., a child's common pinafore."

Imagine a class of thirty infants from three to five, each armed
with a needle, and superintended by a somewhat larger infant in

the shape of a pupil-teacher, aged fourteen, all working out my
Lords' sentence to make their own pinafores ! We all know that
children between these ages look on buttons, peas, and similar small

objects as stoppers for the nose and ears, and on thimbles and
marble* as nourishing things to swallow. Who can say what may
be the consequences of arming these enterprising little experi-
mentalists with pins and needles? Perhaps it is to prevent any
catastrophe from this marvellous regulation that the KHEDIVE

.TIT has chosen this moment to make the British nation a present
of Cleopatra's Needle, which is

biff enough to do all the sewing for

all the elementary schools of the kingdom. But this is not all my
Lords lay down in that way of that stitch in time, which, let UH hope,
may save nine hereafter. Children from five to seven are expected to

do hemming, seaming, felling, pleating, and knitting," and at twelve
or thirteen to be proficient in all branches of needlework, knitting,
and cutting out.

If my Lords don't succeed in sewing up the children by these
wonderful regulations, they will the teachers.

Who would be a Governess P

WHAT is the difference between a Servant and a Governess P This
is not a conundrum, but a question that arises after the perusal of

the following advertisement :

HOUSEMAID (young) WANTED, immediately, to assist Governess.

Apply, &c.

The next domestic Wanted will be a Governess to help the House-
maid, or possibly the Cook, in her duties, till at last, as education

spreads, Governess becomes synonymous with Maid-of-all-work.

Our Boat-race Prophecy.

PROPHETIC Punch! laat vreek saw plain expressed,
How Light and Dark Blue passed the Ship abreast ;

Behold, this week the prophecy comes true.
In the dead-heat 'twist ftoyal and Sky-blue!

Equality Underground.

AimrABVBHTpfG on the Ministerial Burials Bill, the Jfoneon-

formitt complains that
"
It is bread the Nonconformists ask for, and they bare flung to them a

stone."

But if that stone'is a headstone in a National Churchyard , it should

surely go a great way to satisfy reasonable Nonconformists.

OCULIST KVIUK.V'OE.

" IGNATTRFF a humbug ?
" Let LIEBUEICII make reply :

Say, Doctor, hod the General not something in his eye P

" ROYAL " COMMISSION OK STOCK EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS.
BARON ROTHSCHILD'S boons on the recent Imperial purchase of Suez
Canal Shares.

THE FEAST OF ALL FoOUI. More than is good for them.
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VERS NONSENSIQUES, A L'USAGE DES FAMILLES ANGLAISES.
(Par ANATOLE DE LESTER-SCOU^EE.)

LE chagrin stimulait tant (dit-on)

L'appetit de la chaste Didon,
Qua la fuite d'Ene"e

La belle de'laisse'e

Dina du dos d'un dodu dindon !

UN Marin naufrage" (de Doncastre)
Four priere, au milieu du ddaastre,

liojxStait it genouz
Cea mota simplea et douz :

"Scintillez, scintillez, petit aatre I

"

UN vieux duo (le meilleur des ^poux)
Demandait (en lui tatant le pouls)

A sa vieille duchesse

(Qu'un vieux catarrhe oppresse) :-
" Et ton th^, t'a-t-il 8te ta toux

"

Autrefois, en voyant deux athletes

Se polichineller leurs deux t4tes,

MONSIBUE PONCH leur a dit :

"
Routitoutitoutt I

Quels atouts reguliera vous deux Stea I

"
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AN AFTER-THOUGHT.
Near-sighted, but hard-riding Gentleman. " JUMPED OVER SOMI FELLOW IN THAT DITCH 1 STRIKES ME IT WAS MY SON TOM!"

MRS. PARTINGTON'S ALLOCUTION.
In hum&'e imitation of that recently fulminated by her Venerable Friend

at the Vatican.

"The POI-B pronounced a brief allocution, affirming with greater vehe-
mence the declarations made by him in the allocution of the 12th hut

,
and

adding that ho would raise a protest before the whole world against the
"

! to deprive him of liberty of speech."attempt that waa being made I

Matty Telegraph.

WELL, I pities the POPE, that I does ; which his doctrines is down-
right and manly,

(And not merely moonshine and mist, like the trash of that mealy-
mouthed STANLEY) :

To hear him a dealing out cusses, and letting fly adjectives-
whoppers I

Must comfort and 'stablish true hearts, and give infidel consciences

croppers.

The way us Old Parties is treated is daily becoming more horrid ;

In wain 'do our protests wax louder, our metyfors more and more
florid.

My broom 's no more use than a bullrush ; dear Pius's ban ain't
much stronger ;

And as for the old Tory rattle, they daren't even shake it no longer !

The "World will not heed its Old Women, in bombazine, True-Bine,
or Scarlet

;

But me, MRS. GAMP, and the POPE, is mere butts for each wioious
young warlet.

We weeps and deplores and protests, shake our besom.'our Bull, or
our gingham,

But cannot to decency drive 'em, nor, much more, to betterment
bring 'em.

They tramples all rights under-foot, like a herd of mad swine
which they are it !

The flood of the red revolution sweeps on, and our wailings won't
bar it.

They prigs all our places and perks, all our prophecies turns into

mockery,
And smashes up Customs and Creeds, Crowns and Churches, like so

much old Crockery.

They forges iniquitous ties may they twist into knots as '11 hang
'em!

They laughs when we beg and beseech, and they sets up their backs
when we slang 'em ;

They cuts down our powers and properties ruthless, the bragian
brutes do !

Tearing up our "
beneficent plants," which they now is but plants,

by the roots, too.

Their papers, and pamphlets, and speeches a plague on the whole
wicked lot of 'em !

Insinivates falsehoods against us, till thousands is gulled by the rot
of 'em.

The villanies vomited forth that 's the word from their platforms
and presses,

Mean mischief in every line, and must end in the awfnllest messes.

True for you, my poor Prr/8 1 a prisoner, pent by fell foes in the
Vatican !

I sympathise much with your woes, I can feel for your sufferings,
that I can.

All the world, save ourselves, is gone wrong in its creeds and its

laws and its politics,
And Civilisation's new clock to the tune of delirious folly ticks.

And now they would tie up our tongues, as the werry last weapons
they 've left us ;

But, drat 'em ! they shan't stop our talk, who of all other bliss have
bereft us.

There 's comfort in cussing all round us Old Women it cheers and
rejoices

To know, though our hands they have shackled, they can't pnt the
gag on our woices.

WHAT FOOLS FEAR FROM VACCINATION. De-Jenner-acy.
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THE "STATUS QUO ANTE."

Squire (desiring to improve the taste of Us Country Friends, has introduced at hi

table in the place of the usual brandied Spanish ami. Portuguese, wines, the natura

vintages of France and Germany).
" Now, MB. BAKLEYMBAP, HOW BO YOU LIK

THIS 'CHATEAU LAJITTE 1

? ANOTHER GLASS
"

Farmers. "THANKY, SIE ; IT'S UNCOMMON NICE. (lie had drunk a bottle or

two.) Bui WE DON'T SEEM TO GET NO FORRUDSK I !

"

THE CREWS AND COLOURS;
Or, After the Dead-Heat. By Kmi HUP, ESQ.

I AM a Coster well to do ;

I keeps my cart and donkeys two.

And daily drives 'em up and down
The road 'tween

'Ammersmith and Town.

And every blessed year, the Blues,

Of Oxford and of Cambridge Cre.ws,

On every think wot passes by,

Continually arrests my heye.

'Taint only nateral for the gals
To wear 'em, cos they loves fal-lals.

But likewise all the t'other sex

Got ribbons round their 'ats and necks.

There 's colours nigh the 'andle tips

Of all the cab and busmen's whips ;

And one or t'other bow appears
As well about each oss's ears.

But bein of himparshal mind,
Nor more to neither side inclined,

I sports an 'atband for one Crew,

With fogle of the rival blue.

And also to keep up the joke,

Light Blue and dark on either moke ;

And every party passin' we,

Applauds, and cries,
" There goes them Three :

But this 'ere time we three was right

In sportin' dark and also light ;

Although we did it hall for fun :

As neither on 'em lost nor won !

Lessons in Massacre.

(For Young Ladies.)

How to smile, and murder while yovi smile.

How to look die-away while busy in destroying.

How to have a fellow's heart out of him in no time.

How to be the death of any number of partners.

How to cultivate Fccil assassin, in toilette de matin, de

promenade, de voiture, et de soir, respectively.

(Taught in easy lessons, by Mr. Punch, to such pretty

girls as may honour him with their confidence.)

A GOOD EXAMPLE.
"He [Da. SCHLIBMANN] was attracted to the lady who is now Mils. SCHLIE-

MANN by her ability to translate the '

Song Divine,' and has since cultivated

her powers by refusing in their walks to enter upon other subjects before she

had repeated a certain number of lines." Times, March 17.

ALREADY we hear from every side of the good effects produced by
this excellent peripatetic example. It is rapidly influencing other

couples. Its beneficial operation upon hearts which know and under-

stand each other can hardly be over-estimated. Here are one or two

instances, selected at random, of its marvellous working in this short

space of time. . m
MR. and MBS. STANHOPE GATES regularly when they are in lown

take a walk together every morning in Kensington Gardens after

breakfast. They now enter upon none of the ordinary topics of con-

versation until MRS. GATES has recited, to the satisfaction of her

husband, either a scene from SHAKSPEARE, or one ol MILTON s

minor poems.
MB. MONTAGU TUBTLE and Miss JULIET DOVE have lately become

engaged, and never miss a dair without spending some portion of it

in each other's society. If it is fine, they meet in the Park, or the
"
Grove," or on the Embankment. If the weather is unfavourable

to outdoor mutual adoration, MONTAGU calls at the house of JULIET'S

Aunt. He is a devout scholar of CARLYLE and RUSKUT, and it has

now become the inexorable rule that, after the first greetings, not

another word shall be spoken until darling JULIET the most

amiable girl breathing, but wanting, perhaps, a little cultivation-

has repeated a selected passage from one of the two great authors

just mentioned.
See ! MB. and MRS. GREY MAYOB pacing up and down the well-

kept paths of their roomy garden before luncheon. He raises his

sonorous voice, he uses gesture, emphasis, action ! She, a superior

woman, an intellectual being, a keen politician, listens eagerly with

rapt attention to the latest leader on the Peace Negotiations, which

I MR. OBEY MAYOR has been busy since breakfast learning by heart

Thosattece sisters EMMBLINE andHEBMioNE agreed at once to

convert their daily rides into a source of intellectual enjoyment and

improvement, instead of making them an occasion of frivolous

gossip about parties, amusements, the milliner's art, and butterfly

novefs. Between canters, they repeat to each other alternately

passages from their favourite poets and philosophers, both home and

foreign and now and again they rem up their steeds beneath the

stately trees and read translations of some of the choicest examples

of melody, diction, and profundity.
The youV Ladies who are finishing their education under the eye

of Hiss DE COBAM, have voluntarily determined to devote the farst

half of the hour allotted for noonday recreation m the spacious

grounds attached to Lawn Mansion, to questioning each other on

the leading events in Grecian and Roman History. .

ROWLAND TUXFORD is enchanted with the prospect. He is going

again to Thistlebury, this next long Vacation, to read at the

Vicarage, and foresees that it will not be distasteful to the eldest

daughter of the house to listen to him, m their country rambles,

while he pours forth long quotations from his favourite author-

EUCLID. =====
Our Novel Series. (To the Public.)

UP to the present time the 'successful competitor has been cer-

tainly ME. PL-MS-LL. We await with anxiety the nrst instalment

of SIB W-LFR-D L-WS-N'S contribution. We have not yet been put

in possession of the title, but, from a hint that has been dropped m
our Office, we fancy that we shall not he tar out in announcing the

name of the Novel in question as

"0 HESEBVOIE: A STOBT OF WATERLOO."

It will appear immediately after the Recess.
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THE ROUND OF THE STUDIOS.
-*"''' f<-i!/ (I* Child of the Bouse.) "Tin MB, LITTIK BOY, WAS IT YOUB" COPT " mCOPT " m ' Lcc

CWW o/<A //OIM (in grcat trepidation).
"
Boo-Hoo-OO-oo I WANT NUMBT !

SOMKI'.ODVS
DURING the EUM.T Holidays MH. <;I.AHSTONB will

deliver Addresses on the Murials Kill, the !' r
Question, and WILLIAM CAXTON.

It has transpired (through a lu-yhole) that Ma. GLAD-
STOKE IH about to make his appearance in an entirely new
arena of distinction. His spare moments are all devoted to
:!' oompletionof a large oil painting (an Homeric Subject)
which lie will contribute to the new Grosvenor Gallery.
Immediately after the recess MB. GLADSTONE will hold

with the members of the Stock Exchange
i tin ir present position and future prospects.M R. < . i x busy with a paper for the New Shaks-

peare Society "ii
"
SHAKSPEARE'S Political Opinions."

MIL GLADSTONE'S next Lecture to tlie Members of the
Hawardtm Mechanics' Institute will deal with that dis-
puted question,

"
Tin: li.itauy of the Moon."

One of the Friday livening Meetings of the Royal
Institution will probably be given up to a paper by
Mi;. GI.UISTOXK on "

Easter Eggs, and the Way to
Hatch 'Km.''

As' President of the Hawarden Cricket Club, MR.
GLADSTONE has undertaken to revise and remodel the
Rules of that body."

Pulpits and Preachers" is the attractive title of the
Lecture which MR. GLADSTONE will deliver in Exeter
([all in May, to the Young Men's Mutual Edification
Society.
MR. GLADSTONE'S journey to Sweden, to investigate

the Gothcmburg system as advocated by MH. CHAMIIKU-
r
.Aiir, M.I*V is postponed until the summer.
Negotiations are pending with MH. GLADSTONE- for an

Address to be spoken on the opening of Her Majesty's
Theatre.
Ma. GLADSTONE'S next article in the Enlightened
e-.M>,

(

will be on "Welsh Mammalia, including the

Letters from MB. GLADSTONE in answer to corre-
pondents on Easter Dues, Churchwardens' Elections.
he respective merits of Apollinaris and Taunus Water
he FoDc-Lore of Hot Cross Buns, Deep-Sca Soundings'
he rival claims of Scotch and Irish Whiskey, the exact
meaning of Protocol, the proper pronunciation of IGNA-
IEFF, &c., will shortly appear in the public papers.

Celebrities I Don't Want to Know.
THAT scandal-loving old sinner MBS. GBUNDT.
DUKE HUMPHHBT'S Chefde Cuisine.
The President of the Hanging Committee Jack Ketch.
And the Lion-Comique, the flatness of whose voice is

nly equalled by the stateness of his matter.

IN MEMORIAM.

lane <%ibetj| uitor.

i 2 lJKTE&b I'M?', ?hey?e Walk> Chehea, on Saturday,
; Buried at WoUmg Cemetery, Monday, March 2G.

BS " 1 "
f H' "w

ter f
?,?

AS HnonES
. Q-C-, and daughter-in-of the late NASSAU W. SENIOR, was appointed by the RIGHTHONOURABLE JAVKS SIASS, >-,..,, President of the Local ^overnmenl

Board, first, in February, 1873, temporary Assistant Inspector, andB January 18,4, permanent Inspector of the Department, to
inquire, and reporf, especially, on the female departments ofWorkhouses and Workhouse Schools, and the care and education""

t
he

?.
ur

,
8illK of infants ' She was forced

8he dl^ to resign this employment in

Nor for the bright face we no more shall see,
.Not tor the sweet voice we no more shall hear ;

JNot lor the heart with kindness brimming o'er
Large charity, and sympathy sincere.

These are not things that ask a public penTo bla/on its memorial o'er her name
But, that in public work she wrought with men,

1 faced their frowns, and over-lived their blame.
Yet never swerved a hair's breadth from the line
ut woman s softness, gentleness, and grace ;

But brought from these an influence to refine
Rough tasks and squalid, and there leave its trace.

Honour to him who in a sneering age,
Braved quip and carp and cavil, and proclaimedA woman's fitness pauper needs to gauge,
In purpose strong, in purity unshamed.

For paupers too have sex : the workhouse walls
Hold mothers, maidens, and girl-babes, on whomA woman's eye with woman's insight falls,
Sees its own ways for sunlight to their gloom.

And so this noble and brave lady turned
From glad life, luxury, and thronging friends

That hung on her sweet voice, and only yearned
To guide her holy work to useful ends.

But Death to Life begrudged her, striking down
Hi r task unfinished from her willing hands,

Leaving to women yet to come the crown
Of her left life's-work, that for others stands.

Then lay and leave her in her quiet grave,
Where the sun shines undimmed, the rain falls clear,And birches bend, and deodaros wave
Evergreen arms of welcome o'er her bier.

INTRA CT EXTBA.

TUFT are talking about a newly-discovered Infra - Mtrruriul
Il'ift. We are watching the last-discovered /Mw-Merourml
Planet. It is called, GLADSTONE."

VOL. LXX1I.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

(Extractedfrom the Spirit of PBPYS.)

. ~^ - move for a Select Committee (Friday,

March. 23, Lords) to inquire into the powers of Commissioners of bewers,

Drainage and Navigation Boards, and how they might best and cheapest be

set to work for hindering of floods, and storing of waters. Nor, indeed,

before 'tis need thereof, now that both Thames-side, and so much of the

Midland parts has been flooded till bodies have scarce had dry lying^
in the

churchyards, and the spirits that belonged to them have been, as it were,

but spirits-and-water at best. And, methinks, the Government is this time

for shutting the door strangely soon after the stealing of the horse. Yet tis

but a Select Committee ; so that, I doubt not, it will be long enough before

they come to doing anything. Only if Englishmen were wise, methinks, between the plagues of too much and too little water, which is

floods and droughts, they would devise means for storage of rains, and so letting either prevent the other. But, strange, how long

it do take to get things first beaten into your Englishman's head, and thence beaten out again into act.

In the Commons a great stir as of a good bout of buffets looked for, and I in my place early, and mighty pleased at th

about the lobbies and in the House. And most Members did put of! their Motions, to make way for MB. I-AWCETT the blind gentle

man that cannot see things in his way like another, and so will not be turned aside, but standeth the most sturdy to his point 1 ever

did see. And I like him ; for, indeed, there are few such : and a clear, strong speaker withal, and doth not see when men are weary

or angry with his speaking ;
so hard to stop. . . ,, . ,,

Only before he come to it was but dull talk of the two Members of Chelsea, for giving more Polling-time from eight in the morning

to eight of the evening. Against which I can see no reason, nor have heard none ;
and methinks, now so many have votes, it is weu

should have the most convenient time to give them, which is after four of the clock for most workmen. I well content the CHANCELLOR

OF THE EXCHEQUER should grant a Committee on the matter
j only mighty vexed by the delay of the brisker business looked tor tram tins

FAWCETT, that should raise the Eastern Question again to-night, for the last time of raising before Easter.

And at last SIR CHARLES DILKE got aside, but not easily, for he is one that loves to be talking ;
and no division taken, betore * AWCETT

come to his speech. And it do me good to hear one so downright in these over trimming and timid times. And do call a spade by it
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DOMESTIC TRAINING.
SOUTH OF IRELAND.

District Visitor.
"
WELL, MRS. MURPHY, I 'M GLAD TO HEAR TOUR DAUOHTBB HAS GOT A PLACE AS PARLOUR-MAID. Do YOU

THINK SHE *LL BE UP TO THE WORK ?
"

Mrs. Murphy. "An, THitr, WHY WOULDN'T SHE! SURE, ISN'T BHK USED TO THE WAYS AT HOME?"

name as plain as ever I hoar
;
and did so handle this Eastern trouble

that he did make it appear England hath played the most poor and
pitiful part therein that Government ever had, showing how my LORD
DERBY had passed his word to bring about better handling for the
Christians under rule of the Turk, and thereunto had used brave,
big words, only no force at the back of them ; and so all is fallen
into the hand of the Muscovite, that is for backing a word with a
blow. And, for my part, for anything I do see or hear, I cannot see
how the Turk is to be stirred otherwise. And so this brave, blind
Mtt. FAWCETT did end by moving that Turkish promises of reform be
useless without guarantees, and that the misrule of the Turk will
continue till these guarantees be gotten.
And indeed I do myself well believe it is so : and would have

voted for FAWCETT, had I been in the House, and would have had
the House vote with him. Only the Government do carry it with
a high hand, as having a clear majority of voices, and therein many
more lovers of the Turk than of the Christians under his rule, and I
did now see why they had stopped SIR CHARLES DILKE'S mouth with
a Select Committee, and so put off a division, that they might now
force FAWCETT to one, as knowing he would be well beaten. Which
my LORD HAaTiuoioy perceiving, said that he would not vote on
such a division, though he did subscribe to ME. FAWCETT'S speech
and motion, only would not have it put now, since it said but
what the Government stood to, so far as words go, which is,

indeed, as far as they stand to anything.
And MR. GLADSTONE did speak mighty well and to the same tune

as MR. FAWCETT, only sharper and stronger and brisker and fiercer
all at once, as is his wont : that it did stir me sometimes like the
sound of a trumpet. And did say.'well that the question he would
have answered was, how lonff the words of Europe should continue
mere words? A question which, methinks, all should wish to have
answered, that see whatsis going on under the Turk. And did
clearly show how the Turkish Christians do lie under our guard
since our last war against the Muscovite.
And, after, one BUTLER JOHNSTONS did speak up for the Turk, so

stoutly that I wondered. And did prophesy how, perhaps, a few

years hence, England and Turkey would be the only countries in

Europe that would have Law and not Force to govern them. Which
I did admire, for the boldest thing, I think, I did ever hear said by
a man in his sound mind.
And after him one RYLANDS, a rough, rasping, northern man, that

I do not love to hear, spoke his mind of SIR HENRY ELLIOT, and BO

did draw rebuke from a smooth young spark, one Sra HKNRY WOLFF,
but one that methinks do look and speak more like a lamb, only very
hot for the Turk, and against ME. GLADSTONE, as one who hath held
two minds and two tongues in this Eastern matter. And at last MR.
CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER to his legs, and was for driving
FAWCETT to division, after much and loud crowing over him, and
those that went with him, that they durst not face an issue in the
House ; after whom one did move the adjournment of the House,
and thereon a scuffling fight betwixt those that were for dividing and
those that were for adjourning,

till the House as like the bear garden
on Bankside as ever I see. I oft-times locked out in the lobby, by
reason of divisions, and falling asleep there was chid for it by
one of the constables, and so was fain to creep away with my ears

hanging at nigh on three in the morning, and the House not up then,
but still fighting.

Saturday. Both Houses did sit a while this morning to clear up
loose ends of business against the Easter holidays.

Monday. My Lords did pass the Consolidated Bill through its

various stages, for which piece of work five Lords, methinks, were

enough.
(Common*.) I do see the House is not like the Law, of which it

is said in the books,
" de minimis non curat" For sure the House

of Commons curat de minimis. Thus to-night was a long and grave
question of a silly fop of a Clergyman that would have a little girl

put away from the village school, because she bobbed not her curtsey
to his wife. Which, though it were a pitiful thing in that foolish par-

son, yet, methinks, was yet more pitiful in the House to be making
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question of. And so said my LOHD SANDON, and would have Mem-
bers come to the Offices to ask about such small matters ;

and so I

think they were best do.

MB. FORSTEB did ask a question of the persons it was proposed to

amnesty for part taken in the Bulgarian business, wherein, after

much writing of my LOKD DERBY, is, as usual, no satisfaction, only
no one to be heard of that hath yet been brought to account by the

Turk, except poor Christian Bulgarians, that do come by cuffs from
all, but most from the Zaptiehs, as they do call their constables,
and must see their women beaten and wronged, and cattle taken,
and houses burnt about their ears, and then pay their taxes twice

over, and afterwards, if they grumble, be clapped in prison.
For the which the Turk do talk of giving them an amnesty, which

do puzzle me.
Then the House to the Prisons Bill, which was stayed by two pes-

tilent Irish Members, between whom hard to say if one BIGGAR, or
one POWELL the more vexatious.
And at last, at one of the clock, BIGGAB did move to report pro-

gress, for that many on the Government Bench were asleep, which
indeed was so, and I marvel not.

Tuesday. To-night my Lords did break up to their Easter holi-

days ; and, metbinks, have well earned them, sitting as they will
do oft-times for half-an-hour at a stretch, and not in a crowded
house, and among merry company like the Commons, but few of
them in a great room, and mighty dull, for the most part ; 80 that,
methinks, I do pity my LORD BEACONSFIELD.
In the Commons talk of new outrages by the Turk near Adrianople.

Then a passage between Mu. GLADSTONE and SIB D. WOLFF,
touching the letter that the one had written the other in a news-
paper, rebuking him for garbling words of MR. GLADSTONE'S, to make
it seem he had neld two ways about the Turk and his doings. And
SIK DRTTMMOND WOLFF do hold it inconvenient that Members should
be written to by Members, and between such would have only speech
in the House.

Long talk thereon, and MR. GLADSTONE did give good reason why,
to save time of the House, it were well sometimes to write to a
Member in the newspaper rather than speak to him in the House,
where is too much speaking already ; and I am of his mind. And
he did justify what he had written mighty well, and did show that
he hath not kept two ways ; whereat I am glad, for though he do
talk and write too much, and on too many matters, I do love to see
how stout and strong of heart ME. GLADSTONE is, and how ready to
speak up for all poor and oppressed persons and causes that be held
down, and most of all by the Turk.
Then further debate touching SIB HENRY ELLIOT, whom one

RYLAHDS, that I love not, but herein do see he spoke true enough,
did charge as a friend of the Turk, and one through whom was
little hope of any countenance beinjf kept by us against the Turk's
misdeeds, or of any bold calling of him to answer. And for all that
ME. BTJEKE and ME. COCHRANE did maintain, I do think it is as
RYLANDS do say, and that SIB HENBY ELLIOT must needs be more
like to stroke down the Turk, than to rub him against the hair,
seeing that has been his way for all the years he has been about the
Grand Turk's Court. And so said GLADSTONE

; and I see not how it
can be otherwise. Only none do say other than that SIB HENRY is a
mighty honest gentleman, and means well.
But we know the place that well-meaninga do go to the paving

of, and I do think, Turkey just now is, after that place, the bravest
in the world for such paving, and SIR HENBY ELLIOT do seem well
content therewith. But for walking on, I have always heard that
the paving in Constantinople is the worst that a man need wish. And
so, methinks, it will be, till some other than the Turk takes it in
hand. And so the House up for its Easter holiday, with more words
about the Eastern Question, that hath already had so many.

A WONDEKFUL WHISKEY.
A REMARKABLY good thing in Whiskeys is offered by advertise-

ment to the British Public, including, apparently, by implication the
Lnited Kingdom Alliance. We are informed that "it is recom-
mended by the Medical Profession throughout the Kingdom as the
pure and safe alcoholic stimulant." Also, that it "is thoroughly
free from fusel oil, and every gallon guaranteed is equally pure.
(The purchaser, then, had best see that his gallon is guaranteed,
or that his smaller quantity has been derived from a guaranteed
gallon.) A medical contemporary pronounces it "wholesome and
pleasant." A second medical journal describes it as " a safe stimu-
lant." A third avers that it is "very wholesome," and "maybe
safely used." A fourth declares it to be "

invaluable as an alcoholic
stimulant." A fifth calls it

"
the purest of alcoholic stimulants."A sixth terms it "an excellent dietetic stimulant." A seventh

styles it a safe stimulant." An eighth goes so far as to affirm that
all who value health should use it." By four several physicians

it is characterised as the "purest whiskey I ever examined,"
"
free

from all injurious substance," "wholly free from all impurities,"

and "
very wholesome and of fine quality." If these encomiums are

merited, what a very diii'erent spirit the whiskey which has gained
them must be from every other ! Unless indeed it is really true
that MYNHEER VAN DUNK was, as is related of him in the Tempe-
rance Glee, accustomed to preserve uniform sobriety on brandy-
and-water, in the proportions of "two quarts of the first to a pint
of the latter daily." In that case there may be imagined some
comparison between the whiskey recommended by the Faculty as

above, and VAN DUNK'S brandy. Certainly a spirit so salubrious as
that whiskey is made out might well challenge the denomination of

aqua titee, or eau de vie.

The best of this eximious whiskey is that nobody can ever get
drunk on it. This is what must commend it to the patronage of all

the Temperance Societies. No Teetotaller can object to a whiskey
which, though an alcoholic, is not an intoxicating liquor.
A whiskey with which you may brew the draught that cheers

but not inebriates as well as you can with Kaisow or any other
Chinese grocery, is well and neatly denominated "Encore Whiskey."
By "encore," of course is meant capable of repetition, the same
indefinite repetition as gingerbeer, soda-water, lemonade, sherbet,
or any other beverage obtainable at a Temperance Tavern ; if not

repetition to the extent of absolutely unlimited goes. Your pitcher,
or Cruiskeen Lawn, of this lovely spirit, may go ever so often to
the well of the Encore water of life, not only without being broken
at last, but without as much as finding its way

" down among the
dead men " under the table !

HOLIDAY TASKS.

UNCII begs to append
the list of the tasks he
has set his young and
old friends, during
their Easter Recess.
LOED BEACONS-

FIELD. To write a Novel
upon the Eastern Question,

including a Chapter on Life in the Lords, with'the Motto,
" Tadia

ViUe."
ME. GLADSTONE. To furnish Three Volumes of Lay Sermons com-

posed in the Pew for Delivery in the Pulpit, and a Supplement to
the Complete Letter- Writer'.in Twelve Packs of Post Cards.
SIR WILFRID LAWSON. To put new points on all his old jokes for

use in the next discussion upon the Permissive Bill.

MR. CHAMBERLAIN. To stay a few days in Gothemberg, and try
the effect of its Municipal Public hospitalities.
MR. CHAPLIN. To learn by heart My Duty Towards my Neigh-

bour." And to write a Theme, on the Passage "To Bear Myself
Reverently and Lowly Before my Betters."
MB. WHALLEY. To share the apartment of his Friend,

"
the

Unfortunate Nobleman," on Dartmoor, with a view to testing prac-
tically certain points of Prison Discipline.

DR. KENEALLY. To seek re-election at' the hands of his Stoker
and Poker Constituents.
PROFESSOR FAWCETT. To stay a few days'with LORD HARTTNGTON,
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with a view to comparing notes on Bulgarian Atrocities and British

Parties.

ME. WARD HUNT. To spend two days on the Dockyard Accounts,
the same time in a tour of the Dtvottation't Engines, and the rest

of his holiday in a series of Diving-bell descents to the wreck of the
'

MK. GATHORJTE HAKDY. To work a quarter of an hour daily for

ten days in one of the most crowded ClerkVrooms of the War
Office.

I.<>ui> SALISIIITHY. To square his views on the Eattern Question
with my LOUD BEACON SFIKLD'S.

THXEiXl <>< Xunn. To find the man most unlike SIR Hrs-

ELLIOT, to put in his place at Constantinople.
A x i) MB. PUNCH (the pleasantest talk ofall.) To forget ME. BI<;AK,

and to have a week's respite from extracting Parliamentary Egeence.

STEAM ON TRAINWAYS.

DEAR MR. PDNCIT,
Such a friend of the Arts and Sciences as yourself will, I

am sure, l>e pleased to hear how a locomotive driver should proceed
when he takes his train round a curve.

speaking of the late accident to the
"
Flying Scotchman," the

D*nly Ti'/i'i/raph says :

" There are two methods of running over a curve. Should the driver de-
fide to use the first of these, he gete up a good pace and then, the moment the
curre commences, shuts off his steam, opens his regulator, and to runs round
tin 1

<1 1 rigorous corner with a long, steady, easily-going stroke. Another
method is, a the curve approaches to shorten the stroke of the piston, clap
on full

speed,
aud pass the turning by trusting more or lew to the category of

chances.

It is somewhat new for a driver to
" shut off his steam and open

his regulator," and so obtain
" a long, steady, easily-going stroke

"

iroin his engine ; but "to shorten the stroke of the piston
"

!

Old STKVK.VMJ.V was sorry for the "coo," which might come into
collision with his locomotive machinery. What would he say about
the ass who has rim thus dead in its face in the D. T. t

Should the Daily Telegraph ever publish an article on the collid-

ing of two trains, I expect we shall be told how the two engines
reared themselves high on their hind wheels and amidst a Vesuvius
of steam and red-hot cinders struggled for the "back throw,"
whilst their respective trains awaited motionless the impending"

telescoping."
I am, Mr. Punch, yours faithfully,

Aw INDIGNANT PISTON.

FROM PUTNEY TO MORTLAKE.

(y our Lazy Contributor.)

I SEND this in too late for this week. Stick it in the next. Lots
of time. Capital race. Didn't see it. Tell you how. Called of

course at A.M. Delicious snooze in bed. Mem conteia of duty
added the sweetness of stolen fruit to my slumbers.

Called again names this time. LORD TOMMY'S brougham at the
door. TOMMY accepted my humble breakfast coffee and pipes.

Off to Putney. Met the crowds coming back. Were told Oxford
had won. Stopped to telegraph. Five minutes after heard Cam-
bridge had gained the victory. Stopped again to telegraph. TOMMY
paid, you know. On arriving at Putney knew for a fact it was a
dead-heat. Bought the Globe detailing the race. How can these
fellows get up so early ? I couldn't. Arrived at Mortlake. Break-
fast over. In time for lunch, though. Capital lunch. Champagne,
with lots of servants to open it for you. Several pretty girls to do
the talking. Went after lunch to see the boats. River bare.

Towing-path absolutely empty. Might have been the day after.
Flirted in the sun. More champagne. Back to town in TOMMY'S
brougham. Dined with TOMMY at his Club. More champagne. Hot
Room. Dead Heat! and Dead Beat!! Couldn't write copy if I
were paid double for it. Bed at last ! I'll never get up so early
again. Catch me at it !

The Pew and the Pulpit.

UNDEH this title we have been enlightened at the City Temple by
the RIGHT HONOURABLE W. E. G.. the Universal Referee, and others,
as to what the Pulpit demands of the Pew, and the Pew of the Pulpit.
There does not seem much necessity to explain what the Pulpit

requires of the Pew, as Pulpit generally has it all its own way,
without giving Pew a chance of answering. But, perhaps, Pew
might, if allowed a reply, demand soft cushions, easy backs, well-
stuffed hassocks, and a fitteen minutes sermon.

CAXTON IN THE CITY.

RKSII from the

public meeting
held at the Man-
sinn House, in the

Egyptian Hall,
on Monday last

week, Mr. Punch
present* his com-
pliments, together
with those of the
LORD MAYOR, to
;dl citizens ot the
world in general,
and those of Lon-
don in particular,
and begs to invite
their presence at
the CAXTON Cele-

bration, which
will be holden in this

Metropolis next June, to

commemorate the im-

portation by that worthy
into this country, some
four hundred years ago.
of the very best and

Uiggest of German Sausages.
It would be an insult to explain that

CAXTON did not keep a ham-and-beef

shop. The sausage he brought over from Germany was com-

pounded of other than material force-meat. It comprised in poise
all manner of food for the mind instruction in every branch of

Lit' rature. Science, and Art, Religion, Morality, Philosophy, -omtie

trifn'/e, in fact. CAXTON'S wonderful German Sausage wa the Art of

Printing.
Where should we now be but for the Art imported by CAXTON ?

Where MOSES was when he put the candle out. Where our fore-

fathers were in the Dark Ages. What should we do without books
to read ? Read manuscripts, a few of us, here and there, chiefly

Friars, who could get at them the generality doing as their pro-

genitors did, and very much as pigs do doing without.
It is unnecessary for Mr. Punch to point out that CAXTON'S

posterity are more largely indebted to CAXTON than it is possible to

compute. We owe him all our Bibles, and Prayer-Books, and

penny papers and mind, if we had never had our WILLIAM
CAXTON, we never should have had our WILLIAM SHAXSPBAKE.
There is a double bill to pay. The payment is to be rendered partly
in compliment, partly in kind. The CAXTON Celebration win take

the form of a public loan collection of his works, and of British and

foreign antiquities and appliances connected with his art. The money,
expected to accrue from this cosmopolitan exhibition, is to be invested

for the benefit of certain of CAXTON'S most worthy representatives
that is to say, decayed and aged Printers and Widows in connection

with the Printers' Pension, Almshouses, and Orphan Corporation

Asylum.
" To secure an attendance commensurate with the national

importance of the occasion," for thus in some part discharging ob-

ligations to CAXTON, Mr. Punch has the pleasure of inviting every-

body who has anything worth being contributed to the Show, to send

it, and especially of asking his fellow-citizens to subscribe their

money and give their attendance at the exhibition, in the name of

tiis and their common Ruler, th Great Lord Mayor of London and

"lity King.

All the Same Thing.
THE Globe, on the day of the Boat-Raoe, hi Ha first edition,

announced,
Oxford, 1 ; Cambridge, 2.

In its third.
"
Dead-heat." But these are only different ways of

expressing the same thing. No doubt the first announcement should

lave been read,
Oxford won ; Cambridge too.

We gladly acknowledge the Globe's ingenuity in combining ap-

parent variety with its essential characteristic of being "all round
alike,"

In for a Dig.
THE Great Chancellor has given his enemies a handle whereby to

''eave a arf brick" at him. PRINCE BISMAECK proclaims himself

strongly opposed to
"
Particularism." Thereupon hostile Jesuits

and Ultramontanes can remark
" We knew BISMAECK was any-

Wng but particular."
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COMPLIMENTARY.
Dreadful Old Man (who only believes in Professional Music). "I HOPE YOU AMATEUR GENTLEMEN TAKE A HEAL PLEASURE IN

PERFORMING?" Chorus.
" CERTAINLY WE DO !"

Dreadful Old Man. "THEN, AT LEAST, THERE is soxs COMPENSATION FOR THE TORTURE YOU INFLICT !"

ON LONDON.

(Contributed by Mr. Punch's Own Victor.)

LONDON is the Lady of Creation. There are many men and women.
There is only one Lady. London is also Light, and Wisdom, and
Courage. The translation of London is

"
civilisation," also

"
truth,"

also
" honour." Without London the world could not exist. Thus

the world exists for London. Margate may he the Arm of the
human race. Broadstairs may he a Foot. Manchester may he the
Brain. But London is the Heart. Without a heart a man is a brute
heast. Without London England would he nought. With London
England is the whole universe.! It is a great thought, but not too

great for a Londoner.
On Good Friday the whole world eats hot-cross huns. A startling

thought this, and yet true. Why does the whole world eat them r

Because London does. London is the whole world. London is a

living Temple of Fame, a breathing Jupiter, a real Hercules. In
London the Unknown meets and conquers the Known, the Unseen
scorns and subdues the Visible. Is this possible '( Everything is

possible to London not only possible, but probable- - .

There are many coloured vehicles in London, called Omnibuses.
These vehicles are crowded inside and out with great Thinkers.

They move slowly, and sometimes the springs are not as supple as

they might be. And yet these omnibuses are the finest carriages in
the whole world. Scared sceptics ask "Why?" Because omni-
buses are found in London !

A Crossing-sweeper is greater than the proudest King." The
crowned despot loves war. The Crossing-sweeper asks only peace
and coppers. One shuns the light of day. The other carries for

weapons a broom and an armed conscience. Dirt is purer than
dignity. The streets of London require sweeping. The Crossing-
sweepers perform this honourable toil. When it is a fine day, they
electrify the whole world by doing nothing ! Nothing is the labour
of Sages. Nothing is greater than London, and yet London is

greater than everything ! Who can understand this ? Not a King

not a knife-wearing Soldier only a' Londoner can understand
this!

Last week the House of Commons adjourned for the Easter Recess.

Unity is force, and yet division is strength. The Council of the
Nation dissolves, and is as weak as a puny child. Why ? Because
the Council of the Nation is only strong in London. London is

strength and iron and proved steel.

There are cabs in London. What a grand thought ! London has

cabs ! ******
[At. this point Mr. Punch, seeing no probable end of Victorious

eloquence, [despatched his Correspondent to Paris, where
his efforts are likely to be better appreciated.

Cock-a-doodle-do !

"
Yesterday the last turnpike trust existing between London and Brighton,

a trust which includes the celebrated gate between London and Epsom called

the ' Cock Gate ,'
at Button, received notice from the House of Commons

that its existence is to end at a given date." Daily News, Wednesday,
March 28.

MOURN, misanthropes, who hid in pikes 'your head.
A last toll sounds your knell. Away you go !

The game-bird that faced Derby crowds is dead,
And o'er the Cock, that crowed o'er us, we crow !

Roasted Alive Oh!

IN the advertisement for the letting of the Royal Holborn Amphi-
theatre we read that
" Audiences of two and three thousand persons can be cleared in aa many

minutes."

that is, in two and three thousand minutes. "What would happen
in case of a fire !
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BILL BUNKIT AND THE MASTER-ALARMS.
(A rtal J'ai'cefrom the Engine-room.)

BILL BTOKIT was a stoker, in a British man-o'-war ;

He could "slice up"' with a poker, or shift a down-dropt b&r;'
He was like a salamander, when before a Are he stood,
And no tougher British bull-dog e'er breathed battlt; in his blood.

He could make a piece of gasket,' he could knot, plait, splice, and

point ;

He could clean a fire, or feed one, or make or break a joint ;

He was light and merry-hearted, and obedient to command ;

Knew everything an A.B. should to reef, and steer, and hand.

On deck he was no dutfer, for the downhauld he did tend ;

He was best oar in the cutter ; good at bowline or at bend ;

A Turk'a-head or a Tom-Fool's knot, to him was simply fun
;

The yard-arm was his station aloft ; on deck, bow-gun.'

But, as nothing lasts beneath the sun, at length there came a change,
And BILL lira KIT he began to growl at all within his range ;

After fifteen years of service, his patience it gave way,
And he swore ho 'd no more shift his rig' a dozen times a day.

" Now look 'ee here, our side," ho said, as once off deck he came,
Perspiring through his jumper, 8 and his forehead in a ilame ;"

If this sail-drill rot was any use, I wouldn't care a cuss ;

But we know as it ain't, and so do they, to make things wusi.

" Nine times to-day we 've left our work, and had to shift out rig
The first to cross to' gallant yards, the next to hoist the gig ;

And now that the darned scurry they call
'

smartness,' may amuse,
We 're run to death, to drill at sails as the ship *11 never use.

" For fifteen year I 've weathered 11 the defaulters' book and list,
1

But I don't no longer care a d "
(here he came down with his

fist)."
They "11 neither let us stay on deck, nor let us stay below,

And while the ship's work's all adrift, we 're bound to help the
show.

"
I only hope JOHN BULL may not be sold another '

pup,'
By being gammoned over, and his eyes with sails bunged up ;

To find at last, and to his cost, things mayn't be what they seem
For though our sails may show sky-high, our sailing's dome by

steam.
" We know the ship can't budge an inch with Engineers that 's slack ;

And some folks would be delighted to catch us '

flat aback,'
Which there 's not a doubt within my mind they very quickly may,
When the British Fleet depends upon ao better men than they."

Then up came JonDik
, and he sea,

" Did you mean that?" "I
did,"

Sez BILL. Quoth JOHNDY,
"
Recollect, I 'ye heard yon term a 'kid'

Your former second in command. Pray, Sir, how dre you laugh ?
'

' ' Excuseme, Sir,'
'

said BILL,
' '

the word warn't kid but sucking calf."

"
Explain yourself," he growled,

"
or. as you know I am a nipper,

I '11 plank' you straight at seven bells, and bouse"
1

you 'fore the

skipper."
"Well, Sir," said BILL, "from tint one fact the state of things

you '11 gather
The Junior Engineer, tohy he miijht 'a been his father.""

Then Master-at-Arms he lays his hand on BILL, and sez, sez he," The more that 's true, the less it ought to pass 'twixt you and me.
But blest if what you says is news. There 's them as ships commands
As knows no more of engines than waisters or green-hands.
" We trust to steam till anchor 's dropped, from the time as anchor 's

weighed :

And the less the sails is looked to, the more fuss aboiit "em 's made.
Blest if I see how skippers, now-a-days, their work 's to do,
Unless, besides their seamanship, they studies stokin' too !

"There was a time, as I 've heard tell, when Navy Captains bold
Warn't no-ways swells like them as now sports Navy blue and gold.

Stir up the fires with the lice or poker.
b I.e. when the bar drops into the ash-pit.
c Plait gasket for packing.

d Jib downhaul.
Stokers are forey&rd men, and when gunnery la requisite, are stationed

at the bow, and m small craft, at the pivot-gun.
' "

Rig
"

is a term for dress, and a man going on deck must be in the rig of
the day.

Jumper, the blue or whits frock. ' Kept clear of. ' Black last.
k The Master-at-Arms, the chief of the ship's police.
1 "

Planking
"

is bringing on the quarter-deck."
Bouse," haul up. Truthis stranger than fie tion .

Sea-bears and sea-dogs they was called ; chewed their quids and
drunk their tlip,

And, in language, wasn't over nice ashore or 'board o' ship.
" And if Engineers is roughish, and Stokers blackish show,
With polishin', I dare fay, as their engines bright they 'd grow :

Till with gun and ward-room officers their place they 'd take and
hold,

Nor, 'acos they 're from the fire-hole, be kept out in the cold."

THE BOLD BRITISH BALLAD.
Being an Efittelary Pnfa.ee to the Revival '* these Pages of an Almott

Lout

SIR, I have long been under the impression that I was born to

supply a want. True, that having been born, I do supply a great
many wants chiefly my own. But that is not what I was poingto say

this is, and here followsmy meaning. Sir, the fire of National Poetry
is defunct apparently, at least, it is out. Not to. It sleep* within
this breast. -The coal is still warm

; let me but apply the bellows of
the Divine ajflatiis, and onoe more the flame will blaze forth, and the
sacred altars will be all aglow with the brightness of the True
British Ballad.
Whence came this afflatus I

"
If yon ask me, I will tell you." I

dipp'd into DIBDIK, but 'twas not there
; and, indeed, since the

days, the glorious days, when the Sallads of the Baltic appeared
in your pages. Sir, the harp that onee delighted the caboose and
cheered the Hearts-of-Oak on a Saturday night at sea, has been
unstrung, has been down a peg or two, and then up a peg or two,
on the wall of my by the sea. Well, your honour, I was
roaming in maiden meditation, fancy free, down a street not a
hundred miles from the Strand, when I saw a shop-window full of
the good old Catnach Ballads! Four thousand of all sorts, shapes
and sizes, with such illustrations! Sir, the price of these art-
treasures was, need I say it, untold gold. To turn to my dear
friend (who shall be nameless, or else he'd be bored to death with
applications from Well, no matter from whom ; but I don't pro-
pose to kill the prolific $oose until it 's all ora with him), I say,
Sir, to turn to my dear friend, and to borrow the sum requisite for
the purchase of these Ballads, was but the work of a moment ; in

another, I was in the shop, addressing my purveyor of poems, and
buying them by the metre I mean, Sir, literally, by the yard.

Sir. I am going to favour the company with a few songs on this
model. But I must first offer you a sample of the original, in order
that the public, which has long been a stranger to true poetry, may
see that the quality of poetry is not strained through cullenders",
that it is not bound by any rules of rhyme, reason, or metre, but
that, like Genius, it is unfettered, and, like Pegasus, It makesLiiai>, iijvc vjciiius, it la Uliictlcicu. aiiu, 1I&.C 4 tr^asus, ii> maivcs
small account of its feet, seeing that it possesses wings, for flights of

fancy. The specimen I will give yon is from a soul-stirring ballad,
entitled The Gallant Poacher, which commences with an invita-
tion to " All you lads of high renown,

That .ove to drink cood ale that 's brown,
That pull the lofty 1'beanant down
With powder, shot, MM! gun,"
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A CAPITAL PLACE.
SCKNE Irish Steeplechase Course. Just Before the Race.

Veteran Sportsman (to Country Cousin).
"
BEGORRA, JACK, THIS 'UD BE OUR SPOT ; WE'D BE APT TO SEE A CORPSE HERE ]

"

I go on, and I read on through the entire poem ;
but the inspired

Bard such is the evanescent character of true inspiration, here one
second, and gone the next never states for what purpose he invites
the lads of high renown to come to him, though I gather from the

song that it is in order to relate to them, for the benefit of the

Poaching public, the life and death of his gallant hero.
There are sir verses. I give you the last, as being my model in

future, and as being a specimen of real unfettered genius in the

plenitude of its magnificent liberty :

" The murderous hand that did him kill,
And on the ground his blood did spill,
Must wander sore against his will,

And find no resting place ;

Destructive things,
His conscience stings,

He must wander thro' the world,
And ever feel the smarting thorn,
But pointed at with finger of scorn,

Condemned for to die."

There, Sir ! Aren't you overwhelmed by its grand intense sim-

plicity? TENNYSON! bah! BROWNING! pooh! Pigmies! SOPHOCLES,
EUBTPIBES, not to be mentioned in the same breath with the

glorious Bard, who, with one dash of the hand could sum up the
tortures of the Inferno in these two brief lines

" Destructive things
His conscience stings."

The use of the singular verb after the plural nominative is as
forcible as it is remarkable. Again, is not

"
Smarring thorn"

more than Shakspearian ? To my great Tmind, which is gradually
under this tutorship emancipating itself from the trammels of

grammar a difficult'phrase to pronounce often, without calling it

the "
grammels of trammar," I say to my great mind (I am having

my waistcoats considerably increased to hold it), this ballad is the
work of a Master Hand, guided by a Master Mind. Show me with

what termination, in this Triumph of the Unshackled, do the words,
"
world,"

"
place," and " die "

rhyme ?

But to my task. Expect to hear from me again, and speedily, for

I intend to tap the cask of inspiration, and present you with some of

the real unadulterated stuff, and none is genuine unless signed thus,
"
B.B.B.B.," which means, Yours gloriously,

THE BOLD BAED OF THE BRITISH BALLAD.

THE B011ES ON THE SEVERN, AND ELSEWHERE.
MR. FRANK BTJCKLAND has prophesied the appearance of

" A Bore
on the Severn," in time for every one to get out of his way. This is

really kind. If only other people who know all about the move-
ments of

" Bores " would do as much !

We give particulars of several Bores that were to be seen in

London on that day, and of which timely warning might have been

given.
Preachers who improved the occasion by an hour's oration.

Leader-writers, who did ditto, to the extent of two columns and
a half.

The CHASUBLES, who invited us to dine, and gave us salt fish and

egg-sauce, with parsnips.

People who expected us to eat a horrible mass of warm dough
and currants, called Hot Cross Buns.
MR. FITZWALTEH RALEIGH, who seized the opportunity of an "off "

day to read us his new Tragedy.
And, finally, the great herd of Bores, who met in Hyde Park to

spout on some question they didn't understand, and prevented
quiet folk from enjoying the Park.

NEW WORDS FOR AN OLD SONG.

OH. the Roast Beef of New England !

And oh, the New English Roast Beef I

THE REAL M.P. FOR GREENWICH. Shri-M.P.
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THE UNIVERSITY TIE.

By an Enthwi"sti- !> tni-Teinte.

WIZEN other scarfs on other necks,
Their tale of tints shall tell,

In harmonies whose nuance decks
Blonde and brunette so well :

As riant- teinte, whose blue should rank
Twixt Indigo and Sky,

This dead-heat I, at least, may thank,
For Dark and Light-Blue Tie.

Each darling Cox, each glorious Eight
Their heads, their backs, their arms 1

How to decide by strength or weight,
When both show winning charms ?

As'fairly matched all beauties in

As beauties of your Blues
;

Thus only Cambridge ought to win,
Thus only Oxford lose 1

"THE SAME OLD GAJTB."

THE Musical World informs us that The ABBATE FRAHZ LISZT
has been invited to Loo by the Krao OF Tint NETHERLANDS. How-
,.<-,. it !L rmlvr + V\/\ nnwn/wnT\V\ cfa +AO " til (Vni Anil f\( t Vl WW/\TiTl "

A Disagreeable Alternative.

MR. HENRT IRVING contributes an interesting Shakspcarian note
to the second number of the Nineteenth Century, on the Third
Murderer in Macbeth.

| eTer, it is only, the paragraph states,
"

to the end of the month.
He says, truly, that there has been a great difficulty in accounting So the Loo isn't unlimited,

for this Third Murderer, and that some commentators have main- !

tained he must have been Macbeth himself ; and some (he might have < TUB EDUCATION " LEAGUE." From making your own pinafore to

added), more recently, the Actor who plays Macbeth. the Sixth Standard.
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IT'S AN ILL WIND " &c.

Sporting Sub.
"

I SHOULD HKB TO HAVE MY LEAVE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE,

COLONEL, FOR I'V* JUST HEAKD MT FATHBB *S HAD A BAD FALL OUT HUNTING."

Colonel. "DEAK ME I I'M BORKY TO HEAE THAT! I HOPE HE'S MOT
HUBT !

"

Sporting Sub. "OH, IT ISN'T THAT I ONLY I WANT TO HAVE HIS HORSE! I"

THE BOAT-RACE OF THE FUTUBE.

(A Prophecy which Mr. Punch most earnestly trusts will not be verified.)

IT was the day of the Boat-Race. A bright, clear morning, with a glorious

sun, reflected a thousand times in the smiling water ! Great was the contrast

between the weather and the crowd. The first was suggestive of everything
that was fresh and innocent ; the last recalled visions of Homburg, Baden-
Baden and Spa in the bad old days of the cards, and spinning balls, and green-
baized tables. 1Unhappily, all the rascality of the stable had found its way to

the banks of the river. The public were raving with excitement. Men, women,
and children no longer cared for the pleasures of lunch, the charms of conversa-

tion, the amusement of the race itself. All hearts beat but to learn the answer
to one absorbing question, had their bets been won or lost ?

Yes, it had come to this ! The grand old University Boat-Race had been
degraded by the love of play to the level of the lowest of sporting events. In
1877 (many years before) great complaints had been made about the matter. It

had been said, then, that unless the conditions of the contest were altered,

things would change from'worse to worse ; and that, corrupted by the pollution
of London sporting roughs, sporting publics, and sporting papers, the pleasanter
features of the festival would give place to more and more hateful ones. It had
been then suggested that the Race should be rowed at Henley or Bedford, or

even distant'Exeter. Nothing, however, had been done ; and here more than
ten years later, was the Boat-Race still on Thames waters, fouling and befouled.
And had the prophets of ill-omen been borne out ? Alas I a glance at the faces
and forms around was enough ,to answer the question. When men forget to

smoke, or eat, or flirt ; when women care not whether or no they look their

best, then indeed must both be lost to everything save the passion of play.
And now the men were silent, cigarless, and distrait ; the women were reckless
in wearing the most unbecoming colours, the most ill-fitting gloves, the dullest
and dowdiest toilettes.

It was but a few minutes before the start, when a shambling creature,
who looked like something between a stable-help and a decayed churchwarden,
made his way through the shouting throng to the part of the .Grand Stand
reserved for the University Officers, Heads of Colleges, and other Dons of the

most dignified orders. For many minutes he vainly
attempted to attract the attention of a venerable Dean,
who, betting-book in hand, was loudly offering the odds
to two white-chokered Heads, a Proctor, and a Pokr

;

for, sad to say, the betting fever had spread from Under-
graduates' wine-parties to Fellows' Common Rooms.
The shambling creature at last succeeded in attracting
the attention of the venerable Dean, who hobbled towards
him as rapidly as his advanced years would permit." What do you want ?" he asked, breathlessly.

" Un-
less it is something very important, I must not be
disturbed. I have not nearly done all my hedging."
"You were very good to me once, Sir," replied the

Tout,
" when you got me leave to stay up, after the

Master had ordered me down. You would scarcely

believe, looking at my present degraded position, that
I was once a Member of the dear old College."
"Indeed! indeed!" cried the Dean, impatiently. "I

do not doubt your word for a moment. And if I was
kind to you in the past, pray think no more about it.

But I really must return, or I shall have no time to get

my money well on. My book is a very heavy one ;"

and he sighed involuntarily."
I have come to show my gratitude," continued the

Tout, detaining the Dean by the button-hole. Then he

whispered,
" Take my tip, and put the pot heavily on

Camt'ord."
The Dean started, as in an undertone he replied,

" But
all the Sporting Papers declare that Oxbridge must win

;

and certainly I can personally testify to the superiority in

strength, and excellence of style in their trials."
" Put the pot on the other side of the fire for all that,"

hissed the Tout.
"
They 've been made safe, I tell you."" But each man has had two doctors and a policeman

in close attendance upon him ever since he came to

Putney, and the boat has been kept under lock and key
in Scotland Yard."
The Tout closed his left eye.

" Bobbies and boys
have been hocussed, horses and boats have been got at,

before now. Put the pot heavily on Camt'ord, I say
again!

"
"
I will !

"
mentally ejaculated the Dean, as he rushed

back as quickly as his great age would permit to the
box on the Grand Stand reserved for the Heads of

Colleges. He had scarcely been in his place ten minutes
when the flashing pars of the two boats were seen coming
round the bend into the last reach, amid a murmur
that, as they approached, rose into a roar.

Oxbridge had been leading from the first. At Ham-
mersmith she had two clear lengths in hand, and these

two lengths had been increased by Mortlake to six. It

was a dead certainty : the Dean, beside himself with

excitement, in broken ejaculations from the Commination
service, cursed the Tout who had put him in the hole.

Suddenly there was a mighty shout the Oxbridge
stroke let go his oar, threw up his arms, and fainted.

There was another shout, and another and yet another,
as Numbers Seven, Six, and Five followed their leader.

At length the crew without exception lay doubled over
their thwarts. Taking advantage of this strange con-

tretemps the rival boat shot ahead, and passed the post
an easy winner.

Again a mighty shout, which seemed to shake Mortlake,
Putney, and the neighbourhood to their very foundations,
told an.expectant world that Oxbridge had been hocussed
for the third time, and that Camford had scored one more

victory.

And, as that shout arose, the venerable Dean might
have been seen dancing all over the stand, as well as

his age and some remains of a sense of his clerical

character would permit ;
for he had followed the grateful

Tout's advice, and had put the pot heavily on the

winners.
As for the cleaned-out Heads, Proctors, and Pokers,

they were cursing also under the thin professional
shelter of the Commination service, and telegraphing to

their various Bankers.
On them, and still more on the young men and women

of the 'hideous scene, let us draw the curtain.

A BIT FOR BUW.
A FIRM of mechanicians advertise

"
Lifts for Hotels."

Who will invent lifts for public-houses, too many of which

require elevation to the level of respectability.
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CAXTONIANA.
"

I THAT, ADOLrHrTH, WHO THB BOOTH IS C'ACKTHTON THEY 'SM GETTING TP
ALL TIHTJI MEMORIAL ABOUT ?

"

"CtxTotr-CAXTotr. KNOW THB NAMB, SOMEHOW. OH, YES, OF COURSEAWF LY CLEVER FELLOW ; BUILT THE KWISTAL PALACK, ion KNOW."

DATED THE FIRST OF APRIL.

PRINCE VON BISMARCK having: set the fashion of re-

signing on the First of April, the following resignations of

the same date have been announced :

MR. GLADSTONE. Resignation of his pen, and repudia-
tion of Post-cards.
LORD BEACONSFIELD. Resignation of his Coronet, and

retirement from the Leadership of the Conservative

Party.
SIR WILFRID LAWSON. Resignation of the Permissive

Bill, and withdrawal from comic oratory.
MR. WHALLKT. Resignation of the friendship of

"
the

unfortunate nobleman, and the post of Inquisitor-
General i into the criminal acts and intentions of the

Society of Jesuits.

PROFESSOR FAWCETT. Resignation of the supervision
ot'.lndian Finance, and retirement from the discussion of
the Eastern Question.
LORD HAKTINGTON. Resignation of the Leadership of

the Opposition, in favour of MR. FORSTEH.
MR. VOHSTKK. Resignation of all claims to the Leader-

ship of the Opposition, in favour of MR. LOWE.
MR. LOWE. Resignation of all claims to the Leader-

ship of the Opposition, in favour of MR. FOHSTER.
Ma. HOLMS. Resignation of the post of chief critic

of Military Measures, for a Sub-Lieutenancy (on proba-
tion) in the King's Own Royal Tower Hamlets Light
Infantry Militia.

MB. PLIMSOLL. Resignation of his seat for Derby, with
a view to accept a Partnership in an "

Unlucky firm
of Ship-owners.
Mk. liiriGAR

But here Mr. Punch draws the line some subjects are

beyond ajoke. MR. BiooiB, like potatoes, is one of them.

Church over State.

To judge by the cool Address just submitted to the
Archbishops and Bishops by a body of Clergy of the
Established Church, headed by the Dean of St. Paul's,
and including three other Deans, eight Archdeacons, and
i. Regius Professor of Theology, which demands for
Convocation [the right to make laws for the Church,
ilong with, but naturally, of course, over the head of,
Parliament (the spiritual clearly ranking above the
secular), the Church of England needs ridding not of
one Tooth only, but a whole set.

MY RIDE TO KHIVA.
BY OUB OWN REPRESENTATIVE RIDER.

V He informs the Editor of his preparations. The Editor begs to

inform the Public that he (the Ed.) is not responsible for the
scheme, and withholds his assentfor the present.

SIR, In a brief
letter, two weeks since, I announced to you my

intention of riding to Khiva. I knew that there was a large body
among the public that would willingly pay my expenses by subscrip-
tion to go away anywhere, and so why not to Khiva ?
Now. Sir, I am perfectly aware, that CAPTAIN FRED BURNABY has

made this ground, as it were, his own. And how P Because, for-
sooth, having ridden to Khiva, he made such a confounded fuss
about it. A gallant exploit it was I admit, though I should be diffi-
dent in making the admission (however admission is free in this
instance), / myself rode to Khiva years ago : thought nothing of it,
nii'l said nothing about it. I took it in the day's work, and there an
end.

But now; the case is different. I must out-BuBNABY BUBNABY.
He only rode to Khiva. I shall ride there and back. I shall keep youinformed of my progress from time to time, either by special messenger
or by private wire, which, with my own patented apparatus, I
shall take with me in my side pocket. It occupies no space to speak
of, and is

paid-put
like the Atlantic Cable. I am getting up a Com-

panj 3*J*f J!?
d all shareholders, among whom I hope to number

moat ot the Crowned Heads of Europe, will be presented with a beau-
tiful engraved portrait of myself as the Russian Courier, dressedm kremlm (a peculiar sort of warm waterproof coat) and lumeck (a
headdress worn at night when travelling through the show, and tied
under the chin with a small mifouktt. kind of leather thong with a
silver clasp). Before starting for a ride to anywhere, whether Khiva
* Aidderminjrter, one thing is absolutely necessary, i.e., something

Economy being the better part of valour, I have determined in

view of the subscription list not being quite so full as I might natu-
rally expect (it is not yet completed and you haven't, I regret to
see, exhibited it in your window in Fleet Street why this delay h),
not to purchase, but to hire. I forget the exact distance from here
to Khiva. But one can't hurt much at eighteenpence an hour (half-
a-crown for the first and eighteenpence for all the others of course
I take all the others and let some one else have the first), and a
reduction will be made on taking a quantity.

I am off now to see about the norse. After that I must call in at
MAT'S, the costumier's, about my dresses. The Courier of St.

Petersburg used to have at least six, one after the other, appearing
in the third as Mr. Pickwick (spelt Kjqkkjp in Russian, which is

spoken, as read, backwards, and takes some time to master), and
finally as Apollo, but this is for a different climate.

I have got my saddlebags containing provisions, warming-pan (an
article absolutely indispensable in the cold climate to which I am
going), matches, saucepans, patent smokeless stoves, coals, and (by
the kind permission of MR. CHATTEBTON), the red-hot poker out of
the last Cnristmas Pantomime.
A semi-grand piano, fitted up inside as a comfortable bed-room,

all complete, a store of American beef, a cellaret of beer, cham-
pagne (Pommery and Oreno tres sec, because it keeps dry in all

climates), and a few other articles, the list of which would make
this article unnecessarily lengthy, complete my Christopher I mean
mv kit.

Directly the last subscription is paid in to my account, or a
sufficiently good promise to that effect, be deposited with my banker
in writing, but not till then, I am off, till which happy moment,
believe me to remain here pluokily and dashingly as ever,

YOUR RrniNS REPRESENTATIVE.

P.S. I re-open this to say that I think I.'ve just met with the
animal to suit me. A quiet, steady, handsome cob, fourteen-and-
a-half by ten, warranted sound, at one-and-sixpence an hour, or
to be sold, by the pound, or square inch. I 'm to try him in Rotten
Row to-morrow. Look out !

VOL.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

BLEST, but too brief, eight days' repose !

From Eastern Question Easter rest

From BIGGAR'S snarl, and PARNELL'S prose-
Obtrusive bore, obstructive pest !

And if M.P.'s throw down their hands,
And Ministers require relief,

What must Punch do, who meets demands
For weekly Liebig, oft sans beef?

Punch, who, besides the alchemic art,
Wit from the witless to distil,

Mustplay, perforce, the Showman's part,
And use the puppet-mender's skill.

And after sifting from his lead
Tons' -weight the grains of silver rare,

Must deal with many a wooden head,
Now grievously the worse for wear.

Touch up the puppets high and low,
Give point to patter, chant and chaff;

And so turn out the puppet-show,
That it may draw at least a laugh.

Wherefore, for the eight clays' rest Easter has given, him, Punch is

truly thankful ; and now returns to his weekly grind, like a giant
refreshed.

Happier than their Essence-Extractor, Members were not bound
to be back punctually by the day why is there no Parliamentary
devil to dog the heels of lazy M.P.'s ? so not more than'a hundred
had turned up when business begun at half-past four on Thursday,
April 5.

SIR STAFFORD NOETHCOTE promised MB.;FOESTEB a speedy sight of

the Protocol. We have all enjoyed that treat by this time, and found, as

we might have expected, that it binds Russia to nothing, rather, in-

deed, may be said to bind the Powers in Russia, inasmuch as it com-
mits those who have signed it to a joint profession of concern in

the better government of the Christians under Turkish rule. The
simultaneous declaration of COUNT SCHOTTVALOFF happy name !

promises a movement of demobilisation on the part of Russia,
only in the event of certain very improbable

"
ifs

" on the part
of Turkey. And a declaration on the part of LOBD DEBBY declares
that England is not to be bound by the Protocol, in the only event
which can render action under it necessary, i.e., if Turkey does not
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ECONOMY.
Pat.

" AND TB SAY, IT I TAKE THIS ON7, I *LL SAVB HA'F THK FlJTJI. ?

PAIR OF 'EM AND SAVK IT ALL 1 1

"
BBDAD !

"
(struck with a bright idea)" 1 'LL TAKK A

cany out the reforms she has promised which she is not the least

likely to do. A complete diplomatic reductio ad absurdum it

would have been difficult for Punch to have hit upon in his most
felicitous fit of parodying diplomacy.
South-Sea savages, when they are anxious to strike up an eternal

friendship, change names. Let my LORD DERBY, in memory of this
last happy-family alliance with Russia, take the name of

" SHOVEL-
OFP." For truly he has shovelled off the Eastern difficulty for the

day at all events ; and sufficient for the day, he no doubt considers,
is the Eastern difficulty and the shovelling-off.thereof. The Protocol,
Punch notes with regret, was signed on Saturday, March 31, not on
Sunday, the first of April. April-fools would have been the very
people to have marched in procession over the Pons Asinorum.
The House then went into the Prisons Bill, and ME. CROSS had a

tussle with MR. PARNELI,, who, more Hibernico, moved a clause,
classing treason-felons with first-class misdemeanants, who are
not felons at all. MR. CROSS finally agreed to the clause, with the
Bull out, providing that persons convicted of sedition and seditious
libel should be treated as misdemeanants of the first-class, which
they certainly are, being, as a rule, of the class that ought to know
better.

The moral of JEsqp's well-known fable is that the trumpeters
deserve heavier punishment than the rank and file. They will,
under this clause, get better treatment. It is quite right for those

w_ho look on sedition and seditious libel as venial, if not laudable,
diversions, to make provision for the comfort of those who may
indulge in these amusements.
MR. E. W. SHTTH made a clear, business-like, and well-digested

speech in introducing the Civil Service Estimates to a thin House
of a score in all. Does the House want such an explanation,

or does it not? After asking for it, Honourable Members might
surely pay MB. SMITH the compliment of coming to hear it. The
Honourable Member for the Book-stalls showed that, excluding the
cost of Army and Navy, Collecting the Revenue, Education, and
Contributions to Local Taxation rather important exclusions, it is

true the cost of governing the country is less by 400,000 than it

was in 1857. This reminds Punch of an embarrassed but easy-

going friend of his, who was always proving that if you excluded
the cost of his wine-cellar and table, cigars, stables, gardens, tailors'

and milliners' bills, children's schooling, travelling, and amuse-

ments, he was really spending, at least, twenty pounds a year less

than he did ten years before, yet found himself every year getting

deeper and deeper into difficulties.

The House then went into Supply, in which SIB CHARLSS I )i i, K K

distinguished himself by moving to omit the cost of feeding the
Deer in Richmond Park ; MR. PARNELL, by opposing the Motion to

Report Progress at half-past twelve, in the teeth of MR. BUTT,
because an Irish Bill was coming which he wanted more time for ob-

structing ; MR. M'CABTHY DOWNING, by pitching into MR. PABNELL,
and MR. BIOGAR. by pitching into MR. M'CABTHY DOWNING ; and

lastly CAPTAIN NOLAN, by taking objection to MB. BENITET-STAM'-
FORD'S coughing at him. Altogether the Home-Rulers are showing
their Kilkenny cats' claws too soon and in the wrong place. They
should keep them for the Home-Rule Irish Parliament on Palace
Green.

(Friday.) A night's talk.

1. The House talked about Gas Bills and Water-works. May
Punch, some day, have to record that it. has done something to give
us better light and purer water, and more of both.

2. The House talked about Public Executioners, and Public Offices.

What Punch objects to is, that the one should be turned into the

other, as is done when clerks' rooms are allowed to become typhus-
traps.

3. The House talked about the Commercial Department of the

Foreign Office. Most people will be glad to know that there it a
Commercial Department at the Foreign Office. We had thought
that the Foreign Office left such low matters as commerce to the
lower departments, such as the Board of Trade, and the East End
Offices.

Lastly came the halfpenny-worth of doing to the intolerable

quantity of talking, when MR. CROSS brought in a Bill to boil down
sixteen Factories and Workshops Acts into a hundred clauses.

Could not the Bill be entitled Liebig's Extract of Factory Acts '(
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A VISION OF ACCLIMATISATION.
IVWAMI WILSON, in a paper read

some months ago at a meeting
Of the Itoyal Colonial Institute,

treats acclimatisation, in its

more general aspect. MR.
WILSON views the problem
somewhat enthusiastically, and
considers that the command

given to NOAH,
' Be fruitful

and multiply, and replenish
the earth, and subdue it

;
and

have dominion over the fish of

the sea, and over the fowl of

the air, and over every living

thing that moveth upon the

earth,' conveys by implication
a direct order to take the work
of acclimatisation in hand. . . .

But it might, perhaps, be possi-
ble to acclimatise in England
the beautiful little green and

yello* Australian: parroquet
which has of late years been
such a favourite in English
homes. . . . ^hat prevents an

effort to add to our domestic

poultry the savoury and easily-
bred curussow and guan ; why
should the quail and the prairie-
hen be unknown on our downs;

what forbids the rearing of flocks of llamas and vicunas?" Daily Telegraph.

MB. PUNCH,
I 'D been reading my Telegraph. Excellent paper, np doubt,

Only rayther too nuts on big words, which do put a plain body about.

Ana 1 nodded and mapped o'er a leader on something as ended in
"
ation."

Let 'a see 'twas a double
"
c "

Sk, I 've got it, a-c-e-1-i-ffi-a-t-i-

s-a-t-i-o-n !

It seems there '

tarty; named WILSON, a lively Colonial oEap,
"Whose notions had got in my noddle before I indulged in that nap.
He holds that "Be fruitful and multiply" means that'our duty is

clear

To bring in beasts and birds from abroad, a transition which strikes

me as queer.

Well, I dropped off to sleep, as I say ; and, good gracious, the
wisions I had !

Which I don't think I 've been to the Zoo since I fed the brown
bears as a lad.

But the Regency Park broken loose, Sir, with Jamrach's all out on
the spree,

Plus NOAH'S Ark emptied, warn't nothing to what in my wisions I
see!

MR. WILSON lets monkeys run loose in his garden I 'd shoot 'em
or trap 'em

But Gorillas was lambs to the creatures as larked in my garden, at

Clapham.
Young crockydiles sploshed in my pond, Sir, and gobbled my gold-

fish like fun ;

While a Grizzly had climbed up my flag-staff, and wouldn't be
bribed with a bun !

If I have an aversion, it 's Snakes (though they say they 're like

chicking when cooked) :

And a thing, like six yards of green spangles, his tail up my poplar
had hooked,

While he dangled below like a S, in a way as seemed playful and
mild,

But which scared the NUBS into highsterics and druv little TOMMY
half wild.

I casts a wild eye at my poultry-run. Bless you, behind its trim
pales

There was twenty young Ostriches tramping, and feeding on pebbles
and nails.

And there, in my paddock, where Blossom, the gentlest of Alderneys,
grazes,

A Burner, with two six-foot horns, was rampaging and rooting the
daisies.

My rabbits and pigeons were banished by monkeys and 'squalling
macaws,

And where my boy's
" moke " had been tethered a Zebra was snap-

ping its jaws.

In fact, Sir, both in- doors and out, 'stead o' creatures familiar and
tame,

There was nothing but quadrupeds queer and rum birds.1 'd be sorry
to name.

Well, I woke with a jump, and no wonder. "But this is mere

dreaming," says you.
Why yes. But if parties like WILSON ain't dropped on, sech dreams

may come true.

"Replenish the earth!" Very proper; but not with strange

varmint, say I.

Let each land keep its own, and, if that isn't Nature, I 'd like to ask

why 't

I know these acclimati thingummy parties of old. It was they
As wanted to make us eat horse, snake, and cetrer. That game

didn't pay ;

And now they 'd have apes in our gardens, and shrill parroquets in

our parks.
Curassows and guans for poultry ! No fear, while we 've chickens

and larks.

Their Llamas, Vicunas, and similar crackjawish creatures may do
For far furrin parts ;

but our Shorthorns and Southdowns 'ud make
'em look blue.

Let us stick to our own native produce, Acclimatisation 's all fudge ;

At least, Mr. Punch, them 's the views of

Yours faithfully,
JEBEMT BUDGE.

" SHAKSPEARIAN NOTES."
(A suggestion, in dramatic form, made to ME. HENEY IRVING by a

First Utility Gentleman, who has read his learned paper on
" The l^hird Murderer in Macbeth," in this month's number of" The'Nineteenth Century.")

THB question is, "Why were there three Murderers for Banquo
when Macbeth had previously commissioned only two?" ME.
IBVLNG has his view of the matter ; it is a neat conceit. I have my
view of the matter ; it is a practical explanation. I have only.to add,
Sir, that but for the jealousy and spite of some parties who shall be

nameless, and ought to be fameless, I, Sir, should long ago, ere

this, have topped the pinnacle of tmy dramatic ambition, and nave
been billed all over the Metropolis and the provinces as The only
Legitimate Tragedian. But no I will not detain you further, Sir

a time will come, it hasn't yet, but it will, till then I am, till
"

this too solid flesh shall melt,"
Thine as thou usest me,

CHABLES, YOUE FEIEND.

P.S. I assume in the subjoined dramatic suggestion that Macbeth
was produced before SHAKSPEABE wae BUBBAGE'S partner in manage-
ment. If there is anything wrong with my view of facts, why, Sir,

as the late MB. DUCBOW used to observe,
"
so much the wusser for the

Sax."
Now then, walk up, walk up, and see :

HOW THE " THIRD MURDERER CAME TO BE INTRODUCED
INTO MACBETH."

SCENE. The Stage of the Globe Theatre. Date, 1606. A rehearsal

of
" Macbeth "

is just over, and the
'

Manager and the Author,
MB. WILLIAM SHAKSPEABE, are standing together. The Com-
pany is not yet dismissed, as the Prompter has requested them
to stop until he has ascertained what time the piece is to be
"
called

"
for to-morrow.

Mr. William Shakspetire. Marry, come up ! but my piece seemeth
in a fair way to make a hit. The rehearsal went uncommonly well

to-day, BUHBY, eh ?

The Manager (dubiously). Yes. I think you'll have to cut the

witches and the cauldron after the first night. We don't want ' em
to "guy" the piece in the first scene, and call for "Hot Codlins,"
as 'twere a Christmas Pantomime.
Mr. William Shakspeare. I'fakins ! my dear BUBBY, if they do

but .their witching gently, there '11 be no pantomime in it, I .war-
rant ye.

[BUEBAGE shakes his head. At this moment a seedy looking

person, icith a strip of paper in his hand, approaches MB.
BUHBAGE deferentially, but tcith the constrained air of one

acting under a painful sense of duty. He meets MB. WIL-
LIAM SHAKSFEABE'S affable smile with a scotcl of the most
intense resentment.^

.Burbagc (to seedy individual). Now then! I mean marry come up,
TYMKYN. What is it ?

Tymkyn (presenting the strip of paper to BTTBBAOE). By my
halidome, MASTEB BTJBBAGE, I must ask to be relieved of this

1

part.

Burbage (putting his hands behind his back and eyeing the strip of

paper cautiously). What 's this ?
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Tymkyn. B'yr Ladye, Sir, and you do well to ask. This is whu 1

MR. SHAKSPEARE, Sir, colls a good, part, I suppose (with tin indignan

I/Inn' <it Mil. SIIAKSPEARE). It may be good enough for him who

in your company, and I 've seen the fat given to others for tht

asking, but b'yr La'kin, never have I played such a bad part as this

and and (stifling his emotion) I beg to be relieved of it. Give it

to the call-bor, or one of the dressers, but / have a position in this

theatre, and by the merry maskins, i'i'akins, and gadso, I mean to

keep it !

liiirbnge (in u conciliatory tone). Well, well, I 've no doubt MB.
SHAKSPEARE can write it up a bit. Eh ? (Turns to MK. WILLIAM
Sll UisI'KAKE).

.I//-. William Sh'ikxpriirr (dubiously tiriililles his moustache and
ildu's the I nft mi his chiii). Hum! Well, yon see the piece is

written and to interpolate now would upset the whole thing. Be-
sides Determined not to yield if he can help it) the part is really a
reru good one.

Tymkyn (superciliously]. Not a length, Sir. I am only
" The

hint." [Exhibits the stria disdainfully.
.I// . If'illiniii Shakspeare (slightly bothered). Well, there s not

much to say but, in a drama of this nature, the doing is more
important than the saying. Besides (with the gleam of inspiration),
you are on the stage most of the time.

Tymkyn. Once, in the stage directions, MR. SIIAKSPKAKK.
Mr. William Shakspeare. But (to Prompter) give me my manu-

script. (Prompter hands it to him. He refers to it.) Ah ! I

thought so. (He had forgotten when the Attendant had to appear.)
You. are on in Act iii., Scene 1, a most important situation. Ton
have to say-
Tymkyn (with a smile of ineffable scorn). One line, Sir ; only one

line, ana that (with inexpressible contempt) as a mere feeder for
Macbeth.
Mr. William Shakspeare (shifting his argument). But immedi-

ately afterwards you usher in the two Murderers the most intense
scene in the play.

Ti/mkyn (with well assumed indifference). Perhaps so, Sir. I have
not seen it, as I am at once ordered off the stage by Macbeth, and
told to stay outside the door until he and the two Murderers call for
me. And allow me to add, MR. SHAKSPEABE, I don't know
whether it were a'noversight on your part or not, but tin a tone of
the deepest injury) they never do call lor me. (Stifles his emotion,
and resumes.) The consequence is, Sir, that I do not appear again.
Burbage (half aside, to SHAXSPEAKE). You know you do want a

good man in the Attendant's part. TYMKYN '11 do it for you, if you
just give him a line or two more, and bring him on again with a fine
or two. You know he can speak the lines if you give 'em to him.
Marry come up, WILL !

Mr. William Shakspeare (meditatively). I might make him a
Fourth Witch.
Surbage. Now, by my halidome, that shalt thou not ! No more

of your arointed witches. No, no I Rather have another Murderer.
Tymkyn (overhearing and catching at the idea). Ay, by'r La'kin',

and give me a fight with Bango, or whatever his name is. I have
friends, Sir, in front, who expect somewhat from RAXPH TYMKYN
and sturdy knaves, too, I warrant you, whose hands are as horny
for clapping, and their throats as potent for hissing, as their neigh-
bours'.

Mr. William Shakspeare (after considering the MS. attentively).
Tis well, MASTER TYMKYN ! Thou shalt have thy lines (colloquially).

I bring you in, as MB. BITBBAGE has suggested, as a Third
Murderer. I '11 give you some first-rate bits short, but telling
and we "11 arrange the business of the light at rehearsal.

Tymkyn (determined not to lose his opportunity). I 'm up 'to all
sorts of combats, and, if necessary, can go through two or three traps.We 've got one here that was used for the Grave-Diqger i
and b'yr leave.-

-Digger in Hamlet,

(hastily). Nay, nay, MASTER TTMKYN, trap me no traps
ll 1 ule-tide be come again, and we play a Mystery. (Dismissing

him.) You '11 have your part with thelnew.matter to-morrow.
[Looks towards WILLIAM SHAKSPEARE. who is already seated

at Prompter's table busily engaged in altering Sc. 1, Act iii.,
so as to introduce the Attendant who is to 'double' the

part of the
' Third Murderer.' SHAKSPEARE looks up for

a second, nods assent, then resumes his toork.

Tymkyn (saluting MR. BURBAOB with much courtesy). Give ye
good den, MASTER BUBBAOE. (To MR. WILLIAM SHAKSPEARB.) And
you, too, MASTER SHAKSPKARE. Give you good den, Sir. Sola ! sola !

[Exit struttingly.
The next day at rehearsal, MASTER RALPH TYMKYN was pre-

sented with a part carefully written out in the largest and roundest
hand, extending over three pages, and containing several additional
lines for the Attendant, who thenceforthdoubled the character of the
Third Murderer.

A SAILOR'S FRIEND.

THE subjoined paragraph of news may suggest a reminiscence to
some of the elder readers of Punch :

" THE SEAMEN'S HOSPITAL SOCIETY. The PKINCE or WALES hai tent
a subscription of -30 to the funds of the Seamen's Hospital Society (late
Dreadnought), Greenwich, through Hii Grace the I)UKB OF NOUTHU'MUEK-
LAND."

A woodcut extant on one of Mr. Punch's preceding pages is also
engraven on the memory of patriarchs. They remember LEECH'S
representation of the PKINCK OF WALES as a sailor-boy, on tiptoes,
presenting a British Tar with a glass of grog. That was a donation,
suitable to the years of His Royal Highness, in testimonial of his

kindly consideration of poor JACK. Another as suitable to his pre-
sent position, is this contribution to the funds of the Seamen's
Hospital Society, which justly needed it, and are still open to
liberal enlargement at the hands of all disposed to emulate a
princely example.

Death Kept at Arm's Length.
A LINK has clearly been dropped out of the following advertise-

ment :

DO NOT UNTIMELY DIE ! BLANK'S STOMACH MIXTURE.
Bowel Complaints cured with one dose ; Typhtn or Low Fever cured

with two doses
; Diphtheria cured with three doges ; Scarlet Fever cured with

four doses
; Cholera cured with five doses.

The last line (to match with the first) must have been
" Death cured with six doses !

"

An Ill-used Sovereign.

GARTER King-at-Arms has been down at Windsor removing the
insignia of the penultimate Sultan from among those of the Knights
of the Garter.

Is it possible they are not going to put 'up those of his reigning
successor ?

What did ABDUL-Aziz do to deserve this honour, that ABDUL-
HAMID has done nut to deserve it ?

An Odd Want.
"
WANTED, a Toung Woman, to wash pota : to live in." Manchester

Guardian.

WE have heard of an advertisement, "Wanted, a Hermit," bd*
we did not expect to see an advertisement,

"
Wanted, a Diogenes

Female." What can she be wanted for ? To go about with a
lantern looking for an honest Manchester man ?

A Long Look Ahead.

THE Mayor and Town Council of Luton, in their address to the
MARCHIONESS OF TAVISTOCK on her marriage, expressed the hope"
that her most noble consort and herself might witness the trans-

mission to remote posterity of the illustrious honours of their great
ancestral house." This is pushing their hopes very far indeed into
;he future.

" WHICHEVER YOU PHASE, MY LITTLE DEAR."

MBS. MALAPROP writes to ask us to explain the difference, if any,
.n the meaning of two phrases she often sees in her paper ; viz.,
' The question of the Eastern Position," and "

the position of the
Eastern Question." [Punch must decline the attempt. There is no
difference, in one respect. Both are equally puzzling.]

A CHASGE FOR THE BETTER^nC DAHOMRY. |

SINCE the capital of Dahomey is Abomoy, 'suppose the country
were re-christened Abomey(i)nation P

FROM THE JUM.

THE YOKES Family advertise their
"
Spring Tour." As if it could

>e anything else !

THE TURKISH PARLIAMENT.

APT quotation for the "Member for Jerusalem "
"jWrite 'me

lown an Ass."
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FLIPPANCY PUNISHED.
THE CIMABUE BROWNS, AND THEIR FRIENDS, FORM-ONE OF THE NICEST AND MOST ARTISTIC SETS IN BROMPTON, BUT THEY HOLD

ALL THINGS MODEKN IN CONTEMPT, ESPECIALLY MODERN MUSIC. ONE EVENING GRIGSBY VOLUNTEERS TO SlNG THEM WHAT HE CALLS
A " FLORENTINE CANZONET OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY," BUT WHAT is IN REALITY A MAUNDERING IMPROVISATION OF HIS OWN, IN A
MINOR KEY, WITH MOCK ITALIAN WORDS OF THE MOST IDIOTIC DESCRIPTION, ALSO INVENTED BY HIM ON THE SPUR OF THE MOMENT.
THK EFFECT is MAGICAL, TEARS FLOW FREELY, AND AN ENTHUSIASTIC ENCORE GREETS THE PERFORMER. UNFORTUNATELY, THE
PERFORMANCE BEING AN EXTEMPORE ONE, HE CANNOT REPEAT IT, AND is MUCH EMBARRASSED BY THE SUCCESS OF HIS FEEBLE JOKE.

"ARCADES AMBO!"
SCENE. A wooded valley in Arcadia with a riew of rich pastures in

the distance. Trees recently cut down in the fore-ground.
English Shepherd discovered writing with extreme rapidity. To
him enter Foreign Shepherd, leisurely.

Foreign Shepherd. Good day. busy Shepherd ! You see I have
come to join you for awhile, in hopes, under your kindly guidance,
here to steep my soul in the refreshing balm of pastoral retirement. .

English Shepherd (hurriedly). Glad to see you ! but really I am so

very busy. Should prefer answering inquiries by post-card.
Foreign Shepherd. Much-troubled Shepherd, you surprise me. I

had imagined Arcadia the land of leisure.

English Shepherd. Ah ! a vulgar error, I assure you. But as you
are a stranger, I willjtry to spare you five minutes. Now then, what
can I do for you ? Is there anything you want information about
guidance encouragement give it a name ?

Foreign Shepherd. Allow me first to give you my own Bis-
MABCK.
English Shepherd (politely). Prince ! A thousand pardons ! I

had not recognised your Highness. I need scarcely say that I shall
be only too delighted to give you any information you may require
about this new scene this land not of lotos-eating, but of laborious

leisure, where it is never rather than always afternoon ; at least,
never after post-time.

Foreign Shepherd. Thanks ! First, then, as Hamlet says, can you
play on this pipe, and teach me to do the same ?

English Shepherd. Theoretically I can do both, but perhaps you
had better wait till my essay on the subject written for the
Twentieth Century, the Magazine of the.Future is published. In
it I have gone into the matter of piping, aid the varieties; of syrinx,
tibia, and ab\iis, with their different musical modes, rather deeply.
I think you will find my authorities tolerably complete, and my
deductions from them satisfactory.

Foreign Shepherd. I doubt it not, Shepherd. Next, can you put
me up to anything in the breeding and care of sheep, and the shear-

ing, and fattening, killing, and cooking them ?

English Shepherd. I have touched upon all these matters inci-

dentally in an excursus I am writing upon
"
the Pastoral Life and

its Occupations," to be printed in the appendix of
,my treatise on

" The Moon, and how to get there, with stray thoughts upon
Balloons and the Electric Telegraph."
Foreign Shepherd. May I ask how you manage your own flock ?

English Shepherd. Nay my days of practical Shepherd-life are

over. I am so busy with other matters, that I have pretty well lost

sight of.my late sheep.

Foreign Shepherd. Busy ! Not with that most wearisome of

all work polities I hope?
English Shepherd. I came here, like yourself, to avoid it. If I

write a score of political pamphlets in a year, or deliver as many
political speeches in a month, it is quite as much, in that line, as I

can find time for. No. I have turned over my crook to my excellent

young friend, HAETINGTON. A few hints a day about the leader-

ship of the party is the limit of my interference. You see he must
learn to walk alone. In fact I am too old for political work. I

am here to enjoyi ease with dignity, and a due allowance of letter-

writing.

Foreign Shepherd. My case to a nicety, except the letter-writing.
And how do you get through your time f Sleeping under the trees,"

Tityre'tu patula; "eh ?

English Shepherd. Well, no, not exactly. You see I am rather
fond of wood-cutting, and should have made short work, ere this,
with most of the timber in Arcadia, had not the native Shepherds,
with less taste for strenuous occupation, violently interfered.

Foreign Shepherd. Dear me ! I had thought that the inhabitants

of this charming country were the peacefullest of people.

English Shepherd. Well the fact is, we don't quite suit each
other. They actually got up an indignation meeting the other day
to protest against what they call my "restlessness." I made
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a speech six hours' long, wrote four pamphlets, and entered into a

correspondence with six daily papers to show how little ground
there was for the charge. In the little game of pen and ink
I soon tired 'em all out ; but this threw my private letters into

arrear. As soon, however, as I have brought np my correspondence,
I hope to get back to my axe again.

Foreign Shepherd. Do the Arcadians ever dance ?

English Shepherd. They did. The first day I joined them they
wanted me to step a measure. In answer to their invitation I de-

livered a lecture, in two parts, upon dancing from the earliest days,
illustrated with extracts from the Classical Authors. The delivery
of that took me only a summer's day, but the Arcadians are a super-
ficial people, and easily tired. They flatly refused to hear "

Part
Two," which I had reserved for the day following.

Foreign Shepherd. And pray how do you employ your time when
not writing or wood-cutting ?

English Shepherd. My 'leisure. Oh, in the most delightful
manner. I rise early to call the larks and look after the early birds
in their pursuit of the worms. Then I give the wood-nymphs a field

lecture on Botany ; or may drop in upon Fan for a discussion of the
musicof the Past, the Present, and the Future ; then I am putting into
a form borrowed from the Cyna-getica of XENOPHON a little catechism
of Hunting in its various branches, for the use of Diana. By
this time it is the hour to sit down to my regular work. First I

dispose of my rather miscellaneous outer-world correspondence.
Here is the list of subjects I have to write upon to-day, alphabetically
arranged. Acrobatic performances, Butterflies, Cape Horn, Damson
tart, Early potatoes, r rench polish, Geography of Eastern Australia,
Hams, Insurance Companies. Jelly, King-fishers, Lent customs,
Mormon history, Negro melodies, Pepper, Queer Street, Rope-
rigging, Steam. Tide-waiters, Umpires at Doat-races, Vehicles of the

early Greeks, Warts, Xerxes as an organiser, Young Gentlemen's

school-hampers, and Zanoni, in relation to MASKELYNE \ N n COOKE'S
entertainment. Next But a thousand pardons, your Highness, my
promised five minutes are consumed, and I must hence.

Foreign Shepherd. Whither away, strenuous Shepherd ?

English Shepherd. In search of atrocities amongst the Satyrs.
[Exit hurriedly.

Foreign Shepherd (smiling). I wonder if there will be room in

Arcadia for both of us !

(Scene closes in.)

POULTERERS AND POACHERS.

N
ATTTBAL History, of

course, during the
Easter Recess, turned

up in the papers. One
Correspondent
announced that
he had heard the
cuckoo, another
the nightingale ;

others had seen
martins and
swallows.

"
OBSEETEE,"

in the Times.
said that he had
observed golden
orioles on the

grass in Hyde
Park. A sub-

sequent letter-

writer stated
that his atten-
tion had been
attracted there

by some wheat-
eara, and sug-
gested that

"OBSERVER
"

had mistaken
them for orioles

; as though wheatears and orioles were birds of
a feather. Can the wheatears so-called have really been, yellow-
hammers, or green-finches, or large torn-tits ?

However, in Hyde Park, both wheatears and orioles, if rare, would
yet have been seasonable. Not so the birds seen by another Times
Correspondent,

" A NATURALIST," in sundry poulterer's shops, birds
par excellence, partridges. Ay, and moreover, capercailzie, black
game, ptarmigan, pinnated grouse, quail, 'golden plover, lapwing,
wild-duck, widgeon, pintails, and teal the Wild Birds' Protection
Act notwithstanding.
The ptarmigan probably came from the North of Europe, the pin-

nated grouse are Yankees, but whence were the widgeon, teal, wfld

duck, and the other wild-fowl ? And above all, whence the part-
ridges '< Perhaps some poulterer may be penman enough to explain.
On the first of February, say the Almanacks,

"
Partridge-shooting

ends." Does it ? Perhaps it does, and perhaps partridge-netting
begins. What say the poulterers ':

Everybody knows that the birds above enumerated ought all at
this time to be hatching their eggs, or foraging for their young, and
not hanging up for sale. Also, that to eat birds at breeding-time is

the way to exterminate them and destroy food. Poaching, always bad
enough, is, during the close months, too bad. It would have been
scorned by the genuine old poacher, the burden of whose song wag :

" Tis my delight, of a shiny night,
In the season of the year."

But your poulterers' poachers poach without limitation by the
season. They poach, as zealous pastors preach, in season and out of
season.

The poulterers will perhaps say that their poachers poach out of
British bounds. In that case it may be worth while to consider
LOED COLVILLE'S question in the Times :

" If no other method can be devised for stopping this illegitimate traffic,
would it not be desirable that a Bill Bhould be passed through Parliament
entirely prohibiting the sale of any game, protected by British Game Laws,
after the expiration of the time during which such game may be killed ?

"

In a quaint volume, composed in
pre-scientific days, an old

English writer, to account for the simultaneous appearance of birds
of passage all over England, gravely broached the speculation that
they descended from the moon. If poulterers could prove that their
shops were supplied from pur satellite, then indeed, perhaps, they
might plead some justification for selling game and wildfowl out of
season.

PADDY STOPS THE WAY.
PROSPECTS OF THB SESSION. ".MR. BIOOAR, M.P., has placed upon

the ' Order Book
'

of the House of Commons notices of his intention to more
the rejection of the following Bills:!. The Prisons (Scotland) Bill; 2.
The Public Health (Ireland) Bill

; 3. The Valuation of Property (Ireland)
Bill ; 4. The Beads and Bndges (Scotland) Bill ; 5. The Marine Mutiny
Bill; 6. The Mutiny Bill; 7. The House Occupiers' Disqualification Ee-
moTal Bill

;
8. The Supreme Court of Judicature (Ireland) Bill

; 9. The
Patents for Inventions Bill; 10. The Threshing Machines Bill; 11. The
Peerage of Ireland Bill

;
12. The Legal Practitioners' Bill

; 13. The Dirine
Worship Facilities Bill. All these; Bills the Honourable Member proposes to

proceed with '
this day six months.'

" Tht Titnet.

LONG Pat had been plotting to lay a new tax on
The soul of the slow and long-suffering Saxon.
Some new "

Irish grievance, for pinching the toes,
Not of poor brogueless Pat but his Sassenach foes.
He has tried much manoeuvring more or less clever
The links twixt himself and the Saxon to sever.
He blew up our prisons the Saxon was steel,
And potting our peelers secured not repeal.
The dull British Pharaoh his heart could e'en harden
'Gainst patriot shines in O'B.'g Cabbage Garden.
He slanged us, we spared him our toil and our time ;We gave, it was nought : we withheld, 'twas a crime.
One party worked hard for him. Pat did his best
To bundle them out of the Treasury nest ;

But when his best friends shivered out in the cold,
And their rivals sat snug in the Government fold,
Still Pat was not happy. Says he, with a groan,"
They refuse me a Parliament-House of me own,

And so, by me sow], I '11 be plantin' me snares
To play up the divil's divarshin with theirs."
At length, knowin' Pat thought of scoring a chalk,
By unlimited Blue-Hook and infinite talk.

Wordy flux from wide mouths that no floodgates can shut,
The drawl of a BIG GAR. the flow of a Brn,
Or PABNELL'S Blue-Book readings, he hopes may avail,
Where spurts of seditious scurrility fail.

The Government carriage all progress must stay,
Because noisy Pat's patent-drag stops the way.
But surely the task doesn't happily fit

A boy of renown for his smartness and wit.
'Tis hardly the part of a patriot sublime
To dribble out Bine-Book, and talk against time,
With a view, so they say is he quite such a fool ?

To bother the Saxon, ana further Home-Rule.
No, Pat, it won't wash. It is all very well
For BIGGAR, and CAT.LAW, and Knot, and PAairfcLL,
To block np the road, while JOHN BULL is at play ;

But when he means business, he "11 soon clear the way !

Tm> PLACE TO SPESD ALL FOOLS' DAY. Madame Tous-$ots\
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CIVILISATION.
"I SAY, GUV'NER YER AIN'T SEEN A COVE WITH MY SECOND MOKE, AH YER?"

OUR GLORIOUS RESTORATION.
DEAR PUNCH,

OUR Parish Church has recently had the benefit of restora-

tion, nnder the stimulus of the zeal of our High young Vicar, and a
party he has got to back him. This operation has been effected by
the combined forces of a subscription, a restorative architect, a
solemn clerk of the works, a gang of very beery workmen, and large
libations of the necessary liquor, to keep their clay in the state of
moisture required for working.
Great glory has been achieved by the powers that be the Vicar,

the Restoration Committee, the resident ecclesiologist, and others.
The old pews having beea torn down, the memorial stones, thrust

into holes and corners, many cartloads of consecrated earth, with
a due proportion of humanity among the mould, used for filling up
an old sawpit, the long series of triumphs has culminated in an auction,
a sort of rag-and-bone sale of the disjecta membra of our Parish
Church, now effectually turned out of windows. Imagine, dear
Punch, the feelings of an unecclesiological parishioner, like
myself, on reading the placard
"To be Sold, &c., &c., Curved Oak Pulpit handsome Stone Font, date

unknown curious oak panelling, time of QUEEN ELIZABETH all in eon-
sequence of the restoration of the Church."

Brisk firewood prices were realised, and marine-store-dealera
seemed to be having what their American cousins call "a good
time.

'_

Some of the decorators, probably members of Archaeological
Societies, were heard to deplore the loss that had been sustained
through much of the old wood having been appropriated surrep-
titiously.by the workmen for their own fires.

I take the liberty of offering some suggestions to those who are
about to have the same operation performed in their own parishes.
For instance, the expenses of the Auctioneer might be saved by the
Sexton being employed on Sundays to dispose of the various proper-
ties by retail, at the church doors, after service when once service
is setagoing again. The chance of purchasing a lot of nice firewood
cheap would often he appreciated by the congregation.
Then why should an expensive gang of workmen be called in

merely to destroy ? Could not the Vicar, Clerk, and Sexton, in the

words of MACAULAY,
"
gird up their gowns, seize hatchet, bar,

and crow, and aid in the work of demolition "
P The Nationa

School children, too, would be edified by the spectacle and delighted,
I am sure, to take part in it. We are at the present time teaching
them, by books only, a great deal about the Goths and Vandals ; we
might thus give them an illustration by example of those barbarians
in action. Besides it is such a great thing to sweep away all the in-

congruities of the last three hundred years above all to get rid of all

traces of what our High young Vicar is in the habit of inveighing
against by the name of that "pernicious Protestantism," and to

bring the Parish Church back to the beauty of what he calls
"
primitive times."

I remain, dear Mr. Punch, yours,
A Low PARTY

Sludgecombe, Kent. (who liked the old Church).

Prejudiced to the Backbone.

THESE are hardly the days in which to establish a fresh class of

privileged beings. Yet this is proposed by the Holt-Hardcastle

Cruelty Bill, which contemplates protecting vertebrated animals

only, and so opens a door for future agitation for removal of the Dis-
abilities of Invertebrates. A learned Judge has.been known to ap-
peal to the "proud title" of "our common vertebration

" as
_a

ground for the courtesy of Counsel
;
but we doubt whether there is

after all much to choose between the sensations of the live-bait, and
those of the cold-blooded vertebrate who has swallowed it.

A Famous Name.
" OTTECROSSE. March 24, at Eaton, Cheshire, the residence of her son-in-

law, 0. 0. BUNNE, ESQ., SAKAH, widow of OTTIWELL OTTECROSSE,
Esa., late of Eaton, in her 87th year."

WE are
sorry to add that OTTIWELL OTTECROSSE BUNNE has since

given notice of a change of name. What a pity, as one of Punch's

correspondents remarks, that the day when this venerable mother
of the large family of the Eaton OTTECROSSE BUNNES departed this

life was not March 30, instead of March 24.
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OUR TARS OF THE FUTURE.
I ) i: u; PUNCH, to swimming quarters, their noses pointed to the nearest friendly

I HOPE that this letter, and the illustrations it contains, port, and the word given to strike out in the order and at the pace

may save our gallant tars from any scare about the White-head tor- best suited to the wind and weather. Cutlasses and axes would be

pedoes. Suppose our ships are destined to be blown to smithereens served out to baflle any attempt of the enemy to catch them in nets,

by a submarine shock, or smashed by a floating gun-carriage. The and provisions would be carried in'watertight caissons. There would,
worst that could happen would be that the crews would have to of course, always be the chance of their "getting a ship" by the way.
take the water. Of course they must be fitted for that element 1

1 think the future of the British sailor in war-time promises to be of

required to put on Boyton dresses before going into action, and
trained to perform the usual movements in blue water as coolly as with
dry deck-planks under their feet.

The moment their craft goes from under them they would be piped

the most amusing character little more, in short, than a brief cruise
in an iron-clad, followed by a prolonged period 01 aquatic sports and
pastimes. 1 am, Mr. P., yours ever,

A BUOYAST SPIRIT.

NO SMOKE WITHOUT FIRE.

DEAB MK. PUNCH,
I HEAD the other day, in the Western News, of a difficulty

that occurred at a marriage in Stoke Church Devqnport. The ring
was found missing at the critical moment! This, I believe, has
often happened before, but somebody has usually had presence of

mind to find a substitute. On this occasion no ring could be found
among the whole party, and the bride and bridegroom were going

away the one grumbling, the other scolding, when, happily, the

missing link was discovered, t'n the bowl of the bridegroom's pipe,
which he had been ill-bred enough to bring to Church in his pocket
on that day of all days !

Surely, my dear Mr. Punch, this thing is an allegory a warning
against the use of the nasty filthy pipe by new married men, lest in
that bowl, though not inebriating, the link between man and wife
as yet too tender to stand smoking should disappear.

I am, dear Mr. Punch, your disobedient servant,

A SMOKED WIFE.

HOW TO CURE AN IMPRUDENT ATTACHMENT.

Mntcrfamilias. What is to be done, my dear? He positively
doats on her !

Paterfamilias. Well, we must try to find him an antidote.

SWIMMING IN THE CITY.

IT may not be generally known that among the Institutions of the

City of London there exists a special Society for the cultivation of
the manly art of swimming. This is the London Swimming Club,
quartered at the City of London Baths, Barbican, E.C. On the part
of this Association, the Secretary, MB. J. WHALLET, announces their
offer

"
to instruct gratuitously all non-swimmers, or to recommend

professional instructors to those who can afford to pay for tuition,"
and also

" To assist the large wholesale houses of the City in forming swimming
clubs among their employe!, haying been exceedingly successful in similar

efforts in the East and West India Book Company, where all candidate* for

employment must either swim or undertake to learn in a stated time."

There is an obvious sphere of usefulness for a Swimming Club
in any Company employing persons about a Dock who may
tumble into it. Their assistance must also be serviceable to shops
and City employes, who often get into hot water, but not so often,

as they might to their own advantage, into cold. The principals of

some of those houses would be glad to learn how, under any cir-

cumstances, to keep their heads above water.

FOOD FOR THE STARVING ButeABUSS. The "
Provisions of the

Protocol"!
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A KIND SON.
Tio is at Bartholomew's).

"
GEORGE, THESE

CAN'T AFFORD TO SMOKE BUCK IXPENSIVE
Paterfamilias (to his Eldest Son, i

ABE UNCOMMONLY GOOD ClGARS ! I

CIGARS AS THESE."

George (grandly).
" FILL YOtra CASE PILL YOUR CASE, GOV'NER ! !

"

THE STUDIOS.
"BOUND LAST."

PRIVATE and Confidential. Look here, Mr. P. It really is not fair to

pretend that your Reporter was overcome by the hospitality he experienced. I

assure you it was the emotion ; and if I did turn into Primrose Hill Station-

House, it was simply because I mistook it for MR. FILDES' studio, where I

understood he was painting a pendant to his great work
" The Casuals," the

title of which is to be " The Rear of the Van,'' an expressive and realistic

view of the unfortunate convicts, as they are handed from the Police Omnibus
to the cells. If I might suggest to the Artist, a better title would perhaps be" The Cells and the Sold.' 1

) But this by. the way. To say that I was there in
either a prostrate or a ridiculous position is to stab me with a Primrose ; and as
to WILLS giving me Bird's Eye, I was not in his studio at all last round

;
and

when I teas there I was introduced to Miss CAVENDISH, who, no doubt, was
ordering her portrait or a leash of dramas (a reduction, don't you see, on taking
a quantity) ; and though her brilliant optic may have reminded me quite as
much of Bird's-Eye as of Cavendish, I know my manners better than to smoke
before a lady. All this, as I have intimated above, is strictly private ; and I
shall take it as a personal affront if you further abuse my confidence and my
conduct in your next number. Of course, if you didn't mean it, I apologise.

Your Reporter grieves to write
" Round Last," but circumstances over which

he has not sufficient control will get the better of him. The fact is. I have had
a facer from cruel Fate that has knocked me into what is figuratively known as" a cocked hat."

I received a card several cards elegantly printed, embossed, and gilt-
edged, from most of the Academicians, all the Associates, and crowds of the
unappreciated outsiders, begging me "to honour them with a visit," in fact
to accept their kind invitations to criticise their works with impartiality and
enthusiasm, only and there is much virtue in your "only" I was expected to
call on Sunday, the First of April ! Now your Reporter has no conscience-
troubled vacillations as to the right and wrong of visiting a studio on a Sunday
afternoon. There are no cornfields for him to walk through at that time of

year, and it is too chilly to be abroad in the meadows to view the young lambs
indeed I don't think it is good for the young lambs themselves. They run the

risk of cold, and though cold lamb, with mint-sauce, is not
to be sneezed at, lamb, with a cold, and sneezing, is not

pleasant. So as your critic can't pace the fields to study
the works of Nature, he does the other thing, sauntering
lazily from one work of Art to another, with much men-
tal profit and aesthetic advantage at the same time. But
your Reporter is not an ordinary bird, to be caught with
chaff or salt.

Private views, on the First of April ! No, you don't !

Two can play at that old game ! And yet would you
believe it ? it was all bond fide. Show-Sunday fell on
the first this year, and the only well, I will not say the

only fool, for I was misled by the cards of invitation, and
when I went round the studios on Tuesday (it was no use

going on Easter Monday, you know, for I am told all the

Artists go out of town on that anniversary to spend the

proverbial and much-advertised happy day at llosher-

ville, or the best substitute for it they can find at

Brighton or Woolwich Gardens), all the doors were shut
in my face with a grin of the shutters', and the informa-
tion that I knew very well all the pictures had "gone in."

What a loss this is to the critical and artistic public,

my dear Sir, I need hardly point out. Had not this most

unhappy contretemps interrupted the course of these

"rounds," I might have described MR. FRITH'S tre-

mendous effort, which he has entitled
" The Crush a

Drawing-room at St. James's." I might have told how
on this crowded canvas the Aristocratic Countess, the
Distracted Dowager, and the Delicate Debutante are
seen tearing each other's lace flounces, brocade trains,
and damasses fixings, in the desperate charge of the six

hundred into the presence of Royalty.
I might have visited the studio of that Academician

of delicate feelings who puts a fan up when you men-
tion ETTT, and makes studies of the muscular system
from the stuffed lay-figureto whom the naked eye is an

indelicacy, and the bare walls of his own room a painful
impropriety. I would, probably, but for that unlucky
First, have written a sonnet on MR. SANDTS'S grand
drawing of

" Medusa Defying the Consequences" or his

poem in black chalk of
"
Penelope Chewing her Back

Hair," though my lines could never come up to the

Artist's in purity and grace of outline.

I would have told you how MONSIEUR TISSOT (who has
become so English that he prefers being called SIR TISSOT,

Esquire) received me in his salon - conservatory, and

brought out for my decisive eye his charming study called
" The Female Four-Oar," four bewitching ballet-girls,
in sailor costume, rowing with the Artist as coxswain
down at Henley. I could have given you valuable infor-

mation about his allegorical picture, "Beauty asa Beast."

"Man, cherj' (he always speaks French to me,) "the
British Public wants more Poetry, more Sentiment. Eh
bien, I will give it them, man ami, tout chaud."
You should have heard how I called on BOTTGHTON,

and saw his "Primrose Family looking for themtefoes
in a Wood ;

" how I revelled in a canvas of ORCHARD-
SON'S, fifteen feet long by two in height, called

"
Bill

Stickers Beware ! "a single murdered page lying in

the right corner with a dagger in his bosom, while the

top of a middle-aged head-dress, just seen above the

broken bottles, suggests a female interest in the unfortu-
nate victim, or how I took part in PETTIE'S Rapier and

Dagger Fight, all point and edge, snip and snap, slish

and slash, like Petruchio's wife's gown.
I could have mentioned STOREY'S "

Pumps at Bath"
BRITTON RIVIERE'S " One Little Pig had none," HAT-
WOOD HARDY'S "

Stampede at the Zoo," FRANK HOLL'S
" Undertaker's Delight,' VANDYKE BROWN'S "

Definitive
and Decisive Burial of Harold's Body," and ROSE
MADDER'S "

Cauliflowers and Melted Butter." But as

these pictures, like the Critic's Armada, were not in

sight, I could not see them, and so am reluctantly obliged
to be silent. And, after

all,
"
silence is golden ;

" so pay
me for mine a cheque will do and do not, in your
satirical way, insinuate that I was incapacitated by
numberless nips (Number Nip, by the way, is a malig-
nant fairy who might have tempted me into excesses),
from standing another Round.
No, Sir, this would be treatment worthy of low and

scurrilous publications, not received on the drawing-
room tables of Belgravia, or the boudoir chiffoniers of

Carlton Gardens. I repeat, Sir, my silence was due to

the fact that Show Sunday happened to fall on the

First of April a day of which I wish you many happy
returns.
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VICTORY OVER VANDALS.

I.KII.V, Mr.

your
clatnatiuu

"Out on
but frua.s

U' W-, \e
l dn

and dry
'"

'n,a /i, l

u daily

lor a
ly

.L-ics, ymr
must ii i

ye, owl
d .

No relief t<> Parlia-

mentary prose iiii'i

on?" \\V11,

Sir, Kcru is IM>IIII- set-off to dii-

cumtott, t couxmou-pla
twaddle ; to talcs of atrocities,

s, and VandaliMn.-..

Hero is exhilarating intelli-

gence. I quote the Times :

" llAMl'STEAU AND HlGUOAT*
KAII.WAY. MK. U. R. WILLIAMS
writt'8 to us from Oak Lodge, High-
K'atf, N. : "The Hill of the North

Metropolitan High Level i

Company has ju.>t I"

by its promoters. Thus Click, after

more than one fruitlos
"

launch it, a scheme which would
i no one (ex< t'pt its

promoters), b:ivin{j
no

feature of public utility U> i

mend it, and with the absolute certainty of spoiling two of the finest suburbs

of London.'
"

Hooray I These are glad tidings, Sir, to myself at least, as one

who has the heart that can feel i"r :ui"thi r. Th' .1 at the

hands of the North Metropolitan Hi-h Level Railway Company,
happily averted from Hampstead and Highjjate, is the like of that

which my Common hag been threatened i'h l>y the London and
South-Western. I hope their project of encroachment will be de-

feated also by the effectual opposition of the Open Space Defenders

in Parliament to the Railway interest with their policy of steam

and ironi But to insure my delivery from the hands of those Philis-

tines who are doing their utmost to despoil me by adding inroad to

Railroad, pray, Sir, exhort my Parliamentary friends and well-

wishers to use careful watch for the preservation of the pleasant

vicinage of your suburban BABHES.

P,8. It is all very well to remove all impediments to progress,
but I dread the abolition of the toll on Hammersmith Bridge. One
consequence will be that my little quiet promontory, or peninsula,
will very soon be built all over, and I shall be surrounded and
suffocated with slums. Who will not be very much the less happy
for all this, and who any the happier but landlords and builders r

REVOLUTION AVERTED !

Mil. FlTNCIl,
Mv attention has been called to an article by the RIGHT.

HON. SIK HENRY Sc MNKR MAIM:, K.S.I., &c., in the current number
of the Furlnightly 7iYnVic (a periodical I am free to say I never read

before), in which he compares the feudal land-laws of England and

France, and shows, with convincing clearness, how the main cause
of the French Revolution that which not only brought it about,
but made it the horrid thing we all shudder at was the p< ouliar

hatred of the French peasant to the French seigneur. And \ t, us

Sn; HENKY goes on to show, almost all the incidents of French
tenure existed in England as in France. In fact the French peasant
was but the English copyholder under another name. How then
was it, he pertinently asks, that here in England we, having the

same evils, escaped a like curse ? Do not English hearts hum at

injustice and wrong? Do not Englishmen nurse grievances, ami
thirst for revenge r SIR HENBY is not the man to ask questions
and then run away from the answers. He tells us why it was.

No one of the incidents of feudal tenure was more oppressive ami

calling than the liability of the tenant to do taskwork for his lord.

In seed-time and at harvest he had to give a day's work for nothing.
He was driven reluctantly to the field, whither he went with a sore

heart, and which he left at eventide with muttered curses and half-

formed resolves. So grew the
"
rooted wrong," which it required

a Revolution to remove.
In this England of ours the same liability existed, but instead of

tears we had laughter instead of curses, songs.
' How is this ? There

was, so SIR HENRY tells us, a custom in England that though the

tenant trim bound at certain teatnni to gire his lord a day's tcork, the

, bound to 'U the close of ei-ery day so spent,

.1 >w ! The mystery is solved. The
plain to the

dinner-table.

iiiieal, they found
. mure potatoes than he Inn d, and they
labour and U> give the dinner.

Butti : Mii-xivid in the admirable pro]
of our : . possible occasion. It U the

, which has sax >n; HI:NKV show-, from horrors

ihle in the past. That it may long continue so to do in the

future, K the earnest prayer <>t Yours truly,

BENJAMIN BOOUERSOUHD,

(L'j with the sentiment,
" May

our 1'iililii- Jtinners never grow lem .' ")

\F..\l; M KM' INK.

EXPERIENCE OF AJT EYK AND NOSE.

By an Englishman in Italy.

TUE sheen of olive-leafage dickers o'er

'I ho shaded valley depths, like guardian steel

To keep from sunshine's ravage the rich store

Of flowers that those cool treasuries conceal.

In restful masses stand the pines on high,
In the deep hush of the unclouded sky.

The wind from seaward blows : no fitful gust,
But one harmonious march of fragrant air,

l'iri-k with the sharpness of the salt sea-dust,
Sweet with sprint; (lowers and piny odours rare :

That breathes, as with a loving hush, to still

The voice of maidens coming down the hill.

With laughing eyes beneath the kerchief's fold,
And smiling lips and queenly pose and gait,

They bear their lemon-baskets, filled with gold,
Like Grecian nymphs who on some goddess wait ;

A living picture in each vivid face,
And balanced form of free and simple grace.

A hush of converse as they draw anigh,
A coyness in the lift of nimble feet,

A consciousness of my regard, a shy
Half smile of welcome as our glances meet,

Like wind-swept sunshine over April grass,

And, Heavens ! the whiff of Garlic as they pass !

Opinions Differ.

"
I think it is a matter for congratulation and rejoicing, in the circum-

stances, that I should have to state that there is a small surplus, no rmtunon

of taxation, and no intention on the part of the Government of imposing any
new tax." CHANCELLOR OF THE JixcBEQUER, Budget Speech.

PKKUATS the tax-payer may think otherwise. Perhaps he may
enu-ider that it is hardly "a matter for congratulation and re-

joicing" that there is "no remission of taxation." Or are we all

(the CHANCELLOR ov THK EXCHEQUER excepted) wrong? Is taxa-
tion a blessing in disguise, one which ought to make us grateful for

its imposition, thankful for its continuance, and discontented and

murmuring when it is remitted P

No Smoke without (Poetic) Fire.

HERE is one of the neatest things in poetical advertisement Punch
has come across for some time. It is from the Burnley Advertiser ;

'

daily Young FEU*
Purchases hie Cigars

At Hi.Azr.K's shop,
Where the bet are.

When be want* good Smoking Mix-
And Snuff for his note ; [ture,

Gaily Young FEROVSOM
Purchases thoie."

The air aimed at seems to be the once fashionable "Qaily the

Troubadour ;
" but the advertiser may say of his metre, as Ftubnt

says of his tobacco,
" Short cut or long to me are all the same."

.V SPEAKER TO SOME 1'URI'OSE.

THE favourite interlocutory ejaculation of AHMED VEFIK P\-n \,

Speaker of the Turkish Parliament, it seems, is
"
Suss." Now

" Sutt "
in German means " sweet." In Turkish it means " Shut

up !
" which is short and not sweet.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Liv Committees have
much to answer for.

(Monday, Aprils.)
MB. BOTJRKE, in

answer to a ques-
tion about reputed
Turkish outrages
on Christians in

Bosnia and Herzegovina, read long extracts from dispatches of MR.

HOLMKS, declaring he knew nothing about the outrages referred to,

but giving, instead, particulars of outrages on mottensive lurks by

offensive Christians. .

According to ME. HOLMES, all the mischief m these parts is owing

to the Slav Committees which bring about Christian brigandage

miscalled insurrection and that again has naturally drawn <

Turkish retaliation, and then we have a fuss made about

rages
" and "

atrocities." ...

MR HOLMES apparently considers the Turks in Bosnia a very ill-

used race. And Mu. HOLMES is on the spot-and has been there

ever so long, and knows all about it m a general way.

MB. BOURKE evidently enjoyed reading his despatches, as much

the Ministerial majority hearing them. To be sure MR. IORSTEB

was ill-bred enough to ask. even after the reading, whether MR.

HOLMES had been instructed to inquire into the particular cases ot

outrages referred to, and had so inquired; but MR. BOCRKE pro-

perly rebuked such peddling, pettifogging curiosity, and declare

that as the Consul was on the spot, he must know best what was

worth inquiring into and what wasn't, and that it wasn t for people

here to be giving him directions, and did MB. FOBSTKR know what

telegrams to tho!e out-of-the-way places cost P Altogether BOURM 8

night wi' HOLMES maybe pronounced
a great success. In M

change style we should describe the Eastern market: "atrocities

Hat; and outrages below par "with no symptoms of rallying,

except among the more
"
chaffy

"
supporters of the Government.

A good deal of small picking and paring, nibbling and grumbling,

in Supply, but, to the best of Punch's knowledge and belief, not a

penny got rid of. Among the topics of conversation were House of

Lords officers in general,
their work and pay, and among them

Black-rod in particular, who is to have a fixed salary < * "<**>,

instead of twice as much from fees which now are to be paid

into the Exchequer, out of which JOHN BPLLIS to make between tw

and three thousand a year. It oocurs.to Punch that, perhaps those

who pay the fees might claim to be heard m the matter.

cases of objectionable Office charges PuncA has observed that the

House's notion of reform, and 8
^1

more the Treasury s is mrf

to abolish fees for doing nothing, but to transfer them .from the

odf grumbling about the cost of Surveyors and the

number of Surveys under the Merchant Shipping Act. What would

people have ? First they insist on surveyors and surveys, and then

they quarrel because the one find plenty of work to do, and the

other cost money ! Poor SIR CHABLES ADDULKY may complain as

the drummer did, of the unreasonableness of the man he was flogging,
" Hit high, or hit low, there 's no pleasing you.
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APPROPRIATE.
-" SAYS THE OLD OBADIAH TO THE YOUNG OBADIAH,

'
I BEGIN TO FEEL BATHER DRY."

"

iver the Government, on his motion for completing the reparation
itill due by England to one of its greatest and most hardly-used
naval heroes, the late LORD DUNDONALD. What need to tell the

story that shames us all of the hero's undeserved disgrace, and

Sngland's or rather her Ministers' long delayed atonement for it
;

and, when after eighteen years' undeserved exclusion from the

Service he had so helped to make glorious, LORD DCTNDONAID, a

grey-haired, shattered, impoverished, but still unconquered man,
was restored to his naval rank how his pay for all those years of

unmerited exclusion from the field of honour, duty, and service, was
still withheld.
Thanks to her blood, BRITANNIA has always had the good feeling to

jlush for this ; and to-night showed she had pluck besides to

brush aside the pitiful pleadings of the Government that would have
sacrificed justice to miserable technicality or more miserable nig-

gardliness. // Angleterrc le veult and, of course, La Reine le vault

and so
" LET SIGHT BE DONE." The death-bed demand of the grand

old ill-used Admiral will be granted, and the little he could leave

o the inheritors of his honours will be increased by what the

3overnment so long kept back from the hero himself.

Row SIR STAFFORD NORTHCOTE came to play, not for the first

;ime, the childish game of first squaring up, and then knuckling
down, Punch not knowing cannot say. But call you THIS "leading
of your friends ?

" Punch calls it sneaking after them.
ME. JAMES moved to empower the House to poke its nose

into the City Companies their revenues, and the spending thereof.

"When the Mutiny Bill came on, SIR A. GORDON rose to deprecate
the bringing of the whole body of Militia Officers under that for-

midable measure. MR. PETEB TAYLOR complained of the Mutiny
Bill being rammed down his throat at a quarter to one o'clock.

Fancy courteous HABDY ramming anything down anybody's throat,
at any hour, in these mild days. Though he might have been ex-
cused if he had tried to ram something down the throats of that

pestilent pair, BIGGAE and PABNELL, when they rose, like unwhole-
some exhalations, one after the other, against going, into Committee,
and HABDY, amidst a chorus of laughter, at once knocked under
to the infliction.

If this goes on, something will have to be done ! The idea of a dis-

cussion on the Mutiny Bill ! We shall 'next have Magna Charta
made matter of a motion by DR. KENEALY.

Tuesday. SIR. W. BABTTELOT and no wonder wants to know
about Outbreaks of Cattle-plague at Willesden. A good many,
besides SIB WALTER, want to know more on this very unpleasant
subject than the Privy, or any other, Council can tell them. One
particularly ugly fact in the matter is the possibility, if nol

more, that it may be the inspectors who disperse the germs oi

infection. If that be so, we may well ask, "Quis custodiet ipsos cus-
todes?" who will inspect the inspectors ^and disinfect the disin-
fectors ?

ME. COOPER is to have his Committee on aggravating old

Father Thames's trick of getting out of his bed in wet weather,
though the Lords are about to have their own Select Committee or

River Conservancies and their duties, a reference one might have
thought big enough to take in even Father Thames and his tricks.
PETER TAYLOR, that mortal enemy of the "harmless necessary

Cat," was within 42 of getting it chivied out of the Navy without
leaving one of its nine tails Tbehind. Punch is inclined to parody
the Laureate,

" The Cat is going let him go?
" Now we have come

down to seven floggings a year, it would seem as if it can hardly be
worth keeping so many Cats to catch so few mice. Still Captains like
to know there is a Cat in the cupboard, to be let out of the bag on grea'
occasions as Judges like to have a gallows to fall back on, in
extreme cases. But the Navy Cat is doomed, though all know Cats to
be the hardest of diers, and this one seems to carry a life, if not nin

lives, at each of his nine tails.

But if PETER TAYLOB all but triumphed over EGERTON and his

Cat, SIR ROBERT ANSTBUTHEB, with nothing stronger than justice
and the national conscience for supporters, completely triumphec

possibly entertain "not wisely but too well
;

" but Punch, like Par-

liament, is an honoured guest at the guild-tables, and why should

he, or it, turn round to rend its entertainers ? Else why has

England the inestimable blessing of a Conservative Government ?

PEASE seconded the amendment! Green pease, indeed, if he

thought anything was 'to come of it ! ISAAC forbade the sacrifice.

COTTON thrust himself in the ears of the House to bar hearing of

such an impious demand. BOWYER shot his bolt, and hit that centre

of JOHN BULL'S eye, on which is written
"
private propputy" in

letters of gold. FORSYTE, lawyer-like, showed there was "no
case" against the Companies, except that their dinners were too

good, and had often disagreed with him (FORSYTE) the only dis-

agreement that had ever darkened the sweet intercourse between
him and those dear guilds. JENKINS wrestled with SIB A. PEEL for

the SPEAKEB'S eye, and caught it, but alas ! catching the SPEAKER'S

eye is not winning the House's ear ; and though E. J. discharged a

volley of hard facts, they hurt not, only rattled. And finally the

SOLICITOR-GENERAL laid the verdant wreath of a maiden 'speech

upon the head of the guardian goddess of Guildhalla and proved
that the Livery Company was the Club of its day, only on a

grander scale, and with nobler objects mixed with its baser ele-

ments of eating and drinking ; and amidst the cheers of a jubilant

majority, deprecated the idea that private property was to be unset-

tled by any impertinent rudeness of the Parliamentary inquiry kind.

Alas, what was JAMES'S powder against such great guns! So
JAMES got what he deserved a majority of 96 against him, in a

division of 168 to 72.

On the Town Councils and Local Boards Bill, BIGGAR stopped the

way, as usual.

Wednesday. MR. WADDY moved his Bill for Compulsory Regis-
tration of Newspaper Proprietors, which MR. COWEN opposed, unless

coupled with repeal of the law which makes newspaper proprietors

criminally as well as civilly responsible for the acts of their employes.
MB. COWEN is a newspaper proprietor and knows where the shoe

pinches. But everybody knew where ME. WADDY meant his shoe to

pinch and it was clear that it had pinched in that quarter, when
the Irrepressible Doctor rose to defend those practices of the English-
man which Englishmen condemn. He declared that he had been
ruined by "telling the truth" (!), and that had he been a slave, a

coward, a liar, and a man ready to justify falsehood, he would not

have been in his present position. Now the Doctor's position in the

House may be a painful one, but he was scarcely wise to refer to it

so pointedly. This reference provoked ironical cheers : they provoked
the Doctor into scornful allusion to the

" mean quarter" they came

from; that provoked ME. SUI.LIVAN into as .neat a thonging of

the Doctor and his antecedents press and other as Irish cleverness

ever succeeded in veiling under terms that the SPEAKER could not

take hold of ; that provoked the Doctor, when the Division carried

the House into the lobbies, to call MR. SULLIVAN a naughty and

altogether unparliamentary name with no veil whatever ;
and

that brought MR. SULLIVAN back to tell MB. SPEAKEB what the

Doctor had done ; that brought the Doctor on his legs to admit

the naughty name ; and that compelled MR. SPEAKER after a

moment's hesitation, as the naughty word had been used in the

lobby and not in the House on the suggestion of MB. FORSTEE,
seconded by ME. CBOSS, to call on the Doctor to withdraw the

naughty name and apologise for having used it, which the Doctor
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SKETCHED IN OXFORD STREET, OVER PARKINS AND GOTTO'S, ON ALL FOOLS'
DAY (APRIL IST).

A GOOD BEGINNING.

As a student of Natural History and
Esculent Economy, Mr. Punch has much
pleasure in quoting the compendious Police

Report annexed. The other day
"At Bow Street, SIB JAMES INOHAH grunted

the first summonses, seven in number, under the
Wild Fowls Preservation Act, 39 i 40 Vi. t.

c. 29, . 2, against three poulterer! and fish-

mongers for buying in their potsenion wild

ducks, plovers, &c."

Since fishmongers turned poulterers by
selling game and wildfowl out of season,

they nave lost that special character for

probity which Hamlet gives them when, in

reply to Puloniuix disavowal of being a

fishmonger, he rejoins, "Then I would
yon were so honest a man." Nobody can
consider a dealer in habitual complicity
with poachers and the like rogues worthy
to be picked oat as an example of honesty.
That virtue, it is to be hoped, will be en-
forced on fishmongers and poulterers by
proceedings under the abovenamed statute,
now that the Press having taken up offences

against it, the Police are taking up the
offenders.

Disappearance of a Forger.

THE Italian Astronomers are seeking
most anxiously for the Planet Vulcan, said

to have disappeared suddenly from his usual

post in the heavens. We are very much
afraid the old smith will be found forging
the weapons of Mars. Inquire at KKUPP 8 or

ARMSTRONG'S.

did. and so the matter ended leaving Stoke to be congratulated on
such a Member, the Press on such an assertor of its liberty, and the
House on such an illustration of the liberty in practice.
Thunday. The Irrepressible Doctor up again, declaring, in a

notice he gave of questions he meant to ask, that he did not regret
having called ME. SULLIVAN by the naughty name yesterday, though
he had been compelled to apologise for it. This is quite in the
Doctor's manner. He was at onee called upon by the SPEAKER to

apologise for not regretting, which he did. The Doctor seems always
ready to apologise, and then to

"
go and do it again."

And then came the Budget. And the Budget came to nothing.
As SIR STAFFORD calculates on a margin of 226,000, between his
estimated revenue of 79,020,000 and his estimated expenditure of

78,794,044, he feels himself driven neither to the "inexhaustible
bottle

" nor the inexhaustible income-tax payer. That so long-
growing boy Revenue, having ceased to grow, there is no need of
new measures for his financial suit in 1877-78. If only his last

year's clothes prove big enough for him !

Friday: The Ix)rds reassembled. Creation announced of a new
Chancery Judge.

(Common*.) LORD HARTIRGTON'S motion for papers in connection
with the Protocol, brought up his lordship, SIR V. HABCOUBT,
MR. FORSYTE, SIR C. DILXE, and MR. GOSCHKN to speak for the
Turkish Christians, their claims on Europe, and the duty of en-
forcing these on the Turk even by co-operation with Russia and
coercion if need be, under the paramount obligations of duty,
right and humanity and MR. HARDY, SIB WILLIAM FRAZER,
DR. KENEALY, MR. ROEBUCK, MR. HASBURT, MB. BUTLKB-JOHN-
STONE, and the CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER, to speak for the
Turkish Government, its pluck in resisting the pressure of the
Powers, the duty of standing aloof from Russia and coercion, and
the paramount obligations of self-interest. The case on both sides
was put clearly, strongly, and at length ; but of course, no motion
came of

it,
and no division. MR. HARDY does not admit that the

last word for peace has yet been spoken, though the Pans Asinorwn
lias broken down. Nothing like hardihood. Punch can only see the
war-cloud drawing nearer and nearer. What will the face of Europe
be like, when it rolls away after having discharged its thunders ?

YOEKSHIBE ATROCITY !

Wt: read in the Times that the bodies of the four Latin Doctors
not long since removed from Bristol, have been fixed, one on each
of the pinnacles of the tower of East Herlerton Church. MAcCoLL
to the rescue !

MARRIAGE UNDER DIFFICULTIES.

DEAB MR. PTJSCH.
HERE is a little bit of news, which may be interesting to

some of your Young Lady readers :

" An Armenian wife, until she becomes a mother, never speaks to anybody
but her husband, excepting in a whisper. She is not allowed even to convene
with her nearest relations. Her jewellery and drees can only be shown to

those of her own sex."

What a comfort it is that England is not like Armenia I Who
would ever wish to marry, if one was not allowed to speak, excepting
in a whisper, nor to wear one's diamonds when one went out to
dinner ? Why, half the pleasure of a bride consists in showing her
new finery, and in talking of her trousseau ! and fancy being forced
to do so in a whisper, as though one were ashamed of it ! To be

sure, Armenian wives may make exception of their husbands from
their usual mode of whispering, and just conceive, poor things, how
they must revel in the privilege ! Oh, my goodness f how my tongue
would go at my dear JOHNNY, if I might not raise my voice excepting
when I talked to him ! GERALDINE GREYMABK

(nfe BOUNCEB).

CHRISTIANITY PER ADVERTISEMENT.

PUNCH can quite understand the comfort of getting really god-
fearing servants, for they are likeliest to be true to their masters
and their duty. But he doubts if the best way to get them is to

advertise this particular requirement in large letters, as thus, in

these two advertisements tine one from a North of England, the
other from a Scotch, paper :

WANTED,
a capable General WORKING WOMAN, in a small,

quiet family in the country. A Christian at heart, a Teetotaller, and a

Singer would be valued. Address, &c.

ANTED, as HOUSEKEEPER, a Christian Female, Accustomed to

Poultry. Address, &c.W
A TEETOTAL RECHRisrENiNo (for the tcorit of spirits).

It is a
misnomer to call Gin " Old Tom." It ought to DC denominated
' ' Old Harry.

"

MOTTO FOR THE LONG FIRM. " Order is Heaven's first law."
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OH, IF WE WERE TURKS!
AND the Speaker were AHMED VEFIK PASHA, then might we read

in some night's report of the voice of our Collective Wisdom :

"The House of
Commons met at
four o'clock.

"ME. WH-LL-T
rose to call the atten-
tion of the House to
the condition of a
certain unfortunate
nobleman languish-
ing in Dartmoor.
He also wished to say
a few words about
the alleged fasting
during Lent of DR.
MANNING.
"The SPEAKER.

' Shut up, you ineff-

able donkey !
'

"ME. B-GO-H
(M K . WH-LL-T
having retired) said

that he had put on
the paper motions
for the reading that

day six months of

thirty
- six Bills of

avowed public uti-

lity. Still, he had
noobjection to learn-
ing from the Chair
(for which he had the
utmost respect) the
opinion of the Right
Hon. Gentleman
upon the course he
proposed to pursue.

1 'The SPEAKER said
all he had to say on
the matter was con-
tained in his recom-
mendation to the last

speaker, which he
begged to repeat.

"MR.P-EN-L(MH.
B-GO-Ehaving with-
drawn all his Amend-
ments) said he was
most desirous of

reading a rather
voluminous series of
extracts from a mis-
cellaneous collection
of Blue Books. Be-
fore commencing his

entertainment, how-
ever, he was very
desirous of learning
the SPEAKEE'S
opinion upon the
matter. He might
here say that he re-

garded the Chair
with feelings of the
liveliest respect and
admiration.
"The SPEAKER said

it was very gratify-
ing to him to hear
such very nattering
sentiments, and all

the more so as his

only acknowledg-
ment of them must
be conveyed in the
same useful dissyl-
lable

'

Donkey 1
'

" The SPEAKER said the statement the House had just listened to

he was sure did equal honour to the heart and head of the Honour-
able and Learned Gentleman who had just resumed his seat. The
only hint of any value that he thought he could throw out was (under

the special circum-
stances of the case),
1

Donkey !
'

"SiET-sCH-MB-s
then retired amidst
much cheering.
"Ms. H-LMS said

t^hat for many
months he had been

preparing a long
speech about Army
Reform. He knew
very little of the

subject, but was pre-
pared to occupy the
time of the House
fully for several
hours. He lived, as
a general rule, in

Scotland, and more
than once had de-
clined to be present
at the inspection of
the Militia Regi-
ment stationed in
the borough he had
the honour to re-

present. He be-
lieved he had been
invited to that in-

spection so that he
might see with his
own eyes that his
absurd attacks upon
that Constitutional
Force were unme-
rited. Under these

circumstances, be-
fore commencing his

harangue, he would
be very glad to listen
to any remark the
SPEAKER (who well
merited his esteem)
had to offer upon
the occasion.
"The SPEAKER said

he was always ready
to oblige any Mem-
ber of this honour-
able House, and
therefore would con-
fine himself to ob-

serving, 'Don-
key!'" MR. H-LMS hav-
ing resumed his seat,
the real business of
the Sitting was com-
menced without fur-
ther interruptions."

IN THE HEAD AND FEET.
Wife (reproachfully).

"
OH, GEORGE ! AGAIN !"

Husband. " BEG Y'R PAR'N, M? DVAR ! NORABIROFIT BEEN T'SBB WESHT'N AN'
J LEARY WAIKIN' ROTJN' AN' ROUN' AN' ROITN' MA' ME JUSH A LI'LE GIRRY THASH ALL !

BESIDES, GOT A PAIR OF THOSE ' SCREWED BOOTS '

ON. SEEN 'EM ADVERTISED HAVEN'T
YOU?"

Art
Intelligence.

NOT satisfied with
making the Albert
Memorial like an
over-grown drink-

ing-fountain, it is

now proposed to

cover it with a gi-

gantic cucumber-
frame, as an antes-
thetic pendant to the

SIR T-M-S CH-MB-S (MR. P-RN-L having retired with his Blue
|

Albert Hall that monument of preposterous growth, which only
looks) said that he had several hobbies to ride. The exercise would

;

empty sound, will ever fill, much to the chagrin of the shareholders,
consume a large amount of very valuable time. Under these cir-

,

The Memorial is not a beautiful picture as it stands, but will hardly
cumstances he would be glad to take a hint from the SPEAKEE a be improved by framing and glazing,
ight Honourable Gentleman for whom he had the greatest possible

veneration. THE PUBLIC HEALTH. None the worse for the Budget.
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, .

LET WELL ALONE!"
TOT CONJDBOH or THE EXCHEQUER. "NO, NO, PUNCHEY, WE SHAN'T WANT THE 'INEXHAUSTIBLE BOTTLE'

THIS TIME ! NO OCCASION TO ALTER THE BILL FOR ONCE !
"
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DIARY OF MY RIDE TO KHIVA.

or*
by the Editor to the

Public. Our Eques-
trian Representative
professes to send us
telegrams daily by the

private cable with which;he 1ms furnished himself. These messages are not transmitted
to us direct, but through a friend of his, who can interpret the cipher. We do not, for
one moment, throw a doubt on Our Representative's integrity, but we cannot forget that
one of Our Representatives did not go to India, though he pretended to accompany
H.R.H. the PRINCK OF WALES on his tour, and therefore as

"
once bitten, twice shy, we

must make assurance doubly sure (though nothing can double or equal Our Representa-
tive's assurance, if he is not at this moment riding to Khiva) before we offer ourselves as

guarantees to the Public for his good faith. We publish his last letter before starting,
which we consider as an important item in the case.

DEAR SIR,
TH K horse suited me to a T. He has been packed up, so much paid on account,

and he is now off for Dover. Of course I shall not ride him this side of the Channel.
My equestrian career will begin between Paris and St. Petersburg. At one time I had
got a great mind (I always have a great mind, so that's nothing new) to ride to Khiva on
a bicycle. But for political reasons, which you will appreciate, I have given up the idea.
I was afraid that some confusion would arise in the Mahommedanor Russian mind between
Bicycle and Protocol; and any complication at this moment should be, particularly,
avoided.

1 enclose the list of subscriptions for my Journey to Khiva. They look very well.':

j. rf.

One who Knows You . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
din' who doesn't Know you, and doesn't 'Want to .. .. .. 6
A Friend who would see you further first 1

A Few of the Inmates at Colney Hatch (per the Milkman\ . .. .. .. .. 3 1JA Constant Header, who is most anxious that you should eo to Khiva, and stop there . . 10
A K,M! Lady .. .. ... .. .. .. ..003
A Resident at Jericho .. .. .. .. .. Oil
Three Stamp Collectors at Bath 4}
(>m> who wishes you may get it .. .. .. .. .. ..1000
A Believer . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . , ..020
A Weary Admi:er 12 6
A.8. S.' 20
One who has mot you once, and is glad to hear of your going away for a considerable

time. (N.B. This donation is on eondition of your being away for six months.
It will be continued yearly, if you never return to England.) .. .. ..50

A Job-master (who will willingly supply i. d.

the hone for riding to Khiva, if paid
in advance) 2 6

One who never wants to see you again . 100
Central Pressure Association . . . . 1 6
A True Friend (on condition of your

going to Khiva, and nnt writing
anything at :ill for the next ten years) 600

With numerous others, with or without con-
ditions. However, on the strength of a certain
amount down, and promises, I have started

or, I should say. before you receive this, 1

shall have started ; for

I 'm off to Khiva rtrly in the morning,
I

'm off to Khiva afore de broke o' day !

I '11 fill my bag with lots of little yellow boyt,
I 'm off to Khiva afore de broke o day !

And so farewell for the present. You'll
have a telegram from me in less than no time.
Terms for telegrams will vary according to

the length of the iin-isnge, the value of the

communication, and the distance to be travelled

by the electric spark. But don't be alarmed,
yon are safe in the hands of

YOUR RIDIITO Rw>HESEHTATrv.

Here follows the

DIARY.

(On the road to Khiva.)

Tuetday.Left St. Petersburg early. [I

pass over my ride from Paris to St. Petersburg,
as nothing happened of any consequence,
was belated for one night, and ran short of

provisions ; but you know what a good
Legerdemainist I am well, I made an
omelette in my hat, drank a glass of Pommard
(this sounds like something for the hair, but it

isn't, when properly pronounced) from the
inexhaustible bottle (both tricks are worth a
traveller's while to learn <nd for a soldier

the cannon-ball in the hat is most useful, of

course I have the whole bag of tricks with me),
made an orange tree grow, took an orange for

dessert, and went to sleep. Neit afternoon I

was ready aye ready.] Rode for fifty miles.
7.30 A.M. Came on a dead Flat. No name or
address. Wondered who he was. Telegraphed
to Necropolis Company to say there was- a job
on hand, would they undertake it ?

8.50. Very cold. Saw a Frozen Sound.
This will give you some idea of what NEORETTI
AND ZAMBRA might mean when they say," How cold it has been to-day !

"
Always

thought (till I knew they sola barometers)
that NEQRKTTI AND XAM BRA were clog-dancers,
or nigger duettists, at a Music Hall, with a
breakdown. Wonderful sight a Frozen Sound.

Perhaps it was the last sound uttered by the
dead Flat. I put it into my cornet-a-puton,
and blew it to warm it

" No effects," as they
say at my bank. My Driver, who accompanies
me on a sleigh (this isn't a musical instrument,
so you mustn't be misled when I say he
"
accompanies me on it"), observed that

" he

thought it was an echo from the hills, which
had lost its way, and been frozen to death."

12 mid-day. Stopped to lunchiki, as we
call it in this country. The Driver eats tallow

candles, wheel grease, and drinks tricktki a
Russian spirit distilled from candle-ends. A
Russian never takes a bath, he always goes in

for a dip.
2. Between Drjnkomaviski and Bakkakhan.

Lost our way, and dined with a fanner. He
aid he thought there wouldn't be any war.
At least he hadn't heard anything about it.

After dinner, I slept in a pigstye. and resumed

my journey at 4 A.M. Took with me a little

pig. Poor little chap, he squealed very much,
antt nearly woke the farmer, who would have
been grieved to part with him. So I put a

fagin
its mouth, and thus avoided what might

ave been a painful scene. Removed gag when
at a distance of two miles from the farm. I
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DOWN ON HER.
Butclier.

" YOU'VE NOT BREN 'AVIN' bo MANY J'INTS THIS LAST WEEK OR TWO, MA'AM."

Lady (who has been dabbling in American beef, but does iwt dare say so).
" EE NO ER

WE'VE HAD A GOOD DEAL OF GAMS SENT ITS LATELY BY SOME FRIENDS IN THE NORTH, YOU
KNOW !

"

Butcher. "
INDEED, MA'AM ! Now, WHAT SORT OF GAME DO THEY SEND YOU IN THE

MONTH o' APRIL, MA'AM !
"

A WORD ON WINE MEASURE.
IN a column of news the following remark

is made in the Morning Post respecting an

oddly named liquor described as "this in-

defectible wine :

"LORD BOLINOHROKE (we think) maintained
ridicule was the test of truth : the Specialite

Sherry has passed this test most amply, for it

has had no small share of ridicule
; but, in spite

of all, it holds its own."

But non constat that because ridicule is

the test of truth, it is also the test of wine.

Nobody dreams of ridiculing true port or

sherry, although one hundred and twenty-
six gallons of them, we know, make a butt.

Suppression by Hose and Jet.

THE House of Commons laughed con-

sumedly when ever-vigilant PETER TAYLOR
described the very original way of the

Holborn Vestry of bringing the law to bear

on the Sunday traders in Leather Lane,

viz., by drenching their goods with car-

bolic acid from a water-cart. The Vestry
must have borrowed the notion from re-

corded cases of mobs dispersed by fire-

engines. The Vestry deserves the credit

of having discovered a short, sharp, and
decisive process for abating what is, no

doubt, to all respectable Holborners, a very
serious nuisance

; though, perhaps, small

Sunday buyers, as well as Sunday sellers,

may have something to say on the matter.

But is the Vestry quite sure that the pale
of the Law will hold carbolic acid ?

Travellers See Strange Things.
"

IT would," says a commercial journal,
with less elegance than perspicacity,

" be

curious to follow one pound of China or

Italian silk through its various processes
till it reaches a silk dress." No doubt ;

but would it not be still more curious to

follow (at a perfectly safe distance) one

feminine mind through ditto to ditto ?

THE DEGBEE OF BUNG. Licentiate of

the Bench of Beaks.

shall educate this pig : as he has commenced by having a "
gag

"

in his mouth, perhaps I had better bring him up for the stage. Put

my horse tandem-fashion in the sleigh, so as to allow myself more
leisure for teaching the pig.

11 A.M. Pig already beginning to master his letters. I fancy some
one has given him his rudiments before. There is a twinkle in his

eye that I don't half like. One thing is comparatively reassuring,
he does not show much aptitude for cards.

Friday. Came to a sign-post. Examined it. Found I had been
for two days riding towards Persia. Worked my compass and took
a turn to the right. After lunchski, had half a game at Beggar
my Neighbour with the Pig, and rode on. Pig improving, but still

stupid. He will cry whenever he sees the Ace of Spades, and I can't

make out why. The sleigh-driver doesn't know.

6 P.M. Cold and raw. So cold and so raw that I shall be very
glad when it 's hot and quite done. Arrived at a shebeenski rejoicing
in the sign of The Rose Bud. Called for some of their best, and
"
nipped

"
it in the Bud. Gave Piggy a drop of strong toickski.

It made his tail curl. Piggy vain of the effect, but evidently much
pleased, and wanted to play me at ecarte. Refused. But what I

will do is to teach Piggy All Fours. If he learns it, I can make a

fortune, as no one knows the game out here. Sat up all night
hard at work with Piggy. Driver asleep.

Next Day. Met a Tartar Gentleman on the road. He asked us to

share his dinner with him potski-luckski. as they call it here.

We accepted ; my sleigh-driver, myself, and the pig. The Tartar
Gentleman got the worst of it at dinner, as we were three to one.

After dinner played him at All Fours. The Tartar Gentleman won
the first game, but we played three more. Cleared him out of his

roubles, and rode on quickly in the direction of Khiva.

The Tartar Gentleman subsequently rode away to the nearest

Police Station. In consequence of this, we had a difficulty later on

at a Russian Stashunhouski, but fortunately made friends with the

Inspektorski, who was much amused with the Pig's tricks, also with

my omelette in the hat, inexhaustible bottle, and little Joey in the

bag. I gave him an invitation to call on me whenever he might be

coming to town, and then rode on, Iriskli, as we say in Russia, in

the direction of Khiva. Rub a Russian the right way, and you
won't catch a Tartar. Expect next telegram in a couple of days, as

snow-storms have set in, and there 's a talk of Wolves coming down
and attacking Travellers. Now for real excitement !

I don't wish to throw any discredit on a gallant officer, but no

one knows CAPTAIN BTJENABY on the road that I am riding to

Khiva. Odd. Just heard a Wolf in the distance. If one comes

too near, I shall mention MB. GLADSTONE'S name to him, and see if

that will frighten him. No signs of one at present. Great cry, but

very little Wolf.

more than eighteenpence an hour.

CHTJECH AND STAKE.

AMONGST the distinguished Clergymen who have lately come for-

ward to take part in the current clerical disputes, is one whose

name may suggest a consolatory reflection, the REV. DE. IRONS

What a comfort to think that, for all the burning questions now 11

debate amongst ecclesiastics, the Church has not more than one of

its irons in the fire.
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HE THOUGHT HE WAS SAFE.

Irascible OM Gentleman. " BOY A COMB! WHAT THE DEVIL SHOULD I BUT
A COMB FOE? You IION'T SEE ANT HAIR ON MY HEAD, DO lou?"

Unlicensed Hawker. "
J,OR' BLESS YKR, Sml YBR DON'T WANT NO 'Am ON

YER 'KAD FOR A TOOTH-COMB I I

"

COOL, VERY !

THK following impudent advertisement appeared the other day in a widely-
circulated Western paper :

A Comfortable HOME OFFERED, in a Clergyman's family, iu South Devon, to a

Lady willing to pay 40 a year and devote some time daily to instruction (good
French and German). Address, &c.

The young Lady who wrote to the address given with this wonderfully cool

offer received the following reply, which Punch thinks worth giving verbatim :

"
MADAM, MR. has commissioned me to reply to your letter received this morn-

ing. MR. is a widower ; I have managed his household since his wife's death, for the
last six years. Besides Mu. and myself, the family consists of two young ladies, aged
sixteen and eighteen, and two little boys, eight and eleven respectively ; the younger ol

these you would be required to teach, as he is backward. I think one hour a day would be
sufficient for him at first. Could you teach the rudiments of Latin ? as he would ultimately
require it. Good French and German is necessary for the young ladies. They are pre-
paring for the Cambridge Local, and attend classes under a Master for the other branches,
Musir included ;

at the same time they would much value any assistance you could give
them in their English studies, by way of explanation, in Grammar and Arithmetic, for

instance. They have no time iit present for Drawing, but might be glad of it afterwards.

May I ask if you Sing ? I can most decidedly promise you a comfortable and happy
home. We are a few minutes' walk from the sea, and the Plymouth Hoe is a pleasant
promenade. The Devonshire scenery is very good. The young ladies, I think, would be
able to take in French and German about three times a week, about two hours each day,
as their time at present

is very much taken up ; however, this, if you come to us, you
could talk over with them. Would you mind sharing a large and airy bed-room with

them, if
necessary

? as I hardly know yet whether I should be able to ofler you a separate
one. You would find them pleasant and ladylike girls. We have one or two local

associations in the town, if you like joining the classes. I think I have now mentioned
all particulars, and shall be pleased to hear from you as soon as possible. Believe me, &c."

The young Lady replied, expressing her regret that she could not avail
herself of these proffered advantages.

" The truth is
"

(she added)
" I have accepted an engagement at a salary of .100 a year,

where my duties will be scarcely heavier than with you, and where I shall have a large

and airy room for my own separate use. I truit this delay will

cause you no inconvenience in dealing with the many applica-
tion* you have doubtless received, and hope you may soon meet
with a lady, knowing tour languages thoroughly, who, in return
for her meals and the third part of a bed-room, will be glad to

pay you 10 a year, and devote her time and acquirement* to

your si-rvice."

BIRDS AND BRUTES.

BLOSSOMS on blackthorn bush are white ;

On whitethorn opening leaves are green.
There 's dandelion blazing bright ;

There 'a shiny lesser celandine.

And Ihere in yonder lane those three
Where nigh the bank cow-parsley grows

'Mid nttlles did you ever see

Three more unlovely Cads than those '(

Ill-favoured, unwashed, grimy knaves!
What is it that the fellows do

With nets and cages, traps and staves ''.

And on a Sunday morning too !

Bird-catchers they, their cruel trade
Who reckless e'en in close-time ply,

And the Act 'gainst such caitiffs made
In favour of poor birds, defy.

An Act by hands unskilful framed,
In phrase derisive styled

"
Tom-tit's."

In which the Chaffinch ne'er is named,
And which the Linnet too omits.

And so their traps yon wretches lay,
And spread their toils from hindrance free." We 're oatchin' Chaffinches," they say ;

Or,
"
Only arter Linnets we."

., pray,
1 What songsters lse are those, then
Which you in several cages bear V

'

"Oh, them, they're call-birds, all o' they ;

We ain't cotch none o' them birds there."

"
Say is there green in Punch's eye,
That with such chaff he should be ' had '

'f

Sirrah, thou liest shamefully :

Thou dirty, graceless, vulgar Cad !

" For Goldfinch, Greenfinch, Mavis, Mirle,
And warblers all. thy snares are set.

For scoundrels fresh from early purl,
All's bird, that comes within the ntt.

" Where 's the Police ? might be our cry,
To collar thee and all thy crew.

Too oft they 've other fish to fry
Offenders even worse than you.

" But when they can. your little game
They are the gamekeepers to end.

For whom more fitting can we name
Than Bobby, to be Dicky's friend Y''

"Come, mild Persuasion!"

IN consequence of the report of the Committee on

Railway Accidents, the Government so says MR. An-
CEKLEY is going to confer with the Railway Companies,
to see what steps in the way of protecting the live* of

their servants and passengers they are willing to take,

voluntarily not upon compulsion, mind. The Govern-
ment hates compulsion

"
like an unfilled can." Like 6Vr

John Falstaff"\i reasons were as plentiful as black-

berries, they would not give one upon compulsion."
Their rule is, in fact, the reign of may, not must. After

refusing to coerce Tnrks, with what consistency could

they coerce Railway Companies ?

LEAVES OF A DIFFERENT KIXD.

IT was said that PRIXCE BISMARCK had taken leave of

Power. It turns out that he has only token leave of

absence.
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/ESTHETIC ECONOMY.
LAST number of

" Fors Cla-

rigera
"

is curious as well as

interesting, on account of

the details there given of

the author's budget. ME.
RUSKLN, in his own words,
has "unveiled the statue of

his economy," and
? though

no one who reads will accuse
him of ostentation, it would
be difficult to say exactly
what it is that has prompted
imitators of the great art-

critic's out - spokenness to

besiege Mr. Punch's letter-

box. Among the letters called

into existence by the example
of this high aesthetic autho-

rity the following may be
cited :

To Mr. Punch, Fleet Street.

SIB, April 1.

You will be glad to
hear that, on the death of

my father, who was a cele-

brated Liverpool miser, I

inherited a sum producing
something like 70,000 per

annum, which placed me above absolute want. My first financial
investment was the purchase of a lovely wife of good family. By this
transaction I realised considerably, as I introduced some excellent

mortgages to my wife's relations, and disposed of much shaky pro-
perty to an immense advantage. I thought it rather hard on my own
family that my father should have left them nothing, and volun-
teered to invest their small fortunes in some excellent Companies of
which I am paid Director. I relieved my conscience at the same
time by purchasing for my wife a splendid suite of diamonds, left in

pawn by awell-known Duchess. I have since assisted a young relation
to a permanent situation in Portland Island, and am serenely happy
in the certainty, so far as anything human is certain, that I shall
die as far from poverty as possible. My annual subscriptions to

various Charities, which advertise once a week the names of their
subscribers in large letters and prominent columns of the public
journals, amount to sixty guineas in sums of one guinea, and, in
some cases, two guineas, from

Yours faithfully,

Skinflint House, Cheshire. THEOPHTLTTS SCBEWDBIVER.

To Punch, Esq.
DEAE PUNCH," Ascifio sonpittore." I'm an artist, and generally con-

sidered a man of taste. I came in, a few years ago, to a fortune of

30,000, which I inherited from an uncle who was good enough to
make room for me by joining his ancestors. My first extravagance
was the purchase of a grand collection of spurious Majolica, imita-
tion bronzes, and counterfeit china, for which I gave the modest
sum of 2000. This necessitated naturally the lease of a set of

apartments in the Albany, where I flatter myself the dinners I give
from week to week are already celebrated among the best bon-
vivants in London.
After studying Art and the Museums, my oBsthetic tastes would

not permit a man of culture to retain the mass of falsehood on my
walls with which I had been satisfied at starting. When I trans-
ferred my interest in these I lost about 1995 upon the transaction.

However, by the judicious expenditure of 18,000, I soon became
the happy possessor of some of the best examples of the arts of

CELLINI, PALISSY, BUHL, and others, besides hanging on my walls
several gems of MEISSONIEB, GEBOME, &c., &c. I am now in the
hands of several intelligent members of the Lost Tribes

; and I am
persuaded that when I have sold my lease, collections, and plate, I
shall not be in a position if I satisfy my Israelitish friends to
leave even hay for life to my Cousin's pet donkey, the only creature
with whom I have any personal sympathy.

I beg to remain, yours, poorer than ever,
RAPHAEL SURFACE.

MYSTEBIES REVIVED.

Tnr, Stipendiary Magistrate at Sheffield has inflicted penalties for

performance of an unlicensed drama, on the subject of Joseph and
his brethren ;

"
holding, with the LOBD CHAMBERLAIN, that the

Stage is
"
not for JOSEPH "or any such subject.

A SLAP AT A SATIRIST.

(Mas. GINGHAM communicates her Opinions on Plain Cooking, and
the pertness of certain Newspaper Parties.)

" The real difficulty about cooking is that it is in the hands of woman, and
that woman is too ethereal a creature to interest herself in the matter. She
is rather like Calypso, who partook of nectar and ambrosia, while she saw
that her mortal guest had pork, almost always pork, and Pramnian wine.

Woman, for her part, could live on tea and bread-and-butter for ever, with
an occasional egg once or twice a week. These things are her nectar and
ambrosia, and as long as man has his barbaric joint she thinks that all is

well. The English joint is the bane of domestic life. . . .
' Plain cooking,'

says a doctor,
'

is an abomination ; avoid it as you would poison. If you are
tired of life, I can find other means of ridding you of it. Plain cooking,' this

outspoken physician goes on,
'

brings more grist to our mill than miasmas,
drains, or either extreme of temperature.'

"
Daily News.

MBS. CALYPSO I don't know. (Ton says she 's not a Missis,
But a Greek nymph as doted on a party called Ulysses.)
But what I 've got to say is this, this chaffy sort of mocking
At Woman's works and Woman's ways is getting simply shocking.

Housewife or nymph, Calypso found, there 's not the slightest
question,

That men are a contrairy lot. But as for that suggestion,
That Woman's too

"
ethereal "which what's that? to care for

dinner,
That 's all the writer's artful spite, as sure as I 'm a sinner.

They 're always downing on us thus, a hinting round and sneering ;

Better abuse than this 'ere sly and niminy-piminy jeering.
If

"
nectar " and "

ambrosia "
's Greek for

"
tea " and "

bread-and-
butter,"

The feller's words is right-down fudge a falsehood base and utter.

Women ain't butterflies, no fear, nor likeways gals ain't chickings,
Though some of them in public play at bird-like sips and pickings.
But when they on the quiet feed, d'ye think they pick and sip so ?

No, not a bit of it : no more, I 'll warrant, did Calypso.

Barbaric joints, the bane of life ? I do declare it 's awful !

Such revolutionary rant should be, if 'tain't, unlawful.
Which our Constitution and our joints are England's greatest glories ;

Leastways, so Tories used to say ; and I say so with the Tories.

That fellow must be kickshaw-mad, a nasty French-fed glutton,
Who feels no respect for sirloin and is rude to leg o' mutton.
Which they 're English institutions to be kept in all their purity ;

Or, as TOM says that lad 's so smart our national joint-security.

Plain Cooking ? It 's a precious boon our land alone possesses.
Don't tell me of your German mucks nor yet of your French messes.
This fad for foreign feeding 's rot

;
the Swells may patronise it,

But no, not me, nor yet my sort we utterly despise it.

I don't ask JOHN to
"

live on pork and Pramnian wine for ever."

(Which I wonder what that wine may be P Must ask young TOM
he 's clever.)

But if an English joint 's his bane, plain cooked as I can cook it,

He 'd better hire a Parleyvoo, and as for me I '11 hook it !

Paradise for Paupers.

Ma. BUMBLE was thrown into a violent fit of indignation by the

following paragraph, which he encountered in a newspaper :

:l FEMALE GUABDIANS. On Saturday Miss MAUD STANLEY, cousin of

DEAN STANLEY, was elected a guardian of St. Anne's, Soho."

The election of Ladies to the office of Guardian is regarded by
MR. BUMBLE as a most unporochial innowation. He is highly scan-
dalised to see that it is an increasing 'abit, and thinks the rate-

payers might just as well put them wicious paupers under the wings
)f guardian hangels at once ; which would be making the work-
house the wery rewerse of the place as it was intended for.

"SHOULD AULD ACQUAINTANCE BE FOBGOX."

OUR excellent and enthusiastic friend, PBOFESSOR BLACKIE, is

much annoyed at the bad taste of his countrymen in encouraging
Classical Concerts into which no Scotch music is admitted. It is

reported that -he has written to RICHABD WAGNEB, urging that
reat musical reformer to add to his orchestra the Bagpipe and the
Scotch Fiddle.

A COUNTEB IRRITANT. A Shopman who will insist on knowing if

you want any other article to-day.
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THE SIGHTS OF DUBLIN.
Irish Car-J>river.

" SHUBE THAT'S THE CusTOM-Houss, Son; BUT IT'S ONLY THI
HARK AV IT YOU 'LL BE SBBIHO THIS SIDE, SOK THE FBONT 's BEHIND 1

"

A WARNING TO NOVEL-READERS.
A VERY vulgar and silly book, purporting to be a novel of high life, has been

published by a person signing himself by a ducal title with a foreign ring
unknown to the Almanack de Gotha. In this offensive work real persons are
introduced under the thinnest disguises. Anyone who knows anything about

English society will throw the book down in utter disgust at its prurient,
ignorant, and offensive caricature. However, as certain scandal-lovers of the
lower middle class may be enticed to buy the book with a notion of finding in

it what they may, in their innocence, believe to be a true picture of the Upper
Ten, Punch begs to furnish a sample of the sort of thing that they may expect
to get for their money :

CHAWEK XLVII.

IT was ten o'clock in the supper-room at BLACK'S Club in St. James's Street.

The waiters were moving about amongst the members, on the look-out for tips.
BLACK'S is the most fashionable Club in London, and many are the twopences
that find their way into the hands of the pampered menials (masses of gold,
velvet, and hair powder) who wait upon the patricians of the Metropolis.
At one of the tables (that, like the rest, was groaning under the weight oj

artificial flowers and costly plate) sat three "men" eating their supper. All

day long these
" men "

(as even their Graces Lord Dukes are sometimes called

in Maylair) had been drinking champagne and eating pates de foies gras. The
first was a foreigner. He was called PRINCE VON DISMARCK, and had been
Prime Minister to His Imperial Majesty the Eiii'EKOR OF GHERMANY. The next
was MB. SADSTONE, an ex-Cabinet Minister. The last was the Right Honour-
able the EARL or DEACONSFLELD a new creation, and therefore not of great
account in May fair.
" Where shall we go ?

"
said MR. SADSTONE. "

Prince, my Lord, what do you
saytotheAlhambra?"

I prefer the Cambridge Music Hall in Shoreditch," replied his Lordship,
filling bis tankard with a fresh supply of

"
dry creaming."

"
I am blasf with

West-End pleasures. Let us go
'

east of Temple Bar.'
"

And with a joyous laugh the three "men" left BLACK'S, and throwing
themselves on to the top 01 a private coaoh-and-four, rattled down St. James's
Street en route for the City.

In. the meanwhile LORD BaoHTTON was still talking in the bay window to
his brother, the MARQUIS OF ISLINGTON.

"The DUCHESS OF DITCHWATER'S toirie. my Lord,"
said the elder patrician to his young relative,

" was

certainly dull. I give you my word that I couldn't get

anything more substantial than a penny sandwich at

gupper. They had no '

fizz," and the sherry had been
watered."

" My Lord Marquis, you are right," replied the young
aristocrat, with a bow.

"
It is very strange that in good

society you oan't get such luxuries of the season as those

supplied by the lowest cad giving a Bayswater hop. '.

always bribe the Greengrocer when I visit her Grace, till

be brings me some cold fowl."

At this sally several young aristocrats laughed heartily
their experience had been the same.
LORD LAWN (who had married Royalty) was greatly

amused, and repeated the story afterwards to his con-

nection the handsome PRINCE OF TICK.
"
Well, you titled chaps," cried the Marquis,

"
are

you game for any fun '(
"

LORD BROMPTON bit his lip. His brother approached
him hurriedly." My Lord," he whispered, "at last by your emotion I

have divined your secret. Last night at the DUCHESS OF
MANCHESTER'S danoe I saw you footing a schottische with
the LADY BLANCHE TEMPLBBARS, much to the disgust

IKT noble mother, her GRACE THK DUCHESS OFJSCAB-
BOKoroH. Tell me, my Lord, do you love the gal '(

"
"

I do, my Lord Marquis," replied the younger noble-

man, firmly,
" but I know it is of no use. I am a younger

son, and shall never be able to afford the bundle of five

pound notes which LADY BLANCHE (were she my wife)
would use for making her cigarettes. What is blue
blood without s. d. ? I have been born under the
shadow of a coronet, and I have scarcely enough money
to buy champagne for breakfast. I wish I had been born
a snob, on my soul I do !

"
"
Stuff and nonsense, my Lord," said the Marquis." And now which of you titled chaps are game for the

Gardens?"
There was a shout of laughter, and the young aristo-

crats, leaving BLACK'S, threw themselves into Victorias

(each harnessed to three horses arranged tandem-wise),
and drove to Kremorne.
Within five minutes all the young Lords were talking

and chaffing with pleasant companions.
LORD BKOMPTON soon forgot his love in shooting for

nuts, and, when the time for the fireworks had arrived,
was quite heart whole.
He was on the eve of following the crowd to a distant

part of the gardens, when the Marquis arrived, bringing
with him a friend, clothed in rather gorgeous garments.
"My Lord!" cried the Marquis, "let me introduce

MR. SNOOKS to you. SNOOKS, this is my brother !
"

The Gentlemen and the Nobleman bowed to one another.
"

I am
trying

to persuade him to come home with us,"
continued the Marquis,

"
as I want.to introduce him to

our brother and the Marchioness, and their Ladyships,
our SISTERS FANNY, FLORENCE, SUSANNA, and GWENDO-
LINE."

" Who is he, my Lord ?
"

whispered LORD BROUFTON.
"The Lion Comique," replied the Marquis. "I tell

yon what, my Lord, he is no end of a stunning cove 1

"

And then the two Noblemen and the Comic Singer
returned together to Grosvenor Square.

THE LAST WORDS OF DIPLOMACY.
France. " A neutral tint is the present Paris fashion,

my dear friends."

Greece.
"
Ready, aye ready."

Germany." All >s well that ends well."
Persia." Your money or your life."

Russia.
" So very sorry."

Turkey." Kismet !"

England." Are yon quite sure you would not like

another Congress, or a few more pamphlets, or a debate

or two, or a brand new Protocol, or anything else in the

waste-paper line ?
"

The Rest of the Civilised World." Curse you, my
children !

"

Curtain.

BLOOD RELATIONS. The news of the next few
months.

VOL. T.XXH.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

ND has it come to this! So completely has the Asses' Bridge broken down, that it

cannot even support a night's talk in the Lords. On Monday, April 16, LORD
GRANVILLE was booked to call attention to the Protocol, but, as in the case of

Glendower's call of spirits from the vasty deep, Punch must ask, like Hotspur,"
will it come ?

"
It would seem not ;

for the audience of the Upper House,
not the densest Punch begs pardon, not the most crowded as a rule, hardly
rose beyond the average to hear what LORD GRANVILIE had to say against, and
LORD DERBY for the extinguisher that has taken or is taking fire.

De mortuis nil nisi bonum is a rule for Lords as for Commons. The Pro-
tocol is dead. As nothing good can be said of the deceased diplomatic abortion,
the only alternative is to say nothing. LORD DERBY said nothing, at consi-

derable length. The MARQUIS or LANSDOWNE and the EARL or DUDLEY said their dittos to LOBD GRANVILLE. The Protocol haying
received its fitting

"
finis

" from four flat speeches, the conversation collapsed ;
and the Protocol, with its declarations, passes away into

the large limbo of Diplomatic Fizzles.

(Commons.) ME. BOURKE has received a partial return of arrests, sentences, and executions of sentences on account of the Bulgarian
uprising, and is ready to table them whenever MR. GLADSTONE will move. A partial return, no doubt, it must be, omitting, as it does,
the name of every Moslem of rank or note who took the lead in the atrocities. While ACHMET, SHEFKET, and TOOSOON, so far from
being punished for their share in the Bulgarian horrors, have been promoted, MR. BOUBKE may as well put the Turkish returns in his

pipe, and smoke them, as lay them on the table of the House. Vestigia nulla retrorsum (" I make no returns ") might be the
Turks' motto for massacres and massacred alike.

"
"Why should I, when I neither retrace my steps nor punish my offenders ?

"

The Pera Correspondent of the Times, the other day, reported the bastinadoing to death of one NASIM, a student in the military school
at Constantinople, who had ventured to draw up a memorial demanding the recall of MIDHAT. MUSTTRUS PASHA has categorically
denied the fact. That is MUSURUS PASHA'S business. MR. JOCELYN now repeats the denial, and so does the Telegraph Correspondent.
The last declares he has seen and identified NASIM. That is evidence or would be if the identification is clear.

Let us hope the story is not true, and that its falsehood is disprovable by something more trustworthy than Turkish official denials.
A lively debate on the Mutiny Bills, Army and Navy, with lots of amendments moved. This is a novelty. PARNELL, POWER, and

SULLIVAN, to
say nothing of PETER TAYLOR, all busy in moving reductions of punishment, from solitary confinement to the Cat

upwards. MR. PABNELL was rude enough to ask MR. WARD HUNT how he would like, if he unfortunately fell asleep on his post, to incur
the punishment of penal servitude, death, or imprisonment with hard labour. Really, that is rather too personal, MR. PARNELL.
Besides, you forget the First Lord's excuse if he should fall asleep on the Treasury Bench (which we presume is his Parliamentary
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MUSICAL EGOTISM.
Herr Maestro (who has been indulging the Company with two Masses, three Symphonies, a dozen Impromptus, and a few other little things

of his own).
" VILL YOU NOT NOW ZING ZOMZINO, Miss ANCHBLICA?"

Miss Angelica (with diffidence, pulling off her gloves).
" H'M I H'ic 1 I 'ic AFRAID I 'M A LITTLK HOARSB TO-DAY ; BUT IF

"

Herr Maestro (with alacrity).
" AOB sou 1 IN ZAT CA8B I VILL NOT BRBSS YOU. I HAP GOXBdSBT A ZONATA IN F MOLL SHALL I

BLAT IT FOR yon ? YKS ?
"

[Proceeds to do so.

post), that he has been obliged to listen to a PARNELL and a BIQGAR.
If the Soldier, the Sailor, and the Marine have to dread the Cat,
has not the House its Irish Obstructives, with their more than nine
tails of blue-books, and their knotted and leaded yarns? ME. WAKD-
HUNT succeeded in petting the Cat into the Mutiny Act. Hence-
forth the Statute will specify that the Cat is to be of a pattern
approved by the Admiralty. Fancy my Lords at their Cat Inspection

to approve the Admiralty pattern ! We recommend a Naval Cat
Show as a succursale to the feline display at the Crystal Palace
with a Naval Lord in attendance, to explain the points of the
Cat approved of by the Admiralty !

Tuesday. As dull as ditch-water in Parliament, in both Lords
and Commons. My Lords were on Legal Education. The Inns of

Court don't like my LORD SELBORNE'S Bill. Legal Education is the
Benchers' business, not my LORD SELBORNE'S. Who is he, that he
should set up'to overhaul the Benchers, and educate the Bar P LORD
CAIRNS is the Benchers' organ, and grinds their favourite tune
of Auld Lanq Syne. The pious PALMER will not reach Ms legal
Holy Land thin pilgrimage.

(Commons.) MR. KNATCHBULL-HuGESSEN could move the abolition
of the Railway Passenger Duty, but could not move the CHANCELLOR
OF THE EXCHEQUER to give up the 600,000 it produces, nor the non-
Directorial element of the House to see any sufficient reason why he
should. Though potent, the Railway Directors do not yet direct
the House of Commons. MR. K.-H., as the clever author of some
capital fairy tales, should publish one with a transformation

beyond all the wonders of fairy-land, and as yet adventured in
no published volume of fairy tales or Christmas transformation-scene

the transformation 'of Railway Passengers' duties into the duties
of Railway Directors'. And if, after setting forth the latter, he
could get the Directors to do it ! As for the 600,000, there is a pre-
vailing impression that if the CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER were
to give it up, it would be to find its way not into passenger pockets,
but shareholders'. The passengers prefer, for the present, to take

out their share in the shape of duty. When they find Directors

showing an amiable concern for passengers in other matters, they
will be ready, perhaps, to give them credit for paternal anxiety to

save their pockets in the matter of the Railway Duty.
EARL PERCY moved the rejection of the Motion, and the CHAN-

CELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER declined to give up the money. So
MR. KNATCHBULL-HUGESSEN withdrew his Motion, and the Earl his

Amendment.
But thejfun to-night was out of the House in the great Donkey

Demonstration, which Punch has immortalised in another part of

his columns. It was a touching sight to see WHALLEY conducting
I >K MORGAN and the Rump of the heroic ten who managed to reach
the Lobby, to the Tea- Room, and there treating them to the

"
cup

that cheers but not inebriates." Such was the worst rioting that
came of the great Tichborne Demonstration. As Tea to Old Tom, so

is WHALLEY to LORD GEORGE GORDON.
As for DE MORGAN " who leads great asses should himself be

ass." And he seems perfectly to possess the qualification.
There teas a DE MORGAN mighty in mathematics and pitiless

prostrator of paradoxes. We can imagine tie Q.E.D. he would
nave arrived at over his namesake. A good deal like Punch's,
elsewhere.
With WHALLEY and KENEALY in the House, and DB MORGAN out

of it, the Unfortunate Nobleman in Dartmoor is even more unfor-
tunate than his worst friends have painted him.

Wednesday. When the foreign steamer Franconia smashed the

Strathclyde, within two miles of Dover, no law could be enforced

against the foreign offenders, the Court of Appeal holding, by seven
men to six, that our Courts had no jurisdiction.
MR. GORST now seeks to stretch the grasp of the law over foreigners

within a. three-mile range of the coast. Something will have to

be done ; but it was agreed, after a legal talk SIR G. BOWYER,
STAVELY HILL, WHEELHOUSE, and FORSTTH against the Bill, and
STR W. HARCOURT and the ATTORNEY-GENERAL not exactly for it, but
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discriminando that .the Government should do it. 80 GORST made

way for CROSS in due time.

MB. ANDERSON wants to assimilate the law of Scotland as to

Married Women's Property to the law of England. A.nd what for

no 't Unless it be, that your canny wedded Soot's grip of the siller

his wife's as well as his ain is too strong to be loosened even by
law, if he can help it.

MONTGOMERIE against, McLAREN and ME. Ewnro for the Bill. SIB

G. CAMPBELL pathetic on the horror of converting wedlock into

"chumming." and degrading the Scottish marriage tie to the Ma-
hometan. This a new view of Moslem marriage. Punch had always
thought the objection to that was from the point of polygamy, not

property. But what SIR GEORGE objects to is not that the Turkish law
allows too many wives, but that it makes all the wives independent in

money matters. In fact, it would seem, according to SIR GEORGE,
that the most Terrible Turk, in wedded life, is the one in petticoats.

Thence, perhaps, the usage, among the Turkish ladies of wearing
trousers however baggy, still unmistakeably of the unmentionable
order.
The Bill was read a Second Time, but with a distinct intimation

from the Lord Advocate, that Scottish women should not have an
inch more right over their own than English.

Thursday (Lords). LORD ENFIELD called attention, not before it

is wanted, to the unsanitary condition of the Public Offices, old

and new the newest, to the shame of somebody suppose we say
BRITANNIA ? about the worst. Is it irony of the powers that watch
over official undertakings, that the basement of the Office, which

keeps such central eye and hand as are kept over the drainage of

town and country, has been fairly flooded with liquid sewage, like the

lover, of HORACE' s Pyrrha,
"
Liquidis perfusus odoribus, though

not exactly,
" Grata sub antro," but in a stinking cellar. Or is it

the Board s offences of omission in sewerage matters that are being
Drought home to its own doors, in the form of liquid sewage ?

LORD BEACONSFIELD promises a speedy cleansing of the Augean
stables of Whitehall and. Pall Mall by that rather shaky Hercules,
the Board of Works.
LORD STRATHBDEN AND CAMPBELL showed at once his simple-

mindedness and oddity by another last word for the Treaty of

Paris, 1856. Let this be written on his Lordship's tombstone may
it be long before it is erected! "He believed to the last in the

Treaty of Paris, 1856."

LORD ROSEBERY did show how we might be put in an awkward
fix under the Tripartite Treaty of the same year, if either Austria
or France appealed to its obligations. But, as LORD DERBY took
comfort in pointing out to the House, they haven't, and are not likely
to. So the Tripartite may go, with its predecessor,

" Where de old

Treaties go."
His Lordship should issue a new treatise.

" On Treaties and their

Obligations," Punch offers him some mottoes :

' De non existentibus et non apparentibus, eadem est ratio."
' A Treaty that the signataries don't insist on is no Treaty."
' Circumstances alter cases."
'
Sufficient for the time being is the Treaty thereof."

' No bother, no bond."

(Commons). Much miscellaneous talk, including a conversation
on a department with the objectionable name of the Petty Bag Office.

Punch is sorry to learn that petty-bagging has rather increased than
diminished under the Judicature Act, BO that MR. W. H. SMITH
finds it impossible to abolish the office that works the petty bag
business. Punch had flattered himself all these official petty-bag-
gings had been done away with.
On report of the Mutiny Act, repetitions of the lively debates

and divisions on Second Reading by PAHNELL, BIGGAR, POWER, and
their followers of the Irish Obstructive Brigade. They are evidently
going in to curry favour with the Forces, as the "poor" soldiers'

and sailors' friends. GENERAL SHUTE said the one thing worth re-

cording in the night's talk that
" want of discipline was the failing

of the age. There was a want of discipline in the Church, and at

the' Bar. He might even say he believed there was a want of dis-

cipline in that House." I believe you, Mon General!
Another talk on the incidence of Imperial Taxation.

'

MR. GOSCHEN
doubted the Budget calculations, the CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHE-
QUER stands by them. He pointed out that if new taxation had been
needed, there is always, the Income-Tax. .And the Inexhaustible

Bottle, SIR STAFFORD. As SIR WILFRID might say,
"
Don't pass

the Bottle."

Friday (Lords). LORD CAMPEHDOWN raised the ugly" question
why, after CAPTAIN HOBABT, R.N., was dismissed, our Service
in 1868 for accepting service with the Turk without leave of the

Admiralty, HOBART PASHA wag in 1874 restored to our Service,
whence he is now drawing 400 a year half-pay. LORD DERBY
could only admit the fact, with a feeble attempt at explanation,
which explained nothing.
We are still at peace with Turkey and! Russia. But they may

any day be at war with each other. Would not Russia have some-

ting to say, and with reason, to an English Rear-Admiral com-
nanding the Turkish Iron-clads ? A question to be asked, and not
be answered except in one way by striking CAPTAIN HOBART off

;he Navy List (on which, with all his unwillingness to hit a British

sailor. Punch must say the Captain ought never to have been re-

alaced while he wore Turkish uniform) from the date of the
declaration of war between Russ and Turk.

(Commons.) The House thrilled to-night with a common pulse,
as the country thrilled next morning, at the news of the rescue of

the five Welsh miners from their ten days' living burial in the

Troedyrhiw mine. God bless the brave fellows who risked their

lives to rescue their brethren ! It is something to have set thirty-
two million hearts beating to one tune. It is something to be one
of these thirty-two million hearts, and to feel one's heart beat the

throbbing link between oneself and thirty-one millions nine hundred
and ninety-nine thousand nine hundred and ninety-nine.
And then, to take down its excitement, the House went in, as

if it really meant it, on MR. HANBURY TRACY'S waggish suggestion
of an official staff of Reporters, to give verbatim reports of the

Parliamentary talk ! Talk of BIGGAH and PARNELL ! Had he been
serious ? Think of the House weekly or monthly confronted with
ts own verbiage !

" Litera scripta manet," too.
" The evil that

men do, lives after them ;" for that we have SHAKSPEARE'S warrant.
But that the rot they talk should live after them as well! Deut
avertat .'

The House dabbled with the appalling idea, as seeming-reckless
men might play with a loaded shell, knowing the rogues all the

time there wasn't a light within a league of them.
No. Parliament is safe enough from verbatim reports, till a

BIGGAR and a PARNELL twin obstructives risen to con- and de-

structive are set loose to work their wicked wills upon the Saxoa

speechmaker.

THE PASSIONATE SHEPHERD TO HIS LOVE.
NEW VERSION.

(Penned by W. E. G. in Arcadia.)

OME live with me and
be my love ;

And we will all the

pleasures prove
That, in these days,
Arcadia yields

To one who seeks its

peaceful fields.

We'll sit beside our

letter-box,
Seeing the missives
come in flocks

;

Big piles of post-cards,
destined all

For answering ques-
tions great and
small.

And I will pen you
pamphlets long,

And essays on Ho-
meric song ;

Or spice my lectures

sage and solemn,
With brave orations

by the column.

I '11 show thee how a Wolff to keep
From harrying Arcadian sheep :

And how to counter,
"

fib," and "plant,"
And play the Shepherd-militant.

I '11 teach thee how to ply an axe,
And mind and muscle jointly tax ;

Or quit the pastoral pipe and crook,
For wordy bout and big Blue-Book.

The Daily papers, morning treat

To lend a relish to our meat,
Shall on our breakfast-table be
Piled up each day for thee and me.

The lazier Swains may dance and sing,
We '11 toil and fight like anything.
If these delights thy mind may move,
Then live with me, and be my love !
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A DEMONSTRATION.
CERT meant to de-

monstrate what '"

That "patriot*" are

a seedy lot ;

That spouters of sedi-

tious rant,

"Withtongue alone are

militant,

And, spite of bellicose

pretences,
Don't "

disregard the

consequences
"

;

That swaggerers, who
Police defy

Of Jupiter Pluvius

tight shy,
Whose water-pot has

proved a damper
To many a loud pot-

valiant tramper ;

That heroes game to

spill their blood

Will funk chill wind
and clinging mud,

Oblivious of valorous

vows ;
and

That those defiant

hundred thousand
" Stern men and true

"
got deci-

mated
More easily than congregated ;

That the arithmetic of bluster

Is always falsified at muster ;

That MORGAW of the knightly
"z>"

IB not the pink of chivalry ;

may be had in the basement of the Hall, on

implication to the Chemist of the Medicines of

he Future, who will have his laboratory on

he premises, with every description of restora-

ive appliance and apparatus.
Special trains will run from the Kensington

High Street Station to Colney Hatch, Hanwell,
nd Earlswood after each concert.

That ROWLAND TYLEB is not WAT ;

That muffs who swear they 'd rather rot

In dungeon than as recreants live,

Would funk what Beak might haply give ;

That martyrdom is not their walk,
When "

rot
"

is mainly all their talk ;

That 'tis an anti-climax rather

When fools who in their thousands gather,
Have to depute ten leading

"
gabs

"

To charge the foe in four-wheeled cabs !

That geese will stray when given free room,
And that the House of Commons tea-room
With counsel and applause from WHALLBT,
Forms fittest finish to such folly ;

That loud DE MORGAN can but bray
Like other

"
mokes," and lose bis way ;

That blatant TIT.ER and crass SKIPWOBTH
Are scarcely serious Satire's whip worth ;

In fine, that the egregious three
Are utter donkeys U. E. D. !

FOR THE MASTER OF THE MUSIC OF THE FUTURE.
THE following Regulations have been issued by the Police for the maintenance of order

and the satisfaction of the Great Composer on tht occasion of the Wagner performances
at the Albert Hall :

The Public will be admitted to the Albert Hall on presentation of vouchers signed b;
HERR WAGNER or HEUH DANNRKUTHKK, and on production of a certificate from any two
Professors of .Esthetics in any University at home or abroad.

No person who has ever been heard to scoff at the Music of the Future, or is known
to.prefer MOZART'S. BEETHOVEN'S, or M ENDELSSOHX'S works to the Recitatives in Lohengrin
and the Ring dr Nibtlungon, or who has ever confessed to having derived pleasure Iron

the Operas of AUXEB or ROSSINI, BELLINI or DONIZETTI, or who has at any time degrade*
himself so far as to listen to the garbage of OFFENBACH, HEBVE, LECOCQ, or STBAFSS
will on any account be admitted to the honour of assisting in this audition.

Any one of the audience assembled who shall blow any one's trumpet but that o
RICHARD WAGNER (always excepting the ninety-nine trombones in the orchestra), o

who shall sneeze, cough, or blow his own nose, or any one else's, during the ceremony
or who shall show any sign of disapproval or weariness, either by audible word, gesture
exclamation, or whisper, shall, on detection, be removed by the police agents at the firs

pause in the programme.
Only specified admirers will be permitted to bring up to the dais on which the angus

WAGNER will be enthroned crowns, wreaths, or bouquets for his acceptance.
All crowns must be of gold or silver-gilt. Wreaths and bouquets to be competed of th

costliest exotics.

The Police have special orders to prevent the audience in their enthusiasm carryinj
HERR WAGNER round the Galleriesj or crowding to kiss 'his hand, so as to impede hi

respiration, or otherwise interfere with his personal comfort.
A powerful. lime-light will throw a halo round the head of the Professor during th

performance.
Thre of the most noted aurists of Savile Row will be in attendance at the Hall for th

reparation of defective drums.
Sal-volatile and chloric gather, for the use of persons of exceptionally fine-strung nerves

OUT OF RANGE.

WE rejoice to hear that the British Army
already possesses an excellent range-finder, and
ms only to bring it into use and train men to

work it in all branches of the Service. This is

very encouraging, and all would be well did

but the British Army possess also the following
useful articles :

A Commander-in-Chief who did not disap-
>rove of his own General Orders.

A Field-Marshal who did not rest his claims

o distinction upon his years rather than his

aurels.

A Mobilisation Scheme that did not exist

only on paper.
A War-Office which did not quarrel with the

Indian Department.
An Indian Department which did not, when-

ever possible, snub and ignore the Horse-

Suards.
A Reserve able to fill up ugly gaps in the

event of our Army being called on for serious

operations.
And, lastly, a few more horses, a good many

more guns, and, if it could be managed with-

out quite breaking the back of BRITANNIA, a

great many more stalwart men in her Line and
our Reserve.

STANZAS ON A SHOWER.
YON Butcher's ruby face is gleaming
With copious moisture, like the rain,

Whose big drops, fast and frequent streaming,
Run races down the window-pane.

From pores cutaneous such effusion

In heat of business oft appears.
That thought were now a fond illusion ;

For ah, those cheeks are bathed in tears !

News of the last great importation
Of Yankee meat hath caught his eyes :

O'erwhelmed with grief and consternation

So now the blne-frocked Bobus cries.

From Commoners to Cads.

MB. PUNCH, if infallible, is yet not omni-
scient. Knowing that MR. JOHN DE MOROAS
had headed commoners in the destruction oi

illegal enclosures on commons, he did not know
at the time that MB. DE MOBGAN was capable
of heading cads in an Orton demonstration of

tagrag and bobtail. But Mr. Punch never

pronounced MB. BE MORGAN, ex cathedra, to

be a wise and sensible man, or declared him,
authoritatively, actuated by any sentiment

superior to the enthusiasm of a demagogue
inflamed with a passion for notoriety.

Tliat Terrible Turk.

Air assertion commonly passing current is

the saying that
"
the Turk is a Conservative."

This however should be taken with grains oi

salt fully amounting to a scruple. In Bul-

garia and elsewhere the Turk has abundantly
shown that, when his monkey is up, he can be

an out-and-out Destructive. But, Conserva-

tive or Destructive, as the occasion of a threa-

tened European war, confound his politics !

SOTTED TO A TEA.
" MISTEB '

in the House of Commons.
DE MORGAN
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A PARAGON.
Lady's-Maid (enumerating her Qualifications for the Place).

"
I MAT LIKEWISB HADD, HEM, THAT I HALWATS MANAGHS TO MAEKT MY

YOUNG LADIES MOST SATISFACTORY!"

"TAKING THE LEAD."
" For the last few months England has-been taking the lead." Ma. WABD-

HUNT, at Portsmouth.
" What was it we promised in that paragraph of the Protocol, which some

people have urged, but I think with signal ill-success, involves or implies the
idea of coercion ? It was this : that if certain things were not done by the
Turkish Government we being the judges of whether they were done or not

then, at some future time, which was not fixed we being the judges as to
when that time had arrived we should consider with certain other Powers,
and say what we should then do." LORD DERBY, in the Mouse of Lords.

TAKING the lead ? Well, it 's flattering, very,
To picture JOHN BULL in that masterful rule.

But, perhaps, ere we make too much haste to be merry,
'Twere well of that lead to consider the goal.

Blind leaders have been, and we know where they guide to.
A dux such as DERBY should better succeed.

Let him point out the fair winning-post we 're to ride to,
And show the result of our taking the lead.

Peace ? No, not precisely, for war-cries are rumbling,
And baffled diplomacy comes to a halt.

Treaty-rights ? Those old bulwarks appear to be tumbling,
By gradual sap, if not daring assault.

Amelioration of down-trodden masses ?

Our help to that end has been trifling indeed.
What else ? "Well, the wreck of that poor Bridge of Asses
Remains as result of our taking the lead.

And that ? A. hits B.
"
Now," says B.,

"
I must mention,

My friend, that your manners are scarcely urbane,
And, if yon evince any obvious intention
That is, in my judgment of punching again,

I fear I must really, at some time or other,
I won t fix the date to a decade or two,

Take measures to well, my annoyance to smother,And consult as to what 'twere well, some day, to do."

That 's Protocol policy !
' '

Safe ?
" Some may think so ;

JOHN BULL has his doubts whether making it plain
That his pluck may at pinch from the sticking-place shrink so

Is certain to issue in ultimate gain.
At least, if his goal is this queer congregation
Of "

Ifs," that as peacemakers do not succeed,
He fails to perceive any special temptation
To jubilant bounce about" Taking the Lead."

THE CLOTH AND ERMINE.
GREAT and grievous disappointment was caused in the City by

the discontinuance of the custom wont hitherto from old time to be

annually and religiously observed by the Judges and Serjeants of

the Law on the first Sunday in Easter Term of going in state, arrayed
in full-bottomed wigs and ermine, to St. Paul's,

"
where," as the

Echo says,
"
the LOKD MAYOR, the LADY MAYORESS, the Sheriffs,

and the proper City officials, with sword and mace, and Aldermen
and Common Councillors, in fur and mazarine gowns, each with a

bouquet in his hand, waited patiently for the Judges and Serjeants
who did not come." Ostensible excuses were made for this porten-
tous dereliction. But what if, considering the attitude assumed by
certain ecclesiastics towards the Public Worship Act and the Court
of Arches, the Sages of the Law thought proper to absent themselves
from Church in order to signify what they think of certain digni-
taries of the Church defying the Law P

A New Torture.

WE are informed (though we make this announcement sous toutes

les reserves) that one of the sufferings endured by the Unhappy
Nobleman pining in Dartmoor arises from the shoals of letters

addressed to him, through an erroneous interpretation of the follow-

ing words in the form to be used by the large number of persons
desiring abatement of Income-Tax "

All the blanks in the Notice

must be filled up, and the Notice must be signed by, the Claimant."
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THE EXTINGUISHER ON FIRE!

LORD .D.
" CON-FOUND THE THING ! IT 'S ALL A-BLAZE ! !

"

LORD B. "
AH, MY DEAR D., PAPER WILL BURN, YOU KNOW !.I

"
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DIARY OF MY RIDE TO KHIVA.

(CONTINUED.)

(Forwarded to us through a Friend by Private Wire.*)

us day after the one last mentioned. Met
sixteen wolves to-day all wrapped up in

sheep's clothing to keep themselves warm.
Tried MB. GLADSTONE'S name on them
with excellent effect. Haven't seen them
again. Pig getting very clever. Met a

'air Circassian coming home. She was quite the'Circassian creme de la creme. In fact as I

said to her,
" You 're so much the cream as to be quite the cheese !

" She blushed and
replied.

"
son of thrice noble parents

"
they are uncommonly polite these Circassians

"0 well-fed and much-caressed one" she must have meant the rig, not me "0 funny
little fat father "she must have been thinking of some one else when she said this

"I am afraid that your words are chaffinski
"

(a Circassian expression for not meaning
what you say) but I assured her she was mistaken. " O beautiful one ! unhappy one !

"

I replied, my memory furnishing me with appropriate expressions from the translations of

the Italian libretti to which we are accustomed at the Opera, "how strangely thou art

mistaken ! Ah Heaven ! my divine enchantress (divina incantatrice), my words are the
voice of truth !

" Then I spread out the Alphabet before her, and the Pig grunted at each
letter which made up her loter's name. She parted with two roubles, ana left us much
pleased with the entertainment.

Wednesday, Came up to Fort Number One.? Found GENEBAL KACFFMANN here taking
care of Number One. Gave KAtrFFMANN some lozenges for his voice. "Kauff, man, no

more," said I, pleasantly, and he went into fits. I asked him if we should be stopped before
we got to Khiva. He answered with considerable caution, and put his finger to his nose.
The last thing I saw of the old General was his left eye, as he winked at us through a

loophole in Fort Number One. Thermometer going down to twenty degrees below nothing.
Never was so cold. I have a warm sack with a hot-air apparatus in which I live the greater
part of the day, and ride side-saddleways like a lady. As in this climate one dare not show
one's eyes, or nose, or hands, I have ingeniously contrived holes through which the reins

pass, and so I manage to guide my animal. If this cold increases, I must do in Russian

Tartary
as the Russian Tartars do, and, when riding, get inside and pull the blinds down.

But I m a Cosmopolitan, and can live anywhere. 1 find the piano a great comfort. It

affords considerable amusement by day, and forms an admirable sleeping place at night.
This evening played two games of Double Dummy with the Pig. He won the last rubber. If

he repeats this, I shall watch his play closely. The Sleigh-driver backed the Pig. I begin
to snspect collusion. How will this end ?

Day after. Came across a Vodki, which is a sort of Russian Punch-show, only"without

Toby. It was being carried by its spirited proprietor, who complained bitterly of the decay of

the drama. The Vodki-man admired the Pig and made an offer. Refused it, but played the
Vodki-man at tcartt, with which he was not previously acquainted: at least, so he said;

but, for a novice. I never saw a man cut the king so often. Fortunately, as ! explained to

him after he had won a dozen games, we were only playing for amusement not for money

To prevent mistakes, we think it as wll to state, that the " Private Wire "
in quertiom is not a

soldier at least we suppose not. We merely print the words as written at the bead of the US. left at

our Office by one of Our i<epresent*tive'i many friends. ED.

or I should have lost considerably. Row
with the Vodki-man. Appeal to the Sleigh-
driver. Sleigh-driver sided with Vodki. I

offered him an I.O.U. They both said that
in the middle of a snow desert this was of

no use to ,'/.///. Obliged to pay in roubles.

Vodki-man wished me to bear no malice,
and offered me a glass of native tcickiki.

Not liking to offend him, took it.

Next Morning. Everythingdisappeared,
and everybody Vodki-man, Sleigh-driver,

Piano, and Pig. All gone. 1 am alone in

the Great Snow Desert houseless, friend-

less, unprotected. Policeman only makes
his rounds here once in three months, and
then finds it dull, as there are no area-

railings, cooks, or cold mutton within fifty
miles. Please send me a cheque at once

(by Private Wire*), or I shall not be able

to get on to Khiva not even on foot.

You wouldn't like to hear of Your Re-
presentative perishing of cold and starva-
tion in the Great Snow Desert. The British

Government would take up the subject
warmly ; but the

subject
would be precious

cold before the British Government stirred

itself, and even then two or three years
might elapse before an Honourable Member
would call for the papers, relating to the

mysterious disappearance of a British sub-

ject somewhere in the gnow between 8t.

Petersburg and Khiva, to be laid before

the House. Send the cheque per my
friend, whom you can thoroughly trust,
and who knows all about it. Do not

delay. If you've any misgiving, t just
look up the people whose names are down
on my Subscription List, and who haven't

paid up. If my hands are not too frozen
to write or to wire, I will send you my
diary as usual. But should the wolves get

hungry
It Next Day (Diary continued by Private

Wire). Luckiest chance in the world!
Found a mhoka (a Tartar donkey) and a

boy going to Khiva. Boy says
he knows

the way. No saddle or bridle. Only a
Joee (a small sum equal to about fourpence
of our money) by the hour. Away I upon
my bare-baoked steed.

Day after. Hooray! (This again is by
Private Wire.) The Pig has come back
safe and sound. He had a squeak for his

life. The Vodki-man had religious objec-
tions to eating him, and the Pig for-

tunately getting hold of the letters of the

Alphabet which he carries with him round
his neck, spelt out the words,

"
I 'm a

Christian."
The Vodki-man instantly released him,

as, being a Turk, and not a Tartar, he never
tortures Christians. In fact they never
do out here. That 's all a mistake. The
Pig is as happy as possible, and has already
made great friends with the Donkey and
the Boy.

1 P.M. Luncheon time. At this point
I came on CAPTAIN BITKNABY'S track.! He

We are struck by the mention of this name
again in connection with lending a cheque. Can
Private Wire be really a soldier, and not a tele-

Sraphic
apparatus ? We bare told our Confidential

oy in the front office to make inquiries. Ep.
f We have. But still if our Representative ii

really, through no fault of hi* own, in such a

pitiable condition, something ought to be done.

To be on the ufe aide, we shall consult a Solicitor.

We have had no information as yet concerning
this " Private Wire." ED.

J In warmly congratulating CAPTAIN BCRNABT
on his safe return from hia recent tour in Ana
Minor, we also congratulate ourselves on the

opportunity now afforded us of testing the
orrestmesa by which expression we show
omrsdvM far from impugning the veracity of
our Special Representative's statements. Be-
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OUR ARMY RESERVE.

Sergeant of Pensioners (marching party of the Army Reserve into Campapproachiiig the Guard).
TOGETHER ! YOU *RE NOT SO DRUNK AS YOU THINK 1 I

"
"
Now, MY MEN, PULL YOURSELVES

has left his footprint in the snow. I telegraph over this news at

once, as I know the publishers are all rushing en masse to buy
his works, and I want to know what they '11 give for one of his

foot-prints ? The print is a proof of his having been here ; and
I'll swear to it for a consideration. My friend at the livery
stables will receive tenders and forward them to yours truly by
Private Wire. On we go again to Khiva.

sides, if our Hiding Representative has gone wrong, we are sure that the

gallant officer above mentioned will be only too delighted to telegraph to

him all such necessary directions as " Go ahead !

" " First turning to

the right!" "Halt!" and so forth Since writing the above, a

map of the country, drawn by our Representative, exhibiting its strong
and weak points, and showing the route he is now taking, has been
delivered by his agent, the Livery-Stable Keeper. We were out at the time,
but our Confidential Boy in the front office took it in, and gave the man five

shillings on account. It will be on his own the Confidential Boy's account
if the map is not both genuine and authentic. The Boy quite forgot to ask
about Private Wire, but he says that the man who generally brings the MS.
has a "

millingterry hair." Still the Boy is to blame.
Latest Intelligence, Bov in tears. His mother has arrived. The five

shillings belonged to her. Further complications. Result in our next, as we
mutt go out (by the back door) and call on CAPTAIN BURNABT. We are
most anxious to see the horse that he has ridden BO much on. It must be
his hobby. ED.

Erin's Three Graces.

(New version of a well-known Epigram.)

THREE Members in three different counties born,
Dundalk and Meath and Cavan did adorn :

The first in rude vulgarity surpassed ;

The next in stubbornness ;
in both the last.

Force of obstructiveness no more could do
To make the third, she joined the other two.

THE LATEST FORK OF LUNACY. Faith in the Crescent.

THEN AND NOW.
THINGS are not what they used to be in days not distant far

Old fogies were no striplings then, when NICHOLAS was Czar.

And people dreamt how came so strange a fancy to extend ?

That Russian rule was tyranny, and conquest Russia's end.

"
Atrocities

"
in Poland, deeds of bigotry and ire,

Were told, and even credited, of ALEXANDER'S sire !

The " Nuns of Minsk " a by-word were that passed beyond a doubt.

JOHN BULL believed the story of the Sisters and the Knout.

The Cross against the Crescent when good NICHOLAS unfurled,
The bombs of France and England on Sebastopol were hurled.

Against him, with the Ottomite the Western Powers took part,
And thwarted him, and baffled him, and broke his gentle heart.

The Turks were then our trusty friends, our true and good allies.

We all thought Turkey in the scale of Nations on the rise.

Alas, these good opinions Britons backed with British gold :

Investors lent the moneys which they '11 ne'er again behold.

But now in vain may Turkey to BRITANNIA look for aid.

The Muscovites the Forte's domain can unopposed invade,
So they assail our interests not, for anything we care,
'Tis almost a Party question if we should not help

"
the Bear."

Bulgarian horrors were the cause which, sole and simple, wrought
On the Oriental Question all this change of British thought.
Mere righteous indignation bids us throw the Moslem o'er,

Bleed not e'er a drop to save them ; lend them ne'er a penny more.

A POKE THEOU8H A PARCHMENT.

IT is said that the "
Tripartite Treaty

" of 1856 gives the parties
to it

" no loophole." True ;
but there appears to be a hole in it

through which another party will be able to lire.
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VERS NONSENSIQUES A L'USAGE DES FAMILLES ANQLAISES.
(Par ANATOLE DE LESTER-scoufcRE.)

UN Tenor ambulant (de Bruxelles)
Fascine par lea bieres si belles

Qu'on fabritjue a Burton,
Entonnn la chanson :

"
Quo je (liic) Tondrais avoir vos ailest"

A POTSDAM, lea totaux abstenenrs,
( 'online tant d'autrcs titotalleurs,

Sent gloutons, ornnivores,

Nasorubicolores,
Grands manchons, et torriblcs duflenrs.

SMITH voudrait avoir asscz de joue
Pour

parler
a cet homme a la roue,

Et ]K>ur oser, en cas

Qn il ne repondit jms,

L'appcler
" Vieux baton-dans-la-bone I"

PAtmtB AwofeLiNA t'aimait I

Mais un jour qu'ANOiUNA chantait,
Tit fis une grimace
Qn'elle vit dans la glace. . . .

Des ce jour, Pauvre EDOUIN, e'en est fait I
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THE LAY OF THE LATTER-DAY CYNIC.
HE CTNIC I Ay ; but a la

mode,
Not as per ancient

sample.
'Tis not the modern

Timon's code
On luxury to trample.

DIOGENES was but a dunce
Who scorned the choice

and cosy,
We moderns know that

life 's at once
Ridiculous and rosy.

Ridiculous ! .Most men are

fools,
Most women food for

mocking.
But Cynics of the ancient

schools

Were coarse, ill-clad,
and shocking.

We dress, and dine, and

dance, and wine,
Smart scoffers, gay and

airy;
For dirt and dulness don't

define

The new Nil Admirari.

Rosy ! Yes, life is rosy, too,
To such as take it rightly ;

Cut gush, eschew the sourly true,
And love and labaur lightly.

For life has no abiding sting,
Nor any binding snare for

That mortal who no mortal thing
Too clingingly will care for.

Since life 's a jest, he fares the best
Who makes a trade of jesting ;

And only zanies spoil its zest

By seriously contesting.
'Tis fun to watch the squabbling Schools,

Creeds, Councils, Crowns, and Mitres.

The wise look on, and only fools

Are found among the fighters.

Fight ? Who would stoop to sweat and dust,
Or handle hilt or trigger,

When he might watch War's cut and thrust,
And, snug in safety, snigger ?

Hot dolts may join the strenuous close

No choice could well be queerer
I cock a cool contemptuous no*e,
And read the Sixpenny Sneerer.

The dread regime of gush and rush,
To restless GLADSTONE owing,

Thank Heaven, is o'er. With sleepy hush
Our stream of life is flowing.

And if there 's that beneath which makes
Sour zealots hold their noses,

The course is smooth, and Mirth awakes
To strew the stream with roses.

We 've shut the door on Sentiment,
A guest who gave us trouble ;

For glory ! fools may be content
To chase that flying bubble.

Your Cynic-epicure will try
A pleasanter employment,

Combining general mockery
With personal enjoyment.

Not mine DIOGENES'S rules
Roots and tubs may suit Vandals ;

Give me my trots plats, togs from POOLE'S,
And last new thing in scandals,

These are my joys. Down, dullard Care !

Out, Zeal, tnou Simple Simon !

My cane ! my weed ! I take the air

The fashionable Timon !

STRANGE FOOD IN THE STABLE.
PKEUX CHEVALLEK PUNCH,

ALTHOUGH a Vegetarian yet not a Teetotaller for when thirsty and fatigued, I
can drink my pot of strong beer off at a pull, let me implore you to exert your great in-
fluence amongst the Equestrian Order for keeping the regulation of provender in their
stables strictly and steadily up to the mark of good old English fare. As beef, mutton, and
veal hold their place in the banqueting-hall, so let hay, beans, and corn in the manger.
This sentiment must commend itself to every stable mind.

But, esteemed Sir, there has appeared in several of your contemporaries a statement,
representing a certain French gentleman so to call him a M. LE BIAN, to have invented
a substitute for oats. It seems to have answered so well in France, that innovators propose
to introduce it into this country. The fodder designed to supersede oats is what do you
imagine ? Parsnips ?

Parsnips of all subjects of the Vegetable Kingdom ! Roots ! What next ! Turnips,
I suppose Swedes, mangold-wurzel, kohl-rabi, food for cattle, including THOKLET'S,
perhaps, or oil-cake even, who knows ? materials for the growth of meat. It is easy t(

see what all this points to. No doubt, parsnips are highly nutritive in their way
Everybody knows that they contain a large quantity of sugar, wherewithal they served your
great-grandmothers to make parsnip-wine. But sugar is carbonaceous food, simply fat-

tening. It will not support the condition requisite for the hunting-field, or the turf. It

will only qualify a creature for the stall.

Such as the stalled ox is, such will it

render the superior quadruped degrading
it to a stalled horse. Parsnips are recom-
mended in lieu of oats, mainly because

,hey are cheaper four times as cheap as

oats. They are means by which horses can
ie fattened at small expense, like pigs.

Presently, perhaps, horses also will be sup-
plied with wash

;
and education on pars-

lips, comprising an excursion upon acorns,
will conclude with a brief course of barley-
meal.
The plain fact is, Mr. Punch, that if

fiven to horses, instead of their proper
:ood, parsnips will be the thin end of the

wedge. In France the wedge has been
driven home. Hippophagy has long pre-
vailed there ; as, no doubt, anthropophagy
will very soon. Parsnips for British horses

will be the beginning of the end ; and that

end will be the butcher's shop. In the

meanwhile you will have Horse Shows,
wherein the horses will be shown as fat

cattle. You will see horses, ere long, near

hristmas, exhibited amongst the rest of

the beasts at the Smithfield Club Cattle

Show, and graziers and meat-salesmen

coming and punching their sides. From the

knuckles of all such connoisseurs defend

with your cudgel the ribs of your humble
servant to command in any work according
to his capacity, HOUYHNHNM.

Brobdingnag Mcivs, April 25, 1877.

TAXES IN RESERVE.

PUNCH hears that the following sugges-
tions for new taxation were struck out of

the Budget at the last moment. He would

suggest the substitution of them for the

Income-tax in a future year.
A Tax on three-volume novels written by

women.
A Poll-tax on rinkers.

A Poll-tax on bachelors over thirty.
A Tax on the sixpenny journals of so-

ciety, which retail scandal and call it news.
A Tax on false hair.

A Tax on photographs.
A Tax on high heels.

And, finally, a source of large addi-

tion to the revenue of the country, a Tax
on all the imbecility in the shape of cor-

respondence which Punch has daily to sift

in the forlorn hope of finding the one grain
in the measureless bushels of chaff.

To Sir Henry Hawkins.

(By a Bothered Barrister.)

TWINKLE, twinkle Legal star,

How I wonder what you are !

Up above the Court so high :

Please enlighten us ! Do try I

" Nor owns the Flattering Falsehood
of the Brush."

HEBE is a curious, and, so far as Punch
knows, a new offence charged against a

butcher who contracts for the meat supply
of a Metropolitan Union; viz., that of
"
painting the head of a sheep, to give it

the semblance of a South Down."
Till now we had thought the painting up

of sheepish heads, so as to give them the

appearance of better blood and breeding
than rightfully belonged to them, was
the work of the portrait-painter, not the

butcher. The accused butcher, it is only
fair to say, repels with indignation the

aesthetic impeachment.
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WHAT IT MAY COME TO.

( U'ith the kind Permistion of the Authorities)

SMITH PASHA (a Captain in the 30th Hussars, Prince

Leopold's Own) is marching northwards with a large

Turkish army. He is likely to be opposed, on reach-

ing Russian soil, by GENERAL COUNT SNOOKSKI,
another English officer on half-pay.
BROWN EFFKNDI (of Her Majesty's Tin Tax Ofhce)

has accepted the post of Director of War Telegraphs

to the Turkish Government. He will leave England

immediately (on long leave) to undertake the duties

I of his new post.
M. THOMPSONOFF (of the British Foreign Office) has

been intrusted with the mission of stirring up an

insurrection on the borders of the Danube by the

Russian Government.
JOSES EFFEXDI (a Captain in the Royal Navy) is

in command of four Turkish Iron-clads. He has

been ordered to bombard Odessa. He has received

n'> instructions to spare British property in that

jvirt.

TAIN BBOWBOFF (of the Royal Engineers, Chat-

ham) has accepted temporary service in the Russian

Army. He will be intrusted with the construction of

a road from Khiva to British India. It will be re-

membered that CAPTAIN BROTVNOFF has recently re-

turned from service with his company in the North-

West Provinces.
ROBINSON BEY (of the English Treasury) has ac-

cepted a contract from the Turkish Government to set

the Suez Canal on fire with torpedoes, powder, and

patent wood.
Members of the Indian Civil Service have been

engaged by the Russian Government to furnish con-

fidential reports of the state of native feeling in the

Presidencies of Bengal, Bombay, and Madras.

AN INDUCEMENT.
Pip.

" You 'SHOULD ALWATS BO WHAT MAMMA TELLS YOU, SIB?L. IF TOU ALWAYS

SAD, YOU'D HAVB BKEN IN HEAVEN LOSO AOO I
"

In Be Beetle-Crusher.

DEAR MR. PUNCH,
As it seems we are doomed to dance Polkas this

season, and as the old "Stamp Galop" has gone
out of fashion, do, like a dear old man, suggest to

MR. GODFREY to give us a "Please don't Stamp
Polka." The name might convey a gentle hint, not

before it; is wanted, tto some over-heavy-footed

partners. I am, Ac.,
CAMILLA SWANSDOWN.

BEAUTIFICATION FOE BABNES COMMON.
THERE are actually those who deprecate Railway extension on

Barnes Common ! Still more, Mr. Punch, will they object to the

improvement designed for that pleasant place by other and even

more tasteful parties than London and South-Western Railway
Directors.

Going towards Richmond by way of Hammersmith Bridge Road.

turn down the lane thence diverging at the
" Red Lion" Pub. It

takes you out on the Common. You pass between meadows on the

right and left. The meadow close on the right has in it a rookery

among tall elm-trees. On the left the meadows are besprinkled and

bespangled with daisies and buttercups and marsh-marigold and
cuckoo-flower ; and as the season advances, and when haymaking is

at hand, the grass will have grown up luxuriantly, crested and
tinted with red sorrel.

On this side, just where the lane opens on the Common, nigh to

your elbow stands a pole, displaying a red Hag. A series of like

poles and flags, a few yards apart, extends all the way up to the

Cemetery. In the midst of them is hoisted a blank board, exhibiting ,

in white letters, the enlivening legend,
"

Site of the Proposed
Sewage-Manure Works." Danger-signals these, apparently, nung
out by absurdly alarmed Conservators.
The site of the proposed Sewage-Manure Works is at present

occupied by nothing prettier than furze richly out in bright yellow
bloom. On a hot sunny day, to be sure, blooming furze exhales a

delightful odour. Fancy that of the Works !

A background to the site of the proposed Sewage-Mannre Works
is formed of mere rows of trees coming out in leaf. Would not
DR. JOHNSON have been right in saying that a grove of chimneys in

a place like that was better than any grove of trees ': Particularly
such chimneys as the chimneys of Sewage-Manure Works.

I am informed bv enemies of the parties who propose to embellish
Barnes Common with Sewage-Manure Works that they are princi-

pally certain parochial pigs of the Bumble description styed a

Mortlake, where they have close by them an almost unfrequented
and quite out-of-the-way common in their immediate neighbour-

hood, between the road and Richmond Park, to build upon if they
must build Sewage-Manure Works upon a common rather than

expend enough money to hare their sewers connected with a system
of main drainage.
Their foes also affirm that the project for the invasion and defile-

ment of Barnes Common, as they call it, is opposed by the people of

Barnes and Putney, and even by those of remote Kensington, very

naturally, they say ; for, should it be executed, the next step in

sanitary progress may be expected to be the erection of Sewage
Manure Works in Kensington Gardens. And why not ?

I was greatly surprised, as no doubt you will be, to hear that the

Barnes Common Improvement and Odorisation Scheme is likewise

opposed by the Metropolitan Board of Works. But its worthy

promoters are said to have prevailed so far as to have got a Govern-

ment Inspector appointed to report on the merits of their lovely

Sound the alarm, Mr. Punch, summon alii the rijfht-mindel

Members of Parliament, and arouse the Society for the Preservation

of Open Spaces with your most raucous roo-too-tooi for a trumpet-

oall to aid public benefactors in the attempt to enrich Barnes

Common with a delight to the eye, and a pleasure to the organ

which duly appreciates A NOSEGAY.

Most Questionable Recommendation.

HERE is about the worst recommendation from a man's last place

we ever heard of :

\TEXTII,ATIO\, DRAINAGE, ami WARMINO tlmr nghly effected

V t the least eipenw?. Sixtepn yearV experience in the War-Office.

Address, *c.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

ABK! (Lords, Monday, April 3), LOED DEBBT (as Call-Soy) ; "War Overture on,

my Lords !
" MB. LAYARD reports the flitting of the Russ corps diplomatique from

Stamboul ; COLONEL MANSFIELD, the arrival of the first Russian detachments at

Bucharest. Exeunt words. Enter swords.

The EABX OF CABNARVON,.most laborious, well-meaning, and clear-headed of

Colonial Ministers, introduced his skeleton South African Confederation Bill. It

is the mere framework of a permissive measure, under whose dead ribs the Colonial Legislatures may, if they will, breathe a soul, by
turning the Bill's

"
mays

"
into

"
shalls." The problem before the Colonial Office is not an easy one how to combine into a harmonious,

well-guarded, and well-governed whole, the motley mixture of Dutch Settlements. English Colonies, and Native States now dividing
South Africa, in more senses than one. At present Dutch Boer, English Settler, Malay Coolie, Tottie, Bechuana, Griqua, and Zulu, only
agree to differ. The Bill provides how, if they can but agree to try to agree, they are to go about it, all the ticklish points being left open for

local discussion and settlement. No doubt this is the best way of managing a most difficult job. If LOBD CABNABVON had sent out a

ready-made constitutional suit it would never have fitted. As it is, he empowers the Colonial tailors to take their own measures, and cut
their own coat of many colours according to their own cloth and the wearer s figure.

(Commons.) A nice go in at the House's favourite game of question and answer. More outbreaks of Cattle Plague, worse luck, in

big suburban herds, too, at Willesden, Kensal Green, and Notting Hill. Nothing for it but stamping out.
" That 's the sort of plague

I am !
'

Budget talk
;
CHILDERS and MUNDELLA croaking, W. H. SMITH: sanguine, CHANCELLOB OF THE EXCHEQUER cheerful.

ScLATEB-BooiH asked for a credit of Four Millions for Local Loans. CHAMBEBLAIN congratulated the country on the increasing
indebtedness of local authorities. It meant expenditure on remunerative and much-needed works of drainage, gas, water, and street

improvement. Bar jobs and blunders, MR. CHAMBERLAIN a biggish bar too. But it is the Local Government Board's business to knock
that bar down and keep it down. If only the Board could contrive to use a little less red-tape in the process !

Tuesday (Lords). LORD DERBY announced the crossing of the Roumanian frontier by 17,000 Russians at Bolgrad and Jassy.
LOBD GBET wanted to know whether what is called the D. T. Draft Protocol (in which Turkey undertakes to do all that the

Conference asked, and to allow the Ambassadors to overlook their doing it, if Russia will only take the armed hand off her throat),
was ever considered while the Asses' Bridge was building. LORD DEBBT said no doubt the D. T. Draft might represent the SULTAN s

idea, but it was never before the Asses'-Bridge-builders ; and if it had been, he really did not believe it would have altered matters.
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THE TRIUMPHS OF TEMPER.
Fare (out of patience at the fourth "jib" in a Mile).

"
Hi, THIS WON'T DO ! I SHALL OT our !

"

Cabby (through the trap, in a whisper).
" AH THIN, SOB, NTOR MIND HUE !

KNOWIN* 8HX '8 OOT KID AV YK ! I

"
SIT STILL 1 DON'T Giro HER THE SATISFACTION AV

The row was to be, and nothing anybody could have said or done
would have prevented it. What a wonderfully useful business

Diplomacy appears to be, as represented by LORD DERBY ! In fact, his

Lordship seems to design BRITANNIA, very much as Punch might, as

a Dame Partington, armed with the Diplomatic Mop, trying to sweep
back the sea of Russ aggression. If that is a right view of the

matter,
"
Que diable allait-il faire dant cette galeref" what busi-

ness had LORD SALISBURY at the Conference, or LORD DERBY at the

laboriously useless building of the Asses' Bridge P

(Common*.) MR. SHAW moved for a Select Committee to inquire
into the nature, extent, and grounds of the demand made by a large
proportion of the Irish people for the uncoupling of the Keltic cat
from the Saxon bull-dog. The night's division proved, as a fact,
what the mover began by admitting as a statement, that the con-
cession of Home-Rule is out of the pale of practical politics.
MR. Kino - HARMAN seconded the Motion ; MESSRS. BOTT, BLEN-

NERHASSET, O'SHAUGHNESSY, SlR CoLMAN O'LOOHLEN, and SlR
W. LAWSON, supported it ; MR. C. LEWIS, MB. W. JOHNSON,
and MH. BRUEN, for Irish

constituencies, protested against it
;
the

Right Honble. W. E. FOKSTKK knocked it out of time ; PROFESSOR
FAWCETT danced over it ; LORD HABTINGTON gave it a parting kick,
and finally the House administered the coup de grace to it by a
division of 417 to 67, of whom thirteen only were English Members.
In fact there was no need of a coup de grace. The Motion was
still-born. MR. O'DONNELL, the Secretary of the Home-Rule Con-
federation, had killed it in embryo by his letter to the Times, pro-
claiming that the Irish vote, in English constituencies, would be given"

solid," to the highest bidder, and that the Liberals must choose
between supporting Home-Rule and exclusion from Office

"
till

the crack of doom.
As MESSRS. FORSTER and FAWCETT both gave the Home-Rulers

clearly to understand, the Liberal partywould a thousand times rather
take their chance of exclusion for ever from the Government of a
United Kingdom, than their chance of a share in the government of
a divided one, by aid of the Home-Rule vote. In a word, the Par-
liament of the United Kingdom will not help the agents of Irish
disaffection to take the muzzle from the Kilkenny cats, and set those

vicious and vindictive animals worrying each other in the ring of

a Palace Green Parliament- House, to the delight of cynics and
the shame of intelligent and civilised men.

If Home-Rule means merely Local Self-Government, it can be

given under that name. If it means Repeal of the Union as it

does mean in the minds of its sincerest supporters it cannot be

given at all. The sooner Ireland puts that into her dudeen, and
smokes it, the better for her.

Tuesday's debate was chiefly valuable for the emphasis with which
it [records that determination. We may thank MR. O'DoNNXLL's
letter for bringing the Home- Rule imposthume (our printer had

printed
"
imposthure ") to a head. To-night's talk quite discharged

it. Time and prosperity must be left to cure the ill-humours in the
Irish body politic of which the itch for Home-Rule is a symptom.
SIR M. HICKS-BEACH flung a little-needed new apple of discord into

the debate by charging MR. GLADSTONE with having written to recom-
mend MR. KAY to the Liberal constituency of Salford, after, and

although, he had taken the Home-Rule shilling. SIR MICHAEL was
out in liis dates. MR. GLADSTONE showed that his letter had been
written in MR. CAWLEY'S lifetime, long before MR. KAY was a can-
didate for Salford even, much more before he had made friends of

the solid Irish of that highly-Hibernianised constituency.

Wednesday. MR. HOPWOOD moved the Second Reading of a Sum-
mary Proceedings Bill, dealing'with the subject-matter of a Govern-
ment Bill already before the House. Why cross CROSS P So the
House settled HOPWOOD by 228 to 164.

Scotch Bill for doing away with Hypothec floored for the time

being by a quarter of an hour's severe operation of GREGORY'S
Mixture of hard fact and hard law.

Thursday. Seven hours in the Lord* over the DOXE OF RICH-
MOND'S Burials Bill for aggravating the Dissenters' grievance,
under the show of removing it. They want equality in the parish
churchyard. The Bill gives them toleration. They want their own
services over their dead. It gives them

"
silence." Silence does not

imply Non-conformist consent or content either ; and LORD GRAN-
VILLE became the mouth-piece of their non-content, in his Amend-
ment that in this matter no measure would be satisfactory which did
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not leave friends and relatives free to use at burials in parish

churchyards such Christian and orderly observances as to them
might seem fit.

To this complexion it must come ; but bigotry and exclusiveness
die as hard as ever ; and on Thursday they had a field-night ; though
it is to be noted as a cheering sign of the times, and a proof that the

harvest-time of common sense and Christian charity are nigh, that
both Archbishops, in principle, and the BISHOP OF OXFORD by his

vote, supported LORD GRANVILLE'S Resolution. There was a great
crowd. The Bishops overflowed their benches. There were old

ladies, besides those who were present rirtute nfficii, young ladies,
intelligent foreigners (including the Christian Greek and the Hea-
then Chinee), a large muster of the Commons, and many eldest
sons of Peers supporting, as is their right and duty, the Throne
on the steps thereof.

It was as much a matter of course that the Resolution should be
lost (141 to 102 was a small majority against it for the Peers) as it is

that it will be carried in due time. Do not the BISHOP OF LINCOLN
and the EARL of DARTMOUTH oppose it ? Do not the MARQUIS OF
SALISBURY and the Archbishops pray a settlement, ere an offer of

worse terms come with worse, i.e., better, times ? But the Con-
servative Tarquin will not listen to the Sibyl; so her books are
withdrawn from sale, to reappear in due season, at the inevitable

higher figure which will have to be paid at last. The question is

not one to be laid at rest by a "
silent burial."

(Commons-) HOBART PASHA 'will cease to be HOBART PASHA,
R.N., from the outbreak of the War. There is no rupture of

Diplomatic relations between Russia and Great Britain.
In Committee on the University Bill, LORD FRANCIS HERVEY moved

the wrath of GRANT DUFF and SIR JOHN LUBBOCK by protesting
against Professors, and backing College education by Tutors against
University education by Lecturers. The Member for the Border
Burghs seconded him. Between LORI HERVEY, TREVELYAN and
LOWE on the Fellows' side, and GEANT DUFF and LUBBOCK on the
Professors', SIR W. HAECOURT took the mediatorial line, and Jove-
like weighed in equal scales the fates of Scholarship and Science,
Colleges and Universities, Fellows and Professors, Endowment
of Research, and Research of Endowments. At last the Bill

got into Committee, and there was a fight over the names of the
Commissioners, PROFESSOR PRICE, PROFESSOR HUXLET, PROFESSOR
MAX MiiLLEH, DR. BATESON, and DR. HOOKER

being_ in turn set

up as Aunt Salleys, to be knocked down by majorities varying
from 10 to 32.

The House adjourned at a quarter past one, much delighted with
its little game of three scientific sticks a penny.

Friday (Lords). A. Railway Accidents Commission has lately
reported, recommending measures for enforcing on the Companies
punctuality and safe speed of trains, reasonable hours of service,
and an effective block and brake system.
LORD BURY moved a Resolution pledging my Lords not to do any-

thing to carry out these recommendations. Rest, rest, perturbed
spirit ! The House is not going to. It was hardly necessary for
LORD BEACONSFIELD to say as much. This is the merry month of

may, not must. A Government that won't join in coercing Turks
has no locus standi for coercing Directors. So far from its being
necessary for LORD BURY to raise the subject, my Lords are quite
ready to burke it first and bury it afterwards with a "silent burial,"
of course ; so the less said the better. Leave the Companies to provide
blocks and brakes, as they do now, in all senses of the words, on the
principle of undivided responsibility tempered with damages.

[Commons.) A talk to be taken into consideration by owners of

ships trading to Odessa, still more of sailors shipping on board
thereof. The Russians have given notice that if such ships' get
among the torpedoes the crews are "to go below." Nothing more
likely. It hardly needed a Russian notice to tell us that.
The House declines, by 189 to 65, to accede to the O'DONOGHTTE'S

Motion, first for a Resolution pledging the House to take further
steps to turn the Irish tenant into a fixture, and the Landlord into
a rent-charger, and if the House won't grant that, for a Royal Com-
mission to inquire into the matter. The House declines to follow the
Home-Rulers rule, of fooling Irish tenants to the top of their bent.
Parliament does not mean to grant fixity of tenure any more than
Home-Rule, and prefers to say so in plain majorities, let BUTT pipe
never so persuasively.

BLOWING (OUT OF) GREAT GUNS.
MR. ROBERTSON, the active Manager of the Aquarium, suggests

to the LORD CHAMBERLAIN and the HOME SECRETARY that, if they
have any doubt as to not only the perfect safety but even the plea-
surableness of ZAZEL'S sensational performances, they had better
come and try being blown from the mouth of the gun themselves.
The courteous MAEQUIS OF HERTFORD has replied :

DEAR MR. ROBERTSON,
IT is my business to blow up Managers, not to be blown up

by them. If ZAZEL finds it as pleasant to he blown up by her ma-
chinist as Managers assure me they find it to be blown up by me, I
am delighted to learn the fact, for the young lady's sake as well as
that of your business. But I see no sufficient reason for my making
the experiment, as you kiudly suggest. Modestly as I may think
of myself, for the credit of my Office I cannot allow that a Lord
Chamberlain is a "

carpus vile."

Yours faithfully, HERTFORD.

MR. CROSS is terser, but as much to the point :

DEAR MR. ROBERTSON.
I AH accustomed to being blown up by (if not blown out of)

preat guns in the House of Commons, and can't see I have ever found
it hurt me. I suppose ZAZEL'S machinery is on the Parliamentary
pattern, and may be warranted not to do any.harm. So fire away.

Yours, R. A. CROSS.

THEN AND NOW.
" I can especially call to mind a remark which was made to me years and years

ago by MR. DISRAELI, when we were sitting in Opposition,
in the presence of

a very eloquent and distinguished leader of the Ministry, who, MR. DISRAELI

may have thought, was, perhaps, too much given to the exercise of his

remarkable powers of speech. MR. DISRAELI, on that occasion, said to me,
' I have always considered that one of the principal qualifications for a leader

of the House of Commons is, I will not say an inability, but an unwillingness
to speak.'

"
SIR STAFFORD NORTHCOTE, at the Jianguet of the Middlesex

Conservative Registration Association.

WHAT Dizzr in the Commons held a grace,
He puts in practice in

" another place."

(Some hint his silence does not please the Lords.)
But was he always chary of his words ?

His speech was once ornate, and arabesque,

Frequent and fluent as Don-Juanesque ;

Then, being young, and prone to mount the stilt on,
He vowed to give my Lords a taste of MILTON ;

Now, old, and over friends and foes victorious,
Our MILTON 's mainly mute-yif not inglorious.
A golden silence ? So his friends proclaim.
His foes say brazen. Well, what 's in a name ?

At worst he proves, in times with talk abounding,
There are some kinds of brass that are not

"
sounding."

A HINT TO THE JAPS.

oo-so, the first iron-clad fri-

gate built in this country for

the Japanese Government, was
launched on Saturday from the

works of MESSRS. SAMUDA
BROTHERS, at Poplar." Daily
Paper.

As the Japanese have
thus introduced one of the

many blessings of modern
Western civilisation into

their country, Punch calls

their Ambassador's atten-

tion to the following items

which we could well spare,
and which the Japanese
perhaps might appreciate

The Great Eastern Rail-

way.
All the four - wheeled

Cabs of the Metropolis.
A good many street and

square Statues.

The Editor of the Englishman.
The Rector of St. James's. Hatcham. s

The Golden Image from the Albert Memorial.
The Claimant.
Three-fourths of the Music-Halls and Gin Palaces.

The Comic Singer of the Period.
The Man-Woman of Ditto, with her "

movements," fashionable,

political, and social.

FBOJt ANGELINA (DURING THE HONEYMOON).

THE Heroine EDWIN always invokes before meals " Grace

Darling," of course !
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OPINIONS ABOUT THE WAR.
us Butcher. Terrible

thing, indeed '. 11" w
the poor Russians
and Turks are to get

proper food, I am
sure I don't know.

Still, / can't do any
harm by raising the

price 01 meat two-

pence a pound.
The Editor. A

disgrace to civilisa-

tion ! Infamous that

diplomacy should
have allowed nations
to drift into war.

Still, it will cer-

tainly give us plenty
of leading lines for

the Contents' Bills,
and capital subjects
for leaders.

The Newspaper
Proprietor. Hor-
rible! It's merely
butchery by thou-
sandsand thousands.
It is very hard not
to call it murder.

Still, I have no doubt
that our circulation

will be considerably
increased.

The Special Cor-

Remembering, as I do,
7>1 and '>">, 1 am more

respondent. I was quite upset when I heard the news.
the terrible scenes of 18tit> and 1871, to say nothing of

sorry than I can say. . Still, I expect my letters from the seat of war will create

a great sensation.

The Gun Manufacturer. Fearful ! The worst'of it is, no one can say where

it will all end. It will be so very difficult to localise the
war. Still, I am glad to say that everywhere gun-
manufacture is Lxiking up, and tee have more orders
on hand than we can get through with.

Tli,-
xia'/,,,,!-,,,-,-. Almost too painful to think about.

It will lie u dreadful blow to commerce in every part of

the world. Still, it is only fair to admit that it may
give freights a fillip, and that neutral bottoms are likely
to be in demand.
The Doctor. Sad. very sad ! The amount of misery

that will be caused by the war will be immense. Gun-
shot wounds and disease of every kind will carry off

both the combatants and the non-combatants with the

greatest certainty. Still, tee ought to learn something
out of it all.

Mr. Punch. Dreadful, horrible, terrible, and lament-

able ! Still, my dear friends, none of you seem inclined

to forget that
"

it's an ill wind that blows nobody

good.'
P

A Brand-New Song.

After GOLDSMITH.

(On tin SP*AXER having hii potket picktd of hit icalch at tht

folly Theatre.)

WHEN a grave Speaker stoops to Folly.
And finds with tickers roughs make 'way,

What charm can soothe his melancholy
Can Laughing Oat his loss repay ?

The"only way to hide vexation,
To shield himself from

pungent chaff,

Save dignity of House and nation,
And keep his temper, is to laugh.

A FBOBLXM.

GIVN the amount of Kurds in the Turkish army in

Asia Minor, required its Cream.

A EEIN PAST BEARING.
OUR valuable' contemporary the British Medical Journal has

lately uttered a seasonable reminder to its professional readers (to

which Punch is glad to'give publicity beyond the professional pale)
of the cruelty of bearing-reins, Punch;s protests against which,
from FtowEK, have, Punch is glad to see, borne already abundant
fruit and will yet bear more. Punch quotes from the journal
in question :

" We are reminded, by the recommencement of the reason in London, to

eay a few words by way of directing attention afresh to the powerful and
humane pleas of MB. FLOWER against the cruel practice of driving horses

with bearing-reins. It is a pleasure to notice that by far the larger number
of the leading medical practitioners in London hare discontinued altogether
the use of bearing-reins ; and we hope that the day is not far distant when we
shall be able to poiut to the equipage of every medical practitioner in the

country as a practical protest against the use of this most unnecessary,

painful, and mischievous appendage to driving-reins. Physiology prototte

against the slninc-d and artificial attitude which the horse is compelled to

assume, and which must certainly lessen his power of drawing weights.
Humanity and common sense protest against the infliction of this constant

gagging strain upon the sensitive mouth of an animal whose mouth is used

by the driver as the principal means ot guiding and directing him. Nor can

any one who has any real knowledge of or pleasure in the study of animal
forms feel otherwise than gratified at the free and unconstrained attitude of
a horse driven without bearing-reins. Their use is a mere matter of senseless

fashion. No good coachman uses bearing-reins for a horse from which he
desires to get the full amount of work, or which he desires to leave at ease.
Their employment is, indeed, merely a senseless fashion, which hat abto-

lutely nothing to recommend it
;
and in favour of abolition there are reasons

to many and decided that we hope that not many yean will pass before they
are not only disused but forgotten. The members of the medical profession
owe much to horses, and they can to well appreciate the reasons for disusing
bearing-reins, that we may fairly look to them to set an universal good
example in this matter. And now that London is tilling with fashionable

IKvple, whose horses are much disfigured by this cruel instrument of torture,
we hope that before the season is over we may be able, in directing attention
to this subject, to say no medical man in London uses bearing-reins for the
horses which he drives."

Can it be true, by the way, as Punch has heard, that BARONESS
BURDETT COUTTS allows the use of bearing-reins on her carriage-
horses '? If it be, let our sweet ANGELA, in her character of the
animals' friend, just trouble herself to investigate the matter. Let
the Angel take counsel of the Flower and we will answer for her

abolishing the gag forthwith not coute qui coute iai it will 'co8*

nothing to do it away, though it costs poor horses more suffering

than her kind heart knows, to bear it.

And can another strange story Punch hears be true that the

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals has shrunk from any
manifesto against bearing-reins, through fear of annoying wealthy
and fashionable subscribers who like to see their horses hold their

heads up P

LITERA SCRIPTA MANET.
Ax ancient aphorism, sage and true,

(Though it will scarce to Protocols apply,)
So HICKS- BBACH thought, and searched his pockets through,
For written proof to poke in GLADSTONE'S eye.

But when at last SIR MICHAEL found his letter

Official pockets should be ordered better

He found his demonstration missed the mark
Wide as DB MORGAN'S.

Undated history leaves one in the dark.

Though set to music of
" the Party's

"
organ* :

And so SIR MICHAEL learnt, midst general laughter,
Proofs before letters may not be proofs after.

A
. Chancery Basher.

A IIEAI.TII to MR. FRY, Q.C., on his appointment to be a Judge of

the Chancery Division of the High Court of Justice
J

, In an account

of his professional career, and literary and scientific achievements,
we are informed that

" Since he became Queen't Countel in 1869, the Court telected by MB. FKY
to practise in has been that of VICE-CHANCELLOR BACON."

BACON first, and now Fur ? Is not this rather likely to suggest to

suitors unpleasant associations with the frying-pan and the nre.

WHAT DB. KENEALT GIVES THE HOUSE, WHES HE APOLOGISES
TO THE SPEAKER. Its due, instead of his dew-drops.

CONTEMPT OF COURT. Objeoting
HAWKINS has any right to "Justice.'

to allow that Snt HENRT
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NOT TO
" MY DOLL CAN OPEN HSR EVES 1

"

BE BEATEN.
" MY DOLL NEVER SHUTS HERS!'

TEIAL BY BATTLE.

PEACE, with her olive-branch dust-stained and torn,
In sad and hopeless silence sat forlorn.
Storm raged aroundj but on each wind there came
Tumultuous invocation of her name."
Peace ! Peace !

"
the echoes answered. Peace upraised

Her sad, sweet eyes. The maddening tumult 'mazed
Their clear regard. Red Murder, with his hand
Clenched in fierce strain upon a blood-dyed brand,
Howled for her aid

; Ambition, with his hordes
Massed in dense myriads for the feast of swords,
Uplifted solemn eyes, as who should love
The Lady of the Olive-branch and Dove ;

Hypocrisy, the Cross clasped to her breast,
And armies at her heels, with unctuous zest

Lipped the loved name ; and sleek Diplomacy
Even in Peace's name gave Peace the lie.

Grey wolfish rancours of race, creed, and hate,
Eager to cool in blood their hot debate,
Drew over their wolves' backs the sheep's disguise,
And masked their wrath with fair philanthropies.
Poor Peace ! Perturbed, perplext, she fain would ask
Why all invoke her help, and to what task
They 'd call her hands. She looked around. The skies
Suddenly darkened. Ere those crossing cries
Had died upon the wind, War's naked blade
Flashed lightning-like athwart the deepening shade.

Diplomacy, its formal protests hushed,
Skulked from the scene, with torn waste-papers crushed
In shaking hands

; and, panoplied in pride
The wolf revealed, sheep's clothing cast aside
Two champions stood forth, stern face to face,
Hot for the red arbitrament ; the Mace,
Poised menacing, the Scimitar, at guard ;

Strong sinews strung, against wrist quick to ward,
Bear-crested, broad, the stark mace-wielder towered ;

Lean, lissom as the pard, with brow that lowered,

And eye that quailed not, crouched his Moslem foe.

Trial by battle ! Who the end may know ?

Who tell what warriors more may join the fray ?

Or who the spreading strife can hope to stay ?

Peace pressed her fluttered dove to her pale breast,
And with one wistful look towards the West,
One low-breathed prayer of

" Heaven defend the right !
"

Athwart the deepening darkness took her flight.

Destination of Donkeys.
THERE are persons who must have seen many dead Donkeys-

They reside in the country, where they carry on a manufacture.
At an inquiry held the other day under the Artisans' Dwellings
Act, a MR. HATWARD, a young costermonger, was examined.
Incidentally

" He said :
' We deal in the provision line, bacon and cheese. We sell

our donkeys in the winter at the Cattle Market. We don't know what they
do with them." He assented to MR. EODWELL'S insidious suggestion that at

that time sausages come up from the country."

Perhaps it is rather the case that the Donkeys go down to the

country at that time, and the sausages come up soon after.

Slaughter on Railways.

A CITY Article in the Times contains the remarkable, not to say
startling, announcement that

"
the 19th number has just been pub-

lished of ME. MIHILL SLAUGHTER'S Railway Intelligence." A great
part of Railway Intelligence in general might be said to consist of

Slaughter's autobiography, if one could imagine Slaughter personi-
fied, and writing a Life consisting of Railway reminiscences. There

are, however, SLAUGHTER and Slaughter connected with Railways.
Would that the only Railway Slaughters that could be named were
MIHTLL and Nihil !

PLAT (by the Author of "Pink Dominos"). Black Draughts.
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BENEATH THE LOWEST DEEP."
Swell. "

AH, PORT-AR, is THIS TWAIN AH COMPOBID MJTIRILY OF SECOND-
CLASS CAWWIAQES ? I

"

Glasgow Porter.
"
NA, NA,

FURTHER FORRIT THERB ! 1
"

MAN. THKRl'S A WH1BN THIRD-C'LESS ANI8

"CURSED BE HE WHO MOVES MY BONES."

THE Bunhill Fields' Burial Ground, in which are laid

the bodies of QEOBGE Fox and JOUN Hi .\v.\x, has lately
been the cause of much controversy. Miss OCTAVIA HILL
has offered to the Committee of Friendi, in whose hands
the matter lies, almost any sum fur the possession of the

land, that it might be mude into a garden for the
wretched and fryer-crowded population, of the district.

The Com mil t^e of Friends, how' II the
land. for building sites, caring little that for that purpose
the bodies ol thousands have to be i< m..y, 1. An eye-wit-
ness <.; <s upermuli says :

'

L'L;. ireful undertaker" (who, how-
ever, wu not pri'M'iit at the time), the remains of tome 5,000

icaj wuv bting ilUint' i .

Those who had lain side by side for two centuries
were now separated, and the bones of the young and old
were placed together in coarse deal boxes, and rein-
terred in a large hole at the other end of the ground.
Many of them, whilst awaiting this fresh burial, were
piled in a rude heap in a corner, and the fumes of the
carbolic acid which had been poured over them testified

to the care extended to the living by the disturbers <>i'

the dead. The bunes were only separated by severe ill-

usage and the ribald language of the workmen who
undertook the task, when added to the method of the
work,'.was such as to justify the term,

"
liaised in Dis-

honour."
FacU ituKyuatia vtn,um.

In old time* for scorn's wke and ipite'i,
Our PUI-H plucked up our IVud ;

Now to bring pelf as building situs,
Our Friendu do it instead.

A DVANCES made on LAND in Europe and Asia, with-
t\. out Interest. Apply at the Russian Arms.

A GOOD ADVZB.TI8EMKHT LISJS FOB THE AQUARIUM.

(A Pretent from Punck to MB. BOKERTSON.)
"
SKBKTNQ the bubble reputation

Even in the cannon's month." ZAZEL.

PBOOF POSITIVE. Russia can't contemplate a naval
war, or why has she sent for her Pacific Fleet ?

DE PR01WDI8.
(In the Rhonddha J'ulky.)

TEN days, far down, those live drew painful breath,
And heard, at last, their strokes that hewed a way

Through the black wall : a race 'twixt strength and death :

Hunger aud Water waiting for their prey.

Ten days, ahove, that valley poured its life,

Men, women, children, round that sudden grave,
To watch, with heart-sick hope, the stubborn strife

Betwixt men's power to bear, men's power to save.

Ten days, wide England through, the nation's heart
Hung on the struggle, with one pulse, one breath,

riug the wires, which told the yards that part
The savers from the sufferers life from death.

Great strife in little space was theirs to wage :

That black wall their least foe
; with poisonous flame,

Pent air let loose, and prisoned water's rage,
Still rising, as salvation nearer came.

One side that wall, the life that ebbed away,
As inch by inch the cruel waters crept ;

The other side, strong arms the pick that sway
In face of many deaths till forth there leapt

The shout of victory, for life and strength
Had been too much for death ; the five were won

From famine, water, fire, and clasped, at length,
Their savers' helping hands the fight was done !

And England's heart from oommon'sympathy
Broke forth in common burst of thankful prayer ;

And from the cottage to the throne, one cry
Went up,

"
Well done !

" as England had bean there.

And she was there : the Lady of the Land
Had with her people watched that ten days' fight :

Her eager voice of question crossed the band
That bore those wasted sufferers back to light.

Oh ! well for them that suffered, them that saved,
Her that rewarded with a rich reward ;

The medal till now for sea-savers graved
Is theirs who fought that battle long and hard,

Nor ever bated hope, or heart, or hand,
But showed how deep, in that Black Country's core,

Courage and brothers' love un-noted stand,

Ready to do their duty and do more.

" In the Black Country
" whon we see that name

Before gome ignorant deed of wrath or wrong,
Let us remember the brave eight that came
With life in hand, one eight out of a throng

But of a throng that more such eights had found,
Had these been stricken down. Qoxl bless them all !

Such proofs of brotherhood may nut abound,
But, when need comes, long nuy suoh proofs befall !

And long may England feel the trust in Heaven
That nerved those sufferers' hearts, those savers' hands ;

Trust that to England's millions was given,
To prompt the thanksgiving that faith, commands.

FOR THE Cj.BBr. WHAT ohjefltion can you possibly
have to a dectnitr Burial Bill P
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VERS NONSENSIQUES, A L'USAGE DES FAMILLES ANGLAISES.
(Par ANATOLE DE LESTEH-SCOUERE.)

IL e'tait un Hebreu de Hambourg,
Qui creva d'un mauvais calembonrg,

Qu'il eut 1'audace extrSme
De coramettre en carfime,

tTn Dimanche, au milieu d'Edimbourg.

CINQ fois
yeuf,

il a cinq belle-meres,
Pont il fait les devices si cherea

Qu'elles rivent chez Ini

Pour charmer son ennui ....
Sea regrets n'en sont pas moins sinceres.

JE me suis demand^ bien souvent
Ce que c'est qu'un

" Breton Bretonnant
"

t

N'en deplaUe it personne,
Quand un Breton "

bretonne,"
Par oil "bretonne "-t-il I . . . Et comment t

CHAQUK 6poque a ses grands noms sonores ;

Or, de tout ces dtfunta cockolores,
Le moral FANfcLON,
MIOHIL ANOE, et JOHNSON

(Le Docteor), sont let plot awfuls bores t
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'->/Vf
l. 1 rr h-i*"

fit.

DIARY OF MY RIDE TO KHIVA.
(Continued by Private Wire* at before.)

XXT Day. Up all night witn

Pig, teaching him something
new. M ASK KI.VN K ** i) COOKK
would dp good business out
here with Psycho and a

sleigh. Many a snow-
farmer in these regions
would be glad of Psycho for

an evening's amusement,
and would pay high for the
entertainment. Piggy nearly
as good as Psycho, only not

so dependable. The advant-

age of my Pig over Psycho
is that no machinery it

required. This is a hint to

MKSSBS. M. AND C. But I

won't say another word if

Need I add a condition to

men of such business-like
habits as MESSRS. M. ASD C.

If I know the secret of
Psycho, what am I worth f

I am sure that my friends,
M. ANII C., at a distance,

will,[after this intimation,
at once add their honoured
and valuable names to the
list of subscribers by whose
assistance I am to be kept
out here. When I return,
I shall, with my Pig, my
Horse, my merry Tartar

Boy, my Mechanical Piano, and perhaps a Fair Circassian or two (some-
thing like the lady with long hair on'Mns. ALLEN'S wall advertisement-
only much more so), have such a Show for the Egyptian Hall as will
astonish all London. My Entertainment will be announced as " My Ride
to Khiva, illustrated with a Pig ! a Piano ! ! a Panorama 11!" Note.
Crossed a river to-day. The Oxus, I believe.

Same Afternoon. the Donkey is an ass. He won't stir a step. For-
tunately, my horse has thrown the Vodki-man who returned him to-day
with a note, saying that, as he couldn't ride, and as he should probably be
sued by me for eighteenpenoe an hour (as he infallibly wouloT have been
for my own sake, and that of my friend the Livery-stable keeper in town),
he thought he had better return him with thankski (i.e. Tartar expression
of gratitude). The horse will be of the greatest use to me. Note. Crossed
another river, or the same. The Oxus, I fancy.

Same Night. I am in luck! A discovery! I had just finished practising
the Pig at ecartt (he won four games out of five to-night, so I shall begin to
teach him something else, because my sleigh-driver and his boy always back

the Pig now, and I lost more than a rouble and a half odd !), when, accidentally, I whistled the favourite movement from the Overture
to the Cheval de Bronze. In a second, my steed had broken from its moorings, and was cantering round and round in exact time to the
tune. Struck with the coincidence, I put on the steam, and went presto so did the animal, prestissimo so did the animal ; while the
Pig sat up on his tail, which doubled under him, and grinned from ear to ear (just as you 'ye seen the mouth of the boar's head at
Christmas time with an apple, or a lemon, in it), and the Sleigh-driver and Boy applauded violently. Prestittimo-itsimo "again he

urges on his wild career ;

" and as I repeated this most happily applicable line to myself, a thought a happy thought if I may be
permitted to use the expression struck me. " Am I not in the very region of the Scenes of the Circle P Am I not in t"

Mazeppa f ' Then the idea formulated itself into poetry, and, like an inspired Votes of old, I exclaimed
" "TU the pot for bold Mauppa,
There the Steppes, and here the Stepper !

"

And then I stopped ; inspiration had reached its limits, and why should I force inspiration by suggesting to inspiration that the next
line ought to end with "

Pepper," and that
"
Leper

" wouldn't be a bad termination for line four f Ah ! if poets only knew when to

the country of

well ? Why bring up the muddy water ? Why not,

sung Inspiration I what crimes have not
halt, how many halting lines should we be annually spared ! Why pump at a dry well
in fact, leave the Pierian well alone P "0 Inspiration !

" as the Poet has feelingly
been committed in thy name !

' But to go into the subject of what crimes have not been committed, would he to wander away
from my present fixed intention, which is to write a Diary of my Ride to Khiva, and not a disquisition on Inspiration, the Divine
Afflatus, and burning the bellows.

Next Day. Crossed the Oxus again. Slept well. Up early. Horse out. Whistled Overture, and then tried fresh music on
Mechanical Piano, while the Pig turned the handle. Another of his increasingly numerous accomplishments. Horse up to a great
deal more than was ever suspected in the philosophy of my noble friend the Livery-Stable Keeper, or I shouldn't have got him for

one-and-sixpence an hour. I find that he (the Horse) has been accustomed to sup with the Clown ; that he can fire off a pistol ;

that he can dance a waltz, a polka, and march in quick or slow time. I aimed at him with my umbrella (or somebody's which
came with me from England), and he fell down, pretending (with much spontaneous humour) to be dead. We try to lift him. " No
good pulling at a dead horse," I exclaimed (this will be part of my dialogue for my Entertainment registered already), and then, after

asking him to get up to see his mother, then to have his dinner, and other facetious suggestions, I cried out,
" Here 's a Policeman

coming !
"
whereupon he jumped up on to his all-fours, pulled himself together, the Pig turned the handle of the Mechanical Piano,

which at once struck up the Sronze Hone, prestissimo et fortissimo, and away went the gallant steed round and round, with me clicking
the whiD,_and singing

a Hi ! hi ! Hoopla ! tchk !
" while the Sleigh-driver and the Boy applauded to the echo.

Midday. Pig sulky, in consequence of Horse's success.

entrepreneur commence. I wish we could get to Khiva.

We hope soon to be able to ay something definite about this
We have our doubt but who hasn't ? ED.

, _,.. Fortune is before us.

What jealousy there always is among artistes ! Now the difficulties of an
Note. River again. Crossed the Oxus for the fourth time. How it

Private Wire;" the question being, is he a soldier or a telegraphic communicator?
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meanders. Good name for a Tartar love-story,
Hero and Maandei of course all about me-and-
her.

2'30. Met a sign-post going the other way.
We 've taken the wrong road again. Getting
nearer China ; most provoking. Where are we
now? The Pig, as a native, ought to know.
* * * * Have just put the letters of the Alphabet
before Pig, hoping he would spell out the name of

the locality, and give us further information
about our road to Khiva. Pig either obstinate,

stupid, or still in a sulky jealous pet about Horse.

All he would do was, first to spell out" S-H-E
L-0-Y-E-S Y-O-U," and then to grunt at the

Sleigh-driver, as if under the impression that he
was going through the ordinary performance, and

answering my question,
" Who is the handsomest

man here ?"when he ought, by right, to select a

visitor. Pi? no use. Sleigh-driver doesn't know
country. He says, "0 overfed and much-caressed
Son of distinguished Parents," this means me
"
there is a shebeenski nigh at hand, kept by a

brother of mine. Let us go thither, and inquire
our way." Refused.

Saturday, Crossed the Oxus. This [is the fifth

time in three days that we 've crossed the Oxus.
Either the river winds (I don't mean breezes, but
winds with a long poetic

"
i ") considerably, or we

are travelling in a circle. Perhaps we are
;
if so,

it 's the fault of the Circus Horse, who, having
been' accustomed to going round and round, can't

go straight. Met a Kirghiz-man. A Kirghiz-man
is a sort of travelling, butcher, who sells kirghizzes

(i.e. Tartaric for carcases). Meat is cheap out here,

and, if exported by a Company, might run the
American market in London hard. Asked the

Kirghiz - man in to dinner, and begged him to

bring his own food with him. He did so. Excel-
lent dinner. Treated him to hot wickski and
water, strong. It brought tears into his eyes.
We were all much affected. More hot wickski,
with less water. More tears. Gave a thimbleful
to the Pig. When the Kirghiz-man saw the Pig
seated at our humble board, he could stand it no

longer, but raising his glass in the air, cried," Onld Oireland for iver !
" and tossed it off at a

gulp. After this we entered freely into conversa-
tion. He informed me that he had been brought
up as an Irishman, but had not seen his country
for many years. More wickski. More tears. He
sang a sporting song, composed by himself,
about

" Tia on the Oxus
We hunt the foxus."

But I forget the rest, except that it had a chorus
that sounded like "Shandygaff mavourneen!"
and was, I think, in praise of that excellent

compound. About 10 P.M. we sat down to a hand
at whist. The party consisted of the Pig (as

Dummy and my partner), the Sleigh-man (who
doesn't know the game .well) and the CHEVALIER
O'LEEET (as he likes to be called in private life)

being partners. Pig and self played all we knew.
Halt'-a-rouble points, and two roubles on the rub.
Self and Partner won first rub

; also second
; also

third. More wickski. Chevalier proposed fresh

arrangement of partners. Acceded to his request.
As we were changing our seats, the Chevalier
swore he heard the Pig whispering to me in

passing. I denied it, and asserted the impossi-
bility of such an occurrence. The Chevalier asked
me if I 'd never heard of a "

Pig's Whisper." I

replied, "Never! Is it a songi"' (N.B. If it

isn't, good idea for a song,
" The Pig's Whisper

"

with accompaniment for the piggolo.) Chevalier

very angry. More wickski. Sleigh-driver and
self won next rub. Chevalier violent. Row. We
threatened to expose him to the Russian autho-

rities, at the next Polisstashunski, as an Irish spy,
if he didn't pay up all he owed. The Chevalier,
overcome by the force of our arguments (the

Sleigh-driver is just six feet, and powerful in

proportion), handed over the coin. We parted
at least he "parted" and we rode on quickly in
the direction of Khiva. KB. Crossed the Oxus
for the sixth time.

Sunday. Halt of the Caravan. Passed the morning in reading the Pig and the

Sleigh-driver a series of touching discourses : first, on the sin of cheating at cards ;

secondly, on the danger of being found out ; thirdly, on fidelity to employers ;

fourthly, on gratitude to benefactors. After lunchski, taught the Pig some Sunday
games with the Alphabet, teaching him the answers to such questions as

" Where was
MOSES when the candle went out ?

" " Who took in the first sporting paper ?
" and

other queries from the Catechism. I fear that the Sleigh-man has no fixed principles.
He likes hearing* a bell ring, and has a Sunday hat, but they don't convey to his mind
any distinct notion of: what time of day it is. He has never heard of either a Pew-
opener or a Beadle. Could you not send out some portraits of celebrated Pew-openers"

Beadles F And get up a subscription for my Sleigh-driver's conversion. He 'd

Couldn't read the letters.

and '.

like it, and so should I.

Sunday over. On to Khiva. Met a Post with letters.

I think we are on the right road now.

Monday, 11 A.M. Crossed the Oxus for the seventh time. That's the worst of a
Circus Horse. A.ndasthe Donkey wouldn't go, we were compelled to leave him behind.
If I could only find my compass, I might keep the horse straight. Snow thick. My
new Frigimometer (especially invented for this climate, and patented, of course) marks
the temperature at '000075 below Double /oro. This is cold ! Somebody coming.**** *

Nothing is more important for the Public at home, whether intomlin? individually,
or collectively, to ride to Khiva, than to understand the country. In case of our being
drawn into a war, let me give this hint to the Government: The. Frontier is belter for
seeing than the back-tier. It in easily defended, and withnnt, any expense to speak
of. Send me out a few good Policemen of the A Division who know their business,
I '11 go out as a Special, and undertake to clear the place of any Russians. India is safe
for the present, but Khiva ought to be our Bow Street, and myself the Sitting Magistrate.

From riding so much and, mind, a donkey is quite another sort of animal to a
horse (let me tell the Public, who rightly admire CAPTAIN BC/HNAEY, that it isn't every
cross-country man who has a good seat on a donkey) I have an excellent seat ; and,
therefore, as the Easterns know this, they would receive me as a Sitting Magistrate
where they would look with contempt on an unknown individual, however great his
other qualifications might be. Here, riding on a donkey is a compliment to the
Natives. Here follows my map, which, if rough, is at least drawn by an honest

hand, and will prove invaluable : .

<^.,V' J
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First turnpike. 2. Sign-post names on it almost illegible. 3. Snow country. Capital

opportunity for a ballet. 4. Cross roads a real puzzler. 5. Winter Palace of the Great

Mogul. 6. Short cut to Khiva not mentioned in the ordinary guide-books. 7. Fields,
where "

Trespassers will be Prosecuted." 8. Circussia, where the trained steeds for Circusses

are. 9,10. Good road; well adapted for troops. 11. Very fair Temperance Hotel. Recom-
mended by the Faculty. 12. Mountainous Passes. (Passes only admit two to Upper
Circles^ Ravines. (ffa-viNES where GRAPE-sAo might he useful. Jen de mot, registered.')

13. Snow-covered deceptive volcano. (Mentioned by the Latin Poet, "Anna virumyue
rol-eano.") 14. Frozen Lake. Good effect with a lime-light. Excellent place for a Skating
Club. Easily crossed by Troops, if supplied with my now (patented) rink ekates.

a, b, e, d, e,f. Boarding-houses on the borders. Most important strategical position. Groat
chance for a big Hotel and a Theatre. Put Police at the doors, and don't allow any Russian
to come in without an Order. No one admitted after 7'30 P.M. No fees. 15. My shortest,

quickest, and cheapest way back to London, vid Monaco and Paris.

QUESTION BY SIR HENKT HAWKINS. " Am I not a Judge and a Brother ?"
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NOT SUCH A FOOL AS HE LOOKS.
Parson. " BETTER FID THAN TAUGHT, I FANCY, Bort"
Boy.

"
i8, I BE

;
'oos I FB.KDS MYSKLF, AND YOU TKACHKB MB !

"

/A /.EL.

(IVtth MK. PUNCH'S Compliiiuntt.)

POLICEMEN ! I have lost my heart
Here in the Westminster Aquarium,

Since first I saw her rapid dart
Amiss the diapcr'd Velarium.

A form, that PHIDIAS might conftss
As graceful as a young gazelle,

With raven hair, and ruby dress,
And winsome eyes, make up ZAZKL !

Now, far above me, pretty dear,
She treads the air with daring feet ;

Now wires all along
" No fear !

"

A message wond'ring crowds repeat.
Now diving from the high trapeze

(Not LioiABD osait comme etlc),

Two fairy wings one's fancy seen

Sprout from the shoulders of ZAZEI. !

Like swallow swiftly starting South,
She safely skiiuuied the air, and yet

'Twas then my heart into my mouth
Would jump, as she did in the net.

But see, she rises like a partridge
And now becomes a true live shell,

Or shall we ay, a living cartridge ?

I wish you were my charge, ZAZKL !

Discharge you ! Blow you up ! Not I

I could not do it, if I tried.

But let me off : you '11 see me fly,

To fall in your net at your side !

A poet's loftiest flights come short
Of praising your High Art, ma belle,

Your aim 's as good as your report :

You 're hit the gold and me, ZAZEL !

TBA.P Aim CATCH Nor. Medical and other oorrespon-
dents of newspapers touching sanitary matters, have
taken to describe defective drains and sewers in com-
munication with dwelling-houses as "fever traps." But
is not a fever trap, properly

so called, rather the person
who catches the fever '' He catches it, generally, mark
you, not in, nor by, but for want of a trap.

DIARY OF A TURKISH SAILOR.

MOUDA Y. Read the London papers. Drilled my men at the

Armstrong gun. Went to lunch whilst they were praying to the

Prophet, and spent the rest of the day in writing a long letter (upon" Turkish Wrongs "), intended for insertion in the Times.

Tuesday. Put on mv Pasha's dress, and ordered some " Bass "
to

be sent on board immediately. Communicated with the Admiralty,
Whitehall. Granted permission to my First Lieutenant to visit his

harem, and employed the rest of my time in composing a letter

(upon
" Russian Atrocities "), intended for insertion in the Times.

Wednesday. Wore my Admiral's uniform. Hoisted the Turkish
flag at the mizen, and returned shots with forty Russian forts. In
the intervals of the actions thought out a letter (upon "The
Honour of Turkey "), intended for insertion in the Times.

Thursday. Read the Life of Nelson. Took breakfast whilst my
crew were at their devotions, and then blazed away at the Russians
until all was blue. After dark, wrote by the light of the exploding
shells a letter (upon

" The Disgrace of Russia "), intended for inser-
tion in the Times.

Friday. Fired a salute in honour of the SPLTAK, pnt on a new
fez and a pair of English shooting-boots. Smoked a few cigarettes
through my favourite hookah. In the evening gave chase to the
Russian Fleet, and jotted down a few notes (upon

" Turkish Pros-

perity and Industry, with Lives of the Turkish Saints"), intended
for insertion in the Times.

Saturday. Put on ray shooting-jacket and Scotch cap ; sang" Rule Britannia " and a Turkish song of my own composition ;

read Punch, and blew the Russian fleet to atoms. Made a speech
to mv gallant crew about "

shivering timbers " and "
behaving like

true British Tars," and substituted grog for sherbet. In the evening
wrote a long letter (upon "The Turco-Russian War and the neutrality
of English Naval Officers"), intended for insertion in the Times.
Went to bed, and dreamed that although by some means or other
my head was Turkish, my heart still remained English. As I woke
up I had just lost ray way in trying to find Westminster Abbey in

Constantinople. Wrote an account of my nightmare, not intended
for insertion in the Times.

PHYSIOLOGY FROM EDINBURGH!

To the names of 'men illustrious for their attainments in medical

science, and connected with Edinburgh, will probably soon be added
the name of Auld Reekie's present representative, MR. M'I.AKK.V.

In his place, on his legs, advocating the Cruelty to Animals Bill,
the Hon. Gentleman is reported to have augmented Collective

Wisdom by the information that

"It was said that if Vivisection were stopped, scientific growth would be

stopped ;
but the fact was that nothing remained to be discovered by Vivisec-

tion ; everything had been discovered long ago, and experiment* were now
made upon living animals, not for the purpose of discovery, but for the purpose
of proving to students that certain things which they had been taught were
true."

All this will be news to the medical profession. The most
advanced of known Physiologists will perhaps be the most

surprised to learn that nothing remains to be discovered by
Vivisection, and that everything has been discovered .long ago ;

which latter statement must also astonish some anti- Vivisectionuts

who declare that no discovery has been ever made by Vivisection at

all. The more that known Physiologists know of the science they
cultivate, the more clearly they think they see how much remains
to be known, and the extent of their own ignorance. But the Hon.
Member for Edinburgh is at present an unknown Phybiologist ;

though, from the declaration above-quoted touching Physiology, he

appears to be in possession of all the knowledge it is possible to

acquire on that subject, which he will perhaps be so good as shortly
to impart to the world in a volume which must shelve all the works
of DB. CABPKSTEB.

Horticulture of Holy Russia.

WE are told, by telegram, that the Russians are
planting torpe-

does in the Danube. This Russian gardening resembles, on a large

scale, that practised by our forefathers when they planted fcteel-

traps and spring-guns in their gardens. It is making the Danube a

bear-garden, which the bears insist on keeping all to themselves.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

HOUGH scotched not killed, sound sense and
Christian toleration again found a voice in
LORD GRANVLLLE (Lords, Monday, April 30),
who gave notice of an Amendment of the Burials
Bill, embodying the defeated Resolution of last
week. He pointed out that the Committee on
the Bill had been fixed for Ascension Day,
when their Lordships usually rise, and do not
sit, and wanted to know if this was a piece of

fun, meant to relieve the grave character of
the subject.
LORD CARNARVON said it was a mistake, not

a joke their Lordships were incapable of a

joke.
(Commons.) MR. GLADSTONE, three months

too late, flung down his glove, challenging the
Government to Parliamentary combat d out-
rance on the Eastern Question. When trial

by battle has begun, the time for trial by
talk has past. The rival champions stand face
to face in other than division lists.

SIR JOHN LUBBOCK will move the Previous
Question. It is something to know there is a

previous question. At times, dazed with talk
of the one topic, Punch begins to think there
never was a question before the Eastern one.
and is never going to be another. The Liberal

Party, it is said, as far as there is a Liberal

Party (it seems just now to be party per pale
of humanity), will go with SIR JOHN. He is

an experimentalist on bees, but does not wish
at present to disturb the hornets' nest that
lurks in "W. E. G.'s Resolutions. Evidently a
good many on the Liberal side think with
him. Whatever Punch may think of W.E.G.'s
tactics, he cannot but admire the pluck of the
House's Hal o' the Wynd, who "

fights for his
own hand," and his own conscience. But he
repeats, if this battle was to have been fought
in' the House, as it ought to have been, it

should have been fought in the first'week of
the Session. In so far as England is chargeable
with

responsibility in respect of this war, Her
Majesty's Opposition has a right to share it

with Her Majesty's Government. "Inter arma
sili-nt lingua

"
as well as

"
leges."

MR. BOUHKE gave such information as he
oould on the state of the Danube and Black
Sea regulations touching blockade and neutral

rights. The Turkish lights are put out in the
Straits. The Turks have an unfortunate way
in all their straits of putting their lights out,
and sailing at random, in the dark, under a
full-head of steam, right on to the No-money
Shoals, the Too-late Reefs, and the Corrup-
tion Sands.

The CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER for the Government gave
notice that the usual Declaration of Neutrality would be published
at once, like a declaration of insolvency in the Gazette.

Tuesday (Lords). The DUKE OF SOMERSET wants to know why
the Cattle Plague Inquiry cannot be taken in the Lords, as their

Lordships have too little to do, while there is a block of business in
the Commons. The Duke was long enough in the House of Commons
to have known that the business of that house is conducted like the
Metropolitan Railway traffic on the block system. So all is as it

ought to be.

THE DUKE OF RICHMOND AND GORDON rapped his brother Duke
over the knuckles for his restless activity.

"
Surtout, point de zele

"

should be the motto of that Upper House

Where they lie beside their Woolsack, and the Bills are hurled
Far below thi-m in the Commons and their thumbs are twirled,
As an Upper Home's should be, that does no work in the world.

LORD DERBY informed LORD GRANVILLE that the answer to
PRINCE GORTSCHAKOFF'S Circular had been drawn up and approved
by the QUEEN, and would be laid on the table as soon as it had been
received by the Russian Government.
Punch hears that F. 0. is mighty proud of its riposte, flatters

itself that it is a "
stunner ; ' "

the ablest State-paper-Thunderbolt
that, has been, launched for years." Ah, if Paper-bolts could but
frighten diplomacy into directness, or strike dumb the brazen
mouths of war !

(Commons). SIR STAFFORD NORTHCOTE did not think CAPTAIN
Pin's inquiry about the strength and movements of the Russian Fleet
in the neighbourhood of San Francisco and New York should be
answered. It is so easy to pop off a question. But who knows
where an answer may hit unless it be one with Parliamentary blank
cartridge an answer that tells nothing. It is evident the Russo-
phobists are doing their best, in and out of the House, to get up a
scare. The British Lion declines to be poked up for the present ;

absolutely refuses to rise on provocation even of mighty pens," till

satisfied there is occasion. For the present, however aggravating to
the D. T. and the P. M., he won't see that there is occasion for
him to join in their little game of

"
Bait the Bear."

MR. NEWDEGATE gave notice of a Motion to consider the
' '

conduct "

of public business in the House of Commons.
MR. BIGGAR proceeded to illustrate the

" conduct " of Members, by
reading in an inaudible voice an interminable string of unintelligible
Motions, till even the mild wisdom of the SPEAKER was roused to
wrath. But the Member for Cavan had his will for all that, and
justified the conclusion that however big the biggest recorded
Parliamentaryjbore, there is now a BIGGAR !

By the way, if MR. BIGGAR wants a motto, what does he think of
one slightly altered from SHAKSPEARE'S Measure for Measure .

" To lie in cold obstruction and talk rot."

It was cool of MR. SULLIVAN, on the heels of this little scene, to

complain that out of 118 divisions on Irish subjects, Irish opinion,
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'THE LAST STRAW!"
Polite Stranger (to Smorlt, a-s he is removing his rejected Picture from the Cellars of Burlington House).

"
PRAT, SIB, CAN TOU KINDLY

INFORM ME WHEN THE AH ROYAL ActDBMT EXHIBITION Of PlUTCKHW OPE.VH TO THK PtTBLIO f ! !

"

as shown by Irish majorities, had been overuled in 108, and to ask
if Her Majesty's Government meant to encourage this policy of

obstruction ! Quit tulerit Gracchos de seditions querentet f

ME. McARTHUB brought up the awkward question of the Ceylon
Church Endowment in which sweet little isle of our own, we tax
some two million and a half Buddhists and miscellaneous heathens,
to the tune of some 14,000 a-y ear. towards the support of a Church of

England Bishop and Clergy for the few hundred Anglicans in the
island.

Ceylon, it is well known, is a pre-eminently spicy island ; but
this is a spicier state of things, we should think, for Liberationists

wanting a good fat grievance against the Establishment, than for

the true friends of the Church as by law established. The sooner it is

the Church by law disestablished in Ceylon, the better. And so the
House evidently thought when, in the teeth of MR. LOWTHER'S plea
ad misericordiam, it divided 147 for Church and Status quo, to 121

for things as they ought to be.

The Irish Land Act of 1870 contained provisions to facilitate the

purchase of their holdings by tenants. MR. SHAW-LEFBVRE says
these clauses have been a dead letter, and proposes a Select Com-
mittee to sit on the corpse to

" wake "
it, in fact, as a dacent Irish

corpse should be, if it can be, waked ; and if not, to bury it
' '

clane out."

MR. BUTT ingenuously confessed that Irish tenants, as a rule,

preferred fixity of tenure to purchase of their farms. Sure, don't

they know when they "re well off ? D' ye think they 'd be fools

enough to be steppin' into landlords' brogues, when tinants' is such
a dale asier walkin' ?

MR. CROSS moved a Bill to authorise four new bishoprics to be
carved Liverpool, out of Chester ; Halifax or Wakefield, out of

Ripon ; Derby or Nottingham, out of Lincoln and Lichfield
;
and

Northumberland, out of Durham. Methinks Punch has a vision of

the Church as Juliet, with her portly Episcopate for her Romeo,
invoking CROSS to

" Take him and cut him into little sees !
" What

does MB. HOLT say to this act of Vivisection on an alarming scale,
this cutting little Bishops out of big ones ? What pious pilgrims

will walk the new 1'ia Crude f They will only have to provide
3,500 per Bishop 3,500 and a palace dirt-cheap ! Now s your

time, my pious founders of the period ! Step forward ! step for-

ward!
MR. WHAILET, who had a Motion in favour of hearing DE MORGAN

at the bar of the House, missed his tip through not being in his

place for once. He just arrived in time to be too late, to the great
relief of the House.
A tremendous Irish row over the appointment of the Select Com-

mittee on Cattle Plague and the importation of live stock. It was
proposed to add three Irish Members MR. FRENCH, MR. MOORE, and
MR. KING-HARMAN. The Home-Rulers wanted BIGGAR, and the
House decidedly objecting, the Major "tuk the flure," and the
ruction was kept up till two in the morning, the Scotch and
Welsh Members joining in at last, till the discussion wound up with
a general trailing of coats and a nourishing of shillelaghs. In fact,
it strikes Punch as very like what may be expected as the realisation

of Irish ideas, if ever there is a Home-Rule Parliament to the fore.

Wednetday, MR. HOLT moved his Bill for Absolute Prohibition
of Vivisection. The House whose common sense recognises the

need of Vivisection, as well as the need of regulating it showed
its appreciation of the falsehood of extremes by rejecting the Bill

by 222 to 83.

MR. OSBORITB MORGAN buried hi* Burials Bill, with the intention

however, of a resurrection of its principle the right of Noncon-
formists to bury their dead in the parish churchyard by their own
Ministers, and with their own services in the DUKE OF RICHMOND'S
Bill.

Thurtday.l&v.. O'CLERT gave notice of a tu quoque Amendment
on the Gladstone Resolutions, telling Russia she 's another ;

and
LORD BLCHO of an Amendment condemning coercion of the Turk, and

suggesting war on the Russian. The one silly, the other suicidal.

The Government means to protect the Suez Canal I believe you,

my boy ! but in answer to anxious inquiries from Sunderland, de-

clines to ask the belligerents for fuller definition of contraband of war
lest that elastic word should be made not only to "carry coalx,"

like Gregory in Romeu and Juliet, but no one knows what articles

besides. In fact what may not be plausibly construed contraband
of war now-a-days, from cotton-twist to saw-du>t ':
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In Committee, the Universities Bill improved by adoption of LORD E. FITZJIAURICE'S Amendment,
empowering the University to pay for work done by its officers beyond its pale, as in the Local Examina-
tions now extending fast and far. Determined, but unavailing, attempts to extend the scope of the Bill

by MR. LOWE, who wants Afmu Muter to fix the Standard of Matriculation, instead of more indulgent
Alma Domus ; by SIR CHVIU.ES DILKE, who wishes to alter the Constitutions of Congregation and Convo-
cation ; and by MR. COURTNEY, who, chivalrous as a COURTNEY should be, seeks to open the door of
Honours to the Ladies. "The sweet Girl-Graduates with their golden hair" must, for the present,
remain a dream of the Poet's and Undergraduates' better world!

Friday (Lords). More assurances from LOKD DERBY that we mean to keep our eyes, and the Suez

Canal, open, by use, at need, of more effectual means of neutralisation than treaties now-a- days Iron-
clads.

(Commons.) On the Gladstonian Resolutions, all other previous questions are to be absorbed in SIR JOHN
LTJBBOCK'S. Government does not mean to move a vote of confidence. As they have no need to demonstrate
the compact union of their forces and the strength of Her Majesty's Government's majority, they will give
themselves the pleasure of showing up the disunion and weakness of Her Majesty's Opposition, by leaving
their opponents to light it out among themselves over the Gladstonian Resolutions. Small merit to them
for not taking "a direct issue." As if there were "a direct issue" out of the impasse Government,
Opposition, and Public Opinion have all got into on this Eastern Question ! But the country, Punch is

glad to see, is waking to the importance at this crisis of showing that it is with MR. GLADSTONE, not
with LORD BEACONSFIELD, as the Daily Telegraph and Pall Mall Gazette do vainly assert.
The House sat as the Great Court of Appeal and Inquiry in small matters as great ones, on a long and

heated investigation of the cutting of two dogs' throats by a hasty Ulster Magistrate, and the deportation
from Jersey of a troublesome French newspaper editor and ex-Commnnist. MR. CROSS hinted that he
would be very glad of any handle for a reduclio ad rationale of the absurd old Norman laws of that
obstinate little Channel Island.

THE PICK OF THE PICTURES;
OB, DUE OWN HAXDY GUIDE TO THE ROYAL ACADEMY

t V i

v
..

J fc

HK gi e vt and thoroughly-deserved success that attended MR. HENRY BLACK-
BtTRN's most useful Academy Notes, illustrated with sketches of the
principal "pictures in the exhibition, decided me, being of an original
turn of mind, on publishing, weekly, during the present season, a Handy
Guide to the Academy, of which stupendous mental effort this is the first

outcome. Visitors to the Academy scarcely need reminding that a better
artistic cicerone cannot be obtained, than one who has qualified himself for

the special service by the degree of B.A., Bachelor of Arts for I am not yet M.A., or Married Artist
(that is, tied and bound to one particular Art), though I own to being deeply attached to a young lady
with uncertain-coloured hair, short waist, long skirt, pale-grey eyes, a washed-out complexion, mulberry-
tingd lips, and an arch expression about the bridge of the nose, who is the guardian angel of a second-
hand furniture shop, not a hundred miles from Vinegar Yard, Drury Lane. The entire figure of this
pre-Raphaelitish, or pre-Israelitish damsel, might serve as a model for a BOFGHTON in colour, while the
graceful curve of her nose suggests a HOOK. BECKY MOTHKTH, how I love thee ! For me I know thou.
wouldst quit thy tribe and onions, and leave even thy old grandfather, who hag lost all his front teeth, and
can no longer play upon the national instrument but I am not here to write sonnets to

"
Lady Mine,"

having undertaken this as a matter of business, and "bisbnessh ish bisnessh!" as site would say,
blessh her ! A lew more words by way of preface, and I have done.

First, then, although, through the courtesy of the Academical Authorities, I have been enabled to
avail myself of the "

Private View "
of the pictures, yet I do not wish to force my private view on the

general public.

Secondly, I have to tender

my thanks for the facilities

which were not afforded me by
the distinguished Artists of

seeing their works while still

on the easel. I did see them,
but how. no one will be more
surprised to learn than the

distinguished Artists them-
selves. Nothing but the in-

domitable pluck and untiring
energy of myself and the

young man who accompanied
me as etcher, could have
triumphed over the apparently
insuperable obstacles.

Studio after studio I visited,

only to be met with the chil-

ling reply,
" Not at home," or

"Master 's out," or
" Master 's

in, but he won't see you,"
while on several occasions I

was left outside on the door-

step, and if admitted to the
front hall, was watched by
one sharp servant- girl who
kept her eye on the coats,

hats, and umbrellas, while
the other took my card to her
master. I partly attributed
this conduct to the peculiar
taste in dress displayed by
my friend and etcher, who,
being of a sporting turn,
would come dressed in a white
hat with a black band and a
narrow brim, a bottle-green

cut-away coat with brass

buttons, a bird's-eye yellow
tie with a horse-shoe pin, buff

waistcoat, tight cords, straps,

spurs, no 'gloves, and a wisp
of straw in his mouth. The
etching-book he carried looked
like a "

six-to-four bar one "

kind of betting -book, and
when I remonstrated with
him on his personal appear-
ance, he went away, and I
didn't see him for a fortnight.
I have, by my own careful
observation been able to

supply him with the materials
for his sketches.

It will interest the public to

be told how I contrived this,

seeing that on no single occa-
sion was I admitted to an
Artist's sanctum, except once
and that was when the

talented individual was going
to give a dinner-party, and
his maid showed me into the
studio under the impression
that I was the Greengrocer's
young man come to make
arrangements for waiting at
table in the evening. The
great Artist in question likes

things done well, and he
wanted to have a look at the

person who was to appear that

evening as the Butler, just to

see if I was the sort of model
he required for the imperso-
nation. Our interview was
short, but decisive. I left

but I had seen his picture.
And this gave me my grand
idea. I determined to visit

all the studios, or as many as
I could, professionally as a<

model. I did so, in various

disguises. And in this way I

have availed myself of my
opportunities. The public will
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M c mi', wholly and in parts, reproduced and idealised on canvas. I have
been a cavalier, a brigand, the head and shoulders of a warrior in

bed, a beggar, a Venetian nobleman (kit-cat si/e), a satyr at play,
a fisherman on the Welsh coast, an athlete (back view), a miser, an
old pensioner, a monk. "The Philosopher a Study" (head only);
I am behind a tree in No. 22

; my friends will recognise me at nnSe
in Mit. PKTTII'- "//,//,W Iimrn" (No. 28); while MR. Gotrg
" Tumult in the Ifmiae of CIIIIIIIIUH.I" would be .literally nothing
without me. There I am. in the right-hand eorner, fresh as paint.
No. 58 is a study <>t me fr <n- i </> only ; and in MR. Loxo's great
work (No. M anybody acquainted with my features will at once
detect me, in spite of my Egyptian costume. I am, in fact, repro-
duced over and over again ; and in more than one instance friends

at a distant- will recognise my legs as completing the full-lent'! h
" Portrait of u Uentlrman "

(a testimonial picture, price 1000),
when the weak, ill-conditioned supports of the original shrunk from
the public ;

This, then, is how I did it and, as may be inferred,
"
alone I did

it" after being deserted by my faithless friend and etcher, who
had, I have no doubt, his own designs, which will now appear as
fitti/emu- to music, that is, as pictures accompanied by notes. Now
Just a-goin' to begin 1 Umbrellas and sticks left in the hall.

Walk up, pay your money at the turnstile, don't speak to the man
at the wheel, and follow your leader !

First. Before going in for slashing, we must draw our hangers.
Our five sharp hangers are, MKSSHS. A. ELMOBK, J. C. HOOK, G. D.

. E. J. POYNTER, and SIH JOHN OILBEBT. Their separate
functions, it may interest the Public to know, are indicated by their

names, which guided the choice of the Academy Council. SIB JOHN
GII.HF.RT well, hii name alone is good enough for anything, and has

only to be mentioned to be received with acclamation. He will
excuse us if we treat him as he has so often and so admirably
treated others, that is "cavalierly," and, oddsflah, leave the doughty
knight, and so pass on.

MR. POINTER'S office is evidently that of Indicator, to the Hangers,
of what pictures should be placed.
MR. G. D. LESLIE represents fair play for where there is the

more truth and honesty, there must be the legs-lie.

MR. A. ELMOHE is the champion of space. He would give each
Artist plentv of room. Give him an inch, and he asks for an ellmore.
MR. J. C. HOOK cela va sans dire there can be no hanging with-

ont a Hook.
There are in the' Academy several Artists who richly deserve

hanging, while among
"
the Great Unhung

"
there are many who

have narrowly escaped the fate which their works had justly
merited. Most of the unhung ones are considerably disappointed,
or rather, disap-poynter'd.
Now for my picked men of pictures.

.T.E.Mn.LAis,R.A. (No. 52.)" The Beefeater ;
"

or, the

fatal consequences of eating
underdone and overpaid -for
licff. Observe his colour. He
is thinking of the comparative
prices in the American and
English market. He wears
the prize oxen medals of past
Cattle - Shows. The subtle

design of the Artist, it is said,
is to represent the type of a
well-rea man. Observe the

face, the coat, the hat, the

roses, the gold lace Serriens
ad regem, not ad legem. He '11

soon be extinct, like his legal
brother, of the Queen's Black-
guardsthe Serjeant of the
Law ! Why not put an ex-
tinct Serjeant of the Law, in
his rich black silk, beside this

Sergeant of the Guard, in his
laced scarlet, and call the pair Rouge et Noir t I make a present
of the hint to my illustrious and irrepressible friend MIILAIS.

F. LEIOHTON, R.A.

(No. 209.) "A Screw
Loote Somewhere" as

it ought to be called,
insteadof

" The Mutic
Letion." The effect

is decidedly harmo-
nious. Th principle
of the composition N
sound not fury
signifying not no-

ro

b
ma Lfd" u

on the oanvas
as these sweet Ladies'
on the strings.
W. P. FRITH, R.A.

"
Drawing a Blank ;

"
or, A'uthinp Venture, Nothing Win. In-

tended as a companion to his great 'picture
" The Gaming Table at

Hamburg." The subject is in itself absolutely nothing, but in the

hands of a master like MB. FRITH, we are compelled to admit that

in the whole collection there is nothing like it, for it is like nothing
that we can call to mind. There is in the work an utter absence of

all mannerism. MR. FRITH can manage a crowd on canvas as

well as a police-sergeant can .in the streets ;
and yt here, where

there, was such a temptation to sacrifice,
the general effect to

some startling individualities, we search in vain to detect any
straining at obtaining a temporary success by some theatrical coup
il? main. Considered as a rare attempt at dealing with nothing,
we are bound in justice to pronounce the picture as beyond all

doubt thoroughly good, that is, for nothing. Had it been the pro-
duction of a Nobody, we should; have congratulated the Committee
on a future Academician. As it is, this year, ME. FRITH is con-

spicuous by his absence (and absence makes the Art grow fonder),
and so we take leave of MB. W. P. FETTH, and thank him for

nothing.
(To bt continued.)

Sound an Alarm!

THE partisans of Holy Russia, Mr. Punch, pretend that her
invasion of Turkey is a holy war the war of the Cross against the
Crescent. So it is, indeed ; and what do yon expect to be the end
of this nineteenth century Crusade P Sir, a whisper in your ear he
who attacks the Crescent attacks the Moon ! Mind that ;

and tell the
maniacs who require to he told, to be wise in time for the safety of

England's lunar possessions. Do not these constitute the greater

part of that Empire on which the Sun never sets P Let you and I

let us all strike in time for the protection of our interests in our
Satellite. Sir, I am a victim of persecution the tortured and
confined GALH.KO.

Colney Hatch Observatory, May 9, 1877.

Design and Beneficence.

THE names of supreme and subordinate benevolence appear oddly
associated in the following extract from American business news :

"
It has been ascertained tliat Turkey hs received over 300,000 stand of

arms from the Providi'iire Tool Company within the past two years, under a
contract mad? with that Company to furnish S00,000 Pebody guns a breech-

l<ntding riHo similar to the Martini-Henry."

In connection with the manufacture and sale of such instruments
for the welfare and happiness of mankind as stands of arms and

breech-loading rifles, how pretty to find the names of Providence
and Peabody T

De Mortuis.

THE ground referred to in the paragraph in our last, signed,
" An

Indignant Eye-Witness," is not the Bunhill Fields Burial Ground,
the Campo Santo of the Nonconformists, where sleep carefully

guarded by an Act of Parliament and a Preservation Committee
the honoured bones of BUNTAN, DE FOE, ISAAC WATTS, and scores

of the ejected ministers of 1CC6, but the small God's Acre on the
west of Bunhill Row, now called the

"
Friends' Burial Ground."
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VERY LIKELY!
Adonis. " HSHB ! Hi ! Boy ! JCST WUN AND FETCH MY HAT, THERE'S A GOOD FELLAH !

'

Boy. "0 TBS I DES8AY. AND YOU'LL WALK OFF WITH MY BARKER I

"

ON THE WAR-PATH.
(A Bellicose Blast from BETSY PBIO.)

" We must treat the matter in a business-like fashion ; we must provide
against the worst the only safe course in war determine that Russia shall

not have the Straits, and settle, as spetdily as may be, the naval and military
plans calculated effectively to secure the execution of our will. These are the
resolutions which it becomes England to take

j
and when peace shall again

bless the world, we shall have ample time to think and talk about reforms in
the name of justice and humanity." Daily Telegraph,

JUSTICE ! Humanity ! Untimely bosh !

Don't try to gammon me with such stale lingo.
Just now, thanks be ! that lofty fudge won't wash.

Let me turn on my tap the real stingo.
Tip us my penny trumpet. Rootletoot !

That is a blast that 's bound to rouse each Briton,
And scare that Eooshian Bear, the greedy brute,
From the bage burglar's business he has hit on.

"War 's awful wicked ! Yes, when it 's invoked
By fools whose bragian cry is

"
perish Ingy !

"

A-heariug which with rage I well nigh choked,
And well they knows of scoldings wasn't stingy.

But war to whop that thievish Muscovite,
0, bless you ! that 's a werry different matter ;

And on that pint I own old SAIREY'S right,
Much as I hates the upstart creature, drat her !

Which lately I 've been preaching peace like fun
To cruel Christians as would turn Crusaders,

And spread the horrid Gospel of the Gun
To help Bulgarian swineherds 'gainst invaders.

But now that 'tis the British right o' way,
And not Bulgarian homes and hearts, may suffer,

I holds that party who for peace would pray,
To be a wile unpatriotic duffer.

BETSY is patriot quand meme, and hates
The traitorous chatterers who would dare suggestion

About the rights and wrongs of other States,
When our Imperial Interests are in question.

And as to noisy rant about Reform,
Raised in the name of Justice and Humanity,

When Britons ought to rise and ride the storm
It's reg'lar right-down, staring, stark insanity.

GLADSTONE 's a well, perhaps it won't quite do
To call him nasty names that is, directly ;

'Tis best, when one is rearing idols new,
To burn the old ones very circumspectly.

But when a Leader goes and takes a whim
To raise no end of sentimental racket

At'awkward times, the proper coat for him,
I holds, is a political strait-jacket.

There never was before a black bad lot
So bad and black as that there Northern Bruin ;

Which all he says is simply lying rot,
And all he does designs our utter ruin :

His piety is all a slv pretence
How unlike ours! his talk of lies a tissue ;

His interests, hang the creature's impudence,
To mention them when England's are at issue !

We must maintain our rights at any cost
;

Our self-regard must know no party schism,
Though truth be trampled on and honour lost
Ah ! that 's what BETSY calls true patriotism !

Justice, Humanity, may take their turn,
When Peace comes back again and conflict closes.

Meanwhile for battle all brave patriots burn,
And valorous BETSY as Bellona poses.

Look always on the Surrey Side.

Ton and Jerry. The dish now being served up to the public at
about 9

-

15 every evening, with sauce hollandaise at the Surrey
Theatre, is well worth the public attention, if only as a curiosity. The
old Temple Bar "

set," and the "
set-to

"
in TOM CRIBB'S parlour will

well repay a visit. Turn and Jerry was our Grandfathers' Our Boys.
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THE MAY QUEEN.
(New Vertlon, adapted to exiiting Climatic Conditions..

OWBIDKRINO
apology super-
fluous, Mr.
Punch offers

none, u the
Poet Laureate
will doubtless

approve the
modification of

liis beautiful

linei, rendered
needful by re-

cent meteoro-

logical condi-

tions.]

Yotr must wake and call me
early, call me early, Mother
dear ;

To-morrow '11 be the tryingest
time of all the chill New
Year

Of all the chill New Year, Mother, the dreariest, dreadfullest day ;

For I 'm to be Queen o' the May, Mother, I 'm to be Queen o' the May.

There '11 be many a red, red nose, no doubt, but none BO red as mine ;

For the wind is still in the East, Mother, and makes one peak and pine :

And we 're going to have six weeks of it, or so the prophets say.
And I 'm to be Queen o' the May, Mother, I 'm to be Queen o' the May.

I sleep so sound all night, Mother, I 'm sure I shall never wake,
So you 'd better call me loud, Mother, and perhaps you '11 have to shake :

I shall want some coffee hot and strong, before I m called away
To shiver as Queen o' the May, Mother, to shiver as Queen o' the May.

As I was coming home to-night whom think you I should see
But DOCTOR SQUILLS ! And he saw that my nose was as red as red could be ;

And he said the weather was cruel sharp, that I 'd better stay awav,
But I must be Queen o' the May, Mother, I 'm botrad to be Queen o? the May,

The honeysuckle round the porch is white with sleety showers,
And, though they call it the month of May, the hawthorn has no flowers

;

And the ice in patches may yet be found in swamps and hollows gray,
And 1 'm to be Queen o' the May, Mother, I 'm to be Queen o' the May.

The East wind blows and blows, Mother, on my nose. I follow suit,
For my influenza 's so very bad, and I 've got a cough to boot ;

Perhaps it will rain and sleet, Mother, the whole of the livelong day,
Yet I *m to be Queen o' the May, Mother ; I must be Queen o' the May.

I 've not the slightest doubt, Mother, I shall come home very ill,

And then there '11 be bed for a week or more, and a long, long doctor's bill ;

And with prices up and wages down however will father pay t

But I 'm to be Queen o' the May, Mother oh bother the Queen o' thn May !

So please wake and call me early, call me early, Mother dear.
That 1 may look out some winter wraps, flt for the spring this year.
To-morrow of this bitter

"
snap

"
I 'm sure '11 be the bitterest day,

For I 'm to be Queen o' the May, Mother, I 'm to be Queen o' the May.

RUSSIAN PRONUNCIATION. The Admiral-in-Chief of the Turkish Fleet is

always alluded to in St. Petersburg as
" HOBART P'SHAH !

"

MAT-DAY AT THE GOG-MAGOGS.
WK have learnt from the ubiquitous Reporter how

May-Day was spent at Oxford, but, somehow or other,
the ceremonies connected with that Spring festivity at

Cambridge have not been recorded by a prying Press.

Mr. I'unch would not like one University to be a-head
of the other, after the dead-heat his own

prophecies
brought about on the river. He has therefore much
pleasure in assuring the public that the May-morning
rites of Cam were this year not a bit behind those of Isis.

The Squire Bedells woke the Undergrads at 4'30 by
Hound of trumpet accompanied by the clang of their silver

pokers and the barking of their bulldogs. Amid the sup-
pressed anathemas of the Dons, who preferred snoozing
to spooning, the ions of Trinity issued forth attired in

\.iri iim-ooioured paper and tinsel, adorned with leaves

and flowers, and preceded by their honoured Master,
who, though disguised in a large green extinguisher
surmounted by a crown of roses (best paper), was easily

recognised by his classical capers and inaudible quota-
tions from HORACE. After making the tour of the town,
collecting additions to their procession, and an abun-
dant harvest of halfpence for their decayed Fellows, the
mummers repaired to the foot pi the Gogmagog Hills,
where the fair Students from Girton were assembled to

select a Queen from among their number.
After a most amusing lecture on Vivisection, painlessly

illustrated, with the aid of chloroform, on the lambs
which formed a chief feature of the procession, an elegant
divertissement was performed by the gyps who had ac-

companied their Masters, to an obbligato accompaniment
of marrowbones and cleavers.

Having seen term divide, a
repetition

of which favourite
entertainment is allowed on this day only, the happy
Mayers, preceded by their Queen, proceeded to five

o'clock tea at Oirton, and the day's delights terminated
with a classical contest in the capping of Latin verses

by the champions of the Undergraduates and the Ladies
of the May. All the Lady Student* were dressed in

costumes ot the date of QUEEN ANNE, advanced (esthetics

being the order of the day.

THE WAGNER FESTIVAL.

(From Owr Own Wagnerite who went to Sayreuth.)

HERB WAGNER has arrived. That's all I can say
at present. He has come for the Music of the Future

I am writing this on-Saturday, and next Monday is

his commencement of which more anon) in London.
The great Art-Music-Poet says there 's one fiddler short
1 don't mean one short fiddler it's not a question of

height) in his orchestra. I have volunteered, and the
Master Musical-Mind has accepted. My fiddle is a
dummy but what matters ? There mutt be two hundred
in the orchestra, and I am the two hundredth. On
Monday 1 shall be in my place, and expect from me a
clear, learned, and concise report of the proceedings of

my old and much esteemed friend (albeit he 's what they
call in the Low Hanoverian dialect a Steibootzi-), ithe

Wobbling WAGNER.
Need 1 sign myself, yours truly,

ALBERT HALL.
** Any friendi of yonrs wishing to be present with-

out paying, need only mention my name at the door.
That will be quite enough.

PECCAVI !

PUNCH has sinned ! He has done grievous wrong to one
he honours more than any woman in the world after

the Qrmw and his own Judy the BABONMS BCBDBTT-
COUTTS. He accused her of tolerating

"
bearing-reins

"

on her carriage-horses. Since he penned the paragraph
he has learnt that she refused longer to tolerate bearing-
reins some two years ago, and parted with a stubborn

though otherwise valuable coachman, who refused, with
a not uncommon prejudice of his class, to drive her
horses without them. He learns, too, that the Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals is now again,
as energetical!/ as it can, taking up the cruelty ot the

bearing-rein. Punch, misinformed in the case of both
the Baroness and the Society, hereby offers an apology to

both.
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VERS NONSENSIQUES A L'USAQE DES FAMILIES ANQLAISES.
(Fur ANATOLK DE I

IL existe une Espinstere a Tours,
Un peu vite, et qui porte toujours

Un ulsteur peau-de-plioque,
Un chapeau bilicoquo,

F.t des ntcrebocqueurs en velonrs.

1 >c UN rOti de gigot, ma Luci,
A trois heures soil prfit, je te prie :

Qu il soit tendre, fumant,
Et d'un jus abondant,

Et qoel meilleur plat h'm can there be I'

UN Spondee, envieui d'un Dactyle,
Son voisin dans un vers da VIRQILI,

Blaguait a tout propoa
Ses trois pieds iuigaux,

L'astiquait, et lui chaufTait la bil<>.

IL ^tait un brignol de la Drouille,

Dont 1'esbrocq tnrlupait la frambonilla,
Et qui roccolbochait

Son spWn*f, et borglait
En Binohois :

"
Rampognons '

. . jo defjrmiille ! !"
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TENACITY!
First North Briton (on the Oban boat, in a rolling Sea and dirty Weather).

" TBBAW IT UP, MAN, AND TE'LL FEBL A' THE BBTTBR I

"

Second ditto (keeping it down). "HEOH, MON, IT'S WHUSKBV ! !"

THE WIND AND THE WAR.

WHAT is that white on yonder trees ?

Pear-blossom. Ugh ! It might be snow ;

So bitter, hard the Eastern breeze ;

And the thermometer so low.
I bcu white petals of the pear,
But apple-trees of pink are bare.

Late apple, due in early May,
And lilacs shrink from coming out.

A haze bedims the orb of day,
And influenza flies about.

And not one JACK, in wonted green,
On this bleak May-Day has been seen.

Bees keep their hives, too wise to hum
In such hard times from flower to flower';

Cuckoo and Nightingale are mum.!
In holes and crannies Swallows cower,

Wondering where spring-time can have fled,

Till cruel May-frost nips them dead.

May, more than commonly severe.

Too well this woful East wind suits.

That comes the opening leaves to sear,

And shrivel up the swelling fruits.

Two bitter things nigh on a par
Are Eastern wind and Eastern war.

A VOLLEY FOR ZAZEL.

she says to FAKINI, when she creeps into the

gun,
" Far in I go."

Her aim in life The upshot of her existence.

A husband for her The Engineer who woe hoised with

his own petard.
A new title for this Star The Sun of a Gun.
Her favourite poet HOWIIT, Sir.

Her favourite political subject Debt o' nations.

What men say of her" She 's a stunner !
"

What women say of her" She 's going off !
'

N.B. Mr. Punch trusts this will stall off the cor-

respondents who inundate him with weakly deluges

of poor puns on ZAZEL, as on all popular or unpopular

subjects.

MR. PUNCH'S SELECT COMMITTEES.
No. I. Os DEAWING-BOOM DKOOEATIONS.

MB. FERNANDO F. EMINATE examined.

Q. I believe that you are perfectly mad upon the subject of

drawing-room decorations ?

A. I am perfectly mad upon the subject, and my insanity extends
to dining-rooms, libraries, and sitting-rooms generally.

Q. How, in your opinion, ought a drawing-room to be decorated ?

A. On sesthetic principles.

Q. What do you mean by testhetic principles ?

A . It is a wide term, but I think I may say that the outcome of

iuitheticism is a mixture of antique quaintness, dingy and washed-
out colour, and oddity combined with discomfort.

Q. I believe you are in favour of latticed windows glazed with

opaque glass ?

A. I am. The kind of windows you mention were abolished years
and years ago, to make room for more modern improvements. The

opaque glass is conducive to darkness, a great desideratum in nine-

tt.'pnth century drawing-rooms.
Q. I understand that you are in favour of curtains with hideous

patterns and black furniture ?

A. I am. It is very necessary that a feeling of melancholy should
bo produced in a modern sitting-room, and I know of no better

means to create this mood than those to which you have alluded.

Moreover, it is proper to add, that the chairs should be of the most
ui; comfortable character possible, cumbered with cushions warranted
to slip down on the floor on the smallest provocation.

Q. I think you do not recommend carpets P

A. Certainly not. Carpets are suggestive of comfort, and there

you are at once in contradiction with sesthetic principles. I much
prefer straw matting, whioh is bitterly cold in winter and horribly
stuffy in summer.

Q. Would yon permit rugs in the drawing-room ?

-(. Certainly. But I should insist upon their being of the most

ancient date. Rugs in tatters are very excellent things to spread

over matting, as they tear at nearly every footstep.

Q. I think you do not like pictures ?
.

A. I confess I am not very partial to them. Instead of pictures,

I would have plates stuck against the walls.

Q. In fact, you would decorate the walls of a drawing-room as it

you were dealing with a kitchen ?

A. Certainly; except that I would have more plates in the

drawing-room than are usually found in a kitchen.

Q. Would you permit tables in the room ?

A. One. It "should, however, have only three legs, and should be

encouraged (by its construction) to topple over on every conceivable

opportunity.
Q. You have said nothing about the walla.

A. The lower part, or dado, "should be covered with matting, and

the upper part be papered with a paper of sombre or sickly ground,

and spidery pattern.
Q. If you had a recess, what would you do with it t

A. I would till it with delf and blue china.

Q. What is delf ?

A. The coarsest and ugliest sort of pottery. My ambition would

be to obtain the coarsest and ugliest specimens of this pottery

attainable. Failing this, I would fall back upon kitchen plates of

the last century.
Q. You have said nothing about the comfort of the room.

A. As I have had the honour already to explain, I know nothing

about comfort. It is radically opposed to (esthetic principles.

Q. To sum up the matter Is it your opinion that, given a little

straw and a good many plates, a cell in Newgate might easily be

converted into an excellent drawing-room furnished in the modern

fashion ?

A. Certainly with a few neutral distemper colours and a sten-

cilling apparatus. [ The Witness then withdrew.

THE BEST SCHOOL OF NEEDLEWORK. A Husband's wardrobe.
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THE PICK OF THE PICTURES.
' iir own Handy-limk t tlif KshiMii.ii <if the Royal Academy.)

ANY of the Pictures appearing to me to'be

misnamed, I have ventured either to

re-christen them, or to comment, very
briefly, on the ideas suggested by them,
without reference to the Official Cata-

logue. Let the Visitor take this guide
ftrst, and then let him refer to the

Catalogue. Now to business.

No. II. Man and horse in a morass.
More ass he for being there. Clearly a

good subject for MR. HORSE-LEY, Jtw.
The man is evidently crying out for help,
and probably shouting hoarsely. Brayvo,
MB. HORSLEY, Jim. 1

No. 62. Another by the same rising

young Artist. Coloured Gentlemen at

prayer [on board ship, with the ship's Chaplain (a Canon) in the midst of them. Perhaps
CANON LIDDON, or the EMPEROR OF RUSSIA, might bid for this picture.

No. 28. The Hunted Highlander. By J. PETTIE, R.A. There 's only one name for this,

it ought to be "
Half-Kilt !

"

No. 67. The old Pump-Room, Bath. By G. A. STOREY, A. With views of the old Ptrmps
of both (exes. This tells its own Storey.

No. 83. An Egyptian Feast. By E. LONG, A. The Mummy at the feast reminds the
revellers of their certain fate. The motto clearly should have been, "Art Longa, vita

hreris." And a very fine specimen of th ars Longa, too.

No. 126. By J. C. HOOK. R.A. It illustrates the dialogue in the old story. "Gin I

thinks,"
"
Whiskey I hopes,

1 ' "
8ea-water, by Jingo !

" It should have been called
" The

Settle," and dedicated to SIR WILFRID LAV.
No. 182. By same Artist.

" The Say at the JVore."
No. L'OS. By U. ANSDELL, R.A. " Care canes." An incident in the Isle of Dogs, with

the canino inhabitants upsetting the Lady of the Island.
No. 882. I'.v A. KI.MORE, R.A. Without reference to the Catalogue yon can see at once

that this is MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS (here we are again ! ) tickling somebody's (probably
DABNMY'S) little ringer. And he doesn't seem to like it. Title,

" A Ticklish /Situation."

No. 210. By J. C. HORSLEY, It.A. Kensington Gardens before the notice was up to the
effect that

" No dogs are allowed unless led with a string."
No. 216. By F. GOODALL, R.A. Preparing for the Baby Show.
No. 380. By J. C. HOOK, R.A. Without referring to Catalogue, this appears to be a dog

coming out of a barley-field. On referring to Catalogue, 1 find that this is not the idea
intended to be conveyed. How could I have made such a mistake '.

\o. .'.21. By LIONEL SMYTHR. Probably a view of some sequestered spot in the grounds
of Colney Hatch. Foolish young person in foreground, damp grass, and fine prospect of
rheumatism in the back.

No. !Ksi. By .IAMES ARCHER. Painful position of a Scotch Gentleman sitting for his

portrait in the open air. For the remainder of his life must he always sit in this dress, in
this position, and in this identical snot for so many hours a day, or else will no one ever
recognise him 'f Appalling thought!

No. 1263. By T. 0. BARLOW, A. " His Grace the DUKE OF WESTMINSTER, E.G. after
J. E. MILLAIS, R.A." Is he f I hope His Grace, E.G. will overtake J. E. MILLAIS, R.A.,
who must have had time to get out of sight while the Duke was putting the top-boots on,
as he is not in the picture.

No. 276. By the same. "Gloria." After JOHX PHILLIP. And glory to T. >BARLOW, gays
Punch, for this noble engraving of his lamented friend's stirring picture of a Spanish Wake.

No. 1363. By D. W. WYNFIBLD. Without reference to Catalogue, I should imagine

that this is ome one in the Past listening to

the Music of the Future, and much irritated

by it. A solo on the Jews' harp.
No. 1466. Striking Sculpture. By F.

LKIOUTO.V, R.A. May represent morning
exercise for a muscular person after tub-
time. Legend

"
See what I found in my

bath this morning I

"

Now take a stroll back again, and, before

leaving for the day, look at

No. 197. By E. M. WARM. K.A. " What
has he got in his headi1 " But this wasn't
what the Artist had in his head when he

painted this picture. Ktfcr to Catalogue.
No. 508. Also by E. M. .WARD, R.A.

After-dinner spasm. The momentous ques-
tion, "Was it the Cucumber!"' Poor dear
creature !

No. 409. By J. E. MILLAM, R.A. Gen-
tleman going away with 'his portmanteau.
On the point of departure his mind misgives
him, and he sternly asks his wife,

" Are
you quite sure you packed up my sponge 'f

"

She replies, with intense conviction,
" Yes."

And the picture is rightly called
" Yet."

TRY AGAIN.
LANE GARDEN. A correspondent

writes: 'Last week it was announced in The
Timei that a burial-ground long since disused
in Drury Lane bad been formally opened as a

garden by the Vicar and Churchwardens of the

pariah of St. Oiles, for the use of the surrounding
inhabitants. However, on the evening after the

opening, the 2nd mat tnt, the Churchwardens went
down to see how the garden was appreciated, when
they witnessed such a scene of disorder, wanton

trampling on the ornamental grounds, and in tome
instances tearing up of plants and shrubs, that

they gave immediate orders to have the garden
cleared and the gates closed until further notice.'

"

The Timet.

[Punch is glad, for the lake of the Drury Lane
population, to l.arn, by a letter from Miss
OCTAVIA HILL, that the damage was neither so

serious nor so wanton as is here stated.]

DiscoTJBAoiNO, that Drury's hordes un-
shriven

'Gainst Eden's influence their hearts
should harden.

Sad to see beds trod down, and shrubs

up-riven,
In this, the first

"
God's-acre

" ever given
The back-slums' brood for garden !

Disheartening ! Yet let us not lose heart :

We all know "
C'est le premier pat qui

coutt.
"

Foiled by one hack-cast ? 'Twere a braver

part
To plant again, for growths that yet may

start

E'en from least hopeful root.

If crushed beds, trampled plants, seem poor
return

For Vicar's and Churchwardens' well-
meant guerdon,

Time must be given for pariahs to learn
The brotherhood with which kind natures

yearn
To ease their sordid harden.

Shall children's Godsend by roughs' fault
be marred

Shame to let pity to mistrust so harden !

Be not kind purpose by first failure barred,
And e'en roughs yet may learn to love and

guard
Goa's-acre turned to garden.

SUBJECT FOR AXVA TADEStA.

Ancient Philanthropist (to Collector fur
Classical Charity). Write me down an

TOL.
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VERS NONSENSIQUES, A L'USAGE DES FAMILLES ANQLAISES.
(Par ANATOLE HE LESTEH-SCOTJERE.)

I

-
MADAME

V^ ^

BalAFBS

L'ANDALOUSK (Marquise et Lionne),

Qui naguere habitait Barcelona,
Et de"moralisait

Tant le Sieur do Musset,
Vient d'ouvrir une auberge a Bayonne.

'

jument de la nuit, ombre sombre I

D'oil viens-tu ? de ces radis sans nombre ?-

Ou viens-tu cette fois

De ce lapin galloia ?

Ou viens-tu de ce maudit concombre ?
"

'

Cassez-vous, cassez-vous, cassez-vous,
O mer, sur vos froids gris cailloux !

"

Ainsi traduiaait LAURK
Au profit d'ISIDORE

(Bon jeune homme, et son fatur e"poux).

"
1 am J,MI. 1 am poet. I dvell

Kupert Street, at the fifth. I am svell.

And I sing tralala,

And I love my mamma,
And the English, I speaks him qvite veil I

"
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

B.CTORIA prteterita eit. The Boerish Republic is no more. So LOKU
CARNARVON (Lords, Monday, May 1) reads off the wires. SHKP-
STO.VK hag cut the knot, not by edge of sword, but by a short, sharp,
and decisive instrument of Incorporation of the Transvaal with
British South Africa. Let us hope we have not taken the territory
of the Boer at a Trans-vaaluation. But there seems to have been
nothing else for it.

" Who dreamed of pirates loose

Though none were there
Would have ui cook their gooee ?

Kobin Adair I

"

LOKD WAVENEY, who seems to have piracy on the brain, moved
an Address praying the QUEEW to invite the co-operation of her
allies to maintain the security of commerce in the Mediterranean,
which, so far as LORD DERBY knows, is in no way threatened. As
if we hadn't scares enough loose already !

(Common*.) The fullest House of the Session. Strangers as
thick as thieves, or bees at swarming-time, in the Speaker's
gallery. A ballot among some four hundred for some eighty places
worse.than claimants on the Treasury in Coalition-time. Peers in

every place that Peers could be poked into as in the Ministry.
Members wherever Members could sit or stand. Both galleries
brimming over ; and M. P. 's seated on the steps below the gangway.
An overflow, in fact, of uninformed in- and out-siders to see the

Opposition Actaxra worried by his own pack ; of those who were be-
hind the scenes, to see W. E. G, , turned tactician, split his differences
and his Resolutions, in order to re-cement Her Majesty's Opposition.

Let Punch remind the readers of the substance of these four now famous Resolutions. The first censured the Porte for not punishing
the authors of the Bulgarian atrocities at LORD DERBY'S bidding. The second declared that Turkey bad forfeited all claims on the moral and
material support of England, until she mended her ways. The third pledged us to the cause of self-government in the Turkish provinces.
The fourth committed us to the principle of a European concert to enforce Europe's will on Turkey, by coercion, if need be.

Rather than support the two latter, SIR JOHN LUBBOCK had given notice to extinguish all four under "the previous question." The
debate on this would have brought into strong relief the antagonism between the more advanced Liberals of the Opposition, who were pre-
pared to support all four Resolutions, and the more moderate majority, who would have voted with SIR JOHW, and so shelved the Resolu-
tions, without directly negativing them. One question between the sections of Opposition in the House, and out of it, hangs on the policy
of coercion. Another, and more important at this moment, lies between a policy of strict neutrality and one of, or at least tending to, war.
Punch has always kept one line on the coercion question. Unless England meant to join in coercing Turkey into compliance with the

conclusions of a Conference, she should never have taken part in one that, without coercion, was sure to end in smoke. Let those who
may wish to consult our record, turn back to the 'Cartoon, in which, immediately on the conclusion of the Conference, Punch put to
the British Lion the crucial question,

"
If you didn't mean to back up LORD SALISBURY, why did you send him ?

"

From the moment that Her Majesty's Government proclaimed their policy of non-coercion, the way was clear for Her Majesty's
Opposition to have proclaimed theirs of coercion, if they dared. They did not dare. Their ranks were from that moment divided into a
more cautious wing, under LOBD HARTINGTON, a more thorough -going and daring wing, under MR. GLADSTONE and the DUKE OF ARGYLL.

The spectacle which the Majority promised themselves on Monday was the internecine combat of these two wings the duel of the
Hartingtonatii and the Gladstoneatii. They were disappointed. MB. GLADSTONE, rather than give the House this gladiatorial exhi-
bition, consented to throw over the third and fourth Resolutions, on which the wings were at odds, and to modify Resolutions one and
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two, BO that the Opposition might'fight shoulder to shoulder in their

support.
Punch won't say it' this was a wise or unwise, a brave or

cowardly, policy. He would, as a rule, rather see quarrels fought
out than stifled. This is a quarrel sooner or later to be fought out.

But whether it should be fought out by Her Majesty's Opposition for

the amusement of H. M. Government is another matter.

Naturally, the Majority considered themselves very ill-used in

being thus robbed of their anticipated entertainment.

The bolder spirits, who were willing to face this tight, in the strength
of their manly principle, "thorough," found voice by CBAIIBICRLAIN

and COUBTNET to express their regret at the compromise. But if

their Leader consented to waive a vote on his third and fourth

Resolutions, he did not, happily for England and the House, waive
his speech in their support.
Thanks to them, we have heard the boldest, most logical, and, as

Punch believes, in the long run, wisest and most clear-sighted
English policy on the Eastern Question propounded and maintained
in one of the most spirit-stirring speeches ever delivered in

the House of Commons. Never, on any question were parties, in or

out of the House, so divided as on this. Punch, finding all his

hopes fer the future, all his convictions of duty in the present, all his

conclusions from history in the past, reflected in Ma. GLADSTONE'S
noble words, does not hesitate to avow himself so far as he has a

personality at one with the Member for Greenwich, and those who
go along with him, in this crisis. He believes, if those views had been

boldly and consistently maintained by the Government from the first,

war might have been averted, and the oppressed Rayahs would have
learnt e'er this that they had as staunch and stout a friend in the Lion
as in the Bear, not to say a safer and more magnanimous defender.
But the opportunity has been allowed to pass. Another influence

(a veiled force that has been working from the first) has been allowed
to prevail; an influence in all points tending to condonation of

Turkey and to distrust of Russia ; an influence that seems to have
for its object to set the Lion and Bear by the ears, and to exaggerate
the danger to English interests in Asia and Europe from Russia's hos-
tilities with Turkey; an influence that has been allowing the Ship of

State to drift, if not piloting her, nearer and nearer the Maelstrom
of War of war, if not avowedly for Turkey, at least against Russia
as the enemy of Turkey, and in the name of English interests, re-

motely and obscurely involved in any probable event, and, for the

present, not implicated at all. All consciousness of such a drift,

not to say all co-operation with it. Government in the first night of

this debate disavowed in the manly and straightforward speech of

the HOME SECRETARY. What he says he stands by. His worst

enemy can never charge him with fighting a Cross. Henceforth
our Government is pledged, as positively as a Government can be,
to neutrality in this unhappy but inevitable war inevitable

mainly, as Punch is sorry to believe, through the timidity, shilly-

shallying, and half-heartedness of our Rulers, of Her Majesty's
Opposition, as well as Her Majesty's Government.
ME. CROSS'S distinct avowal of neutrality at this crisis, when the

dogs of war are yelping their loudest, the country owes to ME. GLAD-
STONE and his Resolutions and, as things are, even this is a great
gain.

Through Monday and Tuesday, Thursday and Friday nights, the

speaking went on, with much vehement recrimination ; and, after
the two great guns of the week were fired MH. GLADSTONE'S in de-
fence of what might have been, Ms. CROSS'S in re-assurance as to what
is with little increase either of sweetness or light in the House,
whatever may have been the enlightening effect out of it. Punch
waives the task of reiterating the iterations of the speakers night
after night ; only noting that, for the Turk, and against the Russ,
MR. CHAPLIN, SIE ROBBHT PEEL, and LORD ELCHO talked most wild
and whirlingly: while, on the other side, MR. COUHTNET was an
exception to the general rule of repetition. He boldly avowed his

regret at the watering down of the Resolutions, his readiness to have
supported the strongest of them, and his entire adherence to a policy
of coercion applied to Turkey.

Thus, all the week has been taken up in a sharper defining of

parties and policies on this Eastern quarrel, and, above all. in

making it clear that England stands pledged not -to strike on behalf
of the effete and unimprovable Turk or, if she strike in at all, to do
BO only on behalf of grave national interests, when those interests
are visibly menaced. When they are, it is quite certain that all par-
ties will be agreed that the time has indeed come for the British Lion
to show his teeth. It is just as certain that that time is not yet.

Chaff at such a moment, and on such a subject, is impertinence.
Punch has felt a call to be serious, and to speak as he feels, without
even putting the thin mask of irony over his seriousness.

Friday (Lords). The DUKE OF ST. ALBANS had to withdraw his
Bill for limiting the hours of Railway Servants. For reasons good,
no doubt, the Bill may have been pronounced crude and impractic-
able ; but the Companies will have to set their lines in order, and
treat their Servants with more decent consideration than they have
done, both as regards hours, rules, and protection of life and limb,

or it will be warmer than ever for them when they are delivered

over to the hands of the Juries, whose verdicts now rudely embody
retribution for corporations that have happily a pocket to be dipped
into, if not a soul to be lost, or a body to t>e kicked.

(Commons.) The debate on the Resolutions was adjourned again
till Monday ; and if it is finished then, it will be less because all

have said their say, than from SIR STAFFORD'S threat, that if the

House do not give the Government Tuesday night, it shall have
its Whitsun holidays docked. The truth is, that though the

Resolutions may mean little, the discussion means a great deal, for

the country, even more than the House of Commons. England is

making up its mind ,
and will soon be ready to cast the weight of the

national will unmistakeably into -which scale, that of Turkey and

BEACONSFIELD, or that of Neutrality and CEOSS ? D. T. and P. M.

say the former. Punch says the latter. AVhich can feel the national

pulse best f ^^___

THE WAGNER FESTIVAL.
AVING been a considerable time ac-

customed to play the Trilogy,
n ith one finger on the Accordion,

I was naturally anxious to hear the
sr.ire work of art performed by a Band

of two hundred, at the
Albert Hall.
HERR RICHARD WAGNER

wrote to me in his best low
Bavarian :

' ' Ich bin gleich nach ge-
kommi'ii L'.ntlon mit der

Trompeten und Drummen,
der brassen, der Winden
tend der FiddeMiicktrt'/i.

Du List ein .Mttsik-Kriti-
ker. Wie viel f Leben
Sie icohf.R. W."
Then
"
Postscriptum. Inklii-

sen 1st ein Posttiffische
Ordern fur ein Thaler.
Hen-en Hodge und Essex
vollen Sic Trinkmonische

geben. Wenn beide der
Ilerren are at home, Sie

der whole somm all-at-vonce xill poketen ! .'. Stecken Sie es in Ihre
Tasche .' Ich trinke to our Nex-merre-meeting .' Hoch .'

"

To which I replied (in Saxon-Bavarian, which we both under-

stood)

"O mein intimer Freund, Ich zee zou bloteen viirst .' Votz ein

Thaler f Gettout ! ! Woran denken Sie f Das ist nicht genug.
Ich weiis wie viel Uhre es ist ! Ich take nicht der trink-monische

Ekseptung wenn Ich bin Drei. Wenn Drci, trinke. Kumprenny f

Lieben Ste wohl mein Herr Von Thalei nicht Von Thaler, alter

Zwei, Drei und az many moren Thaleren az zu liken-to-standen .'

Hoch !
"

Why, I couldn't even get up a Torchlight Procession in Orme
Square with one thaler. It wouldn't run to one torch and a cab
fare. So that all my schemes for worthily celebrating the grand
occasion fell to the ground. I had composed a Festival Hymn to

be sung to an air of BELLINI'S under VAGITER'S vinder in Orme
Square (where he is stopping, with HERR TOOLE, who "always
comes home to tea"), which ran (or would have run, if it had once

got a fair start) like this,
" Orme ! Orme ! Orme ! sweet Orme !

Ho clever HEBR WAGNER, there 's no place like Orme !

"

This was set to a bed-chamber-kandlestiickeren "
motive," and

would have been simply a master-piece ; but, no matter, there 's the

master-piece still on my chimney-piece. The world knows nothing
of its greatest men !

Being a trifle near-sighted, and a little uncertain about Wag-
nerian waggeries generally (I haven't seen him for years

and the

idea of offering me a Thaler !), I requested a friend of mine who has

the reputation of being a very well-informed man, to ask me (in

your interest) to dinner. He mistook my meaning, and came and
dined with me. We were Wagnerites both Wagnerisserites. My
Well-Informed Man said he would tell me everything. Down to

the Hall we went in a Hansom. Then we got out, and, amid the

cheers of the Monday Populace and the courteous salutes of the

A Division (Wagnerites to a man), bowing left and right, entered

the salle.
" Der Walkuren !

" exclaimed the crowd directly they saw us.

We intimated to HEBBEN HODGE AND ESSEX that we wished to be
alone. They replied that with nearly eight thousand people in the
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A SET-DOWN.
Mistress. "

LOOK, BRIDGET, THERE'S THE MARK OP YOUR THUMB ON THIS
PLATE I DON'T YOU SEE IT ? !

"

Biddy.
"
MUSHA, THIN, HOW PARTICLAR if/. ARE 1 AND SORRA THE

QUALITY THAT 's IN IT, NEITHER I

"

Hall this would be almost impossible.
"
But," they politely added,

" '
after the

Opera is over '

yon can have it entirely to yourself."

Two Ladies walked on to the platform.
"
Immense applause.

" Whom are

they applauding F
"

I asked of Well-Informed Friend. Did he reply at once,
Sir? No. He referred to his programme. Why. I could have done as much.
At this moment a buzz went round the house, ana from box to box was myste-
riously telegraphed the words " FRAU MATERNA." " Ah !

"
exclaimed my

Well-informed Friend suddenly,
"
that 's FRAU MATERNA ! She was at

Bayreuth."
!< Which is FKAU MATERNA ?

"
I asked, sternly, for there were two.

"
Is

it the magnificent lady in a brilliant dress, or is it the retiring young damsel
in blue 'f

"

Well," replied my Well-informed Friend, deliberately,
"
well it 's either

the stouter of the two or the other."
And I had asked this friend to accompany me on the strength of knowing all

about it ! Why, Sir, I had imagined that this person had oeen your Corre-
spondent at Bayreuth last year.

Suddenly, a burst of enthusiastic applause. I could not see whom they were
applauding. I appealed te my Well-informed Friend.

"
Is it WAGNER ?" I asked."

Well," he
replied, slowly,

"
I fancy it must be WABSER.""

Is he there ?
"

I asked, authoritatively, for you see I had treated this man,
md treated him well, on the strength of bis being Your Own Well-informed
Correspondent at Bayreuth."

Well," he began,
"

I rather think he -" But before the egregious
humbug ould commit himself to an assertion, a mysterious whisper passedround" It is WILHELM.I !

'

"Ah !

" exclaimed my Well-informed Friend, suddenly waking up,
"
that's

WILHELMJ !
"

I frowned
; he cowered. So we sat, / frowning, he cowering, until an

enthusiastic greeting announced the appearance of HERB WAGNER.
A Lady near me gave a great start.
"

Is that WAGNER ':

"
she exclaimed

;
and then added, in a tone of considerable

disappointment,
" Why he it quite a respeetable-ltii./.-imj,

quiet, elderly man .'
" And so he is nine.

My Well-Informed Man, while pretending to read
the German portion of the Tannhaiiner (the humbug!),
kept losing his place (I watched him), and was always
looking over other people's shoulders to see when they
turned over, and what page they were at.

Still I clung to him. I had heard him talk so much
of WAGNER. In your interests, Sir, I clung to him. I

still hoped that he might be the gifted creature I had
supposed.
Between the parts I took my Well-informed Man into

the Lobby, pulled out mjr note-book, and said,
" Now

tell me all about it. Hrst, I suppose you knew all

these singers to speak to at Bayreuth '<

"

My \Vell-Infonned Manpaused foramoment, trembled,
turned pale, then throwing himself on his knees, while
the perspiration streamed off his agonised face, he cried,"
Spare me ! Oh spare me ! / never was at Bayreuth .'

"

I suppress the rest of this painful scene. I pity that
man's family. He was at once confided to the care of
Policeman B Hat (a great Wagnerite), and I saw no more
of him.
A sadder and a wiser man I returned for the Ithein-

g<M, that oyerpoweringly wonderful work. The Music-
Hall of the Future is evidently paved with good motives.
I recognised the genius of the idea, and fell into the spirit
of it cordially. Before it was a quarter over didn't 1 feel
an irrepressible

"
drink-motive "

'i Later on, wasn't I

powerfully moved by a "
more-drink-motive "

? Then
by

"
go-away-before-the-crowden-motive

"
? Were not

the Linkmen both actuated by a "
threepenny-bit-

motive
" when they dashed wildly off in. search of a

cab for yours truly r And wasn't I (still Wagnerian) im-
pelled by a "save-my-two-and-sixpence-motive" when
I didn't stop for the cab, hut set off to walk ? Didn't
the

"
drink-motive " recur strongly again and often-

times during the remainder of the evening, not to mention
the "supper-motive" and the

"
cigar-motive," uniting

together to form one irresistible
"
stop-at-the-Clnb-till-

three-in-the-morning-motive."
Before retiring to rest, I dropped a line to my old

friend,
" Mein Intimer Freuna, your Rhine-gold has

the ring (Der Ring des Nibelungen) of the true Genius-
metal. But with such a stock of Rhine-gold, why offer
me a Thaler ? No matter. Success to you, Mein Herr !

The "sleep-motive" overcomes yours ever.

THE HOOKT WALKYHIK.

THE GREAT OBSTRUCTIVES.
A new Irish Melody : (Air

" Let Erin Remetnber."}
LET Erin rejoice in a BIGGAH bold,
And a PARNELL that ne'er betrayed her,

Who have both spurned Office, and Smiles, and Gold,
At the hand of the base invader.

Obstruction's flag bould BIGGAH unfurled,
By PAHNELL bravely mated,

And wid Blue-Book afther Blue-Book hurled
The heads of the Saxons slated !

On the benches green in the Saxon's hall
These heroes took their station,

Obstruction to fling in the way of all

The Saxons' legislation."
Divide, divide!" the Saxons cried,
And crowed, like cocks, in chorus,

But BIGGAR and PARNELL the gang defied,
And but waxed more obstreperous.

"
Is 't dividin' you're afther ? If that 's the talk,
You shall have it we give you warnin' ;

''

And thirteen times they made 'em walk
'Twixt lobby and sates ere mornin'.

Since ould NOLL ordthered the mace away,
On the Commons' coat-tails threading,

Was never beheld such blank dismay
Over Saxon faces spreading.

Then may Erin keep for her PARNELL'S r ame,
And her PARNKLL'S iligant figure,

The biggest niche in her Temple of Fame,
And for Cavan's Member a bigger.

While in pathriot records of deeds sublime
The tale shall be tould for iver,

How BIGGAR and PARNELL talked agin time,
And bate time into fits, so diver.
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DISAFFECTION \

Adjutant.
' ' WHAT 's THE MATTER, DRUM-MAJOE ?

"

Drum-Major.
"
PLBASE, SIB, THE DRUMS is IN A STATE OF MUTINY, AND THESE ARK THE RINGLEADERS \ I

"

TOO HARD-A-POBTE.
" MR. GLADSTONE may not succeed in carrying the House, or re-uniting

his Party, or even winning the solid support of the British people for the

present, but his work will stand and bear fruit if he has disabused England of

her old Turkish prepossessions, and delivered her soul from one of its most

evil, most unprofitable, and most dishonourable illusions." The Times.

Lo.! the Man at the Wheel, all mysterious and mute,
At the helm of the good ship Britannia he stands,

A nautical Sphinx, dumb as death, cold and 'cute ;

Hard-a-Porte he would steer, were her course in his hands.
'Twould go hard with the ship, if with dangers around,
Whate'er the crew fear, or whatever they feel,

None a question dared raise, while the rule all propound,
'Tis high treason to speak to the Man at the Wheel.

We would fain know the course our dark pilot is steering,
For the water it shoals and the rocks loom ahead :

There be those who believe that the breakers he 's nearing,
But yet to

"
go aft

"
in a body they dread.

For they know that a clamorous part of the watch
Would as mutiny punish alarm or appeal

And they think, come what may, no disaster could match
Such an act as to speak to the Man at the Wheel.

But a stout able-seaman, one W. E. G..
Has long had an eye on the chart ana the course ;

He the skipper distrusts now Britannia 's at sea,
And declines to take silence for BULL'S best resource.

So he ups and says he,
" Howsomever it be,

You 're steering too much on the Porte tack, a deal.
The rest of the crew may be dumb, but for me,

I 'm a-going to speak to the Man at the Wheel."

And then comes a chorus of warning and threat
Fierce charges of mutiny rain on his head ;

His messmates fall off in alarm, or in pet,
For irons some call, or strait-waistcoat instead.

But that sturdy A.B. is not daunted, not he ;

Funk or flare-up who will, true and trenchant as steel,

Come foe or fail friend, there is W. E. G.,

Determined to speak to the Man at the Wheel.

Says WILLIAM,
"
Belay ! This here Porte tack, I say,

Isn't safe for the ship with the chart doesn't square ;

The war-rock you should clear lies full in your way,
And the sands and the shoals that you funk are not there.

All your bearings are wrong : you must try t'other tack.

For disciplines sake one can stand a good deal.

But ere on the rocks the Britannia 's run smack,
'Tis time some one spoke to the Man at the Wheel."

Says the Man at the Wheel, 'mid a volley of cheers,
"

If this isn't mutiny, my coat ain't blue :

To question the course your ship's officer steers !

You deserve to be clapped in the bilboes, you do !

But the poor men you 've gammoned your leading discard,

They 'd rather we steered her than you, by a deal.

You deserve in a rope's-end to swing at a yard,
For daring to speak to the Man at the Wheel."

But "
Belay, there ! belay !

"
sings out ADMIRAL BULL.

" Whether WILLIAM is right in the course he would steer

Is a question, perhaps ;
but by running rap-full

On this Porte-tack the reefs you have brought the ship near.

With breakers ahead, and more minds, too, than one

In the ward-room about the ship's handling, I feel,

Howe'er etiquette or Queen's Articles run,
It is time we both spoke to the Man at the Wheel.

ALL FOR HER AND HER FRIENDS.

SEVERAL Ladies propose the formation of a Club exclusively for

the promotion of feminine pleasures and pastimes, to be called, in

contradistinction to the Orleans, the All She 'Uns Club.
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DIARY OF MY RIDE TO KHIVA.

(Contitmeil anl Foncardrd by Private Win.)

M

O-DAY. Have been unwell for a day
or two on the road to Khiva, but am
now quite re-khiva'd. (Pun duly
patented and registered as a news-

paper for transmission abroad.)
Just met a Koumaniac cumins
from Roumania. They are all

Roumaniacs in Roumania. Asked
him if he had heard any war
reports. He replied,

"
son of

many distinguished parents. very
much overfed and polished one, I

haven't." He went on to add
that only the reports he had heard were of guns in the distance.

Met several people going the other way, all dressed in different costumes, some with

beards, gome with no beards, some with moustachios, some with no moustachios, gome with
bald heads, some with full flowing wigs, some with long noses and green spectacles, others

with short noses and blue spectacles, and so on. Soon found out (on their removing their

false noses, beards, &c.,) that they were Russian Spies in disguise. They went through a
short gymnastic entertainment and left early. If ME. CHATTERTON wants some
/ 'nkeski amusements for his next Christmas Pantomime, he 'd better give me carte blanche
to engage this Band of Russian Spies. It would be a highly spies'd entertainment. (Pun
patented and protected by Vic. V. cap. 6.)

Day after. Met a fair Circassian. Addressed her with
" Where are you

going to, my pretty maid ?
"

in her own native tongue. Struck me the idea
struck me, not the Fair Circassian that she would do for the Princess Olinska in

Mazeppa. Engaged her. The only question is now, can I play Mazeppa with my
present lot? And do I want a licence? What will the LOKD CIIAMJIEKLAIN sayP My
corps consists of self (as Mazeppa), Sleigh-driver, and his Boy. Fair Circassian,
ana the Circus Horse. The Donkey could be got up as a Wolf, and could be taught
to pursue me. The Pig is a difficulty ; but being already so remarkably clever, I fancy
that with a very little more arithmetical training with tickets and passes, he might
become an invaluable check-taker, or better still, an acting-manager for the front of

the house
;
and this would not only save a salary, but also be an attraction if properly

announced in the bills, thus,
"
Money taken at the doors by the Learned Pig. All

applications on business connected with the management must be made to the Pig !
"

And in these times when anything from the East creates an excitement, I could adver-
tise him as,

"
Hog, the Ex-King of Hasan !

" But these are day-dreams. On to Khival
Haven't seen the Oxus lately, from which circumstance I gather that the Sleigh-driver
has got the Circus Horse to go straight for once.

from the nomad tribes en route, as their religious tenets are generally anti-pig, and on
this one point they are a Pig-culiar, but not a Pig-culinary 'people. This is what I say
when I'm

crackling
a joke with a friend. The Sleigh-driver has begun to learn English.

How will this end r Wish I had a book of Mazeppa. Quite forgot to bring one with me.
Shall have to make it up from memory. 1 remember the funny man in it Drolinski.
Weather cold. My frigidometer down to Xero-under-line. Very low note this. I write
this before going to bed. Think I hear wolvt s. No ! . . Only the Pig enorintr. Wish I

could think of a good name for the Pig in the handbills. A German name always looks

artistic, and HERB vow GHTUTTZ wouldn't be
bad. 1 '11 ask him when he wakes, and get
aim to ipell it out on the Alphabet It IH

doesn't like it, he shan't have it. What a IK-I

this Pig is ! I 'm spoiling him, I 'm afraid.

Oft on a stilly night, when his head is aching
after his day's mental strain of the perform-
ancefor he is a

litter-ary Pig, bless nim ! I

sit by his little conch, and sing him to sleep,
bhe Sleigh-driver playing on the bunjnxlci (a

Tartar instrument witn one string and a half

and two screws at the top, played with the

thumb of the left hand), with the air,
" Wuh-

a->>ye, Bacon!" from my exquisite Russian

adaptation of the celebrated Triumviretta,
which will be published (shortly) at St.

Petersburg under the title of
" Coins and

<.< on the Oxui." So runs the world away I

Clood night ! . . . Jumped out of bed again
just to jot down this idea. Shall call my
Sleigh-driver, HEKK WAO'NEK. Perhaps it

will frighten the wolves.
Tn-iiiiirrnw. Thought it would never come.

Am writing, while driving in the sleigh-cara-
van, the first Act of Mazeppa. Pig hard at his

..-s. Stopped for lunchski with Fair Cir-

cassian at Kisscnuff. She has got an appetite.

Played three games at Cribbage with Pig. Pig
backed by Fair Circassian (who said I cheated)
and Sleigh-driver. Lost twenty roubles. Fair

Circassian insisted on being paid on the spot.
I tow. No more Cribbage. Pig ungrateful,
and knows too much. Sleigh-driver's Boy
sharp, though. I was just on the point of

handing over the coin, for one cannot keep a

Lady waiting, when the Boy rushes in, his hair

standing on tnd, his face pale, his dress dis-

ordered, crying out " Wolves ! !
"

In a second I was master of the situation.

My purse went back again into my pocket.
Horse harnessed. Donkey put on tandem
fashion. Circassian jumped in. Pig any-
where. Little Boys itowed under the apron.
Sleigh-driver (a very nervous man wrapped
up in thick capes), on to his box. Crack
oes the whip. Sleigh-driver's Boy up behind.
lells jingle. Away ! Away ! Wolves after

us in full cry ! ! Imagine the horror of the
situation I ! More in my next, if I live to tell

the tale ! ! The next halting-place is Gladit-
a. Wish we were there. Again we are

urging on our wild career. There must be at

least a thousand wolves behind us. I tele-

graph this to you perhaps for the last time.
Please send out cheque by messenger, it may
keep the wolf from the carriage-door. Snow
falling, wolves howling, thunder, lightning,

lights down, hats off in front, music !!....
Ha ! they come ! !

(To be contintied by Private Wire in my next, if

potstile.)

Xote by the Editor. How the Diary it sent to us
week after week is really wonderful. Our Confidential

Boy in the front office takes it in regularly, and says
that the messenger who deliver* it is abore suspicion.
We begin to suspect the Confidential Boy. In the

interests of the public we have hired a detective to

watth the Confidential Boy. No collusion. We will

know the truth. Of course if our Siding Represen-
tative is in danger, there may be yet time to send out

assistance.

Important Correction.

THE Woman's Rights Association requests
that the following correction may be made in

the next number of Punch :

For
An Act to enable a Man to marry his De-

ceased Wife's Sister.

Read
An Act to enable a Woman to marry her

Deceased Sister's Husband.

A RISUSG ARTIKTF,. UAT, R.A.
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THE METALLIC CURE.
required gold indispensably !

"
or

" My dear, who on earth could

fancy tin and palladium would run well together!
"

5. We shall not make any obvious remarks about the well-

TWENTY-FIVB years ago Da. BCHCK, of Paris, made a discovery, known effect of gold as a medicine, or hint that the doctor who,
It is only at the present moment that the world medical and other suspecting a tightness in his patient's chest, wrote,

" Prenez chez

is penetrated with its importance. A Paris daily calls it
" a new man banquier 50,000 francs," was the true discoverer of the

physiological law." It is more, inasmuch as it does not supplement,
j
system,

but contradicts, received axioms. This is
"
Metallo-therapia," or 6. Once a man's metal is discovered, its name may beJattoped

treatmentof diseases

by metallic applica-

tions, varying ac-

cording to the tem-

peraments of the

subject operated
on.

In all the pathies
the choice of the

remedy is ruled

chiefly by the mala-

dy, little by the pa-
tient. In Metaflo-

therapy it is found
to be different. Not
only will external

applications of me-
tallic disks restore,

in a few minutes,
sensation to a sub-

ject completely in-

sensible to the knife

or the needle; not

only will a copper
stewpan pressed on
the forehead cure

the most violent

headache; but what
these gold pieces,
this copper pan have
done for you, may-
hap they will not do
for me. Not only
hysteria, anaesthe-

sia, St. Vitus's
Dance, &c., own this

new law, out it is

even hoped that it

may be found to ex-
tend to paralysis it-

self.

Eachhuman being
has his metal par
excellence, and if

you want to see him
at his best you must
put him on his me-
tal. Let us con-
sider briefly a few
of the social changes
that may spring
from this new know-
ledge :

1. Pleadings will
be modified. The
conveyancer of a
gold watch, of a lot

of silver plate, will
be defended as hav-
ing, by his constitu-

tion, an irresistible

need of this or that
metal.

2. When the sove-

reign metal for each
child has been dis-

covered, as the child

grows up, the fact

may be registered
like birth, vaccination, or the fourth standard.

3. The metal may even be added, by choice or by law, before
the surname. This would be useful for distinguishing homonyms.
"JOHN GOLD SMITH," and "JOHN CADMIUM SMITH," for instance.
To avoid confusion, one would write

" Tr-nrw i-mmr flvrrrr

doubt

upon him. (The che-
mical symbols forthe
metals would afford

suggestions for ab-
breviation: thus iron
would be Fe., gold
Au., &c.

7. In noble fami-

lies, the successive
inheritors of the
honours may be dis-

tinguished in the
Archives by their

metals. Thus we
may not only see an
Iron Duke in a new
sense, but read of

the " Bismuth
Earl," the "Man-
ganese Marquis,"
&c.

(En passant Can
manganese be the
cure for humour ?

Oats take up iron as

they grow, and man-
ganese. But where
oats grow there is

generally no man-
ganese, save in Scot-
land

;
and it is said

that Soots have this

manganese in their

blood. This may
account for certain

Scottish differen-

tia;.)

Everybody takes
iron for the blood ;

but everybody does
not thrive upon it.

DR. BURCK de-
clares that where
iron fails, he has
found copper, silver,
or gold work like a
charm.
PARACELSUS cured

toothache by plates
of magnetised? iron

applied to the head.
It is suggested that
the plates and brace-
lets worn by the an-
cients had a similar

object. Perhaps the

nose-rings of sava-

gesmay be a dim and
darkling effort atthe
cure of influenza a
survival of ancient

knowledge.
Exact correlation

between the metals
and the tempera-
ments is suspected.
It is difficult to see

how this can be,
since the number of

the metals is very much more than double that of the tempera-
ments, even when crossed and compounded.

If all these flowers fruit, we shall be laughed at now which,
after all, is our vocation but perhaps held as a prophet in another

quarter of a century, for saying that there would be nothing strange
in finding a Perfect Cure, which would put effectual extinguishers

4. Marriages will be influenced by consideration of the alloy- i on all the wicked moulds of Mania, in its seven chief branches, of

ablity of the contracting parties' metals. When a menage has . Homicidal, Suicidal, Erotic, Klepto, Biblo, Dipso which spring
come to grief, friends will say,

" What could one expect ? Each
]

from the central stem, Mono Mania.
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LUCUS A NONi LUCENDO.
"

I SAT, COUSIN CONSTANCB, I 'VK FOUND our WHY YOU ALWAYS CAIL YOUR MAMMA
MATER.'

" "
WHY, GUY ?

"

" BSCAUSB SHE'S ALWAYS THYINO TO FIND A MATB FOR YOU GIRLS."

CHEAP CURE FOE CATTLE-PLAGUE.
ME. PUNCH ONNEHD SIB,

t i ,, 2^S!^ ?om,

e Parties as ol<fc the best way to Cure the Cattle-Plague is for to
take all the Cattle in danger of Catchin of it and kill em for to save their lives as the savin
is, and particler slortenn of all Forrin Beests imported as soon as ever they Lands Sitchwas the coarse perposed at a meetin eld on Wensday nite last weak in St. Jas's Awl, MH. C
S. REED, M.P., m the Chare, to discuss the kevestion of "Free Trade in Meat and the
Abolition ot Live Stock Imports." Arter a lot of Gammon from PROFISSOB GAMGEE, the
Wet, about the Crewelty to Hanimels in importin of em aboard Ship, and drivin of^ emfrom the Countery up to Town and the want of wot e called the "

abbatoir or public slaughter-house system, all which in course it stands to reason must throw Bitch Eaps of meat upon
s Market as to bring Prices down minus my lord EARL FORTESCUE he ups and moVes

this ear harbitry resolushun :

" Tha
',
thi

,

8
.

Meeting recognises the fact that the high price of meat is, in a great measure, due to conta-
* is of "" flttt the iffi^tion of B

And this ear I spose is wot LORD FORTESCUE calls a Land of Liberty and St. James's LibertyAll. Yaa ! You '11 be Sorry to ear Mr. Punch this Shameful Resolution was Cary'd, but
En-

.

vues> j shud 6ay the Libberal

" MH. J P.WIN, from the body of the Hall, sai.

he would move the Motion should be rejected
(Laughter.)"

Wot was there to larf ati' Spose the
noble Gentelman got a Blue Frock hon
wot then ? Besides im :

" Another speaker in the Hall, who had also

large following in the gallery, said that the la*

part of the Resolution was not practicable, for the
meat brought from abroad killed would be like
American meat, which he declared was not fit fo

the dogs, as he could show the audience if the'
came to his place in the Meat Market. To slaugh
ter the cattle abroad would be to deprive the people
of the 'offal' upon which many depended for thei
food."

Them 's jest my sentiments. My Ar
bledes at the Ideer of the pore Pepfe de-
priv'd of their Awefnl witch they now gets
Dog-chepe and It it fit for the Dogs. Has
to the American meat wot Isn't so and mi
Bruther Chip invited the Meetin to Cum am
see at his place of Bisnis, in course it wen
unnessessarey for Im to Ixplain as e Kep
it on Sale there honly to supply manifac-
terers of Animle Charcole, and not by no
means chepe and Nasty Slapbang Shopps
and Sorsidge Mills, wicn i remane, onneri

Sir, your Regler perchaser and Umbe
Servent to command, g SwEgTBBEAD.

THE WAR SCARE.
(Denials at the Service of Mr. Punch'i respect*

Contemporaries. )

Ii is not true that the Band of the Roya
Horse Guards (Blue) are to be sent at once
to Kara under the command of the Assistant

Surgeon.
THE Corps of Commissionnaires are not to

be permanently embodied and despatched to
the West Coast of Africa, at the rate o:

one shilling per Private per hour.

THESE is not the smallest foundation for
the report that all the Cab-horses of London
(not already used for the purpose) have
been purchased for mounting the Adjutants
of the Militia.

LORD BEACONSFIELD is not learning
Russian.
Ms, W. E. GLADSTONE is not taking

lessons in Turkish.

THE Thames round Chiswick Eyot is not
being planted with Torpedoes.

RUSSIAN vessels have not been warned to
leave Margate Jetty within twenty-four
tours.

THE Bagpipers of the Scots-Guards (new
style) have not been called upon to defend
Constantinople at the mouths of their own
chanters.

AND, lastly, it is the purest fabrication to
declare that Mr. Punch has either sent his
carte de visite to the SULTAN or has chal-
enged the EMPEBOR ALEXANDER to single
combat.

A PUZZLES.

A PROBLEM England finds to do,
That surely may appal her

And her Collective Wisdom too" How to make BIGGAS smaller !"'

PERCYFLAGE.

THE Author of the last failure at the fflobe

omplains of Press percycution. As Prince
'fenry said of Percy (Sir. Punch quotes
SHAKSPKABE for its Author's benefit)

' Ill-weav'd ambition, how much art thou
shrunk !

"
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MR. PUNCH'S SELECT COMMITTEES.
No. II. ON ENTEBTAINING.

MKS. TIXS'.L WALLFLOWER examined.

11 K LIEVE you are

passionately fond of

entertaining ?

A. It is my chief,
and indeed I may
say my only occu-

pation.

Q. What mean-
ing do you attach
to the word "enter-

taining
"

?

A, By entertain-

ing, I mean col-

lecting an indefinite

number of friends
and acquaintances
together, under the

pretence of affording
them amusement.

Q. Are there
many kinds of en-
tertainments ?

A. Certainly.
First, there are din-

ners; secondly, af-
ternoon crushes;
and, thirdly, ama-
teur theatricals.

Q. Do you not occasionally give a dance ?

A. Yes, or, to be more accurate, an "at home." At my "dances,"
however, 1 do not expect my guests to dance. I therefore crowd into a room

capable of containing twenty people with comfort about ten times the number.
I provide a band, consisting of a piano, a violin, and a cornet, and this band

plays some thirty waltzes.

Q. In your experience, have you known persons who have attended your"
at homes "

attempting a dance ?

A. Frequently but the attempts have invariably ended in disaster. The
Gentleman has had to apologise for treading upon some one else's toes, and the

Lady has found her dress torn to atoms.

Q. Have you no other place for your guests besides the drawing-room ?

A. The staircase. On their arrival, my friends are kept for half an hour on
the staircase, whilst they are slowly making their way to the floor above.

Q. Describe their introduction.
A. They are expected to give their name to the page in the hall, who passes

it on (inaccurately) to the footman on the first flight, who shouts it out to the

greengrocer on the first landing. The greengrocer then calls out what lie

pleases to me, and I smile, shake tands, and leave my guests to he comfortably
crushed in the so-called dancing-room.

Q. Bo you provide any refreshments for your guests ?

A. Certainly. "Weak tea, lukewarm ices, and dry biscuits. Later in the

evening I expect them to partake of supper a meal in which tough fowls and
liquid jellies play important parts.

Q. Describe one of your dinner parties.
A. I ask a number of people with various pursuits and tastes to dine with

me on a fixed date, and then provide them with a feast composed of indifferent
home-made soup, and nasty dishes with imposing names, obtained from the shop
of a neighbouring pastry-cook.

Q. Do you not think that it would be better to provide your guests with
honest, homely fare, such as a fried sole and a joint of meat, rather than the

motley and messy meal you have just described ?

A. Certainly not. If I did, my guests would consider me vulgar. More
than this, they would believe my husband was cutting down his expenses to
save himself from an appearance in the Court of Bankruptcy.

Q. What do you mean by an "
afternoon crush

"
?

A. It differs very little from an "at home," except that in the place of a
band and a dance-programme I substitute a concert by amateurs of first-rate
concert and ninth-rate talent.

Q. I suppose that at these
"
afternoon crushes

"
the refreshments are scarcely

on the same elaborate scale as that you adopt for your more pretentious enter-
tainments ?

A. They are not. My "crushes" are held in the afternoon, and, conse-

quently, I supply my friends with appropriate refreshments in the shape of cold
coffee and weak tea. I may add that an "

afternoon crush
"

is the most
economical entertainment that can be given.

Q. You said something about amateur theatricals ?

A. Yes. If you have two small drawing-rooms you can convert one of them
into a stage and the other into an auditorium. Amateur theatricals are decidedly
advantageous if you have any daughters to marry. Rehearsals are conducive
to mild flirtation ; and by carefully selecting the period of your pieces you can
dress your children in the most becoming costumes.

Q. Do you think it advisable to ask any other young
ladies to join your daughters in the performances ?

A. Certainly ; but you should be careful to select

those only who are not likely to shine either by their

beauty or their talent.

Q. Do you not think that this is treating your guests
rather harshly ?

A. Xo. When your friends accept an invitation to be
present at private theatricals they should be prepared for
the worst.

Q. Will you kindly tell me why you entertain ?

A. Because I wish to be entertained in return. I

expect every card I issue to produce a pack.
Q. From your own showing entertaining is not con-

ducive to much enjoyment. Under these circumstances,
will you kindly say why you like entertainments ?

A. I presume for the same reason that one likes other

things because they are the fashion.

[ The Witness then withdrew

A STATUE AT LAST.

(JOHN BULL sings.)

I HAVE Artists, more than one,

Able, each, to paint like fun,

Yes, and turn a decent picture off his easel ;

Many Brothers of the Brush,
\Vho for bays may make a rush ;

But scarce ever had a topper at the Chisel,
One to cut out competition with the Chisel,

Scarce a master hand at moulding-tool and Chisel,
Whom you 'd quote, beyond a doubt,
As a Sculptor out-and-out

A first-chop, out-and-outer, at the Chisel !

But at last I 've got one, who,
Whilst a Painter, models too,

In a manner the Laocoon to match you.
For solid proof, no Myth, on
LEIGHTON s

" Athlete against Python,"
I can come, to show JOHN BULL can make a Statue ;

Because now LEIGHTON has made a Statue ;

So he and I can both point to a Statue,

Saying,
" Look you there, and see,

There 's a Statue made by me ;

Yes, at last, by Jove, I can make a Statue !
"

THEMES FOR WHISTLERS.
MR. PUNCH has great pleasure in offering to MK.

WHISTLER, and any one who may be following his

musical lead, the following suggestions for tone-pictures
'jO come.

1. An Arrangement (with Creditors) in Blue (3d. in the

pound).
2. A ditto in Couloir de rose (10s. 6d. in the pound).
3. A Nudity in primitive colours.

4. An Imposture in chalk-and-water (suggested sign
for a milkman).

5. An Optical Illusion in Invisible Green.
6. A Nightmare in Dapple Grey.
7. An Impropriety in dirty Drab.
8. A Depravity in Scarlet.

9. An Impertinence in any colour.

10. A Plain Truth in Black and White.

THE REPROACH OF IACHIMO.
"The country will sadly say of him (M. GLADSTONE) what

Imogen says in Cymbelme,
' My Lord, I fear, has forgot Britain,'

while history will add, as lachtmo does, 'And himeelf.' "Daily
Telegraph.

" HAS forgot Britain ?
" Blatant bunkum shapes

A Britain generous Britons would disown
A mock-BmTANNiA, whose'stage ermine drapes
A sham of frothy selfishness up-blown.

The truest lover of his land is not

The tap-room patriot of the pipe and pot.

' '

Forgot himself ?
"

Aye, in a nobler sort

Than sordid self-regard can understand.

What f Brave the loud reproach, the foul report,

The taunt of.treason to his native land !

Bah ! how should base Inckimo do less

Than scoff at such fine self-forgett'ulness ':
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

AT, why should LORD
ROSEBEBY vex himself

(Lords, Monday, May 14)
about our possible en-

tanglements under the

Tripartite Treaty? LORD
DEBBT looks on Treaty

obligations, as Jove on lovers' vows, as paper
promiseswhose violation is matter for laughter,
not wrath, still less thunderbolts. He sees no
likelihood of our being called on to fulfil our

Tripartite undertakings. But to propose to

Austria and France a mutual release from them might
" create unpleasantness."

LORD DERBY hates unpleasantness, except on paper ; and there ne is rather a
master of it, as witness his answer to PRINCE GORTSCHAKOFF. For pluck in

giving a paper-slap in the face, or meekness in taking one, commend us to
Limn DKKHY. As an example of the one, take his answer to PRINCE GORT-
SCHA KOKF ; as an example of the other, his submission to the Turkish treatment
of his Atrocity Dispatch. Judging by the last year's annals, this has hitherto
been the highest of LORD DERBY'S qualifications for the Foreign Office. But
now another looms upon us. Where among diplomatic cobblers is his equal for

making a tight Treaty sit easy ? If he had the shaping of diplomatic
" under-

standings," there wouldn't be an international corn to tread on.

(Commons.) Close of the Eastern Debate. Among the dramatit persona: of
the evening were SIB W. V. HARCOURT, MH. FAWCETT, LORD HABTINGTON, THE
CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER, MR. GLADSTONE, Ma. E. JENKINS, CHEVALTEB
O'CLERT, and MAJOR O'GoRiiAN. The question has clearly run the gamut of
the Collective Wisdom.

Let us note a memorable utterance of the Leader of Her Majesty's Opposition.
It touches the line of argument taken by our warlike contemporaries, the D. T,
and the P. M. "If," said LORD HABTINGTON,

"
for the security of our Indian

Empire, it be necessary that we should tight against the forces of nature, and
the laws of human progress, then, I say, we have undertaken a task too great.
I say there is no power which can restore the sap and vigour of a lifeless trunk

;

and there .is no power which can check the growth of the living, although
struggling, tree. The Turkish dominion is the lifeless trunk ; the subject
nationalities are the living tree : and to-night the House is asked to assert that
with them, and not with the remnants of a sad and shameful past, the
destinies of our Empire shall be associated." LORD HABTINOTON sat down with
these pregnant words. Punch says Ditto to LORD HABTINGTON.

SIR STAFFORD took a leaf, not out of Punch, but out of Punch's waste-
paper basket, in the shape of a poor parody on WORDSWORTH'S " We are
Seven "

; but he may yet find that the third and fourth of GLADSTONE'S Resolu-
tions, though dead in the House of a compact Tory majority, yet live in the
heart of England, to take shape in the policy of the nation.

MR. GLADSTONE'S reply did justice to the only new point that has arisen
since this debate began LORD DERBY'S answer to PRINCE GOBTSCHAKOFF. He
showed how, if the Neutral Head of the Government Janus had spoken from
the Exchequer and the Home Office, the other, or Non-Neutral Head, had
uttered itself through that impolitic and insulting paper which quite
deserves what hitherto has been its sole reward the thanks of the Turkish
Parliament.

At twenty-five minutes past two the House divid. d.

For MR. GLADSTONE'S First Resolution . . 223

Against :;."!

Majority ... 131

The mighty Major had the last twenty-five minutes of
the talk to himself, and managed to make the House
laugh, in spite of its weariness and eagerness for the

division, at his dissertation on the nationality of the
Bashi-Bazouks, whom the Major made out. with that
Milesian logic of which he alone commands the blend,"
to be Russian. So, Senatus locutus est ! But Hot
locutus est, too. How do their utterances tally '( And
which is likely to be weightiest in the long run ?

Tuesday (Lords}. LORD CARNARNON added to his
South African Bill a clause empowering HER MAJESTY
in Council to add to Cape Colony or Natal any British

territory in South Africa ; through which clause one
sees the claws of Great Britain clutching the Transvaal.

In the matter of that most unwilling incorporation (on
both sides) the Boer seems to be behaving less boorishly
than was anticipated. LORD CARNARVON explained that
it was a sheer case of self-preservation. BOER-BAAS
would set the Zulu kraals on fire, and Natal House was
next door to the Zulu kraals nay, had some of them in

its very back-yard ; so we have been obliged to take the
matches out of BoEB-BAAs's hand, and to tell BOEK-BAAS
that in future he will not be allowed to fiing fire about
so near JOHN BULL'S South-African dry-wood store
and powder-magazine.
(Commons.) MR. BOUBKE was able to ease the anxious

mind of Ma. B. DENISON. Neither Foreign Office nor
Indian Office has heard anything of Russian armaments
for invading India, from Tashkend, rid the Pamir Steppe

nor, Punch is happy to add for MR. DENISON'S com-
fort, i-iii the Mountains of the Moon either. My dear
MR. DENISON, do study your map STIELEB'S Hand-
Atlas will do and our Russophobes will say is the very
one to consult on a point of Russian aggression, and you
will see that the Pamir Steppe is a step beyond the stride
of even seven-leagued Russia-leather boots.

After many protests from private Members, who don't
like their private Motions shunted to make way for the
Government Parliamentary goods train, but who can't be
allowed to stand in the way of the Whitsun holidays,
the Universities Bill was got into Committee, and kept
the House busy for the rest of the evening. The most
burning question likely to rise out of it that of Clerical

Fellowships is to be postponed till the last.

" Worth makes the man, the want of it the fellow
"

has often been ironically quoted against the old order
of celibate and clerical socii. Let us hope that, in the

good time coming, the worth of the Fellow will rise as his
shackles of celibacy and clerical orders fall.

( Wednesday.) Two Bills of CAPTADT BEDFORD PIM;
one for establishment of County Naval Training Ships
and Schools (which the local authorities have power to

establish already), and the other for Compulsory Mer-
cantile Marine Hospitals. The House seemed to class
both proposals under the Silly-Billy category, when
it divided, 83 to 17 against the first, and 212 to 11

against the second.

Thursday (Lords}. The fight of Church and Chapel
on this side the grave is happily at an end. Their Lord-
ships divided 102 to 102 on LORD HABROWBT'S clause
identical with LORD GBANVILLE'S allowing burials
with such Christian, orderly, and religious service as the
relatives of the dead think fit, or without any service at

all, with due provisions for notice to the incumbent, and
so forth. In the House of Lords a tie counts for Non-
content. Out of their House this tie will count for Con-
tent ; in other words, everybody will be satisfied with
this end of a most miserable, and in all senses, mis-
chievous squabble but no thanks to a Government that
has shown itself less liberal in this matter than its own
Bench of Bishops. We assume that the clause will be
inserted in the Commons, and that the Government will

grin and bear it. Besides this end of Nonconformist
strife, the ABCHBISHOP OP CANTERBURY carried a clause

authorising the Clergy, with licence of the Bishop, to use
a special service, for special cases, in substitution for the
Church burial-service.

The Government opposed this too. They won't agree
to provide a plaster either for the Noneonformist's raw

VOL. LXJCH.
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or the Churchman's kibe, though a Tory Lord prepare the one, nnd
,

two Archbishops spread the other ! Wonderful Government !

' For
;

this relief much thanks
"

to both the Archbishops and some of the

Bishops, hut not to Da. MAGEE, who showed as much of Irish

Protestant narrowness as of Irish wit and eloquence in the way
he opposed both Harrowby clause and Archiepiscopal concession.

If it is for the interest of the State that there should be an end of

strife as one of the most respectable of copy-heads teaches us how
much more is it for the interest of the Church ?

Of course the Government will accept the Harrowby clause, and

say nothing more about it. Let us rejoice that, after all, the most

Ma. HUNT did condescend to say that he had never neen or heard of

any other Report, and that the only Admiralty letter about this

Report was one of thanks to the Committee for the pains they had
taken. Mr. Punch has too much respect for MR. HUNT'S intelligence
to feel it necessary to do more than hint .to him, that the terms of

his answer are perfectly compatible with a state of facts which
would rather justify ME. MITCHELL HENHY'S question, than ME.
WAED HUNT'S way of not replying to it. ME. HENKY means to turn
his question into a Motion.

After disposing of a long list of unconsidered trifles in the shape
of question and answer, the House got into Committee on the Uni-

obnoxious portion of the DUKE OF RICHMOND'S Bill, as Mr. Punch
anticipated, will have the honour of the one silent burial that will
follow upon its introduction.

(Commons.) ME. MITCHELL HENBY asked MB. WABD HUNT
whom the House cheered on seeing in his place again, as big and
burly as ever whether the Scurvy Report, published in the Times
of the 16th, was the Report as made, or as modified under Admiralty
or other

^official pressure ?

On this ME. WAED HUNT flew into such a passion, and jumped
so high up on his official dignity in his refusal to answer the
question, that it is impossible not to think there must be something
in the matter that made it one more proper to "ask, than easy to
answer. At last, under pressure of the milder wisdom of PLAYFAIE,

versities' Bill, but without burning its fingers with Clerical

Fellowships, and finally, after another vain attempt to open the

Schools to the Ladies, broke up thankfully for the Whitsuntide

holidays at a quarter past two till the end of this melancholy
month of May.

War Echoes.

Si. PETEBSBUEG is not in a hilly country, but still War Echoes have
been lately heard there, as thus :

La Prusse "russe." L'Autriche
"
triehe." Paris "rit."

L'Angleterre
"
taire." Le Grand Duo NICHOLAS "

la." Le
Padischa

" ah !
"
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THANKS TO THE EASTERN QUESTION.
Sunday School TcatJicr.

" Or OUR MINT GHosrtV KXIMIEJ*, CAN ANT CHILD TELL MB WHICH is THB GREATEST!"

Sharp Scholar. "Tun RrtsiANs, TKAC/BKR!"

THE SHOULDER-COLD ;

OR, THE MASTER-AND-MISSIS'S KING!

(At clererly managed by MR. ALFRED FOBMAN, and familiar l>y

this time to all Wagnerites.)

DUAMATTS PERSONA.

MARIHANN )

LISAJANK
[
The three Kitchenmaidens.

MYTILDA )

PLEESMANNEX (a Nibbeling).

Belgravians.

AHGUMEHT.
The idea is very simple. The three Kitchenmaidens guard the

Shoulder-cold. They are taken unawares by PLEESMANNKX (a

Nibbeling), who disappears with the Shoulder-cold. We will
not anticipate the denoitment.

The Scene represents the interior of a House from the Cellar to the

Drawing-rooms on the first-floor. The windows are at the back,
looking out on the Squares of Selgravia.

The three Kitchenmaidens (MABIHANN, LlSAJANE, and MYTILDA),
with brooms and dusters, are seen gliding about on the Drawing-
room floor, ascending ladders to clean the upper panes of the

windows, descending to break the china ornaments on the tables,
and mounting again on chairs and sofas to dust the Pictures, as
with their crinolines they gracefully sweep the articles of vertu
off the brackets.

MABIHANN An* poised herself on the fifth rung of a light ladder
which rests against the mantelpiece, where stands a magnificent
Clock under a glass shade.

MARTHASw.
Waggala! Waggala!
Waggala dusta
Over the crockery.

Wagf?aladusta !

Waggala! Wiggala! Waya!

LlSAJANE.
( Voice from the upper panes.)
Who '3 on the carpet, MTTILDA ?

MYTILDA.
I off the ladder,
LISAJANE, falling

Chipping the china.

(The Three laugh.)
Ha! ha! ha!

LISAJANK dives down from the ladder, and laughingly attempts to

catch MYTILDA, whn throws over a writing-table, scattering the

pens, ink, paper, and other articles on the carpet, and so evades
tier pursuer. The Three seek playfully to eaten one another.
This is musically illustrated by

"
the Crockery Motive" in the

Orchestra.
MTTILDA

(Thumping the Orand Piano).

Waggala 1 Waggala !

Workingless Sisters.

MABIHANH
( Tumbling off the Ladder).
The Clock I have crashed,
Cracking the Clock-case,
To crumbling crystals !

LISAJANK.

Let us say 'twas the cat !

(The Three laugh.)
Ha! ha! ha!

With merry cries they run away from each other, upsetting every-

thing. Meanwhile PLEESMANHEX appears gradually from the

Cellar, and so into the Kitchen. This is musically illustrated by
the

" Cold-Mutton Motive."

PLEESMANNEX.
Ho there ! you Noddies !

How neatly I nab you !
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Am I not hungering ?

Come, Kitchenmaidens !

[At the sound of his voice they cease their play.

MABIHANN.
See there- the Blue Man !

LISAJANE.

Our play will he join in ?

MYTIF.DA.

Bright blaze his buttons !

ALL TURKK.

What wouldat thou, below ?

PLEESMANNEX

( With an amorous glance in his eye}.

How sweet and how seduoious !

On you I have my eye !

Come, and I '11 kiss yer !

MAKIHANN.
Now I laugh at fear.

The foe is in love !

(They laugh.)
Ha ! ha ! ha !

PLEESMANNEX, incited by their merriment, mounts the kitchen-table,
and ascends through an open space in the ceiling left there, by a

gasman, and stepson to the Dining-room floor, thence, by similar

means, he attempts to climb to the Drawing-room.
MARIHANN

(Tickling him with her broom, but keeping him at a distance).

BOBBY, you bungler !

Buss you the broomstick !

[He seizes the broom, and she escapes up a ladder.

MTTILDA

(Stooping suddenly down, and leaning over the opening in the floor,
so as to blind his eyes with a duster).

Ducky, I 'm drooping
Down to you drowsily,
Blinding with blinkers.
Ain't it golopshus ?

[He turns sharply, grasps the duster, but is taken with a violent

fit of sneezing, and so MTTILDA escapes, mockingly.
PLEESMANNEX.

Atishoo ! Atishoo ! Atishoo !

How the dashed dry dust
Nebulous Nothing
Nettled my Nasal

Nostrils, you Noodles !

Atishoo ! Atishoo ! Atishoo !

LISAJANE

(Taking his hat off, and about to carry it away).
Ah ! now ! thou hatless man !

Catch me to kiss me ?

[He darts at her suddenly, and seizes her apron as she kneels
over the aperture. She turns to fly ; he clings to her apron,
and so is dragged up into the Drawing-room. She undoes
the strings ; he falls heavily on the floor, but scrambles up
on his hands and knees. The three Kitchenmaidens get up
ladders, and behind chairs and sofas, mockingly,

PLEESMANNEX

( With shrieking voice),

Woa, there ! Woa !

Woa! Pull up!
You giggling, gabbling' Girls there !

Give over your goading and gambols !

Gang of unmannerly maidens,
Have ye no heart !

Ye workingless Ideluns !

Nimble Nid-Noddies !

ALL TEHEE
(Gracefully dancing round a settee together).

Waggala! Waggala!
Waggala dusta !

(A bright light shines below, between the Kitchen and the Cellar. This
is illustrated by the

"
Sull's-Eye Motive.")

LlSAJANE

(Pointing below to where suddenly the bright light has discovered the

Larder-door).

Skirting the Scullery,
I see 'cold mutton-minced

Left leg or shrunk shoulder
Sent from the table
Of Master and Missis.

PLEESMANNEX.
Mutton for My Mouth !

Masterless Ideluns !

Give me, ye soatterbrains,

Shining cold shoulder !

MYTILDA.
I, Underkitchen Maid,
Put the cold mutton
Into the larder.

Where lies the key ?

MARIHANN.
I fill the Cooky's place,
Plain, but particular.

Guarding the mutton.
I keep the key.

PLEESMANNEX

^

his eyes fixed on the Larder-door, through which is now
risible, by the aid of the bull's-eye light shining from PLEES-
MANNKX'S belt, the cold Shoulder reposing in cold, still silence).

Ho ! there, Shy Shufflers !

Shelved is the Shoulder.
I am the lingering,
Unawares Nibbeling.

(Fearfully loud)

Laugh as you like,
The Nibbelung is nearing to Nibble !

[ With a wild cry of intense appetite he dires down into the

Kitchen, and with fearfulforce bangs open the Larder-door,
seizes the cold shoulder, extinguishes his bull's-eye, and
swiftly disappears into the darkness, and boldly ascends the
"
airey steps" to the pavement above. The light breaks

suddenly in on all sides. Sells clang, knockers sound,
wrangling of Cabman and Fare heard outside, Master and
Missis have come back, unexpectedly, to sup on the cold
shoulder of mutton.

THE RING OF THE MASTER-AND-MISSIS IS HEARD!
Thunder Lightning Storm.

THE KITCHENMAIDENS

(Flying in different directions, and screaming).

Waggala ! Waggala !

Workingless Ideluns !

What will the Missis say ?

What will the Master say ?
" Take a month's notice,

Wageless ones, Ideluns !
"

Woe! Woe!
Woe! Woe!

[ They descend and ascend in confusion. From the very farthest
end of the Square is heard the sound of PLEESMANNEX
laughing, with his mouth full. The Master and Missis

appear ; their faces are filled with black looks, and the

Kitchenmaidens tremble before them in the passage, and
then go downwards. Presently, the Master and Missis

ascend, illustrated by
"
Lullaby Motive." Dark night sets

in, and all is quiet.

LIONS AT HOME.
(A Dialogue in a Den.)

SCENE The Lions' Den at the Zoo. TIME The Evening after the

first trial of the enlarged Cages for the Carnivora.

Lioness No. 1. Well, LEO dear. Still sulky, eh ?

Lion (majestically). Your sex never can distinguish between

dignity and ill-temper, or tell sorrow from sulks.

Lioness No. 2. Well, as the effects are very much alike, and

equally unpleasant, perhaps the mistake is not so very wonderful.
Lion. Look here, LEONIE ! You are going in for satire. Drop it !

That 's a male prerogative, remember. We will have no Woman's
Rights' nonsense in Liondom, if you please !

Lioness No. 2. Or, rather, if you don't please. But LEO, dear,

why wouldn't you try the new cage ? I assure you it 's awfully

jolly.
Lion (turning up his eyes). Idiotic slang, too! You learn that

from the silly she-creatures who come and stare at us. This is the

result of association, however involuntary, with one's inferiors.

You are fast losing all sense of the traditional dignity of our species.

There was never but one man DH. JOHNSON whose diction a re-

spectable lion might adopt without degradation. What would he
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[inn imvu sum u jne 1

Lion (suspiciously). What are you m
Lioness No. 2 (blandly). I was just !

III.. 1,i uti<iiti>li ittm'a tiTtiliu <> liilli.
'

have said to such an imbecile and illogical locution as
"
awfully

jolly"? Bah!!!
Lionets No. 1 (aside). He is really very trying, my dear.
Li'ini'st No. 2 (ditto). Very. But we must coax mm over, or we

shall have such a life !

muttering there ?

t saying what a treat it is to be
able to stretch one's limbs a little !

Lion (scornfully). Pooh ! A poor fifty
feet by thirty ! Call that a

stretch '( For a mouse, perhaps. Besides, I 'm sick of being made
a spectacle of a sight for the Cockney, a model for the artist, a

zoological study for the snrnnt. They are now, forsooth, to "have
a chance of seeing such savage life in something like its natural

expansjveness." Something like Y If they 'd give my "
natural

expansivenes
"

fair play for ten minutes, 1 'd show them something
worth seeing. Only, they wouldn't report it to the penny papers,
1 'm thinking. Ha ! ha ! ha !

" Proof against all temptations to escape
our bondam ''

"

They take care not to give us the chance.
Lioness No. 1. Well, LEO, dear, but after all, half a bullock is

better than no beef.

Lioness No. 2. Talking of that, I should have liked five minutes
personal discussion with that impudent Indian bull-calf in the cage
opposite, which these greedy tigers were impotently licking their

lips at.

Lioness No. 1. Don't mention the stuck-up creatures, my dear.

They give themselves airs because, forsooth, they were introduced
to prison by a Prince ! Why LEO is a King, in his own right.

Nasty striped nobodies I

Lioness No. 2. But LEO, a little open-air exercise would be good
for you, I feel sure, and it is rather kind of our captors, I mean our
our guardians.
Lion (scornfully). Kind? How purblind, how credulous, how

frivolous is your sex. Kind ? They trot us out for their own delec-

tationgood leonine word that.
Lioness No. 2. But "

trot ont " has just a savour of slang, has it

not, LEO ?

Lion. Don't interrupt. Slang is like modesty ; what is so in
one sex is not so in the other. I say they want to trot us out. You
may like to be stared at. All she* do. /don't desire to tumble in

public to feast the eyes of the zanies of the
" Zoo."

"The prison'd eagle will not pair, nor I
Serve crass Society's curious phantasy."

Lioness No. 1 (aside). Poetry, eh ? Then he 'a melting. Sulks,
like broken hearts, never burst into song until they are mending.

Lioness No. 2. Exactly so, LEO. But what if they attribute your
ahem ! reserve to funk I mean fear ?

Lion. Funk ? Fear ? And this to FELIS LEO, the King of Beasts,
and emblem, even among men, of stern dauntlessness ? They dare
not so malign me and stultify themselves. [Roart.

Lioness No. 2. H'm ! Reports, I hear, have lately been current

among them all along of those ubiquitous Paul Prys, the travellers
which seem to cast doubts upon the traditional courage and mag-

nanimity of the Lion.
Lion. What! of the terror of the jungle, the friend of ANDBOCLES,

the symbol of British supremacy ?

Lioness No. 2. Even so. Great shame, is it not ?

Lion (grandly). At least I have never given grounds for such base
insinuations.

Lioness No. 2. W-e-11 the manner in which you ahem ! sulked
to-day, at sight of the whip, you know

Lion. Pooh ! As I said before, that was dignity, not sulks or

perish the thought ! fear.
Lionets No. 2. Of course. Only perhaps it would be as well not to

give them a chance of mistaking dignity for well, to put it mildly,
as that Teh-graph man did" mistrust of the superior animal."

Lion. Superior animal, indeed ! Give me ten minutes in the open
with a dozen of them, and I '11 soon show which is the superior
animal. Still, as I was saying, it would be well not to give them a
chance of mistaking dignity for pusillanimity, and so well, we
shall see.

Lioness No. 2 (aside). We shall some fun. How easily these
male creatures are led by the nose.

Lioness No. 1 (aside). If you only know what rope to pull.
Lioness No. 2 (aside). Trust any she-creature, lioness, lamb, or

lady for that.
" If the lion's skin should fail.

Patch it with tho fox's tail."

Both. Ha ! ha I ha ! [Settle down for the night.

An Easy Riddle.

IN the course of the recent debate in the House of Commons, LORD
ELCHO inquired,

" What could be more monstrous than the idea
of Russia lighting for civil and religious liberty?" Why " The
idea of England fighting against it." Let LORD ELCHO ask another.

ALARMING SACRIFICE IN PIMLICO.
AIH readers of the Morning Pott

may have been interested by a

paragraph published the other

day in that fashionable journal,

respecting
" ST. BAKNAHAR'S Ciirncn,

PIMLICO. We are informed that
tin t'uchariitic vestments, duly pro-
dded by the churchwarden! and
nariahioncn of St. Barnabai's

Church, Pimlico, were introduced

and worn there on Ascension Day."

It was but for a very little

while that the
Clergy

of St.

Barnabas could enjoy the plea-
Mire of wearing these vest-

ments, and the congregation
that of admiring the reverend
cntlemen in their ornamental

.ittire. Ascension Day fell on

Thursday the 10th instant, and
on the succeeding Saturday the
LORD CHANCELLOR, delivering

judgment in the RIDSDALK

Appeal Case, pronounced "eu-
iharistic vestments" illegal.

What a bitter mortification for

both priests and people ! How very disgusting ! So now, unless

the forbidden" vestments continue to be worn at St. Barnabas s

Church, Pimlico, in contempt of the Privy Council, by divuies

taking pattern from the Confessor of St. James s, Hatcham, they
will remain on hand laid up in the vestry like o many dresses

and stuff* gone out of fashion, at the end of the season, encumbering
a draper's shop.
The draper is glad to get rid of his out-of-date stock for what it

will fetch. So ought the Churchwardens of St. Barnabas likewise

to be. This consideration will probably induce economical Ladies

in Belgravia, if there are any, to inquire about the millinery now

lying useless in the wardrobe under the care of those gentlemen, in

order to ascertain what they would take for it ; because, though
interdicted to Clergymen, it might be appropriate to girls, and no

doubt prove wholly or in part convertible into skirts, petticoats,

and other articles of finery suitable to the softer sex.

FROM THE RIGHT HAND, INTO THE RIGHT HANDS.

WHAT less large and liberal hand than that of England, embodied
in England's Queen, should have been put forth to save the last

living descendants of DANIEL DE FOB, now old, infirm, and penni-

less, from the choice between starvation and the Workhouse ?

The QtTBRN's help has been given in such a representative act

of well-timed, as sore-needed, bounty, to these representatives of

a famous writer, and a patriot as faithful as ill-rewarded, even as

it was, a short time ago, to the Banff cobbler and Scottish naturalist,
TAM EDWARD. DEFOE'S great-great-granddaughters are henceforth

secured from misery by pensions of 75
a-year each, in payment

(if but of a poor instalment) of the debt due to the Author of

Robinson Crusoe from all generations of English-speaking men of

the two last centuries.

Errors of the Press.

MB. FORSTTH is not usually chargeable with strong language ;

but we find this strong expression scored to him in the Daily
News .

" The Pall Mall Oatette used to boast it was written by
Sentlemen for Gentlemen. From its raving style lately, it seemed
to be written by maniacs for fools." This must be an egregious
error of the Press ! What Ma. FORSTTH did say, of course, was

"
by

Statesmen for Patriots."

A Probability and a Prayer.
A. TOOTH in again
His cell, Horsemonger Lane
A. TOOTH ont for good-
Did Church of England as she should ?

FAVOURITE SCOTTISH JESTER (tojudge by Mr. Punch't correspon-
lencefrom north of Tweed). MR. ACT.DJO.

THE GREAT LOAN-LAND. South America.
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MIGHT IS RIGHT;
OB, A FKIBNDLY LE\D is A CASE OF JIBBING PONIES.

"WOODMAN SPAEE THAT TREE !

"

Quoth BEACONSFIELD THE MYSTERIOUS.

Quoth WILLIAM THE WOODMAN
" SPAKE it ?

" Too long the sapless trunk has stood,
Blasted and bare, the spectre of the wood.
If once in stately strength it towered, and drew
From earth and air, noon sun, and morning dew,
Their liberal tribute to its swelling growth,
It gave but scant return. The axe is loth
To fell the forest pride, hut if the blade
Of gallant SOBIESKI had been laid

Sheer to that root two hundred years ago,
Nor lopped limb only, but the trunk brought low,
Fairer had spread the forest, nobler trees
A fertile soil had fed, the eastern breeze,
Untainted by the Upas breath that blasts
Where'er this trunk its withering shadow casts,
Had been far fresher, and our Western ways
Had known serener nights and brighter days.
Its shade was never shelter, its foul form
Brake not the hurricane, but drew the storm.
What budding slips of promise ever sprang
Within its range ; what songsters ever sang
Faith's lay or Freedom's, where its umbrage spread
Thick gloom of night, and darkness of the dead ?

Too slow it dies ; its long decay is rife

With nought but loathsome forms of leprous life.

Why spare the blasted tree ? That once again,
Fed by its native draught of War's red rain,
It may revive a moment, and prolong
A little while the rule of wrath and wrong ?

Or is the plea perchance not pity's own,
But the appeal of "patriotism," grown
So impotent of mood as to invoke
The Upas' shadow to protect our Oak ?

Shall we, the warrior-traders of the West,
Preserve the trunk whose presence genders pest,

In hope that its last leaves, though shrunk and sear,

Of the steppe-hurricane may ward the fear ?

The tree must fall, whose branches only grow
Parasites of corruption. Lay it low !

Blood stains its bole, and none but gibbet-fruit

Hangs from its cankered boughs. From crown to root

'Tis rottenness. Were 't mercy to withhold
The Woodman's trenchant steel ? Be just, be bold !

Let in fresh air, give younger growths free space ;

Forests may flourish in this blasted place,
Of vigorous spread, of timber straight and sound.

But for this tree, why cumbers it the ground ?

EXTRAORDINARY EFFECTS OF THE "MUSIC OF THE
FUTURE."

A GENTLEMAN, well known as Musical Critic to one of our weekly
periodicals, rushed out into the road, in front of the Albert Hall,
and embracing an Italian Organ-grinder, shouted, in a passion of

tears,
" You. at least, have melody !

"

The REV. IGNATIUS PANDOLF'S wife was taken out in violent

hysterics, and is now completely incapable of distinguishing a

Gregorian chant from a boiler-explosion.
An Italian Tenor, of high standing, and higher salary, was heart-

broken at finding his favourite curl had turned white during the

performance, and though convinced that in the Wagnerian cataclysm
the musical world had come to an end, kept on muttering to himself,
"E pur si muoKe !

"

A dear old Lady from the country assures us she was extremely

disappointed ; and wants to know whether that dreadful noise in the

Albert Hall accounted for the deafness of the doorkeepers to all

her demands for her money back, on the plea that though there was
row enough for a whole battery of cannon, she never saw ZAZEL

go off at all and doesn't believe she was ever shot from her great

gun all through the performance.

ARTICLES OF WAS.- Daily Telegraph and Pall Mall Leaders.
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OUR REPRESENTATIVE MAN.
(Some Account of the Amusements of the Season, chiefly Musical

Albert Hull, Covent Garden, Gaiety, and Alhambra by Our

Regular. Jlrpri'snnttitiri- (hnnii flile).)

HE Wagner Fes-
tival is over.
After most fes-

tivals comes the
inevitable head-
ache : not after
this. Many who
went to scoff, re-
mained to praise.
The "Rhine-
Gold" is a mas-
ter-piece. This is

not a
discovery

of

mine. To under-
stand it, a tho-

rough acquaint-
ance with the
stage - directions

is absolutely ne-

cessary. From
ilicta ot experi-
enced Bayreuth-
iana it seems tome
that this drama-
tic Tone - Poem,
this

"
Arrange-

ment in String
and Wind," us

ME. WHISTLER would call it, must inevitably be vulgarised by repre-
sentation on the stage. For example, admirable as is, in general,
the mise-en-scene at Covent Garden, how utterly destructive of the

poety of LOHENGRIN are the common-place, wandering-eyed"
Chorus-Gentlemen," who appear as

" Saxon and Thuringian
Nobles !

" how poor the effect of the narrow, marshy-looking river,
the Scheldt, in the background, while only children could be in-
terested in the Property Swan with an uneasy head, and the wobbling
Pantomime Pigeon coming down a very evident wire. The spectacle
of the first and last Acts is only tolerable from a MADAME TUSSAUD
point of view. But such a mise-en-scene as The Nibelung's Ring
demands is impossible. The attempt to realise its sublime woula
most certainly result in achieving our ridiculous. From Wagner-
libretto to Pantomime-opening is, scenically, but a step.

~A propos of Covent Garden, ADELINA 1 >INO K.V u PATTI was enthusi-
astically received by a most brilliant house on her rentree, Tuesday.
15th May. That her voice exercised its magic charm over the crowded
audience was proved by the determined encore of the

" Shadow Song,'"
and by her being recalled four times after that, by acclamation, and
then thrice before the curtain. ME. GTE should l>e a happy man to
have such a dish to set before his visitors as this delicious PATTI.
MLLE. ALBANI has taken the house by storm in the Puritnni and
Migoletto, which last mentioned opera is admirably cast. This year
SCALCHI, ALBANI, GATAEEE and PANDOLFINI, being the quartette.
SIGNOB PANDOLFINI plays the Fool capitally I mean in Rigoletto.
In recent programmes ME. GTE has kindly consented to drop the
accent over the "

e
" in SIONOE GATABBE'S name, which is Spanish,

and not to be pronounced as "
Gay 'Arry." However, accents will

happen in the best regulated families. Why are the'Entr'actes so

long? Better late than never but still from 8'30 till half-past
midnight is top much of the best thing. An Opera should now be
announced as in three Acts and two long Entr'actes, the curtain to
rise un-punctually at some time or other, the whole to conclude
exactly when it is finished, and not one minute after.
From Italian to French. Artful Cards having gone with MB.

TOOLK into the provinces, MB. HOLLINOSHEAD plays a fresh hand.
Over the Gaiety for the next six weeks is to be written,

" Id on
parle fran$ai "not in farce, but in earnest. L'Ami fritz or,
as Cockneydom will call it,

"
Lummy Fritz "will be one of the

trumps in the
pack.

MLLK. CHATJMONT, returns with La bonne
Annee which does not, when translated, mean the Nurserymaid
ANNIE though that might not be a bad subject for a Musio-Hall
ditty. This is something to look forward to.

Orphee aux Enfers, at the Alhambra, is well worth seeing.A little dialogue goes a long way in a grand spectacular Opera bouffe
at the Alhambra, and, therefore, a piece oetter adapted to the
requirements of this particular place though it is scarcely fair to
accuse the Alhambra of being "particular" could not have been
selected than ME. H. S. LEIGH'S version of the Orphee. A more
charming representative of the coquette Eurydice than our hand-
some American cantalrice. Miss MUNKOE, could not be found in
London, though a blase Parisian might probably demand more

abandon in the thoroughly Offen-bacchanalian song which crowns
the banquet Aux Enfers. But this objection applies to all Pluto's

Olympian guests, whose after-supper conduct in Pandemonium is as
decorous as that of a party of more modern Divines at a Lambeth
Palace lawn-party.
Where all is so well done it may be invidious to single out any one

artiste for special praise ; but it is only fair to notice Miss L. ROB-
SON'S intelligent and spirited rendering of the rule of Public

Opinion, a really original creation, by the way, of the French
librettist, M. HKCTOR CRKMIEUI. But for this young lady's
dramatic energy, the finiih of the first Act would have been a
tame affair. If the Poetic Librettist attended rehearsals, he
must have given up in despair all attempts at getting the Gods
and Goddesses to pronounce the classical names correctly. Arittteut

on the Alhambra stage is generally called
" A rlstius." Actaton is

alluded to as
" Action "

: while everybody takes his or her own
private view of Orpheus, who is sometimes

"
Orpheus," some-

times
"
Orpheus," and sometimes "

Offlfut." But only once did
1 hear the hero of the Opera called

"
Orpheus." MB. JACOBI'S

Orchestra is as good as ever ; and if it were objected to as

occasionally too loud for the voices, its astute and experienced
Conductor would probably reply,

" So much the better for the
voices." I am not disposed to quarrel with him on this score or on

any other ;

"
scores

"
being his forte. The mise-en-scene is excel-

lent, the costumes superb and summery ; while for spectacle and
general effect no revival of this Opera bouffe. on the Parisian or

London Stage, can be placed on a par with Orphee aux Enfers as at

present given at the Alhambra. These, Sir, are the sentiments of

YOUB REPBESESTATIVK.

THE PICK OF THE PICTURES.
(Our men Guide to the Academy. Visit No. 3.)

S before, visitors to the Aca-
demy are requested to take
this list with them, and
refer to the names here

suggested before consulting
the Catalogue. We have
jotted down in these notes
what the pictures ought to

have been called. The fol-

lowing numbers will be
found sufficient for one
afternoon :

No. 35. VAL. C. PBINSEP.
"I can't make it out."
Notice the expression. MR.
PHINSEP is at present in

India, engaged on a grand
picture of an Indian Rubber,
with Rajah revoking.
No. 45. MBS. H. (E. M.)

WAED. "She was werry
good to me, she was."
No. 70. BRITON RIVIERE.

The Soft Roe.
No. 130. BASIL BEADLET.

Sheepish.
No. 101. G.D.LESLIE, R. A.

' '

May - day new stile."

(Observe the new stile.)

No. 169. E. J. PoTNTEB, R.A. " What can't be cured must be
endured," or rheumatism in the little finger of the left hand.
No. 181. J. CHABLBS. The holiday task.

No. 194. ABTHUB HILL. " Shall 1 throw it at him ?
"

No. 273. J. E. MILLAIS, R.A. The " sound of many waters"Soda,
Seltzer, Apollinaris, Taunus, &o., all effervescent, but all natural,
and delightfully refreshing. It is as good as a douche to stand
before the picture for half an hour and after you leave it, yon seem
to hear its sound all over the room, calling

" Come back ! About
the most wonderful bit of real water colour ever painted in oil.

No. 301. T. ARMSTRONG. Above her work.
'

I am not accus-
tomed to feed pigeons."
No. 464. HETWOOD HAKDY. Biding to Khiva, (The Artist's shay-

d'oeuvre.)
No. 452. GEO. H. BOUGHTON. The same subject as the foregoing,

differently spelt and treated. Riding to Kiver with a friend.
No. 444. SIB F. GRANT, P.R.A. Most dramatic picture. Tells its

own story at once. Evidently Sunday; time, 3.30P.M. Respect-
able elderly Clergyman waking up suddenly after on early dinner,
having dropped asleep over the Quarterly Review. He is horror-

struck, and exclaims.
" Bless my soul, 3'30 ! And I ought to have

been at church haif-an-hour ago!" View of church in the
distance.
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WHICH WILL WIN?"
MB. LEIGHTON'S GROUP ADMITS OF so MANY APPLICATIONS. THIS is PUNCH'S. (WITH BIS COMPLIMENTS TO THE SCULPTOR.)

No. 313. H. STACY MASKS, A. " An arrangement in black and
white " with a money-lender. (With MB. MABKS'S compliments to

MB. WHISTLES.)
No. 520. WILFBTD V. HEBBEBT. Naval Gentleman instructing

Tailor (Tailor invisible), and saying,
" I should like a nice summer

waistcoat made out of this
"

referring to some stuff on the table.

No. 413. KATE ALDHAM,
"
Opening her Chest."

No. 423. J. CHABLES,
"
Giving Herself Airs " on the piano.

Probably,
"
Charley is my Darling." HABBIET is oun.

No. 503. E. J. POYNTER, R.A., "A propoi of this picture, it is worth
while to record a dialogue overheard in front of this painting. Let the
reader study the figures carefully and then enjoy the dialogue :

Young Lady (from the country, making notes). Aunt, dear, what 's this ?

Aunt (with Catalogue carefully reading the wrong number). That, dear
oh that (with consciousness of strict accuracy) is

" Summer Evening at

Ecclesbourne, Hastings."
(Her Niece lays nothing, but clearly thinks that the Ladies of Ecclesbourne

are uncommonly cool people. No. 503 must be seen for the appreciation of

this mistake.)

No. 566. G. F. WATTS, R.A. Originally intended for the
"
Magpie and Stump." Since altered to Dove and Dead tree.

No. 542. G. POPE. "
Going to pot."

No. 589. BRITON RIVIERE. This, in schoolboy phrase, might be
described as

"
Giving him a licking."

No. 597. L. ALMA-TADEMA, R.A. "
Stuff and nonsense." (The

first part of the title represented by the Girl's dress, the second by the
old Gentleman's observation on hearing that somebody has proposed
for her.)

No. 962. LANCELOT J. POTT. A practical joke in the olden time.

No. 951. G. RICHMOND, R.A. Teaching the young idea to be up
to the time of day.
** We would impress on our readers the absolute necessity of

taking the above Guide to the Academy, and comparing the descrip-
tions here given with the Pictures themselves.
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GRACE BEFORE POWDERS (BUT NOT AFTER).
Young Innocent (about to partake).

" FOR ALL WK ABE OOIN" TO WECBIVF, MAT THB YOKD
MAKE US TOOLV FANKFUL !

"

THE INTELLECTUAL "DIES NON."
VERT REVEREND MR. PUNCH,

IN personally addressing you, I may appear an odd sort of person, being: deemed a

thing impersonal ; however, I venture to.take the liberty of personifying myself. Please
to suppose that I have a self to personify. But an account of myself will render myselfhood
self-evident. I am a Day. No relation to JOHN DAT, the famous jockey and trainer, whose
name is borne by one of the principal horses now figuring in the racing news. I am not one
of the DATS of Danebury. I am a Day of the week, and have nothing whatever to do
with horse-racing that is. at home. They manage these things otherwise I won't say
better, in France. " The better the day the better the deed" when the deed admits of

not mind
; but what I don't like is being made a dies non not only for business purposes,

but also for those of enjoyment, and above all, for that needful restorative from the toils
of business recreation.

That I ought not to be a dies non altogether is evident from the names I commonly fro

by, Dies Solis and Dies Dominica, both of which I acknowledge. But I am also denomi-

nated by an alias I disown. Certain parties
.ill me Diet Saltbati. I am nothing of the

kind, aa MR. SOLOMONS will tell you. I am
the first day of the week, and not the
seventh ; and, whilst a holy day, also a

holiday. As such everybody should keep
me, to make me the Institution I might be
made. Church and Chapel occupy but some
hours of me. What are people to do during
my remainder-hours? They will do some-

tiling, and Da. WATTS has mentioned what
sort of occupation is found for idle hands,
and by whom.
One such occupation is boozing in a

public-house. Thither poor folks are driven

by a stupid system of closing better places,
which it is the object of a Society called

.if t IT me to get opened during some of my
bours. It met on Saturday last week at

the Freemasons' Tavern ; the DEAN OF

WESTMINSTER, its President, in the Chair.

DEAN STANLEY was supported by most of

the wisest men now in Town, including
DR. B. W. RICHARDSON, PROFESSOR MOR-
LET, and PROFESSORS HUXLBT and TYNDALL,
who would, but for an illness in the family
of a noble Lady, have been reinforced by
LADY BURDETT COUTTS. This Meeting
unanimously voted resolutions soliciting the
Government and Legislature to sanction,
on the First Day of the Week (improperly
called by ignorant pietists the Sabbath, and
still more improperly by the Scotch part of

them Sawbbath), the opening of Museums,
Picture Galleries, Libraries, and other places
of rational entertainment, at which between
the hours of religious service, it may be

possible for the British Pnbbo to devote
their leisure otherwise than to animal

pleasure or degrading excess, and employ
it in the cultivation of those attributes by
which civilised mankind are principally
distinguished from pigs. I hope, Very
Reverend Sir, you will do me the kindness
to assist the endeavour to obtain t his right
for the Working Classes especially, since the

only day in all the week on which it is

possible for them to benefit by national
Exhibitions and Literary and Scientific

Institutions is your obedient servant to

command,
SUNDAY.

P.8. No need to deprive attendants of

Sunday's rest. A few extra policemen
could supply their places. Besides, there is

the above-named gentleman MR. SOLOMONS,
and other members of his community,
MESSRS. ABRAHAMS, ISAACS, JACOBS, Moss,
and LEWIS, to name but a few, who observe
the original Sabbath upon Saturdays;
many of whom would be glad to earn a
shekel or so by relieving guard at public
Institutions on Sundays.

"Dissent and Desecration."

THE point of interment in churchyards
having been conceded to Nonconformists,
how superfluous it seems on the part of any
of the Clergy and their representatives to

insist upon
" silent burial, as the alterna-

tive for the Church service. If the burial

of the dead does not desecrate consecrated

ground, still less can any appropriate utter-

ance of the living. Dissent can only be

aggravated by being forbidden to speak ;

for if the Nonconformist is compelled to be
silent at the side of a grave, will he not,
like the celebrated parrot of MR. JOSEPH

MILLER, only think the more '(

A SUBJECT FOR THB NEXT ACADEMT GOLD
MEDAL. F. LEIGHTON, R.A., carving his

way to the Temple of Fame.
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AGAIN !

First Gent.
" 'EiKD ABOUF THE SEA-SBRPENT THEY'VE CAUGHT AT OBAN?

Second Ditto.
" SBA-SERPENT CAUGHT IN 'OIBORN ! 'Most BE AN 'OAX 1 !

"

THE SILVER (LACE) ROAD TO THE ARMY.
Diary of a Training, by a Sub-Lieutenant of Militia.

FIRST WEEK.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. Spent my time in watching the men

exchanging their rags for ill-fitting uniforms, and assisted at a parade in which
the Articles of War were read to apathetic veterans and alarmed recruits.

Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Gazed upon the 'men as they sleepily
learned the rudiments of squad drill. On Saturday, kit inspection ; dull work
and not particularly instructive.

SECOND WEEK.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. Devoted to musketry, position drill anc

target practice. At the first, the men (without targets) were taught to aim
theoretically, at something in particular. At the last, the men (with targets
learned, practically, to fire at nothing in particular. The markers at the rangei
slept hetter than the scorers. General discomfort and discouragement o:

everybody concerned.

Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Wet weather. Three days out of the

twenty-seven spent in doing nothing.

THIBD WEEK.
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. The men for the first time took par

in battalion movements. Acted in a very subordinate position, to the grea
honour and glory of my captain.

Thursday, Friday, and Saturday. Battalion drill continued. Captain awa;
on leave, and thus had a first opportunity of learning something on my own
account.

FOURTH WEEK.
Monday.Tuesday, and Wednesday. Great excitement in preparation for the

Inspection Bay. The regiment took violently to skirmishing, and attempte(
to get up in three days what Regulars would certainly have consumed six
months in learning.

Thursday. The inspection. Cocked hats, bands, feasts and friends.

Friday and Saturday. Nothing to do. Pleased to think that I had got throug]
one of the two trainings required by regulation as part of the requisite qualification
(plus a Civil Service Examination) for a Lieutenant's Commission in the Line.

IN THE NAME OF THE PROPHET
. "POTS!"

" Pols mean civilisation, and the history of
pottery

is the

istory of culture. . . . For what would man be without a

ot of fome sort ? . . . The uniformity in human nature has

Iways shown itself manifest in pottery." The "
Daily News "

n JlK. GLADSTONE'S Address upon fottery at the Cymro-
'orion Society.

Whereat some one of the loquacious Lot,
I think a Sufi pipkin waxing hot
" All this of Pot and Potter ? Tell me then
" Who makes who sells who buys who is the Pot ?"

OMAU KHAYYAM.

POTLESS Humanity ! A pregnant thought
With much suggestion fraught,

Which Persian O.MAK in the Potter's House,
Surrounded by the ordered shapes of clay,
Somehow missed marking in his distant day,
For all his keen but pessimistic nous.

Man the Pot-shaper ! A new definition !

Oh, for an exhibition
Of Pots from Egypt's earliest to- ah ! What ?

That one ideal, final, transcendental,

Supreme Supernal Pot,

Which, on this view, should mark the culmination,
The highest tide-mark of Art-cultivation,

To which our Earth hath got.

Oh, what a Pot were that ! Will GLADSTONE'S self

Help us so far to soar in the ideal,
As to adumbrate that most rare, if real,
Result from centuries of clay and delf,
That fictile ultimatum P Fancy faints

At the prodigious prospect. Memory paints
Pictures of recent raptures witnessed oft

In eyes of Ladies, heard from lips less soft

Of ardent greybeards, over bits of crockery
Of such amazing immature monstrosity,
Chaos chromatic, shapeless squat atrocity,

That it were surely mockery
To fancy they comprised one genuine quality

Of the great Pot-finality.
But if these wake such ecstasies, oh what
Delirium of unspeakable delight,

Supreme and infinite,
Should be the product of the Crowning Pot ?

Yes, Pots mean progress ! Thoughtful souls must feel

The wheel of Fortune is a potter's wheel.

KHAYYAM drew doleful auguries from its twirl,
But then he was a poet and a Persian,
A sceptic too, at whom, with cold aversion,
The British Philistine's fine lip will curl.

Yet this new doctrine of the Daily News
Might fire a Western muse,

Not such as she who sat at OMAB'S suppers,
But cool, correct, and orthodox as TUPPEK'S.
If life 's a crux, a labyrinth, a lottery,

The clue, the key to it is found in Pottery.
How pleasant 'twere, did time allow, to trace

In pots and pans the progress of our race !

Each page of time the potter leaves his print on,
From Greek HYPEBBIUS to HEKBEBT MINION

A longish stretch,

Through which a compass critical to fetch

Displays in stereotype all human passions,
Utilities and tastes, prides, follies, fashions.

Thus, potted and preserved, lies record strange
Of human progress, in ceramic change
(Or say /ieramic, since our classic day
Is very sweet on the initial "k".)

The Epic of the Pot ! Who '11 write it ? See,

Oh, versatile and vehement W. G.
When you have polished off such minor works
As utter demolition of the Turks,

Here is a task for you !

"
Pots, and the man I sing." Yes, that will do.

Its title ? The Fictiliad. 'Tis a theme
To satisfy a Neo-Homer's dream.
Wire in, my WILLIAM ! show the world what's what
In Epos. 'Twere a splendid consummation ;

A nobler, wider subject is there not,

Since without Pots all Earth's Civilisation

Must go to Pot!
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HOW WE GO TO THE DERBY, AND WHY.
..._

_

1 i ny elriks g" I iy I'.-iil Iwvaiur they w.uit tn net there quickly. Fatal delusion !

2- .MS. CADDISH goes tor the pleasure of playing the fool
3. CATnrs TEAMER tooh hl^ on-n Irag, rtplighthig'most In his own performance.
4. MR. BTLLINV, pays n Ttnvanit -price fer an r*n Fly, on purpwf to take Miss

COOING nd her Mamma.
5. MB. Bcrnm je bfcause people mut have "

C'rect Cards."

VOL. LXXT.

*'"$
6. A Country Squire and his Vfcar rom np one thinks it Is the thiti^ to do, the

,
other knows it is not.

7. Gipsy Girls go on business.
8. Fn.L TATEB takes his Missis for a hairing to Hepsom
9. MR. BBT goes because he 's obliged ;

and " MAXXIKIX JACK "
goes to see the

racing.
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A STRAIGHT TIP.

(Being an intercepted letter from The 0!d OlaJiak to hi> neplcir, The young Obadiah, containing most important informaiion on the event of the day.)

V.

EAR NEVVY, When you receive this letter you will exclaim, for I know you,
"
0, my prophetic soul ! my Uncle I

" and lucky for you
to have such an

Uncle on the turf and not under it yet, my boy. To-day is
" the glad day

of all the bright new 'year," as our sporting poet Laureate Ten-to-one-

yson says ; never mind if I don't quote him exactly, for genius, my dear

Young OBADIAH, is above rules, and my quotations, as you know no one

hotter are mostly from the Latest Betting. Rely on vour Uncle,

OBVDIAH, my boy, and your Uncle will pull you through. You want no

information from a Tout while I am to the fore. As our sporting French-

man says,
" Tour" e&t Id. There is not a better mover on the Downs than

the horse I mentioned to you the other day. Keep it dark, OBADIAH, keep
it dark. When' yon took 100 to 1 against that other one I told you of,
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HAPPY THOUGHT.
Nurse. "

WKLL, MASTK.R TOM, AND so THB TWINS ABB OOINO TO BB CHRISTENED TO-MOBEOW. WHAT SHALL WB CALL THEM 1"

Tom (mindful of his Molhtr's fashionable proclivities). "!F WB WANT TO PLBASB MAMMA, WE'D BBTTBB CALL THEM MARSHALL AND
SirsLOROrs I

"

you did well. Follow my advice, and lay it off at evens on the third
on my list, which, if I am any judge of form and quality, will
show a clean pair of heels to a few of the level-made heavily-
backed ones.

There was a private trial 'the other morning. Your old Uncle got
on the muscular colt (you know), but had to get off again. The colt

hag such a strong propelling power about the hind quarters, that

anyone with his back turned to him, unconsciously, for five minutes,
would be a probable starter in about two-twos if ne didn't look out.

Don't be alarmed by any reports about a cough. I was standing near
him, and coughed. They thought it was the horse. It affected the

betting men deeply. They have tender hearts. The tenner you
sent me I have invested for you, and it will be as satisfactory a
tenner to you as MK. GIB'S tenor, GAYABBE, is to him. I know the

ropes,
and you can read between the lines. As for the Cracks your

old Uncle can see through them. "Watch the race closely, and if, at
the right moment, you judiciously, but boldly, put the pot on the
horse that is in advance of the first three at the judge's chair
(I myself will give you a wink at the exact second so look

out), you will be on velvet for the remainder of your days, and have
no further need for any tips from your venerable Uncle who signs

THE OLD OBADIAH.
P.S. I told your Aunt I had important business in the City to-

day, and couldn't be back till late. Will it spin, OBADIAH, mil it

spins'

" The Wane of Olory, and the Wax of Fame."
MADAJTE TrssAm> (or

"
TOOSOBE," as the Million call her) has

added to her Gallery in Baker Street likenesses of the CZAB. and the
SULTAN, MUKHTAE PASHA and GENERAL IGNATIEFF. in belligerent
attitudes, ready to come to blows at least in wax. It is to be hoped
none of them will run in the hot weather : or, if they do, that it
will be to melt in each other's arms as a happy omen of peace in
prospect.

CELEBRITIES AT THE DERBY.
THE success, socially and financially, of two energetic literary

gentlemen who last May impersonated wandering minstrels on the
Hill at Epsom, has given rise to a multitude of imitators among
our first intellects, who have made their arrangements to mystify
the Million at this year's Derby.
As no noble sportsman or sportswoman is likely to abuse pur

confidence, we do not hesitate to indicate some of the disguises
chosen for the occasion.

MB. W. E. G B may possibly be discovered under a Russian

cap and beard, selling Kahat-lakoum or Turkish Delight.
EABL B- D will be with difficulty recognised manipulating

1

the
three-card trick, and defying you to spot the Knave of Clubs.
Sra R. P L has hired the turban and table of the King of

Stone-breakers, and will be seen every ten minutes smashing rocks
with his fist.

The MABQCIS OF S T will most probably don the particoloured
dress and hunch of Mr. Punch, and will conduct a favoured band
of Eastern serenaders.
MB. WH T will disguise himself as a gipsy fortune-teller, and

thus frustrate the designs of the Jesuits, who have an agent in

every vehicle destined for the Hill.

MESSES. B K and P L have serious thoughts of encasing
their manly forms in fleshings, and appearing as the Baffling Brothers
of St. Stephen's in their great obstructive entertainment.
MAJOB O'G N will go in for diversion in the dress of the

Irish gentleman who dances jigs with a shillelagh under his
arm.
DOCTOR K T will exhibit the Fat Lady and the Living Skeleton.

as illustrations of the change that has taken place in the form and
features of " the unhappy Nobleman now, &o., &c."

THE PATBOIC SAINT OF OSTLEBS. ST. Trros GATES.
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FOR PROPHET OR LOSS?
Mr. Cross's. Apprehension that the balance of Power in the

labinet may be disturbed by the false weights of Disraelitish

mystifications.
Lord Derby's. Comparison of the aims and achievements of the

ast eighteen months' diplomacy.
Mr. Whalley's. The belief that every second person on the

Downs is a Jeauit, and every third a Cardinal in disguise.
Sir Wilfrid Lawson's.The thought of the drinking for drunky

;hat will wash down the revels of the Day.
Major O' Gorman's. The regret that all this power of drink and

divarsion is wasted over the could-hearted Saxon on Epsom Downs
instead of turned to profit of the raal Irish at Punch's Town.
The Upper Ten Thousand's. The depressing reflection that the

Derby will have to be " done "
again next year.

The Lower Two Million's. The sad thought that the Derby outing
comes like the

"
grotter," only once a year.

And, lastly, Mr. Punch's. The certainty that no Derby Day will

36 considered complete without a perfectly novel a propos Cartoon.

THERE is no Race but the Derby,
and PuivJi is its Prophet .'

tre is kis'Tip get all you can

of it.

A FHBNCH horse, by an English

jockey ridden,
The Turf's Blue Riband may

bear off unchidden ;

But back no horse whose jock is changed too late,

For, favourite though he be, 'tis tempting fate.

The "
pot

"
put on to boil his peas, we see no

Hard pilgrimage too hard for Pellegrino.
Rob Roy's the good old rule, the simple plan
Take, ail who have the power, and keep who can ;

On a dark horse if you would breathe the air,

Seek one that bears the bell in Beau-repaire.
If little Altyre no mishap befall,
'Tis like enough the dwarf will yet tire all.

'

Hidalgo's promises loom large but dim
Let who will put the Spanish upon him.
And what if Silvio's name be shorn of Pellico's ?

Aeainst his backers be not, therefore, bellicose.

While the big stake stands tempting horse and mare,
Your cry may well be " Touchet "

if you dare !

Upon Jagellon they who post the coal

Back one who stands, by race, head of the Pole.

Let Plunger plunge, and with him plunge who will.

What grist may come from Lady Miller's Mill ?

For HADJI BABA'S sake, I 'd scarce be sorrier

To lose my old, than gain a new "
do," Morier.

A cell 's their place who choose the Grey Friar weed ;

Thundentone may mean bolts, or lightning's speed.
Who says Brown Prince's backers are done brown,
Or to Masaniello trusts a crown f

Since his break-down among the lazzaroni,
Those who 'd brave risk may take him for a pony.
You have my tips you see Fate's book unsealed :

The course is clear : forearmed, you take the field.

DERBY DRAGS FOR 1877.

Lord Heaconsfield's.The fear that he won't be able to crown his

career as a statesman with a sensational war.
Lord Harrington's. The dread that ME. GLADSTONE'S enthusiasm

may outrun his discretion, to the embarrassment of the Liberal Party.
Mr. Gladstone's. Anxiety lest the pens of a belligerent fraction

of the Press may drown the voice of an impassioned and impulsive,
but much in earnest orator.

THE FRENCH CRACK AND HIS JOCKEYS.

An d propos Apologue.

A EACEE'S points he shows the crack French horse,
Looks fit for any course,

Though best at a sharp spin or rattling spurt.
Pace is his special glory, and indeed
Few nags have shown a finer turn of speed.

And though but late recovered from a hurt

That might have spoilt his running, all admit'

That the French Favourite 's in first-rate fettle,

Improved in temper, easier on the bit,

And with new stamina to help old mettle.

The public in his later form confiding.

Though there 's a trick of temper in the stock,
Would freely back the big horse for big stakes,

One thing alone solicitude awakes
The animal requires such careful riding,

And ought to be on good terms with his jock :

No boy can steer him, and the man who errs

In too much or too little whip or spurs,
Or strives to hold hard when the nag 's for going,
Will find he courts a cropper. This well knowing,
One would suppose the Stable would take care

On no account to irritate the crack ;

Would put their cleverest rider on his back,
And once safe in the saddle, keep him there :

But crass caprice of sense the eternal mock is,

And this French Favourite's trainers oft have shown
A most unlucky taste for changing jockeys,

Though rider after rider has been thrown,
Race after race been lost, and the brave horse,

In hands that took hard holding for good guiding,
Fretted to death, brought from bad form to worse,

By nothing but bad riding.
Still the unstable Stable courts disgrace

By changing jockeys just before the race,

And that, although the man that had the mount,
Was one on whom folks felt that they could count,

For good nerve, seat defying bolt or rearing,
Head enough for straight steering.

Hand firm, yet light, and knowledge of the course,
To get the best jock could out of the horse ;

When lo, a sudden row a secret bobbery !

Is 't stable jealousy, or backer's jobbery,
Touts' trick or tipsters' ? At the trainer's frown,
The lad that was up. must at once get down,
While with a wicked eye, and levelled ear.

Half in rage, half in fear,

The horse waits his new jock the Stable's pick
Is hardly of the best

And once the brute takes to back-jump and kick,

He 's one to put the tightest seat to test.

'Tis ten to one the new man that the Stable

Puts up will prove to steer the horse unable,
And find dismounting easier than mounting,
Spite of the whip and spur on which he 's counting.

Yes 'tis long odds, thanks to this change, that France
Has missed another chance.

When will their Stable learn a wiser way,
And give the Favourite French horse fair play ?

OLD SAW EE-SET IN PAMS. " WOBTH makes the Woman."
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DIARY OF MY RIDE TO KHIVA.
An awful time of it with H'n/retA wonderful escape. (Ciiinin><ni< -'it / ly'Privatt Wire.)

BREATHE again. ("Let me Breathe Again!"
Words by lour Own R.K., music by DK. SUL-
LIVAN. Shortly.) . . . Such a day we 've been

having! But safe at last, and I stop to tele-

graph the good news to you, which you will
receive as usual by Private Wire. (By the way
news arrived here that you 've had a picture
of me riding on a Pig to Khiva. No, Sir, I am
not in the habit of riding piggy-back.)*
In the following account, I have not trusted

to my imagination! but have referred to my
Diary, which, despite all difficulties and dangers
insuperable to less hardy Norsemen than my-
self, I was able to keep, during the terrible

hours of the past eventful Monday (" Black
Monday

" Old Russian style no connection
with any other Kulendur.)

5.30 A.M. Sleigh-driver wrapped up in thick

capes five of them on the box. Sleigh-driver's
Boy up behind with buns to feed the wolves.
This was a happy idea of mine, based upon early
reminiscences of what the animals at the Zoo-

logical Gardens used to like. I never yet knew
a wolf, or a bear, refuse a bun. Boy.has'orders to be economical with buns, and be ture to throw them to the
Wolves. The hood being pulled over us in the carriage, 1 cannot keep my eye on the Boy. But, in so perilous
a situation as this, 1 hope he is to be trusted. But buns will.be buns, and boys will be boys. . . .

5.45. Wolves heard in the distance. Roaring and hooting like one of HKRK WAGNER'S Walkyrif. laughs.
Fair Circassian in fits. .Took out scissors, and cut her hair. Beat her hands. Asked her riddles. No
answer. She is insensible! O del.' how will this end ? . . . We are full inside, but not all right.
Horse galloping. Donkey, harnessed tandem-fashion, galloping too. Sleigh-driver cracking his whip.
Pig in the boot squeakiug deliriously, and gasping for breath. What's in his wind now? . . .

More howling from wolves. Five little Boys, engaged to do the. acrobatic business, huddled up at the bottom
of. the carriage in a confused heap, so that I cannot distinguish one from another. All crying, and saying,
in the Tartar dialect, that they '11 tell their mother. What a fearful scene ! . . .

6. Thick fog. Snow everywhere. Frigidometer down to minus ten below double zero. My luxuriant
moustaches and beard are all icicles ! ! I should be worth my weight in gold (wouldn't I feed up, and take
no exercise to be weighed on such an occasion!) as a model for Old Father Christmas on a cake. Fair
Circassian woke up.
to be her
a small hole
Answer
mouth full

6.15. Fearful roaring. Wolves on our track. No BUNS ! I Crossed a river. The Oxns. I fancy. Sleigh-
driver says I hired this trap from his master at St. Petersburg for half-a-crown an hour, and a shilling for the
driver (himself ), and that I haven't given him anything yet. Fancy choosing such a moment to ask for
payment ! Promise him roubles, to any amount, when we get to Gladitzova the nearest posting town. Three
bells : served out rations of wickski all round. None to the Boy behind with the bun-box.

7. For three-quarters of an hour we 've been pursued. A lull at last. Donkey stopped. Fair Circassian
wide awake. Says I haven't paid her for the last game of eribbage. Told her it was she who cheated :

called her the Unfair Circassian. Wolves heard. Again we urge on our wild career.
8. Everybody's hair turning white with fright. All except the Sleigh-driver, who ha* his hat on
How could he have heard this i There is lome mystery her*. But we will fathom it or perih in the attempt. ED.

The little boys will be old

men before the day 's out.

The wolves nearing us.

Nearer nearer nearer. . .

Through the hole at the
back 1 implore the Boy," Haven't you got one bun
left If

" No ! O Greediness,
where are thy charms :

He has eaten them all him-
self. Imagine the horror of

the situation !

11. Sun beginning to

shine through mist. Just

light enough to see a notice-
board at the side of the road,
" Beware of the Wolves! ''

Near it is a mile-stone with,
I think,

" To Khiva " on it

. . . Wolves nearer and
nearer. Boys crying. Cir-

cassian delirious and kick-

ing. Served out wicktki to

every one except the Sleigh-
driver, the Boy with the

bun-box, and the Unfair
Circassian. Played an ex-
tract from the GiiUerdiim-

merung on the mechanical

piano, accompanied with
shrieks from the Pig in the
boot. Throughmy telescope
I see the effect on the
wolves. For a few moments
they are puzzled. Oh, if I

only had a music-score of
the entire work to throw put
to them! The mechanical

piano is out of order. Under
pressure the chords snap.
It falls in the snow. On-
ward! Speedonward, brave
Sleigh - driver ! We may
yet escape !

One o'clock. Time for
lunchtki. Preparations . . .

Suddenly wolves appear
within a mile of us. ...
No lunchski. . . . Horrid
thought ! One o'clock must
be the hour of the wolves'
lunchski. . . . Can the
Horse do it I

1

. . . The
wolves ! The wolves ! . . .

Send cheque at once ....
this is my last appeal . . .

forward it by my friend
... if we can only give

wolves a check *

(Hurried Diary.") Boy's
hair, in rumble, quite
white. Little Acrobat Boys
twisted up in knots with
sheer fear. Hair quite
white. Unfair Circassian

swears, despairingly, that
e will never accuse me

again of cheating at crib-

bage, and says it was the

Sleigh-driver who put her

up to it. I make her sign
this declaration, in the
belief that she is at her
last gasp, on the back of

an envelope. Wolves
nearer within half a mile.
I dare use the telescope no
longer, it brings the wolves
too near. . . .

Very itrange! Putting
aside our doubts and misgiv-
ings, we mutt, in the name of

humanity. Bee what we can do
for him. There yet may be time

(if he u in peril) to get upa sub-

scription anduve him. ED.
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4f

REACTION.

Shortsighted Old Lady.
" Hi 1 OMLIBUS ! Hi !

"

Hearse-Driver (unbending}.
" ALL KIQHT, MUM ! MOST 'APPT, MCM ! DI-RHCTLY, MOM 1

"

What shall be our next course? ... Ha! ... The old story
occurs to me the Russian father and mother who threw over their

children to stay the wolves. . . . I 've thrown over lots of people
in my time, hut never children. . . . But necessity is the mother
of invention. . . . "Wolves within a quarter of a mile. . . . They
have stopped to eat the mechanical piano, which fell off some time

ago. Through my telescope I see them tearing it to hits. There
it goes octaves, wires, key of G, chord of C. . . . Two wolves are

fighting for the Overture of Semiramide (which was in a small

barrel by itself, with little prickly nails sticking out all over it), and
an old wolf is hard on to the mechanical drum-trumpet and cymbal
accompaniment in the finale of Act Two of the Huguenots. . . .

Throw out more boxes of tunes the March from Norma, the awfnl
"
Ouerra, Guerra !

" chorus from the same, a box with two tunes," Suoni la Tromba " and " La ci darem." . . . Then my big box of

the Incantation Scene in Der Freischiltz, with imitation of full

orchestral accompaniment, including thunder, lightning, and the
owl's hooting apparatus also my Second Tenor box with vox humana
contrivance for the voice part and chorus in the Rataplan of the

Huguenots, and the March from the Prophete. . . . They have
taken the tunes, but this gives us time ! Besides, music hath charms
to soothe the savage beast. If I only had something plaintive and
melodious. . . . Where 's my box with Looking Sack in it ? ....
We are gaining upon them. . . .

(To te continued.)

SPECIMENS OF A "DEEBY" DICTIONARY.

(.Compiled ly ME. PUNCH'S own Misanthrope.)

leave of. A holiday obtained ty City clerks on plea of
a low state of health, that can only be got up on the Downs.

Brutality. Another name for the "fun of the road."
Custom. An excuse for abandoning the most useful work for the

most hurtful play.
Drag. Any vehicle'on four wheels, from a bathing-machine to a

mail-coach.

Epsom. The suburban resort of all the folly and rascality of the

Metropolis.

Favourite, The. The bone of contention between two rival packs
of knaves and fools.

Gammon. The nonsense talked about English love of
"
sport,"

and improvement of our breed of horses.

Horses. Counters in one of the Devil's favourite games.
Idleness. The brilliant example set by the British Parliament to

the British People on the Derby Day.
Jocularity. Buying penny dolls, and drinking too much dele-

terious fizz under the name of champagne.
Kicks. Pleasantries of the crowd; more abundant than half-

pence, at Epsom.
Lark. An early bird that catches no worms on the Derby Day.
Mirth. See Jocularity,

Novelty. Watching the unchanging brutalities of the Road,
humours (?) of the Course, and momentary rush past of the Horses,
for the twenty-fourth time.

Pleasure. Driving into town dead-heat, dust-choked, and done
out of your money, between two rows of hooting idiots.

Qualms of Conscience. Next morning's reflections.

Rough. Something that cuts us out on the road to the course ;

and that we cut up when we get there.

Society (on the Downs) . A mixture of roguery in rags, ditto in

POOLE'S best form, sin in satin and in sackcloth, innocent imbecility,
and vacant vivacity.

Treason. Plain truth about the Derby.
Usage. See Custom.
Vanity Fair. The Downs on a Derby Day.
Welsher. The one Derby-frequenter who figures on the Downs in

his true colours.

Xylography. A fine name for wood-engravings of impossible
Races, made by anticipation in the illustrated papers.

Youth. A poor excuse for the folly of going to the Derby made
by a great many old enough to know better.

Zero. The normal condition of spirits and pockets the day after

the Derby.
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HOW TO TURN AN HONEST PENNY.
(A Suggestion for Hie Bathing Season about to begin.)

THE PICK OF THE PICTURES.
1 In continuing this Guide, it is necessary to remind our readers that it does not profess to

describe or criticise the Pictures, but to give them such new titles as seem to us to be
tvagstd by the Pictures themselves, after a careful study of the Exhibition without
reference to the Catalogue.

No.l. LOUISA STABB.
'

Twinkle, twinkle, little STABB,
How I wonder what you are

"

But evidently the subject is "two young Ladies puzzled by an acrostic."

N Q T? P,
EKnGINI - This deals with powder, and requires no puff,

mt of her t5?JL%2^!it__j?^*
nMB*'nary 8cene ia a Ritualistic Church. A Lady turned

No. It

ongof
"

/o
U
lofHO. Wo. TR.A.

" On the second floor, for evermore
'

live and die with NANCY."

iuxom mother.)

t the zJo?'
^OUVEEIE GOM>AM>.

The regiolx
,

f Ha^ony is clearly DICKSEE'S Land.
pig went to market, this stayed at home," &c. (This

Wlth th
.
eLadics

- who 'seem to understand 'what " ffi
8ame *** expend a Tast amount of Apathy on the

Curious effect of the Music of the Future on the animals

No. 118. L. ALMA-TADEMA, A. Turkish
bath for female patients, Hanwell.
No. 119. L. ALMA-TADESIA, A. Torture-

chamber. The Ordeal by Fire.
No. 120. L. ALMA-TADEMA, A. Chest-

nuts four a penny.
No. 110. G. A. STOREY, A. "

Living
'Apple-ly." (This subject ought to have
been chosen by MR. ORCHARDSON.)
No. 129. EDGAR GIJIOBNK. The merit

of this picture is that it does tell its own
story. It represents a little girl, evidently
saying to herself,

'
I hope that nasty insect

won't get into my bowl of milk." It will

surprise no one to learn that it is intended
for "Little Miss Moffet" of the Nursery
Rhymes.
No. 134. KATE PERUOINI. Utile e dol-ce.

(N. B. This is a deeply satirical work.)
Xo. 166. W. C. SYMONS. Two Bellei at

Sea.

No. 149. C. LANDSBEB, R.A. Our Sub-
urban Willa. "Lor1

bless yer!" said

JONES,
" when yer 'ere, you might fancy

yerself a 'underd miles away in the country.
No. 157. ,M UHTS STONE, A. Hesita-

tion.
"

I really think I ought to put on
something more before I go out walking."
No. 198. G. CHESTER. A Duck flying

away in the time of peas.
No. 239. VICAT COLE, A. Pick-a-lilly.
No. 289. E. BENSON. The Last Conser-

vative bowing before the Great Asian
Mystery.
No. 297. J. H. DAVIES. "

Coote's
Home." Where 's TINNEY ?

No. 363. G. E. HICKS. Members of the
talented Smith family.
No. 370. T. E. GAUNT. Another member

of the Smith family. (N.B. All "
Por-

traits
" unnamed in the Catalogue may be

dismissed under this general head. Nog.
82. 146, 166, 276, 294, &e., are in this list.)
No. 366. SIR JOHN GILBERT, R.A.
Doge (in Council a IMle uncertain). Is that

he law ?

Chief Clerk (thawing him the "
Jiuticet'

Manual" of the period). Thyself shall see the
Act.

No. 375. F. G. COTMAN. "Keeping him
quiet ; or, our little boy is so fond of
muaio !

"
" And so his Papa

Played him a tune on the gay guitar !

"

JUimtrel Soy, Act I., 8c. iii.

No. 614. F. GOODALL, R.A. The Water-
Carriers : Egypt. View of the Nile of
course, or. An He Painting.
No. 1059. LCKB FILDES. Ticklish times.

THE SEA-LIONS' DREAM.
?HE Brighton Aquarium 's in arms I The

foreign-bred Lady Sea-Lion
las just brought into the world a genuine

British-born scion.
md. true to his kin and his kind, the baby

has ta'en his first header,
nd come up with his eyes all the brighter,

although, it may be, all the redder.
Iis father and mother are planning a glo-

rious future for baby
Chough their dream of high-reaching ambi-

tion is clouded as yet with a may-be.
s it true that the old British Lion is turned,

as some say, a land-lubber,
o the grief of BRITANNIA'S heart ? Why

not go, tell her no more to blubber,
nil, phocine for feline, propose as her

natural guardian to send her
his British-born whelp a Sea-Lion, in

place of the dry-land pretender?

ADVICE TO TOO JIANT PEOPLE. How to
ake Home happy Leave it.
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A CREDIT TO THE ESTABLISHMENT.
Enterprising Butcher. " IF YOU WOULD FAVOUR us WITH YOUR CUSTOM, SIR, IT

WOULD ANSWER OUR PURPOSE TO SUPPLY YOU AT VERY REDUCED PRICES, SlR !

"

GREAT AND LITTLE GAMES;
Or, Betting and Blind Hookey.

SEE, 'mongst the populace at Epsom's course,
How strictly Bobbies moral laws enforce,
Practitioners of thimble-rig pursue,
Card-sharpers chase, and rout the gambling crew.
Behold where, bearing him with higher hand,
ROBERTO proudly guards the Ring and Stand.
Can Law, which no respect of person knows,
Protect these gamblers and prohibit those ?

It can. From the two heads two currents spring.

Betting from (rambling is a different thing.

Card-sharpers' customers are spurred by greed ;

None such moves him who backs the noble steed.

So Cads are barred from playing pitch-and-toss ;

But Nobs may lay, ad lib. upon an "
"oss."

No fraud can in a sporting wager lie,

Nor the least likeness to a loaded die :

The pure green Turf,
'

tis known, abjures foul play ;

"VVith man or beast ne'er tampers to betray.
Dishonest Touts all betting-men disown :

And by sound judgment make their "books" alone.

Down then, ye Bobbies, with your handy staves,
Be down on outer gangs of gambling knaves.
Drive such profanum rulgna from the shrine

Where the Turf's
"
Upper Ten" hold rites divine.

Late Hours in Hellas.

AN Occasional Correspondent of the Times in a recent
"
gush

" over the PRINCESS or WAIES'S -visit to Athens,
thus begins his description of her visit with the King to

the Cathedral on St. Georee's Day St. George being
patron saint of Greece as of England :

" It was a high day and a holyday. The sun which shone upon
it received a royal salute on rising at noon, and again as it sank

behind the mountains of the Morea."

No wonder Greece is behindhand in most things, if

her sun in May only gets up at noon ! Better the sun of

Hellas should set for ever, than set such a bad example.

THE SPOUTING MAN'S OWN PAPER. The Levant Herald.

MAEY ANNEB, ON HOLIDAYS.
DBAS SUSAN JANE,

You 'IL be serprised at seeing of this letter,

Leastways a-looking at its date. As well one might do better
Than pass Whit Monday eyenin' thus a-scribblin' in the kitching,
Which while I write with right down spite my fingers is a-

twitching.
Drat her ! (That 's Missis.) I 'd arranged, as well to you heknown is,

With my young man and LIZA ANN. the SMITHS, and the MALONEYS,
And severil more, in all a score, to hire of that old CRAMPTON
His werry smartest private wan, and drive to 'Appy 'Ampton.
I do assure you, SUSAN JANE, the whole turn-out was proper,
A noliday as promised fair to be a true tip-topper :

None of your paltry cotton-print and billycock collections,
But all the height o' fashion and the werry fust connections.
I 'd bought the loveliest laylock silk, the sweetest primrose bonnet
But there ! 'Twill drive me right down mad if I go brooding on it.

Which jest at the last moment, when all things was adjusted,
Missis goes and puts her foot in it I thought I should a' busted !

Ascuse the metat'ore, SUSAN JANE, it 's iinpoetick, slightly,
But when a party 's right down riled 'tis hard to speak politely.
Which riled I was, and all along of Missis's onreason
As goes a-wisiting in Wales at this rediklus season.

In course I know her little game. To settle that Miss CLARA
She 'd pass the height o' summer in the heart of the Great Sarah ;

*

Or winter in them Hark Tick Zones as MISTEH NARES fought shy of.

'Tain't many things as goes on but we twigs the how and why of
But holidays is holidays to Ladies in our station ;

So I shall take the earliest chance to leave this situation.
That Missis must be a bad lot, dear SUE, beyond all doubting,
Who 'd rob the British Servant of her favourite Whitsun outing.

SUE, that Wan ! that nobby band ! ! them dapple greys ! ! ! them
streamers ! ! ! !

1 '11 see 'em in my sleep to-night, which I 'm the wust of dreamers.

* MAKY ANNER probably means the Great Sahara.

My 'AHRY, in his Sunday togs, a-tootling on his cornet !

Ah, there ! if 'tadn't been for him I think I could a' borne it.

But there's that BELL MALONEY, SUE, the artfullest minx in

Briiton !

Ah, well ! I know my 'ARRY'S heart a Certain One is fixed on
;

Yet still one can't quite picter all without an innard groaning,

Yes, SUE, that smudge means tears, not ink, and so I don't mind
owning.

They laughs, SUE, at our Cockney ways and style of pleasure-taking,
But hearts beneath a cotton print may happy be or aching
Like mine jest now. Best hold their row, or give us something

better.

Which, SUSAN JANE, you '11 now perceive why I indites this letter.

Just about now they 're nearing home. Hark ! That 's their band

a-playing !

And, yes there 's 'ABRY on the roof, to the brisk tune a-swaying !

BELL 's at his side ! oh, I 'm a fool to go on in this manner ;

But well, no more at present from
Yours sadly, MAEY ANNEH.

Whitmonday Night.

A Safe Rule.

"The Hon. Member for Maldon (Ma. SANDFORD) proposes on the re-

assembling of Parliament after tbe Whitsuntide Recess to move for a Select

Committee to inquire into the possibility of improving the present system of

selecting Members to address the Chair."

" WHO should speak first ?
" Let Punch reply,

His rule would cut down claims, 'tis clear.
" Let no one catch the SPEAKER'S eye.
But who can hold the Hearer's ear."

Suspicious.
' His Excellency MIDHAT PASHA has arrived in London." Times.

MIDHAT in London ! Who doth not smell rats ?

Suspicion gathers round that fez mid hats.
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PROFESSIONAL PRIDE.
Smart Tailor (to dissatisfied Customer).

"
I MUST ASK TOP JCJST TO BEAB JN MUD, SIP,THAT TAILOBIKO HAS NOT YIT BEEN BROUGHT DOWN TO THS LSVSL Of OXB of TBS IXACT

SCISXCBS!
"

GLORIA IN GllOCIiUIBUS.

TIIKHE 's an erudite man,
Whom 'twould be a good plan

For the City to render its I
1 reeman.

\Vli<> his fortune has made,
By the grocery trade,

That distinguished explorer, HEHH
MKUANN !

In the Grocer's guild Hall,
As he told the guests all

With his hosts to knit sympathy closer
In the speech made to thank,
liis health when they drank,

He had twenty-eight years been a Grocer !

He ut Mecklenburgh had,
As a young 'prentice lad

What a boast for explorer to utter
Sold red-herrings, retail,

And, at hap'orths to sale

Put up rum, sugar, coffee, and butter.

Thence had risen by degrees,
But, whilst dealing in teas,

And attentive to that occupation,
Had with business combined
Steady culture of mind,

And assiduous self-education.

'Twas his habits of trade,

Speculation well-weighed,
Tact and system in sale and in purchase,

That bore such rich fruit
In his later pursuit

Of ancient Homeric researches.

Else he never had found
Such things underground :

Unless he a Grocer had been he,
Troy had ne'er disinterred,
Or revealed all we 've heard

Of the treasures and tombs at Mycenee.

Then for Grocers hooray !

Was not that a proud day,
When, to Grocery's glorification,

SCIILIEMANN made such a treat,
Brother Grocers to greet

In the Hall of their great Corporation !

WHAT THE UPAS TBKE KEEPS DEEPEST
HOLD BY. Its Tap-root.

LITTLE TOMMY'S FIRST BOOK OP MODERN
HISTORY.

(A Prophetic Edition for the Year 1887. By Punch's man Alarmist.)

Q. IIow is Russia bounded P

A. On the Xorth by the Arctic Ocean, on the South by the Medi-
;erranean Sea, on the West by a part of Ireland, and on the East
jy China.

Q. Who is the present Premier of Russia ?

A. The RIGHT HON. W. E. GLADSTONE.
Q. What are his principal duties ?

A. To write pamphlets m defence of his Master, the CZAH, and to
superintend the transfer of the few still surviving English patriots
'rom Westminster to Siberia.

Q. What do you know about BISMAHCK ?

A. That he created United Germany, and, shortly before its
inne.xation by Russia to which he so materially contributed,
>ecame Emperor of his native land.
Q. Who was LORD BEACOXSKIKLD?
A. The last British Premier, who perished in his almost single -

landed opposition to the absorption of England by Russia.
<i. What was the last portion of England to be absorbed ?

A, The Isle of Wig^ht.
Q. Where were British interests ultimately centred ?
A. In the Scilly Islands.

Q. How did the Russian Army strike the decisive blow which
annihilated British resistance in India?
A. By marching a thousand miles in a thousand hours without

halting, under the conduct of FIELD-MARSHAL LIEUTENANTS O'LEABY
and GENERAL PATSON WKSTON.

Q. Why did the natives receive the invaders with open arms, and
hail them as their deliverers ?

A. Because the Governor-General for the time being (KoiiKkT,
LOKD LYTTON) had published a portion of his Poems in Hindustani,
and had threatened to publish the remainder.

Q. How did the Russians finally establish their authority in
Great Britain ?

A. By suppressing the Pall Mall Gazette and Daily Telegraph,
and making special arrangements with the British Army, the
British Fleet, and all the English Railway Companies.

Q. What became of the British Colonies in 1878 ?

A. By advice of the Colonial Office they annexed one another.

Q. What was the position of France, Austria, and Germany at
this conjuncture ?

A. They had been successively absorbed by Russia.
Q. What was at this time the position of Italy P

A. She had sunk to the rank ot a Russian dependency, after first

establishing the CZAR as Russian Pope at the Vatican.

Q._ Yon have described in outline the marvellous advancement of
Russia. Of course this cost money. How was this money raised P

A. By Foreign Loans.
Q. How did Russia pay off these Loans ?

A. By composition witn her creditors.

Q. At what rate?
A. Something less than a farthing in the pound.
Q. How did these wonderful feats come to be practicable ?

A. Because JOHN BULL, BBITAJINIA, the British Lion, all the

Corps Diplomatiques, the World generally and the nations of

Europe in particular, the whole of the Weasel Family, including
the ever-wakeful Mr. Punch, happened, unluckily, all to be caught
fast asleep at the same time.

VOL. ixxn.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

EBEwe are again! with
the merry month of

June, M .P.'s.atWest-
minster, the seat of
Her Majesty's Govern-
ment, and W. E. G.
at Birmingham, the

head-quarters, for the

moment, of Her Ma-
jesty's Opposition.

From the elected to the electors is an appeal known to the Constitution

though the regular way of making it is by the head of the Govern-
ment, and not the head of the Opposition.

"
going to the country."

Those who don't like this sort of appeal call it
"
stumping." "The

Pall-Mall goes further, and calls it
'

stumping down "
to the folly

and froth of the masses
;
the Daily News and Punch call it

"stumping up" from interest to principle, from the lower terrors
of the Upper Tens to the loftier convictions of the Lower Millions.

All depends on the point of view. If, as the D.'T. and the
P. M. keep on asserting with as much iteration aa if they felt the
need of reassuring themselves, as well as their readers, the
majority of the nation is with LORDS BEACONSFIELD and DERBT, and
against W. E. G. and the DUKE OF ARGYLL on this question, why
don't they send the biggest of their big wigs on the stump too, and
try to raise London or Edinburgh, Glasgow or Liverpool, Man-
chester or Leeds, Bradford or Birmingham, to a declaration in
favour of the Russophobe and Turcophil view of the matter, as

enthusiastic, whole-hearted, and unequivocal, as this of Birming-
ham and the Local Liberal Associations represented in Bingley

$>

Hall, in favour of the view taken by GLADSTONE and those who
think as he does that the Government have come hopelessly
and helplessly to grief between the two stools of intervention and
non-intervention ; that they have gone just far enough in inter-

meddling to estop them from using their own sole plea of the inde-

pendence of the Turk ; that by their paltry, petty, peddling policy
of words without weight, remonstrances without earnestness, and

representations with no determined purpose behind the varnished

mask of their diplomacy, they have encouraged the Turk in his obsti-

nacy, roused and justified the distrust, and incurred the contempt
of Austria and Germany, Italy and France, thrown the game into

the hands of Russia, and after forcing her into a war which a bolder

and a braver policy would have rendered unnecessary, put her in

the best position for dictating the terms of peace when that war
shall come to an end given her the credit of having done, dared,
and sacrificed all that has been done, dared, and sacrificed, in

the cause of the misgoverned Christian subjects of the Turk ; that,

in a word, they have done everything they ought not to have done,
and left undone all that they ought to have done : while so far

from Russia showing as yet any disposition to attack or interfere

with British interests, she has shown the most cautious determination

to respect them in the widest construction of which the words are

capable.
That is about the sum and substance of the Gladstonian indict-

ment, and on that W. E. G. has arraigned the Government, in St.

Stephen's first, and at Bingley Hall afterwards. The case has been

heard, tant lien que mal, at Westminster, and has ended in a verdict

for the Government. But there is an appeal from the Lower Court

of Westminster to a Higher Court of Appeal that of Public Opinion,
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DILAPIDATIONS.

Architect (who has come down, alout the "Restoration ").
" 'Goon DAL o DKY-ROT ABOUT HERB I

"

Qamilous Pcw-Opener.
"
OH, SIB, IT AIN'T NOTHINK TO WHAT THIBE is ra THE POLPIT I !

in which court so much of the judgment as has heen as yet delivered

has been against that of the Lower Court of St. Stephen s.

But let us return to our muttons of Panurge the sheep of the

Parliamentary Pen.

MR. SANFOBD began by getting rid of the speech he would have

spoken had he caught the SPEAKER'S eye during the debate on the

Resolutions.
MK. BOCBKE answered in a solemn sounding string ot words

words words "with no more kernel of meaning than can be got

out of the assurance that when it came to settling the terms of

peace he presumed we should have a voice in them. It is to be

hoped so. At any rate we may trust to LORD DERBY, m any such

deliberations, to represent England bravely upon paper.
Then LORD ELCHO proceeded to air bis apprehensions of war, and

our unpreparedness for it, but was called to order for irrelevancy, proh

pudor f by the O'DoNOOHUE. Losp ELCHO being by the SPEAKER

pronounced irrelevant, sat silent if not corrected through a dis-

cussionraised by MB. DnxwYN on the national importance of

telegraphic communication between Lundy Island and the adjacent

island of Great Britain. Can the price of granite and guillemots

eggs be matters of much national moment ? Or is it of the approach
of hostile fleets and invading armies that Lundy Island is to whisper
to Great Britain in lightning if not in thunder ?

That matter disposed of, LORD ELCHO got up to cleanse his stuffed

bosom of the perilous stuff that weighs upon his heart, touching

England's unpreparedness for war, and said his say, till even MR.
HAKDY told him he had better have held his tongue. To have been

rebuked for too much out-spokenness by the out-spoken Secretary

for War is a distinction LORD ELCHO ought to value.

MR. HARDY said, that with the fullest sense of his responsibility,

he had kept our forces on the peace footing, but not without looking

to the possible contingency not, he believed, a probable one of war.

(But who can say what may happen with such a peace-loving,

war-hating, non-committal Foreign Secretary as LORD DERBY!)
Then the House went into Supply on the Civil Service Estimates,

and the cheese-parers RYLANDS, MELLOR, and SIR GEORGE BALFOUB
as lively as Mother C'arey's Chickens on a dirty night went in at

everything, from the salary of the Lord Privy Seal to the costs of

Inspectors, of all sorts and sizes-Mining, Factory, Poor-Law,

Sanitary, Vaccination-till, at. last, PASSED b "<^ SfSjfti
reductio ad absurdum by moving to reduce by 10,000 the vote tor

the expenses of Vaccination, and had the pleasure of dividing

2 (himself and the faithful BIGOAR) to 115.
. .

If Economy is to be made contemptible, commend us, to its me

prominent advocates in the present House of Commons. MR. Do

SON ought to know better than allow his respectable name to ngure

MR. MELwTl'rought the cheese-paring and candle-end business

to a climax of contemptibility by moving to strike off 530 (for coals

oils and candles supplied to certain offices) out of the 37,89o asked

for the Office of Works. ,

MR PARNEL stopped the desultory discussion at half-past twelve,

on the 24,000 wanted for Secret Service Money. Ah, my worth

pair of obstructives, there is one appropriation from the amount

asked under that name that would not be grudged-but perhaps it

would want a bigger vote to do it, so Punch will not work out U

eouse then scuffled half-a-dozen Bills through various

stages-one of them, the Bill for securing some State superinten-

dence for the wretched Women and Children of our Canal-boat

savages (for which they may bless MR. GEORGE SMITH, of Coalvill

first, and MR. CROSS, after him)-and finally broke up, with the happy

consciousness of a first of June well begun, at half-past one.

Friday Till the Government has made up its mind tow deep

it will dip into JOHS BULL'S pocket to pay for Harbour-making, and

when it has raised the money where it will spend it, it is little use

for LORD C. HAMILTON or MB. BRASSEY to press the claims of J-iley

to have a Million spent on turning it into a Harbour of Reiuge ;

or for MR. PEASE to show that if a Million is to be spent on Harbour-

making, Tees-Bav is the place ; or for MR. FRESHFIELD to urge the

same claim for Dover. Every Member is bound, of course, to

speak up for the rights of his own constituency to the Lion s share ot

any public money or public works that may be goingT allthe more,

as 'Members know very well they are not likely to get it, and
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win cheap credit for zeal on behalf of their boroughs, without any
cost to the country.
Both SIR CHABLES ADDERLEY and SIR STAFFORD NORTHCOTE

pointed out that a great deal of money was being spent under the

Harbours and Passing Tolls Act, ana that there was more where
that came from, viz., in the till of the Public Works Commissioners
and the pockets of those who would reap most profit from the work.
LORD CLAUD had no right to expect more than 28 to 99 on his

Motion.
CoLONia KINOSCOTF. was Counted Out in a vain attempt to sel

forth the wretched state of the poorer population of the Forest oi

Dean, where, under the noses of wealthy private mine-owners, and
the Crown, the biggest mine- and land-owner of all, a race of uncared
for savages seems to be growing up in dirt, disease and ignorance
on ever-accumulating cinder-heaps. But what cares the Collective
Wisdom ? Let the Local Wisdom look to it. Shall the Crown
submit to be crowed over ? Office of Woods forbid !

FEOM THE OLD OBADIAH TO THE YOUNG OBADIAF

ONTAININO some valuable Instruc-
tion for Youth.)

Mr DEAB YOUNG OBADIAH,
IT gives me, as your

Uncle and adviser, great plea-
sure to think that you have
netted a considerable sum by
acting upon the strong recom-
mendation conveyed to you in

my last letter. Silvio was my tip
in private to you, as you well
remember ; and I cannot yet be-
lieve that you should have al-

lowed almost a week to pass by
without acknowledging your gratitude to one who dandled you as a
babe on his knee, and who has been more than a parent to you since

you were left, by circumstances over which no one seemed to have
any control, on my hands. Your father, my brother-in-law, may
return in a few years' time, or he may not. Facts are stubborn
things, and his attempt to set up a resemblance between himself
and me which, however, signally failed, as I was in court at the
time, and in a position to personally instruct the prosecution was
unworthy of his undoubted but generally misdirected genius.
Send a P.O. order, my dear boy (not cheque, distinctly not cheque),

to your old Uncle, in his retirement, and never forget that a blessing
awaits those who are kind and charitable to their aged relations.
Recollect it was through me that you won your money. I trust to
tiear from you by return. My address is legibly written at the top
jf this letter. And now, my dearest Nephew, let me make a
Few general remarks. You are commencing your career, and will
benefit by my experience.
That you^ should have been offered a seat on LORD NEWDELL'S

:oach, gratified me extremely : though, at the time, youwere unaware
:hat I was of the party. It was your first appearance as a Noble
sportsman, and, I am glad to say, you did credit to our family name
and ancient reputation. Your white hat and white overcoat were
nearly faultless ; but my fortunate discovery that NOSES'S ticket
(marked

"
30s.") was still adhering to the skirt, was a bit of fore-

sight on my part worth a fifty-pun' note to you on such a day, and
n such company.
But, correct as you were, and even imposing as was your appear-

ance (at some distance), yet I regret to say that, to the practised eye
of an old bay-window observer like myself, you gradually fell off

towards the boots, which, like the gaiters and the trousers, were

evidently relics of a bygone and unsporting age. My boy, </'<
half do anything. Be dressed up to the "nines" exactly, but not

merely up to the four-and-a-halfs or even the fives. Also, not
a fraction over the nines. Your hat, your coat (when Imlt/mcil,

mind), your tie, and your gloves were all de rigueur for the Derby.
But you were only attired for sitting down with your legs hidden,
and had not reckoned on walking about the Course, or on being
pilloried on the box of the drag, or on a corner seat at the back.
Verbum sat.

I was pleased to notice that if you have not a fund of entertaining
conversation at command, yet you are possessed of an inexhaustible
store of good-humour, and have much control over your facial ex-

pression, as was proved by the really amiable smile you assumed

immediately after being struck sharply, and unexpectedly, in the
left eye by a well-directed pea, j ust as you were ogling, in a most
significant but inoffensive manner, a beautiful creature in lemon
gloves and a blue feather, reclining in the barouche at our side.

By the way, if you must ogle, you should practise it before a

looking-glass. To ogle as a well-bred gentleman should ogle, is an
art you have yet to acquire. At present, my dear boy, you only
tear, and it is not a pleasant sight. I will send you a little book
on the subject, entitled The Modest Ogler. Your jokes, if not

absolutely brilliant, were quite equal to those of your companions,
and were intelligible to the meanest capacity. As, for instance,

when, on reaching the
"
Cock," young DICK SQUEPFIE (do not forget

that though he is only DICK SQUIFFIE now, he will be one of the

greatest swells in these British Isles) asked you.
"

Is this Sutton ?
"

and you quickly replied,
"
Why, yes, Sutton-ly !

" It was a very
fair specimen of the kind of humour to which I have already alluded.
It rather lost on repetition, but will, if kept in reserve, come out
once again quite fresh for next year's Derby. For my part, I hate

jokes and detest puns ; but on a Derby Day, when politics are out
of the question, and you 've got your money on, why dulce est dissi-

pere injoco.
Your subsequent performance on a fog-horn, and your playing

with squeaking dolls, which you had purchased on the race-course,
were not, perhaps, in the best possible taste ;

but you had had quite
enough lobster-salad and champagne, and the sun had been, I

admit, uncommonly strong. Besides, your companions as many
of them, at least, as still remained on the drag were not in such a
state as would have given weight to their observations, even when
intelligible.
The last thing I saw of you was that you were engaged in kissing

your hand to a bevy of elderly damsels in a van, before you succumbed
to drowsiness, when you reclined on the roof, and slept with your
head in a hamper. As the grooms were looking after you, I retired

quietly to the interior of the coach, and meditated on the events of
the day.
Take these remarks in good part, my dear boy, as I am anxious

for you in your new career. It isn't often that a nephew has an
Uncle who not only knows the ropes, but knows where to draw the
line ; and every line I send you is worth its weight in bullion.
"A propos of bullion, do not forget P.O. order for per-centage on the
Silvio tip, for which you have to thank

Your ever affectionate Uncle,
THE OLD OBADIAH.

P.S. Not a word to your Aunt. I respect her scruples.

OUE REPEESENTATIVE MAN.
Reports to the Editor, after visiting the Lyceum, the Gaiety, and

the Opera.

SIB, There is a portent in the theatrical world. MR. CHABLES
READE, author of The Wandering Heir and The Scuttled Ship, has

given us an exciting melodrama whose sole fault, in the eyes of
an appreciative public, is its brevity !

The Lyons Mail, as the new version is called, is, in some respects,
an improvement on the former one written by MR. READE for the
Princess's in CHARLES KEAN'S time. For instance, much more in this

present piece is made of Julie, Lesurques' daughter, of Jeannette,
Dubosc's wife, and of Jerome, Lesurques' father, than in the former

adaptation. But these characters, it seems to me, have been

strengthened somewhat at the expense of the dual parts of Lesurques
and Dubosc, both forcibly played by MR. IRVING. MR. READE, how-
ever, has given us an additional scene between Jerome and his son,
which is at once the most powerfully written and most admirably
icted scene of the play ;

and here, while the weight of the dialogue is

Dome by MR. T. MEAD (whose performance of old Jerome is excellent

throughout), the force of the acting, of varying emotions increasing
n painful intensity at everv moment, is entirely in the hands of

MR. IKVINO, and, to my mind, this
" bit" is the best thing he has
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ever done. Those who hare seen his bye-play in Richard the Third
while listening to Margaret's curse, can; form some idea of how
this artist would develop his part in such a situation as this, where
iimocent of crime, he is accused by his own father of murder and o

attempted parricide, and, finally, is upbraided by him as a coward
because he refuses to commit suicide, in order to save the family
name from the ignominy of the scaffold.

The change from Lesurques to Dubosc is startling. ME. IRVIHG'S
Diibnsc might bear a little toning down a slight graduating where
the outlines of Dubosc and Lesurques touch, so that there should be
more blending of the pht/tiqun of the two characters. Sharp little bo\

Jidiquet, at the Inn, would, probably, have distinguished between the

amiable, smiling traveller and the rough, gruff, scowling brute who
addresses him within two minutes after the ttrst has left. True
tint the wife, Jeannette, has been deceived by the close resem-
blance of Lrtiurques to Itn/mtr, but then she alludes to what she
supposes to be his disguise in

"
fine clothes

"
at his house on the

II 'utovard Montmartre. Joliquet, the boy, has not had time, or

opportunity, to consider thin, and I think a point has certainly been
lost by Mu. IKVINO in not making in this scene, at all eventa, some
more marked, but purely accidental, resemblance in dress and in

arrangement of hair, between Dubosc and Lesurques: such, I mean,
as would naturally induce not only Joliquet's mistake, but also
that of Jerome, Lesurques' father.

Miss ISABEL BATEMAN has never been seen to greater advantage
than as JeannMe, the wife of Dubosc

;
and as for Mrse VIRGINIA,

she was a perfect picture of the fashion under the Directory.
I cannot dismiss this without recurring to an admirably studied

point in MR. IRVING'S Dubosc. In his dealings with the gang the
Actor never loses sight of his being "the Captain." He arranges
the plan of the robbery of the mail, he disposes his forces with as
mtufi decision as Richard showed on the eve of Bosworth. Then
tm the spot Dubusc is cool and collected. His enormous draughts of

brandy have had no effect on his head or his hand. He takes up
his vantage-ground as if it were a quiet corner in a battue, and
quietly has a pot-shot at the guard and driver. As he has arranged
it, so he carries it out. The other robbers fumble and fuss. He
becomes impatient with their mode of doing business ; his idea
clearly is that, after all, collaboration in such a crime is almost
useless, and that, if you really want a thing well done, you had
better by far do it yourself. The only accomplice at all necessary
to him is Durochat, the traveller in the mail, played by a gentle-
man appropriately named ME. HELPS and this Mister helps con-
siderably. In the last Act, where it is all Dubosc Dubosc drunk,
mad, delirious with savage joy at the prospect of seeing the
innocent suffer for the guilty, fiendish as Quilp, brutal as Macaire
to Jacques Strop (who finds a parallel in Fouinard, carefully played
by Ma. J. AKCHEE), and, finally, Dubosc, like some wild animal at

bay, desperately struggling for existence ME. IBVING gives such a
picture as will never be effaced from the spectator's memory. The
brutality of this scene is so appalling that I do not wonder at the
hearty cheer which arose from the nouse at the re-appearance of
MR. IRVING as the noble, honest, gentle Lesurques, to replace the
wretch whom they had seen, but a few seconds before, hide behind
the door, prepared to sell his life dearly. That The Lyons Mail is a
real success goes without saying.
Across the road to the Gaiety is but a step. Here the French com-

pany was, last week, playing L'Ami Fritz, and, once again, though
the artistes, headed by M. FBEDERIC FEBVRE and MI.LE. ALICE LODY,
come from the Comedie Francaise, from the Ambigu, the Porte St.

Martin, the Chatelet, the Oymnase, the Odeon, and the Gaite, yet
the ensemble of the performance was as perfect as if they had been
all playing together for the last fifty nights. That L'Ami Fritz
lacks incident and action, everyone interested in the French Stage
knows by this time. But, though to my mind there is too much
harping on one

string, it is a refreshing piece, with an air of the coun-
try breathing about it, and its success in Paris afforded pleasant and
not needless proof that thoroughly good acting, an intelligent choice
and unvulgar treatment of even small and unexciting incidents,
and natural dialogue, will carry a simple and pure story to a trium-
phant issue. The speeches are perhaps occasionally too lengthy,
but then these occur invariably in the Rabbi's part, who is profes-
sionally a preacher. MLLE. ALICE LODY, as sweet Suzel, like too
many French ingenues, is just a thought too ingenuous; she has a

way of "primming
"
up her lips, a little too suggestive of

"
prunes

"

and "prism." The thought trill intrude that she is not altogether
too innocent to have conceived the idea of trapping Friend Fritz,
and the thought naturally follows, how long will it be before he
repents of his matrimonial plunge, and justifies the ridicule of his
old bachelor chums ?

M. FREDERIC FEBVRE as Friend Fritz was inimitable ; while
MADAME MAES, as the old housekeeper Catherine, and MADAME
GODIX, in Lisbet the maid, small as the parts may be, are the
very thing represented, and help out the completeness of the per-
formance most materially.
M. FEBVHK'S Marcel in the piece which we have had Englished in

I

at least two forms i a wonderfully pathetic and powerful pre-
sentment of a mind shattered by a great sorrow, and the acting
throughout was in startling contrast with what we have seen in tin

English adaptations of the little drama.
Mu. Hni.i.i.MisuKAD gives us a long list of French plays in pro-

spect, with first-rate artistes to act in them.
Before this letter appears, THERESA will have made her bow to

the audience on the 4th of June (the great Etonian holiday), and is

to remain with us till the 18th, when comes ever-welcome CHAUMONT
with things new and old.

At Covent Garden, PATH'S Ztrlina, in Don Giovanni, was, as
usual, a triumph. On the Tannhauter night, RicnAitn WAOWER
and MADAME MATERNA were in the house, but RICHARD (who seemed
quite himself again) left after the Second Act. ALBANI was charm-
ing. Of course we are all longing to hear that MLLE. Tin i

out of danger. It was but the other evening I saw her in excellent
health and spirits, apparently, at the Albert Hall listening to the
Music of the Future. SIONOE GAYARRE has got rid of his accent I

mean the accent that was placed on his
" E and looks and sings

as well as ever, at least, this is the opinion, quantum raleat, of

YOOB REPRESENTATI vi-.

FOUND AT EPSOM.

THE following articles picked up
on the hill and near the Grand
Stand after the Oaks may be had (on

application by their owners) at 85,
Fleet Street:

A Letter of Thanks in Turkish, signed
"
ABDUL," and addressed

To the sweet singing Bulbul of the House of Lords."
A Pig-tail standing on end, apparently cut from its roots while

the wearer was in a state of bewilderment ; also a willow-pattern
plate, the bottom of which has evidently been used as an extem-
porised note-book, being covered with hastily written remarks in

the Chinese character on the English ditto. (Mr. Punch's own
sergeant has served in the East, and understands the language of the

Flowery Land.)
A Total Abstainer's Pledge unsigned, bound up, with a pocket

edition of Joe Miller, in a handsome case, inscribed
" from SIR W.

L. to MAJOR O'G., M.P." and the quotation

"Si quid noyisti rectius istia

Candidas imperil ;
si non, his ulere mecum."

A Large Bag full of grotesque masks and false noses, with a paper
pinned to the bag,

"
I have collected these articles which I have

but too much reason to believe are sold, bought and worn at Epsom
Races by Jesuits, for purposes of disguise," signed

"
G. H. W.,

Peterborough."
A Box containing a set of house-breaking apparatus and several

works of devotion, in a neat case, with the initials "A. T., Sacer-

los," and the inscription,
"

for use at St. James's, Hatcham ;

" the
looks bear the Papal imprimatur, and are printed at Rome.
A Packet of General Orders signed

" GEORGE." with marginal
aotes of objections to them, apparently raised by their author.
Internal evidence would suggest that the owner is a high official at

the Horse Guards.
A much thumbed copy of The Young Navigator's Manual, deal-

ing with nautical matters in an elementary manner, with inscription
on the fly-leaf

"
First L.'s room, Ad. Office, Whitehall."

Proof-sheets of a pamphlet upon Horse Racingfrom the Earliest

Times, with some account of the latest Epsom Atrocities, initialed
' W. E. G."
A MS., with the title Notes on Shakspeare : No. 18. On the cha-

racter of Juliet's Nurse's husband showing that his merriment teas

>ut the mask of a deep seriousness. And another, marked No. 19,

Inquiries into the Altitude of a Chopine. (See Hamltt's (peach tu

the Players.) Addressed to the Editor of the .V < 'entury.
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WORLDLY WISE.
First Mother of Daughters.

" HAVE YOU CALLED ON THE CHOLMONDELEY JONESES YET?"
Second Ditto.

"
YES, I HEAKD THEY WEEK GOING TO GIVE A BALL, AND so I CALLED LAST SATURDAY."

First Ditto (in a tone of superiority). "An ! / HEAKD THAT THE BALL WAS HOT COMING OFF, AND so I DIDN'T 1
"

"ftUIS TULERIT GRACCHOS DE SEDITIONE QUERENTES?"
THT. Pall Mall Gazette is astonished that Punch should have

quoted MR. FOBSYTH'S attribution of the description of the
P.M. G., "a journal written by gentlemen for gentlemen" to
those who started the paper, and not to THACKEBAY, the author of both
name and description. No doubt ME. FOBSYTH thought, as Punch
did, that when the projectors of the Gazette took its name from
THACKEBAY, they wished to be understood as taking also the cha-
racter he had coupled with it. It is true they have done their best
of late to remove this impression by the rabidness of their attacks
on those who differ with them about the Eastern Question, and
the recklessness with which they ascribe motives, and attach abusive
epithets to their opponents. They have in fact made their dis-
claimer of THACKEBAY'S description superfluous.
But the funniest thing is to find these Singers of hard names

and harsh imputations complaining, in a late number, of
"
the

essential want of generosity of that party who, not content with
adhering to their own narrow view of a great question, refuse even
to admit the possibility that the view of their opponents may be the
true one, and to judge fairly of their conduct by the light of that
consideration."
When has the Pall Mall Gazette, in dealing with this question,

set an example of this generous appreciation of the policy, motives,
or conduct of those who in this matter would rather be wrong, if

wrong they must be, with MR. GLADSTONE, than right, if right they
can be, with the Pall Mall Gazette f

A League of Separation.
(it propos of the last new Union for the Separation of Church and State,

tet onfoot by the KEY. MB. MACKONOCHIE and his Jriendi.)

BBED of priestly impatience with law and its tether,
This Ritual move leaves plain sense in the lurch.

Leagues till now have been formed to keep Churches together ;

But this is a League for dividing the Church !

"HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF."

WITH the revival of the Old Coaching Days (we are becoming a
trifle tired of steam) highway robberies are once more coming into

fashion.
There have been two or three lately, but the Knights of the

Road do not, evidently, as yet know their business. The Highway-
men were, we regret to say, on foot ! These degenerate successors

of the eminent CLAUDE DU VAL and the gallant CAPTAIN MACHEATHS
of a later period wore masks, which was very considerate of them,
but there was no gold embroidery on their coats, no long boots and
buckskin breeches, and, in fact, they had omitted to go previously
to MB. MAY, the theatrical costumier, to consult him on the correct

costume. And they were so stupidly practical and so vulgarly un-
romantic ! In one instance there were two ladies in a carriage with
an elderly gentleman (the servants are not mentioned), but there
was no coranto or minuet de la cour danced on the heath I No

; they
simply presented pistols, offered the choice of

"
money or life," and

decamped with all they could get. Another set stopped an Auc-
tioneer. Why, here was a chance for some fun ! They might have
made him value his own watch and chain, and have bid among
themselves! With just one redeeming spark of humour, they
knocked the Auctioneer down the Auctioneer having been pre-
viously accustomed to knock down a lot, was naturally surprised to

find a lot knocking him down and, at their bidding (another touch
of humour) he gave up 260. But the ungentlemanly ruffians ill-

treated him, and bound him hand and foot with ropes. The report
in the newspaper adds that

"
his cries brought a policeman to his

assistance about two hours afterwards." This happened near

Keighley. Where were the Keighley Guardians ? And where are

the mounted constabulary ?

SOE8 HOBATIANA.

(Campaign on the Danube.)

"Russicus expectat dum defluit amnis."
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. .

FIAT EXPERIMENTUM !

"

" ALLOW ME TO INTRODUCE A YOUNG GENTLEMAN WHO HAS JUST MADE HIS D^BUT ON THE

DANUBE, AND TO WHOM YOU AND I WILL, I RATHER THINK, HAVE A GOOD DEAL TO SAY."
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VESTMENTS AND LAWN SLEEVES.

UK Morning Pott reportsan" Im-

portant meeting of High Church-

men," in number above :i(JO,

"held, under CANON CARTER'S

presidency," on the Derby Day,
in the Westminster Palace Hotel,
whereat:

" A resolution pledging the meeting
to resist absolutely tin- secular judg-
ments of the new Lambeth Court and
the Court of Final Appeal, is said to

have been carried with remarkable en-

thusiasm and unanticipated unanimity.
The meeting, after three hours' session.
i lose, 1 with theepiscopal benediction."

"Who gave it ? No Bishop ap-
pears to have been present. Surely
CANON CABTBR could not have un-
dertaken to play the part of one.

How then could these rebels

against episcopacy have possibly

got an "
episcopal benediction.

The Ritualists are supposed not to

have a Bishop to bless themselves.

AT THE SERVICE OF ULYSSES.

(On hit Travels.)

_
EX-PRESIDENT GRANT a few days since, in returning thanks for

his health at a Manchester banquet, admitted that he liked his

speeches like his drinks short and strong-, but that he hated the
work of talking, even under these conditions.

Mr. Punch, always anxious to serve an illustrious visitor, begs to

present the General with a few outline orations that may be useful

to him. He trusts he will appreciate the spice of local colour he
has tried to throw in, to take off the air of preparation, and give an

extempore and offhand style to the General s utterances.

Reply to a Corporation Address.

Gentlemen, It is the custom to lassoo royal personages and other
less distinguished visitors with a string of platitudes and pom-
posities, drawn up by the Town Clerk, or Recorder where there is one,
and flung at the need of the object of Corporate civility. I can't

escape, and I don't complain. When in Rome do as Rome does. I

have. You have slicked me down. I have stood quiet to be slicked

down. Thanks now you can get out of your red gowns and big
talk, and re-enter the region of rational remark, and the coat,

vest, and pants of private life.

Speech on Receipt of the Freedom of the City of London.

My Lord Mayor and Gentlemen, I know you like this big place of

yours
to be called

"
the first city of the world." According to usage,

I beg to declare London some pumpkins in the way ot' bigness,
business, and bunkum. You have given me a lot of rights which I

don't understand, and which I guess you never expect me to exer-
cise. You mean it civilly, and I thank you. And now, Gentlemen,
(with my Lord Mayor's permission), we will turn to for a big dinner
and a big drink in genuine Mansion House style, though I guess you
can't cut out DELMONICO'S.

Speech after a Visit to the Crystal Palace.

Mr. Chairman and Directors, You have shown me an almighty
big greenhouse, some considerable plaster caste, and an all-tired,
handsome garden, and I don't know which I conclude to like best,
your waterworks or firework fixings. On the other hand, I have
shown myself on your account to a big crowd of the shilling public.
I trust (as I understand on all hands that your establishment it

deserving of more support than it gets), that the money taken at the
doors on this interesting occasion will more than defray expenses,
and that the result of this, and similar national and patriotic
ovations, may be sensibly felt in your dividends.

Reply to Deputations of several Societies.

Ladies and Gentlemen, You have come to see me with the view

be reported to your entire satisfaction in to-morrow's papers.

Reply to the Leo-Hunters.

My pushing Friends, You are most anxious to have the showing
of this child among the Lions of the Season. I should have sup-
posed the Zoological Gardens the Tightest place for an exhibition ol

the animal in question. However, as
"
living celebrities,

"
are a

step in advance of
"
old china," in the way of rational interest, I

have concluded to come and be stared at in as many drawing-rooms
as I can find time and temper for. Only don't crowd a feller out of

all elbow-room when the hot weather comes if there 's any on the

road or I shall think it 's White House over again.

Speech at a City Jianquet.

Gentlemen, It has given me great pleasure to assist at your

it will be hard to make out a case against you.

Reply to several Deputations of Rival Home-Ruleri.

Representatives of a down-trodden Race, You have done me
the honour to bullyrag JOHN BULL for the glorification of UNCLE
SAM. Since I came I have watched your conduct in the British

House of Commons, and I should think from what I 'ye seen of the

Home-Rulers in that location that the Irish House will be a lively

school of oratory, and an almighty smart place of business, when

you get it. In our country we know a thing or two about the worth
of the Irish Agitator and the weight of the Irish vote. However, I

shall be happy to reciprocate especially with the Major. My
liquor is old Bourbon, but I 've no objection to John Jamieson.

Oration to the Citizens of London in General.

Good-natured Cusses, You have shouted after me till you are

hoarse, and crowded me up till I feel as limp as a Fourth of July

Orator, or a Senator on the stump. But so you did that all-fired

savage the SHAH ; and so you would, I guess, any big bug that came

among you. However, Irish Editors and Native Spread-Eaglers

notwithstanding, it 's a fact your right-down American cousins do

kind tof cotton to the British branch of the family, and I see no

reason to doubt that you Britishers will really like us if you ever

come to our real grit. And why shouldn't we like each other? We've
one tongue, one past of famous men and glorious associations, one

future of rational progress and law-abiding liberty. We 're pretty
much made to the same gauge, and of the same scantling.

So. on behalf of the Young Giant I represent, I beg to thank the

Old Mother Country for my reception. I hope you are as well pleased
with your guest, as he has every reason to oe with his entertainers,

and that we shall neither of us be such darned fools as to quarrel on

our own account, or such gonies as to let any set of mean cusses

drag us into a row on theirs. That 's about the whole of what I 've

got to say except good-bye, and God bless you !

GRAVE MISDEMEANOUR.

COTNCIDENTLY with the "Pen^e Mystery," there appears to have
occurred a similar

"
mystery

" in the Isle of Wight, wherein the

Tines refers as follows to an alleged
" CASK or STARVATION. With regard to the cue of alleged starvation

in the Isle of Wight workhouse, about which a question was lately put in the

House of Commons, the guardians yesterday teceived a letter from the Local

Government Board, suiting that the evidence before them confirmed the effect

of the Terdiet at the coroner's inquest that deceased died from starvation.

Two nurses are discharged, the master is censured, the medical officer requested
10 resign, and his deputy debarred from further employment in any similar

capacity."

This is very severe. If, for the alleged starvation of a mere

pauper, officials are actually censured and even sent about their

imsiueas, no wonder that people accused of having starved a respect-
able person are committed to take their trial for murd er.

Imperfect Accoutrements.

A DAILY contemporary not an Irish one animadverting on the

unreadiness of the British Army observes that :

"For want of those pence, shillings, and pounds, in which England
bounds more than any other country, we find our soldiers are few, that they
hare no gaiters and no buttons to them."

This is a little too hard upon the War Office. How could the

troaps possibly have any buttons to no gaiters '(

A Query from the Danube.

TOBPEDO, of the future's naval task,
Has won the Master's place. Should proof be needed,

To whom but to a Master, Punch would ask,

Is'power to blow up Monitors conceded ?

STUFF AND NONSENSE. A City Banquet, and the speeches after it,
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DIARY OF MY RIDE TO KHIVA.

(Forwarded as usual lnj Private Win .)*

} P.M. They are gainingon us! Their notes since
their awful repast are quite changed. I can
detect in their nowls the notes of the various

compositions they have swallowed. Above
all, I hear the highest note (by two wolves
in unison) of the

" Suoni la Tromba ."' . . .

I shall write an Opera if I ever get out of
this sleigh alive ! . . . It will be Mazeppa .'

and in one Act a panorama of his wild career,
with such orchestration for the wolves as the
world has never heard. Early application
from music-publishers necessary. . . . Cry
from the Boy. in the rumble. . . . "Oh!" It

is [a.'cry'.of agony. ... A wolf, in advance of the rest, has come up with him. The Boy, over-
dosed with buns, was asleep as he sat leaning forward with his head on the hood. Like Achilles,
here was one vulnerable point. The wolf saw it ! ...

Halt ! for one instant. Unfair Circassian fainting, .Sleigh-driver invisible in his capes. The
boot suddenly opens. Pig out furious; flies .at wolf. Wolf, a young one, astonished at Pig
never seen a pig before. Deadly encounter. Wolf floored. Triumph. Dance of everybody in the
snow. Fireworks. Wickski for Pig. Wickski all round. Onward ! . . . Wolves eat their com-
panion. .". . Another respite.

5'30. Donkey and Horse dead beat. If they stop, we are lost. They are panting, lame, limping! !

Ha ! The private telegraph wire with battery ! Attach it to Horse and Donkey. Wire in I Work
the battery. Send startling messages to both of them. On they go by electricity ! Steam sur-

passed ! ! ! Saved ! Saved! for the present
8. Dinner-time. Still flying onwards. Wolves distanced. ~_ Ha! The towers cf the old Cathe-

dral of St. Vitus within four miles ! !

8'15. Horror ! Wire broken connecting Horse and Donkey. Donkey drops down dead. On
examination we find that he has been defunct for some hours past, but his muscular power has
been kept in action by the electricity. We leave him for the wolves. On again ! On further
examination I ascertain, having; been something of a Vet in my time, that the horse also has been
dead some hours, but the electric current is still passing through the wire to him, and so the muscular
action is kept up. This gives the lie to the old Russian proverb about "no use tryinq to drire
a dead horse." 1 am doing so, and we could win a Derby like this. What a subject for a legendary
poem ! The Flying Phantom on the Dead Horse ! I must send it to WAGNEB. He would have
preferred it to the fit/ing Dutchman. ([ make this note in my Diary with my hands frozen as
we gallop onward in the moonlight.)

10. Night. Moon shining. Battery getting weaker and weaker. Horse consequently more and
more feeble. Wolves gaining on us. Now how about throwing over the children as they did in
the story ? The Fair Circassian suggests giving the^Pig to the wolves. I open the boot. The Pig
has overheard us. He has the letters of the Alphabet before 'him and has spelt out "

No, please
don't.'" Touching scene. Reminds me of Arthur and Hubert in the Tower. A rth ur (by Learned
Pig), Hubert (by Myself). This will be a good interlude when the Circus is once started. Would
tell in the season at the Egyptian Hall. Music. " Woodman spare that Pig .'.'" . . . Wolves on
us. . . . The towers of Gladitzova in sight. . . . Electricity stopping. Horse dropping. . . .

Children must be thrown over, or the Unfair Circassian. . . . Begin with Sleigh-driver's Boy. . . .

Sleigh-driver's Boy suggests beginning with Sleigh-driver. . . . The wolves are within two-
hundred yards of us. . . .

_
It must be done. . . . The Sleigh-driver has five capes, a thick fur

coat, and a whip. . . . With the whip he can defend himself, and the wolves will be a long time
before they get through his capes, his boots, and at him. . . . Wolves within one hundred

* Next week we shall have something to fay about Private Wire,
that we think a Private Wire is a Wonderful Invention. ED.

At present we can only guardedly remark

yards. . .

struggle.

One wild cry. .

. 'Tisdone!!!

Oladitzora at last! At the gate
of the town the electric battery
bursts. The faithful Circus Horse
drops. Alas! poor Black Bess!
Thou wert a gay lass ! Better mare
was never foaled! Ah! what a
chance I 've 'lost in not being able to

play Dick Turpin's Hide to Khiva!!
Well, well, thou wert eighteenpence
an hour, and the contract was, dis-

tinctly, from London to Khiva. Thy
master will lose his money, for thou,

gallant mare, hast broken the con-

tract, and my heart I Quifacit per
alium facit per se, and I do not pay
thine owner, my sweet lilack Bess !

Peace to thy manes ! I mean thy
mane, for thou hadst but one.
And the Sleigh-driver ! He was

to have reported himself to the

livery stable at Gladitzova but he
cannot do so now. Poor fellow! I

was to have paid and discharged him
at Khiva, and here we are at Gladit-

zova, only a few miles from our ulti-

mate destination, and he has broken
his agreement through being eaten

by the wolves, and I have therefore
no one to pay. Such is life ! I ex-
plained all this to the livery stable-

keeper here, who is in correspondence
with my Sleigh-owner at St. 'Peters-

burg. We shall only stop here a
night just to give one performance
with the Learned Pig, the Hairless

Circassian, and Our Boys, for the
benefit 'of the Wanderers' Home.
Then on to Khiva. We expect to be
at Khiva early to-morrow.

My beard and moustache are still

in icicles. On applying hot water
to my face, it caused my head to
swell out suddenly to the size of a
pantomime mask. This will be use-
ful in the Circus entertainment, but
1 can't go out till night time. How-
ever, it 's good for business. The hair
of Our Boys is quite white by now.
They are premature old men. Ah
me! a thing to shudder at, not
to see. On to Khiva. Where 's

cheque ?
* * * *

I have just walked round the
ramparts. In the distance I can
see Khiva. It is within a walk. But
I am 'bound to ride not walk to

Khiva, and I am a man of my word.

FOR OUR "TWO GENTLEMEN."
THE HORSE AND HIS OWNER.

(Slightly alteredfrom SHAKSFEARE'S.)

WHO is Sikio f What is he,
That

tips
nor touts commend him ?

Flyer both and stayer he,
And luck did ABCHER send him,

That well-ridden he might be !

Was he fit as he was fair.

Whence the tipsters' blindness ?

Blair Athofs son by Siherhair

Might have earned more kindness
Than twelve to one, and backers

rare !

Then to Silvio let us sing,
The Derbv field excelling :

And LORD FALMOTTTH, runner fair

As in England 's dwelling
To both their Blue Ribbon bring !
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SABBATH-BREAKING.
Scotch Cook. " WHISHT ! THERE'S MASTER WHUSTLIN' o' THE SABBATH! LOSH

SAVB 0s! AN' 'MAGGIE LAUDEB,' TOO!"

A VOICE FROM "GIB."
WE are, thank Heaven, familiar in these days with all sorts of kindly

movements for all sorts of improvements in the lot of all sorts of people, from
Cabmen and Costermongers upwards. But few classes have profited more by
this kindliness of the time than our Soldiers. In our home barracks reading
and recreation-rooms, but lately altogether unknown, are now the rule rather
than the exception. On Stations abroad, as such resorts for leisure hours are
more needed than at home. Punch had supposed that they were quite as common
as in British barracks. What was his surprise to learn, the other day, that
there is no such thing as a soldiers' reading and recreation-room at Gibraltar,
with its garrison of more than five thousand men, its oppressive climate, its

temptations to vice and excess, and the exclusion of its garrison from most of
the out-door amusements accessible to the soldier at home and in our more
temperate colonies and dependencies I

There is a movement on foot for supplying this strange sin of omission,
which Punch presumes has but to be known to be put an end to. A "

Gib.
cat" is a recognised symbol of melancholy, and a "Gib. soldier" is not the
image a man wonld choose to convey the idea of joyousness. But though the
Rock 'is not a "

quartiere allegro," any more than the Rock is a joyous news-
paper, under the best of circumstances, the cut of its jib would be materially
improved by an "

Institute," (if that imposing word is the right one to use of a
modest place of resort for the soldier when off duty,) with reading and recrea-
tion-rooms where he can join in unobjectionable games, and a coffee and
refreshment-room where he can empty any number of the cups that cheer but
not inebriate. For his own part, Punch sees no objection to the provision of
wholesome beer or light wines as well. But probably the canteen-keepers have
a vested monopoly in these, within barrack bounds, and would object to the
granting of any licence for even the wholesomest form of tipple on which a man
could get drunk even under the most insuperable difficulties.

Punch has only had to receive notice of such a want to give it the benefit
of his world-wide ronti-too-it, and to add that donations may be sent to the
Treasurer, CAPTAIN M. WILBBAHAH TATLOB, Rifle Brigade, Gibraltar, or to the
credit of the Soldiers' Institute, Gibraltar, at MESSES. BAECLAT, SEVAN & Co.,
54, Lombard Street, or MESSES. RANSOM, BomTEEiE & Co., 1, Pall Mall East, S. W.

FORBIDDEN FRUITS. Those of Philosophy d la BRADLAUGH.

A POET ON SPELLING.
" I am not afraid of ridicule, and I have a strong opinion on

the spelling question. I cannot be present at your meeting, but

you are quite welcome to my opinion. There are, I am in-

formed, thirty-nine sounds in the English language. There are

twenty-four letters. I think that each letter should represent
one sound, that fifteen new letters should be added, so that there
be a letter for every sound, and that every one should write as
lie speaks. Mr, Lowe's Letter read at the Conference on Spell-

ing Reform, held at the Society of Arts, Adelfihi.

RASH man, refrain! These are momentous times
For poets. Muffs are meddling with our rhymes.
Is 't not enough that measure 's set aside,
And every ancient rule of rhvthm d>h'i d,

By that amorphous lunatic WALT WHITMAN,
But that the likes of MR. ISAAC PITMAN
Must make a raid on rhymes, and CADMUS-LOWE
Add lit'teen brand-new letters at a blow
To our redundant alphabet ? Thirty-nine !

An ominous number. Ask a shrewd divine.

'Twill tend to strife if the phonetic particles
Are made co-numerous with the Church's Articles.

The very prospect fills me with aifright ;

I 've now an inkling when my rhymes are right,
But right from wrong I 'm sure there'll be no telling,
If PITMAN plays the mischief with our spelling ;

AVhat pleasure would e'en MILTON'S muse afford,
His spells reshaped by an ABTEMUS WAHD !

Would gentle readers waste their sighs or shillings
On BraoN. if phoneticised by BILLINGS ?

What bard would care to write of Love, if he
Were bound to spell it with an 1-u-v ?

Who 'd pipe of ladies i's ? Who 'd not refuse
To invoke a crabbed creature called the Muz '(

And where 's the amorous bard could be so stupid
As chant the praises of a god named Qpid ?

Absurd ! Methinks on poet's page I gaze, ,

No fair trim garden, but a tangled maze
Of typographic tongue-traps. And for what '(

To save young spellists trouble ! Horrid rot !

MiiLLER may mouth, and BIKKERS vaunt how much
Our spelling falls below his crackjaw Dutch :

PITMAN may swear " e-a" defies all law
(His favourite vocable should be " e-haw ! ") ;

ELLIS may make his
"
Glossie

"
system known,

And SWEET be very sweet upon his own
;

('Tis nice to know the rival hobbies clash
One hopes the tilt may end in general smash)
It will not do. Bards must not have their lines
Defaced by diacritic marks and signs,
Or spoilt by comic spelling. Learned bores,
Drive not the sickened Muses from our shores !

They 're put up with doubtful etymology,
They do not care a fraction for philology,
But they must leave Old England, with regret,
If LOWE lays hands upon her Alphabet ;

And far from the Adelphi make their dwelling
If PITMAN sets his spell upon her spelling.

THE HOMOEOPATHY OF WAE. Treating a revolting
tribe with revolting cruelty.

NAME OF THE DEFEATED DEBBT FAVOURITE (adapted to

English pronunciation, by adisgusted Backer). Sham'un.

AN EXPLANATION.
THE Editor of London begs Punch to remove an im-

pression which the Editor thinks may be left by a para-
graph in a late

" Essence of Parliament," that a parody
on WOKDSWOBTH'S " We are Seven," quoted by the
CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER, in the debate on MR.
GLADSTONE'S Resolutions, had been actually sent to Punch
and rejected by him. What Punch meant was not that
the parody had been consigned to his waste-paper-basket,
but that it was of the quality that usually finds its way
to that well-filled receptacle. He thought when he wrote
this that the lines were SIB, STAFFORD NOBTHCOTE'S own.
Had he known they had actually appeared in London,
he would have guarded himself more carefully against
the misinterpretation which has been put on his very
innocently meant bit of chaff.
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SUNDAY OUT.

AY hath departed.
June's long
wished-for sun,

Late owning to the

Day that bears
his name,

Shines brightly as

the Sun on Son-
day should.

Now the suburban
Lover of his Kind

Delights to view
the loaded omni-
bus,

The close-crammed
boat, and over-
crowded train,

Conveying freights
of London folk,
released

From desk, shop,
warehouse, scene
of week-day toil,

Bound for an "outing," to the flowery plains
South of the Thames, Barnes, Mortlake, Sheen, and Kew,
Richmond, and Bushey Park, and Hampton Court,
Where yet some hedgerows spring, and Commons spread

Exempt from bricks-and-mortar. Happy thought
How the fresh air invigorates their frames,

Whilst heavenly influence on their smoky souls

Streams in from fields and flowers. And what if they,

Mostly, from roll of leaf convolved, or bowl,
Through root of briar or aluminous clay,
Where'er they go Nicotian fumes exhale,
And whiff graveolence on the balmy breeze f

Fastidious Dandy, keep thy nose between
Them and the Zephyr. Bless them ! Pleasing sight
The People, at each roadside hostelry
Recruiting, bond fide travellers,
Attested such by posies in their hands
Of wild flowers newly gathered, branches green,
And blooming hawthorn or horsechestnut boughs,
Fresh rent from tree and hedge in park or lane.

How nice and pretty, coming o'er the Bridge
At eve to meet them, bringing bits of leaf

And blossom back, to brighten their poor homes!
Nipped they but bits and bunches, "Oh, how nice.!

"

And "Oh, how pretty !

"
'twere'enow to say.

But, in their thousands, stripping hedge and tree
Of bough and branch, with pull succeeding pull,

They "11 soon go far to leave nor tree nor hedge
In London's peopled suburbs. There 's the thought
That something checks .the gush of sympathy,
And taints its milk with gall. It pains the man
Who loves his Kind, to Isee that Kind behave
Only too like stray donkeys, or wild swine,
Thnt root and ravage, grub up, and tear down,
Whate'er comes in their way. , Such woful spoil.
Such grievous havoc, urge e'en Freedom's friend
To wish that ROBERT might patrol the vales,
ROBERT in blue, with guardian truncheon armed,
To fend them from deflowering Cockneydom !

MORE INJURIOUS INSECTS.

LAST week a Conference was held, at the rooms of the Society of

Arts, on Insects injurious to Agriculture. After much useful dis-

cussion, it was decided that the Privy Council should be requested
to take the matter into serious consideration with a view to the sup-
pression of the objectionable parasites. Mr. Punch ever ready to

take a valuable hint likely to be of service to his fellows, suggests
that a Conference should also be held on insects just as injurious to

society'as the Phylloxera to the vine, or the Colorado Doryphorus
to the potato. He subjoins a few examples of the most noxious

genera of these social insect-plagues.
The Home Hornet uses its very virulent venom in stinging all

it comes in contact with. Its poison, of which the principle is the

intensely acrid Sarcasma maliliosum, has been known to produce
very serious effects on nervous and weakly temperaments. Luckily,
it is as cowardly as it is offensive, and so may be easily frightened
off for the moment, but only to resume its annoyance on the first

opportunity.
The Visiting Drone. This creature is almost singular in creation,

for no one has yet ascertained what useful purpose it serves in the
scheme of the universe. So far as its habits have been studied,
it seems to employ itself entirely in impeding the labours of

others. With this object it is to be found infesting the rooms of

authors, artists, actors, and other busy people, particularly the
more easy-going and amusing businesses and crafts. When it has
once been allowed to establish a habitat, it will be found most
difficult to get rid of.

The Friendly Locust. This parasitic insect generally makes
its appearance about meal-times. If not at once supplied with
food, it will stay buzzing about the drawing-room, till it sees the

family on the move for the dining-room, when it will attempt to

follow them. Loaded wine and badly-cooked food will sometimes
(but by no means always) relieve those who suffer from this
obnoxious and persevering insect.

The Money-Lending Spider. This horrible creature's favourite
habitat is in back-streets leading out of fashionable thoroughfares.
It also haunts the advertisement columns of the newspapers. It
feeds upon the softer fienera of flies, whose blood it sucks with
avidity j

and in an incredibly short time. It can be easily detected

by its sixty per cent.

The Wearisome Worm. This insect infests club-rooms, water-
ing-places, parties, promenades, and indeed all crowded social

gatherings. In such places it is very apt to settle on the arm, or

even, in oases of the bolder species, the button-hole, of its in-
cautious victim. It is difficult to shake off, but its sting is more
irritating than really painful.
The Garrulous Gadflv. This insect has many of the peculiarities

of the Visiting Drone. During its erratic flight from place to place.
it deposits eggs, which afterwards develope swarms of winged
Scandtila gossipiensia, an ephemeral insect furnished with an

ingenious prehensile machinery, besides a peculiarly injurious poison,
and a sharp sting. Altogether a creature more formidably equipped
for mischief it would be difficult to find.

The Libellous Flea. This, again, is an insect of the Drone order :

Variety, ritiosissima. It delights in hopping from place to place,
leaving its characteristic drop of venom as it goes. It is difficult

to catch, and harder to put down, but no opportunity should be
lost of diminishing the breed of this ever-increasing plague.
And lastly, the Would-be Comic Snail. This creature is about the

most irritating and irrepressible of all insects. Its favourite habitat
seems to be Mr. Punch's waste-paper basket, which it fills with
wonderful rapidity.

Nu.da Veritas.

THB leading Swiss hotel-keepers have formed a league to put down
' '

vails
"

to servants. Their wages are to be doubled, and ' '

service
"

is to disappear from the travellers' bills. But won't the tips to the
valetaille continue to be expected by them all the same, and paid by
the traveller, who will bleed by his own hand rather than put up with
churlish service or chilling looks, and the humiliating sense that he
is regarded as a "mean cuss" by those who look for his parting
franc without getting it. In this case the so-called "doing away
with fees to servants," will be but a new form of extortion without
vails, in other terms, barefaced extortion.

A Note from Melos.

THB lovely members that were wanting to'make the Venus of
Milo the most complete chef-d'teuvre of classic art, have been disco-
vered (so they say) not thirty yards from the spot where the torso

originally laid down her arms m the time of PHIDIAS. And yet she
has been conquering without them, and in Paris, too, the great
arena of female rivalry, ever since she was disinterred by an obscure
French Vice-Consul ! If thus irresistible unarmed, what will she
be now she has once more taken up her arms and not only her arms
but the looking-glass which the right arm carries the weapon par
excellence of Venus, armed anew for conquest of the world."

1TEW PATTEWTS.

THE usual State Banquets were given on Her Majesty's Birthday.
Seeing that Bra WILLIAM GITLL and MB. CJESAE HAWKINS were
amongst the Noblemen and Gentlemen invited by the EABI, OP

BBADFOBD, the Master of the Horse, the question cannot be thought
irrelevant have these eminent practitioners turned their atten-
tion to another branch of the profession, and become "

Vets " ?

JOHNSON FOR EVEB ! No Phonetic Spelling!
'

Manifesto'of. Modern
Barons: " JnluiMa Orthngraphiam Anglict mtitari."

vol.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

BEAT rejoicing ! Their
Lordships met (Monday,
June 4) after their
Whitsuntide holidays,
and adjourned at five
minutes to six, after a

'

pleasant little chat
about the discomfort and danger of Kailway Stations used by more
than one Company.
(Commons.) LORD G. HAMILTON, -with characteristic briskness,

promises the Indian Budget in the course of the next fortnight. It
will be followed by a request for leave to borrow at home what can't
be got in India of the Five Millions the Madras and Bombay famine
have cost us.

SIR STAFFOBD NOBTHCOTE having asked for Tuesday Morning
Sittings, does not, for the present, mean to ask for more.
SIB GF.OBOE BOWYJSK asked, but was refused, leave to "heckle "

MB. GLADSTONE on his share in the formation of the Birmingham
National Confederation in which SIB GEORGE seems to smell a
Brumagem House of Commons.
The Clerical Fellow was, with difficulty, threshed through the

Universities Bill Committee, hut not out of the Universities, as at
one moment seemed likely.
MR. GOSCHEN moved that the Commissioners should disconnect

Headships and Fellowships from Holy Orders.
SIB C. DILKE, MB. OSBORNE MORGAN, Ma. TBEVELYAN, pro. ; MR.

MOWBBAT, and MB. BEBKSFOBD HOPE, as in representative duty

bound, con. MB. HANBUBY, though he thought Clerical Fellowships
not only useless but injurious to the Church, would leave the

Colleges with their clerical heads on.

Mis. GLADSTONE liked to see a large clerical element in the teach-

ing body, though he did not think Clerical Fellowships the right
thing. His speech hazy, and scarce consistent with his vote.
MB. HABDT opposed the clause ; LOED HARTINGTON supported it.

Finally it was rejected by the narrow majority of 147 to 138.

In the present House such a division sounds the doom of Clerical

Fellows.
" No admission by orders

"
will soon be the rule in the

Universities, as in the theatres when the house can be filled without

being
"
papered."

After dinner, SIB
_C.

DILKE revived the discussion of the same
point on another Motion, when it was defeated by 173 to 151.

" No Clerical turnpike-tolls," will be the rule of the road that
leads to snug College berths, for our grandsons, if not our sons.

" Another Church-bulwark sapped," exclaim those who look
backward to the past. "Another source of Church weakness dried

up," cry the Liberals who look forward. But it "has to be," as our
American cousins say. Why should Dissenting wranglers and First-

Class-men be so heavily handicapped in the Oxford and Cambridge
three-year-old races ?

Tuesday. Their Lordships knocked off a few Bills at the usual

pace, and were up, with clear consciences, let us hope, and appe-
tites for more, by twenty minutes past five. They don't insist upon
talking, a. tort et a trovers and there are no LOBDS BIGOAB and
PABNELL. LOKD HEDESDALE is their worst obstructive.
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THE SKETCHING SEASON, 1877.

Sroros's SKETCHING EQUIPAGE (HB CAN'T WALK ACROSS COUNTRY BO WILL is WHEN HK WAS YOUNGER) COMBINING CKLBITY
WITH PRIVACY AND ECONOMY.

{Commons, Morning Sitting.) MESSES. WHALLEY and GOUBLEY
much exercised on LORD DERBY'S Suez Canal Despatch. That enfant
terrible, E. JENKINS, in spite of the frown of the SPEAKER and the
howl of the House, wanted explanations before the House had had
time to read the papers, and MR. WHITBBEAD, a great stickler for
House of Commons decorums, rapped him over the knnckles.
MB. A. KGEKTON was instructed to deny the report of a mutiny

aboard the Alexandra the last ship in the Navy, to judge by her

name, for Blue Jackets to mutiny in. To be sure, there had been
some extra drill, some dissatisfaction between decks, some mess-

traps and gun-sights thrown overboard, but no mutiny, bless yon !

or if any, like the country girl's baby,
" Such a little one !

"
" But where there 's smoke there 's fire "and guns without sights
might prove, on an emergency, as useless as Admirals without
brains. So perhaps the Admiralty may find it desirable to look

sharply into this little
"

flare up
" aboard the Alexandra.

Consideration of Prisons Bill, as amended. MESSRS. O'CowKOB
POWER, Da. WARD, MR. PARNELL, MB. WHA.LLEY, and DR. KENEALY
holding briefs for the convicts, and against the prison officers, as
usual.

" A fellow feeling makes us wondrous kind." I shouldn't
like to be a prison officer under a Home-Rule Parliament.
At the evening sitting MR. MITCHELL HENRY, to a bored House,

aired his often-urged theory of the inequalities of English and Irish
taxation.
SIR STAFFORD NORTHCOTE pointed out, for the twentieth time,

that all the inequalities of taxation between the two countries are
in favour of Ireland, except the spirit duties, and those the Irish

might diminish for themselves.

Why was the Major silent P And why could MR. HENRY find no
more than thirty-four Irish Members to support him on a division ?

No wonder he is savage with his Home-Rule associates, who will
insist on premature rehearsals of the Kilkenny Cat business.
The House was Counted Out at one, while MR. WHAXLEY was

calling attention to MB. DE MORGAN'S petition to be heard at the
bar, on the "

unhappy nobleman's "
case. Why should the House

sit' to hear MR. DE MORGAN at the bar, when it won't hear poor
MR. WHALLEY from his bench ?

Wednesday. More "
wanting to know " what is the exact mean-

ing of the Suez Canal Communications. SIB WILLIAH HARCOFBT
gave notice of a question. (For the answer, see Punch's Cartoon.
That is about the English of it. We have the key of the'Canal, and
we mean to keep it and the locks belonging to it open, and see that
the water-way1.13 kept for its proper purpose ; transit, not fighting.)
The admission of Petticoats to polling-places was hotly discussed

till a quarter to six, and then howled out, MB. COURTNEY keeping
his legs against the storm with a courage worthy of the occasion,

and saving the Bill from a crushing division. The political females
time is not yet. Will it ever come ? Cur. adv. vult. Suppose we
relegated the date of the Woman's Vote to that of the Parliament on
Palace Green P

MIDHAT was in the House through the row, and from the Mussul-
man point of view of the stronger sex, must have been much edified.

JACOB BRIGHT was eloquent on Woman's Rights. MB. BUTT, on
the other side, was powerful on the natural relations of the sexes,
and did not want Woman converted from Lady into Lord of Man.
Happy BUTT ! if he has not already found Woman, even without a

vote, more than a match for her master !

Thursday. The Lords on the Scotch Game Laws Amendment Bill.

The MACCALLCM MORE very wroth with the presumption of the Scotch
tenant in attempting to reverse the presumption of the Scotch law that

the right of killing game is in the lessor and not the lessee. His Amend-
ment, putting the presumption the other way, was carried by 73 to 36.

It is long since we have seen their Lordships so lively. But this

was a great constitutional question in a House of (Land) Lords.
The LORD CHANCELLOR moved Second Reading of the Bar Educa-

tion and Discipline Bill. It flows from that quadruple fountain

of legal light, the Four Inns of Court, and provides a Council
of Legal Education ; twenty-four chosen by the Inns, and six .by
the Crown, with an income from the Inns, and power to sit on
black sheep. LORD SELBORNE admitted it was the small end of

the wedge, but deplored it was so small, and liked his own Bill

better. But the Inns of Court didn't ; so he would take what he
could get, and hope for the good time coming.
Their Lordships, having thus rebuked the presumptions of Scotch

tenants touching game, and provided for the education and

discipline of the Bar, adjourned in less than two hours. Punch
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calk that something like business ! Lower Palaver House, go thou

and do likewise.

(Commons.) Again much exercised about the Suez Canal. (See

ante.) LORD DERBY has made known England's will in the matter

to the effect that anything or everything may pass through^ the

Canal, but nobody shall be allowed to stop the way to it, or fight

in it, unless England knows the reason why. How about Turkey's

rights in the matter? Pooh I The independence of the Porte is

one thing, the independence of the Canal another.

SIR E. WATKIN having called attention to a dictum of the LORD
CHIEF JUSTICE, in Twycross v. Grant, calling a spade a spade (i.e.,

pronouncing "rigging the market," to be but another phrase for
"
getting money on false pretences "), SIB ROBERT PEEL asked' a

question, in effect charging SIR E. WAT-KIN with having "rigged
the market" in the case of the Humber Iron Works. SIR E.

WATKIN replied with dignity and effect, pointing out how that case

had, by his act, been fully investigated at law, and his own con-

duct in regard of it cleared of all evil imputation. SIR ROBERT
should have known better, but he doesn't, and we presume after

all the schooling he has had against the bad habit of flinging dirt

never will.

Then the House, on the Prisons Bill, struggled for some hours

against DR. KENEALY'S, and some of his Irish friends', persistent

attempts to turn the prison tables against the officers, and to make
their treatment penal, instead of their prisoners'.
SERJEANT SIMON'S more reasonable Motion for abolition of the

tread-wheel, the crank, shot-drill, and flogging, was negatived by
229 to 72. These punishments are to be kept it chiefly in terrorem.
The House and the country should be much obliged to MR. CROSS,

not only for the framing, but for the fighting of the Prisons' Bill.

Friday (Lords). EARL DELAWARE (the appropriate Peer) moved
for returns of the killed and wounded in that but too deadly war-
fare always going on above and underground with the powers of

nature, aided by those formidable allies ill-governed machinery
and human carelessness. As an appendix, the DUKE or SOMERSET
asked the Board of Trade for information as to the progress of

brake-powernot break-poweron the Railways. The DUKE OF
RICHMOND assured my Lords that the Companies are improving their

system of brakeage again note the spelling and that the Govern-
ment have their eye on them.

(Commons). A vast deal of talk, including a "heckling
"

of SIR
STAFFORD NOBTHCOTE by LORD ROBERT MONTAGUE and MR. WHAL-
LEY, which roused even SIR STAFFORD'S practised patience into pro-
test, till, by the united efforts of the House and the SPEAKER, LORD
ROBERT MONTAGUE was snuffed out, and MR. WHALLEY silenced.
Then came a miscellaneous rush of questions and answers on all

sorts of subjects, crowned by MR. TAYLOR'S defeat (by 229 to 87)
destined to be a victory some day, and the sooner the better, on
a Motion for the Sunday opening of the National Museums and
Galleries as rivals of the Public-house, now sole sharer of the
leisure of that holy day with Church and Chapel.
LORD F. HEBVEY, MR. LOCKE, and Mr. Punch is glad to note

the RISHT HON. W. E. FOHSTEH, for the first time, uro ; COLONEL
BERESFOHD, MR. MACARTHUB, and MR. W. H. SMITH for the
Government, con. The Treasury has a natural weakness for the
Licensed Victuallers those'roof-trees of the revenue. Still, Clerical

majority at Sion House, Conservative Government and Gin-spinning
interest to the contrary notwithstanding, magnus est sensus com-
munis et prawalebtt! So hold out, HANSARD (REV. SEPTIMUS) !

The rest of the night was consumed in a chat on the working of
the Judicature Act, and a desperate struggle of MR.,WHALLEY with
the impatience of the House and the patience of the SPEAKER, to get
a hearing for MR. BE MORGAN'S petition, in the course of which the
Member for Peterborough had the pleasure of calling MB. W. H.
SMITH to order ! Such a new sensation for him, poor dear !

"Put out the Light, and then"
FROM lome provincial jottings we extract the following item of

news :

" BELFAST, To-night the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church
in Ireland commenced its annual deliberations in Belfast, when a sermon wa~
preached by the outgoing Moderator, the KEY. JOHN M'^EELY, Belfast."

"Outgoing Moderator "
I It is to be hoped that he was speedily

extinguished, as, if a moderator is allowed to go out by itself, the
consequences are most unpleasant. But surely a moderator oughtn't
to be permitted to go out. A moderator should be "

turned down '

like a collar, or an idle Eton boy.

A strPEBFLtmtrs SPIRIT-REVITAL.

(A. strain, and a great strain too, on the syllablefar a new Beggar's Opera
WHAT ! Highwaymen on -B

They 've rapped up CAPTAIN

OPERATIC STATISTICS.
BILL OF THE REAL ITALIAN OPERA.

(Adapted to either House.)

THIS
evening will be presented the

celebrated Opera composed by HERH
JL MEYERBEER, entitled

LES HUGUENOTS.
Valentino . . . MLLE. "Pic-

COLEZZA (real name, Miss
DE QUINZE, native place,
St. Helier's, Jersey).

Margherita di Valois (known
in France, where the ac-

tion of the Opera takes

place, as Marguerite de

Valois) . . MLLE. GRAS-
SEZZA (real name, MRS.
SILAS FIXINGS, native

place, Massachusetts,
U.S.).

Urbano . . . MLLE. DITA DI
PASTILANI (real name,
FRAULEIN SCHMIDT, na-
tive place, Cologne).

Conte di San Sris . . . SIG-
NOR CAPOFFI (real name,
MR. HATTON, native place,
John Street, Adelphi).

Conte di Nevers . . , SIGNOR DOLORDI DENTI (real name, M. HAVIT-
OUTSKI, native place, St. Petersburgh).

Marcetto . . . SIGNOH Lo STERNUTO (real name, MUSTAPHA SNEZ-

ZEZIN, birthplace, Constantinople).
Huguenot Soldier (known in French as Le Soldat, in Italian as II

Soldato) . . . SIGNOR MOSCHETTO (real name, VAN SCHUT,
native place, Rotterdam).

AND
Raoul de Nangis . . . SIGNOH FOTO GRAFFO (real name, MR.

PATRICK MURPHY, native place, Dublin).

Conductor . . . SIGNOR TEMPO FUGITTO (real name, PROFESSOR
VYLD TYME, from Vienna).

And, to make it complete, the whole Entertainment should be
under the sole management and direction of MR. MCWHEESTLEB, of

Fife. But what 's the odds ? Viva La Liberia ! and Italy for the
Italians ! ^_^_^

A SPIRIT-LETTER.

(From MR. JOSEPH ADDISON to his friend, SIR RICHARD STEELE,
from where BUTTON'S Coffee-house once stood.)

MY DEAB STEELE,
SINCE my return to Earth for a brief change of scene, I

have seen many things which were not dreamed of in our more
primitive philosophy, not even in the capacious brain of our great
SIB ISAAC, to whom, in all humbleness and sincerity, I beg the
favour to be remembered.

I have told you in a former letter that the present time prides
itself on being a knowing age, in comparison with whose printed
wisdom the lucubrations of our good ANNA'S reign are but as the

babblings of a child to the reflections of a philosopher. But one

point I must mention, in which the present time and the past to

which we belonged show an outward resemblance, which but make
more apparent their inner unlikeness. With MR. DEFOE and DR.

ARBUTHNOT, you will probably be, at first, pleased to hear that
the Spectator and Tatter, the Plain Dealer, Craftsman, and Ex-
aminer, and all the rest of the countless brood of printed Ephe-
mera, which sprang to life in our day, have yielded a numerous

progeny particularly in the shape of the many satirical weekly
journals which have lately sprung or wriggled into being.
But although some of these papers have taken our names, and

masquerade it in our clothes, there is but little resemblance between
our clean, if narrow, sheets and their broad, but too often foul, ones.

Still less can they boast any flavour of the fine humour which lent

a relish to the lightest performances of my dear STEELE and the wits

and fine gentlemen who, with him, lashed while they diverted the

town. We strove to refine manners and elevate public taste. They
are panders to the most witless excesses of the one, and active

agents in the degradation of the other. They serve up the scandal

of the stable and the servants' hall, or the gossip of the Club, to

tickle the jaded palates of an idle and luxurious nobility, or a

plutocracy which affects their vices without the transmitted habit

which half excxises, or the hereditary grace which half redeems
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them ; or still worse, to feed the unwholesome appetites of the silly

parvenus or grovelling parasites who, while they at once foster

and ape the tollies of their superiors, love nothing better than to

point attention to the weaknesses, expose the inconsistencies, and
declaim against the vices, which they imitate.

To stimulate the dull papilla of such readers, plain truth, if it be

ever served up, must be spiced and peppered, and folly in its essence

be made appetioing by a sauce pii/uante. Penners of smart para-

graphs are engaged to circulate scandal in an epigram, and disguise

impropriety in the intricacies of an acrostic or the garnish of a

duuble entendre. What matter if stories be apocryphal and state-

ments unfounded ? They can be corrected, if need be, next week,
and the very correction will help to give wider circulation to the

falsehood. If not, they will but pass away to the large Limbo of

Lie s, to be forgotten alter their nine days' lease of noxious life.

The projectors and conductors of these papers pride themselves on

being what they call
" men of the world." Having grown grey in

London, they lay claim to a special knowledge of that mingled
i/iii-riii'utm. They have experienced most of the failures and decep-
tions of life. They naturally delight to rail or sneer at a world

which, as a rule, has treated them according to their deserts.

Their highest pride is to parade their intimacy with the fre-

quenters of doubtful drawing-rooms, and their freedom of question-
able clubs. Their acme of enjoyment is to be admitted to a back
seat on the least exclusive four-in-hand of the Coaching Club, or

the high privilege of a nod from the Guards' bow-window.
An itch to know the ways and means, the lives and manners of

public personages imported, I believe, from across the Atlantic

has of late become the mania alike of town and country. These

papers are at much pains and cost to describe, with the most offensive

and obtrusive familiarity, and in the pettiest particulars, the homes,
haunts, and habits of all about whom the world can reasonably, or

unreasonably, be supposed to feel curiosity. An effigy at MADAME
TUSSAUD'S (a Wax-work of the town, as noted now as MBS. SALMON'S
in our own time), and an article in the Weekly Dust-Stn, seem
at present the chief insignia of the notoriety which passes for fame.
When such and so guarded are the avenues to popular reputation,

it is hardly to be wondered at that charlatans should be applauded,
and nobodies magnified into importance. When I reflect that these

accounts of living personages are penned either by laudatory and
self-seeking parasites, or by unscrupulous enemies, I find it as easy
to account for the fulsome flattery of the one class of articles as for

the malignant depreciation of the other. The objects of this adula-
tion and objurgation were for a time usually, if not exclusively,
of the male sex ; but you will readily understand that a custom

offering such gratifications of vanity should have, ere long, ex-
tended itself to the Ladies of the; beau monde. As every Lady
fosters a secret pride in some feature of her face, some trait of her

character, or some peculiarity of her dress or manners, she readily

yields herself an offering on the altar of cheap admiration. So
that my LADT LISPWELL'S portrait can now be bought for sixpence
in the streets, or hung at the book-stalls for any puppy to gloat over
or crack his low joke upon. 'Tis true the Ladies are limned in

delicate colours, and with a flattering, if not idealising, touch.
Time was when women of breeding and fashion boasted a pride,
if not modesty, which would have shrunk from such public exhi-
bition of themselves. But now they seem to sacrifice alike pride
and modesty, so they can but attract attention.
But for the present I must take my leave of you. MR. DEFOE

will be gratified to learn that the excellent QUEEN who now occu-

pies the throne, and more than rivals our own ANNA in the loyal
love of her subjects, has granted a life-pension to his three great-
great-granddaughters, thxis relieving them from a state of indigence
from which the services of their ancestor, alike to the cause of our
popular literature and our national liberties, had not availed to

preserve them. j remain> my dear STEELE,
Tour obliged Friend and Servant,

June, 1877. Jo. ADDISON.

" In the Queen's name, I charge you all to drop
Your swords and daggers." Critic.

IN MACLISE'S Caxton-pictnre the printers wear swords, and

though MB. BLADES, the great Caxtonian authority, asserts that
this practice was never in vogue, it would seem that now-a-days
the manipulators of type are expected to wear daggers, to judge by
the following advertisement from the Daily Telegraph :

TO PRINTERS. A quiet, able, and reliable Compositor can have
regular 'tab EMPLOYMENT. Sole. Good reference* indispensable.

Address, &o.

Here a "quiet and reliable" man is offered "regular 'stab em-
ployment," and that not in Bulgaria, but in a peaceful, law-abiding
country ! But why, in the name of the PoHoe, should good refer-
ences be indispensable for such a calling ?

REASONS FOR GOING TO ASCOT.

THE
DUCHESS OF BROMPTON'S.

Because it's an agreeable
change after the dusty Park,

and the over-heated ball-room.

Because lunch on the lawn is rather

pleasant than otherwise.

Because one way of spend-
ing one's time is about as

good as another way.
THE DUKE OF BBOMP-

TON'S. Because the
Duchess wishes it.

LORD AND LADT MUD-
GOLD'S (new

'

creation).
Because the dear Duke and
the sweet Duchess are sure

to be there.

MR. AND MRS. PLANTA-
OENET DE SNUKE'S (nfe

SNOOKS). Because the
STUART KB JOTSSKS (who
ten years ago were called

JONES) will have an oppor-

tunity of seeing LORD and LADT MUDOOLD return our bows.

MB. PATER FAJULIAS'S. Because my wife will lead me tuch a

life if I don't.

MRS. FAMILIAS'S. Because it is only right that the dear girls

should see as much of their friends as possible. Because they will

be so much amused with the scene. Because I don't mind making
myself a martyr for their sakes.

THE MISSES FAMILIAS'B. Because Mamma wants to go, and we
suppose we must go with her. Because TOM has promised to bring
some of his friends.

MR. FAMILIAS'S, JUN. Because the Girls are going to ask

ARAMINTA and BLANCHE to come with them. Because, if one gets

bored, one can cut it all, and leave the family in the hands of the

Pater.
DR. VIOLBT DOSE'S. Because I shall meet so many of my

patients, and like to show them that I am not always the medical

man.
MB. VAPID VAOUE'S. Because some other fellow asked me to

come. Because I am sure I don't know.
CAPTAIN ECABTE. Because one can amuse oneself in the train

with a little mild play. Because I am going to dine afterwards

with young SCATTEHCASH.
MB. PUNCH'S. Because it's my pleasure to pick np good cha-

racters.

POLICEMAN X's. Because it 's my duty to lock np bad ones.

EDUCATION AND EXTRAS.

TKE concluding passage of the police report below-quoted may
seem to suggest some misgiving as to the kind of education imparted
at industrial schools. At Brentford the other day a youth named
HENRT BAILEY was charged with a deplorable act of mischief ;

an
assault inflicting remediless injury on a little boy named M'CARTHT,
three years old. Prisoner called to the po;>r child, told, him to
"
look him straight in the face," and when ne did so shot him in his

face with a catapult, knocking an eye completely out. Where-
fore :

" The Bench considering it a wilful and deliberate act, remanded the

prUoner with the view of sending him to an industrial school, where, a the

Chairman remarked, he would be taught something else besides knocking
other bojs" eyes out with a catapult."

Is it not rather to be hoped that MASTER BAILEY will, on the

contrary, be taught not to knock other boys' eyes out with a

catapult, whilst also taught something, and several things, else

besides being taught to relinquish that amusement P

A Powerful Illustration.

(North Britith Daily Mail, 8<A <<.)

AT a recent dinner of the Irvine Farmers' Society, a Member,
proposing "The Agricultural Interests," said of the Irvine Town
Council, against which the Farmers' Society seems to cherish a

grievance,
" That if a louse was to die on the Irvine Mains Farm

(which belongs to them), and you wanted its skin for bleaching,
before you could bury its carcase you would require to write to the

Council for liberty, and then the letter would require to lie a month
on the table for consideration."



ALL THE DIFFERENCE!
Haberdasher (to Assistant who has had the" swop''). "WHY HAS THAT LADY GONE WITHOUT BUYING?"
Assistant. " WE HAVEN'T GOT WHAT BHK WANTS."
Haberdasher. "

I 'LL SOON LIST YOU KNOW, Miss, THAT I KEEP YOU TO SHLI, WHAT I 'VE GOT, AND HOT WHAT PEOPLE WANT !'

TREMENDOUS EXPLOSION.
IT is not merely the experiments now in progress with torpedoes,and their employment in war, together with that of shells and other

explosive missiles and machines, that render the present time pecu-
liarly an age of ".bangers." The "

report
"
referred to in the sub-

joined telegram from a Newspaper Correspondent at Bucharest, maybe deemed a specimen of many other reports exemplifying the kind
of report to which the denomination " a banger

"
is applicable :

"A rumour is current here to-day that Turkey has offered to pay five
milliards as a war indemnity, and allow the Russians to retain the places
captured in Asia. I merely mention this as a flying report."

So one would think. Turkish credit must have wonderfully re-
vived, or Turkish cheek be enormous, if it be true that Turkeyhas offered to pay five milliards of money. Of course it is merely a
flying report. Wild ducks fly. But to describe the report above
metaphorically called a "flying "one, in plain language, retrench
the participle prefixed to it by a letter. Rescind the "f " from

flying.

"Which, you please, my little Dears!"
(See Ji/port of the late discussion at the Archteological Institute.)

A KNOTTY question, but to prudes alarming,
'Twixt MADAME SCHLIEMANN and grave GLADSTONE rose

Was it her clothes made Aphrodite charming,Or Aphrodite charming made her clothes r

Two of a Trade.

v
n the subject of Spiritualism has just been produced

J*ui HoM ?> the Medium. It very largely consists in an exposurethe deceptions commonly practised by other Mediums. Nobody,
therefore, can justly affirm that this publication !of MB. HOME'S is
all Home- bug.

A ROMAN HOLIDAY.
A MOKE than commonly curious coincidence which occurred at

Rome on the third instant was wired as follows :

"
To-day the fiftieth anniversary of the episcopal consecration of Pius THE

NINTH, and the thirtieth of the promulgation of the Italian Constitution, has
been celebrated with all possible solemnity both at the Quirinal and the
Vatican.'

'

Pity that such an opportunity was lost for the celebration of both
anniversaries at once by the reconcilement of the Papacy with the
Italian Kingdom. Church and State ought to have made it up. A
Pontiff who has attained to the fiftieth year of his episcopate must
have known how to live, and is surely well enough able to arrange
a modus vivendi.

Chanson for the French Chamber.

Sy a Legitimist.

YES, Liberte, Egalite,
Are words enchanting in their way :

But if the Left should dare show fight,
Let but the Marshal's might make Right,
The Right will soon show it makes Might !

Lincoln's Inn Logic.

SIB HENBY HAWKINS, in an admirable speech at the United Law
Clerks' Society, could not speak too highly of the integrity and
aonesty of this most invaluable body of men. SIB HENKY seemed
inclined to frame the syllogism thus :

" An honest man 's the noblest
work of God :

" "A Law Clerk is, par excellence, an honest man :

"

ergo,
" A Law Clerk is, par excellence, the noblest work of God."

What must a Chancellor be !
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OUR REPRESENTATIVE MAN.
A Visit to the Horte Show at the Agricultural Hall and to the

Gaiety for MI.LK. IUKKBSA.

-ft?

A WONDERFUL place the Agricultural Hall during the Horse
Show. As Your Representative in Sporting Matters, I visited the
Hall on the best day that is, Thursday. It will be unnecessary for
me to describe the

" humours of the road " from Beljrravia, through
Bohemia, to

"
Merry Islington." Any one acquainted with tie

racy character of omnibus and cab-drivers, and the solemnity of the

tramway guides, knows all about it et cela ra sans dire ; and, by
the way, I

" went without saying anything about it," go as to prevent
overcrowding. Nobody knew I was there, not even the gallant MR.
SIDNEY, mounted on a charger, and shouting to invisible people to" Come on !

"
as though he were challenging outsiders to a joust in the

tented field. The Prince and Princess were there ; they entered the
building half-an-hour after I had taken my seat, which I obtained
at some risk by stepping into a new patent cab exhibited as a model
by the- proprietor, who had, at the moment of my arrival, gone from
labour to refreshment with a friend. A waiter saw me, but I "squared

"

him for sixpence that is, I gave him a shilling, and asked him to

bring me back the change. I saw that 'Waiter one again, We met:
'twas in a crowd, and 1 thought he would shun me. But he didn't :

he smiled. I reminded him that he owed me sixpence. He replied
(with his hands full) that he was just going to get it. He dis-

appeared. I never saw him again. However, he kept my secret,
ana did not tell the Exhibitor that I was comfortably seated in his
new patent cab. If the Exhibitor had appeared, I was prepared
with my answer. He would have found in me (for this occasion

only) the Secretary of a New General Patent Cabbinit Company,
proposing to try his invention. However, he did not turn up, and
I remained the man in possession.
Were I ME. SIDNEY, the Manager, I would not allow, on tht

occasion of a Horse Show, several specimens of neto Sausage Ma-
chines to be exhibited at the door. Verbum sap.

I inspected MB. SHANXS'S cab, which, of course, can only be
drawn by one of SHANKS'S mares. It is a remarkable construction.
You go one way, and look the other. The passenger, going forward,
looks backwards, and I would suggest that the name of the vehicle
should be " The Lot's Wife Cab," or it might be called,

" The
Arthur Sullivan," both distinguished characters being associated
in the popular mind with "

looking Sack,"
They 've a trifle muddled these exhibitions inside the Hall. Next

to a suite of drawing-room furniture is a sheep being sheared by
machinery. A young lady sells a remarkable glove-cleaner, called
Jtenova, and not far off, an enthusiastic gentleman behind a counter,
is ladling out patent soup, "all hot," in a saucepan lid, and tempting
the passers-by to taste and try before they buy. There ' a model
horse (made

1

of wood, like a towel-horse, or like.the Trojan horse
the only one, by the way, wlure the direction to "get inside and
pull the blinds down," could have been literally observed) "war-
ranted quiet," and no expense to keep. There "s a family fire-engine,
a family freezing machine (the family go from one into the other,
and vice vend but what a family I!), and a Patient Grizzle of a
horse (alive oh!), being clipped ana froomed by machinery all day
long, to the intense amusement of admiring crowds of Cockneys, who
evidently thought it was some surgical operation generally performed
previous to turning the animal over to the sausage machine outside.

A pervading smell of tan, and an atmosphere of small dust. In
the oircui or rather the oval the "judges are a terrible show."
A distinguished Oriental, in green, waa taken by the crowd, who
looked on the whole affair from a circus point of view, for a new
sort of Clown. This idea was favoured by the sudden appear-
ance of a groom, with a white box and a pole stuck in it, of the
same make as the machine generally used by the trick horse that
runs with MR. MEKUIHAN, rings the bell, and fires the pistol.
What this was ultimately used for, I do not know. There it re-
mained during the entire performance, and nothing was done with
it, at least, while / was looking.
After the Stallions had been trotted round (a performance

encored later in the day for the Prince), a terrific gong sounded,"
All in to begin !

"
Evidently an Equestrian Pantomime to Jin rl* -

quin and the Forty Thieves, magnificently mounted, waa about to

commence. I looked out anxiously for the large heads. No. Only
some men, dressed in a style something between steamboat stewards
and railway porters, ran in. and arranged the hurdles. Plttce aujc

dames .' Probably a Ladies quadrille on horseback. No. They are

going to leap those fences. Two first do it easily. Number Three
thinks better of it, and sidles round without jumping. Clever horse
this. This is the one that / should give the prize to, were I a judge.
Number Four first rate. Over ! Number Five is a rain fool the

horse, of course it steps along with a sideways glance at iUelf, as

though admiring its own movements in a shop window. Over ! Six
is the horse for my money. Six deserves the prize. "Six shall

achieve, Seven deceive," as Zamiel sang. Six a very superior
horse is Number Six does not make the slightest attempt to jump,
nor even to swerve and go round the obstacle. Bravo ! That 's the
horse for mr .'

The sort of horse I should hate is the horse that hesitates, thinks
over it, and then suddenlyjumps over it. Bravo, Ladies, now then,
all together I Over ! All over, and exeunt omnes. Much applause.
Gong again. This time it must be the Pantomime. No. Snow of
Harness Horses. Exeunt omnes. Gong. Now for the Forty
Thieves on horseback, and the Oriental Gentleman in the centre
will assume the rule of Abdullah, the Captain of the Forty, after-
wards Clown. Now for the fun! No. Only more leaping or

rather, more attempts at leaping for they nearly all of them
knock down either the hurdle or the gate, so that at last my noble

sportsman's blood is up. and from my comfortable seat in the patent
cab I cry out indignantly,

" Yah !
" The crowd take it up. We are

all yahing. Opportunity for chorus : Air,
" We 're All Nodding

"

"W are all yaWTig,
Yah, yah, yahing !

Oh, we 're all yaning
At 111' Agricultural Hall !

I stamp my feet.
"
Now, Sir !

" I cry to a muff who can't get
his horse over the gate.

"
Now, Sir ! Put him at it, Sir ! Give

him his head, Sir ! Now then, 0verJ " He knocks down the

gate, and all the crowd cry,
" Yah !

'

What a rage / should be in with the crowd/of Yahert, were I

that unhappy man on the horse that won't go. I pity him, but I
"
yah

"
at him. " Get inside, Sir I Take him home to tea, Sir !

'

I shouted loudly ; when at that moment it struck me that the

gallant veteran GKNKKAL SIDNEY had caught my eye. From his

expression I thought it better to refer to my watch, and finding
that I had overstayed my time by two minutes, I stepped out of the

cab, and gained the door as quickly as possible. Policeman A. 2
left immediately after me. So did the Prince and Princess. Whether
they had been yahing too, I can't say. But altogether it was a
slow performance without a Clown and no brass bond and drum ! !

YahT
Talking of music, I went to hear THERESA at the Gaiety. She is

wonderful. Some people might add what DR. JOHNSON said of the
violoncello olo performance. She is La Mere Angot, Junior, sud-

denly inspired a la Bacchante. Her refrains mean as much as the
tol de rol lols of the old form of comic song chorus. But there are
more ways than one of singing tol de rol M. As far as I have

heard,
" Rien n'est nacre pour un Sapeur

"
is her best song. On her

entrance, in the Chansons do Sueon (a mere vehicle for her songs),
THERESA strikes you at once as the very model of one of GRBVIN'S

cleverly sketched, over-coloured frontispieces to the 'Journal pour
rire. There 's the black patch for the hair, the two black dabs for
the eyes, the over-rouged eyelids, the generally brilliant complexion,
and the large mouth. Occasionally she astonishes by her pastoral

sweetness, and the next instant she has startled yon by her Seven-
Dials harshness. She oan coo like the turtle dove, she can shriek
like the macaw. To like, or not to like, that is a question of taste.

At all events she is, as the great original of this style of thing, a

celebrity to see.

MLLE. CHATTHONT appears on the 18th, with Madame attend

Monsieur ; and as a Monsieur qui attend Madame, I sign myself
YOUR REPRESENTATIVE.
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ARBITER ELEQANTIARUM.
Housemaid. "

OH, PLEASE, 'M, COULD I GO our THIS EVENING 1 'CAUSE COOK
NIX" DOCK'S GOT A ' LiNd'AGE O* FLOWERS BEE,' AND SHE'S RFQUK8TED ME TO

BK ONB O* THE JUDGES I

"

WISDOM IN WIGS.

OH, MR. PEPYS ! If, Sir, you citizens of the invisible world take in and
read our newspapers, how immensely you must have been delighted with a

passage in a recent law report of sittings in the Queen's Bench Division at

Nisi Prius before MR. JUSTICE FIELD I In case you may have missed it, Sir,
here it is ; something quite after your own heart :

" That prevailing uncertainty which characterises the practice and procedure of the

Supreme Court of Judicature has now extended to the question as to what clothes should
be worn on red-letter days. His Lordship appeared this morning in those brilliant robes
which learned judges wear on days which commemorate the birth of HER MAJESTY or
the death of the Saints. On taking his seat, one of Her Majesty's Counsel proceeded to
address him. But his Lordship drew attention to the fact that his wig was not of those
dimensions which the solemnity of the day required."

Perhaps, Sir, you were almost as much gratified by this judicial animadver-
sion on a Counsel's wig as you were vexed by a great man's culpable inattention
to your own, in an interview at which you appeared in a new peruke a piece
of ill-breeding which naturally disgusted you.

As mightily, no doubt, were you edified by the Queen's Counsel's alacrity to

apologise for the undesigned shortcoming of his wig, and his promptitude to

repair that grave deficiency forthwith :

"The learned Counsel in question stated that he had hoped it would not be supposec
that he was capable of any want of respect either to HER MAJESTY or to the Court, and
that he would without delay attire himself in the full-bottomed wig ;

he had, however,
understood that the full-bottomed wig should not be worn at Nisi Priui."

Pretty, as you, MR. PEPYS, might have noted, to see the importance of a

wig so solemnly asserted and acknowledged, and the
" wisdom in the wig" a

mighty true saying. And, Lord, to think how wigs and robes do help on business,
and to observe so great consequence attributed to vestments, not only in th
Church, but in the Law as well.

GESLER OVEB AGAIN . How MARSHAL MACMAHON and his new Ministers make
the Corporation of Paris do homage. By standing before them unbonnetted.

THE SPHINX AND THE STATUES.
It is much easier to keep a Conservative majority together

n the House of Commons than a Liberal majority, and that for

easons which lie at the very root of the case If you
examine the remains of Egyptian antiquity, you will find that

he great principle which the Egyptian artist had in his mind
vas the representation of Repose. But if you examine the Greek
chool of Art, which is admitttd on all hands to be the head of all

chools, you will find that the predominating principle of the

Jreek representations is life and motion You will find,

'. think, that the predominating idea of Conservatism is the

Egyptian principle of: repose ;
but in our Liberal party we have

got the Greek idea of life and motion. I need not tell you that

when you have got a lot of statues arranged, it is not very diffi-

ult to keep them in order
;
but if all those Conservative statues

were to become suddenly animated with the power and the wish

o walk about the halls in which they were placed, no doubt the

mestion of drill would become much more serious and more
lifficult." Mu. GLADSTONE at Birmingham.

The Sphinx soliloquiseth

EGYPTIAN versus Greek ! Sublime Repose,
Cold Silence puzzling friends and baffling foes,

Against unresting stir and hot pugnacity,
Backed by a more than feminine loquacity :

Agreed, my GLADSTONE I Gladly I accept
The apt comparison. You 're an adept
In lore Hellenic : for myself ,

men say
Semitic nous is more in my calm way.
They say ! What say they not ? The mob must have
Its Mephistopheles. Once Louis gave
The quidnuncs quarry ;

BISMARCK now, and I

Arcades amio lead them in full cry.

Though mostly on false scents. All fools believe

The man whose heart is not upon his sleeve,
A mine of mystery sinister and dark,
Whose secrets they, and they alone, may mark.

My craft is Asiatic ? Be it so !

The East 's our crux, and Eastern guile may go
Some way to solving it, when Western wit
As blatant as Boeotian, fails to hit.

Greek statues, GLADSTONE ? Then some frolic elf,

Some mad Pygmalion shall we say yourself ?

Has quickened them to wild spasmodic life,

And set them all at hot and aimless strife.

Ajax defies Achilles ; Nestor snubs
Astute Ulysses, who severely drubs

Fast-tongued Thersites. No, 'tis not "
Repose."

When Greek meets Greek, black eyes and broken nose
Afford a sight that fills with boundless joy
The calm spectators in the Tory Troy,
Who have but little cause to dread a blow
From statues who can't keep in statu quo.
The placid Sphinx looks on, and blandly smiles,
His stone-still squadrons proof against the wiles

Of tempters who would break their serried ranks,
And set them, like your own, at crack-brained pranks,

Till, as with smashed antiques in learned shows,
Nor arm mates leg, nor mouth will pair with nose.

Hot friend, so prompt to pose for every part
From Nestor to Achilles, all true Art
Aims at Repose. Ask RUSKTN. There 's your lack

;

When you are up with harness on your back,
And blade in fist, against whatever odds,
Your swashing blow 's a

spectacle
for gods.

I 've felt it, and speak feelingly. But rest

Is a soft blessing stranger to your breast,
Nor can you shape its semblance, or display
The surface-calm which covers inward fray,
Like well, like any Artist. Foes may tremble

At your hot wrath, yet he who can't dissemble

Is but half armed against the shocks of fate,

Nor can he rightly war who cannot wait.

My statues may seem stolid, but they stand ;

While yours at every stir but stumble. Grand
Is Greek mobility, no doubt, but still

Would you not like a slightly sterner drill,

A little steadier discipline ? You flush I

For shrewd finesse you do not care a rush
No Greek in that, you trust to

"
life and motion,"

Untiring zeal and patriot devotion.

Extremely fine ! But then your Statues stray.

Good Sir. you cannot guide your Greeks that way,
Save with short Rupert-rush to conquest brief,

Whose end is broken host and banished chief.

Stoop, stern-browed Mentor, to a pupil's part,
And learn a little from Egyptian Art.
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EVE'S CURIOSITY.

Young Wife.
"

I WISH YOU'D LET ME oo WITH YOU TO THE Crrr TO-MORROW, FEED 1" Young ffusband.

Young Wife.
" BECAUSE I SHOULD so LIKB, icsr FOR ONCE, TO TAKE A WALK THROUGH THE

WHY, MY Lovt ?"

Repose is not inertia, nothing less.

But placid strength disdaining restlessness.

My Statues well, I own they 're dummies, half,

Whose pose oft moves their mover to a laugh
Sub rosa. But I 've some who tax my spell
To keep them ranked and ranged so sweetly well.

How done Y Why half my lesson you would learn,
The other half, as infra dig., would spurn.
Well, fine and fiery Greek, perhaps you 're right,
Did not your fuss so often lose the fight.

PROPOSED NEW PRISON RULES.

(See Debate in the House of Commons, Thursday, June 7.)

No prisoner is in future to he exposed to the indignity of being
conducted to his place of detention in the official van. If he pos-
sesses a conveyance of his own, he will he allowed to ride in it,

accompanied by a policeman (not in uniform) ; otherwise, a cab will

he supplied for his journey (the constable in plain clothes sitting

outside), and the expense defrayed jointly out of the Rates and
the Consolidated Fund.
Each prisoner on his arrival will be received by the Governor, and

accommodated with a seat in the Governor's parlour until the apart-
ment designed for his nse is ready for his reception. In the case of

females, the Governor's wife will also be in attendance. Refresh-
ments will be provided.
A prisoner can refuse to occupy the apartment provided for him,

if he has reason to suspect that the sheets of his bed have not been
properly aired.

Prisoners will be allowed to wear their hair in whatever way they
please, and, except at their own request, the official hair-dresser
will not interfere with their coiffure.
After the 1st of January, 1878, all prison dresses (except those

worn by the officials) will be abolished.
All degrading punishments will be discontinued, and only such

inflicted as appeal to the best feelings of our common nature, and

cause no compromise of a prisoner's moral dignity. For instance,

the Governor is empowered to deprive a prisoner of his daily paper,
to stop (or certainly to dilute) his wine, beer, and spirits rations, to

cut him off from the companionship of any cat, dog, caged bird, or

other domesticated animal that may be cheering his solitary

moments, and to prohibit the use, for any period not exceeding
twelve hours, of his flute, accordion, concertina, &c.

Bowls, skittles, ninepins, Aunt Sallies, &c., will be provided in

the Recreation Grounds for those prisoners whose conduct has been
meritorious.

Prisoners can subscribe to a Circulating Library, on application to

the Chaplain.
Female prisoners will be allowed the nse of a piano, by permission

of the Visiting Justices.

It will be the duty of the Visiting Justices to satisfy themselves,
at their weekly inspection, that each apartment is as snug and cosy
as the few simple and lenient rules which in future will be en-

forced, will permit. They must see that the Kamptulicon on the
floor is in good condition, that the pattern of the wall-paper is

cheerful and in nice taste, that the springs of the easy-chair are

sound, and that the feather-bed is perfectly comfortable.
Prisoners may see their friends once a week, but no visitor will be

allowed to remain more than two hours at a time, and no prisoner
can receive more than three visits on the same day. The interviews

will take place in.the prisoner's own private apartment, and every
precaution will he taken to guard himself and his friends from
intrusion.

No restrictions will be placed upon prisoners' private corre-

spondence. Stationery will be supplied, but not postage stamps.
When the thermometer reaches freezing point, female prisoners

will be supplied with hot-water bottles at bed time.

A prisoner will have full liberty to send for his own family medical

attendant, if he is not satisfied with the gaol surgeon ; and if he has
been accustomed to homoeopathic treatment, he can demand to be
visited by a practitioner of that school of medicine.
The prison diet will be such as is usually seen on the tables of the

middle classes.

Smoking allowed after four o'clock.
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MEDICINA IN EXCELSIS.

pulled up on the
Heath a select lot.

The front seat of the

four-in-hand, to

the right of the
Noble Driver, was
occupied by the
BISHOP or ASCOT.
EVELYN and CLARA
sat behind them.

" From those
letters in the Lan-
cet and the Times,
Doctor," said the

Chaplain, "the
Ilomoeopathists
seem seeking to be
reconciled to the

Faculty."
"Some of them,"

replied DR. CLARA
SYDENHAM.
" Do you consi-

der Homoeopathy
all heresy?" in-

quired the young
Churchman.

"Meaning," answered the Medical Lady, "all humbug. By no
means. Its name expresses a truth."

"
Similia similibits f "

"Yes; but a partial truth. They should say 'quo-dam similia.'
The truth is true only in some cases."

"Still, true in some?"
"
Certainly a truth as old as the hills, proverbial for ages.

' A
hair of the dog that bit yon.' For instance. In the last generation,
you know, as a matter of history, young men at a symposium over-

night, would sometimes imbibe more wine or grog than they found
good for them next morning. Then a common remedy for their
nervous disorder, in the slang of the period, termed, I think, 'seedi-

ness,' was a glass of bitter ale. So like cured like. Among the
working classes, some men, even in the present day, from excess of

drink, are occasionally subject to D. T.
"What is that?"
" Delirium tremens. When it attacks a hospital patient, we have

to exhibit alcoholic stimulants. Like curing like again."
' But not in infinitesimal doses ?

"

"No, indeed. Infinitesimal doses of gin would, however, cure
dipsomania if the patient could bear to drink nothing else stronger
than water but, then he would be cured just as soon without them."

11

By the water cure, instead of homoeopathy?""
Just so. Infinitesimal doses are all heresy, if you like. But the

homoeopathists make another mistake."
"Wherein?"
" In calling the regular practice of medicine '

allopathy,' as if it
consisted wholly, or mainly, in prescribing allopathic as opposed to

homoeopathic remedies in the sense of specifics. Our real specifics,
drugs which directly counteract diseases, are, whether allopathic
or homoeopathic, comparatively few. The great majority of com-
plaints are curable, if not by diet and exercise alone, by exercise
and diet, assisted by physic, which counteracts disease indirectly,
in merely removing hindrances to naturally getting well

;
in par-

ticular, by causing torpid organs of elimination to do their duty.
Our old friend, the black and blue reviver

"
" The what, DR. CLARA ?

"
" Don't you know? Blue pill and black dose. Why, that is all

the physic necessary to cure no end of diseases of different names
given due regimen as well as draught and pill. Regimen is not
allopathic, neither are pill and draught, which simply promote the
functions of the biliary and digestive organs. We are not Allo-
pathists any more than Homoeopathists, so let HAHNEMANN'S followers
not call us names, and let them learn why they shouldn't, and when
they get to understand that, then, perhaps, we may agree with them
to put our horses together."

(1

Good," said the BISHOP, who had overheard the chat between
his Chaplain and DK. CLARA. " And 'so now for our little penny
sweep, before lunch." So saying, his Lordship sent round the
shovel-hat, in which he had deposited the billets enclosing the names
of the competitors for the

"
Cup." The fortunate drawer was to hand

over the stakes to the Pastoral Aid Society.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN POLITICS. How can people, intent on
hpsom and Ascot at home, possibly take any interest whatsoever in
the Greek and Slavonic Races ?

THE MORAL OP THE " OAKS."

(As read by four-legged Fillies to two-legged!)

LOOK, fussy, fretful fillies you that fume
And fight for Man's rights by the name of Woman's ;

And lash the Press and Public to a spume,
In your fierce press to scale the House of Commons !

And you, faat fillies in a different way,
Who on the social mill make toil of pleasure,

Life-sentenced to grind nothing, night and day,
In the unending labour you call leisure !

And you, hysteric shriekers against pain,
Whether your own or other's, alike nothing,

Whether of crumpled rose-leaves you complain,
Or social, legal, grievance sets you frothing ;

Whether you go for pleasures, rights, or wrongs,
My fussy fillies, shrieking, slaving, sighing,

Take to your hearts, shrined in this song of songs,
The precious moral of last Oaks, won flying.

'Twas not Astrrra, daughter of the stars,

Quickstep, Mirobolunte, nor Miss Golightly
Names smacking of the

"
fastness

" that scorns bars
Nor yet Plaisante, though christened all so brightly,

Nor bright Belphccbe, with her port of pride,
Nor Merrythought, that cheers e'en toil of pleasure

'Twas none of these that to the front did glide,
And to her owner proved herself a treasure.

But Placida, still calm of port and pace,
For rights or wrongs unfretful and unfussy,

That took her pleasure wisely, like her race,

Serene, and at her ease, e'en when most busy,
'Twas she, whose name speaks gentleness and calm,
That won the Oaks from first to last untackled

;

That took and kept the lead,
" a la grande dame,"

With sweep of strength that speaks in grace unshackled.

Placida, type of all her sex should be,
Rather than are : the fillies' fair ideal !

In her let all her biped sisters see

No fancy picture Placida is real.

'Tis calm and gentleness, control of pace,
Of wind and limb, ambition, passion, pity,

That make the winner of the fillies' race,

Biped or quadruped so ends my ditty !

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

%* Once for all we beg to inform our Correspondents, that, though we, of
course, know everything, these questions ought to have been sent to

the Editor of the Musical World.

A FIRM BELIEVER IN EVERYTHING YOU SAY. You are an idiot.

ONE WHO KNOWS Wrong again. He never was. Consult a Musical
Solicitor.

A TIMED GAZELLE The Composer you allude to came of age at the same
time. This did not, however, prevent him from attending to his usual
business at the office.

PROFONDO. PIATTI is not the first violoncello player. The first violoncello

player must have lived a very long time ago.
A TKNNER. You will find the symphony in his early works. All his works

were early, as he invariably wrote between three and six A.M. every
morning. Compare Op. 6, Symp. 10, and count six to four bar one.

AN AcriE EAR. (1) Lift the dominant; (2) Yes; (3) A fine example of a

Major in the Lancers
; (4) Sometimes ; (5) Try A flat in Victoria Street.

HANDEL JUNIOR. All nautical aongs need not be written in C. But it is

absolutely necessary that they should be within every mariner's compass.
COUNT FAURE. Pooh ! Knock him right into the big drum, and smash him

on the head with the cymbals.
TWBEDLE DUMB. If taken slowly, you will find it do you a lot of good.

Two-four at a time.

WAGNER. The overture to Die Washerwomeren commences with fifteen

bars of best yellow soap.
GREGORY says

" he doesn't like Church music, and asks us what he shall

dor" Go to CHAPPELL.
DOLLY DOLCE asks " What time ought LINDSAY SLOPER'R Nocturne to be

taken at ?" Bed time, of course.

*.* Being pressed for space below the line, we have forwarded the rest to

our learned musical contemporary above-named.

SOMETHING LIKE ENTHUSIASM.

WHEN DH. SCHLIEMANN was a grocer's shopman, such was his
Homeric enthusiasm, that he used to serve out his groceries over
the counter by Troy weight instead of Avoirdupois.
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SUNDAY AT HOME.
JlfaiM. " Now, JACK, THBRE ARE TBN COMMASTJMBNTS von HAVK TO SKIP.

IK VOU TOOK A TrtlNtJ THAT WASN'T TOURS, YOU ~D BRKAK A CoMMAJJDMBNT I

"

Jade (remembering something about somt little Niggers).
" AND THIN TKBRE 'n

BE Nixsf"

EPITAPH OX AN IMIMM.I.I.A.

A Dirge by S Y P.

HERE lies a weapon flourished oft

In face of England's threatening foes ;

A glorious beacon held aloit

When Rads would plot and Whigs oppose.
It awed the gathering Russian host,

It smote false GLADSTONE hip and thigh ;

The British patriot's pride ana boast,
Here let it lie !

Onco sword and flag in one, alas !

Its point is blunt, its ribs are burst.

No foe to such a piteous pass
Has brought it,

but oh ! fate accurst !

The friends it fain had served were those

Who flouted it and thrust it by !

So, terror once of shrinking foes,

Here let it lie.

Ah, why did SALISBURY deride ;

Oh, how could DERBY thus desert

The JEgis once your party's pride,
Still spread to shield vou from the dirt !

How now shall British Interests fare ?

Who '11 now invent 'em, guard 'em, sing 'em ?

All, all is lost, so lie you there
Discarded Gingham!

"GERMS" OF INFECTION.

DB. H. CHARLTON BASTIAN, in a letter on the controversy
between himself and PROFESSOR TYNDALL about "

Spon-
taneous Generation," quotes from one of the learned Pro-

fessor's recent lectures on that subject, the statement that

the air of the Royal Institution has been for some time
"

tilled with a virulently infecting atmosphere." There

scarcely needs a chemical philosopher, with his tests and
instruments of nice analysis detective of nasty impurities

to tell us that. It is too well known to frequenters of

the Temple of Science in Albemarle Street, especially from

tion, could send listeners to sleep. So now they may
sometimes nod, although listening to TYNDALL. The only
wonder is that the atmosphere of the Royal Institution,

replete with putrifiable germs, does not infect every-
body who ventures to breathe it with putrid fever
from the Professor's various hay infusions. The ques-
tion, "Do you boil your hay?" in suburban circles,

where hay-fever is a favourite complaint about this time,
will soon become as pertinent and as prominent as MRS.
WEDLAKE'S " Do you bruise your oats ?" used to be in

the advertisemeat columns of the newspapers.

GOLD-STICKS AND OLD STICKS ALIAS FIELD-
MARSHALS' BATONS.

MR. PUNCH assisted last week at one of the most instructive and
imposing ceremonies it ha ever been his good luck to witness. The
much-coveted baton of Field-Marshal was conferred, in his presence,
upon GENERAL SIR C. NILE G.C.B., M.Y.I., &c., GENERAL SIR ST.

JAMES Gor.nsTrcK, G.C.B., O.L.A., and GENERAL LORD MUDDLE,
K.G., G.C.B., V.A.S., &c., &c.
The gallant and effete Generals arrived at one o'clock, for 12'15

P.M., at the Horse Guards (old style), in Bath chairs, provided by a
Paternal Government with india-rubber cushions, rugs, and hot-
water bottles. SIR C. NILE showed considerable ability in throwing
his hot-water apparatus at the sentry, who gave the wrong salute,
and an admiring public, consisting of two messengers and a commis-
sionnaire, and our office-hoy, had plentv of opportunity to compare
the youth and freshness of the gallant General's audible expletives,
and the age of a venerable joke which he dropped on the steps as he
was asws-tefl up by an amiable Aide-de-Camp. He was supplied
with a light luncheon of lamb and ground-rice pudding, washed
down by a bottle of port.
SIB ST. JAMES GOLDS-TICK had to be carried in by the united efforts

of three Aides-de-Camp, as the dear old General persisted in a desire
to draw cocked hats on the pavement with a stick of cosmetique,
nsed to give a purple shade to his moustaches.
Mr. Punch regrets to add that hi language, though nearly in-

audible, was unfit for publication. He was, however, soon pacified
by receiving a box of tin soldiers to play with.

GENERAL LORD MUDDLS was the last to arrive, owing to an
accident. He had dropped a rattle in the road, which was carried

off by a casual Joe, and only recovered after a five minutes' chase

by an agile Policeman who had witnessed the young miscreant's

daring act.

The old Gentleman, who had just purchased a drum in th?
Lowther Arcade, wished to try the culprit by drum-head conn-
martial, and was with difficulty dissuaded by his companions of the
Bath- Chair.
After a light refection of panada and tops and bottoms, partaken of

with apparent relish by the trio of gallant veterans, the impressive

ceremony of investiture with the Field-Marshal's buton was pro-
ceeded with. The venerable recipients of this symbol of military
command showed some inclination to babble of green fields, hand-

grenades, and wooden walls, and got quite hot at one moment over
a discussion of the relative values of hair-powder and pipeclay ;

but as they had been accommodated with hign chairs, with oars in

front, to rest their arms on, the altercation, accompanied as it

was at moments by considerable liveliness. of gesticulation, never
became really dangerous to the gallant old boys. Before they were
wheeled off, SIR C. NILE was understood to have expressed himself as

much disgusted that his baton was not made of ittcrt d'orge, while
GENERAL SIB ST. JAMES GOT.DSTICK wept when he heard that the

DUIE OF WELLiXGTojr was dead, and LORD MUDDLE expressed his

anxiety to get back to dinner with NELSON and. LORD BYHOW. But
the ceremony was, on the whole, got through with striking success ;

and nobody can doubt that the mantle of the Iron Duke, which under
our military system, falls, sooner or later, on the right shoulders,
has so fallen, though rather later than sooner, in this case.

VOL. T.TTTI.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

us Lords (Monday, June 11). "In the name of the Prophet
Figs !

"

" In the name of England's Indian Empire a Consul !
"

Such, and BO proportioned, peroration to demand, is LOBD DE
MAULEY'S proposal. In the proposer's own terms, he wants a Consul
"
in some selected town of Central Asia, to watch over the commercial

and territorial interests of British India," threatened hy the insi-

dious advance of Russia. (Punch knows the man for the place
MR. PARTINGTON MRS. PASUNCION'S husband.) LORD DE MAULEY
"prefers the human buffer to parry attack." The wild tribes are

such a buffer. His lonely Consul, on his weary Central Asian

watch, would be another of whom we might say, at once with per-
fect truth and genuine sympathy, "poor buffer !" FAIHEB

MURPHY, in the Irish Rebellion, proposed to stop the mouth of a

twelve-pounder with his own wig. Since our great Asian mystery-
man proposed to bar the Russian advance Indiawards with an
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TURNING THE TABLES.
"

You/iy Person" (applicant fur Housemaid's "Situation"), "MAY I ASK, SIB, IP YOU KEEP A BOY?"
Old Gent. "A BOY! No. WHY?" Young Person. "00, TO CLBAN BOOTS AND KNIVES, CARBY UP COALS AND "

Old Gent. "AH, MAY I ASK CAN YOU PLAY THE PIANO?" Young Person (dubiously). "N NO, SIR
"

Old Gent.
"
AH, THBN, I'M AFRAID YOU WON'T THAT is, WK SHALL NOT SUIT YOU. I AND MY WIFE ALWAYS CABBY UP THE

COALS, AND WASH THE Dl8HB,, AND ALL THAT SORT OF TaiNO. ALL WX WANT IS BOM8 ON TO PLAY THB PlANO !

"

empty title, we have not had suggested so formidable a barrier

against the Russian Bogey as LORD BE MAULEY'S Consul. It is true
the suggestion savours of political homoeopathy

"
timilia timili-

bus " a phantom sentinel against a nightmare foe ! LOUD DE
Mauley, too ! The name smacks of the noble art of self-defence
as if a man should say "Lord Fisticuff." But if the Russian
"
rally

" were really to be feared, what should we have to say of
such a "counter"?
LOBD SALISBURY was at pains to explain that a thousand miles of

waterless desert and inaccessible mountain between English and
Russian frontiers, and between the RUBS and his base of supplies, were
a more trustworthy barrier than LORD DE MAULEY'S "buffer," and
that the look-out man for British territorial interests in that quarter
is not a Consul for Central Asia but the Viceroy of British India.
Be put the same idea into more epigrammatic form at the Merchant
Taylors' banquet the same night thanksto their continence of speech,
my Lords can do their debating and dining without clash in a
phrase in which Punch has found the germ of a Cartoon.

"
It has

generally been acknowledged to be madness to go to war for an idea,
but it is yet more unsatisfactory to go to war against a nightmare."
Awful language for an Indian Secretary to use of India's peril from
the Muscovite, and. more appalling still, LOBD DEBBT endorsed it,

and even called it admirable !
" No wonder the Russophobe organs

are grinding their gloomiest.
"

// est fort en colere, Le Pere
Ducheme ! There is much howling and gnashing of teeth from our
fussy friends, D. T. and P. M. G., and M. P. meaning, of course,
Del. Trent., Past Grand Master, and Member of Parliament.

LORD TRUHO, recording his Blackheatb. experiences, dwelt on the
coincidence which he seemed to think curious, but which to
Punch seems but natural that though he had been in the habit of

passing over the Heath at all hours of the day and night for ten
years, he had never seen a bad character or a policeman. At the
same time, his house in the neighbourhood had been robbed four or

five times ! Evidently, that was what the bad characters were
about while my Lord was out walking over the Heath

"
I went to TRUBO'S house,
TKUHO wasn't at home,

TKUBO he was on the Heath,
So I his goods did bone !

"

LORD TKUKO wants to know if the district is to be protected
against the recent "revivals" of Captain Macheath and Jerry
Abershaw '(

LORD BEAUCHAMP gave the requisite assurances ; and the Con-
servative BARON UKDKSDALE gave a hint to LOBD TKUBO that if he
had carried a revolver, he wouldn't have much to fear from the
Blackheath branch of the Clan Macheath. The M ITFOKDS still smack
of their Border stock, and evidently hold to the orthodox old Redes-
dale rule,

"
Let ilka man's haun' keep ilka man's heid."

(Commons.) SIR G. BOWTBR asked the ATTORNBT-GBNEBAL
whether the Federation of Liberal Associations, lately hatched at

Birmingham, did or did not come within the danger of the Statute

passed in 1799 to put down the Corresponding Societies and other

ugly growths of that fermenting time, so abundant in United
Societies for the dissolution of everything ?

MR. CHAMBERLAIN asked the same question, in relation to the
"
Federation of Conservative Associations."
The ATTORNEY-GENERAL, was happily, able to reassure BOWYEB

against CHAMBERLAIN, and CHAMBERLAIN against BOWYBB. Neither
Liberal nor Conservative Federation is so clearly within both spirit
and letter of the Act of 1799 that the ATTORNEY-GENERAL can see

his way to recommend indictment. But SIR GEORGE had better try
it, if he see his way. Ditto CHAMBERLAIN.
Among the night's talkee-talkee on all imaginable subjects-

Stock Exchange Frauds, Dean Forest, Belgravian Roads, Scotch

Fisheries, Vaccination Prosecutions, Indian Civil Service Examina-
tions, Black Sea Blockade, Administration of Irish Affairs, and
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Teaching of Cookery, came the old question about the release of

the Fenian prisoners, and elicited the old answer. There are only
six of them : two for murder, three soldiers, and one, sentenced
after special consideration of his case, to fifteen years, a term
which may be shortened.
Of course PARNELL and BIGGAR were in the thick of it. The Major
more power to him pointed out that the great mistake made by

these men was, that they did not succeed. He quoted the case of

COUNT ANDRASSY, who once bore arms against the Emperor of Austria :

" The man had been a political offender, but what was he to-day ?

Prime Minister of Austria."
The Major should have quoted the case of GAVAN DUFFY :

" The
man had been a political offender against the British Govern-
ment, but what had he become since ? Prime Minister of a great
British Colony."
A tight in Supply over Queen's Plates in which the Major came

out in good "form," and Secret Service Money, a great chance
for PAKNELL and RYLANDS, who boasted, not without reason, that
he had unearthed one indefensible appropriation of the fund to

augmentation of the salary of the man who managed it. But what
service could be more secret than spending secret-service money P

After all, if you can't trust your Government to do its dirty work
as cheaply as possible, what can you trust it to do?

Tuesday (Lords). Nothing done, but no time spent in doing it.

That is the distinctive beauty of the Upper House.
(Commons, Morning Sitting). MR. BOUKKE will see LORD ROBERT

MONTAGU at the Holy Land before he '11 tell him anything about
where the July dividends on Egyptian Stocks are to come from.
Such is the style in which Foreign Office insolence dares insult the
laudable desire for information in private Members !

BIGCAK and PARNELL had such a morning of it on the Prisons
Bill. They moved a great deal, but didn't parry anything. If
these noble Arcadians had the ordering of prisons, what pleasant
places of sojourn they would be i.e., for prisoners ! But wouldn't
the Governors and Warders have a nice time of it !

MR. SHERIDAN'S clause, providing that no prisoner should be kept
in custody untried for longer than three months, was only lost by
135 to 1G5.

Let Ma. CKOSS see to it. He will have to fit our judicial arrange-
ments to secure that. Long intervals between arrest and trial
should ere this have been among things of the past.

(Evening Sitting). SIR E. WILMOT moved for revision
MR. PEASE, for abolition of the Punishment of Death. An
interesting debate, marked by a speech from JOHN BRIGHT,
prompted and uplifted by real feeling. The discussion has at least

got lifted out of its old ruts. All agree now that it is impossible to
maintain rationally that death punishments are beyond the right of
Governments. The question is as to their policy their effect in check-
ing capital crime. On that authorities in and out of Parliament
differ, and will apparently continue to differ. The statistics are un-
trustworthy. Cases that MB. PEASE quoted to show the non-deterrent
effect of death punishments in the case of murder, the SOLICITOR-
GENERAL appealed to to show their deterrent effect.

Punch cannot but believe that there is a class of ruffians who are
only checked by fear of the gallows from carrying their brutality
to those in their power beyond cruelty to deadly violence ; that the
gallows ought to be maintained mainly for these wretches, and that
to abolish the terror of it would be to expose to new dangers a most
helpless class of sufferers. But everyone of sense who has studied
the subject is agreed that our law, wnich now lumps under the
same name of Murder offences that range from the most venial to
the most heinous forms of homicide, requires alteration : and it is

much to the discredit of our law-givers that this foul blot has
not long since been wiped away. But so long as JOHN BULL'S
juries can be trusted to deal fairly and like meu of sense and cou-
rage with any charge that carries death as its punishment, so as

not, on the one hand, to see circomtance attenuante in the gallows,
when there is no other

; and, on the other, so as to distinguish
as their reason bids them between " murder " and "

manslaughter,"
even when the law and the judge fail to draw the distinction
(as seems to have been the case in the instance of DOHEHTY, quoted
by JOHN BRIGHT), so long Punch cannot regret that the gallows is

maintained as the ultima ratio lequm for defence of insufficiently
defended life against reckless ruffianism. For this, and this only,
he would have the Tyburn Tree kept up, and in view of this danger

a real one, as he believes he would feel less comfortable if it

were cut down.

Wednesday. Mirdhih dictu '. an Irish Bill for the Assimilation
of Irish to English Parliamentary Registration read a Second Time.
It is perhaps enough to say, in explanation of this phenomenon,
that the Bill was moved by MB. MITCHELL HENRY, and neither
supported nor obstructed by BIGOAR and PARNELL.
Cheques iu practice pass like bank-notes. If good, no question is

askfd how the holder came by them. But "crossed cheques" are

only payable through bankers. An Act last year provided that if

the drawer of a crossed cheque write "Not negotiable" across it, the
banker who pays it does so at his peril. MR. HUBBARD wants to

extend this to all crossed cheques. It is purely a question of mer-
cantile convenience, and the House declined to disturb last year's
Act by 175 to 66.

Ladies find cheque-law hard enough to understand as it is ; but if

the House kept on altering it, what would become of the unhappy
females who enjoy the masculine right of keeping their own cheque-
books ?

Thursday (Lords). The Priest in Absolution, and 77(6 Priest at

Prayer, are manuals savouring, even in their titles, more of Popery
than Protestantism. But when it comes to the reading of them, the
savour becomes something that can only be described as a stink.

LORD REDESDALE called their Lordships' attention to these offen-

sive, insidious, and indecent little shoves to sacerdotalism, before a
House in which the Bench of Bishops was represented by five

prelates, of whom the ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY and the BISHOP
or GLOUCESTER AND BRISTOL joined in denunciation of these prurient
and pernicious aids to impurity, and the Society of the Cross under
whose auspices they are issued. Punch would like to catch one of

the priestly handlers of these poisonous manuals on his premises !

Ma. TOOTH, it seems, is Secretary to the Foreign Mission of this

Society. A Mission so eminently foreign to the Church of England
may well count the notorious Dens among its authorities. But if

the Society and its Foreign Secretary will insist on laying and in-

cubating the eggs of Popery, at least they should not be allowed

snug English livings to hatch 'em in.

(Commons.) The Government declines to give MR. SMYTH a day
for the Irish Sunday Closing Bill. SIR STAFFORD XORTHCOTE sug-
gested that SIR WILFRID LAWSON should give up the Wednesday he
has been lucky enough to get for the trotting out of his own Per-
missive hobby. SIR WILFRID agreed, if Government would take up
MR. SMYTH'S Bill as a Government measure. It has all but bound
itself to dp as much.
The Prisons Bill, was got through Report in spite of all the

obstructive activity of MR. PARNELL.
MR. WADDY and Mu. GOSCHEN drew down rebuke from both Irish

and English, by protesting against
"
kid-glove treatment of treason-

felony." One can understand such an outburst on the part of those
who may be supposed to look on the preaching of treason-felony as

the business of a National pulpit. But that English Liberals should

protest against treating treason-felons as criminals of a very mis-
chievous kind, is less easy to explain.
When MR. COWEN invokes the right of insurrection he seems to

forget that this is one of the rights which must have a wrong at the
bottom of them. The right which is sacred when exerted against
brute-force and oppression, becomes a wrong instead of a right
when invoked against law-governed liberty. Treason-felons at this

day in this country are unjustifiable disturbers of the peace ; rebels

not against oppression, but against order, progress, and law-regu-
lated removal of abuses.

Universities Bill ordered for Third Reading on Monday.
Hurrah! two of the Bills of the Session past the talking stage !

Daylight at last !

Friday (Lords). Of course the Foreign Office was glad to publish
COLONEL MANSFIELD'S dispatches, showing how Russia converts
Greek Uniates by whipping and cell imprisonment, altogether very
much as MARY converted Protestants to the true Church. Foreign
Office takes a particular pleasure just now in slapping Russia in

the face, and Society enjoys the slap. LORD HOUGHTON isn't sur-

prised. It is only pretty Russia's way. That is why the Catholic

Church, like the Jews, wishes God speed to the Turks. LORD STANLEY
OF ALDERLEY wants LOUD GRANYILLE'S answers to COLONEL MANS-
FIELD'S dispatches. But this is too much for LORD DEKBY. We
may lecture Turks, though we musn't coerce them. But we must
not interfere with Russia's internal administration, though we may
slap her in the face, and tell her she 's a big, blustering, equivo-
cating bully, whom we decline to believe on her oath.

It is not true (see the MARQUIS OF SALISBURY'S answer to the DUKE
OF ARGYLL) that we have quarrelled, or mean to quarrel if we can

help it with the Ameer of Afghanistan, or that we are making
preparations which savour of war on our North-western fron-

tier. All such reports are, in fact,
" shaves " the growth of Indian

gossip in private letters. Indian officials will gossip, but Govern-
ment is trying to break them of the habit.
LORD LAWRENCE had no doubt all was right in Central Asia, but

wished he could believe that the rumoured difficulties with the
Ameer of Afghanistan were, as LORD SALISBURY seemed to think, a

mere delusion.

(Commons.) Quite an Irish night's entertainment, what with
PAKNELL'S notices of motion on Irish Church temporalities, Dublin
Rate Collection, and the murder of SEHGEANT BREIT ;

MR. GRAY
on CONSTABLE MALONEY, and the Phoenix Park Canteen Fund

;
and

CAPTAIN O'tiMKNE on the state of the Ballinamore Canal, to begin
with. Then to balance this intolerable quantity oi Irish sack a
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hap'orth of Scotch bread, in the shape of a wrangle over the Roads
and Bridges Bill, but ending, More Scottico, with two steps in

advance, Second Reading, and Committee fixed for next Friday.
MB. hiGGAK was then bowled over in an attempt to stop the

Summitry Jurisdiction Bill. And the night wound up with a

vigorous, but unsuccessful attempt at equalising the Irish Borough
Franchise with the English defeated by 230 to li;."i.

A BOOR AT A CITY BOARD.

CITY

Boards have a prescriptive right to

be well spread. When they or their

members groan, it should be with
good things, not against them. But
when the City Corporation and the City

Guilds are iree to feast in

spite of Precisians and Par-

liament, shall City Guar-
dians be belly - bound by
strict auditors and grum-
bling ratepayers nay, even
by scurvy so-called I In-

formers oftheir own hardly-
used and imperfectly-nou-
rished body ': We have
before us a letter headed,
' '

City of London Accounts,
"

from a City Guardian for
St. Botolph, rightly named
BOOK, in which he sets forth

alleged irregularities in the
accounts of the City Guar-
dians, principally under the
head of "Refreshments "or
"Entertainments." Is it to

be wondered at that BOOR,
being evidently the sort of

man to rob a poor City
Guardian of his lunch, should have been treated as he complains in
his letter P

" I have been excluded from all Committees, the resolution* against me
being proposed or framed by and at the instigation of one particular member
of one of the House Committees, Ma. JOHN Cox. Why, let me ak f I hare
not partaken of any of the soup, fish, flesh, fowl, jams, jellies, custrd, desserts,
&c., &c., furnished the Committee at the ratepayers' expense. I hare not
been a party to the splitting up of large bills into small ones, so as to pay
them out of

petty cash, and thus blind the Government Auditor.* I was not
aware of such a practice existing, until the matter came out in evidence before
a Special Committee on which I was placed. I thereupon tried all I could to

put a stop to such a state of things, by attending at the proper Committees,
with the necessary suggestions for putting an end to the manipulations. I
was defied, and the officers told not to answer my questions."
"
Questions," indeed ! Pretty questions ! Objections to refresh-

ment accounts and pastry-cooks charges for entertainments to which
BOOR was never asked !

And serve BOOK, and all such boorish kill-joys, right !
"
It 's a

pour heart that never rejoices
"

(according to the old saw), and not a
Poor-Law Guardian's.

Clever dogs !

"WHEN GREEK MEETS GREEK, THEN COMES THE
TUG OF WAR."

GREEK has met Greek with a vengeance! Four ex-Premiers,
COMONDOUROS, ZAiMis, DELiGEORGis, and TRICOCPI, in one Ad-
ministration, with CONSTANTINE CvNAKis, the old Soiote fire-ship
captain of the War of Independence, at their head I

We question if he then commanded a craft laden with more com-
bustible and explosive materials than he is likely to find in this
curious Cabinet of ex-ministerial marqueterie.
Think of GLADSTONE and BEACONSFIKLD side by side, and HABDT

lying, or rather, sitting down on the same Treasury Bench with BOB
LOWE !

What should we infer from such a Coalition but that the public
had uttered "A plague on both your Houses! "

in accents so decisive
that Ins and Outs, Whigs and Tories, Conservatives and Liberals,
had been startled to the conclusion that those who said so meant it,
llllll tflllt Hi*>ttftlllHifl nj^f Tii,Yi ** rniiat +'.,.. .,.,. I. 4 : 1 _.*? it _

day?

'

measures not men "
must, for once, be the order of the

So it is said that this portentous Coalition Ministry in Greece
means business for once i.e., that Greece feels that a crisis is at
hand, in which the fortunes of the kingdom, not of a Minister and
his dependents, will have to be put to hazard. So Hellas has
hoisted the National flag, in the good ship Great Idea, with this
queer crew of Premiers and this gallant old fighting CAPTAIN

CANAHIS. If he but show the same pluck in blowing up his four
Ex-Premiers as he did, more than half a century ago, in blowing up
Turkish men-of-war, he will have approved himself

,
in the evening

of his political days, the right man in the right place, as clearly as
he did off Scio in iwi- '.

MORE OF MOTHER SHIPTON'S 1'KOPIIKCIKS.

WHEN maydens blushe not to appearon dighte
In robes made not to hide but brynge to lighte,
Then suhallv talk waxen loose, as cotes wax tyghte.

When plaies of Parys please ye baser sorte,
Till fooles to clappe stoppe not of fren/ie shorte,
Then shall men's wives of wantonnesse make bporte.

When husbondes playe away the long daye's griste
In nightes atte Pokyr, and in daies attu Whyste,
Blame ladyes nought that wolle doe what tin y h-t> .

When Fysshe be trained to run strayte off ye reele,
And beren heades of death and taylcn of steele.

Then Englonde's iron-walles greate shocke shall fele.

When men deigne ryde with lemans in the Parke,
And talk thereof to maidens as a larke,
Then bhall loves waxen light, and liresydes darke.

WHEN POPE MEETS PRESS.

,;

ac-
the

wo things going in

opposite direc-
tions on one roail

are bound to

meet. This
counts for

clashing of two
antagonistic an-

niversaries, the
litticth of the
POPE'S Episcopal
life, and the five

hundredth of the
life of the Eng-
lish Printing
Press. At the
CAXTON celebra-
tion of Satur-

day, June 23, is

shown, among
other exhibits,
an extract* from,
I.niii) HERBERT'S
history of HENBT
THE EIGHTH, in
which the Pope
and the Press
are brought to-

gether by no less
a link than CARDINAL WOLSSY. LORD HERBERT there states the
reasons urged by the Cardinal on POPE CLEMENT THE SEVENTH for

1

throwing down a few superfluous Monasteries in England
"

:

" That bu Holiness could not be ignorant what divers effect* this new
invention of printing had produc'd. For as it had brought in and restor'd
books and learning, so together it hath been the occasion of those sects and
schisms which daily appear'd in the world, but chiefly in Germany, where
men began now to call in question the present faith and tenets of the Church,
and to examine how fur religion is departed from its primitive instil ution.
And that, which particularly was to be lamented, they had exhorted lay and
ordinary men to read the Soripturw, and to ,prey in their vulgar tongue.
That, if thU were suffer' d, besides all other dangers, the common people at
last might come to believe that there was not so much use of the clergy. For
if men were persuaded once they could make their own way to God, and that
prayers in their native and ordinary language might pierce Heaven, as well
as Latin, how much would the authority of the mam fall ? How prejudicial
might this prove unto all our ecclesiastical order*.

"

When read, let Ridsdalists and Ritualists make a note of.

Printed by BENJAMIN HABAV, Castle Works, .Liverpool.

<iOLl) FOB BRASS.

AT more than fair exchange Great Britain aims
Making a Civic GRANT for Alabama claims !

MATERNAL PARTIALITY. The old Seal's impression (at the Brighton
Aquarium) is that her cub is a Signet.
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FASHIONABLE ENTERTAINMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
" GOING TO THB THROAT AND EAR I! ALL, LADY MART ?"
" No WE ARK ENGAGED TO THE INCURABLE IDIOTB."
" THEN PERHAPS I MAY MBKT YOU AT THB EPILEPTIC DANCE ON SATURDAY ?"
"

Off, YES WE ARE SURE TO BE THERE. TflK EPILEPTIC STEWARDS ARE SO DELIGHTFUL !

'

THE THREE RAVENS.
(New Version.)

THESE were three Croakers lay in a bed.

(Down, a down, a down, hey down .')

They were off their feed and off their head :

( With a down .')

The three, ere they slept, had ehorussed in fear," What will become of England. Oh dear !

"

( With a down, derry, derry down .')

They drowsed, and dreamed a gruesome dream.
(Down, a down, a down, hey down .')

A Bogey stood in night's pale gleam,
( With a down .')

An awful Bogey, dim and dread,
Which straddled all across their bed.

( With a doicn, derry, derry down .')

Its nose did glow, its eyes did glare :

( Down, a down, a down
f hey down

.')

It had a shock of matted hair.

( With a down !)

With seven-leagued boots it did bestride
A charger that a fiend might ride.

( With a down, derry, derry down .'}

It swelled, that portent big and base,
(Down, a down, a down, hey down .')

Until it seemed to fill all space,
( With a down .')

Its stride could stretch from pole to pole,
Its maw might swallow nations whole.

( With a down, derry, derry down .')

These Croakers three they kicked and groaned,
(Down, a down, a down, hey down .')

They gurgled, grunted, sighed, and moaned,
( With a down

.')

And, like tub-thumper o'er his book,
Each night-capped noddle swayed and shook.

( With a down, derry, derry down !)

They shouted "
Fire !

"
they cried

"
Police !

"

(Down, a down, a down, hey down .')

They shrieked at all who bade them cease.

( With a down
.')

And they cursed for fools and traitors foul
All who would not at Bogey howl.

( With a down, derry, derry down
.')

Till a Lord they blessed, and a Lord they curst,
(Down, a down, a down, hey down .')

Upon their slumbers rudely burst.

( With a down .')" Wake up ! No foe is here !
"
they cried," But Bogey his nightmare that doth bestride."

(With a down, derry, derry down .')

They rubbed their eyes, they wagged their heads,
(Down, a down, a down, hey down .')

They paced the floor with troubled treads,

(With a down.')"
Nightmare !

"
quoth one.

" Oh don't tell me .'
"

" Dream I
"

said another.
"
Fiddle-de-dee !

"

( With a down, Jerry, derry down .')

The third he cried,
" This is too bad ;

(Doicn, a down, a down, hey down .')

That Lord who woke us must be mad !

( With a down
.')
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What can he mean, and does LOBD D.
Pretend to believe no mure than he ?

"

( With a down, drrry, (lurry doirn .')

To dream-land they dropped off again,
(Daien, a down, n down, hey down .' }

Still keeping up the game old strain.

(With a down!)
Now Heaven send, if they icim't awake,
Less row the three may learn to make.

( With u down, derry, derry down .')

PUNCH'S SELECT COMMITTEES.
No. III. ON AMATEUK ACTING.

MR.

TB.NTBB-
FOVB examined.

Q. I believe

your chief em-
ployment in life

is amateur act-

ing Y

A. Yes. I am
a clerk in a
Government
Office, but I de-
vote most of the
time not claimed

by the Service
to learning my
various parts.

Q. Have you hadmuch experience
in amateur acting P

A. A great deal. When I was
seventeen I played the First Officer

in the Lady of Lyons, and at

eighteen doubled Komeo and the
Nurse in Romeo and Juliet.

Q. What are your favourite

parts P

A. Dazzle in London Assurance,
Sir Peter Teazle in The School for
Scandal, Sol Acres in She Stoops

to Conquer, Mr. Golightly in Lend Me Five Shillings, and
Macbeth.

Q. What is your idea of acting P

A. To learn my words, and to go to a theatre where the piece for

which I am oast is being played constantly, with a view to copying
every movement of the actor whose part I am afterwards to sustain.

Q. Do you not think that it would be better to think out your
parts for yourself, instead of giving a weak imitation of an old

original ?

A. Certainly not. My First Officer in the Lady of Lyons was
never a great success until I had seen it played by some one else.

Q. What are your objects in acting P

A. First, to show myself in various costumes to my friends and
relatives, and, secondly, to benefit some obscure charity.

Q. Does the obscure charity benefit very largely by your exer-
tions?
A. Not very frequently. After all expenses have been paid, a

five-pound note is rather a handsome average for the surplus.
Q. Are you aware that amateur performances in the country

frequently do great injury to professional actors P

A. So I have been told.

(I. Are you aware that many a provincial manager and his com-
pany have been reduced to penury by these entertainments ?

A. I believe so.

Q. Would you be surprised if a manager were to offer you more
than thirty shillings a week to become a member of his company?
A> I should be very much surprised indeed.

Q. Would you (and I appeal to you as a sensible man) play the

part of audience at an amateur performance in which you had no
personal interest I mean no part to play ?

A. Under no consideration whatever.

[The Witness then withdrew.

Freaks of Fashion.

llou- to be a la Mwk.

Tut: Complexion Undisguisedly disguised.
Sijiiare Corsages Openly cut to the heart.
Ball-Dresses Barely decent.
Skirts Tied back with effrontery.

THRKl'l ANNIVEESAIIIES.
JOHN WYCLIFKE, 1377. WILLIAM CAXTOW, 1477. Pros IX., 1-77.

THKKK dates ; three links, unsevered though apart,
On Time's long chain. It fills the brooding heart
With thoughts that halt 'twixt hope and fear to mark
Thin conflict of the Light against the Dark,
Unchanging, and unending. W vri.i FFK'S tongue
And CAXTON'B type ;

the fiery /.eal that Hung
Truth's gage against all odds, the sober wit
That gave the goddess wings, and bade her ilit

From cloister down to cottage, with the light
Which, the more Popes would quench it, beamed more

bright.
The selfsame light whose permeating glow
From Lutterworth five hundred years aj?o
Startled Fope, Prince, and Prelate with its gleam,
And just a century later with a beam
Of broad diffusiveness was winged to fly
Abroad from Westminster's old Almonry,
Still leads our Vanguard legions, while, with foar

And wilful blindness smitten, in the rear
The lovers of the Darkness crouch, and curse
Those dauntless facers of the dawn. Perverse
And purblind Priestdom, ever slow to learn,

Why so persistently Light's blessing spurn Y

Why try ymir policy of Night again,
I in.iish as fruitless, puerile as vain P

W tun did anathemas stay truth Y As well

Essay with scourge to check the Ocean's swell,
Or hold the dawn in fetters. GREGORY failed ;

His fiery fulminations nought availed

Against the beacon-fire that WYCLIFFE railed
From which a kindling brand soon brightly blazed
On every hearth in England. But what hope,
Born of the shadows, buoys our later Pope,
The kindly age-worn man, whose Jubilee
E'en stubborn foes could wish that they were free
To celebrate in kindness ? Yet o'er all

WYCLIFFE illumed this Pope would spread the pall
Of priestly obscuration ! Freedom, faith
That freedom well might nurse nor suffer scaith,

Popular learning, free thought, liberty
To sacred books of winning access free,
These WTOLIFFE stood for, these stout CAXTON'S press
Helped onward to a slow but sure success ;

These Pius and his guards e'en now would stay,
Invoking night at the full noon of day,
As did their predecessors at its dawn,
And cursing Wisdom's seed as Evil's spawn.
The Jester, sobered at the saddening sight,

Sighs while he smiles, yet, loyal to the light,
Checking awhile the jingle of his mirth.
Before the sad-faced sage of Lutterwortii
An earlier LUTHER, born of British blood,
As keen as calmly wise, as brave as good
Puts by his baton that stout soul to greet,
And lays the laurel at JOHN WTCLIFFE'S ftet.

Something' Like Military Intelligence.
" The troopship Asiutanct, with the 104th Regiment on board, has arrived

at Kingstown, from Jersey, and proceeded to the Curragh Camp for the drill

season.
'

So says a recent item in the Military Intelligence of the Irish
Times. Talk of

" Horse Marines" contemptuously after this ! Of
course they dragged the ship.

Submarine Fish-Frightening.

IT seems that the West Country fishermen are inflicting grievous
damage, and some alarm, on the shoals of sea-fish, by exploding
charges of dynamite on the ground where they have hitherto been

- nvnt to trawl for bass and brill, plaice and soles.

This is clearly an extension of the use of the ./isA-torpedo which
ME. WHITEHEAD never bargained for.

ECCLESIASTICAL AND SPORTUTe INTELLlSKlfCE.

(li-i-at .Vi/f.7;. Th.' English Church Tnion Eleven against the

Church Association.
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CANDID.
Tarn (very dry, at door of Country Inn, Sunday Morning).

"
AYE, MAN, YE

MICHT QIE ME A BIT GlLL OOT IN A BOTTLE I

"

Landlord (from within),
"
WEEL, YE KEN, TAMMAS, I DAUBNA SELL OSY-

TBINO THK DAY. AND FOBBYE YE OOT A HALF-MUTCHKIN AWA' wi* YE LAST
NICHT (AFTER HOOBS TAB) ;

IT CANNA BE A' DUNE YKT !

"

Tarn. " DUNK I Loss, MAN, D'YE IBINK A' COULD SLEEP AN' WHPSKEY
i" THE HOOSE ? !

"

OMINOUS OUTRAGE !

THE World of Fashion has been convulsed with a thrill

of horror by an unprecedented outrage on Society, as

represented by the dignified attendance of Aristocracy at

the sports of Ascot. According to a dreadful police

report, on Tuesday last

"At Hammersmith, MAJOR ERLAN applied to Ma. BRIDGE
for a summons for an assault. He stated that on Wednesday he
was near Gunnersbury Station, with his two daughters, looking
at the vehicles returning from Ascot Races, when a four-horse

coach, driven by LORD LONDESBOHOUOH, passed, and he was
struck on the breast by a bag of sawdust thrown from it

"
(!)

True, indeed, is it that
"
Replying to the Magistrate, the Major said he did not know

who threw the bag of sawdust."

And of course he was under a mistaken impression in

the idea that it was thrown by anybody on LORD
LONDESBOBOUOH'S drag. Nobody of LORD LONDES-
BOROUGH'S party could possibly have thrown bags of

sawdust on the return from Ascot at Ladies and Gentle-

men, or, indeed, at anybody, or even have had such a

thing as a bag of sawdust to throw. But the horrid
fact is that a bag of sawdust was thrown by somebody or

other from some passing vehicle on the road. Appalling
event I What if this be the beginning of the end of the

dignity and glory of Ascot ; the first symptom of the
decline of Ascot Races to the level of Epsom and

Hampton ? What next ? Are we doomed hereafter to

witness men and youths returning from the
"
Cup

" with

supplementary noses on, and dofls in their hat-bands '{

Will it be our sad fate to hear them blowing trumpets
and tooting horns, and playing the Two Obadiahs, or

the street-tune then popular, whatever it may be, on an
accordion ? Is the gathering on the Heath itself to be

vulgarised by irrepellable Progress, and has its decadence
been initiated by the bag of sawdust thrown at MAJOR
ERLAN?
Of course MR. BRIDGE could not grant a summons for

the appearance of a caitiff unknown. MAJOR ERLAN
said he would write to LORD LONDESBOB.OUGH for that
miscreant's name and address, but of course the noble

Lord knows nothing of so impossible a companion.
Though driving with his back to any cad who might have
intruded, he would have immediately felt the presence of

an offender, whose moral emanations, as sensible as the
effluvia of the dead fly in the Apothecary's unguent,
would have got him at once detected and expelled.

Too GOOD NEWS TO BE TRUE (from a Sandwich

Man). Charing Cross. Folly. Last Nights.

KITUALISTS IN KEBELLION.
THE Council of the Church Union, which boasts to have enrolled

under its Ritualistic banner 2,586 clergy and 16,496 communicants,
has at last thrown down the gauntlet to the Law. With a cool

petitio principii it declares that the Ridsdale judgment has "ren-
dered penal much of the ceremonial which the Church of England
retained at the Reformation, and reconsidered and resettled in 1662."

Now, the very question for decision in the Ridsdale ease was
whether the practices the Reverend defendant had followed at
Folkestone were such as the Church of England. at the Reformation
and Post-revolutionary Resettlement had reconsidered and re-
settled ? The Judges of the Privy Council have decided that they
were not. The Council of the Church Union, flying in the face of
the Judges, call on Convocation to do likewise, and advise the
clerical members of the Union to treat the Ridsdale Judgment as
the idle utterance of

" a body recently appointed, and having no
real authority."
At the same time that this document is adopted by the Church

Union, the Church Association meets to express its satisfaction with
the Ridsdale Judgment ; its determination to do all in its power
to see that the judgment is enforced

;
and its delight at the blow

dealt thereby to the trade of the Church milliner, and the celebra-
tion of the sacrifice of the Mass by the Clergy of the Church of

England.
So speak two mouths, both purporting to speak for one head, that

of the Church of England.
It would be a very pretty quarrel as it stands, were it not that both

Church Union and Church Association are in the main Clerical

bodies, and their bone of contention nothing less than the founda-
tions of the Established Church, and the claims of her Clergy.

"
Hawks," says the proverb,

"
will not pike out hawks' een," but

Clerical crows, it would seem, decline to follow their wise example,
and are ready, under various names expressive of peace and concord,
to fight to the death against each other, and one of them against
the Law into the bargain.
Let JOHN BULL look to it. He may not be anxious to see a clean

sweep made of his Church by Law Established ; but when a large

body within his Church by Law Established defies, disowns, and

disobeys the Law, it has already disestablished itself.

There is only one duty for the Clergy who take this'course ; to

shake off the yoke under which they refuse to bow their necks, and to

cease to eat the bread of an Establishment whose laws they defy.
"That's so," my Reverend Gents of the Church Union, and no
two ways about it.

"Paris vaut bien une messe," said HENRI Q.UATRB.
" La messe

i-aut bien le presbytere," should be the saying followed up by
doing of the Church Union.
You will be easier where your opinions are already out of our

pale. A Protestant Establishment will be infinitely more comfort-
able out of yours.

Iffore Pernicious Literature.

A SACERDOTAL manual of auricular confession, privately printed,
and circulating among an association of Anglican Clergymen styling
themselves the " Society of the Holy Cross,'

rwhich LORD REDESDALE
the other evening denounced to the House of Lords, is not so happily
named as perhaps it might be. Such is the character of this work,
that, if sold openly, it would perhaps be subject to seizure under
LORD CAMPBELL'S Act. It is entitled The Priest in Absolution. An
obvious analogy to another treatise, at present under prosecution,

suggests as a better title for it Fruits of Theology.
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DIARY OF MY RIDE TO KHIVA.

(Dinry continued, and forwarded by Private Wire.)'

HE Saturday after last.

Qone wrong again
Oot a new horse at

Gladitzova (on sale or

return) , and a new boy,
who said he knew the

way. Discharged new
boy at third mile-post.
Met a man, who said

that wasn't Khiva in

the distance, bat an-
other place. Took
first turning to the

right. Thaw. Sum-
mer beginning.

Mid-day, Saturday. Came up with a private caravan, consisting of an aged
Moldavian, an old Wallachian, a Merryvingian (such a funny fellow I), a couple ol

Kirghiz-men, and one Roumanian from Eolni Hatchski. The old Wallachian. a bald
man without any moustache or beard, was very unw_ell. He said he 'd make nig will,
and leave me everything if I would only cure him. Felt his pulse. Having nc

medicine by me, gave him some of ME. BRILLANTIITE'S Essential Regeneratative
Stimuloso (a powerful oil for strengthening and darkening the hair. N.B. Here
would be a fine opportunity for taking advantage ofmy riding to Khiva as a Travelling

* It may have been observed that we bare allowed the last two letters to appear withou

(comparatively) note or comment. The fact is we hare been compelled to observe the utmor
caution, as well in the public's interest as in our own. But for our certainty that our K hivan

Correspondent is not within reading distance, we should not append this Note. Fortunately, we
are in possession of his entire MS., which we shall either withhold or publish as may suit ou:

convenience and serve the cause of Truth and Justice. We are not prepared, as in view of lega

proceedings, to lunar that at this moment our Riding Representative is not "
riding to Khiva.'

He may be. We have taken Counsel's opinion, and Counsel says that "in a criminal case, where
the charge must be verbally accurate, and the evidence of guilt be in strict accordance with the

wording of the charge, it would be very difficult to prove that, at some time or other, during the
course of these letters, our Correspondent was not riding in the direction of Khiva, as he has

alleged. For example, it must first," says Counsel's opinion.
" be proved (vide 1 Will. c. 2) thai

he was not riding nnd all along the onia probandi is with the prosecution ; secondly, it must be

and may, to give a local colour to the assertion, actually turn his horse's head in an Eastern
or a Southern or a South-eastern or South-western direction, according to his (the rider's) ideas
of where Khiva may be situated. For his bonu fide intention having been announced of riding
to Khiva, the law presumes that a sane person knows what he is about, and is acquainted with
the road he has undertaken to travel ; on which road only by mistake, to which all human beings
are liable, or by misadventure, to which all human beings are subject (vide decision in fowl am
Pullitt's case, under 10 Hen. 8, Egg, Shelley, and Jloyle't Reportt), he could be possibly supposec
to go wrong. Therefore," continues Counsel's opinion,

"
though the Correspondent in question

may never hare left London, yet if he were bonu fide and of honest though mistaken purpose, per-

petualty riding to Khiva, there would be, and could be, no basis for a criminal prosecution, nor
indeed, any safe ground for an action at common law." ( Vide 4 Geo. 2, c. Ounn'i Report!
editfd by 3. INOO.)

Thus advised, it is necessarv for us to be cautious and reserved. We may mention, however
that we have secured Private Wire, and have, at a considerable outlay in the shape of an annuity
to his mother, got a firm hold on Our Own Confidential Boy. We are now going to take Counsel'-

opinion again. Our first Counsel advised us to take Counsel's opinion every two hours, and tb_
last thing before retiring to rest, until we found some relief. We intend doing so ; and hope to

satisfy th public as to the mala fides or bma fides of Our Correspondent before a fortnight has
pissed. ED.

Advertising Agent. Let everybody who hat any-
hing to puff tend out tamplei at once to Me, and
I'll try 'em on the Khant and other people ! My
charge! will be moderate, but payment in advance,
to my agent in London, it abiolutely indispensable.
No Prior Pay, no Posterior .Puff.') He drank
>t all, and became insensible. We are stopping
on our road, awaiting the consequences anxi-

ously.
In the evening amused the Party with the

Learned Pig, cribbage (won five games out of six),

md an acrobatic performance from Our Boys.
Fair Circassian sulky.

Midnight. Patient still insensible.

1 A.M. Sunday. Effect of Regeneratinir Sti-

mulant gradually perceptible on the bald Walla-
jhian. Hair sprouting out in various parts.
Patient recovering consciousness : irritable. He
is suffering from an entirely new illness, which,
on the homoeopathic principle, has driven out the

other. It makes him fretful, like cutting his

teeth, only that this is cutting his hair.

3 A.M. Whiskers appearing. Patient restless

and feverish.

4 A.M. Bald head suddenly breaking out into a
sort of brown stubble. Patient using violent

language in his native tongue. To soothe him,
his friends sing a part-song, and play curious

musical instruments.
5 A.M. Hair two inches long on head. First

appearance of moustaches. Lengthening and

darkening of eyelashes. Patient being held down
in bed.
6 A.M. Rapid growth of beard, moustaches,

and hair of head. A crisis. We sit on him all

at once, and place the Pig on him to keep him
warm. His friends still singing and playing on
instruments. Wickski all round. Daylight.

7 A.M. Thank Heaven ! Patient asleep. Crisis

past. He is recovering, after an entire change
of hair produced by one dose of BRILLANTINE'S

Regeneratative Stimuloso, sold in bottles from
3. 6rf. upwards. Apply to me, through my agent
in town. None genuine without my signature.
I re-name it on the spot, the "Khivan Curative

Compound." Pig spells it out on the Alphabet.
This will be a point for the Show. When I ask
him what 's the best remedy for anything, he '11

spell out " Khivan Curative Compound," and I

shall say that 's the Pig 's al-Mter-ation. The
jen de mot will be sold with the bottle, and some
allowance made to the purchaser on its return.

More wickski. All to bed.

Sunday.- Spent it becomingly. Rang bells, as

if for Church. Then all slept, as if during a
sermon. Heard Pig his catechism. Set an ex-
cellent example to the four Tartar boys, and
taught them one of BISHOP'S glees. The boys
stood in a row, with their hands behind them,
and their chins up in the air. I shall call them
the Eranski Choristers. They sanff "Peace be

upon thee, Lady Bright .'
"

to tne Fair Circassian,
who was much pleased. The lines run

" Peace be upon thee, Lady Bright ;

Sleep while we sing, good night, good night !
"

Don't remember any more of it, but eked out
the glee by repeating it over and over again. All

delighted. The stupid Fair Circassian explained
to the Caravan people that she was Lady
Bright." They got this into their idiotic heads,
and would address me as LOBD BRIGHT. They
think I am on a diplomatic mission to make

peace
between Turkey and Russia. Served wickski all

round, and explained. Hairy Patient progress-
ing. Before retiring, sent in my bill for medical

attendance, making up prescription, &c. Hairy
Patient promised to settle it in tne morning. All
to bed.

Monday. Woke late. Caravan party disap-

peared. Gone without paying. What ingratitude!
Think I hear them in the distance singing, "Peace
be upon thee, Lady Bright .'

" Pack up, and

pursuit.
10 A.M. No signs of them. Crossed a river.

Examined map. Only one river mentioned in it.
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The Oxus. If it is the Oxus, we ought to be near Khiva. If it isn't

the Oxiis, where are we 'f

11 A.M.- Fine day. Warm. Wind S.W. by E.G. Clear. No
wolves. Nothing- visible anywhere. Stopped for breakfast, and
worked at fitting up my new sleigh with a "

speaking: machine," on
the principle of the one in the Grand Hotel, Paris. It is connected
with a lightning conductor which stands up at the back of the sleigh.
The Conductor is thus made to exclaim, at intervals, "Khiva!
Khiva ! Full inside ! All right !

" This will have the double
effect of keeping off wolves and attracting any passengers, as there

is plenty of room in it, and at three kopecks a head an honest rouble

may be turned. The sleigh is fitted with a pair of boots, instead of

one, which is a novelty. LADY BRIGHT, the Unfair Circassian,

quarrelsome. Shall drop her at Khiva, and the boys too. Eations

running short. They threaten to mutiny and eat the Pig. A firm
hand is necessary. Onward. Ila ! Khiva in sight. . . An anxious

night ... on guard before the boot where the Pig is. . . Through
a slit in the covering of the sleigh, I hear the confoundedly Unfair
Circassian telling the Tartar boys how nice ham is ! and what
delicious things pigs' trotters are ! Then she describes crackling
and pig's fry ! '. The Tartar boys, by their religion, are bound to

detest pig. She is trying to convert them. Hate proselytism.
What a subject for a romance, The Pig and the Proselyte ! a Tale

of the Great Atrocity .' . . . Another moment I burst in upon them !

I begged them to remember the teaching they received on their

mother's knee. They writhe . . . they do remember the teaching
they received on their mother's knee ... I have struck a wrong
chord . . I adjured them by all the glories of their ancient creed
not to apostatise . . I drew a fearful picture or a pigtnre of the

pains of indigestion . . they were touched, and the Pig is un-
touched ! The Unfair Circassian ilew at me . . . ah ! what a night
of terror ! ! ! . . Wickski all round . . . quiet restored . . . we speed
onward . . .

Wednesday, 4 A.M. Khiva it must he Khiva in sight ... at

last! . . .

Same Day, 6 A.M. At the gates. Saw a Sentinel.
" Ve

Gates ?
" I asked. (German jew de mot one of my splittersideren

quite new.) He presented his musket I presented wickski. "0
much-caressed son of extraordinary overfed parents !

" he exclaimed,"
I never take anything so early, except a prisoner." ....
Same Evening. In a Russian gaol. At least, I think it 's

Russian. I don't know whether I 'm at Khiva, or not : no one will

tell me. All I can ascertain from the Gaoler's Daughter (a pretty
black-eyed girl) is that this is a Russian outpost, but that the name
and the whereabouts is a secret.

" Can I send a letter by this out-

post ?
"

I inquired. She smiled
;
and hearing her father's keys

clanking in the corridor, she retired I am alone

Boys, Circassian, and Pig, all gone. I contrive to write my Diary
by ingeniously (for I am never at a loss) making some ink out of

brick-dust mixed with the remains of my wickski. It is an ad-
mirable invention, will cost half the price of the best ink, and can
be patented, on my return, as

"
Brickski- Wickski, or Indelible

Khivan Incorrosive Ink." I have sharpened an old rusty nail, and
am now writing this on a leaden plate, placed here for my supper,
which (the plate, I mean) I shall throw out of window, in the hope
of its being found, and forwarded to you. I have no Private Wire.
Nothing. I shall write on the leaden plates (throwing them out of

window as soon as finished, and only hope they won't fall on any
unfriendly head), then on my pocket-handkerchiefs, linen, and sheets.

They will be sheets ready for the Press. The Gaoler's Daughter
addresses me as

" LORD BRIGHT." The Circassian has told her
this. Please get up a Subscription for

" LORD BRIGHT, the Unhappy
Nobleman now languishing in a Russian gaol at

" .... I '11 let

you know where it is when they tell me .... hut do get up an
agitation, and memorialise the Government. Couldn't you induce
W. E. G. to make speeches about me ? Tell him it 's the Turks who
are "

atrocitying
" me not the Russians. My agent in town will

receive subscriptions, and will forward to me safely any packages of

lint, soap, books, warm clothing, champagne, haunches of venison,
&c., &c.,

"
all addressed to the Unhappy Nobleman," &c., &e.

Work the Oracle, or, if you don't, I shall never get to Khiva!
There's a subject for a song in prison! It would sell immensely.
Composed by Our Riding Representative (or Representative for the
East Riding) when in prison at tz. (It is pretty sure to end in
"tx" or " owa" until we get more frontierwards, when it ends in"

TO or n," as the case may be.) The words would be something to
this effect :

" Then work the oracle, my boys,
And use the mighty lever

To raise subscriptions, or, my boys.
I '11 never get to Khiva !

Chorus. With my (the singer's and composer ') tol dfl rol <i

riddle lol,

Tol de rol de riva,

Oh tol de rol de riddle lol,

When shall I get to Khiva ?
"

You see my spirits are still above proof. . . Hark ! a footstep.
Hush ! 'tis the night-watch ! he guards my lonely cell. I must
hide my leaden plates, sheets, and writing apparatus ! . . . 'Tis the
Gaoler. He will enter and find me whistling in my sleep . . . will
write more directly he has gone. . . .

HOW TO SPEND A HAPPY SUNDAY.
LEASANT can't be

wrong
"

is the
motto of the

Upper Ten as
for instance :

LADY MILLE-
FC.EURS HAUTON
(Grosvenor Sq.}.

Church, of

course,youknow,
in the morning,
and then a gentle
d rive to Twicken-
ham onmy Lord's

drag, a dinner at

the Orleans Club,
>md a pleasant
journey home in

the cool of the

evening.
MRS. SMITH

F i T z -SMITH
SMYTHE (Buys-
water). West-
minster Abbey or

the Chapel Royal
(when we get a

ticket) in the

morning, and then a stroll in the Zoo. Nice little dinner for the

girls and their friends afterwards, you know, because we must
think about the future.

THE HON. BERTIE DANGLE (Noodles' Club, St. James's). Oh, get
up at twelve, don't you know ? Breakfast at one, and then, if it 's

rt-ally a jolly day, take the train to Maidenhead, go up the river to

Henley in a steam-launch, and dine at SKINDLE'S afterwards.
MRS. GOLIGHTLY FASTWAYES (Mayfair). Can't do better than

take a coach from Slough, and pic-nic at Burnham Beeches. Drive
back in the moonlight with, a pleasant party particularly jolly at
least I always find it so, my dear.

CAPEL COURT, ESQ. (Cornhill and St. James's Street). Pack up a

bag on Saturday, and take the train to no, I won't tell you the

name, as the place is my own discovery on the river. Get a room
at the Inn (excellent one), and be up betimes on Sunday morning.
Put on your flannels, get into a boat, pull to a quiet shady nook,
and then smoke, fish, and sleep. Refreshments, lobster-salad'and

claret-cup. Cold dinner with an old chum in the evening. Up to

business at ten the next morning. That 's about the best way of

spending Sunday that I know of.

MR. DORMOUSE (Duke Street, St. James's). Well, I always spend
my Sunday in the Club ; and, on my word, I find it one of the nicest

days in the week. Breakfast, and then the Observer and a mild
cigar in the smoking-room. Then a little chat in the drawing-
room with one or two old fellow-members fogeyish, perhaps, but,
at all events, not fast hate your fast fellows. Then into the library,
and read until dinner-time. Late dinner, and bed. What more
can a quiet man want ?

MR. COUNTER (Bond Street and Pimlico). Generally order
out the 'osses and the carriage, and take a drive to the

"
Star

and Garter " at Richmond. Then, yer know, me and MES. T. and
the gals, and TOM and some of his College friends, 'ave a real good
dinner (champagne and what not), and come 'ome again.
MR. SMALIPIKCE (Stake Newington). Oh, I can't do it in the

the same style as them West-End relatives of mine. The money in

the till won't run to it. No
; what I does is to put the 'oss in the

cart, and take the Missus and the young 'uns to 'Ampton Court, to

see the spring-chestnuts in bloom. And very pleasant it is, too.

BrLL JONES, Labourer (Seven Dials). 'Ow do / spend Sundays?
Why, 'ow can I ? There ain't nowhere for me to go to. The
Museums and Picter Galleries, they ain't for the likes of me ! No ;

I can't go nowheres
;
so I chucks myself into the public-'ouse until

I am turned out by the potboy and run in by the Peeler ! That 's

what I do on a Sunday. 'Cos why ? 'Cos you nobs ain't left me
nothing else for to do !

PRISON DISCIPLINE Brti, AMENDMENT, For Penal Servitude read
Peaceful Seclusion passim.
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TWO JUDGES.

HBWARI) OF TUB JOCKEY CUT..

Born, January, 1795. Dud, June 19, 1877.

Two Judges have to higher judgments passed,
Leaving their record, each in his own Court;

As if Fate's
irony

for once had classed
The Bench of Justice with the Seat of Sport.

We hear the
"
Bravo, Rous !

"
in death, as life,

From Jockey Club and handicappers' bar,
Where strange repose from elemental strife

He steered his Turf craft, like a ship of war,

With pluck, and purpose clear, and voice of power,
Through shoals of knavery and sands of sin ;

Truth his chain-cable, honour his best bower,
Good name to risk and little love to win !

Light lie the turf on the Turf-Judge's grave !

May his work's merits o'er its kind prevail ;

Nor let the sorry sport for which he gave
His life's best part against him weight the scale.

NOT such our
prayer above that other bier

Whereon a nobler Judge to rest is laid ;

Whose work was worthy of the soul sincere
That triumphed o'er disease, and pain o'er-swayed.

f
fee $ight >ion. Sir 6torgt pllisjr,

LOUD JUSTICE Or AIM'KAL.

Born, 1814. Dud, Junt 15, 1877.

From his youth up a martyr on the rack
Ot unearued guttering that most wills had tamed,

And turned a nature less heroic back
I rum strenuous effort, pitied and unblamed.

But. quenching sense in spirit, he so strove,
That early manhood found him early wise,

A Sage in whom, as pain o'ercame not love,

Strong soul weak body bore on high emprize.

Till on the judgment-seat, as on the way
That led up to its honours, he was seen,

Bearing the neat and burden of his day,
Of soul unruffled, patient, and serene ;

With a sweet sadness putting pain aside,
To bend his ripened judgment to the cause,

And turn the clear light of his mind to guide
His brethren through our labyrinthine laws.

When men, in after times, would have held up
The glass of all that a great Judge should be,

The face of HELLISH, with his bitter cup
Beside him, let the Bar of England see !

(Larolmo (ifipbctl) Sarah

TWO WOMEN.

(LADY STIRLING-MAXWELL).

Bom, 1809. Died, June 15, 1877.

ONE lived for grace one lived for good ;
so runs,

In brief, the record of Two Women's claims,
Whose lives, unlike, closed with close-following suns,
Bequeathing memories diverse as their fames.

One, the famed daughter of a famous line,
With grace and charm, with wit and beanty dowered,

Yet on whose power to please, and will to shine,
Some adverse star malignant influence showered.

Her bridal wreath was blent with weeds of strife :

An ill world's ill report, by party aimed,
Fleshed its foul shafts in her unguarded life,

Until fair-weather friendship shrank afraid,

And hate and envy gave their tongues free play
On the proud soul that would not be o'er- Dome,

But strove to show brave face to bleakest day,
And hid her wounds, and gave back scorn for scorn :

And sang her song, and smiled her smile, and staunched
Her tears to strain her children to her breast,

But death's pale blight her hope's bright blossom blanched,
And left her all but lone in dark unrest.

Till time and fair life bore down ill-report,
And grief in patience, if not peace, was lost ;

And she lived on, and sang, and held her court,
And dwelt in memories of the loved and lost.

Still beautiful, still graceful, with her voice
Of low, sweet music, and her gift of song ;

Tenacious of the friendships of her choice,
Fast because wisely made as cherished long.

Truest of all, the friend who, at the last,
Gave her marred life the shelter of his ___

And a short sunshine o'er her evening cast,
Denied her in the morning of her fame.

Noble of soul as beautiful, endowed
With all that should have crowned a life with joy,-

Well for her she has past beyond the cloud,
Tended by faithful love, to join her boy.

name,

NOT on the heights of England's proud estate,
Where its spoilt children keep their giddy round,

Career.

Born, April 3, 1807. Died, Junt 14, 1877.

The other learned to weigh man and man's fate,
Studied life's lessons and life's labour found.

But in a frugal, pure, and peaceful home,
A place of sober learning learnt to see

Through faith and trust in God's good time to come,
That where ill is, good may, and will, yet be.

Her parents' help, her sister*', brothers' guide,'
She grew as high of heart, as mild of mood ;

With power o'er youth's rebelliousness and pride,
As one that from her own youth up was good.

And
early

fixed her mind, and chose her part,
To work in the high faith which few can feel,

That there 's a spring of good in every heart,
So you have love its fountain to unseal.

This faith it was that marked a course for her,
And braced her for its trouble and its toil,

Cheered her 'gainst proofs how much the best may err,
And kept her pure as snow from taint or soil.

Out of the scaffold's shadow and the dark
Of lives from youth-up weaned of light and air,

She gathered sinking souls into her Ark
Of Love that rode the Deluge of Despair.

'Twas she first drew our city waifs and strays
Within the tending of the Christian fold,

With eyes of love for the averted gaze
Of a world prompt to scourge and shrill to scold.

From seeds she sowed in season mattered not,
Or out for good all seasons are the same

Sprang new appliances, of love begot,
Lost lives to save, and wanderers reclaim.

Nor at home only ;
when her hair was white

She crossed the sea, on India to bestow
The love that England prized at length aright,

Following leads she waa the first to show.

Not from far Pisgah only did she view
The Promised Land, but lived its soil to tread ;

And dies bequeathing work for ut to do,
While praise and blessing crown her reverend head !

VOL. LXXT. C C
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

natural, when my
Lords were engaged
on a Burials Act,
that we should have
had more than one
funeral performed
on Monday, June 18.

First came the hurial
under a heavy

heap of ohjections
from the DUKE OF

RICHMOND, half-

promises hy the
LORD CHANCELLOR,
and solemn rebukes
of the EARL OF

BEACONSFIELD of the ARCHBISHOP OF YOBK'S Clause empowering
silent hurial in cases of such "

open and notorious evil-livers" that,

in their case, the Clergyman feels the Church Service's words of

Christian hope and trust an impious mockery. But the relief which
both Archbishops and two Bishops made bold to ask for, the Govern-
ment was afraid to grant, and the House declined, by 146 to 89, to

ease clerical consciences, perhaps distrusting clerical discretion in

grave matters.
But the minority had their revenge when it came to the perform-

ance of the second funeral of the evening that of the Government

Opposition to LORD HARROWBY'S Clause authorising the use in

parish churchyards of burial services other than that of the Church
of England. This was carried against the Government by 127 to

111, the majority of 16 including an Archbishop of Canterbury,
three Bishops (Exeter, Oxford, and St. Aaaph), and twenty-one
Conservative Peers. However the Bill may fare this year, the Clause
is carried, and its enactment in the law of the future is as good as an

accomplished fact. We congratulate the Church on this'abandonment

by its heads, if not its rank and file, of an untenable position.

Then their Lordships had a light legislative meal of Oysters,

Crabs, Lobsters, and Mussels' Fisheries Bills and Provisional

Orders, and was up by half-past seven. Another lesson for the

Commons. Though Astley's is closed,
"
Rapid Acts " are still to be

seen in Westminster. Apply at the House of Lords.

(Commons.) Why is Monday night like misery ? Because it

makes the House acquainted with ''strange bed-fellows." Here
are some of the odd rubbings of shoulders in last Monday's omnium

gatherum of questions and answers :

"Army Examinations" and The Priest in Absolution; The
Irish Sunday Closing Bill " and New Caledonia (should it not have

been New Hibernia ?); the Richmond'Park Rabbits (which SIB. G.

CAMPBELL doesn't like, because they honey-comb the ground to the

risk of horses' legs and riders' necks, and MR. GERARD NOEL does,

because they are pretty creatures, and it is delightful to see them

turning up their white
"
scuts

" as they flash through the fern) ;

Short Army Service versus the roster (roaster f) of Indian duty ; the

grave question of the gravel between Hyde Park Corner and the

Marble Arch, (which SIR DRUMMOND WOLFF wants, and MR. GERARD
NOEL objects to, because the riding Gentlemen bespatter with it the

walking Ladies ;
SIR HENRY must have felt gravelled with an

explanation which shows up the Hvde Park equestrian in the

character of
" a Galloping Snob"); MR. RYLANDS'S wish t9 know

if MR. LAYARD had spoken to the SULTAN about his Ministers

negligence in carrying on the war (MR. BOURKE did not know

anything about it. What do we keep a Foreign Office for f) ;

the Controllership of the Stationery Department, (which has gone
to an outsider, a disappointment that naturally riles those in

the Department who had looked for the office among them.

But that would have been "
promotion." The business of the

Department is "stationery," and so, we presume, its servants

should be content to be); Army Promotion, and the Denton

Melton rifle range (where a beneficent rain of bullets seems

to be showered on the surrounding fields a modern version of

the myth of Cadmus sowing the ground with lead) ;
the log of
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v, I

EXPENSIVE.!
Londoner (to Friend from the A'rrtfc).

"
WELL, BOW DO YOU LIKB THB OPKRA,

MACALISTKR?"
#r. MacAlister. "No THAT BAD. BUT W'T NO DRKADFU', MAN, TO BK

BITTIN' IN THAK CHAIRS AT Tun SHVLLINH APIKOI !

"

the Thetis ; the number of prisoners in the United Kingdom (30,000, so says
MB. CROSS, instead of "nearly a million," as loosely put by MB. G. POTTEB);
Transvaal Annexation the protests against it), and the consents with it) ; the

prosperity of Natal ; the site of a Naval College ; .the striking of HoBART PASHA
off our Navy List; the Irish Sunday Closing Bill (with which the Government
has played rather a dodgy "little game," having managed to send it back
to the Select Committee, so SIR WILFRID LAWSON won't give up his Permis-
sive Hobby-ride on the Wednesday he has been lucky enough to get for it ; and
tbxragh SIB STAFFORD NORTHCOTE spoke of the possibility of MR. SMYTH'S Bill

being proceeded with, he judiciously said nothing of
"
probability").

After its unusually heavy game of
"
cross questions and crooked answers,"

the House set in for serious business, and the rest of the long night was devoted
to the Navy. Poor MR. WARD HUNT, though scarcely able to stand on his gouty
foot, was regularly baited first by MR. SHAW LEPEVRE, then by DR. LYON
PLAYFAIB, and then by a whole pack, headed by REED, GOSCHEH, and SBBLY.
MR. SHAW LEFEVRE fell foul of the Admiralty for abandoning Competitive
Examination for Naval Cadets, and substituting what is called nomination with
test examination, but is really the bad old system of patronage revived. It
must be admitted, whatever we may think of Competitive Examination as a
means of getting the best raw material of officers lor land or sea, that it is an
improvement on the old Patronage System, which combined hap-hazard and
injustice. MR. SHAW LEFEVRE made out so strong a case that it hardly needed
the strengthening it got from GORST, CHILDERS, and GOSCHEN. As for MR.
HUNT, he had not a leg to stand on in more senses than one.

But what would be the good of having the priceless blessing of a Conservative
Government, if it did not, as far as possible, restore patronage, and give the
proper sort of people one chance at least for their stupid boys, for whom the
nasty levelling system of competition leaves no opening P Poor dear fellows !

Everybody that is anybody ought to be delighted that stupidity should have
its chance. And, after all, the old system gave us very fair officers in NELSON'S
time.

" Nous aeons change" tout cela," you say. Machinery calls for brains as
well as heads and hands. And, however kindly one may feel for the fool of
the family (who had such a good time of it once, that it seems as if he were
having more than his due of hard time now), it does seems rather cool delibe-
rately to turn the Navy into the waste-boy-basket of the Upper Ten Thousand.

DR. LTON PLATFAIR touched with a gentle hand on
the blunders of the late Arctic Expedition, and quietly
hinted while he deprecated, censure. If ever we send
another party to the Pole, we must attend more to

ventilation and varied diet. Probably this had as much
to do with the outbreak of scurvy in the sledging

parties as the omission of lime-juice.
Last came the far more serious question of the

Inflexible. This is the last new type,
"
the war-ship

of the present," and we have other ships a-buildiog on
her lines. She has a central citadel and unarmoured
ends. Will the one float, if the others are riddled or

shot away
MR. BARNEY, head of the Board of Naval Construction

MR. HEED'S connection and pupil says "Yes." MR.

REED, BABNBY'S ex-instructor and past-master in

armoured ship-building, says
" No ;

"
declaring that if

once her unarmoured ends are peppered, the Inflexible'*
armoured citadel will obev inflexible laws of gravitation

by turning the turtle. HUNT might well feel his least

gouty leg shaky under him at the indictment of the

Inflexible, as urged on Monday night, and newspaper
discussion of the subject has not improved matters.

Punch would not much like to command the Inflexible,
till a considerable Committee has sat upon her. He
presumes that will have to be done before this doubtful

duckling of BRITANNIA'S is allowed to be taken into

action. Think, in her first battle, if she were to
" take

action " by capsizing !

Tuesday (Lords). Not a drop of Essence to be extracted
out of the Peers' brief and barren night's work. Tried

by its Peers, Parliament must often be found guilty of

doing next to nothing.
(Commons, Morning Sitting.) 'U.K. 0. MORGAN gave

notice, if the Lords bury the Burials Bill, he will resur-

rectionise LORD HABBOWBY'S Clause int the shape of a

Resolution.
Prisons Bill read a Third Time, under a leaden pelt of

protests from such incongruous quarters as RTLANDS,
PETER TAYLOB, NEWDEOATE, DODSON, and PARNELL.
Even men as sensible on most subjects as SIR W. BARTTE-
LOT, and MR. HIBBERT owned they didn't like it, but depre-
cated division. The opposition to the Bill is based on the
mistake that prison management is a local, not an impe-
rial, business. Convict prisons are in the hands of the Cen-
tral Government already, and there is no reason in

principle why County Prisons should be in the hands of

local magistrates. There will be plenty of useful work for

them under the new Bill. Once more, Mr. Punch, in

parting with the Bill, takes off his hat to MR. CROSS, as

he did in welcoming it.

The Morning Sitting wound up with a rattling Irish

shindy and tremendous talk against time, in which PAR-
NELL and BIGGAR both appeared in their favourite charac-
ters of the "Hibernian Bore," and the "Imperturbable
Obstructive."

Wednesday. CHAPLDJ and Race-horses? Yes. But
CHAPLIN and Road Locomotives one would have fancied

were like
" cows and shwimps

" in Lord Dundreary's
zoological classification,

"
Things that didn't go together."

A vast variety of opinions was vented on the subject of

these ugly, but useful, Colossi of Roads, who, having a

giant's strength, are rather tyrannous,
now and then, in

using it like giants, to crush both roads and lesser things
that travel thereon, to say nothing of frightening horses

and causing runaways and upsets. A Colossus can't be

put in harness with as much impunity as a Pegasus. But
it was evident that the subject was unripe and the Bill ill-

considered, and that the best course was that recom-
mended by MB. ScLATER-BooiH to withdraw it for

longer incubation.
The rest of the sitting was wasted over MR. SHARMAN

CRAWFORD'S Bill for turning Irish Tenants into Land-

lords, by means of an arbitrary extension of Ulster

Tenant Right, which was of course decisively rejected.

Thursday (Lords). Silent burial of the Burials Bill.

The gay GORDON may sing
" That eagle's fate and mine were one,

Who winged the shaft that made him die ;

For ' silent burial
'

was none,
Save of the BUI 'twas licensed by."

But over LORD HARBOWBY'S Clause, if not over the DUKE
OF GORDON'S Bill, Punch may carve

"
Kesurgam."

LORD COLERIDGE was forced to leave Women's Property
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for the present to take care of itself, under the Act of 1870, being
forced by a consensus of Law Lords' opposition to withdraw his

Bill for its amendment.
(Commons.) Government is not going to prosecute The Priest

in Absolution. Why should Jons BULL'S servants fall foul of a
book that falls so foul of itself above all, when JOHN BULL can
deal with the foul man instead of the foul book, as in this week's
Cartoon recommended ?

LOUD GBORGE HAMILTON expounded the Indian Budget to an
enthusiastic audience that never exceeded twelve, and once dwindled
to five. How enthusiastic that dozen and that quintett miist have
been ! Low water was reached while MK. LAING was speaking, and
MR. HAMOND,

"
Lone-sitting in a void of Tory seats," called the

SPEAKER'S attention to the fact of that faithful Five !

While the sand was running through the glass, LORD GEOHGE
was running through the House, scraping together the needful Forty,
and just made up his tale, counting the SPEAKER as one of its

joints !

Poor LORD GEORGE! He did his best, and he is ready and
willing, glib, and, for an Indian Budget-bearer, not unlively. But
though the House has a formula of impatience over the tardy
appearance of the Indian Budget, when that mysterious compound
of facts and figures, that hash of problematical estimates and ac-
counts past, present, and future, does appear, the Collective Wisdom
declines to pay it even the poor compliment of a hearing. The ugly
truth is that Indian finance is voted a matter for experts ;

and when
even Punch finds it is better to imitate the House, and leave LORD
GEORGE'S figures to those who can sift and weigh them, what wonder
if the House goes and does likewise ? India, luckily for her, is not

governed from St. Stephen's, but from over the way, in Downing
Street.

Friday (Lords). Drawn blank.

(Commons, Morning Sitting.) An Irish fight over the Irish Judi-
cature Bill, which does something to reduce the plethora of the Irish
Judicial Constitution by bleeding of salaries and amputation of

appointments. The Bill reduces Puisne Judges' salaries to 3,500,
and lops away two Judgeships (of the Common Pleas and the
Admiralty), a Barony of the Exchequer, and a Receiving Master-
ship. All but those who suffer by it will call this

" a : udicious use
of the pruning-knife."
Evening Sitting. A. Count Out of a bored House on V:BooRD

Motion about Superannuation Allowances. What does the' House
care ? It doesn't consider itself superannuated, and nobody^ever
makes it an allowance !

ARTS AND MUSIC.
Mus, Sac. or

Mus. Doc. is

hereafter to be

made, at
' Cam-

bridge, without

passing a pre-
liminary Exami-
nation ,in Arts,

believe that the

papers will be
drawn from the
list of subjects
subjoined :

On the Art of

keeping down as
much as possible,
in the conduct of
an orchestra., the

prominent trom-
bone, the insuf-

ferably vain cor-

net-a-piston, the

obstreperous
ophicleide, and
the grumbling
double-bass.

<>n the Art of

Conversation at

the pianoforte with one admirer in an unaccompanied flirtation, or

with many, during an exhibition of musical fireworks.
On the Art of Refusal, combining the usual excuses from cold,

cramp in the fingers, loss of manuscript or memory, with final

resignation, prefaced by passing the hands through the hair, dabbing
the forehead with a handkerchief, or cracking the finger-joints.
On the Arts of "crabbing" yonr rivals, damning the best com-

posers with faint praise, and judiciously drawing fish into your own
jirot'i -^ional net.

On the Art of Painting, as connected with designs for Song-covers,
illustrated by a comparison of the relative attractions of

"
the moon-

lightly sentimental," "the sensationally seductive," and "themusic-
hally vulgarian."
On the Arts of blowing your own trumpet with discretion, drawing

notes out of publishers and managers to any amount, and striking
the lyre of criticism with promptitude and effect.

DIARY OF MY RIDE TO KHIVA.
Still in Prison Diary Continued Under Difficulties, but Sent all

the Same with Marvellous Regularity.
*

'.What
evening I don't
know. Ah, pity me
in prison ! If they
still continue to

think I am " LORD
BRIGHT," they will

perhaps have an
iron mask made for

me, and immure me
here for years. If

they have any sense
of humour, they
wouldn't have an
iron mask, but a

pantomime head
with goggle eyes
and a perpetual

grin, so that when I showed my face at the window (" Only a face
at the Window "

song for the occasion), the warders could say to

any outsiders, "See how happy he is! always laughing!" . . . .

I am writing this, with a sharp nail, on my pocket-handkerchief.
.... Perhaps the washerwoman will see it What will she

do with it ? .... All hangs on that. I tremble for the fate of the

Pig I am afraid that these Borderers don't kill and eat pigs,

they torture them. . . . Still, HERR GHUNTZ (the Pig) has got the

bag of letters hung round his neck, and if they '11 only spread them
out before his snout, he '11 introduce himself. .... But ah ! should

HERE GRUNTZ meet the Cossack torturer with his knout, which will

get the best of it that snout or this knout ? (Another idea for a

book of travels ideas flow in prison it is so quiet The Knout and
the Snout a Traveller's Tale.) ....

Sunset. The Gaoler's Daughter came to fetch my things for

the woshski ... I pressed her hand ... she placed her finger on

her lips . . . while there is life there is hope. . . She is gone . . .

again I am alone, with a white mouse in the corner, and a spider

that has come put for an evening walk through its web in the

angle of the window. Sitting down suddenly, I become aware of

my pack of cards in my tail coat-pocket, for I was in evening dress

when taken prisoner (being generally in this costume, in case of

having to give an entertainment impromptu with Pig and Circassian

and tricks with cards), and I have not yet been able to change.

* All we have to remark at present is that, acting on Counsel's opinion
and we 've had some of the beet that could be got at the Bar, sending the

Office Boy out for it regularly every two hours in this hot weather, we reserve

what we have to say till the right moment cornea for speaking, and then

from Fleet Street to Bow Street is but a step, and thence But, of course,

we may be wrong after all. ED.
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Sun down Lights up. Commenced teaching the White Mouse
ccarte. An apt pupil, but possessing neither the solidity nor gravity
of the Pig. Governor gent to Bay he is coming to tee me. He en-

tered, preceded by two men bearing dipzku (i.e. long thin tallow

candles.) On their retiring he discovered himielf. The patient
whom I had cured with the hatr oil ! He produced my pockethand-
kerchief, which had been sent to the Washerwoman, and which the
Washerwoman had immediately forwarded to him. He advied me
not to do it again, for it would only be wast* of time, a* the Washer-
woman, a stupid person, invariably sent everything of the sort to

him, and had to be rewarded for her fidelity by the Government,
out of which he (the Governor) did not make anything, except by
way of adding to his stock of linen. He had, he added, quite a
remarkable collection of haberdashery, for all the prisoners wrote on
their pookethandkerchiefs. shirt-fronts, falsetcollars, &c., and so he
had not had a linendraper s bill for years. I undertook not to do
it again, and the Governor promised (out of gratitude for his

cure, and his magnificent growth of hair and wniskers, in conse-

quence of the dose of hair oil) to wink at anything I might do in the

way of escape. To show his friendly spirit, he began by winking at
the cards and the white mouse. Then he withdrew, but most
thoughtfully returned to wink at the spider, and then, having
winked at everything all round, he left, not however before he had
lost one rouble to me (and paid) over the three-card trick, which was
evidently quite new to him. What a charm there is in novelty !

^
Night. ^Night-Lights brought by the Gaoler and his (laughter.

For a consideration they smuggled in some wickski. From my cell I
can see one of the small windows of the Governor's room. It is a mere
slit, just enough for the Governor's eye, which I recognised placed
close to it ; and. true to his promise, he is winking at the wickski.
We are safe. Gaoler brought in his own pack of cards (he said he
never trusted prisoners), and insisted on teaching me a Cossack
game, at which he is an adept, called Ykooh Dnilb. He dealt out
about fifteen packets face downwards, and asked me to choose and
give him one of them. If the card at the bottom of the pack so
chosen should ,be an ace, then he would pay me on all the other
bottom cards (except aces, for "ties pay dealer"), and if it should be
the Czar (the highest) then I should pay him on all. A clever player
at this game can, I believe, so arrange as to

"
force

" the choice of a
pack. I was hesitating, when suddenly the White Mouse ran out.

hopped on to one of the packs, and ran off again in a frightened
manner. Gaoler swore he 'd have the hole stopped up. It suddenly
occurred to me that I would choose the pack on which the Mouse
had squatted, and give that to the Gaoler. Scarcely had I placed
my finger, hesitatingly, on the pack in question, when, happening
to look up, I caught tne Gaoler's Daughter's eye (or the eye of the
Gaoler's Daughter vide first Russian Exercise Book), which, by its

expression, coupled with a movement of her hands and head, seemed
to say,

"
Oh, my ! what a born idiot you are !!".... Too late to

ere oy accen. aoer savage. yee. gave
Czar ! Gaoler's Daughter's eye seemed to say,

"
Well, y

ass !

' Yes ; but once bitten, twice fly. And then, as I
'

ou are an
, reminded

tho Gaoler, we hadn't settled to play for anything. True. In
his eagerness the old humbug had forgotten this. Would I make
it a rouble on each pack for the next deal ? Certainly a rouble or
a double that is, a two- rouble piece. Deal as before. I hesitated
which to choose. Oddly enough, the Spider came down on a long
line, hung over a pack, and then ran up again, and disappeared. I
looked up : Gaoler's Daughter's eye said

" Don't .'
"
and, by a move-

ment of ner charming head, indicated that the pack in the right-
hand corner would be the one to try. All this in a second. It flashed
across me that the Spider and the Mouse had been trained by the
Gaoler.

^

That they are, so to speak,
"

hit creatures." I followed
the girl's advice and chose the pack in the right-hand corner.
Gaoler turned pale. Asked me if I wasn't mistaken. I replied,
politely,

"
No," and presented him with the Act ! ! There were no

other aces turned up, and he had to pay me on all. A double per
pack was, for fourteen packs, fourteen doubles, that is, thirty- eight
roubles. I asked him for the money playfully, and said, by way
ot a jeu de mot, "I'm sorry to t-rouble you for the coin." He was
wild. He kicked out at the White Mouse, which was innocently
standing on its hind legs in the corner, and sent it flying into its

hole, then threw the three-legged stool at the Spider, who was out
of sight in a jiffey. The stool broke the web and the window-
pane. Gaoler wouldn't play again, but said he would go and getme the money, as he hadn't, so much about him. Before I could
answer, I saw his daughter, behind his back, speaking to me in the
dumb alphabet. She said,

"
Let him go : as he owes you money,

you won't see him again." In a second it flashed across me .....
the one obstacle to my escape was removed . . . , / had got rid of
my Gaoler.

Midnight. Gaoler departed. Meditating on the events of the
evening, I could not help arriving at tie conclusion that the Gaoler
must be an uncommonly clever man. But what a pity to see talent

like his so thrown away ! Because really he must have taken no
end of pains to train the White Mouse and the Bpidtr. And what
ruuld he have got by it f A few roubles from an occasional prisoner.
If I could only have trusted him, 1 would have proposed a partner-
ship in

" a travelling business." But I am afraid he would be too

suspicious for a partner All quiet. From my window I

think I can still see the Governor's eye winking at everything that
is going on under his nose. Hark ! From below I hear the splash
of the waters that wash the base of the tower On the draw-
bridge I can distinguish the sentinel's tramp and the password for

the night. For strategic purposes it is a Turkish word " Jiosh."
"Khiva Itif" is the question. "Bosh", is the answer. "Pass
Jiosh, and all 's well .'

"
is the reply.

The bell of the old Eromesky (the name of a chapel belonging
to the Tartar Dissenters), sounds two. Then all is still

I lean against the prison-bars, and wonder whether .... Hark !

.... A barrel-organ played pianissimo . . . and the tune . . .

" Oh Leonora Audio !
' from Trovatore .... so suggestive

Leonora outside, Manrico within .... I am Manrico within, and
I commence the strain : then the quick part (Leonora's portion) is

taken up, outside, by the organ. Why not by the human voice 'f

Because, clearly, it is somebody who can't ting, or who has not got
a human voice. Through the pane of glass, broken by the Gaoler in

his passion, I stretch out, and see, leaning against the outside wall,
an, awkward female figure, in an old-fashioned "poke bonnet,
playing a small organ. I recognise the organ it is the one that we
have never parted with on our tour, it having been invariably used
for accompaniment to the Pig's performance, and it was the handle
of this I had taught the Pig himself to turn ... It is the Pig . . .

disguised in the poke bonnet .... the Pig in the Poke !!....
He sees me, and in the moonlight spreads the letters out before him,"
Escape by Private Wire." Suddenly, under my nose, comes

up the side of the tower, the Wire. I fasten it to the top bar. I

stop for one moment to put the cards and the White Mouse in my
pocket (he seemed to implore so hard not to be left behind), and
descend the Wire I am descending slowly but surely . . .

and writing this with the other hand so as not to lose time ....
As I go down I catch sight of the Governor's eye, through the

slit in the wall, winking at my escape Bless him ! .... In
the court-yard the Governor's carriage, the Gaoler's Daughter, the

Pig in disguise, and the barrel-organ are waiting. Not a moment
is to be lost. . . . We gain the first drawbridge. . . . "Khiva
la?" "Bosh!" I reply, imitating the Governor's voice (I shall
add "Imitations" to my Entertainment, on my return). "Pass
Bosh, and all 's well !"....
Once again we are challenged .... same business as before

. ... at last we are' out on the ;high road .... and free ! !"
Bnt," as the Pig says on his letters,

" we have now a squeak
for it."

BONNETS IN COURT.
HE other day at Croydon, a
Widow Lady wa courted,
at least County-Courted, for

forty-seven pounds, which
trilling sum was owing for

five bonnets which she had
lately bought. Whereon the
learned judge remarked :

"
Forty-seven pounds for five

bonnets I Why, that is nearly
ten pounds a-piece! ... It

seems to me wicked and
repre-

hensible extravagance. The
price of one of these articles

bould be sufficient to dress a

lady well."

"Wicked and reprehen-
sible extravagance." Surely
these are hard words to

throw at a lady in a public
court of justice. Might the
widow not have pleaded that
she only wished to show how
dear she was likely to be to

any daring second husband
who dared to take her to
wife?

SUSDAY OBSERVANCES. See the Monday charge* at the Police
Courts.

MADNESS. Going to the Seaside in search of quiet.
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ALL IN THE DAY'S WORK."
Gigantic Footman. " DID YOU RING, MA'AM?"
Tender-hearted and Impulsive Lady.

"
YES, THOMAS. You SEE THIS POOR KITTEN THE CHILDREN HAVE FOUND ?

LESS I GET SOME MILK, THOMAS ! MEW I.IKE ITS MOTHER I AND FEED IT !

"
IT is MOTHER-

PUNCH TO THE PEIESTLY PAUL-PBYS.

PAH ! 'Tis a loathsome task ; a piece of work
That Punch, as well as REDESDALE, fain would shirk ;

But, lest the pest should suck fresh life from doubt," War to the Knife !

" the tocsin must ring out.

Stand up, you Priestly Prys! Sham Roman pranks,
Mock-monkish tricks, we look for from your ranks
Matters of course, as ills familiar borne,
Or flagellated with half-careless scorn ;

But when the gnats that pester poison too,

They must be crushed and so, Jack-priests, must you.
What poison worse than this foul canker-worm's,
Dropped in the germ to blight the opening bud ?

Nor casuist wrigglings, nor sophistic squirms,
Henceforth can clear you ; it should stir the blood
Even of G allies, whom your mummeries irk
No more than puppet-posturings, to see
The leaven of your impious piety
In black and white, once more at its foul work.
Hearts in these fevered days are not too clean,
Imaginations not too sweet. What then ?

You '{ipeep and pry into the souls of men,
To sniffthe unclean dirt with scents unclean ;

Yon 'd poke and pry upon e'en childhood's tracks
For the snake's trail. In maiden minds you 'd wake
Spectres more easy raised than banished. Take
Your nostrums hence I Sham-Spiritual quacks
Must not be trusted with our households' health.
We '11 have no tricks of super-subtle stealth,
Nor will we trust your fumbling hands to feel
About the roots of life. Let Spirit deal
With Spirit frankly in free daylight. Learn
That still our English natures scorn and spurn
This

fleshly inquisition of the flesh,
Whose pryings serve no end but to enmesh

Confessor and Confessed in Sense's snare.

So stand aside, let in the fresh June air,

With flowery breath to sweeten once again
The place your presence taints. 'Tis all in vain
You d burrow, molewise, in the dirt. Give o'er !

We will not have this bastard-birth of Rome
Will guard from it the purity of home,
Or crush it, like a viper, at the door !

STRANGELY MISTAKEN.

AN indignant veteran evidently of an age at which indignation

easily overbears intelligence, and who writes from the House of

Commons, has so utterly misconceived the drift of an article in the

last number of Punch, entitled
"
Gold-Sticks and Old Sticks," as to

explode in the following letter :

" The article in Punch, holding up to public ridicule the supposed infirmi-

ties of the gallant veterans who have just received the Marshal's b&ton as a

reward after a long life spent in the service of their country, is a disgrace and
an infamy." In any other country this outrage would meet with severe punishment.

Here, however, at least, public opinion will reprobate the cowardly and un-

English crime."

Till Punch read this letter he would have thought it impossible
for 'any one to suppose that the objects of ridicule in this

article were the "
gallant veterans " who have done their country

long and good service, and not, first, the system which postpones
what should be the honours and rewards of these gallant veterans ti:

their recipients are on the brink of the grave ; and, secondly,
the

abuse which confers such honours and rewards not on "the

gallant veterans who have spent long lives in the service of their

country,
1' but on those who have never faced worse dangers than

those of a drawing-room, and whose lives have been spent rather in

the functions of a flunkey if one of a gorgeous and grandiose
kind than the duties of a soldier.
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. .

A WOLF IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING."
MB. Butt (to BETTAKNIA).

" WHENEVER YOU SEE ANY OF THESE SNEAKING SCOUNDRELS ABOUT, MA'AM,

JUST SEND FOR ME. I'LL DEAL WITH 'EM, NEVER FEAR! I"
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M.AN.N. ON THE PLAY.

UBRIXS suggested by a

Dialogue that re-

cently occurred in the

earlier portion of the

Nineteenth Century.

JV, Where are

you going to, my
pretty M?
M. I 'm going a

mooning, Sir, she
said.

N. Then let's
talk about theatres
and plays. I select
this subjectbecause
I never by any
chance visit a thea-

tre, or see a play
myself, and really
know nothing
whatever about the
matter. Besides,
the proper place for
" 3/and N, as the
case may be," is

not at the theatre,
but in the Catechism.
M. True. But if there were a good

play, vou would go and see it ?

N. Would I ? I don't think so.

But what M a good play ? Can any
play be good ? Can it be good to see
a play, to write a

play,
to act a play,

or cause or permit a play to be acted
*

M. I do not pretend to answer you in detail, for you are evidently such a consummate idiot.

Let me tell you what /object to in plays. I object to their long rune. I object to an actor going
over and over the same ground. I want to see something different or to have the chance of seeing
something different every night of the year.

JV. So I should say, if I went to the play ; but I really don't. Couldn't think of such a thing.
I like sitting at home with my deaf old Aunt, who listens to me through an ear-trumpet, while I

practise tunes from WAGNER on the violin. My name 's NODDY. I reside in a suburban district.

M. And mine 's MUFF. Miss MUFF, of Islington.
N. But aren't there lots of people, Miss MUFF, who say the same as yourself ?

M. Oh, every one, I should say.
N. But they can't all go to a theatre at the same time ;

so that the piece you want to see on
Monday, other people would want to see, if worth seeing, on Tuesday, Wednesday, and so forth.

M. Oh, quite so. Why, you are not quite such an idiot as I took you for, Mi. XODDY ! Bless
me ! here 's L.

A*. Who 's L ?

L. LESSEE, and I 've heard what you 've been saying. You ecstatic, sesthetic, dilletanti people,
M. and N., seem to forget that a Lessee has to depend for his livelihood on bis profession. He has
to cater for the public. When the public likes a thing, the public tells the Lessee plainly that
it can t be given too much of this good thing. The lessee consequently pleases the public by

repeating the dose ail nauseam, one
would have imagined, but the fact

proves that this is not so pleaaes
himself by making a handsome sum
of money, and benefits a considerable
number of professional ladies and
gentlemen engaged on his estab-

lishment, and whose presence is

essential to this piece, and not to

another.
Ar

. Oh dear, what a state of things I

M. Oh that Art should be reduced
to the mere sordid worship of filthy
lucre !

L. Nonsense. The Artist paints a

picture, and if he conld get as much
money by one as by three, he would

pin his reputation on that particular

canvas, and
perpetually

exhibit it.

This, by the way, it done now-a-

days. Ah, MR. A!
A. Yes, MR. A. which stands for

Author has not been considered at

all in this question. I confess that,
under certain conditions, I too

should like to see variety the rule

at all our theatres, and not the ex-

ception. But when we come to the

argumentum ad pocketum, how atn I

to get my living ? for I do not wish
to cede my present rights for the
mere sake of putting WYCHERLY,
YAITBRUGH, CONGREVE, FAKQUIIAK,
or even SIIAKSPEAKK and SHEKIDAN,
on the stage everywhere. I am
aware that for the performance of

these works the Managers of to-day
have no feet to pay ; and as a matter
of business, if the plays of these

ancients bring grist to the modern
mills, I could not blame a Manager
for obtaining the biggest possible re-

turn for the smallest possible outlay.
L. But, Sir, a modern dramatic

author who achieves a success is

well remunerated.
A. Is he? I am not aware of it

except in accidental cases. Where a

Manager makes a fortune by only
one piece, its Author receives such
an amount per week as now-a-days
scarcely equals the salary of a fair

low comedian. When Miss MUFF
and MR. NODDY talk about High
Art and constant change on the

boards, they are preaching empty
pockets to the modern dramatist in

England. A good play is worth
what it will bring. And with such
an enormous population as is repre-
sented by

"
London," a good play

that "takes the Town" may go on
until the last boy in the top gallery
shall have expended his uttermost

farthing. Depend upon it, the public
will not pay for what it does not

want, and thus variety is very soon
forced on both Manager and Author,
who, in my opinion, should be at a

proportionate risk. When this plan
has been adopted, I have known the

Author receiving thousands in one

instance, and m another, a few
pounds. Both sums fairly repre-
sented the value of the piece in the

public opinion at that tune. They
manage these things better in

France, and the consequence is that

there, Authors, differently gifted,
can afford to collaborate, and to

bestow such time and care on a piece
as is almost impossible, except at a
considerable sacrifice, with us. When
next Miss MrFF and MR. NODDY
feel inclined to discuss this interest-

ing subject at length in the pages of
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IN SUMMER-SHOWERY TIME,

(1) WHEK you ARE WALKING, AND IHI
SUMMF.K SHEDS HER TEARS,

IT A FRIEND SHELTERS UNDER YOUR
UMBRELLA,

'3) YOU WILL BOTH GET WET. TlIEttLFOllK

(4) BIDE TOUR Tun, AND PRESENTLY CALL TO Ton (5) ANOTHER FRIEND ; WHEN (6) YOUR Two FRIENDS WILL OIT WET, BUT YOU WILL KEEP DRY I

[Yerbum tap. tot.

a magazine, they had hetter first talk it over with three or four
practical and experienced men two Managers and two Dramatic
Authors and so obtain some knowledge of what they have taken
upon themselves to prattle about in this present month of the Nine-
teenth Century. I see that ME. LESSEE has already quitted us. I
salute you, Miss MUFF. Good evening, MISTEB NODDY !

Striking*.

THESE is no attraction for a "Woman now-a-days, after her fflass,
so powerful as the box-seat of a coach. The members of the Four-
ui-Hand and Coaching Clubs are literally besieged by beauties
demanding, as a right, to sit well in front. As a rule, the beauty
gets what she wants. In the marriageable world every girl who
knows who 's who and what ' what now looks forward to a coach
with her husband that is to be. As knowing MRS. BRYANT tersely
puts it, my MAY is a Match that will only fight upon the Box."

"To Parents and Guardians."
THIS, from a late Number of the Times, is, at least, candid :

^;rA Cle
lgym p.

n London, who PREPARES for the
will take a Youth in exchange for hi* Daughter (22).

JUSTICE BY MACHINERY.
IT is not, perhaps, generally known that there has been intro-

duced into Parliament a Measure entitled the Thrashing Machines
Bill. This project of legislation is limited to the sphere of agricul-
ture, but its application might be extended to penal discipline and
education. At present, flogging is a very unequal punishment. It
vanes with the strength and vigour of the executioner's arm. So
when schoolboys are whipped or caned for misconduct, neglect, or

inability to learn their lessons. Surely there are many engineers
and mechanics who would have no difficulty in constructing Thrash-
ing Machines adapted to lay on the cat, the rod, or the cane with a
just uniformity. Once constructed, will MB. P. TAYLOE allow
Punch to suggest that a comprehensive Prisons Bill should contain
the necessary provisions for their general introduction into our gaol
machinery.

" The Priest in Absolution,"
BY a much-needed application of soap-and-water to his dirt,

will become "The Priest in Ablution
;

" ducked in the most convenient
horse-pond, "The Priest in Solution:" and, in relation to the
Church, he brings into contempt

" The Priest in Dissolution of the
Establishment.'"
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EQUAL TO THE OCCASION.
Lady.

"
I WANT SOME TEA, MABY. I SUPPOSE MAMMA DID HOT LEAVE THE

TEA-CADDY UNLOCKED ?
"

Mary.
"
No, Miss. BUT I KNOW WHERE MISSIS KEEPS THE Kr. IT is

UNDER THE CLOCK IN THE STUDY."

PARNELL'S GUIDE TO PARLIAMENT.
LAST week MR. I'AKNI.I.I. delivered a Lecture on

'Parliamentary Behaviour," before an audience of whom
MR. BIOUAH was the Chairman. In the course of the

proceedings fthe English Members were denounced as
"
snobs," and the Insh, Home-Rulers not excepted, were

accused of various offences. We hear that the suc-

cess which attended this maiden effort of MB. FARNELL
to shine as a Parliamentary teacher, is likely to lead to

the publication by him of a Hand-Soak of Parlia-

mentary Etiquette. Of this very instructive manual
Mr. Punch subjoins some specimens from a copy sup-

plied by the courtesy of the publisher :

When you enter] the House, talk as loudly as you
can, and, if possible, have a personal altercation with a
brother Memlber about your seat.

If you arrive before prayers have been said, whistle

during the ceremony.
Always be prepared with a stock of questions upon

subjects of the most frivolous character. In putting
these questions to Ministers, make your speeches as long
and as offensive as you can. If you can accuse innocent

persons wrongfully, so much the better. Explanations
consume time, if they do not always afford amusement.

Interrupt the most useful and eloquent speeches with
the coarsest objections, and shout and hoot whenever an

opportunity is afforded to you.
Dine every day in the House with MR. BIGGAR.
When not engaged actively in debate, haunt the

Smoking-room and the Library, to the great delight of

your fellow Members.
Whenever you catch the'SpEAXEB's eye, consume as

much time as possible in reading lengthy extracts from
ancient Blue-Books.
Should the Leader of the Party yon pretend to serve

venture upon remonstrating with you, write letters to

the Papers impugning his honesty and patriotism.
Meet every attempt at useful Legislation with frivolous

objection and vexatious opposition.
In fact, make up' your mind that the House of Com-

mons is composed of snobs, and keep up that belief in

yourself ana others 'by taking every possible 'and im-

possible opportunity of behaving like an arrant snob

yourself !

MOTTO OF THE EMPEBOB OF BRAZIL.
"
Here, there,

and everywhere."

SOMETHING LIKE A HOLIDAY.
(An Extractfrom the Diary of an Imperial Majesty.)

4 A.M. Much annoyed to find that I had overslept myself. Rose>

hurriedly dressed, demi-toitette, night-shirt, pantalons a pied, and
light pardessus), bathed in the Serpentine, and ran round the Park.

5 A.M. Went to the Alexandra Palace and took the officials by
surprise, though I had sent word I should come to-day. Annoyed
to hnd they hadn't an opera ready.

6 A.M. Took a cup of coffee and went to the Zoological Gardens.
Woke the Lions, had a ride upon the Elephants, and assisted at
the Hippopotamusses' morning bath. N.B. Proud to be before-
hand with them.

7 A.M. Called upon the Prince, and had a chat with His Royal
Highness at his bedside. Afterwards visited the Polytechnic, and
managed, the attendants not being up, to get down in the Diving
Bell singlehanded.

8 A.M. Went to Kew and had breakfast with DR. HOOKER. Dur-
ing our repast a celebrated botanist was good enough to deliver a
lecture.

9 A.M. Called at St. Thomas's Hospital, went over all the wards,
and visited the museum, &c., &c. Had not time to wait for an
address from the Governors.

10 A.M. Went into the City and visited the Mansion House, the
Stock Exchange, Billingsgate, and the Tower. Had a long inter-
view with Mr. Punch at 85. Fleet Street.

11 A.M. Drove to the Albert Hall and played upon the Organ.
Then looked in upon the South Kensington Museum, and attended
lectures upon Drawing, Art-Needlework, and Cookery.

12 NOON. Went to the Crystal Palace, rinked, and inspected the
hshes. On account of my pressing engagements, the Directors
allowed me to have the fireworks by daylight.

1 P.M. Drove to the Orleans Club, and had a pull upon the river,

n
2 p^i~Went over the Mint

>^ inspected the machinery of the
Post Office, St. Martin's-le-Grand.

3 P.M. Drove to Lords' and assisted at a Cricket Match.

4 P.M. Harried to the Westminster Aquarium, and was permitted

by that august body the Council of Fellows to try / A/KL'S gun-
trick. Rather shaken, but soon recovered by lunch in the Gros-
venor Gallery.

Oratory, Brompton.
7 P.M. Dinner at the Hotel. Took my coffee in Battersea Park.
8 P.M. Went to the Egyptian Hall to see ZOE, and dropped in for

a few minutes at the House of Commons.
9 P.K. Saw what I could of Covent Garden, the Lyceum, and Her

Majesty's, and much enjoyed the artistic acting of MR. JEFFEBSON
at the Haymarket.
10 P.M. Telegraphed directions to my Ministers in Brazil, danced

a quadrille at WILLIS'S Rooms, and was respectfully refused admit-
tance at the Beef Steak Club, where, I regretted to learn, no
strangers are permitted.

11 P.M. Supped at the Albion. Afterwards I attended a ball in
Carlton Gardens.

12 Midnight. Called upon MESSRS. GLADSTONE, TENHTSOW, and
THOMAS CABLTLE, and, after enjoying three delightful chats, re-
turned to my hotel.

1 A.M. Wrote a few letters, read the Times through, set my
alarum for three o'clock, and went to bed.

Latest Instance of Development.
IN a recent record of prize-winners at a great Pig Show we read

PURE
YOUNG YORKSHIRE SOW, descended from EABI ELLM-

MBBE'S celebrated Peacock .' ! .'

One would be curious to know if there are any traces of this in-

teresting descent in the eyes or tails of these Peacock-descended
Porkers, and whether they are visibly proud of their pedigree, as
descendants of the Peacock family have a right to be ?
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DAILY TELEGRAPH DIALOGUE-BOOK
FOR THE EUROPE OF THE FUTURE, -WHEREVER Buss IN URBE is THE

BULK.

(To be translated into Turkish, Russian, German, French, and Italian,

and any other language, according to the localisation of the war.)

I HAVE not arrived at
this station with all

these boxes with a view
to waging war upon
anyone.

My wife is not a spy,

my son is not an agi-
tator, and the baby is

not a member of any
secret society.

I am not a partizan of

the CZAR, or the SULTAH,
or the EMPEEOB. (At
the case may be.)

I am delighted that

Constantinople is taken,
or St. Petersburg burnt.

(According Jo the cir-

cumstances.)
I shall be greatly ob-

liged if you will not
force me to fight as a
volunteer in your army,

I can assure you that

my son is unable to fire

off that cannon.

My wife says she will

not help to carry the

wounded.
Landlord, can you

give me a sitting-room
that is out of the reach
of shell ?

Do you think we can
visit that cathedral

(whichMUEBAY describes

as a most interesting
building) if I walk in

front of our party with

myhandkerchief tied 'to my umbrella as a flag of truce ?

Will there be any battles this morning, Waiter ?

Coachman, your overcharge is disgraceful, and it is no excuse to

tell me that you were obliged to go a long way round, because the

enemy had blown up the bridges.
Will you please snow me some bullet-proof cloaks ?

No, I do not want any other article to-day, thank you. Madame
my wife is already possessed of a steel-plated sun-shade.

Can yon give me four places on this gun-carriage, please ? I was
told that there would be no necessity to book the seats, as there

would be plenty of room.
Will you kindly let me know when you intend to spring the mines,

as Madame my wife is rather nervous.
What business we have here ? Why, we are only English, and the

English are the friends of everybody.
Field-Marshal, you take the matter too seriously, and if you

really mean what you say about holding a drum-head court-martial,
I shall certainly consult my solicitor.

Look here ! If you do shoot me, I swear I will write to the Times.
There now !

FRENCH CHAMBER-MUSIC.
CHAMBER - Music, well played, is delightful. But French

Chamber-Music can be anything but pleasant, when, according to

ear-witnesses, it consists of sounds like these :

"The Left howled and hooted, the Bight barked and bellowed, Members
fiercely shook their fists, and shouted at each other in a din of uncouth noises,
which the President in rain attempted to subdue."

If our M.P.'s wish to emulate such performances, they had better

exchange St. Stephen's for the Isle of Dogs.
But we sincerely hope such Chamber Concerts will be never

popular on this side of the Channel, where we prefer our own
serene

"
Monday Pops," to popping the Parliamentary Question in

the rude and rampagious fashion of which conflicting parties in
the French Chambers have lately been setting the example, pitch-
ing into each other "

Right and Left "or, as we say, in the same
sense " hammer and tongs."

PRETTY WORK IN A WORKHOUSE !

ME. PUNCH, ONNERD Sis,
TALK of joax ere 's a joak for yu. I cutt it out of a amshire

Paper, giving a count of a Metin of the Southampton Board of

Gardians Lately eld at the Workus, wen in that Institooshun the
Workus mind Mr. Punch, the Union Workus them Porochial
Hofflcers ad actially led afore em a request for to sankshun, in the

Workus, i Repete amung the Paupers,
" A ' GOLDEN WBDDINQ DAY.' The Clerk, MB. C. C. SMITH, read a

letter from two of the inmates, ia which they stated that they were about to

ask a favour respecting an event which, only occurred once in a lifetime. If

it pleated God to spare them till the 24th of this month, they had been
married fifty years, and they would be glad if the Board would help them to a

small trifle to celebrate the '

golden
'

day. The letter concluded' By so

doing you will oblige your humble servants, JAMBS and MARY DRUDGB.' "

Drudges in a Workus haxing to be aloud a Golden Weddin !

Now, ain't that a joak, Sir, a i joak ain't it as i a joak as ever you
seed the werry ite of Himperance ? A likely joak yu 'd think, but

honly fansv the gardians theirselves in the werry hexercise of there

important Porochial Hoffis a takin of it serious, and not honly that
but aotially some of 'em a listnin and givin in to the owdashous

haplicashun of them there wicious old Paupers to desecriate the

Workus with a Golden Weddin Day ! Tho simminly uncredibel
Bitch wur the Fact.

"MR. WALDEN proposed that a little extra diet should be allowed on the

day named ; but the Clerk pointed out that this was out of the power of the

Master. The Deputy President said he would give a small subscription in

order that the old people might enjoy themselves. Whatever extra was pro-
vided in this way was to be at the discretion of the Master."

So i spose them abandund hold DEUDGES was ralypurmited to old

their Golden Weddin together in Southampton Workus. Wot a
wiolation of Porochial Dissiplin and Porochial Heconnmy ! I ears

sad Things abut Southampton Workus as to makin Paupers Too
Comfortabel they manidges things Beter in the ile of White. But
sitch Indulgence as a Golden Weddin I shouldn't never have sus-

pected heven of the Southampton Gardians. A Golden Weddin
mdede. A Pinchback Weddin is the Weddin i 'd a bordered 'em
if i 'd ad the power, and they shood eech ave kep it in the refractary
Ward asunder on Lo Dyet. Wy, wasn't Workuses intendid to

Punnish Weddins amung the indignant Pore ?

In Conclusion, Mister Punch, alow me to pint out the werry
hawful if not hobvious suckemstanee that the 24th of Joon wen this

here preshus Golden Weddin wus no doubt sellybrated in South-

ampton Workus fell on Sunday. Wearby 2 orrible houtrages on
Porochial Properiety wus committed at wonce by Perfanin not honly
the sanctaty of the Workus but hallso of the Sabath. In witch Case
if the Sunday Rest Assoeiashun and the Guvment Board don't both
come down upon the Southampton Gardians, I ope you will, Mr,
Punch, with witch ixpectashun, Sir, I makes bold to conclude

Your obejent and umble Servant,
BUMBLE.

P.S. And witch I Respeckfully submits is both Rime and Rezun.

Much Simpler Plan.

Mr DEAR ME. PITNCH,
I see they are sending out people to observe the approach-

ing opposition of Mars.
^The opposition of Ma's can be observed among the wall-flowers at

any West-End dance during the season.

Yours truly, ANGELINA.

The Fall of a Poplar Patriarch.

WE learn with regret, from a Weekly Contemporary, that the

Giant Poplar at Henley has been blown down. Our recorder of the

catastrophe calls the fallen Giant "
the last of its Race.

1 ' What
a pity the last of its Race did not survive to see the first of its

Regatta!

POLITICAL OPPOSIIES.

ME. GLADSTONE has defined a Radical to be a man who is in

earnest. Would he, then, define a Tory as a man who is in joke ?

SUGGESTED VESTMENTS FOE THE BRETHREN OF THE HOLT
CROSS. Tar and feathers.

Tas Priest in Absolution will be followed, we hope, by The

Horsewhip in Application.
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MR. PUNCH'S SELECT COMMITTEES.
No. IV. OH CHARITABLE F.NTKHTAINMKNTS.

MR*. FcsstRToif FI-HBULOW tiaminti.

I AM not mis-

taken, you have
spent a great deal
of time in organ-
ising charitable
entertainments ?

. / . A very large

amount of time,
indeed. In fact,

so much atfin-

tion have I Riven
to the work, that
I hate been ac-

cnsed (behind my
hack, of course)
of having sacri-

ficed the comfort
of*my husband's

home to the welfare of the public.
(f. Then in your case charity

does not begin at home ?

.1. Sneh seems to be the

opinion of my friends and ac-

quaintances.
Q. What are the Charities

you seek to support ?

A. As a rule, Hospitals; al-

though if I can find a fashion-
able Fond, I am nearly as well

pleased.
Q. What are the'.. Entertainments you organise on behalf of

these'Funds'and'IIospitals ?

A. Balls, 'fancy fairs, and'amateur theatricals.

Q. How do yon get up a ball ?

A. I secure the patronage of as many Ladies of title as possible.
I obtain this patronage by writing, in the first place, an obsequious
letter, in the name or the Charity, to a Duchess, asking her Grace
to have the benevolence to permit her name to appear upon the list

of patronesses. I point out the excellence of the Charity whose
cause I am espousing, and hint that upon her Grace's decision

depend the health and happiness of thousands. If my application
is successful, I use her Grace's consent as a lever to work upon
Ladies of aristocratic longings, and lower degree. If the Duchess
refuses, I pursue the same course with a Marchioness, and so on,
until I can head my list with half-a-dozen high-sounding titles.

Q. What is your next step ?

A. To fill up my list of patronesses with Ladies who will be able
to dispose of a large number of tickets.

Q. Do you find any difficulty in managing this ?

A. No. My list is published in the daily papers, and, knowing
this, MRS. BROWNJONES DE ROBINSON is but too pleased to belong to a
Committee headed by the DCCHESS OP DEitAtrrvrti/B and the MAR-
CHIONESSES of PLANTAGEXET and BBANNEWTON.

Q. What is a Fancy Fair ?

A. A hall or pleasure-ground filled with booths, in whioh all

sorts of worthless articles are sold at fancy prices.

Q. Who are the saleswomen ?

A. Frisky matrons and maidens who have seen many seasons,
with as many attractive fast or fashionable gffls M they can induoe
to act as decoy-ducks at their stalls.

Q. What is the object of a Fancy Fair ?

A. Under the guise of charity to obtain the maximum of flirtation

with the minimum of surveillance.

Q. What style is found most attractive on the part of the stall-

keepers on these occasions ?

A. The deportment of the barmaid at a refreshment buffet much
affected by City clerks.

Q. I believe you said that charitable entertainments sometimes
took the form of amateur theatricals ?

A. Yes, that is a very popular channel of charity, indeed.
Q. How do yon organise an amateur performance ?

A. I first secure the services of a troupe of young men whose sell-
confidence is greater than their discretion. Such troupes are chiefly
recruited from the idler branches of the Civil Service, the more
briefless sections of the Bar, and th more fashionable corps of the
Army.

Q. What are the qualifications of an Amateur Actor ?
A. I only know of one that can be called indispensable and un-

failing unbounded conceit.

Q. Having collected your troupe, what is your next step ?

A. To arrange my programme. This is a matter of no small

difficulty, for the ambition of amateurs, as a rule, varies inversely
with their ability, and each invariably wants to play a piece in

which each individually may appear in the principal part. Great
firmness is necessary ; and a piece should be selected in which all

the parts are of about equal length and importance.

Q. Then the merits of a play would have nothing to do with your
selection '(

A. Nothing. My object would be to soothe the jealousy of the

amateurs, to make JONES believe that he had a better part than

HoniNSON, and TOMPKI.NS think that he had a greater share of the
business of the scene than BROWN.

Q. Having arranged your programme, what would you do next P

A. I would then leave my trnupe to rehearse as little as they
liked, and to quarrel as much as they found unavoidable, until the

day fixed for the exhibition of the result.

({. Leaving pecuniary fruits out of the question, what do you
believe to he the chief results of amateur theatrical performances ?

A. In London to develop conceit and impair the taste for good
acting ; in the country, to damage the provincial Managers.

Q. You have answered my questions with such frankness that
I venture upon one more. Will you kindly give a definition of

charity ?

. / . Certainly. Charity is a virtue which (in all matters of taste,
and especially entertainments) covers a multitude of sins.

[The Witnett then withdrew.

MODEL HOUSES AND THE MAIN CHANCE.
SCENE Battertea Park, BENEVOLENCE, in a rapture.

Benevolence. What a salubrious open space this ! What a pleasing
combination of verdure, foliage, and flowers ! How gratifying to

witness its enjoyment by nursemaids and children ! But who comes
here ? As I live, 'tis BUSINESS, straying hither from his office, in a
brown study, with his hands in his pockets and pen still behind his

ear. (Enter BUSINESS.) What, BUST! As usual absorbed with

anxiety ? A penny for your thoughts.
Business. I am thinking, BEN, how I had better invest my capital.

Hand over the coin.

Benevolence. Dear me, I am penniless. My last copper was
bestowed upon the poor blind. I '11 owe ityou. Meanwhile me-
thinks I can relieve your embarrassment. What should you say to

five per cent. ?

Business. Thank you very much, if you can guarantee it. Specu-
lations are at a discount, bubbles burst, railways unremunerative,
Consols contemptible and high interest, I need hardly observe,
means bad security.

Benevolence. Behold yon block of houses, reared by the Victoria

Dwellings Association to provide healthy and commodious homes for

Artisans and Labourers, and just now publicly declared open by
the EARL OP BEACOJTSFTEI,!). There is the undertaking pardon the

expression, for abodes of health preclude coffin-clubs there is the

enterprise for your money.
Business. Some Building Societies pay from six to seven per cent.,

I should tell you.
Benevolence. Are they equally trustworthy with the Association

sanctioned by the QUEEN? Consider the little extra per-centage
as'saerificed to Prudence no less than to Charity.

Business. Business is business that is, I am I if I can gain by
doing good, however, all the better.

Benevolence. Saving is gain. The reduced death-rate is money
saved. Diminished Poor-rates and Prison-rates are so much more.
These gains will result from a great sanitary improvement decent
dwellings substituted for dirty slums. Then-smother hygienic and
therefore pecuniary advantage-^our Society will endeavour to house
a constantly increasing population without encroaching on commons
and open spaces.

Business. By what'expedient ?

Benevolence. Perpendicular ascent instead of peripheral extension.
We soar that is, we build ever, ever, heavenwards. Our archi-
tectural as well as our ethical motto is Excelsior.

Business. Certainly an exalted idea.

Benevolence. By which, you perceive, we consult the preservation
of scenery without limitation to bricks-and-mortar. There yon are

again.
Business. Business and Beauty. Ha, ha ! Good 1 But mind,

BEN, I 'm not going to buy a pig in a poke, yon know.
Benevolence. Oh, talk not so of shares in the Victoria Dwellings

Association ! But see ! The newly-erected edifices are not far
distant. Come, let us go and inspect them.

Business. Have with you. Believe me, I shall only be too happy
to combine, if possible, the satisfaction of making a wise invest-
ment with the self-approval that comes of performing a virtuous
action. [Exeunt arm-in-arm.

vol. urn. DD
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

^/;,-, ^ -.-

EARISHNESS is a natural attribute even of Russ Royalty. (Lordt,

Monday, June 25.) COLONEL WELLESLEY, our military attache
at St. Petersburg:, has somehow made himself disagreeable to the
(I HAN D DUKE NICHOLAS how, it has not been made public and
the Grand Duke has shown it at head-quarters in a way which
the English Colonel resented as an English Colonel, and, above all,

one bearing the name of WELLESLEY, should, and it is to be hoped
always will. When Colonels and Grand Dukes who are, besides, military attaches of an Embassy and Commanders-in-Chief, clash, the
storm is serious, even though in a teacup if such things as teacup-tempests can be conceived possible in such elevated regions.
It is therefore satisfactory to learn that the storm has blown over, that young NICHOLAS has been brought to his bearings, and that
COLONEL WELLESLEY has been able to resume his uniform and his place at head-quarters. It is to be hoped that the storm wUl clear the
air. Of course, as Britons, we are bound to take it for granted that the Grand Duke has been in the wrong ; and we have fulfilled

our duty.
In spite of the united supplications of the AHCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY, speaking as the head of the more reasonable Clergy EAEI.

HARROWBY, speaking as the author of the Clause which killed the DUKE OF RICHMOND'S Bill, and for its Conservative supporters and
EARL GRANVLLLE, speaking for the Liberal Members of the Majority Government persists in its determination to bury the Burials Bill.

Like a coroner's jury, they mean to sit upon the body in the Recess. Sensible people feel and say they had better accept the inevitable.
Sensible people should bear in mind how hard it is for a Conservative Government, even in the name of the inevitable, to fly in the
face of twelve thousand clerical supporters.

(Common*.) Cleopatra's Needle begins to loom large upon us. To-night LORD ERNEST BRUCE it needed a BRUCE,Tand an
earnest one, too, to tackle such a big thing asked the First Commissioner of Works if the Government had made up its mind where to

put it. It is satisfactory to know the Government has not. Two sites are suggested on the Embankment ; one opposite Northumber-
sed ; the other near St. Stephen's Club. At mention of the second the

eking his brains for the ground of the irony, and fails to find one 'in any
r ~.umviuuo V4 ,. viiifiiKnivno ins uaiA uiiiivu uut UA v^iuu nun ^t'cdlo, Cleopatra and St. Stephen's, more brilliant than the obvious anti-
thesis of sharp and blunt, saint and sinner) ; and two near Westminster Palace ; one opposite Abingdon Street, the other in the centre of
the oratorical quadrilateral in Parliament Square.
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Punch fails to find a fitness in any of these four sites to compare
with that of the oft-suggested one in Threadneedle Street provided
always that the Old Lady of that street does not utterly decline

association with anything suggesting Egyptians. But what if we are

going to annex Egypt ? Would there not be, in that case, some-

thing very appropriate in the juxtaposition of Cleopatra's Needle
an obelisk from the temple of the Gad Turn, the Rising Son of

Egypt and the Bank of England, symbolising association of the
fair but out-at-elbows Realm of Nile, with the Old Lady who
represents British wealth and British credit all the world over ?

The City, too, would see an omen of the successful floating of

Egyptian Stock by British Capital in the floating over of the stone
of Tarn by the skill of an English Engineer set to work by the

liberality of an English Physician.
The Porte does not mean to allow Russian slaps of war to enter

the Suez Canal. As the Russian Government has distinctly de-
clared that her war-ships will give the Canal a wide berth, this is a

perfectly safe undertaking.
The Admiralty declines a Select Committee to "sit on the In-

flexible. They have put the stability of. the ship to a better test

than sitting on her. They have set an exact model of her afloat

in a big tank, in which, after her unarmoured ends are tilled with
water up to the beams, she still floats like a duck with all her

fighting and sea weights aboard, and shows no disposition to turn
from duck to turtle. MB. REED says he has seen the model, and that
it "distinctly does not represent the danger of the ship." The
Constructor of the Admiralty declares that it distinctly represents
not her danger, but her safety, which is the important matter.
The Admiralty Constructors would hardly be such fools as to falsify
their model under ME. REED'S nose ; and it is difficult to believe
that ME. REED means to charge the Department with such dirty
dodging. That point, at least, must be cleared up ; and when it is

settled, as no doubt it will be, in favour of the Admiralty, all dis-

putes about the Inflexible should be at an end before the,fact that
she floats though it be but in the Admiralty Tank, instead of the
broad or narrow seas.

When a Royal Warrant was issued by LOBD CABDWELL'S Com-
mission in 1872 to give First Captains of Artillery and Engineers
field-officers' rank and pay, the India Office grumbled on the score
of the additional cost this would throw on Indian revenue, in the
case of Indian service amounting to some 40,000 a year. Accord-
ingly, they have never paid First Captains of Artillery and Engineers
the pay and allowances of Field Officers of the Line. The grievance
being brought forward by COLONEL JEEVIS, the India Office (present
and past represented by the union of LOED G. HAMILTON and SIB G.

CAMPBELL) and the War Office (present and past by the alliance, for
the nonce, of ME. HABDY and ME. CAMPBELL-BANNEBMAN) resisting
the demand, Government were defeated by 145 to 93

;
and on the

vote being challenged by SIB G. CAMPBELL, the defeat was repeated
by 104 to 56. So you see a House can be made on an Indian ques-
tion. But it must be when the fight is over the rights and wrongs
of Artillery First Captains by scores, not of nameless and.friendless
Natives by millions.
MB. HOLMS made one of his wild and whirling attacks on the

Army as it is or rather, he would say, as it is not including in his
fell swoop its recruiting, its desertions, its management, its punish-
ments, its term of service in the Ranks and the Reserve, and ending
by a Motion for robbing the Army of its bone and sinew by passing
into the Reserve at least five thousand soldiers over thirty years of

age and ten years of service. All the military authorities in the
House, differing, as they do, on all other points, were unanimous in

condemning this wild proposition ; and MB. HAEDY had an easy
task in demolishing MB. HOLMS'S unsubstantial facts and inac-
curate

figures. In truth (as MB. HABDY said), if ME. HOLMS had
carried his assertions to their proper conclusion, it would have come
to nothing less than impeachment of two Secretaries of War, and
reversal of our whole Military System. Member for Hackney?
Say, rather.

" Member for Hobby!" But really ME. HOLMS has
ridden his Military Misadventure Hobby too far. There should be
a limit to the over-riding even of Hobbies. Ought they to be left

quite beyond the pale of the Cruelty to Animals Act ?

Tuesday (Lords). London Solicitors have been accustomed to
shoot their arrears into the Surrey Assize Cause Lists. Somebody
obiects ; not the County, nor the .Solicitors, nor the Suitors

; pro-
bably the Judges. At any rate, the result is that the practice is to
be discontinued, and Surrey Juries are to deal justice, or as much
of it as can be put into process of law, on sins of Surrey only.
Commons (Morning Sitting). Some stirring of highly offensive

matter between ME. WHALLEY, the SOLICIIOE - GENEBAL, and
LOED SANDON. When we say that it involved the Confessional and
certain obscene Publications, it will be seen at once that the less
comment the better. The usual Irish wrangle over the Irish
Judicature Bill, in which the Gemini of Irish obstructiveness
those twin stars, BIGOAE and PABNELL shone as brilliantly as
usual.

(Evening Sitting.) Long discussion of the Treasury dealings

with a Scotch Intestate's estate, which has fallen to the Crown,
there being no heir-at-law, owing to the illegitimacy of the In-
testate. The exercise of the Crown right was supported by 197 to
135. The Treasury may well be proud of having got 40,000
out of a canny Scot ; and we can't wonder they are loth to let
it go.

It did not need Ms. LEATHAM'S eloquence to enforce the scandal

brought on the Church by the Sale of Soul-cures. But it is easier to

descant on the evil than to suggest a remedy. No doubt a remedy
will have to !be found, if the Church is to survive this and her
other ailments ; but, in the meantime, where is the money to come
from to buy off the owners of the two thousand livings in the

market, and the rest waiting to come forward? And, supposing
patrons paid off, who is to exercise the right of appointment in their

stead ? What would Church or Country gain by vesting; hard cures
of souls and easy berths of bodies in the Church, to be dispensed by
her Bishops, or in the State, to be flung broadcast by ner LOBD
CHANCELLOB? Private patrons at least secure for us varieties of

species in the genus Parson. All that is possible for the present
seems to be to bring the Bull's-eye (for what is Public Opinion but
BULL'S eye ?) on the practices of patronage, and to keep the scandal
of advowson- and next-presentation-selling within the strictest

bounds of decency that Public Opinion can secure.

Wednesday. MB. R. SMYTH'S Irish Sunday-Closing Bill talked
out by its Irish opponents. An Irish measure, if not an Irish man,
being to be roasted, there were the Irishmen, as usual, turning
the spit. Punch, as the consistent opponent of all such coercive

legislation, cannot regret that its advocates have not an Irish Sunday-
Closing Act to set up beside the Scotch one. He is also glad to see

that the opponents of the Bill did not include BIGGAE and PABNELL,
which is much in favour of the Opposition.

Thursday (Lords). Prisons Bill introduced by LOED BEAUCHAMI>,
and read a Second Time under a faint anti-central-legislation fire

from LOED KIMBBBLEY, LOBD HABDINGE, and LOBD MOBLEY.

(Commons.) Appearance of the Colorado Beetle on the European
stage in a potato-field near Cologne. Crop and field have been
burnt up with sawdust steeped in petroleum. Unluckily, one beetle

has been seen on the wing ! The Custom-house officers have been

put up to the marks and habits of the fierce invader. The
English coast has its coast-guards everywhere on the look-out for

Duryphora decemlineata. These posted, the Government can do no
more than fold its hands in prayer and patience.
MB. LOWE raised the important Leeds-Fuller Question, on

the right and power of the Indian Executive to interfere with
the Judiciary. A long and grave discussion of a grave question
ended in the common sense conclusion, that while a right of control

is needed to meet extreme cases its exercise must be guarded by the
utmost discretion.

Has LOED SALISBUBY, in his proposed changes of the Indian
Civil Service Examination, been giving a bonus, if not a monopoly,
to his own University, Oxford, and, in effect, excluding Scotch and
Irish University men from the Competition r DB. LYON PLAYFAIB
gave his reasons for so contending, and they seem strong ones.

LOBD SALISBURY will do well to reconsider his plan ; and if he can't

remove the objections, provide for them.

Friday (Lords). Ex nihilo nihil fit.

(Commons.) Ma. TBEVELYAN, seconded by SIB C. DILKE, brought
forward his hardy annual Equalisation of County with Borough
Franchise and Re-Distribution of Representation.
Too soon, my dear ME. TBEVELYAN. For the present your Motion-

though it ended in the highly respectable Minority of 276 to 220,
and will no doubt be carried,some day does more to reveal the

splits in the Liberal party (as when it brings MB. GOSCHTEN to his

legs in opposition to your Motion) than advances the cause you have
in hand.

.

The Right Man in the Bight Place.

(!L CONDB DI BAM BETIKO, in attendance on His Imperial Majesty DON
PEDHO THE SECOND.)

FOB my Quicksilver Emperor's
Right-hand well-named I am ;

lletiro means a resting-place
And in my case rest 's a " Sam !

"

A SAW ENGLAND DOBSN'l SEE.

" ANY Port in a storm." It won't have anything to say to the

Sublime Porte, let the war-storm blow never so hard I

MOTTO or THE ATJSTEIAN ABMY. "They also serve, who only
stand and wait."
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THE PALACE OF AKT.

(New Version.)

PABT I.

I HUILT myself a lordly picture-place
Wherein to play a Leo's part.

I said, "Let others cricket, row, or race,
1 will go in for Art !

"

Full of great rooms and small my Palace stood,
With porphyry columns faced,

Hung round with pictures such as I thought good,

Being a man of taste.

The pictures for the most part they were such
As more behold than buy

The quaint, the queer, the mystic over-much,
The dismal, and the dry.

One seemed all black and grey a tract of mud,
One gas-jet glimmering there alone ;

Above, all fog ; below, all inky flood ;

For subject it had none.

One showed blue chaos flecked with falling gold,
Like Danae's tower in dark

;

A painter's splash-board might more meaning hold
Than this tcsthetio lark.

And one, a phantom form with limbs most lank,
Adumbrated in ink and soot ;

The Genius of Smudge, with spectral shank
And unsubstantial boot.

Nor these alone, but many a canvas bare,
Fit for each vacuous mood of mind,

The gray and gravelike, vague and void, were there
Most dismally designed.
* * * * *

Or two wan lovers in a curious fix,
Wreathed in one scarf by some queer charm,

Upon the margin of a caverned Styx
Stood shivering arm-in-arm.

Or by a garden-prop, posed all askew
'Neath apples bronze, with brazen hair,A chalk-limb'd Eve and snake of porcelain blue

Exchanged a stony stare.

Or crowding round one pool, from flowery shelves,
A group of damsels bowed the knee

Over reflections solid as themselves,
And like as peasen be.

Or mythic Uther's diddled son was seen
Packed in a trunk, with cramped limbs awry,

Spell-fettered by.a Siren limp and lean,
And at least twelve heads high.

Nor these alone, but all such.legends fair
As the vagarious Wagner mind

Wouldpick from Mythus' shadowy realm, were there,
With ample space assigned

To women weird and wondrous, long of iaw,
And lank of limb, and greenish as with mould,

And full-red lips and shocks of fulvous hair,
And raiments strange of fold.

No raven so delighteth in its song,
Of sad and sullen monotone,

As I to watch those ladies lean and long,
And angular of bone.

And to myself I said.
"
All these are mine.

Let the dull world take Nature's part,
'Tis one to me

;
I hold no thing divine

Save this Brown-Jonesian Art,
" Wherein no ROBINSON shall dare to plant
His Philistinish hoof,

Who feels no mystic mediteval want,
But paints in truth's behoof !

"
Medifuval Mystery, be it mine

To clasp thee, faint and fain ;

Sniffing serene at low souls that decline
On sense and meanings plain."

Then my eyes filled, my talk waxed large and dim
Of BOTTICELLI'S deathless fame :

" Quaint immaturity to reach with him,"
I cried,

"
is Art's true aim.

" To plunge, self-blinded, in the mystic past,
That makes the present small :

If eyes artistic be not backward cast,

Why have we eyes at all ':
"

End of Part I.

CAXTONIANA.
THE Caxton Celebration is bearing a variety of good fruit.

Among the crop may bo noticed MESSES. CLOWES'S tasteful reprint
of CHABLES KNIGHT'S Carton a printer's record of the first English
Printer and a tasteful Caxtonian imprint, by a well-known
Baronet, M.P., Citizen and Goldsmith, of the Rules for the Conduct
of Life, given by the City of London to Apprentices who receive its

freedom. They are, indeed, the right rules for Freemen, incul-

cating, as they do, a man's duty to Ood and to his neighbour, in

plain and pithy English well worthy of the Caxton type in which
it is here set forth.

THE SONG OF SIMONIDES.
(Ecclesiattical Agent.)

BEE'S your Livings,

appraised at a
low valua-
tion,

Here's vic-
arage, rectory,

glebe, all for

sale!

Come, buy an
advowson, or

next presenta-
tion,

With a discount
allowed for

cash down on
the nail!

Here 's Liv-

ings of every
variety !

The buyer is free

to select his

own beat ;

A field of low la-

bour, or first-

rate society,
A populous town

or a rural re-

treat;

A sphere of extensive or minor utility,
As in much work or little a man may rejoice,

According to energy, zeal, and ability :

You can all pay your money, and each take yonr choice.

Of a High or a Low or a Broad Church vicinity,
With a parish in favour of free seats or pews,

Whichsoever accords with your school of Divinity
If so be that you 've any particular views.

Of a very choice parish, two-thirds Church-frequenters ;

One wnere Chapels are crowded, and Church-goers few ;

Or a nice sleepy berth, with no bore from Dissenters

If the flock's loose or strait-laced is nothing to you.

Here 's your Livings, with hope of immediate possession
Whose present Incumbents no physic can save.

Here rapid Decline gives you speedy succession ;

There an age of four-score, and one foot in the grave.

Here 's your Livings to sell, and the best information
As to when each Incumbent is likely to die.

Here 's your choice cures of souls ! Buy a next presentation !

An advowson on terms advantageous : Come buy !

NEUTRAL SALTS. British Sailors.
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NO ACCOUNTING FOR TASTE."
A/titerfumilias (just arrived at Shrimpville the Children had been down a Month before). "WELL, JANF, IIAVS you FOUkD IT DDLL?"
Nurse. " Ir WAS AT FUST, H'M. THERE WAS NOTHINK TO IMPROVE THE MIND, M'M, TILL THE NIGGEKS COME DOWN ! I"

THE TWO OBADIAHS.
(JOHN BULL AND WARD HUNT ON THE INFLEXIBLE.)

SAYS the Old OBADIAH to the Young OBADIAH,"
Is Inflexible a wonder or a whim ?

Through her ends if shot should hurtle, REED declares that she '11

turn turtle.

Will she swim, OBADIAH, will she swim ?
Ere afloat she has to go,
Her crew would like to know
And I who pay, also

"Will she swim, OBADIAH, will she swim ?
"

Says the Young OBADIAH to the Old OBADIAH," As for HEED, place no dependence upon him.
The model we have got shows, though both ends go to pot,

She will swim, OBADIAH, she will swim.
In our tank that model rides,

Open plug-holes in her sides,

There, ends waterlogged, she bides,
Safe to swim, OBADIAH, safe to swim."

Says the Old OBADIAH to the Young OBADIAH," Tank and ship may be filled to the'brim ;

But REED says you 've dared to tamper with your model ship's top-
hamper.

She may swim, OBADIAH, she may'swim.
'

,

But I mustn't trust my eyes,
For REED hints your model lies,

And, for Ship herself, denies,
That she '11 swim, OBADIAH, that she '11 swim."

Says the Young OBADIAH to the Old OBADIAH,
' Your eyes and wits can scarce be so dim,As to think we 'd try to chouse both Lords and Commons House-
Ship and model, OBADIAH, both will swim.

Ship and model both, my friend,
Gravitation's laws defend ;

Though shot riddle either end,
Both will swim, OBADIAH, both will swim."

Lux a Non Lucendo.

MB. D. D. HOMK (does D.D. stand for Doctor Diabolicus or Ductor
Deceptorum ?) heads hia last book on Spiritualist Manifestations
with the last words of GOETHE" Light, more light !

"

That is the very thing believers in MB. HOME might he supposed
to want, but we scarcely should have expected their request to be
backed by the Prince of Darkness, MB. HOME himself. Might we
suggest to him, as an amendment of his motto, the prayer of Ajax
in the Iliad

" 'Ev 5i <t>dn, xal (iAe<row " (" Light, though it bring us
to destruction ").

VERY APPEOPEIATE.

THE CZAB watched the crossing of the Russian Army near Turna
and Sistova from the mountain of Grabavi"! have grabbed."
What a text for the Daily Telegraph War-Leader Writer !

WHAT THE WILD WAVES ABE SATING." The sooner you' get
the Castalia on the Channel Line again, the better."

FIRST " Fauns OF PHILOSOPHY." Two hundred pounds' fine

and six months' imprisonment.

NEW WOEK BY DE. DAEWIN. Tails of My Ancestors.

SHOPKEEPER'S SCIENCE. Buyology.
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. .

WILL SHE SWIM?" (SOLVITUR NATANDOI)

W-D H-T (proud oj his
"
Inflexible" Model). "LOOK HERE, GUVNOR! SHE'S FULL 0' WATER FORE AN'

AFT, AND SHE FLOATS LIKE A DUCK !
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DIARY OF MY RIDE TO KHIVA.

(Communicated by Private Wire. Thrilling Adventures.)

Km VAN Karavan now consist* of the

1'itf and Alphabet in the boot, (beau-
titul sign tor an old Inn, "The Pig
and Alphabet,") with the b*rrel-organ
(whieh was instrumental in my escape
from prison), the Gaoler's Daughter in

rumble, the Sleigh-driver's Boy who
has stuck to me from the commence-
ment, aud it grieves me to be unable
to reward such fidelity by paying him
his wages but, after all, this only
'.ncreases the obligation on my part ;

and, as I explained to him,
" You see,

my lad, I am so far from my native
land." Then there 's my new horse.

It was the Governor of the Prison's

horse, or the horse of the Governor of

the Prison, or the horse of the Prison's
Governor (vide Little Peter's Primer. First Haitian Exercises). A better or truer mare
was never foaled. Lastly, there 's my latest novelty, which accompanied me, in my pocket,
from prison The Musical Mouse.

Slight jealousy between the Learned Pig and the Musical Mouse. Whenever the fig

Pig. Whereupon he grunts piteously, and spells out,
"
Cuss that Mouse !

" If I could only
smooth matters over, and bring them together, it would be a fortune !

The Mouse is invaluable in tricks with cards, having been trained by the Gaoler, who used
to cheat his prisoners, the old villain ! The Mouse I 've christened Mm "

Ridiculus Mus-
urus Bey

"
(and

"
assisted by HERE GKUNTZ "

will look well in the bill if I can only bring

them^together !).

Night. Halt of the Caravan. Spent greater part of night in teaching Pig the Shadow
Dance from Dinorah, by moonlight.

Next Day. Sun out. Blazing hot. Snow melting all round. Mountains of snow
gradually becoming less and less in the distance, under the genial influence of the sun.

3 -

30 P.M. Distant mountains melted. First view of Khiva. See distinctly the name over
the gate. Gaoler's Daughter comes out of tent.

Strange to say the Gaoler and his daughter had invariably paid their visits to my cell,
cither in what she romantically termed "

the gloaming," or .late at night, and as the small
ilipskis (Little tallow candles) didn't give much light, I had never really teen her by day.
Now I do see her by day, I should say that her lather must have been well over seventy,
and must have married rery early. I begin to regret the Unfair Circassian.

6 P.M. Frost commencing. Snow mountains gradually being re-iced. View of Khiva less
and less. Dinner. Pig waiting. The Private Band (the Singing Mouse), in attendance.
The party consists of self and the Gaoler's daughter. I am polite to her. Very. I hint that
to prevent any scandal (scandal about my grandmother .') she had better return to her father,
the Gaoler.

With tears in her eyes, she rises from her seat, and throwing her arms round my neck,
exclaims,

"
son of little overfed ones ! Never .'

"

"Nay, my much caressed moon-faced daughter of a blooming Turnkey in Asia," I reply,
"just think of what the world will say.""

sweetest little son of much-pampered parents, I care not for the world! I am yours
for ever !

'

"You are! You are!" I returned (for it was no sort of use having a row about a
dilrerence of opinion)." And well-rounded and sleekly-combed-and-parted-down-the-centre one, will you
always love me as you do now ?

"
she whispered, hanging on to my neck. (She weighs sixteen

stone if a pound.)

"0 much -underdone round -of -beef
faced" (a great compliment this) "daughter
of an elderly, half-paid, underfed Turnkey
in Asia," I replied, in my softest tones, "I
will love thee always 11,1 much as I do now,"
which was strictly true. (Kor, need I say
it, the POLL of my heart is at home, and
my heart is true to POLL ! bless her dear

eyes! And she's just come into a little

fortune, so I hear ; but this makes no differ-

ence to me.)
10. Constructed a new frigidometer with

an empty bottle, a cork, and a piece of

string. ( Principle patented.) Frost set in

hard. Mountains shaping up to points.
Gaoler's daughter, feverish. Sobbing. What
shall I do 'r I offered to pack up, ride off,

and fetch a doctor from Khiva.
"And leave me heref" she exclaimed,

furiously.
"
Why, you pitiful, underbred,

overfed son of an eighty-four-tonner !
"

she cried, becoming, 1 regret to say,
abusive.

I remonstrated. She called me "A son
of a marine gastronome !

" and threw a boot
at me. Kow. I pointed out that I had
meant well. She gradually calmed down.

10 80. Bitter cold snow, ice, sleet. Sat
in to supper. Wickski and explanation. I

make icickski cobler. We ice it in snow,
and suck it up through straws. (Shall
teach Pig to tit in chair and suck vickski
cobler through a straw.) We sit on the
bank of the river (the Oxus, I suppose,
judging by the position of the stars, as

I 've lost my maps), sipping ouf teickski

coblers, she and I.

SOUS.
" We sat by the river, ike and I,
In the happy days when we were young."

The barrel-organ is by my side, and all is

peace and harmony. More icickski cobler,
more straws. Ha ! do I see my way out
of it ? 'Tis the last straw that breaks the
Cobler's back .... Good. The last straw !

She sleeps ! My Lady sleeps ! ! Hooray !

Now to pack up ! and off 1 ! Away to

Khiva ! ! Hark ! what is that ?

A trill a sweet, sweet trill .... a
warble The Gaoler's Daughter
awakes. "What is it?" she murmurs.
Not to rudely answer her, I reply,

"Nothing." this does not satisfy her.

We listen. Trilling as of a sweet bird

continuing," Ha ! she exclaims, a little more than
half awake, "it is the Song of the Mud-
lark."

We are beside the river, and the tide is

low.
" And how shall I catch the Mudlark ?

"

I asked, as I pensively ground the organ
(playing the Russian River Song of The
Little Volga Boy) and gazed into the starry
heavens, still listening to the lovely trill

with which my accompaniment was in

perfect harmony. If I could only have
got the Gaoler's Daughter (it struck me)
to plunge into the mud after the Mud-
lark .... perhaps .... Well, perhaps,
she might not have been able to catch that

lark. And I and I should have erected a

monument, with the touching inscription,"
Sacred to the memory oi poor Miss

Siicit-iH-THK-MuD, the beautiful Gaoler's

Daughter." I should have put in,
" beau-

tiful," because da mortuis, ic But
it was not to be.
" Chuck him a kopper-kopeck. son of

overpaidand much-muddleheaded parents,
"

she replied, sleepily; "and the Mudlark
will dive for it."

I hesitated.

"What!" she continued, suddenly
rousing herself, and the Tartar acid, so to
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TOTO CHEZ TATA.
' How YOU LAO BEHIND, CISSY !

" "
YE?, MUMMY I MY POOR TOE is so BiD !

"

" WHICH TOE is IT 1
" " MY ELDEST, MUMMY I

"

speak, effervescing, "you let 'I dare not' wait upon 'I dare!' Give me the kopper." It
was a brilliant flash. .But it was the last. The wickski cobler had done its work. I placed
the straw in her mouth. By the movement of the straw I could tell which way the breath
was .... the straw dropped .... she sank .... breathing heavily .... a sweet,
peaceful, childlike (for her age) sleep.

H'30. The trill continued. Lovely ! ! Ha ! I see now ! It is the Mouse ! ! I sat listening
enthralled, silent by the banks of the rippling Oxus.
Midnight. -I make the above notes. Serve out wickski to myself, and return to"the bank.

The moon shines
brightly. The Governor's Horse is browsing in the field. The Pig is

snoring. The Mouse is singing. The Gaoler's Daughter is murmuring stupid somethings
in her sleep.

"
Lullaby, lullaby ! Baker's man !

"
or whatever the Nursery Rhyme is. I

forget exact quotation. Suddenly I hear a grunt a restless, irritable grunt.
By my side is the Pig with Alphabet.
What is it ?

He spells out the answer. "
Can't sleep if that infernal Mouse is to go on whistling and

singing all night."

"Pig," I replied (on the Letters), with
grim humour, for I was determined, not to

give in to his whim, "Pig, you 're a bore .'
"

He squeaked, and gave a sort of half-

laugh, as only pigs can, and retired. To
express it, humanly speaking, the Pig
smiled, but never forgave the satire.

I retire for the night. Up with the Mud-
lark to-morrow, and off to Khiva.

6 A.M. Awoke by a fearful shriek, some-

thing between a whistle and the highest
note C in alt in the register of that
eminent Tenor SIGNOB TIMBEBLEGS.
What on earth could it be ! I rushed out

of the Karavan-tent.

GIBES AND " GERMS."
(A respectful Remonstrance addressed to

PROFESSOR T. and DR. H. C. B.)

LET bigots write with sneers of spite,
And dogmas argue so,

Let priests and parsons, differing, fight,
As 'tis their nature to.

But, Sages, you should never let

Such female passions rise ;

Your thinking minds were never made
To bandy taunts unwise.

Let calm through all your questions run,
All your debates be mild ;

Keep your discussions, every one,

By rancour undenled.

With patience gentle as a lamb
Your arguments pursue ;

Call not each other's theories
"
flam,"

But prove the sounder view.

Look up to Truth all ends above ;

Seek that and that alone :

Nor squabble, out of mere self-love,
O'er crotchets of your own.

HOW WE WORK NOW !

(Overheard at LORD'S during the Oxford and

Cambridge Match.)

First Friend. You saw the Derby, of

course P

Second Friend. Yes : I went down with
JACK STAYNEB.

First Friend. Ah ! Capital fellow, JACK !

Glorious weather for Ascot, wasn't it ?

Second Friend. Stunning! I put up with
old BOB. He took the Cottage, and brought
down his Sisters ; and we made a week of

it, and then went on to Henley.
First Friend. Shall you be here to-

morrow P

Second Friend. Yes : I 'm booked to

lunch with SICKLES, on his drag.
First Friend. Well, ta, ta! By the way,

what are you going to do next week ?

Second Friend. Why, I 've promised to

do some trouting at WILL HUNT'S place, in

Hampshire, and then I'm off for a fort-
night's holiday. Think I shall camp out,nighfs holiday
up the Wye! Ta.ta!

Only Natural.
(Ey Turcophilus.)

THE "Old Gentleman," we all know,
helps his own so he may now well be pre-
sent in person with the Russian Army.
There is reported, as heading the operations
at Sistova, not only an Old NICK but a

Young NICK, both wearing the Russian uni-

form, and both with the title, if not of

Arch-Fiends, of Grand Dukes !
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Palace of Art (The), 305
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HIS
sleepless ear to the central ear-piece of the World-Telephone whose ramifications converge in PUNCH'S Cabinet, the

Great Teacher sat aud listened. He heard the slow, stertorous breathing of 1877, the year of blood, as he fought his

way painfully to his last gasp. He listened for Christmas and New Year's Bells. In vain. He heard only the roll of cais-

eons, the boom of guns, the shrieks of wounded and the groans of dying men, the roaring and crackling of burning villages,

aud worse than all the low wailing of houseless women and starving babes.

With a heavy sigh he shut off his telephone-tube.
" I will hear no more," he said.

" But you must," said TOBY. " Not through that pipe of ill-omen, but by word of mouth. They are all here. They
will Bee and speak with you."

"
They ? Who ?

"

" The Czars and Kaisers, the Kings and Cardinals the pivots of the world's working."
"Tell them at least to wait for the meeting of Parliament"
"
They say they want Wisdom, not Words."

"Let them, at all events, await the revelation of Ministerial intentions."

"They want advice how to act, not contradictory reasons for not acting."
And before PUNCH could bar the entrance of the Adytum, the consulters of the Oracle were before him the Crowned

Heads of Europe, the Red-hatted Heads of the Church suppliant, submissive wailing to be told what to do, and how to do it.

" We will follow our Protestant order of precedence, if you please," said the Oracle. " Crowns before Tiara. You

Temporal Sovereigns are here to consult Me on the important point in Europe's Christmas dinner How TO CARVE THE
TUHKEY."

The Crowned Heads meekly bowed assent.
" And you, Red-hatted Heads of the Church, would be glad of a lead in your choice of a successor to my excellent,

though infallible, old friend, Pio NONO?"
The Red Hats inclined, for once unanimous.
" How do you elect to speak ?

"

"
By our totems !

"
exclaimed the Crowned Heads ;

" the beasts and birds who represent us in our coats of arms."
" And admirably they represent you, I must say," rejoined the Oracle, courteously.

" As for the carving of the

Turkey you will pardon me for reminding you that the bird is not dead yet, and I fancy my friend ALKXANDEB will find

him harder killing than he bargained for. Perhaps it would be wiser to postpone the consideration of how the trouble-

some fowl is to be dismembered, till you are quite certain he is dished. When that little detail is settled, though the British

Lion is no way disposed to lift a paw in the savage old creature's defence, he will certainly expect to have a voice in his

cutting up ; and if the Egyptian liver-wing should be going a-begging
"

" It is not so much about the Lion's share, as the Bear's, that / am anxious," interposed a mild and mellifluous ursine
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voice.
" And though I should be the last to press my own claim to so much as a drumstick, still, after all the hard fighting

I have had, I must naturally expect my little pickings, disinterested as I am known to be, and purely Christian as my
motives must be admitted to be for a Bear."

"Nothing can be more reasonable," rejoined the Oracle; "and, provided the Bear does nothing to block the Lion's

road to India, I really don't see why your respective interests or appetites need clash."
" Of course don't want a slice !

"
shrieked two large Black Eagles, one single, the other double-headed. " But iu the

meantime," continued the one with two heads,
"

if you would only tell me how to keep my two heads from quarrelling
"

" And how about our share ?
"

struck iu the Servian Buzzard, the Greek Kite, and the spirited little Montenegrin

Sparrow-Hawk.
"
Really, my feathered friends, I am afraid that whatever trouble you may have had with the living Turkey, the

carving of the dead bird is likely to cost you as much difficulty. I must, for the present, decline the task of assigning

your respective portions. My one counsel to you is not to cross the Lion's path, or to leave him out of any arrangement you

may make ; or you may find that his claws are sheathed not snipped, and his teeth none the lass sharp that he is in no way
forward to show them for all the kind friends who are so ready ti roar for him, and so prompt to poke him up.".

" This is scarcely the counsel we came for," growled the Bear.
" It is the best I can give you," curtly replied the Oracle. " And now for you, most reverend Red Hats ! If you can find

one among you able to read the signs of the times, and less disposed to rely on Papal infallibility than secular sense, concen-

trate your votes on him, and leave the Church and the World to find a modus vivendi, instead of a modus internecandi, as

at present."
" Is that all the guidance you have to give us ?

"
sighed the Red Hats.

" That and this, which contains the same advice distilled into Wit, and crystallised into Wisdom " And the

Teacher, with a graceful turn of his wrist, lightly pitched

on the pile of shaky Crowns, a-top of which the tottering Tiara strove to maintain a hopeless balance. " Take it among
you !

"
he cried. "

Read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest it, for the better ruling of Kingdoms and Churches at home
and abroad, in the present and in the future !

"

Crushingly fell that weight of wisdom on the untrustworthy substratum of Crowns for even those made of iron, and

cemented with blood, were honeycombed. Not one but collapsed ; some with an elasticity that gave hopes of restoration to

better form hereafter ; others feebly, flatly, beyond all power of tinkering, all arts of beating out or beating inj
" Past praying for, most of them !

"
sighed the Teacher. " For the rest, let us pray !

"
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REGULATIONS FOE WIMBLEDON, 1877.

War Office, TnMligenee Department.
July, 1877. 85, Fleet Street.

FiELti-MAKSHALPcTNCH cannot permit the Annual Encamp-
ment of the National Rifle Association to he held without calling the
attention of theVolunteers of Great Britain in general, and London
in. particular, to the present troubled state of the Continent. It is

most important that every English Soldier should appear to the
greatest advantage, when the eyes of united, or rather disunited,
Europe are upon him. Under these circumstances Volunteers are

expected to obey the subjoined General Order.
Tents. Riflemen will not attempt to convert their tents into

gorgeously furnished drawing-rooms. Showy carpets, theatrical

furniture, and gaudily-framed mirrors, will nnt be permitted.
Volunteers should remember that the fortnight at Wimbledon ought
to be turned to account in accustoming them to roughing it under
canvas.

Uniform. Every Volunteer should appear in uniform. Nothing is

more unsoldierlike than a mixture of mufti and regimentals. Last
vear, and on many previous occasions, the costumes of some of the
Volunteers at Wimmedon would have been inappropriate to any
day other than the Fifth of November.

Diet. For the sake of their own health as well as for their proper
training, Volunteer diet should be simple. Expensive messes and
continuous

' '

pegs
"
are quite out of place. The Camp at Wimbledon

must not be turned into a pic-nic, if it expects to be received with
military honours.

Disi-ipline. Volunteers should behave as becomes soldiers.

Nothing looks more absurd than a disorderlv civilian in a uniform
that implies obedience to orders. Men should respect their officers,
and officers should respect themselves.

In conclusion, FIELD-MARSHAL PUNCH would request the public-
spirited majority of the Volunteers to put down the snobbish mino-
rity. The force has done good service, and is likely to do more. It
has often been subjected to unmerited contempt by the antics of a

few_ bad bargains. The hard-working efficients have the matter in
their own hands, and can easily suppress the lazy and noisy im-
postors who claim.to be their comrades. If they insist upon good
discipline, Volunteers in sport will have to become Soldiers in
earnest.

By Order, (Signed) TODT,

Atijuf'tiit-

THE GRAMPUSES OF GOOLE.
THE sharks of the South Coast are preparing for their summer

prey the seaside visitor. Their ferocity and voracity are familiar
facts in the Londoner's natural history. But, we had no idea the
Yorkshire coast had its terrors of the sea not less alarming to the
visitor in the porpoises and grampuses of Ooole :

"These beuU," says the fiihinj Oautle, "are as savage M sharks. On
one occasion some pleasure-boats were out on the river near Ooole, when
some of these fish boldly charged the boat*, and the fishermen who had
command of them, considering they were in absolute danger, immediately
returned to the shore, the people In the boats being terribly frightened."

Terror, like indignation, sometimes makes verses. Here is a

sample from one of the boats which turned sail from repeated
charges not of the lodging-house south-coast shark, but the till

now unformidahly considered porpoises and grampuses of Goole :

See a grampus. Hut that Goole porpoises

Going to swamp us >

From yon porpoise
Bare my corpus !

We read at school
Of Arabian Ohoule,
Nor think it odd he

'

Fond of bodies.

Should eat corpuses.
Is a fact 10 appallin'.
Tour tacks pray haul in,
And ashore, my man,
As fast as you can !

Or we '11 all be rations

For hungry Cetaceans."

Keeping it Bark.

"THE Association of the Holy Cross," has held a meeting with
closed doors, and all present sworn to

secresy,
to consider Th Print

in Absolution. Such secresy may be un-English, yet not unwise.
Due is reminded of the Immortal WILLIAM on another father,
not Father BAGSHAW,

" Let the door be shut upon him, that he

play the fool nowhere but in his own house." which is emphatically,
in this ease, not the Protestant House of Prayer.

H 1

Those Awful Russians !

WHAT are we to think of the contrast between Russian activity
and English supincness, when we read in the Globe of July 4 :

" Our Cronetadt Correspondent informs us that the Russian ironelad. Piter
the Great, it now ready to proceed to sta, and is omly R waiting the arriral of

hr guns ?
"

As HnnM says,
" The readiness is all."

VOL. LXXIII.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

ETTEE watch-dog of Standing Orders than LORD REDESDALE it

were needless to wish. (Monday, July 2.) The Lords have a
''

Standing Order " that Bills for confirming Provisional Orders
shall not be read a Second Time after a certain day in July.
This Standing Order is a case of

" lucus a non lucendo." It is

not allowed to stand, hut is shoved on one side, hy leave of the

< 1*"" ViSJ ^f~'~ / l"*^v' \ House, whenever it stops the way. LORD REDESDALE complains
\ \T5ffl

^ -T -
/ XS\^ II \ that

"
parties

" have not their Bills ready earlier. "Parties"
N ^8k would do weU to take the hint. But "Confirming Bills"are not

the onlyones that hang fire^-thanks sometimes to
"
other parties,"

and generally to causes beyond
"
parties'

"
control. If "parties

" were more under control, Legislation, altogether, would be easier work.

(Commons.} What a vast deal of information is to be gathered from that very "instructive miscellany," the Monday and Friday
nights questions ! To skim the lone list is to

"
survey mankind from China to Peru." From this

" wonderful bottle
" we draw what every

one will be glad to know, that the Russian Bear's sore head is better, and.CoLONEL WELLESLEY once more a persona grata (construe, not
a grateful, but an agreeable, person) at head-quarters.

Does anybody want to know anything about the Clerkship of Burrow Petty Sessions, or the Drainage of Ash, or the Abominations of

Italian
Child-crimping,

or the alarming number of Vacancies among the Vets. fifteen berths offered and no takers ! or the Fate of the
late Moufettish of Egypt, or the Indian Salt Duties, or Plumstead Common, or the Fiji Islands, or that gallant body across

country, the Hampshire Mounted Rifles, and their plucky old Colonel, most evergreen of BoWEES, whom the .War Office has
shunted at sixty-seven, though he is as good across country as ever, or the grievances of Army Surgeons ? Let him refer to Monday's
Parliamentary Report. As well try to summarise a chapter of Mangnall's Questions.

The dissatisfaction of the Army Surgeons is a serious matter, for it threatens the efficiency of a most important
" Arm " of the

Service the arm that physics our Soldiers in peace, and amputates or bandages them in war. MB. HARDY is impatient of these

irrievances, which find a voice in PLAYFAIB and LUSH. Lusn is scarce the help to fall back on, but PLAYFAIR in the House may assist the

Surgeons of the Service to fair play out of it. MR. HARDY declares they have had more than fair play. The Surgeons don. t think so,
ind this is shown by the small number of competitors for Commissions. If Army Surgeons have had all the honours and advantages
heaped on _them which MR. HARDY insists on, it is surely odd that Army-Surgeoncies should go a-begging. Men don't usually
turn up their noses at bread so richly buttered especially in one of the most crowded and fiercely competitive of callings. The Medical
Department declares the Army never had a better Medical Staff than now. It wouldn't be pleasant to have that Staff give way
under the British Soldier in a moment of emergency.
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AFTER BURNS.
" wad some power the giftie gie ui

To see oursels as others aee us'."

Mice. " It 1 WERE TO PUT ON AUNTIE'S SPECTACLES, I WONDER IF I SHOULD
8EE BER FAULTS AS BlO A8 SEE SEES MINE?"

When four votes had been got through in Army Supply 27,013 for

expenses of Military Law (even drum-heads,
"
cats," and court-martials come

expensive) ; 534,000 for Militia pay and allowances (MR. HATTER called atten-

tion to some rather startling facts, as that only 100.611 men were present at

the last inspection, out of a paper-force of 134,500 ; though, to he sure, if short

of men, we have lots of officers, quality perhaps not quite up to quantity, seeing
that only 558 out of 2,552 have obtained certificates of proficiency, being 25 per
cent, of the force, whereas of the Volunteer officers 75 per cent, are certificated);

74,400 for Yeomanry-Cavalry (the country gentlemen's rather costly play-
thing, which seems to want overhauling) ;

and 468,700 for Volunteer pay and
allowances, the Parliamentary machine was brought to a stand-still, at naif-

past twelve, at the fifth vote of 132,000 for Reserve pay and allowances, on
MR. O'CONNOR POWER'S Motion to Report Progress. From that hour till ten
minutes after seven on Tuesday morning, a majority of between 188 and 62, and
a minority of between 8 and 6, had a lively null of seventeen rounds, on
alternate Motions to Report Progress, and that the Chairman do leave the

Chair, till, when the minority still came up smiling for the eighteenth round,
SIR CHARLES DILKE got the House Counted Out, after daylight had replaced
the gas for three hours. Aurora not Nux yugnam diremit.

Punch has been exact in recording the incidents of the battle, for it may
be an epoch in Parliamentary History may end either in the devising of

some means for overriding an obstinacy that surely deserves (see Punch'i
Cartoon) to be called

"
Pigheadedness," or which will be quite as useful in

putting an end to the practice of voting away JOHN BULL'S money in lumps
during the small hours. In the face of this objectionable practice, it must be
owned that there was more justification than a wise Government would have
given, even for the interposition of the Powers O'C. and R. though Punch
cannot honestly wish the House more Powers to her elbow. At least they and
their Milesian coadjutors may be proud of having raised Obstruction to the

dignity of a fine-art. We speak of _the Mechanical and Chemical Powers.
This homonymous pair deserve to be raised to a place of their own, in Parlia-

mentary dynamics, as
"

the Obstructive Powers."
PARNELL was to the fore, but could scarce be said to

shine. In fact, the new Gemini of Obstruction Powers
of the first magnitude took the shine out of him. And
the BIOOAE of those twin stars of Meath and Cayan was
absent absent on such a night ! One thinks of

HENRI-QUATRE'S letter :

"
Pends-toi, brave CRILLON, noua noui sommea battu en diablr,

et tu n'y ftaia paa."

Also, a new star of obstruction arose on this memorable

morning, which promises to outshine even the two
Oemini of Mayo and Waterford, Meath and Cavan,
The O'DONNELL of Dungarvan, gleaming of spectacles,
and strident of speech, shock of head and rutilant of

locks who, comet-like
" From hi horrid hair

Shakes Boredom down, and with the fear of Talk,

Perplexes Membera."

Nor let us forget WHALLEY, who, divided between

envy and admiration of the Obstructive Six so sublime
in stubbornness, so unassailable in unreason, so defiant of

dictation, so contemptuous of cajolery took his place

among them as a humble but hearty volunteer, and bade
the Parliamentary Juggernaut-Car come on and crush
them if it dare !

The names of the sublime Six of that gallant Irish

Brigade, with their one English recruit, must be recorded
in Punch't Roll of Fame nominatim et verbatim :

Sing we the names of the Six, who, from half-pant twelre unto

even
Boomed from the throat of Big Ben, that never called " Time !

"

to auch prowess
Full in the teeth of the House obstructed the progress of business,

Facing the wrath of JOHN LOCKE and the chiding ironic of

HARCOUHT,
Reckless of RAIKES'S rebuke, KNIGHT'S charge, and the lashing

of LUBBOCK.

First in the forehead of battle was he, the selected of Mayo,
POWER, turnamed O'CONNOR, and not less a POWER, he also,

RICHARD, whom Waterford honours, returning along with the

Major.
He too, the Major, was there, the great and the genial 0' GORMAN,
Irish of spirit un-silent, amusing, obese, and obstructive.

NOLAN, a range-finder rare, the Captain from grim County
Galway,

Bent on finding to-night the range of the House's endurance
;

PABNELL, chosen of Meath, but milder than wont in the melee,
Sad to be severed of BIOQAR, hU brother in arms and obstruction ;

Last-born Hope of the House, precocious in arts of annoyance,
Long and loud of discourse, hard-mouthed, audacious, abusive,
Gleamed through his glasses O'CoNNELL, the doughty delight of

Dungarvan.
Such were the Biz, but the Seventh was Saxon in name, if in

nature
Celt of the Celts, untiring of speech, impervious to reason,

Pig-headedest of pig-headed, a creature of cruel and crotchets,

WHALLKY, who, wrongs of the Claimant and Jesuit plottings

abandoned,
Joined the Obstructive Brigade, betwixt admiration and envy.

Never a stubborner battle was fought on the field of St. Stephen's
Never more clearly was proved the saying of GOETIIH the singer

Qegen die Itummheit kampfen telktt dit Ootter vcrgebtni."

Tuesday. The report that the British Fleet has been
ordered to Besika Bay officially confirmed in both Houses.
Punch would like to ask my LORD BKACONSFIELD what
is to be the next move in his Lordship's little game of

Besik(a Bay). But, bless you, he wouldn't get an answer.

(Lord*.) LORD COLCHESTER tried to have the Univer-
sities Bill hung up for further inquiry. Their Lordships,
mindful that the Bill has already been two years in

incubation, are determined that something shall be
hatched ol it, and Committee is fixed for Thursday
week.
The EARL OF DBBBY explained to LORD HABBOWBY

bow Turkey and Persia have been fighting over their

boundaries for the last thirty years, and have come to

no settlement yet on the Oriental principle of doing
nothing this year you can put off till next.

(Commont, Morning Sitting.) The Irish Sunday
Closing Bill, talked out once last Wednesday, was talked

out again.

(Evening Sitting.) EARL PERCY rose to move for an

inquiry into the present practice of Vaccination.
MR. ScLATEH-BooTH gave unanswerable reasons for

declining inquiry, not only as unnecessary, but as likely
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to give countenance to a mischievous and utterly unreasonable
distrust of the most certain protection ever given by Science against
the most terrible scourge ever held over humanity. This distrust,
which he had hoped was confined to the crassest of ignoramuses,
Punch is sorry to see, is not too unreasonable to find a voice, though
a half muffled one, even in the Collective Wisdom.
The House supported MB. SCLATBB-BOOTH'S abundantly justified

refusal by 106 to 56. Punch is sorry to read Ma. GLADSTONE'S
name in the minority.
The House was Counted Out just as CKOSS entered the Confessional
on Ms. WHALLET'S Motion. The House evidently fights shy of

The Priest in Absolution won't touch him, as the saying is, even
with a pair of tongs. Perhaps this is as well, if the Bishops will
but protect congregations against the abominable book, and the
"Priests" who, directly or indirectly, countenance or tolerate it.

Mere disclaimers by individual Brethren of the Holy Cross are not

sufficient. The unclean book, and the prurient pryings it prescribes,
must be cut out of the Church by the roots. No Protestant Church
can nurse such a cancer and live.

Wednesday. MB. O'SuLUVAN's Bill empowering Irish ratepayers
to elect a Justice in each Union, was rejected by 178 to 36. This is

not the sort of
"
Justice to Ireland "

England is disposed to put
faith in.

A dead set against the Divine Worship Facilities Bill empower-
ing the Bishop to appoint a Clergyman when provision is needed
for the spiritual wants of a parish. What on earth have the Abuses
of the Confessional to do with so reasonable a measure, that the Bill

should be piitto the " Previous Question "
? The House pronounced

for Second Reading by 94 to 78.

Tkurtday (Lords}. the DUKE OF SOMERSET opposed Second
Reading of the New Forest Bill. His Grace thinks it gives the
Commoners too much of what it takes from the Crown. Now, between
Commoners and Crown, the Public is very apt to be kicked out of bed.
But the Lords' House, whose Committee in 1868 recommended "dis-
afforestation,".' is .hardly the body to strike the balance between
Crown's rights and Commoners'. The Bill, in fact, puts into form the
recommendations of a Select Committee of the House of Commons ;

and its object is principally to define the limits within which the
Crown must confine rights, which, as insisted upon, and till lately
exercised, have materially interfered with the beauty and public
enjoyment of the Forest.

(Commons.) The Commons declined for the present to alter the
Rules of Debate, in deference to the powers of the Irish Obstructive
Brigade.
There was once a famous fighting Irish Regiment known as "The

Dirty Half-hundred." Suppose we christen ME. O'CoNNOB-PowEB's
compact minority,

" The Dogged Half-Dozen ?
"

The House agrees with its Leader, that it would be doing the
Dogged Half-dozen too much honour to alter the Rules of Debate in

acknowledgment of their powers of obstruction.
There is such a thing as throwing away contempt. Is not the

House wasting its contempt in this case ? Ought these gentlemen
to be allowed to stop the way ? Are they likely to be scolded, or
sneered, or shamed out of the practice ? Did to-night's repetition
of Tuesday's morning-performance look like it ? To be sure, the
House was Counted Out at ten minutes to three instead of ten
minutes after seven.
But then KIGUAK shone in his true sphere to-night, at PARNELL'S

side.

ME. PA&NELL caught the word "blackguard," and Ma. BELL
apologised, ag he had not meant ME. PARNELL to catch it.

Friday (Lords). LO/BD REDBSDATE wants to upset the Clauses
introdueed by the Post-Offlce into the Private Gas and Water Bills
to protect their telegraph-poles and wires. The LOUD CHANCELLOB
had to make a long speech in repelling this strange attack of the
too crotchety Chairman of the Lords' Committees on the telegraph
apparatus.

(Commons.) Thanks to the CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER, we
know why the Fleet has been ordered to Besika Bay. It is" became it is a convenient station." Perhaps this is only a "

con-
venient answer," but it is the best we are likely to get. Little
games are best kept dark.

"
Will she Swim ?

" A propos of the Inflexible, the House dis-
cussed at length the question in Punch's last week's Cartoon, and
put his "two OBADIAHS" into a debate, in which ME. REED
conducted the attack, and MH. A. EGEBTON the defense, of the
Admiralty Model. Government distinctly declines to submit the
Ship and Model to a Select Committee, and so takes the responsibility
of her upon its own shoulders.
MB. E. JENKINS tried to re-open the case of CAPTAIN ROBERTS

an officer of twenty years' standing, but only eighteen months'
regimental service, who, after five years' on half-pay, having joined
a regiment, was, not unnaturally, found inefficient, was put througha questionable course of treatment to force him into sending in
his papers, complained, was court-raartialled and cashiered. It

seems a hard case ; but more blame attaches to the War-Office
Authorities who, under such circumstances, allowed CAPTAIN ROBERTS
to join a regiment, than to the unfortunate Captain himself. At
all events, hard as the case may be, the House declined to re-open
it by 137 to 72.

ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA.
ALTJTE CAXTON
printers of books
and readers as not

only the father of

English Printing,
but one of the
honestest and
worthiest of men,
both in his craft

and his character,
as far as it is

written or rather

printed in his
work. All honour,
too, to ME. J. S.

HopgoN, the Secre-

tary to the Printers' Pension,
Almshouse, and Orphan Asy-
lum Corporation, who first

suggested the celebration of
the Four-Hundredth Birthday
of the first English-printed
book. And all honour to the

Printing Press which Caxton
first set up in Westminster

Almonry in 1477, and plied, as

long as he lived, in the fear of

God, and for the good of man.
All honour too, to MR. GLADSTONE, who on the last day of June,

did justice to the old Westminster Printer's memory, in a speech
worthy of himself and the occasion, though writing- not printing-
ink is the form in which the fluid is most largely consumed by him,
and post-cards are the vehicle of his wisdom, rather than printed
pages.
One thing MR. GLADSTONE noticed, that CAXTON printed no

Bible, WTCLIFFE'S translation, the only one of that date in the

English vernacular, being under ban of the Church. A stranger
thing he might have noticed, that the Bible is at this time the only
book, not copyright, which no printer, save the little knot who
possess the privilege, is allowed to print without note or comment.
The printing of the most precious of all books the Book whose

free circulation was to be due to the Printing Press, indirectly as
well as directly is, on this Four-Hundredth Anniversary of the
first products of the Printer's Art in England, the. single surviving
subject of a Printer's monopoly !

Why should this be '? Shilling Shakspeares, freed from the

dead-weight of note or comment, many printing and publishing
firms have given us already, and any that like may give. Who
pleases may print, as who runs may read. But a Shilling Bible
with an unnoted text only the Oxford and Cambridge University
Presses and the Queen's Printers are privileged to put forth.

If other Printers print the Book, it must be with notes. This
seems to Punch a thing that MR. GLADSTONE might have made a
note of, to more purpose than the little bit of book-binding claptrap
by which a hundred copies of this very Book,

"
set up

"
at leisure at

one of these privileged Presses, had been printed off by a multi-

plication of machines, and put through all the processes of drying,
folding, cutting, gilt-edging, and binding, between midnight of the
29th and midday of the 80th of June.
There are scores of firms that could have done as much ;

and the
feat had no bearing whatever on the Printers' Art, instead of being
as MB. GLADSTONE called it, its

" climax and consummation." If it

was a "climax and consummation 1 '

of any art, it was of the

bookbinder's, not the book-printer's, and, as such, this little
"

bit of

business "
strikes one as rather a theatrical intrusion on an occasion

which in no way called for it, considering, moreover, that the print-
ing of this Book is still the one Printer's monopoly surviving in

England, and that this copy came from one of the three Presses to

which that solitary monopoly is confined.

" Ici on Parle FranQais t "

/"1LERGYMAN recommtmde particuliferement, comma PRECEPTEURw ou PROFESSEUR, gentleman FraiujitU, eortant chez lui, qui accepterait

voynger. Address, &o. Times, July 6lA.

HAS " CLERGYMAN " been indebted to "gentleman Francjais" for

the French of his advertisement f
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OH, HORROR!
Surgeon.

" YOUR PPLSK is STILL VERT HIOH, MY FRIEND ! DID YOU OKI
THOSE LBECRKS ALL KIOHT I SMTT THB DAY BEFORE YESTERDAY ?

"

Patient.
" YE, SIR, / DOT 'EM RIGHT ENOUGH. BUT MIGHTN'T I HAVE 'EM

NF.XT TIM*, SlR?"

\V1 1 ALLEY'S WISH.
"Ms. WH ALLEY declared that the part which the Honourable

Member for Uungarran, and those who bad acted with him, had
taken inspired him with admiration and < nvy." Tunts.

The. Member for Peterborough fins inmetimei been atketl

to ting. Punch preienteth him with an appropriate
long.

AIR" Oh, would I tcert a Bird !
"

WOULD a pig-head were mine,
That I might lie with these,

The Parliament'ry line

That block ag they d d please.
How happy could I be,
As the Session's end draws near,

With small honrs making free,
Till morning doth appear,

llibernianest of pleasures,
In cold obstruction's xest,

To mar the Saxon's measures,
And break the Saxon's rest !

Chorui Cold Saxons may abase you,
But you 've a friend in me,

Ilihernis still Htbernior,
Pig-headeder than ye !

Oh, what delight to lie

Right in the public way,
Bidding Old Time go by
Dividing night and day !

Resistance to defeat,
And block the crowded path

Of measures incomplete,
And men in howling wrath !

Envy and admiration

My heart between them sway,
Though not of Irish nation,
An Irish part to play !

Charm Cold Saxons may abuse yon,
But you've a Mend in me,

Hibernit still Hibernior,
Pig-headeder than ye !

TOO GOOD TO BE HOPED FOB.

MR. O'DoNNEii.M.P. for Dungarvan, represents the
Irish Obstructive Brigade as a "

Parliamentary Early-
Closing Association." If it could only succeed in

"
shut-

ting up
"
the Obstructives themselves !

PARLIAMENTARY NOTICES.
(By the Seven.)

Ma. PABNELL to move the adjournment of the House until justice
is done to Ireland.
MR. POWER (No. 1) To move that the Royal Speech on the Pro-

rogation of Parliament be postponed until it can be delivered in
Dublin.
MR. POWER (No. 2) To move that the Chairman do leave the

Chair and take his peat on the Stool of Repentance.
MB. O'DoNNELL To give notice of his intention to move next

session that no Army or Navy Estimates be passed until the Govern-
ment

give
a solemn pledge that they will enrol the entire Adult

Male Roman Catholic Population of Ireland as Volunteers, supply
them with rifles of the newest and most approved pattern, and defray
all their expenses out of the Exchequer.
MR. PARNELL when the House goes into Committee on Home-

Rule (Dublin Parliament) Bill, to move the introduction of a
Clause conferring the office of Speaker on MR. BIOOAR, during bad
behaviour.
M K. liiooAB when the House goes into Committee on Home-Rule

(Dublin Parliament) Bill, to move the insertion of a Clause con-
ferring the appointment of Chairman of Committees on MR. PABNELL
during usual behaviour.
MAJOR O'GoRMAN to give notice of his intention to move the

impeachment of the Lord-Lieutenant and the Chief Secretary for

Ireland, in the event of the Colorado Beetle making its appearance
in that down-trodden country.
CAPTAIN NOLAN to ask the reason why the Summer Mano?nvres

are not held on the Curragh instead of at Aldershot.
MR. WHALLET to move that a handsome premium be offered for

the best design for a fresco to be placed on the walls of the House

of Commons, to commemorate vain attempt! at the "
Arrest of the

Seven Members, July 3, 1877 '.

" and to suggest that it be an
instruction to the Artists competing to throw into his own counten-
ance an expression of mingled admiration and envy, to introduce in

the middle distance a view of the Vatican, and in the background
one of Dartmoor.
The CHANCELLOR OF THE ExcHEauiR to Report Progress on some

plan for carrying on public business without hindrance or obstruc-

tion from a minority of Seven (including Tellers).

"WATER IS BEST."

THERE are Associations nowadays' for everything under the sun,
hut none that has done more good in an unpretending way than the

Metropolitan Drinking Fountains Association. Theirs are fountains

that work and don't play diminishing drunkenness, and affording

pure refreshment to man and woman, boy and girl, bird and beast.

Their motives are pure as the element they work in, and their

credit should be clear as the crystal lymph they supply. Nobody,
we should think, can throw dirt at their object, any more than any-
body would throw dirt into the 324 basins and 342 troughs they count
in London at this time. Of this respectable sum-total or sum tea-

totalthirty-three drinking fountains 'and fifty-eight troughs have
been added this year. This is emphatically a good work, quietly
done. Punch rejoices it has made such good speed, and can only
wish to the Association and its offshoots that good speed better. May
they help on the time when England will be able to sing or say,
what it cannot by any means say yet,

"
Water, water, everywhere,

and lots of it to drink!"

A MEMBER OF THB CHURCH MILITANT. CANON BALL.
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SPEAKING BY THE CARD.

"YOU SEEM TO KNOW ALL THE GOSSIP OF THE NEIGHBOURHOOD, PARKER!"
"
Yis, MA'AM. MY YODNG MAN is A POSTMAN, AND HE REiDs ME ALL THE POST-CARDS !'

THAT BLESSED BEETLE !

ATTEND, all ye lieges ! This is to give notice

A foe 's on your track, and a terrible foe 'tis.

A horror that long has disturbed our discussions ;

A bogey less bogus than BETSY PRIG'S Russians.

Their crossing the Danube drove BETSY half frantic ;

But, Britons, that Beetle has crossed the Atlantic !

Encamped on the Baltic, beleaguered Cologne,
And made Rhine potato-fields calmly his own !

He comes in his thousands. To nab or to nobble 'em

Is sadly declared an insoluble problem.
As bold as mosquitoes, as mobile as midges,

They dread not big guns, and they do not need bridges.

Torpedoes to them are indifferent trifles,

They care not a button for round-shot or rifles ;

And 'gainst them for GLADSTONE a gloomy reflection

Our dear Silver Streak will afford no protection.

They fly, and they float, and they paddle, and plod ;

Are at home in the air, on the sea. on the sod ;

And, if tired, not a whit do they falter or fail,

But travel sons ticket by steamer or rail.

They can fast like a Trappist, or gorge like a pig,

Change habitat, appetite, diet, and rig ;

Play Proteus or 'possum, feign slumber or death

In fact they have cantrips that quite take one's breath.

A bogey more likely with terror to toss us

Than even the big-booted Northern Colossus ;

And Science herself has no present suggestion
For finally solving this great Western Question.

What then ? Must we sit like dumb stoical CATOS,
And see this dread Beetle devour our Potatoes ?

Not quite. The brown demon, with black striped and dotted,
Wheresoe'er he 's espied should he instantly potted.
And if PAT doesn't wish sans his Murphies to starve, he
Must keep sharp look-out for the eggs and the larvre,

Whose jackets, red-brown, like an iron nail rusted.

When twigged, should with Paris Green promptly be dusted.

And that, up to date, seems about the sum-total

Of what can be done in a way antidotal

To minimise, localise, limit the ravages
To be dreaded from these coleopterous savages.
Yet stop ! There 's our climate. The reddish-brown rover

A barrier in that, BATES opines, may discover.

We '11 hope so. And England may not have to, share her

Potato-crop out with the
" Ten-lined Spear-bearer."*

Doryphora decemlineata.

CAVE LUPUM !

THE School-Board has been sitting on the Priest in Absolution

If only the Priest in Absolution is not allowed to sit on the School-

Board I As it is, he is allowed to sit on too many National-Schoo

Committees in London, including those of St. Alban's Holborn

St. Peter's London Docks, St. Michael's Shoreditch, St. Augustine -

Kilburn, All Saints' Margaret Street, St. Mary Magdalene's Pad-

dington, St. Matthew's Warwick Road, St. Stephen's Lewisham

St. Taul's Wilton Place, Holy Trinity Bethnal Green, St. Paul'

Lorimore Square, and St. Columbo's Kingsland Road.

This is a formidable list, but it is to be hoped that the managing
Priests in Absolution have not yet taken to put their pupils through

the unwholesome discipline of Confession Dy the Book. But th<

School Board has a right to demand full proof on this point, am
where Priest confesses, let parents see to it that their children

do not; or the Priest in Absolution will draw on the Pemten

in Pollution, as a natural sequel or second volume.

CHILDREN IN SPOET TAUGHT SLAUGHrER IN EABNEST.

THESE is talk in Society of the intended formation amongst the

youthful aristocracy of a Junior Hurlingham, to be entitled

Pop-gun Club.
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PIGHEADED OBSTRUCTION.
Ou* Wn-u.-r. " THEY IMPRESS ME WITH E.YVY AND ADMIRATION, AND I WILL TAKE MY PLACE

&MONGST THEM !
"

PABLIAMENTABT ENOISE-DBITER (pulling up).
" WE WON'T DRIVE OVER 'EM THI8 TIME BUT IF THESE

TLEMEN' PERSIST IN BLOCKING THE LINE, WE SHALL HAVE TO CLEAR THE WAY!!"
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THE PALACE OF ART.

Version,)

PART II.

YET oft the riddle of Art's real drift

Flashed through me as I sat and gazed.
But not the legs some season I made shift

To keep my wits undazed.

And so I mused and mooned ;
for three long weeks

I stood it : on the fourth I fell.

All trace of natural colour tied my cheeks,
And I felt far from well.

When I would gush, where'er I turned my sight
A mocking hand confusion wrought ;

Wrote "
Meaning '( Meaning '(

"
till I felt me quite

Dyspeptic and distraught.

Deep dread and loathing of my mystic hrood
Fell on me ; from which mood was born

Scorn of my taste
; again, from out that mood,

Laughter at such self-scorn.

" What 1 Is not this my Home of Art ?
"

I said.
" My Aidenn of (esthetic joy P

Surely, sweet Self, you mutt be off your head !

What ails you, Self, my boy ?
"

For in the corners of my Aidenn stood

Uncanny shapes ; and unawares
I came on phantom heads dripping with blood,

And dim nocturnal mares.

Hollow-cheeked, hectic, rufous-headed dames,
With opiate eyes, and foreheads all

As wan as corpses', but with wings like flames,
Glared on me from each wall.

Those fixed orbs haunted me ;
I grew to hate

Those square and skinnyjaws, thosehigh cheek-bones,
Nocturnes in soot and symphonies in slate

Moved me to sighs and groans.

Queer convolutions of dim drapery
Inwrapt me like a Nessus-snare.

I seemed enmeshed in tangles hot and dry
Of copper-coloured hair.

I loathed the pallid Venuses and Eves,

Nymph-nudity, and Sorceress and Thrall ;

The Wings prismatic, the metallic Leaves
I loathed them one and all.

I howled aloud,
" Let me no more behold

A witch, an angel, or a saint.

Aught mediteval-mystic, classic-cold,
Or cinque-cento quaint.

"
It may be that my taste has come to grief,
But it the spectral, dismal, dry,

Do constitute
'

High Art,' 'tis my belief

High Art is all my eye."

So when four weeks were wholly finished,
I from my gallery turned away."
Give me gret n leaves and flesh and blood," I said," Fresh air and light of day.

"
I pine for Nature, sad and sick at heart
Of the affected, strained, and queer.

What was to me Ambrosia of Art
Hath grown as drugged small-beer.

" Yet pull not down my galleries rich and rare :

When Art abjures the crude and dim,
I yet may house the High Ideal there,

Purged from preposterous Whim I
"

CBOSS-QUT.STIONS OF CONSCIENCE.

IT is a mistake to suppose that cross-examination in
Protestant England is limited to the Witness-box, and
conducted only bv Lawyers. The reverend members of the

'

Society of the Holy Cross," are accustomed to cross-exa
mine their disciples in their counterfeit Confessional.

LORD'S AND LADIES;
OR, WHAT A DAY WE'VE BEEN HAVING!

THE SHELF

DEAK PUNCH,
UOHT I to say Mr.
1'uncht I suppose
I ought, hut I feel

more at home be-

ginning without
ceremony.)
You know oral

least that is a/ayon
tie parler, because

you can not know
yet I am not
witty. JVb woman
ever is, of course ;

but 1 often say
things which the

boys (one is in the
Guards that 's

DOUQLAB; the other
is in the Foreign
Office that 's

HUGH) declare I

ought to send to

Punch.
I have my doubts

about that awfully
terrible waste-
paper basket you
threaten us with,
and I dare say, if

the truth were
really known but
we never shall
know the truth in

this quite too dreadfully false age not so very many people, after all, write to

you any correspondence at all. Now do they ? Be honest for once. Of
course that is a joke, because I know Punch is honest. I thought perhaps,
after all, I might have a literary turn, and as I noticed that your

"
staff

'

I believe that is the correct title for your combination of authors and artists,

is it not ? never said much about cricket, and as that nice quite too awfully
nice LORD SPARBOWBBAIN had offered to take us (the boys, me, and Mamma)
to Lord's, to see the Oxford and Cambridge Match last week, it would be a

rood opportunity as I quite, oh ! quite, understand the game, and both the

boys were at Oxford to try and write an account of the Grand Inter-Univer-

sity Contest that really does look awfully well, doesn't it If which I witnessed

from the box-seat (think of that, dear old Punch I wag really on LOBD
BPABROWBRAIN'S box !) of the best turned-out drag on the ground.

I had never been on a box-seat on a coach before. I could not be on a box-
seat behind, you know, could 1 ? That 's one of the things the boys encored, but
I will not say anything that looks like vanity I do hate it so. There 's BELLA

TBOMITT, who was on the coach with her sister, MBS. THISTLEDOWN, came in such
a Gainsborough hat ! If you had seen it, or MB. DC MACBIEB had been there,

you know, he must have put her into his book there and then hat and all.

This child was very particular about her get-up, I assure you ; in fact, SPAB-
BOWBBAIN confided to me there was not another toilette on the ground after

mine. The others weren't in it.

Let me see. I think I said we arrived at Lord's, and of course you don't

want, or your readers either, to hear all the Lord's shop about the Pavilion, and
the old players, the health of the Secretary, or the death of ADMIRAL Rous.
What you want is cricket. Oh ! that reminds me of what that wretch MAJOR
KILLBOBIN, who amused me so awfully much more than poor dear SPABBOW,
who is awfully nice all the same, and I know admires me, said to me that he
feared I was "a wicket little thing, he would go bail." Not to be behindhand
and by no means, oh ! dear.no ! to be shut up, I told the Major he really has
a love of 'a moustache and an eye Je ne dis que fa, as TIIKKE.SA would say

Aid Society's Meeting, she most unfortunately, for her, poor dear Mamma,
was conspicuous by her absence, and the boys were left to chaperone me, which
of course I took care they did, only DOUGLAS, the horror, would run off half

the time to flirt with LADT SEABLOOM, and HUOH took far, quite too far, too

much interest in a retired widow, who had a villa in the neighbourhood Try
back, old man that 's it. not to be shut up I told the Major that

" he was bold,
and if MBS. KILLBOBIN caught him out," I fancied he would be

"
stumped."

Now, honour bright, don't you think that is quite up to the average of feminine

repartee, not to say a long way to the front, bit between the teeth, hands
down, and all the rest of it 1*

Poor dear SPAEHOW didn't like it at all when the Major would take my
hand in his, only to

satisfy
himself as to the number of my gloves, for of Bourse

I had backed Oxford, and equally of course I should not allow even that good-
looking wretch KII.LBOIUX to take ray hand. Well, I could not help the squeeze,
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THE POTATO HARVEST.
Eastern Counties Farmer (at thcB. A. Exhibition before Mr. Macoetft's Picture). "STAMMIN 1

!"*
(Consults Catalogue.) "NUMBER 'ONE, OUGHT POTATO' No, THAT AIN'T ir, 'TAIN'T
LIKRLY !

"
(Examines Picture again.)

" WH' 'TIS 1031 !

"
(Catalogue again, and then Picture.)" WH' LoR"-A-MussY ! SUKMF '

(Another long look.)
" WH' THEY ABE A-TATEBIN' ! I"

* Genuine Suffolk : not a misprint for " Stunnin'."

because that dreadfully athletic hero BUCKLAND sent a ball swishing like a comet right over
us, and I might have fallen off the seat if the Major hadn't been there, though that darling
SPARROWBHAIN swears he saved me. He did put his arm round my waist oh ! most respect-
fully, I assure you, and somehow came in contact with the Major's, I cannot think how it got
there. Oh ! by the way, that made BUCKLAND'S score 112. I adore cricket ! I never saw
better play ! And MAJOR KULROBIN was quite of the same opinion, though he backed Cam-
bridge through thick and thin. I won twelve dozen pairs of gloves, five and a half. Yes !

you are right that 's an awfully pretty hand and worth winning, though BELLA TEOSSITT does
toss up her head. Oh! dear! dear I Quite awfully bother ! you know. I have no more time
to write, and I must tell you all about the runs next time. But why should a Cambridge man
be wanted to keep a wicket at Lord's ? Can't a Commissionnaire be paid for it as they are at
the Aquarium ?

HIGH-FALUTIN'.

A CORRESPONDENT, writing to the Times
on the subject o Printing, the Caxton
Celebration, and the Copy of the Oxford
University Press Bible there shown and
puffed (on which Punch has commented in
another article) winds up, firework-fashion,
with the following

"
bang" :

" As to progressive printing, the Caxton Exhi-
bition demonstrates that direct printing may be

applied from the same block to coarse sacking, the
surface of sheet iron, or looking-glass, to print

upon a file or impart a delicate kiss upon an egg
shell. But the greatest marvel of typography is

our Times
; practically and truly you could cast

off your linen at one end of a machine to behold
it before your eyes transformed into ajournal, the

whole being produced in less time than it would
taku a scribe of old toput a new nib to his pen."

Really, Mr. Luke Limner, this "is a
leetle strong." The idea of MR. WALTER,
or some devoted servant of the Times
"not Launeelot, but another" in a dearth
of paper, taking off his shirt at one end of
the machine to come out as the broadest of

broad-sheets at the other still more of the
conversion of the long cloth into pulp first,

and paper afterwards, to say nothing of
the mere "machining," taking less time
than the mending of a scribe's pen !

Punch can only top this astounding
paragraph with one comment in large caps
BUNKUM !

From an Ill-used Old Party.
MB. PCNCH, SIR,

Now that I have been seen, and
certified by the Officers and Crew of the

Royal Yacht, and reported to the Admi-
ralty, I trust I shall not again be insulted

by that unbelief in my existence which is

the usual and very painful lot of

Yours indignantly,
THE SEA SERPENT.

P.S. See Report to the Admiralty, and
LIEUTENANT HAYNES'S likeness of me in

the Graphic, which, however, as it repre-
sents the back of my head, can hardly be
called a satisfactory portrait, were it even
more like my occiput than I can allow it to

be. He describes me as "bullet-headed."
[ suppose that is why he has drawn my
body like a cannon with wings.

LA REPUBLIQUE TO THE BLOCK.

THE publishing firm of HACHETTE (the
SMITH of France), who have the exclusive

privilege of selling French journals at
French railway stations, announce that the
station traffic in newspapers will be sus-

pended, the Government having forbidden
the sale of the Republican journals the
most moderate not excepted.
This is a coup d'etat in its way. It is

indeed "
couper la tele

"
of the Republican

Press and, as usual in cutting off heads,
a "

Hachette " has been used for the

purpose.

POLITICAL PREFECTIBILITT.

THE Daily News learns
" from Paris that

the work of remodelling the staff of Prefects

throughout France is completed." Practice
makes prefect.

WHAT TO DO wrra THE BROTHERS or
THE HOLT CROSS. Wholly cross them out.

SPIRIT-RAPPING. What a Drunkard's
Wife too often knows far too much of.
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DIARY OF MY RIDE TO KHIVA.

The Last Scene The Rider carries out his own proposition Sfe Return and

Explanation all round.

HE sun bad risen in the
East. Its warm rayi
illumined the snowdeser
for miles. The track-
less regions seemed i

blaze of
dazzling light

. . . What was there t(

explain the fearful sounc

that had so shocked m;
nervous system ? . . . .

Putting: on my blni

magnifying glasses, I dis-

tinctly made out smal
feet-tracks in the snow
.... Heavens I ...
JFAoifeetP One glana

more, and I had awoke V
the reality . . They wer
the print of Pig's feet

theremains of Trotters I !

6'30. I have been peering through my telescope. Far away in the distanc

I catch sight of HKRR GHUBTZ, the Learned Pig, galloping away towards the snow
V A . 1_

' 1 ill _. 1 ,'.., 9 J ,J**~tn*> I WK*T io *Via f ** Rrtrt

aying,
"
If I am nut back byfuiir, don't expect me." I

hall not be back at four, and she will nut expect me.

kt least she can never say that I disappointed her. Fare-

well, Gaoler's Daughter !

Away.to Khiva !

11 A.M. Several miles on the road. Horse galloping,

"hrough telescope I see Pig reaching summit of distant

ange. Pig's ears visible back curly tail hind

rotters in air as he disappears over the mountains.

Oh, if a thaw would only set in ! Oh that these ice-

mountains would but melt! I should re-name the

ocality the Melton country. It is like travelling over a

perpetual rink.

Next day. Forced to abandon sleigh, trap, and
Tartar Boy. Told him to wait till called for. He asked

for payment, alleging that he was the sole surviving

representative, the heir and assignee of the Sleigh Driver.

Kicked him. Tartar Boy threatened to follow me on skates,

or to go back to Gladitzova and inform Russian Police

that I was a spy.
Gave Tartar Boy three roubles and a half (sorry to

part with one of them, as it was my tossing rouble, with

which I had been invariably fortunate but this is mere

superstition), and promised to send the rest home to his

Mother. Farewell, ungrateful Boy ! Ta Ta ! Tartar

Boy ! I am now alone ! with the sleigh behind me
containing only the empty boot and the broken barrel-

organ, and I am bravely sticking to my word, for I am
riding postilion to Khiva.

The day after. Still riding, thank Heavens ! A
thaw ! ! ! The mountains are disappearing ! The tops of

the spires of the kromeskys in Khiva are just visible to

the spectacled eye.
Midday. Clear view all round.
4.30. P.M. Thaw continuing-. Attic-windows of Greek

Church in Khiva visible. On ! on ! my gallant Mare ! !

5 P.M. I am suddenly aware of being followed at s

distance by a crowd of people. Through telescope 1

recognise their faces. They are all persons to whom 1

have, during my progress, given free admissions for the
first night of my Exhibition (with Pig & Co.) at Khiva.
What a House it will be ! But how can I apologise for

the non-appearance of HERB GBUNTZ ? Perhaps I may
yet come up with him. Thawing fast. No more moun-
tains ; they are thawed away ! Gee up !

Last Days of my Diary. Shall I ever reach Khiva '(

Only a few pounds of cocoa left in my saddle-bags. No
wickski ! All gone ! Cold setting in again. No money
left. Only a cheque on the Kashgar Bank.

Monday. Came on a small village suddenly. It is

called liiikagain. The Bokagainians told me I d better

not proceed. Dangerous. Ask them for an advance on

my Kashgar cheque. The Bokagainians informed me
they never advanced. They gave me some rice, as man]

range as fast as his legs will carry him ? A deserter / Why is this !
" Boo

and spur !
"

I cry. I rush to boot to ascertain if, after all, I am not deceived,

and whether it is not another pig, or a phantasmagoric pig a pig of the

mirage that I have seen.

No! Alas!! Alas!!! Alas!!!!
For one hour I am overcome. I cannot even write it down in my Diary.
Wicktki !

7-30. Recovered. I make this entry : "0 miserable day ! Woe ! Woe !

Woe !
"

(It was lucky I said this out loud, as the Horse had begun to trot off after

the Pig ; only, whenhe heard " Woe ! Woe !
" he pulled up, andstopped. It's

an ill wind that blows nobody any good.)
Let me record the fact.

On the ground before the boot I found the letters of the Alphabet thus

arranged :

" Mouse would ling. Pig could not sleep.'. You called Pig a bore. Mouse
hath murdered sleep. Pig hath murdered Mouse. Henceforth Pig it a
wanderer on the face of the earth."

At once I examined the hole where the Mouse used to repose.

Only the remains of a small bit of toasted cheese 1

I see how it was done. Detectives of no use here. Pig evidently put cheese

out for Mouse. Mouse went out to supper, and Pig, like a second LUCRIZIA
BORGIA or, rather HOAR-OIL murdered the unhappy vocalist at the meal.
As there are no traces of the deed, it is clear that Pig ate Mouse.

Alas ! alas ! This breaks up the establishment.
"
Oh, all my pretty chicks

in one fell soup !
" How intent SHAKSPEABE must have been on chicken-broth

when he wrote this if my quotation is correct.

And yet Justice must be done. The Pi^ must be pursued and punished,
yes, even though he flee to Africa, for protection among the sons of Ham !

8 A.M. Packing up, and off. Gaolers Daughter still asleep. Why disturb
her ? Why should her fate be linked with mine P I will leave a slip of paper,

black beans as will make five white ones, and an Inlanc

Haddock (dried), as a symbol of amity. Rode on to

Khiva. Made some cocoa. Lost sight of pursuers.
Same Night. Gave Horse some beans, and some

whacks. On again.
* * *

Next Morning. Horrible too horrible ! Saw wolvei
before me. Waved my hat, played barrel-organ, ant

hooted. They went away slowly . . . at if after a heary
meal .... A carcase lies in the road .... Cold Pig .

.... Alas, poor Pig ! . . . Shed tears the first I 've she<

for some time . . . Poor Pigl What will thy family
say? "This Pig went to Khiva, this Pig stayed at

home," &c. He may have deserved his fate, but then
were two sides of bacon to his character. How playfu
and unobjectionable was thy cheek! how brilliant th]

crackling ! how open thy countenance ! How thot

didst lick thine own pork-chops! Alas, poor Pigl '.

strew thy resting-place with beans ! . . . . Fortunatelj
the wolves have left the greater portion of his skin. On
the spot I cover my saddle with it. In-memori-ham .

Once more in the pigskin ! ! But what will the Free
Admissionists say ?

Next Night. Khiva at last. At a distance the]

perceive me. Flags up. Fireworks. Rejoicing. Bandi
of music. Rush to meet me. Affecting scene. I have
achievedmy object. I have ridden to Khiva !

Arrived. I dismount, and ask for a bath.

They cannot give me a bath, but bring me an old Khan
* * * *

Jollifications. Will they change my cheque on
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Kashgar Bank ? Yes, with pleasure, on receiving instructions

to that effect from England. Till they do, will 1 stop here as a

guest, and enjoy myself r Certainly. Good.
I am at Khiva. The Free Admissionists are outside the gates par-

leying with the Governor, who is inside looking over ths wall. My
"orders "

only admit them to my Show, but nut into Khiea. Row.
The information which I shall be able to give the English

Government will be most valuable.

Joyful News .'I re-open my Diary. This morning I heard a

peculiar yet familiar noise outside my door. Half awake, I jumped
out of bed.
" "Who 's there ?

"
I cried, in three languages.

No verbal answer, but in the space between the door and the floor

appeared some of the letters of the well-known Alphabet, spelling," Me .' Poor Pig ! Pardon !
"

I opened the door, and in he trotted. Alive ! all alive ! ! . .

He is pardoned. It was the remains of a wild boar that I had
mistaken for those of HEBE GBONTZ.

To-Night, At Khiva. First performance of Learned Pig. Great
success.

Shall return to England at once. As I learn there is a Per-

forming Dog going about in the best society imitating my Pig's
trioks.

My Pig will tell any one his or her age on the Cards if the

inquirer only mentions the date of his birth. He need not do this

aloud, but merely whisper in my ear, or write it down.

My Pig will double any number that any Gentleman or Lady in

the company may think of ; he will halve it
;
he will add ten to it ;

he will subtract twenty : and be right in the result. He will back
himself against Psycho or Z<ie at the Egyptian Hall, and play
ecartS and the Russian Ykooh Dnilb with any one, including either

MB. MASKELYNE or MB. COOKB, for twenty pounds a side.

My Pig will be shot from an eighty-four pounder, dance on a slack

wire, and take a hundred feet header into a litter.

No connection with any other Show now exhibiting. Pigstickers
beware! Early application to my agent in London absolutely

necessary.
From information received I may mention that it is highly pro-

bable that 1 shall be able to add an

ADDITIONAL ATTRACTION
In a Terpsichorean performance by the

FAIR CIRCASSIAN,
Who hag written to say she will join me in London at an enormous

expense. She will be accompanied by the

EVANSKI CHORISTERS,
Who will sing most of their native Tartar glees, play the Sleigh

Bells, and dance

THE "NWODKAERB,"
The National War-Dance of their native land.

The whole to conclude with

A GRAND PYROTECHNIC AND PANORAMIC DISPLAY,
With Scenes in the Circle (introducing the Governor's Horse), illus-

trating the various episodes, the almost insurmountable obstacles,
the escape from Wolves, comic business with Sentry in Sentry-box,
and, finally, MYSELF ON THE GOVEBNOE'S HOBSE, in full costume,
as I rode into the gates of the town, and so finished

THE RIDE TO KHIVA ! !

Postscriptum.
I am now riding back. I promised to outdo CAPTAIN F. BUBNABY,

by riding to andfrom Khiva. My friends who have confidence are

already singing He will return, I know him well." And believe

me,
" I am coming, Sister Mary !

"

Returning via Monaco.
Not many people here. Good business. Met rich old Gentleman.

Left poor old Gentleman. Rode on.

Paris. Once more in the capital of pleasure. Mot et le Cochon !

Rode into Paris by the Arc de Triomphe on horseback. Lhomme
Cheval they call me here. The bill is headed with the picture of a
centaur.

Boulogne. One night only. All quiet.
Calais. Crossed on horseback by the packet-bnat.
Z)over. Arrived. Never dismounted once. Riding at anchor.
On my way to Home Sweet Home.

End of Diary.

Editor's Appendix.^-We have d&ne our Biding Representative an unin-
tentional injustice. PRIVATE WIRE, who was an old soldier in every seme
of the word, has absconded, and left a confession with the Confidential Boy in
our office, who has returned to his duties thoroughly penitent. PRIVATE
WIRE has appropriated the subscriptions raised for Our Hiding Representa-
tive's tour, and therefore Our Representative has been, equally with ourselves,
the victim of a cruel conspiracy. Our Esteemed Contributor'* Friend, the

Livery Stable Keeper, has called on u, and we have referred him for a settle-

ment to our Hiding .Representative, who, on his return, will no doubt set
everything right.**#**
He has returned. All amicably settled. We retract everything, and are

sorry we spoke. He is a man of his word. Everything is right. No further
difficulties. There can be no doubt that our excellent friend has ridden to
Khiva and back again. In future we shall have every confidence in him,
and send him away as soon as possible. He says Khiva is a very charming
place, and, from his description, not totally unlike Margate. ED.

OPENING THE WICKET TO THE LADIES.
EBHATS Ladies
have hitherto
had their wrongs
in the Cricket-

field, as else-

where. But they
are now in the

way to get more
than their rights,
witness this
rough draft,
picked up by Mr.
Punch during a
late fashionable

match, at what
used to be called

"Lord's," but
soon promises to

be Ladies' :

Rules and Regu-
lations for the

M. C. C.

1. Candidates
of both sexes will

in future be
eligible for elec-

tion. The Men
should not be

cricketers, and the Ladies are expected to be young and pretty.
No objection to frisky matrons, girls of the period, and a small

per-centage of purblind dowagers.
2. Male candidates will be expected to furnish the Committee

with the names of their Clubs and their tailors. They will be called

upon (if considered necessary) to pass an examination in billiards

and ecarte.

3. Female candidates (with the exception of dowagers) will be

expected to forward to the Committee testimonials from members of

Hurlingham, the Orleans, and the chief Military Clubs, not neces-

sarily for publication, but as a guarantee of good form.
4. Every Member shall have the right to introduce a cook, a

butler, and four footmen on Match days.
5. Members will be expected to provide their own crockery, plate,

and table-linen ; but (when possible) dining-tables will be provided
by the Club.

6. In future Members will not be permitted to send anything
beneath the rank of a donkey-cart, as a substitute for their own
carriage, on the occasions of the University Contest and the Eton
and Harrow Match.

7. Members cooking their luncheons, dinners, &c., on the ground,
will be expected to consume their own smoke.

8. In future lawn-tennis or Badminton will be substituted for

cricket when the Oxonians meet the Cantabs and the Public School

Boys contend for victory. This alteration has been decided upon so

that luncheon-parties may be disturbed as little as possible.
9. Members will be entitled to bring pianofortes upon the ground,

and to organise musical parties.
10. The tennis-court will be available for dancing at 10 A.M. A

stringed band will be provided by the Club on Tuesdays, Thursdays,
and Saturdays.

11. In future the Public will be rigidly excluded from Lord's,

_xcept during the months of December, January, and February,
when rough games, such as football. &c., will not be permitted.
And, lastly (Rule 12), Four times Ja year the centre turf may be

used for cricket, if the Members can be induced to waive their right
;o use it for a luncheon-ground.

1BONY OF PARLIAMENT.

IN the House of Commons, among the methods of impeding legis-

ation, it is customary to move " that the Chairman do Report Pro-

gress. Should it not rather be, "that the Chairman do Report
Obstruction "f

1
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"ATROCITIES AND ATROCITIES;"
OB, "THE DISTORTIONS OF^PARTISANSHIP."

mt "Gentleman who
writes for Gentle-
men" in the Pall
Mall Gazette, and
complains that the

party of sentiment
will not give his side

credit for good in-

tentions, is, it must
be admitted, a master
of strong language, if

not of strong logic.*
Let us gather some

of the plums flung by him at the heads of the party^he delights to
dishonour :

" The truly blood-thirsty disposition of the party of sentiment,"
shows itself in their irrepressible

"
chagrin and disappointment,

shocking to behold," that
"
the extermination of the Turks has been

temporarily deferred." They show "with an almost horrid frank-
ness

"
their

"
impatience of any intermission in the work of

slaughter." They feel an "anxious longing for a heavy list of
Turkish killed and wounded." Their leading paper is

" an organ
of sentimental blood-thirst." They are "indifferent to human
suffering," not only among the belligerents, but among harmless
peasant families driven into the forests to die of starvation.
We reserve the plum for the last, and give it the honour of

italics

They
"
employ their powers of defamation

"
to

"
deny the Turks

the virtue of veracity, which has hitherto been allowed them by the
most virulent of their detractors."

It may be necessary to assure our readers that this rich selection
of Billingsgate abuse and reckless assertion, is made not from
Reynolds's Miscellany, but from the Pall Mall Gazette, whose dis-

covery of the "veracity" of the official Turk is worthy to figure
among the most wonderful audacities or hallucinations of partisan-
ship.

Why, if there be one quality' of Turkish Officialism on which
there is a perfect consensus of disinterested testimony, it is its prac-
tice of cool, calm, gigantic lying, that not only qualifies or sup-
presses, but calmly reverses the truth with a grand composure and
dignified assurance which has often imposed on English Diplo-
matists, and led them to accept as facts the statements of official

reports that were, from first to last, tissues of unblushing lies,

converting tyranny into tenderness, assailed into assailants, defeat
into victory, and black into white.
And this brings us to another article by our friend, the Gentle-

man of the Gazette, which for amenity of phrase, and fairness to
those who differ from him, is worthy to be put on a par with the
one from which we have culled the sweet things above quoted. This
article is headed,

"
Atrocities and Atrocities ;" and its object is to

insist on the glaring inconsistency of
"
the party of sentiment "

for not "
losinjr their wits " as completely, and becoming as blind to all

"generous allowance for difficulties" over the "Atrocities."
reported by the Turkish bulletins to have been committed by the
Russians in Armenia and Bulgaria, as over the

"
Atrocities," which

last year turned the universal feeling of England towards the
ruling Turk to one of horror and repulsion, and forced our Govern-

ment to hold its hand from aid to the power that had sanctioned,
if not directed, such abominable brutalities and indiscriminate

massacres.
It never occurs to this amazing drawer of parallels that for the

Bulgarian atrocities we had the testimony both of English eye-
witnesses of the hideous relics of I5u.uk and Philippopolis, and of the

English gentleman officially charged to investigate the facts, to set

against the audacious lying of the Turkish official report ; while for

the alleged Russian atrocities we have as yet no evidence but those

very Turkish official reports, which we know, as a rule, to be

unworthy of credit.

Nezt, apart from the question of evidence altogether, our common
sense tells us that there is all the difference in the world, as a matter
of justification, between such trivial provocation as alone was ever

proved in the case of the Bulgarian Atrocities and the exigences of

actual war. The burnings and bombardments of an invading army
are blind, and cannot always distinguish between the persons or pro-
perties of avowed enemies and unarmed peasants, between magazines
and hospitals, head-quarters and consulates, particularly where flags
are hoisted at the command of those to whom lying costs nothing.
If the Gentleman of the Pall Mall Gazette cannot see the differ-

ence between the horrors and sufferings which follow the advance
or retreat, the course of attack or defence, of an invading army, and
the massacre and outrage of unoffending women, innocent children,
unarmed peasants, and unoffending priests, to say nothing of the
indescribable horrors far worse than death, which revealed the
utter brutality of the ruling Turks in Bulgaria last year, we find

it difficult to say which most unfits him for his task of public
instructor his lack of common fairness, or his want of common
sense.

ALFRED THE GREAT AT WATTTAGE.
WHAT 's in a name ? Something, sometimes. Thus Wantage.

without a statue of ito noblest son, ALFRED THE GREAT, may be said
to have represented a Want of the' Age. This want is now supplied
by COUNT GLEICHEN'S full-length statue of that best and bravest of

English Monarchs, that "worthy father of a worthy line." presented
to the town by COLONEL LOYD LINDSAY, and last Saturday unveiled

by the PRIXC K and PRINCESS OF WALES. It was well that the statue
of such a king and hero should be the work of a sculptor of the
British blood-royal, that it should have been given by a soldier who
bears the badge of valour on his breast and unveiled by the hand
that will one day, it is hoped, bear the sceptre of these Isles, and
hers whom this isle has taken to her heart out of those Danes from
whose fathers AT.FKKD rescued England. A pleasant thought that she
should do ALFRED honour, for whom ALFRED'S, Kingdom, grown
to fulness of strength, has, of its freewill, again put OB Danish
chains the chains of love and honour.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE INSANE.

THE EARL OF SHAFTBSBITRT, among various uses, serves as hono-

rary Chairman of the Lunacy Commissioners. Examined, the other

day, before the Select Committee of the House of Lords appointed
to inquire into the operation of the Lunacy Laws, he expressed an
opinion worthy of note :

" His Lordship would not render admittance to Asylums earner than it

was at present, although he would not increase the obstacles attending it."

This statement, authoritative as it is, will perhaps induce legisla-
tors to relinquish the idea of enacting that a necessary condition of
admittance to a Lunatic Asylum shall be success in a Competitive
Examination.

Entre Dire et Faire.
" H. Lfcox SAT, late Finance Minister of France, and leading representa-

tive of Free-trade in that country, is expected to attend the next dinner of

the Cobden Club." JJaily Neva.

LEON for COBDEN hath couched lance :

And yet, for all this champion true,
Free-trade in France has yet to advance
From the domain of

"
Say

"
te

" Do."

The Latest Opera.

THE Second Act of Santa Chiara (the Dmi OF 8AxE-CpBTje-
GOTHA'S unfortunate Opera) is entirely funereal, representing the

obsequies of the deceased wife of the Carowitch. MR. GYF. should
have announced this as

" a great undertaking."

AN EXPENSIVE ELECTION. For the Ward of Cheap.
Punch's compliments to SIR JOHN Bnsuwrr.)

(With

VOL. Lxxrn.
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THE SONG OF SHINDY.

A Pecan which Mr. Punch earnestly commends to the attention of

Reformers, Inventors, Practical Philanthropists, and all lovers of
their kind.

I 'M the only true child of Old Chaos alive,
But by Science ignored or accepted I thrive.

She is down on Disorder and Dirt, but till now
Seems tolerant still of Unlimited Row.
Men prate about Silence and fight about Peace ;

I am sworn foe of both, and my triumphs ne'er cease.

Art hears me, the Church all my powers employs,
And Progress itself is the patron of Noise.

In the Centres of Commerce I rule and rejoice,

Uplifting a harsh and cacophonous voice
Of incredible compass, from thunder to squeal.
Through roar, rattle, rumble, explosion, and peal,
Thud, clatter, and clash, all the changes I ring
On the gamut of Row ; and my voice is a thing
Which to rival in power or shrillness of note
Old Stentor might fruitlessly strain his huge throat.

Poor Music my rival, mine enemy Quiet,
Are nowhere with me in the race of sheer Riot ;

For Silence and Song are but interludes rare
In the Devil's Tattoo that I beat everywhere.
I 'm Civilisation's chief Nemesis. She,
Whilst weighted with such an Old Man of the Sea,
Is held, by the wise, mere mechanical welter,
Whose name should be altered to wild Helter-Skelter.

Reform, which lays hands upon everything now,
Has made an exception in favour of Row ;

And Satire, which scarifies all that 's absurd,
Lets me off with a feeble occasional gird.
A sour SCHOPENHAUER may sometimes protest,
A LEECH or a BABBAGE bewail his lost rest ;

But men in the mass, howsoever annoyed,
Accept me as nuisance that none may avoid.

And yet did but Science and Satire unite

Against me, in earnest to scheme and to fight,
The rule of the last of the tyrants of Man
Would be quickly reduced to a limited span.
Should tolerant tympanums fairly revolt,
I 'm afraid I should have to sing small, or to bolt,
Like most later despots, of whom which enjoys
Such irrational rule as preventible Noise ?

But Conservative dulness is Shindy's best friend,
And while that holds sway my long rule knows no end.
To stop needless Noise, from Dells, whistles, or jaws,
Would be held as subversive of Nature's first laws.
A crusade 'gainst Cacophony ? Bless you, no fear !

The Millennium itself is precisely as near.
'Gainst despots of all sorts shout orators windy,
But who dares to head a revolt against Shindy ?

RETROSPECTIVE REGRETS.
(At the End of the Season.)

LADIES.

I'M not sure, MARY, that it

does one harm getting up at
twelve and going to bed at four
in the morning ; but I do not feel

quite as good as when I was up
at Fairholme.

Bother ! I could bite my
tongue off I I wish I hadn't gone
in for being satirical when I came
out. CHARLIE left me for saying
those cruel things to him ! And
I know I shall never love anyone
again. I could dance on my best
bonnet!

If I had only taken the box-
seat at Lord's I should have had
his coronet at my feet. Just like

my absurd shyness. My Lord
has got a nice bit of temper in

BELLA, though. I ought to know
if anyone does.

Yes, I believe I have broken
his heart ; but he has done
nothing desperate yet. I wish I

hadn't been so merciful. A sen-
sational denouement would have
made me the rage. Men can't

appreciate a woman nowadays !

I could have cut out the Yan-
kee Beauty into little stars and
stripes, if I hadn't caught the
measles from that stupid boy,
who ought never to have left his
school. "Why, suttinly!" as

the siren with the fetching twang
says; and the Yank nowhere in

the betting.
"
Oh, snakes !

"

GENTLEMEN.

WHY the deuce, CHARLIE,
didn't I back Sylvia and Pla-
cida f And what on earth per-
suaded you to play that knave
at the Macheaterium ? We
might have made our fortune!
Duffers 1

Ah, my boy, if I 'd only had
the pluck to pop that evening in
the conservatory, I know she
would have taken me and now
she's gone off with O
I am an idiot.

I say, old man, what could
have awoke my conscience t'other

night, when that tipsy DE GRUN-
HORN offered to swop his phaeton
and pair for EVA'S bouquet?
Donkey !

My good BENJAMIN, where
shall 1 find the ready to last me
through another season ? Un-
fortunate pauper that I am !

Right you are ! I ought to
have nicked the widow, after all.

She wasn't ten years older than
myself, and positively good-
looking under a white veil. Ass !

How can I get out of my stupid
promises to IDA and ETHEL ?

Fortunately both the Baronet and
the M.P. are too proud to bring
an action. Lucky dog !

Now just look at that ! If I
hadn't become a member of the

Lyons Club I should never have
got mixed up with MRS. JEANNE
DARK, and the row wouldn't have
happened, and MABEL wouldn't
have turned her back on me, and

confound it, you know, it's

really quite too awfully big a
nuisance. Dash it all !

CHANGE OF TITLE. From The Priest in Absolution to Absolute
Pollution in the Priest.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
LIKE the two lions upon Afric's burning shore in Dombastes

Furioso, two Earls of Mar confront each other rampant in the

Peerage Roll of Scotland. As "
the last lion thought the first a

bore," so, doubtless, thinks the EARL OP MAB AND KELLIE by the

creation of 1567 of MR. EBSKINE GOODEVE, who claims to be Earl of

Mar by the creation of 1457 :

" Creations clashing 'tis a shock of worlds !

"

The DUKE OP BUCCLEUCH (Lords, Monday, July 9), who moved to

reverse the order of nature by putting the second creation before

the first, was fain, in the end, to agree to the LORD CHANCELLOR'S
suggestion of a Select Committee. Well may we say that a Select

Committee is the end of all things, when even the order of creation

though it be only a creation of Scotch Peers is referred to it.

EARL FOHTESCUE thinks the lower middle-class have not their fair

share of the good things that should fall from the rich table of the
Endowed Schools, objects to their management by the Charity
Commissioners, and moves for returns which he thinks will bear out
both conclusions. The DUKE OP RICHMOND grants the returns, and
defends the Commissioners, who are only discharguig a very thank-
less duty laid on them by Parliament. Let who will try to build on
our old Educational foundations, they will find the more urgent the

work the harder it is. The most flagrant jobs die hardest, and there
is no job so bad but it can find a Parliamentary mouthpiece, if it but
cry loud enough. A good job needs no defender. The point is to
make the best of a bad one.

(Commons.) The British Ambassador (teste the CHANCELLOR OF
THE EXCHEQUER) has not informed the SULTAN that it may be neces-

sary for Great Britain to occupy Constantinople and the Dardanelles
for the protection of British interests. The French Government has
not come to any understanding with the English as to naval opera-
tions in the East. So Monday's lies are settled.

The arrest of two Plumstead patriots with the significant names
of

" COWING'' and "
DEADMAU," charged with riot in resisting en-

closure, exercises MR. BOOHD. The stout assertion of public rights
in common grounds has no stronger friend than Mr. Punch. But MR.
DE MORGAN is distinctly becoming not only a nuisance himself, but.'a
cause of nuisance in others, and will have to be taught, sharply if

need be, that he is not MIRABEAU, but DE MORGAN always bearing
in mind that the last thing he ought to be made is a Martyr.
Navigating Sub-Lieutenants. Isle of Wight Paupers, Easter

Monday Field Days, Herring Fisheries, Dartmouth Naval College,
Land Sales in the Forest of Dean, the British Flag in Central Africa.

Naval Chaplains marked with the Holy Cross, that blessed

Brotherhood, the Holy Cross Society, as a whole, and lastly, the
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A RENCONTRE.
MRS. H. (WHBINO TO ECONOMISE) TAKES AM EARLY MORNING TRAIN TO THB AMERICAN MEAT STORK. MR.. H.'s WEST-END

BUTCH BR (WHO SELLS ONLY " PRIME ENGLISH "
MEAT) HAS, TOR BOMB MYSTERIOUS KKASON, COME TO THE SAME PLACE. THEY

M BET TABI&A u I

Inflexible, in the matter of which the Government has' shown itself

of more flexibility than stability, and grants an unofficial Com-
mittee to report on that much-discussed ship

"
Quicquid agunt homines votum, timer, ira, roluptai,
Gaudia, discursus, nostri farrago report!."

After the Lower Chamber's Miscellany came the Second Reading of

LORD CARNARVON'S skeleton South Africa Bill, not sweetened by the
hint that some 100,000 will be wanted at once to meet the expenses
of Transvaal Annexation of which MR. LOWTIIER gave the history,
which is at the same time the justification.
MR. COURTNEY and SIR C. DILK i: think the Annexation a blunder,

if not worse. It is always well that such acts should be well
threshed out ; and that, as in the canonisation of a Saint there is an
advocatus diaboli to set forth all the reasons against Saintship, there
should be Parliamentary Protesters to pick all the holes possible in
a proceeding as open to question as most Annexations. But, after

taking tent of all the holes that MR. COURTNEY and the acute Chelsea
Baronet can pick, Punch believes the Transvaal Annexation will
hold water imprimis, as a necessity for the safety of British South
African Dominion, and, secondly, as for the gooa, not only in the

long run, but immediately, of both Dutch Boers and South African
Natives brown, whitey-brown, and yellow Caffres, Totties, Bush-
men, and Afrikanders alike ; both the matter and manner of which
reflect honour on SIB THEOPHILUS SHEPSTONE and credit on LORD
CARNARVON.
MR. RYLANDS was down on the cost of buildings and administra-

tion in Broadmoor Criminal Lunatic Asylum ; and MR. CROSS, ad-
mitting that the cost of the Asylum was enormous, promised to look
into it. For once RYLANDS scores a point.
MR. SHAW-LEFEVRE raised a matter that sorely wants raising

our Consular Service in Turkey. It is hard not to feel that
there is but too much foundation for his charge against our Consul
in Bosnia, of passionate Philo-Turkism. and obstinate injustice
to the Bosnian rebels against Turkish oppression, whom the
Consul's reports (made on Turkish authority, not personal investi-

gation) represent as
"
brigands

"
unworthy of sympathy. Judging

by all recent unofficial record, if there be a region of European
Turkey, after Montenegro, in which honest and well-informed
English sympathy would be safe to centre, it is Bosnia and the

Herzegovina, where the Rayahs, at their own risk and the risk of
all near and dear to them, have left their homes and braved cold,

hunger, danger, and death in battle, on the hill-side, and. worse
than either, in the Turkish prisons or at the hands of the Turkish

tormentor, rather than bear the unspeakable oppression and inde-
scribable outrage of Ottoman mis-rule. These men are fighting a

good fight, and we do not wonder that it has roused even the calm
wisdom of MR. SHAW-LEFEVRK to see them described as "brigands"
and "

filibusters," roused to revolt not by domestic oppression but
by foreign intrigue.

Happily we have in Bosnia one FREEHAN at least, able and willing
to sympathise with freemen, and AM picture is there to correct
the other by. Of course MR. HOCUKK, as in Foreign Office duty
bound, defended our Bosnian Consul. But facts are stranger
than Foreign Office instructions ; and if our Consul, speaking on
Turkish authority, reports facts, then the statements of MR. EVANS,
MISSES IRBY ana MUIR-MACKENZIE and MR. STILLJIAN, who have
perambulated these regions expressly to study and report from
observation the state of the people and their treatment by their

rulers, are fictions : Which conclusion is the more probable ? Let
us hope the days are gone, or going, by, when it was an instruction

to English Consuls to paint the Turks in couleur de rose.

Perhaps, however, the spirit of those days in the Foreign Office may
survive Ottoman Rule in Bosnia. But with the Turks out of Euro-

pean Turkey as rulers, we can put up with any amount of them in

that little European Turkey over in Downing Street. It is when the
Turks here and the Turks there play into each other's hands, that
mischief is made. One point in conclusion

;
our Consul in Bosnia. MR.

LOWTHER said, had been forty-one years in the service. Surely he
has earned his retiring pension, or, at all events, an easier berth than
Bosnia in times like these. He can't be good for much in the
saddle over such roads as travellers in those parts describe ; and how
else is he to get about ? and how but by getting about is he to learn
the truth, surrounded by those great masters in the art of lying and
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w
A HINT FOR HOT WEATHER.

IMITATION is THE SINCBRKST FORM OF FLATTEKY. WHY NOT no
AWAY WITH THE SLEEVES OF YOUB OUTER GARMENT, LIKE THE
LADIES ?

evasion, the Turkish Officials? Home is clearly the place for
HOLMES, and let FBEEMAN come to the front.
The Home-Rulers were, for once, almost unanimous in defence of

one of the most egregious jobs ever attempted even in Ireland, or
defended even by Irish Members the appointment by a Master
in an Irish Court within three weeks of his last act of official life,
of his son to a junior-clerkship with no duties, the abolition of which
had been recommended by the Chief Justice and Chief Baron, and
the salary of which, thus filled up, the Treasury have refused to

pay. CHIEF JUSTICE WHTTESIDE is quoted as characterising this as"
incredible meanness." We should have called it

"
plain duty,"

or,
"
inevitable necessity," which you will.

COLONEL WELLESLEY seems destined to breed battle. Now they are

quarrelling over his retention in the Military Attaeheship more than
five years, because it puts him over the heads of his military seniors,
and violates the rotation rule.

~~A propos of that rule which shifts holders of Staff appointments
after five years' tenure, if any Military Reformer not MB.
HOLMS, but another would move for a Select Committee to inquire
into the working of it, in such appointments as the Superintendence
of Woolwich Arsenal or the Governorship of the Military College,
he would do good service, and expose little-suspected practical ill-

consequences of the hard and fast application of a rule that, to
work well, must be worked " with a difference."

In certain classes of appointments the application of the five years'
rule means simply throwing away all the benefit of an expensive
experience, and constant replacing, at JOHN BULL'S heavy cost, of
men who have learnt a difficult business by those who have it all to
learn.

Tuesday (Lords), Ex nihilo nihil.

Commons (Morning Sitting). ~A. propos of a 'question by MB.
WHALLBY, the CHANGBLLOB OF THE EXCHEQUER protested against
canards being let fly in the House of Commons, and the Government
being expected to bring them down. On the motion for going into
Supply for Education, .LORD SANDON, essaying a general statement.
was pulled up sharp by MH. FORSTEB, and told to keep his talk till

the House was in Committee. After some time wasted in a smart

wrangle, LORD SANDON shut up, whereupon MB. SAMUELSON moved
a relaxation of the rule that requires those who are learning to teach

to live in Training Colleges. The Scotch Universities are able and

willing to teach teachers, and " my Lords "
will facilitate attend-

ance of Queen's Scholars on their classes. But further they decline

to go, and the House, by LOBD SANDON'S direction, in spite of MR.
FORSTEB'S plea for Day- Training Colleges, supported the Depart-
ment by 121 to 78 an official majority.

SIB JOHN LUBBOCK asked, on behalf of School Boards and Com-
mittees, for more elbow-room in choice of subjects, and order and
mode of teaching them. He gave abundant illustrations of present
absurdities and palpable improvements in national schooling, as to

which the only question is, if they be possible under present condi-

tions and with existing appliances. Common-sense seems to point

out, that there would be infinitely more use in teaching boys common
gardening, and girls the simplest household work and plainest

cookery, instead of much in the bookwork way that both are now
kept at without learning. It is well that somebody in the House
should call attention to what may or might be done, and clearly
is not done, in this matter. Teachers' pensions ; what we have got,
and what we want, in the way of inspectors ; the difference between
the number of children who ought to be, and who are at school,

were all brought up, and attention to all promised.
LORD SANDON reported good work doing in the way of that most

urgent of all educational wants the teaching of Cookery. If the

British workman's broth and the British shopkeeper's joint and

potatoes are spoiled for them, it is certainly not thanks to too many
cooks. All the training-schools can, as it is, appoint teachers of

Cookery. Why don't they ?

LORD SANDON asks for close on Two Millions. No two millions of

national outlay will be more readily given, nor will JOHN BULL
grieve to hear that since he first put his hand in his pocket for

School purposes, nineteen millions of his money have been spent in

providing school-sittings for some three millions and a half of

children for the three millions by many years of voluntary effort,

and for the half million by a few years of the School Boards, which
are doing their work well and quietly, and over a population of nearly
thirteen millions out of twenty-three, while Voluntary Schools deal

with the rest. Gradually the sectarian strife between the two classes

of Schools is changing to wholesome rivalry in work done.

English cottons in India pay an Import Duty of five per cent.,

Manchester kicks against this, of course on the most disinterested of

Free Trade principles.
When the Indian Budget can afford to dispense with the millions

these Duties bring in, Government will remit them, and meantime
all parties are agreed such Duties cannot be maintained on prin-

ciple, but the Government would have them kept up, as Manchester
would have them repealed, for reasons of interest.

Wednesday. Ihe House threw out the Scotch Church Rates
Abolition Bill, after an exhaustive debate ;

and talked out the Irish

Peerage Bill, after an exhausting one.

Thursday (Lords). Royal Assent given to a hatch of some forty
or fifty Private or hybrid Bills, and a big batch of Confirmation
Bills rattled through Second and Third Reading and Committee-
all by a quarter-past five. All business and no babble.

(Commons.) All babble and no business. Among the multifarious

topics touched on, MR. BOURKE reported that the Porte had not ful-

filled its promises long since given to MB. LAYABD to release the

Bulgarian prisoners. MB. CROSS promised a thorough investigation
of the management of the Blue Coat School, over which a cloud has

been cast by the late sad suicide. MB. VIVIAN promised next
session to take up The Priest in Absolution, as the Government
did not feel themselves equal to grapple with that very objection-
able party. SIR M. H. BEACH announced that the Beetle seen

climbing on Dublin Quay was not the true Colorado Bug, being
twice as big, and not a bit like it in any respect pleasant news for

Pat and his potatoes. Or is it that the dirty Saxon begrudges poor
Ireland even her Colorado Beetle ? Bedad, Punch wouldn't won-
derand the Major evidently thinks so. (See our Cartoon.)

" Who
Killed the Irish Sunday Closing Bill ?

" Not an easy question
a propos of any Bill that has died of an Irish Obstruction in its

Parliamentary passage.
Enough, it is dead though, as the Major declared, all had been

done that could be done for
"
those dismal Sabbatarian Men."

The Scotch and Irish Education grants (488,782, 645,236) voted,
with a running accompaniment of remark, practical in the Scotch

case, contradictory and cantankerous in the Irish. The salaries of

Irish National School Teachers ought to be increased. But then so

ought the Irish local contributions to the cost of National Educa-
tion. An increase of the latter would be unassailable ground for

insisting on an increase of the former.

Friday (Lords). In Committee on Universities' Bill, a last blow
at Clerical Fellowships dealt by LORD GRANVILLE. The House

parried it, by 103 to 69. Not the less, my good Clerical Fellows, you
are doomt-d.
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'A BROAD HINT.
English \Traveller (to [Irish Railway Porter labelling Luggage).

" DOH'T YOU
KKP A BRUSH FOB THAT WORK, PORTER ?

"

Porter. "
SHTJRK, YOUB HONOUB, OUB TONGUJS ig THB ONLY IJJSTHRUMKNTS

WB 'Rg ALLOWED. BUT THBY 'EB A8Y KEP' WET, YOUB HoNJJBR ?
"

[Hint taken I

PRIEST-PENITENT IN ABSOLUTION.

Go. self-styled
"
Priest in Absolution,"

And lilting penance be put through
Or, owning a base substitution,
At least confess thyself a "

doo "
!

Go, sham Confessor, self-appointed,
Kneel to a Priest with patent chrism,

Rome's own original anointed !

To shrive thee of the sin of schism !

Own thee a double-faced backslider
Who ought to join St. Peter's bark ;

Too long a heretic misguider,
From LUTHER'S light to DENs's'dark.

A base deceiver and beguile r

Of silly women, old and young ;

A humbug and impostor, viler

Than aught that can be told with tongue-.

Humbly beg pardon for exploring,
Unauthorised, another's breast,

And, thine own frailties while forth-pouring,
A quack Confessor stand contest 1

Solicit of thy ghostly father
A penance worthy thy desert ;

One that will incommode thee rather
An iron belt or horsehair shirt,

Peas in thy boots, or flagellation
Prescribed to merited extent,

Or whate'er worse humiliation
It hath pleased Priest-craft to invent.'

Seek, before spreading more pollution,
Of thine own sins to be released ;

And be thyself, in Absolution,
The Penitent instead of Priest !

Confiteor !

PUSCH, in last week's Essence of Parliament, in a fit

of forgetfulness, gave GOETHE the credit of a famous
line of SCHILLER'S on the supremacy of folly.
A score of

"
kyind friends " have been quick to warn

him of his mistake. He thanks them, and thus does

l>enance for it in his own sheets.

(Common*.) Before going into Supply, PARNELL once more lifted

up his voice for his friends the Convicts, and the irrepressible
WHALLEY, of course, lugged in the "Unfortunate Nobleman.'
MR. CROSS promised inquiry in the Recess. Anything for a quiet
life.

The Blue-Coat Committee is'to inquire' not only into the suicide oi

the poor boy, GIBBS, but into the state and. discipline of the School.
Its members are ME. WAIPOLE, MR. FOESTER, MB. RUSSELL GUEITKY,MR WALTER, and the DEAN OP CHBIST-CHUKCH. Thank you, MB.
CROSS. There could not be a better selection. The discipline like the
dress of EDWABB THE SIXTH'S school evidently wants overhauling.

ON AMATEUR ACTORS
Who court publicity, and love to see something about themselves

in print,

So long as the Upper Ten among Professional Actors and Actresses
encourage the "Distinguished Amateurs" by their remarkably
disinterested friendship, and their (of course) genuine praise, so long
will these Amateurs, whether "distinguished '"as "The Idiotic Lot"
(from Earlswood Asylum for One Day Only Great Attraction !),
or by any other weakminded title, continue to degrade and render
ridiculous the Art of which they would have the Public suppose
they are so deeply enamoured. If their endeavours are for the
benefit of a Charity, then that particular cause would be far better
served were these Amateur Actresses and Actorswho are so perpetually
distinguishing themselves from the rest of their fellow-creatures,
to make the round of their large dress-circle of fashionable friends
and acquaintances, and collect the sovereigns themselves.
The money that would have been spent on the inevitable feastings

and other "vanities" inseparable from all Amateur performances,
could be devoted to the same charitable object. And then if theymutt perform, let them do it among themselves, in some private
house, where the patient victims, who serve as audience, may have

been previously put into a state of somnolent good humour by an
admirable dinner, or at least be buoyed up, during the purgatorial
Buffering of sitting through the performance of their Amateur
friends, by the prospect of an excellent supper.
Ask one of these Amateurs to witness an Amateur performance !

Will not his'humorous reply be,
" Not if he knows it

"
Y

Are these Amateurs rendered so obtuse by their marvellous self-
conceit that they do not perceive how they are being laughed at,
behind their backs, by those very Professionals with whom they are
so delighted to 'consort, and with whom they are so childishly
pleased to

"
talk shop," and who only flatter them to their faces in

order that they may, when the occasion requires, secure their valu-
able patronage for their

"
Benefits

"
'(

There was an excellent notice in the Daily Telegraph the other day
of one of these brilliant Amateur Performances at the Gaiety Theatre.
The writer avoided all criticism of the performers, but adroitly
charged the audience with being dull ; and this, he explained, had u

depressing effect on the Actors ! ! The audience were, it appears,
so densely stupid, and so unappreciative, that the majority quitted
their Stalls (for they were almost entirely a stall-fed audience)
before the last piece. The deduction is cleverly left to the reader.
There are

"
wheels within wheels "

in most cases, and much micro-

scopic machinery in all Amateur Theatrical Movements. For our-
selves, we are satisfied with "the escape movement." But while
the wheels of toadyism, flunkeyism, and individual interest exist,

they will act and re-act on one another, the machinery will be
set in motion, the professional puppets will bow and praise, and the"
Distinguished Amateurs "

will .continue to strut their long hours
on the Stage, and live in a blissful state of self-glorification.

THE MONITOR SYSTEM.

JuDoiso by the blowings-up which have occurred, the Turkish
Monitors, like those of the Blue Coat School, seem to be in need of
'Ilieial overhauling.
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NATURAL INDIGNATION.

Materfamilias (whose pretty Daughters have not got Partners). "Just LOOK AT THOSE HORRID MARRIED WOMEN DANCING AWAY!
OUGHT TO BE AsHAMKD OF THEMSELVES !

"
THEY

THE COMING BEETLE.
A CROWDED Meeting of Members of the Entomological Depart-

ments of the Irish Animal Kingdom was held last night at the
" Hole

in the Wall," Dublin, to consider the expected arrival from the
United States and Canada of the Colorado Beetle (Doryphora
decemlineata). The assembly chiefly consisted of the Coleoptera,
but representatives of the Aphaniptera, Hemiptera, Diptera,
Homoptera, and Orthoptera were also present. The Chair was
taken by
The Stag Beetle (Lucanus cervus), who. in a few words, stated

that the advent to this down-trodden island of the Colorado or Potato

Beetle, already found on the Continent of Europe, was now merely
a matter of time. He should, for his own part, receive him as
a brother with open horns.
The Roseehafer (Cetonia aurata) was of opinion that they should

prepare to give the distinguished immigrant a warm reception.
The Bleeding-nose Beetle (Timarcha Icevigata) said that had been

done by the people at Cologne, where they had covered a field in
which their American cousin had been detected, with sawdust and
petroleum, and set it on fire. (" Shame .' ") But, for all that, the
Colorado Beetle "had been seen on the wing," and. plase the
potatoes or not, would soon be among them. (" Hear !

'

)

The Cockchafer (Melolontha vulgaris) was a Beetle to whom
nothing came amiss. In his larva state he, like the Doryphora
decemlineata and the Irish population, rejoiced in potatoes. But the
world was quite wide enough for both him and the Potato Beetle. They
had both the same interests, and the same enemies. Man would be
down on the Potato Beetle's larvse with poison. Boy would be down

_ i ; . . < :AI_ x 3 j* TT _ 13 i_ _i_i i

only a bird of passage, and gamekeepers were fast exterminating
the latter, which fed chiefly on mice and insects, by shooting it

down. (" Hear .' hear ! ") It was a particular foe of his kind, and
he hated it, as he did the whole brood of Saxon destroyers, of which
this was one of the worst. (Cheers.)

The Devil's Coach-horse (Staphylinus (Ocypus) Olens) supposed
that himself and the Potato Beetle would perhaps be considered to

belong to the same stud. But he (the D. C.) was a carnivorous
Beetle, and feared he hardly deserved his name

;
for whatever he

looked like, as he consumed carrion, and ate destructive insects, he
did mankind service, though he cocked his tail at them, but at none
so high as the base, bloody, and stupid Saxon.
The Shard-born Beetle (Geotrupes stercorarius) made an observa-

tion inaudible on account of his drowsy hum.
The Turnip Flea (Haltioa nemorum) hoped their Colorado friend

would do for potatoes as he (the Turnip Flea) did for turnips and
swedes, but that care would be taken that the value of the crops
destroyed should be deducted from the rint, so that the loss might
fall on the landlords.

The Domestic Flea (Pulex irritans) would hail the arrival of

another annoyance to the inhuman race, he meant, of course, the
Saxon oppressor.
The Norfolk Howard (Cimex lectularius) cordially cried "ditto"

to the last speaker.
The Plant Fly (Aphis vastator) could, as his technical name might

seem to imply, help to devastate 'taturs, but he could not destroy

everything off the face of the earth, even with the aid of the most
patriotic motives. He expected to find the Colorado Beetle an
efficient ally.
The Meat Fly (Mutca vomitoria) had to do chiefly with meat. He

should be glad to see a new-comer attack potatoes ;
and as for gar-

deners and farmers or St. Patrick himself trying to stamp him out
in this favoured island they be blowed !

The Praying Mantis (Mantis religiosa) was not himself a vegetable
feeder. Yet he sympathised with their Potato brother. He did not
look upon him in the light of an enemy to Man. No ;

he regarded
him rather as a beneficent dispensation a bountiful provision for

the limitation, if not the extirpation, of a tuber possibly working,
unsuspected, evil amongst men. Who knew f The Potato Beetle

might have been sent to supplement the Potato Famine, and still

further reduce the population of this beautiful but mis-ruled island.

If so, he would still prove a friend to the National cause, as the
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A FALSE ALARM!
MAJOR O'G-M-N. "BAD SCRAN TO YE, YE RAYAGIN' COLORADO RUFFIAN! IF WE'D HAD HOME

KULE, WE'D NEVER SEEN YOU IN OULD OIRELAND !
"

THE STONE BEETLE. "AH, THIN, MEEJOR DARLIN', YOU'RE WRONG FOR ONCE. SURE, I'M NOT THE
COLORADO, AT ALL, AT ALL ! ! !

"
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Potato Famine had done, for he aw, in that, the 'great spring of

migration to the United States, and the tap-root of Fenianism. To all

the words of welcome with which the approaching advent of the

Doryphora decemlineata had been hailed by preceding speakers, he

devoutly responded
" Amen !

"

Great excitement was here produced in the Meeting by the

announcement, on the best authority, that a large specimen of the

Potato Beetle had just been caught climbing up a rope to Dublin

Quay !

The Domestic Flea who was proud to avow himself a Home-Ruler
begged to move three cheers for the Invader. Any invader of his

unhappy country was welcome, and the worse the better.

Three cheers for the Potato Beetle were then proposed from the

Chair, and given with tremendous buzzing.
The cheers had hardly subsided when a pair of Devil's Coach-

horses was rapidly driven up, bearing the following telegram :

House of Commont, Thursday, Midnight.
HICKS BEACH sayi it isn't a Colorado Beetle that '.< in it, but a

Stone Beetle, twice as big and not a bit like the raal ould Colorado

boy. Don't believe it. The Saxons want to stand between Ould
Ireland and precedency in possession of the genuine Potato Bug, I 'in

hi in lilin
ij up for the raal ould Colorado. Iturroo !

The reading of this telegram was the signal for a scene of unpre-
cedented excitement, amidst which our reporter, being recognised,
was expelled with circumstances of the utmost ignominy.

A GOOD KNIGHT, AND HIS GUERDON.
" CHILDE ROW-

LAND to the Dark
Tower came "

Over its closed door
was carved

"
Post-

Office." and it was
locked all about
with big padlocks
labelled,

7'

Postage."
And CHILDE ROW-
LAND smote long
and loud on the
tower with his

lance, and at last,
after much hard

knocking on the

tower.and the weird
things that came
forth to fight in its

defence, the pad-
locks dropped off,

and light shone
from loophole and
parapet till now all

dark and drear, and
in place of all the

heavy padlocks was
hut one slight latch
with apenny stamp

thereon ; and through the doors came and went millions of letters,
where hundreds went before .... And the Dark Tower became a
Light Tower, whence Knowledge and Love flashed forth to the ends
of the earth.

All which is an allegory of SIB ROWLAND HILL and his good work
of Penny Postage.
When we say that SIE ROWLAND, although no carpet knight, was

born in Kidderminster that of all the kids, or children, of Kidder-
minster, he is the one the borough is proudest of and that its

municipal worthies have set on foot a subscription for a statue to
this good knight of Kidderminster in his native town, and want
another 1000 to complete the sum needed for commemoration
worthy of the man and his work, Punch need only add that

"
Appli-

cations for Subscription Cards ; Donations to the Memorial Fund
;

and all communications may be addressed to the
' Hon. Secretaries,

Sir Rowland Hill Memorial Fund, Town Hall, Kidderminster,'
"

to set such applications and donations streaming in, in a flood as.full
as the flow of penny stamped letters through the Post Office ROWLAND
HILL has re-created.

Between Chalet and Shanty.
(A Tourist's Question.)

FOR the Autumn essay a Swiss valley ?

Or explore a new world in the West ?

Bland betwixt COOK and GAZE, shilly-shally f

Or subside in a "
shan't-he ?

"
to rest ?

MR. PUNCH'S SELECT COMMITTEES.
No. V. ON MUHC OF THE PRESENT, AND OF THE FCTITBE.

MBS. HAZY HIGHFAH-TKH examined.

Q. 1 understand you are passionately devoted to Music ?

A. For many years 1 have made the Tone-Art my tpfcialitf.

Q. What do you mean by the "Tone-Art "
'f

A. 1 mean what you would scarcely, I fear, understand, as

Music. 1 mean the form that Music now takes to the higher, and,
it I may be allowed to say so, the more Teutonic order of intel-

ligences.
Q. Do you yourself belong to this order ?

-/. I am Teutonic, though of the English or lower branch of that

great World-family.
Q. May I take it that you hay* for many years devoted yourself

to Music
'

A. I prefer the phrase
" Tone-Art."

Q. Have your studies and practice been in the vocal or instru-
mental branches of Music ?

A. In neither ?

Q. Is there any other ?

A. Yes ; the most important the [esthetic and appreciative. I

conceive it to be my mission to prepare the way for the Tone'-Art of

the Future.

Q. Will you define the Tone-Art of the Future ?

A. It defies definition. I should describe it as a mighty system
of spiritual aeronautics, meant to lift up the soul to the sublime

regions of supersensuous Harmony, above the gross and earthly
restraints of received Form in Composition, and the vulgar attrac-
tions of sustained Melody.

Q. I am afraid I must ask you to explain your answer.
A. I decline explanation. 1 am attempting to give you an idea

of the musical standpoint of the higher aesthetic school of Tone-
Art.

Q. In whom do you find this embodied ?

A. WAONEB is the present embodiment of the Tone-Art of the
Future. Amongst past Composers I have no doubt I should class
Oi.iicK very high, if I knew his music. I also rank BERLIOZ and
LrrzT amongst those who, in the morning twilight of Tone-Art,
anticipated its noonday brightness.

Q. What do you especially admire in the music of WAONEB P

A. It is difficult to make this apparent to the uninitiated. But I

claim generally for his music it is difficult to avoid the expression,
though I am aware we attach very different ideas to the word an
epic grandeur of intention, with a symbolising at once of sense by
sound, and an uplifting of sound above sense, combined with a

subtlety, variety, and colour of instrumentation, which gives a new
value to the orchestral interpretation of passion and poetry, and
throws new Tone-lights on Man, Mind, and Nature.

Q. Will you kindly attempt to make your meaning a little plainer ?

A. I fear I can hardly expect you to understand me. The subject
belongs to the domain of the Higher ./Esthetic, and requires special
cultivation of abstract subjectivity. As such subjectivity becomes
the fashion, I have no doubt the faculties requisite for its applica-
tion will be developed. I find this to be usually the case.

Q. Probably I need hardly ask if you admire the music of earlier

Operatic Composers ?

A. I do not. The German Tone-Poets, as MOZART, WEBER,
BEETHOVEN, and MENDELSSOHN, may have had occasional glimpses
of the higher regions of Tone-Art ; but the Italians are hopelessly
condemned to wallow in the mud of sustained melody, and the
fetters of fixed form. The French are still further below contempt.

Q. Do you admit within your pale BISHOP, BALK, WALLACE, or
in fact any English composer P

A. Certainlv not. They are essentially defective from the stand-

point of the higher Tone-Art mere writers of tunes, contented
wallowcrs in the Melodic Bathos.

Q. What do you mean by the
"
Melodic Bathos P

"

A. The region of recurrent rhythmical form, delightful to the

vulgar ear, ere it is cultivated to perception of the higher Tone- Art.

Q. Tou have said you conceive it to be your mission to prepare
the way for the Music I beg your pardon the Tone-Art of the
Future. How is this to be effected '(

A. By carrying musical fashion a stage higher than even the
most serious musical matinees do at present.

Q. What is a musical matinfe f

A. In the popular sense, an assemblage of people of the most
various tastes in a crowded drawing-room on a hot afternoon in
the height of the season to listen to amateur musical talent.

Q. Taking place in the afternoon, why are those assemblies called" matinees " f
A. Everything is called a "matinee" that takes place before

dinner.

Q. What is the entertainment generally provided at these" matinees "
1
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THE BAROMETER.
Master (soliloquising aloud).

" THIS HAND DOBSN'T MOVE A BIT 1
"

Housemaid. "
No, SIR. PLEASE, SIR, I THINK IT WANTS OiLiifo."

A. At my own. and those of the School of Higher ^Esthetic to which I

belong, all but the higher element of Tone-Art the Wagnerian repertoire
is rigidly excluded. In other houses, even of high pretensions to musical

culture, the staple is what is called
"
classical music." If there is a daughter

of the house having pretensions to a voice, an occasional operatic solo, or a

song by one of the fashionable English composers as SULLIVAN or MOLLOY
must of course be introduced for her.

Q. Will you oblige me by denning
"

classical music "
?

A. I would rather leave that to those who still believe in it. It includes, I

should say, the works of BACH, BEETHOVEN, MOZART, WEBEB, SPOHR, MEN-
DELSSOHN. SCHUBERT, SCHUMANN, and some modern composers in particular,
RAFF, and BRAHMS. But this. I should explain, is far above the standard of

most of these matinees. At a large number the lower forms of Italian operatic
music are alone indulged in

; while some even descend to the degradation of

French Opera-Bouffe compositions.
Q. How is the music usually interpreted at these matinees, whether of the

higher or lower order ?

A. By an amateur quartette band, if one can be got together, with, or without
the instrumental aid of professionals. The' vocal element is, as a rule, also

amateur. Besides the daughters of the house, and any of their friends not likely
to interfere with the success of their performances, it is of importance to secure,
for these occasions, the fashionable amateur tenor (who is said

tip
be thinking

of adopting the Opera as a profession), the popular baritone (who sings SANTLEY'S

songs), or. in some cases of a still lower order of taste, the Comic Gentleman
(who is thought as good as CORNEY GHAIN). I know such things are done
from report. I never attend any of these so-called "musical" entertain-

ments myself.
Q. Are such matinees musicales largely attended ?

A. Very largely indeed, I am sorry to say, if I may trust report ;
but the

Music of the Future is rapidly overtaking that of the Present. My own
^Esthetic Zukunft's-Musik-mornings, for instance, which appeal only to the
higher order of musical appreciation, and are very largely and even fashionably
attended, are confined, as I have said, to selections from WAGNER.

Q. Is this as yet equally fashionable with the so-called Classical music ?

A. Ivot yet, perhaps, but it is rapidly becoming so.
The tide has set in the right or Wagnerian direction.
And "set of the tide" is everything in a maritime
country like England.

[The Witness foho had listened to the questions
through an ear-trumpet] here withdrew.

A FLOWER-SHOW IN FINSBURY.
CITY Progress in numbers and wealth
Works results not entirely unpleasant.

In the Past unrevealed, laws of nealth
Are made known and applied in the Present.

Though the Wen Babylonian extends
Over meadows and fields in each quarter,

In its midst we discern some amends
For the growth of unblest bricks-and-mortar.

Open spaces in suburbs around,
What with builder, and landlord, and renter,

Are improved off the face of the ground ;

But slums, too, are cleared in the centre.
And through fires that consume their own smoke,
And main-drainage pipes, of a surety,

Close-packed metropolitan folk

Enjoy air of comparative purity.

Cockney villas encroach all about
On the waste and the wold more 's the pity !

But behold window-gardens laid out,

r
To gladden the heart of the City !

Yellow stonecrop and sweet-smelling musk,
Nay, even verbena and myrtle,

In the region, most excellent LUSK,
Where you Aldermen tuck in your turtle !

See, with heartsease, geranium, and rose,
Lobelia and calceolaria,

Creeping Jenny herself grows and blows,
While Bank-precincts house nummularia.

These are features that somewhat atone
For much that in Progress must irk us ;

And we hail the display of them shown
In the garden of Finsbury Circus.

There was Westminster's Duke, who to all

The demands of Philanthropy rises ;

While his Duchess, alert at the call

Of womanhood, dealt out the prizes.

'Mongst the prizemen, on Paul's airy height,
One, a Verger, had planted his garden,

An emblem of sweetness and light,
Set o'er all that town-life tends to harden.

Did you e'er, defunct Citizens old,
Dream of flowers in your close Wards a-blowing ;

O'er your heads, where ye sleep in the mould
Of your Churchyards, luxuriantly growing,

Whilst you slumber in breathless repose,
With the ends of your once jolly noses,

And the tips of your mouldering toes

Turned up to the roots of the roses ?

TORTURED GHOSTS.

THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER, the other

evening, made a statement to one Honourable Gentle-
man which may have been interesting also to another.

He informed MR. O'SuLLiVAN that
" he had called upon

the Board of Inland Revenue and the Board of Customs
to prepare a General Report on the practice as to racking
spirits in bond." This announcement, relative to a
fearful custom and questionable source of revenue, was
no doubt welcome to MR. WHALLEY, if, as is too probable,
he takes

"
racking spirits in bond" to mean the doctrine

of Purgatory, and the practice to mean the imposition of

Masses for the dead, extensively practised by Priests

and Jesuits.

EXCLUDED MEMBERS.

IF the suggestion be carried out that the monument to

ADMIRAL Rous should take the form of an Aims-House
at Newmarket, let us hope it will be strictly an " alms "

house, in the sense that
"
legs

"
will be excluded.
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IMPORTANT PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
From the Riding Representative who Rode to Khiva and back,

To THE EDITOR.

I

IB, YOUB retractation in the
last number was ample anc
most handsome. Permii

me, therefore, to set mysel:
right once and for ever with
the Public, and, in reply to

numerous inquiries, to state

clearly

First. That I am not
.

; going to ride again. "Ride
again, WHITTINGTOIT, grey
mare to London" the bells

may ring out, but they will

not move me. I intend

spending (as usual), a few
quiet days in the Isle oJ

Wight, and this may have
given rise to the report that
I am "going to Ryde again."

Secondly. I mean to rest
onmy laurels. This is meta-
phorical, as laurels are the
last things I 'd choose to rest

on, or among, after a long
ride. I 'd rather choose a

parsley-bed than a laurel-
bush.

Thirdly. The horse on
which I

' '

finished " will not he'sold at TATTEHSALL'S by public auction.

Fourthly. Pig will not appear at the Winter Cattle Show, nor
has he made arrangements with MESSES. HODQE AND ESSEX for

public performances at either the Albert or the Agricultural Hall.

Fifthly. I have accepted no engagement from HENGIEH'S or

SANGEB'S, and don't intend to.

Sixthly. I have no intention of writing anything about Half-
Hours with the best Devil- Worshippers, though my experience
among them has been considerable. Tdo not mind admitting that,
out of curiosity, I have so far joined in their ritual as to have occa-

sionally burned a candle to the Devil.

Seventhly. My name will not appear this season under the
heading

"
Fashionable Marriage." I must see Pig settled first.

Eighthly. I deny that I am in the pay of Russia. I have not
even allowed my book (THE Ride to Khiva, just published) to be
bound in Russian leather.

Ninthly. I am not aware of five thousand copies having already
been ordered by the CZAS.. Of course the CZAB'S order will be
attended to in the usual course, as will the SULTAN'S the CZAB'S
first: alphabetically.
Having thus said all I had to

say,
I merely beg to remonstrate

with the clever artist who represented me, in his last illustration, as

walking I never walk when I say I '11 ride and, with a fond fare-

well, I sign myself THE AuTHOE op TBB Ride to

WHEEE NOT TO GO AND WHY.
(All Round the Alphabet. By a Used- Up Tourist.)

ANTWERP. Because after a long sea journey in hot weather you
find yourself landed in a city redolent of REUBENS at his beefiest.

Boulogne. Because what may be " Port "
to the French, thanks

to mud and malaria, is death to the English.
Cologne. Because genuine

" Eau de Cologne
"
by any other name

would smell much sweeter.

Dieppe. Because there is nothing in either their Old or our New
Haven to pay for the misery of the crossing from one to the other.

Engadine. Because the company of malades imaginaires is not
particularly enlivening, and that of malades au grand serieux still
worse.

Florence. Because nearly all the shops and all the hotels are
closed until the middle of October, and those that aren't ought
to be.

Genoa. Because I can imagine a combination of Thames Street
and Pall Mall for myself without leaving London.

Heidelberg. Because it is the favourite
"
'aunt "

of
"
'ARBY."

Interlachen. Because "
too many Cooks spoil

" a good many more
things than the brth, and I don't like "personally-conducted"
tourists.

Killarney, Because you will have to do the Lakes, and be done
by the hotel-keepers, guides, touts, toy-merchants, and goats'-milk
purveyors.

Lausanne. Because, if you find yourself in that neighbourhood,
you had far better go on to Ouchy.
Milan. Because some one or other will be sure to insist upon

your going to the top of the Cathedral.
Naples. Because Vesuvius is all smoke, the Chiaja all sun, and

Pompeii only a section of the Crystal Palace out of repair.
Oban. Because you can't stand a Scotch translation of Brighton.
Paris. Because, if you are fond of life in a capital, you had

better remain in London.
Quebec. Because, if you must cross the Atlantic, you will find

the United States better fun than Canada.
Some. Because when you visit Rome in the summer you ought

to do as the Romans do that is to say, get away from it as fast and
as far as you can.

Silistria. Because, if you are fond of shells, you will find the
collecting them cheaper in llamsgate and safer in the Isle of Wight.

Trebizonde. Because the opera-bouffe accounts of the place are
not to be relied upon.

Utrecht. Because the town is within twenty miles of Amsterdam,
and, as malaria travels far and fast, those who have smelt the
canals of the Dutch capital should be the last to venture within that
distance of it.

Venice. Because the musquitos are said to be unusually lively
this season.

Worms. Because if you have been there once you won't want to
go again ; and, if you have never been, there is no reason why you
should go.
Xeres. Because the sherry there is no better than the sherry

anywhere else.

Yeniseisk (East Siberia}. Because you can't get a "through
carriage

"
to the spot from Clapham Junction.

Zanzibar. Because this once interesting watering-place has been
done to death, and you don't mean to be "Badgered" into going there.

A CLERGYMAN'S aUESTION.
MR. THOMAS METLEE, Town Clerk of Taunton, has, by direction

or the Aldermen and Town Councillors, forwarded to the newspapers
a correspondence consisting of a letter from the REV. FREDERICK
JEHEMIAH SMITH, the Vicar, to MB. MTEB JACOBS, the Mayor, and
the reply of MB. JACOBS thereunto. Ma. SMITH writes to invite
HR.

(

JACOBS to contradict, if he can, a very general report that he
s

" an unbaptised person, and, consequently, not a Christian."
MB. JACOBS, in answer, says that he is proud to avow himself a Jew.
What does the ARCHDEACON OF TAUNTON think of the Vicar ?

Perhaps that, though incapable of impertinence, his zeal a little
outruns his discretion and his taste. It is remarkable that the
Reverend Gentleman addresses his epistle

" To the Worshipful the
Mayor ;

"
thus giving him the benefit of the doubt he entertains as

,ouohing his faith, and, consequently, his worship ; which is chari-
table.

Two of a Trade.

SAUCE for the goose is ditto for the gander :

What choice 'twixt priestly Pry and prurient Pander ?
Sale of sealed packages and sly confession ?

Belial, in search of suitable profession,
Might halt 'twixt venal dirt and fetid piety,
Unsavoury street, malodorous Society,
And finally decide there 's not a toss
'Twixt print of Holywell, and Holy Cross.

Change for the Better.

THE Hellenic Correspondent of the Daily News reports a propos
of the Greek Loan, just proclaimed silver drachmas so scarce that
hey are likely to disappear altogether. Perhaps the Greeks are
ready to defy the want of small change, in consideration of the great
change they have made in uniting five heads of faction in one
administration, under brave old CONSTANTINE CANABIS.

A MATCH MISCAXLED.

CONSIDEBING the style and number of the turn-outs on the ground,
ind the amount of champagne-cups consumed at Lord's during the
Jreat Public School Cricket Encounter, suppose it were re-christened
'he Drag and Drunken, instead of the Harrow and Eton Match f

TITLE OP* COUNT OF THE HOLT ROMAN EMPIBE (if the Holy
Bather wishes to acknowledge the services of MB. WHALLET).
Count Out.
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"INSULT TO INJURY."
Domestic (to Family Grocer).

" NOTHING THIS HORNING, THANK TO0. Bur
Missis SAYS, WILL YOU OKI A STAMP, AND POST THIS LlTTKB TO THB Co-
OPSRATIVB STORES f

"

BLUECOAT BOYS AND BRUTES.

HUMAIN MB. PUNCH,
Is a Boy a Wertebrate Hanimal ? Enny ow e've got a Backbone^

and e can feel. Then wy not Aloud the Bennyfltt o the Wiveyseotion Hact P

Ain't it Wiveysection to cut into a Littel cove with a Burch Rodd P The conse-

quens of Witch you sawr the uther Day apeers to a bin that pore littel Feller,
WILLIAM AHTHUB GIBBS, only 12 yere ov hage at the Bluecoat Soool burched
once for.runnin away from Crule Treatment bein Bnlly'd and Beet by a

Monnitor, then runnin away agin brort back wunce more and Shntt up in the

Infirmery wile the Master was a thinkin wot Punnishment to Inwent for

ira, e, in Terror and Haggany o Mind no Dout lookin forrad to Anuther
Burchin Went Mad and ung is Self. Wot e must a Suffer'd frum is fust

Flogin to make im a Kid ov 12 comitt Sooiside! Spose a Pupy ad bin

wipt anythink like it by a broot ov a Master wooden't tie Siety fur the Pur-
wenshun o Crulety to Hanimals a bin down upon Im ? If i wos to Wallup my
Donkey arf as sewere wooden't They be down upon Mee P Jest wooden t

they!
In coarse Boys as Wei as Donkeys can't be Manidged Without bein Wallup'd

moderate at Times when they desarves it, but wot i sez is wy is there wun
Lawr fur Donkys and Anuther for Boys? If yer purtects Donkys frum
bein wallupt onmercifull, purtect Boys too. As to Wiveysecshun of dum
Hanimles, there's Rools and Reflations to prewent that from bein carry'd
Too Fur. Perticler wen the Operiorators is Fissishens and Surgins Performin

Ixperiments for the Hadwancement o Siense and the bennyfitt of there Snferin
feller Creeters with their Minds Coold and Collected. But Not so wen the

Wiveyseckshun 's Perfprm'd with a Burch Rodd by a Peddigog wery likely in

wirelent Pasbun. Wen scoolboys Is wiveysected with Buroh
t
ave it Dun by

Licens'd Parties under Rools and Regilashona likewise, and, like at Noogit in
the presense of members of the Force and a Perfesshonal Docter. Leastways
make it so at crice Ors-spittle or the Bluecut Skool as it's called, witch Black
and Bluecut Scool wood be the beter name for it wot with the Nookin about
and Betin and Bullyin and Burchin as Drives Boys to ang theireelyes.
Anuther boy honly

a few months Ago tried to committ Sooiaide there, witch
the joory at the Crowner's hinkvest got .that faok out o the Skool Warden,
MAJOR BRACKENBUBT. Wile Rooshan torpedos is a Blowin Turkish Monitors

hupp the Black and Bluecut Skool Monitors wants a

good Talkin to sum on 'em if not halso a good Idin.

It may seem hall wery manly for midul-haged and

helderly Gents, parties wot 's forgott their own seool

days, a good menny Hanimles' Fnends as ood cry ten

thousand murders at tuvhin up a Oss on the Rawr, to

stick up for Floggin at Skools and snere at are a word
said agin it as morkish sentiment ;

but then wooden't it

be ekally manly o me to hadwocate unlimitted non-hin-
terference with the libberty of hevery Britton to wallup
his own Moke P But i spose 'tis a feller feelin makes
'em so wunderus kind to that are Hannimle in com-

parison with the Human Specie. The latter rayther
enlistes the simpathy of yures Trooly,

SAM TATUBS.
Barrow Road, July Uth.

FACES AND FLOWERS.
A Summer Song.

DDLNESS avaunt ! English summer smiles sunnily
Full in your face.

Seasons of late have been jumbled up funnily,
Each out of place.

Now cynics, wont to vituperate viciously
Wearisome wet,

Melt, and admit that our sun can deliciously
Beam on us yet.

Prophets preposterous, fain to Russ-panic us,
Now may shut up.

Here is a health to our Phoebus llritannicus !

Brim we the cup !

Paganish ? Pooh ! Pan 's astir in my blood to-day.
Faith, and why not P

Nature's strong life-stream 's aflow in full flood to-day.

(Pheugh ! It it hot !)

Fancies fantastic will flash and will float on it

Bubbles, no more.

Vogue la galere .' Let us launch Frolic's boat on it,

Spurning the shore.

Here is a rose might have budded by Bendemeer,
Crimson, dew-laden.

Thank the flower-loving Immortals that send 'em here,
Waifs from their Aidenn.

What if ours fade ? Poke no pessimist chaff at us,

Mnraurings stint.

Beauty 's a prophecy ; while Love deigns laugh at us,
Death's a mere hint.

Then here 's a face ! Wicked eyes in full battery
Levelled at mine,

Put a stern veto on Tom-Mooreish flattery
False as it 's fine.

Well, but a flesh-and-blood Peri might graciously
Listen and smile,

While a fond word-spinner limns her voraciously,
Once in a while.

No ? Well, florioomous despot, I 'm dutiful ;

Yet I mutt say
Flower-world never bore blossom so beautiful

As Well-a-day !

Ju&t to be gagged by those digits delectable,
Well might one dare

Violate rules the most sage- and respectable,
Proper, and fair.

Take them away, they but tempt one to trespassing.
Yield me this rose

Coiled in your hair. From those lips is a " yes
"
passing

As they unclose ?

Summer 's astir in me. Pardon a levity
Born of the time.

Summer i short, yet, in spite of its brevity,
Sweet is its prime.

Though it may bake us, or chill us, or bring to us
Swithinish showers,

Ever it sendeth us song-birds to sing to us,
Faces and flowers.

DECLARATION OF ENGLAND.
"

Is and remains forbidden
"

(m Anglican Seei).

Private-earing.

How EFFECTUALLY TO OMTBUCT THE PASSAGE OF THE
BALKANS. Send PARNELL and BIOGAK.

VOL. LXXIII.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

HIELDS have two sides. The two sides of the Irish Shield were held

up (Lords, Monday, July 16) the black by LOBD OKANMOBE AKD
BBOWNE, the white by the DUKE OF MABLBOBOTTGH, LOBD O'HAGAN,
and LOBD CABLINGFOBD.

On the question of Crime in Ireland, the authority of a Lord-Lieutenant and an ex-Lord Chancellor may well outweigh that of a

High-Tory Irish Peer out of temper with recent changes, and naturally disposed to make the worst of anything that admits of two
constructions. It is satisfactory to know that, bad as things Irish may be in some counties in agrarian offences especially they arc

much better than they were, and are even now on the mend. The Irish Vehm-Gericht still works, but less widely and less wickedly.
There is no case for increase of gaj?-and-muzzle law.

( Commons.) After the usual Monday's Miscellany out of which afresh outbreak of Cattle-plague in the unsavourylocality of Bethnal
Green crops up like a hideous apparition the House did short and sharp sentence on a late appointment.E pur si muote : all is not stationary, even in that official world where promotion by favour is the rule and promotion by merit the

exception. When in jobbing your job you also slap a Special Committee in the face, look out to have the slap returned, and with
interest.

So in this case, after a Select Committee had sat on the Stationery Office, to consider whether there was no remedy, but the House
mutt groan and sweat under all that weary load of waste-paper, and the cost thereof, and had reported that if that Office could be

provided with a Head that knew something about the matters the Office has to do with, such as red-tape, pens, ink, paper, printing,
and binding the material and munitions, in fact, of Departmental warfare savings by the thousand might become the rule, instead of

waste by the waggon-load, they did not mean their recommendation to be treated after the way of the Stationery Office as waste-

paper, but to be acted upon by the appointment, as the next Controller, of a man who understood the Office work as an expert.
Such a man was at hand, in the second in command. But LOBD BEACONSPTELD passed him by, as well as the recommendation of

the Select Committee, for a son of an ex-Rector of Hughenden a very clever and efficient Junior War-Office Clerk, sixty-ninth on
the list, who besides good friends, could plead good service in the Office, and, thanks to both, had basked in much sunshine of

Private Secretaryships and Secretaryships of Commissions, and was now pitchforked over many heads out of his Junior Clerkship at
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SOLD-CHFAP.
Little Brown (to "Nigger Minstrel," who always addresses his listeners as "My Lord''). "AH, BOW DID YOU KNOW MY AH How

DID YOU KNOW I WAS A I .oi;]> ?
'

[Sensation among the bystanders I

Minstrel. " BLESS YER, MY LOBD, I NEVER LOSE SIGHT o' MY SCHOOLFBLI ERS 1
"

[Roars of laughter. Little B. caves in, and bolts I

300 or 400 a
year,

into the Controllership of the Stationery Office,
at thrice the salary.
Not a word is to be said against the fortunate youth. Everything

on the contrary is to be said for him. He had done good work, and had
shown (food capacity, in many ways, and it was quite worth losing the

Controllership of the Stationery Office to have so much good said of

one by a Chancellor of the Exchequer and a Secretary of War.
But it wouldn't wash. The Select Committee's hack was up, and
its foot was down. Its Chairman's name was HOLMS, and his stand
was on his native Blue Book.
The "

defence
" was poor not at all up to good Commons' form,

much less Lords', and the Government were bowled out stumped
beaten by 156 to 152 amidst much cheering from an Opposition
thankful for small mercies. "A bad job?' Not by any means.
One of the very modestest dimensions in fact hardly to be called a

job at all, as jobs go but a slap in the face of a Select Committee,
and so not to be pardoned by the Commons, even in the case of Mob-
master as influential as LOBD BEACONSFIELD. Even his official

defenders were half-hearted ; and when the bucolic virtue of SIR
RAINALD KNIGHTLEY rose in protest, all felt the case was past praying

or fighting for. PIGOTT must go to wait for another and let us

hope a better berth. For him, at least, it is scarcely rash to pro-
phesy future office will not be stationary, but moveable ; and it is to

be hoped the young man being admitted to be able, and willing, and
having the needful propelling power behind if moveable, ever

upwards. Had his very good Lord been there to draw sword in

his Squire's defence, would the fight have fared so ?

Before the House went into Supply, SIR W. HAHCOT/BT called

attention to the long time untried prisoners are kept in prison, to the

discredit, till lately, of the English machinery of criminal law. _We
are glad to learn, on the good authority of MB. CROSS, that things
are better already, and will go on improving. Let us hope we
may live to see the end of that waste ot Judge-power now going on

tne grand parade of two Judges, of a size, it may be, but far
too big for the work they have to do, riding amidst escort of javelin-
men and blare of trumpets, in the Sheriffs carriage, from Station

to Judge's Lodgings, to dispatch a leash of petty causes, and a
half-dozen of petty offenders. It is as baa as Major Puntn's
dinner in the Snob Papers, with the solitary snipe in the big silver

dish.

MB. CHAMBER:, u.v called attention to another matter of unfair
distribution the funds and treasures of our Art museums, now
concentrated in three Capitals not L. S. D., but London, Edin-

burgh, and_ Dublin whereof the crumbs, at least, might use-

fully be distributed over the great Provincial Centres. The Art

Department turns up its nose every year at a great many duplicates
and second-bests in the way of offered Art-treasures, which would be

thankfully housed at Liverpool or Manchester, Birmingham or Bel-
fast. We are glad to learn from LOBD SANDON that the Department
is thinking about it. But there wants somebody to think about it for

the Department. Departments are London-brea, London-lodged, and
London-nursed ; and thus the thought of Departments is very apt to

begin and end with London.

Tuesday (Lords), University Bill reported, with an Amendment
that, at first blush, reads odd, tor empowering Colleges to give away
their libraries, in whole or part, to the University. It may be all

right. Let 's hope it is, and that what is waste-paper on College

shelves, in some cases, may bear fruit of knowledge on University
ones. Transplanting does have that effect occasionally.

(Commons.) Hard at work on Supply of which a good deal is

still standing over. -1 propos of the Meteorological Grant, the

Scotch Members showed their teeth with unusual sharpness, DR.
PLAYFAIR at their head. Government, they complain, does not play
fairwith Scotland. Scotch Members feel they are too reasonable. MK.
McL.VKEN gives warning, much to the tune of Henry the Fourth :

" Our blood hath been too cool and temperate,

Unapt to stir at your injustice! ;

And you hare found us ; for accordingly
You tread upon our patience : but be sure
We will, from henceforth, rather, be, ourselves,

Mighty and to be feared, than our condition,
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Which hath been smooth as oil, soft as young down,
And therefore lost that title of respect
Which the proud soul ne'er pays but to the proud !

"

Witness ould Ireland ! But if Scotch Members once band for

Home-Rule Gare a vous, Messieurs du Gouvernement .' When
Scotch Members do take to being unreasonable, their unreason-
ableness will be wonderful !

The Education Vote disposed of, came the Diplomatic. RYLANDS
ramped and rased as usual, in this, the Aristocratic Preserve. He
would have Diplomacy cheap never mind, if nasty. ME. GOLDSMID
thinks our Consular Establishment, at all events, wants raising,
rather than cutting down. MB. RYLANDS would relish the sub-
stitution of cheap Consular for costly Diplomatic Agency ?
"

Consults provideant" (at half the money, too)
" ne quid de-

trimenti Respublica capiat." If only we could be sure of the right
men in the right places. But these appointments have a way of

settling themselves so much more with regard to the pleasure and
patronage of the Foreign. Office than the needs of JOHN BULL.
A propos of the Vote for Colonial Expenses, MB. BRIGHT objected

to SIB A. GORDON for being too hard, on Cannibalism in Fiji. He
pointed out that, after all, eating men was only, like eating
mutton, a matter of national habit. THE CHANCELLOR OF THE
EXCHEQPEB objected to discussing so serious a question in the dark.
It is only in the dark, as a rule, that the question of Cannibalism
arises. In white meat this "national habit" has not, as yet,
arisen.

Wednesday. The House busy with its Liquor Bills. MB.
SULLIVAN abruptly flung on the table a Bill which he moved some
months ago, but which he has since re-cast, for closing .Irish Public-
houses in town and country at seven on Saturday evenings. He
would, in fact, have Saturday nightin Ireland the reverse of Saturday
night at sea the non-grog-night. If the House didn't like seven,
they were free to name

any other hour.
" Wouldn't the Bill work

oppressively in towns, and with varying inconvenience in town and
country ?

"
Perhaps it might. ME. SULLTVAJT hoped not, but

couldn't say. Qmen sabe ? as the Spaniard says. These were
details.

This off-hand fashion of repressive legislation irritated the House,
and SIR M. HICKS-BEACH protested this was taking too great liber-
ties with the subject. The Major was magnificent, and flung
himself into the crather, like an Erostratus. His denunciation of

whiskey, in his great character of the ould Brehon sage, was one of
the sublimest outbursts of topsy-turvy eloquence ever heard in the
House of Commons. Punch must embalm it in his imperishable
sheets :

[f we had an old Brehon sage here, how would he proceed ? He would
say, 'This whiskey is the destruction of my people. It ruins their health. It

deprives them of their reason. It lowers tuem in the scale of creation, even
lower than the brutes in the field. It is manufactured of that which should
provide food, not poison, for my people. Go, my officers, to the bonding ware-
houses. Drag out the puncheons, the pipes, and the hogsheads of this poison.
Swill the streets of my cities with it, and as the very dogs lap it up and fall

prostrate under its influence, let Irishmen learn what a foreign nation has
provided for their destruction.' Now, there was something statesmanlike in
that. That was what he would do. But was there ever such a miserable
puling Bill as the present introduced by any one having the smallest pretence
to be not merely a statesman, but a Member of Parliament."

Then what could exceed the terseness of his defence of Irish
ingratitude ?

" The Hon. Member for Carlisle, had given Ireland a day. Possibly he
expected to be requited for this act of generosity ; but he need never expect
any gratitude from the Irish

people. They could not be grateful. Theyhad never been educated to it. They asked for many things, but were
refused everything. They asked for Home Rule. Refused ! They asked
for the Borough Franchise. Refused ! They asked for the Municipal
Franchise. Refused ! At present they were asking that their letters might
not be detained in the Post-office from three P.M. to nine A.M., but to this
they had not obtained a precise answer. He should like to know how,
under these circumstances, the Irish could be a grateful people. It was
impossible."

If Ireland cannot be rrateful to England for anything, England
is grateful to Ireland for one thing the Major. Strange fate
for an Irish measure ! The Bill was negatived without a division !

Two other Liquor-Bills died the death the same night ME. C.
WILSON'S at the hands of its father

; and MB. COWEN'S, for trans-
ferring the licensing power to Boards elected by the ratepayers
to Punch's notion, about the most pernicious in promise of the many
legislative abortions begotten by Liquor at the hands of the House,
by 133 to 85.
In the Evening the House was Counted Out soon after nine.

Thursday (Lords). A great house to hear LOBD BEACONSFIELD'S
defence of the PIGOTT appointment. A perfect performance.
Light and solemn, playful and pompous, sophistic and ironical by
turns, the great master of tongue-fence kept his coup de Jarnac for the
last in the assurance that LOBD BEACONSFIELD had never known

of Hughenden since LORD BEACONSFIELD had lived there, and that
the ex-rector's one political act, as far as LORD BKACONSFIELD knew,
in the Buckinghamshire elections, had been to vote against MR. Dis-
EAELI. So the tables were turned against the assailants of the
appointment, with an effect which only this adept in the great art
of ironic dialectics vulgarly called

"
flapdoodle

"
could have so

easily and so triumphantly secured.
LORD BEACONSFIELD has not only ridden rough-shod over the

Select Committee's recommendation, but has made it seem, some-
how, ridiculous ;' while he has secured ME. PIGOTI'S appointment in
the teeth of a vote of the House of Commons.
But after such a victory, what does the veteran General think of

his new Lieutenant's defence of the position which the Chief so easily
recovered ? Oh, SIR STAFFORD, call you this backing of your
friends ?

LORD STRATHEDEN was delivered of another abortive speech, usher-
ing in another equally abortive motion, on that Eastern Question,
which his Lordship is always putting, and never getting answered.
LORD GBAHVILLE talked obvious sense on the subject of liusso-

phobist scares, on which his cool reason falls like water on hot iron,
eliciting hisses from the incandescent metal.
LOBD DERBY- said ditto to LORD GBANVILLE in spite of the pen-

pricks of his Turcophile press.
(Commons.) MB. BOTJBKE promises papers relating to alleged

atrocities upon Turks by Bulgarians and Russians. He judiciously
abstains from endorsing the official reports on the subject. . There may
be something in LORD GBANVILLE'S suggestion that the Turks have
taken to manufacturing Russian atrocities, in the hope that they
will rouse English opinion against the Russians, as the report of the
atrocities of Batak and Philippopolis opened English eyes to the
horrors of Turkish rule. They forget there were English witnesses
for the latter.

SIB STAFFOBD NOBTHCOTE, pressed to mark his little Bills for the
Slaughter of the Session, with reluctance sealed the doom of four

Valuation, (English and Irish) Bishoprics, Patents, and Scotch
Poor Law. There are more that must follow, but SIB STAFFOBD
prefers to leave them for a while to the untender mercies of the
chapter of accidents.

POOR HUMANITY.
CANDID Inquirer (curiously}.
And pray, Madam, who are

you?
Perplexed Personage

{vaguely). I I well,

positively, my good Sir, I

protest I do not exactly
know.

Candid Inquirer (sus-

S'ciously).
That is strange,

ay I ask if there is any-
one who on that point is

better informed than your-
self?

Perplexed Personage.
There are many such.

Many at least who seem
to know all about me, and
assume to speak in my
name. Only as their ac-
counts of me do not in the
least agree, their counsels
do not greatly help me in
the increasingly difficult

task of self-recognition.
Candid Inquirer. Your position is peculiar, and I should say

perplexing. Pray how did it come about ?

Perplexed Personage. Party-spirit has laid its all-confounding
spell upon me, and tricked out in the many-coloured vesture of

faction, I am become the very chameleon of politics, a puzzle to
the universe, and a mystery to myself.

Candid Inquirer. But your name, Madam ? Can you not re-
member that ? It may possibly throw some light upon the subject
of your mislaid identity and real nature.

Perplexed Personage. Oh, as for my name, that is, now as always,
HUMANITY. But that name at present covers as great a multitude
of meanings as a kindred one is said to do of sins. Amidst a con-
flicting crowd of definitions, I find self-identification simply im-
possible.
Candid Inqtiirer. But really this is very shocking.
Perplexed Personage. "Shocking," do you say? Oh, Sir, if

there is one thing that I am used to, it is to being
" shocked." Every

\r
tne

T
as5urance that LORD BEACONSFIELD had never known party protests that the proceedings of its opponents are "shockingitner MB. PIOOTT or his father, that the latter had not been rector to Humanity." Whether ultimately I shall be shocked into drivel-
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ling Btntimentalism, or utter insensibility, I do not quite know
Appeals to me are so multitudinous and so conflicting, that I begin
to tlunk sheer callousness would be a blessed boon.

Candid Jnijuirer. 1 had thought that
"
the claims of humanity

"

an universal shibboleth that phrase were held to be above persona
interests, party ties, or national ambitions.

Perplexed Personage. So they are. But these theoretically para-
mount claims are the first to go to the wall as soon as other interests
are at issue. That 1 am accustomed to, however. What I complain
of is this new-fashioned way of setting me against myself, and in-

voking me, like the Despot's complacently partisan
"
Providence,''

as the special patron of antagonistic causes and conflicting interests,

Eighty-ton guns and torpedoes have " shocked " me ; but Turoo-
phobe railings and Turcophile recriminations wholly confound me.

( 'nni/til Inquirer, The Muscovite, posing as Humanity, seems
Perplexed Pertonage. Well nigh as incongruous a figure as the

Ottoman posing as Champion of freedom. Inhumanity in a Cossack
cap is not a whit better or worse than inhumanity in caftan or
fez. Those who make me a matter of country or costume either
know little about me or care less. It is no particular concern ol

mine whether Tmwphobe or Turoophile have the better of the

argument. But it is a concern of mine that they should argue
fairly, and not make me a pander to party passion masquerading in
the guise of philanthropy or patriotism. If Turcophile prints
Russian Atrocities in large capitals, and Ottoman ditto in the
smallest type, while Turcophobe does precisely the reverse ;

if one
triumphs in a hideous charge, and the other chuckles over a san-
guinary tu quoque, it is in vain that they play their typographical
tricks, shape their partisan phrases, and paint their invidious
epithets in the name of Humanity. They know nothing about me ;

and, contused by their clamorous invocations, I begin sometimes to
feel that I know little about myself.

Candid Inquirer. If.it is little to the credit ot an Englishman's
head to be unable to distinguish the real merits of a cause apart
from the details of its advocacy, it is even less to the credit of his
heart to be unable to realise humanity save when she comes clad
in the garb of his race or the livery of his party.

SKY-BLUB; OR, DEATH IN THE DAIRY.
An Urban Eclogue.

SCEXE Before the entrance of a smart Metropolitan Milk-Shop.
Muse and Medical Officer meeting.

Muse. Oh, how clean, sweet, and snug !

Medical Officer. May I ask what yon mean ?
Muse. Why this snowy-walled Eden of silver and green ;

This cool white-tiled nook with its ferns and its founts
Medical Officer (irrelevantly). And its red-covered-book-piles of

running accounts !

Mute (ignoring his interruption). Its lamp like a lily-cup poised on
its stalk,

Its immaculate cow neatly modelled in chalk
Medical Officer. Most suitable substance that same, without question.

There "s a cynical frankness about the suggestion !

Muse
(impatiently) . Please don't interrupt. Nothing vexes the Muse
Like gratuitous comments ; they check and confuse.
This Eden, that might be the home of a fairy
But it a first-class Metropolitan DairyA true rut in urbe^ a pastoral patch
In your gloomy brick Babylon. Eh I Did I catch
Your language aright ?

'*A mere nest of disease " t
What a horrible phrase ! Pray explain, if you please.

Medical Officer. A dung-pit, a cess-pool though each is a curse
Or a long-standing dust-heap, could hardly be worse.

Mute. You shock me. But Science on Beauty 's *o hard.
Now methinks 'tis a scene that might quicken a bard
Into lyrical outburst.

Medical Officer (dryly). I haven't a doubt,
For it doesn't take much to do that, Ma'am !Mw You flout
A theme which all pastoral poets has fired.
Milkmaids have been sung

Medical Officer. Till most people are tired,
And would cry, "hold, enough!" though the singer were

TKNNTSOX.
Muse. I 'm sure Milk might earn even Science's benison

Our very first food -

Medical Officer. And not seldom our last,
It' thr dread typhus-germs in its depths are once cast ;

Nor if they are traced to some sewer or well,
Is the matter much mended. The mixture they sell
At this pastoral poison-shop 's

"
quickening

"
maybe

ViH To Muses and bards, but 'tis death to a baby :

And even a fully-fledged poet might find

Milk-typhoid a teaser. Had Science been blind,
Like Sentiment, death, midst its many vagaries,
Had found no such rare stalking-ground as our dairies.

Mute. What ! Death in the milk-pan 't A horrible thought !

Medical Officer. The one place where disease in its germs must be

fought.
Ask BALLAKD or MUKCHISON.

Mute. Oh I but the cow
Medical Officer, Nay, the beast 's not to blame, nor its milk, but,

somehow,
Ere it goes from the farm, where the pumps are suspicious,
Or the smart London dairy yon deem so delicious,
A change has occurred, not precisely alchemic,
Which too often ends in a bad epidemic.
Be it

"
rinsing

" the pails, which of course is just possible,
Or causes that are not so clearly cognosciblc,
But reference bear to the pump or the well,
The mortal pollution 's imparted.

Mu,e. You tell

A most terrible tale !

Medical Officer. One that 's different, very,
From pastoral yarns about Blostom and Cherry.
And milkmaids and syllabubs, whey, curds, and cream,
And those other bucolic delights which,

' twould seem,
This Dairy suggested, dear Madam, to you.
I admit that my tale is not nice, but it s true.

The true Modern Milkiad, granting it written

By bard with the epical-mania bitten,
Would have, in despite of poetical usances,
To make its chief hero Inspector of Nuisances.
That Milk has an innocent look, but analysis
Might give your sweet faith, Ma'am, a fit of paralysis.
A Medical Officer's very first care is

Or should be to keep a sharp eye on the dairies ;

And, seeing how easy 's evasion of my laws.

The'pnblio calls loudly for SCLATBB-BOOTH s bye-laws.
[Exit Muse, tnuch disgusted.

ABSOLUTION" MADE EASY.

HOUID a new
edition of The
Complete Letter-
Writer be pub-
lished, it would
require, for com-
pleteness' sake,
to be enriched
with a few speci-
mensof epistolary
correspondence
nggettedlby the

followingJlstate-
ment in a'news-
letter if true :

"The most famous
of Confessors is Da.
PDSET. He re-

ceives confessions

not only vivd voce,
bnt by letter, and
few persons are
aware of the extent
of his correspond-
ence with people in

all parts of the

country who have
made him their

spiritual director."

Da. Pr/SEr was avowedly a Father Confessor long before certain
)t his followers compiled The Prittt in Absolution. As to Con-
:

ession, he appears to be considerably in advance of the genuine
toman Catholic Priest, as he allows a Confessional to be made of

,he letter-box and the pillar-post. Perhaps (he will go if he has
not gone already still farther ahead, and receive confessions by
electric telegraph, wiring absolution back. Or. what will be a still

rreater improvement on the Roman practice, he might, when the

telephone is brought sufficiently to bear, have them addressed to

lira orally through that instrument, and then the confession, from
whatever distance transmitted, would have the advantage of being
strictly auricular.

SWEETEST NOTB FOB THK CaANirEt-CROssrso TOURIST. Sea flat.
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FASHIONABLE EMULATION.
Lady (speaking with difficulty).

" WHAT HAVE you MADE IT BOUND TUB WAIST, MRS. PEICB ?
"

Dressmaker. " TWENTY-ONE INCHES, MA'AM. You COULDN'T BRBATHX WITH LESS !

"

Lady. "WHAT'S LADY JKMIMA JONES'S WAIST?"
Dressmaker. "NINETEEN-AND-A-HALF JUST NOW, MA'AM. Bur HEE LADYSHIP'S A HKAD SHORTER THAN YOU ARE, AND SHE'S

OCT EVER SO MUCH THINKER SINCE BER ILLNESS LAST AUTUMN !

"

Lady. "THEN MAKE IT NiirsTBBif, MRS. PRICB, AND I'LL ENGAGE TO GET INTO IT !"

THE SPHINX'S SOLILOQUY.
HABD lines, I" faith 1 Not unfamiliar things
Upon the tortuous path I 've had to tread
To reach this elevation. Note my lines

Are fallen in pleasant places so men think ;

And I well, triumph 's sweet, despite the thorns
That stuff the Conqueror's cushion. But by Thoth,
This buffet is too bad ! The flout that brings
A blush to world-worn cheeks is bitterer far
Than a blood-fetching battle-blow. And I

Not there to foil and counter ! Blundering BATES
My heartiest champion ! Headlong HAEDY cool ;

Sleek STAFFORD sluggish ; KNIGHTLEY armed against me ;

And HOLMS the Hobby-rider jubilant !

He who hath braved a hundred batteries

Winged by a pop-gun ! After all the games,
Moves educational, and dodges dark,
That I have perpetrated, to be pinked
By such a pigmy point as PIGOTT'S hoise
Can lend the sorriest stabber of them all !

Oh for one hour among them ! Chaff and tact

May turn the keenest thrust ; but STAFFORD'S staff,

Languidly wielded, faith, 'twould scarce avail
To beat down such a bullrush as the lance
Of Hackney's Hector on his Hobby-horse.
GLADSTONE lends wings to shafts that pierce his mail,
In pen and post-card. Now /trip in turn
O'er "

Stationery." Faugh ! A weary task
For nous Semitic and the temperament
Of trifle-scorning genius to guide
These stolid Britons, with their insect-sense
Of milk-and-water moral, pinched and prim !

A job ? Philistine phrasers ! beetle-close

Envisagers of beetle-crawling fact !

Hath Phoebus no prerogative to dazzle
As well as light ? which any blinking taper

May do at pinch, if 'tis but to explore
Corner and cranny. HOLMS'S halfpenny

"
dip

"

Shows up faith, what ? A mere magnanimous leap
Of ladder-spurning strength a Titan bound
Of rule-defying instinct ! And the dolts

Prate of
fair-play

and principle, invoke
The infallible Select Committee-Man !

They 'd move a vote of censure on Creation,
Because not shaped to House of Commons rules,
And hierarch'd into a Paradise
On their Competitive principle. Well ! well !

A flout 's not mortal. Yet I 'd fain unhorse
Yon Hackney Hobby-rider, and undo
The masked significance of that ugly FOUR !

* * * * *

Four ? even so. As Ancient Pistol says,"
I take the groat in earnest of revenge."

Salve of Conscience.

UNDEB the head of Conscience-Money, the other day, the CHAN-
CELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER acknowledged "the receipt of the

second half of a ten-pound note from '

0. P. Q.' for the Public

Chest." In language which would in these days be accounted

coarse, a vigorous political writer in a past generation used to call

bank-notes shin-plasters. Were he now living, perhaps the

announcement above referred to would have induced him to chal-

lenge SIB STAFFORD NOUTHCOTE to prove that he had properly

applied
"
0. P. ft.'s

"
shin-plaster to the public chest.
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"HARD LINES!"
"AFTER ALL THE BIG THINGS I'VE BEEN IN, TO BE PULLED UP FOR THIS! OF COURSE I CAN SET IT

RIGHT, BUT IT'S REALLY TOO DISGUSTING!"
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QUESTIONS FOR TRAVELLERS.
(From oii to T'aris.)

AT TIIK CHAKIRO CROSS STATION.

WAS
it worth getting tip so early to

catch the tidal train ?

Shall I have my luggage re-

gibtered to Folkestone or Boulogne ?

Supposing it is rough, won't it be a

mistake to send my things across the

sea when I shall certainly stop at the

Pavilion ?

Supposing it IB fine, won't there be a

great deal of trouble in getting my port-
manteau on to the boat if it

is labelled Folkestone ?

Shall I take a single ticket

or a return for a month ?

Shall I get into a smoking-
carriage with a lot of un-
shaven foreigners, or into a

non-smoking-carriage with a
sour-faced and middle-aged
spinster P

Shall I take my hat-box
and bag with me, and have
the nuisance of carrying
them, or shall I let them go
into the van, with a chance
of their getting woefully
crushed f

On BOARD THK BOAT.

Is it going to be rough P

Did the trees look as if there was a good deal of wind ?

Isn't this calmness in the harbour deceptive ?

Shall I sit on the bridge, with the chance of being blown away, or

go down below, with the certainty of seeing the unsnaven foreigners
in agonies ?

Shall I accept the offer of the sailor to cover my legs with his

waterproof coat ?

Now that the ropes are gone and the boat is off, don't I think it

would have been wiser to nave stayed on shore ?

Will it be much worse than this P

Now that I can't move to get at my pocket, is it possible that I

may have left my reserve fund of bank-notes at home ?

If I did, how am I to pay my first hotel-bill P

Can this last much longer P

Why was I such a fool as to brave the possibility of having to

undergo this P

Ought I to help that lady P

Have I forfeited all rights to be called a man of good breeding by
refusing to move to help beauty in dire distress ?

When will that useful Official in the gold-banded cap attend to

me?
Is suicide justifiable under the present circumstances P

Is suicide possible in my feeble state P

Is it really true that we have only left Folkestone Harbour half
an hour ?

Can human nature endure any further torture ?

Are all the treasures of the Continent worth this misery ?

Would it not have been more patriotic to have stayed in England ?

Have I the strength to find my way to the side of the vessel with
a view to drowning myself ?

Would it be very wicked to murder this Official for asking to see

my ticket ?

Is it possible that I have lived to see Boulogne Pier ?

Can I crawl on shore P

AT
Is it possible, in my present state of health, to have a row with

the Donanier for insisting upon looking into my hat-box P

Am I wise to decide to stay at Boulogne a night to recover from
the fatigues of my voyage P

Which Hotel shall I go to P

Which shall I choose, mosquitoes or unpleasant odours ?

Shall I dine at the table d'fiSte f
Is this menu of greasy dishes particularly pleasant after my

passage ?

Shall I talk to my neighbours P

Why do English girls on the Continent generally have projecting
teeth, corkscrew curls, and dresses made after a fashion much in
vogue about fifteen years ago ?

Why do Englishmen at Boulogne Hotels look so very different
from Englishmen everywhere else P

Is my right-hand neighbour a billiard-marker, or an ex-Captain
of (very) Irregulars ?

Is my left-hand neighbour an Italian nobleman in disguise, or a

'raudulent French bagman ?

Why does every tahle-d'hute have a vulgar old Irishwoman who
will talk of her titled acquaintances ?

Why do the oldest KnglUh inhabitants at French watering-places
seem always to be hiding from their creditors P

Shall I go to the Etamitirment to see the beautiful dancing, or to

.he theatre to hear the equally beautiful singing '(

What did the landlord mean by telling me that he could give me
a veritable English !

Why.during the watches of the night, do I so constantly think

of the Howard family in general, and the Norfolk branch m par-
ticular P

Shall I venture P

Is it not a pity that
"
the Direction " neglects to carpet the wet

and sandy lloor of the machines P

Why aid not the Inquisition think of a drive into the sea in a

machine as an appropriate torture for criminals convicted of murder-

ng the POPK ?

Considering the bore of walking through the dry sand and the

people on my way back, and the nuisance of finding all my clothes

>n Uie floor, have I enjoyed my bath ?

Does not this excellent lunch in the caft on the Pier make amends
tor all the miseries I have undergone P

ARRIVAL AT PARIS.

How have I survived a tedious journey in a carriage full of ladies

and children ?

Why did the Frenchman who got in at Amiens eat garlic before

commencing his travels P

Shall I go to a "
grand

"
hotel, whete I shall be neglected, or to a

family hotel, where I shall be poisoned ?

Will the son leave any part of me ungrilled, so that I may ask a
iew more questions next week P

BETTER LATE THAN EVER.

WHEN BRITANNIA wiped the undeserved blot from the scutcheon

of the brave DUNDONALD, she could not undo all the wrong he had
suffered, but she certainly meant that the completest reparation that

could be awarded him should be. Above all, whatever of his loss was
measurable by money, she intended should be made up. But BRITAN-
NIA'S servants at the Treasury read her orders differently.

" Tout ett

oerdafort I'honneur," they construed," Honour we are forced to give
back but with a loss of everything else." They restored the rank
which should never have been taken away small thanks to them !

but the pay which should have gone with it they kept back, like

dirty dogs as they were ; and, worse still, when his grandson,
the other day, asked for the due so long and cruelly withheld
from the heroic grandsire, BRITANNIA'S Treasury servants of to-

day upheld the mean injustice of their predecessors of 1833 and

1847, and refused the pay belonging to the rank and honour so

tardily restored.

But there are official acts of meanness of which even the most

economically-disposed House of Commons scorns to take advantage.
This was one of them. The Select Committee appointed in the
teeth of Government to look into LORD DUNDONAJ.D s claims, which
were all he had to bequeath to his descendant, has reported, as a

body of honest gentlemen needs must, that
"
Complete reparation will not have been done to LORD DraDONALD

unless the claim for back pay which he bequeathed to nil grandson ii recog-
nised. Everything connected with his restoration to the Naval Service and to

his rank and honour proceeded upon the principle that, o far as possible, be
should be placed in the same position as if he had never been removed from
the Service. This appears of necessity to imply that the reparation spoken
of in the Treasury Minute is not complete. In the opinion of your Com-
mittee no technical rule should be permitted to stand in the way of such

reparation, the justice of which seems to follow by a natural inference from
the steps which nave already been taken."

So, at last, justice will be done all round. The Government will

stand rebuked for an attempt to set up a technical rule in bar of a just
claim ; and the descendant of a hero will reap some benefit, though
late, from his famous forefather's services, for which his country would
have gladly paid, but the reward of which was unjustly withheld by a
Government unworthy alike of such a country and such a Captain.

CON. FOR THE COMMONS.

HERE 's a conundrum for the Nation
That likes its reasons graced with rhyme :

Why 's PARNELL like Procrastination P

Because he is the thief of Time.
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A NORFOLK DUMPLING.
Young Hodge (in expectation of a Copper).

" Ol 'tL OPEN THE GATE."

Lady.
" You ARE A VERY CIVIL LAD. Yon DON'T COMB FROM THESE PARTS?"

Young Hodge.
" YOW'RE A I.mi. I DEW I

"

DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
(Questions for the next Congress.}

TAKING into account the expense of extra coals, the outlay for

soap, starch, powder-blue, soda, and other necessaries, the payment
to the washerwoman, and the cost of_her beer, tea, and food, and
considering the probability that a periodical disturbance of nerves
and temper shortens the life of the head of the family the bread-
winner is it Domestic Economy to wash at home ?

Which is the more economic plan to buy dresses, mantles,
bonnets, &c., or to have them made in the house ?

With regard to servants' beer, which of these three courses is the
most advisable to adopt ?

a. To substitute a money allowance.
b. To keep beer in cask.

o. Key in the parlour.
0. Key in the kitchen.

c. To serve out bottled beer.
Would you recommend a young and newly-married Lady to have

Cook up into the drawing-room every morning for orders, or to go
daily herself into the kitchen after breakfast ?

How far is it possible to dispense with the services of charwomen ?

Compare plain needlework and fancy work (1) as a thrifty and
economical employment, (2) as a rational occupation, and (3) as an
encouragement of self-respect.
Can

the_ present relations between "
Mistress and Maid " be

improved in any of the following particulars a. Wages and Per-
quisites. 6. Dress, c. Holidays, d. "Friends"?
Which is the best description of Carpet (1) for dining and drawing-

rooms, (2) for bedrooms, (3) for nurseries, (4) for stairs ?
Does it answer to

" turn " dresses ?

What are the advantages and disadvantages of Meat Teas ?

With reference to health, expense, and comfort, which is prefer-
ableGas or the Lamp ?

Do you keep your Bed-room Windows open at night all the year
round?

C. D. has an income of 500 a year, and a wife and three daugh-
ters, sixteen, eighteen, and twenty (no sons). What allowance
should each have for dress and private expenses (including laun-

dress) ?

Can you furnish good and economic recipes for plum-pudding
1

,

claret-cup, gingerbread, minced mutton, mild stuffing, clear and

strong gravy soup, lemonade, light pastry, salad, and bread sauce ?

Is it advisable to give everything out, or would it be better to

place confidence in your servants ?

How would you prevent the too frequent repetition of cold meat
for dinner '(

Can you supply a new recipe for a family pudding, which shall be
at once cheap, wholesome, and palatable ?

What are your experiences of pages, parlour-maids, and general
servants ?

What is the lowest income on which a young couple should marry,
who have been accustomed to liberal housekeeping, genial society,
the cultivation (as an amusement) of the drama, music, and the fine

arts, costly dress, and the frequent use of hired vehicles ?

Your husband s income is 700 a year, the rent of your house is

70, you have five children varying from fourteen to baby, you keep
three servants, and your usual dinner-hour is half-past six what
do you propose to give your husband for dinner each day next
week?
When are the following articles in season salmon, partridge,

asparagus, giblets, cauliflowers, roast pork, mushrooms, oysters,

woodcock, and sucking-pig ?

A Slight Mistake.

ONE of our Turcophiles, writing of the War in the hysterical style
at present usual among these excited organs, declares that

" now
HeD. has been let loose in Bulgaria." He mistakes. Hell has been let

loose in Bulgaria since the Turkish rule was established there

above four hundred years ago, and this is the first effective

attempt to chain it up. Naturally, the undertaking has its horrors.
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Delicate Wife.
" BEING ME ANOTHER

111 Kl: 1. *8 FLINTY OF J^AT !

"

Shakspcarian, but dyspeptic, Husband (inwardly)." Oa I CURSE or HAKRIAGK !

THAT WK CAN CALL THZSK DELICATE CREATURES OUR?,
Birr NOT THEIR APPETITES I

"

A CLERICAL SUGGESTION.
SOME clever person, in the Lower

House of Convocation, during the

discussion on LORD ALWTHE COUP-
TON'S Motion, as to vestments (re-

ported in the Church Times)

observed, that, "if a white Chas-
uble were worn, it really could

hardly be distinguished at a dis-

tance from a surplice with a degree-
hood over it." This is a beautiful

notion for compromise, only a large
church is absolutely necessary.
Then the Ritualistically inclined

among the Laity should have the
front seats, where they would be
satisfied that the Parson was wear-

ing a " vestment." Those in the

middle of the Church representing
the rin media would be uncertain

as to what it was. and as indifferent

I

as uncertain, while the moderate

Evangelical party in the back seats,

would see only a surplice and a
hood. The ultra Evangelicals might
be easily seated out of sight alto-

gether, and so long as they were
within hearing, they would have to

live by faith, and not by sight, in

perfect accordance with tlnir own
principles. Really the Cleric who
made this observation in Convoca-

tion, and whose name we regret our

inability to recall (as we only quote
from memory), seems to have hit the

right nail on the head in this vexed
question.

RUSSIAN ATROCITIES.

IN the Emperor's quarters at Plo-

iesti they are actually using Turks'
heads to sweep the ceilings with!

They are supposed to be those of the

prisoners taken at Nicopolis who, of

course, have beenmassacred en ma>e.

MEDDLING AND MUDDLING.
(Being the Log of Admiral de Forcey.)

Monday. Arrived in foreign waters, and finding that the Local

Municipal Council were using very strong language in debate,

immediately bombarded the Town Hall. Mayor and Beadle killed,

and eighteen Aldermen wounded. Spent the rest of the day.in
proclaiming a. new Monarchy.

Tuesday. Some one having told me that he had seen somewhere
a paragraph, stating that a person looking like an Englishman
had been arrested unfairly, considered it my duty to protect

British Interests. To carry out this idea thoroughly, bombarded
the Royal Palace, the principal Hotels, the Railway Station, and
the Theatre. The target practice was excellent. Employed the

rest of the day in dethroning the new King, and restoring an

ex-Emperor.
Wednesday. Found that the two Houses of Parliament were

opposing one another. Landed a couple of companies of Marines,

and, assisted by the Commons, carried several important .Bills

through the Lords at the point of the bayonet. Employed the rest

of. the day in banishing the Emperor, and converting the country
into a Duchy, under a Grand Duke.

Thursday. Finding that the Local fleet were fighting a naval
battle amongst themselves, tried a few torpedoes. Result, six iron-

clads went to the bottom in less than no time. Was just warming
to my work, when it was explained to me (under a flag of truce)
that what I had taken for a naval battle, was merely a sham-fight.
Apologised ; and, to fill up my time, turned my Grand Duchy into

a Government on the Septennate principle.

Friday. Displeased at the noise made by the military bands of

the Local army. Considered the noise dangerous to British In-

terests. Accordingly, landed a Naval Brigade of Blue Jackets, and
defeated the enemy's forces in one hour and ten minutes. Spent
the rest of the day in establishing a Conservative Republic.

Saturday. This being the last day of the week, was most anxious
to leave everything ship-shape for Sunday. With this desire,

dismissed all the Judges, disbanded the remainder of the Army and

Navy, and ordered the Clergy into exile. Finding that the news-

papers disapproved of my orders, took all the Editors prisoners, and
seized the printing-presses. With a view to local self-defence,
ordered all the shopkeepers to appear before me, and swore them in

as Volunteers. Next visited the Hospital (now used as a temporary
town-hall), and gave the country a new constitution. In spite of all

my efforts kto please them, the inhabitants appeared dissatisfied.

This being the case, hoisted the Union Jack, and (in defence of

British Interests) declared the country to be the property of HER
MAJESTY. Having done this, posted despatches to the Admiralty,
and ordered the fleet under my command to hold itself in readiness
to start for a new place on Monday.

IMMINENT STARVATION.
IT appears that a certain very good Institution is in a very bad

way. At a meeting held the other day in the Egyptian Hall at the
Mansion House, on behalf of the Dramatic College, founded for the
final benefit of poor Actors and Actresses, according to a report of

proceedings :

" Miss SEDOWICK adverted to the novelty of her position in being called

upon to addreu such an audience, but the had to plead in the cause of charity,
and sought to enlist the sympathy of those she addressed. The Royal Dra-
matic College, she said, was in danger of collapse, and, indeed, of death,

through sheer inanition. If that was so, it would not be creditable if some-

thing were not done to avert such a result."

The Dramatic College is situated at Maybury, new Woking, and.

consequently, not far from the cemetery in that vicinity. Should
the collapse in which Miss SEDOWICK represents it terminate, as she

fears, in death, its inmates, dying with it, will be too likely, most
of them, to become eligible for citizens of tie neighbouring necro-

polis. It is to be hoped that the Dramatic College will not be
suffered to perish of inanition, since its emptiness can be easily filled

by the benevolence of the numerous playgoers and patrons of the

Drama, whose pockets are in a state of plethora, which would admit
of considerable depletion without detriment to their circulation.
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ATTRACTIVE ATHLETICS.
OTS and Girls must have
their little games. Ath-
letics are as necessary to
the health of the softer sex
as the harder, besides being
useful aids to innocent
flirtation.

Lawn-Tennis has super-
seded Croquet; but pro-
bably to be sooner or later
discarded in its turn. Still,
lawns will remain, and
there are other games be-
sides Tennis for which a
lawn could serve as an
arena. Among these may
be suggested Lawn Cricket
with the due distinction

from the masculine game
as played at Lord's

;
Lawn

Football, adapted for the
softer sex and weather,
under modifications of the

Rugby' Rules ; Lawn Pri-
soners' Bars, or Prisoners'
Base ; Lawn Rounders ;

Lawn Stasr - out
;

Lawn
Hockey ; Lawn Tipcat ;

Lawn Hopscotch. 'Duly developed to suit the lawn, Hopscotch might
be rendered a very elegant game, so as to afford much the same
facilities for graceful display as dancing. Lawn Marbles, perhaps,
would hardly be quite compatible with tie-backs ;

" neither would
Lawn High Cockalorum-jig and Lawn Leapfrog, at least without
the iadoption of those reforms of costume which may be expected
speedily to supervene on recognition of the Rights of Woman.

SEASON-ABLE STATISTICS.

IT seems admitted that the season has been a sadly dull one, and
West-End shopkeepers complain that people have spent next to

nothing at their shops.
"
Offally bawed, you know, has been a

very frequent observation in the Parks ; and " We really can't

afford it has more than once or twice been overheard at garden-
parties, when a ball has been proposed. Still, if we may judge
from the following statistics, the season has been much as usual.

The number of Whitebait served and swallowed in London and
its suburbs during the last three months has been computed at

twenty billions twelve thousand and two (excluding fractions).

It will perhaps be hardly credited that since the first of April as

much as thirty-seven thousand and eleven pounds have in London
been expended upon button-hole bouquets.
A calculation has been made by one well competent to guess, that

the distance nightly waltzed within the precincts of Mayfair has
amounted to sixteen hundred leagues.

It has been carefully computed by an able statistician that the
number of white kid-gloves which have been split in hasty dressing
in the course of the year is one million and fifeeen.

The cigars which have been smoked at Hurlingham and Lord's

would, if placed end to end, reach six times round St. Paul's.

The quantity of hairpins daily dropped in Rotten Row, and in the

paths adjacent, has been sufficient, on the average, to fill eleven

pecks.
It is calculated that the drags of the Coaching Club alone have

travelled, since the first of May, a distance equal to that from
Peckham to Pekin.

It is rumoured, in high circles, that the number of positive"
offers" to that of p. p. (play or pay) flirtations may be approxi-

mately represented by the formula : One to nine hundred and
nineteen.
An estimate has been made by a fashionable Confectioner that the

ices which Society everywhere has consumed this summer, would, if

piled together, overtop the Matterhorn in height, and equal it in

bulk.

UNDENIABLE.

NEVER trust Russian bulletins. How dilferent Turkish !

can be re-lied on.
They

A NEW CHANNEL or COMMUNICATION WITH THK SKAT OF WAR.
-By Special Liar.

THE PLAN FOR "ART PROGRESS."

THE special questions selected for discussion at the forthcoming
Social Science Congress, about to be held in Aberdeen, have been
published. Among them, under "Art Department," stands the
following one :

" Is our modern system of Art competition favourable or unfavourable to
Art progress?"

Decidedly unfavourable, compared with the system of competition
established in other professions than Art. There is no admission
into them, but first by means of a stiff preliminary examination,
and examinations still stiffer, in all manner of subjects bearing and
not bearing on them afterwards. If nobody were admitted to be a
student at the Royal Academy, nor allowed to exhibit there till he
had been tested as to his proficiency in Classics, Mathematics,
History, Poetry, and the Modern Languages ;

if he were not eligible
for an Associate without undergoing a still further ordeal, nor for
an Academician unless certified by competent examiners of omni-
science in all branches of knowledge besides those relative to Art
and some others, the certain consequence would be the very speedy
development of MICHAEL ANGELOS, TITTANS, RAFFAELLES, RET-
NOLDSKS, and HOGABTIIS. There is nothing like compelling men to
work in grooves chiselled out for them by other minds, to foster
and cultivate original genius. In due time, no doubt, if we only
wait a little, our competitive examination system, in the medical
profession for instance, will produce HABVEYS, HUNTEBS, ABERNE-
THTS. and BELLS as plenty as blackberries, and no less copiously
enrich other Sciences with BACONS, NEWTONS, DAVYS, and FAEADAYS.
So, likewise, it will give us MAELBOHOUGHS, WELLINGTONS, and
NELSONS in the Army and Navy. Already we see in literature, and
every department of mental work, how much it has done, especially
to exalt and expand the reasoning and imaginative faculties whereby
the creative is peculiarly distinguished front the common mind, and
the intellectual productions of the present in general from those of

the past.

SCHOOL BOARD AND SUNDAY CLOSING.

MOST people have hitherto supposed that the School Board system
of education was one thing, the Denominational another, and that
the former and the latter differed as light and dark. They will

hardly know what to make out of the following statement in the
letter of a local paper's London Correspondent :

" The London School Board does not improve. It is developing an amount
of narrow-mindedness which one did not look for after the triumph of the
Liberal party at last year's election. By twenty votes to ten the Board has
refused to allow the play-grounds to be opened on Sundays, declaring that to

open them would be a breach of the Fourth Commandment."

Can this possibly be true, and no mistake ? Then let all the
Saints of the Sunday Rest Association rejoice. For then the London
School Board has been undeservedly stigmatised as Secularist. It

is, on the contrary, denominational indeed. Its majority, at any
rate, have proved themselves so pious that they are now reproached
with narrow-mindedness, and open to be maligned as Denomina-
tionalists of the straitest and also the stupidest sect of the British

religion, who live as Pharisees, or pretend to live so, whilst they
compel all those in their power to practise their preaching. Let the

ungodly taunt them with belonging to the Denomination of Dolts
who confound the First Day of the Week with the Seventh, and
besides that, make a perverted Judaism forbid not only all manner
of work upon Sunday, but likewise all manner of play, how innocent
and healthful soever. The profane may tell them their Denomina-
tion is simply that of illiterate and vulgar Sabbatarians. Train up
bhe child early to idle about the streets on Sunday, or to take refuge
in the public-house. Therefore shut him out of his play-ground.
Call you that Sunday closing ? Do you pretend to be fit and proper
persons to preside over national education ? Such may be the cries

and questions of contemptuous scoffers. But the Denominational

majority of the London School Board will know as well as any
survivor of "Lady Huntingdon's Connection," how to reply to them

"
Ay, do despise us, we likes to be despised."

A Revived Title.

CONSIDERING that the Anti-Protestant system, of which the Holy
Cross Society are the exponents, has been growing up for many
years under the very noses of the Bishops, would not it be appro-

priate to style these dignitaries by a literal translation of their

mcient Greek title, (irtuKOTroi "Over-Lookers."

BLUE DITTOS. What the Blue-Coat uniform turns Christ's Hospital
nto : Guys.
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PROFESSIONAL VIEW OF THE SITUATION.
" AWKOL DIM ROORIUAN ATROHBHITIB8 SHTRIPPIN* DB POOR CRKETT/RS NAKED I

VON TINO OLB CLO'S 'LL BB SHEAPI"

MALEDICTION MADE WORSE.

(To Mtt. EllWAKI) KKEKMAK.)

IT wag not
"
Perish India." you exclaimed," Rather than for the Turk one Briton tight !

"

But "
Perish British Interests, unshu'

Rather than we take part against the Right
" >

The second saying gives the worse otfenoe

To the true Briton's moral sense !

If India perished, and if that were all,

The evil were comparatively small.
"
India "

might
"
perish

" without more ado
Than if you sung out,

"
Perish Timbuctoo !

"

But "
Britifh Interests," Sir, and "Our Dominion

In India" these are things that Britons cherish.

Do rather anything than let them perish !

The man 's un-English holds not that opinion.

You, that of FKEKM AN hear the glorious name,
Do you yourself a freeborn Briton think,

And yet admit, with soul devoid of shame,
A cause for which you 'd

"
British Interests" sink ?

As Britons paramount we feel 'em.
"
Fiat Justitia, ruat caelum."

That moral maxim, in this freemen's land,
Folk with this tree construction understand," Let

'
British Interests

'

reign supreme o'er all,

Although the welkin on the world should fall."

You should have put up with the misquotation.
What P

" Perish British Pocket British Purse !

"

Ill-advised FREEMAN, you 'ye but made bad worse

By your unpatriotic explanation.

Reports of Progress.

SCENB A Block in FUtt Strett.

Firtt Cabby. Now then ! What are you stopping for ?

You 're a nice obstruction, you are !

Second Cabby. You 're a Bigger !

Firtt Cabby. Yah 1 You 're a PARHELL you are !

EPITAPH FOR MB. JOSEPH JEFFERSON (may it be lung
before he wants it). R. I. P.

A GOOD WORD AND A GOOD WORK FOR JACK
ASHORE.

PUNCH does not often own himself surprised. But he had to own
himself surprised a little while ago, when he learnt that there was
no Soldiers' Reading and Recreation Room at the "Rock." In
furtherance of the movement to supply so strange a want, he then
said a good word for the Garrison of Gib., and hopes it profited.
He has now another surprise to own to, on learning that the Bermu-
das are without anything in the shape of a Club-house for Sailors
and Marines on liberty from our West Indian Fleet, which has its

head-quarters in the harbour of Ireland Island, where we have our
chief West India Naval Establishment, and where half-a-dozen
men-of-war are often lying for weeks together. And, as he has this
other surprise to confess to, so also he has this other good word to

say on behalf of the movement now on foot to supply this urgent
want. For want it is, and no mistake. As things are,

"
liberty

"

for Jack or Jolly in that hot and blazing climate becomes, perforce,"
licence." The only places open, during their run ashore, to our

Bluejackets and Marines are villanous dens for the supply of
drugged liquor, the consumption of which is stimulated by the
foulest accompaniments.
What it is proposed to start is a clean and decent Club-house,

where, for moderate charges, good beds, wholesome food, honest
drink, and rational amusement can he had a place where JACK on
liberty can smoke his pipe, drink his beer or grog, and enjoy his
game at draughts or skittles, bowls or billiards, read his paper, or
take his hand at cards with his messmates, without having his
pocket picked by extortionate harpies, and his constitution ruined
with hooussed drink, or worse abominations

;
a place where, after

his day's ramble ashore, JACK may top-up a social evening with a
quiet night's rest, and come aboard next morning as a British sailor
should cool, clean, cheerful, and collected

; and not like a beaten,
boosy, battered blackguard, with his eyes in mourning, his stomach
sick, and his blood in a blaze.

JACK, all popular as he is, has more flatterers than friends more
who make a profit out of his weaknesses, and a living out of his vices,

than who do their best to strengthen the one and root out the other.

But he hag no better friends than those who help him to put to good
use the rare and much-prized moments of liberty that relieve the

monotony and confinement of his life aboard ship. This those are

doing who are promoting the establishment of the Bermuda Sailors'

and Marines' Club-house. Such things want starting ; though, once

started, they should and must keep themselves going.
Punch is proud to hold out his old naval cap for this good work,

and to say that contributions will be received by CAPTAIN LEYWON
SOMXKSET, R.N. (Captain in Charge, Bermuda), care of MESSRS.
CHABD & Co.. 3, Clifford's Inn, Fleet Street, or the REV. C. H. HAB-
BORD, B.A., R.N., The Parsonage, Ireland Island, Bermuda.

COLORADOS AT CLOSE QUARTERS.
IT our potato - growers do not become personally acquainted

with the Colorado Beetle it will not be the fault of the Alexandra
Palace Company, which advertises for exhibition a sample of the
insect (dead, we sincerely trust), or of MR. STOLLWERK, the modeller
who has produced an exact likeness in wax of the beetle in all

its stages ; or last, and not least, the exemplary Manchester

Entomologist who has received a consignment of the Chrysomela
decemlineata from a scientific friend in the States, and hag been
keeping them in his garden on strawberries and vegetable marrows,
under the strictest injunctions, of course, not to let them escape.
As they are winged, we don't quite see how walls are to keep them

in. At all events, considering the possible consequences of letting
loose a pair of these interesting

"
bugs," one is glad to learn that

the Privy Council has written to SIR JOSF.I-H HERON, the active
Town-Clerk of that Metropolis, to beg him to bring down the Muni-
cipal foot all its force of beetle-crushers in fact on the happy
family which the Lancashire Entomologist has been maintaining
with a curiosity highly scientific, no doubt, but hardly compatible,
perhaps, with the safety of our potato-fields.

BRITISH INTEREST. Wherever there 's British Capital.

vot. ixxm.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

r we wanted an appropriate title for onr se'nnight's chronicle, we
ought to call it

" A Week at Donnybrook." It opens with a pleasant

novelty in the Dog-days a Saturday Morning Sitting (July 21).

And for such an agreeable and useful morning's work, too !
_
Four

hours of obstructive row over the Irish Judicature Bill, resulting in

one division of 90 to 4 on a Motion of MB. BIGGAR'S to postpone a

Schedule. And this, after several rounds of the same weari-

some wrangling in the small hours of Friday's sitting. The only

novelty was that BIOOAR said
" What the deuce 1

" and was called

to order for it. If
" What the deuce !

" makes BIGGAR'S behaviour

disorderly, what the deuce do you call BIGGAR'S behaviour without
that energetic form of interrogation ?

The House is rapidly getting into a state of white-heat at this

idiotic annoyance, and no wonder. If it keeps temper enough, under
the provocation of PARSELL, BIGGAH, and O'DONNELI, to pass sen-

tence on these incorrigible offenders with decent judicial dignity, it

will have earned canonisation ; for, certainly, they have been enough, this week, to rile a Senate of Saints. There is a limit even to Parlia-

mentary patience ;
and it has evidently been reached at last. If July does not see the end of this intolerable waste of public time,

and unjustifiable tax on private temper, the House of Commons will have deserved the ignominy to which it is the object of this precious
trio to reduce it. In SIR WiiiiAjt HARCOTOT'S words, MESSRS. PARNELL, BIGGIE & Co., will have succeeded in their attempt "_to

defy the authority of Parliament, to bring the House of Commons into contempt, and to block the great engine by which the British Empire
is chiefly maintained." Of course this is what they wish. But ought they to have their wish ? It is all very well to treat these persons
with contempt. Contempt, irony, sarcasm, ridicule, are as much thrown away on them a* hail on the hide of a rhinoceros. They
must heprevented from further obstructing public business, as yon prevent a knot of roughs from stopping a thoroughfare. The rules

of the House were framed for men of sense and Gentlemen, so no wonder a difficulty is found in bringing them to bear on the present
offenders. But if the old rules won't fit, new ones will have to be framed. The nuisance mutt be abated.

Monday (Lordi). The House in a hush of expectation. Quite a rush of at least a dozen Peers to their places to hear LORD
GRANVILLK in an awful silence ask LORD DERBY " whether he could give any explanation respecting the rnmonrea movement of troops
to the Mediterranean," and to hear LORD DERBY'S answer in a silence as awful "that the Mediterranean garrisons were below their

full complement ;
and in the present uncertain and disturbed condition of Europe, it has been thought desirable that they should be

strengthened to the extent of about 3000 troops. This is the sole foundation for the statements in the newspapers."
" Parturiunt monies, nascetur ridicului muj.'

But there can surely be no mistake about the Mouse after this. How can the D. T. drummer persist in beating his big drum so
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ferociously to the tune of
" The British Grenadiers," after receiving

this douche from the first floor of the House of Lords ? The Pall Mall

Gazette, more wise, sees there is nothing for it but to pack up the

hig drum, and take to irony instead.

(Commons.) The CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER gave the same
answer as LORD DERBY to an echo of LORD GRANVILLE'S question

by the MARQUIS OF HABTINGTON. Again Punch asks, after this,

how can the Mouse be made out a Mammoth except in Bombastes
Furioso fashion ? Ministers, be they never so many-minded, don't

go out of their way to ding dust in the eyes of both Lords and Com-
mons ; and if they say a thing in two places, too, as the auctioneers'

phase is they must be taken to mean it, diplomacy to the contrary

notwithstanding.
So Punch, perforce, concludes that the troops who have this week

embarked for Malta are not meant to garrison Gallipoli ;
and sings,

cheerfully, " Conturbabantur Gallipoli would-be itani.

Prseproperabilibus sollicititudinibus."

The CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER having asked priority for

Government business on Tuesdays and Wednesdays, MR. PAHNELL
was of opinion that

" the Government ought first to have stated

what Bills they meant to proceed with." Cool, rather, of MB. PAR-

NELL, whose moves have nothing to do with the progress of Bills,

but the report thereof. Not satisfied with this piece of assurance,
MB. P. went on to complain that "Irish business had been much
neglected, and the Scotch Prisons Bill not pushed on

;
that the House

was incapable of legislating for Ireland ; and that it should address
itself to the great problem before it, how business should be carried
on in future Sessions" in other words, how MK. PABNELL is to

be muzzled. There is an assurance about this sort of talk from
MB. PABNELL that is perhaps even more exasperating than his obstruc-
tiveness.

WHALLEY'S complaints are, at least, pathetic. He had thrice,
he moaned, brought forward The Priest in Absolution (really the
Member for Peterborough should keep better company), and had
thrice been Counted Out. He wound up with the awful threat
that" if the same thing happened again, he would either throw up
his seat (great cheering), or hold it in abeyance, rather than act as

a sort of screen behind which the Government could carry on the
business of the country in an irregular manner." Poor dear Member
for Peterborough ! He, at least, has the Arcadian virtue of a sim-

plicity which redeems a silliness that at times seems superhuman.
MB. COWEN recalled the House to common sense by pointing out

that its work had outgrown its machinery, and that the problem
before it was how to enlarge its horse [N.B., not any other animal]
power to meet the new demands on the old engine.
Then the Member for Dungarvan, envious of the prowess of PAB-

NELL, rushed into the fray, and complained of the
" conduct of

Government in keeping Bills rolling about from week to week, and
having discussions on them night after night till they returned after
dinner "

meaning, apparently, the worse for liquor. This brought
up, as it well might, the decorous BECKETT DENISON to order. The
SPEAKEB could not say the Honourable Member for Dungarvan was
out of order, though he was certainly trying very severely the

patience of the House. To this O'DONNELL retorted
" He was merely endeavouring to show that the Government were not

entitled to forbearance, particularly as they had given no promise that there
would be the slightest amendment in their conduct for the future, or thai

they would cease to inflict on the House useless and irritating discussions.
For his own part, he should deem it to be his duty to continue to subject these
measures to as calm, as independent, and as deliberate criticism as if Hon.
Members were not in a hurry to repair to the shooting grounds throughout
the country. (Cries of

' Oh ! oh !')"

This was the straw that broke MB. CHAPLIN'S back. He sprang
up to protest.
" He had seldom witnessed anything more painful or more degrading than

the scene which had just been presented to the House. (Cheers.) He die

not rise to appeal to the good feeling of the Hon. Gentleman who spoke last,
or that of those with whom he was in the habit of acting. The SPEAKER
whose mandates the Members of the House always treated with the greater
respect, had appealed to their forbearance in vain, and an opportunity hat
been afforded of seeing their stubbornness and their insensibility to every
sentiment and every feeling by which Gentlemen in that House were
actuated. (Cheers.)"

Thereupon PABNELL called upon the SPEAKER for protection, anc
soon wigs were on the green, sticks in the air, and coats trailing
and the House, before it knew how, was in the thick of one of those

Donnybrook Fair skrimmages which have'made the week remark-
able.

THE O'DoNosHUE protested, in the name of Ireland, against being
held responsible for the conduct of the three rowdy-obstructives.

The rest of the night was spent in Acts of humiliation of the
House and the CHANCELLOB OF THE EXCHEQUEB over the Pigott
blunder. Nothing could well be more abject than SIB STAFFORD'S
apology, more unqualified than the House's recantation, or completer
than LORD BEACONSFIELD'S triumph. PIGOTT .sits firmer in the

saddle of his Controllership than if no attempt had ever been made
a shake him. If the Leader of the Government had schemed to

>ring the Leader of the Commons on his marrow-bones he could not

lave done it more effectually.

Tuesday (Lords). Advancing Bills a lesson to the .Commons,
who would be in for a verdict of Guilty, if tried by their Peers on
indictment of waste (of time).

( Commons.) On Motion for going into Committee on the South
African Bill, SIB GEORGE CAMPBELL insisted on having it out in

black and white. He complained that the Bill handed over the

Darkeys of South Africa to its Whitey-browns. MB. FORSTER took
the opportunity of giving in his adhesion to the Annexation of

the Transvaal. MB. E. JENKINS was graciously pleased to express
his approval of the Bill. The natural satisfaction this must have

given the Government was dashed by MB. PABNELL'S decided

objection to the measure. Ireland wanted Federation, and couldn't

get it. The South African Colonies didn't want Confederation, and
so its machinery was thrust down their throats. MH. O'DONNELL
followed on the same side, and succeeded in the course of a two-
hours' oratorical ramble in his favourite feat of exasperating the
House to madness, which found vent in repeated attempts at a

Count, but in vain
" He held them with his glittering eye,
The hapless House sat still."

MB. COWEN by an excellent speech in favour of the Bill restored

the House to something like temper, which MB. COURTNEY suc-

ceeded in dashing, but could not .quite destroy, by his captious
attack on every part of the measure. This Gentleman has in a

very short time contrived to produce a settled sense of irritation

in the House rarely reached with so little practice.
The Bill being at last got into Committee, MB. BIGGAB succeeded

in putting a stopper on it, and the CHANCELLOB OF THE EXCHEQUEB
blocked as .usual was fain to report progress, when the. House

went into Committee on the Irish County Court Bill. The Major
now took up the obstructive game, and had the pleasure, with
MR. BIGGAK'S aid, of dividing 147 to 1 thanks to the kind help of

MB. PARNELL, who, admitting that the Bill was one of great im-

portance to the people of Ireland, walked into the "Ayes" lobby,
"to save his honourable friends from having nobody to tell." In

spite of a warning from MB. CALLAN, that this was too much even
for him, the same little game was repeated in a few minutes, BIGGAB
standing by the Major to tell and PABNELL coming forward in

solitary sublimity to be told. Itather than risk a third performance
by the Triad, progress was reported, when WHALLEY rose to ease
his pent-up soul on The Priest in Absolution.
But this was too much for the sorely-tried House. The CHAN-

CELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER, moved the previous question, and the
House let itself be Counted Out in forgetfulness, no doubt, of the

consequence of which WHALLEY had given it fair warning the

night before. Let us hope he will not carry out his awful threat
of resigning. The House will be good !

Wednesday . To-night the Irish imposthune which has been

swelling so long, came to a head, and burst over the South African
Bill. Punch, with all his lucidity, renounces the attempt to paint
the particulars of a row through which, in an atmosphere darkened
with gusts of altercation, objurgation, and recrimination, amidst wild

jumpings-up and sudden subsiding s, the figures of MESSRS. MONK
and E. JENKINS, PABNELL and O'DONNELL, the CHAIRMAN OF

COMMITTEE, and the CHANCELLOB OF THE EXCHEQUEB loom dimly
visible. Everybody seemed tor some three-quarters of an hour to

be calling everybody to order, while somebody, from time to time,

might be heard moving that somebody else's words should be taken
down.
At last,.MB. PABNELL, having declared the intense satisfaction he

felt in thwarting the intentions of Government, the CHANCELLOB OF
THE EXCHEQUEB moved that the words be taken down, and, this

done, put the.question that progress be reported, in order to report
the words to the House ; and the SPEAKEB was called in to pour his

official oil.on the troubled sea of the Commons.
After being twice bearded by BIGGAB, he succeeded at last in

getting PABNELL out of the House, while it sat upon his misdeeds ;

and then the House, in its natural wrath, backing its Leader in his

excusable exasperation, was only held back from the false step of

confounding MB. PABNELL'S avowal of his satisfaction in thwarting
the Government with an.announcement of a determination to obstruct

public business, by the calm wisdom of WHITBREAD, which soon

found echoes in the good-humoured sense of KNATCHBULL-HUGESSEN,
and even the chivalrous impetuosity of the SECRETABY.OF WAB

; .and
further proceeding in re PAHNELL was postponed till Friday.

This allowed the Honourable Member lor Meath to resume his

place, and his practices. The rest of the afternoon was devoted to

intermezzi, in which defence of PABNELL by O'DONNELL alternated
with interludes of BIGGAB in defence of both, to the waste of another

day, though all we have between this and St. Grouse's are all too

few for the business waiting to be dispatched.
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Thursday (Lords). LOBD NELSON advanced to the table behind.a
monster petition for the repeal of the Public Worship Itegulation
Act in which the weight of the paper was real, whatever may be
that of the signatures, among which Sunday School children's figure

largely.

(Comment,] The CHANCELLOR OP THB EXCHIQUIK informed the
MAiyuis OF HAKTINOTON of his proposed self-defending ordinances,
and the House then proceeded to deal with MB. lien's bill for

endowing with nearly half a million an Iriili Human Catholic Uni-

versity, under Episcopal control. This would amount, as MB. Lowi
:iml Sin \V. II. I'.KACH both pointed out, to a deliberate reversal of

all that the House has done to make education .undenominational,
so no wonder the Bill was thrown out by 200 to 50.

Friday (Lords), St. Francis (or was it St. Anthony?) preached
to the lishes. The DUSK OF SOMEMET would not mind their being
preached to, but objects to their being blown up, as they are now,
off Devonshire and Cornwall, by dynainite.
LORD REDEMDALK presented a petition from All-hallows, South-

wark, against a Romanising district parson, whose notion that
Ritual hallows all does not suit All-hallows.
When a dying woman is refused tin Sacrament because she

objects to confess her sins to the parson, no wonder there is a feeling
that the Protestant Pale is being Kicked over.

(Commons.) ffolumiu legei Parliament mutari is a standing
sentiment of the House, exemplified to-night. Evan the intolerable
nuisance of Irish Obstruction has barely enabled the Government,
after a whole night's haggling, to carry, for the fag-end of th Ses-

sion, SIR STAFFOKD NOKTHCOTE'S two Resolutions, that a Member twice
out of Order shall be muzzled for the rest of the debate, and that
no Member shall move more than once to report progress or vacate
the chair. Wrong-headedness laughs at Resolutions as Love laughs
at Locksmiths. The House had better have stuck to the first idea,
and suspended the Obstructive Three for the rest of the Session,
if they wouldn't be good on easier terms.

" EXCELLENT WELL THOU ART A FISHMONGER !
"

So wo may all say, now LORD HARTINGTON has taken his place as

liveryman of that ancient Guild, whose brethren have been stamped
as

" honourable men "
by the pen of SHAISPEAJIE and the tongue of

Hamlet. To his Lordship's honour, let us set down the excellent good
sense his Lordship uttered in the speech acknowledging his new
rank:

" We have, as Head of Her Majesty's Opposition, thought that if matters
had been otherwise conducted by Her Majesty's Government this disas-
trous war might hare been averted, and tha complications and diffi-

culties which will probably ensue before its close might hare been avoided.

(Cheers.) But since the outbreak of hostilities, the efforts of my noble
friend and of myself have been directed to impress upon Her Majesty's
Government the expediency of maintaining a strict neutrality, and to

strengthen their bauds in maintaining that neutrality, and not only a
strict but also a calm neutrality, believing that by such a course the best in-
terests of the country would be served, and the wishes of the vast majority of
the people be consulted. (Chetrt.) We have never denied that great English
interests are involved, nor that the time may come when it would be neces-

sary to defend those in tores! s, but we believe that the position of this country
as well as that of all other neutrals, while we maintain

neutrality, is one of
unassailable security and authority, and we believe that that position would
only be weakened by a premature interference in this quarrel until we know
in what way our interests are to be

affected, and in what way they can best
be defended. (Cheers.) We claim, in this respect to have given a more
valuable support to Her Majesty's Government than they have received from
some of those who sit beside and behind them, and by those who profess to be
their supporters in the Press, who, as will always be the case in times like

these, have born urging the Government and the country to adopt some
feverish and impulsive action instead of preserving what we believe to be the
best for us a strict neutrality."

And these wise words were being spoken while the House of
Commons was in the thick of the Donnybrook Fair fight, got up by
and over the Members for Meath, Cavan, and Dungarvan ! How
LORD HAITINGTON must have blushed under his new livery, at

thought of the contrast between Fishmongers' Hall, and the Hall
of the Collective Wisdom !

DEFIANT,
1 TAIE down my words ! "and you will see
That 's not th way to take down me .'

ftuis CUSTODIKT CwroDM ?
" Stands Scotland (Yard) where it

did? "
in public opinion ?

AK OBSTRUCTIVE CHERHT. The Biggaroon.

REFLECTIONS ON THE GORILLA.
(At the Aquarium.)

MASTER
PONGO,
from the Congo,

Or, more strictly, the Gaboon-stream
Sole Gorilla
That doth fill a

Place beneath pale Europe's moon-stream

Squat of figure,
Like a Nigger.

In the eyes and face and
colour

;

Grave and gentle,
Dull in mental

Aptitudes, and getting
duller.

Young Chimpanzee
One might fancy

Turning out a man and
brother ;

Full of frolic,

Melancholic

If. one moment, gay an-

other.

High-rope swinging,
Cross-bar clinging,

Hand-o'er-hand, Jack-tar-

like, climbing.

Hugging, snatching,
Kissing, scratching,

Much like Man, his baby-time in.

Not so PONGO :

You may lone go
Ere you '11 meet a sadder creature,

Duller, drearier,

Travel-wearier,
Babe as 'tis, in air and feature.

Springs this glumness
Fromnis dumbness,

That he can't return our greeting,
Tell each brother,
"You 're another!"

Or drink " Our next merry meet-
ing"?

Or is 't sadness
At Man's badness,

tn two capitals detected,

That can fill a
Babe Gorilla

With a gloom so deep-dejected ?

Though at dinner,
For a sinner,

He enjoys his beef and beea,
Sad and testy,

Oft his breast he

Beats, as who 'd say,
"
Culpa

Or is 't owing
To his knowing

Science threatens rank quadru-
man ?

That to-morrow
Shame and sorrow !

DARWIN may proclaim him hu-
man !

PARNELL'S CROSS-REFERENCES.
Axsmoy. (See Notoriety.)

Bravery. (See Stubbornness.)
Candour. (See Impudence.)
Delay. (See Generalship.)
Ekmunce. (See Twaddle.)
Folly. (See Positive.)

Generalship. (See Delay.)
Head. (See Vacant.)
Impudence. (See Candour.)
Jealousy. (See Motive.)

Knowledge. (See Want.)
Loyalty. (See Quarrelling.)
Motive. (See Jealousy.)
Notoriety. (See Ambition.)

Positive. (See Folly.)

Quarrelling. (See Loyalty.)

Repartee. (See
" You 're ano-

ther ! ")

Stubbornness. (See Bravery.)
Twaddle. (See Eloquence.)

Unpopularity. (See 'Xcessive.)

Vacant. (See Head.)
Want. (See Knowledge.)
'Xcessive. (See Unpopularity.)" You 're another r' (See Re-

partee.)

Zany. (See passim.)

The Bight Han in the Bight Place.

SIK STDJTBY WATEBLOW, responding for the Governors at the

Anniversary Dinner of St. Bartholomew's Hospital, took occasion,
among other improvementsJof the Hospital, to refer to the increase
of the lavatories, baths, and wash-houses. How pleasant that it

should fall to Water Low to note Higher Water in such an essential
element of Hospital appliance* I

SueewTED or A LICENSED VICTUALLER. New name for Ritualists
Unlicensed Rituallers.
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AN INVESTMENT.

Mamma. " WELL, TOMMY, WHAT MJ> UNCLE DIVES GIVE YOU WHEN
Toy

WENT TO SEE HIM YE^TEBDAY ?

Tommy.
" HE GAVE MK A BEAUTIFUL BRIGHT NEW TBBEBFENNT-PIECE !

PaPa. AND WHAT ARE YOU OOINO TO D, WITH ir I Tommy. I 'K GOING TO BUY A PUKBS TO PUT IT IN.

UN-ENGLISH ?

Penny Patriot. You "11 hare to cut them, JOHJT.

John Bull. Cut whom?

Penny Patriot. These men,
Who play the traitor's part with tongue and pen ;

The " Perish India
"
Pamphleteers who prate

Of caution when the foe is at the gate ;

These poor, un-English
John Bull. Ah I hold there, I pray.

On that same point I wish to have my say.
I like smart hits, hut not helow the belt.

Un-English ! That 's a phrase with which they pelt

Men I have long heen proud of. 'Tis a terra

To make the blandest Briton writhe and squirm,
Sum of all shame, compendium of scorn,
A brand too sore and scathing to be borne

By any man of British blood.

Penny Patriot. 'Tis so !

In spite of party Cant, did I not know
JOHN BULL was always true grit to the core ?

Jhn Bull. But pray what means this term we both abhor ?

Penny Patriot. Shrinking from Patriotism's high behests,

And slighting our Imperial Interests.

John Bull. But who -has earned it ?

Penny Patriot. GLADSTONE and his gang ;

Pro-Russian pests whom patriots fain would hang.
John Bull. Humph1 Hardish words ! Before I join the cry

I 'd fain make'sure how fitly they apply.

Un-English ! Is it
"
English

" then to test

All Right by rule of England's interest ?

Penny Patriot. Her Interests are the World's !

Juhn Bull. Why so I trust ;

But only while she seeks the right and just :

And if
'

tis English to erect our need
Into a general law, you '11 scarce succeed

In Anglicising generous souls at home,
Much less abroad.

Ptnny Patriot. I fear, JOHN, you've become
Tainted with sentimentalism.

John Bull. Stuff I

To that stale charge I've listened quantum sff.

That polysyllable 's the ready stone

Selfishness shies at sympathy. Big-blown
And blatant patriots pick such words to pelt

More loyal men whose larger hearts have felt

That high unselfish love of their own land

Which Chauvinism cannot understand.

Un-English, eh ? Is 't English, then, to care

Less for our honour than our safety ? Dare

Only so far to follow freedom's flag,

With help of arm, fair wish, or money-bag,
As to the point, close-measured to an inch,

Where our own interests feel the smallest pinch ?

Is 't English to assume the double part,

That joins Bombastes
1 bounce with Mawiconn's art,

And brand the statesman of a purer strain

A craven cosmopolitan ?
' Tis gain

To be un-English then, and he 's my man
Who dares play patriot on a nobler plan ;

Who dares be just, fair, mindful of the right,

And only in clear quarrel prone to fight ;

Loving of all earth's lands his own the best,

Yet honestly regardful of the rest ;

Who lets not beam of wilful bias blind

His judgment frank and fair of all mankind ;

Nor seeks, with petty pelting pride upblown,
To mete all human interests by his own.

If that 's un-English, then I hope, good friend,

JOHN BULL will be un-English to the end.

[Exit Penny Patriot in extreme disgust.

FELLOW FEELING. MH. PABNELL "
pitying the poor Boers."

'

too
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BENJAMIN EOMBASTES.
WHO DARES THIS PAIR OF BOOTS DISPLACE,
MUST MEET BOMBASTES FACE TO FACE!
THUS DO I CHALLENGE ALL THE HUMAN RACE!"
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A FEW DAYS IN A COUNTRY-HOUSE.

K

o ma a Fithing.
Being some Notes

of a short stay in

the old-fashioned
Country-house be-

longing to my
friend BOODBLS OF
BOODELS.
" HAVKH'T seen

you for an age !

Name your day, and
come down. Place

looking lovely."
This was from BOO-

DELS OF BOODELS.
He is quite right.
I have not seen him
for an age ; or, at all

events, for a con-
siderable time. It

is, in . fact, some

years since I was
invited to his place,
to assist in dragging
the pond. That

ceremony was de-
ferred sine die, and

we did not drag that pond, brave boys, and " we did not catch that
Whale "or, rather, that Eel. There has always been a bi Eel a

tremendously big Eel in BooDELs'pond. It 'B a.traditional Eel : it is

to BOODELS' pond what the Sea Serpent is to the ocean. The Eel in

BOODELS' pond has been seen more than once : in fact, it must have
been seen to have been appreciated ; but it is difficult to arrive at the

fortunate person [who has seen him. The Head Gardener hasn't,
but " he knows he 's there." But why should a Head Gardener see

an eel more than anybody else P He has nothing to do, profession-

ally, with the fish-pond. BOODELS' Head Gardener wears mous-

tachios, and has a military air. He evidently delights in planting
all his vegetables and fruit in lines. He passes along the lines,

reviewing, as it were, his troops. When the right moment arrives,
he will say, "Up, Strawberries, and at 'em!/' The Under Gar-

dener, who is, somehow, officially connected with the ducks, is

reported to have seen the Eel. This individual, however, is of a
taciturn disposition, and if he has seen the Eel, he won't tell. When
asked about the Eel, he smiles, wags his head (a sign of pleasure
with him when addressed, and is, probably, a habit acquired from

having a good deal to do with the animals on the establishment), and
mutters something about there being a big "Eel" somewhere,
(he is unintelligible beyond this), and walks on. My private im-

pression, after awhile, founded upon observation, is that if this

Under Gardener has seen the Eel, he has eaten him. Hence his

silence, and hence the smile. Hence, also, the mysterious legends
still current at BOODELS', and in the neighbourhood, about the Mar-
vellous Eel. The Butler, in idle moments (of which, I fancy, he has
several at command), has set lines for this Eel.

[Happy Thought. The Sutler and the Eel, a fine subject for a

poem.]
No result. The Eel, if there, stayed where he was, and the Butler

retired.

Everybody having nothing better to do at BOODELS', wanders down
to the pond, hears from some one (generally from BOODELS himself,
who finds this subject likely to interest his visitors visitors being
always interested where there is a probability of their getting some-
thing by it, and that something, eatable), about the Eel, and imme-
diately says, meditatively, as if it were quite a new and original
idea,

"
I should like to catch that Eel."

"Why," the visitor diffidently adds, turning to his host, "why
don't yon set lines 't

"

BOODELS smiles at this. It is what every visitor has said to him
from the first day he took the house with the fish-pond. He
only replies, in a guarded manner, that, from what he has heard
(as the Police say.

" from information received,") he believes that

any one fond of the sport can have capital fishing in the pond.
[Happy Thought. To say to BOODELS; "There may be 'capital

fishing, but is there '

capital catching ?
' '

' That depends on the fisherman," replies BOODELS, drily.
/ don't think so. It seems to me to depend upon the fish.]
There was a Poet stopping at BOODELS' who made this suggestion

about setting lines. I seconded the motion, for several reasons.
First Because it was something to do. Secondly Because I had
often h*ard of

"
lines," and wanted to find out what they were.

Thirdly Because I wished to find out if the Poet, who tried to ap-
pear so sporting, knew any more about it than I did. Judging from

his blank look, when BOODELS, pointing to something on the ground
that appeared to me like a very huge and very dirty-white tee-to-

tum wound round with thick cord, said, "Here's the Trimmer and
the lines." I am convinced that the Poet had not the smallest idea

what he had been talking about.

The Poet said
" Oh !

" and looked at the Trimmer, then at me.
I had only found out a few minutes before that he wai a Poet. I

should have thought from his general.appearanoe that he was clerk

in something not ".in orders but something official. The only
outward sign of genius about him is hi* note. He has a low fore-

head (I don't believe in foreheads), and a very large now. What ho
loses in forehead he makes up in nose. Most Poets are strong in the

nose. BOODILS, who is always enthusiastic about his friends,

specially if only recently made, tells me that HAM LI N MUMLET is a

very clever man, simply "the cleverest man," he (BOODELS) "had
ever met." This sounds as if BOODKLS' circle of acquaintances were
limited. A consoling thought. ii "present company always ex-

cepted."
" He has, adds BOODELS, vaguely,

"
something coming

out very soon ; and he 's had some wonderful reviews.in the papers.
" What papers

"
I ask, as I don't remember to have seen the

name of 11AMUN MUMLEY anywhere."
Oh," replies BOODKLS, evidently not expecting to be cross-

examined on the subject,
"
I don't know. You can read 'em for

yourself." And so the subject drops.
I eye MCM LKY distrustfully. At present

"
the cleverest man that

BOODKLS ever knew "
is throwing bits of stick into the pond, and

frightening the ducks. Our attention is now centred on the Trim-
mer. It looks to me such an awkward antiquated piece of machinery
that I cannot understand any eel, associated as he is with .slipperi-

ness, wriggling, and low cunning generally, could be caught by
such a very apparent trap as this Trimmer. It occurs to me that,
as a boy, I used to learn "easy lessons" out of a Trimmer.
These were, if I remember rightly, Trimmer's Guide to the

Alphabet," (By the way, I wonder at what distance from the

Alphabet one would require a Guide F) and so, perhaps, a Trimmer,
piscatorially, is a sort of Little Angler's first Step to J-*ishing.
The second title might be Line upon Line.
There is another friend (new to me) of BOODELS staying here

a fresh-coloured, round-faced, light-moustached, small stout man,
always ready to smile. His expression seems to be saying beseech-

ingly,
"
Do, please, make me smile ! I 'm only waiting to be asked

to smile !

"
1 set him down at once as a Gentleman Farmer. I

propose talking to him about crops. I will lay myself out to get
some information about corn, hay, pigs, poultry, and turnips. I

begin by a few remarks on the weather being bad for the country.
He smiles, and fancies that it is worse in some part* than others.

"
It 's bad for crops," I suggest, throwing much sympathy with

his supposed losses into my tone.

"Is it?" he replies; then adds, inquiringly, "Do you know
this part of the country well ?

"
"
No," I say ; but I had thought he did. No, he doesn't : in fact,

it 's his first visit. The conversation flags. Getting BOODKLS alone,
I ask him,
"Who's that?"
" Oh !

"
replies BOODELS,

"
I thought you knew. That 's POGMOBJS

the Composer."" What does he compose F
"

I ask.

"Why music, of course," retorts BOODELS, rather testily. He
never likes to be pressed too closely as to his friends' accomplish-
ments. He accepts a clever friend as a genius, en grot, and
disdains details as a disloyalty." He 's one of the cleverest men I ever met," says BOODBLS, still

speaking of the Composer.
" He 's got something coming out. He

says this as if POGMORE was going to exemplify, personally, a Dar-
winian theory. He explains, however,

" an Oratorio, I think SIMS
REEVES, SAHTLEY

;
in fact," adds BOODELS, rather vaguely, and being

a little tired of the subject,
"
everybody 's going to sing in it."

It occurs to me that the Oratorio must be a work of gigantic
proportions. We all walk down the garden to the fish-pond. As
a matter of fact, the walks in BOODBLS' garden are limited. Tou
either go to the fish-pond, or you don't. The walks are:
Towards the fish-pond, which means loitering in a beautiful flower-

garden; to the fish-pond, round the fish-pond, which includes
chance interviews with curious-looking creatures and big rats ;

half-round the fish-pond, and back the same way, nervously ; and
when you don't go to the fish-pond, you go to the kitchen-garden.
As a rule, every one on arriving for the first time at BOODKLS',

looks out of the drawing-room window, and immediately exclaims," Oh ! let 's walk as far as the fish-pond !

"

There has never been an exception to the rule, except in the
instance of a grumbling old Gentleman, who on his arrival in the
middle of summer, begged that all the windows and.doors might be
shut ; growled out that the place lay very low ; that .the beauty of
the flowers, specially the roses, was only a clear sign of the damp-
ness of the atmosphere ; and, on being asked if he would like to
walk as far as the fish-pond, replied, surlily,
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" NOT PROVEN."
Presbyterian Minister. " DOB'T YOU KNOW IT'S WICKED TO CATCH FISH ox THE SAWBATH !?"

Small Soy (not having had a rise all the Morning).
" WHA 's OATCHIN" FBSH ? 1

"

"No; he didn't want to catch his death of cold, for the sake of

looking at a duck-puddle !
"

BOODELS never forgave this old man. " In fact." said BOODELS,
justly irritated, "if it hadn't heen for his age. I 'd have ordered a
fly. and had him taken hack to London at once.
As we walk to the fish-pond, BOODELS and MITMLEY

firstj then
POGMOKE and myself, I start POGMOBE on the subject of music, in-
stead of crops. Be informs me that he is composing an Oratorio on
the subject of The Ark. "A grand subject?" he suggests, in-

quiringly, as if he had some lurking doubt about it himself."
Very," I reply.

"
Only"

Only what ?" he asks.
"
Only," I say,

"
aren't the animals a

difficulty ?
"

" Ah 1
" he exclaims, with the air of being evidently relieved b

this being my only objection,
" hut I see my way to that. All

want is a good libretto. That 's what I 'm sticking for now a goo
libretto. I wish you 'd try your hand."

would write you a magnificent libretto." Implying that mine would
be a more magnificent one. POOMOHE has asked him. MUMLEY has
replied, that good poetry is quite thrown away on music : that the
librettist gets no fame only abuse : and that no one ever yet heard
the words of any song, or ever cared to ask who wrote them."

I rather agree with him," says POGMOBE.
So do I. But then why ask me to write the libretto ?

"See what you can dp for me, will you?" says POGMOBE, care-
lessly.

" You might strike out something."
He says this much as he would have suggested that I might catch

the Eel, if I only lived long enough, and fished regularly. I promise,
however. to think of it.

TOM MILBTTBD, younger brother of our old friend the Jester,
has run down to BOODELS for a few days. BOODELS says he likes to
have him there because he's "invaluable in a country-househe
makes everything so lively

" which is not much of a compliment to
us ; as if we made everything so dull, and he had to be invited
to counteract our depressing influence.

TOM MILDUBD, coming down the walk from the house, hears Poa-
jiORE

say, d propos of the Oratorio, that there's so much "cha-
racter in it." MTLBTTRD JUITR. is a very loud man, and his laugh is

overpoweringly noisy. He has got a trick of bursting into his

loudest laugh, generally about nothing, or about something that

only he himself sees the fun of, close by your ear. He keeps his

laughs, as it were, in shells, and suddenly explodes them. He
comes down between us, and exclaims, in a stentorian voice,

"
Oh,

I know what he's talking about. His old Oratorio." Here he
roars: no one can get a word in, 'and he continues, still roaring,

"Capital subject ha! ha! ha! NOAH and all his little men
ha! ha! ha! with long coats, and sticks, and flat hats. Which
are the wives, and which are the sons ? Eh ? Whichever you like,

my little dear ; you pays your money and you ha I ha ! ha !
' :

And here he is off again, as if this venerable quotation were one of

the raciest things he had heard for years. We look serious. Poo-
MOEE is annoyed. But MILBITRD doesn't care. He takes POGMORE
by one arm and me by the other, shaking us both as if to get a

laugh out of us by sheer force he is very muscular and begins

again, just as loudly as ever.
" Then the music ! ha ! ha! ha I The March Past of the Animals

into",the Ark ! and the songs ! ha ! ha ! ha ! I say, though, how do

you get over their being all duetts ?" Here MILBUBD goes into con-

vulsions of laughter, but he won't leave go of our arms, which he
shakes and squeezes during his laughter. And this is the man
whom BOODELS says "is invaluable in a country-house, and keeps

everything lively"! Why, he'll drive me wild with his voice

alone. As to POGMOBE, he'll be mad before he reaches the fish-

pond. MILBTTED shouts out, still bursting with laughter,
"
They

must be duetts, because they went in'in couples. Ha! ha! ha! ha!"
"Nonsense!" says POGMOBE, irately. "The music will be

descriptive."" Of course," exclaims MILBTJBD. " I see it. Bassoon for the

Elephant," here he makes noises which he thinks represent the

instruments in question, and, thank heaven, releases our arms, in

order to pretend to be placing first double bass, and then the ophi-

oleide,
"
ophioleide for Lion ; the Black-beetles will be a difficulty.

The Donkey 's easy enough."
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MOCK-MODESTY.
Frtddy Longshankt (who is really vtry proud o/ his lofty ttature).

' '
1 ASSURE YOU,

MY DEAK FlI.LOW, I FIND MV HEIGHT AN AWFl I, NUISANCE. I'D GIVE ANY-
THING TO BE NO BIOQEB THAN YOU !

"

Jack Short. "THEN WHY THE DICKENS DO YOU WEAR SUCH ENORMOUS
HEELS t"

SINEWS OF WAR WANTED.

THE Commons Preservation Society is in want of funds.

The announcement of this want in the Times should of

itself suffice to get it abundantly supplied at once. The
President of our Association for the Preservation of Open
Spaces from the grasping landowner, noxious manufac-

turer, and odious speculative builder, is Ma. COWPEB
TEMPLE. Its Committee includes' PBOFKSSOB FAWCETT,
EABL GBANVILLE, Ma. SHAW-LKFEVBE, the ARCHBISHOP
OF CAJJTEBBUBV, SIB WILLIAM HABCOCBT, Miss OCTAVIA

HILL, and MB. BEBESFOKD HOPE; and these names
avouch an appeal from College Street, Westminster, for

further subscriptions.

Why further ? To defray the expenses of further ex-

ertions such as those in the past to which the public
owes the salvation of Hampstead Heath, Wimbledon
Common, Barnes Common where the Bumbles have
abandoned their scheme of Sewage Works Hayes Com-
mon, Blaokheath and Tooting Commons, besides help
towards the rescue of Epping Forest, and with bene-
ficence extending beyond London of the Forest of Dean
from partition and enclosure in 1875 ; and material assist-

ance in preventing the destruction of picturesque timber
in the noble and beautiful New Forest. Much as has

been done, however, more still remains to do. Several

objectionable applications from aggressive landcrabs

have been made to Parliament this Session. Philistines

still persist in dogged endeavours to revive the sordid

policy of enclosure under the Commons Act of 1878 :

and there are no less than thirty-three of their hateful

projects now before the Enclosure Commissioners. Sub-

scriptions and donations are asked to enable our Com-
mittee of Vigilance for the Preservation of Commons,
not, indeed, to Lynch the atrocious projectors of en-

croachment, but to inquire into their schemes, and, if

needful, oppose them. Commons' Preservation is no
common charity, needing the hat to go round, but a great
public good, for which contributions should pour in.

Draw your purses, Ladies and Gentlemen, ana defend

your Commons.

A Coincidence.

DBAS MB. PUNCH,
HAS a recent advertisement of

" Bacon and
Essex "

anything to do with the Dunmow Flitch just
awarded '< Yours truly,

TUBILS-DOVE.

"
Yes, you can play that," cuts in POGMORE, quickly.

I feel this retort was weak on POGMOBE'S part.
"No objection to learn, if you'll teach me," returns MILHUUD.

Then he suddenly seizes my arm again, and squeezes it roughly, as
if to point his repartee, which he repeats three times, and roars and
shakes with laughter.
At this point I should like to come to POGMOBE'S aid, and put

MILBUBD down, only I haven't got the right thing to say. MILBURD
never knows where to stop, except at BOODELS', where he certainly
knows how to stop.

This is the first half hour after my arrival (we are expecting
dinner), and we are all down by the fish-pond. The fish-pond has
a quieting effect, momentarily, on MILBUBD. He is silent. Then the
influence of the place overcomes HAMLIN MUMLET, the Poet ; and,
turning to BOODELS, he says, solemnly," There must be a great many fish here. Why don't you set some
lines P

"

Happy Thought. (Suggested politely to both the" clever men.)
E MB. MUMLEY will compose the lines, POOMOBE will set them.

Both eminent men much pleased. So is BOODELS. He considered
this compliment, he tells me afterwards, very neat, and "so epi-
grammatic." MILBUBD (who is evidently jealous, and who never
turned a smile when he' heard it, though I feel sure he '11 go and
use it afterwards as his own) says,

"
Oh.' very epigrammatic I

What 's
'

epigrammatic
' mean ? ha I ha I ha I eh ?

"

This offends BOODELS, as it implies that he (BOODELS) has used a
long word without knowing its meaning. We walk silently towards
the house. BOODELS begins to doubt whether MILBUBD is as funny
as he had once thought he was, and whether he hasn't become rather
coarse.

1 How about the Trimmer ?
"

calls out POOMOBE from the pond,
and he is seconded by the Poet.
BOODELS turns. Personally he doesn't care about fishing, con-

sidering it dirty work, and, from long experience, he does not (I am

convinced) believe in his own. pond, or in the Eel. But these doubts
he keeps to himself.
"
If you like to go and dig for worms," he replies (this to POO-

MOBE and the Poet ! fancy the two cleverest men BOODELS had ever
met being sent to dig for worm* ! so thoughtless of BOODELS. If

you do have a. Poet and Composer staying with you, they ought to

can set the lines yourselves. But," he adds, looking at his watch."
you won't have much time now, as the gong for dinner will sound

in five minutes. See about it to-morrow.
So nothing is settled about the catching the Eel in the pond. But

we 've got at least a week before us at BOODELS'.

Satirical Suggestion.

THE Morning Post has lately been savagely severe upon those
barbarous and brutal Muscovites. In striking contrast to its own
mere abuse, however, it published the other day, in a telegram from
Berlin, the following example of suggestive satire :

"
Intelligence from Bulgaria has been received to the effect that fever and

rinderpest are most virulent amongst the Russian troops there."

How much better than bluntly calling the Russian soldiers brutes
it is delicately to announce that they are troubled with the rin-

derpest 1

Hog and Dog.
WHEN Tartar meets Turk,
With their mutual ferocities,

Then horrible work !

Comes the tug of atrocities.
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HOLDING THE BALANCE.

Philo-Turk ^triumphantly). Aha! judicious and judicial Mr. Punch, what
do you now think of the great Atrocity question '? Time for the St. James's
Hall sentimentalists to shut up shop, eh r

Mr. Punch. And why, my jubilant friend ?

Philo- Turk. Why ? Hasn't Cossack cruelty quite put Bashi-Bazouk
barbarity into the shade ? Hasn't the Muscovite lamb proved himself a more
sanguinary butcher than the Ottoman wolf ? But, of course, you won't admit
it. Party philanthropy is conveniently blind of one eye.

Mr. Punch (calmly). As was shown when the accounts of the Bulgarian
horrors were pooh-poohed as " Coffee-house babble "

Philo-Turk (eagerly). Oh, that was before they were proved to be well-
founded.

Mr. Punch. Is the same desire to wait for proof shown in the same quarters
now? Party spirit is always one-eyed, but it is the special business of
Mr. Punch to keep both his eyes open.

Philo-Turk. Then be so good as to cast them over these recent accounts of
Russian atrocities, and tell me what you think of them.

Mr. Punch. I have already done so. At the risk of raising your wrath, I
must sum up my judgment, for the present, thus: "Cases not parallel, and
facts not proven." Nay, do not explode, and do not misunderstand me. If the
Russians have rivalled the Turks in ruffianism, Mr. Punch will be the last to

palliate or condone their unpardonable offence against humanity, honesty, and
policy.

My baton falls with equal thwacks,
Whate'er their robes, on rascals' backs.

It has had occasion to fall heavily on Muscovite shoulders before now, and may
again. But discrimination is not partiality. The incidental and unpremedi-
tated horrors of a furious War do not afford a parallel to the 'deliberate brutali-
ties of an inhuman rule. When it is shown that the Russian "

atrocities
" are

parallel to the horrors of Bulgaria, not only in being bloody and bestial, but
in being deliberate and unpunished nay, rewarded, then Mr. Punch will have
a word to say on the subject which even PHILO-TUBE: will not find feeble or

apologetic. But until that is made clear to a candid judgment, Mr. Punch
declines to greet every big-eapitalled account of

" Russian Atrocities
" with a

howl which smacks more of partisan triumph than humane horror.
Philo-Turk. Pot and kettle, Mr. Punch pot and kettle I

Mr. Punch. Well, at any rate,
"

it was kettle began it." And the Turkish
kettle's denunciation' of the Russian pot might come with better grace had it

been preceded by recognition of his own yet deeper blackness.
Phih-Turk. But at least you'll own the Russian has not a very clean

record ?

Mr. Punch. He has not. And he is now suffering in public judgment for the
blots on the pages of his past. It is the less necessary to make a case against
him, as some seem so anxious to do. For that plenty of materials are sure to
be forthcoming when a semi-civilised power meets its hereditary enemy face to

face, in defence, whether disinterestedly or not, of a subject race embittered and
brutalised by centuries of oppression and outrage.

Philo-Turk. But would the Russian make a better
master of the Bulgarian than the Turk has made ?

Mr. Punch. In the long ran probably he would
tlwugh, remembering Poland, and regarding popular
opinion, it requires the courage of Mr. Punch to say so.

The Russians are a growing and an improving people,
sympathetic in race and religion with those they are

fighting for. The Turk is effete, unimprovable, and an
alien in religion and in race. But it is not a question of

change of masters. It is because the action of Russia
opens up to far-seeing men a prospect of emancipation
beyond her own purposes or desires, that lovers of
freedom lean to her side in this particular issue. But
if the self-appointed champion turn tyrant and butcher,
be sure the butcher shall be denounced and the tyrant
withstood.
Philo-Turk. Ah, yes when it is too late !

Mr. Punch. The plausible reproach that raw haste is

always hurling at the deliberation it mistakes for delay.
To move in wild fear of danger before the summons of

duty sounds is as unmanly, and may be as disastrous,
as to lag when it sounds indeed.

Philo- Turk. You think, then, it has not sounded yet ?

Mr. Punch. It sounded one charge some time since
;

but at the desire of those who are now so clamorous,
was unhappily disregarded. At present it is silent.
Trust Mr. Punch to catch the first notes of the alarum,
and to echo it with all his vigour of lung and trumpet.

DEFIANCE, NOT DEFENCE.
A FEW days since the Government despatched three

thousand men to the East (with the possibility of
" more

to follow ") to defend British interests
"
in the Mediter-

ranean region." In the face of this spirited conduct,
Mr. Punch is unable to give an emphatic denial to the

following warlike rumours which have reached his office

from very reliable sources :

To put the Camp at Aldershott in a thorough state of

defence, some fresh gravel will be laid down m front of
the Commander-in-Chief 's office, and all the clocks will
be properly cleaned.

With a view to securing the Isle of Thanet from
invasion, a Policeman will be added to the garrison of
Herne Bay.

To increase the martial spirit of the Militia, new
colours will be presented to the Royal East Diddlesex

(Poplar Sharpshooters) at their annual training next
year.

With a view to meeting possible contingencies, MAJOK
'GoRMAN will be at once promoted to a Lieutenant-

Colonelcy.

Twenty additional boys will be added to the Shoeblack
Brigade, and stationed in front of the Royal Exchange.

Orders have been given that all the bathing-machine
horses at Margate, Ramsgate, and Brighton shall be
,rained to stand fire.

To avert the possibility of a battle of Dorking, the
iontroller of the Stationery Office will be invited to

return to his late duties in Pall Mall.

Two new gunboats of ten-horse power and carrying
iwo four-pounders will be immediately laid down at

Portsmouth, to be christened, on completion (early next

year), Bubble and Squeak.

To protect Spring Gardens from
surprise,

the saluting
guns m St. James's Park will be kept loaded with blank

cartridge.

To prevent Spring Gardens being taken by surprise,
:he saluting guns in St. James's Park will be kept loaded
with blank cartridge.

Effectually to provide against hostile occupation of the

Metropolis, the members of the A Division of Police will

be warned not to permit any foreign troops to loiter in

front of the Houses of Parliament.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

OKA.? nun numero nisi

prucellosai." Punch's
motto is the reverse

of the sun-dial's
but when before could
he count six - ami-

twenty such hours on
a stretch ? Ever me-
morable be the Session

in which the House
sat the clock round
and two hours and a
half over!
What a week we

hare been having !

It began, as fitting,
with a Saturday sit-

ting (July 28), which
always tends to de-

range the Collective

Wisdom, especially
on

the edge of the dog-

days. The ground-
swell left by last

week's rows was still

heaving, with the

poor little unsea-

worthy Ark of the
Resolutions tossing uneasily on the

troubled waters. So, no wonder if

evil communications corrupting good
manners the Scotch Members should
have taken a leaf out of the Irish

Obstructive book, and taken to kick

against the pricks of time, and (on the
order for going into Committee on the

Sheriff's Court Bill) first to move an

adjournment, and then to complain of

the way Scotch business had gone to

the wall this Session, and even to dis-

pute and divide on a Motion of the Lord
Advocate's to report progress. To be

sure, on division it was 39 to 61, instead
of 3 to 149 in the Irish fashion, which

gives one a comparative measure of sturdy Scot as against wrong-headed Hibernian.
MR. CROSS flung oil on the waters, and promised the sore Scots Wednesday. Alas !

"
Minister proposes, and M.P. (Irish) disposes." When that Wednesday came, where were

Soots' hopes, and CROSS'S promises !

jf'indny (Lords}. LORD CADOGAiT a good military name, with a smack of MARLBOBOUOH
about it brought forward the Warrant for Appointment, Promotion, and Retirement in the

Army.
The MARQUIS OF LANSDOWHI: ventured a reasonable grumble that it was rather slow

work to be a year hatching the Warrant, and rather sharp work to require Parliament to

make up its mind about it in the over-crowded fortnight at the fag-end of the Session.

Considering that the Warrant combines a scheme of compulsory as well as voluntary
retirement that besides getting rid of a heavy load of dead-weight in the form of Super-
annuated Field-Officers, long hnrs de combat, and only Field Officers in the Incus a nan
lucundo sense, on a very liberally calculated scale of allowances, it compels the retirement
of Company and Field-Offioers at ages which may cut short the career of many possible
Colin Campbells and Havelocks, there was much force in the MARQUIS OF LANSDOWNE'S
reminder of SIB LINTORN SIMMOWS'S weighty evidence as to the over-officering of our Army,
and the saving in cost and quickening of promotion from a nearer approximation to the
Continental proportion of officers to men.

Of course the DUKE OF CAMBBIDGE doesn't like reorganisation. It would be odd if he did.
But LORD STBATHNAIRN, and LORD SANDHURST, and SIR JOHN ADYB'S

opinions
are to be set

against the Duke's, and, perhaps, in military minds, are likely to weigh as heavy. While
the Duke spoke a dove flew in and circled round the House. Was it an emblem of peace
that had made its way out of the War Office, or out of the Cabinet-room ?

LOBD FOBTESCUB ventured a good suggestion, that riding across country and athletics
should be included in the Commissions competition.

Considering the place these sports and pastimes fill in the Public Schools and University
curriculum, it would only be fair should they make their marks in the Military Exams.
Bookworms neither look well nor work well in uniform.

(Commons.) After a feeling reference to the sad and sudden death of MR. WABD HUHT
it seems but yesterday Punch was squibbing in his kindly face, and flinging his crackers at
his broad back all went quittly enough, till poor dear WHALLEY got called to order in

attempting a personal explanation. He is like the Nigger, always complaining of "too
high

"
or

"
too low." You can't lay the lash on to please him. The BICGAR figured at

his Biggarest, which we presume is his best. On Saturday he had objected to THE
O'DoNOHKCE as unfit to sit on a Select Committee. Now called on by the SPEAKER, as
Censor Marum of St. Stephens, to state his reasons, he could only refer vaguely to a dis-
onmion of "last Session, or the Session before," where many quotations from THE
O'DONOGHUB'S speeches were read and discussed in his presence, ana an impression was still

on his mind that the Chieftain "did not

come very pleasantly out of thediscui'm.
'

He couldn't be expected to remember
details, and hadn't hud notice he was going
to be put to the question, or would have got

up his answer.
This light and airy way of dealing with

a grave charge very mueh disgusted the

House, and brought SIK W. HAHCODRT hot

and heavy on the Member for Cavan. At-
tacking a Member in the House was not, he
reminded MK. BIGOAB, like firing at a land-

lord from behind a dyke. You can't hide

your blunderbuss, or make a secret of your
slugs.

"
A. man who makes such a charge

must have it ready." The chosen of Cavan
caved in ; THE DOITOOHCB was contemp-
tuously magnanimous ; and, altogether,
ME. BIOOAB, to use his own phrase, "did
not come particularly well out of it."

In Committee on South Africa Bill, rose

the first mutterings of the storm, which
was soon to sweep the House beyond note

of nightcap or ken of compass, out of reck

of rest or count of time, into the roaring

region of Rowdy-land. For whereas an

overwhelming majority on both sides the

House were urgent for the Bill's passing, a
few of the more stubborn, and, if we may
use the word without being offensive,

crotchety sort, as SIB CHABI.KS DII.KE, MB.
CotrBTHBY, and MB. RYLANDS, rationally

objected ; to them, as to the little nucleus of

obstruction that in a fast-flowing river

draws to it ooze and rubbish, sticks and

i-najfs, till from an obstacle it grows an

island, gathered the Irish Obstructives,
PAHSELL and BIGOAB and CALLAN, and,

among them, soon contrived to sweep the

House back into last week's Donnybrook
Fair "divarsion" of unreasoning row. MB.
CALLAN figuring in the front of the shille-

lagh-shindy.
" So bad begins, but worse remains behind."

Tuesday (Lurdt). LOBD RnmAiRD asked
LOBD DKRBY if he would oblige the Russo-

phobes by rubbing up, or at least laying

bare, the Polish raw, and LOBD HOUGHTOW
and LOBD STANLEY or ALDERLEY backed
the request. LOBD DERBY did not see why
he should open up fourteen years' old

grievances for the purpose of embittering
feelings that are bitter enough in all con-

science already.

(Common*.) When a Public Board re-

quires ground for a street, it is the usual
course to take not only what it actually
wants for the street, but a certain scheduled
breadth on either sidefornew frontages, that
it may recoup itself so much of its outlay by
their re-sale. Once by a Committee of th
House of Lords this public right wai
restrained in favour of a noble owner
LOBD CADOGAW. In the case of the much-
needed thoroughfare from Tottenham Court
to Charing Cross, planned by the Metro-

politan Board of Works, a Committee of

the House of Lords has, a second time,

attempted to restrain the public right in

favour of a lordly owner the FARL OF
SALISBURY. The Board of Works has

dropped this part of the Bill rather than

yield. MB. FAWCETT doesn't see it, and
moves to restore this part of the Bill in

the form of a dissent from the Lords'

Amendments. Serve the Lords right. They
ought to be ashamed of themselves, and so

ought LOBD SALISBURY'S agent. Of course

it 's all his doing.
The CHAMCELLOR OF THE ExcnrorKR

assured MB. WHALLEY that Government
didn't want any extra money for troops and

transport howl the I). T. never so Del-
Tremendouslv.
Then the House went into Committee on

VOL. Lxxnr.
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MISUNDERSTOOD."
Our Family Choir (practising Brno's Madrigal).

" SWEET LITTLE BA . . . BY "

George (our Conductor).
" KEEP TOUR TIME ! ONE Two MIND THAT LONG B FLAT ON 'BABY' !"

Mamma, (who had been dozing, with a shriek).
" MERCY ON us I MY CHILD 1

"
[Rushes off to the ffight Nursery. Sensation I

the South African Bill, and the land of Aehronos the land where is

no time to be used, or wasted only weariness and wrangling, row
and rot, hot obstruction and high words, objurgant impatience and
rude recrimination, aggravation that overbears restraint, and defi-

ance that plumes itself on unreason.
And in this land of disputation and darkness, angry words and

idle motions, the House was content to struggle for twenty-six
hours and a half with a knot of Obstructives, that never rose above
seven, and fell through the night to three, two, and one.
Four Chairmen RAIKES, CHILDERS, SIB H. SELWIN-IBBETSON, and

W. H. SMITH were used up in the night-watches, and the House
was kept, by relays, against the ." Dauntless Three" for GEAY,
CALLAN, NOLAN, and EIRE are but recruits to the banner of BIGGAB,
PABNELL, .and O'DONNELL, the standard-bearers of Obstruction.
All pretence of argument was early abandoned ; and it became a
mere contest of endurance, varied by episodes of more or less gene-
rally less lively squabbling and chaff if such a word may be
used of anything that passes in the august Temple of Legislation.
All this while the new Standing Orders seemed, by tacit consent, set
aside

;
and PARNELL, BIGGAB, and O'DONNELL moved the Chairman

out of the Chair, or report of progress, again and again. And yet
the Leader of the House had the rod of suspension in his hand,
though he forbore to use it, preferring the reductio ad absurdum of
such a night's match between the toughness of the House and the

tenacity of its Obstructives. Once only he went so far as to
threaten more summary proceedings, on which, they say, O'DoNNELL
collapsed. Of course, the great denies it.

But why, Punch must again ask, allow debates to be degraded
to a farce, and the House to a bear-garden ? Go to his Cartoon, ye
squeamish, and be wise. With the rod in the SPEAKER'S hands, it

is not the Obstructives' words that Punch would have taken
down. The House sat from four o'clock on Tuesday till six on
Wednesday. No wonder, amon? such rowdy doings, if, like
RMnson Crusoe, Punch should lose a day in his Diary, or that,
after such a fpell, there should be little work to chronicle for

TlnirffJnt/ beyond a mass of Royal Assents in the Lords, and in

the Commons notice of a question by ME. NEWDEGATB as to how the
Leader of the House proposes to avert a recurrence of the week's
shindy ; and another by MB. PABNELL, how unprotected and inde-

pendent members poor innocents ! are to be shielded from inter-

ruptions and calls to order ;
with progress of two Scotch Bills one for

continuing the Education Board for a year, the other for amending
the practice of the Sheriff's Courts and third reading of the Irish
Judicature Bill after an indecency, exceptionally flagrant, even for
MB. BIGGAB, a charge by name against JUSTICES KKOGH and LAW-
SON of flagrant partisanship in every case they tried.

" MR. JUSTICE KEOOH sometimes made himself a partisan for the Crown
and sometimes for the prisoner, but UK. JUSTICE LAWSON always made him-
self the partisan of the Crown. He was thoroughly incompetent to try a
case ; he had no sense of fair play, and a prisoner had no chance in his

hands. He desired that neither of those Judges should be on the rota for

trying election petitions. JUSTICE LAWSON'S conduct was most outrageous."

SIB H. JAMES threw away a sharp rebuke on the incorrigible
offender waste of words again.
N.B. It is evident, from the speeches at an Irish Home-Rule

dinner in Canonbury on Wednesday night, that the Obstructive
Three are proud of themselves, and, stranger still, have a party of

Irish supporters out of doors who are proud of them too.

Lords of Mie-Rule, here Saxons cut your comb
;

But if you really did Rule at Rome !

ME. BUTT, at least, is ashamed of them, and has convoked the

party for next week to insist on some order being taken with the

Impracticables.

Friday. The CHANCELLOB OF THE EXCHEQUEB does not purpose
to make any more formal record of the week's Row-dy-dow beyond
the ordinary one on the journals.

" He trusts we shall have no

repetition of such scenes ; but if any attempt to repeat them should

occur, the House -will know how to deal with them." It is to be

hoped so ; but there does not seem very good ground for the hope
in anything the House has yet said or done.

Under the burden of decided disapproval from MESSES. PABNELL
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BYRON ILLUSTRATED.
(THE SLEEVE OF THE FEIUOD.)

" ONE SlRUGC.LE MORF, AND I AH FREE!"

A BALLAD OF DREAMLAND.
(A

ror by MH. SWINBURNE).

THE sorest stress of the Season
'

over ;

Oat of its crush I am lying alone,

My face to the sky, and my back in the clover.

Hark to that lark ! Its jubilant tone
Is a cheery change from St. Stephen's drone ;

And ah ! that whiff from the wind-swept brine !

With nought to do hut absorb ozone

Should there be ballad more blithe than mine ?

Song of a haven-welcomir/g lover !

Rare rose-scents from our garden blown
Reach me here, and my eyes discover,

Shimmering there, in a tangle thrown,

Sunny looks.
" She is coming, my own !

"

The green bowers sever, her blue eyes shine.

Sweet love nearing, sore labour flown,
Should there be ballad more blithe than mine ?

What to me though weariness hover
Still o'er Town where the toilers groan ?

Lazy lounger, leisurely lover,

What care I for the Members' moan
At the Irish incubus, heavy as stone ?

For BIGGAR'S bullying, WHALLEY'S whine?
Peace unchequered, and care unknown,

Should there be ballad more blithe than mine ':

ENVOI.

Eh ! What ! Drowsing ? A dream ? Ochone !

St. Patrick's curse on those Irish swine,
Who have burst the bubble by slumber blown,
And broken a ballad so blithe as mine !

MIGRATION OF SPECIES.

BEAR MB. POUCH.
I MUST call your attention to the following

paragraph, which appeared in the Globe of July 25th,
under the heading of Tame Chamois "

:

" Like the Zebn, the Chamois has been looked upon as un-

tameable. . . . Bat, ai tht striped beauty ofthe South American

plaint hat teen made to bow itt neck beneath the yoke, to the

repreuire skill of the lord of the creation has at last asserted iUelf

over the freedom of the chamois."

Fancy the Zebra being described as
"
the striped

beauty of the South American plains !
"

It is really too

awful. I have scarcely yet recovered from the shock.

Yours very painfully,

A DISTRACTED

NEW MEASUBB. Three feet to the yard and three

"legs" to the Scotland Yard.

and O'DoNNELl, the South African Bill was got through Report,
and ordered to be read a Third Time on Saturday. Alts Well that
Ends Well, is a better Parliamentary play than the Tempett, or
Much Ado About Nothing.

John Frost.

(Ex-Magistrate and Chartist Leader, sentenced to death for high treason, and
transported for life, in 183940, died at Stapleton, near Bristol, aged
ninety-liz, in July, 1877.)

THE FBOST that tire to stand at Newport did aspire,
And failed, to his sore cost,

For ninety years and six withstood Life's hotter fire,

And yet continued FROST !

Sport for Two.
IN the Middlesex Sheriff 's Court, the other day, a waiter obtained

a verdict of 40 damages for injuries occasioned by a shop-keeper,
who set a dog at him which bit him in the leg. The action was that
of Robinson v. Bruin. By setting his dog at the plaintiff, BBCTN
baited ROBINSON. But then, when the Plaintiff in return set his

lawyers at the Defendant, did not ROBINSON also bait BRUIN ?

ENLIGHTENMENT AND PROGRESS.
" LIGHT more light

"
is a living want in most large towns of a

dark night. Cheaper light is also wanted as well as mote. Accord-

ingly, at Romford the Board of Health, it is stated, has resolved lo

invite tenders for lighting the streets either with petroleum or gas ;

the former having been substituted for the latter at Barking with

economy and effect. On the part of the Romford authorities, note,

holders of gas shares, that
" This itep hai been taken after a prolonged dispute with the local ras

company in reference to the price and quality of the gas tupplied by them.
'

However objectionable an agent petroleum may be as employed
by Communists for political purposes, it promises to prove a most
efficacious combustible for bringing Gas Companies to their senses.

" Sors Horatiana."

(for Stamooul.) .

"
Eus(s) ! quando ego te aspiciam

"

2 Sat., vi. 60.

FAVOCBITB FIGURE OF IRISH LOGIC. Obstruct ad alturdam.
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WHERE SHALL WE GO TO?
A ii MA. says to the

back drawing-
room, and draw
the front blinds

down. No one will

know we are not out
of town.

PapasaystoHerne
Bay, as he has im-

portant business in

Paris to attend to.

OLIVIA says to

Scarborough, be-
cause MAJOE FLY-
CATCHER assures her
the air is so bracing
there, and he means
to try it this year.
BLANCHE says to

Boulogne, because
it is the only place
where she ever
learnt any French.
She would so like to

pursue her studies

at the Etablisse-

ment.
CASEY votes for

Switzerland. There

are such funny people always going up and coming down the Rhigi.
It will be so cheap, too, as we all have got our alpenstocks.
JACK vows the only place is Scotland. What part ? Oh, near

Oban. He has got a College friend who has splendid grouse-

shooting close by.
ALECK bets they will end by going to Margate. He doesn't care

as long as he gets lots of bathing and plenty of shrimps.
Srssr wants Papa to go to Wonderland. ALICE went there, and

perhaps they might meet Tweedledum and Tweedledee.
TOMMY wants to go to heaven, and pay with the pitty angels.

A FEW DAYS IN A COUNTRY-HOUSE.
Still with BOODELS OF BOODELS Pleasures of Retirement Birds,

Beasts, and Fishes The Troubles and Cares of BOODELS An
Awful Revelation.

FIRST Night. Everyone to bed early, except BOODELS, who didn't
ask his visitors into the country to go to bed early. They say
they 've had enough of late hours in town. BOODELS disappointed.

First Morning in the Country House. Every one up and out

very early, except BOODELS. The Poet and Composer go out sepa-
rately ; probably for inspiration and respiration. MILBURD JUNIOE
summoned to town by telegram.

I lounge on a garden-seat, wondering at my own immense capa-
bilities for doing nothing. Masterly inaction.

First Summer Morning. Shall I open the window while dressing,
and admit the balmy air ? I will. I find that if I had opened it I

should have admitted a wasp, or something of that sort, which at
this moment comes burring, not buzzing, and flopping itself against
the glass. Lucky I didn't open it. Nothing more unpleasant than
a big wasp in your dressing-room when you 're not prepared to receive
visitors.

I mention this to BOODELS when he does appear. He wishes it

had been a wasp, as that would be a sign of fruit.

What I admire about BOODELS' place is that there are lots of

living things wandering about. There is repose, but animation.
There are dogs and cats, ducks and bees, poultry, pigeons, a parrot,
and birds everywhere." How happy one could be here," I say to BOODELS. "I envy you,
always living in the country."
BOODELS, however, replies that I have no idea of his troubles and

bothers, and that he has had serious thoughts of giving up the place.
I protest (in the name of hospitality) against any such proceeding.

If the other guests were here, they would join me."
Ah," says BOODELS,

"
you don't know."

Then we walk to the pond.
BOODELS is melancholy and reserved. I admire everything ; but

whatever excites my admiration, only draws from BOODELS a tale
of woe.

" Yon ought to have excellent fishing," I say, repeating what
I m sure I 've heard a dozen times from BOODELS himself when in a
good-humour." Ah !

" he replies.
"

I don't know what 's the matter with this

pond. It was an awfully dull winter, and the fish were found all

floating about dead."
Horrible ! As ghastly as the Ancient Mariner's story. What an

appalling view of the dulness of BOODELS' place in the winter, that

even the fish should commit suicide, and drown themselves in sheer

desperation. BOODELS thinks they must have been poisoned. But,
I ask, who would poison a fish ? Who could have a grudge against
the fish '( Perhaps, I observe, in order to take a cheerful view of

matters and enliven BOODELS, perhaps the fish wanted thinning :

too many fish spoil the pond. . Can't he consult some fish-doctor ?

suppose there is such a person for dealing with diseases in fish, just
as there is a Veterinary and a Cow-Doctor. What is the profes-
sional name for a fish- doctor F A Piscinary ?

The Troubles of ooDELS.IIe can't get the pets to answer to

their. names. There's a Peruvian goose I think it is a Peruvian

goose waddling about that ought to answer to the name of Daddies.

But whenever Daddies is called, a little toy-terrier, with bells round
its neck, rushes up barking. The terrier s name is Squig, but he

prefers being Daddies. The Peruvian goose rejects both Squig and
Daddies as inappropriate, and has elected to answer only to

Tittikins, which appellation belongs by right to a stealthy white cat

with a very pink nose.
All this is a source of deep annoyance to BOODELS, who prides

himself on his extraordinary influence over animals. Whenever
Squig appears, Daddies utters a sound between a grunt and a quack,
and waddles off, shaking his tail with an air of grave dissatis-

faction.

The Peruvian goose is a remarkable bird. His natural peculiarity
is a bright scarlet earbuncular excrescence over the beak, just as if

he had oeen in the habit of taking more port wine than was good
for him. I congratulate BOODELS on the specimen, when I discover

that this goose is another of BOODELS' troubles. He ought, it

appears, to eat the slugs, but he prefers the strawberries. This,

perhaps, accounts for what I had set down to port wine. Then,
another thing, this goose will not join the ducks on the

"
big pond,"

but will (with another goose whom he has induced to join him) insist

on bathing in the small pond exclusively devoted to gold fish. From
time to time BOODELS, and the Gardeners, drive him away everyone
drives him away from the pond ; but crafty goose watches his oppor-
tunity, generally squatting by a tree within easy walking distance of

the pond, and pretending, artfully, to be fast asleep; then, when no
one is near, he summons the other goose (of a very weak character,
and easily led), and they both waddle down to the gold-fish pond, and
are into it, with a flop, before anyone can get at them. Squig, the
nervous black and tan terrier with the fool's bells round his neck,
generally gives the alarm on these occasions by rushing to the edge
of the pond, making vigorous feints of jumping in at the geese, for

which they don't care a straw, being far too old birds to be taken in

by this sort of chaff, and barking with all his might and main until

someone arrives to see what on earth is the matter, when he assists

in chiveyinff the Peruvian goose, who sometimes, forgetting his

figure and his dignity, takes, literally, to flight. His flying is a very
awkward performance, his movements being as unsteady and as

noisy as those of the
"
property

" dove in Lohengrin. However, he
doesn't go far about twenty yards just enough to astonish the

terrier, to whom this sudden levitation of a heavy body evidently
savours of the supernatural. Squig turns tail, and retires into the
house, shaking his head with a puzzled air, as though there were
something wrong somewhere.

I admire the pond : the smaller one, where the gold-fish disport
themselves. No, it won't do

; nothing is satisfactory."
Why," says BOODELS, pointing to a something sticking up in

the centre of the pond, that looks as if an umbrella had taken a
header into the water, had stuck in the mud handle downwards,
and left only its ferrule visible above the surface.

" Look there !

that is a fountain. I mean," he explains ; and the explanation is

necessary,
"

it ought to be. That fountain won't work."
I suggest that he means " won't play," which, he replies, is the

same thing. It may be the same thing to a fountain, but not to me.
Another great trouble of BOODELS is a duck that won't sit on

eleven eggs. The Gardener is of opinion that Squig, the terrier

with the bells, "harries" her, and drives her away. Squig comes

up, gambolling, at this very moment, when we are standing by the

bush, where the eggs are, and assumes an air of total indifference
to the subject, as much as to imply,"

I really don't know what you are talking about. I wouldn't
hunt or harry a poor duck, or prevent her sitting ! Absurd !

"

" She must be made to sit," says BOODELS, angrily, to the Under-
Gardener, who thereupon appears hurt.

Proverb for the Occasion,
" The duck that can sit, and won't

sit, must be made to sit."
" At all events," I

say,
"
your bees are all right."

Are they ? That 's all I know about it ! Why the bees have been
emulating the example of the fish, and absolutely drowning them-
selves in a small pan of water. BOODELS thinks they must be mad,
and advises me not to go too near the hives.
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And yet I thought a
purely country life must be BO unruffled !

But BOODELS hasn't yet told me half his troubles.
" How are your orchids getting on ?

" I inquire."
Orchids !

" he exclaims. " Don't mention them !
"

"
Why, what '

the matter ?
"

I ask.
"Matter!" he returns. "We 've got th Mealy Bug in th

house in fact, it 's infested with the Mealy Bug."
The Mealy Bug ! What a nasty, creepy sort of name ! What a

unpleasant thought, too, that, as the orchid-house is quite close t

the house, the Mealy Bugs may, when tired of the orchids, walk i

and . . . ugh I

I think I shall go back to town. Have a telegram as MII.BUK

did, and be obliged to retuin.
Luncheon gong. The Poet and Composer are at table, punctually

with tremendous appetites.

Yes, but they haven't yet heard of the proximity of the Meal
Bug!

I wish I were more of a naturalist and knew the habita of th
Mealy Bug. Is he called

"
Mealy

" because he eats so much ? I

so, how many meals a day ? Does he live on vegetables as well as

orchids Y Is the Mealy Bug so tenacious of life as to survive th

boiling of a vegetable ? Could he hide in the corner of a cabbag
and so be served up? Or could he, like Ariel,

"
lurk "

in the hear
of a lettuce and be mixed up in salad ?

Oh the Mealy Bug ! There 's something so indefinably tneakin
about the name. It 's not grand and bold like the Colorado Beetle
There is a military dash in the sound of Colorado Beetle which i

bombastically operatic. Were a tall, stout, fierce-looking, middle
aged Gentleman in a crimson and gold uniform and a cocked ha
pointed out to you as

"
the Colorado Beetle," you would be incline<

to believe it.
"
Colorado" is a magnificent word for music. There

is a ring of El Dorado about it. You can imagine an epic describing
the tight of some hero of romance with the Colorado. St. George
and the Colorado Beetle .' ! Why, it might even be a battle-cry
It looks grand it sounds grand! But St. George and the Mealy
Bug! No ugh!
Hang it, I wish BOODELS had kept the Mealy Bug to himself." No salad, thank you."

MORTIMER COLLINS: .

His Letters and hit Friendihipt. Two Volumes. Edited by
FBANCES COLLINS. (SAMPSON Lew & Co.)

" No man," we all know,
"

is a hero to his valet." How many
verse-writers, I wonder, have been poets to their wives ? Thesi
two volumes exhibit such a phenomenon. The man whose "

Letters
and Friendships

"
supplied the material of them lived by uninter-

mitting pen-work. The eight years included in these volumes brought
him hardly a single holiday. The bloom of things would have been
taken off, and the keen edge of enjoyment blunted, for most men
by this constant brain-churning. But it does not seem to have beei
SO with MORTIMER COLLINS.

It is worth reading these volumes to know how sunshine may
be extracted, not from cucumbers in Laputa, but from trees and
flowers and birds, and all pleasant natural sights and sounds enjoyed
along with a congenial spirit, and enlivened by warm friendships, ir

a quiet Berkshire village. The feat was only possible in a household
blessed by love, where the husband was quick-witted, warm-hearted,
and happy-tempered, and the wife affectionate, sympathetic, and
cheerful, each able to appreciate all that was good in the other,
their friends, and all about them, both ready to make the most oi

whatever was pleasurable in their lives, and the least of whatever
was hard and painful.
Even the very hard work of light literature, under such condi-

tions, appears to have helped to happiness, till the pages, as we read,
seem to set themselves to music, and bubble up in song as spon-
taneous as that of the birds.

Perhaps it is only to the wife's loving retrospect that the eight
years of that double life look so sunshiny. But MOKTIMER and
FRANCES COLLINS, as we see them here in their cottagB at Kuowl
Hill, seem really to have managed to get more innocent pleasure
out of life than wealth could hav bought, or luxury procured them.
One cannot help loving both the woman who writes the book

(MORTIMER COLLINS'S Secretary, as she calls herself) and the man
who furnishes the matter of it. That he worked for Punch, among
other taskmasters, is no reason why Punch should not say as much,
by way of recommending these volumes to all who want to read the
record of a kindly, sweet-natnred, bright-witted being, who really
did manage to make a very hard-working existence, in spite of
not unfrequent money-troubles, more of a poem of the brighter,
lighter, and gayer kind, such as comes by inspiration of sunshin* and
flowers, green-leaves and running waters, love of all living things of
earth and air, a contented spirit, and a warm and affectionate heart
than is possible to most men. There is no organ or trumpet note in

his orchestra
;
but a warble as of birds, and a freshness as of brooks

and a sweetness as of growing flowers, and all springing out of th

pure fountain head of a happy and united wedded life :

" I do not want," says his wife,
" to try and prove that my husband was

great and good man. lie had faults very big faults but a man who ha
so much room in his heart for love, and was so beloved, must have been of n
common sort. In tho many very kind letters which I have received from

people unknown to me there ii continual reference to the feeling of love th
writers had for my husband ;

and people who had seen but little of him hav
expressed over and over again how much they loved him.

" This quality in a man may to some appear foolish. There are grave
lerious people who have so much to do, or who make so much work for them
islves, that they have no time for love and admiration of God's creatures. T
such people MOUTIMKK COLLINS would no doubt appear an invigniricuiit urn
for they would have no time to understand him. I well remember on on
occasion when a lady, who was a district visitor, and a general helper in th

parish, califd on us, she asked what bird was singing so sweetly in the tree

by the gate ?

' ' Don't you know the robin's note ?
'

remarked MORTIMER COLLINS.
" ' Does the robin sing ?

'

said the lady ;

'
I was not aware that it did.'

"

"This lady had lived in the country for nearly half a century withou

noticing the robin's song. She had devoted her life to the good of the parish
visiting the poor, lecturing them, distributing tracts. She denounced Hou-
TIMKK COLLINS as a bad man, judging him chiefly from the fact of his no
going to church so regularly as he ought to do. And yet no doubt he had the

power of bringing people nearer to God, even by his very reverence for a
robin's song, than the lady had by all her yean of parish work. His reverenc
for everything in nature was sufficient to convince even an atheist of th

presence of God. I do not think an atheist could have spent half an hour
with MORTIMER COLLINS in his garden without being convinced. Not lorn

before his death he wrote :

" ' The contact of man with his Creator is, in my mind, the primal idea the
one thought that should never be forgotten. Everywhere God speaks to man
Those who do not hear that speech in every Bong of bird or bunt of flower are

simply blind and deaf to what the Master give* us.'
"

CROWDS AND CRIMINALS.

How
proud any person-

age of distinction

should be when he

gains the applause of the
British Populace ! The
pending "Charge against
Detectives

" has created

immense sensation amongst
the Gentlemen of the Pave-
ment and the Slums. Ac-
cording to a report of

recent proceedings in this

interesting case at Bow
Street :

" The convict KURB, attired

in the uniform of the Millbunk

Penitentiary and handcuffed,
was received with cheen by the
mob."

penal servitude m pumsh-
ment of the "

big swindle,"
in connection with which he
is now brought forward, to

wove that three detective Policemen and a Solicitor were acces-
sories after the fact. This is all that the gentlemen who cheered

lim, except perhaps a few of his former associates among them,
could possibly have known about him. So, when the same style of

fentlemen cheered OKTON, they cheered him because they believed
lim to have supported imposture by perjury, and shamelessly
avowed himself a villain. Not that they sympathise with I\ ri;u

as they sympathised with OKTON, simply for the reason that they
esteem him a scoundrel. No

; they are also MR. KUHK'S well-

wishers, because they wish ill to the parties he has split upon, truly
>r falsely. To prevent tumult
" The three detective officers were brought to the Court earlier in the day,

nd before any large concourse had assembled."

The British multitude, probably, would not have cheered, but
lissed, the Officers might even have made an ugly rush at
hem. MB. KURR got cheered not only as a criminal, but also as
n accuser of Detectives. Cheers for a convict as such, and especially
s an informer impeaching Policemen, stamps pretty clearly the
haracter of the cheerers, whatever it may say for that of the
beered.

MUCH CHOLEE AJTD HO LITTLE ADO (from Hereford). What
ne might expect to find in a Mare's-nest Lady-birds.
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A SENSITIVE PLANT.

(HsKE PUMPERNICKEL, HAVING JCTST PLAYED A COMPOSITION OF HIS OWN, BURSTS INTO TSAR?.)

Chorus of Friends.
"
OB, WHAT IB THE HATTER ? WHAT CAN WE DO FOR TOIT?"

Herr Pumpernicliel.
" ACH ! NOSSINO ! NOSSISG ! BOT YEN I HBAE REALLY COOT Music, ZEN MUST I ALWAYS VEEP I"

IN WAIN !

A Villanelle of Vexations. y B***r P**G.

IN wain would I the British Lion wake !

In wain I 'd rouge the brute to wilent springing ;

His tail won't wag, his mane declines to shake.

In wain my daily 'larum-bell I take,
Till his ears tingle with its brazen ringing ;

la wain would I the British Lion wake !

In wain I warn him oi that Northern snake,
Who midst our Injun grass will soon be stinging ;

His tail won't wag, his mane declines to shake.

In wain to GLADSTONE I my gingham take,
And spatter all his lot with free mud-flinging ;

In wain would I the British Lion wake !

In wain I shriek out "
Hinterests at stake !

"

Shout "
Hup and at 'em ! for the hours is winging !

"

His tail won't wag, his mane declines to shake.

In wain are all the noisy pains I take,
My fierce tongue-wagging and my sore hand-wringing,

In wain would I the British Lion wake !

He sleeps as placid as a windless lake ;

Cold water on my fire his calm is flinging.
His tail won't wag, his mane declines to shake ;

In wain would I the British Lion wake !

PROPOSED EEYITAL OF AN OLD ENGLISH AMUSEMENT.

THE Bear Garden. On a new site Westminster instead of

Backside.

MORE THAN A MATCH FOR YOU.
ME. PtTNCH,

You flatter yourself that, with help of your backing, the

Bishops, Patrons of Livings, Visiting Justices, &c., will be able to

keep us out of Church preferments and functions, by asking us
whether we belong to that Priestly Society which the Erastian

Archbishop calls a
"
conspiracy

"
against the Church of England,

the members of which should be kicked out of doors by every father
of a family. You are mistaken. We have added a new Rule to

our Statutes, for the relief of such weak consciences as do not yet
see that the question whether we belong to the Society may be met
by the lie direct, followed by plenary absolution. The Rule is

this: It any member of the Society is asked whether he is a
member thereof, he is, by that question, excluded from the Society,
and can conscientiously answer "No." If he be asked further
whether such a Society exists, the question dissolves the Society,
and he again conscientiously answers

" No." When the answers
have been accepted by the dull-witted Erastians, the Society
resumes its existence, and the member returns to his place in it, as

before.

I should like to see either you or LORD PENZANCE drive a coaeh-
and-four through that Rule. I am, &c.,

CROSS-CROSSLIT.

All but Parallel.

PARLIAMENTARY parallel plain,
With the least little strain of the compass :

If we haven't the Rump got again,
We've got something beyond it the Rumpus.

ANOTHER DISCOVERY FOR MESSRS. GLADSTONE, SMITH, AND OTHER
HOMERIC HEROES. HOMER was not a Greek. He was a Turk.
Who hasn't heard of HOMER PASHA ?
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THE GREAT BEETLE PANIC.

(Sy Telegraph.)

FBATTLKmrRT, 10'15 A.M.

HE Sergeant of the

County Police has
this moment gal-

lopped into the

Marketplace, with
the news that a

Colorado Beetle
has been found, by
a retired Excise-

man, in a potato-
field belonging to

the Corporation in

the outskirts of

the town.
An extraordi-

nary meeting of

theCorporation has
been summoned by
the Town-Crier.
A fly with the

ChiefConstable has

just driven off at a

rapid pace to fetch
the Exciseman and
the Beetle.

The greatest
coleopterous ex-
citement prevails.

1045.
The Exciseman has arrived, but without the Beetle, the insert

having defied all attempts to capture it. The Exciseman's grand-
son (a youth of nine), remains in the field to watch its movements.
The Corporation are now sitting with closed doors.

The Magistrates are holding a Special Petty Sessions.

1110.
The meetings are over.
The Mayor has telegraphed to the Lord Lieutenant (on a tour in

Norway), the Borough Member (in bed after an exhausting sitting in
the House), the Privy Council, the Chamber of Agriculture, and the
Entomological Society.
The Mayor and Corporation, with the Town Clerk, the Magis-

trates, the Urban Sanitary Authority, and the leading Bankers and
Solicitors, have all gone, with the Exciseman, in three waggonettes
to the field.

12-0.

There is a rumour that Members of the Privy Council are coming
down by special train.

The Volunteers are en route to the field.

The Fire Brigade start immediately to saturate the potato crop
with a mixture composed of Petroleum, Carbolic Acid, and Dyna-
mite.
The entire Police Force have formed a cordon round the field to

prevent the escape of the Beetle. Special Constables have been
bworn in to assist them.

All the schools have been granted a half-holiday to search for the
insect.

12-30 P.M.
Business is

entirely suspended.
The entire population are flocking to the field.

The public-houses on the way are crammed.
1-0. P.M.

People are pouring in from all the neighbouring towns and
villages.

Every conveyance in Prattlebiiry has been taken up by Re-
porters. Authors, Artists from the illustrated papers, Agriculturists,
Naturalists, Entomologists, and Coleopterists.
The Chamber of Agriculture have this moment started in a drag

from the " Green Dragon."
The few persons who are compelled to remain in the town are

either studying Entomology, or searching for Colorado in the Atlas.

1'35.
The Entomological Society, with their most powerful microscope,

have at last succeeded in forcing their way through the crowd, who
cheered them vociferously.

2'0.
'

The insect has been caught !

The capture was cleverly effected (at 1'50), by EDWABD SNOBTIKS,
a youth who has, for the last eighteen months, been receiving his
education at the new Board School.
The Mayor and Corporation, the Magistrates, the Chamber of

Agriculture, the Entomological Society, the Privy Council Inspectors,
the Borough Member (who arrived by the express from London
five minutes before the capture), the Chief Constable, the Reporters,
Authors, Artists, and Naturalists, and several school-boys, have all

carefully examined the insect, and are unanimously of opinion that
it is not the Colorado Beetle, bat a Lady-bird.
The Mayor has addressed a few words to SNORTING, and presented

him with five shillings.
The people are returning to the town.
The public-houses are fuller than ever.

40."

Prattlebury is gradually resuming its usual tranquillity.
The Exciseman, unable to face the ridicule of his fellow-towns-

men, has disappeared with his grandson.
The Lady-bird ha* been set at liberty in the Mayor's garden by

the Mayoress.

KEEPING HIS HAND IN.

(From am Obstructive 'i Journal.)

8 A.M. Sit down in the doorway of Westminster Hall leisurely,
and arrange my boots, tripping up a few Irish Members as they go
out. Hail all the cabs on the stand at once, causing considerable
confusion ; pick out a crawler and home.

10. Have dining-room furniture put into hall, sit with my back
to door and breakfast. Burn all my correspondence without opening
it. Read Times upside down on stairs, lock area-gate, and throw
key into ventilator, telling all tradesmen to call again at 1, 3, 5, 7,
and 9.

12. Stop all the clocks, cutoff the water, have a couple of feather-
beds put up the kitchen chimney, cork the filter, stuff the hall mat
into the letter-box, fill the gas-meter with blacking, counterorder

dinner, and out.
2. P.M. Hire railway furniture removal van, call at dentists and

have all my teeth stopped, then drive up narrow streets, pulling up
at corners to ask the way to Temple Bar. Find it. and turn over
across roadway. Get out, lunch on block system, lounge down to
Lowther Arcade and practise lawn-tennis.

4. Buy five tons of coals, look in at afternoon theatre, and refuse
to leave it, create disturbance with my umbrella, stop perform-
ance, get turned out after constitutional resistance, make for

Metropolitan Railway and study Block System in action.
6. Fay threepenny fare with Irish bank-note in crush, drop

change on stairs, have gate locked till it is all picked up, get into

empty carriage, sit by door and thrust legs on opposite seat at every
crowded platform, then get out, hail wrong omnibuses for fun, and
go to Westminster by water, assisting Captain with shouts of"
Stop 'er !

" when he calls
" Back 'er !

" and vice vertS.
8. Enter House, take a better man's seat, insist on my right to it,

and move amendments on every section of the Bill under discussion
in Committee. Then move to report progress : alternate with motions
that the Chairman do leave the chair, and so keep at it, hammer and
tongs, with help of a knot of kindred spirits, till eight the next
morning.

Money and Muskets.

THE Turks fight well ; but how is war to be carried on without
its sinews F A telegram from Philadelphia says :

"A company which was making arms for Turkey has tuspended operation*
on a contract, because remittance* from the East failed. As many us 450,000
rifles were already made, leaving 150,000 to be manufactured as per agree-
ment."

No rilles for a Government that can't pay its shot

Suburban Grammar.

THK following remarkable notice was observed the other day,
posted on Hammersmith Bridge :

" Ho Persona are allowed to remain on the Bridge, and are requested to

pass on."

If no persons are requested to pass on, and yet
are not allowed to

remain on Hammersmith Bridge, are there Policemen in attendance
to collar them and walk them over without speaking ?

Tortoise v. Hare again.

TAHRTEH has trcm DOGOETT'S Coat and Badge. Another illustra-

tion of the truth of NAPOLEON'S favourite saw "
Tout rient d gui

tail attendre." It is only natural, however, that TAKBTEB should

show exceptional staying power.
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PONGO.
(By Our Otcn Interviewer,}

AT the next meeting of the Shareholders, MR. PONGO will (he himself informed me) he
proposed as Secretary and Treasurer to the Aquarium Company. His inability to write (as
demonstrated hy MB. FBANK BUCKLAND) is assumed to he his chief qualification for the
united offices. Here MR. PONQO put his finger slily to his nose, and winked at Your Own
Interviewer.

Being: asked his opinion of MR. FRANK BUCKLAND, he replied, in the Pongo dialect, in
which Your Own Interviewer is, fortunately for the public, a proficient, that MB. FBANK
BUCKLAND might know a good deal about Armadilloes, but knew precious little about him,
PONOO. Here he winked again. He has acquired the habit of winking since he has been in

England, as also of laying his finger slily against his nose. He gave me to understand that
he had learnt the habit from the present energetic Manager of the Aquarium.

He informed Your Own Interviewer that the question of his appointment to an official

position in the Aquarium Company would he decided by the Shareholders, but that he had
seen a private letter from a most influential member of this body lately on the direction,
saying that he (PONGO) must be got at any price ; and that if matters should reach a crisis, he
(the shareholder in question) would much rather have MB. PONGO with them than against
them !

MB._PONGO was justly indignant at the mention of
"
price."

"
Every Pongo," said he," has his price, perhaps ; but ifthey think that mine is either beer or roast beef, or cigars,

they 're mightily mistaken."

f
MR. PONOO often uses such expressions as

" Bedad !
" "

Begorra !
" but never" makes the

mistake of asking anyone
"

to tread on his tail," as an invitation to a row. A stranger
present, with great want of tact, addressed him once as

" MR. PABNELL." MB. PONGO was
very much irritated, and wished to smash the stranger's hat and break his umbrella over
his head. _He. moreover, threatened to draw MB. ROBERTSON'S attention to the presence of

Strangers in the Aquarium, but was ultimately pacified, when he good-naturedly admitted
that, after all, it was but a short step from the Aquarium to St. Stephen's.

In answer to Your Own Interviewer, MB. PONOO replied that he was at present engaged
on a dramatic work, to be entitled Pongo, the Oorilla Chief & sensational play, in which
he himself would take the leading role. Being asked if [he would like to appear in any
Shakspearian character, he replied that he had a great personal esteem for MB. IBVINO, and
would not like to do anything to injure his well-earned reputation. Legs were his weak

point too. In compliance with numerous
solicitations, he might be induced to play
Romeo, a part which he believed MR.
IBVINO had not yet attempted. MB.
PONGO added, that he considered Shylock
and Richard the Third quite out of his

line. As to Caliban, MR. PONOO looked

upon the existence of such a creature as

an utter impossibility, and expressed him-
self very warmly on the subject of the

sterile nature of SHAKSPEABE'S invention,
" which must," he said,

" have been

thoroughly exhausted to have placed on
the Stage such a lusus natural"
MB. PONGO observed that he no more be-

lieved in Caliban than he did in the

"Learned Pig" in THE Ride to Khiva.
which astonishing book of travels he had
read with considerable satisfaction. MR.
PONGO is of a communicative disposition,
but is generally silent and reserved with

strangers, as he evinces the utmost re-

pugnance to anything like chattering. He
says emphatically, "I hate a chattering

Ape." In consequence of this horror of

his. he has refused all invitations to five

o'clock tea, and has determined not to avail

himself of the privileges of a foreigner of

distinction, in this country, to become an

Honorary Member of any of our leading
London Clubs. Nothing would induce him
to join the Travellers, but he has a certain

partiality for the Athensoum, where he has
been informed he would meet a Bishop or

two, for whose shovel hats and gaiters he

expresses intense admiration. At first,

MB. PONGO said he had mistaken them for

Freemasons, on account of their aprons.
MB. PONGO is inclined to Ritualism, and
hopes that MB. ROBEBTSON will use his

influence with the company to get him a

private chaplain. Exceptional references,

or, as MB. PONGO puts it,
"
exceptional

reverences required;" but if MB. TOOTH
were disengaged, he would be at once

accepted for the post.
MB. PONOO, in answer to my question,

"Are you fond of music?" replied thai
he doated on it, and anxiously hoped HERR
RICHARD WAGNER was quite well. On
being informed that he was, he appeared
much relieved, and at once commenced a

long dissertation on the libretto of the

Rhinegold. MR. PONGO plays on almost any
instrument that may be within his reach,
and his performance on the piano beggars
description. He can, at this moment, make
his own terms for the Philharmonic or

Monday Pops, hut he is at present loyal
to the Aquarium. Your Own Interviewer
wanted to know if there was any chance of

his appearing at the Opera next season.

He replied that he might perhaps come out

for one night as Roberto il Diavolo. But
he hardly thought it fair on the other

foreigners. If he did, he should, of course,
call himself SIGNOR PONGO.
On being asked why he selected Robert le

Liable for his debut, he answered that it

was out of compliment to the Caterers for

the Aquarium Restaurant, to whom he

was under considerable obligation. Their

names, he said, were BEBTBAM AND ROBEBTS ;

he (PONGO) would play Roberts part, and
he hoped to induce the other Gentleman to

undertake the part of Bertram in the

Opera; Expressed himself much flattered

with LOBD BEACONSFIELB'S visit; felt

unique creatures ought to know each other,

and dwelt much on the pleasure it would
have given him to have examined that

eminent Statesman's head closely.

Recurring to the subject of his appoint-
ment to office, he whispered to your Inter-

viewer, so as not to be overheard in the

tanks, that the Fish had not as yet been
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THE QUEEN'S ENGLISH."
First Sub. (who doesn't read the Papers).

" WHAT 'a ALL THIS ABOUT PHONETIC
SPITLLIN' ?

"

Second Dido. "
OH, THESIS SCHOOL- HOARD FELLOWS WANT KVEBYBODY TO

S rH i. AS HE PRONOUNCES ! TUEI.K 'LL DB AN ACT o' PARLIAMENT, I B'FOSB 1

"

First Sub. "BY JOVE, I WISH THEY'D THOUGHT o" THAT TWO YEARS AGO!
'TOOK ME AN AWFUL GWIND 1O OBT UP MY SPJLLIN* ! 'DoOSlD DEAL XA8I-AH
10 bPELL WOKDS AS THEY 'BE PWOKOUSCBD ! THAT'S J08T WHAT I U8ID TO
1 O, YOU KNOW I !"

COMPLAINT FROM A LADY-COW.

WHAT false alarms, resounded here and there

By dolts precipitate or hoax-designers,
Excite your

"
Colorado Beetle Scare,"

Penny-a-liners P

The Beetle seen at Hereford was I ;

Preserver, not destroyer of the 'later ;

Who eat not it, but off it eat the fly,

Aphis vastator.

The donkeys, from a foe that could not tell a
Friend ! No Doryphora decemlineata,

The Lady-cow am 1, the Coccinella

Septempunctata.
" Wolf !

"
is a crythat soon gets counted flam.

Till comes the Wolf indeed, at last unheeded.
Worst folly 'tis to cry out " Wolf !

" on lamb,
As Muffs on me did.

BULLS IN BATTLE-ARRAY.

MR. O'DONNELL claimed credit at the Canonbury
Tavern Home-Rule Dinner on the ground that

" A few determined men, who were called ' Obstructionist*
'

had retaliated for the English and Scotch indifference to Irish

business by compelling the Imperial legislature of Englishmen
and Scotchmen to attend to Imperial interetts by fairly and

fully considering Imperial subject*, such as the South Africa

Confederation Bill."

What the great O'D. understands by
"

full and fair

consideration he tells us in the next sentence :

" The Government bad invented new rules to prevent what
they called an ' obstruction ;

'
the result had been that the House

of Commons had been compelled to discuss the positions of the
Obstructionist* fully and fairly, to abandon at least one-third

of their Sill, and uith all their relays of Member* to gallop
through the remainder, which wot unopposed by himself and
hisfriends."

And this he calls

"
Giving the House of Commons tome slight education in the

art of constitutional government !
"

What a trio of Masters the School of Home-Rule
may boast in PABNELL, BIGOAB, and last, not least
O'DONNELL 1

Now Uniforms are being settled, a Military Inquirer
wishes to know if there are any troops in the Service
called The Green Bays t

consulted, and he believed that there would be some little diffi-

culty 'with the Members for Greenwich. "What Members?"
your^Own Interviewer ventured to inquire, who could only think
of W. E. G.

"Why, the Whitebait, of course," returned MR. PONGO, much
amused, and suddenly pointing his joke with a dig in your Own
Interviewer's ribs, which will lay Your Own up for a fortnight.
Your Own Interviewer then withdrew.

LOCOMOTION A L'AMERICAINE.

(Or, what it is to be hoped that we arc Not Coining to.)

9'55. Arrived at Victoria trenches. Cab overturned on pave-
ment, luggage burnt, and hat knocked in. Took ticket under heavy
tire from third-class booking-office ; cut away to train, and started

blazing.
10'15. Ran gauntlet of Clapham Junction. Top of carriage blown

off by shell. Badly cut about the head, but conscious. Casualties

Killed, five
; wounded, seventeen.

10'45. Skirmish at East Croydon. Got head bandaged, bought
full-sized ordnance map of Sussex and revolver, and attended mili-

tary funeral of Station-Master.
11'15. Half-hour's practice at chance signal-posts. Accepted

commission in "Passengers' Impromptu Defence Brigade." Passed
9 30 "

Up Wounded Express."
12 '45. Utd Hill. Tickets, purses, and other valuables given up.

Bombardment of refreshment-room. Guns beautifully handled.
Assisted to swell Butcher's bill, and made my way to the plat-
form under withering fire. En route again at 5'47.

6 9. Battle of Three Bridges. Complete rout of second-class

passengers, destruction of guard's van by torpedoes, capture of

danger flag, and armistice. Casualties very heavy. Pourparlers,
and off again by ruse at 9' 17.

11 3. Retreat of Hayward's Heath. Hot pursuit, and opening of

masked batteries. General sauve qui peut, and stampede for

Brighton.
11 '55.

Rally,
final charge, demoralisation, and surrender. In at

last. Call ambulance, and home.

Solomon at Fault for Once.

"NEMO," the notorious nobody who is everybody, complains in
the Times of the want of seats in the Painted Hall at Greenwich.
The consequence is, groups of weary wayfarers huddled on the steps
and the floor. On inquiry, it turns out that the seats have been
removed by MB. SOLOMON HABT, the Keeper,

"
because they have

been found inconvenient." For once the wisdom of SOLOMON ap-
pears to have failed him. The inconvenience is not in the seats, but
in the want of them. At this time of year, seats are a sine gud non
in all places of public resort, and picture-galleries more particularly

for ease is a condition of enjoyment. So, hearken, SOLOMON!
and revise thy judgment, or Punch will have to sit upon thee !

Telegrams and Tarradiddlea.

TURKS and Russians hither send
Tale 'gainst tale, by different wires.

Which one, at its farther end,
Has the more and greater liars ?
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QUESTIONS FOR TRAVELLERS.
(In Paris.)

ELECTION OF AH
HOTEL.

WHAT Hotel shall

I go to the Louvre,
with the everlast-

ing Rue de Rivoli P

or the Grand, with
all the noise and
bustle of the Boule-
vards ?

Or shall I take
SMITH'S advice,
and go to

" the

excellent house," conducted on
economical principles, in a back

street near the Madeleine ?

If I went to the latter, would I not be sure to

get "a good English dinner" and a bad English
bed?

Had I 'not'better take'my wife's advice, and go to the Grand ?

Is it altogether pleasant to be hustled into an office, ticketed with a number,
and sent up in a lift P

Does not the inmate of a large Hotel, in his character of
" Room No. 2413,"

feel rather like a convict ?

Have we got all our Luggage the eight large boxes and my portmanteau ?

Will the wardrobe, the cupboard, and the drawers contain all these Dresses?

Why are there not more pegs ?

Why is Soap, on the Continent, always an extra ?

A DBIVE THROUGH THE STREETS.

Why should one never be able to get a Victoria Cab in London ?

Do Omnibus men and Cabmen in Paris ever learn to drive ?

Can there be a special cemetery for the victims to street accidents ?

Is it altogether fair to call all the Bonnets we have looked at in the shop"
rather vulgar

"
?

Is it amiable to sneer at all the Dresses in "the Grands Magazins de
Louvre "

?

Is it not rather spiteful to suggest that the Balloons given by the large
Linendrapers to the children are like their other advertisements full of gas ?

Why do Ladies prefer, as a rule, the rooms of the
" Bon Marche "

to the

galleries of the Louvre ?

Is it because they find
"
greater novelty

" in the former ?

Would Paris be "
the Paradise of Wives " without the fashions P

Would Paris be " the Purgatory of Husbands " without the shops ?

Is it altogether moral to declare that yon have seen all the various
"
novel-

ties
" weeks ago in the Fulham Road ?

A VISIT TO THE Bois.

Can one look imposing in a Victoria whose driver smokes a short pipe, and
won't wear his coat r

Is it possible, by a dignified demeanour, to overcome these drawbacks, and
to induce the belief that the vehicle is our own ?

Would the appearance of the Park in London undergo much change were
cabs admitted in the drive ?

Would the horses that dawdle down to the Cascade appear improved in

quality were cabs excluded from the Bois ?

As a matter of fact, is not the horseflesh in both the exercising grounds
miserable P

Why do Frenchmen ride, or, rather, why don't they ?

Can the French nation really have any sense of the ridiculous, if Frenchmen
are able to gaze upon the "chevaliers" in the Bois without roaring with
laughter ?

Why does the Cascade always remind one of the Trafalgar Square Fountains P

Doesn't the Avenue rather resemble Portland Place withoiit the houses ? and
isn't the Bois generally a little like Battersea Park minus the flowers and
timber ?

PABIS BY NIGHT Efr GARCOI/.

Is it lucky that, meeting FASTBOY after dinner, I agree to visit Paris by
night en garr.nn ?

Am I not very considerate to leave my wife to recover from the fatigues
of the day at home, while 1 walk abroad ?

Will my wife take this view of the case ?

Is the mirth of the students at the Closerie des Lilacs particularly infectious ?

Is it worth while coming a long cab-drive to see a fourth-rate tea-garden ?

Is French acting so very much better than the English P

Why do English people in French Theatres laugh at jokes which would be
considered utterly stupid in England ?

Why do young English Ladies (so particularly decorous in London)
smile at French jokes that certainly would not pass the Lord Chamberlain's
Office in Great Britain ?

Onr
the whole have I seen any better'Actors or Actresses

than the KENDALS, the BANCROFTS, the TEEEYS, M R. HAEE,
or ME. JAMES, to say nothing of MB. JEFFKBSON ?". .

Is it quite wise to take so many Buckbieres between
the Acts ?

Can anything be sillier than the comic songs in the
Cafes Chantants in the Champs Elysees P

Do not frequent
"
consommations." corrupt good

manners ?

Is it, on the whole, the best way to finish an evening's
entertainment with an expensive supper at the Ca!o
Anglais ?

Why do the Boulevards waltz after twelve o'clock at

night ?

What was the number of my room 308, 803, 742, or

930?

Why has FASTBOY left me ?

Can I say, with perfect distinctness,
"
British Con-

stitution P"
How shall I, in my present most unusual condition,

explain matters to my wife ?

THE MELANCHOLY OCEAN.

(from a Criticjust landed at Dieppefrom Newhavcn.)

SlE,
A PORT in a recent number of the Spectator has

been inspired by Vivian Grey's famous phrase,
" seated

by a melancholy ocean." Standing near the Atlantic he

sings a stirring strain, climaxing in the quatrain
" For the prophet's 6re and motion,

Icy mask nd sneer sardonic

Be it so : Majestic Ocean,
Thou art melancholy's tonic."

Considering the part chiefly played by Ocean about
this time of year, I would suggest a correction :

"For the prophet's fire and motion,

Icy mask and sneer splenetic
Be it BO : Majestic Ocean,
Thou art sadness' s emetic."

Yours
A CHANNEL PASSENGEB.

PATTERN FOR PARLIAMENT.

WHY cannot our House of Commons take a lesson

from our Antipodes, and provide for PABNELLS, BIG-

GABS, and O'DoiofELLS, by passing a Standing Order
like that adopted last year at Victoria, and called

" The
Iron Hand "

! Videlicet .

" A motion ' That the House do now divide,' moved and

seconded, shall take precedence of all other business, and shall

be immediately put from the Chair, without any discussion

taking place ; provided that no such motion can be made so as to

interrupt a member speaking."

"Divide!" That seems to be an arrangement by
which Obstructives would be so effectually shut up as

altogether to preclude the need of ordering them into

the custody of the Serjeant-at-Arms. Divide and

conquer.

Comparisons are Odious.

QJJOTH BARNTTM, as he looked with admiration on
CATTAIIT CBAPO, his gallant mate, and their gallant
one-ton schooner, at the Alexandra Palace,

' ' Crossed
the Atlantic, hev' you now, in a nineteen-foot new
Bedford half-decked boat waal now and weathered
five gales, too, and been forced to lie-to eighteen days !

You bet ! Guess I 've crossed the Atlantic a good many
times too, with a bigger sorter [craft though and
calkilate I 've had to lie, too, a good deal more 'n

eighteen days."
But why don't the Captain spell his name more

amphibiously
"
Crapaud," as it surely ought to be P

THE ElnOAE EXPLICIT.

SAID BIGGAB,
"
Yes, the charge is true ;

And who can say 'tis not ?

I still maintain THE O'DoNOOHUE
Has done I don't know what !

"
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PONGO-ISMS.
TttAl'iiiT from the

Westminster Aqua-
rium per Electric

Eel.

MB. POSGO being
asked the other day
what historic work
he would like \<>

peruse, replied, with
a sly look at MR.
WYBBOW ROBERT-
SON, "Labbe't Coun-
cils."

MR. PONGO'S CONUN-
DUUX.

The other evening
MB. PONOO invited
some frienda to tea,
in order to ask them
a riddle. After pro-

posing the usual

toasts, to which he
ia particularly at-

tached, MB. PONGO
inquired of big con-

vives
" What reign-

ing Sovereign ought to be Queen of the Tallow-chandlers
'

'

Everybody gave it up. The Manager said he was really unable
to imagine what the answer could bo.

"Why," said MR. PONGO, chuckling, "the Sovereign of the

Candle-makers and Tallow-chandlers ought to be QFEEN WICK."
Everyone in tits, Mil. POXGO himself laughing immoderately.

Mu. PONGO AS A LATIN SCHOLAR.

The other afternoon, business at the Aquarium being (like ZAZKL'S

wire), a little slack, MK. PONUO expressed a desire to visit his poor
relations at the Zpq. His wish was immediately communicated to

the proper authorities, and as promptly gratified. On reaching the

Monkey House Mu. PONGO, in his celebrated Napoleonic attitude,
stood before the cage, buried, apparently, ia profound thought." These poor animals," observed MB. Pouoo's obsequious Chap-
lain to that eminent Gorilla Chieftain,

" are clearly envious, Sir, of

your position in society. They wish that you were of their species.

Doubtless," added the reverend Master of Arts, who never loses an

opportunity of displaying his erudition, "they would, could they
speak, address you with the well-known words,

' Cum tain sis, utinam
noster esses !

' '

MR. PONGO'S eyes twinkled for a second. Then he replied,
"
No,

my dear Sir, their envious reading of the line you quote would more
likely be,

' Cum TAILLESS sis, utinam nosier esses !

At this side-splitter the worthy Chaplain was fairly convulsed.

MB. PONGO'S LATEST SIDB-SPLITTEB.
"

If," said Ma. PONGO to LOBD BKACONSFIELD, "you were' to see
a Russian and an Englishman fighting, and were to bet six to
four on the Russian, why would that resemble my exclamation of

surprise were I to see you crowned with roses, and holding a
goblet?"
The PREMIER paused. Then he replied, candidly,

"
I do not

know what you would say in such an extraordinary case."
MR. PONGO had it all ready." My Lord," he returned,

"
I should say,

' What you 1 Back an
alien .'

' '

"
Bacchanalian, by Jove !

" murmured the distinguished States-
man, and was led out by MB. MONTAGU COBBY, to whom he subse-
quently explained thej'eu de mot.

MR. PONGO'S ACCOMPLISHMENTS.

MR. PONGO'S chief accomplishment is his drawing at the
Aquarium.

Lucus a Non.

A NEWSPAPER, noticing the recent performance of a mimic Mass
in an Anglican Church, observes that

" At St. Alhan's, Holbom, the service was of the most advanced Ritualist

type."

AVhen will our friends and brethren of the Press cease to style the
Ritualist

"
type

"
to the Roman anti-type

" advanced "
? Being, in

fact, mere mimicry of mediaeval rites and ceremonies, instead of
being advanced it is, on the contrary, retrograde.

HOLIDAY TASKS FOE THE RECESS.

LORD BEACONSFIBLD. To "
recuperate

" from the heavy labours

devolving upon him as a member of the House of Peers.

LORD SALISBUBY. To set his agents right in re the Metropolitan

Improvements Hill.

LOBD DERHY. To get up the geography of Europe, with a view
to duvise a British foreign policy that shall not be at once feeble

and bumptious.
SIB SiAiiiuiD NORTHCOTK. To write an Essay. Subject:

"
Sparing the rod and spoiling the Irish Member."
MB. GATHOUNB HARDY. To find some substitute for his favourite

setting-up drill" the Goose-step."
MB. CBOSS. To spend his leisure in detecting the Detectives.

MR. W. H. SMITH. To make the British Navy something
stronger than a paper fleet.

MR. W. E. GLADSTONE. To cut down some branches of his

labours and most leaves of his pamphlets.
MR. W. H. GLADSTONE. To refrain from talking politics before

excursionists when "
papa" begs him "

to bo seen and not heard."

SIB WILFBID LAWSON. To discover a new argument or a fresh

joke in favour of the Permissive Bill.

MR. WHALLEY. To find something better to admire than an
obstructive Irish pig.
CAPTAIN NOLAN. To apply his own "

range-finder
"

to the duties

of an officer and gentleman.
MAJUK O'GouMAN. To take six lessons in the art of writing after

dinner.
MB. BIGGAR. To grow smaller.

And the .Smart Fry of Bolh Houses. To have as little to do with
" Extra Parliamentary Utterances " as possible.

PEEBS AND PRIVILEGES.

(After the use of Sarum.)

DUKE OF WELLINGTON. Season-ticket for knifeboard on "Waterloo

omnibuses.
DDKB OF RICHMOND AND GOBDON. Entry at Star and Garter,

including meat luncheon and use of billiard-room, on all Sundays
and Bank Holidays in the year.
DITKB OF WBSTMLNSTEB. Admission to Henry the Eighth's

Chapel, Coronation Chair, and other sights in Abbey, on sixpenny
days, for nothing.
LARL oip CADOOAN. Right of playing lawn-tennis, cricket, and

polo, up and down Sloane Street.

EABL OF ONSLOW. Ditto of grouse-shooting over his own Square.
EABL OF DKRUY. Reserved seat for two on Grand Stand, return

ticket by railway, and presentation sample of silk pockethandker-
chief, with portrait of winner, at Spring Meeting.
EABL OF NELSON. Permanent right of passage to top of column

with a party of not less than twelve.
EABL OF SANDWICH. Free pass for a family to double bathing-

machines at Deal.
VISCOUNT CANTERBURY. Ditto to shilling places at his Hall (not

later than seven).
LOBD RAOLAN. Ditto, ditto, at his ditto.

LORD HAMPTON. Admission, with a friend, to Maze after six on

Thursdays.
LORD HASTINGS. Privilege of going there and back for three

shillings during the summer months. And
LOBD PUNCH. Right of taking his seat and "supporting, by pre-

cept and example, the true dignity of the Upper House.

A Name for Nationalists.

IN a Times leading article a misprint is a rarity. But in that

respect is not the following sentence exceptional ?

" We had hoped, indeed, that by this time MR. BIOOAB and his band of

guerillas would be disavowed by the mass of the Home-Rule Party."

Is guerillas the right word ? We beg pardon of MR. PONGO.

What is a Cantrip ?

LET our Norwegian Correspondent, who wants an explanation of
"
Cantrip," refer to any English Dictionary. If he does not find it,

the worse for the Dictionary. The word means a witches' dance,
which was something between a " canter " and a "

trip," a melange
due, doubtless, to the hoof of the master and the Terpsichorean
tastes of his pupils. For which see Tarn CfShanter.

A PLEA that the Ritualists might fairly put forward for their
imitation of the Mass is, that it has an "

elevating
"

effect.

VOL. LXXIII.
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STUDY IN A RESTAURANT.
LUNCHEON WITH TOUR SISTIF, AND LUNCHEON WITH SOME ONI ELSE'S SISTER !

asking leave to help in each case. Red Tape at such a moment
should be relaxed, if it is not to be used halter or bow-string
fashion, to cut short wretched lives.

The South African Bill read a Third Time under complaint of

"indecent haste" from SIR G. CAMPIIKLL and proh pudor !

ME. PARNELL. SIR GEORGE should have complained of "indecent
obstruction." The time that should have been employed in debating
the Bill was spent in fighting the Obstructives.

Lords' Amendments of Universities Bill agreed to.

Wonders will never cease. Irish County Courts Bill passed with-
out a word or blow from BIGOAE, PAHNELL, or O'DONNELL. The only
fight was over the Clause that prevents a County Court suitor from
the suicidal act of employing two attorneys. Irish attorneys must be
less sharp than we think them, if one isn't too many for most men !

MR. BUTT argued that because a man might have two barristers,
why might he not have two attorneys. As well argue that because
a man can stand under two bottles of pop, why two bottles of brandy
should not be too much for him. He forgets the different strength
of the creatures. Attorney to solicitor may be as alligator to
crocodile ; but barrister to attorney is as iguana to alligator.

Irish Prisons and Scotch Sheriff's Courts Bill read a Third Time
and no idle talk over either. And four other Bills besides forwarded
a stage before the House was up at half after four.

" 'Tis the sunset of Session makes speechinft a bore.
And coming St. Grouse casU his shadow before."

Monday. The Lords did their business in agreeing to Commons'
amendments : and the Commons did theirs in disagreeing to Lords'

in Metropolitan Street Improvements.
LOBD SALISBURY is not to be discredited by his agents' anxiety

to defend his pockets at the expense of his public spirit.
ME. COWEN has scored another to his credit by getting the promise

of Consular reports as to the late strikes in the States a strictly
Consular duty.

"
Consules provideant ne quid detriments Res-

publica capiat."
MR. TREVELYAN moved a declaration that it is too late to consider

the Army Promotion and Retirement Scheme.
Too late to consider undoubtedly, but too late to postpone, says

the Government, and not too late to pass.

Punch is ready to say ditto to TEEVELTAN in almost every point
he made. The

delay in bringing forward the scheme hat been
inexcusable : the unfairness of asking Parliament to pronounce an

opinion it hasn't time to form on a complex set of professional pro-
visions is palpable. The plan does stereotype a questionable organi-
sation. We should like to see companies with more men and fewer
officers. And it is but too plain that it lays a heavy load on poor
Pilgarlic the tax-payer.

But, per contra, if the House hasn't had time to consider what
the Commission and the War-Office have and their consideration
of such a matter is like to be more to the purpoie then Parliament
can watch and amend what it is not allowed time to consider : and
consideration after trial is usually more to the purpose than con-
sideration before.

Re-organisation is, and had better be kept, in the future. To
that the Army must come in the good time coming ;

but the less
Retirement and Promotion are mixed up with Re-organisation the
better. Perhaps we may one day get an Army in which retirement
will follow, naturally, on decay of vigour ; and promotion will come
naturally, neither from the north nor south of the Horse Guards, but
from capacity for command. But then promotion and retirement
will need no "

scheming." It is "true 'tis pity pity 'tis 'tis true,"
the

" Scheme "
does not consider the interests of the aged General

so much as at all satisfies GENERAL SHUTS, or as might have been
expected. In fact, it may be said to thrust General Non-Shoot
into the background with an indecorous alacrity that, having regard
to the tenderness of those dear old veterans' toes, may (and no
doubt will be) called, in the Military Megatherium and the shady
side of Pall Mall, and seventy-five,

*'
indecent," spelt with a good

many double d's.

But what can't be cured must be endured even by fine crusty old

veterans, whose half-pay we should delight to see doubled, and who
on the retired list would be cheap at the money.
As to the temporary retirement of Officers of lower rank and

fighting years, let 's hope we mayn't lose many, and that those we
do lose won't be the QUEEN'S best bargains. The simple answer to
all the pleas for delay TREVELYAN'S, CAPTAIN O'BEISHE'S and
NOLAN'S, MR. RTLANDS' (who would have preferred a money Bill),
and SIR H. HAVELOCK'S, who summed up smartly against the
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EXPERTO CREDE.
(on approaching Hostelry). "WHAT WILL YOU HAVE, COACHMAN?"

Driver. " A WEE DBAP WHUSKET, SIB, THAKK YOU."
Tourist. "ALT, BIGHT. I'LL GST DOWN, AND BEND IT OUT TO YOU."
Driver. "

NA, NA, OIE ME THE SAXPBNCE. THEY'LL OIE YOU AN UNCO
SMA' GLESS !

"

scheme as "unjust, ineffective, and suicidal" is that something must be
done, and that is the best the Royal Commissioners and the War Office see
their way to doing. ME. HABDY defends the scheme on all the points on
which MR. TBEVELYAN attacks it, but that is a detail. The real reason for

passing it is that
"
something must be done ;

" and whoever knew the right
thing done under that condition? Even ME. HAEDY admits the scheme is

"tentative," or, as LOBD HABTINGTON puts it, in plain phrase, "a temporary
expedient to meet a temporary purpose, under which all questions of Re-
organisation must be held quite open."

Of course, under the circumstances, there was nothing for it but to negative
the Trevelyan Resolution by 139 to 77, and much more two dilatory motions by
ME. FAWCETT and SIE G. CAMPBELL, which came on its heels, by 128 to 63 and
124 to 30, respectively.

Tuesday (Lords). LOBD HARBOWBY tried to quicken the tardy steps of law
in Lancaster. The LOBD CHANCELLOR promised a fourth assize, and more power
to the Commission, if nothing else would do. Civil justice, it seems now-a-
days, is as lame as criminal. HORACE wrote :

" Raro antecedentem scelestum
Deseruit pede pcena claudo."

We should write seepe.
The DUKE OF RICHMOND moved the Second Reading of the Canal Boats Bill,

which will secure some sanitary educational and humane supervision of the poor
wretches who now grow up uncared-for in the foul atmosphere of those floating
slums. The Session will not have been altogether barren of blessing if it brings
them -within reach of a paternal Government kinder than their too often brutal
fathers.

The Irish Prisons Bill, too, was forwarded a stage. It travels the same road
as the English. If we could say as much of Irish Juries !

(Commons.) SIE STAFFORD could not oblige DB. KENEALY with information
as to the designs of the three Emperors for the partition of Europe. When the
iurkey in Europe is cut up, Europe will, of course, follow. After the Bird the
Dish.

In Supply, when it came to the vote for money to pay the South African

Annexation Bill, MR. COURTNEY had a final deliverance
of his much exercised mind over the Transvaal transac-
tion. O'DONNELL, with bated breath, if not whispering
humbleness, followed suit; while MR. KNATCHBULL-
HUQESSEN, MR. E. JENKINS, from the Opposition point
of view, and MR. LOWTHEB, from the Official, defended
a transaction, which, however out of the usual line of

English policy, Punch believes with them, to have been

unavoidable, and the means of averting far worse evils

than the worst even anO'DoNNELL can lay his tongue to.

SIB J. HAY brought up the DE HOESEY naval duel,
at the unEnglish odds of two to one, Shah and Amethyst
against Huascar. As nobody quite knows the facts, it

would have been wiser to postpone a Parliamentary
action as unsatisfactory as the naval one.

MB. EGERTON held the Admiralty brief, and put the

points in his instructions effectively. MB. BENTENCK
defended the Admiral, and attacked the Admiralty ;

SIE
W. HABCOURT fired into ADMIRAL DE HOBSEY, the
ATTORNEY - GENERAL into SIB W. HARCOUBT, MR.
GOSCHEN into the ATTORNEY-GENESAL, and SIR STAF-
FOBD NOBTHCOTE into everybody who had attacked the
Government ; and the subject, like the action, then

dropped, with nobody much the worse for the all-round

fire, or much the better.

Supply wound up a cheerful evening, with a duett
from PABNELL and O'DONNELL over the Transvaal Vote,
that sent away Members merrily at three in the

morning.

Wednesday Morning (Lords}. Who dare say
" De

minimis non curat Lex," when a Duke brings forward a

big Bill against a little Beetle ? The Privy Council is to

receive powers for its eradication. Imagine my Lords
abroad, not

"
in the meadows to view the young lambs."

but in the potatoe-fields to
"
eradicate " the Colorado

Spear - bearer I Sublime spectacle or rather, sub-
Paris-green spectacle ! as lime is useless against the
seven-lined shield of the winged invader. The Council is

to be empowered to prohibit importation, destroy crops,
and make compensations ; and those who sell, or keep
the plague, are to be fined. So let our friend, the
Manchester Naturalist, be on his guard, or he may be

snapped up, like an incautious fish, by the ever-watchful
heron.

(Commons.) New writ moved for Westminster. The
RIGHT HON. W. H. SMITH haying been promoted from
the command of H. B. P.'s Railway Book-stalls to that
of H. B. M.'s Fleet. May he show himself as unmis-
takeably the right man in the right place as First Lord
of the Admiralty as he has of First Lord of the News-
paper and the Railway Volume. The way he has done
his work in the House and the Treasury augurs well for

him in his new functions. He can't know anything
about ships, but he 's the man to know that he knows
nothing. What a gain that will be !

In Supply, a long fight to cut down the Irish Police

Vote, PABNELL and O'DONNELL, of course, prominent.
Altogether Obstruction rather looked up to-day, PAB-
NELL talking out the expiring Acts Continuance Bill.

Better, after all, wreak his wrath on "expiring Acts"
than expiring Members.

Thursday. The Lords on Commons' Amendments as
a rule approvingly. No such awful catastrophe as col-

lision of the Houses in prospect.
On the East India Loan Bill LOBD SALISBURY spoke

with becoming gravity of the impending famine in the

South, and disclaimed, for the Government, any intention
of showing less liberality in relieving it than its prede-
cessors. LOBD NORTHBROOK bore witness to the need
and the will to avert it if not the way, and wound up
with words worth quoting.

" If nations did not grudge the employment of all the means
in their power for the carrying on of war, they ought with infi-

nitely greater reason to tax their energies to the utmost for the

preservation of human life."

EARL FEVEBSHAM waived the Eastern Question, that

the Sphinx might proclaim, with due Sphinxian solem-

nity and oracular obscurity, that the Eastern policy of

the Government had been clearly expressed and con-

sistently maintained, and that it is one of
"

strict but
conditional neutrality

" under the condition that the
interests of this country should not be imperilled. Her
Majesty's Government have no reason to doubt that

Russia will, in an honourable manner, observe the con-
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ditions she has promised to observe ; bat, in any case, it is the

policy of Her Majesty's Government to maintain them.

There, JOHN HULL, is your pillow for the recess, to sleep on with
both ears stretch they never so widely.
(Common*.) After a string of variorum questions, the CHAW-

CELI.OK OF TIIK EXCHEQUER appealed to MB. BKNTINCK to waive AM
Eastern liuestion ; whereupon WHALLEY insisted on shoving in hit

oar, and, after being twice pronounced disorderly by the SPEAKER,
was silenced under the new rule, without as he afterwards, not

unreasonably complained being
" heard in explanation." So

" Order in disorder rooted stood,
And rules on rule were 'gainst rule overruled."

MR. PARNELL had another onslaught on the Expiring Laws. Why
won't he allow their K. I. P. to bo quietly written in the usual

Continuing Act f Like a lady's letter, the Session seems destined
to carry its sting in its tail. Here is GRANT DUFF, within a few
days ot its finis, raising the question of LORD LYTTON'S doings
beyond our North-West frontier the stationing of troops at Qnettan,
267 miles in advance of our frontier line, the old advance-post ot

the Indian Alarmists. GRANT DUFF, LORD HARTINOTON, Sin
GEORGE CAMPBELL, with LORD LAWRENCE, in another place, are all

of one mind, that our best Indian policy is one of
"
masterly inac-

tivity," QuietaOT if you like the reading Quetta non moi-ere f

and that "least said," or done, in Beloochistan, will be "soonest
mended."
Punch could have wished that either LORD G. HAMILTON or SIB

STAFFORD NORTHCOTE, had found themselves able to disclaim
for LORD LITTON any policy of the stirring kind, as distinctly
as they disclaim it for the Government. But both spoke with
the elaborate wordiness of men who had a great deal to hide."
Khelat," has a disagreeable likeness to

"
Celat," in the improved

pronunciation.

Friday (Lonlt). The Amendment of the Metropolitan Street

Improvements' Bill objected to by the Commons was retracted, and
the interests of LORD SALISBURY, with the assent of the Noble Lord
(who defended his agents, however) were sacrificed to those of the
Public.
LORD DERBY, in answer to LORD COLCHESTER, said that reports,

circulated by the Austrian Press, as to the policy of the British
Government respecting the partition of Turkey, were unfounded.
The British Lion is not waiting to take his share of Turkey.
(Common*.) The CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER, amid Minis-

terial cheering, declined to tell MR. MONK whether or no the
Government intended to quarrel with Russia if Russian troops
should temporarily occupy Constantinople.
To the question, what stops the Education Department had taken

to protect the children in its schools against the Priest in Absolu-
tion, LORD SANDON gave MR. WHALLEY a patient answer. The De-
partment could only enforce the Conscience Clause. MR. WHAU.EY
subsequently read an explanation of his conduct at the previous
sitting, and, later in the evening, rambled, amid the usual indica-
tions, on the influence and intrigues of the Vatican and the Jesuits
in bringing on the Crimean War.
A little Bill reached a Third Reading, another passed through

Committee. There was more talk about Russia and Constantinople,
and the Destructive Insects Bill was read a Second time. Else,
nothing was done or said more memorable than the remarks of
MR. WHALLEY.
The House in discussing the Sale of Food and Drugs Amendment

Bill was Counted Out at 11 '10. And so, as MR. PEPYS would say,
'betimes to bed."

SEASONABLE ADVERTISEMENTS.
mo LET, for CLIMBING, a SWISS PEAK. Never yet attempted,A and may be had for the Month or the Season. No view from the top.No

Alpine flora. What ia not ice is granite. Avalanches regularly laid on.
A probability, almost amounting to a certainty, that one attempting the
ascent will break his neck and that of his Guide. Terms reasonable.- Address
ALPENSTOCK, Nomatterhorn, Switzerland.

ANTED, by a Gentleman intending to visit the ch'ef Continental
Capitals, a Second-hand Suit of Check Tweeds, Three Ked Flannel

bhirts, a Fair of Knickerbockers to match, and a serviceable Pair of Shooting
Boots. Address, FREE AND EAST, Manners Street, Camden Town.

WANTED, by several Ladies who are about to travel, a knowledge of
the French and German Languages.

A Natural End.

THE Kilkenny Cats lately had a Meeting on the tiles, to decide
wno should be their head. They separated ,'without coming to a
conclusion. The only conclusion Kilkenny Cats come to. is not
'heads" but "tails."

LATE ON THE MOORS.
ot

THE
House of Commons used,
yore,

Betimes to get the Session o'er,

Without postponement, heretofore,
A-going out a-shooting.

The'Twelfth of August saw the House
About the hills in quest of grouse.
Its Members then had too much nous
To let absurd Obstructives chouse

It out of time by
vain debate,

On useless motions
idle vrato.

Wliich now has

kept them up
so late

From going out

a-shooting.

Chorus.

Punctually, upon
the day,

Casting politics

away,
Tramping o'er the

heather gay,
A-going out a-

shooting.

Although the corn was ripe and brown,
This year they had to stay in Town.
The grouse for them no bringing down !

No going out a-ehooting !

Through six or seven determined bore,
Home- Rulers from Hibernia's chores,

They couldn't close St. Stephen's doors,
And cut away unto the moors.
There grouse were waiting to be shot,
But found they had a respite got ;

For Members Irish-bound were not

A-going out a-shooting.

It seems an ominous event,
On August's Twelfth, when Parliament,
Has always joined, with one consent,

In going out a-shooting.
Perhaps the safety of the land

Might such a sacrifice demand.
But that perverse Hibernian band !

Your House should ne'er their nonsense stand.
If e'er they try it on again,
Be down upon them there and then,
And promptly let them know you 're men

A-going out a-shooting.

Barnum's Aphorisms.

EVERYTHING is a Mermaid that comes to my net.

WASHINGTON'S Nurse was worth two Gorillas in the Bush.
A Poster in time saves nine out of it.

Make play while the run lasts.

You can fill a Silk Purse out of a Woolly Horse.
The uglier the Monster the better the draw.
The more queer Birds of a Feather, the more the Public will flock

together.
Truth lies at the bottom of a Sell.

Do, or you will be done, by.

Note from 'Any de Cockaigne.
" Some good catches of salmon "

(the Globe lately informed us)
" have

been made by the fishermen from Goole and the neighbourhood, owing to the
fact that neither grampuses nor porpoises have made their appearance in the
Ouse this week."

WHEN onr old Cockney friend, 'ARRY, who is weak in aspirates
ind spelling, read the above, he exclaimed,

" My ! Fancy what a

lively place to live in, this 'ere, where they 'ave a grampus and a

porpns in the 'ouse every week ! My !
"

"Hrwo BE THE HEAVENS WTTH" WHITE! Albtl notanda dies.

August 9, The Wedding Day of the Lady Mayoress.
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A NEW PROFESSION.

Very Small Boy (in answer to Inquisitive Lady).
"

Off, TED'S GOING INTO THE CHURCH, AND TOM 's GOING INTO THE ARMY, AND
MALCOLM'S GOING INTO TBB NAVT, AND JACK'S GOING INTO THE CIVIL SERVICE, AND BOB'S GOING INTO MEDICINE, AND ARTHUR'S
GOING INTO LAW, AND GUS '8 GOING INTO BUSINESS, AND I 'j GOING INTO KlflCKSRSOCKBRS I

"

ECHO'S ANSWERS
To a Cockney Inquirer who consults Tier concerning thi inevitable

Annual "
Outing" and its probable issues.

Inquirer. What subject sets me worrying: and doubting P

Echo. "
Outing:'

Inquirer. My Wife suggests for family health's improving ?

Echo. Roving.

Inquirer. What 's the first requisite for taking pleasure ?

Echo. Leisure,

Inquirer. The second (for a slave to matrimony) ?

Echo. Money.
Inquirer. You say that Woman of all founts of mischief
Echo. Is chief.

Inquirer. What is this close agreement of my women ?

Echo. Omen.
Inquirer. I fear for me they '11 prove a deal too clever ?

Echo. Ever,
Inquirer. What is the manner of my buxom MARY ?

Echo. Airy.
Inquirer. And what 'a her goal in every hint and notion ?

Echo. Ocean.

Inquirer. How recommends she Ramsgate, shrimpy, sandy?
Echo. 'Andy.
Inquirer. Whereas /hold it at this season torrid ?

Echo. 'Orrid!
Inqiiirer. And hint, with a vain view to scare or stop her ?

Echo. '

Opver !

Inquirer. (Meaning the Pulex.) Answers she politely.
Echo. Lightly.
Inquirer. How then am I inclined to view the mater f
Echo. Hate her.

Inquirer. What feel I when she hints at sea-side clothing ?
Echo. Loathing.
Inqiiirer. Mention of what makes all my family scoffers ?
Echo. Coffers.

Inquirer.
Echo.

Inqiiirer.
Echo.

Inquirer.
Echo.

Inquirer.
Echo.

Inquirer.
Echo.

Inquirer.
Echo.

Inquirer.
Echo.

Inquirer.
Echo,

Then if I storm, what word breaks sequent stillness P

Illness !

What feels a man when women 'gin to blubber ?

Lubber.
What is the show of patience that may follow ?

Hollow !

What would the sex when it assumes that virtue ?

Hurt you.
What 's the result of halting and misgiving ?

Giving.
What is man's share anent this yearly yearning ?

Earning.
What 's the chief issue of this seaward flowing ?

Owing.How long before I 'm free of tradesmen's pages ?

Ages !

AN UNCOMMON COWARD.
THE Standard's Correspondent with the Turkish Army in

Armenia, in temporary default, perhaps, of news more distinctly

warlike, transmits a panegyric upon Turks ; in the course thereof

supplying the subjoined information:
" My new Servant was very willing, and soon showed that he was honest,

hut at the same time childish, awkward, and cowardly. The Turks love

their children too much, and spoil them; they do not keep them at work,
and treat them even after their marriage as little children for whom father

and mother must work, and whose faults must be forgiven. Of course, these

faults assume a very grave character in some children
;
but my Servant is

top cowardly to do an act of violence."

He, therefore, could never have had a hand in "Bulgarian
Atrocities." He would never have behaved like a brave Bashi-

Bazouk. But what other Servant, except some Irish Gentleman's,
could be described by his Master as too much of a coward to commit
a dastardly act F

" GOOD TEMPLA.BS." For opening their Gardens to poor children.
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A FEW DAYS IN A COUNTRY-HOUSE.
TJR Excitement! and
Amusements at Boodels

1

The Trimmer The
Walk Wanted The

Computer's Lecture
Limits to Exercise

Calm Contemplation.

THE Poet HAMLIN
MUMLEIT, POQMORE the

Composer, and MILBURD,
have set the Trimmer to

catch the Eel in the Pond.
This

is,
at present, our

chief excitement. We go
to bed at night, early,

wondering if there'll be

anything on the Trimmer
in the morning. We get

up early, and go down to

the Pond to see if anything
is on the Trimmer. No,
the Trimmer has not been
touched daring the night.

Every hour, somebody,
generally two of us, go up
to the Pond, and look with

increasing curiosity
at the

Trimmer. Our hrst im-

pulse is to take it up. Our
second is to let it be there a little longer, and give it a chance. We
begin to speak of it as something with a character to redeem.
BOODELS explains to us that it is no use taking it up, as when

anything has been caught, the Trimmer turns up of ito own accord in

the water, and floats topsy-turvy.
Throughout the day we walk at intervals up to the Pond, and

stand on the bank silently watching the Trimmer, as if a friend had
been drowned in the Pond, and this Were the tombstone over his

watery grave.
The Trimmer does not turn up. But we go on, expecting this to

take place. In fact we are like four Micaicbers "
waiting perpetually

for something" (the Trimmer)
"
to turn up." MILBURD is always

wanting to
" rout it out with a pole," and is invariably restrained by

the Poet or by BOODELS. The Composer thinks that a " musical
situation" might be got out of it

"
somehow," and suggests as an

idea The TroU of a Trimmer. MILBURN instantly says, alluding to

the Composer's Oratorio,
" There were no Trimmers in the Ark I ha !

ha ! ha ! Unless they had to
' trim the boat I

' ha 1 ha ! ha 1
" But

nobody laughs, as it is felt that MILBTOD is a fool for rushing in where
angels (ourselves) dare not tread.

As the day wears on it is a very hot day, and I fancy there is a

smell from the Pond (which suspicion BOODELS resents as a libel on
his place,

"
because," he says,

"
if there is a smell, it's anything

but an unwholesome one "but BOODELS won't allow there can be

anything unhealthy about his place that 's his one strong point)
the excitement of visiting the Trimmer begins to pall upon me. I

want to walk out somewhere to a hill if possible, if there is such a

thing in the neighbourhood (" Lots !" replies BOODELS, indig-
nantly), and get some fresh air. This desire for fresh air also annoys
Hi HI IIKI.S. It is a slight on his air. He becomes sarcastic, and pre-
tends to apologise for his place not being by the sea-side. He
doesn't perceive any smell from the Pond. He doesn't complain of

the atmosphere. He, in fact, flnds it very pleasant.
But then BOODELS has the place on a lease for some considerable

time, and, of course, he is not going to depreciate the Pond by (as it

were, to put it proverbially and vulgarly)
"
crying stinking fish,"

not even it' the Trimmer should have already caught the Eel without
having turned up, and the Eel were being boiled in its native sun-
heated water.
BOODELS does not want a walk, and he won't come. He says,

"When you come back I '11 walk up to the Pond with you and see
how the Trimmer's getting on." Bother the Trimmer! Will the
Composer. POSMORE accompany me ? I find he is in the drawing-
room at the piano, accompanying himself. I happen to look in at a
moment when he has got into some difficulty with an E flat which
oughtn't, by rights, to be in a chord in his composition, but which
has got in somehow, and produced such a marvellous effect that he
has begun to think of writing a treatise on the

"
Unexpected

seventh " and revolutionising music generally.
' Walk 1

" he cries out impetuously, appearing as violently hor-
rified as though I 'd asked him to come and commit a murder in
the lane.

" Walk ! my dear fellow !
"

(the tone in which he says"
My dear fellow !

"
implies

" You confounded idiot, to come in and
interrupt a Composer !")

"
I can't walk now. Any other time I '11

be delighted ;
but 1 really can't now !

" And he bends, inquir-

ingly, over the forefinger of his right hand, which he has not yet
removed from the astonishing E flat.

It perhaps flashes across him, that, considering me as his probable
librettist, no may have treated me rather cavalierly in shouting
at me as he has just done (for he has shouted, and no one likes to be
shouted at), and. so he turns to me while still sitting and stooping
over the key-board, as if he were either the tuner, or a naturalist in

search of an insect that had slipped out of one of the cracks between
the notes (by the way. why shouldn't a Composer who writes all

his airs in C Major as I should if I were a Composer be called a
"
Naturalist," and another who might confine himself to D a " Two-

Sharpist," and another, who might stick invariably to F Major, a
"

One-Flattist
"

? Hut though I interrupt the Composer with the

question, he simply replies,
"

It couldn't be done ") and says more

politely,
"

I can t come now, because I 've hit upon something which

may turn out of the utmost importance. I think," he says,
"

I can
resolve the D into the dominant without a recurring seventh "or
words to this effect.

"
If I can do this

"
(whatever it is),

"
it will

be,",he exclaims,
" a most invaluable discovery."

PoGifOHB, it strikes me, is treating Music as if it were Astronomy.
This is a new light to me, and I am always, not only ready to learn

anything, but interested m acquiring knowledge from experts.
"
But," I say to him,

"
yon oan't diioover notes as you can

stars."
" Of course, you can," he replies.
I am inclined to ask him if, instead of a telescope, he uses a

stethoscope with which doctors take soundings, but I feel that
POGMORE is not in the vein for this remark, so I only beg him to

continue his instruction.
"
Well," he says, still with his finger on the E flat, as though the

loss of this note involved ruin,
"
well, in music you know, there are

millions of sounds which cannot be represented on the piano. There

wouldn't, you see, be room for such an instrument in any house,
and it would take several hands to play it at onoe. Now the ambi-
tion of every Composer is not merely to produce a composition for an
instrument where he is limited to thirteen notes more or lees defec-

tive, but to evolve new sounds and fresh permutations and combina-
tions of sound from the illimitable system of Harmony existing in

nature."
Dear me I What* an Oratorio the Ark will be ! I must try and

think of a libretto for POGMORE.
"But," I mildly insinuate, "you can do all you want with a

piano."
POGMOBE scorns the idea.

" My dear fellow," by the way, he

might just as well be out walking and talking, as lecturing me in a
room with the thermometer at something terrific

" My dear fellow,
the piano is a most defective instrument. For instance, do you
think for a moment that all the sounds of which Music is capable are

exhausted in an octave? Yon," this to me, as an arpumentum
ad hominem,

" can make more sounds than those."
Certainly

I can.
" You can sing notes that are not on the piano ?

" Can I P well yes
perhaps I can.

"
Then," I say, struck by a new idea,

"
if one had never heard a

piano so as to be restricted by its limited capabilities," this is the

view I begin to take of pianos in general, "then every man would
have invented an instrument for himself, reproducing the sounds

peculiar to himself, and by unity of these instruments we should,

long before this, have obtained.one grand harmonicon, so to speak.'
1

"
Well," says POGJTORB, rather taken aback by my sudden grasp

of the idea,
"
the question would be where could such an instru-

ment be placed, for the scientific Philosophy of Music teaches us,

that, in all probability, musical sounds are commensurable with

space."
Dear me ! But why won't he come out for a walk t If I could

only keep him interested, perhaps he will, because I can suggest
that he can talk as we walk along. I 'm afraid I can't hook him

yet ; an attempt to pull him out would only result in his breaking
away with the hook in his jaw. But I encourage him, on the chance
of getting a companion.
"For example. You understand," he continues, "that there

must be some sounds between C and DP"
"Yes I do." (Would this be a good point for suggesting the

walk?)" The first sound that occurs to you is half C and half D that is

C sharp."
Precisely ; but we 're rather wasting time, because he might be

saying all this to me on the top of the hill that I want to go and aee.

Without showing any signs of stirring, POGMORB continues :

"Now where is the quarter of C, or the eighth of C, or the sixteenth,
or the hundredth ? Where are any of those fractional infini-

tesimal sounds which must exist as parts of a whole ?
"

"
Quite so where are they ?

" I .say, and I twiddle my straw' hat
as a hint.

POOMORE is wound up. He is giving me the result of recent scien-

tific training, and I believe is practising on me for his own benefit.
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INOPPORTUNE.
De Brown (on a Visit in the neighbourhood, thought he 'd like to see his friend Lord Wickworth's Collection of Old Masters).

" CAN I SEE
THB PICTURES ?

"

Upper Servant. "
WELL, I 'ABDLY THINK YOU CAN JUST NOW. WE 'KB JDST A-GOIN' TO 'AVK CUE LUNCHEON. 'ADN'D YOU

BETTER LOOK IN AGAIN BV'MBY ? I

"

"Again," he Bays, "this one black note, that represents at the
same time both C sharp and D flat, must he a very imperfect inven-
tion. It is impossible that C sharp and D flat can be the same
sounds."
"
Quite," I say ;

then 1 add, as persuasively as I can,
" You'd he

all the better for a little exercise, and come back quite fresh to
work."
No. He won't move. He simply says,

" Don't stop for me," and
turns once more to the piano.

"
1 say," he calls out as I am quitting

the room, "you might turn over the libretto while you re out
walking. And when you come back I don't mind walking with yon
as far as the Pond to see how the Trimmer 's getting on."

Hang the Trimmer ! Where' s the Poet, HAMLLN MUMLEY
; per-

haps he '11 come. There he is in the middle of the lawn, not far
from the Pond. He and the Peruvian Goose together, facing one
another at a distance of about six feet, and contemplating each
other in a drowsy stupid fashion, as if they were both waiting for
an inspiration. On coming up towards them, I notice that while
the Poet is regarding the Goose with interest, as though he were
mentally commencing a poem, beginning with,

"
0, strange Peru-

vian Goose, whose , &c." The Goose, on the other hand, is ap-
parently fast asleep. The Poet has mesmerised the Goose, and as
MUMLEY seems to be unable to remove his eyes off the bird, the
Goose has mesmerised the Poet.

Happy Thought. The Pond has already suggested The Sutler
and the Eel as a ballad. Now the next is The Poet and the Peru-
vian Goose. The collection of poems to he called The Boodels
Salladt.

I rouse MUMLET from his lethargy. The Goose opens his eyes
and wobbles his tail. Will the Poet come out for a walk ? There
is, I tell him by way of inducement, a beautiful view from the top
of some hill near here. No. He thanks me ;

he will another day,
but just now he is rather anxious about the Trimmer. Why not
come down as far as the Pond (that is, about ten

yards),
and look at

the Trimmer ? That, he adds,
"
will be exercise.'' MILBURD comes

in through a gate, flushed and hot.
"
I '11 go with you. Where f

"

he shouts.

"Ah, it's too late now," I say, evasively. "I only wanted a
little exercise."
"

If you want exercise, old boy," he shouts, though I'm quite
close to him,

"
you go into the field there where the cow is. Ha!

ha ! ha ! She 's as mad as a hatter, and she '11 give you some exer-

cise. Ha ! ha ! ha ! I should like to see you cutting round the

field, with the old cow after you ! Ha ! ha ! ha !
"

MILBUBJD JUNIOR'S jokes are most offensive ; and he is always
seeing fun in what might result in some most serious, if not abso-

lutely fatal, accident. Suppose I did go into the field, supposing
the cow were to run at me, and I couldn't get away quickly enough,
would MILBUHD ever forgive himself, for, as it were, having dared

me to the encounter ?

"I wonder," cries MILBUKD,
" how the Trimmer's getting on."

And off go MUMLEY and MILBUBD to the pond. Where can I go for

exercise P To the Trimmer ? No, I will not go to the Trimmer. Then
where ? This opens my eyes to the fact that the boundaries for

exercise within the BOODELS' domain are limited. For example,
when you want to walk in the Kitchen Garden, you are strongly
advised not to, on account of the bees. This is enforced by BOODELS
with a story of how the bees (not his, but some bees of his acquaint-

ance) once swarmed on a man in a garden. The man was standing
still (just as the Poet does when he thinks he has an idea), and one

bee came on to his nose. The man, having considerable presence of

mind, didn't attempt to brush it off, as he knew that he would be

stung. The bee remained on the tip of his nose. To this bee came

another, and clung on to the first bee ; then came a third, and clung
on to bee number two : then came a fourth, and so on, until gradu-

ally, within an hour, nearly a thousand bees had swarmed and were

hanging, in a bunch, from his nose. He dared not stir ;
he couldn't

speak ; he couldn't be fed ; no one could venture to come near him
until the bees had finished swarming, and they often take a couple
of days to finish swarming. Fortunately for him, these bees got it
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THE DUKE OF RICHMOND'S BILL.

(A Song fur the Seaton.)

Am " The Last of Richmond Hill."

" The Destructive Insect* Bill introduced into the House of

/>rds by the DUKB or RICHMOND AND GORDON, passed its

iccond Heading, without discussion, August 8th, 1877."

IN Colorado dwells a pest
We don't want here, I 'm sure,

Potato crops it doth infest

A curse without a cure !

This peet if once it entrance win,
Will work us woful ill.

But our main hope is centred in

The DUKE OF RICHMOND'S Bill !

The DOKE OF RICHMOND'S Bill !

The DUKE OF RICHMOND'S Bill !

This Yankee scare

Had best beware
The DOKE OF RICHMOND'S Bill !

How happy should we Britons be
To hear the pest had flown !

We need him not this side the sea,
So let him keep his own.

But, lest invading tricks he try,
We '11 just prepare this pill,

And fright that blessed Beetle by
The DCKE OF RICHMOND'S Bill !

The DUKE OF RICHMOND'S Bill !

The DUKE OF RICHMOND'S Bill !

This Yankee scare

Had best beware
The DUKE OF RICHMOND'S Bill !

CATCHING A TARTAR.

Governess.
" Do TOT/ KNOW, EKNMT, THAT I HEARD OF A LITTL* BOY NOT

OLDER THAN YOtT, WBO CAN BAD AND WBITB WELL, AND WHO HAS BEGUN

LATIN "

Ernest. "Oa, I SAT, WHAT A JOLLY GOOD TBACHKK H MUST"HAVI"

Tremendous Fighting in Asia Minor.

A BATTLE of the elements is not an uncommon occur-

rence, but nobody, perhaps, ever heretofore heard or read
of such an action as that announced in the subjoined
telegram to the Evening Standard from

"CONSTANTINOPLE, August 6. An official despatch from
MOI-KHTAK PASHA, dated the 5th inst, announces that an

engagement has been fought between the river Arpa Chai and
the Kussian camp at Ani, beyond the frontier."

In a battle between a river and a camp, the river,
one thinks, would be likely to get the best of it The
river could sustain no injury from being under fire, but
what would become of the camp if it were under water Y

A BIHD'S-EYE VIEW OF IT.
" Grouse Prospects."

disagreeable ones of being killed, or wounded.
The

over in about three hours' time, when the Gardener came with a

hive, and took the swarm. The man never stood still in a garden

again as long as he lived. (Soodels' Anecdotes of Country l>ife, a

companion to The Soodels Ballads. Clearly a valuable compilation.
ShaU ask BOODELS if he has any objection to my compiling such a

book. Most interesting, and would destroy many popular fallacies

as to the unalloyed enjoyment of the country.)

So the Kitchen Garden is tabooed. Well, why not the Meadow ?

Why not ? because of the cow. She is so uncertain. She chivied

the Butler the other day, and he only narrowly escaped by jumping
into the ditch. But what was the Butler doing there Tf I ask.

" Oh !

he had gone.out to catch the pony," BOODELS replies, as if catching
the pony was a Butler's ordinary routine business.

Well, how about the Paddock? A walk about there, eh? The

pony is in the paddock, and he is good-tempered enough with the

Butler, but he is inclined to be vicious with strangers, unless

they 've got bread to give him. This bars the paddock.
The Farm-yard, then ? Oh, yon'can't walk there, it is so muckv.

"But," says BOODELS, "if you want to get exercise and do some good,

you might take a stick and beat about for rats, they swarm by the

pigstyes as big as rabbits, and you stand a fair chance of killing
some." Declined, with thanks.

There is only one other place left ; the Stable-yard. "Ah," says
BOODELS, "you 'd better look through the gate first,

and see if

Gripper is chained up. Sometimes he is loose." Gnpper is the

bull-dog, with a fixed idea of everyone, except the Butler, the Post-

man, and the Baker, being burglars.
Then there is nothing to do unless I take a walk alone. I am

dissatisfied. BOODELS rises from the chair in the tent. He has a

remedy for all ills, an excitement that never fails. It is this :

"
Come," he says,

"
I don't mind walking with you as far as the

Pond, to see what the Trimmer 's doing."
And then for the fourteenth time we all four stand again on the

bank, silently regarding the Trimmer. The four Micawbers waiting
for the something to turn up. As we began the day so we end it

. . . And this is life in the country ! Dinner time.

Black Raptures.
"THB KINO OF DAHOMEY is said to have jumped for joy on hearing of

the loss of the oil he had been induced to pay for bis bad treatment of British

subjects, and when he heard that the Siriut had broken down and was com-

pelled to return to England, his delight was unbounded."

So we see that His Dahomeyan Majesty is not like a Pennsylvanian
delighted that he has

"
struck ile," but that his ile has struck ; and

no wonder, being a nigger, that he delights in a break-down.

William the Woodman.
THB attention of Liberal politicians should be directed to the

circumstance that a manufacturing town of some importance in

Devonshire returns no Member to Parliament. Otherwise, if

which of course is impossible Greenwich should ever prove unfaith-
ful to its illustrious Representative, surely Ms. GLADSTONE would

always be safe to find an appropriate asylum at Axminster.
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A NEW LILLIPUTIAN ODE.'

GOT of Town,
Turning brown-
Prince and Queen,
Curate, Dean,
Upper Ten,
Hardworked men,
Tailors, Earls,
Jaded girls,
JONES and SMITH,
Kin and kith,

Spouses, Wives,
Swarming hives,

Children, maids,
Buckets, spades,

Lasses, lads,
Shawls and plaids,

Boxes, trunks,
Parsons, Monks,

Filling trains, and boats,
bunks.

Gone away
Cleric, lav,

Millionnaires,

Happy pairs,

Painters, proctors,

Lawyers, doctors,

and

Wise and stupid,

Mammon, Cupid,
Plain and pretty,

West-End, City
From the House
To the grouse,
From St. Paul's

To the Gauls,
From the Board
To the sward,
And the surf,
And the turf

Every belle,

Every swell,

Every lounger from Pall Mall.

Street and Square
Silent, bare,
Drive and Row
Dreary, slow,
Windows dark,

Empty Park,
Empty shops,
Vanished fops,

GUNTEB, GRANGE,
What a change !

HOWELL JAMES
Where your dames ?

Where the broughams,
And the grooms,
Kettledrums,
Wasted sums,
Escapades,
Wild canards,

And long dances with the
Guards?

What a flight

Day and night !

What a range
For a change !

Country Park,
Scarbro', Sark,
Country Eden,
Norway, Sweden,
Grousy moors,
Transvaal Boers,
Land o' Cakes,
Italian lakes,
Rhine and Rhone,
Blarney Stone,
German Spa,
Seat of War,

Rhyl and Ryde,
Ambleside,
Alpine height,
Isle of Wight,
Ilfracombe,

Erzeroum,
Margate, Malvern, and Khar-

toum !

Youth and prime
Tramp and climb,

Plunge and swim
In ocean's brim,
Fish and shoot
In tweed suit,

Sketch and paint
Peasant, saint,

Promenade,
Gallopade,
Table d'hSte,

(Try the goat),
Don't be stiff,

Never tiff,

Have few wants
In your jaunts,

And write often to your Aunts.

THE MEETING OF THE EMPERORS.
(From Mr. Punch's Own Extra Special Correspondent.}

ISCHL, August, 9, 1877.

THE EMPE-
EOBS OF GER-
MAUT and AUS-
TRIA met to-day.
No one was pre-
sent save Your
Own Corres-
pondent. I

managed to con-

ceal myself
without diffi-

culty. I thought
it better to hide,
so that their
Majesties should
be able to con-
verse without
the embarrass-

ing presence of a
third party. The Emperors seemed to be in excellent health.

They wore mufti, with the exception of their head-gear. The
EMPEROR WILLIAM had assumed an Austrian kepi, and the
EMPEROB FRANCIS-JOSEPH a Prussian helmet. This mutual com-
pliment seemed to give pleasure to both, and their congratulations
to one another were at once hearty and merry. After the customary
salutations, the following important conversation took place :

"Pleasant weather, Sire," said FRANCIS-JOSEPH.
"
Magnificent!

"
replied WILLIAM.

Here there was a pause, and cigars were produced. After they
had been lighted, the Austrian asked,

" All well at home, Sire ?
"

The German pondered for a moment, and then answered heartily,"
Quite, thanks. Nothing wrong chez vous ? "
"
Nothing," returned FRANCIS-JOSEPH, and then he added, with a

smile,
"

I see you are beginning to talk French again."
"Force of habit," said the elder Emperor. "I learned the lan-

guage as a boy, when I entered Paris for the first time."
" A proposhow is BISMARCK ?

"
"
Enjoying himself. And ANDRASSY ?

"
"
Very well, I believe."

And then there was another long silence. The Austrian was the
first to speak." Have you heard from our Cousin ALEXANDER lately P

"
" Not very lately. Have you?"
The conversation now turned upon Berlin Sausages and Vienna

Beer. After these two topics had been very fully discussed, the
EMPEHOR WILLIAM observed,

"
By the way, you have nothing very

important to say to me ?
"

The Austrian considered for nearly an hour, and answered slowly,
No not at present." Then, in turn, he asked,

" And you, Sire,
have nothing very important to say to me ?

"

The EMPERORWILLIAM replied, briskly,
"
Just now certainly not."

Then their Majesties smiled, and their left eyelids slightly drdoped,
but immediately afterwards resumed their normal position.
"Good day, then. By the way, BISMARCK sends kind regards to

ANDBASSY."
" And AroiiAssr wishes to be remembered to BISMARCK. Adieu,

Sire."
" Au revoir !

"
replied WILLIAM, and the meeting of the Emperors

was at an end.

I may add that all other reports you may receive of this interview
will be inaccurate, and concocted solely with the purpose of influ-

encing the quotations of the Stock Exchange.

CONFESSORS AND COUNTERFEITS.
INSTEAD of playing at Mass, Ritualist Parsons should now and

then attend it that is, if they would like to know what a real Mass
Priest thinks of them. MR. TOOTH, or ME. MACKONOCHIE, or indeed
DR. PUSEY, in so far as he sides with the Priest in Absolution,
might all of them have been edified by a Sermon lately preached at
Liverpool by MONSIGNOR CAPEL, an Ecclesiastic of an Order whom
Protestants, indeed, may accuse of casting dust in people's eyes,
but must, at least, recognise as the Original Dustmen. Had the
Dustmen of Ritualism had the advantage of hearing that discourse,
they would have heard themselves described by an authority, if

there is any in the world, on the subject of Auricular Confession, as
follows :

" He said that men had arisen who had imitated the practices of the
Catholic Church men who had pretended that they were Priests of God,
with sacridcial power, and that to them was given the right of pronouncing
Absolution upon him who had sinned."

No doubt if MONSIGNOB CAPEL did not by these "Men" mean
Ritualist Clergymen of the Church of England, he will hasten to

say so. Of course it will grieve him acutely to find that he has
been imagined to represent gentlemen whom he considers true
Priests as pretenders land heretics. But, then, whom did he mean
to disavow and repudiate when,
" He pointed out that while the Catholic Church gave authority for the

Confessional, those who had undertaken Confession in the Church of England
had no authority to do what they did, and were acting contrary to the

Thirty -Nine Articles by which thoy were bound. They said they were one
of the branches of the Catholic Church, but he protested against such a

statement. The Catholic Church had no relationship witd them."

"The Disowned" is a title under which, if not copyright, a

competent buffoon could write a religious novel of a more than

commonly comic nature. This might be a work which would bear
illustration capitally. The characters in it all taken from real life,

and delineated in their "vestments,1 ' could be represented as

jackdaws in peacocks' feathers, for instance, with effect and truth
which would doubtless be appreciated by MONSIONOB CAPEL, and
at least acknowledged by the whole of Christendom, both Roman
Catholic and Protestant

;
for the Ritualists themselves are the only

Denomination in the world who do not consider the sacerdotal

pretensions of Ritualist Father-Confessors humbug.
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'

SEEING OTHERS AS OTHERS SEE US."
AND LOOK SHARP ! I WAMT TOTraveller.

"
A. GLASS OF ALB, PLEASK.

CATCH A TRAIN !"

Potman (who has been improving his opportunity in the absence of the Land-

lord).
" 'SHODLD'N' BE JUHHT FIK.H BHXRVIN' TOU, SBIR I TKABSH T'MB YOU'VE

BAD MORE 'H8H GOOD FOR Y' ALREADY, SlIIR I

"

"WHEN THE CAT'S AWAY."
TheSCENE The Official Residence of the Premier.

Cabinet Council it over, and the Minittert are pre-

paring to depart.

PRsaitR. Good-bye, my dear fellows, and I hope you
will all enjoy yourselves. I hope I shall not have to

bother you by another summons lor some time to come.
Mr. Secretary Hardy. But how about the Army ?

Premier. Oh, don't let that trouble you. It' you have

time, you may just look in at Aldernhott.

Lord Salisbury. And the Indian Famine ?

Premier. Like Christmas comes once a year. I am
sure I can leave that in your hands. If it is too much
for you, refer the matter to the authorities out there.

They seem to be full of zeal.

Mr. First Lord Smith. I really feel I don't know quite
as much as I could wii-h about Naval Administration.

Premier. No more did Pioorr about Stationery. When
in doubt consult your Naval Lord. You might go on a

yachting cruise together. Why not take the Channel
Fleet to Cowes t

Lord John Manners. I confess I feel a little misgiving
about the success of mv'new Post-Cards.

Premier. Confer with MK. GLADSTONE. Post-Cards
are hit tpecialitt.
Mr. Secretary Cross. I should like a few hints about

this awkward Detective Affair.

Premier. Apply to MR. KUBB, of Bow Street and
Millbank a really clever fellow, I should say, from his

cross-examination.
Sir Stafford Northcote. Don't you think we ought to

think over the new regulations to prevent obstruction

of business in the House ?

Premier. By all means think them over. We know
nothing about that' sort of thing "in another place."
And now, my d ar friends, have you anything more to

suggest or inquiie a'xwt? (A silence.) Then good-bye
to you all, and may you enjoy yourselves. (Exeunt all

the Ministry with the exception ofthe Foreign Secretary.)
And now, my dear DEBBY, that those troublesome fellows

have gone, you and I will have some fun. We '11 teach
them to leave us in town this hot weather 1

[ Whispers for flee minutes in Foreign Secretary's ear.

Lord Derby (smiting). But won't they make an awful
row?

Premier. Of course they will but not until next

February ! And now for telegrams to Portsmouth,
Gibraltar, Malta, and Constantinople !

[(Scene closes.)

THE GEY OP INDIA.
CAN it be that familiarity breeds contempt even of Famine ?

Is it possible that England, horror-stricken as she was into liberal

humanity when, three years since, she first heard of Hunger threaten-

ing some six millions of lives in Behar, has now hardened her heart,
and closed her hand against the news that the same awful presence
is darkening over eighteen millions in Madras alone to say nothing
of Mysore P We do not, we will not, believe it. Is it because England
helped to save so many in the last famine that she cannot yet realise

how many have already fallen, how many will yet fall, in this so

much worse want, and so much wider dearth ? She has not yet shaped
into a fact in her rather slow imagination the horrible truth that the

slow sure hand of Hunger has already wiped out of life more than
half a million men, women, and children the population of Liverpool ;

that Pestilence dogs the steps of Famine to glean the blighted life she

leaves ; that, if more help be not given than the Indian Government
can give, this huge tale of death may be told twice or thrice over

before the tardy rains have brought up the crops that are to feed
the starving myriads of Madras and Mysore. Help is needed not

only to buy food, but to find and pay agencies for the distribution of

grain and medicine.

Ever first in such work, London has at length lifted the wide
sluices of her bounty, and the stream has begun to flow through.
Let the dribble become a deluge, or rather a vast irrigating fountain

head, whence the life-saving streams of agency and aid in food and
medicine, may be disbursed over the hungry land that in the last

famine had reason to bless the benevolence of England, and let us

hope and pray, may not have reason to curse her backwardness in this.

GEEMS.
(Respectfully addressed to the President of the British Association.)

IF ovum ab ovo we grant, in the term
Comprehending as well as egg, seed, spore, and germ,
If all life from an egg sprung at primal creation ;

Nor, save from an egg, know we aught of creation,

Then, granted that germs, whether wafted on breezes,
Or in fluids conveyed, cause zymotic diseases,

Typhoid fevers, for instance-^-when should they be dated ?

Were the germs of disease with our Cosmos created t

Or was there but one germ, theory splendid !

Whence germs of disease with all else have descended ?

In their separate eggs if you catch things, or hive "em
" Omne vivum ab ovo

" now came the first
'' vicum " t

Suppose that the germs that cause typhoid are shed

By live things in sewage developed and bred,
Where abode they in days before cesspools and sewage,
When the young earth was pure of such savoury brewage ?

By what sowers, and where, were these typhoid germs sown,
Long ere man yet existed or typhoid was known?
And did germs, first created all good, by degrees
Get developed through time into germs of disease ?

Were they old as the hills, and the seas, and the shore,
Did they clog the first herbage that Earth ever bore?
In existence how long had they probably been.
When our pedigree reached the Ascidian Marine ?

These are questions which vainly may puzzle the mind-
But if Doctors from fever can rescue mankind,
Small matter if plague-germs be facts plump and plain,
Or germs that don't germinate save in the brain.

VOL.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Aug. 11.
"
Loving those

well that they
must leave ere

long" theirlittle

Bills to wit my
Lords were at

work betimes, ad-
vancing Turnpikes, Fisheries, Irish Courts, Police Expenses, and
Colonial Stocks a stage, and making a beginning on the Appropriation
Bill, and other Bills of course which mark the close of a Session, as
the appearance of the cheese the end of a dinner. Their Lordships
kept up to the last their character for all work and no talk, while the

Commons, on this the last day of their labouring life, were keeping
up theirs for all talk and no work. Even whQe the CHANCELLOB
was rattling Bills through their stages like crack four-horse coaches,
SIR WILLIAM HAECOUBT was chaffing the ATIOBNEY-GENEBAL, and
discharging his latest load of international cram (see Wheaton, Art.

"Piracy"), in the case of the Shah's attack on the Huascar. SIR WIL-
LIAM thinks ADMIRAL DE HORSEY has gone too fast and too far in con-

cluding the Huascar a pirate, and pitching into her as such. SIB
jWILLIAM contends, with.his usual power of making and putting a

case, that requisitioning (from British bottoms) two-dozen pints of

pale-ale, a hundred cigars, and four launch-loads of coal, paying
for the one in Peruvian currency, and for the other not even
vouchsafing that airy substitute for coin, with other escapades

'

less excusable on the strong plea of dry throttles and empty
bunkers, do not amount to acts for which the gallant Admiral, if

he had captured the brothers CARRASCO and their crew, could have
brought them up to the Old Bailey on a charge of piracy with much

prospect of a true bill from the Grand Jury. SIB WILLIAM denies

that there was, on the part of the Huascar, that degree of force and
violence which is required to constitute piracy. On the other hand,
seeing that the coal-requisitioning boat's-crew was commanded by an
officer armed with sword and revolver, there is point in the

ATTORNEY-GENERAL'S rejoinder, that if "taking" under these

circumstances be not taking with force or violence, neither would
abstraction of SIB WILLIAM'S purse by a foot-pad pistol in hand, sup-

posing SIB WILLIAM wise enough to render up his money without
resistance. At all events our Admiral on the South American Station

has quite ground enough in the acts of the Huascar for the land-

lawyers as well as the sea-lawyers to found a good case on ; and
JOHN BULL, no more than Jack-Tar, will feel disposed to call him
over the coals for it, but rather to treat him Billy-Taylor fashion,
and "

werry much applaud him for what he 's done."

If ADMIRAL DB HORSEY
On Htuisear used force, he
Has a HOLKER to tight for him,
And prove legal right for him :

So, to wise WILLIAM'S law,
He may safely say

" Pshaw !

"

On Third Reading of the Consolidated Fund Appropriation Bill,

MR. FAWCETT called attention to the distinction that might be taken
between the

' '

strict neutrality
"
promised by the Government through

its organs in the House of Commons, and the
" conditional neu-

trality
"
promised in another place. He suggested that while the Par-

liamentary Cats were away the Ministerial Mice might take it into

their Upper House heads to play the mischief ; and wanted to know,
if anything of that kind were in contemplation, whether they would

promise to call the Commons together to see the fun. There was no
harm in asking, though no doubt the Professor expected the answer
SIB STAFFORD NOBTHCOTE gave him, "That Government are fully
aware of their Constitutional obligations, and mean to give effect to
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CULTURE FOR THE WORKING CLASSES.

Philanthropic Employer (who has paid his Workpeople', ****** to a. n^hbouring Pin*.Art Exhibition) . "WELL, JOHNSON, WHAT DID

YOU THINK OF ,T I 'P.CK D P AN IDEA O _ _ ^^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^^ ^ To

US TO SEE WHAT IT WERE LIKE ; AN' WHEN THEY COME OUT AN SAID IT

SPEND OUE SHILLINS ON 'EM. So w WENT TO THE TEA-GARDENS, AND

WIRY PLEASANT IT WERE, TOO. THANK YER KINDLY, SIR!"
^ ===

IT WERE A THIS

them," in other words, that the question of Peace or War is for

QUEEN'S decision, not Parliament's, and so can more easily be

answered when the Collective Wisdom is dispersed to the tour winds,

which ought to blow wisdom far and wide as her scattered Members.

It was more comforting to be reminded that the Government has

denned our "
interests," and has undertaken that nothing but an

attack on them shall move England from her neutrality. Ihis

would be quite satisfactory,
"

if "as the Spartan said. A great

6

House adjourned to Tuesday at half-past one, its last day.

Never did a Legislature on the edge of Dissolution more cheer-

fully contemplate its latter end. It has saved its St. Grouse alter

all. Thanks to that holiest of holy days falling on a Sunday, the

most conscientious of Members may be on his moor on Monday,

and not have shirked a stroke of his Parliamentary work, or missed

a screed of his Parliamentary talk.

(Tuesday). The usual closing performance of the favourite

Constitutional Interlude, "The Queen's Speech," by Her Majesty s

servants, the united Companies of both Houses. Here is tne cas

The Queen. By the LORD CHANCELLOR, the DUKB OP RICHMOND

AND GORDON, the MABQTTIS OP SALISBURY, the EABL OF HABBOWBY,
and LORD SKELMEBSDALE.
The Oppotition. By seventeen Ladies.

The Ministerial Majority. By the. EARL OF REDESDALI, the fcABL

OF LONGFORD, LOBD I OBBKB, ana LORD SUDELY.

Chaplain. By the BISHOP OF ELY.
Slack Jlod.By SIR W. KNOLLYS.

Ugly Rush.'By Members of the House of Commons.
Costume. For Her Majesty's Commissioners, cocked hats and

Peers' robes. For the Ministerial Majority, morning dress ot the

period. For the Ladies, tie-backs of the time.

We cannot say much that is favourable of the performance. It

was as wordy in style as usual, and even more than usually unsub-

stantial in matter, grammatical however, and making the most that

is possible of the very little that has been done during the Session.

The curtain falls on as ghastly a tableau as it has ever been our

lot to assist at its principal figures, War, attended by even mon

than its usual horrors and atrocities, Famine with a gaunt ham

griping the throat of a gigantic but gaunt and ghastly (southern

India, a contused dance of Kaffres, Dutch Boers, and British

Colonists, and, crouching in the back-ground, a group of tour miser-

able little Bills, blushing under a sense of their miserable insum-

ciency to represent
" the achievements of the Session.

Strange to say, the most prominent feature of the Session wa(

not reproduced in this closing performance. BIGOAB, PAHNELL, and

O'DoNNKLL did not figure on the programme.

So ends the Session of Seventy-Seven :

May we tee few of the self-tame leaven !

Of Act* 'twu empty, of words 'twas full :

Write o'er it,
" Much cry, and little wool !

FORBIDDEN CARGO.

WE read with pleasure in the Times of the 15th inst., under the

heading of "The Canal Boats Act," that,bythat Act, already law, but

not coming into force till January 1st, 1879 no.canal boat will, alter

that date,
" be allowed to carry about infectious diseases,

shall say' after this, that tiie Session of 1877 has been a fruitless

one? To be sure, it is rather startling to know that such cargoes

may be carried until the 1st of Jan., 18,9, and worse still, that t

Act does not extend to Ireland or Scotland. You may still, even

after January twelvemonth, ship, or rather boat, fever, small-pox

and measles, per Canal, in those quarters of the British Isles with

impunity, like coals, timber, corn, or any other equally wholesome

commodity.
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A NORTHAMPTONSHIRE ELECTION ADDRESS.

Though he has "had no time to coach himself up for argument on 'obtuse'

circumstances.'" 5Mn. JOHN EATON'S Advertisement, Wellingborough

ouNTY Electors ! British

Farmers ! Yeomen
And Publicans ! and other

such like low men
Who may have votes ! For

you I mean to sit,

Although I don't know
politics a bit.

But, as the Tories say that

they 're in danger
Of having for M.P. some
Whiggish stranger,

I, from your very midst,
have been selected

To be your Member. You
are all expected

To vote for one who is so

well connected.
LORD BTJRLEIGH'S nod of old

could shake a state :

We've not had weight
enough for that of late ;

But still, I feel that / can

justly claim

Your votes, on his account, who bear his name. [Applause,
Since you respect so great a local gun
As my LORD EXETER, return his son. [Great cheering.

I, hem ! ( Cries of'Oo on ! ")

Yes, but a fellah can't, you know,
When he has gone as far as he can go.

Besides, if I had anything to say,
It 's doosed hard to speechify all day.
Talking 's dry work, and listening but poor sport,
And so I think I 'd better cut it short.

[Candidate retires amid universal applause,

of confidence by an immense majority.

Vote

A FEW DAYS IN A COUNTRY-HOUSE.
More about the Trimmer Hypothesis Legendary Signs of a Row

Discussion Fresh Arrival.

WE have been gradually getting into late hours. Our sittings al

night have been imperceptibly prolonged like those of Parliament.
The amendments have been generally in the form of,

"
Oh, just one

more pipe," or,
" Just half a pipe before we all go," and then some

fresh subject of conversation has turned up, though this less rarely
happens than the revivification, at midnight, of a topic supposed to

to have been exhausted three hours ago. The time of rising has
become uncertain, and the Butler is bothered. We had commenced
life in the country meaning to go in for health

' '

Early to bed anc

early to rise." We had set the Trimmer overnight, and had been
down to the Pond betimes to see what the Trimmer had been up to

during the silent hours. The Trimmer it was set three days ago
has not as yet distinguished itself. It has not turned up ; and we, the

Poet, the Composer, MILBURD, and myself, are still in the character
of the four Micawbers but we are now the four languid Micawbers
awaiting the turning of the Trimmer. (Happy Thought. Th>

Turning of the Trimmer, a political novel.)
BOODELS strolls down and looks at us indolently. He has seen hii

visitors doing exactly the same thing before ; his visitors, indeed

having never had.much else to do. The history of hia visitors repeat
itself. He knows exactly what chance there is of our fishing agent
the Trimmer, doing anything either for us, its employers, or on it

own account.

Speaking of the Trimmer as our "
fishing agent" leads me to con

sider what was the origin of the Trimmer, and, indeed, what wa
the origin of fishing.

It strikes me that the inventor of the Trimmer must have been
some Gentleman in post-diluvian times when the fish had go
settled again, and business was being carried on as before the altera
tions who was fond of bathing in his own Pond. This Post-diluviai
Person was of a rude, uncultivated, savage nature, and of revengetn
instincts. He was bathing, and the Eel, then less crafty an<~

wriggling than he has since come to be by experience, seein

. something that looked eatable, seized hold of his great toe. Wit]
a sudden yell the bather gave a tremendous leap,,turned head ove
heels in the water, and the Eel, after clinging on as long as i

could, was kicked off on to the hank. The Gentleman, havin;

ighted himself, discovered his enemy, went at it viciously, but

inding that he was unable to grasp the creature securely, he seized

t with his teeth, and, being hungry, ate part of it, liked it.

wondered how it tasted boiled, tried the rest boiled, liked it still

letter, and finally wanted more. But how to obtain it ? Clearly,

le must bathe again, and incur the pain of the toe-bite. (Bad
t been possible for this Person to have been subsequently con-

verted to Christianity, he might have written a discourse on the

5ook of Toe-bite, and been made Bishop of Eely.) But though the

el was to his taste, the pain wasn't ;
so he hired a hoy ; or, if

n easy circumstances, compelled a Slave. The Slave remained m
he Pond, and caught Eels, or rather the Eels caught him.

After a time the Eels would be exhausted, and so would the

Slaves. Then one Slave, cleverer than the rest, made a sham foot and

oe to save his own, and the Eels were caught as before. From this to

.ying the sham toe on to something, and putting it in from the bank,
was a small jump, and thence to the Trimmer, the hook, and worm,
nothing but a step. Of course the apparatus was not called Trim-

mer at first. Being a neat invention, it was called Trim ; but the

'erson who improved on it called his the Trimmer. (Happy
Thought. Another contribution to The Boodelt Ballads,

" The Toe

mil Eel.")

Midday. Fourth day at BOODELS'. All by the Pond. MILBTTRD

ays this sounds like a parallel Cockneyism to
" 'All by the Sea."

His joke is received in silence ;
but he roars, and then explains it to

"Oh! yes," replies the Poet, testily, "tee saw it. We're not

diets !

"
(MILBURD and HAMLIN MUMLEY the Poet don't hit it off

exactly.)
"Talking of idiots," says MILBURD, "were you ever m Han-

well ?
" MUMLEY frowns. MILBURD continues, after laughing

wisterously,
"
I don't mean as a patient ;

but did you ever go over

.he Asylum ?
"

No, the Poet growls, he never did.
"

I did," says MILBUB.D, "the other day."
" Wonder they let you out," growls MUMLEY.
"Ha! ha! ha! that's your experience, eh?" retorts MILBURD.

We all feel that unless something turns up either the Trimmer or

a new topic we are on the brink of a row. MILBURD winks at us

and laughs. We do not encourage him. We all silently watch the

Trimmer, as if it were an experiment in torpedoes. But MILBURD
doesn't know when to stop. He resumes seriously,

"
I say, MUMLEY,

;hough joking ^part," this conciliates MUMLEY, who thinks he is

now appealed to as some one of above the average intellect, "yon
would be interested in the literature the patients are allowed to

" No doubt," says HAMLIN, gravely.
"
It must he, indeed, dif-

icult to select works which shall suit these poor half-brained

beings."
"
Yes," returns MILBURD, in the same serious tone, the

Librarian told me that the selection has been most troublesome

in fact, almost impossible until last year."

"Ah," says HAMLIN MUMLBY, interesting himself, as we all do,

being glad to find that MILBTJRD can talk rationally when he likes,
" then last year were the patients of a different mental calibre '(

"

"
Yes, they were very much below the usual standard."

"Indeed! poor creatures!" sighs HAMLIN MUMLEY, compas-

sionately.
" And did they ask for any particular books ?

"

"
Yes," replies MILBURD, quickly,

"
they all insisted on having

HAMLIN MUMLEY'S New Book of Poems ! Ha ! ha ! ha ! ha ! ha !
"

" You idiot!
"

says POGMORE the Composer, smiling however. He
owes MUMLEY one for having said that "good poetry was thrown

away on music." The Composer feels that, to put it musically,

through the instrumentality of MILBURD, he has ''scored."

I laugh, because HAMLIN MUMLEY is confoundedly conceited aboul

his one book of poems. .

BOODELS, as host, takes it all seriously, and does not smile. He
expresses his opinion that

" he really does not see anything very

funny in it
;
and for his part he (BOODELS), were he HAMLIN MUMLEY,

would feel most gratified at having been able to relieve the mono-

tony of the Lunatics' life."
"

I think," he adds, as if his opinior

were a judicial summing-up for the defendant,
" / should think, iJ

I were MUMLEY, that a greater compliment couldn't be paid to my
work."
"Hum! "

growls MUMLEY, more hurt by this well-intentionec

remark of BOODELS' than even by MELBUBD'S chaff.
"
Upon my life

I don't see that."
"

I do," returns BOODELS, shortly.
" Do you mean to say I ought to he highly gratified if only Luna-

tics read my books ?
" asks the Poet, warmly.

"If it alleviates their sufferings," replies BOODELS, "of course

you should be."
"
But," remonstrates the Poet,

"
I don't write merely to alleviate

sufferings. My object is to elevate the mind."
"
Well," retorts BOODELS, "then you can't hegin with a better

set of readers than Idiots."
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If ever a storm was imminent, it is now, by the Pond, with the
Trimmer cynically at rest. MELBUKD has retired, temporarily,

from
the contest, but is delighted, winking at POOMOKE (who himself
intends to dash in presently when he sees an opportunity for bring-
ing in music), nudging me, and emitting subdued chuckling sounds.
MU.MLEY is ruffling his feathers previous to making a crushing
reply, when I am struck by a Happy Thought, of which I deliver

myself at once :

"
MI-SILKY needn't be annoyed at being popular

with Lunatics.
'

Great wits to madness nearly are allied.'
"

For one second I see that HAMLLN MUMLEY is uncertain whether
to take this as a genuine tribute to the greatness of hia wit, or as a
satirical compliment. Have I alluded to him as a madman at large,
or as a great unfettered Poet ? He, sensibly, decides for the latter ;

and, as the
Parliamentary reports have it,

" The subject then
dropped." (Uy the way, what a complimentary descriptive title for
a I'ot-t would be,

" The Great Unfettered !

" Mem. Try it on some
one.)

"Now," cries MILTSUUD, "let's take up the Trimmer." Agreed
to new. con., as a distraction.
When taken up, there is nothing on it, not even the bait."
There !

"
says BOODELS, triumphantly,

"
I taid there were eels

in the Pond !

>: He is as pleased as if they 'd been caught : more
so, in fact, as there is still a future in the Pond for his guests, who,
if they had been successful in catching the Eels, would soon be tired
of their only amusement.

"
But," I object, to BOODELS,

"
you said that if anything were

caught, the Trimmer would turn up. It didn't."

"Yes, it did," he replies,
"

in the night. The Eel swaDowed the
bait, and went off. It must have been a very big Eel. I 'm sure
there is a very big Eel in this Pond."
The Butler announces a MB. and MBS. BUDDERMEU. We knew

they were coming, and had discussed them.
Fresh arrivals in a country house, if strangers to the guests in pos-

session, are regarded by the latter as intruders.
We have all been on the very verge of a violent row among our-

selves; we now unite (that is, without expressing ourselves openly to
one another we have this co-operative store of sympathy) as against
a common foe.

BOODELS has exclaimed,
"
Oh, I 'm so glad !

" and has hurried off

to welcome his guests.
None of us like our host's appearing "so glad," and saying so

before us. and then rushing off. It implies that he has had enough
of us. We remain, sulkily, by the Pond." Who are these BUDDERMERS? " asks POOHOBE the Composer.We all simultaneously shrug our shoulders to show our igno-
rance of the BUDDERMERS, and our social superiority to everybody
outside Boodels generally.

1

1 suppose," grumbles MILBUBD, who has found another worm,
and is making a horrid mess of it with the Trimmer's line and hook,

I suppose we shall have to dress for dinner.""
I shan't," says the Poet, determinedly. He professes to despise

conventionalities.
"
If

you don't I won't," says MILBUBD."
I shall," says POOMOKE. "

I
.always do." POGMOBE has some

vague sort of notion that he raises the character of the musical pro-
4',,,,.,,' .-. U. 1 ; J J r 3; r i i

Eh? Because

Then he shouts again,
" Do you see, eh ?

'
"Dressed.' You know.

Eh ? Ha ! ha ! ha !

"

But we do not encourage him."
I '11 do what everybody else does," is my genial motto.

Secretly, as there is to be a lady present, I decide on siding with
POGMOBE.
"I wish he wouldn't have company till we have gone," says the

Poet. "
It 's so much pleasanter being all by ourselves here."

I agree with him, of course. But as we nave been on the very
verge of a row every evening except the first, and as we should have
reached the culminating point to-night (alter this narrow escape
just now) I am not sorry that we have the respite of the BtTDDER-
WEBS. Besides, I point out to POOMOBE, d propos of a libretto for the
Oratorio of The Ark, we 're now going to have just what you wantm your subject a little female interest. There is aMas. BUDDERUKB,
and a Miss BUDDEBMER.
POOMOBE becomes interested in Miss BUDDEBMEB. He goes so far

as to
"
wonder/what 'she's like."

The Poet briefly observes,
"

I hate young girls."We are silent. We march in to the sound of the gongfor dinner.
1

By Jovo !

"
shouts MttBUBD, rushing up to us. We all stop

and turn, under the impression that the Trimmer has done some-
thing at last. He seizes POOMOBE'S arm. "

There 's an idea for your
Oratorio. Gong sounds! March of all the animals two and two
intodinner! Ha! ha! ha! Eh? Ha! ha! ha!"
He nudges me roughly with his left elbow, takes POOMORE by

the arm with a jerk that makes him cannon against the Poet, and
then walks his victim off like a prisoner, still roaring in his ear,

" All the animals ha ! ha ! ha ! into dinner ha ! ha ! ha ! First-

rate notion, eh ? Ha ! ha ! ha !
"

"
I hear," groans POOMOKK, faintly, vainly trying to extricate

himself. But lie can't. MILBURD has got him, and shaking him and
shouting at the unfortunate Composer of the future Oratorio, he

literally pushes and hoists him up-stairs.

THE FIFTEEN OES."
(SOT CAXTOIT'S.)

0!
HF.SRY, DR.
STKELMAN
says the

children are look-

ing delicate, and
that they ought
to go to some sea-

side place. Don't

you think I had
better write to my
sister, who, you
know, is at Daw-
dlebank, and ask
her to take lodg-
ings for ui at
once ? (Mater.)
0! do as you

like, my dear:
but I really had
hoped we might
have done without
going to the sea

this year, and
stayed quietly at

home. You know
there are eleven of

us now. (Pater.)
! how jolly I

we are all going
to the sea ! (HENBY Junior, EDOAB, ATHKI.IXI. . and EDWY.)

! Mamma, we have not a thing to wear ! (f/irli.)

! what a quantity of Luggage ! (Pater, ot. the morning of
departure.)

! what ever can have become of that little black box with the
brass nails ? (Mater, at the terminus at Datcdlebank.)

! Mamma, think, how delightful ! the WHISSENDINES are here,
and close to us at No. 10. (Miss EMMELIHE (18), on reading the

Visitors' List, the morning after arrival.)
! how annoying ! I never would have come, if I had known

the WHISSESDINES were here. That young WHISSENDDTE will be

perpetually running after KMMEI.INE. (Mater, to herself.)
! MASTER FREDDY, what have you been doing \ ! Miss

MABY, what a mess you have made of yourself ! What will your
Mamma say ? (Nurse daily, hourly, on the sands.)

! what on earth am I to do with myself here for the next five

weeks ? (Pater, after three days' experience of Datcdlebank.)
! HENRY, what do you think MRS. JIOLITT has charged us for

"
Washing of Linen "

? (Mater, after examining first weekly bill.)

Oh ! how dear everything is at Dawdlebank 1 Much dearer than
in London. (Pater and Mater.)

! those boys ! (Pater, Mater, sisters, and servants twenty times
a
day.)

f how it rains ! (All the family in MRS. JIOLTTT'S dining-room
set.)

! how thankful I am we are all safe home again ! (Mater by
anticipation a month hence.)

SHOUT, SHARP, AND DECISIVE.

To MB. PUKCH SIR,
Now that an incautious Manchester naturalist may, without

meaning it, have made a beginning of the Colorado Beetle among
us, it seems to me nothing more than the duty of every Manchester
manufacturer to do his best to make an end of it. Now, we have
in this great city and its neighbourhood a system of beetle- finishing

applied to twills, which I am satisfied would
_
be effective in

finishing the Colorado. Let every one of these insect pests that

may be caught be at once carried to the nearest beetling-shed, and
then put under a system of wooden block-pestles, with faces of from
five to six inches square, worked with arms of about four feet long,
and a fall of from three to four feet. Depend on it we should not
hear or see much more of Mr. Colorado. Yours

Manchester, August 16th. BEETLE-CfiUSHEB.
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AN EPICURE.
roun LIPS LII

"I'M NOT BITBBING IP OUT, MAMMY 1 I'M RCBBIKO IT IS!"

"Off, GEORGE, I'M ASHAMED OP YOU RUBBING YOUR LIPS LIKE THAT, AFTER, THAT DEAR LITTLE FBENCH GIRL HAS GIVEN YOU
A Kiss !

"

BULL'S EYE ON BOBBY.
"
Quia custodiet ipsos
Custodes?"

Br your leave ! 'Tis my eye, not yours, must look,
And closely, too, into this darkling nook.
This is no time to turn off lights, nor try
To hush things up, or

"
square

" them'on the sly.
Not more for JOHN BULL'S than for BOBBY'S sake,
From BOBBY now BULL'S hand Bull's-eye must take,
Till best and worst he for himself has seen.
If Scotland Yard be foul, what place is clean ?

Compact 'twixt Crime and Constable ! My friend,
If there have been such games, those games must end.
Rascality's contagious, like the itch,
And rogues may taint rogue-catchers : touching pitch,
And touching it sub rota, in a mask,
Is, and has still been, an unwholesome task.
Justice must lay her sleuth-hounds on the trail
Of lurking villany, and if they fail,
Lured off the scent, the criminal community
May dodge the Sword of Justice with impunity.
I 'd have no French VIDOCQ in BOBBY'S shape,
Masked in familiar helm and coat and cape,
Nor yet a flat by the first sharp beguiled ;

Neither a Dogberry nor a Jonathan Wild,
Is my ideal guard of public purse
And public peace : each in his way 's a curse.
Fiction has fabled, 'till the 'cute detective,
Like the king in Egyptian perspective,
Has loomed so large upon the public view,
He takes the mob in, and their masters too.
The Argus of the Penny Dreadful School,
Shrunk to a vulgar cross of knave and fool !

Meanwhile a rogue 's a rogue. Thief's revelation
Aimed at Thief-takers, needs corroboration.

Lives that contrive, and that detect, rascality,
Can scarcely claim to stand on an equality.
You may be sure JOHN BULL, if he lends ears,
Gives not belief to all that Bow Street hears,
Nor finds the British Public in the crowd,
That for Informer against Force is loud.
Ere I believe I would have solid ground ;

So, by your leave, I '11 take a close look round.
Consid'ring what I pay, 'twere rather hard,
Were Crime's head-centre found in Scotland Yard !

POLICE AND POTATOES.
AN Order in Council under the Destructive Insects Act, provides

that
" If the owner of, or any person having under his charge, any crop of

potatoes or other crop, or vegetable, or substance, finds, or knows to be found,
thereon, the Colorado Beetle, in any stage of existence, he shall, with all

practicable speed, give notice of the fact of the same being so found to a con-
stable of the police establishment of the place where the same is found. The
constable shall forthwith give notice thereof to the Local Authority, and the
Local Authority shall forthwith give notice thereof, by telegraph, to the

Privy Council."

In the meantime is the person who first finds the Colorado Beetle

required to squelch him and stamp him out, or else, besides giving
notice of his having been discovered, give him in charge to the
policeman ? Is BOBBY enjoined to destroy him, or bound only to
collar the Colorado Beetle, and take him up, and beyond that, do no
more than run him in ? If so, whilst correspondence concerning
him is going on between the Local Authority and the Privy Council,
may not the Colorado Beetle detained at the station-house contrive
to escape out of custody, and proceed anew to devour potatoes, and,
with his peculiarly prolific power, diffuse his family over the
fields ?

THE GREATEST M.P. LEFT IN TOWN. Big Ben.
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BULL'S EYE ON BOBBY.
Ma. BULL (lakes Puliceman's lantern). "THANK YOU. I'LL JUST HAVE A LOOK ROUND MYSELF. STRIKES ME

THE PREMISES AIN'T AS CLEAN A9 THEY MIGHT BE !
"
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ON THE MOORS.

Hsrl over the heather we tramp, tramp,
tramp,

With a barrel for right,
And a barrel for left ;

And a barrel to keep off the cramp, cramp,
cramp !

Whatever the weather,
A tramp in the heather

Will be certainly more or less damp, you
know

And Glenlivat 'a the very best Gamp !

Hey! over the ling we go, crack, crack,
crack !

With a whirl and a shock
Falls a bonny black-cock ;

!

And a brown-grouse comes down on his

back, back, back.
If you ask why the third
Did not bring down a bird

'Twas a cork that flew out with a smack,
you know

Whiskey-corks have that very queer knack !

Hey I down on the bracken we sit, sit, sit ;

With a barrel laid here,
And a barrel laid there ;

And a barrel just tilted a bit. bit, bit !

The damp 's rather risky ;

And .1 AMI KSON'S whiskey
'S the very best thing to cure it, you know
And turn a miss into a hit.

SWEEPINGS OF THE SESSION.

(Picked up in the Lobby. )

GAG and Strait-waistcoat (ready for use).
Addressed to Mu. I'AKNKI.I..

Couple of new Standing Orders (a good deal
out of order). Labelled,

" The CHANCELLOR
OF THE EXCHKQCEK."
Four Resolutions, (unclaimed,) but sent to

MK. GLADSTONE on the chance.
A Reputation (the better for wear). Believed

to belong to LOUD HAHTINOTON.
Pocket-book, containing order on Co-opera-

tive Stores for Cardinal's Hat, receipt for
entrance fee to lirotherhood of Holy Cross,
Comic Song, and several unpublished Explana-
tions. Marked " MR. WHALLET."
A few rare Old Jokes (a good deal used). Re-

turned, with thanks, to SIR WILFRID LAWSON.
Wrong End of a Story (facts and figures

considerably mixed). Belonging, in all proba-
bility, to MB. 1 1 MI. MS.

Gottenburg Coffee Cup (cracked). Supposed
the property of Ms. CHAMBERLAIN.
Hume-Rule Windbag (quite burst).

" Wait-
ing to be called for

"
by MR. BUTT.

Pass to Colney Hatch (to admit seven).
Claimed, by telegraph, by

" a few Irish Mem-
bers." And
Bundles of Unfulfilled Promises (bulky).

Re-directed, without thanks, to Downing
Street.

Frank, at. all Events.

WE extract from the Daily Netoi :

TO
GERMANS. WANTED, a CLERK in

Merchant's Office; one who eschews onions and

Limbourg; cheese preferred.

Is there such a phenomenon ?

WOIfDEBS, INDKED.

THE Electric Telegraph is a wonderful in-

vention. More wonderful inventions are many
of the telegrams from the Seat of War.

THE COMPANY OFFICER'S "VADE MECUM."
A Guide to the New Royal Warrant.

Q. Will you tell me how you became an Officer ?

A. By undergoing a special training and then passing a competi-
tive examination at the hands of the Civil Service Commissioners.

Q. Now that the Purchase System is abolished, how is entrance to
the Array obtained ?

A. By genuine hard work. The Cavalry and the Line are now on
the same footing as the Gunners and the Engineers.

Q. Is there no other mode of entering the Service than that which
you have just mentioned P

A. Yes, by serving in the Militia. But in a short time this mode
of entrance will be as difficult as the other.

Q. You imply that a Commission in the Army is now only to be
reached by considerable study and through an expensive education ?

A. Certainly. It is further a proof that its holder is a person of
more than average intelligence.

Q. What are the duties of a Subaltern P

A. To be up with the lark, to see the rations weighed, to attend
guards, parades, drills, barrack-room inspections, and field-days ;

to be constantly on the alert, and generally to give his time for the
service of the regiment.

Q. Are there not also court-martials, and inquiries to be attended ?
A. Yes, a great many. In fact, a Subaltern on service can

scarcely call an hour his own.
Q. Does he find any material difference between his last school

and his first regiment P

A. Little but the exchange of scholastic discipline for military.He has to act as a prefect, a senior, or a monitor, with the regiment
for his school, adult privates for his fags, and Field Officers for his
masters.

Q. When he is promoted to a Company does he enjoy more leisure ?
A. Certainly not. He has now the duties of a Subaltern, plus the

responsibility of keeping accounts.

Q. Is he not also answerable for the discipline and well-being of
the hundred odd men under him ?

-/. Certainly. By the Queen's Regulations he is invited to
become the father of his Company. He is at once a military leader,
a magistrate, and an accountant.

Q. Then a Subaltern and a Captain have to live lives of great
drudgery and responsibility P

A. Unquestionably. Besides their regular military duties, too,

they have to undertake certain vague but arduous obligations of a
general character, and to keep'up the credit of the regiment to which
they have the honour to belong. For all these services they receive
a salary at which a City clerk would turn up his nose.

Q. What encourages them to persevere in this life of toil and
anxiety ?

A. The hope of promotion the.chance of becoming a Field Officer

by fifty, and possibly a General in old age.
Q. And what is now likely to be too often the end of their

aspirations ?

A. When they are in the very prime of life, and thoroughly-trained
soldiers, they are to receive an invitation, which is also a command

(i. A military command ?

A. No ; a civil one the invitation to retire !

Not so very New.

IN a recent advertisement of a certain Company for building
Mansions and an Hotel on a site not a hundred miles from White-
hall, we find the following frank avowal :

" The custom of Imng on flata hus largely taken root in London, and, now
that the merits of the system have become recognised, it may be said to hare
become rather the fashion of late."

Is it only "of late" that the fashion of "living on flats" has
taken root in London? We should have thought it one of the
oldest

"
plants

"
going.
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AMPHIBIAL AND APPROPRIATE.
(SEAL-SKIN BATHING-DRESSES. MRP. GRTTNDY CAN'T HAVE ANY OBJECTION.)

CAUCUS ON THE COLORADO BEETLE.

YESTERDAY, at Elm Grove, a multitude of Rooks, congregated from various rookeries in

the United Kingdom, held a Caucus to consider an important announcement concerning
themselves and the expected Colorado Beetle. The Caucus was attended with much cawing.

The Senior Hook, No. 1, presided, and a younger memher of the Corvidie of that feather,
Rook No. 2, acted as Secretary.

The Secretary read a report, which had gone the round of the papers, on "The Colorado
Beetle Scare." That was no false alarm. The Colorado Beetle had actually arrived, and no
mistake. One had lately been found alive, in the Cape mail-hag, lately used to convey an
American mail, hetween Plymouth and Bristol. Lucky that it was only a single ease and
a mail too. Had there been a female as well, the couple might have bred in transitu,
secreted their larva inside the letters, and then let themselves and family out of the bag,
and availed themselves of the machinery of the Post Office to disperse their plaguy race over
the United Kingdom. The DUKE OP RICHMOND AND GOBDON had one sent him the other

day from Liverpool. He had directed it to be preserved in spirits of wine. That was
probably the wisest way of preserving it, unless under precautions like those no doubt duly
taken by the " Manchester Naturalist," who had been the first to give the little stranger a
welcome in England, and at the Berlin Agricultural Museum, where, as stated in the

report he had the honour of reading,
" numerous Colorado Beetles are being carefully

nursed and tended, to afford naturalists an opportunity of studying the habits and customs
of the unwelcome stranger." Likewise near Cologne ; at which place PKOFESSOH
GEBSTAECKEB with other zoologists is directing anti-Colorado measures;" he "having
discovered that the beetle, when depositing its eggs, proceeds in a regular curve," whence
"the dangerous insect can be traced and destroyed with greater certainty." In the mean-
time, no doubt, the unwelcome strangers were carefully confined, and would be as carefully

annihilated, as soon as the naturalists had
finished studying them. Bat what if the
measures taken against the Colorado Beetle
should fail ? Then would arise the question
which rendered that insect an object of so

much interest to the present assembly ; as

they would understand by a passage he
would read them from Land and Water :

" There is one point we wish to call attention

to it is the preparing for the dreaded invasion

of the Colorado lieetle by a studied preservation
of its enemies. These enemies are, without doubt,
Rooks. We wish to persuade the owners of

rookeries that by sparing the young Hooks next

spring, they would double the defensive force in

the country against the expected invasion. Spare
the rook and you will stamp out the beetle. The
rook is the true '

beetle- crusher.' (Cheers.)"

It was an ill wind that blew nobody good,
and the advent of the Colorado Beetle

would, if Land and Water were right, be

doubly advantageous to Rooks. Whilst

gaining them protection, it would yield
them food. But was Land and Water right

upon.that point ? Could they eat the Colo-

rado Beetle in its larva state, as they ate the

Cockchafer ? Was it nice ? That was the

question.
The President could not say. Land and

Water argued from the Cockchafer to the
Colorado Beetle

;
and certainly the larva of

the [former, as well as that of the latter,

devoured potatoes. But the Cockchafer

grub had, as they knew, the peculiarity of

being very oily and fat (" Hear ! hear ! ").

which made that grub particularly good
grub (laughter), and indeed some utili-

tarians had suggested that it might be
rendered an article of human food. Now
nobody had proposed to eat the grub of the
Colorado Beetle. It might be nice and
beaksome and it might not.

Rook No. 3 had read in a newspaper
that for gatherers the Colorado Beetle was
a nasty thing to handle, blistering their

fingers' ends. If that were true, its larra

might also be nasty, and injurious to eat.

Suppose that sort of grub disagreed with
them?
The President said the proof of the pud-

ding was in the eating, and they could
ascertain the qualities of the new grub only
by trying it. For that purpose he would
recommend the formation of a Tasting
Committee, composed of experienced Rooks,
who would proceed with their habitual
caution. Conditionally on its being re-

ported esculent, he would propose the reso-

lution that this meeting pledges itself

heartily to pitch into the Colorado Beetle.

Rook No. 4 observed that potatoes were
more generally grown in gardens than in

open fields. Would it be safe for Rooks to

feed in gardens '(

The President said that no doubt an Act
would be passed rendering it an offence

highly penal to kill a Rook, if they took to

eating the Colorado Beetle. He advised
that steps should be taken, if possible, to

make their resolution to pitch into him
known to gardeners and farmers.

The resolution having been seconded,
put, and carried amid unanimous caws, the
Caucus terminated.

A Gallican Question.

THE fete of the Assumption was cele-

brated on Wednesday last week by the

Bonapartists at Chiselhurst and in Paris.

But that was the Fifteenth of August.
Did not the Napoleonic Assumption occur

on the Second of December f

RITUALISTIC MOTTO. " Confession is nine

points of the Law."
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HOSPITALITY.
"
OH, SIK SIB I

" " BEO YER PABDON, Miss t
"

' ' WOULD YOU A WOULD YOU LIKB TO WASH YOUB HANDS IN PAPA'S D&BS8ING-
ROOM ?

"

CESSANTE CAUSA CESSAT EFFECTU8.
GOOD and gallant GOBDOX PASHA writes from

parlour to say, that though he has put down the

importation into Egypt of great caravans of slaves
with ihebai * round their necks, he can't prevent
their importation in driblets of four and five. No
wonder, while there is a brisk demand in the
KHKDIVE'S dominions forthe imported article, that
there should be a steady supply from Darfour and
Kordofan. If the KHEDIVE really wishes, in Heed
as well as word, to stop slave-hunting in Dar-
four, he has only to stop slave-owning in Egypt.
Can he and, if he can, will he ? These are the
two questions. There is little good in GORDON
spending his life to stop the main channel of this

foul stream, while its tributaries are allowed to

dribble their "fours and fives" into the recep-
tacles of the Egyptian slave -

dealers, and the
hareems of the Egyptian slave-owners.

Heavy wooden yokes, made of tree-stems. The
wretched slave* hare to carry their own trunks.

DE PROFUNDIS.
HERE is a genuine, plain-spoken, and modest

utterance of gratitude, which it does one good
to read in these high-falutin' times :

To the Editor of the Timtt.

SIR, I should be much obliged if you would be BO

kind to put these few lines in your newspaper. I wish
to thank Her Majesty the QUEBK for the First Clau
Albert Medal which LORD ABBRDARB was commissioned
to present. And next, I thank MAJOR DUNCAN for pre-
senting me with the Medal of the Order of St. John of
Jerusalem. Then I wish to thank the LORD MAYOR
and the subscribers to the Mansion House Fund, and
others, for the money I hare received from them ; and I
wish to thank the Members of Parliament for their kind-
ness in presenting me with a watch and chain. I wish
to say I am very proud of the rewards that I hare re-

ceived ; and little did I think the public would take as

much interest in it as they did when we were working
to rescue the men. IgAAC pR1DB) Colher

Forth, Shondda Valley.

Of course, ISAAC, you didn't think it. If you
had, you wouldn't have done it. You 're the sort
of Pride to be proud of.

TUB FIRST THING WE WISH TO HEAR OF THB
OBSTRUCTIVES NEXT SESSION. Their Amendment.

OUR REPRESENTATIVE AT THE SUMMER
THEATRES.

(At the Adelphi Gaiety Criterion Brief Report.)

SIR, Of course every MB. FUNNYMAN who sees MR. PAUL
MERITT'S Melodrama of The Golden Plough, at the Adelphi, will

say that there is a good deal of Meritt in the piece. And MR.
FUNNYMAN is right. There is considerable merit in the piece con-
sidered as an "

Adelphi Drama of the good old school." But why
the good old school ? The essence _of a Drama of this type is and
must be seduction and murder, which scarcely belong to any school

deserving the epithet
"
good ;" and however dissatisfied an audience

might be, should Virtue) not triumph over Vice, yet the sympathy
of the spectators, such is human nature, whether at the Adelphi, or

elsewhere, is invariably with the Villain, ifhe be only clever enough,
and if , whioh is a great point, he give evidence of a certain amount
of geniality. Robert Macaire is an example in point. He is

clever, he la genial ; and once, in the well-known piece (adapted
by MB. SELBY long, long ago), this model Villain shows signs of a
heart. At the end of that exciting Drama (which of late has
degenerated into a One-Act Farce) the audience were glad that
Robert Macaire should be shot in attempting to escape, and should
thus fall to

"
the bloodhounds," represented by three determined

Supers, dressed as Gendarmes, instead of dying
"
by the hand of

the executioner."
So it is with Shadrach Jones, the Highwayman, played by

MB. EMERY in The Golden Plough. By the way, if this part were
not played by MB. EMERY, it would be simply nothing, and as it is
it goes for very little. Story P Bless you ! MB. MEBBITT, unlike
the needy Knife-grinder, has plenty to tell too much, in fact ; but

of dialogue worth hearing he has very little. And as for the comic

scenes, which, in the hands of the late MESSRS. WRIGHT and PAUL
BEDFORD (who were "the light" and heavy "of other days"),
served as a foil to the villany, and relieved the tragic gloom of the
murderous MB. 0. SMITH (Alas ! FOOIE JUNIOR wonders what on
earth MB. FOGIE SENIOR in the Stalls is talking about when he men-
tions these names) of this relief, I say, there is absolutely nothing,
for the part of the Doctor cannot be considered as a relief except
when he has an exit. The Golden Plough will in time come to be a

regular stock piece for the Provinces, and is sufficiently exciting to

keep the interest of an audience alive for two hours and a quarter,
so that the Adelphi management is to be congratulated on
possessing an attraction at this time of the year. The Children's
Pantomime is played first, and is worth the children's attention.
It is played by juvenile Pantomimists, by little Clowns, Harle-

quins, Columbines, and a pair of little Pantaloons.
"

I suppose,"
observed a small Boy who had been intensely delighted with the

performance,
"

I suppose they "11 grow up by Christmas." He was
looking forward to Boxing-night, when he should see the real

thing, full grown, full blown, of which this daringly out-of-season
but excellent Summer Pantomime was only the infancy.

The Gaiety gives "nichts wi'" H. J. BYBON, playing his Weak
Woman and his burlesque of the Bohemian G-yurl. Miss E. FARREN
comes back as fresh as a daisy, and as welcome as the flowers in

May. MB. BOYCE is capital as ever as Count Smiff, who cannot get an
opportunity of singing

" The Heart bowed down " a first-rate bur-

lesque idea and MB. E. TERBY immensely funny as
" another good

costermonger wrong," accompanied by his performing dogs. Miss
KATE VAUGHAN is more charming and graceful than ever, if that be
possible ; Miss M. WEST, who takes steps to please, and invariably
pleases by the steps she takes ; and sprightly little Miss AMAI.TA,
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complete the cast of a Burlesque Company, which is, at the present

moment, unequalled^in London.
Our Boys, it is needless to say, is still going on at the Vaudeville,

and in these sad times of rumours of wanit is refreshing to be certain

here, at all events, of a Lasting Piece. The vulgar, but occasionallj

amusing farce adapted from Les Dominos Rotes is yet being playec
at the Criterion ; but, with the exception of the bills of fare, such as

they are, of the Princess's, theGlobe, the Haymarket (under MR. ROWE,
who relies upon his Brass], and the Alhambra, with the novelty of a

ballet exhibiting very brilliant and novel costumes, graceful group-

ings, and a dramatic story, there is little stirring just now in the

Theatrical World. Should any bright particular star shine, look for

an immediate report of the discovery from the observatory of

YOUR REPRESENTATIVE.

NO PLUMS!
An Autumn Eclogue.

SCENE Somewhere in Kent. Present, POMONA, taking a somewhat
fruitless survey of a plum-orchard.^To her enter PTJER, read-
ing the Gardeners' Chronicle.^

Puer. I say, you know, such a sell is too bad !

Pomona. Can't help it, my dear lad.
Puer. What ! you a goddess, and can't

"
square

" the seasons ?
Pomona. There may be other reasons.
Puer. Walker 1 A nice look-out ! No Apricots I

Pomona. Last season you had lots.

Puer. Can't live on last year's fruits. Then, scarce a Cherry I

Pomona. Spring winds were nipping, very.
Puer. Oh, blow the winds ! A paucity of peaches !

Pomona. The prospect patience teaches.
Puer. Gammon ! Then Nectarines are non-existent !

Pomona. Boreas was so persistent.
Puer. Old Boreas is a bore, and you 're a niuff !

Pomona. Currants were quantum suff.
Puer. I say, no "shop." Latin in the Vacation!
Pomona. Excuse me a quotation !

Puer. It all comes beastly hard upon us fellow?.
Pomona. A fine cropof Morellos
Puer. Insult to injury. Worse than crabs or sloes.

Pomona. Goosegoga you 'd heaps of those.
Puer. But hang it, we 're to have no Apples. Fancy !

Pomona. Apples are always
"
chancey."

Puer. Look here, POMONA, no more larks next year.
Pomona. I '11 do my best, no fear.
Puer. You and Vertumnus ought to square the orchard.
Pomona. If Phoebus will not scorch hard
Puer. Even with plums and pears we 'd be content.
Pomona. Well, you see Parliament
Puer. Oh, one expects short-commons from the Tories.
Pumona. O tempora ! O mores !

Puer. An autumn without fruit 's a rutnmy season.
Pomona. Ills haunt a good plum season.

Putr. The deuce they do ! What do you mean by
"

ills ?"
Pumona. Stomichie pains and pills !

Puer. Just you send plums next year ;
I '11 risk the rest

Pomona. Well, well, I '11 do my best.

[Exit PUER, munching an unripe windfall.

PONGO-ISMS.

His HUMOROUS OBJECTION.

POOR MR. PONGO caught a cold the other evening. His medical
attendant suggested gruel. This ME. PONGO at once rejected."

I cannot," he informed his Manager and Secretary,
"

I cannot
even appear to have a liking for anything of the caudal kind."
The gruel was not forced upon him, and the next morning MB.

PONGO was better.

His FELLOW-FEELING.

Ma. PONGO was much interested at being told by an elderly Lady
that she had a Nephew in the Navy who was " a regular young
monkey." Being of a serious turn, MR. PONGO at once consulted
his Chaplain-in-ordinary as to the propriety of instituting a series

of missions to the Young Monkeys in the Navy, commencing with
the Powder Monkeys.

His LIBERAL VIEWS.

ME. PONGO is much annoyed that the shilling paid for admission
to the Aquarium does not permit the visitor to make a call on him
without paying an extra fee of one or two shillings.

'Old; BUNKUM BARNUM was quite right," says MR. PONGO,
emphatically. "This Exhibition ought to be thrown open for one

shilling. The shilling should comprehend all the amusements in
the place, and there should be no extra charges (except for a few
reserved seats), not even for programmes. This would make the

Aquarium, if the entertainment were first-class, the most popular
resort, whether for winter or summer, in the Metropolis."
MR. PONGO is right. Now anything particularly worth seeing

within the Aquarium involves extra payment. This repels ordinary
pleasure-seekers ;

and boys home for the holidays (the great patrons
of this style of amusement) would rather visit the Zoological or Poly-
technic (specially this latter place, where the one shilling covers a

multitude? of entertainments), than' waste their limited capital on
the "extras" of the Aquarium. The charge to see MB. PONGO
"privately

"
is three shillings ! ! ME. PONGO protests. ME. PONGO

says he will accept any invitation to dinner, but this style of

interviewing him at three shillings a head, is too much for every-
body. Again MR. PONGO is right.
To the Londesborough Collection the admission is conditional on

purchasing a Catalogue for sixpence ! ! In fact, a visit to the

Aquarium, if the theatre be also included in the day's work, will
mulct the thoroughgoing first-class holiday-maker of half a

sovereign at least. This," as MR. PONGO says, "should be seen
;o and altered before the Winter Season commences." And again
MR. PONGO is right.

"THE YEAR ONE."

EVERYBODY nearly knows that Geology has proved Mother Earth
;o be an immensely older lady than her sons, until lately, ever

magined. They, themselves also, from an Address lately delivered
;o the Geological Section of the Associated Sages at Plymouth, by
MR. PENGELLY, F.A.S., on "Cavern Exploration in Devonshire,"
ippear to have been in existence, as a race, at a date incalculably
ong ago ;

one race having preceded the Hysena amongst the inhabi-
tants of this island, and another having been previously ojntem-
lorariea of the Cave Bear

;
the two races, troglodytes both, having

jeen
"
separated by a wide interval of time " a width of ages. A

dim idea of the antiquity of Man may be derived from the statement
;hat
" The entrances of Brixham Cavern were completely filled up, and its his-

:ory suspended not later than the end of the palaeolithic era. Nothing
occurred within it from the days when Devonshire was occupied by the cave
and grizzly bears, reindeer, rhinoceros, cave lion, mammoth, and man, whose
>est tools were unpolished flints, until the quarryman broke into it early in

A.D. 1858."

At some future meeting of the British Association, a lecture

delivered by some eminent Geologist will perhaps supply data for

,he construction of a Prehistoric Chronology. A.D. and B.C. com-
>rise eras of almost momentary duration in comparison with the

;eologically conjectured age of this planet. The "
palaeolithic era "

was preceded by we know not howmany other eras B.P.E., and who
dares venture to suggest the figure which ought to be assigned for

the veritable A.M. ?
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THE FIRST OF SEPTEMBER-NEW STYLE.

Aw WICHARDS ! What 'a the time ? Eleven!
That 's half an hour why, gwaeious heaven !

Quite half an hour that I 've been sittin'

Pottin' birds, and Seltzer splittin' !

Jove ! I think I 'm almost done up I

WICHABDS I aw just put this gun up 1

The f'lars had better get their luncheon.

They 're everlastin' munehin', munehin' !

Don't know how they do it, I 'm sure aw.
WICHAKDS I a she'wy 'nd Angostura !

And WICHARDS ! you can bwing'my nag up,
When you 've helped me count my bag up :

Aw twenty bwace a mod'wate slaughttr !

Two bwace and a half of Seltzer water ;

Taunus, a half bwace ; and aw there, ii

A bwace or two 'f Apollinaris.
To Mjuare the bag up, there's let me see !

P'waps a dozen pegs of eau-de-vie ;

And aw I 've missed a bwace of sodahs.

Numbah 'f guns, just thwee bweech-loadahs .

TO PUNCH,
Csisr SCRIBE OF THE BRITISH BARBARIANS DWELLING IN THE LAUD OF THULE, is THE

Cur OF LO.NDO.V.

LEARNED as I am in the wisdom of the Egyptians, and the letters and arts of the Greeks
and Romans, let it not surprise thee that I nave but lately cared to give eye or ear to what
passes in the small and remote island of Britain, cut off by the breadth of a Continent from
the Inner Sea and the Great Father of Rivers.

But now that the barbarians of Britain whom my deified JULIUS stooped to conquer, sail-

ing even as far as Nile, have oast their gold into my Canal which the Franks have reopened,
and have even dared to lay daring hands on one of the Obelisks which I set up in the City of

Om, before the Temple of the God Turn,* and which the insolent OCTAVIUS dared to

have transported to the City of Alexander, as a token of his triumph over her whose charms
vanquished him as they vanquished the mightier JULIUS, I am moved to write to thee, that

my wish may be made known to the people of thy chief city, whither I learn tbat my
Obelisk is to be carried at the cost of one ERASMUS, of the caste of healers. I marvel that one
of so base an order t should have dared to connect his most abject name with aught that
hath borne mine.

Nay, I must needs have been vexed that my Obelisk should again be moved even by
worthier hands. Better a grave in the sands of Egypt than the proudest site in the chief

city of your small, remote, and barbarous Island. But even there I would have such honour
as Barbarians can do me. If my Obelisk may not stand before the House of the God Turn
for I hear you never see the face of that God, save in a veil of clouds, and so have no
temple in his honour let it not be set up in a low or hollow plane, still less where it shall be
looked down upon by buildings of the Barbarians loftier and larger than itself. For BO

would it but be buried again, not in the dry and pure sand of my Egypt, but in the heavy
masses of your dirty clay, piled up into what you call towers and temples.

Already I hear there is a model of my Obelisk set up before the temple of your God Talk,
among the High-Priests of that God, whose images stand near his house. Not so

;
let my

Obelisk stand alone, where it shall be highest, as befits a pillar set up by CLEOPATRA to the
God of Day.

You have, I hear, in your chief city a House of the Muses, wherein I learn that you have
heaped up much spoil of the Egyptians images of their gods, and the books of .their priests

* The City and Temple of the Sun God, whence Cleopatra's Needle was brought to be set up in

Alexandria in the ninth year of AUGUSTUS.
t The healers of the sick ranked very low among the Egyptian caste).

and scribes, and coffins and bodies of their

dead. Let my Obelisk stand before the
House in which these are gathered together.
So the Pillar will remind them of the
God Turn, and will itself not be altogether
severed from that land of Egypt which

gave me adoration as a goddess and a

woman; and 'if you have mathematicians

among you with skill enough to mark the

steps of Time by lines on stones around
the feet of my Obelisk, so that its shadow
might fall thereon in honour of the God
Turn, if perchance, in the changes of the

universe, he come to shine upon you, this,

methinks, were well also.

But I will not that you leave my obelisk

where its wooden image is now set up, to

look small among larger and higher edifices,

and to do honour to your God Talk, whom
I know not, and not to the God Turn, whom
I worshipped while I lived in the light,
and honour even in the lower darkness,
for he was Brightness, and I was the

brightest.
Yuur mistress (as she was all men's),

CLEOPATRA.

DEAD SEASON DONATIONS.

FOLLOWING the lead of the Lancashire
excursionists who, with an eye to the fit-

ness of things the other day, presented MR.
GLADSTONE with "an excellent walking-
stick,

" the subjoined little list of holiday
gifts has been carefully knocked off by" One Who Knows."
LORD BEACONSFEELD. Turkish Smok-

ing Cap, elaborately embroidered with the

legend,
"
Silence is golden."

LOKD DEBUT. Tight rope (with piece of

chulk and balancing pole complete).
MR. W. A. SMITH. A Broom (warranted

to sweep clean.)
SIR JAIIFS INGHAM. Half a dozen Ven-

tilators (to be left at Bow Street).
THE KMPK.HOR OF RUSSIA. Illuminated

copy of
"
Hope told a flattering Tale."

THE DDKE OF RICHMOND AKD GORDON.
A Box of Beetle Paste.

MARSHAL MACMAHON. A Safety Valve.
MR. WHALLET. A full-length Portrait,

in oils, of MR. TOOTH.
MR. CROSS. Ticket for Circular Tour in

Scotland Yard.
MR. PABNELL. A permanent Seat in the

Sbipka Pass. And
MR. PONGO. The Franchise.

THE BLUE BELLS OF SCOTLAND
YARD.

IT is satisfactory to find that COLONEL
HKHDBBSON in his last year's Report on the

Army of Society under his command, gives,
on .the whole, a good account of BOBBY.
As the French Marshal remarked on the
British Infantry, go, with slight variation,
may it be said of our Foot Guards Blue,
that the British Police is the best in Europe,
only, unhappily, there is not enough of it.

In what other European country than
this, it may be asked, would it be pnsssible
for the manager of a theatre to produce a
Christmas pantomime, the principal fun of

which consists in violent assaults on the
Police.

1

In London, during 1876, according to

COLONF.L HufnKKtON, the number of cas-es in

which the Police wtre assaulted, amounttd
to 2,911. Does this include the assaults in

the Pantomimes? Let us hope so, or if

not, JOHN BULL, with all he owes to BOBBT,
ought to be a good deal sterner than he is in

lunishing those who assault bin?.
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NON NOSCITUR A SOCIIS.

MB. GLADSTONE, in his intervals of wood-cutting
1

, has recently

employed his leisure in receiving little gifts from enthusiastic

admirers. On accepting a walking-stick, the Member for Green-
wich the other day made quite a touching little speech. To save
the Ex-Premier as much trouble as possible this sultry weather,
Mr. Punch begs to supply him with a few common forms to be
used as occasion may require.

On Receiving a Sugar-Stick.
It is a most excellent stick good to look at and good to suck at ; it

is luscious in the mouth, in short
"
short and sweet," you know, is

a proverbial phrase has all the qualities of a first-rate sugar-
stick. Not that I should like to have to suck a foot or so of this

stick ; sweet as it is, it would, probably, disagree with me. Ladies
and Gentlemen I may say, young Ladies and Gentlemen what we
have to do is to strive to be as good and as sweet in our own
characters as this stick is in the humble capacity it bears. For is

not this stick, like most stump-speeches my own not excluded a
choice specimen of sweet-stuff 'f Excuse the joke, and forgive my
playfulness.

" Dulce est desipere in loco." And for this, Hawar-
den is the locus on a holiday like the present, to holiday Excur-
sionists like you, who have made this present to me.

On Accepting an Umbrella,

It is a capital umbrella. Its makers may be proud of their work.
I should not like to receive a bang on the head from this umbrella !

It has all the qualities of a good umbrella. It will keep off the

rain, and serve at need as a protection from the sun. My friends
the Advertisers (who have so kindly presented me with this

umbrella), let us attempt to make our own lives, on one point
especially, like this very useful article an article which, I under-
stand, can be supplied to the Public at the very reasonable figure
of Ten-and-SLx. Whether in the private or political business of

life, don't let any one be able to turn us inside out !

On Acknowledging the Gift of a Hat.
It is a very handsome hat. Almost too handsome for use at

least at election times. I should not like to have this hat
knocked over my eyes. It is really a good one good to look at,
good, to wear instead of the shocking-bad billy-cock I have now
donned in my favourite character of the humble wood-cutter. It
is light on the head, and. in a word, has all the qualities of a good
hat. My dear friends, what we have to do is to make our heads
like this hat impervious to wet heavy wet especially and well-
lined.

On Accepting a Big Drum.
This is one of the best drums I have ever played upon ; yet I should

not like this drum to be banged at three o clock in the morning out-
side my bedroom door if I wanted to sleep. -It is a capital instru-
ment full of music. Oh, my friends, let us be like this drum.
Let us make noise enough at least, if there is not much in us but
noise, and let our cry be, with the Grecian sage, strike, but hear
me I

On being 'Presented with a Case of Cheap Claret.

It is really a very nice wine for the money ! Not that I should like
to have to drink a bottle of it. It has many qualities it has a good
colour, and it is not likely to get into one's head. I believe it would
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also make very excellent vinegar. Wine merchants, let us imitate
this claret in our own lives. Let us be good to look at, good in the

market, and (if occasionally acid) always reasonable !

AMONG THE EOSES.
IN BULGARIA.

"Owing to the devastating war in Bulgaria, total ruin and annihilation
have overtaken the rose-crop in the valley of Kazanlik, and the neigh-
bouring districts All these places are devoted to this peculiar and
beautiful husbandry ; the roses are grown by the field-full." Our Own
Correspondent.

FAIR Flora stood upon the trampled ridge
Where erst her myriad roses wooed the eye,

Now reddened with a deeper dye
The ghastly crimson of ensanguined feet

Which flyinsr beat
In headlong haste across War's brazen bridge.
She stood, pale horror on her tender lips,
Her bright eyes dim and dark with pain's eclipse
While the smoke smouldered westward on the wind
That bare Bellona's hoarse, far-echoing shout
Harsh on the ears of startled humankind.
Where'er she gazed, the wreck of hideous rout
Blotted her ancient pleasaunces. The earth,
Of old heaped high with sweet rose-petals, now
Was piled with mangled dead. From Flora's brow
Had fled the winning smile of summer mirth,
As lifting eyes of horror to invoke

Help out of Heaven the sad Flower-goddess spoke :

How serve a race that stains my loveliest gift
With fierce Bellona's blood-dye ? Here indeed
The ministries of Beauty and of Thrift
Were late united. But War's harpies heed
Nor labour's gain nor loveliness's dower.

Alas ! my well-loved flower !

Broken thy charm, thine augury belied,
Before the ruthless storm of hate and pride.
Crescent or Cross, methinks, had fitlier wreathed
Its ensign with the blooms that lately breathed
A sweeter incense than the Churches know
O'er all these ravaged homesteads night and day,
And made these fields with brighter blossoms gay
Than deck the altars where great organs blow

Praise to the God of Peace.
Your fruitless flutings cease,

Ye pipes with mouths of gold ! What music now,
Save War's shrill trump and hollow drum ?

All brass and string besides be dumb,
Whilst Christian hate with Moslem fury closes
In murderous conflict 'midst my trampled roses.
And which the most accursed ? Furious man
Has made a Golgotha of Gulistan,
Till fiends among my roses might laugh loud,
Taking my wreaths of red and white to shroud
War's hideous horrors and Hate's helpless prey.

And yet but yesterday
They made the land like Beulah with their blooms,
And not a purer, sweeter air perfumes
The Vale of Cashmere than late breathed among
These squares of fragrant husbandry, now flung

A prey to battle's never-satiate maw.
What wounds were those you saw,

Ye blue skies, and bright waters, and pure blossoms,
In men's hearts, children's limbs, and women's bosoms ?

No more ! I must away
From where Bellona shares with Belial sway !

He holds a girl's fair tress in bloody hands ;

With mailed foot on a crushed rose she stands.
With that foul pair sad Flora may not cope,

But flies, in far-off hope,
When this dread Carnival of Carnage closes,
Once more to dwell with Peace among the Roses."

IN BRITAIN.

I sat among the Roses. Row on row
Their blossoms clustered, in the golden glow
Of English August, round a garden nook
Whence, in midday hush, glad eyes might look
O'er sweeping slopes of corn-land, stretching far
To where in the bright east the azure bar
Of circling ocean gleamed against the sky,A silent witness of security.

Couched at their Sage's feet
A troop of English maidens clustered, sweet

As their own roses, and as gay
As the light dancing in the leaves' glad play.
With them mild age and manly youth together

B^asked in the light of home and harvest weather,
Until I sighed, and said

" Yon eastward skies
Look clear, my maidens, as your orbs of blus ;

But cover that which if those orbs but knew
By startled onlook, it would something dim
Their frolic sparkling. Boys, your length of limb,
Stretched lazily, would leap at the black work
Among the Roses, yonder, where the Turk
Redhanded grapples his redhanded foe.

Well that these balmy breezes do not blow
Echoes from those far Rose-plots to our own !

For Childhood's shriek and outraged Woman's groan
Would mar our Summer music. Yet, perchance,
Some thought of poor Bulgaria may enhance
Our stolid, silent British thankfulness
For long immunity from battle's stress,
For peace, and pleasant hours, and happy love
Amidst our English Roses here

; may move
Unpartisan Compassion to its task
Of even-handed helping. Here we bask
In sunny safety ; there the smoke of war
Sweeps o'er the bloody track of battle's car,
Whose ruthless course is over homes and hearts.

Here, as the breeze yon leafy screen disparts.
Sweet pink-flushed petals, shaken from the bough,
Fall on the close-coiled tress that crowns your brow,
My fair-haired beauty, like a soft caress

From lips I need not name
;
but there,

Where through wrecked Rose-fields woman-slaughterers press,
The severed blossoms fall on bosoms bare,
Leaving a stain of redness not their own.

Poor Flora, lately flown
From that so desecrated Paradise,
Looks in on us, methinks, with mournful eyes,
Pleading with her more favoured children here,
Safe screened from lust's assault and battle's fear,
For pity and for help. Eternal shame
If party war-cries, in whatever name,

Deafen our ears to that appeal !

Prove we that no one-sided clamour closes
Our hearts to the large kindness which can feel
For sufferers of whatever race and creed ?

That we can spare them help and pitying heed
From our blest homes of peace among the Roses."

MY FIRST AND LAST DAY WITH THE GROUSE.
Being ME. GREEN'S true experience of the Twelfth.

I GLADLY accepted my Cousin's kind invitation to join his Grouse-

shooting party. Socially speaking, it is about as good to possess a
Moor as to possess a title ; and to be known to be related to a man
who has a Moor may stand one in good stead matrimonially. When
I tell MRS. PRETTYMAN and her daughter that I 've been shooting
Grouse on my Cousin's Moor, I can do it in a way to suggest that I

have a contingent remainder in his ling : and they '11 never stop to
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-Ok
TAKING HIM AT

Cabby (indignantly holding out Shilling).
THIS 'KEK I ?

"
'

Facetious Fart. " 'HEADS '

! So IT is !

HIS WORD.
"
COME, I SAT, WHAT D'TE CALL

HAND OVBR I
"

[Objurgations I

inquire whether my Cousin is really lord, in fee, of a Moor well stocked with
Grouse, or only rents some acres of wild common, still clothed in its primteval
heather.

I am started off on my beat at ten alone with Dog:, Keeper, and Bag-
carrier. I wish they had sent me with a party, so I might have escaped notice.
Now I feel three pair of eyes, Dog's, Keeper s, and Bag-carrier's, are looking
down u^on me I

This is the beat where, Keeper tells me,
"
LofiD ROCKET once got thirty brace

on the twelfth."
The sight of my beat somewhat. startles me, my conception of a Moor being

derived from the Addington Hills, near Croydon, where the heather is purple,
and not deep.

_
Here I am shown miles of quite brown ling, very deep indeed,

and no mere hills but good-sized mountains."
Capital cover," says Keeper, as we enter it. I should think so. I would

undertake to bide a nock of sheep in it.

I tramp the heather gallantly for an hour or two, getting cramps in my legs,
but no grouse. Ifeeper declares the birds are as wild as hawks. It was very
different in LOBD ROCKET'S time, he says: his Lordship got six brace off the hill
1 m now on. He was qualified to hit them, he was/' I take the backhander
becomingly, but it 's my firm belief that LORD ROCKET is a mere myth brought
out by the Keeper to impress strangers with proper respect for the Moor.

I 8<x>n learn one thing, that long habit has developed in pointers a manner of
talking with their tails. When my dog stands still and wags his tail, he means
i ,

say :

,, ,
ir(J 18

' or ha8 been here - On tne whole I think it 's gone ; but
look out.' When he stiffens Us tail to a point (that, I 'm told, is why he 's
called a pointer), he means to say :

" A bird is here, but its specific nature I 'm
not sure of." Nine times out of twelve it 's a lark.

It is, indeed, remarkable that moor-larks do not soar and carol like ordinary
larks, but sit skulking in the heather, simply, I believe, for the fun of making
tne dogs mistake them for grouse. Keeper espies pointer a long way off,
generally on a higher level than I am. " Have a care I" he says to me, which
means that I am to rush off to where the dog stands. Dog's tail is pointed, o I
iairly expect a grouse. Two fluttering!! occur simultaneously, one in my heart,
the other in the heather-ths latter from a lark who chirps off merrily. The
first time this happened, my gun went off from mere excitement So did the
lark, 1 suppose from the same feeling. It 's a nasty trick they have.

It is now one o'clock, and I feel nearly dead with

fatigue. I feel it was cruel to send me on a beat by
myself, like a policeman. 1 sit down to cat my lonely
lunch. I am told that this is not in accordance with the

precedent ct by LOBD ROCKET. " His Lordship never
sat down once ; nobbut ate a bun as he walked along."
Hang LOBD ROCKET ! I hate him !

After luncheon which I haven't in the least enjoyed,
thanks to LORD ROCKET Keeper says, "We should by
rights take that little strip back."

"By all means," I
reply;

but that little tlrip back
means a belt of enormously rough heather, right over
the top of the hill we have just descended. I toil back

up the steep slope and stumble through the cruel bushes

mechanically, hopelessly. Keeper says,
" There thmild

be some birds on the top, but there 's no telling." Of
course there 'i no telling ; and of course there are no
birds not for me.
All this time I have been nearly roasted by the sun,

whun suddenly it sets in to rain. It's a cold, drizzling,

wetting rain. I ask Keeper whether he thinks it will
be a wet afternoon. He replies, that it's

"
only heat."

On the contrary, I find it decidedly cold.

The ling soon gets as slippery as sea-weed, but Keeper
doesn't suggest returning home ; and as I know dinner
was ordered at eight, I shouldn't like to sneak home, in
an unsportsmanlike style, at five. So I plod on.
The rain (or heat) quite benumbs my hands. I sup-

pose I enjoy this very much ; for, after all, it sport.
I wonder what bags the rest of the party are making ? I

have only got two brace, though it's wonderful how
many birds Keeper declares I 've killed, which fly away
notwithstanding. I must have killed quite ten brace ;

and I shall count them, if anyone asks what I 've killed.

All of a sudden Dog, in ranging, frightens a bird

away, without pointing it. Keeper's wrath is extreme.
He belabours wretched Dog with his ramrod, which is

also his walking-stick. He calls him a monkey-faced
brat, and the poor animal's whines might be heard all

the country round. I wonder he doesnT bite. I should
think he would bite me if I beat him like that. The
Bag-carrier watches the castigation soberly and silently.
I haven't the moral courage to say a word. When it

'

over, the poor brute positively fawns on Keeper, as if he
considered him the best friend he had in the world.
Such meanness is disgusting! One would think he
thought the beating came from me. After all, dogs
must be very like men, and love best those who lick

them most. THUCTDIDES, I believe, has some such re-
mark of men, not of dogs. He knew nothing about
pointers.
We have now come to a large peat bog, studded with

little islets of heather. It's no longer walking, but
jumping, with the danger of a peat-bath, and possibly
a peat-grave.

I no longer feel cold, but hot. both in mind and body.
All of a sudden Keeper cries,

" Mark !

"
as an old cock

grouse emerges fromliis hiding-place, and crows defiance
at me. In taking aim, I lose my footing. I believe I

hear Bag-carrier laugh as I fall into what I believe will

prove a bottomleat bog. Thank goodness, I go no further
than my knees ; but my nerves are shaken : and I boldly
tell Keeper I'm going home. He accedes, scornfully,
and looks as though he thought the ghost of LORD
ROCKET would haunt both of us for ever.
On the way home, Dog suddenly makes a dead point,

and I stand expectant once more. This time it isn't

even a lark, but
only

a Daddy Long-legs. Yet I had
to go up a considerable hill after that Daddy Long-legs.
I deserve some champagne. I hope I shall get it.

As I trudge home dead-beat I can't help thinking that

if, as MR. RUSKIN says, it is a nobler occupation to try to

make wild birdstame than tame birds wild, I at least have
done my little to encourage wild grouse to lay aside

their timidity of man. However, I forget my fatigue in

the delightful anticipation of talking over my prowess to

MRS. and Miss PRETTYMAN. They know nothing about

grouse-shooting, except that it 's a very fine thing, and
that all who take part in it_are very fine fellows.

I deserve some compensation for all I have suffered ;

to say nothing of the sovereign I shall have to give
Keeper, and the half-crown to the boy who has carried
the bag. I don'tfeel eitherof them has earned his money.

in the House of Commons.
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STUDY AT A QUIET FRENCH WATERING-PLACE.
'

NOW, THEN, MOSSOO, YOUR FOKM IS OF THE MANLIEST BEAUTY, AND YOU ARK ALTOGETHER A MOST ATTRACTIVE OBJECT
;
BUT

YOU'VE STOOD THERE LONG ENOUGH. So JUMP IN AND HAVE DONE WITH IT I
"

A FEW DAYS IN A COUNTRY-HOUSE.
The NewA rrivals Opinions The Ladies Etiquette He-arrange-

ments JJOODELS' Information Chatting A. Thorough Bore.

BOODELS' great merit is his superlative valuation of his friends.
The more recent his acquaintance with them, the more brilliant

they are in his eyes like new furniture or patent leather boots just
sent home. When BOODELS makes new friends, he likes them to

be sent to his home at once, just as he does with new purchases.
Consequently, the BUDDEMERS, whom he first met quite recently at

Scarborough, have already arrived, and we have been prepared, by
BOODELS' enthusiastic description, to see something exceptionally
brilliant. MRS. BUDDERMER BOODELS always speaks of the lady
first, giving you to understand that she has generally been the
attraction "MRS. BUDDERMER," he says, "is simply the hand-
somest woman he has ever met. She is so charming, so unaffected,
and her dresses are the most expensive things you ever saw, and
her taste exquisite !

" MR. BUBDEHMER (he is not always so

enthusiastic, we notice, about the husband) is a very clever man.
He is connected, says BOODELS, with several scientific societies,
and there's hardly, a subject on which he is not thoroughly well
informed.

" He writes, I believe," BOODELS adds, "for the Saturday
Review and The Quarterly."" So do I," cries MILBURD, winking at me.
" You! "

retorts BOODELS, contemptuously.
"Yes I do," MILBURD returns. "I write for", the Saturday

Review to the office, whenever I want it, inclosing sixpence-half-
penny, and they always send it. Ha! ha! ha! Eh?" Then
turning to me, and alluding to BOODELS, "He thought I wrote
articles for the paper. Ha ! ha ! ha I

"
" And Miss BUDDERMER ?

"
I ask, anxious to return to the subject

and nip MILBTOD'S fun in the bud.
"She is his daughter by a first marriage," BOODELS answers.

" One of the cleverest and most amusing girls I ever met. There
isn't a novel she doesn't read."

"
Pretty ?

"
is the natural inquiry from his audience.

_In fact.'^he goes on, feeling that he has not
she is, simply, the prettiest girl I 've

" She 's very pretty,
said half enough about her,

"
she is, si

ever seen, I think. And she 's an heiress with about fifty thousand
pounds of her own. She dresses magnificently. Such diamonds !

But so has MBS.H.BUDDERMER:J they "re literally smothered'.in
diamonds."
" What 's old BUDDERMER then P

" asks MILBURD, who affects to

be no respecter of persons. "A money-lender? Eh! Hal ha!
ha! He 's old Shixty-per-Shent. Ha! ha! ha!"
BOODELS is thoroughly annoyed with MILBUED.
"
They are my guests," says BOODELS, sniffing indignantly ;

"
and,

if they 're not good enough for you, you can go."
"All right, old boy!

" returns MILBURD with the utmost good-
humour. "

I don't mean anything, you know. I '11 get old BUD-
DERMER to lend me a few thousands, and then marry his daughter
in order to pay him back. Ha ! ha ! ha !

"

MILBUHD has been asked here expressly because "there never
was such a fellow for a country-house as MILBURD for keeping
everyone in such good spirits," and not a day not an evening lias

passed, without everyone being on the verge of a row with some one

(generally with BOODELS himself,) in consequence of MILBUKD.
MILBUBD has a most good-humoured and pleasant knack of setting

everyone by the ears, and then retiring, as it were, from the field of

battle, occasionally returning, conversationally, to see how the

fiffht
's going on, and just joining in, siding first with one side then

with another, just to keep the game alive. As for himself, he only
says the rudest things in the heartiest manner ; and as he hasn't an
idea of what delicate consideration means, nobody likes to attempt
a repartee with him, because he is sure to reply with something

personal and peculiarly objectionable. Again, you can't do much,
in the cutting retort line, against a strong young man, whose never-

failing repartee is a whack on your back with his big open palm,
and a shout of

" Hallo ! old boy !
" in your ear, as though he were

calling to you a mils off ; and don't you wish he were ? He always
has " a gallery" with the servants. MILBURD at dmner poses for

them, and is stronger in broad farce (in
"
clowning," the Poet

MUMLEY calls it) than in comedy.
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A FACT.-CFREE TRANSLATION.)
Custom-Home Officer.

" HAS YOUR DOG BKKN VBBIFIBD ?
"

Brown. " WHAT DO YOU MEAN ?"(

Custom-ffouse Officer.
" HAS HB BERN PASSID BY THB VKRIFICATOR, LIKE THB REST OF YOUR

' BAOAQES' ?
'

Brown. " MY Doa 's NOT A ' BAOAOB '

!

"

Ctistom-Houie Officer.
" HE is VERY LARGB FOR A Dool How WOULD YOU THAT WE SHOULD KNOW

IF 118 DOES NOT CONTAIN OBJECTS OF CONTRABAND, PARBLgff I
"

This evening the presence of the new arrivals causes an alteration in the table arrangement.
HAMLIN MUMMY the Poet, who has been, till now in the Vice-Chair, is deposed to make room for
ME. BUDDERMER

;

"
because," says BOODELS (who has his own views of the strictest etiquette)

" he is

the older man, and you can't put a bachelor at the bottom of the table When there's a married
man present."

Somehow we, of the previous established party, are inclined to resent this. We are all older
friends of BOODELS than this MR. BUDDEBMER, whom he only met last year at Scarborough.

" A Jew
money-lender, or a swindler, for anything BOODELS knows about him," insists MILBURD.

BOODELS takes an opportunity of informing us, pointedly before MILBTTRD, that the BUDDERMEBS
live in the best society ; that they are out every night during the season, except when they are giving
most splendid parties at their own house ; that they have the most beautiful equipage in London

;

that they go to the PRINCE OF WALES'S garden-parties ; that there isn't a State Ball to which they are
not invited ; that privately, without anyone knowing much about it, she (MRS. BUDDERMER) visits the
QUEEN at Buckingham Palace, "and is" (BOODELS informs us the more emphatically because he
detects MILBUBD winking) "constant!;/ at Windsor; not, of course, when anyone's there, but as a
private friend. But," BOODELS adds, as though he were afraid of having'committed some breach of
confidence about his Scarborough acquaintances, "don't talk of it before them."

"No, I should think it would be a sore subject," says MILBURD, giving me a painfully sharp nudge.
But BOODELS pays no attention to his remark.
We are all of us oppressed by this greatness being thrust upon us. For my part, when fl am

dressing for dinner on the first evening of their arrival, I feel inclined to go to bed, and leave the
BUDDERMERS to BOODKLS.

POGMORE, MUMLET, and MILBURD are all more or less sulky about it, and agree that the charm of
the place will be thoroughly destroyed by this incursion.

Consequently, we are all late for dinner except MILBURD. who, after abusing MB. BUDDERMER as
a money-lender, and the whole party as, probably,

"
swindlers

" who have gammoned BOODELS at
Scarborough, has dressed rapidly, has been down in the drawing-room a full quarter of an hour
before anybody else, has thoroughly ingratiated himself with the new arrivals, and has conciliated
BOODELS to such an extent, that I overhear our host in the recess in conversation with MRS. BTTDDBB-
MKR. informing her that his old friend MILBURD is the cleverest, wittiest man he has ever met, that
he 11 keep you in a roar of laughter, that he is the life and soul of every Country House. "

And,"
he adds, in order to increase his present house value, "he is a most difficult man to get hold of, he's
always engaged."

"I think," I hear MRS. BUDDESMER observe to BOODELS,
"

I remember meeting him at Brikfield,
the

(

DcKE OF STRAWBOROUGH'S place, two years ago."
"Very likely," says BOODELS, carelessly. Had MILBURD himself told him of his having been in

such aristocratic society, BOODELS wouldn't have believed him, but, taking it on MRS. BCDDERMEH'S
authority, it assumes the greatest importance as a fact, and MILBTRD'S value has gone up immensely
in the market. In future, BOODELS' account of MILBURD will be,

" Don't you know him ? Oh ! he 's

a verjr old friend of mine. He 's

the wittiest, cleverest fellow you
ever met. It's most difficult to

get him to come and stay a I to-

days, as he 's always with the

Prince, or at the DUKE OK
STRAWBURY'S place, or with some
of our greatest swells."
MRS. BUDDERMER is a rather

tall, elegant lady. There seems to
be a great deal of velvet and glit-
ter about her, also lace. She is the
first person you see on entering the

room, and the first person who
sees you. You recognise her voice
as MRS. BUDDEMER'S, though
yon 've never heard it before. She
is still a handsome woman. Her
eyes invite you to come up and
talk as an intimate friend at once.
M uM LEY is caught. The Composer
is caught. I am caught. We
are all caught in order, hooked,
landed. She is the Trimmer
very much the Trimmer and we
are the Eels. HAMLIN MUMLEY,
who came in like a sulky lion, is

going on like a silly lamb. POO-
MORE the Composer, who assumed
indifference (everyone comes into
the drawing-room in his own
peculiar manner, both before and
after dinner), is now standing by
Miss BUDDERMEK. pointing out
the beauties of the garden. I

want to take my turn with MRS.
BUDDERMER, but MILBUBD is with
her, and if I go up now, he is sure
to say something unpleasant, per-
sonal, about myself. He has no
tact. BOODELS, however, intro-
duces me, and leaves me. MBS.
BUDDERMER acknowledges my
presence, but resumes her con-
versation as if I were a paren-
thesis in the middle of a sentence.
MILBURD ignores me. I feel in-
clined to walk away, but then I

am _sure they would, laugh at me
behind my back. What they are

talking about, I haven't the

slightest idea. BOODKLS should
have chosen another moment for
introduction.

"I don't think he was always
like that," she observes to MIL-
BURD, taking up the thread of

their previous conversation which
I had interrupted.
"Yes," replies MILBUHD,"
after her escapade. Yon see it

was a very unpleasant affair."

They don't even throw me a hint
to catch hold of. It 's very awk-
ward to feel

" out of it," but I do.
" Of course. But it was her

fault making it so public."
"Partly. How did yon like

the ponies?"
"The creams ? Oh, they were

very pretty, but they were so

slow, and she used really to flog
them unmercifully."
"She used. You know what

they used to say in the Park ?

KoP Didn't you hear? They
used to call them the Whipped
Creams."
" The whipped creams !

"
re-

peats MRS. BUDDEMER. "Oh,
that 's very good." Then she

laughs. She has beautiful teeth.

But wlrile she laughs at MIL-
BURD'S wretched nonsense, she 's

only pretending to laugh, I 'm
sure she looks at me as much
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THE WAY WE HAD IN THE ARMY."
Colonel (of the pre-Examination period to studious Sub). "I SAT, YOUNGSTER, YOU'LL NBVBR MAKE A SOLDIER IF yon DON'T MIND

WHAT YOU'RE ABOUT I

" Sub (mildly).
"

I SHOULD BE SORRY TO THINK THAT, SIR !"

Colonel.
"

I SAW YOU SNEAKING DP THE HlGH STREET YESTERDAY, LOOKING LIKE A METHODIST PARSON IN REDUCED CIRCUM-
STANCES I HOLD UP YOUR HEAD, SIR! BOY A STICK, SIR! SLAP YOUE LEO, SIR! AND STARE AT THE GIRLS AT THE AVINDOWS!"

as to say.
" Do talk, do join and relieve me, I 'm sure I 'd much

rather talk to you than him, and if you begin perhaps he '11 go."
As the Poet and the Composer, early next day, express a very

favourable opinion of MBS. BTTDDEBMEB, I wonder if they felt this

attrait as well as myself.
"ME. BOODELS has no Lawn Tennis ground here, has he ?" she

observes, as a chance to me.
"
No, he hasn't. Do you play, MRS. BUDDEMEK ?

"
I ask.

" A little. I began it last year."" You don't play, do you ?
" breaks in MILBUBD to me, loudly and

rudely. He has had his innings ; why can't he let me have mine ?

I feel a presentiment that he intends saying something objectionable
so as to make me appear ridiculous before MRS. BUDDEBMEH. These
are his tactics invariably." Not much," I reply, and am going on to talk to MBS. BUD-
DEBMER on more interesting subjects, when MILBUBD laughs loudly,
and says" You ought to play regularly two hours a day. That would fine

you down a bit. Ha I ha ! ha !
"

If I retorted that
" While I was playing Lawn Tennis he ought to

go to school and learn manners," he would reply,
"
Well, you teach

me you 're old enough." And I should be obliged to take it all

good-temperedly, although if for this sort of thing I could, with
moral and physical safty to myself, call MELBUBD out into the

garden, now, on the spot, and shoot him, I would. I don't mean to

say that I feel sanguinary and revengeful, but I should just like to

shoot him sufficiently to give him a lesson
;
and I feel that if every

one could shoot MILBUBD whenever he was rudely personal, he
would soon be stopped without being destroyed, and Society would
be considerably the gainer.
The dinner-gong fortunately sounds at this moment. POGMOBE

has to escort Miss BUDDEEMER, who is small, with light frizzy hair,
and a pair of eye-glasses which she is perpetually using. She is a
sharp, quick talker, and is far older in manner than her step-
mother.
MB. BUDDERMEB is portentous. He is bald. On the strength of

this he is accredited with intellectual superiority. MILBUBD says" he is a very clear-headed man," but explains that he alludes to

the absence of hair. He has a philosophic beard, and if in classic

drapery, would be an excellent model for MB. POYNTEB, or MB. ALMA
TADEMA. He is opinionated, and argumentative. He reads every-
thing, and apparently learns leading articles off by heart. He is

impervious to MILBUBD'S jokes. He is one of those nuisances who
will read the newspaper aloud to you at breakfast. He is down first

(that we found out on the morning after his arrival), and seizes the

Times, leaving only the advertisement portion on the table. He
destroys everyone's enjoyment of the news of the day by telling it

us beforehand, picking out bits here and there, prefacing them
with such exclamations as

" Dear me !
" "

Only imagine !
" " Bless

my soul!" or "That's very remarkable!" or "That's very
strange!" in order to induce someone to ask himl" What't very
strange P

" ' " What 's very remarkable ?
" and so forth, when _he

invariably reads the paragraph aloud in the most impressive
manner.

If (as happens after an experience of three mornings) no one takes

any notice of him, he begins,
" There 's a bad accident at Doddle-

brook Junction" and then reads it; or he observes, "I don't

think a Magistrate is justified in saying
" then comes the Police

News. MILBUBD does the state some service at the close of the

fourth breakfast by saying,
"

I wish you 'd keep that to yourself !

You 're so confidential ! Ha ! ha ! ha ! ha !
"

MR. BUDDERMER the Bald (the Poet calls him "Baldest the

Beautiful") takes the hint and the paper; with which he dis-

appears every morning, and there is the greatest difficulty in finding
it again. This is his revenge.
The Bald One is now vice-chairman of the hospitable board at

BOODELS.

MAES AND HIS STAFF.

THE two newly-discovered satellites of Mars have been christened

General Routine and General Red Tape.
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HIDEOUS ATROCITY.
As SKF.N BY McFlTSSY AND HIS PARTY IN THE BAY OF IsMlD. TflB CA1QBE-MKN SAID

IT WAS ONLY FlSHBBMEN, BUT WJS KNEW BETTER I

ALARMING INROADS OF THE C. B.

OUB public offices, usually so calm, not to say stagnant, at this season of the year, has
been thrown into such commotion through the thoughtlessness of Entomologists in America,
and the recklessness of Naturalists at home, that Mr. Punch is astonished that the follow-

ing startling occurrences have not ere this found their way to the daily journals through
their Own Correspondents in Whitehall and Somerset House.

On Monday last one of the sorters at the Post-office in St. Martins-le-Grand, named
MUBPHT, had not returned at night as was his custom, to the bosom of his family. On
search being made next morning, the wretched man was discovered in the Parcel Post De-
partment completely covered, from head to foot, with a moving mass of Colorado Beetles,
which had escaped during the night from the small card-board receptacles in which they
had traversed the ocean in the mail-bags of Cunard and Black Ball Steamers. Nothing was
left of the unfortunate MUBPHT but his skin.

The Adjutant-General's Office was thrown into consternation on Thursday by the appear-
ance on the wall behind the Adjutant-General's chair of an insect which was speedily
identified, by the aid of field-glasses, as a Colorado Beetle of the largest size. The Aide-
de-camp present on duty promptly sent an Orderly for a potato, while the Adjntant-
Ueneral and several Field-officers present took advantage of the high ground offered by an
adjacent sideboard to reconnoitre the enemy. Skirmishers were thrown out, on the arrival
of the potato, in the persons of the Aide-de-camp and the Orderly, and after a flank move-
ment on the Beetle, the potato was unmasked, and the enemy, making a dash at its favourite
fruit, was drawn to an ambuscade represented by the official inkstand. At this moment
the sideboard gave way with a crash, and the Adjutant-General and his forces fell back
on their rear, where they were when our Correspondent sent off his dispatch. We shall try
to report the conclusion of the engagement.

A cleaner in the House of Commons was taken out in a violent fit of hysterics on Friday,
brought on by the approach of two Colorado Beetles, from under the Benches where the Ob-
structive Irish Members used to congregate. The Sergeant-at-Arms was sent for to expelthe intruders, but though sliced potatoes have been plentifully scattered about as a bait, no
turtner trace -jf them has as yet been discovered.

THE OLD STORY.
(Scitnti/ie I'triion.)

SCENK Mount Edgecumbe.
TIME During the Meeting of the Britith

Association.

PBOFESSOR EDWIN BHOWN, F.K.S., to
DB. ANGELINA JOKES, M.D.

AT the Professors' Ball to-night
Our orbita crossed ; and still

Throbs on my arm of fingers light
The sweet magnetic thrill.

Like twin spheres through ellipses due,
A double constellation,

We moved to rhythmic music true,
In axial rotation.

The blood-corpuscles in my heart
Were stirred to sweetest tones,

As into voice electric start
Pulses of telephones.

We met again, and yet again,
And, unlike gravitation,

The psychic force which made us fain,
Increased by separation.

My senses you the more seduced
Such Cupid's master malice is

When to your elements reduced
By chemical analysis.

" To iron in her blood is due "

(I said)
"
that cheek's rare crimson ;

Her silken tresses' golden hue
Means prevalence of brimstone.

' To protoplasm her cells were wrought
From ether's vortex-rings,

While, for her rearing, sunbeams brought
Their wave of golden wings.

" Her feelings may be all resolved
To cerebral attrition ;

Mere energy," I said,
"
evolved

From brain-decomposition."

In vain ! With love I glow the more,
The more I analyse you,

Sum up your elemental score,
And but the higher prize you.

Then speak, Automaton divine,
And save me from distraction

;

Let our two lives in one combine
By mutual attraction !

* * * *

Thanks, love ; the sun withdraws his light
In cirrhous vapour-masses ;

His beam, which noon combines to white,
Through rainbow-glories passes.

Like him our spectrum let 's extend
Past visual rays far-shining,

Nor know of love or life an end,
In new force-forms combining !

Too Obvious.

MB. PUNCH hereby gives warning that
iaving already received one hundred para-
graphs ringing the changes on the name
and feat of MB. CAVILL to the effect that
~!APTAIN WEBB'S rival having got out of the
water fifty yards from the shore cannot be
laid to have completed his swim across
Channel without Cavil, all future per-
>etrators of the same will be proceeded
against with the utmost rigour of tie waste-

paper basket.

FOB CANTABS. "
Smith's Prize" for

877. .Appointment as First Lord of the

Admiralty.
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THE ECLIPSE OF THE MOON.
( The Observer HAWFINCH.)

HE zummer day wus ended ;

The sky wus clear and bright ;

The Moon wus shinun splendid,
Like a cheese o zilveree light.

The zilunce wus unbroken,

Whilst, restun arter tile,

My pipe in pace a smokun,
I zat athurt a stile.

Till that there son o' labour,
DICK DrjjiPEE, he come by,

And says,
"Howbistthee, neighbour?"

In aanswer,
"
Chufl," says I.

" But what look'st thee so glum at

Like an owl at an air-balloon ?
"

"
I thinks as how there 's zummat
The matter wi' the Moon."

And sure aloft just peepun,
There I zee like what med sim

A gurt brown counter, creepun

Upon the Moon's left rim
;

Which sight made DICK to holler,
"

'Tis like a dragon's snout,
The Moon a gwiun to swaller."

An ignurnt countree lout !

"
What, dostn't know what that there is,

For folly to 'scape thy lips ?

That monster as meaks thee stare is,

Thee Mooncalf, the Moon's Eclipse.
There was prawfuts to foorwarn thee

If theed'st sense and eyes to look,

Why, didn't thy Almanac larn thee ?

Or ca'stn't thee rade thy book ?
"

Says DICK,
"

I bain't no scollard,
But that there zign in the sky,

Wun't a zoon wi' war be foller'd,

Or a fammun or plagbimeby P
"

Yaa, DICK, thee wanted'st swishun,
At Sunday School, 'tis true,

But loor, by sooperstishun
How thee bist ate up too !

No faith in zigns dwoan't pleeace,

That, what a zign thee 'st call,

Is the Earth on the Moon's bright veeace,
A vlingun a shade that 's all.

Zigns han't no zignifications,
He 's a donkey and Simon Pure

As belaves the ass-severations,
0' ZADKLEL and FBANSUS MOOEE.

We watched the Eclipse, like many,
Till the Moon turned copper-brown,

And her veeace looked like a penny,
Instead o' a half-o'-crown.

Then agenst the hour o' closun,
Fore the Rising Sun they 'd clear,

And drive us all whoarn to dozun,
We went for our drops o' beer.

TRUTH IN A HOLY WELL.
PEESONS about to proceed on pilgrimages to

such sacred places as Lourdes and La Salette
should meditate on the following illustration of

" RELIGIOUS MANIA. Two young girls in a fit of

religious enthusiasm have drowned themselves in the

religious well at Marpingen, in Rhenish Prussia. The
miraculous power of the well a recent Ultramontane

discovery gave rise a short time ago to painful dis-

closures, which necessitated the interference of the

police."

But whether or no the well at Marpingen has
the power of curing, it certainly has that of kill-

ing. Like all wells which are deep enough, it

occasionally drowns people and no wonder. If

it had only refused to drown those religious

enthusiasts, the two young girls who jumped
into it in a paroxysm of their disorder what a
miracle that would have been for the Ultramon-
tanes ! Miraculous wells in general, we would
profanely tuggest, are different from the well
wherein Truth lies.

DRY GRAZING GROUND.
ACCOBDING to the Meat and Provision Trades'

Review, CONSUL PEKCEVAL, at Port Said, invited
to report on the cattle that could be supplied to

England from his district, returned LOED DEBBY
the following answer :

" My Lord, With reference to the Foreign Office Cir-

cular of the 19th ult., I have the honour to inform your
Lordship that, the whole of my district being desert,
there are no sheep or cattle thereon."

What was the Foreign Office thinking of to

request information respecting the amount of

animal food obtainable from the desert about
Port Said ? Any one must have known it could

supply nothing, except in the form of the veritable

pun, The sand-wien is there."

Ex-NiLO. The Nile refuses to rise as usual.
No doubt ME. STANLEY has succeeded in turning
off the upper waters into another channel. The
D. T. will in due time inform us.

OUR EEPEESENTATIVE MAN AT A BALLET.

SIE, A Ballet ! a very pet of a Ballet! I haven't seen such a

thing for years. Do you remember what Box said to Cox as a
reason for his not having seen the Bosjesmans, a popular exhibition
when that old farce was new.

"
No, sir, I haven't seen them. My

wife wouldn't let me." Of course, this was not the reason for my not

having witnessed a ballet for years, but still I thought I could not
better improve the occasion offered by the fact of Your Represen-
tative's Representative, his alter ego (or his other eye), being at the

sea-side, than by dropping in at 10 P.M., a most convenient hour,
at the Alhambra, in order to see MB. THOMPSON'S Yolande, to which
I had alluded in my letter last week. Let me at once say that
MB. JACOB'S music is light, graceful, and, where necessary, dramatic

;

and that MB. CALCOTT'S scenery, specially the Japanese Scene, with
cascade of real water, is most picturesque. The costumes again,

specially the Japanese, are thoroughly novel, and the combination of

colour grouped on the stage is as effective as anything hitherto

produced at this place.

"Story, God bless you," a ballet generally seems to say, like the

needy Knife-grinder,
"
I have none to tell you ;

" but this is not so

with MB. THOMPSON'S Yolande. The novelty in the Yolande is the
fact of there being a story, though not a very strong or long one, told

in pantomime by four principal characters, of whom MLLE. GILLEET
does far more than mere posing, posturing, and dancing. She acts,
and her fall, after the capitally fought duel with M. A. JOSSET, in

the first scene, had it been in a melodrama, would have electrified

the house. The interest of the story ceases, unfortunately, with
the first Scene, which, as I have hinted, is a little drama in

itself.

I see by the programme that this "Romantic Ballet and Action "

was "
invented and designed" by ME. ALFRED THOMPSON, while the

dances were the work of MONS. A. BEBTBAND, of the Grand Opera
Paris. Clearly, then, the Author of the Ballet invents the actions
which are to translate his story to the Public. How does he do it ?

Does he go through it in his own study ? Does he try all the

business, all the
" action" of the scene by himself to himself, and

"
not say nothing to nobody." I am deeply interested.
I should like to write a ballet. Enter Antonio. Antonio strokes

his face three times to indicate What ? I don't know. Who
knows ': I can imagine actions for love (which would be breach of

promise cases, and others in the Court of LOUD PENZANCE), also for

hunger, and despair ; but what does a ballet-dancer mean by stroking
her own face with her right hand, unless she wishes to convey the
idea that the person she is in love with has (or has not) a beard P

Why does she imperiously point to her right toe ? Why does she

spread out both her hands and shake her head at the public, and
then run away ? Why do lovers in ballets always have a little game
with a rose or a bouquet, the gentleman dancer offering it and with-

drawing it, and the lady running away, under his arm, to the other

side of the stage ? Where did this originate ? Is it the custom of

any country whatever ? If so, where ? And aren't they tired of it

by this time ?

Yolande, it is true, has this hide-and-seek bouquet dance in it,

but otherwise it is novel and original, and it is a step or rather

steps in the right direction, that is, in the direction of a ballet of

interest as well a ballet of action. But if I am asked to write a
ballet

"
of action," I should consult a solicitor, a dancing solicitor,

of course.

Hoping that the Alhambra Company generally will appreciate
the interest of Yolande, and recommending the stayers in town to

see it, I remain ever YouK REPBESENTATIVE.

Apropos Acrostic.

P ABNELL.
'DONNELL.

N OLAN.
GBAY.
'GOEMAN.

BIGGAB is omitted in deference to the Anthropoid's feelings.
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^PROTECTION v. RESTORATION.
p walls had m mths as well as ears

"Save us from my friends" mi?K
be the cry of many an ancient build

ing. Next to wanton Destruction, their

most deadly enemy has been wilful Res
toration the Restoration that consists in

pulling down all that testifies to the tim<

between the original erection of th<

building and the present day. Old build

ings interest most of us, as a rule, more
through their associations than thei

architecture. And even reproduction o

the original architecture is, in mos
oases, felt to be dearly purchased bj
removal of the association-pegs.
We read the history of Church 01

Castle in its !inoongrmtie
the Early English bod.

grafted on the Romanesque
head, and supported on one
Decorated and one Debasec

lower-extremity. Old Tim
looked in on us through those

Flamboyant eye-holes in

Norman face, and winked a

his own revenges in the

shape of Jacobean doorways
or Queen-Anne woodwork' on Gothic walls. And what if, ai

WOBDSWOBTH says,
" A Juggler's balls old Time about him tost P'

There was life in even the wildest of the old Boy's vagaries, anc
he never jumped over a style without leaving you something to

learn, if only in the measurement of his footprints.
But your scientific restorer won't stand ;any of old Time's non-

sense. He shuts him in the stocks of style, and denies him the righl
of even making his mark, much less leaving his record on those old

erections, which from "
dead,", walls he made living by his hand-

writing.
At last Restoration has gone such lengths in destruction of all

traces of the past in our Cathedrals and Churches that those who
love to question the past, and take an interest in its record, have
Jeen roused to protest, by forming a society for "the Protection oi

Ancient Buildings," not against old Time, but his enemy, the new
Trim. This Society numbers, among its members, many of our
nost distinguished artists, and lovers of Art, and has for its Secre-
;arv one of our foremost poets.
Here is their explanation^ the need which has brought such a

Society into being :

"No doubt," they say,
" within the last fifty yeirs a new interest, almost

ike another sense, has arisen in ancient buildings ;
and they hare become

the subject of one of the most interesting of studies, and of an enthusiasm
eligious, historical, artistic, which is one of the undoubted gains of our
:ime : vet we think, that if the present treatment of them be continued, our
descendants will find them useless for

study
and chilling to enthusiasm. We

hink that those last fifty years of knowledge and attention have done more
for their destruction than all the foregoing centuries of revolution, violence,
and contempt." For Architecture, long decaying, died out, as a popular art at least, just
is the knowledge of mediaeval art was born. So that the civilised world of
he nineteenth century has no style of its own amidst its wide knowledge of
.he styles of other centuries. From this lack and this gain arose in men's
minds the strange idea of the Restoration of ancient buildings ;

a strange and
i most fatal idea, which by its very name implies that it is possible to strip
'rom a building this, that, and the other part of its history of its life that ii,
and then to stay the hand at some arbitrary point, and leave it still historical,
iring, and even as it once was."

Most people who have shivered under the chill struck by some
nod-new and intensely old building fresh from the hand of the
lestorer, must have felt the sense of emptiness which follows
he removal of alterations, every one of which was alive with the
pirit of the time in which it 'was made, and the substitution of
he modern antiquity due to the Restorer's more or less genius
guided by his more or less knowledge.

The Society do not hesitate to say,
" Of all the Restorations yet undertaken the worst have meant the reek-

ess stripping a building of some of its most interesting material features
;

Thile the beat have their exact analogy in the Restoration of an old picture,
rhere the pirtly perished work of the ancient craftsmaster has been made
.eat and smooth by the tricky hand of some unoriginal and thoughtlos hack
if to-day."

Not that the Society would let time and weather work their will
n venerable walls. They call upon those who have to deal with
.hem

"to put Protection in the place of Restoration, to stave off decay by

J lily care, to prop a perilous wall or mend a leaky roof by such means as
are obviously meant for support or covering, and show no pretence of other
art, and otherwise to resist all tampering with either the fabric or ornament
of the building at it stands

;
if it ha* become inconvenient for its present

use, to raue another building rather than alter or enlarge the old one
; in

tine, to treat our ancient buildings as monuments of a bygone art, created by
bygone manners, that modern art cannot meddle with without destroying."

And they conclude, as Punch concludes with them,
"
Thus, and thus only, shall we escape the reproach of our learning being

turned into a snare to us ; thus, and thus only, can we protect our ancient
buildings, and hand them down instructive and venerable to those that come
after us."

A MENAGEBIE ON THE MOVE.
A Protettfrom a Timid T. G.

"A CURIOUS FKEIOBT. The Chatham and Dover Railway Company has,
through iu Continent il Mtnager, C*pUm GooBOLp, arrtngid to deliver at
the Alexandra Palace, within twenty-four hours of it* collection in Paris, the
caravan of Nubian animals now boing exhioited at the Jardin d Auclimnta-
tion in that

city. The collection, wnich include* seventeen racing drome-
daries, eight giraffe*, three rhmoceri, five elephant*, bufiUlue*. and goat*,
hunting dugs and ottriches, will be transported under the care of the fourteen
Nubian hunters who captured the animals."

BLESS my bones ! What next, I wonder 1 Surely this must be a
lark.

Dessay this 'ere sort o' thing was very well in Noah's Ark,
Where the beasts was on behaviour leastways, I should hope they

were,
But the Zoo a-going by rail ! It

'

jest enough to raise one's.hair.

Never liked them Iron-Roads. Sir ! too much row and risk for me.
But this notion simply is the horridest I ever see.

Wasn't busts and spills and smashes dangers quite enough, but
what

They must add the chance of being crunched or swallowed to the
lotP

Well boxed up ? Oh, don't tell me ! Why jest suppose there came
a smash ;

All the beasts as wasn't killed for liberty 'ud make a dash.
Whereupon oh ! g-r-r-r ! it 's gruesome. What a very lively go,
Bolting down a ten-mile cutting followed by a buffalo !

Special train P Oh, very likely. But there 's others on the line,
lind this Jamrach lot might chance to be in front or rear of mine.
^confess my very marrer chills at picturing me or
;'aced by a Rhinoceros or hunted by a Dromedary.

\ubian hunters too. How nice! Great thick-lipped darkies, I

suppose,
Nearly na ; leastways, with].littl in the way of Christian

clothes.

Llmost worse than t' other warmints
; don't like Ostriges and such,

Jut a bare black Nimrod brandishing his spear, oh Moses! it's
too much !

don't ride by rail no more if this 'ere sort o' thing prewails :

should always be a looking out for claws and teeth and tails.
Wouldn't take my forty winks but I 'd expect to wake and see
L tiger hooking HART off, a sarpint making eyes at me.

Dissent and Disestablishment.

THE Ritualistic extravagances in All Hallow's, Southward,
lleged to have been introduced by the Rev. O. W. BKRKELE '.

'ioar of the District, are denounced in an address to the BISHOP of
IOCHBSTEB voted the other night at a public meeting, in a report.of
-hioh it is related of Mr. BERKELET that :

" His preaching included the necessity of Disestablishment, the Real Pre-
nce, Purgatory, and Prayers for the Dead."

The necessity of Disestablishment is an addition to Roman doo-
rine, apparently of Mr. BERKELEY'S own. Ritualistic parsons do
ot generally preach it. But Disestablishment, although not a
joint of those Clerical Dissenters' preaching, is, if they are per-
ittted to persist in their fooleries, very likely to be the result of
aeir practice.

Unseasonable and Seasonable.

Hot Politician (who wants to have an argument, ttopoing a friend
tut as he is getting into a cab). I say, are you for the Turks P

Sporting Friend (with gun-cote). Blow the Turks! I 'm for the
toors ! [Drives off to Button Square.

VOL. LXIiri.
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FROGGY WOULD A-WOOING GO!"

A FEW DAYS IN A COUNTKY-HOUSE,
The Dinner with the New Arrivals The Vice-Chair The First

Topic Dinner Cantata A Suggestion Prelude Finish of
First Movement Notes on the Weathei Some of our Excite-
ments The Slasher Plunging in An Awkward Prospect.

AT dinner on this first evening with pur new arrivals, the BUD-
DEBMERS, the order of conversation is as follows : First, the

weather, by way of prelude (as I subsequently suggest to POGMORE
the Composer, who might do worse than write a Cantata in Eight
Courses.and a Dessert, entitled Dinner, to my mind a most expan-
sive idea), led off by BUDDEBMER in the vice-chair, looking as wise
as he is bald. In his gravest and most philosophic manner, after

haying settled himself on his seat and arranged his napkin to his

liking, BUDDERMER, with the air of a man of science intensely
interested in the probable forthcoming solution of a problem which
has been apparently disturbing his rest for days, puts this question
to the Poet
" What sort of weather have you been having here lately?"
In breathless suspense, and in strained silence, only broken by

the Butler handing the soup, we await MUMJVEY'S reply. We, as

it were, hang on the Poet's lips. We are all (I feel sure) trying t(

recall what sort of weather it has been during the last three days a

Boodels, just as boys in a class, dreading individually lest the

question put by the master to number one should be passed on to

them, scrub up their wits to try with all their might and main t(

remember the right answer. We are all becoming mentally confusec

as to whether it was or was not fine on Monday last, and are inex-

pressibly relieved when MTTMLET, with greater presence of mint

than could have been expected of a Poet in such an ordinary affair

deliberately replies"
Well, it has not been much to boast of."

Whereupon the strings of our tongues being loosened,Ve shake our

heads, the strings of our heads are at the same time loosened also

and declare that MUMLET is right, and that the weather has no

been much to boast of. Then BUDDERMER, in the vice-chair, beini

a man of vast conversational resources, seizes the opportunity to tel

us what sort of weather he had (from his account you would thin]

that Providence had arranged the weather for his special annoyance
when he was in Wales this time last year ; which reminiscence give
the cue. for Mrs. BTTDDEEMES to observe to BOODELS,

" You know
Wales, of course, Mr. BOODELS:'" and BOODELS, whose' thought!
have been far from the subject of conversation, having been engagec
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NO MISTAKE, THIS TIME.
DSAR MS, MR*. CRIBBLES, TOUR CAT'S BEEN AT THIS MUTTONLodger.

AGAIN 1

"

Landlady. "On NO, Mrx, ir CAN'T BB THE CAT.
B'LIEVBS IT 's THE COLLEHI.ASDA BEETLE !

"
MY 'USBAND SATS HE

in calculating: whether the fish would go all round or not, and whether he
hadn't been helpingtoo plentifully, replies,

" Yes Wales. Oh yes, charming
"

-^sending off a plateful
"
beautiful, sending off another "

I mean I didn't
like it at all (to SPURLING, the Butler), eh ? one too many ? oh, that 's all

right,". and he takes the extra plate himself, rejoicing. Then; there is a
pause. Everybody wondering to themselves what everybody else would like
to talk about.

POGMORE the Composer finding the silence oppressive, comes out"with,
"
So

yon didn't like Wales, eh, BOODELS ?
"

But the Butler is whispering something in his master's ear, and there being
nothing in POGMOHE'S observation calling for immediate attention, no one takes

any notice of it, except MILBURD, who looks up at him pitifully, touches his

forehead, and then resumes his eating, whereat POGMORE looks angry, colours

up, is just going to say something sharp, but thinking better of
;it, dashes in

again at a remaining bit of fish, and we relapse into silence.

Murmuring^ of
Tl

No, thank you," and " Thank yon, yes," to the IButler's
assistant (a hireling) going the rounds with sherry, set us talking again.

Mrs. BrnnKKMKK leads off with a.note of admiration " What a very pretty
place you have here, Mr. BOODELS !

"

BOODELS, pleased, admits, diffidently, that it is a pretty place. His smile
Satisfaction 6Kpre8SAa

" ^r a \ ifll^n nnil TH\-anlf lux'.. Anna if ' V.lni-rt ond

Boodels' is the firm."
of satisfaction expresses,

"
Yes, Nature and myself have done it.

' Nature and

_
Mrs. BUDD KHMER continues,

" And at the end of your garden I think I saw
a'considerable piece of water. Is it a river ?

"
" No." BOODELS explains,

"
it 's not a river. It 's fed from the river. It 's

a pond."
/ know, and 'we, the habitues, all know^the remark that is sure to come from

some '.one of the new arrivals. We eye one another as much as to say
" You '11

see." and are silent.

It comes gravely and oracularly from BUDDERMER the',Wise in the vice -chair,
or in the Wise-chair, at the end of the table.

" There ought to be a lot of fish in your Pond, BOODELS."
This makes BCTDDERMER one of us ; he has made the remark, and we can

now talk to him in a brotherly spirit.
This observation about "fish in the Pond," is the key to the freedom of

Boodels. We are all down on BuDDERiTER the Bald at once. We tell him

of the Trimmer and its marvels ; we recount wonderful
stories of the Eel that must be seen to be appreciated,
and which has never been properly appreciated, in con-

sequence of never having been seen. BUDDERMER bites ;

even he, the stoic, the grave, the bald, the wise,_ even
he becomes excited, and, but for the decencies of

society, he would rush from the table down to the Pond,
and set the Trimmer. The Pond certainly has a mar-
vellous attraction. If, one day, from that Pond should
arise a Nix (which does not mean a Nothing, but a sort

of German freshwater Mermaiden), who should captivate
a visitor, perhaps BUDDERMEK the Bald, and descend
with him, fascinated, to the bottom of the Pond, never
to return, or to return only once, when there would be
such a row with Mrs. BUDDERMER (who 'would natu-

rally want to know what had become of him. lately) as

would either send him back posthaste to the Nix, or

keep him terrified on land until the Nix came to fetch

him and 'then oh, what a scene! to be 'described

hereafter appropriately on the Tpiano by the Composer,
and celebrated in verse by the Poet. But this is

romance.
Then Mrs. BUDDERMEH winds up this new movement

in the dinner cantata with,"
I hope it will be fine enough for us to go out after

dinner, and walk down to the Pond."
And Miss BUDDERMER, who is [shy and blushing and

jerky, and who hasn't spoken as yet, but who has been

looking about her through her little eye-glasses like a
frightened fawn, or as a frightened fawn would if it had
eye-glasses and were disturbed while feeding, even she
observes nervously to me,

"
Yes, I thould like to walk

down to the Pond."
BOODELS is afraid that it 's not warm enough for al

freico amusements after dinner.
While they are discussing this, and going over the old

subject of the Trimmer and the Eel, in which, BUDDEB-
MER, who gives out that he is a fisherman, evinces an
immense interest [By the way, all wise-looking, grave,
bald men profess themselves fishermen ; they disappear
at certain seasons of the year in order to keep np the

illusion, generally returning very much sunburnt, and
with fierce-looking imitation insects of unnatural pat-
terns, more calculated to frighten the fish into fits than
catch them, complicated tackle, nasty awkward hooks,
brown baskets and straps but no fith] while they are

discussing these important piscatorial matters, and while
Miss BUDDERMER, the nervously near-sighted, and my-
self are privately and separately determining what we
shall begin to talk about to one another, I will just enter
a few notes propot of that most important subject in a

Country-House, viz., the Weather.
I often see in the paper a heading,

" The Weather
and the Crops." At Boodels we have no crops, but
plenty of weather.
Our first excitement in the day has invariably been,

and will ever be, to go down to the Pond and see what
the Trimmer has done in the night ; for the Trimmer,
being a disappointed, rakish kind of fishing apparatus,
does nothing all day, in consequence of having been
"
out all night." The Trimmer, apparently, while out

all night, generally shows signs of having got into bad
company, as it has invariably been robbed of its bait,
and presents itself to our eyes, under a very careless

and untidy aspect. But that the bait has been taken by
fish, proves incontestably that there must be fish in the
Pond to take it. If what the old proverb says about the
sea is true, vte.,

" There are as good fish in it .as ever
came out of it," then how excellent must the fish in

BOODELS' Pond be that have never come out of it at all !

But the visit to the Pond is not our host's first excite-

ment. No, his is the state of the weather. Before he
enters the breakfast room, he stops before the glass in

the hall, and taps it sharply; sometimes frowningly,
sometimes smilingly, sometimes with an air of hopeless

resignation. Then we, in the breakfast-room, inquire
after the glass, more as a matter of politeness,* as one

might inquire after the health of BOODELS' grandmother
or other relative, than from any confidence in the me-
teorological soundness of the barometer. And BOODELS

replies reservedly that
"

it's going np," or
"
going

down," or that it hasn't moved,'
1 or he looks sus-

piciously at MILBURD, and wants'to know "
if anyone's

been touching the glass," which implies either that

something awful in storms is being threatened on an

evidently fine day, or that the index marks "set fair,"
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when the rain" is coining down in torrents. MlLBirBD, in an in-

jured tone, assures BOODELS that he wouldn't think of doing such
a stupid thing, and BOODELS sits down to his egg and toast with
a very incredulous air.

The next excitement for BOODELS (after a fierce tirade against
BTJDDEBMER for having disappeared with the Times, the Telegraph,
and two amusing local papers, with which literature in his hand,
and in his pockets, we generally, after a hot pursuit, run him to

earth in a small secluded arhour, at the end of the kitchen-garden)
is again in connection with the weather. He retires to the Library,
and locks himself in. When he re-appears, it is with a "Weather

Chart, which is a piece of paper, scored all over with musical lines,
over which runs a zigzag- kind of continuous crotchet, indicating
(according Ito BOODELS) what direction the wind has been taking
since yesterday morning. We then walk out, and look up at the

weather-cock, which is a perfect genius of eccentricity. I make
my own private annotations and remarks. They are as follows :

BAROMETER. WEATHERCOCK. ACTUAL WEATHER.

Fair. N. and N.W., then sud-

denly S., then S.E.,
but chiefly N. and
N.W.

Rain. E. N.E. Round again
to S.W. Round again
to N.E. Generally ec-

centric, but chiefly E.

Stormy. N., N.E., N.W. Pretty
steady to-day ; pro-
bably tired of its eccen-

tricity yesterday.

Rain
; dull and muggy.

Hot. Our best summer
day. Lovely sunset.

Hardly any breeze to

speak of where u?e are,
but then the Weather-
cock is some forty feet

above us.

Sun shining ; very hot
;

scarcely any air. First

appearance of wasps ;

birds singing; insects

humming ; flies on
Pond ;

fish leaping
out to catch them.
Trimmer unmoved.

Steady downpour of rain,
so that you can hardly
see through it.

Pine. The Arrow going round
and round, then stop-

ping, then waggling
convulsively, then
round again quickly,
like the needle on a

game of chance mak-
ing the circle of black
and red.

Evidently, as regards thejBarometer and the Weather-cock, two
of a trade never agree.
The climate at Boodels is remarkable. When it is hot, it is

intolerably hot. _The atmosphere, laden with scents of flowers, is so

heavy, that the visitors stretch out their hands to push it away from
them, and make a hole in it for breathing through'; after this effort

they lie on the grass and gasp for breath, like so many freshly-
caught fish on the bank of a stream. They drag themselves to the
Pond, in the hope of a.breeze. But the Pond on such a day appears
to have become too lazy even to ripple, and is stagnant. A scum
has collected on the surface, and there is most decidedly an odour,
an unpleasant odour. BOODELS, on this being hinted to him, resents
it as a cruel aspersion on his Pond, intended to take away its cha-
racter. He says,
"If there t a smell "

(and he doesn't smell it, he says), "it is only
vegetable, not animal, matter ; and decayed vegetable matter in a
Pond is, os every chemist will tell you," he adds emphatically,"

rather beneficial to health than not."
His guests say,
"Oh, indeed! Is it?"
But they avoid the Pond on these peculiarly beneficial days.
If it 's so remarkably healthy, BOODELS might make a good thing

by turning his house into a Pond-Cure Establishment during the
summer.
When it 'g not oppressively hot at Boodels in July and August, it

is so warm and humid, that the subject of conversation is the value
of certain mineral waters considered as medicines for torpid livers
and bilious headaches. The male guests try to rouse themselves, and
go for walks (there are no games at Boodels BOODELS not playing any
himself) , and the female guests (we are divided like an opera chorus)
pass their day in "lying down," taking tea in their rooms, and
reading novels. Fortunately MILBUBD has discovered a friend of
his near at hand at whose house is a billiard-table. BOODELS is glad
to hear of it, and informs his guests of other people in the neigh-
bourhood who have lawn-tennis grounds and bowling-greens, and
who will be only too pleased to see them.
Further Notes. I remark that the morning in this country-house

(and in most country-houses that I 've visited) commences with the
sound of laborious pumping, as if a wing of the house were on fire
and the engines had suddenly arrived. Even the pump, suffering
from the climate at Boodels, has become congested, and endures

agonies every morning. Its last hydraulic groan is a sigh of relief,
when its tortures are at an end.
A little later, I see the result of all this pumping in my bath,

where the water is of a light-brown colour with little bits of stick in

it, like weak cold tea with a sediment. And about tthis water there
is a bushy sort of smell, which clings to my sponge ,for days after,

and is highly suggestive of the Pond on one of those
"
scummy

days, which BOODELS declares are so highly salubrious.

If the Eel were to appear in my bath one morning I should not be

surprised.
These are all subjects of conversation with which I can amuse

Miss BUDDERMER, as a stranger to the place, at dinner. With one

exception already recorded, she has not as yet spoken, but has been

sitting very upright, very forward, on her chair (not being otherwise
in the least "forward, ) and has been occasionally glancing out of

the nearer eye, nervously, sideways at me, and simpering."
Simpering" is the word. Till now, often as I have heard the

expression, I have never realised its meaning. Miss BUDDEBMER
simpers. When not glancing sideways, nor simpering, nor eating,
she is engaged in making jerky furtive investigations into what
everybody is doing all round the table, and into all corners of the
room through her eye-glass. When she uses this, she puckers
up her eyes so closely as almost to close them. She "squinnies"
through them; that is the word. She squinnies and simpers. I
am wondering what topic will interest her, when, as a preparatory
note to the key in which I am going to pitch my conversation, I cough.
This startles her, she drops her glasses, blushes, regards me askance,
blushes more, and then simpers foolishly, as though I had intended

something rather risque by my cough. Evidently to prevent miscon-
struction I must begin. I dash in with "Are you fond of the

country. Miss BUDDERMER?" at which she blushes more than ever.

In fact her face is suffused with blushes. If any observant stranger
were to look at us two, note, at this moment, he could not avoid

coming to the very natural conclusion that I was a villain of the

deepest dye, who had, in a low tone, uttered something horribly rude,
which has mortally wounded her maiden modesty, and that she is on
the point of flying from her ill-mannered persecutor by quitting the
table. The latter effect would come from ner sitting so far forward,
and so rigidly upright. I almost feel inclined to apologise, and to

whisper, Pardon me if I have unintentionally offended you, but I

only said,
' Are you fond of the country ?'

"

I am pausing for a reply, but I can't help thinking that if

BOODELS has asked as one of the guests, a girl who is bent on'misunder-

standing everything, and taking offence.at nothing, we shall have a
nice time of it. I should call her The Blusher. If I were a con-

quering hero like the late Iron Duke, this could be a new historical

picture for the Boodels Gallery, recording my introduction to Miss

BtJDDERMER, as
" The Meeting of WELLINGTON and BLT/SHEB."

She is catching the Speaker's eye ; mine, sideways.

PILGRIMAGES FOR THE PEOPLE.

A
BRITISH house, in which
a tragedy off the stage,
that is to say a murder

or suicide, has been enacted,
becomes the object of Pil-

grimages, such as in other
lands are made to sacred
shrines and fountains. It is

well that the owner or oc-

cupier of such a house should
knowhowto turn the notoriety
of his property or abode to

account. Here, with only
nominal variations, is quoted
from a contemporary some
account of business done one

day last week at a residence
invested with that sort of

notoriety :

" SALE AT THB NUNNERY,
BELHAM. The recollections of

the Bradshaw case have this

week been revived in connection
with the sale by auction of the

furniture, plate, pictures, wines, and other effects, together with the

library, which commenced yesterday, and will extend over to-day and to-

morrow. The announcement of the sale has been the means of causing a

very large number of persons to visit The Nunnery during the last three

days. The particulars stated that the contents of the mansion would be on
view on Monday and Tuesday, upon production of a catalogue, the charge for

which was one shilling, and that each catalogue would only admit one

person."

Of course this arrangement was intended merely to exclude in-
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trusivo cads, with whorn gratuitous admission would have cramme
the house, and crowded the premises, to their damage. But mar
the effect of it :

" On Monday the number of persons who went over the several apart
ments in the mansion wa upwards of 700, notwithstanding that the weathe
was very unfavourable

; whilst on Tuesday nearly 1,300 visited the plau
great numbers of whom came in vehicles, which lined the road almost th
whole of the day between the Tavistock Hotel, Belham, and Footing Common
which The Nunnery immediately overlooks. Some idea of the interest an
curiosity manifested in the sale may be inferred from the fact that th
sum of 17 was taken on Tuesday for catalogues at the entrance alom
independently of those who arrived with it in their possession."

The sale, therefore, of the catalogue merely, must have realise
what we, as well as Mr. BABNUM and his countrymen, might call
considerable sum. But the catalogue cost a little to get it up.

" The catalogue, which contains 733 lots as those to be sold, has a photo-
graph of The Nunnery on the cover."

Now the expense of art, paper, and print, might have been save
by the simple expedient of a turnstile, with attendants to tak
money at the door. The pilgrims were attracted to The Nunnery b
its tragic interest, and would have readily paid a shilling merel
to be let in. The strength of that interest may be inferred from th
statement that :

" The sale took place on the first-floor landing, immediately adjoining th
room in which the unfortunate Mr. UKADSHAW died. Most of the article
realised prices far beyond their value, and it was manifest that a desire t

possess something belonging to the place prompted the biddings."

Only think how much money any person in possession of a hous
like The Nunnery, wherein a "

tragedy
" draws above a year afte

it is over, might make by rendering it a show place ; throwing i

open daily, or on certain days, according to convenience, as long a
it might continue to attract pilgrims ; for, of course, the name o
such a house could not be perpetual, like that of SHAKSPEABE'S for
instance. It could not much outlast living memory. But it would re-
main a source of income for a long time ; and in some cases this migh
make up for a difficulty in letting or selling it which might be ex-
perienced in a superstitious neighbourhood. A collection of razors
knives, daggers, pistols, bludgeons, boots, clogs, and other weapons
instrumental to the enactment of reporters'

"
tragedies," together

with bits of rope, or any more easily procurable relics of grea
criminals

; also a skull or two perhaps, and a real skeleton in a cup-
board, to be seen within, might prolong, whilst intensifying, the
magnetic attraction which a dwelling of that kind has for a sym-
pathetic portion of the British Public.

HOW TO WELCOME THE FOREIGNER.
A FOLKESTONE BUBLESQITE.

SCENE
The Steamboat

Stage at Bou-
logne. Enthu-
siastic Fo-
reigner taking
leave of his
friends. Pas-
sengers hurry-
ing from the
Paris train to
the Folkestone
boat. Gene-
ral confusion.
French male-
diction* ana
English oaths

freely paid out

by the Sailors

belonging to the
two nationali-
ties.

Enthusiastic
Foreigner. Good-
bye, my friends.
I go to England,
to the land of

freedom, to rea-
lise my dream. I brave the terrible sea. Good-bye pray for me.
Encouraging Friend. Adieu, ALPHONSE. The sea is not so
rible. Look, it scarcely washes over the head of the Pier.

[The friends bid one another farewell with French effusion.7Steamboat Official. Now you Sir, look sharp on board it' you mean
to go and don't keep blocking up the gangway.

,er).

[Enthusiastic Foreigner hears English spoken fur the first time
and is hurried on board. He waves his hand to his friends
and then tries to find a seat. He at last obtains a plact
near the funnel,

Surly Englishman. Hi ! I say. That seat is mine. Very sorry
to trouble you, but

[Enthusiastic Foreigner rises, apologises, and settles himself in
another part of the boat.

Accomplished Englishwoman. Pardong, Mossoo, may set seat a]

reservay pore les darmes voq comprenny P

Enthusiastic Foreigner (raising his hat). Pardon, Madame.
[Is hunted from pillar to post, until he finds a place near th

engines.
The Steamer starts ; passes by the excellent Caff on the Pier

gives a plunge, a stagger, and then performs a series of the
most brilliant acrobattc feats. The Passengers, their rugs
and stools, are shuffled well together. The scene is too

painfulfor further description.
First Fiend inHuman Form (approaching Enthusiastic'Foreign

Like my coat to put over your knees. Sir 'f

Enthusiastic Foreigner (faintly). Go avay!
First Fiend in Human Form. Oh, yer 'd better 'ave it. (Throws

a wet mackintosh over Enthusiastic Foreigner's prostrate form.)
Second Fiend in Human Form (approaching Enthusiastic Fo-

reigner). Now then, Sir, what 'your class ?

Enthusiastic Foreigner (more faintly). Go avay !

Second Fitnd in Human Form. Not until I 've seen your ticket.
Now, then, get it out !

Enthusiastic Foreigner (after a long and vague search in all his

pockets). 'Ere it is. You are a miserable

[Is overcome with emotion.
Third Fitnd in Human Form. By yer leave !

[Pulls an immense rope towards Enthusiastic Foreigner, who
retreats slowly and painfully.

Enthusiastic Foreigner (with tears in his voice). Stewar' !

Fourth Fiend in Human Form. Coming, Sir !

[Hurries off to another part of the Boat.
Enthusiastic Foreigner (addressing Official in Gold-banded Cap).

IB it soon that we amve ?

Official in Oold-banded Cap. Why, bless you, we 've only just
left Boolong !

Enthusiastic Foreigner (thirsting for consolation). But the sea
will calm himself soon ?

Official in Gold-banded Cap. Why, it ain't begun yet ! You wait
till we get past Cape Greeny, and then you '11 see a little dusty
weather.

[For a couple of hours the Steamboat continues its antics. At
the end of that time the Boat has arrived at Folkestone
with a cargo of Passengers more dead than alive.

First Fiend in Human Form (approaching Enthusiastic Fo-
reigner). Now, Sir if you please !

[Takes away his coat, and displays outspread palm.
Enthusiastic Foreigner (in a dying voice). Go avay I

First Fiend in Human Form. Now then, I say, none of this ! I
want to be remembered. What you please, MOBSOO. Arjona .'

Honey !

Enthusiastic Foreigner (feeing his tormentor). Go avay! Yen
shall we arrive ourselves ?
first Fiend in Hunftn Form. Oh, we have arrived. Now then,

Sir, you must get up. We want this place.
[Shouts to his comrades. General confusion.

Enthusiastic Foreigner (trying to overcome his weakness). At last
leave Purgatory for Paradise ! I am in England the land of the
ree ! the land of

hospitality
! the land which treats every man as

a welcome guest, a much-loved brother! Ah, BBITAHHIA, kind
Mother, I greet thee !

[Gives up his ticket wearily andfeebly, and lands.
First Thorough English Gentleman. Oh, look 'ere, BILL, ain't he

Second Thorough English Gentleman. Ain't it prime, ARRT?
illo, Mossoo, 'ow are you P

First Cad. Great fun ! Had a bad passage,.Sir ?
Second Cad. Like a little mutton fat, SirT
Chorus of Thorough English Gentlemen and Cads. Yah I Been

ick, eh P Woa. Emma ! 'Ow pale yer are ! Yah ! yah ! yah !

Enthusiastic Foreigner (not quite so enthusiastic). And this is
English hospitality ! [Gazes in astonishment as the Scene closes in

Macaulay as a Poet,
on's Life of Boswell.

~)iary.

POTJB BOOKS WE SHOULD LIKE TO SUB.

By the Rev. ROBEBT MONTOOMKRT. John-
Ossian's Macpherson, and Mrs. Pepys'
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A DIFFERENT THING.
Paterfamilias.

"
ULLO, SMYTHE I is THAT YOU ? How ARE YOU, OLD Fmtow t How MUCH BETTER THEY MANAGE THESE THINGS

IK FRANCF, EH ? So JOLLY FOR A FBLLOW TO BE ABLB TO BATHE WITH ins OWN FAMILY, YOU KNOW !"

Captain Smythe (wistfully). "Htw YES OR ANOTHER FELLOW'S FAMILY, YOU KNOW."

MOKE HOLIDAY TASKS.
EARL OP BEACONSFTELD. To write the history of the PIGOTT

family.
EARL OF DERBY. To reconcile the various telegrams, letters,

narratives, &c., relating to the War.
MR. GATHORNE HARDY. To pay visits to the ' '

retired
" Generals.

MR. CROSS. To study the proceedings at Bow Street every Thurs-
day, Friday,

and Saturday.
MR. W. H. SMITH. To construct and sail little model vessels.
DUKE OF RICHMOND AND GORDON. To study Entomology, par-

ticularly the Coleoptera.
LORD JOHN MANNERS. To collect postage-stamps.
SIR STAFFORD NORTHCOTE. To frame new and stringent Rules and

Orders of Parliament.
FIRST COMMISSIONER OF WORKS. To inspect all the various sites

proposed for CLEOPATRA'S Needle.
EARL GRANVILLTS. To deliver more speeches of the Bradford

type.
MR. LOWE. To make the tour of England and "Wales (on a

bicycle), and gather opinions on the question of County Franchise.
MR. BRIGHT. To read the principal speeches of the principal

Tories during the last thirty years.MR. GLADSTONE. To divide his time '.between correspondence,
contributions to periodical literature, tree-felling, and the delivery
of addresses to politico-social audiences from the terrace at Hawar-
den. In any intervals of leisure, to watch the Colorado Beetle, keep
an eye on CLEOPATRA'S Needle, and perfect the Telephone.
THE BISHOPS. To confess to one'another the mistakes they have

committed in their mis-treatment of Romanising Ritualism.
THE IEISH OBSTRUCTIVE M.P.'s. To emigrate.
MR. WHALLEY. To do penance in a white sheet on a market-day

at Peterborough.
PKINCE ALBERT VICTOR. To grow strong again.
THE LORD MAYOR. To collect half a million of money for the

Indian Famine Relief Fund.
MARSHAL PRESIDENT MACMAHON. To avoid what TALLEYRAND

considered worse than crimes.

THE GOVERNORS OF CHRIST'S HOSPITAL. To move the Sehool into
the country.
HERR WAGNEB. To compose a new Opera, sparkling with

popular airs.

MR. RUSKIN. To cultivate a farm by spade-husbandry.
MR. THOMS. To find a genuine Centenarian.
THE COLORADO BEETLE. To cease to be a bugbear.
FOLKS AT FOLKSTONE. To mend their manners.
MANAGING MAMMAS. To pursue their

" Autumn Manoeuvres."
MR. PUNCH'S SPORTING FRIENDS "AND ADMIRERS. To despatch

hampers of Game (C. p.) to 85, Fleet Street.
ME. PUNCH. To keep his eyes and ears wide open.

A NATION THAT PATS.

BY no means let an odious comparison be suggested by a statistical

paragraph in the Times respecting
" ' CONSCIENCE MONEY.' The amount remitted to the Chancellor of

the Exchequer as ' Conscience Money
'

in the year ended March 81 was
14,823 4. 3d., and to the Postmaster-General in Ireland 12, making
14,835 4. 3d."

Of the Conscience Money remitted to the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, a fully proportionate amount perhaps came (from
Ireland. But suppose the sum received by the Irish Postmaster-
General to have been the sum total remitted. Then, of course, that
small sum is all that was due ; and 12 of Conscience Money was
the utmost of the arrears that had burdened Ireland's conscience.
The smaller of the above two sums, in comparison with the greater,

represents the comparative conscientiousness and punctuality of

Irishmen and Englishmen in paying their taxes; and let nobody
imagine for a moment that the ratio subsisting between the English
and Irish conscience is as 14,823 odd to 12.

" AKS CELARE ARTEM." The art shown in hiding the missing
Gainsborough.
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QUESTIONS FOR TRAVELLERS.
(In HtcitHrland.)

TAKING TICKHS.

SHALL we take a cir-

cular ticket carrying
us everywhere, over

everything, in all

sorts of conveyances ?

If we do, shall we
not find that the
route we have
selected is the very
one that omits the

places we most wish
to visit ?

Shall we not con-

sequently be haunted
with the regret that
wherever we may be

going, we would far
sooner go somewhere
elseP

If we branch off

our route (as settled

by circular ticket)
shall we ever branch
on to it again ?

Will the Conti-
nental Sradshato be
of the [least use to

us?
Shall we be able to

ask our way of the
hotel - keepers, and
will they not rather
send us on to their
friends in remote
districts than help
us in our difficulties P

What will become of our luggage if it is registered to one place
and we booked to another ?

Is it so very princely, foolish, and English, to travel by the fast
train which contains only first-class carnages ?

Are foreign bagmen so attractive that it is advisable to meet them
on the common ground of a second-class carriage ?

EH ROUTE.
Is it worth while to take a coupe lit t
Are English refreshment rooms so very inferior to foreign buffets f
Is it better to spend "ten minutes of arrest" in dealing with

a sandwich, or in attempting to get through a tough table d'hote
dinner ?

Is it better to be haughty or urbane with the officers of the
Customs P

Is it wiser to push your
"
bagages

"
forward, or should you hold

them back P

If you see an official with a headgear that looks like the forage-
cap of a Field-Marshal on half pay, may you, without offence,
tip him like a railway guard P

AMONQST THE MOUNTAINS.
After all, cannot the finest scenery be viewed better from the

lowliest valley than the loftiest mountain ?

After you attain fifteen stone can climbing be so very beneficial
to the health P

Had you not better wait until you have got advice upon the
subject from your doctor in London ?

Is it worth while to get up in the middle of the night to see the
sun rise ?

Can you not imagine the effect in bed ?
Is it worth residing a week amidst the clouds in a mountain hotel

when you can get very much the same enjoyment out of a November
in London ?

After all, is it not the most satisfactory way of
"
doing

" the Swiss
mountains to sit in a shop whilst your alpenstock is being branded
with the regulation

"
peaKs, passes, and glaciers

"
P

IK THE TOWNS.

Can you quite appreciate the change of air, with "
BASS'S Pale

Ale " and "
personally conducted" Tourists everywhere ?

Do you come to Switzerland to purchase the most largely adver-
tised

rf

English goods "?
After you have bought a few watches, a dozen musical boxes, and

a score or so of Swiss chalets, do you want any more ?

After awhile, do not intensely blue lakes, white peaks, dark pines,
monotonous wood-carvings, and artificial chamois horns grow a trifle

monotonous P

Is it an advantage to meet the SMITHS at Berne, the BB.OWNS at

Interlachen, the JONESES at Geneva, and the ROBINSONS at Lucerne ':

Even in your character of a Lover of the Beautiful, the Novel,
and the Picturesque, do you not find the hour devoted to the table

d'hote the pleasantest of the four-and-twenty ?

PACKING UP.

Do you not think that Luggage was invented by some patriot to

keep travellers at home ?

Is it altogether wise to leave the packing to your wife ?

Can this question be fairly considered after you have exhausted

your strength and patience in sitting upon the boxes, in the effort

to get them "to."
Did the Saints ever use strong language about luggage ? And would

they have been held excusable had they done so P

Is it not probable that under their vow of poverty was included
the obligation to travel without luggage P

Is it better to put your wife's things in first, or your own ?

After all, is it not the simplest mode to throw everything in and
then to jump on the lot P

Is it not wise to retire to rest and defer packing, under all

circumstances, till to-morrow morning ?

BY PRIVATE TELEPHONE.
(4 Dialogue of the Day-after-To-morrow.)

IKTBHLOCUTOHS.

ANGELINA (out of Town for the Season}.
EDWIN (in populous City pent).

Angelina. I 've read the last page of the latest Miss BRADDON,
I 've strummed the piano until I am tired ;

I 've sung to myself the last song you went mad on,
I 've done up my hair in the way you admired ;

And still it is raining, a down-pour quite steady,
The sky won't oblige with the feast bit of blue.
I 'in bored beyond bearing ; and so, my dear EDDY,
My thoughts and my telephone straight turn to you.

Edwin. En dernier restart, dear ?

Angelina. Now do not be spiteful ;

I 'm really too tired to be talked to like that.
Edwin. Well, the chance of a chat is supremely delightful.

Angelina. That 's very much nicer. Pray what are you at
In your den at this moment P

Edwin. Inquisitive darling !

How needless a question ! I 'm talking to you.
Angelina. Now don't be evasive ; and, if you get snarling,

I '11 shut up the tube, and go flirting.
Edwin. Pray do.

Is the flirtee. at hand P (Pausa langa.)

Angelina (timidly). Are you there, Mr. HATJOHTT ?

Edwin (coolly). O
yes! Was just off for a turn in the Park.

Angelina. No, don t ; and I promise I '11 not be so naughty.
Edwin. 'Tis 1 was a brute !

[Sounds of a somewhat inarticulately labial character are

conveyed through the instrument.

Angelina (after an interval). You were pleased to remark P

Edwin. That if some clever hand could contrive an invention

By which lipt might meet through
Angelina. You're very absurd.
Edwin. Yon think so P Assure you

' twas not my intention.
But there, it is much that your voice may be heard
In my den in the Temple, though yon are at Dover.
Now what would LEANDER have thought of this scheme ?

Angelina. Disdained it, of course. Ah ! that youth wai a lover.

Miss HERO most
lucky

!

[Wafts a telephonic sigh from Dorer to the Temple.
Edwin (fortissimo). Why Styx's own stream

Should not keep me from you, if

Angelina. Ah!/.' That 's a barrier
Far worse than the Channel to CAVILL or WEBB.

Edwin. Do you think 'tis from choice that in town I 'm a tarrier P

'Tis fate, and the burden of
" JINKS versus JEBB."

Angelina. Oh! is that what you 're doing ? Poor fellow!
Edwin. Your pity,

Conveyed through long leagues in mellifluous tones,
Brings balm to this prisoner pent in the City.

Angelina. The weather is clearing ; that handsome DK JONES
With his drag 's at the door. We are going out driving.

Edicin. That JONES is a

Angelina. Hush! Telephonic abuse
Is an insult to science.
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WET AND DRY.

Careful Wife. "Ans YOU VERY WET, DEAR?"
Ardent Angler (turning up his flask).

" No ; DRY AS A LIME-KILN HAVEN'T HAD A DROP THESE Two HOTTBS !

"

Edwin. He,'s always contriving
To be with you.

Angelina. _
Yes ; but it 's all of no use.

His whiskers are wonders, his piebalds are pretty,
He dines like a Crack of the Four-in-hand Club,
But still he is a well, what you said, though Miss ETTT
Esteems him a Crichton !

Edwin. Oh, yes ! there 's the rub.
These pets of God Plutus, who, like to the lilies

Toil not, their heads void as their coffers are crammed,
Have always the pull.

Angelina. Oh, you biggest of sillies !

If I thought that your sulks, Sir, were other than shammed

Edwin. WhatP
Angelina. Tootle nonsense in accents so tender.

But this is a telephone, Sir, not a flute.

Edwin. All sounds sent by you must be sweet like their sender.

Angelina. Now if you get maudlin I swear I '11 be mute.
Edwin. I shall come by express at 2.20 to-morrow.
Angelina. You will ? I 'm so glad. But be sure that you do.

And now I must dress for our drive to my sorrow.
Be sure all the time I '11 be thinking of you.

TEA AND COFFEE POTHOUSES.
IT is gratifying to the friend of Temperance, but also of Freedom
therefore the enemy of Restriction to note and applaud efforts

for the prevention and cure of dipsomania by voluntary means.
Amongst these may be commended ' ' Public-houses without Alcohol "

not that alcohol, pure and simple, is ever sold in any public-house,
but only alcohol and water, usually strong of the water. Say then,
perhaps, rather, Public-houses without Spirituous Liquors. Such
public-houses are bond fide coffee-houses, where bond fide travellers,
and others, can be served with tea and coffee, but nothing stronger.
At a Meeting held the other day in JOHN POTJNB'S Memorial

School-room at Portsmouth, in order to the establishment of that
sort of substitutes for ginshops and alehouses, Mr. COWPER TEMPLE
forward as usual in good and sensible works made, according to

a local paper, a speech
"
in favour of Workmen's Institutes and

Refreshment Rooms, expressing his opinion that this was just the

way to help the working classes to elevate themselves." "i es. To
elevate themselves not as they are helped by Mr. BUNG ; elevation
of spirits followed by depression moral and physical, amounting too

commonly to a degree of prostration as low as the gutter.

In connection with this subject it may be remarked that some of

the medical papers have been urging that, since there is no reason

why taverns should be exclusively devoted to the sale of intoxi-

cating drinks, their proprietors should undertake to sell milk. A
particularly good suggestion. Milk proper would probably have a

larger sale than at any rate milk punch among the working classes,
and might even be preferred by many of them to Cream of the

Valley. Whilst the public good requires that drunkards should be

kept away from the public-house, wherein they indulge in that

cream, and its congeners, to excess, the liberty of the subject
demands that public-houses shall not be shut in the faces of the sober

public. Milk, the produce of the dairy, and not in any measure of

the cow with the iron tail, is naturally just the very thing where-
with to wean topers from intoxicating liquors.

Trafalgar Square Improvement.

THERE is no accounting for tastes, and especially the taste which

contemplates a position in front of St. Stephen's as the fittest place
for Cleopatra's Needle. To that very peculiar taste, however, a

more suitable situation might surely have been expected to commend
itself in "

the finest site in Europe." Imagine the Egyptian mono-
lith set up alongside of the pillar which commemorates the Hero of

Trafalgar and the Nile. There would be congruity for you ; with
the additional advantage of a charming comparison between the

Obelisk of Cleopatra and Nelson's Column.
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fFUX DACTI

A SLIGHT MALONGTONGDEW."
Angelina.

" THERE ABB TO BE ILLUMINATIONS AND FIREWORKS, AND THEY'RE TO FINISH
DP WITH AN 'OUBRASHONO GENERAL." WHAT CAN THAT BB ?"

E<1win. "WILL, 'OMBRASSEB' MEANS TO 'Kiss ;' so I SUPPOSE IT MEANS A KIND OF A
SORT OF A GENERAL KtSSINO ALL BOUND."

Angelina.
" HORRID IDEA I I WON'T oo NEAR THE PLACE, AND I 'M SUBE YOU SHAN'T,

EDWIN I"

\0ur readers, who know French better than E. and A., are aware that embrasement, with

only one "
s," has a totally different meaning.

PAST AND PHESENT;
"/-, Ih-ti-actimi Mult Easy.

HERE 's to the Past ! 'Tig safe to praite
The ghosts of vanished glories,

To laud the lights of other days.
Old Whigs or ancient Tories ;

To vaunt the men of earlier times,
The bellet of other seasons.

The sweetness of forgotten rhymes,
The power of dead men's reasons.

Dead dames than ours were not more fair,
Nor buried heroes stronger.

But then they share this virtue rare

They stop the way no longer.
It nothing costs to feign regret
At glory's waning crescent,

And optimistically get

The Past against the Present.

But here 's a gtill astater plan
Pet dodge of the detractor :

Take the to-day of some great man
Wit, Statesman, Artist, Actor

Which, with a dolorous display
Of half indignant sorrow,

Compare with his bright yesterday
And ominous to-morrow.

" Alas !
"
you sigh, with tear in eye," That such a reputation

Should ruined be so recklessly,
And court humiliation !

"

And then you pull a solemn face,
And shake a boding noddle

At one who i his time's disgrace,
And was its pride and model.

To mourn the wit once wont to shine,
Now robbed of all its glitter ;

The eloquence, of old divine,
Now blatant, bald, and bitter :

That 's the sly game by which a name
Is blurred neath slander's haze,

Which once, you groan, was voiced by
Fame,

And theme, of all men's praises.

There never was a present time
When present praise.you granted ;

But snowy robes show up your slime,
And contrast 's all that 'g wanted.

Detraction knows no daintier toil,

No trick more safe and pleasant,
Than brightening Glory's past to spoil
The splendour of its present.

THE LATE ECLIPSE.

MB. PUNCH has received the following letter from a Correspon-
dent, who desires that it may be inserted. He cannot publish it,

however, without remarking that, judging from its contents, it may
possibly have been intended for the columns of one of his contem-
poraries.

To the Editor.

SIR, It is with great regret that I have delayed so long in

addressing this letter to you. as I feel that science will suffer

through the oversight. Immediately after the Eclipse I wrote out
a long telegram, which was duly despatched to the Post-office.

Will you believe it, Sir that it was returned, with the remark that
its meaning was unintelligible ? Lord JOHN MANNERS should see to

this. However, I have preserved my notes, which I now forward
to you. I may preface them by stating that, to be in good time, we
dined at six o'clock, and finished our coffee at eight precisely.

8'10. Looked out for the penumbra. Could not see it. The
moon seemed to be rather unsteady, and staggered about between
the chimney-pots.

8'20. The moon still unsteady. Penumbra nowhere. As the air
was chilly, we thought we had better take a little hot brandy-and-
water.

S'40. After our third glass we again looked at the moon. It was
very vague indeed in fact it was most difficult to define its shape.

The penumbra seemed to be dodging behind the trees. No amount
of whistling would make it show itself.

9. Fourth glass of brandy-and-water. Moon still vague.
9 '40. Shadows on the moons (there were two of them by this

time) were distinctly visible. The first moon seemed to be blue
with dark brown spots the second pink.

10. Stars all over the place, and six moons of various shapes.
10.30. Ninth glass of brandy-and-water. We were perfectly

charmed with the eclipse. The moons (now straw-coloured) danced
a quadrille for oar amusement. So far as we could make out, Venus,
Neptune, and Mars, were mixed up with the penumbra.

10.10. End of the eclipse. After we had taken our tenth glass of

brandy-and-water we could see nothing.
There, Sir, is my Diary. In its original form it wag less intel-

ligible, as it was written at moments of great excitement. However,
I nave touched it up and yet preserved its original air of truthful-
ness. I cannot conclude my letter without declaring the late total

eclipse to be one of the most extraordinary things I have ever seen
in my life. Yours obediently,

ONE WHO ADMIRES'ASTBONOSY.
The Hermit's Retreat, Coniac, France.

THE BIGHT MAN IN THE BIOHT PLACB.

APPOINT a Smith our Admiralty-Chief ?

Why not seeing iron-clads oft come to grief ?
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BARS TO WEDLOCK.
XCELLENT ME. PUNCH,

I AM a young
man, and I am a

younger son : and liv-

ing chiefly on my
wits, I enjoy, it must
be owned, a somewhat
modest income. Small
as it is, however, I

sigh for some fair one
to share it ; but, alas !

I sadly fear my sigh-

ing is in vain, while
mutton chops,are sold

at fourteen pence a

pound, and house-
rents are so high that
I am forced to live in

lodgings.

Besides, young La-
dies now-a-days are
nurtured in such
luxury that a dinner
and a drawing-room
are their least of vital

necessaries. Half the

girls I know could
not exist without a

carriage ; and their

life would be a misery
if they married with-
out the prospect of a

lady's-maid, a lap-
dog, and a mansion in

Belgravia. Consider,
too, the wondrous rai-

ment they now wear, and the wondrous sums their loving fathers

have [to pay for it. I doubt if my whole income would find my
wife in pin-money, and I would wager that my year's expenses in

cigars would be enormously exceeded by the cost of her new bonnets.

How dear a wife must be to the adorer of her charms may readily
be guessed by glancing at the fashion-books. Not merely her cos-

tumes, but her jewels and gimcrackery, seem daily to increase in

value and variety. For instance, see this notice of a chatelaine

made lately for a Swelless of the Period, from whose "silver belt

there dangle a full dozen of fine nicknacks such as these :

"
Scent-bottle, memorandum-book, card-case, manifold knife with instru-

ments, dog-whistle, silver flask and cup, dressing-comb, mirror with, locket,

elegant purse, small telescope, glove-loop, pedometer, chased silver revolver,

cartridge-case, and egg-shaped box containing powder and puff."

If a LadyHwants to make a little noise in the world, she cannot
well do better than decorate herself with such a portable museum.
What a cheerful companion she would be in a sick room, with all

her toys and gimcracks jingle-jangling about her ! With gongs in

her fingers and :bells on her toes, she would hardly make more
music when moving in society.
Some of the things catalogued are'rather masculine than feminine

in their general utility, and Ladies carrying such weapons as a
knife and a revolver might be suitably provided also with a cork-
screw and cigar-case. I am not by nature nervous, or of a timid

temperament, or I might tremble at the notion of marrying a

person with a pistol at her belt, and formidably armed besides with
a powder-box and (puff) ball. But I own I should be frightened at
the prospect of maintaining a wife begirt with scent-bottles, and
drinking-cups, and nioknacks in' chased silver, .all betokening
luxurious and listless ways of life. Better to live simple and in
solitude and in Spartan-like" simplicity (with now and then a cosy
little dinner at one's Club) than run the risk of being dragged by
your wife's chatelaine, and her costliness concomitant, into the
clutches of the Jews, and the whitewash of the Court.
In this belief believe me yours most fixedly,

Greek Street, Friday. EPAMINONDAS BROWN.

A Doubtful Gain.

MINE hosts of the Sehweizerhofs at Lucerne, Schafihausen, and
Zurich] have agreed to strike out bougies as well as service in the
bill,

"
merely making a small addition to the charge for logement."

It will be the first
"
small addition" we ever heard of in any of these

excellent establishments, where, in our travelling tours, the bills had
a way of taking to themselves wings and soaring up to heights of

compound addition, to which our sweating purse toiled after them

MANUALE DEL VIAGGIA.TORE.
REVISED EDITION.

(Specially designed for the Use of the British Tourist in Italy.)

ON GETTING UP.

You have called me very early.
It cannot be more than half-past two in the morning.

Why cannot I have some shaving-water ?

Is that a Brigadier sitting on the dressing-table ?

He has taken my purse.
He has also taken my hair-brush, my false collars, my penknife,

my Bradshaw, my dress-boots, my.sticking-plaster, and my cheque-
book.

It is very cold.

I would rather not go out into the street with the Brigadier.
Where is my hat 'i

ON A COUNTS? ROAD.

These stones are very hard.
I have on my thin slippers.
The Brigadier has on his stout top-boots.
This road must be seventeen miles long.
Where is a four-wheeler ?

Here is a thunderstorm.
The Brigadier has the umbrella.
I would rather have the umbrella than the handcuffs.

AT BBEAKFAST-TIME.

We have walked thirty-two miles since sun-rise.

I should like some breakfast.

This hotel has windows like Newgate.
Show me to the salle-d-manger.
Is not this the coal-cellar ?

I should like good coffee, hot rolls, fresh butter, fried fish, ham
and eggs, cold meat, pigeon-pie, and muffins.

Why is the Brigadier laughing ?

There is a water-rat in the corner.

Here is the dry bread and cracked pitcher.
The Brigadier is fond of practical joking.

ON GOING TO BED.

Can I not have a four-poster and a warming-pan ?

They will give me neither a pillow, nor a feather-bed, nor a mat-
tress, nor a counterpane, nor a hammock, nor a wash-hand-stand,
nor an easy-chair, nor a foot-stool, nor a boot-jack, nor a ther-

mometer, nor an explanation !

Here is my rheumatism.
Where is a night-light ?

This place is full of spiders, and earwigs, and beetles, and lizards,
and blue bottles, and scorpions.

I cannot sleep comfortably on the floor of the coal-cellar.

BEFOEE A MAGISTRATE.

The Gaoler is as incorrigible as the Brigadier.
The Prisoners' Dock is most uncomfortable.
I would rather receive back my purse, my hair-brush, my false

collars, my penknife, my Bradshaw, my dress-boots, my sticking-

plaster, and my cheque-book, than return again to the coal-cellar.

Italian.Tourists in England do not walk on the treadmill at Bow
Street.

The Magistrate is blundering dreadfully.
I would rather write a letter to the Times than trust to the blun-

dering Magistrate.
Who is to reimburse me for this outrage ?

Which is the way to the English Consul ?

Here is the Brigadier with the thumbscrew.
Is nobody going to assist a Traveller in distress ?

Will no one take off these handcuffs ?

Where is the British Lion ?

Deadly-Lively.

THE Liverpool Daily Post is an English newspaper ; but it

contains, mutatis mutandis, the following advertisement :

PATRICK
M'GARRY, DECEASED. TO PRINTERS. IF

PATRICK M'GAURY, who some short time since left Leicester, and, it is

believed, came to Dublin or Liverpool, will communicate with the undersigned,
he will hear of something to his advantage.

PAT and TIM, St. Andrew Street, Dublin.

Save for the nationality of the advertisers, as deducible from their

address, they might be imagined to be believers in spirit-rapping.
But the citation of a dead man to communicate with the living is no
evidence at all at all that an insane superstition has extended its

stultifying influence over the minds of Irishmen.
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ton, plod ! on we jog !

Here a boulder, there a bog !

Pit, pat, on the ling

Carpet fit for Court or King :

Squish, squash, in a hag
T Knee-deep, wet through ev'ry

rag:

Flip, flop through the brake-
Sun our Daeks will surely bake !

Scrunch, scrauneh, over shale

Big stones flying down the dale :

Slip, slap down we fall

From a boulder like a wall :

Crick, crack there we go !

Something 's given way I know !

Piff, puff! winded, quite!
Here s a shady ghyl in right.

Jump, bump down we sit.

Let us stop and rest a bit !

A WARNING TO THE PUBLIC.

(From the Riding Representative to the Editor, for himself and hit partner
fig ; a most important statement.)

SIB,
SILENCE gives consent ; so, as I do not consent, I cannot hold my tongue.

"
Break, break, my heart, for I won't hold mytongue," as that vacillating young

man Hamlet would have said if the Divine WILLIAMS had given him the pluck
of a Bumble Bee. Sir, in the Daily Telegraph for September 6th, I R* in a

letter from an estimable Correspondent, writing from ESKI-DJUXA (I don't believe

in the place a bit for don't I know every step of the country ? Have I left a stone

of the road unturned? No and I do not &nH Eski-djuma on my map, though
there is "Wickski-diuma and Mountin-djuma but no matter perhaps tlie names
have been changed for the worse since I left) in Bulgaria, the following para-
graph :

" Outside the khan to which I hare already alluded I noticed a wonderful daub, put
there with the view ofornamenting the wall. From the subject, the artist muit have been
a Bulgarian, and as it was very characteristic, I take leave to describe it. First of all was a
gigantic building in bright blue, supposed to be a tank home ; next was a blue locomotive ;

then one carriage of the same hue, and after it n yellow one ; on each of these a yellow lion

was perched in what seemed to me a most uncomfortable position. Looking out of the
windows of the carriages were to be seen some very curious animals, who were gazing at

a Turkish officer who, hanging by his neck to the branch of a tree with red leaves and blue

trunk, had as executioner a Bulgar, who stood underneath in ecstacies at the fate of the
Moslem. Alongside the Bulgar teas a pig, alto blue, laughing gleefully at the expiring
Turk. I should add that the Bulgar had one arm round the trunk of the tree, while with
the other he was seemingly beckoning to more Bulgars to

' come on ' and sec the fun."

Observe, Sir, the details ; one of fwhich, about the Pig, I have italicised ;

for it is this Porcits Rtdens that is the very sipn manual and warrant of my
picture. For that this is my picture, only shamefully altered, I will swear before

any three Magistrates in any three of the best shires of England. I painted it,

Sir, with a view, i.e., I painted the view with the prospect, or the prnspeet with
the view, (whichever you like, man jiefit rli'-r!) of exhibiting it at Hawarden,

and making a pretty good hatful. But of course I had
not painted a Turk hanging and a Vulgarian laughing ;

no, it was rice vend.

But, to my tale. One evening, when crossing the track-

less desert (a very difficult job after dinner, with the snow

twenty feet deep at every step), I suddenly missed the

picture which 1 had been carrying under my arm. I

searched every hole and corner. I charged the Pig with

having taken it to his Uncle's (Song "3/y Uncle's in the

Snow:" homely ballad for Christmas time), and popped
it as one of his "pignora cara," or

" dear pledges ; but
HEIIR GKUNTZ swore by the tomb of his grandmother,
and by his own honourable character as having come of

;i littt-ry stock, that such an idea had never for one
second entered into his Hog's head. I believed him then ;

but note alas! my confidence in him is shaken. I found
him rolling on the floor, and regularly splitting

his sides

of bacon over the above paragraph in the D. 2. In fact,

had I not been acquainted with his abstemious habits, I

should have thought him under the influence of 1>. T.

But, no, he was as sober as a judge it would be invidious

to say which judge, so I leave the particular example to

the imagination of your readers. Sternly, I took the

paper from under his snout.

Then I read the description.

No, Sir, the artist was not a Bulgarian ; 'twas I ! Alone
I did it ! But who stole the pigture ? And who substi-

tuted a Turkish Officer for my hanging Bulgarian gentle-

man, and turned my unhung Turk in ecstacies, into a

Bulgarian f JUutato nomine fabula narratut 1). T.

How could I have shown this at Hawarden
'

Let the

Correspondent explain. Let him send me the picture,

carriage paid, and I will undertake, at my own expense,
to wash off the overdaub, and discover, below, the

original beauties of the Old Master, as the affectionate

Pig now calls me. I had intended to style this work of

art, "The Hanging Committee," and may do so still.

The Pig laughing is a wonderful likeness, only I didn't

paint him "blue ;

"
the thief who stole him is guilty of this

vandalism, this atrocitiest atrocity. Every one knows the

Blue Boar as an old English ale-house sign. Is this a clue

to the identity of the thief ? Now mark, Sir, how; very
nearly the truth came out. Here is the conclusion of

this most estimable Correspondent's account, the italics

being mine, and merely lent for the occasion :

" Now this was a {direct insult to the Turks, especially as the

Pig in their eye* is very unclean, and I said as much to an old

Bulgar, who seemed to be watching me very anxiously, upon
which he said the man hanging on the tree was not a Turk,
and tried to turn the conversation. If some Turkuh zaplieh
or soldier with an artistic eye were to pass by the khan, the

ancient Bulgar would probably feel rather sore next day."

Who was .he Bulgar old man who was "watching so

anxiously '(
" Is there not guilt in his anxiety ? How

did he know the hanging man was not a Turk ; Of course
in the original, in my design, he was not a Turk, and the.

old man knew it. Just send that .Bulgar old man over

here, and I '11 show him what it is to have an eye for
colour. I '11 colour it for him, the Bulgar old dog !

However, I only write to warn the public in case Mr.
I 1 A KM - M should turn up with it, at the Egyptian Hall, in

the course of next month, and advertise The Missing
Picture."

I remain-Sir, yours most Picturesquely,
THE AUTHOR OF " TBE HIDE 10 KHIVA."

"De MortuU," &c.

Times quotes M. Vr.niLLOT on THIKHS in the Uni-

vers, as follows :

" He is a celebrity for the moment ; he was busier than any-

body, but about nothing, bringing down everything to hi own
level. This is a poor way of filling a coffin. He had not time

to know himself; God did not leave him time to die. Now sec

him, perhaps, among those who wish they had never lived."

A delicate suggestion of a possibility. No one can

say that M. VEOTLLOT presumes to judge. See the differ-

ence between a reticent Ultramontane and an outspoken
Ranter.

TOOTH AND TA1T.

MK. TOOTH wishes to hear the living voice of the

English Church. Hasn't lir a ?'.'/,> I'arlante f

TOL.
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THE LITTLE REMINDER"; OR A STOP-WATCH ON THE PORTE.

A FEW DAYS IN A COUNTRY-HOUSE.
The Dinner Party at Soodels Aristocratic Anecdotes Trump

Cards The Blusher The Game Played Out A New Topic
The Grampus.
THE dinner progresses.' Mrs. BTTDDEBMEK regales 'BOODELS with

tales of the aristocracy. I am able to catch a few words here and
there. She has, I notice, the art of ascertaining, first of all.Iwhether
her listener knows anything at all about the subject on which she
wishes to talk, and then the amount of her information and gracious
confidences is in inverse proportion to the extent of the other's

knowledge.
When Mrs. BUDDERMER 'is perfectly sure that her audience is

utterly unacquaintedwith the people and the style of life that form
the staple of her conversation, then their ignorance is her bliss, and
she pretends to assume that they do know as much as she does
(which is probably true), so as to secure their interest, and their vote
afterwards, when she is absent.

"We couldn't," she imparts in confidence to BOODELS, "we
couldn't, you know, go to Lady MOUNTGABBET'S this season dear

old thing ! You know how eccentric she is."

BOODELS bows affirmatively, though I am convinced he is as pro-

foundly ignorant of who or what the lady in question is. as I am
myself, or, perhaps, as Mrs. BUDDEBMEB is, who is perfectly happy
to receive her information about the aristocracy, at fourth hand,
from dapper little Captain HANGEBOJT, who frequently favours them
with his company at dinner, and from old Lady TATTEL, who dines

out on her title every night of her life, and whose anecdotes of high

Society are the delight and glory of the B(TDDEEMERS' select circle

at Bayswater." She has," continues Mrs. BUDDEBMER, still speaking of Lady
MouNTfiABRET, inclining herself slightlytowards BOODELS to impress
him with the notion that this is for his ear alone, "she has such

very odd people about her now, you know, ever since poor Lord DTTM-

MELIN made that fearful faux pas, which everyone was talking
about the whole season. weren't you dreadfully astonished when

you heard of it f
" she asks BOODELS.
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THE HOPE OF THE FAMILY.

Adjutant (Bachelor). "Now, McALisTER, YOU KNOW AS WELL AS I DO THAT
SOLDIERS ARK NOT TO CARRY BUNDLES IN THE STREETS!"

BOODBLS doesn't like to admit, point blank, that he is so utterly out of the
world as not even to have heard a whisper of what "

everyone has been talking
about the whole season." So he replies, with some diffidence

"The fact is, Mrs. BUDDERMER, I live so much in the country that I am
not in the way of hearing all these scandals." Here he thinks, he has shown
sufficient humility, and accordingly retrieves his character by adding,

" But I

recollect having heard tomething about the affair yon mention."
If BOODELS means that he recollects having./*< this minute heard of it, for

the first time, from Mrs. BUDDERMER, he has given us what might be termed
a colourable imitation of the truth ; but if he intends to convey the idea that he
had been, at some time or other during the season, informed of all the details
of the lamentable scandal in question, it is, to say the least of it, a suggestio
falri for the sake* of humouring Mrs. BCDDERM Kit, keeping up his own reputa-
tion

"
as a man who could go into the best society in the land if he would only

take the trouble to step out, and also with a view to assisting the conversation." I don't know what Society 's coming to, I 'm sure !
" exclaims Mrs. BUD-

DKRMKR, throwing up her eyes and wringing her hands in elegant despair,
"
as

dear old TATT Lady TATTEL you know " BOODELS bows and nods, and steals
a glance at his guests as much as to say,

"
Yes, yes, Lady TATTKL. old TATT of

course. I know what she 's talking about bless you, I 'm acquainted with all

these swells, only I don't mention 'em before such fellows as you and MILBURD."
"
Well," continues Mrs. BUDDERHER,

" dear old TATT who was dining with us
the other day, when that naughty old man who knows everything he shouldn't
Lord BAXTAYRES. you know, I mean him, of course, everybody knows dear

old I'AX Y, as we call him." BOODELS nods affirmatively, and Mrs. BITDDERMER
proceeds with her account of some terrific scandal, in which the highest per-
sonages in the kingdom are implicated. We listen, we all listen, we can't help
it, breathlessly. Even MILBURD is awed. Then, strange to say, everyone
gradually joins in the conversation with an anecdote of some person of quality,
with whom he (the speaker) is on the most familiar terms, and of whom, up to
this moment, when the opportunity for producing him as though he were a
trump card only to be played at a right moment has arrived, he has been
totally oblivious.

BUDDEBM EH the Bald plays into his wife's hands by pretending to deprecate
her mentioning what he hints she had heard only in confidence, whereupon
Mrs. BUDDERMER retorts that surely they are note among friends who probably
have heard most of the details (of whatever scandal they may be talking about
at the moment), and she protests she thinks it better to state the facts, than to

allow a false impression to get abroad. BUDDERMBR
shrugs his shoulders, elevates his eyebrows, and gravely
strokes his beard, in the character of a Philosopher who,
like a Stylites on a pillar, could afford to look down
on these mundane absurdities and give them their

proper value.
Miss BUDDERUER becomes more and more nervous.

In trying to keep up an under-current of conversation,
so as to avoid the aristocratic whirlpool into which
everyone is being drawn, I ask her.

"
I suppose you 've

been engaged every night during the season '(

" whereat
she blushes so deeply, that it quite pains me, and I feel

hound to explain that what I meant was,
" Have you

been out to parties every night '?'' To which she re-

plies, simperingly,
" Yes." Then with her profile

towards me she regards me
timidly

out of one eye,
(this .is a wonderful movement of hers, and suggests
a mixture of shyness and slyness), and with a little

nervous titter asks,
" Are you fond of dancing ?

" Then
she looks away from me as if she M said something, oh
so bold and so dreadful, that once more I am quite

pained, and I wait for her profile to come round to me
again in order to give this one-sided view of her my
reply. For a second she raises her glasses, looks at

everybody comprehensively, but wonderingly, as if as-

tonished to find them all still there since she last looked
for them, and then as if startled by my cough, by which
I had intended to attract her attention, she drops the

glasses as though she 'd been shot (she is perpetually
acting the suddenly stricken deer), and the simpering
profile is again timidly listening to'my reply, which,
as my lips for this especial conversational purpose only,
are for falsehood framed, is to the effect "that I 'm
very fond of dancing ; but it depends on my partner."
Whereat she blushes so nervously and looks so

abashed, that a casual observer would swear I had just

proposed to her. MIUICRD, from the opposite side,
breaks off in the middle of the general conversation
about the Aristocracy to say to me,

" Oh ! you sly
dog ! I 'm looking at you ! which makes me blush
in my turn, and brings us (my partner .and myself) into

the stream of conversation for safety.

By this time the game of the Aristocratic Anecdote has

progressed wonderfully ; every one is doing his best to

score. BOODELS has played a Baronet, which has been

trumped by a Literary Lord produced by HAMLDJ
MUMLEY the Poet. POGMORE then led a Roman Prince
of great musical reputation who had once dined with

him, and who knew the whole truth about what had
happened at the celebrated gambling club in the Harz
Mountains when LADY EMMA, came to grief, "The
origin," puts in MILBURD. "of the new slang about
' Woe. KM M A !

'

(But MILBURD is passed over as

though he. had not spoken, and he has to content him-
self with winking at me and laughing ; but I owe him
one, and pretend not to notice him, as though he had
said something too vulgar to be .tolerated for a mo-
ment. As a rule, it is dangerous to trifle with MILBURD,
as you never know how he will retort, but now it can
be done with safety, as I am with a respectable ma-
jority.) And when POOMORE has finished .this marvel-
lous story in which Royal personages from all countries

figure, there is a short pause for breath, and I with some
diffidence play a Duke whom I had once met quite plea-

santly ana agreeably at somebody's Club one evening,
and who wouldn't snake hands with me when I came
across him again in the Lobby of the Opera, and I had
to explain to him who I was, and why I wanted to

shake hands with him. I then mentally swore a terrible

oath that I would never speak to a Duke again unless
a Duke first spoke to me. However he is conversationally
useful now, and, so to speak, I lug in the Duke by the
heels. I play my trump thus :

"I remember having heard something about what
you 've just told us," this to POOMORE, who is pleased
at any corroboration,

" from the Duke of DULWICH, with
whom I was supping" I choose "supping" as sug-
gestive of the snug and familiar terms I would have
them suppose me to be on with his Grace "

the other

evening. The Duke he's a capital fellow, old DUL-
WICH, you know

"
I say, addressing myself directly

to

BOODELS, whom I at once implicate in the swindle ;"
you met him with me at Boulogne, and we all went to

the fair together, and did the roundabouts." BOODELS
mutters something vaguely in the affirmative, and forth-
with plays into my hands as an accomplice.
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"Well," says MILBURD, loudly, when the audience is gradually

recovering itself after this douche of Duke,
"
Well, I don't think,"

he is speaking in a serious tone, most unusual with him,
"
you 're

risht at least, not from what the Duke said to me." I look up.

What does he mean? Does he know the Duke really? "He
always says what he really means to me," continues MILBUHD, "as
I 've known him for years. His son, EABLSWOOD, was at Eton with
me. And whenever 1 have a spare week in September, I run down
to Colney Castle for the shooting. It 's the jolliest house to stay
at anywhere except, perhaps, Sandringham."
No, no! this is going too far. The BUDDERMEHS are gasping.

Old BUDDERMER is staring reverentially at MILBUKD, as though he

were meditating going down on his knees and worshipping him.

BOODELS is taken aback, though, in consequence of what Mrs. BUD-
DERMER has said before dinner about having met MILBURD at Lord

BRIKFIELD'S, he is not absolutely incredulous. MuMLEYis bothered,
and POGMORE would rather believe than not. I won't. I say,

boldly,
" Ymt 've not been to Sandringham."

Which seems to shock everybody, specially, to my astonishment,

BOODELS, who asks 'severely, "Why not?" adding, "If MILBURD
knows the Prince, he would be compelled, to^accept his invitation.

Besides, I recollect some years ago
" and here comes out the real

secret of BOODEIS backing up MILBTTRD. He has a romantic, but an
old story, (which I have never believed, and which I am convinced,
he invented), abont his meeting the QUEEN somewhere in,the Home
Park by accident, about his being introduced to the Princess MABY
of Cambridge, about his requesting them to take their pick out of a

pottle of strawberries, which he was eating all by himself under a

tree, and how they laughed, and how he laughed, and how they in-

vited him to the Castle, and how some of the Royal children had
subsequently recognised him, merely from her Gracious Majesty's
description, and how they had nodded to him out of a private box,
and so forth, which being quite the trump card, wins the game,
finishes it, and nous revenons a nos moutons, though the mutton
having vanished, we are now at the chickens.

We all feel that our powers of invention and faculties of credulity
have been exposed for the last half hour to too severe a strain.

"By one consent," as the Old Hundredth has it, we drop the con-

versation, and HAMLIN MOTLEY seeing that there is a chance for

him to air his opinions on English Poets, leads up to what he him-
self is going to say, by artfully asking BUDDEEMEK the Bald if he
has read SWINBURNE'S new prose book ?

HAMLIN MUMLEY the Poet little knows the man whom he has

singled out as fittest to hold the stirrup for him (MuMLEY) to mount
his Pegasus.
Miss BUDDEBMEB, blushing and all profile, says aside to me," Mr. M0MLEY has just given Papa what he likes to talk about."
I am all attention.

BUDDERMER the Bald pulls himself together, clears his throat,
arranges his napkin, strokes his beard, and commences.
"
SWINBURNE, as a writer of prose

"

Here the Butler begs pardon, and sets before him a couple of

chickens to carve. BUDDERMER nods at the chickens, and recom-
mences :

"SWINBURNE, as a writer of prose, is perhaps as perfect a
master "

Here he suddenly starts and dashes his right hand upwards
towards his bald head, as if about to brush off an irritating fly. It
isn't a fly, however, that has disturbed him, but the hireling waiter
who has a grampus-like habit of breathing heavily on you through
his nose, which must be peculiarly refreshing on the top of Bun-
DERMEH'S head.
" SWINBURNE is, I was saying, as perfect a master "
" 'Ock or champagne, Sir ?

"
inquires the hireling Grampus confi-

dentially in his ear, as if this inquiry must be entirely between
themselves and go no further.

"
"Ock," replies BUDDEBMEK, unconsciously imitating the un-

educated Grampus ; then correcting himself, he substitutes
" No

;

champagne please." Then, as the Waiter pours out the wine, he

resumes,
" a perfect master of the English Eh, what is it ?

"

This, rather irritably, to the Butler, who is at bis left elbow.
" Mrs. BUDDEHMBR will trouble you, Sir."

From BTJDDERMER'S face; at this moment you can gather that
Mrs. BUDDERMER does trouble him considerably. He wrinkles his

forehead, unwrinkles it, then takes up the carving knife and fork,
and just as MUMLEY thinks he sees a chance for what he is burning
to say, BUDDEEMEK takes up the thread of his discourse while

commencing.to carve the chickens.

HOW TO SPEND A HAPPY DAY.

(At Ramstone, Folkesgate, and Eltewhere.)

Eight o'clock. Wake early, with the shout of
"
shr-r-rimps

"
in

your ears.

Nine. Be regaled with the music (?) of a German band attempt-
ing to get through the overture to Zampa with a clarinet, a cornet,
and a trombone, all more or less beginners.

Ten. Breakfast. Weak tea, stale eggs, and sea-salt bacon.
Eleven. Off to the-sands for a bathe. Machine full of sand, sea

dirty, and towels wet.
Twelve. All the fun of the fair. Donkey-drivers, "comic"

songs, and general vulgarity.
One. Lunch. Sawdust sandwich and lodging-house sherry.
Two. Rain. The only books in the house, Bradshaio and the

second volume of Only a Daisy, by the authoress of A Crushed
Heart.

Three. More rain, with a dash of thunder and lightning.

Four. Fine weather. Walk on the Pier in company with 'AEEY,
'ENERY, 'UGH, and 'UMPHEEY.

Five. Arrival of the Steamboat. 'ABRY, 'ENERY, 'Uon, and
'UMPHBEY particularly facetious.

Six. Dinner. Feeble soup, cold fish, and underdone mutton.
Seven. Amusements of the evening. Town band dreadfully

noisy and awfully out of tune. The elite of Clapham and Lower
Tooting promenading on the Esplanade. 'AERY, 'ENEKT, 'Uon, and
'UMPHREY smoking and laughing in close proximity.

Eight. The pleasantest hour of the whole day devoted to taking
the train for the Metropolis and returning to London.

NATURALISTS AND NOODLES.
IP the "bug that fear'd us all" some of us, perhaps, rather

overmuch the
"
potato-bug," does not get imported, to the destruc-

tion of our "
Irish wall-fruit," it will not be for want of fools. We

are now in the dead ^season ; but there is no reason to doubt the

following scrap of news respecting live

" COLORADO BEETLES. Yesterday morning a letter containing about a

score of Colorado Beetles was found in the mail-bags at the Edinburgh
General Post-Office. The beetles were put into a bottle of spirits of wine,
and sent to the authorities in London."

The voracity of the Colorado Beetle may have been exaggerated.
Our climate and soil may kill it. Perhaps the rooks will eat up its

larva;. But it can hardly fail to be introduced into our potato-
fields and garden-beds by the

agency_
of an ass, or asses, such as the

one whose donkeyhood is exemplified in the foregoing note. If

living Colorado Beetles continue to be sent about by simpletons, and
one of them does not sooner or later escape, it will be a miracle.

People who not only keep them to study, but post them to others,

mostly of their own class, may call themselves naturalists, but
common sense calls them "naturals."

Fortunately the vermin, in the above instance, fell into wiser

hands than those of the captors by whom, a few days previously, a

potato-bug, taken alive in similar circumstances, was consigned in

that condition to the Privy Council. Spirits of wine are the sort of

surroundings in which alone Colorado Beetles should be preserved.

Keep them in spirits, and as to fear for your potatoes on their

account, keep up your own. Those conditions may be hard lines

for the Doryphora decemlineata, but they will prevent the grub of

that pestilent insect from playing Old Gooseberry with the potatoes.

A RECOMMENDATION. The Ritualists' Mission Sub-mission.
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SEA-SIDE VIEWS.
OK Jotrts (in love)
The most heavenly
place 1 ever wag in

The sun is warmer,
the sky bluer, tin

sea the calmest j

ever knew. Joy
sparkles on every

pebble ; Art spreads
its welcome arms
through every spray
of seaweed. True
happiness encircles

me on every breeze,
and Beauty is by
my side.

Old Jones. Beast-

ly slow. All sea and

sky, and ugly round
stones. You can't
bask in the son be-
cause there is none

it's always rain-

ing and because
the Hints worryyour

back. Confound the children, scraping up the wet sand and
smelling seaweeds ! It must be time for them to go to bed or to
lessons or something. Wherever you sit there is sure to be a
draught, and such heaps of old women you can't put your legs up
on the seat. Hang it all, there isn't a young girl in the place, let
alone pretty ones.

Young Brown (waitingfur a Commitrion). Awfully dull. Quite
too excessively detestable. Not a fellow to talk to, you know, who
knows anything about the Leger, or draw-poker, or modern educa-
tion, you know. Can't get introduced to Lady TOM PEEPER.
Nobody to do it. Wish my moustache would curl. Pull it all day,
you know, but it won't come. Lady TOM smiled, on the Parade
to-day. Got very red. but I shall smile too to-morrow. A man
must do something in this dreadful place.
Major Brown (Heavies). Not half bad kind of diggings. Quite

in clover. Found LTDIA here I mean Lady TOM PEEPER. Horribly
satirical woman, though. Keeps one up to the mark. I shall have
to read up to keep pace with her. 1 shouldn't like to be chaffed by
her. Better friend than enemy. Poor TOM PEEPER ! he must have
a bad time of it ! Can't say

" Bo "
to a gosling. And she knows it.

That 's why he never comes down here. Coast clear. Fancy she 's

rather sweet on me. By Jove! wehadaforty-mile-an-hour-express
flirtation before her marriage! Must take care what I'm about
now. Mustn't have a collision with TOM good old man, after
all, if he is a fool. Take this note round, CHARLES, to the same
place.
Mrs. Robinson (Materfamilias). Scarcely room to swing a cot, for

baby. Thank goodness, all the children are on the beach. I hopeMART ANN won't let out to the other nurses that TOTTT had the
scarlet fever. He 's quite well now, poor little man, and no one
will be any the worse for it. Horrid ! of course. No, it is not a
Colorado Beetle, ROBINSON. They infest the curtains ; we did not
bring them with us in our trunks. Do go out and buy some insect-
powder, instead of looking stupid behind that nasty cigar. Oh, and
Ret some soap and some tooth-powder, and order Baby's tonic, and
JANE'S iron mind, sesqiii-sulphate of iron (I suppose I must find
the prescription), and a box of what 's that stuff for sore throats ?
And do hire a perambulator with a hood. And we have no dessert
for to-morrow yon know, or yon ought to know, it's Sunday,
borne Iruit, and what you like. Oh ! and don't forget some biscuits
for the dog. What has become of Tiny? Tiny! Tiny! I know
he did not go with the children. I daresay he has eaten something
horrid, and is dying under a chair. Dear ! dear I who would be
mother of a family with such a careless, thoughtless, quite too
utterly selfish husband as you are. Of course you never remembered
to-dav was my birthday. I ought never to have been born. A
bracelet or a pair of ear-rings or, by the way, I saw a lovely
chatelaine on the Parade. You might find enough to give me one
pleasure since our wedding.

Robinson (Paterfamilias). I like the sea-side, I do. When will it
be over ?

Quip and Compliment.
ADDRESSING the late Conservative Meeting at Manchester, Mr.

ALI.HKNON KCJKKTON, M.P., Secretary to the Admiralty, said of the

Government, that
"
They had been taunted with haying a '

policy of sewage,' but the fact

was there was nothing more important than a policy which paid attention to

unitary matters."

But who taunted them, if not some Members of their own Party ''.

A policy of sewage necessitates an extensive employment of scaven-

gers. Therefore it is eminently a Liberal policy. At continual war
with vested interests in dirt, a policy of sewage intends especially
to effect a Sweeping Reform.

" MOVING ON."

( Vy the Undecided Traveller.)

THE Question before me is
" Where shall I go ?

"

And it causes me much agitation,
As to which plan is

"
meilleur, and what "fomtne ilfaut."

Let me glance at the whole situation.

I 've a great mind to Have I '< I would that I had !

Why, I haven't the faintest of notion !

If I could but decide oh, I should just be glad !

Shall I travel by land, or by ocean f

I think I should like but I 'm sure I don't know
If I should. Nil

;
I'm sure that I shouldn't.

But, I might, after all, if I met So-and-so.
Still I don't think he could. No ; he couldn't :

By the way, what 's to-day F It 's the third no ! the fourth !

Will that give me the time that I reckoned
'

I could go by the South or, why not by the North ''

Ah ! I ought to have gone on the second !

Yet, it doesn't much matter. The air here is good,
And they give us most excellent diet ;

And to map out my journey I 'm not in the mood ;

So, I think, I will simply keep quiet.

And I won't pack my things. I '11 remain where I am.
As to leaving, I needn't give warning.

All fancies for moving, begone as ye came !

After all I could go in the morning! !

TOMNODDIES' TREASURES.

INSTANCING the large prices given for cancelled stamps, rare in

the market, the Times printed a paragraph headed "
Fools and their

Money." A member of the firm of Messrs. PALMER & Co., of Adelphi
House, writes in reply to the leading journal a letter wherein he
says

"That they did give extravagant prices we are ready to allow, and so did
we on purchasing the valuable collection you noticed for 800, but we hope
you will not on that account class us as ' fools ;,' for, after all, we only collect

stamps as others collect old china and out-of-the-way specimens of antiquity."

If these gentlemen simply did that, they would be even as those
others who throw away their money. But they explain themselves :

"
It may be a mania, and perhaps is, but were you to look over the collec-

tion we hare just purchased to break up for sale, I almott think you would

pardon the mania from the interest you would feel in the right of it."

Buying rubbishy stamps to keep is one thing ; breaking them up
for sale quite another. The results of that proceeding will no doubt
demonstrate that Messrs. PALMER indeed are no fools. But that

proof will be only additional evidence that stamp-collectors pure
and simple belong to a class of persons proverbially ready to part
with their money. Except at dealers' rooms, on sale to simpletons,
lie only fit place for a collection of such curiosities that one can

'ancy would be a cabinet in a Colney Hatch Museum.

A Quiet Place.

THE subjoined advertisement in the Sussex Express will to most
minds probably appear not altogether unintelligible. One can half

understand it :

A LADY wishes to find a good COOK, who is Deaf and Dumb, if any
one will be kind enough to inform her where one is to be found.

Address, &c.

For what reason is it possible to imagine that anybody should
wish to get a deaf Cook ? Cooks are too often deaf to remonstrance.
Jut the advantage of having a dumb servant, who could not gossip,
.nd would obey orders without talking, is too obvious.

A WOED TOH THE PtTBLiCAN. He is a host in himself.
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Mamma

Maman (together).-

A LINGUISTIC OPPORTUNITY,
"LOOK, MAUD, THERE'S A NICE LITTLE FRENCH Ginr, o*> AI^D PLAY WITH HKB, AND HIND YOU SPEAK

NOTHING BUT FRSHCH I
"

MADKLEINK, VOILA TJNE PETITE ANOLAISK QITI MR PAR* IT BIEN GKNTILLB ; VA none JOTTER AVEC

ELLE, EC BURTOCT PARLE ANOLAIS TOUT LE TEifPS /
'

fmtrs
BORN, APRIL 16, 1797.

CJicrs.
DIED, SEPTEMBER 3, 1877.

Madame, votre illustre mari a vecu !

" Words of If. BARTHE, in

'Htnciriff to Madame THIERS the death of her husband,

TURNED with the true French grace ! and yet perchance
Bearing an import wider than he thought
Who so declared that strenuous fight outfought,
And THIEBS a memory to mourning France.
The dead had lived indeed ;

a varied life

Of toil and eager strife ;

Had played the Student's and the Statesman's part
< >n the world's busiest stage. That death-stilled heart
Had beaten high to its last pulse with hope,
True patriot heat, and courage prompt to cope

With France's foes wherever found,
Without her borders or within their bound.
And now, when wisdom calm and temperate zeal
Sj well might serve the menaced Commonweal,
The patriot passes, and the sage is still ;

Mute as the midnight Sentinel slain upon the hill.

But he has lived
; and such a life should leave

A legacy of wisdom to his land
;

Should bid her sheath above his tomb the brand
Of civil discord, and essaj[ to weave,

Into one close-knit coil,
The chords long strained by party feud and broil.

A patriot to the core, he loved fair France
Before his best-loved theories. Every thought
Was still her power and glory to enhance ;

For these he wrote and fought

Through all his fourscore years of strife and toil.

To wreathe her brow with bay, to free her soil

From alien feet, to set her proud and lair

Before the nations, was his constant care.

Monarchy loving much, he loved yet more
The realm, whoe'er its badge of headship wore ;

And, waiving self, was willing to abide
That rule which Frenchmen would the least divide.

Will Frenchmen learn at their lost leader's grave
The lesson of his life,

Whose watchful wisdom oft availed to save
The State from wreck in days with dangers rife ''

That were the truest tribute to his glury
Who " freed the territory."

Howe'er that be, no longer now he dwells
Amidst his books, his flowers, and his ga/elles ;

No more that long familiar face and form
Shall draw the general glance ;

no more his name
Shall sound as Safety's watchword in the storm ;

No more that keen clear voice shall tumult tame.
THIERS has lived ! Lives he indeed no more f

Nay, Frenchmen, let true patriot counsels prove
That in the Nation's memory and its love

' '

Petit Bonhomme vit encore .'

"

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE.

IN order to facilitate promotion in the Army, the preference in

selecting for commissions will, in future, be given to gentlemen of

a retiring disposition.

A BALLAD is advertised with the title
" Dear England." We all

know that our country is expensive, but really there is no occasion

to set the fact to music.
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THE BROKEN LINK."
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A NOTE OF WARNING.
i \iii.vo in mine
the approaching
arrival in thii

country of thai

celebrated Mon-
ument of Anti-

quity, the Egyp-
tian Obelisk,
known as "Cleo-

patra's Needle,"
atr. Punch de-
sires to give
timely and d
tinct notice to

nil those persons
whom % long and
bitter expe-
rience forewarns
him are already
meditating to

overwhelm him
with their play-
ful contribu-

tions, that it is

his inflexible de-
termination to

exclude from his
columns all and
singular of
the following

(amongst a host
of others) essays
and attempts at

wj|i and hu-
mour :

Any abuse and maltreatment of the common adjective needless.

Any allusion to Egyptian Hall.

Any suggestion to Mr. Punch to give an eye to the Needle.
Any such words and phrases (having evident reference to the

Needle) as point, pointed, pointless, coming to the point, the point
of the joke, the point in question, the thread of the story, threading
a way through the crowd, &c.

Any jests founded on "
the Needles."

Any opinions to the effect that there is not a pin to choose between
the various sites proposed, but that perhaps, on the whole, Thread-
needle Street would be the most proper place.
Any indication of a design to drag in the Commissioners of

Sewers.

Any snoh intricate reference to the country from which the
Needle comes as is implied in the hope that it will meet with its

deserts in its new home.

Any suggestion that it ought to be protected from the weather,
the climate, the street boys, &c. obviously only put forth as an
artful device for introducing a Needle-case.

Any proposition that if there are engineering difficulties about the
transport of the Needle, a number of the best sewing machines
should be employed.
Any expressions of disappointment at the size or appearance of

the Needle, finding vent in the terse criticism that it is only
"
So-

so," or perhaps reviving the ancient vulgarism that it is
"
All my

Eye."
Should his intending Correspondents feel that they must unburden

themselvesito some sympathetic soul, Mr. Punch would suggest to
them to pass him over for this once, and to communicate instead,
with the Authors of the next Christmas Pantomimes and Burlesques.

A YARN OR A PACT?

Credulity
will jump, and Vulgar Incredulity laagh, at

an announcement which has appeared in the papers respecting

"THE GRBAT BRA SERPENT. With a view of encouraging a closer
observation than has hitherto been afforded of any sea-monster which my
appear from time to time, the authorities at the Admiralty hare permuted
the

publication
in Land and Waltr of the otlicial reports forwardou to them

by the Officers of Her Majesty's Yacht Oibonif, in reference to the sea-
monster seen off Cape Vito in June last."

Here, however, we see that reports of the appearance of some-
thing surmised at least to be possibly the Sea Serpent have actually
been sent to the Admiralty by Naval Officers. Sailors now report
to their employers as matter-of-fact that which they would once
have recommended any narrator to tell to the Marines.

PHRASES roil TIII; PHILOSOPHIC.
" STRONG language," very truly remarked Mr. GLAUSTOM. the

"
that is strong language, but it is not violent language, because it

is exactly measured to the circumstances to which it applies."
No better definition of the legitimate scope and limit of strong

language could possibly be given, but as there ia not unfrequently
some difficulty experienced fay the moat self-restrained in

"
exactly

measuring" their words "to the circumstances to which they
apply," the following neat little ready-made phrases, as likely to be
in common request, niiiy perhaps he found useful to the beginner :

On Putting un a Pair of Tight Boots.

"Really these boots are. extremely uncomfortable, though, no

doubt, my bootmaker ia an uxcellent and worthy man, who works

conscientiously
and laboriously lor tin benefit of his wife and large

family, still I should like to make him walk fifty-five miles and
back in these boots, and I am disposed to let him recover their cost

from me, if he can, through the County Court."

On having to take an Unattractive Dowager to Dinner.
"
I admit aged people are a necessity, butwhy cannot an old woman,

who must be seventy if she is a day, dine at home '' I like the SKIFF-
INOTONS, but why do they arrange their table so unwisely, placing
that talkative fool with a heavy moustache near to COIWY TRAVERS ?

Really, it would serve the SKIFFINGTONS right were the floor to open
suddenly and swallow us up, dinner and all. I wish it would."

On being run over by a Bicycle.

"Exercise is a wholesome and enjoyable thing, and nothing is

prettier in its way than a bevy of bicycles going at full speed along
a smooth road. I think I might have belonged to a Club myself had
I not been knocked down and seriously injured on the ancle, to say
nothing of damage to my hat and coat with mud by this rather mis-
managed machine in which 1 am now entangled in the gutter. I

have no personal quarrel with the owner, but were he to be put upon
his trial for murder at the Old Bailey, I should receive the news
with considerable satisfaction.

On having the Gate shut in your Face as you just Mits a Train at
one of the Metropolitan Stations.

Punctuality is, without a question, the soul of business, and
nothing can be more commendable than the unswerving precision
with which that ticket-inspector has just slammed the barrier he
guards in my pathway. Still, he has left me shut in this gloomy
passage to watch the progress of the departing train, and his indiffer-
ence to my position is so unamiable that I have half a mind to report
:iim up-stairs, in the hope that he may be dismissed by his

superiors and ruined. At any rate, I regret that he did not jam his

finger severely with his violence."

On Meeting an Obstructive on a Staircase.

This is not at all an uninteresting adventure, for nothing in its

way can be more instructive than the firmness and perseverance
which, withstanding all argument and entreaty, often block the

public way, to the serious inconvenience of others. Still, as it is my
irish and intention to go up-stairs, I consider that I shall act wisely
n throwing this man, without further ado, over the balusters."

On arrivingfrom one of the Channel Boats at Folkestone after a
Rough Passage.

"
It ia extremely pleasant, after the disagreeable experiences that

liave been furnished me by the last two hours and a half that I have
spent on this steamboat, to meet with a crowd of one's fellow-

countrymen who are evidently not only in the best of spirits, but
deeply interested in one's condition. At the same time, in the absence
of any local policeman or other official to take them all into custody
as rogues and vagabonds, I should immensely like, had I only the

strength to wield it, to be let loose among them with a large horse-

whip.
On Heading another Holiday Speech of Mr. Gladstone.

"
Well, this is very admirable in its way, and full of excellent

copy-book headings and fine old platitudes. But, as I make it a
rule to get through the whole of the Times daily, I wish that not

quite so many people would insist on having a speech two columns
n length whenever they happen to come in sight of the terrace at
lawarden."

ARTICLED CLEKKS.

THE Clergy should be distinguished as "
Thirty-Nine-Articled

Clerks."
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RURAL SIMPLICITY.

"BEBN TO SCHOOL, LITTLK Lissin?" "AYE, SIB." "GOOD GIRL THERE 's A PEKNT FOE YOU."

"THANK YOU, SIB. I'LL HAE TO BB STRPPIN' BUT AWM OAUN TO SKEULL i" THE MORNIN' WULL YE BB THIS WAY i' THE

EFTKRNKUN ? !

"

WHAT IT MAY COME TO.

WILLIAM SIKES was again brought up on Tuesday before the

Magistrate at Bow Street charged with stealing a handkerchief.
Mr. HODGES prosecuted, instructed by the Treasury, and the

prisoner was defended by Mr. MONTGOMERY, Mr. WIGGINS, and
Mr. WILKINSON. The Bench was crowded with Dukes, and
several Bishops found places at the table usually reserved for

solicitors.

The first witness called was CHARLES BATES, alias
" the Artful

Dodger," who is now undergoing a term of imprisonment at Milbank.
The witness wore the usual convict's garb ; his hair was parted down
the centre, and he appeared to be a person of remarkable intelli-

gence and some education.
He deposed as follows, examined by Mr. HODGES : Knew the

prisoner perfectly well. He was called "the Brain Spiller."

(Laughter). Supposed he was called that because he broke skulls.

(Roars of laughter.) He saw the prisoner take the handkerchief.
There was no donbt about the matter.
Cross-examined by Mr. MONTGOMERY : He was eighteen years

old. He had been in prison on and off for several years. He
had been charged with robbing his mother, stealing from his father,
and attempting to defraud his grandmother. He had also been
charged with forging the names of seven - and - twenty different

people. He supposed some of the charges were true. (Laughter.)
He knew that ne had been convicted on all of them. (Roars of
laughter.)
Mr. Montgomery. Now, Sir, answer me this question. Do you

think a convict's word is to be believed before that of an honest
man?
Bates

(indignantly).
That is a most improper question, and I

appeal to the Court. (Applause.) Let me tell my learned friend that
an honest heart may beat under a prison waistcoat, and long hair
does not always mean business aptitude, national honour, and nard-
working integrity. (Loud applause.)

Mr. Montgomery (with great warmth). You must not call me your
learned friend.

Sates. I retract the " learned." (Roars of laughter.)
Cross-examination continued : I have been tried for murder. I got

off on an alibi. It was certainly rather crooked. (Shouts of laughter,
in which the Bench and Bar joined heartily.) My maternal aunt

did not like me before her death. I suppose she objected to me
because I put some poison in her tea. (Laughter.) She found me out

the first time, but the poison found her out the second. (Roars of

laughter.) The money was paid by the Insurance Company. I had
insured her life for 500. The prisoner had none of the proceeds.
Cross-examined by Mr. WIGGINS : The handkerchief I saw the

prisoner take was a cotton one. That I will swear. It was not

made of Indian straw. Of that I am certain.

Cross-examined by Mr. LOOTS GEORGE : Until I was sent to prison
I was an innocent little boy. My parents took great pains with
me. I was their hope and pride. I have always regarded the

prisoner with feelings of affection. In my opinion he is a most

respectable person, and is quite incapable of stealing a handker-

chief.

Re-examined by Mr. HODGES : I am quite sure the prisoner took

the pocket-handkerchief. I saw him take it. The theft occurred

in the broad daylight. There could be no doubt about it.

Mr. HODGES then informed the Magistrate that although this

was a preliminary inquiry it would be necessary for the Crown to

call forty-two more witnesses. He was sorry to say that the case

might take up some time, and therefore he would suggest that

arrangements should be promptly made to allow for the Christmas,
the Easter and the Midsummer holidays.
The Magistrate, after expressing an opinion that no time had

been wasted, promised to consider the matter during the adjourn-

ment, and remanded the prisoner (for the forty-second time) until

Thursday.

A DREADFUL ERRATUM. Inedia for India.
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GOOD FORM.
(You may speak to anyone in Prance, even to a bold Gendarme if you are only

decently polite.)

"
I IM 1'I.OKK YOU 11 I'ARDON TOR HAVING DEBANGBD YOU, MlSTKR TUB

GENDARME, BUT IIIOHT I DARK TO A8K YOU TO HAVE THE GOODNBSB TO DO ME
III], HONOUR TO IMUrATK TO MB THE WAT FOR TO RENDER MYSELF TO THE
STREET OF TBE CROSS OF THB LITTLE-FIELDS?"

GIVEN TO CHANGE.
ANNOUNCEMENTS from time to time appear in the papers, on the part of the

Metropolitan Board of Works, enumerating changes lately made by those
Authorities in Street Nomenclature. Several alterations were reported in a
recent paragraph. For some of these there may be reasons known to the Board.
For instance :

" The suggestions before the Board include ... a letter from the Vestry of Lewisham,
inclosing a memorial from inhabitants of Jew's Walk, Upper Sydenham, requesting that
the title of 'The Grove '

may be substituted for that name.

"The Grove
"_

is a name' which many people think genteeler than Jew's
Walk, and to ancient readers of the Gentleman's Magazine may suggest pleasant
memories of " STLVANUS URBAN "

; though what is called
" The Grove." in a

suburban district, is not generally a rus in uric, but rather the sort of thing
meant by Dr. JOHNSON, when he said,

"
Sir, a grove of chimneys is better than

a grove of trees." And those on whom the rates are levied which enable the
Board of Works to effect improvements, pay their money, and may reasonably
ask to be let take their choice. Some inhabitants, on the other hand, seem
to acquiesce in queer names for their quarters. Accordingly we are told that

"No alteration will be made in the name of Hocumpocum Lane, Newington."

Hocumpocum Lane may have a derivation. Perhaps it was formerly the
residence of some famous wizard. The Board of Works do well, perhaps, to
let it alone. May it not happen that, in giving streets and other places new
names, and therefore residents new addresses, they now and then do ill ? The
number of letters which, in consequence of those changes, are delayed or fail to
reach their destination, will perhaps be stated in some future return by the
Postmaster-General.

AN UNPLEASANT CHAPTER OF
AUTOBIOGRAPHY.

A Protest by a Perton of Quality.

"The yolk of a fowl's egg is equal in bulk to about three mil-
lion mammalian vfgi ! ... At any rate, no one can possibly
urge any objection on the (core that the Address lacks personal
intereet. In fact, tho President ha* presented to his audience a

page out of their own history, ana has traced the successive

stages through which we have all pawed in our early embryonic
development. Each member of the liritish Association, however
noble his social lineage, and whatever noise he may make in the
world now, can thus carry back the history of his existence to

that feeble spark of life which manifested itself in the merest

speck of animal-jelly." The Athentevm on PROFESSOR THOM-
SON'S Plymouth Addrnt.

" PERSONAL Intewest "
? What atwocious wot !

THOMSON'S Addwess, a heap of twivialities

/ should have wather called a howwid lot

Of wude, unintewesting personalities !

This sort of thing is weally quite impwopah,
And on all gentlemanly nerves must jar.
It 's time that somebody should put a stoppah" On pushing pedigwees so pwecious far
Into the wealms of Chaos and Old Night."
(A neat quotation that ! I hope it 's wight.)
Some ancestwy is one of the essentials

Of evewy person wanked above a Cad ;

But this pwepostewous fad
For gwubbing among embwyos for cwedentials
Of lengthy lineage is most disgusting,
And wight-down wevolutionawy too ;

For, if there 's any twusting
These stowies though /don't believe them twue
Who 's to discwiminate 'twixt Cad and Swell ? He
Who 's in the purple born has little pull
Over the Snob, with empty purse or full,
If both date back to a mere speck of jelly !

Ape-pawentage was bad enough, but now
Levelling Science deals a bittewer blow,
And has the howwid impudence to tell us
We spwing fwom something wum called a Vitellut

(Which is the way in which these learned folk

Speak of that portion of an egg called
"
yolk "}.

And that an Ovum infinitely small
Is origin of all.

Oad ! Things are coming to a pwetty pass,
When Men of Science, in this doosed queer age,
Link ultimate'pwotoplasm and the peerwage,
The stwawbewy leaves and the first mulbewy-mais,"
The latter being their widiculous term
For something prior to the btattoderm
Fwom which, thwough pwocesses I cannot follow
Of which the vewy names beat High-Dutch hollow

They twace, without the least weserve or mystewy,
The most unpleasant pages of man's histowy ;

And then they pwate of
"
personal intewest I

"

I weally must pwotest.
/ feel no intewest in such wevelations.
The ovum is a cell complete ? oh yes,
No doubt (though / should spell it with an S)
But what 's the use of putting the gwadations
'Twixt "

mewoblastic ova," and say Me,
In such a lot of beastly cwackjaw words
(Which often sound like sweawing) I can't see.

And if the haw ! Vitelluses of birds

(Or should it be Vitellit)
Are equal to three millions of our own,
What odds, since peers or poultwy, all have gwown
From that owiginal speck of animal jelly '(

Back to the Conquewor's far enough to twace
Any man's pedigwee, and if indeed
Those pwecious Plymouth Pwyers should succeed
In pwoving to Society's disgwace
The Common Ancestor of fowls and man
To be the cell of SCHLKIDEK or of SCHWANN,
' Twere better, who with pwopah pwide could doubt it ?

To say no moah about it !

VULGARIAN ATROCITIES. Mr. Punch is ashamed to

say that he has received by post several puns, of which
the point consisted in the consonance of the noun-sub-
stantive

"
tears

" with the name of the recently deceased
French Statesman mispronounced.
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LETTERS FOR THE DEAD SEASON.
THE following communi-

cations have been sent to

85, Fleet Street; but Mr.
Punch cannot help think-

ing that (with the exception
of the last) they all must
have been intended for the

columns of some of his con-

temporaries.

To the Editor.

SIB, I think it right to

send you an account of

"the last dodge" of the

swell mob, for the protec-
tion of your readers. Yes-

terday I left my house at

ten, and at eleven a respect-

ably-dressed man called

upon my wife and informed
her that I had told him
that I wished all the furni-

ture removed immediately.
Suspecting nothing, my
wife permitted the thief to

fill some half dozen large
vans with all the furniture

in the house, and the wine in the cellars. He even took the
contents of our wardrobes. When I returned in the evening I

found the house quite empty. As this.man may be repeating this

disgraceful and heartless trick in other places, I trust my warning
is not inopportune. yours sincerely,

ONE WHO is NOW ON HIS GTJAHD.
Kensal Green, North Kensington.

To the Editor.

SIB, When I walked in my garden this morning I heard the note
of the cuckoo. I have had a long consultation with all my neigh-
hours, and they consider the occurrence most wonderful, considering
the time of the year. Under these circumstances I think it my
duty to report the matter to you.

Yours faithfully,
Dormouse Lodge, MuddleborougK. A. NOODLE.

To the Editor.

SIB, The other day on landing from the steamboat at the West-
minster Pier (we had had a very wet passage from Charing Cross) a

young fellow of twelve years old or so (it would be affectation to

describe him as a gentleman) shouted out to me,
"
Ain't yer cold P

"

I am told that passengers are frequently subjected to insults as gross
as this on the Thames.

Surely, Sir, this should not be permitted. It is simply disgraceful
that a quiet, middle-aged, and corpulent traveller should have his

feelings outraged on landing after a ten minutes' passage.
Yours indignantly,

Junior Wanderers' Club. PENNY STEAMBOAT.

To the Editor.

SIB, The other evening, at about eleven o'clock, on leaving the

hospitable board of my friend Mr. BACKUS, I felt so severe a shock
that I was thrown off my feet on to the pavement. Another of the

guests found the road so insecure that he had to hold on to a lamp-
post ; whilst a third had to seek protection in the station-house,
whither he was conducted by two constables. Considering that we
all three felt the shocks, is not this strong evidence that an earth-

quake must have occurred ? Yours respectfully,
Hebe Cottage, Drinkington. F. VON DRUNK.

To the Editor.

SIB, There are many stories told of the exorbitant bills charged
at Continental inns, but I think the following account, furnished by
one of our English hotel-keepers, will throw everything else into
the shade :

Bed
Dinner . .

Whiskey..
Attendance

d.

6
6

6

10 6

There, Sir! The dinner, miserably served, consisted of soup,
fish, entrt'es, and a bird (a very small one). The bed-room was

actually on the second floor. The price charged for the whiskey,
however, was not unreasonable.

Yours protestingly,

Suwbeeborough. MAcSllNGY OK THAT IIK.

To the Editor.

SIH, If it is not too late to send you an additional particular
about the recent total eclipse, may I be permitted to say that the
moon seemed at one time to bo copper-coloured.

Yours obediently,
The Observatory, Sleepington. T. HABDY SLOWBOY.

To the Editor.

SIR, In your impression of yesterday's date I find that a person
called "A. SMITH" was convicted of stealing a pocket-handkerchief.
It is only in justice to my own respectability and to the satisfaction

oi my friends that I request you kindly to say that I was not the
"A. Sunn" in question. I sign this with my initials to prove to

you that my name is not quite the same as that of the thief already
alluded to. A. S. S.

22, Lavender Water Grove, Lower Tooting.

To the Editor.
DEAB SlE,

I think it only right to tell you that I have already seen
an enormous gooseberry (weighing a ton and a half), and have been

caught in a shower of frogs. I hear that the great Sea Serpent has
been frequently observed, and is shortly expected off the Isle of Wight,
and that the oldest inhabitant of Cheyne Walk, Chelsea (aged one
hundred and three), is at the river side catching daily a large quan-
tity of salmon. Trusting that these facts will save you the trouble

of wading through a vast quantity of correspondence,
I remain, sincerely yours,

A RETIBED PENNY-A-LINEB.
To Mr. Punch, 85, Fleet Street.

GREASY.

HERE is a chance for a Cook :

WANTED,
an Earnest Christian Woman as COOK, not under

twenty-five. One who has been in the habit of meeting with Brethren,

preferred. Apply, &c.

The place offered as above, in the Exeter and Plymouth Gazette,
is evidently a situation in a "

serious family
"

of the Plymouth
Brethren persuasion. For a Cook in any other the habit of meeting
with Plymouth Brethren would be deemed a decidedly objection-
able antecedent. The rule would be, on the contrary,

" No Plymouth
Brethren allowed." No doubt the Advertiser trusts that a Sister of

the Plymouth Brethren, answering for herself to the description of
" an earnest Christian Woman," would never sell dripping, or

otherwise embezzle kitchen-stuff, dressed or raw, or cheat by col-

lusion with tradesmen, or in any other way, but would always, to

the very best of her ability, do her employer's dinner, and never her

employer.

Address to Correspondents.

ALL you to Punch that contributions send,

Keep copies of your articles at home.
Then, if he tear your manuscript or sketch,
He tears but paper ; does not tear your wit,
Your satire, humour, fancy, fun, or bosh
His space exceeding. Whose were the more pains,
Yours to transcribe your writings, each, or his

To send you letters all P Be that as 't may,
Dear friends, take notice for the thousandth time :

Rejected articles Punch never does,
And never did, and can't, and won't return.

Fast and Slow.

How imbecile and silly seem all the stale, hackneyed, worn-out

popular slang sayings of other days! "There you go with your
eye out !

" " What a shocking had hat !
" " How are you off for

soap?"
" Flare up, and join the Union !" " How 's your mother P

"

"How's your poor feet?" What stupidity affecting sharpness

bewrays itself in these obsolete impertinences ! In respect of fun,
and point, and cleverness, what a difference there is between all

those and the sparkling exclamation with which the lively lower
orders now continually salute each other and their superiors

"Whoa, EMMA!"

THI: SATELLITES OF MAES. Why, Pas, to be sure!
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A MODEL MAIDEN.
FASCINATING DAUGHTER OF GAUL ! CLKVRR AND BRIGHT,

PRETTILY SHOD, AND NEATLY CAPPED BONUS, GRISITTK, HOUSE-
MAID, OR MARKtr-W01<A.N WHATEVER BE TRY HUMBLE RANK, WHO
WOULD NOT LOSE BIS 1! KART TO THEE !

THE COMPLETE TELEGEAM-WRITER.
THE POSTHASTBR-GENEKAL has recently remonstrated with the

senders of telegrams a propot of their extravagance in the use of

jrords. His Lordship asserts that the cause of the comparative
:ailure of this branch of the postal service (speaking of it as a com-
mercial speculation), can be traced to the thoughtless verbosity of
,he public. If every one who sends a telegram would make his
message as concise as possible, and would moreover cut out every
unnecessary word, a deficit would very soon be changed into a hand-
some surplus. Always ready to assist in any undertaking of a
national character, Mr. Punch begs to furnish his readers with a
ew model telegrams.

Specimen No. 1.

A very distinguished Statesman has been in the habit of wel-
;oming excursionists to his grounds, and there regaling them with
ree-felling and speechification. He receives a long and flowery
etter from a representative of a band of his admirers, begging him
o receive a deputation at his country seat, to see him cut some
imber and to hear him make a speech. The letter also asks for his
>pmion upon a number of subjects. Here follows the proper reply :

Prom GLADSTONE to A. NOODLE, Bunkumborough.
Can't, Trtes and Speeches cut for the Season. For opininnt

ee pamphlets.

Specimen No. 2.

A Young Poet has long been in love with a beautiful girl. The
beautiful girl has smilod up m his suit. All is settled ; the day is

fixed, and the ring is purchased. At the last momrut the young
Poet discovers that a rival has been paying his addresses to the lady
iif his heart, and that those addresses nave not been regarded with
sufficient disfavour by his soul's idol. Instead of writing a long and
bitter letter full of taunts and reproaches, he sends the following
telegram, which reveals his knowledge, frees his bride, and hints at
suicide :

From SHAKSPEARK SMITH, Battertea Bridge, to FLOBIK, Rote
Cottage, Tooting.

Know all. You may marry BBOWN. Just going tojump.

Specimen No. 3.

In a moment of madness a number of Voters have elected a most
unpleasant person to be their representative in Parliament. On
regaining their senses, they deeply regret their folly, and desire to

escape from the consequences. In various manners they attempt to

convey to their Member that they wish him to resign. Instead of

writing a long defence of his conduct, he telegraphs as follows :

From KRNBALY, London, to Elector*, Stoke.

Won't, You must learn to love me.

Specimen No. 4.

A body of Philanthropists are getting up a fund for gome bene-
volent purpose. They have made it a rule to publish no names, but
merely the amounts subscribed. They address a charitable person,
whose signature appears in every subscription list, and request him
to forward a donation. The charitable person, instead of sending a
long letter full of excuses, telegraphs as follows :

From CBCESUS, City, to Good Samaritans, Cashbankington.

No. Hate anything anonymous.

Specimen No. 5.

Two Theologians have had a long and courteous correspondence
upon some doctrinal point. After about the thirtieth letter, one of
the Theologians suggests that the other may have been able to adopt
the views he avows on account of some slight defect in his mental
organisation. He makes this suggestion in the most guarded and
friendly language, and awaits a reply. Instead of writing, the
other Theologian immediately dispatches the following telegram :

From SPURSKON MANNING to NEWMAN COLENSO.

Coming by the next train to punch your head.

Specimen No. 6.

A Minister has long enjoyed a reputation for great cleverness.
He has moreover shown a strong objection to the restraint* of Par-
liament. On several occasions this Minister had taken advantage
>f the House being up, to act with considerable recklessness. Par-
iament is not sitting at a time when the greatest caution is abso-
ntely necessary for the proper manipulation of foreign affairs. The
Wisest Man in the whole world sends the following telegram to the
most cunning :

From PUNCH, Town, to BKACONSFIELD, Country.
No larks. I've got my eye on you.

Having furnished the above models, Mr. Punch leaves the matter
n the hands of his readers. He once more reminds them that the
lope of the Post-Offioe Telegraph Department rests upon the
Public's forbearance. If the bacon is to be saved, it must be saved
>y pauca verba,

JOLLY PAUPERS.
AT Bow Street, the other day, an alleged lunatic having been

>rought up for examination, previous to an order for his committal,
f necessary, to a Lunatic Asylum,
"The Surgeon from St. Giles's Workhouse sid that KOKES had been

iniler his observation in the Infirmary for some days, but neither he nor the
Warder in charge of him could see any signs of madneg* in hi* conduct. He
te well, he slept well, and he drank well."

Did he ? Then what a very exceptional "Workhouse Infirmary
>t. Giles's must be ! So perhaps is his Workhoune altogether
iuardians, Relieving Officer, dietary and all. Whoever before
leard of any Workhouse in any part of which anybody ate well,
lept well, and drank well, except in the Matron's apartment, or per-
iaps the Committee Room ? Beggars, and, as such, paupers, cannot be
hoosers, especially of their domicile, but if an unfortunate person
rho had seen better days could select his asylum, and were asked
o name it, the statement above-quoted might induce him to say' Commend me to St. Giles's Workhouse."

vot. LXTITT.
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CLEAR THE COURSE!

OH, HOW TO TREAT THE FOLKESTONE CAD.

lis place as Churchwarden of a Protestant

>arish, and, in that capacity, taking the

ead of parishioners protesting against the

ham sacerdotalism of pseudo-RomanFather
,'ont'essors.

Not that our friends the Ritualists are

not Protestants also, just as much as

^HILLINGWOKTU the Controversialist or

JHILLINGWOKTH the Churchwarden. The

iishop of ExhTEE considers them ultra-

'rotestants. Referring to them, in a reply
a a letter from the Mayor of Plymouth,
he says :

" It should never be forgotten that the position
ssumed by such men is in reality based on the

xaggeration of the Protestant principle of private

udgment."

They will submit neither to Rome norCan-

erbury. Each has hitherto been his own
'ope and his own Archbishop. However,
according to the Whitehall Review, a cpn-
iderable number of them, clergy and laity,

are now organising a Church of their own ;

an opposition Church of England, under the

lenomination of
" The Order of the Cor-

>orate Reunion." These are consistent

>seudo - Papistical Protestants. Nobody
can complain of seceders for conscience'

sake. irRitualists will only get out of the

S
T
ational Church into a Church of their own,

,hey will be entitled to play at Roman
Jatholics as much as they please, and no-

>ody will have any more right to blame or

ridicule them than anybody has to censure

or make fun of the Irvingites or the San-
demanians. Do the laymen of the

" Order
of the Corporate Reunion" include any
members of the lower classes ? If so,

;hey might get up amongst them, as an
invitation to Ritualists in general, the .cry

of
" Flare up and join the Order !

"

SACERDOTALISTS AND SECEDERS.

THE principal ratepayers of Cuddesdon, Oxon, headed by two Churchwardens, have
written the Vicar, the Rev. Canon FCBSE, a letter requesting him to refrain from invitinj
the Rev. E. F. WILLIS, the Vice-Principal of Cuddesdon College, or any other Member o

the
"
Society of the Holy Cross," to officiate any more in the church of that parish. Th

Vicar of Cuddesdon replies to them in many words, reducible to two, the ex officio forn

of refusal peculiar to another Vicar, of loftier pretensions than even those of the highes
Anglican parson

" non possumus." First on the list of signatures to the Cuddesdon

ratepayers' letter of objection to confederates with the Priest in Absolution, stands th

name of JOHN CHrLLrNGwoKTH. Is this JOHN a descendant of that WILLIAM who, havinf

persuaded himself of Popery, did not pretend to play the Popish Priest, but honestly am
consistently went over to Rome, and, after having had a little experience there, came bad

again, and 'vindicated the "Religion of Protestants"? A Chillingworth appears to be in

LINES TO LORD DUNDREARY.
(On (lie Moons of Mars.)

POETS talk of silvery light
In their verses on the Moon.

Is the radiant Orb of Light
Made of silver, like a spoon ?

Such as that wherewith the hlest

In their mouths, 'tis said, are born.

Wooden spoons befit the rest ;

Mimic metal, iron, horn.

Other spoons there are, to wit ;

Biped Spoons, that mooning go :

In the
" hollow muscle " hit

By the winged Urchin's bow.

Mars has got more moons than we,
Two to one, a sign on high,

If it could suspended be,
Like mine Uncle's in the sky.

Mars is but Earth's fifth in size :

How then is 't his moons are two ?

It seems to Reason's purblind eyes
One, a smaller one, would do.

A reason one can understand

Why Venus should have sundry moons,
'Neath which fond lovers, hand in hand,

Might wander sentimental
"
Spoons."

If Mars's moons the mind affect,

And slates in Reason's roof unfix,
Than Earth, a fellow might expect,
Mars would have twice morelunatics.

Now, haply, on a battle-plain
In Mars, if lunar influence works,

Lie twice as many maimed and slain

As all yon Russians or yon Turks.
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EX FUMO DARE LUCEM.
At the Smoking Tub. "ff.if.S. Tvnzzhr."

Irish Naval Surgeon (on the Wrongs of his Profession). "BgDAD I TBIN IT 'a

JUST THIS THRY'KE THRYIN' TO OKT us AS ('HAVE AS THEY CAN AND THEY
CANST DO ur !

"

CADS IN KENT.

THERE is generally something in what the divine WILLIAMS says, or makes
his characters say. In the Second Part of Henry the Fourth a personage
remarks that

"
Kent, in the Commentaries C.I'.SAH writ,
Is term' J the civill'et place of all this Ule."

The suggestion that Kent might still retain the character given it by CAESAR,
follows. Perhaps the Kentish people still excel in civility, as a rule. But the

reception given to passengers arriving from Boulogne appears to prove the folk,
or a portion of the folk, of Folkestone an exception. Can it he that they are

distinguished hy their deficiency in this respect from the inhabitants of Dover P

It is truly said that civility costs nothing. The converse also is true, and it is

possible to lose by rudeness. Unfortunately, too, it is possible to make others
lose. Hotel-keepers and tradesmen are interested in a question which concerns

travellers, and may have a material interest in determining choice of route. Is
it impossible that a public meeting could be held at Folkestone to take measures
for deterring the Cads of that town from brutal behaviour ?

LATEST THUNDER FROM THE VATICAN.

OH, my gracious, Mr. Punch, do just look at this !

"
Bishop O'CoNNELL, of California, has announced to his congregations that, according

to instructions received from Rome, no Roman Catholic can participate in round dances,
under pain of mortal sin."

Goodness! Only fancy being wicked if one waltzes! How thankful
one should be that one is not a Roman Catholic, at least if one is fond of"
participating in round dances!" If such instructions come to London, as

well as California, I guess the Cardinal will not make many converts here next
season, at least among young Ladies, like, Yours, truly,

ANGELINA.

P.8. What a lovely phrase for a Gentleman to use! "May I have the
pleasure of participating in a round dance with you ?

"

WAR'S horror at its worst, the seeds of change
Darkly at work for Nations, Churches, Kings,

What is there in an old man's death so strange
To give it rank among eventful things ?

Nor King is he, nor President, nor Pope ;

He holds nor sword of strength, nor keys of power ;

Hangs on his life nor world-wide fear nor hope ;

HJie was e'er
" The Man," long past his Hour.

Yet but one Statesman's exit, and no King's,
Could give such theme for thought, and tongue, and

pen,
As this small eighty-years-old lourgeoit'i brings
The lightest hearts, and quickest wits, of men.

France, save the fraction that flings filth for flowers,
Utters one voice of sorrowing regret

O'er him who gave her his long manhood's powers,
Whom Death, at eighty, found her soldier yet,

Unbowed beneath the burden of fourscore,

Donning his armour fur the self-same fight
In which, a stripling, erst the flag he bore
Of Might enthroned in Power, with Law-based Right.

What wonder France should sorrow so for him
Who scorned what she scorns, held what she 1ml J^

dear;
Whose quick sense saw no truth, while it was dim,
Content to rest in half-truth, while 'twas clear.

The sharpest-shaping, keenest-biting wit
That kept alive the memory of VOLTAIRE ;

Most French of Frenchmen, apt with phrase to fit

The unspoke sentiment that filled the air,

So giving it the concrete life that moulds
A Party's purpose, People's mood, to Act ;

Finding, at need, the wanted word that holds
A Nation's fancy, till it turns to fact.

Against such gifts, what was it that his pen
At times postponed harsh truth to happy phrase P

If, when he ministered as chief of men,
The Statesman grasped at times the meaner praise

Of winning cleverly, than on the square ?

The Jury he appealed to were his petrj ;

His history was their legend, written fair ;

His spice of false won for his truth their ears.'

Nor only France he glassed, in fleck and flaw ;

From youth he was the soldier-sworn of Right
Set in the adamantine bounds of Law,
For that was first, would have been last, to fight.

And therefore France, once more upon the verge
Of that sad war 'tis still her fate to wage,

'Twixt Might with Power, Right with but Law to urge,
Took him for champion even in his age.

Prone as she is good service to forget,
And fickle in her favour, as they say,

Still in her heart she bore the man who set

Weakness aside, and cast old age away,

Posting the world to raise her up a fri> nd ;

Then, harder task, subdued his wroth a id shame,
His conquered country's interest to dtfe id,

And melt her conquerors to milder irame.'

Who, when concession's utmost boon was wrung,
Despaired not of his country, stricken low,

Beaten and bleeding, but her nerves re-strung
In tune to his, weak wailing to forego,

With hardness to endure, War's debt to pay,
And Peace's work with heart and hope set to,

To earn the ransom she had wealth to pay,
And envy of her conquerors thereto.

For this she mourns him
lays upon his bier,

Tribute of common grief, the Civic Crown :

And holds this little Bourgeois, henceforth, dear,
Among her Great Ones to the dead gone down.
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A FEW DAYS IN A COUNTRY-HOUSE.
The Philosopher The Funny Man A Nuisance Excitements

The Commencement of a Modern Symposium An Entirely
New Character,

HE Poet HAMLIN MUMLEY
has no chance againstno
BUDDEBMEB the Bald at

Dinner, when the latter

has commenced on one of

his pet subjects,
" the

Prose of Modern Poets"

handicapped as he is, too,

by having to carve the
fowls. Poor MUMLEY, who
has let himself in for it,

out of a desire to venti-
late his own opinions, is

compelled to listen, and
though he makes a few
bold attempts to insert

the thin edge of his con-
versational wedge between
the jointings of a chicken,
yet they are eminently
unsuccessful, as BUDDER-
MEB has one eye fixed on

him, and is down on him,
at once, with the continu-
ation of a suspended sen-

tence, which it would have
been the height of rudeness
on MUMLEY'S part to in-

terrupt.
As BUDDEBMEB'S views

(which he has lately
adopted from some maga-
zine or critical review) are

diametrically opposed to

MUMLEY'S, the latter is

actually writhing at being
forced out of mere politeness to hold his tongue, while BUDDEBMEB
flows on with what MUMLEY characterises very strongly afterwards,
and in confidence, as

" dash'd nonsense."
" He was talking," growls MUMLEY,

" dash'd nonsense about
Poet's prose.""

Yes," I reply,
" as you couldn't have your say, we had all the

prose and none of the cons."

Nobody laughs very much at this
; certainly not so much as it de-

serves, and MJLBURD doesn't laugh at all. He pretends to be looking
away and thinking of.something else, and he, rudely (rudely to my
mind, because I should have liked the present company to have dis-
cussed whether a better thing than this of mine about prose and
cons had ever been attributed to SHEBIDAIT, SWIFT, or SIDNEY
SMITH), changes the subject by abruptly inquiring of BOODELS,

"
Is

there much game about here ?
"

If MILBUKD himself had uttered thisyew de mot (or this bon mot
whatever it may be, perhaps a little of both, say a bonjeu de mot)
of mine, he would have roared with laughter, himself, first of all,
have dug two persons in the ribs, and asked them "

if they saw it,

eh ?
" then have explained it, laughing heartily all the while, to two

more, and finally taken me (probably) by the arm, walked me into the
recess of the window, and have repeated the joke, pointing out to
me how really good it was, and how it didn't lose by repetition.
And yet, when he hears a joke, a really good one, a witticism in fact
from anyone else, specially from an intimate friend (I believe he
detests all his intimate friends) he perversely won't see anything in
it ; or, if forced to give it his attention by reason of being asked by
some one, a stranger of course, whether that (whatever it was) of So-
and-so's wasn't very good, he either pretends that he hasn't heard
it, or that he has heard it before, when it was first said, originally,
and so much better by somebody else ; and if the jeu de mot is

absolutely and undeniably new, MUBUBD will wink at the per-
petrator and say, "Hallo! here we are again! Joe Miller: page
three hundred and two, number six thousand and eighty-four in
the books !

"
Unfortunately MILBUBD having a reputation as an

authority, the company will, one after another, |observe,
" Indeed !

I did not know it was old ;" then,
" I fancy I 've heard ^something

like it before," and finally everybody wifl actually arrive at re-

membering it distinctly, being led thereto by MILBUBD. The con-
sequence is that the unhappy person who nas said this genuine
witticism, which would have been like a thing of beauty and a joy
for ever in any society where MILBUBJD wasn't present, will be hence-
forth looked down upon as that most unpardonable of all social im-
postors, the man who sets himself up for a humorist above his

fellows, and struts in plumes of borrowed wit.

MILBUBD, as I have intimated, has been asked by BOODELS because
he is popularly supposed to have such an' inexhaustible flow of

spirits, and in a Country-House
"
keeps the whole thing going"

but it strikes me that.he
"
keeps himself going

"
by shutting up every

one else in the most brutally loud manner, roaring and laughing,
while he morally treads on your toes and gags you. In fact, if one
has a good thing to say for the appreciation of the company, the
best way (happy thought this) is to tell it to MILBUBD alone first,

secure his approbation and "Hall Mark," as it were, then to lead

up to it at dinner, and get MILBUBD to tell it, when one can seize the

opportunity of correcting him in details. It is dangerous to try
this more than once, as even in such a case MILBUBD will betray his

trust, and when you (who told him the story) say,
"
MILBUBD, tell

them what I was telling you this afternoon you '11 do it better

than I shall," he will reply,
"

Well, no one could do it worse,
because I really did not see the point 'of it."

"
But," you retort,

"you laughed!" "I laughed," he will return, coolly, "because
I thought it was a practical joke of yours to mystify me. I didn't

think it was a story at all." This induces every one to cry out,"
Oh, do tell it !

"
When, if you comply, MILBUBD will interrupt,

pretending to elucidate the gist of the story by means of cross-

questioning, or he will undertake to tell the joke himself as you told

it him, and thus make it intensely stupid by carefully omitting the

point and the raison d'etre of the jest.

MILBUBD may, we alL I believe, gradually agree, be "the life

and soul of a Country-House," but it must be when there is nobody
there but himself.

We have two new excitements now besides the Trimmerj which
is set daily by somebody, and watched with the usual sad interest

from the bank by everybody. Capital opportunity for joke here
interest from the Bank which would have set an ordinary company
in a roar if MILBUBD hadn't been present. In his absence somebody
would have said it, and we should fall have enjoyed the harmless

pleasantry ;
but now, no one dares to joke ; we wait for his (MiL-

BUBD'S) jokes as the professional side-splitter, and, if he is silent,

we are gloomy. And this is one of the effects of BOODELS having
asked a man down here who is

"
so full of spirits, who will keep

everybody going, and be the life and soul of the party." (" Keep
everybody going wrong," I think to myself.) And POGMORE the

Composer, who resents MILBURD'S constantly recurring chaff about
the Oratorio of The Ark, and in whom I confide, agrees with me.

One of the two new excitements, alluded to above, a Hare which
comes out on the front lawn at breakfast-time and takes its meals
in a painfully disturbed state of mind. Any sound at any distance

disturbs that Hare. He nibbles, and runs away, and hides himself

among the bushes. Presently, out he comes again very cautiously,
as if he were trespassing, looks round, erects his ears, sits bolt

upright like his toy counterpart that plays a drum with his fore-

paws, decides that it's all right, and nibbles again. His action

suggests the idea of his being uncertain about the arrival of some
train (behind the laurel bushes) by which he has to go ; this uncer-

tainty weighs on his mind, and causes him to just take a nibble,
then run off to see if the train has come in, then return, listen with
ears erect to be quite sure that he doesn't hear a bell, or a whistle,

and, then having satisfied himself of this, he squats down again and
nibbles hurriedly.
We watch him from the window.
"

I say, BOODELS," roars MILBURD,
"
I came down here for fresh

air, and there 's the same hare here every morning ! Ha! ha I ha !

Eh, do you see, old boy? Eh?" this to BUDDEBMEB, who is on
the point of giving us an extract from the Newspaper. BUDDEB-
MEB not liking to be dug in the ribs, says, with a sort of grunt,"
Yes, I see hare very good !

" when MILBUBD repeats it to

everybody, still laughing loudly himself. Once, and once only,
BUDDEKMEB the Bald, emboldened, perhaps, by some more than

ordinarily strong tea at breakfast, comes out of his stronghold

(being ordinarily entombed behind Saturday Reviews and Literary
and Scientific Journals), to attack MILBUBD. Expecting the support
of the company, BUDDEKMEB looks up from his Times, and says," Mr. MILBUBD, you shouldn't laugh at your own wit !

"
"

It would be a precious long time before I had the chance of

laughing at any of yours," is MILBUBD'S rough and ready retort a
retort which explodes in a tremendous ha ! ha ! ha I

BUDDEBMEB elevates his eyebrows and looks round on the com-

pany as if for assistance, but, meeting with only a frown and a re-

proving shake of the head from his wife, he succumbs, and revenges
himself on society generally by waiting until everyone is engaged
in conversation at the'.breakfast-table, when he walks off with all

the newspapers, and cannot be found anywhere for the rest of the

morning.
On this occasion even BOODELS is compelled to remonstrate with

the bald philosopher when he turns up again at dinner, smiling

blandly as if utterly unconscious of the wrong he has done to us.

One of BOODELS' strong points is the social gathering in the smok-

ing-room in the evening. With our present party a Composer, a Poet
a Funny Man, a Philosopher and myself (as a link in the conversa-
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tion the Linkman) we ought, he says, to enjoy a real symposium.
Ladies are admitted if they like to come, and to stop there as long
as they care to remain.

Hitherto before the Ladies and the philosophic Itr DHKKM KK had

appeared, we have lounged silently, yawned (much to BOODELS'
disgust), and dropped off to bed one by one, professing a regard for
health and early hours in the country. >ow, however, there is a
chance for some really intellectual conversation, and for two
evenings we have discussed poetry, music, and literature, with

MUICLIT, POOHORE and BUDDEKMEH as chief debaters. Long after
Miss BUDDEHMEK has retired, Mrs. BUDDKKMEU settles down in an
arm-chair, and is soon absorbed in a novel. She generally closes
volume the third (her average is a novel a day) sharply, and saying
to her husband,

"
Well, don't sit up all night talking,'' wishes the

company good night and leaves us.

To-night MIIHURD, who has gone out after dinner to play billiards
with a friend, has received permission from Boo DELS to bring his
friend back with him. Being a neighbour recently arrived, BOODELS
is delighted to make his acquaintance. MILBCMD has told us that
we shall all like DICK CALTOP immensely,

"
as he knows everybody,

and something of everything that 's going on."
At half-past nine we are in the smoking-room, and as it were"
prepared to receive a stranger," when MII.IIUKD enters introducing" my friend, MB. CALTOP." Vfe smile, patronizingly, as though the

new arrival were a highly privileged individual about to be intro-
duced to a most exclusive circle.

MILBUBD in a free and easy manner introduces ut to him, not
him to us.

Mr. DICK CALTOP (about twenty-seven at most), not in the 1m si

overawed either by BOODELS, or BCT>DERMKB the Bald, or by tJie

presence of ladies, nods familiarly all round, and, taking a pipe
and a pouch out of the pocket of a very sporting-looking coat,
remarks pleasantly,"

I see you don't mind a little bit o' bacoy. Quite right :

'

they
all do it.' After you. Sir," to POOMORB, "with the light," and
seats himself on the sota, as though he had known us all for years." Rather rough on yon," he says in a tone of good-humoured
apology to BOODELS. "turning up at this time; but JEMMY," in-

dicating MLLBUKD,
"
said I must ; and Mother didn't say I musn't."

here he winks at BUDDKBHBB, who tries to smile.
" When he told

me there was B. and >S. on the tappy, I said,
'

Right you are
;
that

'

good enough for me : I 'm on." And then once more he winks at
us all round, gives a knowing shake of the head, and lights his pjpe.
BUDDKRMEH frowns and strokes hi* beard with Oriental gravity.

He has looked forward to a literary, scientific, and philosophic

evening ; so have I. I want to hear POGMOHK ou music, M CIH.KV on

poetry, and BOODKLS on astronomy, orchids, and the Mealy Bug.
And we have admitted among us the uncongenial element of a
modern slang young man.
Miss BDDDEBMEB looks frightened. Mrs. BUDDEKMKR resumes

Volume Two of her Novel. BDDDBBJCBB ignores the new arrival,
and sententiously addresses MIMLKY to this effect :

"
I suppose you

have carefully read RUSKDT'S last article in the " when Mr. DICK
CALTOP inquires of BOODELS, with an air of deep interest,

" How are

you oif for rats here ?
"

And the evening has fairly commenced.

MIRTH AT MANCHESTER.

INCIDENTALLY

to the opening of a mag-
nificent edifice, there was some good
fun going on last week at Man-

chester. Several high jokes appeared
in the local papers. Here, by way of

specimen, is one from the Manchetter
Courier .

'^_

THK TOWN HALL
BALL. To be Sold.

cheap, an Old DRESS 8DIT
and Fair of BooU ; also, Pair
of Kid Gloves, only cleaned

twice, and Tie to match. This
is a rare

opportunity for Coun-
cillor* and their friends who
purpose attending the Ball.

Or a Ticket will be taken in

Eichange.

And here another from
the JUiinefii-sttr Guar-
dian :

MR.
BROWN regrets that

he is unable to supply
any more of the Council
with his Dress Suits, as he
cannot divide three among 666

applicants.

And here, from the last-

named journal, is some
explanation ot these and a lot of similarly satirical announce-
ments :

"THB OPBNINO OF THK NBW TOWN HALL. On the reading of the
minutes of the General Purposes Committee, the Mayor said he had bem
asked whether it was necessary for Ladies and Gentlemen to come to the recep-
tion and ball next week in evening dress. If people would look at the card
they had received they would find it said evening dress, and he doubted
whether any one would be admitted if they were not in evening dress."

The necessity of evening dress for admittance to a ball is supposed
to have hitherto gone without talk in every centre of civilisation,
Manchester, of course, not excepted. But

" Mr. P. GOLDSCHMIDT said the question was more important than at first

appeared, because, if people had no evening dress, it ought to be known that
they would not be admitted, for it would be very hard to exclude them if

they came in ordinary dress."

And Mr. Alderman BENNETT having said he hoped it would be
distinctly understood that parties presenting themselves in anything
but full evening dress, would not be permitted to enter the
building

" Mr. ASQVITH pointed out that there was no such intimation on the tickets
i the Mayor had spoken of. lie believed that half the tickets would be

returned if evening dress was enforced."

Whereupon
" Mr. C. WAIXBR said that, for instance, one Gentleman to whom he had

given a ticket had asked if it was necessary to come in evening dress. On

being told that it was, this Gentleman replied that he had an evening suit,
but it was some years old and much too small for him. As a new suit would
cost him 5 or 6, he had to decline the ticket."

Balls are expensive things for poor or penurious Gentlemen. But
the ball contemplated by the Manchester City Council appears to

have been one of an extraordinary character

" Mr. II AHWOOD asked how it was that no ticket had been sent to a repre-
sentative of the Primitive Methodist body. A name was on the list, but the
ticket had not been sent.

" Mr. Alderman CURTIS said Mr. HAHWOOD was mistaken. A ticket had
been sent to a Gentleman connected with the Primitive Methodists."

The Primitive Methodists are hardly a class of persons that, out
of the Manchester Municipality, would be imagined by any one to

wish themselves represented at a ball. The Jumpers might, how-
ever, if any survive ; likewise the Shakers, whose devotions include

dancing. And the Baptists, some of them, might be willing to set

an example by dancing
"
Spurgeon Quadrilles." Resuming debate

after discussion
" Mr. HILTON thought that if the rule about evening dress was enforced,

it would lead to a Urge traffic in the sale of tickets.
" Mr. SCHO KIEL i> hoped that no one would be admitted who was not in

evening dress.
" Mr. GRIFFIN thought the sense of the Council ought to be taken on the

question, (ffo.)"

The sense of the Council may, to some eyes, seem to have been
but partial. The MAYOR and Mr. BENNETT, however, will, perhaps,
be generally allowed to have shown some. So probably will the
debaters last quoted, and the concluding speaker

" Mr. Alderman LAMB thought that Gentlemen who were not in evening
dress should be admitted, but they would certainly be considered as black

sheep. (Laughter.)"

Only black sheep is hardly the comparison for Gentlemen in

morning costume, whether Shepherd's plaid, or fustian, or flannel

jackets, or waistcoats and shirt aleeves, and trousers hitched up with
a string under the knee. Physically at least, the resemblance is on
the side of Gentlemen in evening dress, who, to go to a ball in

regulation attire, have put themselves into decent mourning.
'A propos de batten. Unless dress-boots were insisted on at a Man-

chester Town Hall Ball, some Gentlemen would, perhaps, attend it

in iron-bound anklejacks, or clogs ; which might be dangerous.

THERSITES AT A TOMB.
TII KKSITKS voiding gall upon the grave
Of a dead chief whom rival hosts respected,

Had surely sickened e'en the foulest slave
Whose breath the glad Greek breeze* e'er infected.

To-day Thersites, dancing on a tomb,
Might bring the blush to cheeks of graveyard ghouls,

Whilst generous Gallic hearts are steeped in gloom,
Thersites safely snaps, securely howls.

The Venal Bully and the vengeful Scribe
God's acre now befoul, suns shame or fear.

That precinct should be shut "gainst all their tribe ;

Is it not Writ,
"
Dogs not admitted here P

"
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A PATRIOTIC BRITON.
Gigantic Frenchman (forgetting his native "Politesse" in his admiration of ROBINSON'S Mastiff).

IE I>IKB,
' L'ANOLETKRRE EMT LB PAYS UES CHIEFS ET DBS CBEVAUX.'"

R'>b!nson, U.Y.C., (still more gigantic, and with a Wife ami Family to match),
" Av DAT Hosts !

JoLLl PETrVONQFONQB I WEE, JIoSSOO I 1

"

AH! SIPRISTI ! OM PEOT BIBN

A\r DAY FAMS I AT PAT

FOE INDIA !

JOHN BULL, loquitur (holding the Mansion House Subscription
Lint, and addressing Lord BEACONSFIELD and Sir STAFFORD
NORTHCOTE)

A LIBERAL list ! and Charity need not shame
To sum her gift, though some who use her name
May mouth too loudly, cloaking 'neath her cause
Mere party heat and fussy self-applause.
But she stands blameless almoner of all.

Before the claims which on her coffers fall,
The purse of Fortunatus well might fail,
The touch of Midas prove of small avail.
Here is her tribute to a giant need,
Which makes all lesser claims loom small, indeed,
A. people's rescue from the gaping maw
Of imminent Famine I 'Tis a task to awe
That freed Prometheus, Conquering Human Love.
An arduous enterprise, that soars above
Charity's stretch, for alien needs may share
Her generous doles but thit it my affair !

A true Imperial interest, as I hold,
That well may tithe my Treasury's garnered gold.
The net of Charity, though broadly cast,
Misses the millions, and the draught at last
Is slight and insufficient ; great and small
Should share this task the duty lies on all.

Better than bran-new titles, or the shows
That awe on hordes barbaric would impose,
Stronger than huckster sleight, or braggart boast,
Than gleaming pageant, or than glittering host
Should be the bonds and bars forced by the hand
Of helpful care, to knit my Orient land,
la closer union with my empire's heart
Than power ein win or policy impart.

Yon Famine-menaced myriads cry for aid
;

Of large response shall England be afraid,
In poor renunciation of a claim,
Whose full acknowledgment were fruitful fame,
Adding to arms a higher conquest still,

The nobler domination of Good-will ?

Not so, Sir ! here 's a piece of worthy work,
A high Imperial task, I would not shirk.

Open the National Purse, whose strings you h >U,
For here the Nation will not grudge its gold.

NATIONALITIES AND NOSES.
MR. PUNCH,

GrvnriJ evidence touching the
"
Charge aga'nst Detectives,

"

Mr. Superintendent WILLIAMSON is reported to. have said, with
reference to a bill describing the personal appearan >e of the convi.;t

BENSON

"I remember Mr. ABRAHAMS asking that the words 'of JewMi appc-n--
ance

'

should be left out, but they were afterwards inserted."

Could those words possibly have hurt the feelings of Mr. ABKA-
HAMS If so, why ? No Briton south of the Tweed would object to

the description of a rogue as having a face of the English type, or

north of it care about his being stated to be marked by a Scottish

cast of countenance. There are a great many English and not a few
Scotch rogues ; and what if there be a few Jewish, distinguished by
the national features ? No bearer of those features ought to be aay
more vexed because they are named than a Gentleman resembling
JULIUS C^SAR would be if he himself, or anybody else, were said to

have the appearance of an ancient Roman. What Roman was ever

ashamed of his national nose, and, as for ancestors, what is the

antiquity of the Roman nation to that of the Hebrew? Believe

me, Sir, your ever faithful Philosopher and Physiognomist,
SLAWKENBKRGIUS.
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OUR FAMINE IN INDIA.

Jous Bci.r. "YES, THIS IS VERY CREDITABLE, AS FAR AS IT GOES-BUT IT'S A MERE 'DROP IN THE
OCEAN.' MAKE IT A GOVERNMENT MATTER, AND I'LL BACK YOU UP!!"
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OUR REPRESENTATIVE MAN.
(After a Vilit to the Lyceum and Optra Comique, lie Reports to

the Editor, and Throws in a Little Theatrical Intelligence
<1 rati.)

OUR HIGHNESS, A piece
by Mr. WILKB COLLINS,
or a piece founded on a
novel by Mr. WILKIE
COLLIUS, demands atten-
tion from Your Repre-
tentative. By whom The
Dead Secret may have
been dramatised for the

Lyceum is not stated in
the play-bills, therefore
there is an additional in-
terest in the production,
on account ot its being
mixed up with No
Name.
The author of the novel,

we are however informed,
had given his

"
express

permission" (which is a

very locomotive way of
expressing it) for Some-
body ("No. Name") to
turn his work into a play.
The Dead Secret was not
a good novel; its secret
was so uncommonly dead
that there was hardly any
life in it from the first,

and, though it might have
furnished some material
for a melodrama, yet it

was not sufficient in itself

for dramatic purposes.
The action of the Lyceum version of The Dead Secret is decidedly
heavy, though the characters are well sustained throughout, and for
the most part well played. There is one situation in Act III., where
Miss BATKMAN (Mrs. CHOWE) hears her daughter call her "mother" for
the first time, which, as rendered by both actresses, is admirable ;

while the low, thrilling murmur of love, too deep for words, uttered
by the mother, and her touching look of gratitude to Heaven before
she bends over her child, are true touches of nature, which the
audience are not slow to recognise. O it sic omnia ! Oh, if it were
all like this! But this, taken by itself, is worth the whole of Sarah
Leeson's part, and that of the unhappy Ghost in the arras into the
bargain. Alas ! poor Ghost I

Mr. EDMUND LIONS is much to be commended for hit portraiture
of Joseph Buschmann, tho old German with his musical-box. It
is a well-considered and consistent performance from first to last ;

and ia all the more praiseworthy seeing that Mr. LYONS appears as
a very low comedian in a very stupid afterpiece of the old conven-
tional farce character. By the way, didn't Mr. LYONS play Courriol
the Dandy in the Lyons Mail ? It was not a striking performance,
but he must be a versatile actor, his present work being taken into
consideration.
Miss VIRGINIA FRANCIS, too, as the young wife plays her part

charmingly, but why those shoes for travelling ? Her timidity in
the Myrtle Room is especially good.
A cleverer child than "

Little Nelly
" has seldom been seen on the

stage. She represents a mite of three years' old, and actually speaks
like one. The audience were enthusiastic about her.
There is another of Mr. WILKIE COLLINS'S at the Olympic, which

will be out ere this notice appears, four Representative must get
up his Moonstone.
A Melodrama that ought yet to make a hit, if it could only be

placed on a large stage with good scenery, two sensation scenes,
plenty of lime-light, a well-trained band of "supers," and all the
appliances and means to boot, that either the Princess's or the
Adelphi could afford, is Liz ; or. That Last o' Lowrie's. Almost
every part in this piece by Messrs. HATTON and MATTHISON
founded on Mrs. BURNETT'S popular novel (which not to have read
argues myself unknown but no matter) is well and carefully
played.
Mr. J. D. BEVERIDOE as Fergus Derrick, the "

mining engineer,"

M b^ff
' non

?
8t> an(i earnest.

Occasionally I thought he was
Mr. KELLY, of the Court Theatre, just as, occasionally, I saw a strong
resemblance between Mr. GOULD'S Phil Lowrie,

"
the worst man r

Rig-Kan" ([ was glad to know this much, at all events), and Mr. IK-
VIKG s Duhofc. It is all up with the worst man in Riggan at the
end of the Second Act. Being unacquainted with the novel, I fully

expected him to re-appear in Act IV., converted, but he didn't, and
as no one was tried or punished for the murder, Your Repre-
sentative concludes that they are remarkably sensible people at

Riggan, to allow a nuisance to be knocked on the head by two other

nuisances, and give themselves no further trouble about the matter.
Mr. HAICMIV, aa a "late M.P.," interested me muchly. He was

clearly an obstructive, only a respectable obstructive, and it is to be
regretted that he did not mention up to what hour lie bad been able
to keep the House sitting, so as to entitle him to the description of
" Late M.P."
Anice Barholm, his daughter, was gracefully rendered by Miss

A I.ICK GREY, whose remarkably pretty tace your susceptible Repre-
sentative seemed to recognise as fresh from the Surrey like the
famous Ratcatcher's daughter, "from t'other side of the water."

Mr. J. G. TAYLOR'S "
bit of character

"
as Samuel Craddock, is. I

am inclined to think, one of the best things he has ever done. The
make-up is most artistic, and the dialect well, as Your Representa-
tive is not acquainted with the patois of Riggan, and as it is only
partially intelligible to the limited Cockney experience, I have
no doubt but that it is the picture of a Riggan man to the life.

The Riggan dialect is, however, easier to follow than Welsh or
Scotch.

Last, and first, comes Miss ROSE LECLERQ as Liz, who plays with a
power and tenderness that enlist all our sympathies, and win our
hearts. The Authors are to be heartily congratulated on having hit

upon this artiste for this particular part. I should like to hear our
Mrs. MKLLON'S (Miss WOOLGAR'S) opinion of this Lass o' Lowrie'i.

It is a most striking performance, and might save many a worse

piece than this. The last Act would fare badly but for the personal
interest which she has aroused in the audience ; indeed, the weak-
ness of the piece is in Act IV., while the strongest, at present, is the
first Act. I say

"
at present

"
advisedly, because, if the piece

should by any chance be placed on a larger stage, then the explosion
in the Mine, when Liz Lowrie descends to save her lover, ought to
be the situation of the piece, and this, fortunately, terminates the
third Act. All that this scene is capable of is at once evident to

anyone conversant with dramatic effect, and, therefore, of course to
the gifted creature who writes this present notice.

By the way, I see that Mr. WILLS, Poet and Painter, is bringing
out a piece at Drury Lane with the short, epigrammatic title of

England in the Days of Charles the Second. As it is a dramatic
verbion of Peveril of the Peak, why didn't he call it Peverilt
Perhaps he was thinking of his success at The Lyceum in the Days
of Charles the First, when HENRY IKVING walked and talked half
an hour after his head was cut off. Mr. CH.-VI TEKTON should have
told the Poet that Peveril was a better advertising title than Eng-
land in the, Sfc.

Guinea Gold, at the Princess's, was Gooch'd on first night; but
since then the Manager has rushed into sensational advertisements,
ind given us

"
Overflowing of the Thames !

"
may he soon be able

to announce truthfully
"
Overflowing of the House ! !

"

On dit that Astley's is to be reopened for the winter with Box
and Cox on Horseback. It will be or they will be superbly
mounted, with Mrs. Bouncer en Amazune on a highly-trained
steed. Considered simply as a spectacle, this ought to be a big
success. The afterpiece will be The Ride to Khiva. Many people,
to whom I have mentioned this, pretend to doubt the statement.

Why does this is not a conundrum why does Mr. HENDERSON
style his entertainment at the Folly "New Comedy-Boutfe

"
?

Burlesque-Tragedy is intelligible, meaning a burlesque of a tragedy.
Does ".Comedy-Bouffe" mean a Bouffe of a Comedy C And why" new "

P Aren't both the pieces old Tf What does it mean '< Who
cares P I don't. I shall go and see it. And, after all, as Mr.
HENDERSON has chosen the name of "

Folly
"

for his theatre, he is

consistent in having a nonsensical bill. So here 's to the New-
Old-Comedy-Farce-Tragedy-Bouffe-Opera, with its two Composers
and Siamese Authors.
We are to have LOBD LYTTON'S posthumous play at the Court,

and a revival of The Unequal Match (which I hope will strike on
its own private boxes, and make a hit) at the Prince of Wales's.

I went to see a Ballet by the D'AUBANS, at the South London
Music Hall. First part really good and amusing. It comes on at
ten o'clock, and is well worth a visit, as far as the aforesaid first

part is concerned. Don't let any one who chooses to stay beyond
this write me an abusive letter. Yora RBPRKSKNTATIV*.

P.S. I hope to give yon some account of the Leeds Musical
Festival in my next.

" Leeds must when The Fire King drives,"
as Signer WALTER AUSTIN (whose first work is to be produced here)
playfully observed. Address all communications to me at

" ' The
Cat and Fiddle,' care of First Violin, Leeds."

LATEST Niws ABOUT IBB MIICBER FOR BLARNEY. Positive BUTT
has become comparative butter.
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SACRIFICE.

Good Templar.
" TUT T T REALLV, SWIZZLE, IT'S DISGRACEFUL TO SEE A MAN IN TOUR POSITION IN 'THIS STATE, AFTER

THE EXPENSB WB'VE INCURRED AND THE EXERTIONS WE'VE USED TO Pur DOWN THE LIQUOR TRAFFIC I"

Swizzle. Y' MAT PREASH AS MUSH AS T' LIKE, GSN'L'M'N, BUR I CAN TELL T' I 'VE MADE MORE PERSH'NAL EFFORSH TO (hie)
PtTRBOWN LIQUOR THAN ANT OF TE !

"

SWEET SEPTEMBER.
(A few odd hours of it, as gatheredfrom a Diary kept in the Country

some day last week. )

6 A.M. Rise, and look anxiously ont of window. Glorious morning:.
Brilliant sunshine and cloudless sky. Glass in shade at 75. Lark
singing in the clear tranquil blue aloft. A regular summer's day.

7 A.M. Get out cool suit, and dress leisurely. Glass rising. Write
off to Town to stop the fifteen tons of coals I ordered on leaving.

8 A.M. Glass nearly at 78. Set out for river with a view to

refreshing plunge before breakfast. Delicious haze of heat, and
hum of insects everywhere. Notice wild myrtle out on hedges.
Splendid day.

9 A.M. Caught suddenly in blinding storm of snow and hail.

Cold intense. Summer suit stiffens and freezes on me as I walk.
Meet thousands of Swallows hurrying South.

10 A.M. Reach river and find it a sheet of solid ice. Try to get
home again to fetch my skates. Lost in snowdrift, taken back by
keepers, and put into warm bath. Breakfast in a horse-cloth and
Russian rug, on curry, cayenne pepper, and hot brandy and water
over a blazing fire. Lark quiet.

11 A.M. Glass down to 25, write second letter, and re-order coals.

Everything outside buried in snow. A regular winter's day.
NOON. Change. Oppression and glare insufferable. Glass up at 84.

Lark out again and swallows all back. Everything cracking with
the heat, and not a breath of air stirring. Give horse-cloth Russian-

rug to beggar, re-counter-order coals, get under billiard-table and
try to read novel on my back, sipping iced-water from a saucer.

2 P.M. Glass still rising. Refuse to play in a cricket-match, or
make one of a party going to look at some ruins five miles off. Re-
fuse to play at billiards. Refuse to play at anything. Refuse to

come to lunch. Glass at 91'. Refuse to move.
3 P.M. Change again. Heat giving way to delicious cool inviting

calm. Rapid arrangement of boating and fishing party. River

still as glass. Enchanting quiet autumn afternoon hush on every-
thing. Temperature moderate. Rhythmical movement of oars tran-

quillising. Fish shy.
4 P.M. Sudden and furious outburst "of hurricane. Waters rise

and sweep onwards, noticed swallows all going south again. Mast,
oars, tackle, sheets, velvet cushion, rudder, and fancy wood-work
moveable back all carried away. Willows on bank snap like fire-

wood, and are whirled past in the air. Fish nowhere. Boat cap-
sizes, swim for my life with difficulty, out of water, and walk home.

5 P.M. Hurricane entirely subsided. A perfectly charming
evening. Air still and dry. Swallows all trooping back again. Sky
clear as a lake. Pull off my dripping things, dress for dinner, and
take a quiet stroll down to the terrace, and think over the coals.

6 P.M. Fresh changes. Caught in whirlwind of drenching rain.

Run, but come in wet through, and sit down damp for dinner.
Thunderstorm at dessert, and fury of storm terrific. Wind, hail,

sleet, and snow driving in at all the doors and windows. Swallows
off in the dark. House struck with lightning, and to bed.

A Fact for Fiddlers.

MOST educated persons are familiar with the name of STRADI-

VAHTITS, but not one of them can be aware that the celebrated fiddle-

maker had so many names as those which appear to be assigned.to
him in the subioined advertisement extracted from the Bazaar :

VIOLA.
Excellent-toned Tenor Violin, made by ANTONIUS STRADI-

VARIUS CREMONENSIS FACIEHAT ANNO. Price 30., or exchange for

good riding saddle, or parrot and cage.

But the five names, ANTONTUS STRADIVARIUS CREMONENSIS FA-
CIEBAT ANNO, as they stand above, are one too few. Perhaps that
one was accidentally omitted. If the advertiser had completed his

list, we should have been informed that STRADIVAEIUS'S surname
was DOMINI.
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A DUTCH DOLLY VARDEN.

THE TOPICAL DRAMA.
Mr DEAR MB. PUNCH,

I ADDRESS yon as the protector of talent and the patron of genius. I
am a dramatist, but, unhappily, uptp the present time, have not been able to
obtain a hearing for my pieces. Will you assist me ? I know you will, and,
knowing this, I ask you to publish this letter.

A celebrated playwright has recently produced a drama, founded upon that

homely subject the periodical flooding of the Thames. He has called it Guinea
Gold. Now I, Sir, have also written a drama upon homely subjects subjects
which are quite as interesting, I flatter myself, as that chosen by Mr. BYBON
entitled Pennywise, and it is to protect this piece that I beg of you to give my
words the honour of type. Unless you comply with my request, such is the
defective condition of our copyright laws, my ideas may be immediately appro-
priated by rival dramatists. For the sake of brevity, I out out all extraneous
matter, and come directly to the situations I wish to register.

ACT I.

SCENE The Suburban Farm of ARTHUR TURNTPTOP. ARTHUR and PENNTWISB
(his charming young wife) discovered discussing a luxurious alfresco break-

fast. A glorious crop of Potatoes fills up the background of the picture.

Arthur. And so you are pleased you have married me, darling ?

Pennywise. Indeed I am. Yes, ARTHUR, were yon as poverty-stricken as
the poorest Church-mouse, still in my eyes you would appear the kindest of

lovers, the honestest of men
; nay, why should I hesitate to speak the prompt-

ings of my heart ? the very best of husbands.
Arthur. My own! But have no fear, I have enormous wealth. Never shall

you feel the cold blast of want. See I swear it.

Pennywise. And yet all your wealth is embarked in

those jxjtatoes '<

Arthur. Assuredly. But look how healthy they seem
to be they are as green as grass.

Pennywise. I could almost wish to see them wither,
so that you could learn how PK.VN YWI.SK can love a poor
man.
Arthur (seriously). -Nay, do not joke upon such a sub-

ject. (Enter CIIAULES, his Friend.) Why, CHARLES,
what mean those doleful looks

'

(CHARLES points sadly
to the Potatoes, which begin to tremble). Eh! what!
Speak, man your silence kills me !

Charles (with intense emotion). The Colorado Beetle !

[ The Potato crop it eaten up by the destroyer before
the eyes of the audience. ARTHUR buries hit

face in hts hands. PENNYWISE bends ocer him,
and CHARLES weeps silently in a corner. Tab-
leau.

ACT II.

SCENE A Lodging-house overlooking Portland Place.
ARTHUR and PENNYWISE discovered putting thefront
drawing-room to-rights.

Arthur. Cheer up, PENNYWISE. Thanks to CHARLES,
our friend, we have been able to secure this desirable

house. We shall toon he able to nil it with lodgers, and
then fickle fortune once more will smile upon us.

Pennywise (sadly). The legend
"
apartments to let"

has long appeared over the hall-door, and yet no one
teeks the shelter of our roof.

Arthur. Be reasonable, ray darling. Now we can
offer no attraction ; but when it comes you will find the

public will flock to us for rooms. (Rubbing hit hands
gleefully.) How they will fight for windows to gaze upon
it all day. Take my word for it, they will never tire

of watching its graceful proportions. (Enter CHARLES,
mournfully.) You bring bad news ! Out with it, man
I in >ixt. know the worst !

Charles (with intense emotion). The monument is to
be erected elsewhere. Portland Place is abandoned, and

ah ! the news has killed them !

[Bends ocer ARTHUR and PEHNYWISE, who have
swooned away in one another's arms. The
Scene opens at the back and shows the cere-

mony of the planting of Cleopatra's Needle on

English soil. Slow Curtain to soft music.

ACT III.

SCENE A Hovel in Seven Dials. ABTHUB and PENNY-
WISE discovered starving. ARTHUR is reading a
newspaper gloomily. PENNIWISE is sleeping from
exhaustion.

Arthur (sadly). I have given CHARLES our few re-

maining pence. I see by the paper that the price of
beef is as nigh as ever. Our last chance rests upon his

silvery tongue. If he cannot cajole the butcher into

parting with some food at a moderate rate, we are
indeed undone.

Pennywise (in htr sleep). Some gravy, please !

Arthur. Poor child! she is dreaming of her dinner.
Dinner! why, we have not had one for seven days.
Oh, 'tis hard to die so young ! (Enter CHARLES.) As
usual yon bring bad news ?

Charles (reproachfully}. Nay, you wrong me. But
come, eat! here is meat in plenty. (Producingfood.)
You are very welcome to it.

[ARTHUR eats heartily, and, when he has appeased
his hunger, wakes PENNYWISE, whojoins him in

the meal.
Arthur. How came you by this food? The butcher

was kind, and let you have it for half its market value '(

(CHARLES shakes his head.) Oh horror! You did not
steal it V

Charles (proudly). No; it is an honest purchase. It
was fairly bought.
Arthur (greatly relieved). Oh, thanks for that thanks

for that ! (Enter Messenger.) Well, boy, what is it ?

Messenger. A telegram, Sir. (Gives paper, and exit.)

Arthur. I am pleased at this. I find by this telegram
that I am now an Earl, and have twenty thousand pounds
a year. (Turning to CHARLES.) And now how did you
procure the food <

Charles. By buying it. Your lives have been saved

by the cheapness of American beef!

Enter all the other Characters, cheering.
Arthur. Thaiiks, cnmrades. Ard if our kind
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friends in front will but applaud, no one will be happier than
PENNTWISK. [Takes his Wife's hand.

Prunt/wise (pointing archly to the remains of the food on the

table). And "a pound foolish."

[The Characters group themselves, and the Scene opens at the

back, discon-rimi a grand allegorical tableau, representing
the Triumph of Industry and Commerce. Curtain.

There, Sir, if that piece does not run as long or even longer than
Guinea Gold, why never call me again what 1 have the honour to

sign myself,
Yours to command,

SHAKSPEAEE, Jun.
Sheridan Chambers, Upper Grub Street, E. C.

A SYMPHONY IN BLUE.
Or, Pessimism d la Mode.

IPS that might
lure old Time to

play the lover !

Eyes that might
make the grip of

Death'unclose !

What Cynic dares

declare those

skirts can cover

A hint of azure

hose ?

A Blue ? Ah
well, the tint-

ings soft and

shifting
Of summer even-

ing, when 'the

roses drowse,
Are blue, and
so 's the Danube

deep - wards
drifting,

And so 's a but-

cher's blouse.

And GAINSBOROUGH'S Boy was blue, and much old China,
A Bobby's coat, and my look-out are blue.
But gazing thus on Girton-pride, sweet INA,

Such memories fade from view.

Letfemmes savantes, so long the theme of mockery,
Were thit their type, might satire's current stem.
As Hebe's eyes to willow-pattern, crockery

Is this Sas-Bleu to them.

An iris-coloured robe hath this Egeria
Of who 's the Modern Numa none may know.
Wisdom with orbs the hue of the Wistaria

Can scarce seem tame or slow.

She opes her lips. Ah ! now for pearls and flowers,
Should she of love or protoplasm speak,
Talk of the roses thronging these green bowers,

Or TYNDALL
; faint blue streak !

" How quite too awfully lovely ! ! !
"

What, I wonder ?

Herself, the evening, or the rose's hues ?

Yon placid sky, the stream that slides thereunder.
A dream of blending blues P

In pretty scorn the Blue-Bell's bud-month purses,
A moue mutine that 's no mere hostile sham.
" How dull you are ! I mean these lovely verses

Of dear OMAE KHAYYAM."

"
Oh, the Rvbraiyat. Aren't they rather mournful ?

A trifle fatalistic, and so forth ?
"

Ah me ! those pansy eyes can look right scornful,
And cold as the blue North.

A shower of SCHOPENHAUEB'S dicta dreary.
(Despair sounds strange from lips so round and red)
Fall, till the world looks blue, and waste and weary,

On my devoted head.

But she, the Sibyl of the modish cultus,
Fire in her glance, and rapture in her pose,
Mouths the blue-funk, with which the seers insult us,

With cheeks couleur-de-rose.

What would the German Sage, the Persian Poet
Have thought, of such a Votary of their views ?

N'importe. Fair INA is does she not know it?

Hewitt-longest of Blues.

Whelmed in a whirl of teintes bleudtres wholly
Wistaria, violet, pansy, amethyst
She seems the Goddess of Glad Melancholy,

This pretty Pessimist.

A call ! She flies! A peal of silvery laughter
Rings as the rose-walls veil her from my view.

My life ! Blue Rose ! I sigh ; then dawdle after

Dreaming till all is blue.

UTOPIA-ON-SEA.
ME. PUNCH,

I AM a quiet man, and I am fond of quiet people, though it

is difficult to meet with them in this busy, bustling age. I am
obliged to live in London for some ten-twelfths of the year ; and as
I neither shoot nor fish, and have little taste for travelling, what I

sigh for in the autumn is a quiet little watering-place, where I can
pass my six weeks' holiday in quiet walks and talks, and baskings
on the beach.
But where is this marine Utopia to be found ? Where lies the

tranquil sea-side town where no excursionists intrude, where no
pianos can be heard, and no wandering musicians or bellowing fish-
merchants are permitted to disturb the silence of the streets ? Every
year I seek and vainly sigh for that sea-shore, and every year my
search appears to grow more hopeless than it has seemed before. I
have tried our various coasts, I have even crossed the Channel in my
antumnal quest, but though barrel-organs certainly are rarely heard
abroad, the noise of a Casino is little to my mind, and I have small
taste for the clatter and the scramble of a crowded table d'hote.
Colonel HAWKER tells us that, when used for a decoy, one French
duck quacks as loudly as three English birds at least, and other
female tongues in France can babble quite as loudly, though their

gabbling may remind one rather less of ducks than geese.
Now, why should not a Quiet Sea-side Company be started, with

capital enough to build a pretty watering-place, and let it out to

quiet lodgers like myself ? There must be many quiet people who
would willingly take shares in such a speculation, if only for the
prospect of enjoying now and then the comforts of the place. In
case my hint be acted on, I may suggest a Code of Rules for

preserving peace and order at Utopia-on-Sea :

1. No Barrel-organs, German bands, or Black-faced Ballad-
bawlers, to be permitted to approach within an Eighty-one-Ton-
gunshot of the place.

2. No fine fresh Soles or Shrimps, or other fishy merchandise, to
be hawked, except in perfect silence, in the streets.

3. No Donkeys to be hired for a gallop on the Sands, except such
as without shouting can be urged to the utmost of their speed.

4. No Pianos to be played, except with windows tightly closed,
and in houses where the walls and floors are BO constructed as to let
no sound escape from one room to the next.

5. No Beggars to intrude ;
no Cocoanuts on Sticks to be shied at

on the Sands ; and no Photographers to tout for business, as they
do, at the tip-top of their voice.

6. No vixen Landladies, to pilfer your cold meat, and tea and
sugar, and, when accused, to snriek out their conviction that

"
It

must have been the Cat !
"

7. No noisy little Boys to scream out "Morning Times !" or

Daily Telegrofe
" but to spread the News in silence, by throw-

ing it down areas, or slipping it under doors.
8. No Sea Gulls to be shot at, even with a rifle, and by the worst

of Cockney Sportsmen, on pain of a smart whipping and a fine of

Fifty Pounds.
9. No Pastimes or Amusements to be suffered on the Beach,

except such as may be noiselessly and harmlessly pursued for

instance, basking in the sunshine, building castles in the sand, or
with careful aim projecting pebbles on the Sea.
With such regulations to ensure the peace and comfort of its

visitors, Utopia-on-Sea would speedily be famous as a really
model watering-place, and then well, then a railway would pro-
bably invade it ;

and then, alas ! Excursion-trains would certainly
be run thither, and then good-bye to its tranquillity, and farewell
to its peace !

VAGABUNDTTS.

JOINT OCCUPATION. Carving.
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A FEW DAYS IN A COUNTRY-HOUSE.
lit inij CM account nf n " Modern Symposium

" with a vengeance, or a "
A'icht wi' BOODXLS o'

Ji'iwleU." After >ehich there can't be much more to be taid or done.

CCUPIED deeply
with Volume the
Second of some
most interesting

novel, and with
Volume the Third
in her lap (on
the

" one -down-

t'other - come - on

principle," as our
new arrival,
young CALTOP,
would say), Mrs.
Bi:i>t)KBMRB Bits

ensconced in a
comfortable arm-
chair in the
corner. Miss
BUDDERMEB has
retired. BUDDEB-
MH: the Bald is

on the sofa, with
a philosophic-
looking meer-
schaum pipe,
eager to air his

latest opinions
culled from the

Spectator, Satur-

day, Cunttmpu-

His great delight
is a philosophical literary conversation. BOODELS has looked forward to such a Symposium as is

now represented in his smoking-room.
BUDDERMER has suggested the artistic channel into which the conversation is to flow, by saying

profoundly (BunDERMKR the Bald is nothing if not profound) to MUMLET,
" Have you read HUSKIK'S

article on -" when bo is interrupted by CALTOP'S question to BOODELS
" How are you off for rats here ?

"

CALTOP does not mean this as an interruption. But we are so placed, that no two of us can enter

upon a conversation without cutting into, and right across, the subject of at least two other, if not

three, separate conversations. BOODELS is obliged to listtn to CALTOP, it being the latter's first

visit ; and besides he is a neighbour.
BUDDERMER, pretending to ignore the rat theme which continues as an accompaniment to his

air, and worries nim considerably, continues:
"

I see that RUSKIN is going to bring out a new work on Medieval Formi. Now, judging from
his

"

Here MUIILF.Y cuts in with a reply :

"
Judging of RUSKIN from the Fort Clavigera, you were going to say P Well, it is hardly fair

to form an opinion of a future Work by the opinions put forward in

I am deeply interested. I want to know something about Fora Clavigera. Is it a Poem ? or a
Treatise? or English ? or Latin? But the more eagerly I attempt to listen to them, the more
distinctly rises, under my nose, the account of a little Terrier Dog catching rats, which is being
given by CALTOP to BOODKLS, in a londer tone than he would have otherwise used, had not MILBURD
from his end of the room cut in. and asked how " FANNY "

(the Dog's name) was getting on.
"
Oh, first rate!

"
replies the Sporting Young Man. "

I am telling the Governor here," he
alludes to BOODELS as the Governor, never having met him before in his life !

" how she wired
into that old rat under the barn floor. She did tackle him to-rights ! Rather !

" And here he
pauses, as if dwelling on the recollection of a picture which beggars description.

Availing ourselves of this voluntary cessation, BOODELS turns slightly towards MUMLEY, and so
do I, politely intimating by this movement that we wish to drop rats and take up Ruskin. MUMLEY,
who has the parole, is naturally pleased. Triumph of Mind over Ratter. BUDDEBMEB foresees his
turn will come, and, without in the least attending to MUMLEY, rehearses mentally what he is next
going to say. I know this by his shutting his eyes and smoking slowly, as if he were weighing
his opponent's arguments."

RUSKIN," says MUMLKY, with a contemptuous air, "flatters himself he has founded a school

but, in this respect, he dors flatter himself. In what has he ever shown himself as either a critic,
or a true student of Art in its highest sense, but a man of one, narrow"" Have you got that Fox-Terrier still ?

" asks MILBURD, not loudly, but in an under-current
of voice, that takes awny, as it were, the legs of the dialogue which, but for this, would go on
swimmingly.

CALTOP nods, and, turning to BOODELS, asks,
"Did you ever see that little liver-coloured dog of mine?" No, BOODELS hasn't; and, having

said this much out of filter politeness, he tries to catch up the Ruskin subject again, which, at the

present moment, is stationary, merely keeping itself afloat by spasmodic efforts with the hands
against the under-current aforesaid. These efforts are apparently unnoticed by CALTOP. I try to

help MUMLEY and BFDDEKMRR, who are struggling. I say,
"Didn't RUSKIN get a lot of Oxford Men to work for him during the Vacation at digging?"

(It is all I know of Mr. RUSKIN, but I think it represents the latest popular idea about that eminent
individual.)

If BUDDERMKR, or MUMLEY, would only catch at this rope, it would save them ;
hut they won't ;

they are above it ; they are bent on
discussing Ruskin and High Art.

They both nod assent and dismiss

me, as it were, as not coming np to

their standard of intellect, and l!ri>-

DKKMEU commences instantly about
" RUSK IN being, after all, a mere
dilletante professor who "

just
as POOMORK, tired of silence, and
anxious to bring the conversation
round to the only subject in which
he is personally interested, observes
to me (over their heads, as he is

standing up to help himself to soda-

and-brandy),
"

I saw you at the

Wagner Concert. Didn't you think,'
Ac.
But at this moment, whatever was

to have been his question, it is lost

in a reply made to CALTOP by
BOODELS, who has become suddenly
interested in the former's conversa-

tion, on account of his having judi-
ciously praised one of BOODELS' little

dogs (the nervous one that won't
answer to its name, and is frightened
at the sound of its own bells round
its neck)."

Yes," says BOODELS, pleased with
CALTOP, who is evidently a sporting
man, and an authority on dogs and
horses,

" he is a very good brted."
"
Oh, I can see that,

'

says CALTOP,
eying the little animal, which is

curled up on the rug fast
asleep ;" he has all the pointa of a thorough-

bred black and tan. You don't often
see one like that now-a-day."
"No," says BOODELS; "I am

rather proud of that dog."" You used to have a pug," MIL-
B0RD says, from his side to BOODELS.
" A lovely png. You ought to have
seen that," he remarks to CALTOP.
"
Oh, I often saw that pug," cries

CALTOP. " Ho used to come as far
as the corner of the lane by Sir
MARTIN CHOPPER'S house, and then
run back again. You know CHUPFBB,
don't vou ?

" he asks of BOODELS.
No, BOODELS doesn't. As a matter

of fact, he says, he has never culti-
vated nis neighbours. Mrs. Brn>-
DEBIIEB looks up from her book at
the mention of Sir MARTIN. BDD-
DEKIIER has caught the name, and
evidently begins to have a better

opinion of CAJ.TOP.
" GKORGT MARTINDALB and Lord

GRASSMERE, you know," says CAL-
TOP to BOODELS, with a careless look

round, which MILBURD replies to
with a nod of intelligence,

"
were

standing at Sir MARTIN'S stable-

door, and we often tried to coax

your pug in, but he wouldn't come."
BOODELS is immensely pleased.

He fills his pipe modestly, and
almost blushes as he remarks that
that pug was a dog for which he
could have taken a first prize had
he wished to compete at the Crystal
Palace Dog Show. From this mo-
ment it is all np with RUSKTN and
music. I think that even the interest
of Mrs. BUDDERMER in Volume the
Second is momentarily diminished.
We all help ourselves (not for the
first time) to refreshments. Pipes are

replenished. Mrs. BUIIDERMER, say-
ing, pleasantly, that she is

"
quite

accustomed to smoke "
(which means

that she intends to sit up for her
husband), takes up Volume the

Third, and then we settle down into
talk about dogs, horses, stables.

VOL. LXJ:II.
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NO MISTAKE THIS TIME."
ARRIVED AT LIST ; BUT NOTHING so VKBY TBBRIBLB, AFTZR ALL.

Everybody suddenly remembers that he knows a dog that can do something. Even
BUDDEBMEB commences a story about a valuable retriever which was given him
some years ago. It interests nobody. He appeals to his wife for corroboration. She
looks up for an instant, and says,

" That horrid thing ! I '11 never have another in
the house ! It 's all very well for people who understand dogs, but you don't."

After this, BUDDEBMER refreshes himself, but is prudently silent.

"Ah," says CALTOP, "you should see Mrs. GEOBQE BIGG'S retrievers. GEOBGE
BIGG," he explains to everyone, "used to drive in the Park last season. You must
have seen her." This to every one, beginning with BOODELS, who at once "

thinks
he remembers her ;

" then to BUDDEBMEB, who appears to be trying to recal all the
people he has ever seen in the Park, in order to single out the lady in question.

She used to drive four ponies," says MILBUBD.
"
Yes," returns CALTOP. "

They were the Earl of SHOBTLAND'S. One of those

ponies Jessie, the black one was no bigger than a Newfoundland, and one day
when a boy fell in the Serpentine, she went for that boy, collared him, and brought
him out.

"
They wanted to stop GKOBGEY BIGG'S wife

from coming into the Park followed by all these

animals," continues CALTOP ; "for he had a

couple of goats, and three fallow deer besides

the ponies. The police were inclined to be rather

rough on GEOBGEY, but he got six to four the

best of 'em, and then bet Boss GBEEN you know
Boss GBEEN ? "this to MILBUBD, who nods as-

sent, and we all wonder who Boss GBEEN is, but
don't like to inquire "a couple of ponies that

he 'd take the whole menagerie right through to

the Magazine, when all the four-in-hands were
out."

"And did he?" I ask, vaguely, for I am not
certain whether my inquiry applies to Boss GREEN,
GEOBGE BIGGS, or LOUD SHOETLAND, or perhaps
somebody else whose name I 've missed.

"Did he?" exclaims CALTOP, as if utterly
astonished at the ignorance displayed by my ques-
tion.

"
I should rather say he did. They wanted

to stop him. One Bobby tried it on, but GEOBGEY
our JABGY, as we call him tipped the peeler a

sparkler (he 'd have made it warm for Master

Bobby if he hadn't taken it), and then he went,
full split, right up the drive, with all the animi/e

careering after him, a regular buster, before you
could say knife. The Duke couldn't start his

team
;

it gave him tits! It was real jam to see

little NOBKIS, who was out for the first time, in

a horrid state about his four greys. GEOBGEY did
the trick. They said he hedged the bet, but any-
how he copped 'Boss GBEEN'S fifty quid."" Rather rough on the Boss," I venture, with a

mild attempt at suiting my conversation to my
company.
"Oh, the Boss!" exclaims CALTOP, "he's a

regular mug."
Everyone appears amused, and no one likes to

ask what on earth CALTOP means. At this moment
the Poet remarks that there's a fine moon, and

opens the window to look at it. Mrs. BUDDEBMEB
asks her husband to give her the slightest drop of

sherry-and-water. This causes the Butler to be
summoned to fetch the sherry ; when he appears,
POGMOBE complains of the cold in consequence of

the window having been opened. MILBURD agrees
that it is cold, and CALTOP remembers that he '11

probably have a chilly walk home. BUDDEBMEB
casually mentions " hot grog

" as the best preven-
tive. BOODELS, as host, asks if CALTOP would
like some'hot grog before he starts, as, if so, the
Butler can make a first-rate brew. CALTOP at

first refuses, then alters his mind, and saying,
"I really must go immediately after that," he,
to use his own expression, "goes for that grog.
MILBUBD admits that he, too, is

" Nuts on grog."
1 notice that whenever CALTOP, or MILBUBD, likes

anything, they are either
" nuts on it," or it is

"
real jam

"
to them. Odd! POGMOBE observes

" That he doesn't mind if he does just take a

drop of hot grog." Whereupon BUDDEBMEB be-

gins to think that it wouldn't do him any harm,
which evokes a look of surprise, and a warning,
from his Wife, who, however, consents, after a

very, brief argument, to assist him with a mere
sip. BOODELS hasn't taken hot grog for years,
he says, and now they mention it. he rather feels

inclined for it than otherwise. The only one who
has any doubts at all on the advisability of hot

grog is the Poet, who returns from the window
(which we all insist on being shut at once) looking
as if the moon had had some effect on his com-
plexion." Have some grog," CALTOP suggests to him,
with an aside wink to us

; "just to show there 's

no ill-feeling."
As the ill-feeling, to judge by the Poet's face,

is confined entirely to himself, and has regard to

no one else, the administration of the hot grog is

questionable. MUMLEY accepts and subsides into

his arm-chair. The conversation re-commences
on general topics, by which I mean, that, with
the exception of MUMLEY, who is remarkably
silent, we are all talking, more or less, at once.

The Butler re-appears with double the quantity
of hot grog that was ordered. This probably
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"A MAN AND A PASSENGER!"
Sweep.

" 'ELP us UP WITH MY Luooior, Mvrs 1

"

from a knowledge of human 'nature, and to save himself trouble.

We all resolve ourselves into a tasting committee, and commence

sipping.
''This is the sort of stuff," says CALTOP. "

to walk home on."
Then he says what he would do were he waylaid by a footpad.

This leads us to the subject of highwaymen ;
then to recent highway

robberies ; then to burglaries ;
then to anecdotes of eminent house-

breakers, till Mrs. BUDDERKEK'S attention is distracted from her

Novel, and she begs us not to talk on such dreadful subjects, or she
won't get a wink of sleep all night. Whereupon BUDDERMBR
(whose nair seems to have suddenly grown wild round his bald head)

facetiously offers her a "night-cap" of grog. This leads to an
examination of the jug, which is found to be empty.
BOODELS rises gravely with a long cherrywood-stemmed pjpe in

his hand, which he has been carefully lighting every five minutes
for the last half hour, and, with studied politeness, says,
"Mrs. BUD'MER, MILBUBD will ring bell mote grog."
Whereupon he reseats himself most carefully his original inten-

tion, of walking as far as the bell, having been evidently abandoned.
HrnnERMEK thinks quite pleasantly that we don't want any more,

and beams on everybody.
CALTOP says that, as ne has to go out and walk, another tumbler

won't hurt him ; and MILBURD (who has rung the bell violently
and returned to his chair) announces loudly his intention of

"
seeing

him through it."

MUMLET the Poet "wakes up for a minute, and asks, huskily,
"What's timer" Receiving no reply, BUDDERMER alone taking
any notice of it by making a movement with his left hand as

though he remembered having had a watch somewhere once, but
had recently got out of the way of consulting it, his head drops
again, and he is asleep. I notice all this clearly, but I do not feel

inclined either to leave my seat and fetch the fresh grog from the

table, or to join in any conversation. The Bntler pours out the

relay, and hands it round to everybody. BOODELS at this point
becomes scrupulously particular as to the quantity of whiskey
which the Butler has put into his particular tumbler.
"I never," he tries to explain, solemnly, to anybody who'll

listen to him,
" take more 'n 'arfglass to thlee (he means

"
three")

"
to thlee plarts wart," by which he is understood to mean "

three

parts water," and we all nod at him gravely, like a consultation of

waxwork doctors worked by machinery.
On being earnestly assured by the Butler that this proportion has

been carefully observed, he consents to take the tumbler.
What leads us to talk of people's heights I don't know, but we

do. CALTOP bets with POGMORE that BUDDEHITEB is taller than
Min:r KIP. BOODELS says, with the knowing air of a man who can
settle the question at once, "I've got plencil somewhere in my
plocket. The best way 's to mlake the mlark on the door." How-
ever, as he can't find either the "plocket" or the "plenoil,"
the subject is allowed to drop.
The next thing we become aware of is, that CALTOP has disap-

peared. No one saw him go. No one said good-night to him.
BOODELS suddenly recollects having said good-night to somebody,

but "whether," he adds, always gravely, "it was to-night, or

whether I 'm thinking of some other time, I don't know." Then,
after five minutes' silence, he calls to mind distinctly CALTOP having
wished him good-night, and he is quite angry with BUDDERUER, who
wants to argue with him on the impossibility of CALTOP having left

unobserved by the rest of the party. However, he is certainly not
in the room.
This leads to the subject of marvellous appearances ; this to the

disappearances of phantoms ; this to ghosts ; this to MILBURD'S open
avowal of general incredulity ; this brings up POGMORE, who is fond
at certain times of discussing the supernatural ; this to a dash of

theology, when BCDDERMER, who has got some theory in his head
about stars being peopled by spirits, and the contents of whose
fourth tumbler are now damaging the sofa-cover, makes vain efforts

to remember and enunciate an argument on the Plurality of Worldt,
which he has recently read.
"

If," he says, with a pipe-stem in his hand, from which the bowl
has long since dropped off,

"
if the creative power I mean s'pose

I," here his eyelids droop, but he is aroused to wakefulness by
accidentally putting his hand flop into the mess on the sofa,

"
s'pose

I were to have to cre-ate a world "

But at this point Mrs. BUDDKRXEH closes Volume Third with a

sharp click, and says, sharply,
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" Create ! You create ! Nonsense ! It
'

time you created to

bed. Good-night, Mr. BOODELS."

BOODELS, as host, rises from his chair in order 'to open the

door for Mrs. BDDDKEMER. The door is on the opposite side

furthest from BOODELS, and to reach it he has to get round the

table. With his empty pipe still held to his mouth by one hand, he

with the other guides himself round the edge of the table. Then,
with one short and decisive step to the door, he grasps the handle,
and opens it with such unexpected suddenness, that it backs

on to himself and cannons him up against MILBURD, who catches

at the chimney-piece. Recovering himself, BOODELS smiles and
bows with the sort of excessive politeness that is to be seen on
the part of the Comic Baron in the opening of a Pantomime, and
when Mrs. BUDDERMER, [who has carefully taken the candle out of

her husband's hands, and sent him on first into the passage where
he tumbled over the mat and made the dog bark] has retired,

BOODELS surveys us with a sad and sorrowful aspect, makes three

attempts to light his candle, drops the match-box, then, having
opened the door carefully for his own exit, he addresses us most

solemnly, as if these were his last injunctions before being led oif

by the executioner,"
I deprend p'n you put out glas," meaning that he depends upon

us (the Poet, MILBURD, POGMOHE, and myself) to 'put out the gas ;

and with this, he too, after a difficulty with the rug and the dog,
retires. We all laugh and look at one another : all, that is, except
the Poet, who is now snoring heavily.
"Don't go quite early have 'nother pipe." is the last that I

hear in a very drowsy tone from MILBCTRD, as I do manage to light
a candle and get to my room, where, in the midst of undressing, it

occurs to me that I haven't made my diary for several days past. . . .

Evidently this carelessness mustn't be allowed to go on, I say to

some one (not myself) in the looking-glass. I take out the book the

pens the blotting-paper. . . . Odd there doesn't seem to be any
ink . . . and the neck of the inkstand is too small. . . . Ah ! . . . I

thought that would happen with such a stupid inkstand . . . over
. . . Wonder . . .wonder . . .

" The best thing," I am conscious
of saying to myself giving it as a sound and invaluable piece of

advice" the best thing is, ... if you're tired, my friend, to go
to bed. Nothing like going to bed . . . when you're tired. My
dear fellow," still to myself, as somebody to whom I am imparting
words of unutterable wisdom very nearly unutterable, by the way
"my dear fellow take my advice and go ... go ... to ... bed."
And somehow or other, all in a lump, I fall in, and become

absorbed in the bedclothes. A steamboat sensation for a few
minutes, as if in the Bay of Biscay in roughish weather . . . then
we sail with the gale/rom the Bay of Biscay oh, and are fast asleep.

THE FLEET AND THE FOREST.
F, whilst during
two whole days
the crews of

three steam-

launches, from
as many power-
ful iron-clads,
under the di-

rection of their

officers, having
vainly tried to

shell the hull
of the Forest,
were as vainly
trying to blow
it up with gun-
powder, which,
blowing up-
wards only,
blew up no-

thing but
water, why was
the suggestion
of the Port-
land fisher-

men, looking
on in the mean-
while, that dy-
namite, which
blows down as

well as up, should be used instead of gunpowder, not adopted ?

There was & difference between those fishermen and sailors in Her
Majesty's Service. That is, if. as may be presumed, the sailors
were acting under the command of officers who have undergone a
stiff and arduous examination on various subjects ; and the fishermen
were not. It is proverbial that an ounce of mother-wit is worth a

pound of clergv. But that "clergy" is exactly the sort of learn-
ing which enables a candidate to pass a modern examination,
such an examination as he must undergo to be eligible for a
commission in the Navy. At least so those who ought to know best
have ruled. If the hull of the Forest was not blown up under the
orders of officers who must be supposed to have known how to do it

much better than fishermen, it ought to have been. People may
talk of Nelsons and Dundonalds, and the exploit performed in the

Basque Roads : but blowing up the enemy's ships in the enemy's
face is a very different operation from blowing up a hull, in peace,
floating about in the Channel. The hero of the Basque Roads and
the hero of Trafalgar had mother-wit, which was all very well in
their days, but what we now want is

"
clergy ;

"
ability to answer

catch-questions, and none of your original mind; which indeed
seldom co-exists with that sort of ability. It may have taken clever
fellows a long time to destroy a wrecked hull at their leisure, but if

ever they come to be engaged in torpedo practice, and the like, in
actual warfare, we shall then see what they can do. May the sight,
notwithstanding, be reserved for Prince Posterity if anybody.

"THOUGH LOST TO SIGHT TO MEMORY DEAE" (a Mid-Channel
reflection].The Cnsla lin.

EXTRA-PARLIAMENTARY EXERCISES.

LORD BEACONSFIELD. To write out, in large round-hand text, to

decorate the walls of his dining-room in Downing Street, a couple
of scrolls containing th echief mottoes of his Ministry : Surtoat,

point de zele," and "
Quieta non movere."

MR. GLADSTONE. To pay a round of visits to the homes of the

Home-Rulers, and give them a few lessons in the work of cutting
down the Groves of Blarney.
THE FIKST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY. To learn to box the com-

pass, and to steam across the Solent without being sea-sick.

THE HOME SECRETARY. To overhaul most thoroughly our present
system of police, and devise some means, if possible, of restoring

public confidence in the honesty at least, if not the skill, of our
defectives.

MESSIEURS BUTT AND BIGGAR. To put on the gloves, and practise
for the Championship.
MR. WHALLEY. To make a pilgrimage to Lourdes, and compile

a little treatise, for the use of High Church Schools, upon the
miracles he sees there.

THE MEMBER FOR STOKE. To go to Jericho, and stay there until

sent for by three-fourths of his constituents.

MAJOR O'GoRMAN. To make an under study of the part of Circus

clown, and, for the purpose of quotation, learn by heart a hundred
pages of Joe Miller.

MESSIEURS PARNELL AND O'DONNELL. To sit up talking nonsense

nightly till the small hours, so as to keep their tongues in training
for next Session.

A "JOKE" FROM PORTLAND.

SCENE A Spot on the Shore, near the scene of a terrible Shipwreck.
Official and Subordinate discovered conversing.

Official. Well, where did you put 'em ?

Subordinate. In a shed, among a lot of lumber, Sir.

Official. That 'sright. Got the boxes ready ?

Subordinate. Yes, Sir. Good strong 'uns for the money.
Official. No unnecessary expense, en ?

Subordinate. Oh no, Sir. No trappings, nor nothing of that
nonsense.

Official. We can't go to the cost of any bearers, you know.
Subordinate. Certainly not, Sir. We 've got a nice roomy cart

for 'em.

Official. Hum ! Has the hole been dug ?

Subordinate. Yes, Sir. The job was done as cheaply as possible.

Official. Coroner done with 'em ?

Subordinate. Quite, Sir.

Official. Has the Parson been warned ?

Subordinate. I believe so, Sir.

Official. Well, then, you can tell any one you like to go ahead
with the Funeral.

Injurious Approbation.
INSTEAD of attempting to gag the Republican papers, Marshal

MACMAHON and his Ministers should, unless prepared to
" submit or

resign," have forbidden the organs of Bonapartism, Legitiiuism,
and Ultramontanism to praise his Manifesto. They have let France
know what to think of it.
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THE HORRORS OF HAIR-CUTTING.
EREN/K MR. PUNCH,

ONE has
heard of a dumb
waiter, but who bos
ever beard or even
dreamed of a dumb
hair-cutter ? What
a blessing he would
be, and what a
crowd of customers
would jirttt y ijuiuk-

ly (lock to him !

Conceive the no-

velty and luxury of

having one's hair

cut without the
chauce of being pes-
tered with remarks
about its growth, or

of being plagued
with touting prof-
fers of quack nos-

trums to improve it !

For myself, I take precaution to forestall such observations by making a
short speech, in my blandest tone and manner, whenever I submit my head to

the mercy of the operator. While he swathes me in his sheet as if I were

doing penance, I gently thus address him :

"
I want my hair cut short, but

not singed nor shampooed. I know it 's thin and dry, but I want nothing put
upon it, and you sell nothing I want to buy." By thus confessing my defects
I give checkmate to his criticism, and if he mtist talk, his garrulity is vented
on the weather or the war, or the winner of the Leger, or on any other matter,
and not upon the theme which is at his lingers" ends, and whereon I well know
he is burning to discourse to me. CAVESDO Tuius.

THE RACE TO THE SLOW.
AN odious comparison might be suggested by the follow-

ing extract from a report of the races run at the
"

greal

autumnal meet" of the "Metropolitan and Suburban

Bicyclists," held the other day at the Crystal Palace

under the presidency of Mr. Lowi :

" ' The slow race
' was a most amusing affair, the rccr having

to go slowly, the rear one winning. The difficulty experiences
wag keeping the seat at a crawl, and more than one tumbltt

over in the attempt."

lint, observe, the bicycle "slow race" ie a bond fide

slow one. Every competitor rides his own bicycle, and

the hindmost rider wins. Besides, the slow bicycle race

is a trial ot' fckill. Hiding the bicycle at a crawl may
be seen with half an eye to be an aecompliahmt nt oi

which the cultivation is most deferable. Mr. LOWE, in

the course of an address which followed the distribution

of prizes, offered a suggestion
' This was to his young friends who were hirycle riders, am

it was that they should remember that tin y were, when ridinp

tho bicycle on the public roads, under exactly the same contro

and responsibilities as were people riding horses, and s no

horseman would think of galloping through a crowdul tho-

roughfare, so no bicyclist should think of running hit bicycle
at full speed through the streets."

If a bicycle clashes with a cab, or runs down afoot-

passenger crossing the road, and causes a fatal accident,
it is "the pace that kills." The art of riding blowly, there-

fore, is a point of bicyclemanship, and
the_ cpstermpnger,

or any one else, imagining any but a superficial similitude

between the bicycle race, wherein the man in the rear

wins, and a donkey race, in which the slowest ass is thu

winner, must be so undiscerning a creature as to be dis-

qualified only by being a biped from running and being
ridden in the race last named.

BY PRIVATE TELEPHONE.
No. II.

INTEELOCDTOBS.

JOHN THOMAS, Mayfair.
.IKMIM v JANE, Mangoldwurzelthire,

John Thomas. JEMIMA JANE, love, are you there ?

Jrmimn Jane. Joux TOSIMUS, is that you?
Juhn Thomas. It are, my dear. Now isn't this extremely cum eel

foof
Our opportunities for chat is fo pertikler rare,
Whilst you 're in Manglewurzelshire and 1 am in Mayfair ;

That ketching yon permiskus like in this nice kind of way
Is quite too awfully jolly, as the gushing gals would say.
And how are you, my sweet J. J. f

Jemimi June, Don't arst me, dear J. T.
Poicks seem nuts on rural parts, but Town 's the place for me.

John Thomas. Poicks is mostly cannel,' JANK, but parties in our
station

Is able to appreciate the charms of civilisation.

Ongwee is at you, I seppose ;
the Ogur 's got his knife

Likewise in yours devotedly ; for, JANE, upon my life,
Town 's jest as dull as Country now ; and but for KUKK & Co.
I think we 'd all turn mouldy-blue, things is to doosed flow.
All the more treat to talk to you, my dear, I 'd bet a pony,
If Master knew the games we have with this 'ere Telephony,
He 'd make it 'ot for some of us.

Jemima Jane. The lot of 'em are out.
The guns is going it like mad. Pray what are you about
At Number Nine ?

John Thomas. About done
up, T do essure you, JANE,

Which when you 're absick all looks ilat.

Jemima Jane. That's jest to make me vain
But how about BELINDA JONES ?

John Thomas. Now, JANE my love, look here.
f>o sparkling fizz demean itself arnixing with small beer P

Such hints is quite beneath you, JANE, as one of the bout many.
She haven't got a mite of chid; nor yet a taste of tong.
Srppose I rounded on jrw, JANE, ahinting you was sweet
On that WQfp-WHlted I'olley t

Jemima June. His mustarcher
'

vtry neat,
And genteel figgers I adores.

John Ihninax Ris nose 1 '11 'ave to tweak.
Why la could show the same, J. J., with stays and cos-

mytiek,
* JOHN THOMAS may possibly mean " canail'e."

If I would BO demean myself; but not JOHN THOMAS, no!
Not if a barber's dummy was the ackmy of the bo.

Jemima Jane. JOHN TcMMUS, you're not hup in hirt.

John Thomas. My 'art is hup in me,
Ahcaring of you talk such rot.

Jemima Jane. Bat think of his etpree .'

John Thomas. Esprce he jiggered.
Jemima Jane. Hush, J. T ! Bach words is much too warm.

But, it bad langwidge you must use, pray let it be good ti.nn.

A double d, although perhaps it 's wicked, isn't low ;

But, it' you love me, drop such words as "jigger," "drat,"
ai.<l

" blow" !

John Thomas. You're "having" of me nicely, JANE.
Jemima Jane. To "have "

you 's jest the thing
You 've bein a anting me these years.

John Thomas. Well, shall we say next spring ?

Jemima Jane. That 's i^arp ! But how about AI.KO.M; -
''

John Thomat. ALFOKCJS be
Jemima Jan*. Neatly stopped !

Why, Jonif, 'twas only yesterday as he the question poppid.
John Thomas. What, he? That grinning jimcrack fool ? He dare,

aknowing too
That you and 1 ? JEMIMA JANE, that precious Parlyvoo
Will come to a huntimely bend. And you, what did you say ?

Jemima Jane. I think I hear Miss HILDA'S bell.

John Thomas. Hi ! Stop ! Look here ! J. J.

(This telephonic talk 's too much it tanterlises so)

JEMIMA JANE ! ! Hooked it, by George ! ! !

(Pice minutes' intervalfor execration.)

Jemima Jane (softly). JOHN Tumirs, dear 1

John Thomas.
"

Hullo!
Jemima Jane. 'Twasn't Miss HILDA, after all.

John Thomas. But *ow about ALFONGS ?

Jemima Jane. 1 hear he 'a jest received a pair of barber's curling

tongs.
I said I 'd answer him by post !

John Thomas (jubilant). Hooroar ! JEMIMA JANE I

You 're jest the very jolliest brick. JOHN THOMAS breathes

again.
Could one by telephony kiss, I 'd

Jemima Jane. There! No ned to speak
In haccents more perciser. We '11 be home on Monday week.

A FKW WOT<DS ABOUT " THE FiHE KINO." Three cheers for

Captain SHAW.

AN UNEQUAL MATCH. That which strikes upon ths B >x.
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'A oijj.> o '^ X

LIBERTE-EGALITE-FRATERNITE I

3/rs. Toptcney*
1 de Tomkyns (of Bayswaler, London, but staying for a Month in La Belle France] chooses to go out marketing with her French Cool:

Fair Oreengroceress.
"
BONJOFB, MESDAMSS! QOK vous FAUT-IL CB MATIN, MESDAMES!"

[Delight of ye haughty Mrs. T. de T.

FRANCE TO THE MARSHAL.
In reply to his Manifesto.

speaking ? Yes ; perhaps a thought too plain :

Imperial phrase could scarce sound more imperious.
Yet, Marshal, in my mind some doubts remain.

^How fair a front may cover the mysterious !

You woo me, as the Conqueror wooed his wife,
With a most autocratic assiduity ;

But, as to clearness, well, upon my life,
You do not "

dissipate all ambiguity."

Men call you honest : you are apt to dwell
Upon your honour. I 've no wish to doubt it ;

Though, as a soldier, it were perhaps as well
Did you declaim a little less about it.

Yet honesty may be the tool of knaves :

Though frank and most fair-spoken I may find you,
My curiosity, I own it, craves
To ask one question" Who are those behind you f"

They crouch, they peer, they mutter. Ah I methinks
I know the men, much better than I trust them.

I 've tried them all before ; my spirit shrinks
From seeing them where they aspire to thrust them.

You 've no connection with the gang, you say ;

You simply hold your own with righteous rigour ?

"Well, is it not a trifle strange that they
Should back you up with such united vigour ?

An honest soldier would not stoop to Art,
Ca *on* dire, pray pardon the suggestion,And playing consciously a double part
With you, of course, is quite out of the question.

But it among the "
moderate men "

you love
These gentry in the rear can claim their planes,

I have my fears the future may remove
Fair-seeming masks from unsuspected faces.

You say, most fairly, 'tis for me to choose,
But whatsoe'er my choice you still mean staying.

The game of
" heads I win and tails you lose,"

Would seem a parallel to that you 're playing."
J'y suis,fy reste," sounds soldierly, but still

Your post is not a conquered fort, at present.
If Marshal law means simply Marshal's will,
The prospect 's more despotic far than pleasant.

You tell me proudly you decline to be
Radicalism's instrument. I 'd ask you

From other factions will you keep us free ?

Soldier, the warring
" isms "

well may task you.
Blunt egoist of honour, in your rear
Crouch, thrice-tried tricksters. Free from Party leaning

You may be, but while they are lurking near,
Marshal, I still must ask,

" What is your meaning ?
"

A PROMISE FOR ITALY.

THE Special Correspondent of the Times at Rome, with reference
to the POPE, and to a contingency only too possible at any moment,
mentions that an oath is always administered to a new Pontiff, that
" he shall maintain intact and inviolate the dominions of the Holy
See such as he received them from his predecessors." Unless the
Italian Government, in the meanwhile, shall have repented of their

"sacrilege" of 1870, and re-established the Temporal Power, they
can only hope that the next Successor of St. Peter will not hesitate
to take that path, should it be tendered him. The dominions of the

Holy See being now purely spiritual, he, if he swears to maintain
them such as he has received them, will simply bind himself to

maintain them and them alone. Will the Cardinals ask him to

swear that? Then the discovery of a modus rieendi approaches;
and there is hope that Church and State in Italy may kiss and be
friends.
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. . WHAT DOES HE MEAN?"
LA FRANCE. "

AH, YES, MON MARSHAL, YOU MAY BE HONEST.-BUT WHO ARE THOSE BEHIND YOU ?
"
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A SINISTER SLIP.

I MEANSmith. "
HULLO, BROWN ! 'BEEN FOB YOUR ANJCUAL COLLIS-

TOUB ANNUAL EXCURSION, YBT ?
''

[Brown was highly nervous, and this malign suggestion quite uptet him.
He spent his holiday at home I

A CONJUGAL UNION WOBKHOUSE.
ADDRESSING the Social Science Congress assembled at

Aberdeen, the Earl of that ilk suggested the possibility
of a distinction between poor and poor ;

"
the idle and

those who are scarcely deserving ot pity
" on the one

hand, and, on the other.
"
the unfortunate who lapse

into poverty through no fault of their own," but, being
liable to the same punishment as the improvident pau-
pers,

"
are thus repelled, and the public sense is occa-

sionally shocked by the record of deaths incurred to

avoid the workhouse." Not content with proposing a

quite too awful breach of Political Economy, the noble
Lord went on to say :

"Asa single illustration of my meaning, I may mention the
enforced separation of married partners. 8uch a requirement,
for instance, though generally neccgiary for the maintenance of

order and discipline, might lurely be dispensed with, at all

events, in the case of the aged and infirm. To sum up the
matter in a word, while for toe many the workhouse properly
partakes of the character of a reformatory, there are those for

whom it is rather to be regarded as an asylum."

If "when Poverty comes in at the door, Love flies

out at the window,' it might be thought that the prin-
ciple of the Poor Law would be best consulted, not by
separating pauper couples, but by compelling them,
provident or improvident, to live together. But perhaps
conjugal affection can in some cases survive on molasses
ind skilligolee. Lord ABERDEEN seems to believe in
" John Anderson, my Jo," as a song of married life

compatible with indigence or even pauperism. But Lib
idea of allowing Mr. and Mrs. Anderson on any account
to enjoy one another's society in a Workhouse, is cue
that of course nobody connected with any such Institu-
tion could entertain for a moment, except possibly tie

Chaplain.

Lecture-Boom Emanations.

THE Cambridge Professors who cultivate the femi-
nine mind at Qirton have taken to bicycles as a
convenient transport to and from the scene of their
labours. We are sorry to say that Undergraduates,
in whom the bump of Veneration has aa yet not de-

veloped itself, have taken to quizzing the respectatiK-
Coaches as they career along the Huntingdon Road ui>

their velocipedes. The cry is raised by the unruly crew
of

" Whoa ! M.A."

BISHOP ON BEETLE.
BIGHT Reverend Lord Bishop of MANCHESTER, may it please your

Lordship, Mr. Punch loves potatoes. He rejoices in potatoes. He
eats them daily at dinner. H could not dine satisfactorily without
them, and is very thankful that he gets them. He particularly
rejoices in mealy potatoes. He considers mealy potatoes orthodox ;

and trusts that on this point he holds with your Lordship. But to
what purpose all this ?

The other day, my Lord, Mr. Pimch read "
some," as Mr. BAR-

NUM would sav, of a sermon reported to have been preached by your
Lordship at tne reopening of Airkham Church, in one sense, and
preached, in another, at parties including the one who has just in-
formed you of his partiality to potatoes. With reference to a note
of warning from the trumpet of Mr. BRIGHT, intimating the possi-
bility of England's decadence, your Lordship is represented to have
named, aa lour " tokens" of a supernatural character,

"
the sword,

the famine, the pestilence, and the noisome beast ;

" and as to the
last-named "

token," meaning the Colorado Beetle, to have spoken
as follows :

"
They read of the plague of the noisome beast ; and men and facetious

newspapers Punch, for instance made themselves merry about the Colorado
Beetle. They did not seem to think that perhaps this noisome beast which
had destroyed many a harvest-field on the other side of the Atlantic might
come here and destroy our own fair harvest-fields. He did not think that the
Colorado Beetle was a thing to make jokes about."

Mr. Punch make himself merry about the Colorado Beetle, that
would deprive him of the potatoes without which he could never
again enjoy his dinner I Mr. Punch make jokes about the potato-
bug ! He would as soon think of making a joke about the other
Cimex in any way that could represent .it as anything but a
most horrible plague and a particularly

"
noisome beast." For this

creature is far more "
noisome," at any rate, than that, and in so

far certainly a greater
"

beast "if a Coleopterous insect may be
called a beast, which Mr. Punch does not deny, although Coleo-

pterous insects might perhaps more properly be termed creeping
things. And the B-flat, as euphemista style it, if only a B as
noisome as the P. B., is equally a

"
token. Q. E .IX, your Lord-

ship, is it not ?

No, my Lord, Mr. Punch has never made fun of the Colorado
Beetle itself. On the contrary, he1 was one of the first to warn all

and sundry to deal with it as a most serious nuisance, to keep on
the watch for it, and, as soon as caught, to squelch it. He was
among the foremost in proclaiming the necessity of stamping the
Colorado Beetle out. Herein your Lordship, he doubts not, will

praise him, and not blame him, as some grave people blamed
writers for having exhorted the Authorities to stamp out the Cattle

Plague.
It is very true, my Lord, that certain persons having mistaken the

Lady Cow for the Colorado Beetle, and otherwise, in relation to thr
last-named insect, made fools of themselves, some of Mr. Punch'f

young men have, with pen and pencil, appropriately illustrated
their deeds and words. Mr. Punch ventures to hope that your
Lordship, on second thoughts, will not call that making jokes about
the Colorado Beetle, nor consider the Doryphora decemlineata n>

very solemn a thing as to be incapable of being mentioned or

delineated to a political or social intent without irreverence.

Debtor and Creditor.

AT one of the late meetings of the Social Science Congress, a paper
by Mr. JOHN M'LAREN, a Scotch Advocate, on Married WomenV
Property, excited interest,

"
especially amongst lady-members." A

report of it adds that

"Hiss LTDIA BECKER thought a wife should be her hatband's first

creditor."

That is, of C9urse, she should trust her husband before all men.
Nicely put, Miss LTHIA BECKER. But what will the Priest in

Absolution say to you ?
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ON THE SAFE SIDE.
/SKoirf OW Gentleman. " WHAT DOBS THAT BOARD SAT ABOUT WEIGHTS ? P'RAPS I 'D BBTTEK GET OITT, ASD WALK OVER THB BRIDGE ! !"

EUROPE IN TURKEY.
THE Special Correspondent of the Times, writing the other day

from Therapia, after commenting with natural satisfaction on the
fact that the present comparatively youthful Father of the Faithful
is working out a silent, social, and political revolution among his

subjects, by giving Parisian dinners, returning bows, handing about
cigarettes, and offering chairs to aged Patriarchs, goes on to say :

" More liberal views than his would not always be found among the States-
men of constitutional countries; and one might reasonably expect, as well as

hope, a good deal in the way of reform from ABDUL HAH ID, if a long and
peaceful reign gave him a fair chance."

No doubt the Special Correspondent is quite right ; and the
matter is one for sincere anticipatory congratulation. Still, as the
advance of sweeping constitutional reform, as it were, hand in hand
with a lighter sort of social refinement, suggests a novel but inter-

esting aspect of history, Mr. Punch begs to offer the few following
dates, which he has taken at random from a coming Oriental Primer,
very respectfully to the consideration of ME. FBEEIIAN :

1878. The STTLTAN rides publicly on the knifeboard of a Christian
omnibus through the main streets of Pera up to the gates of St.

Sophia. Serious riots.

1S80. Paper collars first worn in Constantinople on New Year's
Day.

1882. An eleven of Softas play
" All England" at Canterbury,

making 13 in their two innings, MR. GRACE being against them, and
walking out with his bat after scoring 7,056 runs in five days and a
night. Serious riots in Constantinople.

1885. ABDTTL HAMID walks about the streets of Stamboul in full
dress on the fifth of November. Guy Faux Day solemnly observed
in Turkey for the first time.

1887. Lawn-tennis played by the Ladies of the Seraglio in the
gardens of the Golden Horn. Abolition of the Yashmak, and first

appearance of five-guinea bonnets in Asia Minor. Serious riots.
1891. The "

Young Turkey Eight
" rows against Oxford, on the

Thames from Putney to Mprtlake, and goes down suddenly off the
Soap Works. Time 57 minutes 19 seconds. Great rejoicings at
Constantinople.

1892. Five o'clock tea, and use of Patent Filters, DTI BAKHY'S
Revalenta Arabica, Glenfield Starch, Opera Hats, and Bicycle*
made compulsory on all adults between the ages of fourteen and

ninety, by Turkish Act of Parliament.
1895. Severity of the penal code increased. Abolition of the

bastinado, and substitution of British cross-examination.
189G. Opening of the first public-house in the Valley of Sweet

Waters. Riot, and first appearance on the charge-sheet of a police-
court, and fining five shillings, of the SHEIK-TJL-ISLAM.

1897. Introduction of cheap and sound wines, of
"

his owi.

selection," by GILBEY PASHA. General exodus of Ra-hdt-la-koii.

merchants, and collapse of the sherbet trade. Stamboul illumi-
nated.

1898. Government importation of Trades' Unions, provincial
Mayors, suburban races, Christy Minstrels, Obstructives, Peunj
Steamers, Music Halls, and Detectives.

1899. Cremation, and the use of Ginger-beer at dinner, madi
compulsory. Revolution.

1900. Return to the status quo ante at Constantinople, and final

erection of permanent coloured statue to the memory of the latt

SULTAN at Madame TFSSAT/D'S.

A Passerine Plant.

A HEBBALIST is stated, in a French paper, to have discovered tha*
a herb called

"
passerage

"
possesses the inestimable property of

attracting and poisoning Norfolk-Howards of ignoble race, it

occasionally partakers of noble blood. Every housekeeper, and
still rather every lodger, would like to know what the herb called
"
passerage

"
is. But that it is so called not in English but in

French, and is described in a French dictionary as one of the

Cruciferte, a literary CDstermonger might be tempted to suggest that
"
passerage

"
might mean sparrowgrass.

"THE ROAST BEEF OF OLD ENGLAND" (as sung by the British

Butchers). Foi further particulars apply at the American Meat
Markets.
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A SKETCH IN THE BOIS DE BOULOGNE.
THB HUMBLE DAUGHTER OF GAUL (ABOUT WHOM WE WERE BO GUSHING IN

OUR LAST) DOBS NOT SHOW TO ADVANTAGE IN WBITB SATIN AND GRANGE
BLOSSOMS ; AND BIBI TARTBMPION, THB CHOSEN or HER HBAKT, AND BUCH A
JOLLT FELLOW IN BIS BLOUSE, is NOT SEEN AT BIS BEST IN BIS BRIDAL ARRAY.

THE GAME OF WAR A LA EUSSE.
AT one of. the Battles of Plevna (that held upon the hirthday of the CZAK)

tho Emperor of RUSSIA was accommodated with a sort of Grand Stand, from
whence his Majesty was able to view the conflict with safety and comfort. This
is not the first time that the Russians have shown a desire to turn warfare into
a spectacle. At the Battle of the Alma many Ladies from Sebastopol were
present on the heights, and only disappeared when the victorious advance of
the Allies made the booths literally too hot to hold them. Should this fashion
become thoroughly established, we may expect to find the following letter
appearing in one of the St. Petersburg Newspapers gay, for example, in that
admirable specimen of Russian Journalism, the Golot.

(From' Our Special Correspondent at the Imperial Head-Quarten.)

Thursday Morning.
i esterday we had a most delightful entertainment. For some time it had

been generally known in the Camp that great preparations were being made
for a day's enjoyment at the Seat of War. All the Aides-de-Camp and General
Officers not required at the front had been extremely busy in filling up cards
of invitation intended for distribution amongst the fairest of the fair. The
Couriers not only carried despatches to the Capital, but also scores of scented
envelopes. Instead of discussions upon Military Tactics, conversations about
Rails and Garden-Parties became the order of the day. Some of our younger
Field- Officers had an opportunity of distinguishing themselves in manoeuvring
not in seizing fortresses, but in procuring

"
invites

"
for their female friends

and relations
;
and many are the amusing stories that are told of the strategies

to which some of these warriors resorted to obtain the much-coveted pieces of
cardboard.

It was a delightful morning. The snn shone brightly, and the Military
bands (which had been practising for days past) made the sharp, crisp air
redolent of the softest music. The tents were decorated with flowers, and

the Sentries wore their Court Uniforms. The hospitals
had been removed three miles to the rear, so that no
ungainly sight should meet the view of the fair excur-
sionists. Here and there little puffs of smoke in the
distance told that a battle was going on somewhere.
Fortunately the wind was in the right direction, and
carried away the unsavoury vapour, so that there was no
unpleasant odour of gunpowder in the Imperial marquee.
On the contrary, the EM PEKOE'S tent had been pro-
fusely sprinkled with eau-de-Cologne and other refresh-

ing scents. For months the Engineers had been engaged
upon the construction of a road laid down with wood-
pavement, so that the springs of the many graceful
carriages carrying the fair guests to the Head-Quarters
were not put to a test of unusual severity.

At noon the camp was thronged with Ladies wearing
the most charming toilettes, which added to the glories
of the : scene. As usual, all the officers were a mass of

gold and silver, bright helmets, and flowing plumes.
The day commenced with a pic-mo in a most picturesque
village which had been reduced to ruins by the bom-
bardment of last month.

*A distinguished Stage-Manager
from the Capital had made the most of his materials, and
had rendered the little hamlet a perfect bower of bliss.

Nothing could have been
prettier

than the quaintly-
shaped walls decorated with artificial flowers, and the
dismantled pump was simply charming in its new cha-
racter of a crystal fountain. The alfresco meal consisted
of all the delicacies of the season, and the gorgeously-
liveried flunkeys had no sinecure in their duty of opening
bottles of sparkling champagne. At the end of the feast
a most amusing incident occurred. At a signal from a
General, a bombardment took place of tiny shells made
of mother-of-pearl. Each Lady received one of these"

projectiles," and found, to her relief, that it contained
nothing more terrible than bon-boni. Playful shrieks
and silvery ripples of laughter brought the pic-nio to
a suitable conclusion. Later in the day the guests
strolled to an observatory, where powerful telescopes
had been planted. Through these glasses the move-
ments of the troops in the far distance could be dis-

tinctly seen. A message was conveyed through the field

telegraph to the officer commanding the troops at the
front requesting him to have the kindness to order an
attack to be made upon one of the enemy's forts for the
amusement of the company. The desire met with a
ready compliance, and for several minutes the guests
were breathless with excitement. The younger Generals
began betting with the fair sightseers about the for-
tunes of the fight, and in a very short time dozens of
tiny kid gloves had been lost and won.
But perhaps the finest sight of all was the bombard-

ment reserved for the evening. Immediately after the
sun had

set, and the land was lost in darkness, the hea-
vens were illuminated with the fitful lights of a thou-
sand explosive shells. Different coloured fires were also
burned by the outposts, and a brilliant discharge of
rockets from the Imperial Head-Quarters finished the
display. After this, dancing commenced, and was con-
tinued until a late hour, when an Aide-de-Camp sug-
gested that the carriages were in waiting. Taking the
hint, the company immediately separated, declaring that
they had never enjoyed a more delightful day.
As some complaints have been made that no rapper was

provided, it is only fair to state that the usual feast on
such occasions was actually prepared, but that it was con-
sidered advisable, for military reasons, to dispense with
its discussion.

It is now no secret that at about half-past eleven o'clock
one of the enemy's shells exploded within five miles of the
site of the Imperial Head-Quarters. Had this fact been
known, the incident might have caused the greatest pos-
sible alarm and confusion amongst the guests.

Bloodshed and Bauble*.

WHILST the Turks and Russians were slaying one ano-
ther in numbers approaching thousands and tens of thou-
sands at Plevna, telegrams from the scene of slaughter
announced that Prince CHARLES of Roumania had been
decorated with the Russian Cross of St. George, and that
the Emperor of RUSSIA had received the grand cordon of
the Star of Roumania. Brilliant illustrations of the
vanity of human life !
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OUR REPRESENTATIVE MAN.
( Kfports briefly on the Folly and Olympic, and it off on the Grea

Musical Festival at Leeds.)

EtGno! The com
pany at the Foil

consistschieflyo
two Kates and
Katherine,
Nelly, a Violet
a Rose, a Daisy
(isn't it nice!

the Flowery
Land !), a Loui

(a Louie d'or, o

course), and lot

of other prett;
names. Attrac
live this, isn'

it ? There are
two young ladiei

with surnames
only. One o:

these is an An-
gel, and th
other is Imms
Of course they
go well together
as an Ange
should with
Trams, whether
WATTS'S Imms
or Imms Ancient
and Modern.
Fancy such
bevy of heauty !

Ah ! if I were
not DIOGENES,
would I be AL-
EXANDER (HEN-
DERSON) P ALEX-
ANDER is a great

commander, and I wish him success in his new campaign.
1 didn't hear Up the River, or Sea Nymphs, but I was in time

for The Creole. It is bright and pretty to the eye, full of life and
movement. Miss KATHEHINE MUNROE works hard to make some-
thing out of an uncongenial part. Miss NELLIE BROMLEY comes out
s rongly in the song where she imitates a tottering old man. That
both ladies looked charming, cela va sang dire. Mr. HOWSON, as the
Commodore, with the song of

" The Warbling Cobbler," is very good.
The "

Notaries " are not a patch upon the Gendarmes once so popular
at the Philharmonic. Nor did I care about the " Kiss "

song from
Bebe. On the whole, however, Messrs. HENDERSON, REECB, and
FARNIE have "

scored
"

(to put it musically) a success at the Folly.
The Olympic deserves more than a passing notice, so I must

return to The Moonstone, by WILXIE COLLINS, on the first oppor-
: unity, when I shall be able to report upon England in the, fyc.
Suffice it to say at present, without entering into details, that, like
The New Magdalen, The Moonstone relies for its success on the
dramatic strength of its situations.

Your Representative is a man of his word
;
he said last week he

would go to Leeds, for the great Musical Festival, and faithfully
ias he kept his promise.
The arrival, at the Leeds Station, of Tour Representative, was,

..need hardly say, a triumph. The demonstration of one Porter
was something to see. It was immense for threepence. As for
.he Cabman, his enthusiasm was so overwhelming (he had been
waiting for a job all day, he said, and this was the hrst money he 'd

.aken) that he would willingly have removed his horse from the
ihafts, and have drawn the vehicle himself to the Queen's Hotel,
lad I only made it worth his while.
A magnificent spectacle the Hall, Sir, on the entry of Yours truly.

Chorus of Ladies high up in the air, like sweet singing-birds, on
either side of the Orchestra, and the male voices crowding the
middle. Such a chorus I Such an audience ! After bowing to the
Hayor and the Committee, and intimating to Mr. WINGHAM that
he business of the evening might commence, the band at once
truck up the overture to the new Cantata, the Fire- King,A prophet is not great, as a rule, I believe, in his own country,md it Elijah were given down in Judee, I Ve no donbt he wouldn't
be thought much of, therefore as Mr. WALIEH AUSTIN, the Com-
poser of the new Cantata, is said to be "A native of Leeds "

(and
why notf), he ought to be highly gratified with the reception
accorded to his work, and to himself, when cheered, at the conolu-
um, by the other natives of Leeds, who had not written Cantatas.

Mrs. OSQOOD and Madam PATEY did their best, the latter singing
such a low note that the occupants of the front row of stalls lookea
under their seats, as if for something that the Lady had dropped,
and which they were polite enough to pick up for her. Mr. LLOYD
was enthusiastically and deservedly encored (though the encore was
sensibly not taken) in a ballad ot the Balfe style,

" The Past is

but a troubled Dream," which ought to be immensely popular every-
where, and would make the fortune of any drawing-room tenor

;

and in
" To Arms ! To Arms !

" which he gave in such spirited
style, as caused Your Representative to regret that the singer was not
in a Tannhauser-like suit of armour, addressing a crowd of chorus
and supers attired as warriors of the most unlimited bravery. For
success, the Cantata was, from the first tenor song, "insured at
LLOYD'S."

Setting aside the occasion of its production (and, undeniably,
the work was not big enough for the great Leeds Festival) the Com-
poser is to be congratulated on the Cantata itself, taken for what it

is, and as affording much promise for the future. If ia choosing
this exceptional time for a first attempt, Mr. AUSTIN'S friends
showed more zeal than discretion, it must not be forgotten that in
the North the reading of the old Proverb is, "Friends in Leeds are
friends in deeds," and a young Composer cannot be blamed for

jumping at such an offer.

But what of Professor MACFABKEN'S Joseph f Magnificently in-

terpreted by Mdlle. ALBANI, Mesdames EDITH WYNNE and PATEY,
Messrs. SANTLEY, LLOYD, Signor FOLI, and the unrivalled Chorus,
which is the crown and glory of the Leeds Festival, the new Oratorio
achieved an unequivocal success. It was indeed a touching spectacle
when the gifted Composer was led forward by his brother to hear
;he acclamations, which resounded from every part of the Hall.
Fresh from the scene, I confess myself unwilling to treat

ightly one single detail of this great performance. For some

future time I will reserve what remarks I have to offer on the
ibretto and style of Oratorios generally, where the sublime so often
.ouches the ridiculous

; but, for this present, I can only say that to

lave heard the first performance of Joseph at the Leeds Festival,
and to have assisted, heart and voice, at the ovation given to
Professor MACTAKREN, will ever be remembered as a real and true
pleasure by TOUR REpaEgESTATim

s. d.

VERY INDIRECT DAMAGES.

(Being a few Items omitted, evidently by mistake, from a recent Sill nf
Costs.)

To Printer, for 500 posters offering a reward for capture
of rebel ironclad 10

lefreshment for small garrison of Pacocha, and chairs on
beach for same while watching combat in the bay . 059

Yew Hat for the President of the Republic, crushed
while calming the feelings of the mob at Callao . 0119

Jonsulting local Solicitor as to the bearing of Inter-
national Law on the case 068

Vo glasses of Sherry for same 010
Tee to Dramatic Author for suggesting effective phrase-

ology in which to couch demand for reparation and
damages from British Government . . . .050

'o General Expenses incurred by the President while
travelling about to ensure the safety of the State, say 63

douceur to same for doing his duty in a crisis . . 100

And, Indemnity to satisfy the outraged honour of the
nation ...500

179 13 2

N.B. The above amount will not be received in Peruvian Bonds.

A FEW NOVELTIES.

A SENSATION Drama that does not depend upon fireworks or

lower-baths for its success.

A Newspaper that does not appear to supply a want in journalism
nd to offer tradesmen an excellent medium for Advertisements.
A Novel, written by a Lady, that is not too weak for males nor

oo strong for females.
A Club that is not opened with a view to obtaining a most exclu-
ve list of members, by admitting men without ballot and minus
ntrance fees.

A Route to the Continent that does not profess to be the cheapest
nd most pleasant means of getting from England to the rest of

"urope.
A description of a Battle that is not more or less influenced by the

olitical opinions of the
"
word-painter."

And lastly (the greatest novelties of all), a comic Comic Song, a

i'ty Witticism, and a new item of News,
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DELIGHTFUL DRESSES.
IISKKVE, that the domain of

Social Science is taken to

include the province of

Art. So at least it seems
from the circumstance
that a Section of the latter

took part last week in the

Congress of the former at

Aberdeen, and discussed

Art competitions, and
taste for Art furniture,

hric-d-brac, and china ;

thereafter likewise can-
vassed a paper read by
Miss BURTON on "

Beauty
not incompatible with
Labour." According to a

report, which omits to say
whether or no there arose

any question if domestic
service in the capacity of

JOHN THOMAS or MAKT
ANNE was to be called

"labour," and was in-

jurious, or harmless, or

even beneficial to personal
appearance, and what
effect, in point of beauty,
hard work had, generally,

upon fishwives, washerwomen, and charwomen :

" Miss LVD i A BECK EII took part in the discussion. She insisted that the

principles of Art might as well oe applied to dress as to pictures. She ap-

proved the sentiment of a Frenchman who said that a well-dressed lady had
a sense of inward tranquillity which religion could not bestow."

There is an appropriate smartness in this argument for smart

dressing if
" smart is a word applicable to dress designed upon

any principles of Art. Probably, the Frenchman's idea of a well-

dressed lady, whose dress inspired her with a peace of mind exceed-

ing the serenity of a saint, did not exactly correspond to that of a
Minerva or even a Venus in antique drapery. Nor is that perhaps
the kind of dress which Miss BECKER means, for she can hardly
have ever worn it, and yet she must have experienced, to under-

stand, the sense her Frenchman declares to be enjoyed by a well-
dressed lady. Perhaps it is her habitual frame of mind. Who
would not go some way to see Miss LYDI.V BECKEB in the costume
which so interiorly delights a lady well dressed ?

Does not the sentiment as to dress, however, which Miss BECKEK
approves of, literally considered, savour originally rather of an

esprit fort ; although sympathy with it can scarcely have been ac-

quired in companionship with strong-minded women
"

? Let Miss
LYDIA look out for very serious censure on her expression of that

sympathy. She may expect to
g^et severely preached at in an occa-

sional discourse shortly to be delivered by a Right Reverend Bishop
accustomed to understand epigrams, and other sayings, not intended
for ears of his kind, in their literal sense.

THE LAST OF A FEW DAYS IN A COUNTRY-
HOUSE.

The Morning aftet Breakfast Grumpiness Everybody Wrong
Threatening of Storm Chaff Firtt Disagreeable Second

Third All Disagreeables Division Parting Shots The Last
to Leave The Telegram The Note A Cheerful Arrival
My Departure BOODELS' Consolation End.

THE morning after the Symposium. Irregular breakfast. Doll
morning. Leaden sky. Everything damp, specially the boots,
which come up as if they 'd been cleaned under the pump. A slimy
chill about the atmosphere generally, such as one might feel for a
minute or two after putting one's hand suddenly and unexpectedly
on a pond-frog. The perverse glass in the hall is, of course, going
up. The eccentric weathercock in the meadow is twisting about,
restlessly, up above, as much as to say,

" Here 's your fine fresh
air ! Climb up here ! Here 's your fine fresh air at the top of the
pole !

'

As we drop in, one by one, to breakfast, Mrs. BUDDEBMEB (in a
long green velvet dress, and a very pronounced gold chain round
her neck, and tucked in at her waist somewhere, suggesting the idea
of a Diana Vernon who had been made Lady Mayoress) holds up
her hands, and pretends to be shocked. Miss BUDDEBMEB blushes
and simpers. I observe to her,

" We were rather late last night,
Miss BUDDEBMER." She replies, in her usual startled manner," Yes very." Then she blushes deeper than ever, simpers ner-

vously, and hurriedly putting up her pince-nez looks straight through
it, earnestly, at the tea-urn, as if for protection.
BCDDEKHEB has, as usual, been down before any of us, and is

seated on the Telegraph reading the Times. MI'MUIY the Poet has
intimated that he does not wish for any breakfast, and has gone as

far as the Pond to look at the Trimmer.
MII.IIUKD is less noisy than usual, and asks for a bloater. He

speaks of himself as ''feeling a bit chippy," and wonders how
CALTOP got home. We all wonder how CALTOP got home ; for, as

no one saw him leave, there is a generally pervading idea that he is

still in the house, having perhaps tumbled into the hat-and-cloak

closet, and there passed the night.

BOOHKLS comes down, complaining bitterly of a headache. He
will take nothing but very hot tea, and very dry toast. He remarks
that ho can't account for his feeling so unwell this morning, as last

night he didn't sit up later than usual, and really did not take half
so much as he ordinarily does. POGMOBE the Composer, who looks

pale about the cheeks and very red about the eyes, but who tries to

keep up an air of forced gaiety, observes that he thinks everyone
had too much last night.

BOODKI.S won't admit it for an instant.
" You may have had too

much," he says to POOMORE. " /hadn't ; and I 'm sure no one else

had."
At this, the Bald Philosopher, from behind his newspaper, elevates

his eyebrows, but makes no observation. POCMOKE looks at MIL-
HURD and myself significantly, and MILHURD says,"

Well, I fancy that CALTOP had as much as was good for him."

Thereby evidently intending that the gentleman in question had
taken more than was good for him.
" No." BOODELS replies positively, and really charitably,

" /
don't think so. In fact," he adds, which, by the way, shows his
reason for acquitting CALTOP of inebriety,

" I don't think anyone
took too much / know I didn't !

"

" At all events," say* POGMOBE, sticking to his point,
" no one

can eat breakfast this morning."" That's the weather," retorts BOODELS, becoming rather annoyed
at POGMOBE'S persistence in charging him and his guests with an
orgie.

"
Besides," he adds, looking round,

"
it strikes me everyone

has made a very good breakfast."
"
Capital !

" ones MILBURD. To which sentiment I also respond
affirmatively, feeling it due to BOODELS as our host.
"

I 'm afraid we kept you up very late, Mrs. BuDDEBMEtt,"
BOODELS says courteously, but inquisitively, as if her evidence on
the matter would settle the question."

Oh, not at all !

"
she replies, cheerfully ;

"
I 'm accustomed to

it. When we were at Swyllin Lord LUSHBOBOUGH'S place, you
know in Hertfordshire we used to sit up much later than that

every evening."
BUDDEBITEB, having finished his papers, and probably foreseeing

that he will be lugged in to corroborate his wife's recollections of
the aristocracy, rises, stretches himself, walks to the window, looks
out, and observes,

"
I wonder where the Hare is this morning ?

"

He refers to the hare, or rabbit, which has regularly come out to
feed on the Lawn since we 've been in the house. For a bald man,
in the presence of such a professional wag as MILBURD, he could not
have made a more unfortunate remark.
" Where 's the flare ?

"
repeats MILBTJRD. "

Why, that 's what
you must say every morning when you look in the glass ! Ha ! ha !

ha !
" And MILBURD roars. Then, seeing that Mrs. BCTDDERMER is

bridling up, that Miss BCDDEUMKR is blushing, and that everyone is

made uncomfortable by this personality, he bursts into a guffaw,

slaps BUDDERMER on the back,
" Eh P Ha ! ha I ha 1 Where 's the

hair t Eh ?
"

Then, holding his victim's elbow, and addressing
us, he shouts, "That's what he asks every morning ! The long-
lost hair ! Eh P Have you got a strawberry-mark on your left
arm P

" This to BUDDERMER, who is stroking his beard, and trying
hard to preserve his philosophic calm ; but he is glaring dan-
gerously. Under much of this torture BUDDERHER would go mad.

Unfortunately, MILBURD is not to be put down by any repartee,
however brilliant, or by any retort, however rude. In either case
he will simply repeat his own jest with louder laughter and more
slaps on his victim's back, or digs in his victim's ribs. Nor is he to
be put down by brute force, for MILBUBD Junior is a cricketer, an
athlete, and as strong as a cart-horse. He is a sort of Franken-
stein's Monster suddenly become a stupid jester and perpetual
practical joker, and we, pro tern., are Frankensteins, each in turn.

Mrs. BUDDERMER leaves the room, followed by her daughter.
BtJDDERiiER stalks out by the window, and the rabbit or hare, or
whatever it is, frightened, makes a bolt into the laurels. He walks
round the house, frowning, and subsequently is seen to join the Poet
at the Pond. When we next observe them they are standing
gloomily, about three yards apart, with their backs to the house,
contemplating the Pond, while between them stands, sympatheti-
cally, tne Peruvian Goose with the port-wine beak. The three are
as motionless, with the exception of an occasional sign of life in the
Goose's tail plumage, as if they 'd been frozen up on the spot.

VOL. I.XXIIl.
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AN ARRANGEMENT IN FIDDLE-DE-DEE."

BOODELS is annoyed with MILBUBD, who, in a huff, replies that BUDDERMEK is an old

ass if he can't take a joke. BOODELS hegs MILBUBD to remember that not everyone can
stand chaff ; to which MILBUED replies that those who can't had better remain in their own
rooms. Pause : verge of row. POOMORE, with a view to changing the subject pleasantly,
tells us that he is going to try something of his own composition on the piano previous to

writing it out.

BOODELS, from behind the Daily Telegraph, growls out,
" What more of your rubbish ?

Mind you don't bother the Ladies
;
and if you 're going to strum on the piano, shut the

doors !
"

"
Oh, I won't play at all, if you don't like it," says POOMOEE, very angrily, grasping

the door-handle.
"

I don't mind," returns BOODELS, still reading the Daily Telegraph, as if he didn't
want to be bothered. "

I don't mind, as long as I don't hear it. That 's all."
1 POGMORE quits the room in a fury. I do pity him. Fancy a young HANDEL being

1

told by a friend not to
" strum his rubbish on the piano !

" In another second he has banged
a hat on his head, and with both hands rammed into his trousers' pockets, he is walking
with an agitated step, towards tbe Pond.

"
Come," says MILBURD to BOODELS,

"
don't you talk to me about chaff ! Why, that's

far worse than anything I said to BUDDEEMEU."
But BOODELS takes no notice of the retort, and continues reading most proyokingly. I

have the Times. MILBURD leaves the room sullenly. After a short deliberation he takes
one of BOODELS', favourite sticks (an ebony cane, with a silver lizard curled round the top),

and switching the flowers as he goes, walks

leisurely towards the Pond. Now nothing
irritates BOODELS so much as anyone walk-

ing off with this particular cane. I foresee

a row when I catch sight, from the Library
window, of MILBUBD'S proceedings.

I see the three at the Pond. All gloomy,
as if meditating suicide. The two Ladies,

wrapped up, are strolling on the paths.

Presently they join the gentlemen at the

Pond. Evidently a conspiracy.

Another moment, and I hear the Dog
with the bells scampering about and bark-

ing ;
also another dog^.

From which I

infer that BOODELS is in the hall getting
his hat, previous to going out "for a turn."

There is a great rattling of the umbrella-

stand, and a shaking of all sorts of things
in the Hall.

Then the Butler's voice,
"

I don't know
where it is, Sir."

Then BOODELS', angrily demanding,
"Who

cleans the Hall in the morning ?
" Then

the Butler calling the Maid. Cross-ex-

amination of the Maid. She's certain

she didn't move it. It was here this

morning, she 's sure. The Butler, too,

will swear to having seen it yesterday.
BOODELS more and more angry. He bursts

into the Library.
"Have you taken it?" he asks, abruptly.
"What?"
" My ebony 'cane with the lizard top."

No, I haven't. But, I suggest, rather

maliciously (because why should he always
suspect me of taking everything ? as, a

fact, he always does)
"
Perhaps one of the

others has got it."

He won't go out without it ; not even
into the kitchen-garden. It has become a

necessity. The Butler will go and ask if

anyone s got it, and, if they have, he will

bring it back. From the window we see

the Butler on his way to the Pond. We
witness his reception by the assembled

conspirators. It is all pantomime action

to us. It does not inspire confidence in the
result. All that BOODELS has said, since

sending the Butler, [is, as he stood at the
window eyeing the scene,

"
I hate practical

jokes." This is meant as a warning to me,
not to take one of his sticks.

The Butler returns empty-handed. With
a half-grin he says (more to me than to his

master), "Mr. MILBUBD says, Sir, as he's

very sorry, but in trying to catch the Eel,
the stick tumbled into the Pond."
" Nonsense !

" exclaims BOODELS, ex-

ploding.
In a second he is down at the Pond,

myself after him. We are all at the Pond
now. MILBUBD insists on the stick having
fallen in, and tells BOODELS, if he doubts

him, to go into the Pond and see, and offers

to buy him another, in the Lowther
Arcade, for fourpence-halfpenny. This is

too much. BOODELS accuses MILBUBD of

upsetting everybody, and of being rude to

the BUDDEBMEBS. MiLBUED appeals to the
latter. The Ladies are sure that Mr. MIL-
BURD was not intentionally rude ; while

BUDDEBMEB, who has suffered, most mag-
nanimously, replies that, for his part, he
doesn't mind being chaffed.

" Of course,

you don't !
" returns MILBUED, enthusias-

tically, and with a hearty slap on BUD-
DEKMEB'S shoulder that makes the Philo-

sopher wince, and causes him to add with
considerable feeling,

" But I protest

against being hit on every possible occa-

sion."

MILBUBD roars, and shakes the Philo-

sopher's elbow, saying, "Why that's half

the fun. You '11 enjoy it when you "re used
to it. Let me give you a good whack now,
and see how you '11 laugh."
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NEVER SAY DIE !"

J/yj. Merrythought.
" SHAH, WE WALK HOME THROUGH THE CHOROHYAKD, LOVE, OE nr THE '"

Mi: Merrythought (who will not look at the bright side of things).
" WHAT'S THE GOOD OF ooiso THROUGH THE CHPRCHYABD, MY

DEAR ? I SHALL BE THERE SOON ENOUGH I
"

BUDDF.RMEB, however, retires a few paces, holding up his hand

deprecatingly.
fl
No, thank yon," he says,

" one must draw the line somewhere."
"

Yes, draw a line in the Pond," returns MILBURD the incorri-

gible,
" and bring up the Eel and the Stick.

"
I say," he shouts to

BOODBLS,
"

I dare say the Eel is walking about with it in the mud,
and POGMORE can put him into his Oratorio. Solo for Eel on going
into the Ark. Ha ! ha I ha !

"

BOODELS walks away. It is of no avail that, subsequently, MIL-
BURD reproduces the Stick, and pretends to present it, as a testi-

monial, to BOODELS from his admiring friends. This evening
BOODELS draws our attention to a calendar, and shows us the dates

he has arranged for certain guests to come.
He says, as if he were merely giving us hints on how to conduct

an establishment,
" You see if one didn't do this, I should never be

able to get all my friends here. Everyone understands that, you
know ; and so I always name the day of arrival and of departure,
so that they can arrange their own plans elsewhere. It 's so much
better to do it in this way."

Mrs. BUDDERMER, very shortly, agrees with BOODELS.
" Oh. of

course." she says, "it's the only way. You're quite right. Yon
know I told you we couMu't stop beyond to-morrow, as JOHN and
myself have to go home first, and then to the North to Kupford
Sir MUTTON BURBIDGE'S place. Sir MINTOS is a connection of ours,

you know, so we are bound to go to him, and we shall be there for

three weeks or a'month."
This is (as CALTOP would have said)

" a nasty one "
for BOODELS,

who has now to pretend that the BUDDERMEHS' departure quite takes
him by surprise.
MUMLEY says he finds the atmosphere here uncongenial to compo-

sition, and that he wants to get somewhere where he can breathe.

He explains himself as not intending any snub to BOODELS, by
adding,

" You see in some places I feel I am at once inspired ! In
others I don't." He has decided to leave to-morrow morning, to

seek inspiration.
POOMORE gives BOODELS a parting dig by observing, "Sorry I

must go, old fellow ; but I must get on with what you call
' my

rubbish,' and to be in a room alone, with pens, ink, and paper, and
a piano, is an absolute necessity for me."
^'I'm coming to stop with you," says MILBUBD in BOODELS'

hearing to DICK CALTOP, who has driven round in a pony-trap in

which he is seated at the door, having pulled up with a loud shout
of

"
Woa, Emma !

"

"Right you are!" replies CALTOP. "How's the Governor to-

day ?
"
meaning BOODELS, who speaks of himself as being not very

we'll.

"Another good man gone wrong?" exclaims CALTOP laughing,
whereat MILBUBD laughs too.
"

I thought you wired in a bit too much last night. I 'm altogether

rutnbo," he admits; by which we take him to mean that he is not

quite so well as might have been expected. This is how tee translate
" rumbo." "

I '11 take y9u now, if you're ready," he adds.

The Butler, hearing this, asks MILBUKD if he shall pack up for

him, as it won't take five minutes.
"

Yes," cries CALTOP, "put 'em in the barg!" and within a

quarter-of-an-hour MILBUBD has driven off with his friend.
"

I hate everyone going at once," BOODELS confides to me when
they've all retired early. "It's so dull in a house which has been
full of company."

It is. And that's the reason why I 'm going away too. I don't

like to mention this. Next morning, on pretence of seeing the Poet

off, who is going; by the first train, I stop at the telegraph-office,
and wire to a friend, answer paid, to send me a business message
compelling my immediate presence.
AU the guests leave before BOODKLS is up. My telegram arrives

just as he comes down to breakfast. I break its contents to him
gently.
He tries to induce me to stay bv hinting that

" Now they 've all

gone, and it's quite quiet down by the Pond, toe may have tome

sport.""
No," I say, pleasantly.

" We must leave the Eel for another
time." In fact 1 know well enough that he no more believes in the
Eel than I do.

A letter by post for BOODELS. He brightens up.
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"
It 's from DULTON !

" he cries, delighted. Then he rings for the

Butler, and says, triumphantly,
" Mr. DULTON 's coming down this

afternoon," and he gives directions for my room being immediately
prepared for the visitor.

I have a great mind to slay, and see if there is such a person, as it

occurs to me that the coming of DULTON is ahout as real as the busi-

ness of importance in my telegram.
BOODEIS is in ecstasies about DULTON. " He is," he says,

"
the

most charming fellow. His information on every subject is some-
thing quite marvellous. BUDDEHMER couldn't hold a candle to him.
Besides DULTON has his own original ideas, and BUDDEBMEK hasn't.

He plays and sings delightfully, and never refuses when he 's asked,
as POGMORE does ; and then he is a thorough musician. He writes
in most of the magazines, and many of his poems are worthy of

TENNYSON at his best, and he 's not so conceited about it as MUMLEY
is. DULTON will read his poems to you without affectation ;

MUM-
LET won't : he'thinks thaf.he 's throwing pearls to swine."
"
DULTON," I observe,

" must be a clever fellow."
"Clever!" cries BOODELS. "He is clever! And so funny!

Heal humour ! not stupid practical jokes like MILBUKD'S. Some of

DULTON'S stories have kept me laughing crying with laughter for

hours. And the way he tells them ! ! I really do not know any
one," says BOODELS, summing up, "who is so thoroughly good a

companion as DULTON."
"Is there a Mrs. DULTON ?" I ask.
"
Ah) I hope she '11 come too," replies BOODELS, who I notice, by

not giving a direct answer to my question, confirms my suspicion as
to the total unsubstantially of the DULTONS: "for, ""he continues,
"she is simply the loveliest woman I ever saw. A perfect lady!
She goes about three times as much as Mrs. BUDDEBMEB, and into
the very highest society (I know she often goes to tea at Windsor
Castle in the QUEEN'S private apartments, who consults her on all

sorts of subjects; she's a great friend of the QUEEN'S) but she
isn't always talking about the aristocracy as Mrs. BUDDEBMEB is.

When people talk so much about it, I don't believe "em."

Consequently, if all this is true, the DULTONS in their two selves

represent, only in perfection, all the talents of the recent party.
But I can't stop to see these rara aves without my telegram plan
being discovered. So I congratulate BOODELS on the accession
of DULTON, and, thanking him for a very pleasant time, take my
departure.
As I am stepping into my fly at the door, a short man, in a suit of

dittos, an old umbrella, and a dingy, out-of-shape wideawake,
followed by a boy with a florid carpet bag, walks up, very warm and
very dirty.

"Is M M M M Mister Boo HOO rtoo HOO HOO noo
DELS in ?

" he asks, in a very loud voice, and with the most deter-
mined and provoking stutter.

BOODELS steps forward.
"
Hallo, DULTON !" he exclaims; "I'm delighted to see you."

And he tries to draw him out of earshot. But DULTON cannot be

got out of earshot so easily.
"

I 've cur cur cur cur cur come down," I hear him saying,
"to BUS BUS sus sus see you. Der der der der did you
get my lei lei lei lei letter, eh ?

"

DULTON may be the cleverest and brightest and most amusing
creature in the world, his stories may be the most laughable, but his

way of telling them must be wildly irritating. BOODELS is welcome
to him. But what desolation, after a week of company, to be left in

an old house, in damp, heavy weather, with only a stuttering man
for a companion !

And so I return to Town, after my Few Days in a Country-House,
i.e., chez BOODELS of Boodels.

PUNCH'S REVISED PROVERBS.
HE question has
often been put to

Punch, "What
are Proverbs ?

"

He gives the
most classical

answers :

1. Wise Saws.
2. The Wisdom

of Many and
the Wit of

One.
3. The Concen-

trated Idi-
': otcy of all

the Ages.
'I, 4. Nothing in

particular,
and less in

general.

The last defi-

nition is Punch's
own ; everybody
knows where the
others come
from. But the
time has arrived
for a careful and

genuine revision of the most famous of these sayings, and in no
periodical hat Punch could an honest revision appear. This week
he gives the following samples :

1. He who goes a borrowing goes a sorrowing. Not a bit of it !

Tour friend borrows a sovereign from you ; look at his face as he
receives it ; it 's radiant ! He go a. sorrowing ? Not he. It 's the
Lender who goes sorrowing. The Proverb should be revised,

" He
who goes a lending will go a mending." That 's another fact alto-
gether and dreadfully true to experience. Hasn't Punch experi-
enced it often ? But he will not mention names.

2. A Stitch in time saves Nine. Nine of what ? Let us have
rhythm, as Mr. SWINBUKNE used to say, or let us die ! The proverb,
in proper rhythm, would read, "A Stitch in time saves Stitches
JNine. But who cares for stitches in time now-a-days? Nobody
ever heard the proverb quoted by a tailor, and tailors know more
about stitches than anybody besides. The present generation have
no holes stitched. The hole appears, and the garment dis-appears.Punch suggests a revision which *'* a revision. He got it from a
specimen English workman. It is

" A Kick in time saves Nine."
1 hat R what the English workman, the day after marriage, says to
nu wife, when lie administers Number One with his nailed boots.

"
3. The World knows nothing of its Greatest^ Men. It is many

years since Punch read HENBY TAYLOB'S Philip ran Arterelde,
and many years since anybody else read it. This is a quotation from

it, but it ought to read, "The World knows little of its Greatest
Men." Doesn't it ? The World knows a little too much of them.
Hasn't it had Greville Memoirs ? aren't speeches reported by the

yard every day ? doesn't Mr. GLADSTONE write a letter every minute
of his life ? doesn't the New York Herald interview every growing
giant ? Pooh ! HENBY TATLOB wrote this in the green of his

youth. If he had to write now, he would say,
" The world grows

sick with knowledge of its greatest men." And doesn't it ?

There are nine thousand nine hundred and ninety-nine proverbs.
Punch intends to revise them all.

THE NEXT SUBSCRIPTION LIST.

ONE who hates the Russians
One who despises the Turks
Mr. J. C. BROWN JONES, 2047, Belgrave Square
An admirer of Mr. GLADSTONE
Collected in Hanwell
The Author.of

" Death Groans, and other Poems "
.

The Proprietors of the Patent Shaving Machine
The Editor of the Daily War Shout....
One who thinks that the cause of Freedom is only to

be secured by learning lessons from the buried

Past, and watching with zealous care the many
mysterious hints at the coming Future . .

The Right Hon. Viscount TrruNDEBSTOBM .

The SHILLELAGH, M.P
BAWBEE of that Ilk

Anti-Bashi-Bazouk
A Sympathiser with the Poles
Mr. Fuz-RoBiNSON, The Grange, W. ...
Mrs. FUZ-ROBINSON
Miss FITZ-ROBINSON
Miss FANNY FITZ-ROBINSON
The Masters FITZ-ROBINSON (4)

One who trusts that the Russians will be driven out
of Europe

One who trusts that the Turks will be sent back to

Asia

Anonymous

s. (I.050
5

10 10076
8 9 34036

026550
2 10
046100
100
5 5330
220110
100
026
026

20,186 8 4

Of the Leeds Choir.

WRITING of the magnificent performance of the unrivalled chorus
at the recent Leeds Festival, a critic spoke of

"
its volume of sound."

Our Representative says that this description is most inadequate :

instead of
"
volume," it should have been

" a whole library."
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METEOROLOGICAL.
'Mistress (to old Coachman, who had undertaken the charge of the new Rain-

Gauge).
"
WELL, JBUKINS, HOW MANY INCHES HAS IT REOISTKKED ?"

Old Jenkins. "
I KNOW NOWT ABOUT INCHES, M'UM, BUT I MUST A

1

EMPTIED
OUT 80MEWBERES ABOUT A PlNT OK A PlNT AND A 'AW ! !

"

DOCTORS IN DESTITUTION.
BE it hereby known that the British Medical Benevo-

lent Fund, and especially its Immediate Relief Depart-
ment, is in want ot funds. Know all men. and not only
medical men

;
know Ladies also : know all whom it con-

cerns, that is, everybody with a guinea to spare, that
there are many Physicians, Surgeons, and General Prac-

titioners, and also Widows and Orphans of Medical Men,
in states of sickness and poverty, for whose relief the
need is urgent. To this end, as well as to that of pro-
viding more permanently for such victims of misfortune,
the British Medical Benevolent Fund was established in

Its President is Sir OKOBOE BUBROWS, and its

Vice-presidents include Sir RICHARD WALLACE. Sir
W. GULL, Sir W. JKNNER, Sir JAMES PAOET, and Mr.
ERASMUS WILWHT.

Whilst we send doctors to minister to the miseries
which semi-barbarous aliens are doing their utmost to

indict on one another, shall destitute members of the
Medical Profession remain uncared for at home 1* Shall

they, rather than Indians, be suffered to starve ?

The London Medical Schools opened on the first

instant. In the introductory lectures delivered on that

occasion, students were not, perhaps, informed, by way
of encouragement to persevere in their profession, that
the British Medical Benevolent Fund wanted support.
Perhaps there may appear some fitness of things in a

suggestion which may be offered to the clergy. Could
not reverend preachers of charity sermons especially
advocate the claims of distressed and diseased medical
practitioners in connection with the British Medical
Benevolent Fund on "

Hospital Sunday" 'i

Young and Old.

TUB statistical proof of the increasing average duration
of human life is pleasantly supplemented by the want
thus proclaimed in a morning contemporary :

WANTED, by a respectable GIRL (age 44) a SITUA-
TION aa aNDEU-NUKSE in a Gentleman's family.

Fond of children. Wages, 8. Addreis, &c.

"Quite a young thing!" That is, of course, what
a not very old woman of ninety would call a "

respect-
able Girl aged forty-four." So, by parity of speech, a
centenarian might describe a man of between forty and
fifty as " a mere boy."

GAIN AND LOSS.

HAWFINCH to BRIGHT.

TUT discourse up at Rochdale, I read droo, Friend BRIOHT.
About Ziunce and Art all thee sedst med be right.
'Tis a wonder to think now what things we enjoys,
Which our veathers know'd not, nor we nuther when boys.

We gooz fast in this raailwaay and steam-vessel age
To what they and we used to by saail and by stage ;

And, for haste, what moor speed cood a martal desire
Than the fiash of a messidge by telegraaf-wire ?

And 'tis true we 're a gettun our likenusses done,
As folks farmerly coodun't, by manes o' the zun.
And the peapers be brought every marn to the door

By the yeapeny poast, as they wuzzun't afoor.

And the news by the people be purty well read,
Eddicaaishun and larnun so wide ha ben spread.
Every clodhopper knows his Three R's a'most now ;

For wo zends 'un to school "fore we zends 'un to plough.

All that there 's verree well, and, mooroaver, the fields

Agricultural projuice moor plentiful yields.
We meaks dree blades o' earn grow where one grow'd of old ;

And our root-crops has likewise increased manifold.

But the hedge-rows wi' roses aa used fur to blow,
High farmun 's grubbed most on 'um up, thee must know.
There 's no doubt that supply have increased wi' demand ;

But the beautee o' Natur 's nigh swep' off the land.

And wo doan't use up all the manoover o' towns,
Though we spreads what we can on our medders and downs ;

Zo the rest on't is pow'rd into rivers, once clean,
But the bottom whereof bain't no moor to be seen.

Art and Ziunce, and School, and improvun the mind,
Ha done zum good to we, and the rest o' mankind

;

But look yander there, 'spite all their wonderful works,
And zee what 's gwiun on 'twirt the Rooshans and Turks !

Why, 'tis Ziunce and Art as zupplies 'um the manes
Wi' their arms o' precizhun o' blowun out brains.

'Mongst fine things that our sires hadn't got, like their sons,
Be torpedoes, britch-loaders, and aaity-ton guns.

Just thee think what a price mate have rose to a pound,
And how scarce eyesters is where they used to abound.
But there, graaizhurs must live to own that I "11 agree ;

And dear eyesters in Town doan't much matter to me.

There 's one thing in the times thee comparest wi' these here,
That was plenty, now rare, and that 's good home-brew'd beer.
Ale as sparkled and foamed, and as made the heart glad-
But no stingo bain't hardly no moor to be had.

That wus draa'd from the barrel to comfort a chap.
Woe the day when the Beer-Engine cut out the Tap !

That 's a present from Ziunce and Art to bewail :

Art and Ziunce, between 'um, ha' rewun'd our ale.

TOKEN AST) SIGN.

ONE of the four evils which the Bishop of MANCHESTER denomi-
nates "tokens" is

"
the pestilence." Certiinly a pestilence is now

well known to be a token of dirt and defective drainage.

ROYAL BLUE. King Indigo.
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SIX OF ONE, HALF-A-DOZEN OF THE OTHER.
Three of our Countrywoman Abroad. "

WELL, I NEVER I To TURN ROUND, AND STARK AT ONE LIKE THAT!"

FROM THE TOMB.
" Socialism has removed to other countries, powerful and glorious, which

are pre-occupied with it without making it a subject of alarm, for they know
that real or affected fear serves only to render epidemics more dangerous, and

they see that for moral epidemics the only efficacious remedy is time, reason,
and liberty." M. THIERS'S Political Testament,

NOT oft amidst the conflicts of to-day
Comes counsel from the grave to point the way
To a fair morrow ;

but the Sage, whose speech,

Living, his land could wisely guide and teach,

Speaks now, as from the shadows, with a voice

Whereat all patriot hearts may well rejoice.
A legacy of more than golden worth !

Seen in its light, tongue-tricks of later birth

Seem doubly fustian. How this Parthian dart,
From a dead hand, hits humbug to the heart !

Pierces with polished shaft of honest sense
What pompous falsehood, what big-blown pretence !

Ulysses' bow, bent even from the Shades,
Should scare the squabbling suitors ; and the trades
Of Bogey-making and -Btajue-masking crafts

Whose lurking plyers shrink from Satire's shafts

May dread a hand which even from the grave
Strips off the scare-crow rags, or trappings brave,
With which the foes of Freedom are so prone
To impair her aspect, or improve their own.
Rig the Red Spectre in another guise ;

Flaunt it once more before the troubled eyes
Of frighted France ? Trick tyrant power again
In plumes of "peace and order " ? All in vain !

Will the keen Gaul be gulled with such stale sleight,

Thrice-exposed hocus-pocus ? Must the blight
Of fear-inspired fatuity fall once more
On Freedom's budding promise ? Which restore
Of all the oft-wrecked rivalries, to make
Fair France once more the reckless Gamesters' stake,
Lost ever in the issue ? Church or Throne,
Flouting all peace, all order, save its own,

Stands self-condemned as a self-seeking sham ;

The Wolf who blames the blood-thirst of the Lamb.
THIEBS, from out his tomb, has torn the mask
Off such false ppsturers ;

a patriot task,
Whose fine achievement is a fitting crown
To his long labours and his fair renown.

Legality and loyalty both claimed
For the Republic, not its foes ! Well aimed,
Keen Archer ! France's would-be Masters whelmed
With ridicule, each champion unhelmed
With one straight lance-thrust from a biting wit !

Fair charge i' faith ! Will France not follow it ?

Sick as she is, is she not fain to try
Her Patriot's cure Time, Reason, Liberty ?

A FALSE POLOSIUS.

MR. GLADSTONE, in a communication, to the Daily Telegraph,

refuting the statement that he had written a Greek merchant at

Constantinople letters advising the Greeks to
" unite with the Slavs

in an attack upon the Turks," observes, with reference to a Special

Correspondent of the Telegraph, who had sent that statement to

that journal :

" It is, however, plain that he has been no more than a dupe in the busi-

ness. There is some folonius behind the curtain, and I call upon him to

come out."

So did not Hamlet. What he did, everybody knows. "
Dead,

for a ducat, dead !

" MB. GLADSTONE, of course, would not, if he

could, serve his Polonius so ; but if he could, and were to, Polonius

would only be requited for stabbing in the dark. WILLIAM does

not, like Hamlet,, call his Polonius a rat. Would it, however, not

be tolerably correct to give that name to a creature that gnaws at a

reputation? ______________

BLOOMEBS BT HALVES.

AN advertisement in the Post announces the introduction of
" COBDITBOY JACKETS FOE LADIES." Corduroy Jackets. What next <
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TWO MANIFESTOES.
(A VOICE FROM THE TOMB.)

OF TniEES. "
I AM NO LONGER A RIVAL ! BE WARNED IN TIME ! MAINTAIN THE REPUBLIC !

"
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.^

m
EGQ-FLIPPANCY.

" CONFOUKD IT, WAITER t HOW LONG DO YOU KEBP Eoos ?
"

" TILL THEY 'RE ATE, SOR !

"

FRIENDS IN COUNCIL;
OR, THE THREE CHAMPIONS OF CRESCENTUOM.

INTBRLOCCTOUS :

Mrs. SAIREY GAJIP, Mrs. BETSY PBIO, and Mrs. P. M. G. HARRIS.

Mrs. Gamp (with pardonable triumph). BETSEY PRIO, my dear creetur,
allow me to interlace to you my pertikler friend, Mrs. HARRIS, which many 'B

the time you 've heard me speak of her, BETSY.
Mrs. Prig (with excusable stiffneti). Your most obejent, I 'ra sure. Which

heard you spoke of I 'ore, to that extent, Mum, as crying
" Wolf !

"
is a trifle

to it. But to see you in the flesh though not so werfy much of it, Mrs. 'ARRIS
is a honour as I never 'oped for. (Sniffs.)
Mrs. Gamp (deprecatingly). But this is a time when all in our purfession

ought to forget their little differences, and stand shoulder to shoulder agin the
common henemy.

Mrs. Prig. Which that 's GLADSTONE
Mrs. Gamp (warmly). A hojus, hinterferin' noosance !

Mrs. Harris (coldly). A factious firebrand !

Mrs. Prig (seriously). An un-English sentimentalist!
Mrs. Gamp. With no considerashun for party or the powers as be.

Mrs. Harris. With no calm superiority to himpulse.
Mrs. Prig. And no single heye to flimperial Hinterests.
Mrs. Gamp. No statesman I

Mrs. Harris. No gentleman !

Mrs. Prig. No patriot !

Omnes. Drat him !

Mrs. Gamp. Though I must say, BETSY, as you used to

Mrs. Prig (hastily). "Used to I" SAIREY GAMP? In course I used to.

Didn't I miss him into notoriety ? (And much good I ever got by it !) Wasn't
his name as continuwally on my lips as as Mrs. 'ARRIS'S on your own,
SAIREY ? Didn't I give him pretty pet names, as stuck, and which, I must say.
he never seemed dooly grateful for ? But, Lor' bless you, SAIREY, he has had
his day.

Mrs. Harris. And his Daily, too ? Eh, BETSY ?

Mrs. Prig. Percisely. Though, for the matter of that, Mum, he '11 'ave it

agin, to a t on t'other side of his mouth, "hot without," and rayther a strong
dash o' lemon in it which that is tea la Koose, as.I 'm given to understand.

He was once werry well, praps, for domestick dopties,
but he ain't got no heye wotever for Himperial affairs.

Mrs. Gamp. No ! That 's my BENJAMIN'S line. Blew
yer, BETSY, he 's as much at 'ome among Haitian Mys-
teries and Wizardries of the North as t other one is in

Arithmetick or 'OuER. Which proud and pleased 1 am,
BETSY PBIO, to see you a -backing of 'im hup so

persistent.
Mrs. Prig (with dignity). SAIREY GAMP, I am a

Patriot ! ! ! My loyalty ain't to parsings or to parties,
but to the haugust Mother of Hempireg !

Mri. Harris (innocently). Do I know the lady ?

Mrs. Prig (twellingly). I mean eur native He, Mrs.
'ARRIS our own hold. England I

Mrs. Harris. I approve your principles, Mrs. PBIO,
though your ways of putting them is not percisely mine.
Of course we circulate in different speers, our clients is

of different classes, and our languidge varies according.
Mrs. Prig. Why, yes, Mrs. ARRIS, 1 have not yet

noticed that your languidge has the fine poetick turns
Mrs. Harris. Poetic ? Well, I 'm sure. Anyways,

in prose or verse-we are both patriots.
Mrs. Gamp. Which is jest what that GLADSTONE is

not. Call it patriotism to play into the hands of them
rascally llooshians, and give 'em a chance of cutting us
out in Ingy and elsewheres ?

Mrs. Prig. Certingly not. None of your
"

perish
Ingy

" nonsense for me.
Mrs. Harris. And they 'ave the impudence to talk

about sich things he 've said with qualifications
Mrs. Prig. Qualifications be jiggered! They upsets

everythink. Bless yer, that GLADSTONE would qualify
vou into Colney 'Ateh in no time, if you 'd let him.
Never take no notice of qualifications, Mrs. 'ARRIS.

"Perish Ingy, perish British Hinterests!
"

that's their
real meaning Mum, and it 'urts my patriot 'eart only to

hear it.

Mrs. Prig. Ah, but we ought to be up and a' doin',
SAIREY.
Mrs. Gamp. A doin1

what, BETSY ?

Mrs. Prig. Why a doin' them Rooshians to be sure
or else they '11 be a doin' of us.

Mrs. Gamp. But that dear man at the 'elm has bound
hisself to be neutral, BETSY.
Mrs. Prig. Bah ! That 's all along o' the St. James's

'All lot. No BEN and BETSY are of one mind, only he
can't speak out jest yet. I can and I mean to.

Mrs. Gamp. But don't that mean war, BETSY P And
ain't you been a giving BENJAMIN credit for keepin' us
out of it?
Mrs. Prig. Oh, but there's war and war. You're

not in it, SAIREY not in it, my dear creetur. BEN and
I, we know.
Mrs. Gamp (aside). Well, I'm sure.

Mrs. Prig. Patriotism fust, philanthropy ar'terwards.
Mrs. Harris. The Rooshians pretends to rewerse that

order.

Mrs. Prig. Pooh ! Their philanthropy ia

Mrs. Harris (slily). Patriotism in disguise ? They
are looking arter their

"
Imperial interests

"
I presume,

and that 's patriotism, ain't it BETSY ? (Aside.) I "11 fog
the old ooman, though she is a sailin' on my own tack.

Mrs. Gamp (helplessly). My dear creetur, you 're a

confuging of me dreadful.
Mrs Prig (contemptuously) Patriotism? Rooshian

patriotism ? Pooh ! All patriotism but ourn is a mixter
of selfishness, swagger and reflex wanity. Why, bless

yer, a Rooshian might call it patriotic to benefit his own

country at the expense of ourn ! No, we walues

patriotism too much to let others go snacks in the
harticle.

Mrs. Gamp (much relieved). Ah! that makes it

clearer, don't it, Mrs. HARRIS P

Mrs. Harris (sententiously). In the 'igh path of Hem-
pire we cannot afford to be crossed by emotional Chris-

tianity or baulked by butchered Bulgarians.
Mrs. Prig (warmly). Quite so, Mrs. 'ARRIS !

Mrs. Gamp (effusively). Which Mrs. HARRIS, well I

know, seldom puts her lips now to anything lower than

'ock, but sure I am that on sech an occasion she '11 be

'appy to drink in a nnmbler bewerage the toast as I has

the 'onour to propoge :
"
Up with BENJAMIN and British

Interests, down with WILLIAM and the
'

despot Slav.'
"

Your own words, BETSY, Lor" bless yer ! Which like-

ways I drinks to you, my dear.

(Left drinking.)
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A RAT-A RAT!"
" POLONIUS BEHIND THE ClJRTAIK."

WHAT WILL THEY DO WITH IT ?

As the question of turning the site of the proposed New Embankment Opera-House to
some use other than that for which it was originally destined, has once more come up for
discussion, Mr. Punch trusts that the following suggestions which have been submitted to
his consideration may materially assist the Metropolitan Board in their solution of what
promises to be an extremely delicate and highly interesting problem :

i.

SIR, I have read with some indignation and astonishment a proposition in 'the Times of
Monday last to raze the completed portion of the new Opera-House to the ground, and
utilise the space thus procured as a pleasure-ground for children and nursery-maids. Now,
Sir, I submit that nothing could be more monstrous than this. The Embankment, as it is, is

already overstocked with these "haunts of the idle;" whereas, it must have occurred to
everyone who has walked, on a cold winter's night, from Blackfriars Bridge to Chelsea
Waterworks and back, that there is positively not a single spot on the whole six miles of
dreary road where one can get a warm bath. Why then, Sir, let a golden opportunity be
lost ? A splendid pile of National Baths and Wash-houses, with the requisite tanks and
chimneys, would not only prove a striking architectural feature on the Embankment itself ,

but be an invaluable boon to aged Peers and exhausted Members of Parliament, as well as to

Yours practically,
UEBS IN UEBE.

n.

SIB, There cannot surely be two opinions as to what should be done with the basement

* v.
Pr P se(i theatre. The elevation should be continued to a fitting height say a couple

C
h??(ire(l feet - or MI higher than the adjacent Victoria Tower ; and on the top of this

should be placed, in a position where it could be easily descried from all parts of the Metro-
polis at once, Cleopatra's Needle. This might be illuminated at night by four electric lights,

^hlie the upper part of the construction beneath could be let out in
"

flats
"

to invalids who
had been ordered perfect quiet and change of air. Other portions of the building might be
let out to fever patients, or foreign savants, while the cellarage might, on the Aquarium

Erinciple,

be devoted to an intramural col-

iction of wild beasts. But this is merely
a suggestion.

Yours uncertainly,
ONE WHO DOESN'T KNOW.

in.

SIR, I am a Manager of some exper-
ience, and, spite the ungenerous opposition
that has been offered to my spirited pro-
position, I still maintain that all that ia

wanted to turn the now halting venture
into a genuine success is 500,000. I would
make the house the central home of

" Na-
tional Drama," and with this amount, that

ought surely to be forthcoming if raised by
an issue of ordinary 14 per cent. Deben-
tures, I would undertake to put on the roof

within twelve months from the present
date, and produce Box and Cox with a

splendour and completeness of detail and
costume that should defy comment, and

satisfy the shareholders that their money,
at least, had been well placed. This is

what I am prepared to do. And I will go
further. In the event of the 500,000

being forthcoming, I will myself take the

theatre, from anyone who will let it to me,
at 100,000 a-year. More than this in the
interests of the National Drama I cannot do.

I am, Sir, yours perseveringly,
AN OLD PCULIC SERVANT.

IV.

SIR, The figures of your
"
spirited

"

Correspondent are extremely erroneous, and

though I am utterly indifferent as to the

fate of the proposed undertaking, I must,
in common justice to the general public,
let them know that twice 500,000 would
not suffice to produce Box and Cox and
leave any balance available for a dividend.
It must be obvious to the merest outsider

that, after making due allowance for the

requisite outlay involved in the cost of

heavy scenery, elaborate properties, or-

chestra score, gas, printing of pass-slips to

Gallery to say nothing of the salary for

artistes capable of filling such a role as that
of Mrs. Bouncer there can be little left out
of a million of money for the purposes of

carrying on what, as an independent spec-
tator, I must denounce as an unnecessary
and undesirable speculation.

Yours indifferently,
A MERE LOOKER-ON.

v.

SIB, Could not what there is of the
doomed building be closed in and fitted

with shelves, iron doors, and blocked win-

dows, and handed over bodily to the ill-

fated Debenture-holders, as a common tomb
for them all in perpetuity '?_ Each, at his

decease, might enjoy the privilege of in-

troducing a friend ;
and thus, while the

unfortunate investors would get some
mournful return for their money, their

property would stand for ever as a solemn

warning to the too-sanguine enterprise of

a thoughtless age. I offer this idea for

what it is worth, and subscribe myself,
Yours miserably,

ONE WHO HOLDS ON.

VI.

SIR, Cannot something be done, that,

utilising the labour and capital already

expended, shall give London a splendid

fublic
building on one of her finest sites ?

am not particular as to what it shall be,

though for one I should not have objected
to a really National Opera-House, worthy
the name. Anyhow, do let there be an end
of the architectural eyesore that now de-

faces the Embankment and irritates

Yours patiently,
COMMON SENSK.
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TOO LITERAL BY HALF.
^Esthetic Husband. " JUST ASK HIM IF HE'S GOT THK SAME ARTICLE IN

PSACOCK-SLUS, ELIZA."

Esthetic Wife.
" AvEz-vons L IIME ARTICLE IN BLEU DE COQ ATJX PITITS

Tois?"

Astonished Draptr.
"

PLAIT-IL, MADAME ?
"

MR. PUNCH'S SELECT COMMITTEES.
No. VI. ON CERTAIN " LEOAL " AMUSEMENTS.

LADY SANSCffiua examined.

Q. I BELIEVE you are a Lady of position moving in good society ?

A. Certainly. I have a town house, and also a place in the country.
Q. Now we will not trouble you to describe the amusements to which you

are accustomed in the season, but will speak only of those that may be said
to be technically of a legal character. Will you kindly tell us your usual
haunts ?

A. The Courts of Law at Westminster and the Central Criminal Court.

Q. When do you visit Westminster ?

A. When any sensational divorce case is announced for hearing.
Q. Why do you go there ?

A. To listen to the case. It is both amusing and instructive to hear the
details of a story entailing dishonour and ruin on one's friends and acquaint-
ances.

Q. But do you not sometimes find the details to which you allude rather

embarrassing t

A. Oh dear no, as I am invariably kept in countenance by other Ladies of

my acquaintance.
Q. Do you approve of French novels ?

A. Certainly not, and I am surprised you should put such a question.
(J. If you object to French novels, why do you go to the source from which

most of the plots are obtained ?

A. A French novel is notoriously objectionable ; a sensational divorce case
is highly fashionable. I therefore shim the first and patronise the last.

Q. You say that you also visit the Central Criminal Court. When do you go
there ?

./. \Vheneverthere is an interesting trial for murder
on the list.

(f. What do you mean by an interesting trial for

murder 'f

A. A case in. which either the facts or the people are

interesting.
(j. Will you please make your meaning a little plainer '{

A. I call the fact interesting if there is any doubt
about the manner of the doing of the murder poisoning

cases, for instance, come under this category. The per-
sons are interesting when they are people of better birth

and education than the ordinary assassin.

Q. Has the sex- of the prisoners anything to do with it ':

A. Oh yes, a great deal. A female prisoner charged
with murder is far more interesting than a male mur-
derer, especially if she is quite young and cries a good
deal in the dock.

Q. But how can you tell that she is crying ?

A. By looking at her through an opera-glass.
Q. But is not a trial of this class alter a while rather

wearying ?

A. No, for it must be remembered that the cushioned
seats on the Bench are very comfortable. Besides, if

the evidence becomes monotonous, the male visitors

lounging near you are always available for flirtation.

Q. But do you not miss your lunch ?

A, Of course not. If you take a tUsk of sherry and
some sandwiches with you, you should be prepared for

all emergencies.
Q. What do yon consider the most exciting part of

the day's proceedings in an interesting trial for murder ';

A. When the jury return their verdict.

Q. And the most amusing ?

. /. Of course when the judge puts on his funny little

black cap, and passes sentence of death.

Q. Doubtless you are aware that the Ladies of ancient
Rome used to take a great deal of pleasure in witnessing
gladiatorial contests, which were invariably attended
with bloodshed. Now what do you consider those

gladiatorial contests to have been ?

A. Tame in the extreme when compared with a trial

for murder at the Old Bailey. I suppose (had I existed
in those times) I should have gone to the former, but I

am pleased I live in the nineteenth century, for I cer-

tainly prefer the latter. The struggle for life is vul-

garised by a too open exposure of the death-wounds.
\_The If'itnest then withdrew.

NONSENSE IN HEXAMETERS.
AN Eton Boy writes to complain of the stupidity of

the nonsense verses they are obliged to turn out in the
lower forms, as the lowest forms of nonsense. He wants
to know whether a higher form might not be reached,
without getting beyond the legitimate pale of nonsense,
and, as an illustration, sends us the following version
in hexameter of FOOTE'S well-known incoherency

" So
she went into the garden to get a cabbage-leaf to make
an apple-pie," &c.

Ut vice pomorum fungatur caule, placentam
Hortulum adit meditans ; immani corpora at Ursa
Ora tabernsc infert. Eheu saponis egestas !

Hicce obiit dehinc mortem, temeraria at illfec

Omine tonsori Irevo nupsit ; Picalilli

Joblillique aderant cum Garrabnlis, Panjandram
Magnus et ipse aderat, apice insignisque pusillo :

Ludo captantes'captabantur quoque, pulvis
Calce cothurnorum donee sclopetarius exit.

Sites for Cleopatra's Needle.

ON the Pedestal of the Guards' Memorial, Waterloo
Place, in lieu of the objects already there.

On the top of the Marble Arch, Hyde Park.
On the apex of the Dome of the Albert Hall.
On Fish Street Hill, to match the Monument.
In the Old Bailey.
In Ely Place, Holborn.
In Bolt Court, Fleet Street.
On a thousand other spots, equally suitable, and daily

suggested by casual correspondents.

" MEAN SPEED." Running away from your Creditors.
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HOW MOSSOO SHOT THE COCK-PHEASANT.
The Gamekeeper's Story.

HE were a sort o' Frenchman, Sir,
And called hisself a Duck :

I never could make head or tail

O' that there furrin muck !

He came to stay wi' Master there,
And brought his guns and that

But bless you, Sir ! he could na' shoot,
No more than this here hat !

,-"',;;.

The way that Mossop danced about,
It really were a sight !

He'd grin, and pull his be'rd, and shout
And screech with all his might.

He wore a thing across his nose
Just like a kind o' shear :

I think he said he were " my hop
"

Which means his sight were near.

The Master and the Frenchman went
To shoot the Spinney-Kivver,

What reaches from the stable-wall

Right down to that there river.

A rocketing cock flew up at wunst,
And Mossoo he fired, and missed

How he did swear, and tear his hair,
And shake his little fist !

Mossoo he yelled,
" I see him zere,

Upon ze stable top !

"

With that he banged off right and left

I seed a summat drop ;

I ran to pick up that there bird ;

And 'neath the stable-clock
I found it sure enow it were
Our new gilt Weather-Cock !

MILITARY AND MENIAL SERVICE.
OFFICERS of rank in the Army may have

had their attention directed by imperti-
nent buffoons to the following advertise-
ment extracted from the Western Daily
Press :

SERVANTS'
REGISTRY, Enihvay Viaduct,

Victoria Street, Bristol. WANTED, good
Generals, Cooks, Housemaids, &c. Disengaged,
all kinds.

It has also perhaps been remarked that
the above announcement suggests the idea
of a new United Service Club, the services

respectively being the Military and the

Domestic, and the Members of the Club
belonging to both, or serving in the former,
and wishing also to serve in the latter.

Some may have asked the question whether
Admirals as well as Generals are eligible
for situations in which the shoulderknot
would replace the epaulet, and part of the
uniform consist of plush. Others, pos-
sibly, have pointed out that the Russians,
if not the Turks also, are very much like
the parties on whose behalf it is notified
that they want good Generals.

Wanted, a Magnanimous
Millionnaire.

HERE is something rather worth ex-

tracting from a Number of the Cologne
Gazette :

IS
there a magnanimous, rich, and lone
Gentleman who would be willing to give to

a young and beautiful Bride, who belongs to the

best circles of society, the yearly interest of a

capital of 3040,000 florins Austrian Currency,
to enable her to marry the man of her choice, one
of the best and, most noble of his sex ? Please
address "HERMENCE V. II.," care of MESSRS.
HAASENSTEIN & VOGLERS, Advertising Agency,
Frankfort-on-the-Main.

There may be such a "magnanimous,
rich, and lone Gentleman" among Punch's
readers. If not, we are at a loss to imagine
where our dear, interesting

" HERMJSNCE "

is likely to find one.

WONDERS OP THE WORLD ABROAD.
WONDER whether, in a dozen years or so, it will be possible in

Europe to find a nook or corner uninvaded by COOK'S Couponists.
Wonder when French innkeepers will learn to hang a looking-

glass so that you can see to shave, or even brush your hair at it.

Wonder when you '11 see a salt-spoon at a table-d'hote, or get a

really hot plate handed for your mutton.
Wonder if, say in a century, foreign newspapers will ever grow

to be as big as British.

Wonder when upon the Continent the rule will be observed of

rigidly not smoking in the face of Ladies travelling.
Wonder in what age of progress foreign politesse will equal hearty

English-born politeness.
Wonder when, among the other marvels of his Cookery, a Paris

chef will serve you with a really tender steak, without a smack of

cow or horse in it.

Wonder when it will occur to the mind of our cheap-trippers that
churches on the Continent are not erected simply to be stalked about
and stared at.

Wonder in what age of advancing civilisation civility may be

xpected from a railway guard in Germany.
Wonder when French editors will think it worth their while to

print fresh foreign news in lieu of stale jokes and small twaddle.
Wonder when the Coming Man, while travelling abroad, will get

a towel larger than a napkin for his bath, or find a bit of soap put,
gratis, on his washing-stand.
Wonder when our peasants, and our parlour-maidens likewise,

will learn to dress as neatly as their sisters on the Continent.
Wonder when Americans will cease to say

"
Amurrka," and will

speak of the French capital otherwise than as
" Parrhus."

Wonder when it will be possible on any foreign railway, without
the fear of being scowled at as a dastardly assassin, to pull the
window down to save yourself from certain suffocation.

Wonder how long tourists who come from a free country will
submit to pay a franc for a farthingsworth of bed-candle.
Wonder when the French, who are so clever with their salads,

will learn that it is sin to serve a rosbif without horse-radish.
Wonder whether in the present age of progress, when Temple Bar

is doomed to death, and other cherished institutions are marked
down for destruction, Old PARE, were he still living, might ration-

ally hope for such extension of longevity as would enable him
to live to congratulate himself upon the universal abolition of the
Pourboire.
And most amazing Wonder of them all

Wonder when the British Nation will be suffered to possess such
a public building as the Louvre, and be allowed to see its pictures
after church-time on a Sunday.

Crew and Cargo.
ACCORDING to a Lloyd's Telegram in an evening paper, announ-

cing the destruction by fire at sea of the ship Diego, bound from
New York for Liverpool :

" The crew of the Diego consisted of 399 bales of cotton, 24,078 bushels of

wheat, 1,038 barrels of flour, 710,270 Ibs. bacon, 183,768 Ibs. lard, and 308

hogsheads of tobacco, &c."

It is too much to be feared that a previous statement that the

Diego had been abandoned, and that
"
the crew were rescued by

the Arklow," is not exactly reconcileable with the foregoing account
of them. How did they walk off ?

Celebrities and Statesmen.

OP LORD BEVCONSFIELD and MR. GLADSTONE, compared with one

another, it may be affirmed that if the PREMIER has gained the

greater distinction as a literary man, the ex-Premier is the more
distinctly a man of letters.
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CONSCIENCE-MONEY.
Repentant Chairman of Quarter Sessions (who hat been "Dining").

" ' DRUNK
'N 'UAF'JILB I 'KH FIVB BBILL'NBH." (Transfers Coin from left to right Waistcoat-

pocket.)
" PAY'T IJ>T' FINISH BCXHH T'MOBB'W ! I

"

A PROTEST FROM A PILLBOX.
MB. PUNCH,

I WAS sorry to Bee a letter in the Times from " A FELLOW OF HIS
COLLEGE '

entitled
"
Professionalism," of which the writer expresses "infinite

in their highest attainable development any special attributes or faculties with
which he might chance to be gifted "namely, for example, a turn for music or

drawing. Why, Sir, when I was an apprentice, if it had got about amongst a
medical man's patients that he occasionally amused himself by painting or

playing the violin or the piano, he would have been ruined. The rule then
imposed upon him by Public Opinion was "

Stick to your Profession," and that
is what the student would then have been anywhere told in the Anatomical
Theatres on the First of October. But now, forsooth, he is informed that an
ear attuned to music will help him in auscultation, and that the practice of

pencilling and colouring will facilitate him in discovering symptoms and in

operating. All that. Sir, I call fiddle-de-dee, and stuff and nonsense. 1 say a
man's profession ought to occupy his whole mind. It always did mine. For my
part I don't know Ood Save the Queen from Rule Britannia ; and as for

drawing could never draw anything but a tooth, or a cork, or a conclusion of
course, a professional conclusion only. To which permit me to come by
informing you that 1 have the honour to be, Sir, your humble servant, an old

practitioner, whom you may. if you please, call a Philistine among Philistines
of the good old medical school, one as Dig as

(GOLIATH.

A PLAYFUL POPULACE.

IT appears that the London Roughs, always accustomed to amuse themselves
more or less generally and often by assaulting defenceless persons, have lately
taken to the special pastime of spitting on the clothes and in the faces of

ladies. Perhaps these diversions are superintended by the Police ; but should
not ROBERT have orders to suppress them, and take the roysterers indulging in
them into custody ? A year's imprisonment and hard labour might suffice to

convince the roughest Rough of the injudiciousness of treating ladies, as

Shylock complains that Antonio treated him. The addition, by statute, of a

sound Hogging, would probably, in most cases, complete
the demonstration. There is truth in the ea> iug Unit we
must "

take thu rough with the smooth," but that can

be no ruisoii why thu use of tlie street thould necessitate

any one; to submit to l>n ill usi d by the London I

whom Prince BisMABCK would honour a great dtu.1 too

rnurh by <-..llin$ llitm
"

<ii
. utlfiin-n ot the l'iiv< nient."

"1'LACK ATX DA MI'S!"

MAKK way ! She corofs in h< r bright (may,
With mi eager smile uud a grit-tiiix guy,
Liku tin; dames of old ou a lettal day

Wiih the blood-sMt duly tUvonrnl.
Tho Home grows tame to the tender lliin^

Whom maudlin potts were wont to Mug
A the incarnation of Love and Spniiir,

And she craves tor change with tne puafent siting

Of anguish sweetly savoured.
The playhouse palls, and its puppets palo
To Mir her languorous pulses tail ;

I". 11 the Gallic salt grows something ftale
;

Half tired of Sin 'neath a modii-h v. jl,

Of Vice well dressed and witty,
81i<- comes, unchained, to a Irauic: M;IJ. e,

Where no tnere posturiug mimes <n*Hge.
Can the tin-ellcd scene or the pictured page
Apply so well to a callous age

The purffe of terror aud pity ?

Terror? Truly no touch of fear
1 hut glance perturbs, that gaze abatlus ;

Pity P When doth a womanly tiar

Bedew those lilted lashes '(

She tecks diversion. To list and laugh
To the tale of shame, at the legal ch:ili ;

To watch the writhings of law-trappid guilt,1

To hear, while counsel and uunvirt ul',
Keen thrust, retort laconic ;

To maiii iu sobbings of choking r^hnme

The stoic smile of a scoundrel
"
game,"

The victim's spasm, the trickster's rin,
The sickened shrinking of sentenced Sin,
Yields pungent pleasure you 'd scarcely win

From aught that 's histrionic.
" Good as a play !

"
cries the cjnic Cad,

When living folly, grotesque, yet sad,
Before him struts aud poses.

Grande dame dc par ie Monde, you 'd shrink
From owning kinship's slenderest link

With the low-born lover of gutter und sink ;

That daintiest of noses

With high-bred horror would tilt and thrill ;

Yet a ditch-course is but a ditch-coiirne tlill,

Though it winds amidst the ron 1

*.

Where shame and sorrow are set on show,
The despot, Fashion, has bid you go ;

The voice of modesty, faint and low,
Her mandate promptly hushes.

Xo need for delicate cheeks to glow
At Dirt nndraped when her shield xho '11 throw
O'er modish sinner, and spare the show

Of most inopportune blushes.

To such excitement, howtame, how slow)
The Season's showiest crushes !

Time was when she who had found sweet sport
In the ghastly dramas of Judgment's Court

Had been dubbed a fair-faced Ogress.
But place atix dames .' The ancient grace
Of a pitiful heart or a blushful face

Were a clog to Woman's progress. .

Emancipation's levelling hand
Breaks pity's bond and modesty's band,

And the sex disports right gaily,
In modish vesture of motley hue,
Midst scenes that reek of the shambles and stew,
And full in Fashion's approving view

At the Theatre Royal Old Bailey.

LEOAL DErnrrnoir. Professor TYNDALL, in his Bir-

mingham address, observed that man had been described
is a "

cause-seeking animal." Very possibly he has,
out may we not more properly apply the definition to a
man of law, and especially a Barrister.

VOL. ixxin.
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RECEIVED WITH THANKS
To CUOPATRI, EEASMUS WILSON, AND THB KHKDIVE.

OUE EEPRESENTATIYE MAN.
(Retrospective, Nunctpective, and Prospective Remarks on Theat-

rical Matters generally, in an all-round Letter to the Editor.)

SIB, When noticing the new piece at the Folly, I should have
mentioned the funniest thing in The Creole funny in conception,
funny in realisation ; and that is where the two Sailors sing

" All '

IVell! " to the Commodore in the last Act. This tickled me hugely.

Haying done justice to those who did justice to themselves and
their Authors, I now proceed to say a few words on the Olympic
programme.

If Good for Nothing continues to he the lever da rideau at the

Olympic, it is well worth going to see on account of the fresh, un-
stagey performance of Miss GKRABD in the rule of Nan. This young
Lady has true artistic feeling, and is not afraid of sacrificing
a pretty face to the exigences of the character. With careful

study she has, I venture to say, a fair future before her in a certain
line for which her voice, figure, and manner peculiarly fit her. The
little Comedy in one Act (as the French say, never using the word
"farce") is well played all round, both Mr. PATEMAN and Mr.
FOBBES ROBEBTSON being very good in it.

The Moonstone, by Mr. WILKIE COLLINS, must owe its success to

its dramatic situations. I have not read the novel, and therefore

am better able to judge of the piece. It is undoubtedly clever, but,
somehow or other, unsatisfactory. The situations are startling,

coming upon you, that is, suddenly, after a considerable rest, and

re-fixing the attention just as it is beginning to wander away
from the subject. Mr. HAHCOUBT has made himself up so as to

suggest a family resemblance between Mr. Geoffrey Abblethtoaile

and the present Archbishop of CAHTKBBTTBT. Mr. T. SWINBOTONE,
as the '.Detective, is as sly and cunning as clever Detectives ought
to be." For the moment he enters he suspects everything, in-

cluding the water-bottle, which he examines most caretully,

probably submitting it to a mental microscopic analysis. By
the way, I wonder if Mr. WILDE COLLINS got the notion of a

Detective so fond of gardening from one of GABOHIAU'S novels, either

La Corde au Cou, or La Clique Doree t I fancy it is in the former,
but I won't be certain. However, a similar character dots occur in

one of GABOBIAU'S where the people who wish to emnloy the Detec-

tive go to his house aux enfirons df Paris, and find him in his

garden dress and slippers, among his flowers and his family.
Mr. NEVILLE is excellent throughout. Since Bob Brierly and

Henry Dunbar, he has never been seen to greater advantage. Per-

haps Miss PATEMAN has by this time lost her train it was a very
express train. In her great scene with Mr. NEVILLE, where she
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accuses him of the theft, she is really powerful. There was too

much of Miss Clack, though, I 've no doubt, this did not appear at

rehearsal. If it had, it would have been curtailed by the dramatic
common sense of both Author and Artiste. Mr. HILL plays the
Butler with a thorough appreciation of the humour of the character,
which he'never allows to be obtrusive. Mr. PATEMAN'S Doctor is,

to my thinking, a most difficult and risky part most carefully played.
The Drama is in the hands of a few people, and has, I trust, already
proved an attraction to the many.
Drury Lane. Here I went to see England in the daze, I should

say "in the days" &o., &a. It struck me that we were not seeing
the play as Mr. WILLS wrote it. Surely it must have got itself into
a muddle at rehearsal. It is a very difficult matter to arrange a

piece to suit all the present requirements of the Old National
Theatre. I write

" Ola" advisedly as Alexander the Great (HEN-
BBHsns) is going to call the Queen's'" The New National." The notion
of "National" seems tome to exclude works even fairly adapted
from foreign sources. So as to get over this difficulty (as the opening
piece is to be an adaptation) why not name it the International f

However, this is not in Mr. WILLS S England in the daze, &c., so on
we go again. There is some admirable writing, specially in the
First Act ; and two good telling and picturesque situations in the
drama. The Author has taken all the names from SCOTT'S Peveril,
and then tried to make them do something that isn't in the
novel. At least, this is what he himself intimates in the play-
bill. But his characters have been one too many (it's a for-
midable array in the programme) for him; and whenever ho has
required them to do something new, they seem to have revolted

individually and collectively against the dramatist, and obsti-

nately gone in for Peveril. It is much as if Mr. WILLS had
named his characters Pickwick, Winkle, Snodgrass, Joe the Fat
Soy, and Sam Welter, and had then informed the audience in con-
fidence, "Now, look out, for you won't see Pickwick played, but
another story altogether, except in two instances, where I have re-
tained the situation of Pickwick mistaking the Lady's bedroom for
his own, and the episode of the trial." But the celebrated Pick-
wiekians would no more lend themselves to this than will the Pever-
ilians, who, retaining the names giren them in their baptism by their

godfather SIR WALTEE, insist on "acting as sich." However, as a
series of Tableaux, and as affording opportunities in the earlier

part for Miss LEIGHTON'S declamations (a tine part this, the Countess
of Derby's, considered only as a part apart from the whole), and for
Messrs. EMERY'S and FERNANDEZ acting as Major Bridgenorth, and
the unchristian Christian. Never has Mr. BEVJSRLT given the public
more artistic work than in his view of Buckingham's Gate, a remark-
able example of the perfection to which the art of scene-painting can
be brought by a master-hand when dealing, not with such oppor-
tunities as are afforded by the extent of Drury Lane stage, with all

appliances and means to boot, but simply with a " cloth" used as a
front scene, and hanging as a gigantic landscape within a few feet
of the spectators. The other scenes are all effective {when will they
do away with those heavy worn-out borders, which so offend the eye f) ,

but this is a gem of the first water-colour a gem of size.
The Strand company's performance of the new comedy, Family

Ties, is good all round, and has thoroughly satisfied that most
difficult of all persons to please the Author. In portraying the
Anglophile Frenchman, who 'prides himself on being more English

when modest men are mum, and, a propos of
"
mtimm," I may say

that Champagne, or a question of Phiz, the new burlesque at this
house, by Messrs. FARNIE and RKECE. is a hundred times more

sparkling
and exhilarating than its French original, Marlbrook

ten va-t-en guerre, 'produced at the Athenee ten years ago. Miss
CAMILLE Dtreois is a handsome, vivacious, and mischievous page
(is it possible that she was but a few minutes ago the tearful Mrs.
Lennox in the comedy P), Miss CLERMONT a musical Countess, and
clever Miss LOTTIE VENN as sprightly and fascinating a soiibrette,
with one of the best songs in the piece, as you 'd wish to see. Mr.
PENLT-.r is very funny in his warlike costume, and Messrs. MARIUS
and Cox get encored over and over again for their .'duett about
"Did you ever catch a Weasel asleep?" Great credit is due to
Mr. REED, the chef d'orchestre, for the "go" of the concerted
pieces, and Mr. HALL is entitled to considerable praise for his inge-
nious arrangement which does away with the necessity of a front
scene, and twice changes the entire stage as if by magic. The
burlesque goes brightly from first to last.
We are to have a new burlesque, by Mr. II. J. BYRON, on Faust,

at the Gaiety, with "
all the talents" in it. Then, at the Royalty

so, without Mr. SANTLEST, I believe, which is a pity when English
Operas are given. Then, in due course, there is to be Eccentric
farcical Opfra, of the Trial Inj Jury and Cox and Box order, at
the Oi;era Coinique, where, I am informed, The Wedding March

(Mr. GILBERT'S free and funny adaptation of the Chapeau de paillc
d'Italia) is to be reproduced, set to music by Dr. SULLIVAN.

Is Her Majesty's to be opened for English Opera P And if so,
does this mean Lurline, Bohemian Girl, Bondsman, Maritana,
The Lily of Killarney, &o. ? But for all this music where are
the dramatic vocalists f Music, music everywhere, and scarce a
soul to act! The demand creates the supply. When DONATO, the

one-legged dancer, made a hit, up sprang a hundred Donati, each

gifted with one leg, and capable of dancing on it. London and the
Provinces rose to the cry of

" Go it, ye cripples !

" How many
Lulus have also bounded into existence? How many Xazels?
How many who take astounding headers and terrific descents

through space, and eagle flights in the air ? I have no doubt they
are all over the country, darkening the air with their eagle flights,
and setting the walls ablaze with their advertisements. Therefore
we may hope that the supply of dramatic singers of singers, I

mean, who can act may be found to equal the demand created by
the existence of seven Theatres where opera bouffe, comic opera,
serious opera, and musical burlettas, are to be represented. As for a
trained chorus, Mr. HOLLINGSHEAD keeps one always ready at any
hour, and of course there 's quite an Academy of Music under
M. JACOBI at the Alhambra, where just 'now, besides the successful

Yolande, the ballet of Bayaderes in the last Act of Indigo goes so

well as to earn an encore every evening.
And so, Sir, hoping you are as well as this leaves me, and many of

them, I am all there as TwK KEPRESEKTATIVE MAN .

w
'ARRY ON HIS 'OLIDAY.

Being an Epistle from that notorious and ubiquitous Person, luxuriating

for the time in rural parts, to his Chum CHARLIE, confined in Town.

HA' chef-r, my
dear CHAR-
L1K 'f 'Off

are yer ? I pro-
mised I 'd drop
yer a line.

I 'm out on the trot

forafprtnit; and
ain't it golump-
shusly fine ?

Bin dooing the
Swell pretty pro-
per, I beg to as-
sure yer, old man.

Jest go it tip-top
while you 're at

it, and blow the

expense, is my
plan.

Bin took for a Nob,
and no error this

time ; which my
Tailor 's A 1.

The cut of these

bags, Sir, beats
POOLE out <>/ fits.

(Are yer ny to
the pun r)

And this gridiron pattern in treacle and mustard is somethink
uneek,

As the Girls but there, CHARLIB, you know me, and so there 's no
call for to speak.

My merstarsh is a coming on proper that fetches 'em, CHARLIE my
boy;

Though one on 'em called me young; Spiky, which doubtless was
meant to annoy.

But, bless yer ! 'twas only a touch of the Grccn-cyed, 'acos I looked
sweet

On a tidy young parcel in pink as 'ung out in the very same street.

CHARLIE, such larks as I'm 'aving! To toddle about on the

sands,
And watch the blue beauties a-bathing, and spot the sick mulfs as

, v i j
they lands,

Awful flabby and white in the gills, and with hoptics so sheep-
ishly sad,

And twig em go green as we chaff 'em
;
I tell yer it isn't half bad.

Then, S'rimps ! Wy, I pooty near lives on 'em
; got arf a pocketful

here,
There 's a flavour of bird's-eye about 'em ; but that 's soon took off

by the beer.
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The "bitter" round here is jest lummy, and as for their soda

and-li.,
It's ekal to

"
fix," and no error, and suits this small child to a T.

The weeds as I 've blown is a caution ; I 'in nuts on a tuppenny
smoke.

Don't care for the baths, but there 'a sailing;, and rollicking rides on
a moke.

I 've sung: comic songs on the cliffs after dark, and wot's fun if tha
ain't?

And 1 've chiselled my name in a church on the cheek of a ruinm;
stone Saint.

Si-, Cimiui:, I think you will see I've been doing tho touribt to

rights.
Good grub and prime larks in the daytime, and billiards and bitte:

at nights;
That 's wot / calls 'oliday-making, my pippin. I wish you wa:

here,
Jest wouldn't we go it extensive ! But now I am off for the pier.

To ogle the girls. 'Ow they likes it! though some of their dragon;
looks blue.

15ut lor ! it' a chap has a way with the Sex, wot the doose can he do !

The toffs may look thunder and tommy on me and my spicey rig out

But they don't stare yours faithfully down, aa it 's all nasty envy
no doubt.

Ta, ta ! There 's a boat coming in, and the sea has bin ronghish al!

day;
All our fellows will bo on the watch, and / mustn't be out of the

way.
Carn't yer manige to run down on Sunday P I tell yer it 's larks

and no kid !

Yours bloomingly, 'Alar.

P.S. I have parted with close on four quid

GREAT INDIGNATION MEETING.

A MEETING fol

Z\ tlir Abolition of** Trial by Jury
wag held on Mon-
day evening at the

"Pig and Tinder-

box," Mr. SPOCTER,
Q.C. (Queer Card),
occupying the Chair.

In opening the

proceedings, the
Chairman remarked
that, as the matter
for discussion was
rather a dry subject,
they haa better
whet their whistles
while they were
debating it, and so

he begged the pri-

vilege of standing
classes round.
(CheerI.)

Mr. TAILER, of

Tooley Street, said

that, speaking in
the name of the

entire British nation ("//ear."') he considered trial by jury was
an obsolete institution, and he thought that trial by journal should
be substituted for it. (Applause.) In these days of penny news-
papers and general enlightenment, what was the good of shutting
up a dozen blockheads in a box, when their verdict wasn't thought
worth a rush by persons of good sense (" Question .' ") he meant to

say by persons like himself, who formed their judgment of a case

by reading a few fragments of the evidence reported, and then
arguing the matter with some fellows at]the bar (" Question ! ") he
meant to say at the bar of their usual public-house. (Laughter.)

Mr. DUNDERHEAD agreed that the best way to decide a case was
not to hear the whole of the evidence adduced (" Hear ! ") for the
words of many witnesses were frequently conflicting, and this
had a disturbing effect upon the mind, and might lead to a poor juror
being shut up without supper for the night. (Sensation.)
Mr. DODGER held that speculative evidence should be ruled as in-

admissible in Courts of so-called justice. His business being some-
what of a speculative nature, he had personal grounds for hoping

that all witnesses against him might be legally excluded when he

appeared in Court. (" Hear !
" ana a laugh.)

Mr. ScRiiiBLETOR desired that the thanks of the meeting should be

given to those clever correspondents of newspapers, who, with so

much wisdom at the close of a long trial, used all their powers of

reasoning to prove the verdict was unjust, and to criticise and cen-
sure the Judge's summing-up. (Cheers.)

Mr. NUMSKULL thought it monstrous that a weak and erring
mortal (" Hear.'") should be entrusted with the awful power of

passing actual sentence of, perchance, six months' imprisonment on

any poor misguided pickpocket who, but for the police, might have
led a happy me. (Applause.)
Mr. IDDYOTT remarked that, if any proof were wanting to show

the utter wurthlessness and wickedness of jury-trials, it might be
found in the person of that pour utllieted Nobleman now resident at

Dartmoor, who, through the mingled persecutions of Jesuits and
jurymen, was slowly being starved, until when, with wasted figure,
he would sink into the tomb. (Sensation.)

Mr. MKALIMOUTHB observed, with a sigh, that it was pitiable to

reflect that in this noble Christian land there were at sundry
times poor fellow beings he might even call them brethren

(" Hear ! ") who, for a mere error of judgment, such as having
stamped with hobnailed boots on their wife's stomach, or knocked
down some old gentleman to relieve him of his purse (Laughter)
were cruelly consigned to the confinement of a dungeon, and there

mercilessly kept without even the comfort of a pipe. (Groani, and
criet of

" Shame .'")

Mr. CLYFAKER said he heartily concurred with the last speaker,
and would be jolly glad to drink his jolly good' health. (A laugh.)
lie had more than once been a sufferer himself, and had felt the

rgs
of 'unger in a craving for a smoke. (" Poor fellow ! ") As

'bolishing of juries, of course he was "
all there

"
(" Hear .' ")

and he 'd like to go the 'ole 'og, and 'bolish all the blessed Beaks.

(Applause.) It was a [strong word] shame that gaols should be

kep up at the cost of the community, and the liberty of the subject
hinterfered with by the Crushers, who went about like lions, seeking
parties to devour. (Cheers.) What was the [strong word] good of

being born in a free country, if a cove weren't free to collar what he
took a fancy to ? (Here the orator in his vehemence chanced to let

his left hand touch his neighbour's watch-chain, and the gesture

being construed into an attempt at larceny, a policeman was called

in by Mr. MKALISIOUTUE, and the Meeting in confusion suddenly
broke up.)

FRIARS r. FREEMASONS.

TUEBE lately appeared in the Civilta Cattolica a profession of the

principles of Freemasonry, in the form of a creed asserted to have
been revealed by a penitent Freemason on his deathbed. It consists

of twelve Articles, all the shameful particulars of which, however,
may be said to be comprehended in the two last :

" 11. PouumuB omnia facere qua; volumus aboque levi etiam culpi.""
12. Ergo semper liberi aumus."

If the liberty to commit every possible crime at pleasure is what
constitutes the freedom of Freemasonry, what a horrible system of

jmmorality and impiety Freemasonry must b, and what miscreants,
in theory, if not in practice, are all Freemasons 1 Freemasonry, at

that rate, may well call itself a craft the worst of all the crafts and
snares of the Enemy. Holy Church is quite right in condemning it.

and her POPE and her Prelates cannot but choose to declare any and
everyone of her sons connected with it a heretic, and do, or would
do, well to excommunicate him with bell, book, and candle. Of

course, Cardinal MANNING could not possibly suffer the Marquis of

RIPON to retain the chair wherein his successor is the Prince of

WALES. If, that is much virtue in an "if " / the creed above

quoted from the Civilta Cattolica is a bond fide belief ; and, if again,
.t is not a solecism to call fides in connection with such a belief bpna.
But is that Belief genuine ? and, if not, is it a hoax on the Cii-iltd

Cattolica f or is that journal a comic clerical paper, capable of

rather unscrupulous satire ? or are its conductors enthusiasts who,
on behalf of their religion, don't mind bearing false witness against
;heir neighbours '.

Origin of Species.

IRELAND is justly celebrated for pigs. The following certificate

joncerning pigs of an obviously Irish breed lately appeared in the

Cincinnati Commercial :

" The pedigrees of these animals are as fine and good as any animals I hare
rer bred since I originated this breed of swine. D. M. MAO IE."

May this declaration be taken to prove the converse of Mr.
)ABTViN'8 theory ? Or does it rather seem to imply that some pigs

originated in America by an Irish gentleman are bipeds Y
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OUR CHINAMANIACS ABROAD.
, SCENE A Room in a Historic French Palace.

MILD (oar rinn) DEMEANOUR OF THE PBIOSBYP, WHO COLLECT ORIENTAL BLUE, BEFORE A " VASE sx PORCKLAISE DE S

ANOTHER NEW NOVEL.
WITH AN EXPLANATOEY PBEFACE.

To the Public from the Editor.

IN our absence our responsible Representative has pledged us to

the production of a new Work. In the interests of the public, and
to acquit ourselves of any charge of carelessness or want of discrimi-

nation, we publish his account of "how he did it," addressed to

ourselves.****
SIB, This is how it was. I was seated in your sanctum,* repre-

senting you, Sir, magnificently. In the Editor's absence, the sanc-
tummest is always locked up, so I have to send out for anything I

want, which is a nuisance to he remedied in future. Through the

glass doors I perceived, on the day in question the tops of two
heads, and of one bonnet, just appearing above the grained portion
of the glass. They were trying to peer in. Two peers and a peeress.
Thinking that it might he the Duke of ******* *

t the Marquis
of *****, and the Princess * *

*. I stooped, and quietly stealing
to the door, opened it suddenly.
They came in : in a lump : flop, like the tradesman in a panto-

mime, when he comes out of his shop in a hurry, and tumbles over
the Clown.

They were not the distinguished visitors I had expected.
The party consisted of a short, stout Gentleman with a quick

bright eye and astonished hair ; a taller Gentleman, with an austere
manner and a stubbly moustache, and (reserving the best to the last),

_*
For the information of the general reader, it is necessary to say that our

private office is divided into our sanctum, our sanctummer, and our stnctum-
mest. When in our sanctum the clerk or outer-Tyler, knows that we are at
home to all comers. In our sanctummer we are at home to some comers

In our saucltf'nmer

We '11 see some comer
;

But in our saKctummest we are at home to nobody. There the wicked cease
to trouble, and the leary is at rest. Our sanctummest is fitted up like a

diving-bell, after a style of our own. ED.

an elegant Lady in asky-blue dress, whose beauty, and umbrella, were
of a type rarely seen in these islands. She was till, aquiline, and
determined. Instinctively I acknowledged a Presence. VICTOR
HUGO Junior himself would have admitted as much. She would
have served him for a heroine on a desolate island.
" We wish to see the Editor," they said.
" You might have looked all the day through that glass door," I

replied, politely,
" but you wouldn't have seen him."

"
Young man !

"
said the Lady, coming down on me with the

umbrella, reprovingly.*" We must see the Editor !

"
cried the two men.

" Must you?" I answered. Then, adjusting my lips to the

speaking-tube, I called down to the clerk,
" Mr. HOWAED DE

COURCEY, send out for a foreign Sradshaw and a Map of Europe."" Why those ?
" asked the Presence, sternly.

"Because, my dear Madam," I returned, "the Editor is some-
where on the Continent, and if you must see him, you have only to

select your train, and "

" This is trifling !

"
they all three said, as if they 'd practised it

together tenor, baritone, and contralto.

I admitted that it was, and asked what then ?

The shorter Gentleman responded for the rest.
"
You, Sir," he said,

"
are, I take it, the Editor's locum tenens."

I replied that I wouldn't be called names by him, or anybody.
They apologised so profusely that they got quite hot over it.

Then I requested the Lady to be seated. She was quite the Lady ;

she sat down, and sat up.
The little Gentleman recommenced :

" Are you a responsible person?
" he asked.

" What 's that to you ?
" was my ready but courteous reply." Because if you are, "said Number Two, shinning the first speaker,

to warn him not to offend me,
" we have something to say to you.

Permit me to introduce ourselves as the New Provincial Novel Com-
pany, Limited."

I bowed.
"
Incorporated," the Lady explained,

"
to provide suitable reading

* An extraordinary scene to take place in our office. ED.
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OUR NEW FIRST LORD' AT SEA.
ADMIRAL SFPEBINTENDENT PUNCH. " WELL, MR. SMITH, I BELIEVE YOU HAVE NOW SEEN EVERYTHING

ARMOUR, TURRETS, TORPEDOES EVERYTHING ! OF COURSE YOU UNDERSTAND IT ALL ! I
"

FIESI LOUD. " QUITE SO, THANK YOU. AT LEAST I
"

(A Mile "queer.")
" IF YOU DON'T MIND, I THINK

I'LL NOW GO BELOW."
" The Lords of the Admiralty arrived at Portsmouth on their annual tour of inspection.'' Morning Paper.
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tlie million, and something as iastructive as interesting for our

inday subscribers."
"
Good," said I.

"
Very good," she replied, smiling. Then we all smiled.

After this intellectual refreshment, the Lady resumed," You have in your paper, Sir,
"

" Excuse me," I interrupted."
I quite understand, Sir," she continued.

" In the paper whose
Editor yo\aEditiire absento "
"
Hear, hear !

" from the two Gentlemen and myself.
"You represent" (I bowed), "there has never appeared a

work exhibiting Life in the Provincial Districts Life in the North,
with the real dialect of the Northern provinces as it is spoken by
the local

yokel."'

True," I observed, thoughtfully, for I was struck by her remarks."
We," she said, extending her hand towards the two Gentlemen,

and then lightly touching them with her umbrella as they were
showing symptoms of drowsiness,

" have a Novel, a strictly proper,
highly'moral, virtuous Novel, equally fitted for the domestic circle,
the club, or the boudoir; written chiefly in the dialect of the North,
and exhibiting the life and manners and customs of the Mining
Population in their true light."

I must confer with my chief," I said.
"
No, Sir," they cried in chorus,

"
you must decide now."

And down went her umbrella on the floor.

I observed that I could not venture to pronounce an opinion, as I
was no judge of Northern dialect." But your Editor is," they cried.

" He will know that our work
is true to nature."
'Then

they
all three spoke in Northern dialect ! I thought they 'd

have brought the house down. Marvellous ! Awful I Then they
showed me pictures ! such pictures ! women with torches going
down into mines ! murders ! explosions ! ! wonderful escapes ! ! !

They whispered the terms in my ear. The Lady stood before me,
her beautiful hair dishevelled ; the men held me, one on either side,
while above waved her umbrella.

I will not dwell longer on this painful scene. I succumbed. I

signed the deed in your name. I agreed. 'If it turns out wrong, pity
me, and forgive. They delivered their MS., which I sent at once to
the printer's. If it turns out all right, send for me and congratulate.
I have gone to stay with my grandmother on the East Coast. Addio.***
** Editor's Note. The agreement having been entered into in

our name by our weak and compromising Representative, we timl,
ourselves bound to produce this dialect Novel, but we have distinctly
reserved to ourselves the right of disputing the accuracy of the spell-

ing, and of the local colouring, on the truthfulness of which the New
Provincial Novel Company, Limited, has staked its reputation.

P.S. If successful, all Dramatic Rights are Reterved.

Thefirst chapter of the Novel by theNew Provincial Novel Company,
Limited (but how it can be a Company when there are only three in

it we don't understand, as "two's company three's none") will

appear next week, entitled

THAT LASS '0 TOWERY 'S!

The Authors explain the title as a real specimen of dialect. They
say that the story will justify the title, the heroine, as will be seen
from the first chapter, being above the usual stature, towers above
the others, and so is spoken of in the dialect of that particular
county as a "Towery lass." The sentence, in full and plain
English, reads thus: "That Lass who is so Towery ('.., tall)," or
"That Lass who so Towery (or tall) is," and rendered into 8an-
gileshire language it becomes, as written,

" That Lass so Towery is,"

or, as pronounced colloquially,
" That Lass 'o Towery 's."

[* This the Authors consider a sufficiently satisfactory explanation. Of
course we are not prepared at this early stage to dispute about the correctness
of this assertion of theirs. Perhaps we have never been in the part of the

country where they spent like this : and, by the way, the Authors haven't
said what part of the country it is. Where is Sangileabire r We will write
and ask. BD.]

WOLVES IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING.

M'
UXHTAR PASHA has

issued a manifesto,
in which his fol-

lowers are requested to

treat the Russians with
kindness. On no conside-

ration whatever are
the Turks to muti-
late the dead. "Do
not torture and kill

the wounded," says
MCTCHTAR, address-

ing his
"
children,"

"and do not pur-
sue fugitives to

slaughter them."
This excellent ad-

vice, coming from
such a quarter, will

probably cause a
number of procla-
mations of a similar
character to be pub-
lished, and Mr.
Punch will not in
the least be sur-

. prised if he is called

\ upon to note the fol-

lowing :

Berlin.

COUNTRTMEN,
You owe your

existence as a nation
to the destruction of

French power. Sedan and Metz united Germany for ever. So long
as we are stronger than France, so long as we can maintain our
frontiers, and keep Strasbourg, we are safe. But it is a good thing
to be generous. Therefore, oh my countrymen, pour all your gold
into French coffers, and do your best to unlearn your military duties.
This is a beautiful theory, but perhaps, after all, it will be as well
if vou do not reduce it to practice. You understand me, and I
understand you. (Signed) BISMAKCK.

FUENCIIMEN, Paris.
I BELIEVE that only a Republic can save France. I am the

Republic, and, therefore, I only can save France. M. GAMBKTTA

represents all that is bad. He would lead yon into destruction.
Still it is good to be trustful, and shows a nature without guile.

Follow, then, oh ray dear Frenchmen, M. GAHBETTA, and, whn
you have followed him, do not hoot him much, and pray (I implore
you) do not subject him to unnecessary violence. Do you not know
that much hooting is rude, and savage violence unkind ? Be consi-

derate, then, with M. GAMBETTA, and treat him rather better than
he deserves. (Signed) MACMAHON.

My CHILDREN, Some Distancefrom the Front.
FIGHT bravely and fiercely, but do not kill more Turks than

you think really sufficient. Do not bayonet the dead, because this

Eractice
sadly deranges the uniforms. Prisoners, too, should never

e shot when they can be properly guarded. Should this reach 'you
when you are dying in the ditches, remember that I am safe and
sound and really very comfortable. When you remember this, your
last moments will pass away in peace. (Signet!) ALEXANDER.

PALS, Seven Diali.
LOOK 'ere. In these 'ere days of what the nobs call civili-

sation we ought to be moving with the rest of 'em. If in the way of
business you 'ave to smash in a skull or two, do it gently. Don't
you use no unnecessary wiolence. I know it costs a deal, but, when
you can, take my advice and use chloroform. When the walue of the

expected swag will ran to it, in course. Chloroform makes 'em
kick the bucket so much more heasier. Twig ?

(Signed) BILL SIKES.

Mr DEAR FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS, Capel Court.
BELIEVE me we have all beeu wrong. For many years we

have been cheating one another and the general public. This is to

be greatly regretted, and I must advise you all to turn over new
leaves. In future be fair and honest in all your dealings. I may
add, that you need not send any replies to me at the above address,
as I am on the eve of inaugurating a magnificent speculation, which
may necessitate my hasty departure (at any moment) for Spain, or
at least Boulogne. The police are nowadays BO very officious.

(Signed) JEKKMY DIDDLER.

On the Other Side of the Styx.
Mr DKYOTED AHD DISTUTQUISHBD FOLLOWERS,

I HAVK seen all your addresses, from MUKHTAR PASHA
upwards and downwards, and strongly approve of them. Believe
me that it is naughty to be naughty, and good to be good. If you
stop at that point (and I see that that is your intention), take my
word for it that the present excellent understanding which exists
between me and you will run no chance of being disturbed. Perse-
vere, my dear followers. Good intentions furnish, in my eyes, a
better pavement than either wood or asphalte.

(Signed) MEPHISTOPHILES.
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AN AUTUMN MANOEUVRE.
Short-Sighted Captain.

" WHO THE DOOSE ARE THESE?
'TENTION ! FIKK A VOLLEY I

ARE THEY OUR DIVISION, OR ARE THEY THE ENEMY?
AT THREE HUNDRED YARDS! READY P'SENT!"

I'LL SOON SEE!

THE FUTURE HISTORIAN OF ENGLAND.
(Vide Mr. WILLS'S Letter to the "

Times," October ith.)

IT is with the greatest possible interest that we look forward to a
new History of England by Mr. WILLS, Author of Charles the First
at the Lyceum, Jane Shore and Mary Queen o' Scots at the Prin-

cess's, and, recently, of England in the daze, &c., at Drury Lane.
The learned and poetic Author has adopted, if we may trust his

letter to the Times, for his principle of arranging facts, a new
reading of the old proverb, which appears to be,

" History does not

repeat itself." Mr. WILLS will do for the History of England what
NIEBUHR did for that of Rome. Reform of legends is clearly re-

quired, and our Author thinks that it is
" Niebuhrtoo late to mend."

We regret our inability to do more than place before thepublic a
mere outline of some of the chief discoveries which Mr. WILLS, in
his researches, has probably hit upon as demonstrating the falsehood
of much that has hitherto been accepted as history. The energetic
and gifted Author will, it is confidently expected, prove, beyond
all doubt, that

King CHARLES THE FIRST was never beheaded at all. That trust-

worthy witnesses have solemnly attested the fact of the Monarch's
having been seen to walk and talk half-an-hour after his head was
cut off a circumstance utterly incompatible with his having been
previously beheaded.

It will be put beyond all dispute that CHABLES retired into

very private life, eking out a livelihood by selling "parlia-
ment" (a sort of gingerbread), old stamps at so much a dozen,
and pipe-lights at a small shop in an obscure street between
Temple Bar and Drury Lane Theatre. Which street is still

uncertain. But the question was so constantly being asked at
the time, both by unfriendly Puritans and friendly Cavaliers, that
at last the locality itself came to be known as Which Street, or, in
the spelling of that epoch,

" Wych Street." The present Olympic
Theatre probably stands on the site of King CHABLES'S lodgings.
He continued to keep up a certain state at the nearest public-house,
and was well known to the box-keepers of Drury Lane Theatre as a
quiet, inoffensive elderly gentleman who was never absent from the

first night of a new piece at this establishment. He only once inter-

rupted a performance by cracking nuts, but, on being remonstrated
with by one of the officials, he produced an orange, which he sucked
in silence. Whether this was a prophetic allusion to subsequent
events connected, with WILLIAM THE THIRD, is not known. The
immediate cause of the worthy ex-Monarch's decease was a too

hearty supper off oysters and stout, with brown bread and butter,
at RULE'S, in Maiden Lane, after which he was never seen to smile

again.
As to Cardinal WpLSEY, doubtless Mr. WILLS hopes to establish

conclusively that this celebrated ecclesiastic accepted a living from
Queen ELIZABETH, but could never be induced to wear either a
double white tie and high collars, or a low waistcoat and tail-coat.

This accords with SHAXSPEARE'S description of him as
" a man of

most unbounded stomach." He lived well into the reign of the

Second CHARLES, when he represented the then almost extinct

type of Sporting Parson, and in the last year of his life experienced
the satisfaction of having backed the right horse for the Derby.
He was noted in his parish for the admirable way in which he
used to teach little boys to swim on bladders, and often dined with

CfiOMWELL, during the Protectorate, at Whitehall.

Of course Mr. WILLS thinks that there is some certain foundation
for the assertion that RICHARD THE THIRD was a gentle, amiable
creature who would not harm a Fly, though he is reported to have
killed a Clarence. He never saw RICHMOND but once in his life,

when he dined at the
"
Star and Garter" with some other choice

spirits, including STANLEY, who had recently returned from Africa.

RICHARD was an exemplary father, a dutiful son, and a devoted
husband. He was so attached to his little nephews as to be

accused of nepotism when he bestowed on them a couple of

lucrative posts in the Tower. He received the entire support
of the Clergy, and as the emblem of the Order of Pastors is the

Crook, and as they were always backing him in his admirable works
of charity, his maligners nick-named him " The Crook-back'd."

This, in later stupid ages, was taken to allude to some personal de-

formity. He was one of the most learned and most able Kings that

ever swayed a nation's destinies, and raised the standard of the

Indian Civil Service Examination to such a height of excellence as
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A WAIL FOR THE WHALE.

Air, alas ! it is over for ever !

Has the climate which most of us kills-
Settled thee ? Say, again shall I never
Read thy name in large type in the bills ?

Must I stand at the door with my shilling,

But to hear thy too pitiful tale ?

Is it useless to urge that I 'm willing
Quite to put down one more "far the

Whale f
"

Alas, yes, 'tis too true! Though they caught
thee,

Prepared for thee honours untold,

P'raps with Pongo to dine might have taught
thee,

They couldn't quite cope with thy cold.

And though M.D.'s abound in thy quarter,
Alas, what could their science suggest ?

They might say, "Put its tail in hot-water,

Try a plaster or two on its chest.

" Such acold ! all our practice can'tmatch it
;

It floods diagnosis with doubt.
Where on earth did our young pat iont catch it ?

Has it been in the water or out ?

" We can picture an Elephant wheezing,
Or a Python knocked over by cramp,

But a Whale! we can't fancy that sneezing,
With a pulse at a hundred from damp !

"

S>) I wonder, at human invention
If thy too fishy nature took fright,

When each minute, with kindest intention,
Some one soused thee all day and all

night !

If that voyage across the Atlantic,
Meant to handsomely butter thy bread,

Made thee long for a voice to cry, frantic," Oh ! do stop, I 've a cold in my head !
"

Such a cold ! Ah. too late they all rue it !

And denounce thy berth minus a lid,
With a douche .' For if that didn't do it,

'Tis not easy to tell thee what did !

Ah ! but there, all is over for ever !

Though thy tank daily empties and tills,

I shall never'again I shall never
Read thy name in large typo in the

bills!

THE LAST PIC-NIC OF THE
SEASON.

StlXB A iccll-knoun Place of Amuunuitt.

He. Are you quite sure you won't take a
little 'more champagne 'f

She. Oh dear no, thanks. I have hat

plenty.
//.'. May I give you a little more lobster

salad ?

/6'Ae. Thanks, so much
; but I have quite

finished.

He. Perhaps I might get you another
novel to read. They may be some time yet

She. But isn't MUDIB'S a long way oft ?

lie. Oh dear no get there in a cab in
less than no time. But never mind

;
hen

they come. I will wait for the verdict, ane
then hurry down to see after the carriage.

She. But, really this is giving you too
much trouble ; and wouldn't you like to hear
them sentenced to death ? Why, / wouldn'i
miss that part of the fun for worlds !

[Scene clniei in upon Law, Fathion
anil Hytteriet.

DEFECT IN A DAIRY SHOW.
TBK Dairy Show held at the Agricultural

Hall, Islington, lost
year, having proved a

success, fcimilar exhibitions are to be held
there annually. The second of them took

place last week. It comprised an extra-

ordinary collection of goaU, donkeys, and
mules ; also some butter made of sheeps'
milk, but no cows appear to have figured,
either personally or by their representative
products, butyraceous or caseous, amongst
the lactiferous animals. Heifers, accord-

ing to the report of a contemporary, were
conspicuous by _

their absence ; the cattle-

plague regulations having rendered a
general exhibition of cows impossible. Thus,
rather oddly, the Dairy Show, though a
capital one on the whole, was compara-
tively deficient in the particular Mam-
malia chiefly tributary to Dairies. But
its chief deficiency was more remarkable
than that. Fancy a Dairy Show including
no specimen of that copious, or perhaps
even chief replenisher of milk-pans that is

not a mammal the Cow with the Iron
Tail!

Parsons and Priests.

It is stated that the Society of the Holy
Cross will in future admit none but bene-
ficed clergy to membership. But if the
Church of England were properly gov-
erned, how many of the reverend gentry
playing the

"
Priest in Absolution " would

retain their benefices ?

has rarely, if ever, been attained since his decease. His real name
Was PLANTAGENF.T GREEN.
MAHT QUEEN OF SCOTS, instead of being beheaded, retired to Ire-

land, where she was joined by Lady JANE GREY and Lord DUDLEY.
They were all three remarkably fond of music, specially Lord
DUDLEY, who started an Opera House in Dublin, and made a con-
siderable fortune in the first season.
Gur FAUX was a literary friend of King JAMES'S and the only

foundation for the Gunpowder Plot fiction was that they were
engaged together in getting up a new Magazine which was to set the
Thames on fire. Lord MOUNTEAGLE and TKESHAM were among the
contributors. In fact, if it hadn't been for little boys on the 5th of

November, the invention of fireworks (by GUY FAUX himself), and
the romantic pen of Mr. HABRISON AINSWOBTH, this extraordinarily
absurd legend would long since have been forgotten.
Such are a few of the corrigenda which we may expect to be

supplied by our new Historian. When he has finished this great
work we trust he will devote himself to a History of his own country

Ireland of which he is a distinguished native, and long may he
remain so! He might get Mr. BOUCICAULT to assist him. What

pleasant evening* they'd pass together collaborating in History
with "the materials" between them. Wouldn't it end with the
Cruiskeen Lawn 'f

"
Gratnmercy," would exclaim Master WILLS.

"
Grammaehree," would begin Misther DION, and then they'd

both break into the chorus, and drown it in the bowl. But, sure,
this is how history should be written, if it isn't. So let's have
WILIS'S Birds-eye View of the History of England, to begin with
as soon as possible.

Above and Below.

THE electric current may be charged with inaccuracy in flishing
from the seat of war the following message, published in an evening
paper :

"Plevna had suffered much by bombardment, yet there were but few
dead or wounded among the inhabitants."

Query, whether intramural interment may not still be practised
at Plevna ; and if the citizens of a necropolis cannot be correctly
said to inhabit it

'
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FRENCH POLITICS.
EVERY FRENCHMAN TAKES AN INTELLIGENT INTEREST IN THE AFFAIRS OF HIS

COUNTRY EVEN THE BUTCUBR-BOY.

LINES ON A LECTURE.

(At the Midland Institute.)

TETTE, whether Will is free, or not,
It matters, TYNDALL, ne'er a jot
To Justice with offenders dealing
For acts of homicide or stealing,

bay that Will 's freedom 's but a name,
We punish convicts all the same,
Hang murderers in terrorem still,

To make their fellows fear to kill.

Send to the treadmill erring brothers,
And whip them for the good of others,
Or e'en their own

; by flagellation

Enforcing Will to reformation.
Bo men for misbehaviour iiog
A heedless or a wayward dog
(Except of fine for cruelty
To animals afraid they be).

We, some of us that is, have got
A conscience which a dog has not ;

And preaching to the Moral Sense,
In such, may waken penitence.
But, if our Will 's the mere creation
Of Circumstance and Organisation
Then Conscience, however queasy,
Can have no cause to feel uueasy.
Man's thoughts and deeds are only just
AVhat they must be because they must.

He, for contrition or remorse,
Has no more reason than a horse.
His consciousness of free volition
Is mere illusive superstition.
His heart can help nis inclination
No more than its own palpitation.
Did Conscience to a watch belong,
The watch might feel that it went wronjr.
But how could it itself accuse

Knowing it wasn't free to choose ?

Conscience no more should trouble man
Than a Marine Ascidian,
From that first parent if so be
That we derive our pedigree,
Down through organical gradations,
POKGO, and such "our poor relations."

THE ORIGINAL FISH TORPEDO. The Torpedo vul-

garis.

HINTS FOE THE "LIBRARIANS."
THE Book-keepers the Librarians English, American, and

Foreign, have been holding a Conference in London. They read

many useful papers, and discussed many interesting and important
questions ; but they left untouched, probably through want of time,
several topics which might fairly have been thought worthy of their

attention. We will name a few of these omissions, that the
Librarians may think them carefully over, and deliberate upon
them when next they assemble.

What penalties ought to be inflicted on those objectionable cha-
racters who (1) borrow books, and forget to return them ; (2) scribble

on the margins ; (3) turn the pages down ; (4) drop crumbs between
the leaves ; and (5) are careless of the binding ?

What should be the treatment of those presumptuous persons
who pronounce opinions (mostly unfavourable) on books without

reading them ?

Given a diligent reader who every year conscientiously peruses
works on history, antiquities, theology (including sermons), moral

philosophy, paleontology, biology, political economy, and scientific

treatises how much light refreshment, in the shape of novels,
would you allow him in the course of the twelve months ?

What binding would be most suitable for (1) "a book in breeches,"
(2) "a walking dictionary

"
?

Would it not be highly convenient if publishers were compelled
(by special legislation, if necessary) to issue all books and period-
ical* ready cut for reading r

1

If paper knives, in the present backward state of civilisation

must be used, what should he their shape, and of what material

ought they to be made ?

May CAXTON be fairly described as a man of the bourgeois type ?

At what age ought a Librarian to retire from active service, or,

professionally speaking, to be shelved ?

To prevent unnecessary multiplication of books, would it not be

advisable that aspiring authors should submit their manuscripts,
prior to publication, to a jury of Librarians, and other experts, in

order that they may determine whether what is now proposed to be

printed has not been said already, and better said ?

When a man. has been laboriously at work all day long, and enters
a free Library or Mechanics' Institute in the evening, is it reasonable
to expect him to read historical, scientific, and serious works eagerly
and exclusively ?

Would it be a piece of unjustifiable extravagance to pay an ac-

complished and experienced gentleman, who has a language at the
end of every finger, and is at the head of a large' library in a large

city, as much as is spent on a single evening entertainment in the
fashionable season ?

What books would you select to take with you number of

volumes 'restricted to six if you were condemned to live on a
desert island for a whole year ?

What is the average existence of the modern novel, and how many
of those published in the course of a season in three volumes might
not be compressed into one, to the advantage both of writers and
readers ?

Name books suitable for reading (1) at breakfast, (2) on a wet day
at the seaside, (3) in spare moments before dinner, (]) after dinner,

(5) by the fire in the twilight, and (6) over a cigar.
If a man were to read for twelve hours a day every day in the

year (Sundays excepted), and finish thirty octavo pages in each

hour, how long would it take him to complete the perusal of all the

books in the British Museum ?

Explain why the critical study of SHAKSPEARE is conducive' to

irritability of temper.

N
Good Advertisement.

MORE SLEEPLESS NIGHTS. Read -'s new Novel.
The blank can be filled up from MUDIE'S List.
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ALL ye who would drink,
And \ t stop on the brink

Of the chasm 'twixt drunken and sober,
Throw out to the slums
All your Brandies and Rums,

And stick fast to good honest October !

Your Frenchman is vain
Of his frothy Champagne

Of bis Burgundy and his Bordeaux, Sirs !

A staggering pot
Of October, I wot,

Would soon send all the lot down below, SITS !

Your Clarets and Ilockc ,

And your s-our German bocks,

May be all very well when you're ill, Sirs!

Hut 1 venture to think
That old JoaNNl BULL'S drink

Is the brave old October-brew still, Sirs !

Where find you for muscle,
Or I'luck in a tussle,

A man who with Hun is compeer, Sir* ?

And if you 'd know why
'Tis because when he "a dry,

He 's content with a draught of good Beer, Sirs !

THE PULPIT AND THE STAGE.

SPEAKING to an audience chiefly composed of Clergymen, in the recent Ecclesiastical

Congress, on the subject of
" The Church in relation to Public Amusements," a layman

made an observation which may possibly have suggested an idea to some of his reverend
hearers :

" Mr. HALL, M.P., thought they were apt to take too narrow views of the theatre. It was not in a

condition iu which they should like to see it, but if it was not all they desired to aee it he thought part
of the blame lay with those who, if they patronised the drama more, might, from the effect of their

presence and influence, cleanse the Stage from the adaptations from the French Stage which brought the

Stage into disrepute."

What is there to prevent Clergymen from countenancing the performance of any play fit

for any Christian gentleman or lady to sit at, by going to see it ? Surely, nothing but fear

of what would be said by Mrs. (j KUNIIY. By way of a beginning, imagine an event which

perhaps will, ere long, be thus announced in the Morning Post :

" The tragedy of Hamlet was last night performed at the Lyceum Theatre. A eentre stall was occupied
by the Archbishop of CANTERBURY."

This example might set the fashion, and is it not probable that if the Clergy in general
would patronise the Stage, there would soon be an end of the extravaganzas described at their

Congress by Canon MONET as consisting in "the making of low gestures, the utterance of

impure language, and the indulgence in low customs." Iu a very short time the visitor

to a Theatre which need not be named might he entertained with She Stoops to Conquer.

Artillery and Infantry.
IT has been suggested that, in the event of a war, the Woolwich Infants might be

employed with peculiar advantage in the attack of breastworks. Although now above a year
old, these Infants are still considered to be children in arms. Nevertheless, all such children
resemble those concerning whom the notice in the "bus informs us that children must be

paid for.

DE BROGUE'S DOING. The political situation in France an imbroylin.

THE SCIOLISrS TRIUMPH.
A SCIOLIST, at evening's close,
Sit *iiux with spectacles on nose,

And read his penny paper,
He dwelt in a suburban sjit,
Of lore he had amassed a lot,

And burnt much midnight tap r :

At least so the tradition ran

Concerning this amazing man.

His friend* and he had not few

Opined he knew " a thing or two."
You '11 tin 1, on due reflection,

Such nwdtst numerals express
Omniscience, and nothing less,

When used in this connection.

Few rhymesters ever turned a verse on
So very well-informed a person.

11 laid his penny paper down,
H t knit his eyebrows in a frown,

(They were severe and shaggy),
He pished, poohed, pshawed, he rubbed

his chin,
Ha thrust his doubled duits in

His pockets big and baggy.
Trie 1 he. at last,

' rThis will not do !

The world is going all askew !

"
rt Science! Pooh! All fog and smoke !

IU Jurisprudence a mere joke !

Its Law the merest jumble !

These iavan I must show new lights,
These rulers I must set to righU,

These big-wigs I must humble.
I '11 put a stop to Error's capers
By bimply writing to the papers."

He rose, and took a ream or more
01 foolscap, goose-quills by the score,

Of ink a gallon bottle ;

And then he set himself to work
TVN DAI.I, to quash, whitewash the Turk.

All Hydra's necks to throttle.

On (lueen, Lords, Commons, Judge, and
Jury

He fell with most loquacious fury.

He wrote to all the penny prints,
He sent them homilies, and hint.-*,

And warnings, and jobations,
Interrogations wondrous wise,
Most argumentative replies,

And stern expostulations.
F.ieh letter smart, sarcastic, solemn,
Was long enough to fill a column.

Ha signed himself all sorts of names
"A Constant Reader," "TruthfulJAMEs,"

"Vindex."" Fair-play," or ".in. -.,"
It was the silly season, and
The Editors could not command

Right journalistic stingo ;

So, glad at anything to catch,

They went and printed all the batch.

Oh, then that Sciolist uprose,
And cried,

" What power may oppose
Public Opinion's fiat ?

"

Then sat him down again to muse
What public puzzle, wrong, abuse

He next should have a shy at;

Seeing that nothing can resist

The letter-scribbling Scioli<t.

Different Doctors.

DOCTORS differ in other points than matters
of opinion. Those of one Faculty differ

from those of another. There has been
noted a difference between Doctors of Medi-
cine and Doctors of Divinity. The former

practise, the latter preach. If an M.D.
preach as well as practise, ho is an excep-
tion, and most likely a Dissenter. Let us
believe the D.D. who preaches but does not

practise to be an exceptional humbug.

VOL.
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THE BRITISH LION IN A PRETTY
" PICKELHAUBE."

AND A FEW THOUGHTS THEREON.

NOTES OF A TABLE D'HOTE.

Taken in Foreign Parts.

(Room 246) Mrs. E. Y. Z. T. BLAKTB, from the United States. A
lady of fifty who wishes to pass for thirty. The entire mornings of
this diner are passed with her hair-dresser result, a wonderful and
complicated head of hair. She is accompanied by a mischievous
boy, who kicks the table between the courses. This boy is the
representative of Mr. E. 'Y. Z. T. BLAKE, a gentleman who is

supposed to be making hundreds of dollars an hour, somewhere or
other on the American side of the Atlantic. The Lady is very
talkative, and converses much with her neighbour,
(Room 247) Prince IVANTOF, from Russia. A yellow-skinned,

white-haired little man, with bloodshot eyes. He wears a green
ribbon in his button-hole, and has his shrivelled fingers covered

with diamond rings. He is waited upon by a Muscovite in a

peculiar costume. When the Prince goes out he wears a good deal
of fur. He speaks the language of the country fluently, and his

Voltairian remarks and risque suggestions are received with roars

of approving laughter by his neighbour, No. 246. It is fortunate,

however, that an imperfect comprehension of modern foreign tongues
prevents
(Room 392) the Rev. JONAS GKOANS, of England, from under-

standing him. Were it otherwise, the Prince would certainly
receive the reproaches of the eloquent Nonconformist. Mr. GEOANS
has come abroad for the first time, and cannot quite make out how a
heathen land can be so like his native country. He passes his days
in solemnly visiting the various sights. He gloomily inspects all

the Museums, carefully avoiding (of course) the Churches ; very
unlike his neighbour,
(Room 504) the Rev. CHRYSOSIOM TONSUBE, B.A., of Oxford, who,
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A SENSE OF PROPERTY.
Oil <!:-i\t (in Hie flriijhton GarJfni). "CAM TOO TELL HI, JIT GOOD MAX, IF THIS FLINT BELONGS TO THB 'ARBUTUS'

1 IV I I.Y ?
"

'

Mr (rurtly). "No, Sin, ir DOAn'r. IT B'LOKOS TO TBK CORPOBITION I
"

dressed in a costume carefully, but not quite accurately, copied
from the dress of a foreign priesthood, haunts the services at the

various Cathedrals all day long. The opinions of this young gentle-
man are unquestionably

"
High," and are much prized by his

neighbour,
(Room G30) Miss ARABELLA WALLFLOWER, from Bath. This diner

is an earnest, sentimental spinster of five-and-fifty. She dresses in

sombre colours, and poses in devotional attitudes, as if she were

sitting for her portrait for a church window. Her saintlike air

would be perfect were she not rather too fond of lobster-salad. She

regards Mr. TONSURE with great admiration, and evidently would

willingly share his parochial duties. If she objects to anv of his

views it is to those relative to the celibacy of the Clergy. Devoted
to the Church, she ignores the Law, represented by her neighbour,
(Room 741) Mr. JOHN BANTOM, from Lincoln's Inn. Mr. BANTOU

is a Barrister-at-Law, and is rapidly making his way to the Wool-
sack. He snares his rooms with two other men, and possesses the
third of a clerk. Six months ago he received a brief marked " two
guineas," and has been promised the appointment of

" devil "to
that rising junior, Mr. OALDE PARR. This is very good indeed, he

considers, for a man of only four years' standing. He has for his

neighbour his old friend,

(Room 742) Mr. COKE BLACKSTONE, also from Lincoln's Inn. The
earnest, serious nature of this Barrister must have lead to great things,
had he properly used his opportunities. Belonging to a family of

Solicitors, and being the intimate associate of scores of Counsel
learned in the law, he should soon have risen from the Bar to the
Bench. Unhappily, however, he took to military pursuits, and
discarded the Law for the Volunteers. He divides his conversation
between Mr. BANTOM and
(Rooms 4, 5, 6) Mr. and Mrs. Jons BULLION, from Liverpool.

Enormously rich, rather over-dressed, but on the whole very good-
natured. Mr. JOHN BULLION converses with Mr. BLACKSTONE about
the Militia, and feeling that he is being outflanked, adroitly changes
the subject to

"
cotton," and leaves his adversary nowhere.

Mrs. JOHN BULLION, in the meanwhile, gives all her attention to

(Rooms 7, 8, 9) The Misses BULLION, who are in fact her daugh-

ters. These young Ladies are dressed in the latest fashion, and
seem (much to their mother's disgust) to be greatly amused with the
conversation of

( Room 902) Captain FLATTOOT, from the Junior Rowdy Club, an

ex-gallant officer (he sold out of the 133rd two years ago), who
spends his time in smoking cigars, drinking brandies-and-sodai,
and brushing his hair. For some time he has been living on the
Jews. Now he will marry a Miss BULLION and live upon her, if

Mrs. BULLION will only let him. The three young Ladies greatly
admire the gallant Captain's moustache, and picture to themselves
a fate similar to that ef

(.Room 93) Mr. and Mrs. TURTLE DOVE, from London ; a young
couple, who, although they have been married for tome years, still

find an endless source of delightful conversation in one another's

personal appearance. He tells her when there is anything wrong
with her collar, and she pays the greatest possible attention to the

proper arrangement of his hair.

Rooms in other parts of the Hotel are represented by Merchants,
Squires, Mature Matrons, Grass Widows, and members of the three

great families of Tag, Rag, and Bobtail.

Shakgpearian Emmanations.

To say there is nothing SUAKSPF.AKE did not know is as trite as to

say there is nothing new under the sun ; but it really seems as if

Troy town was infected with the ribald shouts at wandering females

that re-echo through London at the present moment. The reader

will find in Troilut and Cretiida that

"
Trojns cry a Helen and a woe."

This might be paraphrased to-day
" Britons cry a Hemma and a whoa."

But, as we are quoting SHAKSPEARB, we cannot help crying with
Romeo to the London cad

"
Forget that name, and that name ' woe I

"
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THE TOURIST INTERROGATED.
(By the Man irfti sfirrtdfrom Tuivn.}

HT go abroad, and

hurry through
the Bois de Bou-

logne in one af-

ternoon, when,
by staying at

home, you can
have the whole
of Hyde Park to

yourself for
three months ?

Why wander
about the base of

Trajan's Column
'

when you can go
to the top of the
Duke of YORK'S?
Why get an

order for the
Catacombs when
you can take a

return ticket to

Baker Street ?

Why rave at

Geneva about the
"wondrous azure

depths
"

of the

lake, when you
can stand on the

brirlue at the Serpentine, and not even see the bottom ?

Why go up the Rhine in search of ruins when you have got the

New Opera House at hand on the Thames Embankment ?

Why get maudlin over the "wild seclusion" of some foreign

shore, when you can borrow a key and sit in the middle of Blooms-

bury Square ?

Why start for Norway to struggle with a salmon, when you can

leisurely survey it at rest on a counter in Bond Street ?

Why stifle yourself by looking into the crater of Vesuvius, when
you can attend a preliminary inquiry at a Metropolitan Police

Court?
Why travel through Sicily to be waylaid by brigands, when you

can insure a burglary by taking a house on Clapham Common ?

Why rush to Aix and Homburg to drink the waters, when you
can have in Apollinaris by the dozen ?

Why stop at Salzburg to catch a sight of BISMARCK and AN-
TIRASST, when you can enjoy a thorough stare at the whole British

Cabinet by simply waiting long enough in Downing Street ?

Why pay fifteen francs for an indigestible entree in the Palais

Royal when you can get a good, wholesome, well-cooked British

mutton-chop in Pall Mall for eighteen pence ?

Why go to the North to enjoy a week's deer-stalking, when you
can contract chronic rheumatism just as easily by wading through
the Essex Marshes in your slippers ?

Why take any trouble to secure your admission to any foreign
Court when Madame TUSSAUD'S is always open for a shilling ?

Why travel for months to experience the cool, biting freshness of

"the Lewis," and the simmering heat of Naples, when you can
meet with both in Piccadilly within the same six hours ?

Why go into ecstasies over the Rue de Rivoli when you have once

got to the end of the Cromwell Road ?

Why cry up the pastry, gendarmes, poodles, and cabanes on the
other side of the Channel, when you have got buns, Policemen, bull-

dogs, and bathing-machines on this ?

Why go abroad, where you ought to grumble at everything you
meet, when you can save yourself all the trouble by merely sitting
still and growling at everything at home ?

,he Turks than the Russian is to the Russians ? Should BRITANNIA

3ver be forced to fight, will British iron-clads prove better able than

L'urkish are found to get at an enemy lying behind forts and

torpedoes P Will the former, on the other hand, keep, as effectually

as the latter do, the enemy's vessels in ? If not, will our heavy

;uns and torpedoes serve to keep invaders as completely those of the

Russians keep HOBAHT PASHA'S ships, out ? Let us hope, however,

;hat, come what may, BRITANNIA will ever continue to rule the

waves ;
and that her iron-clads will at any rate cost her adversaries

iomething considerably more than they do her tax-payers.

NAVAL QUESTIONS.
Is the iitility of a powerful Navy in any measure illustrated by

the passage below quoted from HOBART PASHA'S letter to the Times,
respecting

" Russian Monitors and Turkish Iron-clads" ? Speaking
of officers in command of the Russian Navy, the SULTAN'S Admiral
says:

" Why don't they send out their celebrated Popofkas ? The Turkish

ships-of-war are cruising in squadrons of twos and threes, and the Turkish

Js'avy is also burning to distinguish itself ; hut while the Russian iron-clads
lie behind forts mounting hundreds of 3o-ton guns, with the approaches
defended by countless torpedoes at a distance of four miles from the shore,

there is little chance of thi-ir doing so."

In the meanwhile, of how much more use is the Turkish Navy tc

LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND ART.

AUTUMN, after a year's absence, has rejoined the circle of the

seasons, and with autumn authors have returned from their holidays

to pen, ink, and paper ; painters have come back to their brushes

and palettes; sculptors to their chisels: architects to their plans

and elevations ;
and men of science to their microscopes and blow-

pipes, their laboratories and crucibles.

All sorts of interesting rumours are flying about, all kinds ot

novel reports are in circulation, and gossip literary, scientific, and

artistic is busy with forthcoming books, pictures, poetry, pottery,

statues, inventions, experiments, and.highly finished and appropriate

Christmas.cards.
Several works on Cleopatra's Needle are ready for the binder, and

will be published the evening before the day on which the Obelisk

is drawn in triumphal procession by sixty of the most powerful

]
j . . ~ - ..

one of these works is fully persuaded he has succeeded in inter-

preting the characters which are figured on the Needle. He asserts

that they relate the whole of CLEOPATRA'S early girlish history in

the nursery, the schoolroom, and the family circle, up to the time

when she came out in Egyptian society. We are promised a list of

her governesses, the titles of her school-books, and the names of the

partners with whom the youthful beauty danced during the first

season at the Alexandrian balls, including fragments of conversation

carried on while eating ices and sipping Mandragora-and-Seltzer.
The Zoological Society have commissioned an experienced agent to

procure a specimen of the aspic,
"
the pretty worm of Nilus,

'

by

help of which CLEOPATRA committed suicide. It is hoped this

highly interesting creature will be a denizen of the Gardens before

the Christmas holidays.
The play of Antony and Cleopatra, by SHAKSPEABE, or aa some

critics contend, by GREENE and NASH, will be revived with every
attention to scenic splendour at one of our principal theatres.

Did Gower Live in Gower Street ? A volume with this attrac-

tive title may be expected from one of our foremost poets about

Lord Mayor's Day. The author does not attempt to prove too much.

He wisely refrains from any conjectures as to the number of the

house inhabited by the poet, and only indirectly gives an opinion as

to the side of the street on which it stood.

Our knowledge of the personal history of a far brighter star than

GOWER CHAUCER has most unexpectedly received a welcome

addition in the shape of two important facts which have recently

come to light in the Large Paper Office. These are, that the name of

his laundress was DE SOPBR, and that CHAUCER'S favourite dish was

peacock, plain boiled, with tongue.
We are promised an entirely new biography of SHAKSPEARE,

giving another way of spelling his name hitherto unknown to all

critics and students ;
and proving beyond a doubt, by an exhaustive

examination of his verse-endings, that all the historical plays

(except the two first Acts, and the Second Scene of Act IV. of the

Third Part of Henry the Sixth), more than half the comedies, and

two-fifths of the tragedies, were really written by a sort of com-

mittee, composed of SHAKSPEARE, ROWLEY, and FLETCHER, with the

co-operation (in some of the plays) of WALTER RALEIGH.
Admirers of POPE are promised a treat in some unpublished

letters, newly discovered in an old bee-hive which had belonged to

the great grandson of the poet's gardener. They are addressed to

LORD BoLi.XGiiROKE (Si. JOHN), and show that he made POPE a pre-

sent.of some particularly beautiful oyster shells for his grotto, and

that POPE added neither cream nor sugar to his tea.

It has long been felt that a series of Primers, containing the most

recent theories and discoveries in general history and literature,

was loudly called for by that constantly increasing class, both of

young men and young women, preparing to qualify themselves by
examination for various posts in the Naval, Military, and Civil

Service of their country. This want MESSES. QUARTOFORTH are

endeavouring to supply. The first of the series will be issued early

in November. It will embrace that important tract of history

reaching from the Battle of Arbela to the Sicilian Vespers.

A new edition is announced of the works of GuRTONPoRRKX, a dra-

matic writer of the Elizabethan and Jacobean era, whose pretensions
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have been lost sight of in the hlaze that surrounds such intellectual

giants as SHAKSPEABE, JONSON. BEAUMONT and FLETCHER, M.IHLOWK,
&o. PORKEX'S principal indeed, it may almost be said his only
play Arviragut and Belvemira has a confused plot, situations

entirely destitute of intercbt, und a stylo which, when it does not
rant, stoops to the baldest prose ; but still the piece, from ita scat-
tered allusions to bygone hnbits and customs, ia felt to have a claim
on the attention of the public. One disputed point it proves beyond
a question that the introduction of snuti'ers took place at a much
earlier period than has hitherto been supposed. OUKTOIT PORRHX'N
Works will be issued both in small and large paper : the latter will
be limited to five copies.
The jokes in the Christmas Pantomimes will be chiefly supplied

by Mr. Posoo, XAZEI,, CI.KOIMTJIA'S Needle, and Torpedoes.
Our gossip has run to such a length that we must postpone much

interesting information bearing on Science and Art.

W
CHARLIE TO 'ARRY.

In reply to the Epistlefnun the latter Gentleman which appeared
in the lust number of

" Punch."

rELL 'ABRT, ole

pal! this
conies 'oping

as 'ow you are hup
to the nines ;

Thongh I haven't
much doubt on
that pint after

reading your rol-

licking lines.

If I'd got a few shots

in the locker, I 'd

jine yer on Sunday
with joy ;

But I carnt square
the odds with old

Cooker, won't
run to it, 'ABET
my boy.

The Gov'nor's a
screw, as you know,
and he 's cut down
my screw to a

quid.
Trade's bad, the old buffer declares, which in course that is all

blooming "kid;"
Then I put on the pot rayther 'ot on the Ledger, and didn't quite

land;
So, yer see, I am hout of the 'unt, and carnt jine yer in doing the

grand.

But I envies yer, 'ABET ! the picter you paints is as temptin' as

jam.
New togs, lots of tin, with fine gals and fine weather ! it 's prime,

and no flam.
Lor ! shouldn't I jest like to twig yer a trottin' about by the sea,
A-takin' the shine out of toffs, and a-takin' in Soda-and-B !

But Town 's none so dusty jest now, though it 's empty of orl the
erltet

There 's plenty of spice at the Musio 'Alls, lota of rare larks in the
street.

If one carn't do the pier when the sick 'uns is landing the richest
of sights

One can make a good shift with our "
barney

"
along the Embank-

ment o' nights.

It 's as good as a play, I can tell yer, the game as we now carries on,
A-nobbling some funky old buffer, a-chivying some fat forrin

don;
And as for the sprees with the petticoats there ! it 'a a caution to

snakes !

The peelers? Lor bless yer, my pippin, they don't interfere with
our fakes.

That Druskywieh business, I reckon, has jest about flummoxed the"
Cops ;

"

We 've the run of the streets, and no error, once out of the glare of
the shops.

The papers is pitching it stiffish concernin' the rule of the Rough,
But jigger them penny-a-liners ! Who cares half a snap for their

stuff ?

Recollect them old capers at Islington, where we got caned by a
bloke '<

Ah ! he were a 'ot member, that swell were, and lickings like his is

no joke.
But our high old sprees is more proper, and jest safe as houses

beside.

For calling us Cads breaks no bones, and that 's all the topsawyers
has tried.

" More Peelers !

"
the papers is crying. Oh yes, like that Drusky-

wich lot I

A duffer as carnt put UK- double on Coppers deserves to be shot.

We've bin doing it lately, I tell yer, and means for to keep hup the

game.
Wot ! Stop all our street larks ? No fear ! Which the bloomin'

suggestion 's a shame.

So you see you ain't got all the fun, though you're doing the toff

out of Town.
Vet I should like a boss at the bathers, and wish I could jest toddle

down.
I've two and a tanner, no, blarm it! carn't fix it, wus luck, so

good bye !

Yours, BCTumpbhnsly, CHABUK.

P.S. It 's jest dusk, so I'm out on the fly.

WAITING CONFIRMATION.
THK report-
That Lord DERBY has let a week go by without writing five very

spirited despatches.
That the immediate result of the Dairy Show has been a fall of

sevenpence a pound in the price of butter.
That someone has written to the Times to say "he doesn't care

what they do with CLEOPATRA'S Needle ?"
That Mr. GLADSTONE ia entertaining a distinguished circle of

Bashi-Bazooks at Hawarden.
That Marshal MACMAHON knows exactly what he 's about.
That Count ARDRASSY- told Prince BISMARCK, at Salzburg, dis-

tinctly that
"
he had better look out."

That a distinguished historian's strong bias on the Eastern
Question has induced him to lead a division of Turkish irregular
cavalry under the nom de plume of

" Freeman Pasha."
That Sir WILLIAM GULL was called in to aee the late Aquarium

Whale.
That Bishop CLAUGHTON ia importing a couple of dozen for his

own personal sport and amusement.
That the next Obstructive Novelty at Westminster will be " Mr.

PARNELL fired from a Cannon."
That Sir JOHN BENNETT has been embraced by the whole Court of

Aldermen in sackcloth and tears.

That somebody has come back from the Continent in rough
weather, and hasn't written to the Times to aay that

"
the manage-

ment was simply disgraceful."
That Londoners generally are looking forward to the gradual

approach of November with intoxicated enthusiasm.
That it is extremely enjoyable now at the sea-side, especially

after half-past six on a wet evening.
And that, taking all things into consideration, anybody who could

would do well to absent himself from town.

Plays at London Theatres.

Tag Porter's Knot Not to refuse a tip.

Family Ties Owe girls' beaux.
The Jtake's Progress Very fast.

The Dead Secret Sir ROOKK TICHBOBNK.
A Question of Phi:

" Sweet or dry, Sir ':
"

Parisian Intelligence.

BAROMETEB bonnets have been introduced in Paris, trimmed with
artificial flowers which change colour with the weather. Thermo-
meter hats may perhaps be invented there, too, for use at elections,
and may serve to denote the degree of party ardour infused by hot-
headed addresses into cold, or lukewarm, voters.

PHOVEBB FOR BITT/AilST PABSO.VS.

WHAT is the good of playing at Mas* ?
"
Ltjeu n'en vaut pas la

chanilelle." __________

BULLETIN OF THE C^SAREWITCK WISHER'S JOCKKT. Outside,
Hilarious .' Inside, jolly !
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THE ART OF CONVERSATION.
British Tourist (to fellow-Passenger, in mid-Channel). "GjiNO ACROS", I .TIM-JSE?"

Ftllow-Passenger.
" YAAS. ARETOU?"

FROM THE SHADES.
" The craft which has been contrived to carry the Egyptian Obelisk to this

country is called the Cleopatra."

SCENE The Shores of the Styx. INTERLOCUTORS The Shades of
ANTONY and CLEOPATBA.

Murk Antony (gazing disgustedly at a sketch of the craft)
CALL this

" the Cleopatra'" ? Cockney dolt3 \

Anachronistic, dull, mechanic muffs \

They 'd vulgarise Dame Venus.
Cleopatra (pouting). Once you said

The Apple-snatching Queen of Love had missed
The prize, had CLEOPATRA made a fourth
When the Immortal Triad -were appraised
By facile Paris.

Mark Antony (musingly). Ah I these gloomy shades
Dull gallant rhetoric, hush hyperbole,
And cast a damp on dalliance. But, by Thoth,
That Cydnus galley to this shapeless craft
Was- as thyself to some Anonyms,
Who dazzles crass patricians to their doom
In these degenerate days, when gilded youth
Are duller than Dutch metal.

Cleopatra. Please thee, MARK,
I like not thy comparison \ Rather say,
As the wide ocean to that narrow tank
In Westminster, where they confined the Whale,
Till kind Catarrh released him.

Murk Antony. Like the pigs !

They 'd make a show of Behemoth or thee
Could they but catch thee.

Cleopatra (scornfully). Me ? The Gods forbid I

Better the Roman triumph, which the Worm
Baulked bloodless CAESAR of ; rather e'en that
Than the Haitian Briton's shilling show.

Mark Antony. They 've nabbed thy
" Needle "

I

Chop lira (cengefally). Would its point could prick
Their callous cuticles, as with the fang
Of the envenomed Aspic.

Mai k Antony. Faith! these Shades
Have not quite chilled the blood which burning Egypt
Fired with love's fever and the flame of hate

Alternate, when thine ANTONY, long ago,
First knew thee by the Nile.

Cleopatra. And doth the rose

Of rapture or of wrath as well beseem
These pallid cheeks, as thou didst say of old

It then became the sun-kist brown ?

Mark Antony. Alas !

Grim Rhadamanthus is so hard on lies,

Or I

Cleopatra. Is this the ANTONY who dared
Brave fate and barter empire for a kiss ?

Mark Antony. Is this the CLEOPATRA who had won
Pluto to dalliance in her rosy days
Of fleshly empire ? Ah ! these dim demesnes,
These Stygian shadows, rapidly reduce

Love-rhapsody to truth and sober sense.

Hyperbole in Hades ! Faugh !

Cleopatra. Heigho !

Our glory 's hut a dream. Could they not leave

The dream undesecrated, hut must drag
Turn's monolith linked crassly with my name
In such domestic dowdy-Dorcas sort

As might have fitted dull Penelope,
Or any wows-less needle-wielding dame,
Drag it athwart the Ocean, just to deck
In inappropriate wise some Cockney nook
In their Boeotian Babylon ? I would

Neptune might make one mouthful of the craft,

The Obelisk, and its bearers, as he gulped
Those stolen marbles

;
better briny depths

And calm oblivion than fussy fame
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ft MORE POLICE! "

Vox POPCU. "
OH, P'LEECEMAN, THEY 'RE A-BREAKIN' INTO MY HOUSE ! SOMEBODY '8 A-KICKIN' HIS

"WIFE TO PIECES AT No. 5 ! THERE 'S AN OLD GENT BEING THROTTLED ROUND THE CORNER ! THERE '8

A HOUSE A-FIRE IN THE NEXT STREET ! !
"

(AND SO ON, AND SO ON !)

POLICEHAX. " ALL RIGHT ! ONLY ONE AT A TIME, PLEASE ! !
"
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Amidst the stony horrors of those streets
Where PUIDJAS would have sickened.

Murk A utility. How, I wonder,
Will London's Statues welcome to their midst
This neighbour from far Nile !

Cleopatra. Oh, as its dames
Might hail >ij advent while the season's catch,
As yet unhooked, wus milling all the bosom
Of marriageable Swelldom.

.!/<!/ k A iitmty. Faith! 'twere fun
To see thee leap amongst them, like a pard
Frighting all meaner raveners from the prey.

Cleopatra. What callow Peer might rival PoMi'EY ? What
Glib Guardsman match my MASK ?

Murk Antony. Alas ! such fancies
Are fond and futile. These he lesser stars,
Yet they are shining. Ours are quenched in dark
Which once outshone Canopus. May great Turn
Confound these flickers ! Henceforth I am dumb.

DRINK FOR DYSPEPSIA.
OMK judicious ob-
servations were
kindly addressed
by MK. WAITER,
M.P., to a Meet-

ing connected
with the Church
of England Tem-
perance Society
at Reading. The
Hon. Member
having sug-
gested that milk
would be a de-
sirable addition
to the drinks on

sale at pastrycooks' shops,
proceeded as follows :

"
Well, he minted to know

why an eminent house in that

town, which probably con-
tumed more milk tban any
house in England, should not

provide its customers with a

glass of milk to wash down ito

'excellent Bath buns."

Why. indeed? Butthrn
the Bath buns, which milk-
is a sufficient draught, for

the eater of them to drink upon, must be so excellent to to excel the
great majority of those buns very much, in not being rich, and
heavy, and greasy, and in being digestible. Such exceptional Bath
buns can well enough be washed down with a liquor no more stimu-
lant and stomachic than milk

;
but after the ordinary officinal Bath

bun, which has been unwisely eaten, the preferable potion will pro-
bably by most people be felt to be a "

nip
"
of brandy. Or, instead

of milk pure and simple, the Faculty, perhaps, would in a case of
swallowing Bath buns of average digestibility recommend milk-
punch.

PAEIS AT THIS MOMENT.
The Splendid Hotel of the Grand Louvre,

Mr DEAR EDITOR, the Two Worlds, and France.
ALEXANDER SELKIRK said it would be "

better to live in
the midst of alarms" than to dwell in "

this horrible place." There-
by he clearly intended to demonstrate that he was thoroughly
bored with his desolate island, and wished to visit. We at this
moment are living in the "

midst of alarms." Every
"
guardian of

the peace," every Park-keeper in the Bois de Boulogne, ex:cites
interest. We regard the sword-bayonet or the knife of the chace
with eager anxiety, and hope that these protectors of the law are
ready, aye ready

"
to put down the slightest attempt at a revolt.

However, sufficient for the day is the evil thereof ; and. as I write, all
is tranquil. I may add that the old ladies of the kiosks are terribly
grave. One of them supplies me with my evening Times, and the other
night this excellent woman was perfectly pale with emotion. "

Any
tear of a riot ?

"
I asked, in a whisper. She nodded her head sadlyand positively.
" Why ?

" was my next inquiry, also addressed to
her in a subdued tone.

"
Because," she answered, after looking

sharply round to see that no Government spy was listening to her,
they have seized Punch !

" And now for a few notes.

Ifuttlt. There are now three distinct classes in Paris. I am
staying at the first class, and am asmucha "number" as any convict
in Pentonville. The only difference between us is this everybody
looks after the convict, nobody looks after me. There are hundreds
and thousands of rooms in this hotel, and several lifts. All day
long

" numbers " are coming in and going out, dining, smoking, and
lounging. The servants don't care for me, and (after many in-
effectual attempts to summon them with my electric bell) I don't
care for the servants. If I were to die to-morrow, I believe that the

only order that would be given down below, by the pardon, would
be,

" One funeral complete for 2, 1(17." If I lodged
" au Premier,"

he would, perhaps, add,
" with a Bishop." Such is Class No. 1.

Class No. 2 is the Hotel
" recommended to English visitors." It

is generally' situated in a second-rate street, and is sometimes as

large as the specimens of Class No. 1. Its peculiarity is this, that,
without being in the least English, it is not at all French. The
meals obtainable at this horrible place are strongly suggestive of a
City coffee-house drifting into bankruptcy. Here you can obtain"
the good English breakfast," consisting of grass tea, kitchen eggs,

sour bread, and "inferior Dosset," or "the thoroughly English
dinner" of baked or boiled "roast beef" and suet-and-raisin"
plum-pudding." Here, too, you can find the wooden beds of Old

England, minus their native cleanliness. You will no longer be a
"number," but will meet some really

"
nice people," who will talk

about "
carriage company," and will invariably drop their

"
h's." It

is from this class of Hotel that the Boulevards receive their supplies
of cut-away coats, wide-awake hats, and corkscrew curls.

Lastly, there is Class No. 3. This section oonsiatsof the old-fashioned
Hotels, which were in their prime half a century ago. They pre-
serve the tradition of being still "first-class." and attempt to

ignore the claims of less ancient houses. There is an air of

melancholy about the "Boots," and the Waiters are decidedly
triite. The proprietors are not pleased to see yon. and do not grieve
after you have departed. They have seen no change for nearly a
hundred years. They were decidedly costly in the days of the First

Empire ; they are dear now, and, when the century closes (unless
they be swept away by the Magician Improvement), they will still

be expensive.
Of the three Classes, perhaps Class No. 1 is the best. It is better

to be an outcast in the midst of plenty than have to eat parodied
English fare, or to be forced to mourn with those who grieve over the
vanished glories of past tahles d'hute.

Shops. There is but little change in these establishments. A
Paris shop may be said to consist entirely of window. Everything
is shown to the public at the first glance. There is no reserve. The
battle is won at the first dash, although it must be admitted that a
serious charge concludes the engagement. Englishmen who have
come to Paris for novelty will be greatly struck by the prevalence
everywhere of English goods. If they purchase any French things,
however, they will have the satisfaction on their return to town to
find that they might have obtained the same articles at rather a
lower price in London. Recently the French have followed the
example of the Civil Service Stores, and have established enormous
bazaars, in which you can purchase anything, from a needle up to

(probably) an elephant. In these places the voice of the charmer is

always at work praising up the various wares, and you may feel

tolerably certain that if yonr wife enters the shop with the intention
of purchasing a yard of yellow ribbon, she will not emerge therefrom
without n "

full dress "
of red velvet matelasst. As an advertisement,

the proprietors of these palaces give the children balloons, inecribett
with the various signs they adopt for their establishments. The bal-
loons are filled with a vapour largely diffused in their shops gas.
The rititors.We have plenty of Americans. Gentlemen in

ihirt-frents of pantomimic dimensions, and very partial to diamonds
in the daytime. The ladies from Yankeelana nave that peculiar
Faded appearance which tells of a too advanced stage of civilisation.

They certainly do not dress like Englishwomen, and it would be
bard upon the French to say that they have the appearance of
[Jauls. They wear the costumes of the Vie Paritienne slightly
burlesqued. Then we have the English. From the family return-
ing home, after a tour in Switzerland and Italy, with scores of
joxes and retainers, down to the confirmed old bachelor, who finds his
)wn society sufficient company for himself, and more than sufficient
for anyone else. Lastly, the "too many Cooks " who of course do
not spoil the broth, are greatly to the fore. As we all meet one
another on the Boulevards, or at the tabks-fhute, we stare at one
another with that stony stare which is the pride of the Englishman
when he is abroad. We do this, and are happy, or rather as happy
as the hotels and the weather will permit ns to be.
To conclude, how about the weather ? Decidedly changeable.

Yesterday, in the pleasantest summer costume, I was basking in
;he sunshine, and inspecting the Grands Eaux (" small pertaters,"
is our American cousins would say,

"
after the waterworks at the

?hristul Paltw"), and to-day I am down with the influenza. In
spite of this, however, I still sign myself

A Yotriro MAN ENJOYING A HOLIDAY.
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OUE NEW NOVEL.

THAT LASS 'O TOWERY 'S.

By the Authors of Several other Things, <$c. fyc,

CHAPTER I. The Wo-Emma Mine.

THEY were strange, bold, unwashed sort of people to look at.

The inexperienced Londoner coming among them for the first time,
and asking them, with an interested curiosity,

" how they were off

for soap," would have received an answer that would have astonished

him.

Such, indeed, had been the result of a question of this nature put
to the Coal Eves (as the female Coal Heavers are called in this

district) by the Rev.
THOMAS TITT, the little

Curate of Swiggin, on
the first day of his

arrival.

The Rev. THOMAS
TITT stood only four

feet, and was a type
of the Low Church-
man, rather than
the High. He wore
a low waistcoat, and
a little white tie,
and was a little over

twenty-seven years of

age. Still looking at
that young man stand-

ing amidst the Coal
Eves of Swiggin, most
of them ranging be-
tween five feet ten and
six feet two, broad-
shouldered and mus-
cular in proportion,

you would have been
inclined to say that the

Archbishop of YORK
had for once made a
mistake in sending
such an envoy on a
mission apparently so

hopeless as the con-
version of these rude,
rough, unkempt, un-
washed, and jeering
women, considered a-

part from the ruder,
rougher, unshaved,
begrimed, and no less

irreverent men.
The principal figure

among them towered
above the others the
centre figure about
whom the rest would
have clustered, had it

not been for a formid-
able coal-scoop, with a
stout quarter-staff sort

of handle, that her
well-formed powerful
hand grasped as vi-

ciously as a vice.
She was coarsely

clothed in an old gentleman's knickerbockers, a white waistcoat
buttoned behind, and a pair of very ordinary carpet slippers ; while
she displayed a sun-browned, beautifully-chiselled, handsome throat,
which not even a jacket, entirely open to the wind, could conceal.
A man's white beaver hat, with a black band round it and green
trimming under the brim, was thrown well back on her head, and
cast a sort of autumnal shade over her dark eyes, which had the
sort of beauty that is sometimes seen in a well-moulded chin.*

Extract of Letter from Editor to Authors. " We '

ve read this descrip-
tion over twenty times if we 've read it once, and we can not understand it.

Extract of Letter from Authors to Editor. "
Perhaps you 've never been

in the part of England of which this heroine of ours is a native. If not, go ;
and you '11 soon acknowledge that we 've rather underdone than overdone this
most accurate description."
From Editor to Authors. "What part of England is it? We've asked

this before. And are the women really like this ? Because, if so, we '11 send
our Office Boy to report."

The girl's name was EMMELINE BEERIE, the daughter of a coalpit
man, who, for his sullen, scowling, cynical manner, was known as
BITTER BEERIE, as she, for her remarkable height, remarkable even

among these north country giantesses, was known asTOWERY BEEBIE.
For when the miners spoke of her, they would shake their heads
(which before now had suffered severely at the hands of the stalwart

maiden), and declare, "That girl is so tall," or, in their own
peculiar dialect,

" That Lass 'o Towery 's !

"

EMMELINE BEERIE, or EM, or EMMA, as she preferred being called,
was standing in the centre (she always contrived to get into the

j

centre of any group, thus showing the strong dramatic instinct of

the woman's nature), superb, statuesque, commanding.
The little Curate had just been trying to convert her, and had

asked that elementary question from the Catechism,
" How are

you off for soap ?
" when EMMA BEERIE, unable to restrain herself

any longer, had given
him one wipe with the
coal - scoop, and had
knocked the little man
right down the coal-

shaft into the mine.
But her woman's

gentleness returned
after she had made
this forcible declara-
tion of independence.
She approached the

verge of the mine, and
looked over the edge.
Far below, among the
coal - knobs and the
black dust, she saw
the reverend little Cu-
rate struggling like a

fiy in ink.
The women laughed.
"Ey, EM," said one

of them to her,
"
yo

bees ha' gone ar sweet-
hearten he' ar tiddle-

pops loike oon yew
bees 1 We ha zeed yo
o ! we ha zeed yo o !

"

The girl's eyes
flashed fury." Luke ereyo stewp'd
foo' ar a yo !

" she re-

torted.
" Yo deed na

nok th'ar tiddlepops o'

ar Parson int" ar kole-

p't, yar did na ; bart
oi deed, oi deed, deed
na oi ? An yo zeed ma
do ut, deed yar ? Thun
luk ye-ar, oi zay tu yo,

yo 's foin foos ar ! An
th' safust waze, and
best fur yo, bees to

leeve m' arlown, an oil

leeve yo arlown ! Noo
then ! foos ar !

"

The little Curate at

the bottom of the coal-

pit heard the generous
speech.
"A fine creature!"

he said to himself.
In the darkness, he

heard an oath. It

sounded like a miner taking his Davy. What could it be?, He
listened anxiously.

CHAPTER II. The Young Engineer.
" WHAT are you doing here ?

" asked the strong, manly voice of

a strong, manly man. It was the new Engineer, NEGUS BARCROW,
examining the mine. The Davy that had attracted the little Curate's

attention had been the Young Engineer's. The Reverend THOMAS
explained,

I have been trying to convert EMMA BEERIE !
"

" What I that Lass so Towery ?" exclaimed the Young Engineer,
a slight shade passing over his handsome countenance, unobserved,

however, by his companion, who, as he did not reach much above
BARCROW'S waistband, was unable to obtain a glimpse of his face.

NEGUS BARCROTV was six feet six, and powerful, even for his

inches.
" That Lass so Towery !

"
replied the conscientious little Curate,
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A DIFFICULT CASE.

Mamma. " Yuu 'BE A VERY NAUGHTY BOY, TOMMY, AND I SHALL HAV TO BUY A WHIP, AND
GIVE TOO A GOOD WHIPPING. NOW, WILL YOU Bg GOOD?"

Tommy (with hesitation). "SHALL I BE ALLOWED TO KBBP THK WBIP AFTBB, MAMMY J"

DISSKNT IN THE CHURCH
CONGRESS.

IN a report of one of the sit-

tings of the Church Congress

lately held at Croydon, a Paper
is stated to have been read by
Canon CARTER,

" who was re-

ceived with cheers and some

alight demonstrations of dis-

sent." Sound Churchmen would
be pleased if they could conclude
from that information that dis-

sent, as represented at the

Church Congress, is only a slight
element in the Church. But the
Dissenters from the Church of

England, who have not yet gone
over to Rome, or seceded and set

up a community of their own,
are not those who would be

likely to express any dissent from
Canon CARTER ; they would, on
the contrary, most probably alto-

gether concur in the particular
views supposed to be held by that
Reverend Gentleman.

A Poor Prospect.
Is the news from the seat of war

little or no mention is made of

any deficiency in the Russian
Commissariat. The CZAR, however.
and even the most sanguine of

his advisers, must have begun to

fear by this time that there will
be no Turkey for Christmas.

THE SHORTEST WAY TO THE
CITY. In general, Cannon Street ;

Ludgate Hill being under repair.

with a sigh.
" She 's a rum 'un," he added ; then he explained

himself, blushingly,
"
as we used to say at Oxford."

"Ah," said the young Engineer, thoughtfully.
"That girl," said TITT, ''listens to me for five minutes, then

she laughs at me. I remonstrate, and speak to her seriously. She

bangs me on the head with a broom, and to-day she knocked me
right into the mine with her coal-scoop. It was another rebuff.

She is always rebuffing me. They all do it," he added, softly

humming to himself the words of his favourite hymn. Presently
he asked,

" What can I do with such a case as this ?
"

"
Give it up," answered his friend.

"
It is not a conundrum," returned the little Curate, meekly." But I was born to be misunderstood."

" Miss who ?
"

inquired the Young Engineer, who was but half

attending, for his eye was resting on the fine form of EMMA BEERIE
as she knelt at the mouth of the pit ; and in return her eye seemed
like a star above, to be winking at him as he stood in the black

depth beneath.
The little Curate blushed, and his little eyes beamed behind his

spectacles like a couple of glowworms in a glass-case."
I didn't mention Miss anybody," he replied, mildly.

"
Though

if I might be permitted to propose a toast I mean if you '11 come
home and take tea with me ; I always go home to tea I should
be glad to show you an envelope addressed to me by Miss ANICB
SORTIGAL "
" Niece of the Rev. HOAKSER BARCELL, Vicar of Swiggin ?

" asked
the Young Engineer." You know her !

" stammered the little Curate, turning pale." Rather !
"

replied BARUROW, with a manly laugh. Then he
blew a whistle.

At this summons the Old Engineer, who had previously retired in
his favour, came forward.

Said the Young Engineer to the Old Engineer,
" Old Engineer,

get the lift ready, we're going up."

* At present we will offer no opinion as to the quality of the dialect.

We have sent a Special Commissioner to the North, wno, being a gentleman
of considerable imitative power, will give us, on his return, some idea of what
the dialect may be. We don't recollect anything exactly like it, but perhaps

who plays the part of " Owd Sammy" in Li:, will
step in, andMr. TAYLOK,

give us some explanation. In the meantime we will be cautious. ED.

(To be continued.)

SO MUCH BETTER IN FBA.NCE.

What the Miss WIGSBYS have Learnt Abroad this Year.

THAT Lady THREESTAKS bolted with Count LONGDASH from
Trouville.
That Captain PARENTHESIS was far more attentive to his wife's

cousin, AMY LEFTOUT, than was desirable or proper.
That those dear girls the INVERTED COMMAS talk about things on

the sands at Dieppe their Mamma would never allow them to discuss

at Dover or Eastbourne.
That the Countess de TKOIS-ETOII,KS cannot purchase her volumi-

nous wardrobe out of her husband's income.
That it is not necessary to go to Switzerland in order to bring

back carved Alpenstocks or pear-wood Chamois and Edelweiss.
That bad dinners may be got in Paris, and that it is very difficult

to find good coffee on the Boulevards.
That all Britons abroad are not blackguards, and that all

Foreigners are not persons of distinction.

That Sunday may be delightful, and Sabbath sunshine a blessing
without the drawback of a long sermon.
That it is best to forget national prejudices when travelling, and

better still to yield to the customs of the natives in whatever country
you happen to travel.

That the charms of France are not deteriorated by English ideas,
and that England has beauties which are nowhere excelled.

A Sense of Services.

THE cynic's definition of gratitude as
" a lively expectation of

future favours," is not only confuted, but shown to be the reverse
of true, by an example of that sentiment thus noted by an evening
contemporary :

" The Conservatives of Bristol last night presented Mr. SHOLTO VEKE
HARE, who has thrice contested the city in their interest, with an address of

thanks, he having announced his determination not to stand again."

Every well-constituted mind must feel gratified with the vindica-

tion of human nature manifested by the Bristol Conservatives in

having recognised their champion's services by thanking him for the

promise of no more.
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CONCLUSIVE.
Lodger.

"
I TETKCT IUTHKR A DISAGRKEAELB fMFLL IN THE HorsF, MEF.

JONKS. AKB you BCHR THR DRUINK

Welsh, Landlady. "On, ir CAN'T B* THE DRAIN*, SJB, WHATBVKB. TBBRE
ARE NONE, SIR I !

"

PATS APPEAL.
" My visit to Ireland will bo purely private and personal."-

Letter of Mr. GLADSTONE.

AND is it yourself that would thry it?

Ah, shure no ! It was niver jour choice

To see the ould land thin deny it

The foine sound of your iloquent voice !

For they say you 've a rare power o' spakin,
That youv mouth isn't asy to shut,

That, 'side you, PARNEI.L'S palthry and snakin,
That ye 'd make smithereens of ould EDIT

'

Ah ! shure if you 're half sieh a crature,
And thim boys have described you aroighf,

Your sp.ikiu must be a nate fature
Fit to plase us as much as a i'uight !

But we've heard that you're goin to Killarney,
Here and there jist to see for yourself !

'Tisa't thrue now ! Come, none of your blarney !

No, you don't mane to stay on the shtlf.

For shure aren't we willin to greet ye ?

Do we see ye now ivery day ?

Come when boys are so sthrivin to meet yp,

AVhy, bedad, you '11 find somethin to tay !

So dhrop all them Astern suggestions ;

Give yourself now an iligant rest ;

And there 's plinty and plinty o' questions
Jist as burnin and hot in the West !

Thin give us a nod to imply it,

.list to say it was niver your choice

To see the ould land thin deny it

The foine sound of your iloquent voice !

The Church. Congress.
SCENE Clnpham Junction.

First Passenger, Been at Croydou ?

Second Passenger. Yes.
First Passenger. What is going on this evening ?

Seeund Passenger. Oh, there is "Intemperance" in

one room, and "
Public Amusements" in the other !

A GOOD DAY'S WORK.
(Extrudedfrom the Diary of an eminent Humanitarian.)

Monday. Rose early, after a disturbed night. Slumbers inter-

rupted by insectal intruders. Caught eleven specimens, just to
confute the landlady, who disputed their existence. Drowned them
all in rosewater. Debated whether I did rightly to deprive them of

their liberty. May not proud man compassionate the meanest thing
that crawls ?

While dressing, reflected on the dangers attending early rising,
evinced by the sad fate of the weak little worm which the early
bird devours. Might not help, by means of scarecrows, be devised
for the poor victim '<

Ate a hearty breakfast of hot buttered toast and bacon, in order
to gain strength for the great labours of the day. Wrote a couple
of letters to my newspaper, the Daily Tieaddlei (1) Advocating
the supply of hot sausages for supper to prisoners condemned for

assaulting the police ; and (2) suggesting the propriety of starting a

society to provide for the relief of poor afflicted widowers, who,
goaded by the curse of drunkenness, have kicked their wives to
death.
At ten received a deputation from the wiseacres of Foolsborough,

who wished to talk about the wrongs of the British Working Man.
Promised to present a petition to the Government, praying that all

wages should be raised by Act of Parliament to ten shillings a day ;

and that, to prevent the desecration of the Sabbath, all places of

amusement, except publichouses, should be absolutely closed.
At noon took a short walk, to invigorate my intellect after its

past efforts, and to procure a healthy appetite for the steak and
score of oysters which, with careful foresight, I had ordered for my
lunch. Meditated, as I strolled along, upon the miseries of monkeys
when enchained to barrel-organs. Poor creatures ! What must be
their suffering, if they have any ear for musio ? And surely it were
cruel to assume that they have none. Reflected, likewise, upon

oysters, and the horrible barbarity of opening them alive. If the

painful operation were performed under chloroform, would there be

any bad taste given to the savour of the fish ? Must write to the

Lancet, to propound this weighty point.

3 P.M. After a delicious and most leisurely repast, followed by a

smoke and forty winks of wholesome sleep, I felt strengthened for

my speech at the great meeting on behalf of the young burglars
who, although convicted on the very clearest evidence, have been

brutally condemned to the confinement of a gaol. A vote of want of

confidence in our present jury system was most clamoroxisly carried,
and a subscription for supplying the poor sufferers witn tobacco,
and some tracts to read on Sundays, was started with success.

While walking home, I caught some little urchins in the act of

catching sticklebacks with the aid of crooked pins. I boxed their

ears soundly, and broke their rods and fishing-bottles. A Stickle-

back Protection Act is certainly much needed. The tegis of the law
is now a safeguard to the Salmon, and should, in common fairness,
be extended to the Stickleback, and even to the Shrimp.
Having weighty work before me, I could spare scant time for

dinner : my frugal meal consisting of some soup, a bit of fish, a
slice of beef, and half a goose. Is it true that geese are made ten-

derer by being plucked alive 'i This is an important public question,
and should be decided by some practical experiments.
Under the influence of the walnuts, which, when washed down

with old Madeira, usefully excite my organ of benevolence, I con-
ceived two noble schemes of practical philanthropy : namely, first

to start a fund for giving cough lozenges to lamplighters ; and,
secondly, to set on foot a Cabmen's Anti-Chilblain Mutual Assurance

Company for supplying them with foot-warmers and fur-lined

winter gloves.
Then to the soiree of Anti-Vivisectionists, where I proposed a reso-

lution that, in order to prevent all unnecessary bloodshed, nobody
should be allowed to shave himself, excepting in the presence of a
doctor duly qualified ; and that nobody without the aid of proper
anfcsthetics should ever be permitted to cut any of his friends.
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CONSIDERATE.
Mistress (on coining home from the Sea-suie). "Way, JANF., WHAT'S BECOME or

THE BULLFINCH 1
"

Jane. "
WBM,, von SBB, M'M, IT DIDN'T SING MUCH, AND LOOKED DROOPIN'

L1KF, SO COOK PUT IT OUT OF ITS MlSJSRY, AN* I 'AD IT STUFFED FOB MY 'AT !"

THE MAI.'SII \L M \< MAIIOX.

Am" TVir n'lJM Mulont."

DID ye hear oi the Marshal M u-M.uios,
MACMAUOS I

The head of a mighty oonaarn ''

Ye '11 larn,
Sure he thought he would be

At the top i>t the tree,

But he isn't, this Marshal M
MA

But he isn't, thu Marshal

And Misther OAMiitTTA so hold,
I'm told,

Said hit Opposition would hold
Wlicn poll'd,"

If my three-nixty-threo
Aren't four hundred," said he,

"
I own I shall be rather sold,

Yes, sold,

I own I shall feel rather sold."

And the Marshal they all thought so sly,
For why ?

Found that he on but few could rely,

My eye !

And the three-sixty-three
Were three-twenty may be,

No great triumph, no small victory .'

ory .'

No great triumph, no small victory.

Says France to the
MACMAHON '.

,

" From this, moderation ye '11 larn,
MACMAHON !

AMBF.TTA the same ;

Sure'I '11 think ye to blame
If the lesson ye both fail to larn,

To larn,
Both GAMBETTA and Marshal MACMAHON."

BAILWAY ENTERPRISE III CHINA.

ON and after the 31st October next, the service on the

Woosung Line will be conducted entirely by gunpowder
trains.

A POET ON LEGAL PEOCEDURE.
MR. PUNCH, feeling that certain circumstances connected with

a recent trial may have shaken the belief of some of his readers in

the majesty of English judicial procedure, has thought it as well to

apply to a distinguished foreign pen, accustomed to dispose, with

ease, of all national and social difficulties, for a few assuring lines

upon the subject.
MR. PUNCH is happy to say that he has received them from Paris

by return of post, and has therefore much pleasure in subjoining
them as under :

" A criminal is before you, and you will acquit him. And why ?

Because the acquitted criminal is the antithesis of the Judge. To
rob the Judge of his antithesis, is to insult the equanimity of the
outsider. And the outsider is of age. The Usher would hesitate to

say to him,
' My view ;

' the LORD CHANCELLOR would not dare to say
to him,

' My judgment.' For the Usher and the LORD CHANCELLOR
are two Poles. They are the two Poles of conflicting opinion.
Opinion is not evidence. Evidence is the prerogative of the exa-

mining counsel. The examining counsel makes evidence, and the

Judge makes notes. The examining counsel conferring with the

Judge is the apotheosis of irregular procedure. But it is magnifi-
cent. It'is Ingenuity kissing Intelligence. And it is this spectacle
that startles the Jury. To expect nothing of the Jury, would be to

disfranchise experience. And why ? Because they have something
to give. The something they have to give us is their verdict. Do
we thank them ? No ! But we may pity. Fatigxied, dusty, given
to distractions, the Juryman smiles superbly, and works miracles
in the field of new law and the field of astonishment. But his

situation creates his conclusion. The conclusion of the Juryman is

the triumph of discomfort over fog." And dp they manage these things better in France ? Yes !

How? It is by confabulation. For the criminal to escape confabu-
lation is for Him to be deprived of the severest of chastisements.

But the chastisement of the accused is the vindication of the Law.
The accused engaged in confabulation with the accused is Derelic-

tion taking tea with Justice. "Will you find this in England ? No !

In Paris ? Yes ! For Paris leads England by her civilisation, her

cafes, her triumphs, her diners a deux frana, her logic, her

omnibuses, and her destiny. When Paris takes off her hoots,

England ia comfortable.

ITUB AD ASTRA.

THE following advertisement recently appeared in the Daily
Telegraph .

milEATRES. Three PERSONS who have never acted WANTED to

-L support Star Actor. Salary gi?en. Apply, by letter only, to Dra-

malicus, &c.

What an original notion for a Star Actor to have hit upon!
Fancy Mr. IRVINO supported by three "PERSONS" who had
never acted before in tneir lives! What does "Salary given"
mean ? It ought, cf course, to mean that a salary would be given
to the eminent Star by the Three Persons in question. This, at

least, would he a practical way of "supporting" the Star, for

they surely can't expect a Star to support them off the Stage with a

salary, in return for the support which they would give him on the

Stage. Perhaps it has all been arranged by this time, but if not, there

is still a chance for Mr. IRVING or Mr. J. L. TOOLE (now twinkling
in the provinces) to pick up a few faithful supporters if the terms
suit. They have only to apply to

"
Dramaticus." And what a

queer sort of 'cus
" Dramaticus " must be I

JUST srw.

THE latest suggestion for what to do with Cleopatra's Xeedle
Leave it with Mr. Alderman COTTON.

voi.
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WHEN WE'RE IN ROME," &c.

GENT, NOT GERMAN.
OLD COCKALORUM, PUJSCH,

ME and CHABLEY avin jest re-
turned from our trip to the Continent, was
disgusted at appenin to read the following
story in a newspaper Correspondent's letter

the other day from Home :

" A numerous party of German tourists were

lionising the Capitol yesterday under the Mentor-

ship of a venerable white-haired cicerone, when
one of their number climbed on the base of the

equestrian statue of MARCUS AUBELIUS, and was

proceeding to take a seat behind the emperor on

the ample quarters of his bronze steed, when the

Capitoline guard on duty requested him to dis-

mount, observing that he had only to render him-
self as famous as MARCUS AURELIUS to enjoy a

similar monumental seat in his own country."

As if are a German tourist, or any other

mutf of a forrener, could ave the self-reli-

ance and sperrit to be up to the i'eet of

climbin that moniment with the Latin
name, and tryin to set the oss. In course

you'd suppose the only feller capable of

doin of it was a English gent as was the

fact. The party a lionisin the day it was
donewas noGermans, not they, but a livelier

lot, rayther. Along with me and CHABLEY,
and other pals, we was all feller-country-
men ; and allow me, tho' peraps I needn't,
to inform you op distinguished hisself by
the act of darin for which e got com-

plimented by the century. It was me. 'Im

you do the honner of sometimes callin the

irrepressable and ubiquitus
" 'ABBY ;

" and
which I sign myself

Yours truly,
'ABRY IOTEE.

P.S. Unfortnitly I wasn't aloud to re-

main on the moniment and cut out my
name, as I meant if I ad ad time to, on
the oss or the rider, as a Record for Pors-

terity. But there 'a lots of istorical moni-

ments, and rcmanes, and walls, and eddifises

elsewere.

STATISTICS AND SWILL.
SIB WILFRID LAWSON'S belief that paternal legislation of the

Permissive Prohibitory kind is wise, may possibly have been a little

shaken by the sensible speech delivered tie other day in the Free
Trade Hall at Manchester, to some members of the Church of

England Temperance Society, by the Duke of WESTMINSTER. In
that rational address, counter-attractions to the public-house, such
as reading-rooms, working men's clubs, and places of refreshment

specifically unintoxicating, were pointed to as preferable, in the
interests of sobriety, to tyrannous restriction.

Doctrine suitable this to a Free Trade Hall. Is Free Trade in

liquor compatible with Protection from it? What good may be

expected of the latter, fussy fanatics can see if they choose to, and
are not blind, from some statistics cited in the House of Commons
during the discussion of the Licensing Act, tending to show that
in places where public-houses are the most numerous there is the least

drunkenness. The more public-houses, then, the more sober, if not
the merrier, the population. But is not this just what a philosopher
who understands human nature, would expect ? Jolly companions
are notoriously mutual promoters _

of that excess of liquor which
augments jollification, until it begins to produce the stupidity in
which it ends. As to most other people, when they congregate,
they dispose one another to drink the more in order to raise their

spirits, which need stimulation to enable them to endure one
another's society. The more numerous the public-houses, the fewer
of their frequenters would be gathered together in each. The less

debate there would be about politics and theology, on which subjects,
and especially the latter one, your argument is very much conducive
to your getting

"
half-seas over," and sometimes all the way. As

to publicans and sinners, and sinners whom publicans give occasion
to sin, should not the maxim of Temperance's temperate friends,
then, be " Divide et impera

"
t If this is not logic, does it not

at least look something like it ?

BKVOND THI; POWER OF THE POLICI:. The Channel llou^h.

THE TOURIST'S BAROMETER.

Splendid Weather.

Very Fine.

Fine.

Moderate.

Sea slight.

Rather Rough.

Rough.

Very Rough.

(Read on the Channel.)

I never mind the sea myself. The rougher for

me the better. Have a cigar ?

One certainly does feel that only Englishmen
can be sailors. Somehow or other they take

naturally to the sea now, don't they ?

Yes. I always come by Folkestone. I never
could see the use of the Castalia. We are

not Foreigners, you know. Most of us have
our sea-legs. Eh ?

Yes. Perhaps a little brandy-and-water would
be a good thing.

The very roughest passage I remember. But I

am an excellent sailor. Still would you mind
putting out that cigar ?

It's simply disgraceful. The Castalia ought
to be established by Act of Parliament.

Shall write to the Times. I shall go down
below to think about it !

Oh ! Here, somebody ! Will it be more than
five minutes ? Oh ! oh ! oh !

(Far too dreadfulfor description.)

A Spelling-Book for Scotland.

THERE has been little agitation in Scotland, but there is some
room, for orthographical reform. A Gentleman writes from Edin-

burgh, and asks, Did the Swan of Avon wear a Cygnet ring?"
What a question to be propounded by a citizen of the Scottish

capital! The man who, as Dr. JOHNSON used to say, spells the

synonym of a seal-manual "Cygnet," and inquires if SHAKSPEABE
wore a Cygnet ring, might as sensibly likewise request to be

informed whether SCOTT'S father was a Writer to the Cygnet. It is,

perhaps, desirable that the
"
Spelling Bee " should be resuscitated

for the benefit of Auld Reekie.
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CAUTION.
ALWAYS LOOK TO YOUR oir.v GIRIIM, OB YOU MAY COMB TO GRIBF LIKR YOUKO MILDWAY (WHO "SHOPS" FOR HIS SISTERS), WHEN

HE MOUNTED IN THE HIGH STREET, JUST AS THOSE NICE GIRLS FROM THE GRANGE WERR LOOKING HIS WAY !

IRELAND'S LATEST VISITOR.

HE will address himself to the task of overcoming the prejudice
of the Irish peasantry against Fish as an article of food ; and will

demonstrate to them by copious quotations from IZAAK WALTON,
OrriATf's Halieutics, and AGASSIZ, that there is no description of
sustenance more wholesome, inviting, or economical.
He will institute a thorough examination of the national vehicle,

the Jaunting Car its history, construction, cost, convenience, and
employment and will compare it, in .all these respects, with the

carriages used hy the principal nations of antiquity.
He will study the national tuber in every possible light in the

field, the garden, the market, the saucepan, the oven, the pie, the

stew, in their jackets and out of their jackets, and at the table
alike of the humble cotter and the lofty Duke.
He will wear linen of the finest Irish, always envelope himself

either in an "Ulster" or a "Connaught," never stir abroad without a
stout shillelagh in his hand, and do his best to impart a touch of the

brogue to his speech. The Ladies of his party will encourage home
manufactures by wearing Irish poplins, Irish lace, Irish gloves, and
ornaments of bog oak and Irish diamonds.
He will dine with the Lord Lieutenant, and try the LL. Whiskey.
He will visit the Lakes of Killarney, and (on this occasion only)

blow his own trumpet to test the famous echo.
He will pay his respects to several disestablished Bishops, Beans,

and Archdeacons, and satisfy himself, by personal intercourse, as to
the views and feelings of disendowed Apparitors, Parish Clerks,
Beadles, and Sextons.
He will kiss the Blarney Stone, and possibly say a few words

from its summit.
He will make a thorough inspection of the Round Towers, and

start an entirely new theory respecting those structures.
Should he be tempted to deliver any speeches, he will be careful

to introduce quotations from MOORE, LOVER, SWIFT, SHERIDAN,
CURRAIT, GRATTAN, and O'CONNELL.
He will exchange repartees with those reputed masters of wit and

humour, the Dublin carmen.

He will buy Belleek pottery, taste potheen, win smiles from most
charming girls, listen to

"
Saint Patrick's Day," be taken to a

fair, a wake, and a bog, and be shown some encumbered estates,
some Irish bulls, and some absentees.
He will satisfy himself that there are no tertiary strata, and no

venomous reptiles in Ireland.
He will master the Irish harp, and sing Homeric ballads to its

accompaniment.
He will use many packs of post-cards.
He will write an article, a pamphlet, perhaps a book on Ireland

on his return, and
(As Mr. Punch hopes) he will greatly enjoy his visit, meet with

the hearty welcome he deserves, stick to his prudent resolution not
to make political speeches, and so please everybody (including the

Pigs).

A WORD FOR WESTMONASTERIENSIS.

(Spoken in time by Da. BUSBY.)

SURELY " In patriam populumque
"

's the line ?

Don't I think of it oft as I wander through Hades ?

Though I 'm told that of late you and others incline

Just to tack on " hocjante derivata cladet
"
!

Now by this though you hint that the plague 's on the spot
A small fact that sane men won't believe in a hurry

Were I yon, I should stick to my motto, and not

Change the old Abbey's shade for a brick-field in Surrey !

Anecdote of 'Arry.

OTO own 'ARHY overheard a Gentleman remarking that
" VICTOR

HUGO'S latest work, Hiitoire d'un Crime, was most interesting."

Only partly mastering the meaning of the title, our 'ARRY ex-

claimed,
"
'Istory of some Cream .' By Jove, I should like to 'ear

the 'istory of some London Milk !
"
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SHAKSPEARIAN STUDIES.

A RllANGEMENTS have
/A been made by the
* Editor of the new
Magazine, The Year After
Xf.rt, for the publication of

the following Shakspearian
stxidies, by some of_ the

most eminent liistrionic

artists of the day :

"An Enquiry into the

Religious Principles of the

Second Grave - Digger in

Hamlet." By MB. J.

I'L.UiKK.
" On the addresses and

probable terms of the

Three Tailors 'undone by
Touchstone's extrava-

gance in As Ynu Like It."

By MR. AuTnuii CECIL.
" Some Remarks rela-

tive to the Angelic" Tem-
per displayed by Peter,
servant to Juliet's Nurse,
when suffering from the

Mumps." By MB. J. B.

BUCKSTONB.
"Who was PillicocJi?

Did Pillicock's Hill entitle

the proprietor to be en-
rolled among the landed

gentry in King Lear's
time P

"
By MR. EDGAR.

" The Pedigree of the Egyptian or Gipsy charmer who gave the
handkerchief to Othello's Mamma." By MR. CRESWICK.

" AMemoir of Humphrey Hour (referred to in Richard the Third),
and how it happened that he called the Duchess of York to break-

fast, with a conjectural menu of the meal in question." By MRS.
BATEMAN.
"Some account of CLARTBEL, Queen of Tunis, and her popular

ballads, with a satisfactory Answer to Antonio's question, 'How
should that CLARIBEL measure us back to Naples?

' in the Tempest."
By SER JULIUS BENEDICT.
"
Extraordinary Revelations of the Infernal Practices used by

Mother Prat of Brentford, aunt to Mistress Ford's maid in the Merry
Wives of Windsor." By MRS. JOHN WOOD.
"Incontrovertible proofs that the Clown in Anthony and Cleo-

patra who brought up asps on tigs was an ancestor of ME. FRANK
BPCKLAND." By ME. LIONEL BBOUGK.
" Where Thersites got the ialmonds of which his Parrot was so

fond. A Botanical research into Troilus and Cressida." By MR.
JEFFERSON.

A QUESTION OF COLOUE.
Angelina. What are you reading, EDWIN ?
Edwin. GLADSTONE'S article

Upon the Colour-Sense.*

Angelina. I 've not a particle
Of patience with that man !

Edwin. I dare say not,
Few people seem to have. He gets it hot
From every quarter. But his present work
Is not to slate the POPE or scourge the Turk.
His talk 's of tints and colours ; such might be
Art-gushers'

" crack "
at an aesthetic tea,

Or some sweet She-Symposium's eager chat
Over the last Le Pallet.

Angelina. Fancy that !

That grim old man go in for aught that 's nice ?

That iron mouth, close clenched as any vice,
Talk about colours ? What has he to say
About the teintes degradfes of the day ?

Does he like Bismarck-yellow, bottle-green ?

Edwin. Humph I I confess, so far as I have seen,
He does not touch those most important questions.

Angelina (scornfully). Of course! Just like him! Do not his

suggestions
Always shoot wide of the main point ? No doubt
He 'd write a book on Beauty, and leave out
The very name of Bonnets !

la the October Number of The Nineteenth. (,'Miiry.

Edwin. Well, he might ;

Such is male cecity to Fashion's light.

Angelina. What does he mean by Colour-Sense ?

Edwin. The power
Of seeing colours.

Angelina. Nature's common dower.
Edwin. By no means. HOMER and his Greeks scarce knew

Difference 'twixt red and brown, or green and blue.

Angelina. Absurd !

Edwin. Why, ANAXACORAS, a great sage,

Opined that in the very earliest age
Man had no sense of colour.

Angelina. (iraciousme!
Poor things, how awfully horrid !

Edwin (suavely}. Well, you see

It simpliiied some matters, did it not P

One dress would do for all occasions.

Angelina (staccato). What! ! !

Oh, that 's just like a man ! I see it now
'Tis GLADSTONE'S nasty satire !

Edwin. Smooth your brow.
The joke was mine not his. Ife does not jett.
But fancy, dear, a whole assembly drest
In monochrome !

Angelina. Oh, monstrous !

Edwin. Or a ball

Where room, and guests, and garments glittered all

Like Mephistophiles, in red and black !

For to distinguish these was the first knack
Of crescent Colour-Sense !

Angelina (decisively}. I don't believe
A bit of it. I always pitied EVE
For her scant wardrobe ; but this notion adds
A terror to Antiquity. Such fads
Amuse a scribbling, science-dallying fellow
Like GLADSTONE. Don't tell me, Sir !

Edwin. Red and yellow
Were next discriminated ; then came blue.

Fancy the joy when eyes of your own hue
First gleamed in native azure on the gaze
Of an enraptured lover ! In his daze
Of strange delight he must have looked and looked
Till all was blue.

Angelina. Though you 've adroitly hooked
A compliment upon your theory's peg,
I won't accept it.

Edwin. But observe, I beg,
That HoitER of the rainbow spoke as though
'Twere uniform in colour, which must show

Angelina (triumphantly). But wasn't HOMER blind? Aha!
what geese

GLADSTONE and you must be !

Edwin. But
Angelina (promptly). There, pray cease.

Edwin (resignedly). Well, well, the modern Iris should be
drawn

Polychromatically ;
ne'er was dawn

So multihued, so subtly graduated.
Man's colour-sense has surely culminated
In Fashion reigning Motley.

Angelina. You object
To couleurs tendres ?

Edwin. Nay, when I reflect

On early days, when every dainty hue
From drap de neige to serge of navy blue,
From fawn to pourpre fonce, now might mark
Save as dull interchange of light and dark

;

When all the world, as WHISTLER well might say,
Was a mere symphony in black and grey,
Why then I swear I do not envy HOMER,
And think the Golden Age a strange misnomer.
Fancy a Golden Age in which no fellow
Could tell dull leaden grey from bullion yellow !

Angelina. Horrid to see no ditference between
This rose's crimson and that myrtle's green !

Edtcin. Or, worse, between the violet of your eyes
And cherry of your lips !

Angelina (addressing space). He always tries

To end an argument with something silly.
Edwin. Like this P (Labial susurration.) Ah 1 from your

cheek that drives the lily.

Angelina (archly). But brings no "
coal-black,

" rose ?

Eilwin. Non, Dieu merci .'

Though Art in " Black and White" may taking be,

Nature, and your sweet sex, in that same guise,
Would have small charm for colour-cultured eyes.
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PAKIS DURING THE ELECTIONS.

WHAT THEY DID NOT Do.

THEY did not insult Generals through omnibus windows, la VICTOK HUGO,
to the great alarm of their more peaceable fellow-travellers.

They did not set fire to the Elysee, and shoot the Marshal President as he

attempted to escape from the flames.

They did not overturn the Kiosks on the Boulevards, and use them tor

the construction of barricades.

They did not seize the Grand Hotel, and lower by force all the tariffs.

They did not surprise the scores of diners at the Splendide Hotel table (fhute,

and appropriate their much-prized meal to their own uses.

They did not shoot a single English
"
Mees," or insult a veritable John-

bull."

They did not treat the English Church as if it were merely a sight to be

gaped at, and walk about the sacred edifice, laughing and talking, during the

hours of divine service.

They did not kill any Foreigner for doing the same sort of thing at Notre

Dame and the Madeleine.

They did not shoot any High Church Parson in mistake for a Priest.

They did not pull down the Column in the Place Vendome.
They did not stop the Diner de Paris and block up the Pastage Jouflroy.

They did not seize Punch and the English newspapers on the score that they
were immoral.

They did not steal the cab-horses, nor cut the telegraph wires.

In fact they did nothing suggestive of a revival of the much-dreaded
Commune.

WHAT THET DID Do.

They got up in the morning and went to Church.

They took (some of them) the early train to Chantilly.

They drove (others of them) in the Bois de Boulogne and Champs Elysees.

They walked under the trees and enjoyed the sunshine.

They recorded their votes in a perfectly regular manner.

They laughed and chatted, and were the essence of good-nature.

They (those of them being fathers of families)itook their households to enjoy
the usual Sunday dinners at the favourite restaurants.

They (those of them being engaged) took their respective and prospective
brides to pleasant walks in the country.

They (those of them having no domestic ties) seated '.themselves in their

customary cafes, and envied in an amiable sort of way the greaterjhappiness of

their more fortunate fellow countrymen.
They passed their day perfectly quietly, respectably, and happily.
They stayed up until two o'clock in the morning, waiting for and reading the

latest editions of the evening papers.
In fact, they behaved like a rational, peace-loving people, and utterly falsified

the sinister predictions of the quidnuncs of the English Press.

"WHERE IS THE PHILISTINE?"

SIR, Among the light literature provided by Mr. WILLLHG for passers-by,
and the scraps of pathos and bathos in the second column of the daily papers, I

have been thrilled by one earnest appeal for information as to the present
haunts of the Philistine. Wiseacres advise me not to trouble my head about
the matter, as they feel certain that this is only a way of heralding the virtues
of a new sauce, or sherry, or safe-maker. But I differ with them, and recognise
in the brief sentence the lamentation of one friend for another. Therefore,
being in a position to furnish full details as to the present whereabouts of this

missing link between the snob and the cad, I hasten to offer them through you
to his sorrowing friend, merely pausing to remark that, if I had lost sight of

him, and found a region where he was not, I should have exercised the virtue
of resignation, and taken no active steps for his recovery.

I saw him only this morning travelling by the Underground Railway, with
his dusty boots on the opposite cushion in close proximity to a Lady's white
dress. Last night he was in the pit of one of the theatres, wearing a very tall

hat, which prevented those behind him from seeing the stage, save when the

drop-scene was fitfully visible as he nodded his head in time to the orchestra.

Meanwhile those in front lost the best points in the piece owing to the loud tones
in which he was disclosing his most private and confidential affairs to a friend.

He is to be met with every day in High Holborn, staring! in Ladies' faces, and
whispering endearments as he passes them. On Sunday he goes to St. Paul's,
and generally sits in an easy attitude with his back to the choir, so that he

may best stare out of countenance any young Lady who finds favour in his eyes.
He wears a very large snake ring, but modestly veils its glories under yellow
gloves which might be cleaner. He reads the Daily Telegraph, and regards
its leaders as magnificent specimens of English. He pores over the second-hand
gossip of penny-a-liners in the omniscient weekly papers, and quotes it on the

authority of
" a friend of mine."

But I shall
" no longer seek his errors to disclose," and in return for all this

information will merely beg one scrap of satisfaction on this subject of the

Philistine,
" Where is he not '(

" Who can tell your INQUIRES F

No DOUBT OF IT IN ESGLAXD. A "Cardinal" Virtue Temperance.

SHOCKING EXPERIENCE IN THE LIFE
OF A GOOD GIRL.

I TASSED adowu the silent str>

All drenched with rain and driving sleet,
I was alone.

There came from out a window-seat
A dreadful kind of plaintive bleat

A dismal moan.

It shocked my ears there, by the Sea,

Where all so calm, so pure should be
To hear these groans.

I paused, and listened anxiously ;

A voice then cried (it seemed to me)
In mournful tones :

" Look out, my Love look out once more !

Perhaps the rain has ceased to pour.
I long to gaze

But once upon that wave-washed shore :

We 've never been outside the door
For five long days !

" For five long weary days we 've sat

And heard the ceaseless pit-a-pat
Of dropping rain.

My nose is really worn quite flat,

With pressing, day by day, on that

Confounded pane !

" We 've read these books just three times o'er,

And can't get out to fetch some more.
I 'm very loath

To send the girl. ! what a bore 1
'

Just here the voice broke down, and swore
A Horrid Oath !

Adown that rain-swept street I tore,

And, shudd'ring, left that heathen's dcor

He was so wroth !

That silent street that wave-washed shore,

I '11 never, never visit more-
Adieu to both !
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AN EYE TO THE MAIN CHANCE.
The Major.

" You 'BE A VERY NICE FELLOW, TOMMY ! DON'T MOST PEOPLE TELL YOTT so ?
"

Tommy.
"
YES, THEY DOES. AND THEY OFTEN GIVES ME SOMETHING I

"

THE FASHION FOE FKANCE.
LA BELLE FBANCE loquitur.

HA ! they twit me with being a volatile dame,
As fickle in love as I 'm changeful in fashion.

Bah ! Their taste is too triste and their temper too tame
To invent a new mode or to feel a grand passion.Ma foi ! here 's a fit that is much to my mind ;

That it suits me one surely may see at a glance.
They offer me others exceedingly kind,
But this, after all, is the Fashion for France !

Many toilettes, 'tis true, I have tried in my time ;

Here 's one I have stuck to for several seasons.
Such constancy some may consider a crime,
But I don't mean to change it for various reasons.

The red is too gaudy, the my too pale,
A violet vesture I hate a outrance ;

All those rohes are rococo, or tawdry, or stale,

This, a man avis, is the Fashion for France !

Scarce so chic or coquette as some costumes, I own,
Yet I think that the whole is in excellent taste.

My Costumier swears, with a shrug and a groan,
It 's too short in the skirts, or too loose in the waist ;

That the tint is too voyant, the trimming too fine.
That the cap wholly fails my best charms to enhance ;

Yet still to the cloth and the cut I incline,
And find, on the whole, 'tis the Fashion for France !

I am tired of much change. In this dress I 'm at ease,
And I think it becoming, and likely to wear.

My Marchanils des Modes may protest, if they please,
Chacun d son gout, and for theirs I don't care.

Would the meddlesome creatures but let me alone,
They 'd my comfort consult and my fortunes advance.

To this trim tout ensemble accustomed I 've grown.
And I feel quite convinced 'tis the Fashion for France I

RAILWAY TALK.
(What it will come to.)

First Passenger. Good morning, Sir. May I ask what you have
in that large box ?

Second Passenger. Certainly. A box of surgical instruments. I

find them most useful after a collision.

First Passenger. A wise precaution. I am sorry to say that I

have been disappointed of my usual travelling companion.
Second Passenger. I presume you allude to your wife.

First Passenger. No ;
I mean my Doctor.

Second Passenger. Ah, to be sure. By the way, have you seen

this little work Railway Athletics ; or, How to be Thrown Out of a
First- Class Carriage in Thirty Different Ways without being Killed ?

First Passenger. An excellent idea. They are very attentive on
this line.

Second Passenger. Yes, they always devote half a dozen trucks to

the conveyance of hearses. So comforting to the survivors, don't

you know.
First Passenger. Very nice feeling, indeed.

Second Passenger. Oh yes, the Directors are most humane. They
only appoint men in the last stages of consumption to the posts of

engine-drivers, stokers, and guards.
First Passenger. I see

;
so that a collision only anticipates

matters a little, poor fellows !

Second Passenger. Precisely. May I offer yoii a patent buffer ?

You will find it very useful when our carriage is converted into a

telescope.
First Passenger. Thank you very much. You think we shall

have an accident to-day ?

Second Passenger. I am afraid so ; there has been no serious

smash since the day before yesterday. Will you kindly give me
my leaping-pole ?

First Passenger. Here it is.

Second Passenger. I am afraid I must say good-Jay to you. At
this point the train always leaves the line.

[Scene closes in, in the customary manner.
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KEPJBLIQUE,

A DECIDED PREFERENCE.
FBANCE (surveying herself in a Looking-Glass).

" AFTER ALL, THIS STILL SUITS ME BEST, AND I MEAN TO "WEAR IT."
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THE PLEASURES OF THE CHACE.

A
YOTOG Cambridge friend of

ours has just finished up
the

"
Long" with a week's

amusement at Lord SWEL-
i.iM.i oitn's place, Castle

Golddust, where the son
of the house, a College

. chum, had brought him
to land.
His father, a country

Clergyman of good family,
does not depend upon his

living, but he will not be
able to afford much aristo-

cratic delassement for his

boy at this price.

Mr DIARY.

October. Awfully jol-

ly ! Stopping at Lord
SWELL'S. Awfully nice

people. Had everything
new, from my boots to my
studs, of course must
dress like the others.

Went out shooting. New
breechloader from town
on tick, of course. Bad

shooting, missed every bird. Tipped the Keeper a fiver. Awful

swell, the Keeper, takes nothing under "
paper." Had to give the

boy who loaded my second gun half a sov. Splendid dinner sat

down five-and-twenty. Sent a bouquet to Lady IDA. Came from
Covent Garden by express. Dirt cheap only thirty shillings, in-

cluding carriage. Played Pool after dinner. By Jove ! how the

men seem to know the table ! five shilling lives. Starred every
game never took a life. Hand unsteady. Must do as the others

do, you know. Got to bed with JOHN'S help remember tipping
him at the door of my bed-room. Late at breakfast. Subscrip-
tion for Village Ritual had to give a guinea ; looked quite small

by the other subs. Bazaar in the Vicarage. Awfully jolly girls

regular bandits ! Cleaned me nearly dry. But I got a lovely pen-

wiper, which Mamma will accept with delight. Too wet after-

wards to go out. Sat in and played
"
Napoleon." Never held a

card lost all I had. Obliged to borrow a fiver (four-fifths of

which went in tips to the servants and the rest) to pay my fare

home. Must economise this Term, or the Governor will cut up
rusty. Awfully expensive, but deuced jolly life !

RITUALISTS AND RELICS.

THE Church of England can at any rate claim one relic. It is a

portion of the stake believed to have been used at the cremation of

the living Bishop HOOPER in the reign of beneficent Queen MARY.
But the Church of England has not claimed this relic in the sense of

asking to have it. The memorial of HOOPKR'S martyrdom has,

according to a contemporary, been purchased .by the two Mem-
bers for Gloucester, Mr. MONK and Mr. WAIT, associated with a
few other gentlemen who helped to contribute the sum needful,
and it will be preserved in the Gloucester Museum. But is that the

place for it ?

In letting the remainder of HOOPKR'S stake get into lay hands,
what an opportunity has been missed by advanced Ritualists ! It

would be a happy advance on their present advancement if some
one of their Clergy would, in addition to vestments, incense, wafers

and the like in his Church, establish a reliquary. The piece of

charcoal above specified would have served capitally for the first

deposit in such a receptacle ;
for the Ritualists, whatever they may

think of HOOPER, belong to the Church which considers him a

martyr, and stand condemned by the other Church that declares

both him and them heretics. A Ritualist Reliquary might be

enriched by degrees. Persecution in these days, to be ture, will not

provide Ritualists with anything like a piece of a stake to show;
but sufferers by prosecution under the Public Worship Act, though
not exactly martyrs, will, as constituting a sort of Confessors in a

kind of way, have plenty of citations, summonses, and monitions

which have been served upon them, to exhibit as attestations of the

legal torture they have undergone. And amongst the relics of this

kind of Confessors there might possibly be some which Father Con-
fessors in particular could contribute ; namely, the whips and sticks

they have been cruelly chastised with by gentlemen who caught
them in drawing-rooms at private theatricals, playing

" The Priest

in Absolution."

DISAPPE1RPOIXTMEXT.
WHT has the American Minister left so suddenly ? This question

is answered by one of his compatriots, as follows :

MR. EDITOR, SIB,
I RECKON you, as a man of sense, don't want to be informed

why the Representative of our irrepressible Star-spangled Rag has
left your heaven-forgotten country to fits and consumption. No,
Sir ! I 've a notion you 've been in our splendid country, and you
have interviewed for your own personal satisfaction the grand men
and pretty women of our U-nited States. Your paper is some cun-

ning, I guess, and we can laugh over our cousins in your columns,
and find sport in the Britisher along with you, Sir. But, Sir,

it ain't for one moment doubtful why our Honourable Rep has

extinguished the light of his glorious countenance in your little

island.

No man who has brains in his head, and sane mother-wit in his

constitution, could sit down long in this village of yours, and absorb

many Sundays with a serene mind or an unruffled physiognomy.
Buck-wheat cakes or green corn are luxuries yon know nothing

about, so 's fish-balls ; and it is not to be expected, in an old worn-
out country like yours, that innovations are to be attempted in the

culinary art. Hot new baked bread is a misdemeanour, and hot

rolls a mortal sin, on a Sunday, and may only "shine by tluir

absence," and no well-regulated American digestion can be satisfied

with dry bread and toast on any morning, be it Sunday or no. No.
Sir ! I, for one, would prefer hot bread and the baok woods to all

your Morris decorations, when mixed up with the malignant melan-
choly of a London Sabbath.
Where are your letters ? Not to be delivered F Where are your

papers ? Only in the Clubs V What, in fact, is left for a stranger
in your town on a Sunday but misery and suicide ?

Our Rep, Sir, cares for his personal comfort, and has no notion of

cutting his political career short by a lightning swoop over Waterloo
Bridge parapet. So he skedaddles. Why, suttainly ; and so will

your well-wisher, Mr. Editor, JABEZ K DlOGS) Contuiate.

SERVICE REWARDED.
A VERY large pension, but one of an amount, ample as it was, not

perhaps disproportionate to the services it requited, has just lapsed
to lighten the expenditure of a grateful nation, by the death of a
Balaclava hero. Newspapers announce that Private JAMES MALANT Y,
late of the 13th Hussars, recently died at Leeds. Mr. MAXANTY,
according to a reporter,

" was one of the light cavalry brigade who
'rode into the valley of death' on the morning of the 25th of

October, 1854." He was also one of the three who volunteered,
along with Hiding-Master JOSKPH MALONE, to capture an escort of
the enemy's cavalry and the baggage they were conveying to Sebas-

topol. For this act of daring Mr. MALONE was presented with the
Victoria Cross

;
and no doubt Mr. MALANTY'S participation in the

exploit was considered in the allotment of the liberal retiring
allowance which he lived to enjoy, but of course also to cost his

country, four years. On the 20th of January, 1873, after twenty-

aeven years of service, Mr. MALAHTY got rude donatui. He was
discharged from his regiment with a pension of no less than 1 . 3</. a

day. Regarded as a return for value received, the magnitude of
this sum, however considerable, will hardly be deemed excessive.
It is necessary that inducements should be held out to enlistment in
an army entirely formed of and recruited by volunteers. One of
the most effectual of those attractions is perhaps the prospect of an

adequate provision for old age. And the veteran past work, but
having as much as 1. Sri. a day to live upon, can live in comfort, if

not in luxury, and thoroughly enjoy his atium cam dignitate, if only
his pension is considerately supplemented by his parish with a

sufficiency of out-door relief.

TREACLE AND BEER.

AT Lambeth Police Court one day last week, a beershop keeper,
named DEAN, was summoned by the Inland Revenue Board for

having in his possession, on his licenced premises, a quantity,
namely about two quarts, of treacle as a substitute for malt, by
which he had rendered himself liable to a penalty of 200. His
Solicitor having urged in his defence that he had no intention of

using the treacle for the purpose of adulteration, the defendant was
lined in the mitigated penalty of 50, the lowest that could be

imposed by the Magistrate, who, however, recommended the case
for further reduction. Beershop-keepers beware ! Mind how you
keep contraband of liquor to be drunk on the premises. What shall

be said of any one who, rightfully or wrongfully, has had to pay at

least 50 for having been in the possession of half-a-gallon of

treacle ?
" He dearly rued molasses, !

"
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THAT LASS 'O TOWERY 'S.

By the Authors of Several other Things, Jjr., &c.

CHAPTER III." Meet me in the Lane."
THE Reverend THOMAS TITT and NEGUS BARCSOW seated them-

selves in the patent bucket. EMMA BEEBIE stood above, with her
large eyes full upon them, winding them up to the mouth of the

coal-pit, and grasping the handle ot the windlass.
"
Thiss eer windlass siz ther ony lass i the playz arz thars na

nonsenz aboot, thiz iz," she said, pausing for a second in her work,
"boot itz ar lass az fetehus
um onnyow."
Then she went at it with

a will, turning it so vio-

lently that the bucket
nearly flew up in the air

at the mouth of the pit,
and would have sent its

occupants flying, but for

the Old Engineer, who
seized her wrist, and held
on to the chain.
"Woa! EMMA!" cried

the Old Engineer.
"Owd Ingineer," she

returned, "Yo let me ar-

lown,an'oilletyo arlown."
"But, my dear gal,"

expostulated the little

Curate, quite out of breath,
with his rapid ascent.
"Littul Parson!" she

exclaimed. "Fur ar lit-

tulpops o' ar mon loike

thee, yo 's thur beeggust
foo' oi nose onnywares. Zo
get out, littul Parsun, or
oil woipe thee orf th' faze o'

th' urtn wi' thiz eer kole-

skewp. Yo let me arlown,
an' oil let yo arlown."
" Good night," said the

little Curate, nervously,
and disappeared.
"Mayn't I have the

pleasure of seeing you
home?" asked the Young
Engineer, uncovering to

EMMA with as grave a

courtesy, as though she
had been the finest lady in
the land.
"
Nay," she replied, as a

faint quick colour mantled
on her cheek, and she gave
him a not ungracious dig
in the ribs with her hand-
some forefinger. This ac-
tion on her part caused
him to repeat his bow
rather sooner than he had
intended. Still his move-

ment_ was not without a
certain quiet dignity."

Oil zee thee farther

fust, an' then ar wunna,"
blushingly. "Zo theer!

young Ingineer."" No offence," said the Young Engineer, as, bending to the ground,
he laid his hand on his heart, and sighed heavily." Wortz th' marter wi' yo, yo foo' ?

"
asked EMMA, with all a

woman's gentle instinct.

"Nothing," he answered, turning away politely, and then remem-
bering that she had been brought up at the mines, and would
understand a professional answer, he explained,

"
I was only taking

a lode off what I call my mined."
Then he strode away.
She watched him long after he was 'out of sight. Then she

wrapped her shawl about her, and pondering over the Young Engi-
neers joke, walked wearily away.
As she turned the corner of the road, a dark, cruel, lurching

ngure slunk out before her from beneath the shadow of the hedge,
and confronted her with a threatening gesture from the heavy knob-
stick he swung to and fro in his grimy nand.

"
Oil du for yo now! " cried the man, raising his deadly weapon.

EMMA held up her hands instinctively.
"Wot!" she cried, horrorstruck. "Wot!! Iz 't yo! Owd

Feether ! I
"

CHAPTER IV. The Mill in the North Country.
SHE knelt before him in the moonlight.
DAK BEERIE'S formidable knob-stick was just about to descend

on the handsome, upturned face of his daughter such matters were
of everyday occurrence in Swiggin when the weapon was whirled
through the air, and a strong hand was laid on the brute's shoulder.

Shrieking a curse, DAN BEERIE turned on the man who had dared
to interfere with his even-
ing's amusement.

It was NEGUS BARCROW,
the Young Engineer." Yo domm d dummer-
tailed bolthead," roared
DAK BEERIE, fiercely." Yo yung poopy-cur snig-
snagged boler ! oil jewdy
thee putty tupped naws,
an giv yo siecan shuv i'

th' oi, as yo '11 reccomem-
ber fur ivvur, domm'd av
oi doon't, th' oi gows t'

gallus fur't !
"

And he sprang on him
with a ferocity that would
have sent into the second
week of the middle of the

year after next (counting
from the date of his receiv-

ing the blow) any man less

physically powerful than
NEGUS BARCROW.
EMMY raised a loud

cry.

, "Afyt! afyt! T' owd
feether s fytin an' millin

Yung Ing'neer ! Coom an,
av yo be coomin! tiz ar
reel beet o' jam, tiz !

"

And she clapped her
hands together, crying,
"Gow't, Yung Ing'neer.
Gow 't t' owd feether!"

and, as one or the other

got the worst or best of it,

her interest in the struggle
never flagged, but with all

a woman's tenderness she
would compassionate the

sufferer, and exclaim," Yo 's gat ar narsty un
an t' smeller, Yung Ing-
'neer ! Ar 's poot yer
peepers into moornin',
t 'owd feether !

"

In less than five minutes
all Swiggin was aroused,
and out to see the fight.

They were fond of sport,
and laid their bets freely.
The two men were evenly
matched in everything but

science, and there NEGUS
BARCBOW had, as the
miners afterwards ex-

pressed it,
"
seex t' fower

t'best o't." But at the time they did not know what was the exact
state of the odds.

* Our Special Commissioner with a dictionary has not yet returned from
the North, nor has he sent us either a line or a telegram. He was sent there
to inquire into the dialect and the character of the people as represented in
this story. Perhaps Miss ROSE LECLERQ, who is now performing most

admirably in Liz, would kindly look in one morning and give us her opinion
on the subject. Need we say we should be only too delighted to profit by her

experience. ED.

Extract from Letter of the three Co-Authors of the New Provincial Novel

Company Limited, to the Editor. "We say! isn't it going on capitally?
Here 's your fine fresh dialect, eh ? Post the tin, sagacious Redacteur, et

croyez en nous jamais, as we say in Old Gaul. Never was such local

; colouring, eh ? Worth all the money ! And then the Curate ! that fetches

!
the Sunday readers. No harm where there 's a Curate.

" Tours ever, CO-AUTHORS."
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WHERE THERE'S A WILL THERE'S A WAY."
CANS A TAK JL GLTS3 ON ACCOUNTLiberal Scotch Farmer (giving his Workpeople a Dram).

" Awn SOBRT, MBS. McDouoil,
TOUB TBMPKRANCB PBINCIPLIS!"

Mrs. McDougal.
"
HOOT, MAN I Ya JUT POOB'T ON MA BAP,* AN* I'LL EAT IT!"

*
"J)ap," a roll.

The llev. Mr. HOAKSEH BAUCELL, the Vicar of Swiggin, looked
out of his bed-room window. Being in his simply embroidered robe

de nuit, it occurred to him that this would look like a surplice, and
so, as it were, officially arrayed ,

he might vastly improve the occasion.

"My Christian brethren," he began, extending his hands towards
the crowd outside his garden hedge, "let dogs delight to bark and
bite

"

But at this moment a lump of sloshy mud and coal-dust, thrown
with well-directed aim by KM BEEUIE, caught him full in the most

open part of his open countenance. He retired to bed with a some-
what anxious expression, and his wife shut the window.
"You don't understand these people," said his niece ANICE

SOBTIUAL, through the partition.wall that divided their sleeping
apartments.

Hi' did not. His little Curate di'l, and remained in his little

house, in his little bed, in which his little housekeeper had tightly
tucked him up.
Meanwhile the fight was furious. NEOUsinwardly regretted that he

had ever been mixed up with such unlicensed spirits. BEEBIE stood
his ground stoutly. In spite of all his science, NEGUS felt that a mull
could be made, even with the materials he had at command. BEEUIE,
accustomed to deal with huge quartz in the mine, saw, in aiming a

blow, where his pints were to tell. He was as used to coming to

blows as he was to going to tap. He had withim him Courage Entire.
But this was not enough. NEOUS was strong, and at first was very
hot ; but becoming cooler and cooler under repeated blows, he stirred

himself for one supreme effort. The result was a tremendous
crash, and BEEBIE'S head went off at a single blow, and he lay
grovelling in the dust.

It was not the first time by many that DAN BEEBIE had lost his

head. The rough colliers put it on again for him, but not as it had
been before.

"T'owd feether' s
'

ead's toorn'd," said EMMT, as she led him
home walking backwards all the way. Befoie she went, she
addressed herself to NEGUS BABCHOW in these words :

Av yo wunt onnythin' dun fur yo ar
'
t

'

onny toim, yq cum to
k., moind tha', an yo'll zee wot yo'll git fur leekin t'owd

feether."
" You do not blame me ?

" he asked her in a low voice.
"
'Appen oi dunna blaym nun fur leekin t'owd feether, yo leest

ov arl," she replied, dropping her lovely eyes far more often than
she dropped her lovely h's," and speaking with an unaccountable
tenderness in her voice.

He bent over her hand, and kissed it.
" Yo manna dqo thart," she said, simply, as, with her disengaged

hand, she gave him a reminder which rang in his ear long after the
sound of her voice had died away from it.

So they parted."
Yung Ing'neer 's ooortin th' lass," and " Tha' there NEGCT iz

sweet an EM BKEBIE," were the comments of the sharp-tongucd
Switfgin folk as they retired to rest.

Were they right Y or was it ANICE SOKTIGAL of whom NEGVS was
thinking, as he staggered away down the dark lane Y

(To be continued.)

"Othello's Occupation's Gone."

THE A'estrymen had said
" Deknda est Cremorna" and now, o'er

Mrs. SIMPSON'S property is written
"

Troja fuit." Mr. BAUSI, the
late Manager of these disestablished Gardens, sits, like MABIUS (not
of the Strand Theatre, but the ancient Roman, his ancestor) among
the ruins, wearing a suit of sables, explaining to

" Any one who asks him
The reason why he wear it,"

that he has adopted the costume of a Ore -mourner. Chelsea!
O mores .'

A TEETOTAL SONG." Drink to m only with thine ice."
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QUESTIONS FOR TRAVELLERS.
(Coming Horn?,)

IN ITALY.

E if you cannot get a very
good idea of Venice by put-
ting your head in a wasp's
nest and floating down the

Regent's Canal P The si ings
of the first will faintly sug-
gest the bites of the mos-

quitos, and the atmosphere
of the latter will feebly re-

call the glories of the Rialto.

If you visit the Italian

Picture Galleries, is it not
as well to choose a Guide
who objects to garlic

''

On the whole, does a Guide
tell you more than your
guide-book ?

Does the fact that the
Guides of Milan wear chim-

ney-pot hats and gloves
when on duty compensate
tor the drawback that they
are all so imperfectly ac-

quainted with the English
language that you cannot possibly understand them ?

Is the Lago Maggiore so very much finer than the Serpentine ?

Do not both look very much alike by moonlight especially the

Serpentine ?

Is it worth while to be jostled and jumped about in a carriage
over the Simplon for the sake of seeing a few tints and inspecting
Brieue from various altitudes ?

When you have seen the Inns at Duomo Dpssola, and have
exclaimed "How Italian!" do you notice anything else in Italy
particularly characteristic of the country P

Is it any wonder that you never iind organ-grinders in the land of

their birth ?

Is it not a proof of national amiability that Italian shop-keepers,
when detected in gross fraud, receive your imperfectly expressed
abuse with bland smiles ?

After seeing Rome and its obelisks, can you care very much about
the site of Cleopatra's Needle ?

Minus the Art Galleries, the scenery, the Palaces, the Cathedrals,
and the shops, would Italy be worth seeing ?

This granted, can't you see the Art Galleries and the other &cs.,
in any photographer's shop without leaving your native Strand P

EN ROUTE FOE LONDON.

When you are not able to stay in Paris, does not the French capital
look more inviting than ever P

Do you not hate the man in evening dress who is smoking his

cigar and looking at the theatre-bills, in the courtyard of the Grand
Hotel, as you enter your remise bound for the station ?

Is a bundle of umbrellas and sticks much improved by a couple of

alpenstocks ?

Are the three hand-bags belonging to your wife as convenient to
her as they are certainly inconvenient to you ?

Having left Paris bathed in sunshine, is it pleasant to find

Boulogne drenched in rain ?

Is it particularly delightful to be detained at a French watering-
place out of the season for three days, when you might have stayed
on in Paris had you only known the state of the weather ?

Does not your bitterness reach its climax when the man in the

only English newspaper shop you can iind in Boulogne tells you
that you may not purchase a Times in advance, hut must take your
chance with the other customers P

When you at last venture on board the boat, are you pleased to

find that sunshine and a white crested sea do not mean a calm
passage ?

And, finally, when you are utterly bored with foreign parts and
the discomforts of travel, do you not come to the conclusion that,
after all, there is no place like home ?

The Potato Norfolk-Howard.

AT the entrance to the South Kensington Museum there have
been placed four drawings of the Colorado Beetle in its different

stages, magnified. As are this vagabond's dimensions, thus depicted,
so, by some accounts, is the alarm which he has excited. But, be
that as it may, let nobody who captures him give him any more
quarter than Bashi-Bazouks and Cossacks give one another.

A BARD TOR BUCKMASTEU.
POETICAL MR. PUNCH,

As the late Mit. WUIGHT, performing Muster drinnitlje, in

Green Hushes, said
"
Things isn't as they used to was." Among

those things may be specially mentioned potatoes. They are not
the things they wore in the pre-potato-blight period. Where are
the red-nosed kidneys of our youth P Echo answers, "youth!

1

Nevertheless, the first time for ages, I have just eaten some really
very good potatoes, and feel impelled by gratitude to record the
fact. Others of the same sample had proved indifferent. But
those others had been " steamed." The rebt were cooked after the
manner prescribed in a lecture delivered by MB. BUCKMASTKB.
For the benefit of the many, I have ventured to versify that truly
great Teacher's recipe for

PLAIN BOILED POTATOES.
" How d' ye like your 'taters done ?

"

Howe'er done, of course done well.

Learn then, how to do, my son,
J'o/nmcs lie terre au nutn-rcl.

Choose your tubers, with good heed,
Of a size and of a sort

;

Different sixes difference need,
In the boiling, long or short.

Scrub them clean, but peel them not ;

Let not knife go nigh their skin ;

Paok them, ready for the pot,

Tight as possible therein.

In a quart of water throw
A teaspoonful of salt, and pour

On your tubers, till they show,
Just each eye the water o'er.

Bring them to a boil ; so brought,
For a simmer set them by.

When you think them soft, your thought
With a probing skewer try.

If you find them tender, boil
A moment, and then strain the lot ;

Cover with a cloth awhile,
Then to table send them hot.

The foregoing poem, if not exactly worth a laurel crown, may
perhaps be allowed to deserve a wreath of garden-stuff intertwisted
with cabbage-leaves, carrots, and specimens of Irish wall-fruit. In
relation to the latter, permit me to subscribe myself

Your most obedient and humble Servant to command,
PlIILO-MuiiPIIV.

A TALE OF TITLES.

(A Dream of the Athemeum Advertisement Columns.)

Br the Elbe,
One Golden Summer,
It Might Have Been
Two Years Ago,
Cripps the Carrier,
A Woman-Hater,
Wooed and Won
Madcap Violet,
His Second Wife,
Against Her Will.
Did She Love Him ?

As Long as She Lived,

Held in Bondage,
She Trod the Thorny Path,
South by East,
A Year in South Africa,
Five Years in Bulgaria ;

Through France and Bel-

gium,
With Harp and Crown,
Storm-Driven,
Crying for Revenge.
What He Cost Her !

What She Came Through !

Books "in Buckram Suits."
SHAKSPEARE.

Ax the Conference of Librarians a paper was read " On Buckram
as a Binding Material." We will make the able writer a present of

an appropriate name for the style of binding which he advocates

let it be called the
"
Falstaff

"
binding.

WILLS'S NEW HISTORY.

Drury Lane Notes. England in the D/ize, &c., has yielded to

Amy Robsart. Mr. CHATTEKTON having already said something to

the effect that SHAKSPEARE spells Ruin, and BYEON Bankruptcy,
now adds that WILLS spells Won'ts.
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GOOD NEWS OF NEDDY.
B. PUNCH YEU HOXXKB,
THE Times is gone by, ?er,
wen a Coav cood Injoy tie

intelectial Entertanemeat
in a lundun Subbub of be-

oldinaMoak bein ballenced

on the topp of a Lader
restin on is Oner's chin.

No longer is eerd the
wunce i'ermillier woice of

Jo MUGGINS a cryin
"
Tup-

pence moar and hup goats

the Donky !
" Then there

wasn't no Crulety
to Hani-

mles in them days. Ar,
we shan't never see siteh

Times again !

Howsomdeverifr. Punch
i ham appy to Tel yer
donkeys is nz, tho differn't

from wot they used to be on
Jo MUGGINS on bis Laddar.
No doubt but wot you can

phanoy the Felins of my
buzzum wen at our littery
and sientillic Instootion

Mount Plezzant paradise
Hoe i redd the Passidge i

Now coppy from the times

"IIiciH-piiiCED DONKEYS. The price of male donkey* in Poitou ranges
from 200 to 400. The one belonging to Mr. SUNDEELAND, Coombe,

Croydon, first prize at the Dairy Show, cost 300."

When I redd this ear my Art as it wear lep up and which you '11

Reddily cunsieve wen i Menshun i 'm the Appy properiorator of a

donky i'll bak at enny donky-sho agin are anuther i Nose. In the

wurcU of a wunce poplar Song witch U ser in coarse are famillier i

Mite ullmost say as
"

i keeps a reglar tare and flare up
Moak wot cost eleven bob."

onely Mine cost a litel moar than that rayther modderat Summ but
nott so verry mutch neither. And now to find myself Blest with

sitch a treasur as a Hass wot praps may be wuth from 300 to 400.

my ownly dout is wot to do with im, e bein a jackhass i shood tell

yer Ser, and wether ide Beter try and sel im or putchus a help meet
for im and go in for donky-bredin, in coarse that depends on ow mutch
tood cost Me to by Eddard a Angyleener. Meanwues i ve the Satis-
faction to no i ve got a Ass of the Clarse A wun.

Ser, there's a nobel Lord, witch e goes About doin good and is

Delite is to permoat the appiness of is feller creters. Ser, i ope and
trust that ore Nobelman Is at this momint injoyin the same appy
feelins as i Do consarnin is Donky. U, ser, recolex ow me and
others of our umbel but Useful Cailin not long agoe presented a

testymonial in the Shape of a Moddle Donky to the Herl of 6H4FTS-
BEBRY. It wosen't the Valley of the gift at the time but so mutch
as that 's Increesed it "s bound to make is Lordshipp walley that

wallyable hanimle All the Moar. Ser i ope lord SHAFTERSBERRY'S

donky is stil alive and kickin i was goin to Say, but Won't for

Hobvious liaisons.

Ser, a Ass that '11 fetch 300 or moar ain't one of them Asses yer
Nose so menny of yer 'd like to By at yure Pri/e and Sel at their

home. Donkeys wot costs all that munny may old up their Eds
along with wot's inwidyns called that Noble hanimle the Oss, and
no more hojus caparisons. In coarse donkys will soon be road in

Rotting Ro, donky races won't be no more the wulgar things they
used to be thort, and in a yere or so there '11 be donky derbys and
numarkets and goodoods. Mr. Punch, ser, i 'm sure that most of

your uther Correspondents must feel theirselves particklarly flaterd

to find Donkys a lookin up so, besides your obegiant umbel survent,
WlLHAM CoBSTEB.

P.S. Ser, did yer hever see a Donkey with a nosebag on ? We
shal soon.

French Polish.

ELECTION, we all know, is a synonym for "choice
;

" but the French

language at election-time is anything but choice, as witness the
foul words which have been lately flung about by the Press of Paris.

What a nosegay of the strongest, if not sweetest flowers of speech
might be gathered in the columns of Le Pays ! Among the politest
nation in the world, what a pattern of politeness is M. PADL DK
CASSAGNAC ! Certainly ;

whether meant to stir the people to revolt
or not, it cannot be denied that his language is revolting.

LIBERTY AND HER LOVERS.

FRS.VCIIXA.V (ardently). I love thee I

Libert;/ (<%). Neither wisely nor too well,

I fear.

Frenchman. Doubt from thy lips is doubly barbed !

Have I not proved my passion '(

Liberty. It may be;
But never yet thy faith. With thee I feel

As Marguerite o'er her blossom ; leaf by leaf

I pluck :

" Ho loves me nay, he loves me not."

But perfect love is perfect trust, and thou
Wouldst clasp, but canst not confidently cling,

Wouldst wop my smile, but darest not bravely share

Its benediction with the brotherhood
Of all who gaze upon the common sun.

Freedom is no man's mistress, but a Queen
Whom all true knightly hearts may purely serve

In self-forgetting love and loyalty.
Frenchman. But, Queen, they would betray thee ; they malign,

And have misjudged thee !

Liberty. "Tis the general cry
Of every clamorous claimant for the right
To my most private and exclusive favours.

Frenchman. To slay the fale Duessa is true service

To the right Sovereign.
Liberty. If each man's view,

Partial and purblind, of my changeless person,
Be a Duessa to all gazers else ;

If each hot champion of his own desire

Projected in my image, fiercely tilt

Against all rival semblances, 'twill be
A spectral tourney, where the lists' true Queen
Sits lone as ABTHUB at his Table Round,
When all his fellowship of Knights had gone
To follow wandering fires.

Frenchman (hotly). The traitors !

Liberty (calmly). Ay !

But blindly so. And thou ?

Frenchman. I 'd not betray thee

To buy NAPOLEON'S glory.

Liberty. Then have faith ;

And fear not for thy neighbour or thy foe

The dower thou desirest ; for my gifts
Are general largesse, not a straitened shower
For any private Goshen. Where they fall

They purify as surely as enrich.

I am my own best safeguard ; churlish stint,

Or fearful and suspiciousportioning,
Foils the fruition lull of Freedom's seed,
Whose husbandry is no man's private charge,
But the prerogative of Faith and Time.

TRIAL BY JURY; OR, HOW IT'S DONE!

THE Jury then retired to consider their verdict.******
Foreman. Well, Gentlemen ,

what shall it be ? For the Defendant
or the Plaintiff ? I say for the Plaintiff-damages 1000.

Number Two. Nonsense ! you mean the Defendant. lie was in

the right, and nothing shall make me give in if I stay here all night.
Number Three. Don't say that. Because I have a dinner-party

at seven !

Number Four. And I promised my wife to be back by six.

Number Fire. I say ditto to Mr. Foreman. Only make it a
farthing damages. Nothing shall move me from that f

Number Six. Which was the Plaintiff ?

Number Seven. Why, the one who refused to pay the bill, don't

you know.
Number Eight. Lor' bless me, I thought he was the Defendant I

Number Nine. Come, Gentlemen, it 's getting late. Make up

your minds. / don't care which you give it for ; in fact I thought
both sides in the"wrong.
Number Ten. Did you ? I thought both sides in the right.
Number Eleren. It 's no use talking. I tell yonjl mean to stick

to the Defendant.
Number Twelve. And I to the Plaintiff. Damages 1000. Not

a penny less, mind you, not a penny less !

Foreman. I see, Gentlemen, we must decide it in tho usual way.
I will toss the shilling, if you will be good enough to cry Heads or

Tails.

The Jury returned after a few minutes' absence.
Plaintiff damages forty shillings.

Verdict for the

VOL. LXXIil.
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"FAMILIARITY BREEDS CONTEMPT."
Keeper (who wants to tlrive the Pheasants to the Squire's corner).

" HOOO-O-O-SH I HIKE, BILL, COMB HEBE!
MI I TdEY KNOW ME TOO WEIL I"

THRY 'ON'T OBT UP FOB

REASONS FOR GOING TO BRIGHTON.
(By the Cynic who stays in London.)

BECAUSE "
everybody

"
is there, and it is consequently so pleasant

to see St. John's Wood, Bayswater, and even Belgravia, so well repre-
sented on the Esplanade.
Because the shops in the King's lioad are nearly as good as those

to be found in Regent Street.

Because the sea does not always look like the Thames at Green-
wich in a fog.

Because some of the perambulating Bands play very nearly in

tune.
Because the Drive from the Aquarium to the New Pier is quite a

mile in length, and only grows monotonous after the tenth turn.
Because watching fish confined in tanks is such rollicking fun.
Because the Hebrews are so numerously represented on the Green.
Because the Clubs are so inexpensive and select.

Because the management of the Grand is so yery admirable.
Because it is so pleasant to follow the Harriers on a hired hack in

company with other hired hacks.
Because the half-deserted Skating Rinks are so very amusing.
Because it is so nice to hear second-rate scandal about third-rate

people.
Because the place is not always being visited by the scarlet fever.

Because it is so cheerful to see the poor invalids taking their

morning airing in their bath-chairs.
Because the streets are paraded by so many smart young gentle-

men from the City.
Because the Brighton belles look so ladylike in their quiet Ulsters

and unpretending hats.
Because the suburbs are so very cheerful in the winter, particu-

larly when it snows or rains.

Because on every holiday the Railway Company brings down
such a very nice assortment of excursionists to fill the streets.

Because Brighton in November is so very like Margate in July.
Because, if you did not visit Brighton, you might so very easily go

farther and fare worse.

PICKINGS FROM PAPERS.
CONJECTURE may possibly supply omissions which render the

following extract from the Market ITarborough Advertiser's report
of a "

School Treat "
at Great Bowden slightly obscure :

"Preceded by their respective banners, the girls and boys marched in

procession through the village, kindly lent, as usual, by JOHN CIIATBB, Esq.,

containing upward* of fifty infant*."

The infants were contained not, of course, in a village lent by
Mr. (,'n ATFII, but probably in a van, which followed the procession
of boys and girls.
The Sporting and Dramatic News must have puzzled most of its

readers, by stating GALE the pedestrian to have "
erroneously been

described as of Cardiff by the uninitiated," he, GALE,
"
having been

born in Clerkenwell, and at present a native of Penarth." Perhaps
Mr. GALE is at present a citizen of Penarth, which circumstance
would not be incompatible with the fact that he was a native of

Clerkenwell.

Strikers and Maulers.

THK.KK have been reports of want of skill on the part of the

foreign stonemasons engaged by Mr. BULL for the New Law Court*.

These reports are contradicted ; and it is now declared that the

Germans, in particular, are excellent hands at
"
mauling." Let us

hope they may not be compelled to put their skill in this respect to

the test by.any active attacks on the part of their British brethren
on strike.

Bedding Out.

MB. PUNCH offers a humble suggestion to the authorities who are

about to beautify the Bayswater side of Hyde Park. If beds of

flowers are to be made up, will the bed-makers be good enough to

allow them to look somewhat like old-fashioned parterres, whereas
those on the Park Lane ride resemble nothing so much as lobster

salads and open tarts.
"
Hear, Nature, hear our prayer ! Dear goddess, hear !

"
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A VERY PARTICULAR

H
T c

MAMMA.
ERE is an opening, from a recent

number of the Guardian, for a

lady really fond of children, and
with a temper above proof.

LADIES fond of Child-

ren, and desiring a Home.
A Lady has attended to her

first child (eighteen months)
entirely herself ; perambulating
him, doing everything (with-
out exception) for him herself.

She is unwilling to risk his

health, temper, pronunciation,

by entrusting him, even for a

minute, to servants. He is

consequently healthy and fine

tampered. She is anxious to

do the same for her second
infant. She steks the assist-

ance of a Lady, in the con-

scientious and patient discharge
of these two duties. She is

visiting the most beautiful and
healthful places in the United

Kingdom choosing where to

settle. Indispensables good
health (out of doors whenever

weather permits) patience, cheerful disposition, real Christianity, the training
and education of a lady, the purest (University) pronunciation, the refined

pronunciation of the 'best society. Total abstainer preferred. Address,

stating age, antecedents, educational acquirements, remuneration, &c.

Only fancy, Mamma and her Lady-help at loggerheads over this

most precious of babbies I

OUR REPRESENTATIVE MAN.
A Peep into Paris Something of Importance Bads, to England

Theatres Off again.
SIR,

THE situation in France is fin blanci.e. Grave.
Me void! Here I am on the spot, and red 's your player in hand,

as I said to the Marshal t'other night at billiards. Don't be afraid.

I am as calm as VICTOR HUGO on the night of
" The Crime."

There is nothing like being Victor Hugo-ish. It always tells. The
other morning the sweeps came early to my house in the line de
Double Gras aux petits pois. A tremendous row. Servants terrified.

At one bound I leapt from the bed, and put on ma role de chambre.

My wife, who has not yet mistress'd the French language,
exclaimed," Ou goez-vous ?

"
" Hu go est moi !

" I returned, with one of my readiest and
choicest jeux de mots, all fresh, home made, and warranted to keep
dry in any climate.
Then she pulled herself together." due vas tu faire, mon ami ?

" she cried.
" Mon devoir."
Elle m'embrassa, et ne me dit que ce seul mot :

"Fais!"
Then she added, sotto voce,

" Et ne me botherez pas." After
which she sidled off into a sweet slumber.
Then I descended to the front door. The concierge was shivering

in his bed, crying, alternately,
" Vive le Marecnal !

" " Vive la

Republique !
" and "Vive la Compagnie !

"

I opened the porte (it requires no corkscrew to open the porte in

France), and admitted the Sweeps. Us me saluerent.
I do not assign any deep political signification to this incident.

But it merely shows that, at all events, / am ready.
With two Countesses and a Duchess I went to see Bebe the other

night. We all recognised the outrageous improbability of the inge-
nious farce, and were immensely amused.

"A propos of such a piece as Bebc, I was struck by the absence of
all ingenuity exhibited by the English playwrite (Vide my new
Dictionary :

"
Wheelwright, wrighter of wheels. Playwrite, writer

of plays ") in his adaptation to the English stage of Les Dominos
Roses. In Paris, there is just that soup$on of possibility about it

claimed by PufffoT his plot which dealt with "things so strange
that, though they never did, they might happen." (Anent all this,
study Puff in Act I.) But in London, with its vulgar Cremorne
(what would the Adapter do now that this elegant resort of the

'Arry-stocracy is abolished '(} and its totally different life, there
is not the slightest soiipcon of possibility, and certainly not of pro-
bability, about the whole affair. And this is just why the Pink
Dominos, being utterly extravagant, can have no more moral
or immoral tendency than have the knaveries, the cruelties, and

the gross indecencies (if seriously considered) of the Clown and
Pantaloon at Christmas time. Clown robs shopkeepers, knocks oil

tall people's heads, makes violent love to all the ladies in the street,

going so far as in some instances to rob them of much of their attire,
and then he defies and contemns the Law, by causing the policeman
to come down heavily on the butter-slide. O tempora, O mores !

Cakes and Ale ! The Licenser was no more to blame for passing
the Pink Dominos than he is for permitting half-a-hundred Panto-
mimes. And what is the meaning of the office of Licenser, if there
is to be no Licence ?

At the request of the Marshal I went to see La Cigale, and was
able to report most favourably of Mdlle. CHACJIONT'S acting, for

whom the piece was written. We are to have The Grasshopper at

the Gaiety, with Miss NELLIE FARBEN in what is professionally
termed "

the title rule." Apropos of the Gaiety, I left my house
in the Hue de Double (Iras aux petits pois on purpose to come and
see Miss NELLIE FABHEN as Faust, and Mr. TERKY as Mephis-
tophiles, in their marvellously funny imitation of the great /axel
feat. It is capital ; but I think that there might be more dialogue
between Miss FARREN.E in the cannon and the Mr. FARRINI out of it.

Perhaps this might have overloaded the great gun trick. The choice
of the subject was an excellent one, were it only for the sake of Miss
KATE VAUGHAN in Marguerite. Mr. ROYCE is very funny in Valen-

tine, and HERR LUTZ'S arrangement of the music is thoroughly well
done. There is a both grotesque and graceful quartette dance of

the principal characters, and a duett dance, where Miss AMALIA as

Martha (why wasn't iithe
" Martha" i. e., ARTHUR SKETCHLKY'S

Mrs. Brown ?) executes some very pretty steps. The biggest fun
of the piece is in the Zazel imitation, and the serenade under the

window, the former being quite enough of itself to make a bur-

lesque. Good notion getting Mr. SOUTAR to play the Old Faust
at the commencement. And, by the way, the first scene is, properly
speaking, the only really burlesque one in the extravaganza, which
is rather a comic version of a story in which Faust, Marguerite, and

Mephisto are leading characters, than a burlesque of either poem or

play (such, for example, as was Mr. BYRON'S Lady of Lyons, the
best of all burlesques) ;

and this is what is intended, I suppose,
by its being described in the bills as

" The Gaiety not the Goethe
Version." The Last Scene, "The Market-place at Seidlitzberg," is

one of the prettiest that has been seen at the Gaiety.
I shall have to run round and see Mr. HONEY, as Engaged by Mr.

GILBERT at the Haymarket, and La Marjolaine at the Royalty.
Amy Robsart has re-appeared at Drury Lane, and Mr. WILLS is

going to have a piece produced at the Duke's Theatre. It is called

Camomile, or Camille, I forget which ; but we shall soon know.
Ere this appears, the International Theatre, under ALEXANDER (the

Great) HENDERSON, will have opened with a piece from the French,
called Russia. Several novel experiments are advertised by the
new lessee of the late Queen's, in order to make his theatre popular.
A promenade and cheap tariff, and also that, though the lowest

price is only sixpence, you need not go in unless you like. This is

a great boon to the public, and the Manager is to be congratulated
on his tact. Why doesn't he start a Circus, and produce Mr. WILLS
on Pegasus, by kind permission of Mr. CHATTERTON ?

The Opera Comique is to re-open with an "
Eccentric Absurdity,"

libretto by Mr. GILBERT, music by Dr. SULIIVAN, unless, in order
to keep up the idea of eccentricity and absurdity, they have arranged
that the libretto should be by Dr. SULLIVAN, and music by Mr.
GILBERT.
And now I must return to the Rue de Double Gras, to meet the

Conseils Generaux, and to vote nineteen times in as many arron-
disements.

" Please to remember
The Fifth of November."

" The 'Ides have come," as the Tanner said. Ay, Marshal, but
not gone. Under which King, Parisian ? speak or die ! I am off

again from Victoria or Holborn Viaduct.

Whenever the sea I'm obliged to cross over,
I go by the London, Chatham, and Dover.

Preferring as little of the Channel as I can possibly have for my
money ; and then the buffet at Calais is most refreshing to such a

weary but cheery traveller as is YOTJR REPRESENTATIVE.

Notices of Removal
(That u'e shouldn't mind).

THE Bow Street Police-Court to the top of Helvellyn ;

The Duke of YORK'S Column to the bottom of the Bay of Biscay ;

The London Statues, generally, to Tierra del Fuego ;

The Charing Cross Station to the Goodwin Sands ;

The Wellington Arch at Hyde Park Corner, to the centre of South
Africa ;

The Blackfriars Obelisk down the crater of Vesuvius ;
and

The Roof of the Albert Hall right over the top of the North Pole.
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EXTREMES MEET.
SCENE

iooirr Inn, on a dirty day,
in an out-of-the-way spot,
seven mites from any-
where.

INTF.BIOCUTOBS Our old

friend "ABUT, anda Swell.

Both weatherbound, and

compulsory companion!
pro tern.

'Arry (aside, after an

appalling spell of silence).

Oh, blow this! Silent

System'sajoketoit. Must
(peak, and chance it. ( To

Swell.) Mis'able day, ain't it ?

Swell. Ya-a-a-s!

[Glares stonily.

'Arry (unabashed.) Wretched
'olo this Hinn, eh? 'Owever,

any port or port- oh in a

storm, yer know. Ha! ha! ha!

Twig ?

Swell. No-o-o! (Aside. In-

sufferable cad !)

'Arry (asi/lc). Stuck up as a
cat's-meat skewer with a cocked
'at on! At 'im agin. (To Swell.)

'Ave a weed 'i (Offers cigar-case.) Ain't arf bad, I.can tell yer.
Swell. Tha-a-iiks, no. Wather not. (Aside. Hang his im-

pudence !) (After prolonged silence.) Confound it, this is awfully
slow ! Cad 's chatter's better than dead silence. [ Yawns.

'Arry (aside). Oh, I say, I carn't stand this bloomin' wet-blanket

anyhow. I'll 'ave another shy, and chance it. (To Swell.) Beastly

business, this "War, eh ?

Swell (with mitigated languor). Ya-a-s ! Vewy.
'Arry. 'Ope them Rooshuns '11 git jolly well licked ! !

Swell (with inadvertent warmth). By Jove, Sir, so do I. Infernal

lot of enub-nosed wuffians ! Bound to be in the wong with those

noses. Fellow without a pwoflle always a bwute.

'Arry (uneasily conscious of his own uptilted organ). Well, I

don't know so much about that. Any 'ow, they 're a seedy lot, and
no mistake. And as for the Hatrocity business

Swell (eagerly). Wot ! All infernal wot ! I 'm sick of the senti-

mental wow that GLADSTONE and his gang have kicked up over a few
wetched ^rebellious wose-gwoers !

'Arry. Well, I 'm not nuts on Snivel myself ;
and as for GLAD-

STONE, yah ! 'E 's played out, I can tell yer. Music-'alla turned 'im

hup long ago. You should 'ear the " Immense Cad " reckon 'im

hup in his last new patriotic song about the " Tallow-nosed Sear
and the tight little Turkey." It 's proper, I tell yer. If the Wood-
chopper could 'ear the 'owls every time the

" Immense "
gits 'is

knife in' 'im, Lor' ! he 'd cut hisself down sharp, and no chips ! And
then the Telegraft .' Don't it jest wire into the

"
People's BlLLr "

as wos a 'ot un. that 's all !

Swell. A-h-h I Don't read the D. T. myself, and don't go to

Music Halls. But the P. M. G. polishes him off prettily ; and the
Clubs are against him to a man.
'Arry. Ah ! when the Clubs and the 'Alls pulls together, it

rayther nobbles the Sentimentals, eh ?

Swell (scarcely relishing the concatenation). Ya-a-s !

'Arry. Sentiment! Wot 's sentiment got to do with it? About as

much as princerple. Princerple may be a good dog, but Cop'em 'a a
better. British Hinterests, and blowFurriners! " that 's my motter.

Swell. Ya-a-s. Sentiment 's a nuisance. Gush wuled while
GLADSTONE was in. Awful haw and beastly bad form. Society,
thanks to the Conservative weaction, has now got the upper hand
again, and Society is down on gush like a hammer. Gushers natu-

rally don't like it, and waise a wow.
'Arry. Yah ! But they ain't in it now, old man, are they ?

Number One and no Gammon ! That 's the tip, eh ''

Swell. Ya-a-s, that 's pwactical politics, certainly ; though, per-
haps, it wouldn't go down at St. James's Hall.

'Arry. St. James's 'All be jiggered, /wasn't there. Catch me !

Bloomin' lot of 'owlers ought to be shut up sharp, and no mistake.

Proper fellows those Turks, ain't they ? Chaps as can fight like that
can t be a bad sort after all. If they did let the Bulgarians 'ave it

rayther 'ot, I dessay they deserved it, and the Rooshians was at the
bottom of it, I '11 lay a pot. They 're a bad lot if yer like, want to

sneak Constantinople and India ; that 's their lay, not 'elpin' the
Christians. What do they care for the Christians more 'n you or
me ? Walker ! 'Ow fur 's Constantinople from India ?

Swell. Haw ! Can't ay. Never could make out Maps, don't jou

'Arry. Don't cotton to 'em myself. Anyhow, I'm for "the
innercent and peaceable Ottermans." D. T. that and 'cre's to 'era.

[Drinks.
Swell. Ya-a-s. Xo end of bwicks. Gentlemanly fellows too. Got

pwofiles, don't you know. That accounts for it.

'.trry. Ah, 'obby of your 's that, I see. 'Ow about old Wood-
chopper, eh ? Got a beak, and no error, big again as yours or mine.

(Aside.) One for his Nob, that !

Swell (recollecting, and chilling sensibly). Ya-a-as, dare say.
I Yauins with elegant indifference, and takes tip paper.

'Arry. Well, the wet 's 'oldin' hup, so I '11 be trottin'. Ta-ta I

Swell. Haw ! Good day to you !

'Arry (aside). Stuck-up party, but 'e's got proper notions emiiF,

when you get at 'em. Didn't know the swells was so wide-awake.
Swell (aside). Cad, but cute, wather. Demagogues won't make a

woawing Wadicil of kirn in a hurry. Wong stuff altogether.

Low slang not so bad as sentiment, after all. One wants polish,

t'other 's too soft to take it. Does one good to see even such a cad

sound at bottom. [Exeunt severally.

TOUCHING UP THE LAKE DISTRICT.

DEAR MR. Pcnrcn,
THOUGH you will possibly not discover from my language

that I am a Citizen of the United States of America, such is the fact.

I commence my letter by telling you this, to prevent all miscon-

ception. In spite of my nationality I am fond of the old country.
Alter the grandeur of the American Continent, the smallness of your
island is refreshing. The object of my letter is as follows.

"

In per-

using one of'yonr Contemporaries this morning, I came across the

enclosed paragraph :

" THE ENGLISH LAKES. At a meeting of hotel proprietors, held at the

Queen's Hotel, Ambleside, it has been unanimously resolved
_ta

take the

necessary steps to form an Association for the Lake District simrnr in cha-

racter to that of the Black Forest in Germany, and in operation at many of

our coast watering-places. The Association, among other useful work, will

undertake the erection of guide-posts over the le? frequented mountain-

passes, and of finger-posts where needed, repair the footpaths and improve the

approaches to the various waterfalls, investigate all causes of complaint,

improve the district as much as practicable, and
generally promote the com-

fort and convenience of visitors during their stay, as well as bring the claims

of the lake country, as a summer resort, more favourably before the public.
The Association ii intended to embrace the whole district, including Amble-

side, Bowness, Coniston, Grasmere, Keswick, Patterdalc. ^yinde^nlpr
Resolutions were passed for holding public meetings at Ambleside and Keswick,
the two chief centres of the district, so as to secure the co-operation of all

persons interested in the tourist system of the district."

Now when the Natives are about improving the English Lakes (for

which at least there is room, if there ain't for most things), I would

suggest that they had better make a complete job of it, instead of the
one-horse scheme at present in contemplation. In this connection, I

would suggest that they should advertise in the principal journals

1. To Oilmen and others. For tenders for French polishing the

Lake District. The district to be divided into lots of fifteen square
miles or over, to suit convenience of contractors.

2. To Painters, Gilders, $c. For tenders for gilding the Pillar

Rock, white-washing, cleaning, and scraping Helvellyn, and gene-
rally for fixing up and putting in complete ornamental repair the

other principal mountains. Also estimates for freshening up such
of the rocks as are beginning to look weather-beaten.

3. To Upholsterers and others. For tenders for stuffing, cover-

ing, and re-seating WOEDSWOHTH'S Seat ; also for putting a new tail

on to the Eagle Rock.
4. To Dairymen and Milksellers. for tenders for supplying sweet

milk and cream daily to the beck in Sour Milk Ghyll. The beck
to be placed under the supervision of the public analyst, and full

penalties to be enforced if water is detected in the milk.

5. To Quarrymen, Masons, and others. For tenders for the

erection of neat cut-stone boulders, at regular intervals, round the

edge of Thirlmere.

I also think that when the Association are about it they had
better get estimates lor a few dozen miles of lead-piping, so as

to lay on a fuller water-supply to some of the waterfalls, and also

gas on the chief mountain-passes. This would save many disappoint-
ments arising from the fickleness of your climate.

Yours respectfully, JAS. D. Bfiowx.

A BEALLY MAGNIFICENT METEOB.

THE Rev. H. ALDIIAM writes to the papers describing a magnificent
meteor which " rushed perpendicularly into the air like a huge fiery

poker." Raining pitchforks we may have heard of, but we never

sawpokers rush perpendicularly into the air, except in a Panto m ime
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RENOVARE DOLOREM !

THE BLENKIOTOPS CAME BACK YESTERDAY FROM THE CONTINENT. THE BOYS HAVK GONE BACK TO SCHOOL AND COLLEGE, THE
GIRLS ARE WITH THS GOVERNESS. MR. B. AT LAST is HAPPY. HB HAS JITST PARTAKEN OF HIS FAVOURITE BREAKFAST (TEA,
CRUMPETS, And A BROILED RASHER OF BACON, WHICH CANNOT BE GOT ABROAD), AND is ABOUT TO LIGHT A REAL CIGAR, BEFORE
PLUNGING INTO HIS TlUES, FROM WHICH HE HAS BEEN PARTED FOR TWO MONTHS. To HIM, SUDDENLY, Mr.'. B., WHO, AS USUAL
AT THIS HOUR WHEN AT HOME, 13 DEEP IS THE SUPPLEMENT OF THAT JOURNAL :

" PAPA DEAR WHAT DO YOU SAT TO BIARRITZ FOR NEXT YEAR ? JUST LISTEN TO THIS ADVERTISEMENT OF A HOUSE
THERE ?...."

IN THE MUD.
"

,7' T suis, j'y reste." Indeed, man Marechal,
Your locus standi few will think of grudging.

'Twere hard indeed did Honour's urgent call
Fix you in quicksands and forbid your budging.

But Honour often seems to bend her face
In the direction of our private leaning.

Are you quite sure that, in the present case,
You have not, let us say, misread her meaning ?

"
J'y suis,fy reste." The phrase ironic sounds
When the pround phraser in a mudbank founders.

A rushing flood his dwindling stand surrounds,
And in the mire poor Honour slips and flounders.

Unsavoury mire, my Marshal ! Were your scnt
Fastidious as your flourishes declare it,

With such surroundings you were scarce content ;

And Honour, could her dainty nostrils bear it ?

"
J'y suis, j'y reste." CAESAR'S Thrasonic style
Scarce suits a soldier-servant of the nation :

Plotters and priests on lurk for loot may smile,A grin half mockery, half jubilation,
But to what issue, Marshal ? Bonds and blood
Again for France, the old curst spell upon her ?

Or you and Honour floundering in the mud ?
A nice alternative for you and " Honour !

"

ALARMING FAILURE OF THE PRATIE CROP. Mr. GLADSTONE de-
clines to make speeches in Ireland.

PLAYED OUT!

THE SHAH OF PERSIA proposes paying England a second visit
next year. Mr. Punch begs to state that the following programme
will be observed on the occasion :

On his arrival the SHAH will not be received by the British Fleet.
When he arrives in London, Her MAJESTY may, let us hope, for

a wonder, be housed in Buckingham Palace.
The SHAH will, consequently, not be able to use the royal apart-

ments as saloons for the exhibition of the noble art of self-defence,
and to surround himself in the Palace of Her MAJESTY with acrobats,
and comic singers.
He will not be taken in state to Covent Garden Opera, surrounded

by an escort of Life Guards.
He will not be invited to review the British Army at Windsor

Park.
He will not be encouraged to

"
promote

" a Company, with a
capital consisting of that very unknown quantity the vast mineral
and other resources of Persia.
He will not be cheered by the multitude as the peer of the

Emperors of Germany, Russia, and Austria.
He will not furnish the subject of numberless articles in the daily

press, nor will he be recognised as the successor to the prestige of
ALEXANDER THE GREAT.
He will not receive the homage of the LOHD MAYOR and the free-

dom of the City in a gold box.
In fact, he will not be feted as a powerful Sovereign, but will be

permitted to maintain his well-merited incognito, as a small and very
much out-at-elbows Eastern despot of highly disreputable character.

GREAT FEAT IN TABLE-TURNING. By the Russians in Armenia.
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STUCK IN THE MUD.
M. LE MABECHAL (fog.).

" J'T 8UIS !-J'Y RESTE !
"

(?)
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PLAIN TO DEMONSTRATION.
Customer (nervously). "An! TIIKT MUST BE \f.n.i IUK^OMK AT FIRST.'

Dentist (exultantly).
" NOT

rouslij catching his entire set. )

A BIT OF IT, SIR I LOOK HFn, Sia !

"
(Dexte

HKRB 'a uir UrpF.ai", AND HIRE 'a MT U.snEiia I

'

"THE HISTORY OF A CRIME."

(An Extract by anticipation, from the Record of the next English Revolution.)

I ENTEBED the omnibus with my friend. The omnibus then carried two
men. Before it had contained only passengers. There is a great difference

between a man and a passenger. History has proved it.

The omnibus started. It was going from lirompton to the
City.

It was going
farther. It was going to the scene of a great drama. I was the hero of that
drama. I, a man, an inside passenger one of twelve inside passengers. Why
did I take more room than these others ? Why ? Because I had a mission
and a large umbrella. The man in the conductor's clothes did not ask me to

pay for this umbrella, although it occupied an extra place. Why not ? Was it

because there was something in my eye warning him not to be impertinent ?

Should I have paid ? Certainly not. I should not have paid. The large um-
brella (like myself)

had a mission. That mission was to fight, to conquer, to
secure victory !

Victory,
which is another word for Freedom.

The omnibus arrived at Charing Cross. There we found a regiment com-
manded by a General. By a General! No, by a man wearing the uniform
of a General !

1 let down the window (much to the alarm of the other
"
insides") and called

to this man. The man approached, and asked me what I wanted." You are a traitor, for you serve traitors !
"

I cried, with my head through
the window. Had the opening been large enough, I would have threatened
him with the umbrella also. But the opening was small, and so I could not do
anything more aggressive than shake my fist. I shook my fist in the face of
the man in the General's uniform.
"You are a villain, a scoundrel, a 'rough,' an atheist, a cad! " I cried in

my loudest tones. The trembling
"
insides "

begged me to desist. But I pointed
out that the man in the General's uniform said nothing, and there was therefore
no cause for fear. When I had told them this they grew calmer." Look at this fellow !

"
I screamed (always through the omnibus window),

pointing at the man in the General's uniform, and addressing his regiment.11
l)o not obey him he is a traitor, a villain ! It is a good thing to shool

down traitors and villains. It is sometimes lucrative too. Men in Generals'
uniforms have frequently well-filled purses."

The conductor of the omnibus having now completed
;he number of passengers, wished to move on. I for-

aade him, and continued to hurl maledictions at the man
in the General's uniform. When I had screamed (always
through the omnibus window) for about half an hour, I

was roughly seized by a Creature dressed in Blue.
"Leave me!" I shouted, and attempted to defend

myself." Nonsense !
"

said the Creature in Blue.
" We have

had enough of this. You mutt come along with me."
At this the other "insides" in the omnibus cheered.

Was I not right to refuse them the title of men f They
cheered, and urged the Creature in Blue to remove ine

speedily. He seized me I

" On what charge do you dare to arrest me ?
"

The Creature in Blue merely laughed and dragged me
out of the omnibus. The other

"
insides

"
(miserable* !)

cheered again, declaring that I was a "bore," a "nui-
sance," I know not what !

"Do you know who I am?" I cried, shaking my
umbrella.
"

I don't know," returned the Creature in Blue,
" and

[ don't want to know. But I will teach you to intuit a

gentleman when he is only performing bis duty."" Do you allude to that thing in tinsel '(
"

I cried,

pointing to the man in the General's uniform.
" Of course I do," returned the Creature in Bine.
"
Why, I was only denouncing him," I replied, in an

explanatory tone, because I recognised Force. The Crea-
ture in.Blue had got me by the scruff of the neck. The
Creature in Blue was consequently Force, and as Force I

recognised and respected him." You were using language calculated to cause a breach
of the peace," said the Creature in Blue, "and that is

punishaole."" And what are you going to do with me ?
"

" To lock you up."
And locked up I should have been had I not been

siyed by Diplomacy. Diplomacy has many shapes. On
this occasion she wag called (by the Creature in Blue)
"Two half-crowns." But was not Diplomacy also a
bribe ? Yes, but a bribe is a wild sort of justice. It is

also better than being locked up in a police-cell.
You who read this will ask me, Shall you again

insult a man in a General's uniform ?
"

I reply
" Yes."

But I add something. Listen. I add,
"

I shall insult
a man in a General's uniform, but at my own time."
You will ask, "When, then, will you commit this

outrage ?
"

And I reply frankly, with all my heart I reply, like

a patriot, a free man you understand I reply like one
who fears nothing,

"
I will commit this gross outrage

when a Creature in Blue is not observing me."
"When he is not looking, in fact?" will bo your

question.
And my rcplv

"
Yes, when he is not looking."

Are you satisfied? Well, then, cry with mo,
"
Long

live the Republic !"

A KNIGHT OF THE THIMBLE.
POOR AKTHTTE OBTOX sunk we scan
To but the ninth part of a man,
Since, by direction of his gaoler,
He has been turned into a tailor.

base and ignominious fate

Of Nobleman unfortunate 1

Inglorious result of trying
His great audacity in lying !

He thought to win broad lands and riches,
Instead of which he '

making breeches.

House of Tichborne, lo thy Claimant

Employed in stitching convicts' raiment !

His high ambition's bourne was Tichborne ;

The bourne he has attained is Stitchbourn.

On change of heir his mind he set,

But change of air is all he '11 get
For plots to grab what wasn't his'n

To Portsmouth gaol from Princetown Prison.

"THAT'S THE WAY THE MONEY GOES."
" THE Porte is determined to carry on the war to the

last man and the last shilling." So says Onr Own Corres-

pondent from Vienna. Can any further proof be required
that the miserable Turk is supplied with English money ?
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THAT LASS 'O TOWERY 'S.

By the Authors of Several other Things, $c. fyc.

CHAPTER V. "Love me little."

NEGUS BARCROW, having knocked down DAN BEERIE, determined
on finishing the evening by knocking up his friend, the little Curate.

As he passed the Vicarage, he thought of ANICE SORTIGAL, and
could not help comparing EM BEE HIE with her.

' ' Ah !

" he said to himself,
"

if she could only have had her advan-

tages ! And yet how happy could I he with either ! or," he added
to himself,

" both !
"

But this last thought, as a man of principle, he dismissed from
his mind as he stood before his friend's door.

The Reverend THOMAS TTTT, the little Curate of Swiggin, lived in

a little house with a little

door, and three little

windows up above, and
two little windows be-
low. There was a little

garden and a little gate,
a little bell (which went
a long way), and a little

knocker. He had only
lived there a little while,
was little known to his

parishioners, did a little

work, thought little

about it, and as he
little thought he should
ever like the work a

little, he was a little

surprised when he found
himself liking it a little

more than he had ex-

pected. He had a little

father and mother, of

whom he saw a little

now and then, and with
whom he went to stay a
little while a little way
out of town.
The little Curate did

nothing great. He ate
a little, drank a little,

smoked a little, talked
a little, walked a little,

fished a little, read a

little, danced a little,

sang a little, played on
the flute a little, and, in

fact, did a little of every-
thing, and knew a little

of everybody. He had
a little bed, and he slept

little, consequently he
was a little astonished
to hear a knock at his

door a little after mid-
night. He considered
a

_little.
Could it be

thieves ? Would thieves
knock? Did they do it

as a rule ? or even as an

exception ? He knew
that thieves often went
away with a ring, but
did they come with a ring ? Would thieves come to his little

house where there was little to get ? Being a little disturbed by
these reflections, it occurred to him that to put his little head
beneath the counterpane, and to call out, in a little voice,

" Not at

home !
" would be the best thing he could do under the circum-

stances, or rather under the bed-clothes.

But NEGUS BARCHOW was not a man to be put off with a mere
formality, and in'another minute the Young Engineer had stepped
back three steps, had taken a short run, and leapt, head foremost,
through the lower window, the self-acting shutters of which imme-
diately closed behind him, with

" Taken him in !
"
painted on them

in legible characters.
Then he stood before his little friend. Stood but not upright ;

for had NEGUS drawn himself up to his full height, the little Curate
would have been compelled to have made a hole in the ceiling of his
little room ; and even then the Young Engineer's head would have
lifted the slates, and there would have been a tile off directly." What do.you want at this hour ?" inquired the little Curate.

"
Tea," replied NEGUS BARCROW, who, now that the excitement

was over, began to feel its effects. He sank, exhausted, on a little

chair by the little table.

The Kev.' THOMAS Tin took a little time to put on his little

dressing-gown and little slippers, and then he rang the bell for his

little maid.
"
POLLY," he said to the drowsy girl,

" POLLY put the kettle on,
and we '11 all have tea."
As they sipped the invigorating beverage out of little cups, the

Young Engineer told him how he had been engaged that evening."
Eugaged ! To whom ?

"
faltered the little Curate, trembling.

His friend explained. Then he added,
" ANICE SOHTIGAL will be

anxious about me."
The little Curate turned a little pale."

I can't go round there now, and tell her I am all right, can I ?
"

asked the Young Engineer.
The little Curate gave

a little start.
" NEGUS! " he cried,"
you love ANICE SOR-

TIGAL !
"

The Engineer groaned." NEGUS BARCROW !

"

stammered out the un-

happy little Curate,
"

I

knew what it would
be if you came here.
' Wherever there 's Ne-
gus going,' I said to my-
self,

'
there 's sure to

be a Spoon.' my
friend, if you love

ANICE SOETIGAL, so do
1 !

" And he hid his

little face in his little

hands.
But the Young Engi-

neer heeded him not.

The strong man had
given way at last

;
and

the little sympathising
cane chair having given
way too, he fell heavily
on the ground in a dead
faint.

CHAPTER VI. "Down
among the Coals"

FOR some days after

this the little Curate saw
less of NEGUS BARCEOW
and more of ANICE SOR-

TIGAL, while the Young
Engineer found himself
more frequently in the
m ne, and especially in
that part of it where EM
BEE HIE was at work.
Her duties were en-

tirely confined to coal-

scooping, or, as it is

termed in these dis-

tricts, "going on the

scoop." In her part she
seemed rather to avoid
than encourage the

Young Engineer. Some-

times, on seeing him
approach, she would get up, and run away through the dark alleys
and passages of the Coal-mine until stopped by a cul-de-sack-o'-

coals, where NEGUS would catch her gently, but firmly, round the

waist, and whisper in her ear
" Why did you upset the coals an'd scuttle ?

"
" Yo munna kees mer," EM would say, and then the sound of

two 'smacks would ring through the mine, the first being what
NEGUS BARCROW gave EM on her cheek, and the second being what
EM gave NEGUS BARCROW for his cheek.
" Yo let me arlown an' oil let yo arlown," she said to him, as he

reeled again.
Then Ear would return to her work with one big white spot on her

grimy face, and NEGUS would resume his walk among the men,
unconscious of one great black smudge that came from the side of

his chin right across his lips and the tip of his nose.
"
T'Young Ingineer's ar bin' t' coortin t' EM BEEEIE," the old

hands would say, winking at one another. But she took no notice.

At other times the little Curate would come to the top of the
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"A PELLOW-FEELING MAKES US WOMDROUS KIND."

" WHAT ! GOING TO LGAVC us, JAMBS ?
"

"
YES, SlB, I 'M VJSBY SOBBY, SlB, EOT I KKALLY CAN'T PUT UP WITH M[8SVH

ANY LONGER I

"

"An, JAMES ! TBISK HOW LONG I'vs PUT UP WITH HUE!"

COMBINATION AND COALS.

TIIE Timet reports the proposal of a hopeful expedient
with a view to the augmentation of

MINERS' WAGES. The Central Board of the Miner*'

National Union, which numbeti about 90,000 memben, have
decided to commence, at an early date, a ipecial conference for

the purpose of taking into consideration the great need of

putting into operation tome plan whereby the over production
of coal can be checked."

By the "production" these clever fellows of course
mean the procuring of coal. There is too little fear that

too much coal will ever be produced underground. The

production of coal in British coalfields having ceased

Ion? ago, over production of that is production over and
ended. Miners themselves might wish to encourage it if

they could,' and not to check it. The over production of

coal they want to check is the supply, which they
imagine too plentiful. It does not, perhaps, strike them
that if they succeed in checking the production of coal,

they are very likely also to check its consumption, ana

bring about a general economy of coal profitable neither

for coal-merchants, nor proprietors of coal-mines, nor

coal-miners. In thus retarding the exhaustion of British

coal-measures, they would be earning their country's

gratitude indeed, as a set-off against their own lower

wages.

PLANTS AND INSECTS.

To the pleasing announcement that Sir JOSEPH HOOKER
has returned, in excellent health, from his three months'
tour in the United States, the Athenceum adds the

observation that

" From the results of his travel may be expected further con-
tributions to our knowledge of the physiology of plants."

Yes
;
and especially from the experience he may be

supposed to have enjoyed at New York a location so

celebrated for producing that very peculiar class of

Plants prowing, like certain mysterious cryptogams of the
toadstool family, in Kings.

The Athen&um further says :

" Sir J. HOOKER i>, we believe, of opinion that the key to

the botany of the United States ia to be found in Colorado.'
'

Of course, the Conservator of Kew Gardens must know
where to find the key of Botany. But in the public
mind just now, Colorado is less intimately associated with

Botany than with a sister science. Between its Botany
and its Entomology, however, Colorado seems likely to

acquire scientific importance.

shaft, and whisper soft nothings to her out of the Catechism. One
day he ventured farther than he had done on a previous occasion, and
EM BEEEIE, fmdincr him in the pit, hauled him over the coals.

Then the
,
little Curate went to ANICE SOBTIGAL and complained.

From that moment this young lady took an interest in EM.
"I've tried to teach her the Catechism," said the little Curate,

hopelessly. "I ask her 'What's your name! 'and I told her the
answer was ' M or N. as the case may be.' But she stuck to it that
her name was '

Buy and not
' N '

at all, and that if I 'd leave her
alone she 'd leave me alone."
"And did you leave her alone?" asked AJJICE SORIIOAL, eyeing

the little Curate severely.
The Rev. Mr. THOMAS Trn blushed.
From that moment ANICE SOKTIGAL resolved to try her hand with

the obstinate EM BEEKIE on the very first occasion. At present she
contented herself with ordering the little Curate not to have any-
thing more to say to the girl.
"She

_is jealous," murmured the little Curate to himself that

evening in his little house, as, after his usual exercises of turning his

white pocket-handkerchief into a puppet, and making it preach a
sermon over the back of a chair, he sank to rest in his little bed.
About three in the morning he was aroused by a terrific bang and

a fearful Hash. He sat up and listened.

CHATTER VII. Beerie back again.

To ascertain what it was that had so troubled the little Curate's

repose, it will be necessary to retrace our steps for some distance in
the story. We beg the reader to follow us.

NEGCS BAECBOW was a young man, and fond of novelties. He
saw, on his arrival at Swiggin, the miners hot and tired. Remem-

bering the custom in drawing-rooms, theatres, and balls, he endea-
voured to introduce inexpensive Japanese fans among the men. To
this, as something new-fangled, the latter objected, as did also the

proprietors, who considered the outlay useless.

In vain NEGUS showed them how not only useful, but ornamental,
these fans were ; in vain he pointed put how all the women might
be attired in short skirts, with their head-dresses of a peculiar
fashion

; how a band of music might play from three to fonr, and
from eight till ten, with real water rushing down, here and there, to

complete the picture, and cool the atmosphere.
After considerable difficulty and irrepressible pmeveranee. he

obtained the consent of the proprietors to making the use of fans
and white kid gloves on Saturday night compulsory on the leaders
of the gangs in the Wiiemma Mine. The first object of the proprie-
tors being to preserve their

"
hands," NEGUS pointed out to them,

that for this purpose, nothing could be so useful as gloves.
BITTER BEEKIE was one of these leaders of the new compulsory

fashion, and he vowed he would pay out
"

't Young Engineer," not

only for the thrashing he had received, which had, as we have
already seen, completely turned his head, but also for this additional
insult.

"Happun oil smarsh t' Young Ingineer ! smarsh 'im, am t'

ammer im t' ar' blonk mongsh, tho' ar 'm foind ar tinnur fur 't art'-

wuds, ar mun do't, an' ar wull do 't !

" he had been heard to say.
And in this determination he was joined by two of the most villanous
of the leaders of the other gangs.
EM BEEKIE had one eve on her father. The other signalled to

NEGUS BABCBOW. The Young Engineer approached her cautiously.
Then she whispered,

"
Stewp doon ; oi mun spik t' yo."

(To be continued.)
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LIFE IN HIM YET.

A TELEGRAM from Home gives us reason to trust that the fine old
POPE is by no means growing feeble, as has been untruly reported.
He still shows himself quite capable of acting with vigour enough.
It is asserted that the General of the Jesuits, by the POPE'S peremp-
tory command, has pronounced sentence of expulsion from the
Order on Father CURCI. Father CUECI, for many years Editor of the
Civiltd Cattolica, a journal which, considered as an organ, might
have been better named the Vatican Gazette, is said to have offended
Pio NONO by having so fallen away from the faith as latterly to

have "not been so blindly devoted to the cause of the Temporal
Power as the POPE expects his zealous champions to be." Father
CURCI has, in his works, dared to countenance the idea that the

Temporal Power of the POPE is not a necessary institution. His
Holiness has sharply let him know what he thinks of that.

"Hath he so long held out with me untired F
"

So, we are happy to think, we hear the Holy Father exclaiming, as

energetically as if he were Mr. IRVING in the part of Richard the

Third. Perhaps he has, in fact, read Shakspeare, and is capable of

enjoying him, and quoting him, as above, with gusto. The promp-
titude of his dealing with flagging Father CURCI is gratifying in so

far as it attests His Holiness's high condition of health and spirits.

ME. GLADSTONE IN IBEIAND.
THE following communication has been dropped into Mr. Punch's

letter-box. The article was, apparently, intended for an American
paper, but the Sage of Fleet Street, using his discretion, has made
up his mind to publish it in the interest of the British public. Mr.
Punch's readers will observe that Mr. GLADSTONE'S reticence in
Ireland has not been confined to his appearances in public. This
fact is very gratifying, and must plead an excuse for the rather

irregular appearance of the subjoined report.

(To the Editor of the
"

Herald," New York.)

Having received your instructions to seek an audience with Mr.
GLADSTONE, Your Own Interviewer immediately journeyed to

Ireland, and presented himself before

THE GREATEST STATESMAN OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.
Mr. GLADSTONE was a little out of temper, and asked Your Own
Interviewer what he wanted. Your Own Interviewer immediately
replied that he had come to ask him several questions of the greatest
international importance. For instance, he would like to know

WHAT MR. GLADSTONE THOUGHT ABOUT IRELAND.

The Great Man returned that he believed Ireland to be a part of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland. Although pressed
to add something more to his rather meagre answer, Mr. GLADSTONE
refused to augment his statement with any

FURTHER INFORMATION OF IMPORTANCE.

Your Own Interviewer then questioned Mr. GLADSTONE about Home
Rule. The Great Man turned his back, and begged to be relieved
of Your Own Interviewer's presence. As this was not at all satis-

factory, Your Own Interviewer suggested that

HOME RULE WAS A SHAM AND A DELUSION !

Although this 8Uge?tion was repeated several times, it failed to

produce any comment sa far as Mr. GLADSTONE was concerned. The

Great Man seemed very displeased, and made a movement as if he
would leave the room. Your Own Interviewer, acting with charac-
teristic decision, rushed to the door and turned the key, and iii a
moment

MR. GLADSTONE HAD BECOME A CLOSE PRISONER IN THE CENTRE
OF IRELAND !

The Great Man upon this explained that he had determined not to
lose his temper, and that, consequently, he should quietly accept
the situation. From the appearance of Mr. GLADSTONE'S counte-
nance, it was Your Own Correspondent's opinion that

THE BRITISH STATESMAN DISDAINED TO RESENT THIS DASTARDLY
OUTRAGE.

Your Own Interviewer produced his note-book, and mentioning
that he considered

"
silence to give consent," expressed his opinion

that

MR. GLADSTONE BELIEVED IRELAND TO is a IN A VERY BAD WAY !

Tho Great Man took no notice of this remark. Not at all dis-
heartened by Mr. GLADSTONE'S reticence, Your Own Interviewer
observed that, from what he knew of the institutions of America, he
was sure that

IRELAND COULD ONLY BE SAVED BY ANNEXATION TO THE
UNITED STATES !

At this point Your Own Interviewer discovered that the Great Man
was fast asleep. He rose from his chair, and, gently blowing a fog-
horn in the slumbering Statesman's ear, soon restored him to
consciousness. From the expression upon his countenance, ho was
quite sure that

MR. GLADSTONE HAD NEVER BEEN MORE ASTONISHED IN HIS LIFE!

Unhappily, the noise of the fog-horn attracted the attention of the

household, who rushed to the Great Man's assistance. The door was
forced open, and Your Own Interviewer had only time to express a
wish that

MR. GLADSTONE WOULD SOON BECOME A CONTRIBUTOR TO THE
Nsw YORK HSRALD,

before he was taken by the shoulders, removed from the apartment,
forced down-stairs, and (to put it concisely) kicked out.

BLUES AND YELLOWS.
ON the evening of Monday last week, the birthday of EDWARD

THE SIXTH, founder of Christ's Hospital, certain Gentlemen, formerly
educated

_ there, constituting the "Society of Blues," celebrated
that anniversary by dining together at the Albion, Aldersgate
Street, under the Presidency of the Rev. R. LEE, M.A., the Head
Master. The banquet was followed by a number of toasts and
speeches, in the latter a topic of peculiar interest having been left

untouched. Nobody either asked or explained why the Bluecoat

Boys continue doomed to go about in the grotesque costume which
renders them objects of pity to the sympathetic and of derision to

the inconsiderate spectator, also subjecting them too often to the

unfeeling chaff of other youth clad in modern and customary attire.

In connection with this subject it may be asked, Wherefore, if the
reason why a miller wears a white hat be recognised, does a Bluecoat

Schoolboy run about with his head uncovered in the cold ? All that
can be said in answer to this inquiry is, that his oap is made foo

small for the head it must once, one would think, have been meant
to cover.

An Additional Postage-Stamp.

LITE Colorado Beetles having been detected in mails received
from the United States, whence fools have sent them to this country
secreted in letters and newspapers, the American postmasters, at the
instance of the British Government, have been instructed to look
out for the Potato-bug, and detain all packets in which it may be
found. A good way to put a stop to the transmission of these dan-

gerous insects by post, alive, would perhaps be to stamp every letter

with a special machine constructed for the purpose ; so stamping flat

not only the letter but any Colorado Beetle which might be contained
in it as well.

Victor Hugo Junior.

MR. CHARLES READE has lately come to the front in his usual warm-
hearted, impulsive style. In one paperhe has been bravely summoning
Judge and Jury to the bar of public opinion, while in another,
he has been instructing a brother dramatist how to protect himself

against American piracy. A friend in need will find a friend in

READE.

NAUTICAL TITLE FOR THE FEMALE NOVF.L-UKADKK. Tlic Skipper!
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Impatient Driver.

ORARFSD, HAY f
"

GENTLE IRONY.
'Now THH, BILL! 'Avn' THE OLD Bus Pnortn-

TIIE SITE FOR CLEOPATRA'S NEEDLE.

To Mr. Punch.

VEBERABLE PUNCH,
TIIK. true site for this great monument has not

been yet suggested. I suggent it now. I do so

through your columns, of <->>un-e, as to them the world
looks tor final judgment on all thin pu under the Sun
and indeed over it

"
utque ati catlum."

Let the obelisk be erected in front of the Royal Ex-
chaoge. The associations of the spot leave nothing to

be desired. Threadneedle Street adjoins it. The ad-

jacent Bank of England will recal the banks of the Nile.

Capel Court is in the immediate neighbourhood, and the

dealers in Egyptian Bonds there may daily pass this

great memorial which looked down, so many centuries

back, on Egyptian bonds which their victims found not

less hard to get off their hands. There, top,
MOSES may

still be found amongst the Bull-rushes, as in the days of

PHARAOH. Nor will the site be without its moral uses
;
for

revellers going to Lord Mayors' dinners with Aldermanic

appetites may be reminded by it of the Skeleton at the
1 east. THE SHADE OF CHAMPOLLION.

P.8. At the same time my own countrymen might
advantageously remove their obelisk of Luxor from
its present inappropriate site to the Place de la Bourse.

NOT QUITE GOOD STYLE.

MB. PUNCH, SIB,
LORD BEACONSFIELD wrote last week to Mr.

CAIRD, of Glasgow University, regretting his inability
to take a personal farewell of the students on the ex-

piration of his Lord Rectorship, and requesting him to

"assure them that their original confidence, and, still

more, their repetition of their kind feelings, are among
the happiest and proudest moments of my life." Doesn't
this strike you as bearing a strong resemblance to the

speech of the newly-decorated Maire in a recent Palais

Royal vaudeville T Cette croix, Messieurs, est le plus
beau jour de ma vie." Surely, the PREMIER isn't going
to devote his spare time to adapting from the French P

Yours,
Nov. 2, 1877. GLASGTJENSIS EXPECTAKS.

BIGOT OF AN EARLY WINTER.

THE leaves of several Christmas Numbers have already
fallen upon the Railway Bookstalls.

IMPALING THE BADGER.
WHY, of all harmless foul-legged things, unearth the jxx>r Bad-

ger in the Times, particularly when, not satisfied with intruding
on.the domestic privacy of the British Bear, with descriptions of how
Mrs. B. makes him wipe his feet before he comes into the parlour,
what hours he affects, the sort of table he keeps, the way he brings
up his family, and so forth how would that other British Bear,
Paterfamilias, like to be interviewed, and to have that house which
he calls his castle invaded in the same style ?

" Our Own Corre-

spondent" ends by bringing the poor Badger into the privileged
circle of big game, and coolly asks to be allowed
"To testify to the amount of sport which those animals are capable of

affording to any one who cares to make a midnight excursion in pursuit of
them."

Adding, to make matters worse, the expression of his conviction
" That they are not nearly 10 scarce in England as people generally

suppose."

If not so scarce now, "Our Own Correspondent" in Friday's Times
has done his best to make them even scarcer, by some very uncalled-
for information,
" The badger, as is well known, i in the habit of searching for food during

the night-time, and on these excursions will often wander a long way from
his hole, and it is then that it affords the sportsman (?) the opportunity of

capturing it, which is done by previously 'bagging' its hole, and beating
round the woods, and in that manner alarming the animal, which imme-
diately makes for home. One person is generally stationed a short distance
from the 'earth' with n trustworthy dog, in order to prevent the badger's
escape, for he not unfrequently notices that something is wrong, and, having
got sight of the bag in his hole, will turn tail, and if yon have not a dog with
you, all chance of catching the animal is lost."

All the better for "the animal." Oh, if Punch could only turn
fhe tables ! The T rrtida< are among the most human of quadrupeds.

If they could only be human enough to forget all humanity, turn

upon Our Own Correspondent," and have the hunting of him,
bagging his door, and beating up his haunts, and when he makes for

home, being down upon him with a trustworthy dog. What, Punch
would he glad to know, has the poor Badger done, that he should be
thus held up to be harried and hunted ? Is it not enough that he
is already but too liable to become the central figure of the

"
ratting

sports," which are among the pet pleasures of sporting black-

guardism, and as such to be brutally baited with bull-terriers.

It makes Punch's blood boil to think of a harmless, nocturnal,

wood-haunting recluse, who neither kills, nor is, game, being held

up as
"
capital sport

" for capture by trustworthy dogs, hounded on

by bloody-minded and butcherly "Correspondents," who usurp th

name of sportsmen.
"
Sport to you, Gentlemen," the Badger

might say, but death to me."
The last sentence of the letter is but too good an illustration of

the reasonableness of Badger's plea and Punch's protest :

"Tfhile on a visit to?a friend in Gloucestershire thi year, I witnessed the

capture of a fine male badger, which weighed over 201bs., and was a valuable

addition to a collection of stuffed animals."

How "valuable"? Is there anything to be learnt from snch
a specimen ? Or was the friend a professional taxidermist, who
looked on his twenty pounds weight badger in the light of . *. d. ?

The writer's unconscious lack of humanity is well brought out by
the sentence in which he informs us that :

"If captured while young, badgers will become very tame in confinement,
and take food from the hand.

And yet it never occurred to this noble sportsman that this readi-
ness to become domesticated, and to show love for, and confidence in,

man, was a reason for not bringing the Badger within the savagery
of "sport," and handing him over to the fate of so many innocent
and beautiful things now persecuted by sportsmen and gamekeepers
under the broad brand of "vermin."

VOL.
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FREE AND ENLIGHTENED MASON
STRIKING AT HIS OWN BREAD-AND-BUTTER.

" PLEASE TO EEMEMBEE THE NINTH OF
NOVEMBEE."

IN a few days the LORD MAYOE will be celebrating his call to the
office of the First Magistrate of the City of London by holding the
usual annual dinner within sound of Bow Bells. It would be no

very difficult task for Mr. Punch to prophesy the purport of the
various speeches that will be made on the forthcoming interesting
occasion. However, the Sage of Fleet Street prefers to be original,
and begs to predict what the speakers might, but certainly won't,
say on the night of the Ninth of November :

The LORD MAYOR, in addressing his guests, will be careful to

avoid all allusion to the Aldermanic veto. He will not boast of the

representative character of the City Institutions, and take for an
example the recent proceedings anent the Ward of Cheap. He may
possibly touch upon the success of the Indian Famine Fund, but

will ignore certain meetings held in St. Thomas's Hospital. If he
has anything to say about Middle-Class Education, he will carefully

forget the existence of the Bluecoat School. If he boasts at all about
the dignified position occupied by the Corporation at the Central

Criminal Court, he will say nothing about the Ladies who grace (?)

the Bench when there is an interesting trial for murder.
The SOLDIER who returns thanks for

" The Army
" will make no

unpleasant allusion to the relationship existing between the Com-
mander-in-Chief and the Secretary of State for War. He will

say nothing about the Retirement Scheme, which still keeps vete-

rans past work on the active list, and sends officers in the prime of

life adrift. He will not attempt to defend the introduction of the
"
Albert hat" into the British Army, and will say nothing about

the desertions from the Militia.

The SAILOR who returns thanks for
" The Navy

"
will keep a

discreet silence about the organisation of our Dockyards. He will

not allude to the difficulties and differences between Sailors and

Engineers, or the combatant and non-combatant Officers of the
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STRANGE EFFECT OF SEA-AIR.

HowMrs. Jones. " DEAR MB, MR. BKOWN, I THOUGHT YOU WERE AT TH SEA-SIDK WITH MRS. BROWN ADD THK CHILDREN I

ARK TUEY ?"

Brown (who had evidently been lunching at his Club).
"
FAM'tY.snwKLi, BCR AH DUUUO WIIARITISH, THEBESII SIIOMKTIIIN' i' THK SHE

AIR DJ8HLLT SHKEM l' SHUIT ME ! ALLAYS FKBL OURASnOKTBH AF'BR DINNER p'RAPJ FlSH DlET P P.APSH DCRRO I"

[Urs. J. had by thit time discovered his condition, and makes off hastily.

Service. If he talks about our Iron-clads, he will not describe
the many modes we have of losing them.
The CIVILIAN who returns thanks for

" the Volunteers " will say
nothing about the bribes offered to recruits in the shape of gratis

sappers and new uniforms. He will not talk of the Easter .Review
as a farce, or the Wimbledon Encampment as a pic-nic. If he re-
fers to the patriotism of the force, he will say nothing about its

discipline.
The AMBASSADOR who returns thanks for

" the Diplomatic Corps
"

will be careful to avoid any allusion to the Constantinople Confer-
ence. If he praises the Russians he will not neglect to applaud the
Turks. While admitting the blessings of peace, he will not forget
to insist on the great benefits accruing from intervention.
The MINISTER who returns thanks for

" the Cabinet "
will care-

fully avoid any allusion to British Interests, and will ignore a certain

speech addressed to the LORD .MAYOR exactly a year ago. He will
not boast of the results of the last Session, and will say as little as

possible about the intentions of his colleagues. He will not attempt
to explain the sudden departure of a handful of soldiers for Malta,
and will ignore the geographical position of Oallipoli.
The PEER who returns thanks for "the House of Lords" will

courteously refrain from making any allusion to the proceedings of
the House of Commons.
The MEMBER who'returns thanks for

"
the Third Estate

"
will not

boast of the
"
scenes "

that disgraced the last Session. He will not

attempt to prove that
" work "

is more popular than
"
talk " in the

Lower Chamber. He will keep a discreet silence about Messrs.

BIGGAH, PARNELL, and the other ornaments of the Party of Obstruc-
tion, and will strive to forget the humiliating Present in the glorious
Past.
The LAWYER who returns thanks for "the Bench and the Bar"

will say nothing about Trial by Mob as an excellent substitute for
Trial by Jury. He will not insist upon the great saving of time
resulting from long preliminary investigations before the Police

Magistrates. He will not enter into the question of the differences

of opinion between the LORD CHANCELLOR and the LORD CHIEF
BARON, and he will reserve his congratulations upon the completion
of the Law Courts for some future occasion.

The GENTLEMAN who returns thanks for
"
the Ladies " will make

no allusion to the females who patronise the Theatre Royal Old

Bailey.

And, lastly, the SHAMELESS LIBELLER who rises to abuse Mr.
Punch, will not dare to utter a single syllable. N.B. The "Shame-
less Libeller" is an imaginary character, invented to bring the
article to a genial conclusion.

IS LIFE WORTH LIVING?
"A pROPOsol Mr. W. H. MALLOCH'S Article on this subiect in the

Nineteenth Century last month, the following replies have been

received by Mr. Punch :

MR. GLADSTONE, writing from Ireland, says No, with three

Special Correspondents dogging one's footsteps, and a Reporter in

the disguise of a footman behind one's chair at dinner.

Cleopatra's Needle, adrift in the Bay of Biscay, is doubtful ; it

does not like such treatment at its time of life.

La Marjolaine, at the Royalty, cannot make up her mind ; English
taste is so vitiated by a course of high class drama.
Mr. OCTAVIUS SPENDER says it depends on how much longer his

Oxford tailor will wait, and on whether he can get his cousins to

come up to next Commemoration.
Miss NERISSA says decidedly Xo, while Mr. GEORGE stares so

shockingly at her sister ALICE all through the sermon on Sunday
mornings.
Mr. Punch says Rather, as he thinks of all the Young Ladies he

met in his Autumn Vacation, and whose Pictures will adorn his

Almanack for 1878.
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IMAGINARY BIOGRAPHIES.
"A great discovery has been

made, according to the Zemar
and Jiassiret, a Turkish news-

paper. Mr. GLADSTONE is

of Bulgarian descent. His
father was a pig-dealer in the

vilayet of Kustendje. Young
GLADSTONE run away, at the

age of sixteen, to Servia, and
was then, with another pig-
dealer, sent to London to sell

pigs. He stole the proceeds,
changed his name from TKO-
ZADIN to GLADSTONE, and
became a British subject," &c.

Daily News.

THE Earl of BEACONS-
FIELD was changed at

nurse, and is really the
son of a Turkish Eft'endi.

Young DISRAELI (his real
name is TANCKEDIMAN)
was a precocious boy, and
ran away from school,
being dissatisfied with the
slender acquirements of
the Head Master in
Modern Languages and
Physiology. After wan-
dering about the Caucasus
holding horses,

"
tent-

ing" birds, and doing
other jobs, he secreted

himself, as a stowaway,
on; board a ship trading
with figs, sponges, and

Smyrna and Hartlepool. Having ingraTfated^himself withlheowners of the vessel by his extraordinary talent for imitating the notes

fl iT
Ot^er aminal8 ' he became supercargo, part owner, junior,and finally senior partner in the firm. As a young man, before he

entered Parliament, Mr. DisBAEiiwas fond of domestic pets, and for
several years kept a tame Russian bear in honourable captivity One
rt

y
iT

e
T"11

?
16

'

ynile engaged in play with its master, oversteppedthe bounds of moderation, and knocked him, down with its paw inthe front garden of the house which he then occupied in St Peters-
burg Place, Bayswater. Bruin was immediately sold to a neigh-
bouring hairdresser : and those who have closely watched the PBIME
iiNiSTER s career, date from this occurrence the commencement ofthe antagonistic feelings towards Russia with which he is creditedLord BEACONSFIELD is passionately fond of angling, and during theseason when the weather is favourable, and there are no Cabinet
Umncils, may generally be seen in a punt, on the Thames not far

T? ^b^ond Bridge, eating chocolate and fishing for gud'eeon

,. in TV? ^ .
receiYed,,nis education at Christ's Hospital,the LOUD MAJOR having kindly given him a presentation for thatnoble foundation. As a Blue-coat boy he was distinguished as the

ringleader in bolster matches, and for his steady perseverance iS
acquiring the mastery of the bassoon. Very early In his career hi
^.ST

am US f
J -^

1S re less darin a" a gentleman jockey fc
steeple-chases, and it was this revelation of equestrian talent whichsecured him his first start in official life as Equerry to HRH the8T^TX> Aft

,
erwar

,
ds he l9ame Master of the Hor^ underSIR ROBERT PEEL, but exchanged this appointment for the Buck-hounds when the Corn Laws were repealed. The FOREIGN SECRE-TA?T ,

ls an inveterate smoker (Latakia), and writes all his despatches

^l&^^^S^CifeS^Sin seclusion he prepares himself for the Debates in the House ofLords. He is a great poultry fancier, and has carried off the prin-
cipal prizes at all the leading shows in the kingdom.

<JrY
mg remarkabl

.

e is recorded of the boyhood of the Marquis of

SALISBURY,
except his partiality for India pickles. At Oxford he

developed a taste for pugilism, and his leaning towards one of themore pronounced schools of Nonconformist theSlogy, even tien excited feelings of uneasiness in the minds of his family and friendss .Lordship is Chancellor of the Universitv of
T ~ J

through Lton, where he was Captain of the "
Eleven," Mr. BKIGHT

obtained 'a Commission (through family interest) in a Cavalry Regi-
ment, and distinguished himself in the Chinese War. He sold out
of the Army at the Peace, and turned his attention to agricultural
pursuits, becoming an ardent sportsman, a strict game-preserver,and a fearless Chairman of Quarter Sessions. He still retains his
hereditary love of the chase, and is one of the Stewards of the
Jockey Club. Mr. BRIGHT is Chairman of the Eldon Club, and
patron of ten livings. He married a daughter of the Archbishop of
BOMBAY ; and his landed estates are strictly entailed.

OUR REPRESENTATIVE MAN.
Excuse for staying A little Dinner with some choice spirits, and

some account of how the evening was finished'.
Mr VEBY DEAR SlB,

I HAVE not yet returned to my flat in the Rue Neuve de
double gras aux petits pois, having received a very kind and charac-
teristic letter from the Marshal to say

"
wait a week or so," and

finishing epigrammatically with
"
J'y suis, ou, j'e vous suis." There-

tore before taking my walks abroad, I am doing a few of our home
amusements.
The other evening I was dining with a few choice spirits at

the Chopsteak Tavern, with H. E. H. E. (of Westminster), in the
Chair, faced by ABCHIE, C. T. (of Canterbury), and supported bysome first-rate members of the Fancy, as, entre nous, we call the
Revisionary, or Visionary, Committee ; and a pleasanter party never
stretched legs under a mahogany. It was real old times revived.
Well, after a song in praise of whiskey from the C-rd-n-1, who had
to leave early in order to speak at Exeter Hall, a Rural Dean who
was up for one day only, and had to be off to-morrow morning by
the first train, proposed an adjournment to some place of theatrical
entertainment. The Registrar of the Diocese suggested Zazel. But
this was at once negatived by a Canon of Westminster. Dr. LIGHT-
POOT was for the ballet at the Alhambra, but everyone had seen
it several times, and the same reason was given for not going to
Pink Dominos.
"If there were a good circus going on," observed His Grace (after

dinner) of Y-rk,
"
there 's nothing T.should like to see more than the

delineation of Archbishop TUBPIN'S ride to the Cathedral City of the
North."
Just at this minute, however, a secretary looked in, and whisper-

ing that unfortunately YORK was wanted, the excellent Archbishop
finished

;

his tumbler and retired.
"Let's have a paper and see what's going on," I suggested.

Carried nem. con. "Nine hundredth night of Our Soytf" No,
even the Rural Dean had seen this twice. "Russia, at the New
AI ational Theatre (here Canon L-DD-N left the room with MALCOLMM C-LL), but as Russia was advertised for seven o'clock (an hour
that will effectually prevent the stalls from ever seeing the First
Act, which appears, "from information received," to be the best),
this was out of the question for us. Russia was also advertised for
eight. Which was correct we didn't know, and so we would not
support the CZAB. It was now just nine-thirty (a number which
apparently exercised a mysterious power over some present), and
any idea of amusement had been generally abandoned, when sud-
denly the new B-sh-p of SODOB and MAN, who had been studying
a newspaper, exclaimed," Bedad ! if ye will go to a place of amusement, and won't stop
here for a quiet game of Loo, eighteenpenny and four-and-six-"

all declined" then that 's what I 'd like ye to see, boys !
"

A +1 nil ? nl* nJ *1 A . -_e j.v . -r\ mJJCUliy **w.uuuvt LIl^U. LLlCVlJ D WJ.ltI.lt X \.

And he flourished the front page of the D. T," What ?
" we all asked in a breath.

r> ^KlJ
\
! ? ballet at the Metropolitan Music Hall! Whoop!Ould Ireland for iwer !

"

<mi.
A
i

the Metropolitan !" said the Pr-m-te, brightening up.
_
ihat sounds well ; though I should have preferred the Canterbury

for choice."
Hansoms were called, and away we went to the Edgeware Road.
Wfiat Enn (the ballet in question) wag all about, it would be

impossible to say; but there was "the Genius of Old Ireland"
represented by a lady who, like most true geniuses, was modest and
retiring, and kept perpetually (with the harp that once did, but
doesn t now) in the background. There,were some beautiful dancing
Irish lasses and Irish lads with shillelaghs, an undramatio gentle-man who would have sung Irish ballads charmingly but for a cold, for
which he apologised with pantomimic action expressive of coughing,
finally putting his hand, in an exhausted manner, to his chest, as
much as to say, "Excuse my mustard-plaster I nothing but a
mustard-plaster will draw any notes out of me to-night! but I'll

A
my

,
best'" and he did, too, being much applauded for his efforts.

Ana then there was a very dramatic young lady with a powerful
voice, who gave us three Irish melodies, including

" The Minstrel

foy, with stirring effect. I couldn't catch the words, and had
forgotten The Minstrel Soy," but I fancy, if her dramatic action
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was correct, that the Minstrel Boy was catching it heavily from
her (the singer in question) for having gone to the wars at all

;
ii

fact, judging from her action, it seemed to me that she did no
believe in the Minstrel Boy having gone to the wars, but that thi
was simply a shabby excuse for getting away, and leaving her. '.

own that if this is a misconception on my part, then it is my faul
for not being more thoroughly acquainted with the Minstrel Boy.
Then there was a Fair Scene, and "

all the fun " of it was in the
sudden appearance of Messrs. Ditrueli and Gladitone (two ezcellen

masks), both visiting Donnybrook (I suppose) at the same time
accompanied by their friends, the Sultan and the Czar. Dizzy
and Gladstone were great fun, but the

"
People's WILLIAK

" was
hooted whenever he came on with the Czar, and was ultimately
removed by a shabby policeman ; while l)izzy and the Turk were
cheered to the echo. (I wonder how this sort of thing would be
stood by my dear friend, the Marshal, in Paris !) So, with another
song, and more dancing, representing the sports and racing, at least
so I imagine, the Entertainment concluded, and I left long before

my companions, who were determined to stop it out, and had al

agreed to see the Kural Dean home to his lodgings, where SODOB
AND MAN still thought they might get a quiet Loo.
The remarkable thing about the Metropolitan audience (on this

night, at all events) was its respectability and decorum. Our Boys
have reached the 900th night of their apparently interminable run,
and Messrs. JAMES and THOKDE have come back to the original parts,
first filled by them in a remote antiquity. Revivalism seems to b
up just now in the theatrical world. The New appears, in fact, An
Unequal Match for the Old. I am now, as ever,

Yorra REPRESENTATIVE.

THE PERMISSIVE CARTE.

(To be left in the Co/ee-Soom of the future, for those who lite it.)

i. d.

Eau, Ordinaire (good condition)
Do.

(filtered^ LIPSCOMBE'S brand) . .

Do. (Sparkling Serpentine) .

Barley-Water (1876. Sound) ....
Do. (Haute. 1872)
Do. (Grand Eau- Cabinet. 1842)

Sherbet (Excellent. Carte Blanche)
Do. (Superior Yellow Label) . . . . .

Toast-and-Water (Still}

Do. (Trei >ec)
Do. (Imperial, Cremant) . . . . 10

Pop (from the Wood) 02
Do. (Cold in Bottle) 04
Do. (very Old and Tawny) 07
Do. (the

" Comet Pop," in magnificent condition. Only
a few dozens left) 13

Apply to WILFBID LAWSOK & Co. (Limited), Water Lane.

PICKING AND STEALING?
COULD not

the^ HOME SECBETABT resolve himself occasionally into
a Court of Criminal Appeal, to reconsider a summary conviction by
a Magistrate as well as a Judge's sentence. The Times1

police
report, stating that WILLIAM LAMBotnun;, a small child, ten or eleven
years old, was sentenced by Mr. BABSTOW at Clerkenwell to twenty-
one days' imprisonment and hard labour for picking a house-leek
out of a flower-bed in St. Pancras Churchyard, passes uncon-
tradicted. If there is really no mistake about it, surely Mr.'Cioss
might, long ere now, with no excess of lenity, have advised Her
Most Gracious MAJESTY to remit the remainder of a somewhat
severe punishment awarded to a very juvenile offender. Had he
known of it in time, might not the infant's sentence have been
commuted for a good talking-to, or, at the utmost, a judicious
parental flogging. Such a sentence is not like Mr. BABSTOW, who
has always shown himself a discreet and kindly, aa well as pains-
taking and intelligent, Magistrate. In this case, however, as it
stands on the report, the Clerkenwell Beak seems to have been
over-sharp for once.

Gigantic Journal*.

OF two great Metropolitan morning newspapers, one advertises
tself as commanding the

"
Largest Circulation in the World," and

;he other, in like manner, claims a " World-Wide Circulation."
Both of them are published within the City of London. Might not
these giants be called the Goa and MAGOO of journalism P

CHEAP JACK. Evidently not Sir Jonw BENNXTT.

PUNCH TO HIS PRINCE.

ALBERT EDWARD, PBINCE OF WALKS.

Born November, 1841.

PUNCH, PHINCI or MIRTH.

Born July, 1841.

Mr Prince ! on this, thy natal day,
'Tis meet that Punch should homage pay

His Royal Brother !

The fateful year that gave thee birth

Gave Princes twain to glad the earth

Thee, and another :

A Prinoe of Wales, a Prince of Mirth,
To cheer each other.

Together, though apart, we 've grown
From childhood up ; and each has known

Affliction's stings :

I in my craft, thou by the Throne
Of England's Kings.

Nor Rank nor Wit can stay Death's hand,
Nor hold the ever-ebbing sand

Of Life's hour-glass ;

We can but, brave and patient, stand,
And let it pass.

With joy and sorrow, weal and woe,
This chequered life jogs on ; and so

The world keeps rolling !

While stars have set, fresh stars have shone ;

New friends replace the old ones gone
Our grief consoling ;

And marriage-bells ring on and on
Through death-knells tolling !

Fain Punch would wish thee, on this day,
Some special wish. What shall he say ?

All Fortune's store

Is thine to grasp ; rank, wealth, and all

That poets dream, is at thy call.

What wouldst thou more ?

A peerless wife stands by thy side,
All pure as gold in furnace tried,

Without alloy.

Thy children are a Nation's pride,
And Punch'* joy.

Having at Home such perfect bliss.

What can Punch wish thee more than this,

With all his wit t

That as thou wear'st upon thy crest

Thy Father's motto" Erra unB fat !

"

Thou live by it.

A PLTINO VISIT. In report of Mr. GLADSTONE'S adventures in

Wicklow, a newspaper states that at Shillelagh Station he and his

>arty were conveyed by carriages waiting for them to Coolattin
'ark. So that, in fact, our gentle Woodman remained at Shillelagh
nly just long enough to cut his stick.
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ART AND FASHION.
Our Artist and Msfashionable Sitter compare Notes about Paris. He levins :

' YOU WENT TO THE '

LoUVRE," OF COURSE ?
"

'
I SHOULD THINK SO, INDEED ! BEFORE OOINO ANYWHERE ELSE ! I SPENT ALT. MY TlMj THKRE ! WlIiT A BEAUTIFUL PLACE !"

' An ! AXD WHAT ENDLK88 STORES OF NOBLE ARTISTIC WEALTH !

"

'YES! so ARTISTIC 1 AND THS ATTENDANTS so CIVIL, YOU KNOW."
' H'M ! PRETTY WELL I BUT ALL IS WELL MANAGED. SUCH CLEANLINESS I SUCH ORDER !"
: YES! AMD TJIOHB LOVELY BALLOONS THEY GIVE ONE, WITH 'LOUVRE' PRINTED ON THBW, YOU KNOW !

"

[Our Artist is thinking of the famous Museum : his fashionable Sitter of the still morefamous linen-jrapinj and silk-mereing emporiumwhich tears the same name, and where they give you, a hydrogen balloon to take aw.iy with you alonj with your purchase. And a
wonderful advertisement that balloon is I Verb. sap.

THE SPKIG OP SBILLELA.GH.
(Adapted to the Occasion.)

OCH, GLADDY 's the guest of the nate Irishman,
The Green Isle he 's roamin' to twig all he can,

With his Sprig of Shillelagh and Shamrock so green.
His phiz looks good-humoured, his wind appears sound,
But he keeps his own counsel whilst looking around,
Walks and chats, bows and smiles before cutting his stick,
But his iligant tongue makes no speeches, avich !

For all his Shillelagh and Shamrock so green I

PAT ne'er had the luck in St. Stephen's to stand,
Whilst that guest wid his measures was blessing the land

That grows the Shillelagh and Shamrock so green.
Will his GLADDY then lave him wid sorra' the spache ?
Has he nothing to talk about, nothing to tache ?
Is there niver a wrong in the Isle of the West,
For the cnttin' down spoort that the ould hoy loves best,

With his Sprig of Shillelagh and Shamrock so green ?

" My cead mille failthea 'tis cruel to balk
;

Sure 'tis sorry he '11 be that he grudged me the talk
For all my Shillelagh and Shamrock so green !

"
So sighs purty SHEELAH, as blushing a smile,
She hands him a twig, the Home-growth of the Isle.
But he answers," Mavrone, I've a shafe on my shelf.
And prefer, when I want one, to cut it myself,

Being choice of Shillelaghs, nor liking them green."

Sweet SHEELAH may prettily pout and protest,
But our Woodman perhaps, after all, may kn>>w best,

To decline the Shillelagh that's offered him gru-n.
Shure he manes no offence to that same Colleen Dhas

;

'Tis not now he first owns to her charms, the sweet lass I

He has fought in her cause like a Trojan afore,
And again, when he 's wanted, he '11 bring to the fore,

Both his Sprig of Shillelagh and Shamrock so green !

Supplying a Void.

THE Due DECAZES'S retirement from the French Foreign Office is,
we are assured, a fait-accompli. The Duko, by this timely with-
drawal from an untenable situation, shows himself a seigneur
accompli. How much more dignified to walk out of the Foreign
Office than to be kicked out !

It is reported that the Duke's successor is to be the Comte de

VOOUE, now French Ambassador at Vienna. Comte de VOGUE
would certainly be the right man in the right place. If there is one
thing the Marshal wants just now, besides discretion and sound poli-
tical judgment, it is Vogue.

BENEATH THE LOWEST DEEP A LOWER DEEP.

SAYS Sir WILFRID to the Marshal,
"Our worse your bad I '11 fit to :

You 've a Republican Government,
But we 've a Publican ditto."
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. .

WITH HIS SPRIG OF SHILLELAGH"!!
HIBERNIA. "SHURE, YER HONOUR 'LL TAKE A REAL SHILLELAGH FOR THE SAKE OF OULD IRELAND!"
MB. GLADSTONE. " THANK YOU, MY DEAR, I PREFER TO CUT MY OWN !

"

" Mr. GLADSTONE then drove by Aughrim through
'

Shillelagh Wood,' and inspected the famous '

Shillelagh Oak,' from which a couple of model
twiga were offered to him." Report of W. E. G.'s Irih Progrets Chapter

" Coolattin."
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A MODERN ATHENIAN.
Southern Tourist (in Edinburgh).

" Cos YOU DIRECT MI TO TUB ROTAL
INSTITUTION ?

"

Native. ( Vacant Stare. ) "WHAT EST "

Tourist (giving a Clue). "PICTURES, YOU KNOW STATUES AND "

Native (after much thought).
" Oo I BT'S THE SIUKKY FKQQARS Tl MIAMI"

(Pointing.)
" YON 's ET I

"

" EXEGI MONUMENTUM."
ONE of the trio convicted a few days ago of conspiracy

to defraud the Artisans' Dwellings Company made a
very pathetic speech to the Court, in the course of which
he bore warm testimony to his own virtues, sacrifices,
and services to the Working-Man. Besides "supplying
building plans to all the Crowned Heads of Europe," he
has (as the Old Bailey has now given ua abundant testi-

mony) "done wonders at Clapham." "The erection
of the Shaftcsbury Park Buildings alone," he tells us,
"is a monument to his memory," making him at once
" revered and respected."
Suppose, by way of tribute to this revered convict, the

Shaftesbury Estate were re-christened as
" Great Swin-

dlehurst " f How would the tenants like it ? This monu-
ment to the promoter of the Artisans' Dwelling Company,
if not quite <ere perennitts (the houses on the Estate not
being remarkable for solid construction), might at least
be something of a set-off against eighteen months of

prison reflection, prison discipline, and prison labour.
If there be truth in the Latin adage, Nemo repente fait
turpissimus. we may suppose that this benefactor of the

Working Man rose to his proud eminence by degreei
thus : Swindle, Swindler, Swindlerst.

Adding Insult to Injury.
SOME of Punch's readers may remember the press-

gang's way of dealing in GOLDSMITH'S story of the one-
legged Tar.

"
They first knocked me down," says the

light-hearted tailor, "and then bade me stand." So it

is with the Chelsea Vestry. They first crack the crown
of the Misses CIARKES cellar with their fifteen-ton

steam-roller, and then call on them to pay for mending it.

No, thank you, my dear Bumble. 'Tis excellent to have
a steam-roller to break the new-laid granite of your roads
but tyrannous to use it like a Vestry, by calling upon

the parishioners whose vaults it craclcs to pay the cost
of repairs. "Who breaks, pays," should be the motto,
whether with cellars, crowns, or statutes.
We are glad to see Mr. D'ErNcouRT takes Punch's

view, and has awarded costs, not against Miss CLARKE.
but the Vestry, which first smashed in her cellar, and
then summoned her.

SEPARATION OF THE SEXES.

LITTLE or nothing has lately been heard or seen in
London of Irish Orangemen. Yet Irish Orangewomen
are as abundant as ever.

THE STAGE IN EXCELSIS.
SURELY these are brave times for the Theatre*. The Drama

dead! Bosh! The 'Drama is not only alive, but should also be
kicking if that be the natural consequence of waxing fat, and if

fatness comes of favour in high places.
For, lo you now. as in the days when le grand Monarque shook his

awful wig in a Versailles baflet, and MARIE ANTOINETTE played I

thepherdess in a straw hat in the interludes at Trianon, the stage
'

can once more boast a King for nursing-father, in Norway, and a
Grand Duke for manager, at Meiningen. We read in the week's
Continental Chronicle of the Academy how
"The King of SWEDEN and NORWAY has completed a dramatic poem,

entitled Minniefran Upsala, the scene of which is successively laid in the
Cathedral, in Odin's Grove, and in Old Upsala. This drama, to which IVAR
HALLSTKOM has written the music, is now under rehearsal, and will be shortly
performed."

And, again, in a Times Letter, from Dresden :

" ' Die Meiniger,' as they are called here, have just left va. This troupe,
which performs generally at the Court of Meiningen, owes its perfection

Sincipally
to the Duke, who devotes himself to it with unparalleled zeal,

e has gone repeatedly to foreign countries
solely

for the purpose of studying
foreign costumes and house furniture in order to oe able to reproduce them on
the stage as faithfully as possible. The weapons, for instance, used in the
Ilti-mann Schlacht are true copies of originals preserved in the Central
Museum of German antiquities at Cologne, and those used in Fiato have
been in great part purchased from dealers in antiquities in Genoa and Venice."

Talk of your BANCROFTS and HABES in London, and your CAL-
VERTS at Manchester ! Here is a real live Grand Duke lovingly pre-
siding over Stage bric-d-brac, and "

mounting
" the play, with no

sense that he is coming down in the process, but as if he felt the

Manager's Chair at least a stage higher than the Grand-Ducal
Throne.

Managers were mighty men before, and in no way given to think
small beer of themselves. What liquor will they think of them-
selves now Royal Norwegian Spruce, or Grand-Ducal Lager P

King MAX of Bavaria is known to have gone in for WAGNER and
the Music of the Future. Many of the stupendous transformation
scenes of Bayreuth, almost rivalling the marvels of Drury Lane
Pantomime wrought by the wonder-working brush of BEVEKLY,
are believed to have had their inspiration in the Winter Garden
a-top of the Schlpss at Munich, where the Royal Poet spends his
winters .in artistic retirement with KICHAED WAGNER for Prime
Minister of his msthetic pleasures.
Thus the Managers may fairly claim a right to think Bavarian

Beer of themselves. And why may not Kaiser ere long rush in
where King has not feared to tread, and so uplift the managerial
estimate of itself to the sublime level of

"
Imperial Pop

"
? To

quote HORACE with a difference,
" Bed si me Regibus manager inseras

Bublimi feriam sidera vertice."

The Argument a Minori.

(For the consideration o/ MACDONALD, M.P.)

So you suggest that they our coals that quarry
Should shorten shifts to raise black diamonds' price 1'

But, if so, why should other workers tarry,
Each in his craft, to follow your advice ?

Till soon, hauled o'er the coals, like spark in stubble,
Over-production's doctrine goes ahead,

And all trades work half time, and come down double
For beef and beer, for house, and clothes, and bread !
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THAT LASS 'O TOWERY 'S.

By the Authors of Several other Things, fyc., $c,

CHAPTEB VIII. Meeting 'by Moonlight.

owt fur yo'sel," she whispered to him as he leant over

her, pretending to admire her black diamond ear-rings, which were
her sole piece of finery.

" Owd feether 's goin' to giv' yo ar narsty
'un, yo 'Q zee

;
zo git owt yo Young Ingineer, an' dunno kum teeklin'

mer, or yo '11 git ar narsty 'un fra mee tew, yo wull."

NEGUS was no coward ; but henceforth he never went out without
a box of fireworks, so as to send up rocket-signals in case of distress,
a pocket electric battery to forward messages to his friends, and a
reversible coat, which, if riddled through by bullets on one side,
would be as good as

new on the other.

These, with a small

fire-escape and a bot-

tle of patent
" Pick-

me-up
" in case of his

being knocked down,
completed his equip-
ment.
One night he rapped

loudly at the little

Curate's door. At the
same moment he lit a

cigar. This sound and
this light were what
had awaked the Hey.
THOMAS TITT from his

slumbers.
He sat playing cards

with the little Curate
till past midnight.
Then he left.

It was awarm night,
and, regardless of his

safety, he had depo-
sited his precautionary
measures at the little

Curate's door, when a
female figure appeared
frombehind the honey-
suckle, and beckoned
to him.
He followed her, out

into the road.
Then a voice, which

he recognised in spite
of the mist and hoarse-

ness, said," Oi wants tar speek
wi' yo, ar dew."
The little Curate,

who had been winning
a little money at

ecarte (his favourite

game, for proficiency
in which he had ob-
tained his degree in

arts at St. Cad's Col-

lege), and was in excel-
lent spirits, exclaimed ,"

Why, bless me, if

it isn't EM BEEBIE !

And a doosid fine gal,
tool" Then he added,
blushingly,

" As we used to say at Oxford." Then he called out," How do, EMMY ? How 's old Catechism going on ? What lark 's

up now ? as we used to say at Oxford," he added, apologetically.
And the little Curate, who had taken a little too much at ecarte,

was about to advance on tiptoe, and raise his little hand to chuck
her under the chin in the most conscientious manner, when she
replied, shortly,

"
yo stewp't leetel tiddlepops o' ar parson ! Yo

leeve mer arlown an' oil leeve yo arlown !
"

And waving the back of her hand towards him with a queenly
gesture that well became her, she caught him about the second
button of his low waistcoat, and, on the spot, doubled him up. The
little Curate was sensible of a sudden and extraordinary change
having come over him on being suddenly doubled up. From four
feet he became eight, and was unable to re-enter his house except
lengthways, as a parcel from the tailor's."

If I could only reduce myself by two feet," he sighed,
" ANICE

SOETIGAL would look up to me."

Suddenly he brightened up.
"Diet will do it!" he cried. "I'll become a teetotaller, and

lower myself."
That night, for the first time in his life, he lay long in bed.
" To-morrow morning," he said to himself, shyly,

" I shall shrink

from getting up. If I can but shrink just two feet
.
I shall be

satisfied."

And he looked forward to the surprise he would give ANICE.
Then he slept.
In the meantime JS'KGUS BAUCROW followed EM BEEME along the

shadowy road, and across the open ploughed fields where the tall

elms and stately'oaks made the obscurity of night more obscure,
and the closely-planted nut-bushes and carefully-trained wild briars

rendered all attempts at walking absolutely impossible. So they
strode on, following each other.*

CHAPTER IX.

The Panto-mining
Business.

EM BEEBIE stopped
suddenly. The Young
Engineer approached.
"DAN BEERIE'S ma

owd feether," she

said, in a whisper." You are as wise
as you are beautiful,"
was NEGUS BAUCBOW'S
reply, and he knelt
before her in the

moonlight as he might
have done before any
lady in the land.

The girl's strong
dramatic instinct led

her to place one foot

lightly, but firmly, on
his outstretched knee,
and so balancing her-
self with one hand on
his shoulder, she threw
herself into a graceful

attitude, her left toe

pointing downwards.
The Red Fires of the
distant furnaces bril-

liantly illuminated the
scene for a few se-

conds, till the dark
curtain of night fell

on the tableau.
This recalled her

to herself. Jumping
down with great na-
tural modesty, she

tripped over a moon-
beam that had fallen

* Editor's Note to

Authors. " My dear

Lady and Gentlemen, a

ploughed field is not a
wood. A ploughed field

is
* the open,' not the

closed. How could they
walk at all where any
attempt at walking was

absolutely impossible.
And again, how could

they
' follow each other

'

)

One walked first, and the
other followed. Please alter, or explain for we are willing to admit
that not being personally conversant with the country, and our Special
Commissioner and his Boy not haying wired or sent any report, it may
happen that you are perfectly right in your details ; only it doesn't appear so

at first sight.'' Yours, ED.

Answerfrom the New Provincial Novel Company Limited to Editor.

"No, it does not appear right 'at first sight,' as you say. But look at it

again ;
take another sight at it. We always do. The fields here are exactly

as we have described them. Land is too valuable in the North to be set aside

for one purpose alone. A field is not given up to the plough only, but is

increased in size by being let put for all sorts of purposes ; and thus, by not

wasting the furrows and utilising the ridges, crops can grow in the midst of

woods where the game is preserved and the wild strawberries abound
; while,

descending by a staircase, or a sunk shaft, in the corner of the field, we come

upon a mine in full operation. Such are the wonders here which have gained
our people the title of The Wizards of the North. As to the '

following,' to

any one who knows the habits of the people here, this description is simply
lifelike. Don't ask any more questions." (Signed) THB COMPANY.
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OUR COUNTRYMEN ABROAD.
" ULLOA ! GABgouo, HERS TOU ARE I DAVJSRNAT, SB voo PLAT ?

"

"
YKS, SARK I VAT VIL ?OTJ 'AV, SAKE T'

" OH I OOFS!"
" Ys, SARK! (EciFS A LI Cogue, SARK !"
"
OH, NONO ! HANO IT I ffsy's Eoos IOR trs, PLEASK !

"

between them, but recovered herself without sustaining any injury,
and stood by his side.
" You are an elegant creature," said the Young Engineer, with a

certain tremor in his voice.
"
Nay," she replied, in a voice softened by the deep mist.

" Oim
na' ar Kollumbyne, bart oil tell yo zumthin' ax arl bee arz gewd arz
ar panto-mine, eef zo be yo '11 lizzen t' m' noo."

Liz ! Liz ! Liz !
" murmured NEGUS, thinking to himself what

a capital advertisement this would be on the walls of London.
"Nay," determinedly, "ma naym's na Liz' an' yo nose eet."

Then, in a subdued tone, "T'owd feether's goin't'anok yo down.
Happen he 'z hoidin aboot."
"What!" exclaimed the Young Engineer, much interested." What ! Strike me with a feether ?

"
"
Aye," sturdily, but in a whisper,'" az yo stip

oot uv that there
gayt ar' t' ind o' thees field into th' lane, wun on 'urn, thar ar three
on urn agin yo. wull bee lyin' down i' t' road fur yo to tumbel
ow'r. Then when yo layze sprorlin' in t' road, t' owd feether '11

eopp yo ow'r t' nob wi' ar gewd eloutin' stick."
" And the third man ? you said there were three of them," asked

the Young Engineer, following the description closely."Thar theerd mon'll bee xittun i' t' 'edge, zinging' 'rum turn
turn turn tiddley diddley rum turn turn turn,' wi'out stoppin', just
fur t'keep thur spurruts oop. It's wart they do call 'i these parts
ther mewsik o' t' panto-mine rally, an' the hands az ar panto-
miners zings it az tho' they wore fee'ddlin' awa' fur t' dear loife."
The Young Engineer felt like a coward. He was under her pro-

tection, and had only to follow her directions.

They drew near an old exploded mine. They were approaching
the Lane. He knew it well by name ; Doorie Lane. They walked
on, and stood by the entrance to the pit. The doors were only just
open. Not a soul was to be seen. She gave him an order to go in
and sit down. There he was to watch.
Sure enough, at this critical moment the sound of the third man's

voice, in the hedge, humming the music already described, fell on
his ear, and NEOUS BAHCHOW trembled for the brave girl who had
ricked her life for his.

A minute after, she was lost to view.
What was to happen next ?

CHAPTER X. Tht Rally, the Roughs, and the Tumble.

DAW BEKRIE stood, grimly smiling, in the shadow, with a longv

thick, pliant stout stick a M wakkur," as they call it here in his
hand.
There was a malicious sense of humour in his smile, that boded

no one any good.
Of his two companions in the plot, the one was humming in the

hedge, the other lay with his face downwards in the lane in front of
the gate through which they knew the Young Engineer most pass
on his road homewards.

DA.V BEERIE had given his directions carefully. He had told

them,
" When yo zee ar mpn fall ow'r ther pal lyin' down i' t' road,

joomp oop, lads, an' bang 'im ow'r t' nut wi' yer sticks."

Then, walking backwards to his place of concealment, he added,
"Oil teech thar varmint to mark me carry a fan i't' mine." He
paused ; for a familiar footstep in the road fell on his ear.
" Bar 'OOMFRET DAVT, it 's hersen I

" he exclaimed, with a fearful
oath.

"
Oil stop the peeghedded wench, or she '11 spoil orl." And

he walked towards the gate, intending to pass into the lane, and
confront his daughter. He was on the very track that NEGUS, but
for the warning, would himself have taken.
"
Oil gi 'er zumthin'," he muttered furiously as he reached the

gate" Oil gi 'er a gewd
"

But the sentence was never finished.

There was a violent humming of the
"
rnm-tnm-tiddy

" music
faster and more furiously than ever, as DAN BEKRIE stumbled
heavily over his partner's prostrate form, and fell, head-foremost,
at full length on the road. Before he could explain the fatal mis-
take, his two friends were on to him violently with their sticks,
and were beating him to a jelly, when EMMA suddenly stood before
them.
At this instant the light shone through the neighbouring Limes.
Then, as she pointed to the lifeless mass at her feet, the two men

drew back aghast."
Wull, 01 nivvour !

"
they both exclaimed at once.

" We 've
killed t'owd feether!"

They stood thunderstruck.
Then there arose a loud cry of

"
Bravo !

" and a clapping of hands
from the Young Engineer in the pit.
The two men heard no more, but ran for their lives.
There lay BITTER BEERIE,

"
T' pot hat smarshed," as EM sadly

said,
" ow'r his moog."

This time his head was gone for ever past all hope of recovery ;

and BEEIIIE, the Bitterest BEEKIK in all Swiggin, lay in the road
flat and dead.

(To be continued.)

SILENCE AND TIME.

(By afcmive 31. P.)

"Before 1832, the Parliamentary Constitution of this country was full of
flaws in theory, and biota in practice, that would not bear the light. But it

was, notwithstanding, one of the wonders of the world. Time was its parent ;

Silence was its nurse." Mr. GLADSTONE on the County Franchise, in the" Nineteenth Century
"
for November.

IF " Time was its parent and Silence its nurse,"
In the primitive ages before Thirty-two,

Then Parliament, surely, has changed for the worse,
Now St. Stephen's 'gainst Time shows a spite most perverse,
And with Silence has nothing to do !

Time and Silence for Parent and Nurse ? 'Tig to tell,
In a nursery image, an optimist tale.

Or, if true, ah, had parent or nurse but a spell
To minimise BIGOAB or muzzle PARNELL,
How St. Stephen's their magic would hail !

But the hope and the metaphor too 's a mistake,
Though it makes a man envious to ponder it.

Oar Parliament now is a wild Irish wake,
With Silence we 've nothing to do, except break,
And as little with Time, but to squander it.

BUSSIA'S MOST FORMIDABLE FOES.

IK the Camp General Corruption.
In the Field Winter Pasha.
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SIGHTS FOR SAIR EEN."
ELEBBATED MR. PtJNCH,

You, Sir, possess
what your friend 'ARRY
would call the 'art that
can feel for another.
You are also up to the

pictorial Art. You will

therefore, of course,
approve of the follow-

ing appeal on behalf
of sufferers who might
derive considerable
comfort from

" ART IN HOSPITALS.
The Committee of the Sea-
men's (Dreadnought) Hos-
pital,Greenwich, gratefully
acknowledge the receipt of
250 pictures for the wards,
ofwhichseventy are framed.
A 5 note will frame twenty
pictures, so that 40 is

required to place those pic-
tures in all the wards.

Towards this sum five guineas hare been received from Mr. GEORGE PARKER, leaving 35
to be still subscribed. The funds of the Hospital are not available for this purpose, and
hence this appeal for special subscriptions for the Framed Picture Fund.

By Order, HENRY C. BURDETT, Secretary.

Now, Sir, the above address to benevolent readers appeared the other day
in the Morning Post, which also contained an announcement relative to Art

regarded from quite another point of view, describing a
popular form of it as

"THE STREET ADVERTISING NUISANCE. At the last weekly
meeting of the Metropolitan Board of Works, a deputation from
the Board of Works of Westminster waited upon the Board, and
presented a Memorial asking them to introduce a bill, or to co-

operate in some way, to obtain an Amendment of the law for

effectually preventing a continuance of the hoardings and other
structures for advertising purposes."

The Metropolitan Board of Works, Sir, has actually
entertained this request, and referred it to their "Works
and General Purposes Committee. I trust that body will
scout the idea of stripping

"
hoardings and other struc-

tures "
of those artistic decorations which render dead

walls lively. Instead of limiting the sphere of adver-
tising Art, I would say extend it. Introduce that branch
of Art also into hospitals. Think what a soothing effect
its innumerable varieties and contrasts of design and
colour would exert on the eyes of patients, mostly
affected more or less with nervous irritability. Why,
Sir, is it not almost as good as a play to survey the
scenic illustrations depicted on every practicable surface,
which inform the play-goer so nicely of what he is going
to see ? Hospital interiors embellished with polychrome
advertisements would be as gay and cheerful as those
of the first-class carriages on the Metropolitan Rail-

way, and impress the minds of the inmates with useful

instruction, which, on their recovery, they would bear

away with them, to the profit of themselves and others.
I have the honour to be, Sir, your ever faithful friend,
the Champion Bill Poster, and my name is

PUFFINGTON.

ENGLAND A LA EUSSE.
THE Queen's Theatre has been renamed " The National." To

inaugurate the event, the Manager has produced a piece called

Russia, which illustrates the scenery, manners, and customs of
a country as much like the land of the Muscovite as chalk is like

cheese. That our Northern brethren may not be jealous, Mr, Punch
presents them with the outlines of a Drama, which they may call

Great Britain, and play, if they like, in the National Theatre of
St. Petersburg.

GREAT BRITAIN.
ACT I.

SCENE 1. Kensington Palace during a ball. The LORD MAYOR,
the Prince of WAIES, Miss ROSE, and Count IVANOFF all dancing
in fall regimentals. Enter Sir ROB, the Chief of Police.

Sir Rob (to Miss ROSE). You will marry me, Miss.
Miss Rose (to Sir ROB). I will not I defy you I

Sir Rob. I will be revenged. I must talk to Misther O'BLARNEY,
the great Fenian millionnaire.

[Dances in full regimentals continue. Scene changes to

SCENE 2. The interior of the South Kensington Museum by moon-
light. Miss ROSE, Her Lover, the Count IVANOFF, and others
discovered conspiring over the Permissire Sill. Enter Sir ROB
and Misther O'BLARNET.

Sir Rob. I have caught you ! In the name of the LORD MATOK I
arrest you. You will all go to the Salt Mines of Epsom.

Count Ivanoff. But I am a Russian Officer.

Sir Rob. It matters not. Remove them !

[Miss ROSE, Her Lover, and Count IVANOFF, are carried off
by British Grenadier Guards to the Salt Mines of Epsom.

ACT II.

SCENE 1. The Salt Mines of Epsom. Miss ROSE, Her Lover, Count
IVAKOFF, and others discovered wearily toiling.

Count Ivanoff. Gentlemen Pickpockets, let us escape.
Misther O'Blarney (suddenly appearing). Yes, I have been tricked

by Sir ROB, and I will show you the way.
[The Gentlemen Pickpockets are about to escape when they

are overpowered by the Artillery of the British Horse-
Marines.

SCENE 2. The Virgin Snow-Forest of the Kensington Gardens.
In the foreground a Dead Cab-Horse. Miss ROSE, Her
Lover, Misther O'BLAHNET, and Count IVANOFF are escaping
when they are confronted by Sir ROB.

Sir Rob. So you are in my power !

Misther O'Blarney (aside}. I must dissemble. (Aloud.) May I
offer you some refreshment ?

[Sir ROB is lured into the Lodge of a Park Keeper and treated
to Ginger-Beer. The Lodge is set on fire. Sir ROB
escapes.

ACT III.

SCENE 1. The Council- Chamber in St. James's Palace. Miss
ROSE, Her Lover, Misther O'BLARNEY, and Count IVANOFF dis-
covered loaded with Chains.

Sir Rob (sufferingfrom burns'). You are all guilty of attempting
to obtain money by false pretences ; therefore, by the law of Eng-
land, you must immediately be hanged.

Enter the LORD MAYOR.
The Lord Mayor. Not so. I pardon them. But you, Sir ROB,

must go to the Epsom Salt Mines.
Sir Rob. Never ! This medicine which I produce is warranted

to cure me, and see, thus I escape ye !

[Takes the medicine and dies.
The Lord Mayor. And if our kind friends in front will only

applaud, they will show that they appreciate the manners and
customs of Great Britain. [Curtain,

NINE REASONS AGAINST THE BANQUET OF THE NINTH.
(By one who has to weigh his Words.)

FIRSTLY. I am past the age at which a stuffy and stifljng public
banquet can be viewed in the light of an agreeable recreation.

Secondly. On such occasions one has to hear as well as make
speeches.

Thirdly.! can't get on my legs without indulging in a little of
that epigrammatic point for which it pleases me to be famous and
points prick.

Fourthly. I rather think that, as things go,
"

least said, soonest
mended "

is the appropriate ancestral wisdom.
Fifthly. I am not quite so sure how many campaigns the country

is prepared for if any.
Sixthly. I have no wish, at the present moment, to add to the

obvious embarrassments of His August Majesty the Emperor of All
the Russias.

Seventhly. Why set the Spectator and its sycophants barking at

my heels till the end of the Recess, to say nothing of the laudation
of my effusive friends of the D. T. ?

Eighthly. -If talking is to be done, DERBY will be there
; and

what is language given him for, but to conceal my thoughts ?

Ninthly. A quiet day at Hughenden is worth a great many
Guildhall dinners.
And yet I shall have to go I know I shall and to talk too !

"For this amongst the rest was I upraised !

"

A Dublin Dialogue.
First Pat, A cheer for GLADSTONE, is it ? Anny thrue Irish pay-

thriot 'ud curse his name !

Second Pat. Arrah ! why now ?

First Pat. Sorra' the man livin' has done so much to deproive
us iv our grievances !
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SCIENCE IN SPORT MADE REFRESHMENT IN EARNEST.

Tar. " WHAT HA' TB OOT THERE, EOT t"
'

Prentice (of a Scientific turn),
"
OH, jtrsr SCORPIONS, CENTIPEDE*, AND

THINGS I COLLECTED IN INDIA."

Tar. " WASTIN' GOOD SPEBBITS OH DABNBD RCBBISH LIKE THEM ! I

"

[Drains bottle !

"Oil! THE CLANG!"
(Lines, quite impromptu, by an Agonised Gentlrmin,

forced by circumstances to reside next door to u l.mly
with a contralto voice, who, for the last TURKS week*,
hat passed her entire day in learning MOI.LOY'S
" Wooden Shoon.")

On .' the clang of that
" Wooden Shoon .'

"

Oh .' the row in the afternoon I

Try, Ma'am, please, another toon !

Or else go away !

"When I leave home.
She '

singing with a will !

When I return,
1 tiud her singing (till 1

Oh ! the clang of the wooden Stay ;

It 's
"
Boys and Girls come out to pluy !

"

Yes! 'tis like it. Before to-day
I thought I 'd heard the too-oo-oo-oo-oon .'

Two seconds' rest after this sort of mild Gregorian
finish, half Irish, half Breton ; then, very much
pleased with herself, on she goes again. Agonised
Gentleman relapses, and murmurs :

Oh! the bang of that
" Wooden Shoon .'"

Will she sing all the afternoon '{

Never trying another toon.

Down from D to A !

Then her hand comes down
On the keys with such a whack,

Her eel-skin gown
Must be split across the back.

But what cares she
If she the song can learn ?

So up to D
She takes another torn '.

Agonised Gentleman becomes furious.

Hang the clang of her " Wooden Shoon "
! !

Hang her worrying this good toon 1 ! !

I must ask if she wouldn't shoon
Like a new "

toon
"
to play.

[Sits down to write to the Lady in question. Scene
closes.

QUERY FOE Ma. FARINI. Is it true that ZAZKL is going
to perform in Dublin '( At GUNH'B Theatre, of course.

WHY CLEOPATRA'S NEEDLE ?

(An Appeal to the Public from a very old Friend, with some inter-

esting Itemsfrom the Isle of Thanet.

SiR,-y-Since I was first erected on this salubrious spot I have never
complained. Men may come, and men may go, but I hold up for
ever. Not a word have I ever written, or spoken. No one, except
His Majesty of gracious presence and ungracious memory, ever
made any noise about me, except the boatmen and the Cockneys,
but I don't allude to that kind of row. No, Sir, what outs into my
granite heart is this, that whereas Mr. ERASMUS WILSON lives within
six easy miles of the finest and most sedate obelisk in the world
(though I say it, as, perhaps, shouldn't), yet he wouldn't take the

j

slight trouble of coming from Westgate (I 'd like to Westgate and
Jacket him, too !) to see me, but must go gallivanting over to Egypt

\

about that stupid old mummy of an obelisk that isn't half as fresh
as I am, and not anything like so respectable, if history is to be
believed.
CLEOPATRA'S needle I Haven't we got them nearer home than I

that! Why, there's just as much point about me, and more, I

believe, as there is about that Egyptian thing. No one has ever
ventured to jeer at me as a pointless memorial.
However, I can't quarrel with Mr. ERASMUS WILSON if he has got

,

an Eastern fit on him (what he, as a distinguished specialist, would
call

"
Syria-sis," and Syria 's not so very far off Egypt), for every

man has his hobby, so why not his hobby-lisk ?

All I want is that the public should come here, see Me, and judge I

for itself whether, if any Obelisk has deserved well of England, I
am not the one ? Let 'em come to Ramsgate. It 's easy enough
now there 's a train from Victoria at 3'15 on Saturdays, that lands

thing 'g looking up at Ramsgate just now. When the visitors have

where we are so well off for sea-breezes. Bat when a man has
done so much for a place, without effectually doing for himself,
as Mr. DAVIS has for my dear, sleepy old Ramsgate, 1 am of

opinion, and so is my friend Lord JETTY, who is one of the most
substantial piers of the realm, that his work (which is the legitimate
development of the late Mr. POGIN'S original plan) deserves recog-
nition ; and though, personally. I protest I don't know the gentle-
man from ADAM, I may fairly alluds to him as

Kara Davis in terrace,

and I 'ra rejoiced to think that the damage done to his sea-wall hag
been repaired.
But what a splendid month has October been, and how lovely the

beginning of November ! Having been a fixture here for years, I
have never been able to see Naples and live ; but every one says
that sky and sea here, have been lately quite Neapolitan, and the
West Cliff, I 'ra told, as bright as Monaco. ~A propos of Monaco,
I heard a literary gent say that the best short story he 'd read for a
long time was The Ruined Man of Monaco, by Mr. G. A. SALA, in

Mirth, written with such a freshness as was worthy of even his
Sala'd days.
Remember me to Professor ERASMUS WILSOX. I bear no malice.

And let a just and generous public visit me here, and let them, as

Britons, boldly declare that they have only got to look at home for a
thing of beauty which is a joy for ever, and which begs to sign itself

Your old friend,
THE OBELISK IN RAMSOATE HARBOUR.

PKSTS OF THE PAVEMENT. Perambulators.
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PLEASING REFLECTIONS"
(SCOTCH AND IRISH) OF A LEADER AND AN EX-DITTO.

HOW TO PLAY THE PART.

(A Hint or two to a Young Judge.)

NEVER, on entering or leaving a carriage, attempt to make a

spring, bat get in or oat, as the case may be, slowly, or even cau-

tiously : also, on no account ever be discovered running for yoar life

to catch a train.

If you happen to belong to a Bicycle Club, instantly take your
name oft the books.
Be careful not to be drawn into a cricket-match and figure with a

large score among
" Eleven Gentlemen of the Bench against Eleven

of the Bar."
When dining out, always enter ther room with a slight stoop, and,

if expected to listen '.to a good story and smile at it, do both very
severely.

Cultivate a contracted brow, and never let a day pass without
frowning quietly at yourself, before a looking-glass, for half an
hour.

If you bave to refer to the great Exhibition of 1851, don't say you
remember accurately the situation of the toys and the refreshments.

Get up the lives of all the early geniuses, and keep in hand a

good stock-story of something NAPOLEON said he couldn t have done

after he was five-and-twenty.
If, as a child, you have had the Duke of WELLINGTON pointed

out to you in the Park, commence a reference to the incident with
" Some years ago, I remember meeting the Duke," &c.
Never miss an opportunity of addressing the most venerable

Counsel in the Court beneath you frequently and pointedly as

"Brother."

Glance, now and again, impatiently at the open window, as much
as to say,

"
I don't know whether the others on the Bench can

stand it, but. at my age," &c.
If inclined, when quite by yourself, either in some secluded

country spot or on a silent stretch of sea-shore, to have a good hard
run and halloo for very health, do it all with a stately judicial ease,
never for a moment losing sight of the faet that you are a Lord
Justice of Appeal.
And, lastly, go through the arduous duties of your position with

learning, patience, and intelligence ; and, in so doing, justify, by
your conduct on the Bench, the judgment of those who have raised

you thus early to its dignity and responsibility.
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USEFUL INFORMATION.
(Fur Our foreign Friends.)

LOUD MAYOR it descended
from an old Venetian

family which established

itself in the neighbour-
hood of the Guildhall
after the revocation of

the Edict of Nantes by
the Emperor ALEXANDER
THE GREAT. Another
branch of the same family
has long flourished at

Gogmagoguesin Brittany.
In former times, before

the traffic was forbidden, his Lordship's ancestors were engaged in the exportation of Liverymen to the South Coast of Africa, but his more
immediate progenitors were connected with the trade and manufactures of this country as Loriners to all .the Reigning Sovereigns of

Europe. He himself came up to London in early life from the Chiltern Hundreds, with a Canary bird',in a cage, protected from
the sun by a silk handkerchief, but slenderly provided with pocket-money, and speedily amassed a large fortune by means of honourable
and extensive mercantile transactions with the Island of Ascension.

The LORD MAYOR'S official salary is 50,000 a year, derived from a tax which the Corporation of London are empowered by an Act of

Parliament, passed in the reign of King ALFRED, to levy upon every box of cigar-lights sold within the City boundaries. His retinue

consists of a Wig-bearer, a Standard-bearer, a Chaplain (generally the Junior Bishop), a City Jester the celebrated JOSEPH MILLER
was the first a Taster, a Toastmaster, and a Remembrancer, who attends his Lordship every morning, while he is dressing, to remind
him of the duties of the day, and is paid by the hour.

The LORD MAYOR wears a fur cap on all occasions of ceremony and festivity, and enjoys the privilege of remaining uncovered in

the presence of Royalty. His official residence in winter is Temple Bar, which is adorned with exquisite statues, executed by WREN
and BIRD, of some of his most illustrious predecessors ; and in summer he holds his Court on the Thames in a State-barge drawn
by swans with gold collars some of these splendid birds are centenarians and manned by Australian Beefeaters from the Tower of

London. At the expiration of his year of office, the LORD MAYOR, if a single man, is created a Knight Bachelor, and he is generally

expected to defray all the expenses of having his portrait painted, framed, and hung up in the Venetian parlour, without a sigh.
The Sheriffs are always twins. To prevent mistakes, they are distinguished the one from the other by different coloured tapes.

They are selected in infancy by a Committee, composed of the wives of the Aldermen who have passed the Chair, from the families of

the most eminent among the Liverymen ; and they are carefully brought up by hand from their cradle in the exercise of all such
faculties and accomplishments elocution, for example, a rare judgment of wines, stenography, short whist, tandem driving, and a

minute knowledge 01 the history of the various Civic Companies as will befit them in after lite for the discharge of their exalted func-
tions. At an early age the future Sheriffs are familiarised with the Guildhall, the Mansion House, and the Old Bailey, and, weather

permitting, seats are reserved for them and their female attendants to view the Lord Mayor's Show, as soon as they are able to clap their

hands and exhibit other outward tokens of delight.
The duties of the Sheriffs are multifarious. They accompany the LORD MAYOR in his hunting excursions in Epping Forest ; assist

him in the preparation of his speeches, dine with him (alternately) every Sunday, and supervise .the menus of the Mansion House

banquets. One of the Sheriffs must be an Alderman, and sleep every night during his term of office in the Bank of England. The
Sheriffs write to each other

daily,
and wear the Lord Mayor's portrait next their heart. They have coals, candles, gas, and water found

for them free of cost, and their laundry expenses (up to a certain amount) are defrayed out of the Coal Duties. When the Sheriffs throw
off the chains of office, they betake themselves, on an average, to farming pursuits and field sports, and preserve their faculties unimpaired
to an extreme old age.

War's Irony.

GRIM War, with uncertainty glorious,
Wheels right-about-face in a crack

;

Let a Pasha be dubbed " The Victorious,"
And he 's safe to be threshed like a sack.

Ghszi.

A Thing to be Thankful for.

(After reading Sir FITZEOY KELLY'S Speech on welcoming the LORD MAYOR
at Wettmiiuter.)

THAT England's Prime Minister is First Lord of the Treasury,
and not Chief Baron of the Exchequer.
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A CALL FROM JACK'S CHERUB.
AILORS have al-

ways been sup-
posed and we
hope with good
reason to be

special objects oi

JOHN BULL'S
affections. He
loves them afloat

when they are

upholding the
honour of his flag

against the foes

they have to fight
now and then, or
those more ter-
rible foes they
are always fight-

ing, wind and
weather, storm
and tempest,
with their great
guns of gales, and
their red-hot shot
of bolt and levin.
He loves them
ashore, though it

is only lately he
has thought of

helping them to
Homes there. Perhaps he fancied that they "whose Home is on the
ocean wave," did not need Homes on terra firma. He loves them
in their hale and hearty strength and lustihood, their helpless or
reckless defiance of land-sharks and pitfalls, their open-handedness
even in their frolics and follies, when they are spending like asses
the money they have been making like horses and lions.

It may be that JOHN BULL'S Jack Tar is somewhat of a mythical
being, as beings made up of horses and lions must needs be, a sort of
chimcera, in whose creation TOM DIBDIN and T. P. COOKE have -had
almost as much part as either Royal Navy or Mercantile Marine,
training-ship or fok'sle, boatswain's whistle, or skipper's "horse,"
watch-yarn and galley-gossip, or cat and knuckle-duster.
But it is not so easy to believe that JOHN loves JACK when he is

laid up not in lawn and lavender but in suffering and sick-bay,when he is down with fever or scurvy, accident or ill-usage, so long
as JOHN with his full pockets leaves JACK'S own Hospital if not
actually aground, barely able to claw off the shoals of short-com-
mons, debt, and. difficulty.
At the end of last year the Seamen's Hospital accounts showed

a deficiency of more than 1500 to meet the annual outlay of
more than 8000. For this money, be] it remembered, more than

) Seamen of more than thirty nationalities had that year been
taken in and tended, through sickness and suffering, to death or
recovery.

JACK'S Hospital does not look at colour, any more than it takes
note of creeds, tongues, or ages. All sick and suffering Seamen who
are brought to its doors it receives and does its best for. The
Government gives it a building in lieu of the old Dreadnought, but
there its contribution ends. Greenwich levies, or levied, on the
building a Poor-rate of between 400 and 500, The out-ports,
whose Seamen have all the benefits of the Hospital, gives, in too
many cases too, but little to its funds, but more, Punch hopes, than
they did in 1875, when Liverpool, as her year's contribution in men
and money, sent 158 sick Sailors and lOa. 6d. subscription.
The demands of the last eorry twelvemonths the contributions

to war-funds, and famine-funds, and awful pit accident-relief-
tunds are not likely to help the subscription-list of poor JACK'S
own and only Hospital. Public charity is said to be a prettv
constant quantity. You can't raise its level in one place without
lowering it in another. What Russ. or Turk, or Rayah gets, JACK
in sick-bay is like enough to lose. The QUEEN, as in all things, has
here too set a good example, by her gift of 100 in April last.
Surely, JOHN BULL will better the example. If there are two
things in this world he believes in, it is his Queen and the Blue
J ackets. Let him follow the example of the one in the cause of the
other.
A guinea qualifies a Governor. As Politicians cry,

"
Register,

Register, Register !" Punch cries,
"
Qualify, Qualify, Qualify! for

a Governor of the Seamen's Hospital, and make it once more a real
JJread-nonght instead of a Dread-debt-and-defieiency, and, above
all, Dread of holding its relieving hand, and leaving its beds empty,while Poor JACK is referred to a certain

" sweet little cherub who sits
up aloft." That sweet little cherub, while he still "sits up aloft,"" o]d ' has a branch office here below, at the Seamen's Hospital,

Greenwich, where he will be happy to receive subscriptions.
Messrs. WILLIAMS, DEACON, & Co., Birchin Lane, are his bankers,
and the Secretary is Mr. H. C. BUKDETT.
BUKDETT !

"
c'est le premier pas de Coutts."

Think of BuitDETi-CouTTS, and do as she does. Give, and give
freely.

FROM PUNCH'S OWN SPECTACLE-MAKER.
THE expected arrival of Cleopatra's Needle furnished the new

LOBD MAYOR on Friday last with an idea for his procession. In like
manner the return of the Prince of WALES from India gave Alder-
man Sir THOMAS WHITE an opportunity of riding behind a dozen
Circus elephants in commemoration of the Prince's Progress. If
this sort of thing goes on, we may expect to find the Lord Mayor's
Show claiming rivalry with a burlesque

"
topical gong." Perhaps

this change of front in the annual City pageant may be for the
better it certainly cannot be for the worse. It is, at least, an
assimilation, however faint, to the old times when pageants were
pageants. Mr. Punch welcomes the novelty, and furnishes the
programme (subject to "topical" alterations) of the Lord Mayor's
Show for 1878-79.

g .
Policemen clearing the way.

rS First Grand Allegorical Car, representing the Triumph of Law.
Justice clothed in a Commissioner's uniform, weighing a
Policeman's honesty in one scale against a Detective's salary

g in the other. A vision .of the New Law Courts in the
distance.

A Knight A Knight
disguised in Armour. disguised in Liquor.

Second Allegorical Car, representing the Triumph of Beer.
Britannia is shown listening earnestly to the pleadings of a
Licensed Victualler, whilst Sir WILFKID LAWSON weeps over
the ruins of the old Aldgate Pump.

The City Marshal. The City Hangman.
Third Allegorical Car, representing the Rights of Women.
Gog and Magog entertain a number of Ladies at a Pic-nie in
the Old Bailey, during a sensational murder-trial.

Circus Horses. Circus Elephants.
Fourth Allegorical Car, representing the Glories of the Century.
England is seen bestowing rewards upon a Pedestrian who
has walked 12,000 yards in 12,000 ten minutes, and a Female
Acrobat who has been shot out of a cannon, and dived from
a height of sixty feet, one hundred times in succession,
without breaking her neck.

A Cheap Jack. A Quack.
Fifth Allegorical Car, representing Foreign Policy.

The PKBMIEK and his Colleagues are seen groping helplessly
about in a glass case containing a real November Fog.

Grand Procession of Guys.
The Aldermen who have not passed the Chair.

The Recorder.
The Aldermen who have passed the Chair.

GUT FAUX, with the original lantern from the Bodleian.
Band of British "Lion Comiques" (from the Music Halls)

singing
"
Topical Songs."

Lecturers from the Polytechnic, explaining Dissolving Views.
Eight Carriages and Six containing

"
Portrait Models "

of
recent additions to the Chamber of Horrors.

The late Lord Mayor,
accompanied by the Common Sergeant singing a song descrip-

tive of the doings of his year of office.

Grand Procession suggestive of the approaching festive season.
A Turkey fighting with a Bear. Seconds and Bottle-holdera

by the Editors of the Times, Daily News, Daily
Telegraph, Morning Post, and Pall Mall Gazette.

The Standard, borne by supporters of the Government.
Old Father Christmas

accompanied by Officials of the Lord Mayor's Court.
The Lord Mayor's Footmen in big Pantomime heads.

The Right Hon. the LOBD MATOE,
accompanied by his Chaplain, Mace-bearer, Clown, Harlequin,

Columbine, and Pantaloon.
Guard of Honour of 250 Supernumeraries from the

Alexandra Palace.

FEEDING THE HUNGRY.

GATES at the Mansion House when gourmands cram in,

Fit place, one feels, for Fund in aid of Famine !

AN OLD Soura RECHEISTENED. "
Britain, Strikes' Home .'

"
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ABOIEL'S WARNING.
"
It is for tho sake of the country that we have now, during sixteen months

of strenuous tlfort, maintained the task of exposing the injustice and hypo-

crisy of the present war, and of pointing out what perils it threatens against

the future peuro und safety of tun Hritish Umpire." Daily Telegraph.

It. P. loquitur :

"AMONG the faith-

less faithful

only found."
That s me to a

(D.) T., good
Mr. MILTO.V.

've blowed my
trumpet with
no feeble
sound,

To wake that B.

as my best

'opes was
built on.

Sixteen long
month* ot

strenuous
tootletoot

Is trying to the

wind of an
old woman.

And of my faith-

ful efforts

where 's the
fruit f

B. sleeps or

sneers at me.
It 's bage, in-

human !

Iky bod I That 's about it. England's goose
Is cooked, and basted well with Rooshian tallow.

I told 'em so, but bless you, where 's the use ?

This 'ere's a wicked war as nought can 'allow.

Ain't it agin our interests ? the moles,
As can't see not a hinch afore their noses I

(/ can, tho' mine 's a long 'nn.) O'er the coals
I calls 'em every day, and'stiVl they dozes.

I 've labelled 'em all sorts of awful names,
I 've credited ' em with motives most hatroshus ;

I 've swore their
"
spouts

" was all self-seekin' games,
I 've wowed their thirst for blood were jest feroshus ;

Called
' em unpatriotlike, pro-Rooshian, blind,

Traitrous and timid, fackshus and fanatic,

But, bless your soul, they don't appear to mind
My best abuse, my phrases most emphatic.

I 've painted that sweet Turk in bright rose-pink
Bland as a hinfant, brave as any Bayard ;

I 've done them Muscovys in blood and ink,
I 've basted GLADSTONE, and I 've bolstered LATABD ;

I 've giv my telygrums pro-Turkish turns.
I 've raked up Rooshian crimes that make yer shiver ;

In wain ! Poor BKTSY'S patriot buzzum burns,
And now her faithful soul she must deliver.

Abrycadabry, no, that 's not the word.
What do seers say when they black doom pernounces ?

fit'lender est Britannyer .' That bage bird,
The Northern Eagle, on our hempire pounces.

The waliant Turk won't save us any more,
Ingy '11 go, along o' that Euphrates ;

And tnub-nosed Cossacks soon will sack our shore,
And gorge on England's beef and Ireland's praties.

BETSY has done her best, but WILLIAM failed,
And even BENOY met her shrieks with scorning.

His'try will tell 'ow Britain's foes prewailed,
Because none heeded one old woman's warning.

Bogeys ? Oh, yes I they mock my terrors now,
And parodies my plaints in wulgar werses ;

But by-and-bye o'er BETSY'S tomb they '11 bow,
And wish, too late, they 'd rekernised their mercies !

^___ [Exit, weeping.

MAC^AHON'S MOT B'OEDKE FOR FBAWCB. All Right over the
Left I

A IIA11D CASE.

(And, if true, it would indeed be a eery hard case.)

CAPTAIN F. BUBNAIIY, when he took his ride to Khiva, little

expected that he was simply making himself celebrated as a future

advertisement for COCKLE'S Pills. Yet so it is, according to Co< KI.K.

Owing to a similarity of names, and to a certain personal re-

semblance (I am about two inches higher and broader than Captain
F. B., and of a more generally commanding figure, out of regi-

mentals), also to the fact that he has written A Hide tn Khirn,
while I have written Tin: Hide, the vendors of patent medicines are

perpetually swamping my letter-box, and deluging my breakfast-

table-land with applications for future favours, imploring me to

try their nostrums.
I submit a few specimens of this persecution to the public and

the police :

SIB, "When next again you ride "abroad," permit me to draw

your attention to
" The John Qilpia Jalap." Warranted to keep

cool in any climate. It is an admirable specific in all cases of

[here follows a list of every imaginable illness that flesh is heir to].

Please observe our Trade Mark, which is John Qilpin on horseback,
and the Motto as quoted above. We send you a case of three do/en

on approval, and remain your obedient servants,

0lfAW '
8uU8S ' ^wo* & Co.and D.pSt.

DEAK CAPTAIN,
WHEW you ere riding Eastward, or in any direction for

that matter, don't forget to provide yourself with two or three do/en
of our Draughts. Each Draught is equal to one for 1000 at a
Banker's. Our Label (patented) is a Doctor's Boy playing at

draughts black to win. Motto: " Oo it while you're young."
We send a bottle in case ; and are yours truly,

BTUBK, ITWBLL, & Co.,

Diplomatic Chemistt (by appointment punctually

every morning at 9 A.M.) to if. R.It, the

Prince of Qotherunbag.

BOLD AND ADVEHTUBOUS SIB,
IN riding over the Globe, try our Globule ! Borne allowance

on taking a quantity ! Apply to GILDEK & Co.
The Jiox Office, Liverpill Street, E.C.

HEALTHY CAPTAIN,
You can't do better than use for yourself, and recommend

to your friends at a distance, our fine old Bolus. The real old
"
Billy

"
Bolus. The only genuine article has a picture of BILLY

outside, above the Motto,
"
Aperientia Docet or Aperientia Dose

it" We forward a packet by post, and are yours faithfully,

PILLBOX & PILLCOX (late BOUNCES BROS.).

I trust to your sense of justice to represent this annoyance in

the proper quarter, or I shall have to leave the country on a distant

pilgrimage, with a Cockle in my hat, as was the mediaeval custom,
and shall never again be able to set out on another Ride to Khiva.

IMPRESSIONS FROM ABROAD.
(By Our SuicepMle Subicribtr.)

IMPRESSIONS on my Hat after going down the Salt Mine at

Borohtesgaden.
Impressions on my Alpenstock after looking at the Alpine Peaks

from below with an opera-glass.
Impressions on my nose and forehead by the Mosquitoes, when I

would be poetical and stay all the evening on the Kialto at Venice.

Impressions on my ears by the bad language of my Guide, when
I refused to pay for the echoes awakened on the Rhine by an ancient
howitzer.

Impressions on my heart by memories of that pretty little French-
woman I travelled with from Turin.

Impressions on my feet by her sweet little bottinet.

Impression on my mind, after Mrs. P. detected those bottines too
near my boots, that it would be better not to be so susceptible
another time.

_

'' Examinatus *t Exanimatus"

writes to ask the exact force of the attribute "social" in Mr.
TENNYSON'S line

" Ground in yonder social mill."

Does it allude to MILL'S Logic . or the Examination Mill in which
young men of the period are always being ground ? In either case
he demurs to the epithet.
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"TROP DE ZfcLE!"
(Tommy, a conscientious toy, has been told that he must remain perfectly still, as his Mamma, wants to take a net}).)

Tommy (in the midd e of the, nap).
" MAMMA ! MAMMA ! WHAT SHALL I DO ? / WAST TO COUGH 1

"

MISTRESS AND MAN.
" Se Boumettre ou se demettre." GAMBETTA on McMAHON.

MlSTHESS loquitur :

AN excellent Servant ! I 'm free to admit it,
And if you 're disposed to remain in your place,

I haven't the smallest desire you should quit it.

So suppose that we calmly consider the case.
Oar views of your duty seem slightly to differ,
You've mentioned your own, I 've been telling you mine ;

Your will may be stiff, but I 've one which is stiffer,
To which you will have to submit, or resign.

A Servant should serve. If I wanted a Master,
Be sure no offence I that I shouldn't chose you.

Too much domination has brought me disaster ;

I 'm going to try what self-ruling will do.

Though I welcome the service of Workers and Warders,
This house, after all, you '11 admit, Sir, is mine :

I mean to be Mistress ; and when I give orders,
My Servants will have to submit, or resign.

You don't like the words or the person they came from,You hold him a traitor, a stirrer of strife.
Who ought to be silenced or driven in shame from
The house for whose honour you 'd forfeit your life ?

Well, pique and purblindness perhaps may mislead you,
That s not your affair, pray remember, but mine.

He too, if as servant he chanced to succeed you,Would have to submit to my will or resign.

You seem to conceive you can't serve without ruling,
i our pose as a stern male duenna is droll.

But, frankly, I shall not submit to such schooling,And think you have rather mistaken your rule.

You 've made your appeal, and I 've answered it plainly ;

There must be one rule in this house, and that 's mine.
If you hope to resist my commands, you hope vainly
Your alternatives are to submit or resign.

AN OUT-AND-OUT GENTLEMAN'S GENTLEMAN.
THE probable Flunkey of the Future is a problem that exercises

many. Is any light flung on it by this advertisement from the
Dublin Daily Express, which Punch, having read, asks himself, Is
this a joke, or but an earnest of things to come ? Let his readers
answer the question for him and for themselves.

BUTLER, Valet, or Groom of the Chambers in a Nobleman or Gentle-
man's family ; age 50

; good height and appearance ; has neither corns
nor bunions

;
has an entire and complete wardrobe

; very neat and clean
;

accepts no cast-off clothes from gentlemen ;
would like his room large and

airy, with small room attached suitable for smoking ;
the cook must be good-

tempered and agreeable ;
also the family to sit down to meals punctually, as

I go out to walk after luncheon and dinner
; gas in the house

;
hot and cold

water on all the landings ; speaking trumpet instead of bells
;
the entree

dishes and sweets to go to the housekeeper's room for the upper servants'

supper ;
is a Protestant

; expects a car to take the servants to church
; must

liave entire charge of cellar and cellarettes
; wages 20 per annum ; would

not object to a cottage and the grass of a cow for my wife
; willing and

obliging ; good-tempered and fond of travelling. Address
, Post-office,

Bagot-street, Dublin, for a week.

'Who is SheP"
AN elderly Ladv, much interested in the progress of events in the

Sast, having hitherto been unable to assign any cause for the
iusso-Turkish War. was heard to exclaim, triumphantly, on seeing
a telegram headed " From Sophia,"

" Ah ! I knew there must be a
woman at the bottom of it !

"
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MISTRESS AND MAN.
F&AITCK. I MEAN TO BE MISTRESS IN MY OWN HOUSE. YOU WILL EITHER CARRY OUT MY ORDERS-

OR QOIII"
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A FUTURE -LORD MAYOR'S SHOW.

N'
more talk of doini

away with the Lore

Mayor's Show! The
Corporation of London
has risen in public en

teem. Lord Mayors o

late years have judi
ciously taken to regalin)
the representatives o
Literature and Art. Theii

enlightened hospitality
has duly fructified. Thej
have won golden opinion
from all sorts of men
and especially Gentlemen
of the Press. City page-
antry is no longer a sub-
ject of ridicule. The only
idea of interfering with
the Lord Mayor's Show
that could now be dreamt
of is that of improving
it. It might, indeed, bt

considerably improved by
a proper enlargement oi

the usual procession.
By the bonds of ban-

queting the highest per-
sonages and bodies in
the State are now con-
nected with the City.

They asmany ofthem at

possible should attend
and figure in the Lord

Mayors train on the
Ninth of November, be-
sides the Aldermen and

Civic Officials. The LOBD CHANCELLOR, the Archbishops of CANTEB-
BTOY and YORK, the General Commanding in Chief, the LOBD CHIEF
JUSTICE, and other Law Lords, the rest of Her Majesty's Judges, the
Speaker of the House of Commons, Representative Members of the
Lnited Service Clubs, the Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons, the
Royal Academy, the Dramatic Profession, Athenseum and Garriok
Clubs, and other principal literary and scientific societies should incor-

porate themselves in the pageant, and render themselves, by their

participation in that triumphal display, subsidiary to the honour,
glory, and renown of the City of London and of the Great Loiin
MAYOR. Tn so doing, of course not altogether without an eye to
Mansion House dinners, they would demonstrate that true gratitude
which consists in the lively expectation of future favours.

POLITICS AND PANTOMIMES.
(Shuiring what happens if a Litterateur-of-all-Work it doing a

Lender on the Situation in France and a Chrittmas Piece at
the same time.)

AT a moment when factions of all colours in France (that reminds
me I wonder if Crummies has engaged a Harlequin /), when the
President has returned to the scene (by the way, that Transforma-
tion must not be entirely left to the Scenic Artist, or I know what
will become of my tag!), and a sudden change has come over (by
Jingo .' why shouldn't we have the House of Commons Scene like a
Venetian blind, and at one touch of Harlequin's bat change it into
New Billingsgate Market!) the political horizon (Mem. not to forget
the Setting Sun to back the Desert Land of Despair), the unex-
pected successes of the Reds (of course that is Just the thing we want :

all the characters in the Palace of Rougegorge the Rough and Ready
shall be dressed in deep crimson or bright scarlet splendid effect ! .')

Just when the public hopes were sinking (If Crummies dots not
httre that trap made in the right place, my demon it done for),
GAMBETTA'S address has startled the pacific (Good title !

" The Pol-
troon of the Pacific, or Pantaloon in a Predicament ") world from

Cabinet has, however, been constructed (A propos couldn't the
wicked Fairy rnme out of a cabinet la MASKELYNE AND COOK ?) on
the old lines (Xuteto ask the master Carpenter whether new ropes
are required) in such a manner that it is evident the Marshal (This
time the Comic Man shall be a Field-Marshal, not a Lord Cham-
bt'rlain) wishes to listen to the voice of the people (flood chorus of
excited populace in big heads and red nightcaps try OFFENBACH).

During the late Elections a complete reverse (Order itrip-dress foi
King Bamboozeler" Ulster "

to be converted into night-gown) was
to be expected ; and if many of the voters have fallen back on the
leading men of the province (Funny notion all the characters

gram from Crummies, saying he must have that awful Infant Phe-
nomenon

introduced. Hanged if I will!), no longer deceived by
the red-hot principles (/ wish the red-hot poker were really burning
wouldn't I run it into Crummies and hit Infant /) of the Commune
rises conspicuous (/ always said Miss AFBICOMA was the one for thi
centre iron, and she shall be /) above the petty intrigues of her
Press (" Turn the Mangle, Malachi," will be a grand chorus for my
comic long with topical verses), where a venal Joumalocracy is bat-
tening (new battens must be put in, or my piece may be as well
produced in a barn) on the prospects of a throne (N.B. King's seat
to be blue velvet and gold). They have to fight against functionaries
(/ wonder how many supers Crummies will give me .') to whom
GAMBETTA is an epourantail (" The Roost of the Skeleton Scare-
crows" would look well as a Scene Think over it) who delights in
subtle combinations and tortuous transformations. (/ shall never
get this article finished. There 's the Scene-Painter worrying me
through a wire to come and see the Model he has made for

" The
Boudoir of Bellerophon," in

" The Bright Bounds of Blissful
Jteatitutlt,

1 '
Bless him.' I shall have to sit up all night .')

A COURAGEOUS NON-COMBATANT.
HE Special Corre-

spondent of the
Times with the
Russian Army at

head - quarters in

Bulgaria does not,

perhaps,
" bear a

charmed life." He
can hardly have

been treated with

any chemical solu-

tion which could

have made him
shoot-proof, as the

son of Thetis,
dipped in the Styx,
was rendered in-

vulnerableall but the heel. Nevertheless, this intrepid gentleman
wires from Bucharest as follows :

" The order preventing Correspondents going to the front is an abiurdity.
nit we cannot evade it, and therefore when firing is beard we are compelled
u await the pleasure of the Russian Staff to communicate the remit. I am
n hopes that this ridiculous restriction will soon be withdrawn."

If the particularly fearless penner of the foregoing passage ha*
any friends and relations who hope to see him at home again safe and
iound, rejoicing in the preservation of all his limbs and members,
hey will hardly participate in the hope he expresses of being soon
lermitted to advance from out of harm's way, and remove himself
bo a position in which, at the safest, he will hare stray bullets
whistling about his ears, and erratic shot and shells ricocheting and
bursting around him. Gallant mortal !

But, after all, he may not be altogether the right man in the right
)lace. Perhaps he disregards bullets from the persuasion that
'

every bullet has its billet." Then he is a fatalist. As such, the
'Special" is not specially qualified for the Russian Camp. A
)eliever in kismet, he would find himself more at home amongst the
?nrks.

THE MACMAHOSISTS IN THE CHAMBKB8.
" A TOpsroEMtous concourse of atoms." And more than ./our to

ne against success.

How AND nr WHAT CHABACTER Mr/strung PASHA SAT AJTD SPOKE
s A REPBESKNTATIVB OP THE DIPLOMATIC BODY AT GUILDHALL,
N THS 9iH. HOBSON'S Choice "

This, or none."

DrFFERENCB BETWEKi GBANT AND HIS HOST (at Paris). Silence
nd NOTES.
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THAT LASS 'O TOWERY 'S.

By the Authors of Several other Things, $c. Sec,

CHAPTER XL The Finishing Touches.

AFTER this, ANICE SOBTIGAL took EM BEEBIE in hand.
ANICE was a clever girl, possessed of considerable common sense,

and as all objections to her marriage with the Reverend THOMAS
TITT were now removed, in consequence of his having become a
moderate High Churchman of five feet eleven, instead of the Ultra-
Low Churchman of four feet nothing, that he was before being
doubled up by EM BEEBIE, ANICE saw at a glance that if she left the

conversion and education of that
" Lass so Towery

"
to the Curate,

it would, in all probability, result in the latter converting the

Mining Girl into the Rev. Mrs. THOMAS TITT. ANICE therefore

took her instruction in hand, sending her regularly every night to

a day-school in the next

county, kept by an Aunt
of hers, who, with the aid
of the Vicar of Swiggin,
managed to realise a con-
siderable sum by getting
up a private subscription
for the orphan girl's edu-
cation.

EM BEEEIE displayed a
marvellous aptitude for

words of one syllable, and
soon distanced all the
other pupils (most of

whom were about fifteen

years younger than her-

self) by her performance,
on the piano, of the most
popular airs of the day,
arranged on the unidigital
principle by the well-
known Professor STBUMM
of Nokkenammerung.
Then EM went in for

French, which she mas-
tered so quickly as to be

able, within eight weeks
of her commencement, to

sav"Wee"and"Nong"
with an accent that would
have astonished even a
Parisian. She was taught
to write a fine Roman
hand by Signer POTOOKI,
and learnt singing in the
winter from Count ROSTEE
DI CEZNUTTI, then making
his first visit to England.
She became so clever,

that ANICE'S Aunt wrote
to ask what was to be
done with this surprising
pupil.
ANICE was, however,

too much interested in
the parish work of the
Reverend THOMAS TITT to

pay any attention person-
ally to this appeal. The
Reverend THOMAS, how-
ever, told NEGUS BABCBOW who immediately resolved to call upon
EM BEEEIE.
"You love EM," said the Curate, blushingly casting down his

eyes.
I don't love 'em, I love her !

"
replied his friend.

"
I thought yon loved ANICE," said the Curate. " And if you did,

I was quite prepared to give her up, and take EMMA BEEBIE."
"You're a good, warm-hearted, self-sacrificing fellow!" cried

NEGUS BABCEOW, enthusiastically ;

" and you're welcome to ANICE
SOBTIGAL."
Then the two men shook hands. They understood one another

perfectly.
NEGUS BARCBOW left Swiggin, where nobody required his presence.

He .'went to ANICE SOETIGAL'S Aunt's house, or the house of the
Aunt of ANICE SOBTIGAI, and asked for Miss EMMELINE BEEEIE.

She was in the kitchen-garden, near.the pond, where the Ducks
were stuffing themselves, in order to save the Cook all future
trouble. She was leaning upon a hand-pump, in the midst of an
extensive onion-bed. All around made BABCBOW conscious of

Spring ; specially the onions, whose fragrance was more powerful
than anything else in the garden. For one moment he stood taking
in the full scents of the glorious scene, and his tears rose. She
was lost in a reverie. Her beautiful eyes spoke of calm wise
thoughts within.

"
Sage among the onions !

" murmured NEGUS to himself.
She heard him, and started. With two steps he was beside her.

Her hand trembled so, that one or two of the loose Spring-onion
stalks, which she had been twining in her hair, fell at his feet.

" My love," whispered NEGUS BAECHOW in her ear,
" My love is

stronger than these." And he pointed to the fragrant bunch as it

lay on the rich soil.

"Nonff! Nong .'" she cried.
" Voo voo mokky der mwaw. Say

votr' blarg."
The change he noted in her speech and mode of address, touched

him unutterably. French in how many lessons ? For his sake too,

and at her own expense ! And scarcely a trace of her northern accent !

" Leave me, Mossoo

NEGUS, if you please,"
she said, struggling with
an emotion which it was
almost impossible for her
to conceal.

"
Lazy mwuw,

sivvoo play ! I mean to

live alone to retire from
the world. I have re-

nounced all the pumps
and vanities

" She

paused, and he seized the

opportunity.
"Not all the pumps,"

he said, tenderly taking
her hand,

"
for is not one

standing beside you ?
"

(He referred to the hand-

pump, but she, with her
tine woman's instinct,
mistook his meaning.)

" Yo are axin me to be

yor wife ?
" she said,

relapsing for an instant

into her old native tongue ;

then, correcting herself,
she continued, "You are,
I believe, requesting me
to become your affianced

bride ? Is it not so ?
"

He could not deny it.

"
I love you," he an-

swered.
"
I love

"

She turned away shyly,
at the same time giving
him a gentle nudge with
her elbow that caused him
to pause in the middle of

his speech, with a sudden
hushed cry that thrilled

through her frame.

Then she spoke.
" Yo canna marry me

voo ner poovay par mer
marriay because I have
not yet acquired all the

accomplishments which, I

admit, I should like to

possess," she said.

"But when will that be ?
" asked NEGUS, with tender impatience."

Soon. I have learnt music, and everything except drawing."
She hid her face in her hands. "Alas! " she cried, "I cannot
draw."
A bright thought struck the Young Engineer.
"I have two friends," he said,

" two literary and dramatic

gentlemen, Messrs. MATTON and HATHISON, who, by the kind

permission of a distinguished authoress, will take you up to

town "
" To Lunnon ! Jer ver dear ar Londrr .' I mean London ?

" she

asked, rapturously."
Yes, to London. And they will bring you out 'at the Opera

Comique. There you will soon learn how to draw."
"
Shall I ?

" she exclaimed. " What shall I draw to begin with f
"

she asked.
The Young Engineer paused for a second, thoughtfully. Then he

replied," Your salary."" Thart 's noice ! thart be ! tray long ! I mean, good enough !
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A REGULAR TURK!
Adjutant.

"
WKLI, SERGEANT, HOW 'a YOUR PRISONER GETTING ON ?

"

Sergeant of the Guard. "
BEDAD, SOB, HB 's THK VI'LBNTEST BLAGGYARD I IVBR HAD TO DO WID I

OUR LOIVBS! SHDRB WE'RE OBLIGED TO FED HIM WID FIXED BAY NITS I"
WK 'RK ALL IN TIRROR iv

she cried enthusiastically, her strong artistic instinct seizing the
idea at once,

" and afterwards "
" Afterwards you will draw houses."
"
Oh, lovely !

"
she cried.

"
Now, when shall I change my

name ?
"

" Within a very few days," he replied." We must go to the Lord Chamberlain's office, see Mr. Dispenser,
and get a licence for the unities cannot be observed without a
licence."
She understood him thoroughly."
And," he went on,

" we will change your name to
'

Liz.'
"

The Reverend THOMAS Trrr was at hand with ANICE SOBTIGAL, in
whose ear he whispered,"

It's lucky I 've taken Orders, for now we can go and see Liz for
nothing."
But EM BEERIE had overheard him.
"Nay, yo wnnna," she said, simply. "I used tor zay to yo,

' Yo leeve me arlown, an' oil leeve yo arlown.' Now, I zay to yo,
' Yo leeve us together, and we '11 leeve yo together.' Jer ray mer
marriay to NEGUS BARCROW. And," she added, with that true
dramatic instinct that had always characterised her (even on the
illustrated cover of a shilling novel)

"
if our friends in front are

only satisfied, then there will not sit down to supper, this night, a
happier girl than " THAT LASS 'o TOWF.BT "s."

Editor't Note. The Authors of this story, calling themselves the New
Provincial Novel Co., Limited, have never reappeared at our office. A
policeman ia in waiting with witnesses who know what real northern dialect
is. So let them call if they like. ED.

Guildhall's Ninth of November Function.

(Cynical Suggestion after reading the Speeches at the Lord Mayor t Dinner.)
" To give to airy nothings

A local habitation and a name !

"

PUNCH UNDER BAN.
THE Marshal's Government if it is not yet martial law, it soon

may be. and even now looks unpleasantly like it is just now bent
on keeping the voice of English opinion out of France. No wonder
while the British Press speaks its mind of the Marshal's Govern-
ment. The Daily News is suppressed "the strong arm of the
Police," writes the D. JV

r
. French correspondent, "has swooped

down on Punch" who has moreover been banished from the
kiosques, week after week, because of his Cartoons" Stuck in the

Mud," the apex of abominations having been reached a fortnight
ago. Who can say what tile this week's Cartoon would bring upon
Mr. P.'i head if the Marshal's Government could get at him? His"
Roo-too-it !

" would be silenced, his light snuffed out, and he
would, in a word, be no more Punch flamboyant, but Punch put
out, darkened, sqaenched, sqnabashed for ever !

All that Punch can say is, that while France is as France i now,
he would rather any day be stopped there than stop there.
No wonder the Marshal's Government objects to Punch. Is not

Spirit an essential ingred ient therein ? Now Spirit, French or British,
is just the thing the M. G. can't put up with.

On", Cleopatra's Needle
In the Lord Mayor's Show.

" A STBAKGE thing to devise
Out of SANDER'S receptacles !

"
" Well while needles have eyes
They may figure in spectacles."

" LE KOI K8T MOBT," ETC.

Two "
Go's." At the Alhambra King Indi-go went so well as to

be, now, King Indi-gone altogether; and in his place Madame
An-got is started, an' go-lag all right.
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A REASON.
" WHAT AN IDLE FELLOW YOU ARE, FEED ! YOTT DO Nomura I

" BECAUSE THERE'S NO TIME TO DO ANYTIHXO I
"

OPERA.TIONS IX THE EASL
OUR Scotch friends, Borne of them, are likely

to misunderstand a recent telegram Irom Philip-
popolis :

" The weather is now perfect for operations, hut nothing
is heing done at Shipka."

There are those among the countrymen of BUBBS
whom the foregoing intelligence

will cause to ask," Where are the .Surgeons ?
"

It is too probable
that in surgery, just now, there is a great deal

being done at Shipka.

Mens Sana in Corpore Sano.

WHICH, being interpreted, means there are sane
men in the Seine (Legislative) Body. At all

events, there are no less than thirty-six medical
representatives in the new French Chamber of

Deputies. Strange to say, Doctors do not disagree
for once, for only two out of the number are Non-
11^publicans. Are these two related to Doctor
Ttmt-pis or to Doctor Tant-mievx

!

!

The Satirical Dog!
A BUILDER in Taunton, having some ground to

let, wishing to make the fact public, and, at the
came time apparently to have a slap at the volu-
rainousness and circumlocution of legal instru-

ments, has stuck up a board with the following :

" This good and desirable land to be let on a lease one
hundred and twenty yards long."

A Question of Circumstances.

A QUESTION lately under discussion has been,"
Is life worth living ?

" That very much depends
upon what you are worth, and how much you
have got a year. Life is blest for those who enjoy
the wherewithal to bless themselves.

REMARKABLE OMISSION.

STRANGE to say that amongst all the news-
paper correspondents who have lately been recom-
mending antidotes to hydrophobia, not one has

suggested
" a hair of the dog that bit you."

ALLOPATHY V. ALCOHOL.

HoiKEOPATHr, whatever medical men may think of it, is a method
of therapeutics if fairly tried, effectual at any rate in Dipsomania.
Let the patient only be got to take infinitesimal doses of intoxicating
liquors, and stick to those, and he will soon recover, and remain
perfectly well. But the difficulty is to get him to persevere in those
minute doses, and not take alcohol in quantities vastly exceeding
those of the requisite dilution. Dipsomania is. on the other hand,
a disease which may be successfully combated by Allopathy, and
that practically, with greater certainty than by the opposite prac-
tice. This is evident from a notice which, on Lord Mayor's Day,
appeared in the Times respecting

" COFFEE-TAVEHNS. Yesterday the '

Temple'Arms,' so named after the
HON. TV. COWPEK-TEMPLB, M P., a Coffee-Tavern in the Seven Dials, was
opened for business, and was at once crowded by customers of all the classes

inhabiting that locality."

Here, instead of physic, on the principle of similia similibus, was
an instance of the direct exhibition of antidotes with marked ad-

vantage. The effect of it was instantaneous. Coffee-Taverns pro-
mise to work as Dispensaries for the cure of Dipsomania. The
"Temple Arms" is the third Tavern opened by the benevolent
Coffee-Tavern Company. No doubt the other two, one in the
Edgware-road and the other opposite Billingsgate, as soon as they
were opened, were each likewise

"
at once crowded by customers of

all the classes inhabiting that locality ;

" and as other such institu-
tions are established from time to time, their opening will be
immediately followed by the same influx.
The coffee, and cocoa, offered as counteractives to drinks of dip-

somaniacal tendency, are sold at a half-penny and a penny the cup ;

the doses of tea at one penny and two-pence. These draughts can

be combined with rations of cake, bread-and-butter, and other
eatables at like rates. With bodily refreshment in the "Temple
Arms "

is also provided food for the mind ; newspapers, periodicals,
and light literature of course in a Tavern, excluding malt liquors,
there should be no "

heavy." To these advantages are added light,
comfort, and warmth, with plenty of sitting room, and recreation
rooms are to follow.
The name of the "

Temple Arms" is taken from that of the Presi-
dent of the Coffee-Tavern Company. If that of the Vice-President
also were borrowed, another such Tavern might be called the

" Gros-
venor Arms," after the Duke of WESTMINSTER. The "Lord Port-

man," and the "Lord Cowper" might be adopted for others after
those other noble Vice-Presidents. To these might be added the
"

Johnstone's Head," from Sir HARCOUHT JOHNSTONE, M.P. ;

and, by all means, in honour of one among several Directors
of high standing, there should be a " Tom Hughes's Tavern."
Nay, Punch would have no objection to a " Lawson Arms,"
though he does not always approve of those the facetious baronet
fights with.
In the drunken district of Seven Dials the new Coffee-Tavern

stands in direct antagonism to the dens of Dipsomania.
" The 'Temple Arms' occupies one of the '

Dials,' public-houses occupying
the two others, and the exterior as well as the interior fitting up of the new
venture is attractive and pleasing .... Though not aided by the professed
Temperance Associations, these new Coffee-Taverns, if extended, will be formid-
able rivals to the gin-palaces, which are especially numerous in such wretched
localities as the Seven Dials."

No wonder such establishments for the prevention and cure of

Dipsomania as the "Temple Arms," derive no aid whatever from
"
professed Temperance Associations." They interfere with no

man's liberty to drink what he likes, and they threaten to destroy
the reason for "professed Temperance Societies'

"
existence.
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A MAYOR WITH ALL HIS I'S ABOUT HIM.
OM KTIMES literal reporting is

asked for in the House of

Commons. Occasionally we
gee it maliciously em-

ployed in municipal re-

ports. Here is an example.
How does Mr. SMITH like

it? Will the evening's

eloquence bear the morn-

ing's newspaper reflec-

tion?

"SPEECH JJY THE TEETO-
TAL MAYOE OF BCAUHOH-
OUOH. The new Myor of

Scarborough gave a banquet
to the members of the Town
Council and his friends, at the

Koyal Hotel, on Friday night,
at which all winee and in-

toxicating liquor* were pro-
hibited. Sir CUAHLBS LB-

Bart, M.P., baring proposed
the Mayor's health, the llayor re-

sponded in a characteristic speech.
He began by saying :

'

Gentlemen, I
can talk for half an hour if you like.

(Laughter.) I never had such an

audience in my life, and / never felt

in better fettle. 1 hare the pluok
of a real Englishman, who is nerer

afraid of water without or water within. (Laughter.) To-night / must
thank you thank you sincerely. You hare respected my principles,

and / honour you for it. Never mind the bottle. (Liughter.) I haye

espoused principles, and whatever / espouse / defend. I don't want to-night

to ofl'er any impediment to the enjoyment of any guest, but / was assured

that no guest that ever oame to this banquet would mar my pleasure or

bring anything like n slight upon me. You have done it. and done it beyond

my expectations, and beyond almost my satisfaction. If you hadn't even

gone quite so far, /should have felt satisfied/ don't mean taking a little

drop on the sly or anything of that sort. We have had a oonrivial meeting

(much laughtur)ve can have it without wine. 7 nerer lacked pluck in my
life, and if /live forty years longer /shall be a hundred and ten. (Liughter.)
As long as / live / am persuaded / shall nerer lack pluck. / was born a

Briton, and of British parents, and / never saw a danger but / must ruh
into it.' (The Mayor then related a personal narrative illustrative of his

pluck, telling the company how he dived after a drowning man in Scotland,
and rescued him.) His Worship continued: '/feel the same pluck in my
heart that / fult forty years ago. / mean to maintain it under the influ-

ence of water. (Laughter.) /have been a teetotaller forty yean, and / have

enjoyed my four meals a day ;
and / hare never drunk even nalf-a-glass of beer

to any meal / ever had ; and / feel to-night / am as young as young, and /
even feel /can be as joyous as ever, and / never had a more joyous moment
in my life than now. 1 have got to the height of my ambition, and that is to

be the Mayor of Scarborough. It is not long since such a thought entered

into my heart. My friends began to play with it, and it began to twist round

me and get hold of me till / let it go full length. Here / am to-night

amongst you, and / never was more happy in a company than / hare been

to-night, and / hope every gentleman has enjoyed himself to his very fill.

(Laughter.) If Obadiah can have a smoke, his joy will be complete

(Laughter.) /thank you for the kindness you have dona me in coming to

be my guests. / have not promised to give you another dinner before my
year of office is out I would rather give you a tea. (More laughter.) I
nave seen such evil results flow from drinking such scenes of sorrow and
sadness even to weeping. / thank you for your kindness and courtesy to me,
and / will conduct the affairs of the town as far as / have the ability ; and
the ex-Mayor said to me,

"
SMITH, if there 's anything too heavy for you, put

the brunt on me." If / want to go away to Matlock or Malvern for a fort-

night, Mr. ex-Mayor, you shall have it all to your own cheek. I cannot
endure the excitement I have had to pass through during the past eight or

nine days, and / may have to go to the wells at Matlock or Malvern ; and /
think water inside and out is the very best thing / can have. (Laughter.)
1 thank you for the manner in which you have drunk my health, and /now
finish my business for the evening. / have done talking now, and / don't

mean to talk any more, if you please. (Laughter.) The rest of the business

will be dune by the Gentlemen who are upon the programme.' (Renewed
laughter.)"

HIGH LIFE BELOW-STAIR8.
HIGHLY as we (some of as) may pride ourselves upon our niceties

of social distinction, there are other* in the world not a shadow less

particular. For instance, look at this advertisement :

AS HOUSEKEEPER in a Nobleman's Family. Country not objected
to. Twenty years' experience. Separata room for meals. Salary 60.

A worthy person this, no doubt, and one who knows her worth,
and finds that knowledge profitable. A Lady not to be mistaken for
a modest Lady-help, and possibly still less to be mistaken for a Maid-
servant. As for dining in the kitchen, of course she would not

dream of it ; and, doubtless, no 9ne but a Nobleman need venture to

aspire for the honour of enrolling her among the members of his

household. We question if the offer of even double wages we beg
pardon, we mean salary would induce her to demean herslf by
entering the service we beg pardon, wo mean, family of anyone
without a handle to his name

;
and perhaps her next advertisement

may state with proper emphasis, imparted by italics, that
" No-

body below a Marquii need apply."

PLIMSOLL ON POISONS.

MB. BUJTQ would do well to ponder these remarks made the

other evening by Mr. PLIMSOLL, M.P., at a Temperance Meeting
at'Derby :

" I have long held the opinion that a great deal of the crime which is

attributed to intoxioation in this country is not so much owing to the quan-

tity of drink which the criminal has consumed, as to the abominable adultera-

tion by which the drink has been treated before it was sold to him. (' Sear .'

hear!') There are certain classes of people in London, I am informed-
certain classes of tradesmen who are called publicans' chemists, who sell

articles by which the spirits which they receive from the distilleries are

adulterated, to the great injury of the people who comume them, and it is

impossible to see the almost total absence of intoxication which you may see

on the Continent, where everyone drinks the light wines of the country . with-

out being convinced that the people are intoxicated which means poisoned,
as distinct from being inebriated, which means drunk that ther an here

intoxicated or poisoned by the drink they get at some of the pubUchousts in

the country. ('Sear ! he*r !')"

Good Templars, mark the distinction. It is a calumny to call

genuine beer and ale intoxicating liquors. Beef might as well be

called inflammatory food. Ma. BUNG renders pure liquors intoxi-

cating by qualifying them with chemicals in the province of toxi-

cology, named in the Adulteration Act, and cited by Mr. PJJMSOLL
;

to wit :

" ' Coceulus indicia, darnel seed, chloride of sodium 'which is, of course,
common salt 'copperas, opium, strychnine, tobacco, extract of logwood,

sulphate of sine or lead, and alum.'
"

Temperance Societies seek to make people sober by Act of Parlia-

ment. That is to say, by an Act which has yet to be enacted. No
doubt Temperance would be greatly promoted by enforcement of the
Adulteration Act, Should not sincere friends ot Temperance apply
themselves to that P Temperance would then be effected by an Act
of Parliament which would annoy nobody except Mr. Buna and his

chemical accomplices. But, if Mr. BUNG were wise, would he not
discontinue his dealings with "

Publicans' Chemists," and desist

from drugging his liquors with the poisons which make them
"
intoxicating

"
P Then Mr. BUBO would do very much to diminish

drunkenness, and just so much as to preclude paternal legislation
in the form of an Act of Parliament framed to make people sober by
the abolition of Mr. Buna's business.

A FOUEGONE CONCLUSION.

FANCY an English Minister concluding an address to the House of
Commons with such a peroration as that of the speech made by the
Due DE BROGUE in the debate on the Elections Committee question
in the Chamber of Deputies :

"Now make your inquiry. As a member of the Government I protest
in the name of the law

;
as a citizen I undertake to prove the results of (his

inquiry false before the equity of history and the judgment of my country."

What would the SPEAKER say to any Member, especially a
Member of the Cabinet, undertaking to prove the results of a Par-

liamentary inquiry about to be instituted, false ; thus giving Hon.
Gentlemen, by anticipation, the lie P The Due DE BKOOLIE once
passed for a constitutional Statesman, but he has of late been vio-

lently carried away from Parliamentary principles. In unparliamen-
tary language he exceeds Home-Rulers ; the peroration just Quoted
"
beats Banagher." But suppose the inquiry, of whose results he

predicts the falsehood, should result in exonerating himself and his

colleagues from the charge of having unduly influenced elections ?

That, perhaps M. HE BKOOLIE thinks, is not to be supposed.

Something Like a Bargain.
HERE is a really tempting advertisement from the last Exchange

and Mart ;

SHEEP.
Irish Yews, two handsome specimens, each five feet high.

6. the pair. A bargain.

I believe you, my boy ! Such a height and such a price ! Can't

you let us have a flock of them without the
"
y
"
?

VOL. LXX1II.
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BLOWING UP FOR BATTLE.

A COMING COMPROMISE.
Being a glimpse of considerably brighter Days, caught at a recent Public

Meeting. )

tCESKThe Interior of a freshly-disestablished Bishop's Palace,
during the height of a popular anti-monopolist agitation. A
strong Birmingham Ministry have been in office for three
months. Enter a Bishop, his Charming Daughter, a Noble
.harl, a General of Division, a Licensed Victualler, and an
Aged Junior Counsel.

Bishop (finiMng perusal of last night's Debate], My child, it is
feared. See ! they have not only robbed your poor, worn-out,over-worked old father of his lump sum for compensation, but have

obliged him, at his decease, to provide his own cemetery! Such is
the ingratitude, of man !

Charming Daughter True, dear Papal But as you are now
lopelessly ruined, and have no patronaeeto bestow on the Curate of
my choice, let me at least cmtract a brilliant marriage, and stay our

falling fortunes. This noble Earl, perhaps, would gladly call me

Noble Sari. With an alacrity and devotion worthy of the illus-
trious name I bear. But, by the rapid operation of the new Land
laws, my ancestral possessions have been reduced to about half an
acre

ij v* *?
no* mu k- f r at a rental of three pounds our income

would be limited. Still, with hope as our guiding star, and a care-
ful cultivation of vegetable marrows as our sheet anchor, there
might be many happy, if not luxurious, years before us.

Bishop. There might. But it would never do for me. Think
of my antecedents. No, no! my child. When vested interests
crash about our heads, the disestablished Bishop's daughter must
not pick and choose. No, no ! I had once looked higher ;

but in
these days of levelling (Hands her over to Licensed Victualler).
There take her ! She is yours.

Licensed Victualler. Mine? What joy! But, surely, there is
some mistake? Recent legislation has not left me unscathed.
The five Members I once returned to Parliament I now return no
more. Statistics of crime from drink are vanishing. I've tried
to struggle on with syrups, sherbets, and decoction of pure Cocculus
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STERN PULPIT-CRITICS.
First Scot. "FAT SORT o' MINISTER RAB TB GOTTEN, GEORDIB?"
Second Ditto. "Off, WEKL, HE'S NO MUCKLB WORTH. WE SELDOM OIT A

GLINT o' HIM. SAX DATS o' TH' WEEK HE'S RNVKKB'BLE, AND ON THE
SEVENTH HB 's BNOOMPREHENS'BLE ! !

"

AN ODD IDEA OP IIUSIIMK.N.

MB. BIOGAK, Mr. PARNELL, and other Irish Gentlemen,
Home-Rulers, Agitators, and Patriots, should he parti-
cularly amused by some information contained in the
letter of a Times Correspondent at Rome, which, in an
account of the Cardinals, their views and probable
courses, represents the Italian people as entertaining a
very singular opinion of the Irish :

" Of Cardinal CULLI.V, who has been a member of the Sacred
College for eleven years, and is now in hi seventy-Win year,
the Italians only know that he is an Irishman, and in their

opinion sure, therefore, to follow any course which can put him
into a total contradiction to his English colleagues ; for it i< a
matter of general belief in Home that antagonism to England i

the only motive of Irish action. These people are convinced
that Ireland stuck to Home in the sixteenth century merely
because England went asunder from it, and they take it for

granted that Ireland would at once fall into Protestantism, or
into no matter what heresy, the moment England made a sign
of going back to the POPB."

The true Irishman can take a joke, and, how terribly
soever in earnest, ever relishes humour. What fun,
then, he must see in the utter misconception the Italians
have formed of his countrymen and himself ! Knowing
and feeling the dominant peculiarities of the Irish
character to be conscientiousness, consistency, steadiness,

circumspection, veracity, reflection, common sense, ana
practical intellect, the contrast presented to it by the
Italian idea of it cannot but appear ridiculously absurd
to him. As if, during the last Session, the profound policy
of impeding legislation, so persistently pursued by the
National Obstructives, could possibly have been inspired
simply by a dull, stupid, perverse, ill-conditioned, malig-
nant, blind, unreasoning, silly, and childish spirit of

opposition ! The notion that, in matters of politics, and
even of religion, the course of Ireland as a nation is

wont to be determined by mere antagonism to England,
so that because the English go one way the Irish there-

fore, and for that reason only, go another, seems to

suggest the prevalence of some confusion of mind in

Italy respecting the inhabitants of Erin. The generic
Irishman appears to be confounded with the typica
Irish pig.

AUTHORITIES, CANINE ASD ASTI-CANINE. " Rab and
his Friends" t>.

"
Rabies and its Friends."

indicus unadulterated by malt and hops, but in vain. My influence
is gone ! I am a plundered and unhappy man !

Bishop. Indeed! Well, then, there remains but this (turning to

General of Division), you '11 have to manage on your pay
General of Division. My pay I I 've none. In time of war, on

active service, I get my uniform, and eighteen pence a day. It is

a distressing prospect after six-and-fifty years' devotion to a noble

profession! And I would not share it with another! But there
the Army may be shattered yet there still remains the Bar !

Bishop. Ah, yes, you're right. There still remains the Bar.

(Shaking Aged Junior warmly by the hand.) Don't say another
word ! We were at school together, and many a time and oft have
I looked forward and foreseen this day. There make her happy !

Aged Junior. Happy ? On what ? Do you know what the sim-

plification of legal procedure has cost me ? For half a century I 've
tottered anxiously about the Courts but all to no purpose ! Some-
times, in wilder moods, I have indulged a splendid nope that, on

my eightieth birthday, I might touch a brief my first two-guinea
brief ! but this, I know, is an Aged Junior's foolish dream. No, I

must not I dare not marry yet !

Bishop. I fear you have only too much reason for your caution.
But when all the great professions are breaking up thus before
our very eyes, tell me, oh tell me. where should the Disestablished

Bishop's daughter look f Say, is there no one with an income left P

Enter Rising Nonconformist.

Rising Nonconformist. No one ? Look at me ! I keep my car-

riage, am trying to push into the Peers, and take ten thousand clear
from land alone, and if, under these circumstances, the devotion
of a life

Bishop. This is not precisely the direction in which I once should
have looked for a son-in-law. But the times are full of trouble.
Take her ! (Joins their hands.) Be happy, my child, and let no one
say that your poor broken-down old monopolist of a father was not
ready to bow most cheerfully to the necessities of the age in which
he lived! [Tableau.

SIB,

BEN TROVATO'S NEWS.

I PICK up little items here and there, which may interest

your readers. I do not vouch for their absolute truth, but you may
rely on them to a certain extent as coming from

Your old friend, BKNJAMIW TBOVATO.
"
Sylvia," says the Musical World,

"
is said to be a hit at the

Imperial Opera-House, Vienna." Evidently a satirical work. But
why should its aim be the Imperial Opera-House ':

A well-known composer now staying at the sea-side is stated to
be busy on a fresh prawn. (Latest intelligence : He has just finished
a plateful.)
OLE BULL is not playing at Mile-End, but at Milan. OLE BULL

has not yet decided about a tour in the Isle of Wight next season.
He has an objection to ('owes.

Dr. STAINKK, the well-known organist, will, it is rumoured, take
the pledge, and become a temperance man. His name in future
would be Dr. AB-STATNER.
The composer of

" The Clang of the Wooden Shoon "
is wrong if

he claims O'BARE as an Irishman. It is spelt
" AUBER." Not all

musicians are Irish.

Immortal William on Bare Ben.

Reading at Guildhall, November 9. Balcony Samfrom " Borneo and Julitt."

Romeo.... The Right Hon. the LORD MAYOR.
Juliet . . The Right Hon. the LORD BRACONSFIKLD.

Juliet appears on the Balcony.

Romeo, below (gazingfondly up at her)
" She speaks, but she says nothing. What of that ?

[JULIET icinki.

Her eye discourses I will answer it !

"
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OUR REPRESENTATIVE MAN.
A 1'itit to the Haymarket, and to some Interesting Little Strangers

at the Aquarium.

Sm,
The other

night, in ful-

filment of a

promise made some
time since, I went
to see Engaged at

the Hay market. On
the front page of

theprogramme this

piece is announced
as "A new Co-

medy ;

" on the
third page of the
same it is styled" An entirely origi-
nal farcical Co-

medy." This de-

scription is asmuch
a practical joke
played by the man-
agement on the

audience, as was
that of "sensation
drama" applied by
Mr. SOTHEHN to a

nightmare absur-

dity, produced
some years ago at this Theatre, called The Woman in Mauve. " Far-
cical

"
Engaged is, in away: "Comedy "it most emphatically is

not, in any way. It is farcical inasmuch as in incident and con-

struction it resembles such eccentric pieces as Nemesis, Brighton,
and The Wedding March. But Engaged is really a Charade in three

Acts, seriously played by a company of well-trained comedians in

modern costume, who are in the Author's confidence, and know the
answer to the conundrum. The key to the Charade is to be found,
in the First Act, in the apparition of the wedding-cake which accom-

panies the burlesque fire-eater, Major McMagillicuddy, and, in the

Third Act, where the three sentimental noodles are deeply affected

by the woes of The Two Obadiahs, as recounted in the mournful

ditty of that name.
The ladies Miss MABION TEBBY, Miss Lrrcr BTTCKSTONE, Miss

EMILY THOBNE, Miss JULIA STEWAET, and Miss J. ROSELLE one and

all, enter thoroughly into the spirit and bizarre humour of the

Charade, and play admirably. Mr. HOWE is good, but I don't think
he is quite certain as to the meaning of the Charade. I fancy Mr.
DEWAE and Mr. KYBLE know a little more about it. Mr. HONEY is,

of course, very droll he always is but he clearly trusts to his own
comic power for success, and has given up the Charade. I am bound
to say that I was sincerely grateful to him for the amusement he
afforded me, as I never did care for Charades, however clever they
might be.

The next morning I set off to the Aquarium to pay a visit to the

Laps. When you first requested me to interview these new arrivals,
I was inclined to excuse myself from the task, as I am generally
rather shy of this sort of strangers, ever since, years ago, I went to

interview the Bushmen, and one of them chivied me round the
caravan with a poisoned arrow in his hand. I escaped, head-over-

heels, anyhow, down-stairs. Since that time many curious people
have visited this favoured Isle, but I have never been among the
still more curious people who have nocked to see them.
A slight historical sketch of our interesting friends may not be

out of place at this moment.
The Laps or Lapps come of the ancient Deucalionic race, called

the Lapides, who, overrunning Europe, left in England traces of

their existence in places bearing such names as Flint, Stone,
Stonyhurst, Stony Stratford, &e. It is a grave geographical error
to connect these people in any way with Laputa.
At first they were a hardy people, and reckoned so wide awake,

and so thoroughly up to the time of day in business, that every
trader went to a Lap when he wished to know " what o'clock it

was." It was at this period that they obtained the name of
" The

Lapps of Time." Subsequently, on acquiring wealth, they achieved
so unenviable a notoriety for their enervated effeminacy, as to be
called "The Lapps of Luxury." A terrible scourge, known as "the
Papsylals," threatened to', exterminate them altogether. The very
name of the plague is supposed to he a familiar inversion of the
two words "Lapps" and "pals" the latter signifying

" com-
panions," indicated the very general nature of the complaint. It
was the Lapps who at this time first introduced the medicine into

Europe which still bears the patent stamp of its origin in the
second syllable ; it was called Ja-lapp. They have now settled

comfortably and contentedly in the Northern regions. Their
mode of progression when they don't walk is to ride on a sort of

Dromedary, called a Lapidary. The motion is unpleasant to a
foreigner, who soon discovers that there are more fcumps than one
on the animal's back. It offers, however, considerable attraction
to the Phrenologist.
Having thus briefly sketched their origin, rise, and descent (for

they have gone down again from over six feet high to about five

feet), 1 will now proceed to give you some account of my interview
with the Lapp Ambassadors.
When I called at midday they were not up. Punch and Judy

was performing somewhere in the building, and somebody in
another part of the show was making such awful noises that I was
constrained to inquire of the attendants the nature of the painful
operation which ome patient was undergoing in, probably, the
interests of Science, and for the benefit of the Aquarium. It
occurred to me that a Professor might be lecturing on Vivisection.
The attendant informed me that the noise proceeded from a " For-
riner, who was imitatin' the trombone or some wind insterment."
The sounds in question had, I fancy, the effect of arousing the

Laps, who presently entered upon the vast plain of trackless saw-
dust which lies at the foot of the painted canvass icebergs of this

apparently glacial, but really warm and somewhat stuffy, region.
1 should never think of describing the Laps as "fresh arrivals."

Two reindeer, a white fox, an Esquimaux dog, sharing a moderate-
sized compartment with a party of four Laps, consisting of two
Gentlemen and two.Ladies, and a considerable number of inquisitive
strangers, more or leas damp and more or less warm according to the

weather, are scarcely calculated to keep xip the notion of Polar

frigidity suggested by the talented artist who devised the back-
scene of the snow. In this season of fright about hydrophobia, the

Laps may be taken as instances of what the descendants of Hydro-
phobists might become, as they evince all that horror of water
which is the characteristic of the dogbitten. They are a conserva-
tive people, too, and their habits remain unchanged since they first

put them on.

N.B. Friends at a distance please accept this intimation and.

don't go too near.

Being able (with my great natural gift of languages) to converse
with them freely, I ascertained from JOSEPH that they were enjoying
themselves immensely.

" We are a simple people," he said,
" and

when Mr. BOCK asked us to come over with him, we said, Certainly,
on condition that he made it well worth our while."
"You've arranged to be handsomely paid," I suggested,

"
after

the Opera is over."
" We are children of Nature," replied the ingenuous Lap,

" and
not a match for the Southern trader. So we would not come unless
a certain sum was deposited first in a banker's hands, and a bond
given for the remainder."

They are so pleased with the Aquarium as to entertain serious

thoughts of making an offer to manage the whole affair, or at least
to be elected as Directors JOSEPH to be Secretary and Treasurer,
the other Lap to be Managing Director, while ELLEN will supervise
the Theatre, and the other Lady take the money at the doors.

They think us a
very dirty set of people, to require washing, and

to use pockethandkerchiefs. JOSEPH wants to take back with him
four specimens of Londoners to Lapland; but they must come
entirely at their own cost, and take their risk in the spec. The
difficulty is to 'select the four specimens two Gentlemen and two
Ladies. I suggested that they couldn't do better, if they really
meant business, than consult ME. ALEXANDER HENDEKSON (late of

the National-Theatre-late-Queen's) on the subject.
After stopping an hour without seeing any performance at all, in

consequence of that extra shilling not coming in so as to make the
audience worth playing to (they are such a simple folk!), they
began to sing and then I left. Le Pauvre Pongo est mart, vivent

les Laps .' but the
"
Little Unwashed " don't get another visit from

YOUE REPBESENTATIVE.

The Bule of the (Political) Eoad.

(Adapted to the latitude of Paris, and respectfully commcndtd to the

attention o/ MARSHAL MoMAHON.)

OUE rule of the Road seems a paradox quite,
Yet Punch would fain hope you may learn it ere long ;

If you keep to the Left, you will surely go right,
If you keep to the Right, you '11 go wrong.

You may find, if of nous not entirely bereft,
A way out of your present illogical plight

In the singular fact that the Right 's on the Left,
While the Wrong is now left on the Right.

KNOLE. " The Seat of WAEEE."
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GONE TO THE DOGS.
uxcii lias no hesitation in

publishing the following
interesting correspondence
now that the Dead treason

is at its depth of dead-
ness :

The Crib, Seven Diali.

OUV'NOK,
LOOK 'ere, Quv'nor.

Wot's all this row about
iderrofobier ? Man and boy
I 're been accustomed to

dawgs for five-and-forty

year. Wot 's more, they 've

bit me over and over agin.
Wot's the odds? 'Aye /
gone mad? Not a bit of

it. I 'in as wide awake as

ever. You ask the Crushers
if I ain't. Still, the Puber-
lick ort to be purteckted.
They ortn't to allow no

strange dawgs. Which
them s my bisness senti-

ments. Wen I sees a dawg
a stray in' I collars 'im, and
I 've done so ever since I

can remember. Ain't 1 a Puberlick benyfactur ? Kors I am. so

you tell them Crushers to leave a cove alone, and not to run !im
in for clearing the streets of the dawgs. If they does it, 'ow 's a
cove to live, and 'ow 's the Puberlick to be purteckted ?

Yours respecfnl,
A LUWEB, OP DAWGB.

DEAR SIB, Fuss Lodge, Middlelorough.
AT a time like the present, when everyone is so anxious

about Hydrophobia, every suggestion has a certain value. Will
you permit me to offer a remedy which, I believe, has not as yet
been tried. Supposing that a man has been bitten on the right leg,

surely some relief might be obtained by cutting off his left leg.
We know that like cures like, and two negatives make an affirma-
tive. The patient objects to water, but possibly this objection might
be overcome by feeding him frequently (say every five minutes)
upon a dish composed of red herring, salt pork, and boiled beef.
Of course I write under correction, and think it only just to sign

myself,
Yours obediently,

ONE WHO KNOWS NOTHING ABOUT MEDICINE.

DEAB SIB, The Works, Puffington.
NOTICING that the subject of hydrophobia is now attracting

very general attention, we seize this opportunity of informing our
customers and the public that our Patent Potatoes can now be
obtained at a fraction under one half-penny a pound. We have
applied to_

our analytical chemist, and ne assures us that there is

not the slightest danger of Patent Potatoes causing hydrophobia.
They may be eaten (and, indeed, purchased) in any quantities.
We enclose a sample, and remain,

Yours obediently,
POSTEBS, ADDS, & Co.

(Sole Proprietor! of the Patent Potatoes).

SIB, The Vestry. Mudborough-on- Thames.
IT is simply disgraceful that hydrophobia should be per-

mitted to exist. Sir, the simplest precaution would crush it out.
I would suggest, nay, Sir, I would insist, that the following regula-
tions should be immediately enforced :

1. Every dog-owner to report himself three times daily to the
nearest police-station accompanied by his dog for inspection.

2. No dog-owner to be permitted to leave his house with his dog
unless the dog has received a certificate (which should only be in
force for six hours) from a veterinary surgeon.

S. Three times a week houses of dog-owners to be inspected by
the Commissioner* of Lunacy to see that all the inmates are sane.
Were these simple precautions taken we should hear no more

about hydrophobia.
I remain, Sir, yours faithfully,

A THOROUGHLY PRACTICAL MAN.

Office of the" Cockney Tourist,"
Mr DEAB Sra, Manager's Department.

_
THERE is only one cure for hydrophobia avoid it. Under

these circumstances we have the greatest pleasure in calling atten-
tion to the fact that our "

personally ciceroned trips
"

to the North

Pole (where hydrophobia is unknown) leave London three times a

week.
For terms (including hotel bills, candles, travelling expenses,

charming society, and personally related anecdotes) apply to

ROAST, STAKE, & Co.

MASTER, 85, Fleet Street, E. C.

IT is unnecessary to tell you, who know everything, thut tlii*

scare about hydrophobia is utter nonsense. Cues of fatal dog bites

in England are nearly as rare as cases of fatal sunstroke in London
in November. In my indignation 1 cannot help exclaiming bow,

wow, wow 1 Your devoted slave and friend,
Tonr.

OUB MAYORS.
THE Municipal Corporation Act, by some unaccountable over-

sight, omitted to fix an early day in the week for the annual
election of Mayors. Consequently, when the 9th of November
happens, as this year, to fail late in the week, Mr. Punch is

reluctantly compelled to postpone offering his usual compliment to

the newly-chosen Chief Magistrates. Had Mr. Punch's private

telephone been in full working order, no delay would have oc-

curred. However, like most other delays except the Law's it is

not without its advantages. It has allowed the Judges and other

great functionaries (the same who officiate at the selection of

Sheriffs) to go through the List with greater deliberation, and to

recommend, with increased cure, for enduring fame in these pages,
all the flower and chivalry of the Mayors for 1877-8.

This year the post of honour belongs by inalienable right to

Portsmouth with its King, bnt the Court is at Dover a commodious
and chalky port, where Royal and illustrious beings are continually
embarking and disembarking ; and so it is fitting that its Municipal
head should be a courtly dignitary.

St. Alban's has recently come into possession of a Bishop, and
now it can also boast of a Prior. "We have been accustomed to

muse on Bradford as a borough which favoured Nonconformity ;

but its choice on the present happy occasion is Priestley. Walling-
ford is under the control of a Deacon ;

and Ouildford supplies tbe
whole of the Ecclesiastical party with a Crooke.
The Knight is at Honiton, the Ryder at Devonport, the Groom in

the east at Harwich, and the Sadler at Middlesborough. To all this

equestrian group Denbigh says
" Gee !

"

Reading is given up to Silver, Stamford to Belts, and Wisbeach
to Gane.
The Mayor of Huntingdon is Brown, of Macclesfield White, and

of Peterborough Paley.
There is a Beale to make an impression at Dartmouth we hope

Britannia's young Princes dined with him on their father's birth-

day Yarmouth, with thorough propriety, raises a Diver to the

Chair; Totness has Roe, Darlington Fry, Gravesend Troughton,
and Hanley a Oilman.
Monmouth chooses Coates, but which of the two Taylors (at

Bedford and Cardiff) was the artiste, there is at present no informa-
tion: perhaps it was the Schneider at Barrow-in-Furness. Like
last year, there is a truly rural not rustic air fluttering around
many of our Mayors. Dewsbury is

" Under the Greenwood," and
Bolton is cheered by the sight of a Greenhalgh ;

a Thorn flourishes

at Boston, and a Crabb at Bodmin ; Bemrose is in full bloom at

Derby, May at Colchester, and Mayhew a name long honourably
associated with this journal at Wigan. A Holyoake is planted at

Droitwich, and a Shrubsole at Faversham ; there is a Freshfield at

Godmanchester, and Barley at Dunstable ; a Dale at South Shields,
a Dingle at Worcester, a Forwood at Liverpool, Groves at West
Hartlepool, a Warrener at Hertford, and Dewe for all at Windsor.
The Mayor of Chester is Parish, but the Mayor of Leominster is

Goode, and as for the Mayor of Berwick he is positively a Darling.
Luton has gone to Cumberland, Rochdale to Tweedale, and there

is another North Mayor at Dudley.
Pembroke with its Adams, Newport with its Moses, and Taunton

with its Jacobs, take us back to patriarchal times.

St. Ives, dear to us all from our earliest nurseries! days, has
bnt we have only one authority for this startling announcement a
Craze ; Hull delights in a poet (Waller), Sheffield's Mayor is Mappin.
and Manchester is governed by the husband of that truly historical

character, Mrs. Grundy.
Lastly, comes the good city of York, usefully employed, to Varey

our list.

More Knave than Fool.

CASSAGNAC strives with "/em furievx
" GAMBETTA'S fire to smother.

GAMBETTA, nothing loath, retorts tu qitogue
" Yon 're another!

"

GAMBETTA 's wrong. Self-seeking swash-tmcklers of PAUL'S school

We style by another epithet the alternative of fool.
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CONFUSION OF CAUSE AND EFFECT.
Maggie.

" OB ! TOMMY ! I LOOK AT THAT SWSST IITTLB THINO 111 I 'M AFRAID IT'S AFRAID OF CHIMBORAZO! JUST WAG CHIMBO-
RAZO'S TAIL, TO PUT HIM IN A GOOD TEMPBR, THERE'S A GOOD BOY!"

THE OSMIC ACID PLOT.

(A Songfor a future Fifth of November. By an Emancipated
Irish Patriot.)

" It appears that Mr. O'DoNovAN EOSSA threatens the extinction of the
English House of Commons by osmic acid, a poison stated to be so deadly
that one-thousandth part of a grain set free in a volume of air of one hundred
cubic yards, would

possess such deadly influence that all persons respiring
this air would be poisoned.

*
"
Though not deadly in its effects, it would nevertheless be a most powerfulud to the '

Obstructives
'

(and no doubt this is what Mr. ROSSA really means),
"or it has a most intolerably pungent odour, and causes tears to flow from the
eyes as though they were attacked by the essence of a thousand onions. Bymeans of a little osmic acid the '

tyrants coercing Ireland '

are to be made to
eep and fly the scene of their iniquities." Mr. C. W. VINCENT, Times,

REMIMBER, renumber the Fifth of Novimber,
The comical chimioal plot !

Whin ROSSA uprose on our base Saxon foes,
And gallantly scumfished the lot !

Scientific and placid he tuk osmic acid,
And uncorked the stuff in St. 'Stephen's ;

And sure, by the powers, in undther two hours
Gold Oireland was minus a grievance I

Of arrangements that 's cosmic the acid called osmic
Is bound to upset the whole bilin' ;

So, bothered clane out, the M.P.'s ran about
A more lively than iligant style in.

O'er the benches a-flingin', wid noses a-stingin',
And red eyes like cataracts pourin' !

Sure the stuff was that pungent that, faith, more than one gentYou 'd think Polyphemus a-roarin' !

Shure niver Obstruction raised half such a ruction
Wid laughter our paythriots was splittin'

At them Saxons a-flyin', and bellowin', and cryin',
And sneezin', and coughin", and spittin' !

Till, like Shannon in flood, Sirs, thim suckers of blood, Sirs,
Glared out o' the place in a crack,

Lavin' Oireland victorious, and, what was more glorious,
The blayguards I they niver came bach .'

So skedaddled the Saxon ; no more wrongs our backs on
He '11 pile high as Pelion on Ossa.

Then more power to the pisin that worked so surprisin'
In the hands of O'DONOVAN ROSSA 1

FANCY PETS AND FANCY PRICES.

IP the Jabberwock last week had visited the Crystal Palace it

might have found itself at home among some equally strange crea-
tures in point, at least, of nomenclature. It is true the Borogoves
were not present at the show, nor did the famous "

slithy Toves "

make their appearance in the catalogue. Still, there were Runts,
and Pigmy Pouters, and Trumpeters, and Turbits, and Short-faced
Flying Tumblers, besides Jacobins, and Homing Antwerps, and
black or dun-brown Barbs, and Nuns of various colours. Moreover,
there were Silver Dragons, and Dragons blue and yellow ; and near
them were at least a good round dozen of Archangels.
The value of these creatures would appear to an ignoramus as

strange as were their names, for a brace of Black-pied Pouters were
priced atjust three hundred pounds; and twohundred pounds a-piece
were set on some of the Black Carriers. If Lucuiius were alive now,
and dining at his Club,'we can conceive his ordering a curry of these
Carriers ; and if he were partial to cold pigeon-pie for breakfast, he
might bid the chef prepare a pate of plump black-pied hundred-
pounder pouters.

THE MARSHAL'S MENTT (in the French Chamber). A piece de
resistance with decidedly too much GRilvr.
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HONESTY THE BEST POLIC(E)Y.

COLONEL H-ND-HS-N. " WHAT ARE YOU DOING THERE, SIR ?
"

DIOGENES (Ma. BULL).
" WELL, YOU SEE, COLONEL, TILL NOW IT SEEMS WE 'VE SET A THIEF TO CATCH

A THIEF. I 'M LOOKING FOR AN HONEST MAN 1 1
"

COLONEL H. "ALL RIGHT! ONLY, WHEN YOU'VE FOUND HIM, YOU'LL HATE TO PAY FOR SIM.'"

DIOQBNES. " AND CHEAP AT THE MONEY !
"
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LAPLAND AT THE AQUARIUM.

TOBY TO PUNCH.
"The limple measure nccemry for the suppression

and prevention of rabiei and hydrophobia ii, that every
dog shall wear a collar bearing its owner' i name and
address, and that every dog, wherever found, not having
luch a collar, shall be taken to the nearett police stati on
and destroyed." Medical Examiner.

Go and purchase, oh my master,
Quick, a collar ; let your name

Speedily, to save disaster,
fie engraved upon the same.

I am eager now to don it,

But I further would explain,
Your address must be upon it,

Lest your Toby should be slain.

Slaughtered by a ruthless Bobby,
In a time of panic fear,

Killed to satisfy a hobby,
At this silly time of year.

In the Spriag the daily papers
Are on other things intent,

And they satisfy the gapers
With reports of Parliament.

It occurs unto your Toby
His opinion to express,

That reports of hydrophoby
Only come in the recess.

So when the recess shall go by,
And the silly season cease,

Take the collar off your Toby,
And your Toby shall have peace !

MEM FOR PARISIAN FLASETJR.

AfignrnrE is an acquired taste. The more you
take it, the more you like it.

" Abtinthe makes
the heart grow fonder."

THE ".ANNUAL" COOKERY BOOK.

A Feast of Horrors. Take half-a-dozen ghosts (not too new),
and mix them well with a little moonlight. Throw in a forgotten
murder and a lost will, and serve up in a green and yellow cover.
A Legal Dish. Take your chief ingredients from the Newgate

Calendar, and add an incident or two from a foreign cause celebre.

Introduce a cornio detective and a rascally lawyer. Set on the
mesa to simmer through a dozen chapters, and make your villain
confess in the last page but one.
A Comic Pie. Collect all the old jokes and pictures of the

last three* years and bind them together. Serve up with as many
advertisements as possible.
The Pathetic Plat. Take a dozen very old characters, and pat

them in the snow. Garnish, with low-life sauoe
;
and call the

whole by the name that would probably occur to a Music- Hall comic
song-writer in a serious mood.
The All-sorts Hash. Sweep the editorial drawers of a magazine

of all the papers
"

left over," and to the stories thus obtained, add
a little original matter as stuffing. Produce in a cover well gar-
nished with snow, holly, and mistletoe.

The Extra Stew. For the sake of illustration, imagine ChristmasV_ 1 J i 1 :i_vi mn -.1

up (as a shilling Christmas extra) before the end of November.
Th Beit Postible Way of obtaining really good Christmas Fare.
Take half-a-crown and buy Punch s Pocket Book !

A TINKLE IN TIME.

A CONTEMPORARY the other morning announced, as follow*, that a
measure of precaution had been wisely adopted by a local Legisla-
ture for the protection of life and limb from

"BtCYCLES. At 'yesterday's meeting of the Liverpool Town Council a

bye-Uw was adopted requiring bells to be attached to bicycles."

All other municipal bodies should follow the example of the
Liverpool Town Council in compelling bicycle riders to make pro-

vision against injuring their fellow-creatures, which common sense

and consideration do not teach every one of them to do of his own
accord. The additional safeguard of a light to be carried on bicycles
at night should also be required. Deaf pedestrians get no warning
of the approach of rattlesnakes.

FOLLY AND FELO DE SE.

THE Lancet, with characteristic point, animadverts as follows on
" SUICIDE BT PBDESTBIANISSI. There are several ways of attempting

suicide. The undertaking, alike singular and peculiar, now being carried out
at the Agricultural Hall by GALE it one of them, and cannot be too soon or

too strongly denounced. It is not pedestrianUm so much as interference with
the demand far sleep, which is just as imperative as the demand for food. If
a man deliberately set himself to abstain from food for six weeks, the law
would soon let him know that he is not to do so."

Suppose in the meanwhile, however, the man died, then the law
might have to deal with his aiders and abettors in killing himself.

Everybody ought to know what the law calls accessories to suicide.
Hut crowds of people apparently do not know, or why are they not
afraid to countenance performances of a suicidal nature with their

presence ? All that can be said of suicide by pedestrianism is of

course equally applicable to suicide by funambulism or any other
exhibition of i'oolhardiness which the pleasure of witnessing arises

from the spectacle of life in danger. It is to be hoped that in the

passage above quoted the conscience of some portion of the British

Public may have received a salutary puncture from the Lancet.

"Blow, Gentle Gales!"

DEAR MR. Ptscit,
WE have had rottghish Weather in thec p&rU lately. You

know everything ; so will you, like 'an old dear, tell us whether
the Devonshire GAXE, who is just now doing 4000 quarter-miles in

4000 ten minutes, is in any way related to the South-Wwst Gales
which have been going it such a pace here.

Yours truly,
Exeter. AlfOELDfA.
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VERY NATURAL.
Mrs. Broadrib (sternly).

" ARK YOU AWAKE, SIB, THAT THIS is THE LADIES' WAITING-ROOM ? 1

"

(Mistaking Angelica Stodge, in her "
Ulster

" and round hat, on her way homefrom South Kensington, for one of the ruder Sex 1 1 ")

BEFORE THE LORD CHIEF BARON.
(What it May Come to.)

BROWN versus JONES.

THIS was a case of little interest. The Plaintiff sued the Defendant
for money lent upon a bill of exchange. The bill was presented in
due course, and dishonoured. There was, practically, no defence.
The Lord Chief Baron, in summing-up, said that he was delighted

to have this opportunity of addressing the Jury upon several sub-
jects of importance. The other day he had given the LORD MAYOR
his opinion about the present war a war which was a disgrace to
the Emperor of RUSSIA and a scandal to Europe. On this occasion
he would touch upon other topics of international interest. He
wished to call their attention to Prince BISMARCK. To the far-

seeing cruelty of this statesman France owed her present painful
position. Had the German Premier been satisfied to conclude the
war before the late Emperor of the FRENCH had surrendered at
Sedan there is every reason to believe that a NAPOLEON would have
been seated on the Throne of France at this very moment. To the
overthrow of the Empire may be traced the terrors of the Commune.
BISMABCK also had a hand inthe Danish and.Austrian wars two cam-

Eaigns
full of disaster to the natural allies of England. Altogether

e thought it his duty, sitting there as he did in the character of a
Judge of the land, to condemn the conduct of the German statesman
in the strongest possible language. He must add, too, that he looked
with some alarm at the warlike preparations reported to be making
in. Italy. Why should Italy arm ? Did she wish to attack the
Turks t Was she playing into the hands of the Russians ? These
questions some Judges would leave it to the Jury'to decide. He re-
fused to do anything of the sort. He thought it his duty, as Lord
Chief Baron, to rule that the Italians were decidedly wrong. They
must take this from him seated on the Bench. His Lordship then
severely criticised the conduct of the KHEDIVE OF EGYPT, and re-
viewed the history of Spain.during the last five years.
At this point the fifth edition of the evening paper was

handed in.

The Lord Chief Baron having hastily glanced at the latest in-

telligence, continued his summing up. There was nothing new in
the paper before him. Of course there were a great many
rumours ; but they might take it from him that rumours must be
received with the greatest possible caution. He had no wish to
embarrass Lord BEACONSFIKLD by any remark that he might make
whilst in discharge of his judicial duties: still he thought it only
right to tell the Jury that unless the Premier walked in the ways
of the late Lord PALMERSTON, England's prosperity might become
a thing of the past. We had great interests in India, and those
interests must be carefully watched and guarded. His Lordship
here read several extracts from the works of Captain BOBNABY, to

prove that the Turk was infinitely to be preferred to the Russian.
His Lordship regretted that he had not a large map and a black

board, and even a magic lantern, with a few dissolving views.
Had he these useful articles, he ventured to think he could 'have
made his lecture if not more intelligible, at least more entertain-

ing. He regretted the lateness of the hour prevented him from
saying a great deal more upon the very interesting subjects that
had been attracting their attention. In conclusion, he could have
no hesitation in directing the Jury to find a verdict against the
Russians generally, and in the present case to give the Plaintiff

the money that clearly was due to him.
The Jury (having been awakened by the Usher) immediately

found a verdict for the Plaintiff, and the proceedings terminated.

The Anglo-Indian Schoolmaster Abroad.

WE hear a great deal of native educational progress in India.
Here is an example from Nagpore, in the very heart of our Indian

Empire :

"NAGPORE RAILWAY RESIDENCY HOTEL (M. NAGLOO, Proprietor).
Fair notice is hereby given to understand, as I decreasing the rates of

Conveyances Hire, though my Carriages will reach half an hour before time
than the others, and Carriages are comfortable and best for the respectable
Gentlemen and Ladies, not allowed for any other Natives."
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AN INDUCEMENT!
" GOINO TO DlNB QUIBTLY AT THE CLUB? NONSEHSB, MY DEAR FBIIOW I

COMB AND DINE WITH us ' oira FAUEBL,' YOU KNOW 1 NOBODY BUT OUB-

8BLVE8, AND NOTHING BUT A MUTTON-CHOP I !"

AVEONG WITHOUT EEMEDY.
REALLY the Palladium of British Liberty, trial by

Jnry, may be almost considered to be itself on its trial.

Witness the following extract from a contemporary,

exemplifying another case'of

" MIBCAKKIAGB OP JUSTICE. The HOME SECBETAKY has

written to Mr. JUSTICE LUSH, who presided at the Manchester

Assizes, granting a free pardon to the three nvn, GKKBNWOOD,
WILD, and JACKSON, who were sentenced by Mr. JUSTICE HAW-
KINS at the Liverpool Summer Assizes to ten years' penal
servitude for an outrage ... at Burnley on the 1st of July last.

Three men, named SUTCLIFFE, CKOHBLEY, and MALLINSON, were

charged at the Manchester A.nizcs, on Saturday last, with

having committed the same alleged outrage. The Manchester

Jury found that no such outrage had been committed, and the

prisoners were discharged, Mr. JUSTICE LUSH intimating that ho

would take steps to have the others set at liberty."

Accordingly they have received a free pardon. A

Eardon.
describable in popular phrase as "free, gratis,

>r nothing" for not having committed the crime they
were found guilty of, and for which they have had to

undergo several months of penal servitude !

Mistakes will happen in the best constituted Courts

of Justice, which, of course, are those wherein a British

Judge presides over a British Jury. But when they
have occurred, is not some little compensation justly due
to the sufferers from "Miscarriage of Justice "'r _0f
course victims who have been hanged cannot be in-

demnified, but some amends might surely be made to

those who have endured false imprisonment and penal
servitude. Having been punished in the interests of

Society for warning to evil-doers, but wrongfully
punished, do they not deserve to be regarded as a

sort of martyrs (especially those who have actually
been executed) to the public good ? In addition,

therefore, to the deliverance which the Law calls a

"pardon," equity must pronounce them entitled to

reparation to the tune of something handsome. The

indemnity, moreover, to make it the more gracious,
should be accompanied with the thanks of a grateful

country.

Cheering Financial Announcement.
"Tho Hon. ALONZO MONEY, who has long held a high posi-

tion among the financial administrators of the Civil-Service,
and late President of the Bank of Bombay, is about to be

invested with the control of the Daira debt."

MONET about to be introduced into the KHEDIVE'S

Treasury! No wonder Egyptian Bondholders are in

better spirits.

THE NEXT AETICLE AT EOME.
WHAT is the next Article ? The Temporal Power. That is the

Article which some partisans are urging Pius THE NINTH to proclaim
next. To this effect a communication from Rome appeared the
other morning in the Times. Next day it was contradicted by
Sir GEOBOE BoWYEa as :

" Not only unfounded but impossible."

He adds that, in a private audience with which he was honoured

by the Sovereign Pontiff a few years ago
" His Holiness expressed his disapprobation of the opinion that the Tem-

poral Power was, or ever could be, a dogma of faith, and condescended to

explain bis reasons for such disapprobation."

Yet very likely the statement which Sir GEORGE BOWYER has
denied does really create the uneasiness he says it should not.

Two Articles have been added to the Roman creed within a few
years. People may naturally ask some of them uneasily

" What
is the next Article to-day ? What other Article does Purs THE
NINTH mean to add to the Creed of Pius THE FOURTH ? How many
more new Dogmas shall we be bound to acknowledge ? We are

ready," they may say, "to credit any number of unintelligible

mysteries c'est le premier pas qtii coiile. We don't care how often

we have to prostrate mere Reason. Bat the Temporal Power is no

mystery at all. We understand what that, means. We don't like

it, and we can't swallow it." Thus if not Roman Catholics, Ritua-
lists and other Protestants on the road to Rome, may bethink

themselves, and pull up. Such considerations must give them, at

least, pause. They would like to be sure that, in case of 'verting,

they will not have possibly committed themselves to accept a matter
of politics as a matter of faith and vote, if not fight, accordingly.

Will. Sir GEORGE BOWYEB'S contradiction remove the uneasiness

caused by the expectation of having to take the Temporal Power as

the next dogmatic pill ? That depends. When the POPE, in a chat

with him, disavowed the Temporal Power, where was His Holiness ?

On his lew, or seated on an ordinary cane-bottom or other unofficial

chair P For then he might have been expressing a mere opinion,

possibly changeable. And it may well have changed. Given In-

fallibility, and the Temporal Power seems a logical sequence. A
Papal Sovereignty must be the perfection of Government. Wanted,
a Model Kingdom for an example to all Kings and States what-
soever. What, then, could be more reasonable than for the POPE to

reconsider the doctrine which he had delivered in a common chair,

and, bringing himself to an 'anchor in the Chair of St. Peter, pro-
nounce the truth ex cathedra t

Else why has Father CURCI had the sack given him, having
been f9rced to ask for it from the General of the Jesuits, but for his

incautiously disclosing an opinion against the policy of insist-

anoe on the Temporal Power ? Poor Father CPBCI ? Instead of

requesting the sack, could he not have put on sackcloth and ashes,

and, carrying a lighted candle about the streets of Rome, have
recanted an error which, in due time, will, for aught anybody can

tell, be declared a heresy by some Pope or other ? In the mean-

while, if his present Holiness thinks of declaring the next Article

to be the Temporal Power, long may he live to consider, and re-

consider, the expediency of so doing !

WANTED, MEMORIES, TONOUBS, AHD TEETH.

FOR the last triumphs of modern Chemical Nomenclature, as e.g..

"Jsoprosylinylbenzene," and "Methyloparoxyphenylcrotonic" and

"Ortnoparatolylphenylearbonio" Acids, see PharmaceuticalJournal
November 10, 1877, p. 379.
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THE MYCOPHAGIST'S MENU.
OADSTOOLS at table ! Whal
a chance ! MB. SMKI.-

FUNGUS says he should

.. have liked dining with
:' the Woolhope Club of

Fungologists at Hereford

the other day on the oc-

casion of their Annual

Meeting and Feast of

Fungi. An account of

this banquet appeared in

the Gardener's Magazine,
together with a copy of a

menu, bordered with
illustrations, humorously
designed and described

- by that eminent Fungolo-
gist and Fungophagist,
Mr. WOBTHINGTON G.

SMITH, Author of Mush-
rooms and Toadstools, in

which work Mr. SMEL-
FUNGCS would recommend
perusal of Mr. SMITH'S
account of the symptoms
and sensations he expe-
rienced on having once

experimentally eaten a

portion of the "Poison-
ous Forest Mushroom,"
Agaricus (Entoloma) fer-
tilis. Mr. SMITH is evi-

dently the man to extract
<-.^ ... fun from fungi.

However, in its speciali-
ties the Fungqphagists' menu rather disappointed Mr. SMELFUNGUS.
It lacked variety. Of two potages, one was a PotaOK du Coprinus
comatus, the maned mushroom ; sapid, no doubt. The dishes in-

cluded a Salmi du Lactarius deliciosus, the orange-milk fungus, a

so-called toadstool, but delicious indeed. There was also a pre-

paration, the "
Craterellus conucopy-oides," which Mr. SMELFUNGUS

takes to be an alias or nickname for the Cantharettus dbarius^
or chanterelle, a yellow, wineglass-shaped toadstool, growing under

beech-trees, and said by Dr. BADHAM to have been wont to be dressed

on state occasions at the Freemasons' Tavern an illustration of the

Masonic principle, that "
Nothing's too good to be well understood

by a free and an accepted Mason." The only other dish in the fungus
line was a " Dindon roti aux Truffes ;" but truffles are matters of

course, and they are not toadstools. The ordinary mushroom,
Agaricus campestris, struck Mr. SMELFUNGUS as conspicuous by its

absence.

Where, he
'

asks, were the generality of the Autumnal fungri ?

Where was the delicate Agaricus procerus, the parasol fungus, with
its long snaky-marked stem and cap tufted with scales ? Where
the Ag. nebularis the "new cheese agaric'* very much "the
cheese," indeed, nicely fried P Where the dainty Ag. prunulus that
smells like new. meal, and the Ag. .heterophyllus tasting, when
grilled, to some palates like crawfish? The Boleti, the Poly-
pori, the Clavarite, were none of them represented ? One remark-
able omission was that of the Ag. oreades, the Fairy Ring fungus,
commonly called, by the few who do not call it a toadstool, the

champignon. Fungology and folk-lore are something akin, and
the Fungologists should have bethought themselves of "the good
people."
However, it is not in the nature of Mr. SMELFUNGUS to find fault

with anything or anybody, and he supposes that few of the usual

fungi of autumn were this year forthcoming. This may have been
a bad fungus season. But he sadly fears the dearth of fungi may be

owing to another cause. He now sees far fewer of tkem than he used
to find during his walks and rambles in the good old times before

parks and pastures generally were drained. Mr. SMELFUNGUS is

afraid that drainage, as a form of that progress day by day depriving
him of nearly all he most cherishes, is progressively improving
fungi, both esculent and poisonous, off the face of the earth.

Real Resignation.
AFTEB many rumours to the same effect, the De Broglie Ministry

has at last actually resigned en bloe. Let us write its epitaph in the

language of the Prize Ring that used to be, which, in its combined
character of Combatant and Defunct, may fairly lend its language
to a Ministry de cotntat that is no more

" GONE DOWN TO AVOID PUNISHMENT."

PATRIOTS AND PATEIOTS.
('' Under which Kiny, Bezonian ?")

"
Cosmopolitan critics, men who are the friends of every country, save their

own (Cheers and laughter) have denounced this policy as a selfish policy.

My Lord Mayor, it is as selfish as patriotism. (Cheers.)
"

LOUD BEACONSFIELD at the Mansion House.

Mu. ALDEBMAN SLUDGE, loquitur .

'Ear ! 'ear ! 1 ! My notions to a hinch ! I thought I should a'

split,

A-cheering of the Swordsman smart as dealt that artful 'it.

One of the genuine Dizzy thrusts ; and don't it sting 'em 'ome ?

And won't it tingle in their ears for many a day to come ?

"
( 'osmnpolitan Critics." Ah h h ! It slips into one's mind,

Like luscious turtle down one's throat, but leaves its twan? behind.
'' friendt of all Countries save their own." Just so! The very

thing:
I 'vo wanted 'eaps and 'caps of times to my tongue's-end to bring.

What ' come to people / can't think. I recollect the time
When patriotism was esteemed the height o' the sublime

;

But now that GLADSTONE stumps the land to deafen people's ears

About not British Interests but Bulgarian furrineers!

BEU had ' em nicely on the hip. But BOD my son he saya,
As '

twas but a false definition, based on a olap-trap phrase" At that game BEN 's a dab," he says. I sometimes fear that lad,
What with Institootions, books, and things, is a-goin

'

to the bad.

Says BOB,
" The patriot who will know no country but his own,

No other interest to be served, or trumpet to be blown
The man who 'd block the game all round to win his private trick,
Is a greedy dog in the manger, who deserves a general kick."

By Jove, it makes my blood run cold to hear that youngster talk !

He ups and says,
"

It 's chaps who can't win fair that try to baulk
;

True blues pull straight and pull their best, and take their honest

chance,
And neither whine at the finish nor bluster in advance."

He says, "A chap may love his land, yet love it in such sort,
As patriots of the pothouse stamp would make their mock and

sport."

Says he would have her great as rich, magnanimous as strong,
And rather vanquished for the right, than victor lor the wrong.

He says,
"
Though Cad or Cynic may snigger or protest,

In Old England's day of trial, we shall see who loves her best,"
Declares he'd scorn to bounce for her, or dodge the fair and true

;

Butfor her, in an honest cause, he.would fight till all was blue.

He says BEACONSFIELD 'sgood at "phrases" whatever theymay be
And swears "bunkum" stands for "patriotism" on the books of

the C. C.

But that
"
right all round will yet be found the patriot's proper

call,
In spite of I lague at the Mansion House, or bounce at the Music

Hall."

The lad's a fool ! Give me the cool Conservative style of thing,
And DIZZY'S venomous little pints that always stick and sting ;

To Calipash and Calipee they lend a pungent zest.

So here 's Old England, right or wrong, and furriners be blest !

A Scare in Guildhall.

CONSTERNATION prevails among the Aldermen who have passed
;he Chair. SIB JOHN BENNKTT is lecturing on "London's Lord

Mayors." There is great anxiety to know whether he will bring
lis remarks down to the present day. The Law Officers of the

Corporation have been consulted, but are of opinion that the Court
of Aldermen have no power to

"
veto " the lecture. The Recorder

lias been requested to attend and take notes.

THE AIB FOE A GALE TO WHISTLE.
" AY waukin 0,

Waukin still and wearie !

"

BOBBBT BURNS.

PUNCH'S DEFINITIONS.
" SAHE Old Game "Tojours perdrix.
The best Byron Memorial Our Boys.
Art Chimney Pots MINION'S Tiles.
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PUNCH TO DR. DARWIN.
UB world's stage footlights

flare and fume,
"While the clear light

that shall illume

The Future's far-

thest ages,

In quiet sanctums few

descry,
Still trimmed and tended

patiently

By unobtrusive
sages.

And when that light

begins to show
Its keen but unfamiliar

glow
To poor be-muddled

mortals,

The dullards blink, the

quidnuncs oroak,

The zealots fain would
Heaven invoke

To bar those perilous

portals.

In vain ;
that clear and

conquering light

Wins as it widens, calms

affright,

Dull souls from

dread delivers ;

Till they who came to

curse make shift

To give a welcome to the

gift

And honour to the

givers.

So comes my DARWIN'S turn of
praise

And the green honours of their bays
The men who banned you offer ;

The smile, of such occasion born,

Might well have had a touch of scorn,
Could wisdom be a scoffer.

But only shallow smartness mocks
The antics of the orthodox,

The dogmatist's wild capers,

Smile, but ne'er lift the heel to spurn ;

Trust Truth's asbestos to outburn
Delusion's glimmering tapers.

Science should be the last to claim

Infallibility's false fame,
Which only Folly urges.

The truth to seek with patient quest
Is hers, content to leave the rest

To blatant Boanerges.

So have you done ; the road yon tread,
As free from rashness as from dread,

You follow without swerving.
Fame meets you fairly on the way,
And where 's the duffer who to-dav

Dare question your deserving r

Punch cracks his jokes at you tant ruth ;

His honest fun wars not with Truth,
But rather serves to test her ;

And, serious now, he bows respect,
Sure that the Sage will not reject

The tribute of the Jester.

IN CHEEP JUSTICE PUNCH'S COUET OF FINAL REVIEW.
( With Chief Justice PUNCH'S compliments to Mr. WILLIAM CULLER BHYANT.)

CHIEF JUSTICE PUNCH, on taking his seat, remarked that it was with sorrow he perceived such

increasing ill-ueage of the Queen's Jnglish. He was glad to see that his friend Mr. BBYANT was

trying to put a stop to this sort of crime on the other side of the Atlantic, and he.was determined,
if he could, to crush it on this side. Without further preface he would now take the first case

on the day's list.

Miss LAVINIA JENXINSON, forty-four, described as a novelist, was charged with repeated
attacks on her own language. For the prosecution it was proved that the prisoner at the bar had

frequently used such expressions as the following : (1) Her luxurious masses of golden hair

glinted in the moonbeams like an aureole around the brows of a medieval saint
"

; (2)
" A swift

sudden light broke from her lurid eyes like the lightning from a summer sky
"

; (3)
" A dark

shadow, which marked his Italian blood, mantled over the clean cut features"; (4) "The tawny
moustache drooped heavily on the cold, cruel lips, whose honey-poison had lured

" Chiei

Justice PUNCH would not trouble Mr. TOBY, Q.C., to proceed. Had tne prisoner anything to say for

herself f The prisoner said the public liked her style. Chief Justice PUNCH was sorry
for th<

public, but he considered such a plea as in fact an aggravation of the crime. If the public likeij

poison, that would not excuse the BBINVILLIEBS and BOBGIAS. Despite the prisoner's sex, he fell

it a duty to inflict as heavy a punishment as the law permitted. The sentence was that the

prisoner be sentenced to the hard labour of reading her own novels for the space of three calendar

months. The prisoner, who seemed

overwhelmed at the severity of the

sentence, was removed from the dock

n a fainting condition.

PENNY A. LYNEH, twenty-seven,
described as a journalist, was charged
with repeated offences of the same
kind. Mr. TODY, Q.C., remarked
that the prosecution relied upon one

sentence, which, with the Court's

permission, he would read. He
must state that during last summer
a chimney took fire one evening in

;he house of one JONES, a corn-

chandler, while the family was at

tea. This was the prisoner's ac-

count :

"
Yesterday afternoon our

worthy fellow-citizen Mr. JONES,
whose mission in life is to purvey
the golden grain to the humble
households of the poor, was enjoying
the repose of his own vine and fig-

tree in the bosom of bis family.
The urn was hissing on the hospit-
able board, and the fragrant odour
diffused through the apartment
clearly indicated the presence of

the cup that cheers but not in-

ebriates, when suddenly the de-

vouring element
" The Judge

peremptorily stopped the case, and
asked the prisoner if ha had any-
thing to say. P. A. LYNEE replied
that he had to live, and that he was

paid by the length of his copy.
Chief Justice PUNCH said that was
no business of his. He must put
the prisoner on short allowance of

flimsy, for some time at least, by
sentencing him to describe all fires,

accidents, murders, and such other

events as came under his notice for

the ensuing five years in as short

and simple language as possible.
The prisoner was taken out of

Court, begging hard for a shorter

term.

JEOIVB GLENDOWKR WlTCH
SPHYNX AURORA, thirty - three,
described as a sporting prophet, was
charged with a similar offence. The
Counsel for the prosecution said that

this was an appalling case of crime.

The prisoner was in the habit of

calling a good horse a "
clinker

"
;

he would express his favourable

opinion of a man by terming him a

flyer
"

; his unfavourable opinion

by terming him a "
mug." When a

person had lost his money the

prisoner would call him "broke";
an act of cheating he called a
"
ramp." Of the enormities of such

phrases as
"

fly flats,"
"
standing on

velvet," and "real jam," he would
not speak. Chief Justice PUNCH
said this was a very bad case, and he
felt it his duty to make an example,
however painful it might be. The

prisoner would be bound over to

follow his business throughout the

entire of the next racing season,
and to invest his money on his own
prophecies. The prisoner was re-

moved yelling,
"

I am ruined, my
Lord, I am ruined !

'

This case concluded the business

of the sitting but a long list of

similar cases, we regret to say,
remains to be disposed of.

THE Two DIFFICULTIES OF THE
DAT. MACMAHON'S to get a Minis-

try, and St. Andrew's to get a Lord-
Rector.

VOL. LXMII.
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GR^AT INTbRNATiONAL Q.JADSUMANOUS CONGRESS.

(F, in ii'ir Spiriiil Curri .ipnitili i,l
}

WE have received a telegraphic Report of proceedings at the
Session of the Great International Congress of Quadrumana, which
has been assembled for some days past at the Central Sacred Grove,
in the island of Ceylon.
The Congress sits in an open area in the precincts of the principal

temple, partly shaded by a large mangrove, the fork of which
forms the Presidential chair. A couple of fallen palms serve as
table and bar, and other trees form a convenient gallery around.
The members are grouped according to geographical seniority.

The Anthropoid Apes, or Apestocracy, occupy the extreme right,
heading the Monkeys of the Old World. The Platyrhine Section,
or New World Monkeys, are grouped on the left

;
and the Austra-

lian Lemurs occupy the gallery behind the bar. Honourable
Members speak from their respective trees.

On the opening day, the members of the Congress arrived, en

masse, with great rapidity. The largest Gorilla swung himself into

the chair, with the brief inaugural speech "By right of my
majority here I am, and here I stay. If there is a bigger monkey,
let him turn me out." The Silky Tamarin was named Secretary,
as junior, or smallest, member present. He took his seat on a

branch above the President, carefully removing his tail from within
reach of that dignitary.
The President said he proposed that they should commence the

business of the Congress by a vote of respect and regret to the
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MISTAKEN IDENTITY."
SOENB Northern Meeting at Inverness. PiRBONa REPRISJHTBD IAN OORW and DOUOALD MOHP, Gillies. MB. SMITH, of London.

First Gillie.
" WULL TON BE TBB MicWHANNBL, lux GOBM I"

Second Ditto.
" No 1 1 HM XAK-UH is MUSTER SMUTH ! ASD BE ABL-WATS WEAUS THE KDLT AND IT is FOOHL THAT YOU

AAB, TOUGALT MOBR I I
"

memory of one of his own family, Ponga, the first Gorilla who had
exposed himself, in the cause of discovery, science, and philan-
thropy, to the dangers of missionary enterprise in Europe, and had
paid for his devotion with his life. Not satisfied with labouring in

Germany, .he had extended his efforts to London, and had suc-
cumbed to his labours in that benighted and befogged metropolis
soon after his return to Berlin.
The vote was passed in solemn silence.

The Green Monkey, the Marmoset, the Cercocebus, and the Sem-
nopitheoue, as returned (or escaped) missionary delegates to England,
Italy, France, and Germany, sat at the base of the President's tree.

Their worn, sorrowful, and highly-civilised aspect contrasted with
the genuine hilarity of the members, who were all dressed in their

new winter coats.

The Barbary Ape said that for the first time he felt proud of the

appellation of English Monkey. From the report of their missionary
delegates he thought that great hopes might be entertained of their

poor human brethren.
The Chimpanzee rose to order. He oould not allow the term

"
brother "

to apply to any but his fellow-countrymen, the Negroes.
Were colour and physiognomy to go for nothing r

The Silky Tamarin suggested. Poor hairless relatives."
The Proboscis Monkey said

" Not absolutely hairless. Say
fallen relatives they admitted the fall." (General groans of
assent.)
The Barbary Ape

" The fall was proved by their inhabiting the

earth, instead of living in trees. Owing to this, their hind hands
had become so disfigured as to become almost useless, and they
were obliged to conceal them." (Howls.)

" Then the use of animal
food caused the mixture of gravity and stupidity which distin-

guished them "-

A Voice from the left
"
Monkeys who had lost their tails."

(Howls. Cries of
" Order ! ")

The Cynooephalus
"

If the Left cannot respect the Right, let it

at all events respect the Chair !

"

At this point the meeting was thrown into great excitement by

the arrival of a telegram, dated "Senate House, Cambridge,"
announcing the honour paid to the Anthropoid familv in the person
of their great rehabilitator, CHARLES DAEWIN now D.C.L., Cantab.
The Chairman, in reading the telegram, expressed his regret that

the (Ju iilruman family had not been more directly represented on
the occasion, than in the person of the effigy of one of their race in

the costume of an Undergraduate. He hoped the time was not far

distant when the Quadrumana would have, if not a University, a

College of their own, like the Ladies and the Ritualists. In the
meantime he thought the meeting would recognise in the act of the

Cambridge Undergraduates a touching move in the direction of

fraternisation, and a sign of that surest kind of elevation which
comes by degrees.
The business of the Congress was then resumed by
The Barbary Ape, who maintained " A common descent had now

been generally admitted. That was one point. A strong protest had
been made in favour of a return to vegetable diet that was another.

Anglican religious rites, again, were now performed with gesticula-
tions such as were used by the Quadrumana. And the love of un-
broken leisure, of which the wilderness was naturally so proud, had
been lately so far developed by the great majority of the poor
English Bimana, that they were rapidly reverting to the natural
condition.

The Spider Monkey had heard that acrobatism was now made a

compulsory part of human education. He referred to /AXEL, as a

graceful illustration. Though far inferior in skill to the Monkey,
her evolutions might be pronounced wonderful for man still more
for woman. He had heard from a friend who accompanied an
organ-grind (The speaker was interrupted by loud and con-
tinued howling. After suspending himselffur a moment by his tail,

he joined the chorus.)
The Dourocouli (who was wakened by the excitement) moved

" That this Congress do now adnoct." The motion, finding no
seconder, fell to the ground, and the Hon. Member fell asleep again.
The Rib-nosed Baboon thought they had better leave men alone.

Suppose they became so advanced as to return to Eden, there would
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be no room for them there, and then they would invade their forests.

(Lmtd howls.)
The Horned Sapojou thought that the travelled Moakoys had

better now return to Europe. (Loud gibbers of dissent from the

Delegates.) As to organ-grinders (The tumult here baffled

description, amid which)
The Cheiropjt, who appeared at the bar, was understood to present

a remonstrance on the part of the Hears as to any discussion without
the participation of representatives of their race. Their interests

were akin : they were as distant from ordinary quadrupeds as were
the Qitadrumana ; they shared the oue great peculiarity of the

Anthropoids, whether quadrumane or bimane and after the prece-
dent set in the case of the quad
Here a large Bear suddenly appeared at the bar, and the assembly

instantly dispersed. The proceedings, amid loud noises, were ad-
nocted sine node.

BY ORDER OF THE POLICE.

? SNCEFOBTH, Mr. Punch has reason
^ to believe that candidates for

employment in the Detectivi

Department of Scotland Yar<
will be required to give satis-

factory answers (properly cor-

roborated) to the following interrogatories :

1. Do you belong to a family of position? (If of County rank
state County.)

2. Give a rough sketch of your coat-of-arms, and trace your pedi-
gree for four generations.

3. Were you educated at Eton, Westminster, or Winchester ?

4. If not, give the reasons why your parents sent you to Harrow
Ilugby, Cheltenham, Marlborough, Clifton, Shrewsbury, or Rossall.

5. Are you an Oxford Man or a Cantab ?

6. If you were not at Christehurch, Baliol, Trinity, or John's
state why you were sent to a less distinguished College.

7. What degree did you take ?

8. Give the names of the learned Societies of which you are a
Fellow.

9. Have you held a Commission in the Auxiliary Forces ?

10. Do you hold a certificate of proficiency from Woolwich or
Aldershot '(

11. What Foreign Languages do you thoroughly understand?
12. Are you well up in Roman, English, and International Law ?

13. What is your fighting weight ?

11. Give the highest score you have ever obtained at Crickei

against the M.C.C. and Ground.
15. Supposing that you were ordered on a job involving a voyage

round the world, (a) how long would you take in making your
preparations ; (6) how many weeks would you eonsxime in the

journey ; (c) and how many hours' sleep would you require durinj
your circumgyration ?

16. Write a short essay to prove that you possess the accomplish-
ments of the diplomatist.

17. Can you give any, and how many, episcopal certificates that
you are incapable of accepting a bribe ?

18. Are you ready to employ every hour of the day and night in
the service of the Government ?

19. Are you prepared to consider your own comfort, profit, and
even life itself as quite secondary to the interests of your em-
foyers ?

20. And, finally, are you content to accept the hard labour and
leavy responsibilities inseparable from the position of an Officer of

Detective Police for something under 300 per annum ?

THE TELEPHONES OF BERLIN.
(A Chapterfrom Contemporary History.)

BISMARCK entered his sanctum moodily. There was a frown npon
his brow, and his uniform showed signs of hasty adjustment. He
threw himself upon a sofa, and looked around him. Maps and por-
traits hung from the walls. As he gazed at the pictures of the
crowned heads of Europe, he murmured,

" My puppets !
" and a

scornful smile for a moment contended for mastery with the settled

frown but only for a moment. The frown one moment unsettled,
soon resettled with tenfold severity.
Then he looked again round the apartment. His rapid survey

detected an alteration. Hanged in a row were a number of Tele-

phone-talkers." Tis well !
" he exclaimed. " At length I can converse with my

clients, masters subjects, if you will mouth to ear."
He approached a Telephone-talker ticketed

"
Constantinople,"

and whispered a few words into the tube. Then he listened.

"Pasha! Pshaw! he cried, as the answer came back. "Or
rather, not Shah, but Sultan. Pashas won't do ! I want their

master."
" But Turkey is now a constitutional country, your Excellency,"

remonstrated a distant voice ;

" and surely the PHEMIEB "

"Shut up!" imperiously interrupted BISMABCK. "Send the
SULTAN himself to your end of the instrument."
Then there was a pause." Make haste !

"
cried the impatient Statesman. "

I am not
accustomed to waiting."

"Bisinillah! I am here, Excellency!" came back a small still

voice through the Telephone.
"

It is the Padishah," said BISMARCK to himself.
"

I recognise
his tremolo. Besides, tricky as Turkish diplomacy is, DAMAD would
scarcely dare to play a practical joke upon me."
"Listen to my instructions, Father of the Faithful! " Then

addressing his lips to the instrument, in sharp strident accents he
shot out haughtily his brief, clear, uncompromising communication.
It was a masterly resume of the situation a pitiless presentation of

almost equally disagreeable alternatives lucid, naked, uncom-
promising breathing blood and iron I

" Obstinate and impracticable as ever !

" cried the German States-
man at last, as he tossed impatiently from him the instrument in
connection with Constantinople." I must communicate with the other."
He walked to a distant corner of the room, and raised to his

lips a tube marked "Head-quarters." This time his tone,
although still commanding, was more subdued.

" Be good enough to tell the CZAK I wish to speak with him."
There was a slight pause. BISMABCK stamped the floor im-

patiently with the iron heel of his Cuirassier boot.
" A thousand pardons !" softly breathed the Telephone at last.

" But I was busily engaged in weighing the pros and cons of a
winter campaign when you sent for me."
Ignoring the apology, the German Statesman dashed, or rather

strode, into a long conversation with the Emperor of All the
Russias. The Prince spoke angrily, and although there was much
natural sweetness in the tones of the CZAH s reply, for some time an
undercurrent of disappointment seemed to impair its determination.
In the end, however, determination audibly prevailed.
At last BISMABCK dropped the Telephone in disgust." To the.bitter end ! Perhaps it is as well," he exclaimed. "But

I wonder what they will say in Rome and Vienna ?
"

A question no sooner asked than answered.
He had only to summon FBAKCIS-JOSEPH and VICTOE-EMMANUEL

to bring their ears and lips at once at the further ends of his

Telephone."
Very, very unsatisfactory," he murmured, when he had

resumed his seat on the sofa.
" What shall I do ?

"

The frown was now something terrible. The terrible face had
flushed into a glow of swarthy fire under the mingled emotions of

anger and uncertainty.
'

Suddenly he jumped up with a dry of joy,
and his brow cleared. He hastily approached another Telephone
tube. But even hit iron hand trembled for a moment as he raised

the mouth-piece.
"No, I dare not disturb him," he exclaimed, as he allowed the

tube to fall.

Again the terrible frown appeared as the colossal figure sank,
almost in collapse, upon the sofa a gaunt, grim, giant Despair !

"
BISMAHCK,

' he cried, at last,
" be a man !

"
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Pulling himself together, he again approached the range of I standing. If permitted to touch him at all. they doubtless caressed
i * i i _ L* t *_ * j :AI_ _ __j i.; o_ l_i . _l_u_: _ J ;__ > a It * *

. i \ i

Telephone tubes, and, in accents which quivered with suppressed
emotion, asked," May I speak to him ?"
"
Certainly not," came the reply with a curtness suggestive at

once of bark, bite, and boredom.
" But I won't detain him a moment," urged the Iron Chancellor.

'

Tell him it 's BISMAHCK poor old BIBVABCK, and in tuch a mess."
"
Shan't !

" was the surly answer.
The beads of perspiration stood thick upon the Statesman's brow.
" Oh do, do beg of him to come to me, he cried, earnestly.

"
I

won't trouble him again for weeks to come."
"
Oh, you 're always bothering him." was the ungracious response.

And then the speaker added,
" But it you really are in a mesa, 1

will see what I can do for you. You may wait."
BISMABCK uttered a burst of earnest thanks, and listened intently

for an hour. His patience was at length rewarded.
" Now then ! "came at last through the Telephone,

"
I told you,

when you had this wire put up, that I and I alone was to use it."
"
I know you did, Sir,

'

replied BISMAUUK, apologetically.
" But

the fact is
"

"
Well, never mind I forgive you. You want my advice state

your case." **
What followed has been, or will be. or is now being written in his-

toryin letters of blood and iron. But the time for giving it to the
world in words of type and printer's ink is not yet.

*

"What a wonderful creature!" murmured the reputed Wire-
puller of Europe, when his ear had ceased to drink that marvellous
(low of guiding wisdom.
" And now be off !" said the voice through the Telephone. "I

have told you what to do do it."

BISMAKCK kissed the mouthpiece, in a fit of grateful enthusiasm
rare to that granite nature, as he murmured, in a voice that thrilled
with intense emotion, "A thousand million thanks, Mr, J'unch .'

ILiich-Oeehrtester, Jirleuchtester .'

Europe !
"

i nimiiivu buauiLB. xur * A uni'/t .

You have saved the peace of

STAGS AND SUFFERERS.
HE pleasures of the
Chase are less apparent
than its pains, judging
from an account in the
Timei of certain

"HUNTING Acci-
HUNTS. Yesterday the
Queen's hounds met at

Down Bun, Hayes, and
Young Captain was turned
out in the presence of a

large field and a great
number of spectators."

Young Captain of
course is a stag denoted
by that appellation
a familiar creature kept
for sport, more used to

being hunted than eels

are to being skinned.
He was now to undergo
an additional expe-
rience :

" The hounds were again
"~
--*~^ handled by GOODALL, the

huntsman; but EDRVP, the"~

.-

~
first whip, was still unable
to ride."

Still perhaps labouring under the effects of a hunting accident.
" The stag first led the field to Southall, whre Lord UABDWICKB, the

Master, was thrown over his horse's head, by reason of the animal stopping
dead at a fence."

Dead, hut not killed, though. Not hunted to death yet, at least
as you will see :

" His Lordship, it was feared, was badly injured, but all anxiety was soon
dispelled by his remounting and continuing the chase. Mr. Toic TALBOT,
of London, a well-known follower of the pack, was soon afterwards thrown
with such violence that his collar-bone and some of his ribs were fractured.
He was removed to Southall Station, and conveyed home as soon u pos-
sible. The stag was ultimately killed by the hounds on the Watford side of
Harrow."
"
Killed" of course is merely a phrase. Young Captain was not

torn to pieces by the hounds. They only overtook the gallant Stag,
between whom and themselves there exists no doubt a perfect under-

him. &>, let no plebeian dog-fancier and tighter want to know what
is the difference between keeping a hack badger to be baited, and a
hack Stag to be chivied.

Had Young Captain literally been killed by hounds indeed, a

street-boy might have some reason to wonder why he should be sent
to the treadmill for setting a bulldog on to worry a oat. And the
case might be considered one for the Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals. But as it stands, rightly interpreted, the only
creature* concerned in it whose sufferings can enlist the sympathies
of that sensitive association, are those poor pursuers of the Stag
who came to grief in riding after a quarry accustomed to enjoy the
excitement of running away from them. The chase that is fun
for the Stag may, as above instanced, sometimes prove serious for
the hunters,

A (LOWING ABT-GALLERY.
OP course, the usual placards and posters at the advertising sta-

tions, railway and other, announce that the convicts BENSON and
KUKB have been added to Madame TCSSAUC'S Collection. That
repository is increasing apace by the frequent addition of such
criminal celebrities. The newspapers have for some time past
reported a murder almost daily, and an execution about once a
week.
This state of things, however, is not so bad as it might have been.

The Legislature has suppressed prize-fighting, and interdicted the
lower orders, at least, from sports and.pastimes consisting in cruelty
to animals. There has been what is called a renewal and awakening
of religious life, and great activity is evident amongst all the various
denominations, especially in their mutual antagonism and much
speaking. But for these immense improvements in our social con-
ditions, now many more notorieties would the criminal classes con-
tribute to Madame TUSSAUD'S I

The growth of crime is declared by grave and reverend authorities
to have coincided with that of intemperance, and both appear to
have been ooncurreat with the rate of progress evidenced by public
meetings, platform-oratory, and the efforts and agitations of Tem-
perance Societies. Were it not, however, for the effect of their
exertions and declamations against drink, what a much greater
number of criminals than the present would have accumulated in
the Chamber of Horrors I

No doubt the increase of Madame TUSSAUD'S Collection in that
department has supervened upon the humanising legislation and
labours above-mentioned. But only the shallow cynic can ascribe
it to them. Post heec is notpropter htec. Nevertheless, if convicts
continue to augment the Waxworks as of late at Baker Street,
Madame TUBSAUD will very soon have to enlarge her premises.

RITUALISM AND RECTITUDE.
HowOUB to the honourable I The Reverend Mr. TOOTH has vacated

his benefice for conscience' sake. He deserves to he called the
Honourable and Reverend now. Although of orthodoxy in his own
opinion perfectly sound. TOOTH has done all that could be reasonably
required^ of an unsound TOOTH. He has drawn himself. It would
be too much for Protestant parishioners of St. James's, Hateham, to

say of their ex-Vicar that

''Nothing in his living
Became him like the leaving of it."

Everything seems to have become him highly, Ritualism apart,
in his living. Still, leaving it became him highly too. Mr. TOOTH
could not submit, so he has resigned. He has recognised the neces-
sity which for pointing out to the President of the French Republic
M. GAJJBETTA. was prosecuted and sentenced to gaol. Let every
Ritualist Parson adopt the course that Mr. TOOTH has taken, and
Marshal MACMAHOH hasn't.

Vegetable Confidence*.
THE Duke in At You Lik It who found "Tonnes in trees, books

in the running brooks, sermons in stones, and good in everything,"
seems to have a humble parallel in a North-country Commission
Agent, who advertises in a Newcastle paper of last week, that

"He is honoured with the confidence of twenty and thirty tons of best
Carrots and Mangolds weekly from Norfolk for Sale, put on Bail at the Quay."

Lord Beaconsfleld as a Paraee.

( Verb and Kottn.)

His Tense anything but Past. (See Pott.)
His Mood Conditional.
His Gender Neuter.
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AWKWARD.
Algernon Fitztopsawycr (who has not caught his Partner's name).

" ARK 70U A OOINO TO TBE ' FiosTrz '

?
"

His Partner (by name 'Miss Hogge,' whose Parents are about to give a great Ball).
"
OH, YES 1 / AH Ours OF THE LITTER!'

TIGHTENING THE GRIP.

HABXT! Descending from his northern lair,

Down on his fated quarry crept the Bear,
A sinewy brute, but slow. The quarry rose,
Nor quailed before this fellest of his foes ;

But grimly closing in relentless strife,

Fought,. as a wolf at bay will fight, for life.

Surprised, the slow brute staggered, half let slip
His deadly hold, but soon the tightening grip,
'Midst counter-clamourings of foe and friend,
Gives pause to hope, and presage of the end.
A brave defence ! The Turk's admirers raise

Laudation loud, nor need his foes grudge praise.
If Justice could for valour's sake condone

Age-long oppression, too outrageous grown
For more endurance, then the Turk might claim
A sympathy unchecked by doubt or shame,
And, as an answer to all charges, hold
For all-sufficient,

"
the Offender's bold."

' A sheer barbarian !

" "
Yes, but sure no slave !

"
' Cruel and lustful I

" "
Granted, but so brave I

"
' He cannot govern : heeds nor ruth, nor right."
'

Well, that may be, but see how he can tight !

"
' The land he snatched he spoils."

" But then he 's game
Against all comers to uphold his claim."
" His rule is robbery, lust and murder are

His chief auxiliars."
" But he shines in war !

Commerce and Culture are not in his line,
But as a killing animal how fine I

"
"
Uneivilisable."

" But bad to beat ;

How can so brave a race be called effete ?
"

A more compendious answer who could crave ?

And so the hordes of GENGHIS KHAN were brave,

Brave were those tigers of the Parthian brood,
Whose hearts ran hot with their fierce Scythian blood ;

*

Brave were the followers of the
"
Scourge of God."

The race of whom 'twas said that where they trod

Never grew grass again, are now as then
The valiant but all-blighting foes of men.
Brutedom incarnate, with enough of brain
To lengthen not to humanise the reign
Of ruthless valour and of dauntless wrong
Are these fair themes for modern Minstrel's song,
Or the applause of English patriots ? Brave ?

Not bare beast-doggedness alone may save

Oppression from opprobrium. So men wait
The hoped-for issue, that comes sure though late,
Of freedom for the Captive. If suspect
The hand that snaps the shackles, to reject
A present hope because, to selfish fear,
Phantoms of danger lurk in Victory's rear,
Were coward folly. Though alarmists prate,
We dare be just, and brave the after-fate ;

And if with him, whose grip seems tightening fast

Upon the Turk, the Briton too, at last,

Must measure strength, will England prove less strong,
Because unbuttressed by a hoary Wrong ?

* "It is not the history of a nation, not even the history of a dynasty of

wise, though despotic, rulers. It is only the chronicle of a camp, the annals
of successive captains. The Parthians conquered the eastern part of the

great empire which ALEXANDER left to his successors, simply by force of

that military ferocity which characterised their barbarous Scythian blood.

When they had conquered a noble kingdom, they could leave no mark upon
it. They had neither religion nor culture, art nor skill in handicraft."

Times, on the Parthians.

AWFUL PaospECT. Oh Lord! If the contributors to Punch's

waste-paper basket once take to using the Telephone !
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THE PIQ THAT PAYS THE RINT."

(From the Chancellor of the Exchequer's point of view.)

BUM FELLOWS AT ROMSEY.
THE town of Romsey in Hampshire, famous for its

Abbey, is also renowned for its vicinity to Broadlands,
which latter circumstance may in part account for the
title adopted, as appears from a paragraph of local news,
by a subdivision of one of the convivial Orders of

"ODUFBLLOW.SHII-. On Thursday evening a Lodge to be
culled the Palmerston Lodge of the Antediluvian Order of Odd-
fullowi, wu opened at the Swan Hotel, of which Primo W.
YOUNO, K.M.C., i the hwt."

A Palmerston Ixxlge of Oddfellows at Homsey is an
obviously intelligible association, but why does the Order
bear the name of Antediluvian f

" Palmerston" and
"Antediluvian" item incompatible terms. Ix>rd I'.u.-

MKKSTOX was a Statesman credited with being: in advance
of his age, and never supposed to be possessed with obso-
lete ideas. It was not PALMKKBTOX, but METTEHSIUU,
who said Aprcs mm !> Deluge.

Moreover, Romsey may be considered to be. physically
if not morally, a diluvial rather than an antediluvian, or
at least an alluvial soaky kind of place a wet town.
It is irrigated by the Kiver Test. Old inhabitants of

neighbouring towns and villages call it Homsey on the
Mud. They wax wroth with anyone who may happen
unawares to ask them if they have been to Romsey.
Having "been to Eomaey" is, in their language, a

phrase for having partaken of too much beer. It

implies that he who may have walked to Romsey
straight, has returned walking zigzag, or been con-
veyed back in a state of inability to walk at all. Hence,
to be sure, llomsey, in one particular at least of manners
and customs, may be supposed to remain pretty much
what it was in our grandfathers' good old times, in a
sense antediluvian, as the saying is. In that sense,

possibly, an Order of Odd Fellows may have assumed
and may glory in the title of "

Antediluvian," and one
of its Lodges at Romsey may be deemed to ha1

established in the right places.

ave been

THE SAME CAUSE.

THE prosecution and acquittal of Mr. TOOTH may both
be attributed to Clerical error.

THE COMING AGONY.
(Or tehat we are promised if they can only manage it.}

SCENE Interior of a new "District Telephone Office" during the

busiest hour of the day. People waiting to dispatch or receive

private
"
speeches," lounging about on handsome drawing-room

furniture. In the centre, standing on a rich Persian rug a buhl

table, on which are lying daily papers, a copy of
"
Elegant

Extracts" a pronouncing Dictionary, a decanter of sal volatile

and several bottles of smelling-salts, A Cultured Official and
Staff engaged at back.

Cultured Official (adjusting apparatus, and looking with an in-

quiring smile round Office). The Lady in Demerara is quite ready.
vVbuld the Gentleman kindly step forward ?

First Private Speaker (rising). Oh, that 's me. (Confidentially.)
I suppose yon are accustomed to this sort of thing ? I want to send
rather a fervid declaration, followed by a proposal of marriage.

Cultured Official. Quite so. We have dozens of them daily.
(Indicating Instrument politely.) Would you begin ?

First Private Speaker (throwing himself into it, and at some
length breathing forth the one vital question on which the happiness
or misery of his whole life is hanging. Recovering himself, and
addressing Cultured Official huskily). How much is that?

Cultured Official (referring to register), that will he eighteen-
pence, Sir. But perhaps you would like to pay the answer ? Gen-
tlemen sometimes do on these occasions, that will be three shillings,
unless the lady has hysterics. In that case it would he a little more.
The scale is ninepence for every extra five minutes.

First Private Speaker (putting down four and sixpence), I am
ready !

[Seizes ear-piece and listen! earnestly to the curt and cruel

blighting of his brightest hopes'. He staggers back on to an
ottoman, assisted by sympathising strangers.

Cultured Official (accustomed to such scenes, addressing Second
Private Speaker). I think it is your turn, my Lord ? The trial for
murder on the Northern Circuit ? The foreman is waiting.

Second Private Speaker (putting down paper). Ha ! the verdict,

of course, (takes up ear-piece and listens). Just so.
"
Goilty." A

proper finding. I can pass sentence here? It won't look odd?
Cultured Official (smiling). Not at all, my Lord. It's frequently

done. The usual form, I presume ? That will be ninepence.
[Second Private Speaker puts on black cap. passes sentence,

Here have I been waiting at least halt an hour to sing a comic song
to my Uncle in China, and can't get attended to. Such, mismanage-
ment is simply monstrous ! [Murmurs of approval.

Cultured Official (officially). It's no good parties complaining.
They must take their turns. Why, it was only yesterday an old

Gentleman, who wanted to curse a distant relative, no farther off

than Margate, had to wait from half-past nine till four ! (Address-
ing Fourth Private Speaker). But, I think. Madam, you are the

Lady who is waiting an interview with your husband in San Fran-
cisco. The Gentleman' intimates that he is at the end of the wire
with a revolver.
Fourth Private Speaker (bitterly). The Gentleman !

[Approaches apparatus, and after a painful and violent alter-
cation of twenty-five minutes, is carried screaming in a dead
faint to a sofa.

Cultured Official (encouragingly). It 'a nothing. We have lots of
them. She '11 come round all right presently. (Referring to appa-
ratus.) Is any Lady or Gentleman here expecting full details of a
case of lumbago ? Some symptoms are coming in a feeble voice
from the Antipodes.

Fifth Private Speaker (springing up). Ah ! now shore they must
have been for the Medical Gintleman who left half an hour back !

And it 'a my turn now! So, bedad ! get my Grandfather at Cork at
the other end of the line, and it 's meself that will let the ould boy
know, clane and olare, what it 's meself do be thinking ay him !

[Dashes at apparatus, and is being cut off with a shilling,
"
by

Telephone" as scene closes.

"Br SEA TO SIBEHU" OCTDOHE. (A feat for the Metropolitan
Board.)" By Land to Lambeth."
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WHERE IGNORANCE IS BLISS.

Stinting Man.
" NEW NAG, SIR? CHIPPED KNEES, EH? ScpPoeE YOU DON'T MIND?"

Shortsighted Man.
"
OH, BUT I DO ! DID NOT PERCEIVK IT. WHICH KNEES DO YOU CALL CHIPPED ? 1113 HIND KNEEP, OK nis

FKONT ONES ?
"

A VOICE FROM THE ANTIPODES.
IN the belief that it may interest Punch's readers to know what

one of our "bold peasantry, his country's pride," who some time
since emigrated to Queensland from the neighbourhood of Swindon,
thinks of life at the Antipodes, we reprint verbatim et literatim, a

genuine letter from a "
settler

"
of this class, guaranteeing that it is

what it purports to be :

DEAD TOM,
I Write these fue lines to you hoping to finde you in good

health as it leaves me at preasent and I shuld have wrote to you
Before But I wanted to know a Bout the Cuntry ferst and I will
tell you for thear no Confarts out her ther 's plenty of hard Work
and I shuld Wish you to keep your foot in Old England for if I had
a know as much a fore I left I shuld a stay thear myself for thear
is hundreds out of work and all most starving and I cant think
Wot England a thinking a Bout a keeping a sending more out hear
for thear not Work a knuf for them too as is out hear and the last
Back as Come out her is glad to Work for thaye tucker and I thinks
as it is to starve them and Tom you may go in the Bush and see

grat hipe of Derte and yure Walke up to it and see Wat it is and
you Will see some Bones of some pore Greater as Ware starve to
Deth and a nother have Came a long a put a Bit of Derte on him
jeste as he Wase for they Dont think much of one Dieng and I
shant stay hear no longer than I can for I have a see some hardshif
for I have had to sleep under a Bush for I had no money to pay for
a bed for I Culdent get enything to do and a Shert tide in my
hankeef Was my pillowe and the Moan Was my Blanket and that
is Coaming to a plase to Do Better is it I thenks it a Doing Wars and
Wat Do you say, thear hundreds out of Worke and all most starving
as they Cante get nothing to Do and I see in the paper as thear a
nother lot a Coming out hear and thay Wont find England out hear
for theare no Cumfarts out hear only plenty of hard Worke for hear
they Works for a living and in Old England thay only Works to get
them self a hapatite and to cnrkle their blood.

I must tell you a Bit of the Cuntry that the things is Darer hear

then they hare in England theare is nothing Chape But the mate
and the Beef is 3d a pund and muton 4d a pound and the Bread 2

shillings a galon and egges 2 shillings a dozen and the Butter 2 shil-

lings a pund and I thinks the rest as it is in Old England.
I should like for you to see some of the ugly varments you Wuld

Bless your self for I never see such Ceraters not in all my life and I

will send you the names in the nex letter for I will hask some one
to tell me and the Begish part of them are Pison if they Was to

Bite eny one and ther no curing of some of them I never tueb.es

non of them for fear I mite luse my life for I Dont Want to Die out
hear for if you Die one morning you are Buried the nex a Bout 12

or 1 a clock and they Donte keep them long and you hask if I ham
a going to have a Black Woman for my wife I ham not agoine to have
one Wile I ham out hear nither Black nor Wite for they are all to

fond of the Drenk and that Woldent Do for me. And I will tell

you more nex time I Writs and you must forgive for my bad

spelling and please Write as soon as you can so no more at present
from your afexnate W . H.

GOOD TEMPLARS.

A NUMEROUS assembly of Members of the United Kingdom Alli-

ance was held the other night at Exeter. The Times reports it in a

paragraph headed " Riotous Meeting." That is commonly the

character of a Temperance Meeting convened to clamour for paternal

legislation. But what rendered this concourse of Teetotallers re-

markable -was that they met " under the presidency of Bishop
TEMPLE." Now then it is possible to conceive the sense of a deno-

mination assumed by a section of total abstainers, who, in calling

themselves
" Good Templars," may be supposed to mean not any

invidious comparison with the Knights Templars of old, or any of

the present residents in Pamp Court and its purlieus, but a compli-
ment to the Bishop of EXETEE, ascribing goodness to TEMPLE. On
the occasion of holding a Chapter of their Order, and a Symposium,
an appropriate toast-and-water for the Good Templars would be
" TEMPLE and Teapot !"
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A DISCUSSION ON CHARACTER.
"

I BtLIBVE THAT CHARACTER LIES IN THE NOSB. ' GlVR US PLENTY OF NOSE I 'AS NAPOLEON
SAID !

"

Xo.sK BE SLOWED ! CHARACTER LIES IN THE CHIN AND LOWER JAW 1

"

" NAVAL INTELLIGENCE."
(From Setika Bay.)

THE Harriers had a good day
on Wednesday lost ; killing three
hares in the open after very brisk
runs. Bub-Lieutenant JONES was
thrown, and sustained some in-

jury to his right arm.
Birds are very plentiful. Lieu

tenant BROWN bagged fifteen

brace of Snipe to his own gun,
on Thursday.
Admiral JINKS is anxiously

awaiting the arrival of his ferrets.

On Friday two severe accidents

happened, owing to the number
of sportsmen out. Lieutenant
SNOOKS accidentally shot Com-
mander lloBiNsoN in the leg,
and Purser WKIIH was badly hurt

by a stray shot from Lieutenant
SMITH. Commander ROBINSON
and Mr. WEBB are at present in

the ship's hospital, and we are

glad to say progressing favour-

ably.
Captain CUFF, who was badly

shaken by a spill while out with
the Harriers on Saturday, is pro-
gressing, though slowly, towards

recovery.
Admiral HEAVYSTERK is at

present without a mount, his
horse having been lamed through
stepping on a scorpion.

INSECTS IN EXCELSI8.

AT a recent meeting of Mem-
bers of the Entomological Society,
it was remarked that an interest-

ing event which came off at the

Oratory, Brompton, on the pre-
vious Wednesday, had not made
any particular stir among the
Norfolk Howards. Happiness to
their sheets !

VACATION SPEECHES.

( Unparliamentary.)

PATERFAMILIAS. I tell you what it is, my dear. You had much
better have let all the Girls go to their Aunt's, as 1 suggested,
instead of taking this ill-furnished, badly-ventilated house for

three months. You may stay on if you choose, Jgo back to town
next week.
Mamma. Whenever you like

;
but you know there must be new

curtains, fresh stair-carpets from top to bottom, and one in the

drawing-room and dining-room, to say nothing of the new conser-

vatory and kitchen-range. These things must be done, and you
know you 've promised me some more old China. But I 'm ready,
of course, whenever you like.

Miss Beatrice. Oh, I have enjoyed myself so much at Auntie's I

The lawn tennis was so delightful, and Captain CAVENDISH did

play so beautifully.

Captain Cavendish. Capital fan down at the Old Girl's, really

capital !

The London Tradesman. A very bad quarter, indeed. Well, Mr.
QUILLS, you may make up the Christmas accounts and send them in

now.
The Newspaper Editor. Nothing to complain of whatever. A

capital dead season, and we can certainly hold over that corre-

spondence on the domestic habits of the Megatherium for the Easter
Recess.
The Theatrical Manager. Bother the Provinces! The sooner

they all come back the better.

The Member of Parliament. I wish the holidays were over.
How delightful not to have to open my mouth again till next
August!
And the Beadle in the Burlington Arcade. J'y suis, j'y reste I

A MODUS VIVENDI. Cat-and-dog.

EXTRA ATTRACTION.

A VAST field for invention is opened up to public entertainers by
the example of Miss ADA CAVENDISH, who has given a reading of
TENNYSON'S "

Charge of the Light Brigade," with the additional
attraction of trumpet-calls by a trumpeter who himself bore a part

a trumpet part, of course in somebody's glorious Blunder of
Balaclava. We may expect, before long, such announcements as the
following :

Mr. IRVING will read " The Lay of Eugene Aram." A descend-
ant of the executioner's assistant who tied the wretched usher's
hands behind his back upon the scaffold will be present on this

occasion, to prompt our popular tragedian.
Mr. SANTLEY will sing

'; The Death of Nelton." The music will
be held, during the song, by the last surviving Greenwich Pensioner
who was present at the Battle of Trafalgar. This interesting relic

has, unfortunately, only one arm, but compensation has been afforded
him in the shape of two. wooden legs.

Mrs. STIRLING will recite
" The Side to Ghent." A charming

addition to this great attraction will be exhibited during the recital,
Mrs. STIRLING having kindly consented to send round for inspection
in the Stalls and Reserved Seats a lock of Mr. BROWNING'S hair,
cut from his baby head by a friend of the family, and tied with blue
ribbon by a devoted admirer of the Poet.
At Mr. E. A. FREEMAN'S next Lecture on " The Impossible Turk,"

will be handed round a Chip of the Old Block, being a splinter from
the tree felled at Hawarden by the Right Honourable W. E. G., in

presence of the Bolton Deputation.

NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT.

THE situation in France should interest Dr. DARWIN. It is a
political instance of "the struggle for existence." Let us hope it

will end in
"
the survival of the fittest."
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TO THE WORLD AT LARGE.

"DEADING SAUCE I READING SAUCE ! READING SAUCE i-
J-t nothing to READING PUNCH'S POCKET-BOOK for 1878 Jusi
out.

TI7HY GIVE MOREt when the price of Punch's Poclcet-BooTc is onlytwo and sixpence. Half-a-crown each on taking a quantity, and a
considerable reduction of your capital on taking a quantity.

T>REAKFAST IN BED. To the luxurious and the physically weak-L nothing is so delightful as this meal in the bed-room. But to make
the enjoyment perfect, and to exhilarate the mind as well as refresh the body
while taking your tea and toaet read Punch's Pocket-Book for 1878.

IMPROVED CHEST-EXPANDER. Nothing is so healthy as to
-L expand the chest with a hearty laugh. Buy Punch's Pocket-Book
Price 2s. 6d. Just out.

DOES
YOUR HAIR TURN GREYf-Of course it will, unless yon

immediately purchase Punch's Pocket-Hook for 1878.

TO LADIES IN POLITE SOCIETY. All the latest fashions, and
all the intelligence absolutely indispensable for the most entertaining

conversation, is to be found ia Punch's Pocket-Book for 1878.

THE SIMPLICITY BILLIARD TABLE provides you with the

opportunity of losing 1000 any day of the week, but this you will not
do if, instead of playing billiards, of which you know nothing, you occupy
yourself with Punch's Pocket-Book for 1878, which only costs 2s. Gel. Now
ready.

THE LUMINARIUM. DAYLIGHT FOR THE MILLION!
Everyone daylighted with Punch's Pocket-Book for 1878.

THE INEXTINGUISHABLE IS JUST OUT ! ! t-This scientific

phenomenon can only be explained by purchasing Punch's Pocket-Book
for 1878. Price 2s. 6d.

History Repeats Itself.

WE owe the following interesting piece of information to a Con-
temporary :

" Who would have thought that Spain would start the newest idea at the
French Exhibition next year, and that of a decidedly gay if not ' fast

'

type.
The beautiful women of the world are to be invited to send their portraits,
which will be on view in the sections appointed to different races, and a

ury of artists and poets, consisting of two members from each nation repre-
icnted, will pronounce the verdict."

This will, indeed, be another
"
Judgment of Paris," on an Inter-

national scale.

COMING ON OR OFF.

THE recent feat of walking four thousand quarters of a mile in
four thousand consecutive periods of ten minutes having failed tc

kill Mr. GALE, the following interesting
"
events

"
are in. course o

arrangement :

Mr. Alderman GOBBLE to eat thirty-six basins of turtle-soup
thick and thin alternately, in thirty-six hours.

Miss _Fr,oiu DASHAWAT to dance forty-six round dances befor
supper in the same evening.
Herr ILLI-ROBUR to cross from Folkestone to Boulogne and bacl

eight times in a week.
Mr. A. S. DE LONGEARS to stay a month under water in the diving

bell of the Polytechnic.
The Hon. Mrs. QUIVERISH to attend all the murder trials at the

Old Bailey for six Sessions of the Central Criminal Court withou
fainting, or the use of a smelling-bottle.

Miss SKIITER to read one hundred and thirty-six new Novels from
MUDIE'S, in a fortnight.

Captain DE BOOTS, of the Horse Guards Green, to ride two thousan(
consecutive journeys on the knifeboard of an omnibus between
Brompton and Islington.
Mrs. LTLLET PAYNTER to dye her hair ten different shades between

May and August, with such nice gradations as not to justify a
remark.
Mr. and Mrs. SCATTEBCASH to live at the rate of three thousanc

a year out of an income of three hundred, for three consecutive
Seasons, without winding up in the Court of Bankruptcy.
And Mr. HANWELL BE COLNET HATCH to live twenty-nine years

in a bathing-machine moored off Herne Bay, and at the end o:

the time to produce an Index to a complete edition of BRADSHAW'I
Railway Guide from the first year of its publication.

"When shall we Three meet again P "

OF all unlikely advertisements commend Punch to one in last

Saturday's Times, addressed to all "descendants of RICHARD
BHINSLEY SHERIDAN, dramatist, who married three wives, and died
about 1816." The advertiser might have added,

"
after writing the

Schoolfor Scandal and other plays which had some success in their
time, and even in ours." This wonderful advertisement is headed
"Sheridan Money," (!) and it directs applications to "Ireland."
Money, and SHEBIDAN, and Ireland, is a "concatenation" not"
accordingly," but disaccordingly.

Bettering the Instruction.

WHEN BISMARCK shut up Paris
" Cuire dans son propre jus,"

He little dreamed tne Marshal
Would from him take his cue,

And leave the Chamber of Deputies
In its own GREVY to stew.

What's in the NameP
THE Marshal's new Minister of War is General ROCHEBOUET. The

name is a compound of Roche, Rock, and Soue, Mud. Is the man
ike his name, and is that name prophetic ? If so, which of its

slements should tell most the Rock of resistance to political right
and reason ; the Mud of going down in a quicksand that gives no
oothold ?

THE REAL CHARIOT OF VICTORY.

IN her Triumph, for bearing
The trophies of Mars,

See Russia preparing,
At last, inside Kars ! ,

The Government of Combat.

NAPOLEON THE THIRD'S despatch after the battle of Forbach began
with the announcement " Le Marechal MAcMAHON a perdu une
lataille." That loss was no discredit to the gallant Marshal.
le lost that battle fighting for his country. If he loses his present

attle, it will be fighting against his country.

SYNONYMOUS, BUT NOT IDENTICAL.

MB. A. SULLIVAN'S "
call to the Irish Bar" does not mean that he

as joined Messrs. PARJSIELL, BIGOAR & Co. in the House.
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" Whenever orders are received

From parties painfully bereaved"

Visitor (to Friend lately left a, Widower).
"
HULLO, Ton ! THAT LOOKS A

STIFFIHI BILL YOU 'YE GOT THERE I

"

Tom. "
AH, HOW THOSE RASCALS OF UHDKRTAKIRS DO FLEECE YOU ! THEY

KNOW YOU CAN HARDLY HELP YOURSELF I OF COURSE, IN MY POOR Wir'g OAE
I WOULD CHEERFULLY HAVE PAID DOUBLE. BUT ONE HATES TO BE DONE. Ull I

"

ONE TO BE "WON.

(By one wJio will not Woo.)

FRIEKD, would you know fair CYHTHIA'S charms ':

She bears no lapdog in her arms :

No vulgar pride of show she feels,

Wears no low dresses, nor high heels,

Nor corset in the fashion laced,
To cause deformity of waist.

Her voice is ever sweet and low,
She ne'er talks slang, nor votes men slow.

She dances with exceeding grace ;

Ne'er dyes her hair, nor daubs her face.

Good music she can ting and play,
Nor practise her six hoars a day :

Can make a. fichu, catch a fish,

Or play a rubber, if you wish :

Can dine, if need be. on cold mutton,
Can stew a carp, and sew a button :

Can don her bonnet in a minute :

Can pass a mirror, nor look in it :

Can swim, and sketch, and row, and ride,

And do a hundred things beside.

At breakfast she is never late,

At balls ne'er bids the carriage wait :

For exercise ne'er fears to walk,
With scandal's tongue ne'er loves to talk :

Ne'er simpers, sulks, nor slams the door,
Nor sighs because the Season '

o'er

Ah ! were I tired of single life,

I 'd woo sweet CYHTHIA for my wife !

How did He Survive It P

THE writer of an article headed " The Telephone be-

tween London and Dublin," in the Freeman's Journal
of November 26, thus describes his sensations :

" On putting the instrument to my ear, I felt somewhat as if a

regiment of the line had fired a volley, at a hundred yards, into

that member."

Only an Irish member could have stood that, and yet
survived to tell the tale. Punch can hardly say he would
like to know what this feeling is, but he wonders that

any one should have lived to describe it.

This Telephone, one would think, must have a very
Irish echo lodged inside it. And what an auricular

organisation the experimenter must have had who yet
breathes to tell a tale so

"
full of sound and fury 1

"

THE HAZARD OF THE DYE.

(A Petite Comfdie now in active Rehearsal.)

SCEHT-:. The Hall of a fashionable Mansion, at the termination of
a Conversazione. Crowd leaving. Male and a Female Quest

waiting near door at cloak-room. Footman in attendance
within.

Male Guest (impatiently). Can't you find it ? A brand new one
;

yon can't help seeing it.

Footman (producing a threadbare, napless, yellow-looking hat).

117, Sir. This is yours, Sir.

Mn/f. finest. Oh, no ! that 's not mine. Mine is a brand new one.
"

J. M." on side ; in red, on the lining.

[Footman shouts him "
J. M.," inside; in red, on the lining.

Male Guest (putting it on his head. A fine rust-coloured pre-
cipitate falls over his face and shirt-front]. Yes, that 's mine. How
very odd I But what on earth have yon been doing with it ?

Footman. It 's the hat, Sir (smiling). Best "
Paris Silk," Sir.

They all go like that with the gas, Sir.

Male Guest. Dear me (seeing Female Guest attempting to put on
her miniver and gros-grain capuchon). Pray, allow me ? (He
takes it from her elegantly. It tears right up the back in his hands.)
Oh I I 'm really very sorry ; but
Female Guest (who knows what it is). Oh, never mind. Thanks

very much. (Pulling it round her. It splits up in several places at

once.) But I think that must be my carriage ?

Male Guest (gallantly). Allow me.
[Conducts her to the carriage. The elastic on both sides of his

boots bursts, and they come off on the pavement.
Footman (kindly). Step inside, Sir. It 's astonishing what a lot

of gentlemen
"
goes

"
like that.

[Picks them up, and hands them to him.

Male Guest. Indeed I And I have only worn them onoe ! (Tears
off the tops, and puts them on.) Ah yes my coat. (Pulls on a

light coat. The sleeves drop out in shreds, and the collar comet off.)

And P Thanks, my umbrella.

[Puts it up, ana walks home under a steady shower-bath of
hyposulphate of iron and gelatine, as Scene closes.

ECCLESIASTICAL COMMENTARIES.
THE merits of the Hatcham case, of course, remain untouched by

the cassation of Lord PKNZANCE'S judgment by the Queen's Bench
Division for nullity of jurisdiction in the Library of Lambeth
Palace. Mr. TOOTH, tried where he ought not to have been, can
still be considered only as the right man in the wrong place.

If a technical mistake can possibly be made in an ecclesiastical

prosecution under the Public Worship Act or any other, it surely
will. Papal Bulls may not be infallible, but in dealing with

heretics, schismatics, or simpletons, Rome certainly makes no such
blunders as Canterbury.
A breakdown in a burlesque may be all very well, but ought such

foolery to occur in a Court for the correction of olerioal manners ?

It is no excuse whatever to plead that Lambeth Library seemed a
suitable place for bringing a refractory clerk to book.

Extremes Meet.

(An Incident at the Duke of NORFOLK'S Wedding.)

THE Coach of His Grace,
On leaving the place,
Was, near as a toucher,
Upset by a Bfitcher 1
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ANYTHING BUT IN RETREAT.

THE case of the Rev. Mr. MACKONOCHIE, flying: in the face of his

Bishop, can be regarded, Mr. Punch, from another than the clerical

point of view. Certainly, Sir, Mr. MACKONOCHIE'S idea of canonical

obedience seems'peculiar. But how, if the Bishop of LONDON, instead

of bidding him to remove a picture and a crucifix from his Church,
had requested him to supply it with holy water ? Be that as it

may, Sir, perhaps the considerate Bishop will yet patiently wait
awhile before instituting legal proceedings against the

"
Priest in

Absolution "
of St. Alban's, Holborn.

In that sacerdotal gentleman's disobedience to his spiritual supe-
rior there is something odd. A Ritualist may be bound to defy
Lord PENZANCE, and the Privy Council, as a matter of principle.
But that very principle, one would think, must bind him to

obey at least every lawful command of his Bishop. In disobeying
him he betrays an inconsistency suggesting perverted intellect.

Mr. MACKONOCHIE'S want of a faculty for setting up objects
of Romish worship in his Protestant Church made them of itself

illegal. That is not the only faculty in which he may be supposed
to be deficient. He never would have wanted to acquire that

faculty had he possessed the faculty of common sense. A faculty,
however, which he does not seem to want is the faculty of self-

esteem. This faculty may possibly be exalted by disturbance of
brain arising from disordered liver, and its excess and excitement
would quite account for any amount of obstinate unruliness. A
blue pill might be the remedy requisite to bring the subject of those

morbid conditions to reason ; or taraxacum, or podophyllin, could

perhaps be exhibited with advantage, Sir.

When a Ritualist has gone on too long playing at Popery, he

may, through impaired biliary function affecting the sensorium,

finally contract a subjective delusion, induced upon his dominant
fixed idea that he is his own Pope. Before, then, any legal steps
are taken to coerce Mr. MACKOirocnrE, surely some competent
psychological physician should be appointed to put certain in-

terrogatories to him for the good of his health and the correction

of his crotchets, if possible. What if the result of such inquiry
were to be the discovery of a hallucination, which would rally

explain his late display of contempt for the Bishop of LONDON ?

Suppose the interrogator should be confidentially told that he is,

in fact, conversing with the actual Pope of Rome ? A ease no

longer ecclesiastical would then be taken out of the Bishop's hands.

By the last account of Mr. MACKONOCHIE. he had withdrawn
himself somewhere into something apparently of the nature of

an asylum, called a " Retreat." He had better be there than at

St. Alban's, Holborn. But, Mr. Punch, is it not open to question,
if that Retreat be the sort of one in which an " advanced "

Ritualist

can possibly be expected to be brought to his right mind r
1 This

you see, Sir, is a medical question. The question might have been,
if the case had occurred in ancient days, whether the Retreat should
not be Anticyra whither, as you know, certain patients^ were

usually shipped to be physicked with infusion, or decoction, or

extract of HELLEBOBE.

Nothing in It.

WE have received an explanation, which seems satisfactory, of
the very diffuse speech lately made by the Lord Chief Baron to the
Civic Functionary. The former (who no doubt had not forgotten
his Odysiey)* supposed that the latter derived his name from the
Greek OvSev, Anglice

"
Nothing." So the Judge treated the Magis-

trate to a speech which was " much ado about nothing"
" A tale of little meaning, though the words were strong."

All know " Ex nihilo nihilfit
"

hence, no doubt, its lack of mean-
ing to common apprehensions.

" Where Illys-os, hy saying that his name was oiir/,- (" no man "), escapes
from the Cyclops.

P.'s and Q.'s.
"
POETS, Professors, Priests, Philosophers,"
So sum the sneerers GLADSTONE'S followers.

One might retort that England's Bogey-makers
Are Quarrel-seekers, Quidnuncs, Quacks,, and Quakers.
Punch does not find it difficult to choose
On such a point between the P.'s and Q.'s.

PROBATiLE ENOUGH.

AN American politician writes that the more the conduct of Mr.
CONOVEB is conned over the less satisfactory it seems.
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DOOSID HARD LINES.

Ardent Sporlfinan. "Now THXN, SIB; our OF THE WAT, a Ton PLEASE!"

Plaintive Voicefrom other Side.
" CONFOUND rr, SIB ! I MADE THIS GAP FOR MYSELF I

"

FASHION'S NEW FETISH.

Languid Swell loquitur :

" Nil Admirari "
is a splendid rule,

Saves such an awful heap of fuss and bother ;

Feeling 's bad form ; gusher, one form of fool,
Fellows who think aught worth a row another ;

And yet, by Jove ! there are some things, you know,
Which seem to catch a fellow's coolness napping :

That Turk now ! in for him I 'm game to go,
And haw ! split my best primrose kids with clapping.

Give you my word I am. It 's very strange,
Never was so worked up that I remember ;

Get hot and red as haw ! a kitchen range.
I never thought there was a single ember

Of what they call enthusiasm in me.
To catch oneself in a white-heat it 's horrid 1

But to hear fellows slang the Turks, you see,
Does make a fellow feel in fact quite torrid !

Trumps out-and-outers bricks, those Red-Caps are I

" Barbarians "
? I dare say. What does that matter ?

Those tallow-eating Russians, and their Czar,
Are ten times worse, with their Pan-slavish chatter.

I rather like barbarians if they 're brave
And picturesque, that is, at a fair distance.

'Tis British interests Turks fight to save ;

Why don't we go and give them our assistance ?
" Can't govern t " You 've been reading FREEMAN'S stuff I

That comes of dashed sectarian animosities.

They '11 rule Bulgarian beggars right enough,
In spite of last year's row about "atrocities."

Niflgers must be kept under, don't you know
And what are Southern Slavs better than niggers '(

Governing brutes with kindness is no go ;
_

The rule they recognise is blades ana triggers.
"
Bloody and lustful f " Now don't talk that rot :

All ruling races have their little failings.
Aa if we Britons once poked up weren't hot :

What is the good of all these rampant railings ?

New Constitution 's bound to set all right ;

We can't risk British interests for a trine ;

Then just consider how the fellers fight
See how they handle the Martini rifle I

" Counsels of callousness f and shrieks offear t "

Upon my honour I don't catch your meaning ;

Humanitarian lingo is so queer.
All I can see 's your strong pro-Russian leaning.

THEY 'RE Ruffians, if you like ! I hate the lot 1

" Funk is the fount of hate, the nurse of bogies f "

Bah ! don't tell me ! Such talk is simply rot,

Fit but for GLADSTONE, FREEMAN, and such fogies !

Advertising for s Kara Avis.

THE daring of the North Country character is well known, but
who would believe that even the stern North could produce the man
required to perform the feat italicised in this advertisement, from the

lluddersfield Daily Advertiser :

WANTED,
for the Sorting-Boom of a Rag Warehouse, an active

MAN, with a thorough practical knowledge of cotton and woollen ngt,
and capable of managing about 80 women. To a (uitable party a very liberal

alary will be given.

And so there ought to be.
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SILK ATTIRE.

MR. PITNCH has, of

course, been over-

whelmed with
letters on the

great Silk-Adul-
teration (iues-

tion, now being
discussed in the
Times. For the
most part these
communications
are too little in

conformity with
Mr, P.'s canons
of brevity and

pertinence to ad-
mit of their
appearance in his

Ea^es.
He pub-

shes, however,
a tew carefully-
selected extracts.

Miss VIRGINIA
VEBJ TTICE
writes :

"The Times
says, 'A good and
durable silk dress

is no longer to be obtained as an ordinary article of commerce.'
I could have told the Timet, that ticen that is, long ago. And
if this is not the beginning of the end, I should like to know what is.

As stout broadcloth was once the type of an Englishman's worth and
solidity, so was a good silk dress the very symbol (in this country at
least) of feminine Respectability and Propriety. As Respectability
and Propriety are with a veryfew, and, alas.' little valued excep-
tions extinct qualities, it is, perhaps, but sadly fit that their ex-
ternal sign and symbol should disappear also, /possess 'good and
durable ' black silk dresses in abundance. I never wear anything
else. But I purchased them many and many a well, before this

degrading practice of silk-adulteration had attained its present
appalling proportions. It is, indeed, a comfort to me a now almost
solitary survival from the days when English Ladies icere ladies,
not flaunting chits, and when silk was silk, not solidified dye, to know
that my black silks, at least, wear well."

Miss FLOSSIE FsotrFaoir favours us with the following remarks
among many, very many others:
" DXAR PUNCH, Shocking, quite too awfully dreadful, isn't itP

What will the Old Frumps say now ?
' One part of black silk, and

six parts of black dye I
'

It s enough to make poor Aunt BOMBA-
ZINE turn in her grave. A show of old-fashioned silk dresses will
lave soon to be added to our Collections of Antiquities. / 'II lend
the one Aunt B. left me as a legacy, and which I have still. It will
stand by itself, which was, I believe, the crowning merit of a silken

'n those days. I know when she walked it used to sound
washing up on the beach, and when she was angry and
.* 1......1.1 ~ ,.4V I_ 1 I ._-! 1 T'T 7* I . rt

energetic it would go off in explosive crackles like distant fire-
works. At least, so BEBTIE used to say, with that funny exaggera-
;ion at which he is so good. I threatened to put it on one day, and
le said he had engaged himself to a girl, not a crepitating fortifi-
cation. But, seriously, Mr. Punch, it is a shame ! Of course it 's

;ery nice to get cheap silks, but '
solidified dye, supported by a

ilender framework of silk thread '
is well an insult at once to'silk-

worm and sex.'
"

WOOD B. SMAKTISH says :

"Dr. WATTS requires yet another emendation to adapt his everlast-
ng lyrics to the changed circumstances of the age. How will this
do ? (Quite an impromptu, you know.)

How proud we are, how fond to view
Our clothes, and call them rich and new I

While the fine togs that take our eye,
Dye-vat and chemicals supply.

In silken lies and woollen shams,
Which never came from worms or lambs,We deck this poor material body,
Until the soul itself grows shoddy.

There ! I think that about hits it, and is something like what
;he worthy Doctor's ghost would perpetrate if he could revisit the
glimpses of the moon, and give us a revised edition of his immortal
works."

Our old friend and Correspondent, Mrs. GINGHAM, thus delivers
herself :

" Which wexatious it is, and right down willanous. Them lying
merchants did ought to be put down as well as showed up, and as to
our own bragian lot, I 'd drownd 'em in their own dye-vats like that

'erejDuke of.CLABERiGE. A silk humbreller now washes into a sort
of sieve at the very fust shower, and after a week's wear cracks
between the ribs like little earthquakes. But Lor', wot else can one

Miss LYDIA MABY TALLTALKEB says :

"
These revelations ought to create a revolution. Surely, this is a

question in which Woman may stand up for her Rights without
incurring the charge of being unfeminine. The Sex should assemble
in its thousands, and let the Silk-Adulterators have a bit of ita

mind. Who will rally to the soul-stirring cry of
' Textile Purity

and down with Solidified Dyes !
'
?
"

GBUMPUS Senior grumbles on this wise :

"
Fudge ! Women themselves are at the bottom of the whole busi-

ness, as of all else that 's bad. Will have '

cheap
'

(and nasty)
things ; are mad after

'

bargains
'

(the devil's baits to parsimony
and fraud) ; always eager to cut a dash above their proper pocket-
level, and shine with a false glitter in poor imitation of '.stars'

beyond their spheres. She who longs to shine in eilk when she

ought to show soberly in stuff, is the root of the bad business. The
Sex starts with Show ; Trade answers with Shoddy. From sham
to sham there yon have, in two words, the course of modern Society.
Stop the.demands of female folly, and the supplies of Devil's dust
will cease. The Times suggests that shams should be sold as shams,
duly labelled as such. Lord 1 what a satire on civilisation and pro-
gress would our shop-windows then set forth ! But who is to make
Shoddy go about with his name on his back, or turn Trade into the

unprofitable honesty of crying stinking fish f

FOBEIGN-OFFICE REFBIGEBANTS.
"A QUSLQUS chose DEBUT cst ban." When it comes to cooling

down :hot heads in the fiercest flush of fright- or fight-fever, and
bringing down high-soaring fanaticism in its top flight, commend
us to a douche of common sense from the steady hand of the Foreign-
Office turncock !

Never was such a calmant more effectively administered, or to

patients apparently more in want of it, than in last Wednesday's
reply of the Foreign Secretary to the profound international lucu-
brations of Lord STBATHBDEN AND CAMPBELL, and the mild un-
wisdom of Sir HENBY HOAKE, the Rev. Mr. BLACKMAN, Mr. MALTMAN
BABBY, M. AXBEBT BABASYCKIBWICZ, and the other Members of
those influential but unobtrusive Associations, the "Society for the
Protection of British Interests against Russian Aggression in the
East," the " Turkish Defence Association," and the Polish "

Society
of the White Eagle

"
!

Sir HENBY HOABE, with a suicidal sincerity, asked Lord DEBBY
io disregard the ravings of fanatics, to rely upon the sound sense of
;he country, and to take a bold course. Lord DERBY took Sir
EENBY'S advice in all these points. He disregarded the ravings 'of

;he fanatics who spoke for the deputation. He relied upon the
sound sense of the country to support him in doing so

; and he took
;he bold course of calling folly

"
folly," and nonsense "

nonsense,"
sven in the respectable mouths of a prosy and pedantic Peer, a
Baronet of a great banking family, a Reverend BLACKMAN in a black
coat, and a rampant Pole with a White Eagle atop. The P. M. G.
ind the D. T. might say, "It had been so with us had we been
there !

" Able Editors would have had to duck under their douching
along with Peer and Pole, Baronet and Black-man.

If it is not easy to know what Lord DEBBY thinks need be feared,
or ought to be done, our consolation must be that, at least, we know
now something he thinks need not to be feared, and ought not to be
done.

1. It need not be feared that Russia will invade India by way of
;he Euphrates Valley. Ergo, we ought not,to go to war to keep her
out of it.

2. It need not be feared that Russia will attack the Suez Canal by
vay of Trebizond. Ergo, we need not station a Fleet to prevent
ler execution of that remarkable achievement.
3. It need not be feared that the Fall of Ears will raise the

Affghans against us, and that they in their turn will raise our
Indian Mahometan subjects in revolt. Ergo, we ought not to go to
war to recover Kars for the Turk, or help him to hold Erzeroum.

4. It need not be feared that the Russians mean to occupy Con-
tantinople. Ergo, we ought not to take up arms to keep them out
if it.

5. It need not be feared that if the Ministry don't go to war for
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Turkey, England will go to war with the Ministry. Ergo, the

Ministry ought not to go to war for Turkey.
By way of counterblast to the war-notes wild of P. M. O.,

M. P., and D. T., the passage we here reprint from Lord DEKBY. s

speech is not without its weight of seasonableness and wisdom :

"
I am glad, I admit, that my noble friend, at any rate, does not urge u to

depart from the line of conditional neutrality which we adopted at the

beginning of the war. I know very well there are many people who would

have liked us to take a different course. It has often been BO in the case of

former foreign wara. I recollect perfectly well the American war, and how a

considerable section of the public were extremely anxious that we should take

part in that, and endeavour to put an end to the struggle. I recollect the

franco-German war, and how some organs of public opinion, and some public
men also, expressing what was thought by them to be the real feeling of the

country, contended that England was eternally disgraced and lowered in the

eyts of i he world, because we did not take part in that war. That may be

the opinion of some people ;
but still with regard to both one and the other

of those cases I venture to say that the great majority of the public of this

country would now be of opinion that, if we had intervened in either of those

wars, we should have committed a great blunder, and involved ourselves in

unnecessary calamities. Of course, I do not say that because on each of those

occasions the idea of war was popular among certain classes of the com-

munity, and because those classes were mistaken, that that necessarily
creates a precedent for the pretent occasion. But I do lay that there it a

strong inclination on the part of a large section of the public to ruth into a
contest when they set one going on no doubt with a natural and honourable

sympathyfor the weaker tide but without sufficiently reckoning the cost to

themselves, or the country. We all recollect how a Minister some yean ago
undertook a great warfor the lake of prestige ; and he laid he went into it

with a light heart, but he did not come out of it with a light heart neither

he, nor his master, nor his country. But for my part, believing that unless

a war is necessary it is a crime, I think wt ought to be matt careful to do and
to say nothing that may tend unnecessarily to bring it about."

Read. War Trumpeters and War Editors ; read, mark, learn, and

inwardly digest these words of warning if unwelcome wisdom . . .

Cease crying,
" Havoc !

" and no longer do your best,
" To let slip

the Dogs of War !

"

TEMPLE BAR.

HE City Gatewhich near the

Temple stood
At last condemned to be

disbarr'd, disbenche'd!

Methinks e'en WKEN'S
own Ghost must think
it good

That from the site it

spoils it should be
wren-ched !

'Twill never echo more the
oaths profane

Of wielders of the whip,
with tempers waxing

Fierce as their tongues waxed
foul, when hand and rein

The crowd that struggled
'neath its arch were taxing.

Slow ruin did its final fall por-
tend-

Crazy as he* who those queer
statues fathered,

Till fate deserved by who could
so offend

A raving maniac he to death
was gathered.

What right had this Obstruction to remain ?
Because in sable and in silver shrouded

When WELLINGTON'S or NELSON'S funeral train
Beneath its narrow archway slowly crowded ?

Because Mob-favourites, Heroes, Kings, and Queens
Beneath its grimy portal oft have wended ?

Because it has been witness of the scenes
That burning Rumps or Papal Guys attended ?

Because the Rye House plotter's grisly head
Was first upon its summit spiked and spitted P

Or theirs who our Dutch WILLIAM would have sped
A feat that just such loggerheads befitted ?

*
BUSHNELL, the sculptor of the four statue* JAMES THE FIEST, ELIZA-

BETH (not ANNE OF DENMARK), CHARLES THE FIRST, and CHARLES THB
SECOND died a raving maniac.

Because it has given point to GOLDSMITH'S wit,

Cracked on those heads of traitors black and rotting P

Because the Doctor oft has gazed at it,

Or Ho/./. Y, reeling ripe from Mitre hotting ?

Because mad Mohocks lurking in its gloom,
Honest Sir UOUKU COVKKLKV aifrighted :

And swept the streets with sword-point rice broom
Ol London's hapless citizens benighted 'f

Such reasons surely should not stay one hour
The doom o'er this obstructive Bar impending ;

Or leave it still, .defying
sun and shower,

Alike 'gainst trafhc, and 'gainst taste offending.

".This is an age of progress," we are told.

Yet what procrastination do we stick at !

For nigh one hundred years have onward rolled

Since PICKBTT *
first the Bar began to pick at !

Alas ! 'tis useless rubbish that endureth,

While worthier things to Old Time still have yielded :

But this is of the nuisances nought cureth

Save pick and lever by stout muscles wielded !

" Pull down this eyesore ; wipe out once for all

The one bad work that WEEK'S fair fame hath blotted."

The Corporation hears all London call

And Demolition is its lot allotted !

" Ai early as 1790 Alderman PICKBTT (who built the St. Clement's Arch),
with other subversive reformers, tried to pull

down Temple Bar. It was pro-

nounced unworthy of form, of no antiquity, an ambuscade for pickpockets,

and a record of only the dark and crimson pages of history." THOHNKUV'S
Old and New London.

THE RIQHT MAN IN A HARD PLACE.

OF W. H. SMITH all parties may say, as a great opponent said of

Lord PAXMERSTON,
" We are all proud of him."

Last week's Westminster dinner in his honour was, in the best

sense, a party for all parties. The fact for fact it is is as honour-

able to W. H. SMITH, as it is to Westminster. And since, to quote
Sir STAFFORD NOBTHCOTB'S speech

" Mr. SMITH has held a position and has pursued a line of conduct honour-

able to himself, honourable to those connected with him, and honourable to

the great constituency which has returned him as its representative,"

never has man or Minister more fairly earned the addition of
"
Right Honourable."

May a portion of the First Lord's popularity How over on the

Department he has taken in hand ; and, under this Smith's able

hammer, may our future Iron-clads designs and designers, hulls and

top-hamper, rig and armament for once in the history of the Admi-

ralty not begin their service with being fired at all round by critics,

carpers, and hole-pickers in and out of Parliament 1

W. H. SMITH: is. pre-eminently, a man of practical aptitude for

any work he sets about. Let him but bring home to his Admiralty
Administration that capacity which he has already brought home to

his business and his bookstalls, and Punch and BRITANNIA will

bless his memory, as they joined last week in drinking his health.

ST. ANDREW'S DAY IN LONDON.

(By a Member of the Scotch Statistical Society.)

84,936 Scotchmen said
"
Slainthe."

64,000 Scotchmen did not know what the word meant.

3,211 Scotchmen assumed the kilt.

3,009 Scotchmen assuming that garment had no right to it.

2 Scotchmen were aware that the existing clan-tartans were
not ancient or Gaelic at all, but the invention of an

Edinburgh tailor during the last century.

1,000,000 Versions of " Auld Lang Syne
" were sung.

800 Haggises were eaten by Scotchmen to the dainty born.

4,002 Saxons shut up in the attempt to follow their example.
72,000 Bottles of

" Mountain Dew " were drunk.

80,000 Scotchmen were ditto.

Mr. Plimsoll at Derby.

THE Honourable Member attended a Temperance Meeting last

week, and promised to bring in a Bill to modify the dangers of

drinking beer by fixing a load-line. The moderate drinkers will be

deeply interested in the Bill, as it is too bad to call a man by such a

sad name as a drunkard, when he can carry better than other

vessels who are leaky, and not fit for such dangerous service, espe-

cially with the deck-loads of large families.
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' NONE BUT THE BRAVE DESERVE THE FAIR."

So THINKS THOMPSON, AND HE VOLUNTEERS TO DRIVE A Cow OUT OF THE PATHWAY FOR THOSE PRETTY Miss WILKINSONS TO PASS.

EOT THE Cow WON'T BE DRIVEN OUT OF THE PATHWAY, AND WHAT is THOMPSON TO DO ?!

THE "TUG OF WAE."
"
PULL, France ; Pull, Marshal !

" 'Tis a sorry sight
To see Wrong stubborn in the name of Right.
To see the choice of France set down his heel

Against the will of France and France's weal.

To see one who affects the Bayard pose
As France's friend in league with France's foes.

Call it no worse than blunder though the line

'Twixt treason and such blunder is but fine

Sad to see e'en an honest blunderer do
The work and will of a dishonest crew.
"
Pull, Marshal pull nor yield an inch !

"
they bawl.

" Yield but an inch, and in the gulf you fall !
"

So in Law's cause 'gainst Law he takes his stand ;

On plea of Peace to civil war lends hand ;

Invests foul Treason in church alb and cope,
Gives Wrong too much and Eight too little rope ;

Order's defender digs poor Order's grave,
And slays the Constitution he would save;
In Freedom's name joins those that Freedom dread,
And paints her hideous as a Spectre Red.
Gainst his own honour pulls, yet seems to say,
'Tis honour that forbade him to give way.
'Gainst France's progress pulls, and France's peace
France, still so blest with thrift and earth's increase,
Could she but break with her long-troubled past,
Get Revolution's shadow from her cast,
She must the prosperous paths of plenty tread,
With graceful port and high-erected head :

But this ill-chosen guardian still must check
Her onward march, or guide it at his beck ;

Must have her foot move as he wills it fall,

Or, failing his will, wills no move at all.

So with no treasonous thought, perhaps, before,
It comes to what we see

" The Tug of War !
"

On this side, France, that not an inch will bate,
On that, the Marshal just as obstinate
For Rope, the little senatorial band,
That betwixt Rights and Lefts takes central stand.
If the rope holds though sore the strain, we know
Small doubt, methinks, which way the Tug will go :

If the rope break such ropes have snapped before
What follows ? Punch's Sibyl says no more.

OFF HIS PEDESTAL; OR, WHAT NEXT?
WILL he publish a shilling pamphlet to prove that all the contri-

butions to a "
Young Review "

are, ipso facto, unreliable ?

Will he inform a select audience at Hawarden that " he has it on
the authority of an official at the Turkish Baths, who heard it from
a waiter at the Alhambra, who gathered it indirectly from a

Wapping Lascar, that the present Sultan absolutely doesn't know
the name of the only recognised Member for Greenwich "

?

Will he appear, on a shilling gala day, at the Crystal Palace, and
explain, in the midst of appropriate fireworks, the nature of his

recent quarrel with the proprietors of a largely-circulated daily
paper ?

Will he make arrangements to take a part in the after-portion of

a Christmas pantomime, and, at his own request, carry on a pre-
arranged conversation with the Clown on the subject of Mr. ARCHI-
BALD FORBES ?

Will he, on or about the Fourteenth of February next, publicly,
in the columns of the Times, accuse MTOTTRTJS PASHA of having sent
him an inexpensive and ribald valentine ?

Will he, further, in Parliament, move for the appointment of a
Select Committee " To inquire into, and report upon, the present
condition and future prospects of Ottoman caricature "

?

Will he, failing to dispose of his opponents and critics by Parlia-

thus provided, express his opinions in a neatly-written lecture

accompanied by the piano P

Or will he, ignoring, as he can afford to do, the crowd of smaller

men, leave them to criticise and carp, and mount once more to that

quiet height of dignity, which his brilliant services have won and
which his jealous reticence should guard P

THE RECENT GALES. The Sea may be assailed with such epithets
as greedy, furious, mad, wild, raging, and so forth ; but it can
never be called wreckless.
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OUR WINTER EXHIBITION.
SKETCH No. I. SBiMPGATE-otf-SEA n NOVIMBEK.

(Communicated by Our Own Quiet Observer.)

TOWJT of Srimpgate
is a fair -

sized,
rather primitive,
but gradually im-

proving (improve-
ment being in some
instances a ques-
tionable benefit]

seaport. Its name
has evidently been

Shrimpgate, or the
Gate of the Shrimps,
just as we have
Baagate andLambs-
gate, now spelt
Lamsgate, the only
difference being
that in these two
latter instances the

gate leads to the
sea for the accom-
modation, and per-
haps exportation,
of the Baas and the
Lambs (much the

same), instead of

leading from the
sea for the advantage of the Shrimpers and the disadvantage of the Shrimps.
Except at two or three noted resorts, in and out of England, where they
are absolutely nothing if not shrimpy, there is no place where shrimps can
be obtained in such perfection as at 8rimpgate-on-8ea. The " h " has been

dropped out of the name, but, as it is only an "
h," this is nothing very re-

markable. Your Quiet Observer is so afraid lest the march of speculation
should destroy the peculiarities of Srimpgate, that he sketches it while he can.

Srimpgate has two piers, East and West, as distinct from one another,
but as firmly united, as Siamese Twins. Of these the East is the fashionable

resort for promenading. There is an outer harbour and an inner harbour, and,
at this particular season of the year, there is plenty of what is known about
the coast as

"
Shipping," which, to a landsman's eye, when collected in a couple

of
"
basins " (where a little soap might be useful, by the way),

looks so uncom-

monly like a hopelessly entangled cat's-cradle of ropes, lines, and rigging

generally, that the future extrication of the vessels, specially from the inner

harbour, must present such a problem to the authorities in charge, as might
drive to despair even the clearest-headed of the Elder Brethren of the Trinity
House, and force the First Lord of the Admiralty, in a fit of

_
desperation,

to eject them all with torpedoes, compensate the owners with specie equivalent
to their temporary loss in coals, ice, and herrings for Billingsgate, and then

begin all over again on a new principle.
Your Own Quiet Observer has ventured to bring in, as it were by the heels,

or,_
to put it more respectfully when speaking of high officials in naval

uniform, by the cocked hat and epaulettes, the names of those mysterious
personages The Elder Brethren. Your Observer is not, as a rule, supersti-

tious, but he has bis own ideas about these venerable and, to him (as he has
never seen them), invisible beings. Were Your Observer a second Rip Van
Winkle (which he might easily be at Srimpgate you will notice the playful
use of the word "

"Winkle," and pass on), and, were he to dropoff to sleep, in

the moonlight, among the ruins of some Martello towers, the wrecks of a few
Admiralty piers, and the broken remains of a rotten breakwater looking like the
skeleton ribs of some antediluvian monster, he would probably awake to find
himself witnessing a spectral game of throwing for cocoanuts on the sand,

played by grey-bearded, quaintly-attired phantoms, whose solemn leader would
inform Your Observer that he was now, for the first time in his life, in the awful

company of The Elder Brethren. As the spectre ceased speaking the dull
boom of the sea would fall on the attentive ear of Your More-Quiet-than-
ever Observer, and strange unearthly laughter would seem to echo along the cliffs,

and lose itself round a distant point, as one Elder Brother after another knocked
the old-fashioned Dutch clay pipe out of the month of the grim Aunt Sally.
Your Observer, recovering his courage, would turn to where a ghostly pur-

veyor^of strange drinks, unknown to Your Observer, was filling the cups of

The Elder Brethren, receiving in exchange money of an extinct coinage, and,
seizing a goblet, would daringly ^exclaim, "Here's your health, and your
family's, and may they live long and prosper I

"
when, scarcely would the

words have passed his lips, or, rather, scarcely would the liquor have passed
his lips, for he would not allow a drop to be wasted, than a wild, weird ory
would arise, followed by the sharp rattle of thunder crashing in with the pro-
longed angry roar of the sea, and the whole scene would be enveloped in
total darkness 1 The next morning, a hundred years after, Your Quiet Ob-
server, with a long white beard, a tattered umbrella of antique pattern, which
would snap in pieces on being put up, and a very bad hat, would wander into

Srimpgate, which he would find slightly altered of course, but not much, as

there is no great progress to be made in merely a century
at Srimpgate, and lie would stand on the pier sur-
rounded by the younger portion of the sea-side visitors,
with whom the worthy old man would soon be doing a

pretty considerable business in small change and coppers,
in return for wonderful yarns about the great mysterious
Elder Brethren, with whom he had spent a night, playing
Aunt Sally, so long, long ago.

Excuse this digression. But Your Observer could not
help it : the subject has a strange charm for him ; and,
even now, an old Salt has just pointed out to Your
Observer a trim-looking steamer in the oiling, or, to be

accurate, about half-way towards the offing, which, he
says, is the Trinity Boat, and "aboard it are, likely
enough," but here he pauses, as though, having already
said too much, he were unwilling to trust a mere chance
acquaintance with the secret. Your Observer, who, if

he knows anything, knows human nature, specially at
the sea-side, presses what at a distance might be taken
for a small silver medal, upon the ancient mariner, who,
thereupon, plights his solemn word to drink Your Ob-
server's very good health, and then confides to him, but
in a tone scarcely above a whisper, that on board that
steamer there, yonder, out there you see, are, in all

likelihood, The Elder Brethren! And what does he
know about these Elder Brethren ': If he drank Your
Observer's health again, could he give any information
on the subject f He wipes his lips with the back of
his hand, and thinks that

" when he were a boy, he
recollected being teaohed something about the Elder
Brethren at the Sunday School

;
but he ain't no

scholard," he adds modestly ; "and don't rightly call 't

to mind, exceptin' always about Joseph, which he were
ill-treated by The Elder Brethren, and that 's about the
first as he 'card on 'em, and so his sarvice to you. Sir,
an' he'll just step round to The Willin' Sailor,'*
which he accordingly does.

Your Observer once for all (perhapi, for the theme
exercises a mesmeric influence over him) dismisses the
Band of Brothers, and resumes his sketch of Srimp-
gate.

The harbour, at this season of the year, is quite a Nau-
tical Babel. Here are Dutchmen, Single, Double, and
Flying, in fact every variety of Hollander, dark-eyed,
ear-ringed Italians, high cheek-boned Americans, sun-
browned French, whitey - browned Danish, swarthy
Spanish, fair-haired Norwegians their conduct ashore

being, as a rule, as orderly and correct as could possibly
be expected of jovial sea-faring mariners from foreign

parts, whose morals are supposed by the landsman,who
lives at home at ease and is generally misinformed on
most subjects, specially marine, to come under the

heading which is borne as a special distinction by the

preserved Norwegian Salmon, namely, Lax.

But at this moment the clock strikes, and the waiting
fisher-maiden enters with the tray, on which, among
other simple fare, is a plateful of fresh-boiled, tender,

chubby, large-eyed shrimps, intended for the evening
meal of Your Quiet Observer, who is down here for the

Shrimp Care, and finds himself progressing favourably,
and as well as could be expected. He goes from labour
to refreshment, intending to continue the sketch on his

next piece of paper.

Suitable to a T.

TUB Bulgarian Manchester Merchants, happily rescued
from sentence of death for doing nothing, as far aa we
can find out, might change the name of GEBHOFF for

that of GETOFF.

500 RBWABD. 8TOLKN, &0.

WHAT we are more interested in just now than Bul-
garian Atrocities are the Burglarian Atrocities. Colonel

HENDKKSON at a distance please accept this intimation.

WHAT THE BOARD OF WORKS HOPES TO BBCOMS (tehen
it panes it Bill for buying tip the Companies' Shares).

The Board of Water-Works. [Is it in that character

that it declines to interferejwith old Father Thames's

diversions in the riverside parishes P]
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GARRISON INSTRUCTION.
is A TBESTLE WITH THREE LEGS. YOU HAD BET TEE MAKE AInstructor (lecturing).

"
GENTLEMEN, A THREE-LEGGED TKBSTLE

NOTE OF THAT, GENTLEMEN." (Intense scribbling.)

General in Embryo (but not at present noted for smartness), after a pause of some Minutes. "
I BEQ YOUR PARDON, MAJOR, BUT HOW

MANY LEGS DID YOU SAY THB TRESTLE HAD?" (Left sitting.)

CONTEMPORARY CAMPAIGNS.

A DAILY paper the other morning announced that on the previous
Saturday, at Shepherd's Bush, the Members of the Gun Club had
commenced their autumn "

campaign." So then there are two

campaigns now on foot in Europe, besides the one going on in Asia
Minor. The campaigners at Shepherd's Bush will have greatly the

advantage of those in Roumania and Armenia. Their operations
will be only suspended for a few hours by the very wettest weather,
and will not be impeded at all by frost, howsoever severe. They
will never need more than a few hours' encampment on Wormwood
Scrubs, nor have any the least necessity for a single night's bivouac.

Every afternoon, as soon as they have done firing, they will all

retire into comfortable quarters, victualled to a perfection .unap-
proachable by any commissariat in the world. The Members of the
Gun Club can never experience the smallest difficulty in getting
their guns into position, because there is no chance that in the
meanwhile they will ever get under fire themselves. The Turks are

giving the Russians a great deal of trouble ; but the Gun Club will

have no such formidable customers as Turks to deal with. A cam-
paign against Turks has disadvantages and drawbacks which do not
attend a campaign against tame pigeons. The only danger that can

possibly menace the assailants in the latter is perhaps a raid " from
the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.

PONGO'S POST-MORTEM.
POOR Pongo !

So it wasn't late hours, Aquarium malaria, London fog, or London
roast beef and beer, the excitement of visitors, or the impertinent
familiarity of his relations on the DARWIN side, that brought him
to a premature grave so soon on the heels of his visit to us.
The Post-mortem of Professors VIKCHOW and HARTMANN when

before had a Pongo two Professors sitting on his remains, and such

Professors ! reveals more immediate origines mali, and quite ac-

counts for the present want of milk in his poor black cocoa-nut !

His mortal illness was inflammation of the bowels. Its sources are

not far to seek. A glove-button, iron wire, and pins, were found in

his stomach ! How had they got there ? No doubt, Pongo fell a

victim to his insatiable spirit of inquiry
" Nihil tetigit quod non

deglutivit." He touched nothing he did not swallow. His appetite
was not even above buttons !

We can hardly understand the conclusion of the brief paragraph
which records Pongo's post-mortem, viz., that

"
the dissection sup-

plies valuable information with regard to the treatment of an-

thropoid apes," unless it means that you are not to tempt them
with a course of glove-buttons, pins, and iron-wire. We should

have thought it needed no Pongo sent to the grave, or kept from the

grave to teach us that.

Millionnaire and Half-Milliomiaire.

THE Indian Famine Fund has risen to close on 490,000. The
Mansion House Committee has given notice of shutting up shop,
but money still dribbles in. Let it dribble, says Punch, till JOHN
BULL has raised the flow of his aid to India to the full-tide of a
half-million. Then if such giving be, as we know it is on the
Immortal WILLIAM'S indisputable authority, twice blessed as

blessing him that gives not less than him that takes the half

million will amount to a million in blessings ;
and England's need

like Othello's great revenge has, no less than India's, "stomach
for them all."

"TOOTH'S COLLECTION," HAYMAEKET.

A CORRESPONDENT writes to know if this is intended for the

benefit of .the Hatcham Martyr? (Not if Mr. AETHUE TOOTH
knows it.)
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"UTILE DULCI."
" A TOUR SKIRT is" QUITE SAPB, MRS. MINITBR ! A FRAY TAKE MY ARM !"

HOW TO CALCULATE INTKRK.ST.

DEAR PUNCH,
I CALCULATE that when your

BKACOHSFIKLD took to cracking up
his patriotism, he kinder overlooked
the great United States, or he 'd not
have been BO proud of his little game.
Talk of looking after British in-

terests ! Let him come and see how
we look after ours. Guess if that

'

his notion of patriotism, he 'a got
considerable some to learn. I'll

tell him the way we fix our interests

with the Indians darn their skins !

We conclude that their territory is

necessary for our interests. Waal,
we 're patriots, we are. So we make
a treaty to say we won't take it. In

April, say. Then in May we violate

the treaty. They show tight, those

cusses, they dew. Then we ex-
terminate all around. And our
interests are secured, you bet.
Now your BKACONSFFELD never

looked after your interests yet,
not to that extent, he didn't. But
if that 's patriotism, as you bet it

is, why don't the noble patriot

politicate accordingly, and walk into

Egypt ri?ht away, or annex the Indian
Famine Fund, and let the population
equar down natural.

If it 's not patriotism, snakes and
painters ! what 's he blowing for ?

Darn all half measures, says
Yours truly,

ELIJAH Poo RAM.

ON JOINT AUTHORITY

(Of Cabinet and Common Sentt).

THE only thing England has to do

with the war Help put a stop to it.

THREE ILLUSTRATIONS OF A THEORY.

THOUGH dogmatists and dullards long opposed
His.Theory with venomous persistence,

DARWIN may now consider it has closed

Its" Struggle for existence."

To calm research, not fierce polemic raid,
Truth yields her secrets. After fair inspection,

The age twixt Science and her foes has madeA" Natural selection.".

Thou canst not, Zealotry, as blind as hot.
Truth's champion slay, however hard thou hittf at.

DARWIN outlives detraction. Is this not
" Survival of the fittest

"
?

A PAPAL BENEDICTION.

IT appears the Due DE BROGLIE yielded not to the crushing vote
against him in the Chamber, but to a demand for his dismissal
transmitted from the Vatican. Although Conservative in politics,
the Duke, it is asserted, is a Liberal Catholic. Hencewe are informed
that

" When he assured the Senate that his Government had never thought of
the restoration of the temporal sovereignty of the POPE, the ecclesiastical
authorities at Rome resolved to categorically demand his removal within
three days. Thereupon the Due de BHOGLIB was compelled to give way to
his successors."

What a pretty picture is here given of French politics ! Imagine
Lord BEACONSKIELD resigning office at the instance of the Primate,
or Mr. SPUKGEON demanding the dismissal of Lord DERBY ! But
we are assured that the Church is at the bottom of the mischief
which is brewing :

"The POPE and his advisers are endeavouring at all hazards to lead the
Marshal to solve the existing state of things by force, because they apprehend
that if M. GAMBETTA, or any other Radical, should come to the helm now,

France, in conjunction with Germany and Italy, would, after the death of

Pius THE NINTH, an event which is now so imminent, demand from the

new POPE the most effective guarantees of the
acknowledgment by the Papacy

and the Clergy of the supreme authority of the State."

" Force" means a state of
siejje,

and possibly a coup d'etat, and
civil war to follow it. A Christian counsel this to come from the

advisers of his His Most Christian Holiness, while he is lying on
his death-bed. What a blessing are such counsellors to a Christian

people !

AN ITALIAN EXPERIMENT.

Air incident in the Italian political Drama is thus noticed in a

recent telegram from Rome :

" The Chamber of Deputies, after half an hour's discussion, yfsterday
abolished capital punishment by a large majority, amid the applause of a

multitude in the galleries."

In the British House of Commons the occupants of the galleries
do not applaud legislation, and, even if they did, are not likely to

demonstrate any delight in the abolition of capital punishment.
Few of'them, except Mr. PETER TAYLOR, are personally interested in

the matter. The case might be otherwise with the audiences in the

galleries of some British theatres. In those of Liverpool, and
Birmingham, for instance, would not the abolition of capital

punishment, if announced from the stage, be likely to draw down
enthusiastic applause from the gods P

The abolition of executions, however, in Italy, as an experiment
in corpora alieno, may be regarded with interest, if not received

with applause, by the British Public.

DARWDT MEMORIAL AT CAMBRIDGE.

IT has been resolved, we read, that this memorial "
should assume

a personal form." But wasn't it a Monkey ? Certainly nothing
could well be more personal than that.
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A SPORTING PATTERN
(Suggested, by the last New Old Thing in Sonnets).

FROM THE SPIRIT OF THE GREAT SAM.

SIB,
Elysian Fields, November, 1877.

AMONG the Spirits most recently arrived hither from the

English upper-world, are a few qualified, at once by observation
and opportunity, to furnish us, who are happily removed from
terrestrial influences, with information as to the changes in that

mighty Metropolis which has given its name to one of the finest of

my poems. Inasmuch as it is your profession, Sir, to inculcate

morality by means of wit, irony, and fancy, it is more than probable
that you are not totally unacquainted with the works of an ancient
author whose functions, like his figure, resembled your own. I

allude, Sir, to the famous fabulist and hunchback, .Jllsop. One of

the most familiar of his apologues concerns an individual who,
whether from a wanton love of mischief, or a malicious pleasure in

diffusing alarm among the apprehensive, was wont to startle his

neighbours by frequently raising the cry of
" Wolf !

" when there

was, in fact, no such beast of prey in the neighbourhood. Sir, we
too have our criers of

" Wolf !
" in these Fields of Asphodel.

For some years past, these mischievous or malicious Spirits have
brought us, again and again, unwelcome intelligence of the ap-
proaching demolition of Temple Bar. Hitherto, such reports have

Eroved_
to be mere cries of

" Wolf !
" where no Wolf was. Our

itest intelligence, however, seems to be such as no sensible Spirit,
however sceptical, would be justified in refusing to entertain. If,

however, Temple Bar, so long threatened, be doomed at last to fall,
what I would ask, Sir, as a former inhabitant of your great Metro-
polis, is to be set up on or near its site, as a memorial of an edifice

that will scarce be permitted to pass away without some commemo-
rative erection P While the Bar itself, carefully removed stone by
stone, and then set up again, would find an appropriate destination
at some point in the outer-walls of the Temple, its place in Fleet
Street should not be left without a memorial of this venerable com-
bination of the architecture of WEEN with the sculptures of
BUSHNELL.

I understand that you have lately introduced in England not only
legislative but practical machinery of Compulsory Education. As
to the effect this may have upon your rising generation, it would be
premature, not to say rash, to speculate. To judge by the conversa-
tion of many of our latest arrivals from England in these Fields,
the step has not been taken before it was needed.
One effect such an enforced development of education can hardly

fail to produce a more general acquaintance with my writings. My
works, I have reason to believe, are now unknown, except to the
curious. My London is forgotten ; my Rasselas unread, or but
referred to to point the empty braggadocio of a frivolous Minister.

Such fame as I may still claim rests, I hear, on the anecdotes of

me, compiled and given to the world by one, whose reverence for
me in life seemed alike inconsistent with his nationality, incommen-
surate with his intelligence, and irreconcileable with his habits.
That SAMUEL JOHNSON should owe what reputation he still retains
to JAMES BOSWELL, is an instance of the irony of fate as startling
as any I have employed to point the moral of the most pungent of

my Poems.
One anecdote of me, transmitted by my Scottish Biographer,

recalls a conversation between myself and Dr. GOLDSMITH on the
heads which then crowned Temple Bar. Others record my love of
the great thoroughfare in which it stands; and one of the latter
connects my name with the observation, at first sight trivial,"

Sir, let us take a walk along Fleet Street I

"

Sir, I am not at this distance of time disposed to retract that re-
commendation. Nor do I think that any one who may have fol-
lowed it intelligently, will have had reason to regret his compliance
with my advice.

I should be glad to learn that my statue was to be set up in the
Strand, opposite the site of Temple Bar, looking towards St. Paul's,
and with these words inscribed on its pedestal. I fear that, except
yourself, Sir, there are not many now living who know the spirit
in which Fleet Street should be perambulated, or are capable of
deriving from their walk those lessons which it is capable of affording
to the observer of men and manners. I was : so was Dr. GOLDSMITH :

so was Sir JOSHUA : so was WILLIAM HOGARTH.
Let me hope that such a statue, so inscribed, may lead some to

walk where I and these once loved to walk, and in a kindred spirit.
I address this letter to you, Sir, as I understand that you follow,

at whatever distance, in the footsteps which I left imprinted in the
Rambler and the Idler, and that, like me, you are at once an in-
habitant and a perambulator of the most crowded, and, as such, the
most instructive, thoroughfare in the world.

I have the honour to inscribe myself, Sir,

Your most faithful, humble servant,

SAMUEL JOHNSON.

TEAPOT AND TIARA..

THE Times' Prussian Correspondent at Berlin announces that the
German Government, in contemplation of a probable Conclave," have signified their intention to devise a more amicable modus
vivendi, if a temperate Pope, averse from interfering with the new
political arrangements of Germany, be elected." A "temperate"
Pope ! Nobody needs be told how absurd is the insinuation ima-
ginable in that invidious epithet. It used, indeed, to be said, truly
or falsely, that Pio NONO'S predecessor, GREGOBIT THE SIXTEENTH,
was somewhat given to plenary if not sometimes overmuch indul-

gence in "intoxicating liquors." Of his present Holiness, to be

sure, it may have been truly aflirmable that, vexations notwith-

standing
" The POPE lie leads a happy life."

Perhaps, too, although averse from a political modus vivendi, yet
personally ever a model of good living, he has habitually so lived as
to justify the statement that

"He drinks the best of sparkling wine."

Still, nobody has ever so much as hinted that the present vene-
rable occupant of the See of PETER was ever in the slightest way of

being half-seas over. The German Government's expression of a
wish that the next Pope may be temperate, may possibly be one of

BISMAECK'S equivocal jokes ; but to be a more temperate Pope in

respect of his glass than the Prisoner of the Vatican, the next

Pope would have to be a Teetotaller. It is on the cards that he

may be. Time will, perhaps, show whether or no Prince BrsMAHCK
will be able to arrange a modus vivendi with Cardinal MANNING,
and Italy come likewise to terms with a Pope so temperate, that
he approves of the United Kingdom Alliance.

"
J'y suis et J'y reste!"

IL restera f Will he ? Still the line 's ablock,
The look-out, never bright, grows duller

;

Yet 'gainst the Duke we '11 back the Gallic cock !

Magenta 's not a staying colour.

WISDOM FHOM THE EAST.

HERE is a'military maxim which, it is hoped, the big wigs of the

Horse Guards have by this time worked into their system :

" THE rifle for your adversary, and the spade for rout-selves, are the tools

of modern war." (Colonel LOYD LINDSAY at the Westminster Dinner.)
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SOME RECOMPENSE FOR A WRONG.

MR. PITNCH i happy to see that the Gov-

ernment, adopting the suggestion of a jurist
whom mudfuty forbids him to name, have re-

cognised the position that a jut and generous
country is bound in justice and generosity
to make reparation to guiltless persons made
examples of for their country's good.

"The three men named WILD, JACKSON, and

GKEKNWOOD, who were wrongly convicted of an

outrage on the woman BLACKIIU&N, near Bum-
ley, and who, after being 'pardoned,' were re-

leased from Pentonville Pruon. eleven days ago,
each received on Saturday a letter, which had
been tent by the direction of the HOME SxcHz-
TAHT, stating that, on receipts being sent by
them, a gratuity of 5 10>. would be forwarded
to them.

For "gratuity" read "compensation."
Though compensation" is, perhaps, rather
a large word ; out in fixing such amounts or

such sums, the Government must, of course,
be limited by the means of the nation.

HIGHLY CONSIDERATE.
Little Sifiithkin (dtbmiairly).

" OBJBOT TO SMOKINO ?
"

North Sriton.
" NAE iw THB LEAST, IF IT DOES ICA" MAK' 7B SAO" !

"

[At Little S. said, lie "cut the old Cad for tlie rat of the journey."

Well Out of It.

IT was wired from Paris the other day
that ex- President General GRAKT, on leav-

ing the French capital for Lyons, paid a
farewell visit to President Marshal MAC-
MAHON. Did the President take the oppor-
tunity of obtaining from the ex-President
advice how to back out of a fix with ease

and elegance f Any way, he seems to have
learnt the secret from somebody. If we
may' believe the last bulletins which
Punch is slow to do " // t'eit toumu,"
and, being so, // y reitera.

NOTES FROM DR. BRIGHTON'S CASE-BOOK.
CAPTAIN FLATFOOT, aged thirty-five. Smokes all day. Spends his

time in billiards and lounging down the King's llnad. Utterly bored.

Can read nothing but Ruff's Ouide to the Turf. Hates ladies'

society. Has treated himself with "pegs" (otherwise glasses of

brandy and soda-water), taken every half hour. Prescription A
course of lawn tennis.

CLAKA BABYHGTON NASH, aged seventeen. Wears a light Ulster with
three capes to it. Fond of talking slang. Thinks Major SMITH
(who was in the Bombay Heavy Dragoons) "awful fun." Reads
Or i DA'S Novels. Says she smokes cigarettes. Skates at MELLI-
SON'S. Prescription Two years longer at her boarding school.

HERBERT TENTERFOUR, aged twenty-five. Spends his day in talk-

ing nonsense to the Misses BUTTERFLY. Dances all night at the
Grand Hotel or balls of equal seleotness in other parts of the town.
Spends about eight times his income in the Club Card-room. Neglects
his future and undermines his health. Prescription Immediate
return to his stool in the Government Office to which he belongs.
IDA DYAWAY, aged twenty-four. Ultra-romantic. Deeply in

love with Major BRASS FARTHING. Enjoys moonlight strolls on the
New Pier. Writes two letters daily to the object of her affections.

Prescription A good
"
talking-to

" from old DYAWAY. who made
his money out of tallow, and knows the exact value of Major BRASS
FARTHING, both from a pecuniary and a moral point of view. If
this has no effect, a lengthy tour on the Continent.
The Hon. Mrs. DASHALONG, between thirty and sixty. Wears

dyed hair, Persian bloom, and pearl powder. Smokes. Drives a
couple of ponies. Calls men by tneir Christian names. Flirts with
the worst known roues. In every imaginable way sets healthy public
opinion at defiance. Prescription The cut.direct.
FRANCES FLACCID. Aged thirty-eight.

"

Languid, lazy, stout,

melancholy. Fond of eating. Hates walking. Sleeps eighteen
hours out of the twenty-four. Prescription Hard work.
MR. PUNCH. Age the prime of life. Hates second-rate shops.

Does not care for the sea when it is covered with fog or looks dusty.
Tired of skating-rinks. Prefers to see Town faces in Town. Objects
to third-rate scandal. Dislikes ex-soldiers. Cannot tolerate brass-
bands. Never could believe in oxone. Fond of whistling

"
Home,

Sweet Hume" Prescription London.

IRISH TRIAL BY JURY.
IN the Mitchelstown Libel Case, tried last week in the Irish Court

of Queen's Bench, the Lord Chief Justice concluded his summing-up
by telling the Jury that the publication of the letters forming the
ground of action was, he had no hesitation in saying, "libellous ;

that it was a foul, unfounded libel, and that, considering the time,
opportunity, and circumstances under which it was published, it

was a libel of the most pernicious tendency." On the only two
counts of the indictment on which the Jury could agree, their verdict
was " Not Guilty." This is just what a Judge who understands
Irishmen and Irish pig-driving ought to have expected. He 'ought
not to need telling, that the next time he thinks the plaintiff's case

overwhelmingly proved, he should charge for the defendant.

THE WORST CHRISTMAS WAITS. Christmas Boxes and Hampers
at the Railway Stations.

Witnesses and Victims.
" A SOLICITOR," having been subpoenaed an a witness to attend an

action in a certain Court, complains in the Times, that there bein<
no accommodation whatever provided for witnesses at that Court.,
nor any other Court, he believes, of the Chancery Division, they,"
are compelled (women as well as men) whenever, as frequently

happens, they are ordered out of Court, to stand about in the open
air for days together, in all weathers, which at this season is not

only unpleasant but dangerous to health." If this be so, and any
unfortunate witness, thus shut out in the cold, should catch his
death, whom should a Coroner's Jury send to trial for manslaughter
the Office of Works, or the Permanent Secretary of the Treasury, or
the High Court of Parliament, or the High Court of Justiciary!'
Somebody must be to blame.

New Thing in Hats.

Air article in the window of a Hatter's shop in Fleet Street is

labelled,
" The Patent Bismarck Flexible Silk Hat." The names

of great Generals used in other days to be appropriated to boots ;

but there was never any Blucher or Wellington Hat. A fitness of

things may be perceptible in the notion of a Bismarck Hat ;
as a

hat is for the head, and head is the Great Chancellor's strong point.
It may be difficult, at first blush, to imagine BISMAKCK in a flexible

hat. But when one comes to think of it, an inflexible head in a
flexible hat is not at all a bad symbol for the Policy of Blood and
Iron in diplomatic forms.
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MAD DOG!

f

'

THE LITTLE DOG IATIOHED TO SEE SUCH SPORT." (Utilil he was caught, poor fellow 1)

PUNCH'S excellent friend, Dr. ACLANB, one of Oxford's stoutest

scientific pillars, and of longest standing, has been lecturing before
the University on " Rabies and Hydrophobia." The Vice-Chan-
cellor, the Dean of Christchureh, Professor RusKnr, many learned
Members of the University, and many Ladies were present. No
wonder. Everybody big wig or little, male or female has a corner
in his or her heart for man's and woman's best friend the Dog.
As I write, Tnfy/ nestles closer to the waste-paper basket. There

;

is a nerve-telegraph between us. He knows I am writing about
his kind, and, as needs must be, kindly.
From animal poisons in general the learned Doctor passed to the

poison of rabies, and its mode of action on the nerve-tissues. Into
I this unpleasant field Punch does not care to carry his readers.

Suffice it to say, that the rabies-poison produces the most painful

symptoms of lock-jaw or strychnine-poisoning. The Doctor's

description of the disease, we fear, was more masterly than his
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MUTUAL JUDGMENTS.
SOINE A Horse Pair.

Customer "YA-A?, HE MAY B A JEWEL, A BUT YOU WANT TOO MUCH FOR BIM. HE'S GOT srcn AN UGLY HEAD AND LEOS !"

Irish Dealer. " AN' FAITH, SOR, i THE HORRSE COULD ONLY SPAKF, BE 'D BB AFTBER SAYINO AS MUCH rv YOB HONOUK 1
"

suggestion of remedy was confident. Seeing that we can't core it,

prevention, in this case pre-eminently, would be ever so much better

than cure. But how to secure prevention ? There 's the rub. We
can hardly feel satisfied with the Doctor's suggestions a rigorous
dog-tax, a collar with the owner's name and number of his licence

like a Special War-Correspondent and death to any dog found
abroad without his collar 1

Hard lines ! to be collared for lack of collar by a stern policeman,
and consigned to the fatal fumes, which are used in New York to

quench the vital spark of the homeless, masterless dog poor waif
and stray, who has a master somewhere, if he could only find him,
and is, nine times out of ten, more worthy of compassion and care
than of execution.
But we have a Dog-tax and we have dog-collars, and, alas, we

have swift and sudden execution of homeless and masterless dogs
more 's the pity.
How are we, then if these precautions are made ever so stringent

and universal to prevent rabies P Here we desiderate more logical
tifio lucidity from our scientific Doctor.
One of the kindest, as he is one of the most cultivated of men,

reared in due love and familiarity with dogs at his patriarchal,
old-world home of Killerton, he would of a surety recommend
nothing that he did not believe called for by the emergency of the
case. And so we are forced to the conclusion that he sees no other

way for it but death for the dog without a master, or at least, the
outward and visible sign of one a collar.

But it is a stern and a sad necessity, if necessity it be. Punch
would have been loath to believe it on any less gentle, and thought-
ful, and well-informed an authority than Dr. ACLAND. As it is

Toby .... But no thou art safe. No rabies to be feared for

thee, but the exceeding wrath aroused sometimes over the never-

ending accumulation in the waste-paper basket over which
thou keenest guard, and thy wrath at the wrongs and hum-
bugs of the world against which thou seest thy Master uplift his

baton.

So rest, rest perturbed spirit.
"
Xequietcas in pace

" in life by
thy Master's side, in death in his family grave, not far from his
heart.

A REMONSTRANCE FROM ROMSEY.
MB. PUNCH SIH,

TAIN'T offen as we gets the chance of having a peg at your
Honor, but summut in your last week's peaper has give it to me.
You says that tho' we may walk to Romsey straight, we med goo
back walking zigzag like. That med be all tru enof, but you said

that seame last year. Please read. I han't got your peaper in

which it was, but I can recolect near enuf :

" And though the rhoad to Rumsoy
'

straight,
'Tia zigzag back from there ;

ilind that, whenever you goos to dale

In pigi at Komaey fare."

1 think the verses of which the above is one, was called
" Rum

uns from Romsey." Please zee the heading to last week's shove at

us down Romsey waiy.
I will now take the liberty of telling you where you be wrong

about us in some other respecs. Gwain to Romsey isn't by any
means sinonimus with gettin drunk ;

and why I
1 because we 've got

MUSTEK COWPBR-TEMPLE, and his good Lady, at Broadlands, both
on um, to their credit, workin hard to put down drinkin o' beer, and

tryin wi all thir might to pursuade us to drink nothin but water or

tea, and they have succeeded so well, that the sayin
" haven bin to

Romsey," if it ever were used, don't now apply to the pleaoe.
Where yon be most of all wrong, however, is in callin of it Romsey

on the mud. How could a place be on the mud P Mnd 's mostly soft.

Besides, here's a little bit of a rime mead up afore you was born, or

me neither, and I 'm older than you, as I can very well remember

your fust appearance :

"
Bumsey t' the mud,
Tytherley on the atoans,

Kumsey ate the mate,

Tjtherley picked the boana."

I remain, Sir,

Your most obajiant humble Servant,

A ROMSEY PIODAI.EK.
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QRADQRIND ON GOSCHEN.
Ma. PUNCH, 8m,

8 a man of business, I have
seldom been more dis-

gusted than I was in

reading the report of the

speech which Mr. GOSCHEN
delivered the other day
before the Liverpool Insti-

tute. Mr. G. said that he
wished to speak to his

audience "as a business
man "

! ! ! It is precisely
in that character I feel

bound to enter my vehe-
ment protest against the

pernicious fudge which he
advanced on that occa-
sion. Things are, indeed,
come to a pretty pass when
a man of facts and figures
isfound singing the praises
of Imagination! Mr. G.
has evidently mistaken his
vocation. He a merchant,
a man of business, a finan-

cier, a possible Chancellor
of the Exchequer ? Pooh I

He was intended for a poet,
or a writer for the Family
Herald. Listen to him !

"While others pleaded on behalf of useful knowledge .... he wished to

speak on behalf of the cultivation of the imaginative facultiea in the broadest
sense of the term

; and he was not afraid to say this before a Liverpool
audience, because he would not admit that there was any antagonism between
business and the cultivation of the imaginative faculties"

The deuce he wouldn't I I wonder the Liverpool audience didn't
hiss him out of the hall.

" He wanted men to cultivate the power of forming ideal pictures."

Ideal pictures ! Is this to be borne ?
" He did not want them to know only ordinary facts."

I should say not. Facts are the pitiless foes of fudge.
"He regretted the theory which regards as stuff and nonsense all that does

not bear upon the immediate practical duties of life."

Of course, Sir, a wholesale dealer in "stuff and nonsense" will
reject any theory that interferes with his trade.

"He wanted them to breathe the bracing ozone of imagination."

Now, Sir, what, in the name of outraged common sense, is "the
bracing ozone of imagination ?

"
It is not an article quoted in the

markets of the world. Is it a new quack medicine devised by this
charlatan P He proceeds to defend the brain-softening practice of
reading novels. Possibly, following his own prescription in this
particular has reduced him to his present pitiable estate. He dis-
parages the only kind 9f fiction for which a good word might be said,that in which daily life is faithfully photographed, in favour of
that in which imagination is dominant, romance rampant, senti-
ment supreme. Sir, this is the very perversity of imbecility.
.
u

? eulogises Ahce m Wonderland. Sir, some pernicious believerm ideal pictures
"

surreptitiously presented that book to my
youngest daughter, aged eight. I examined the volume. It is a
tissue of the most insane absurdities, that would do credit to Colney

Jf course, I burned the book, and put my daughter on bread
id water lor twenty-four hours as a penance for looking into it. And

now this this man of business-publicly praises it ! Sir, he should
be gagged. Coming from his lips, that one avowal may cause
infinite mischief, and put practical parents to endless trouble. He
proceeds to say that he would like boys to read anything rather than
prose. Of course he would. Prose is the language of sense, poetrythe jargon of lunacy. Naturally Mr. G. prefers the latter. Here
however, is his crowning imbecility : "Imagination, in its highestand broadest sense, is necessary for the noble discharge of imperial
duties. '

Merciful powers I We are to rule India, I suppose, by
imaguiation, instead of the strong hand. Perhaps that 's wly theyhave made a poet Governor-General. A nice mess he will probably

! Sympathy, imagination, sentiment, in dealing with
subject-races and alien creeds! Fudge! Why I couldn't keepmy clerks m order with such maudlin milk-and-water,

" Toe the
line, and no nonsense ! "that 's the only rule for rulers.

ilnatf t

Be -8Hed ."business man" has started a crusade
facts. 1 es, Sir, incredible as the fact may appear, so it is

He disparages facts. I say there is nothing else in creation worth a
sucked orange. He defends novels. I would do as OMAR PASHA
did with the lot of 'em, when he burnt the Alexandrian Library.
He 'd import imagination into commerce, daily life, even into the
Art of Killing, possibly for I really don't know where he 'd stop
into the very LEDGER itself ! I would confine it to lunatic asylums.
I am confident that all the real business men of this practical land
will be on my side.

" Facts for ever, and no quarter to Fudge !
"

That is our motto. It is our bounden duty to rally round our
standard in uncompromising hostility to this driveller with his

"ideal pictures" and his "bracing ozone of imagination." Let
Mr. GOSCHEN give up commerce'and politics, and take to rhyme-
spinning, leaving the all-important, the only important, sphere of

Facts and Figures to men of the same mind as,

Yours, uncompromisingly,
L. S. D. GBADGRIND.

OBEDIENTIA DOCET.

(From the
" Rev. A. H. Mackonochie's Complete Letter Writer,"

compiled fur the use of all who may be in doubt as to how
they ought to address "

those who are placed in authority over

them.")
I,

From a Subaltern on receiving a Private Reprimandfrom his

Colonel.
MY DEAH COLONEL,

I HAVE received your
"
friendly" protest, dated the 3rd of

March last, and if I have not thought fit to take any notice of that
communication for nine months, you ar at liberty to set it down
to the fact that I have been engaged a portion of that time in play-
ing in a cricket-match in the north of Scotland. With regard to
what you urge against my wearing "the cocked hat of a Field Mar-
shal and a false nose on parade," I have merely to point out to you
that I consider your objections trivial in the extreme. Moreover,
let me add for your enlightenment in a matter in which I as your
subordinate, obviously the proper person, am to instruct you, that
the decay of military enthusiasm can be traced directly to the dis-

appearance of suitable adjustments of this kind. I shall, therefore,
continue to appear in them as usual, and not deprive the noble

fellows, who enjoy the spectacle, of this spur to duty which neither

you nor six dozen Colonels shall compel me to rebnquish. How-
ever, believe me, yours considerately,

A. FLATT (Ensign).
11.

From a Hopeful Child, about to return Homefor the Holidays,
to his anxious Parents.

MY DEAB PARENTS,
ON the eve of that pleasing relaxation from my studies,

which, with a creditable regard for his own pocket, our worthy
Principal has this term announced his intention of extending to
the length of six weeks, I am writing you a few lines, and I trust you
will both find them as palatable as they are meant to be premoni-
tpry. It must be fresh in your recollection that, on a former occa-
sion of this kind, you took serious exception to the manufacture
and discharge of fireworks in my bedroom, while, if my memory
does not fail me, there was some sort of protest raised, either by one
or by both of you, against, not only the preservation of live eels in
the filter, but even the tuning of the piano with the firetongs, and a
general attention to the entire clockwork of the house with hair-oil.

Now, it is not for me to have to argue about such obvious frivoli-

ties (you must pardon my frankness) as are your "reasons" for any
abandonment by me of these interesting pastimes and pursuits, and
so I leave it to your natural good sense and discretion to appreciate
the position a -child,

_
who will be eleven next birthday, should

assume and preserve in a matter of this sort. Let me then con-

clude, my dear Parents, by simply expressing a wish that I shall
hear no more of this affair, and that my advent in the midst of the

family circle with five pounds of gunpowder may be hailed, if not
with open enthusiasm, at least with tacit but cordial acquiescence.
Wishing you, in the meantime, ridiculous though they are, all

the usual compliments of the season, I am your dutiful but always
judicious son,

THOMAS BUMPUS.
m.

From an Ophicleide Player, who it given to extemporising, to the

Conductor who has sent him a remonstrance.

SIR,
THE unmanly and insolent protest which you have regarded

it as
"
your province

"
to address to one who "

plays under your
leadership

"
(!}, shall meet from my hands the contempt it deserves.

It would be beneath my dignity, as a musician and as a man, to

prove to you why it is not only a recreation, but a duty, to intro-
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duce long passages a piacere on my powerful instrument into the

andante of any concerto, whenever and however I like. No, Sir,

you are a mere leader, and nothing more ;
and if you ever wish to

know what it was that brought about the decline of the great Art of

which 1 am a humble votary, you may b enlightened by applying to

Yours resolutely,
YOUH LKAnnro OPHICUETOB.

IT.

From a Stockbroker to a Client who hat objected to an Investment

effected on hit Account.
lH:\u SIR,

You authorised me"to sell out 9,764 Or : Ind : Peninsular
Stock at the then current price, and invest the amount realised in

the Three per Cent*. With regard to the latter part of your com-

mission, it is. as yon express it, "a fact that I nave done nothing
oi the kind. On the contrary, I have put the whole lump sum
bodily into a South Patagonian mine, guaranteeing an interest of

2!) per cent. Well, what do you say to that ? Am I to invest your
property to suit my fancies or your3 f Your astonishment is really

ridiculous, and you can take whatever steps you like to
"
recover."

Yours, &c.
B.

From a
disagreeable

Visitor who annoyt his Host, and has had it

politely hinted to him that his room will be wanted shortly.

1 A.M. I have been turning over since 9'30, the extremely dis-

courteous manner in which I consider that I have been treated,
more especially by your reference to the fact that you expect the
1 1 1 M i

1

1 us on Tuesday fortnight ; and I have only to meet that piece
of information by another especially explicit. I shall not turn out.

You asked here on a visit, no doubt, unconscious of the fact that I

smoke in bed playing the hurdy-gurdy, get up after three, fire at

the peacock with a revolver, and am fond of preparing birds for

stuffing in the drawing-room after dinner. You, no doubt, will

urge one or more of these things as an excuse for your dastardly
and ungentlemanly conduct ; but let me tell you, that this is your
house and not mine, and that once within its walls there I stay. As
to my violating the duties enforced by the acceptance of hospitality-
nonsense. It is the guest who is to teach the host what his house is

meant for, and the sooner you learn with what sort of man you
have to deal the better. I haven't been to Holborn for nothing '.

But I am too indignant to continue, and so close this, (and shall

ring up a servant,) as I see it is now 3'17 A.M .

POOE OLD ENGLAND.
At painted by certain Patriots of the Period.

I 'M a very fine Old Lady, and the wonder of the world,
On every sea my keels float free, my banner is unfurled ;

But neither pluck, nor power, nor luck, my stout old soul preserves
From frequent fits of fidgets, and from bad attacks of nerves.

Despite my flag the world will wag, at a perplexing pace,
A fact, you see, that taxes me to hold the foremost place ;

It "s mine by right, but then to fight, and keep up fleets and things,
Is a burden that no end of work and botheration brings.
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And so preserve the state of things that suits my book so well?

But bless you, not They want to "grow"; to grab where grab
they can,

And some have got the cheek to say that used to be my plan ;

Perhaps, but I know better now. Why can't they learn of me,
To settle down on their own lots and live contentedlie ?

But when they baulk my little schemes, or get into my way,
Block paths which I desire to use, or may desire some day;
It puts me dreadfully about, it makes me very cross,
I can't look on at other's gain which may portend my loss !

I 've got a lot of land about, a longiah way from home ;

Others are bound to cross my paths wherever they may roam ;

But then they shouldn't hang about, or settle near my tracks,
As though they thought my game was good, and aimed at going

snacks.

Ah ! snacks, that 's it. There 'a not a bit of pickings I have got
But what they 'd like to nibble at, or maybe bolt the lot.

They 're welcome, quite, to forage for themselves in other places,
But, then, they ought to cry

'THold hard !

" whene'er they spy
my traces.

It worries me. I do not want to spend a lot more cash
In all sorts of insurances to save myself from smash.
Some tell me that to guard my game I must not grudge expense,
But I hold disarming others is the cheapest self-defence.

They mustn't grow so powerful as to give me cause for fear ;

Wherever I may wish to go all roads must be kept clear ;

All gateways open wide to me with no one to take toll

That 's patriotic policy, and soothing to my soul.

I 'm a wonderful old woman, but my nerves are waxing weak,
To hold my own in quietness is all that now I seek.

Why can't the nations all keep still, like well-conducted boys,
And not disturb my peace of mind by kicking up a noise ?

PAROCHIAL PLUM PUDDING.
f 4

P| POTTED Dick," to the

^ taste of children in
~^

general, is nicer

than Suet Pudding. This
consideration occurred to the
considerate Birmingham
Board of Guardians. There-
fore they desired to substi-

tute now and then for Suet

Pudding, by way of a

change in the Workhouse
dietary,

"
Spotted Dick."

Now, the dietary of the Bir-

mingham Workhouse is re-

gulated by the authority of

the Local Government
Board. "

Spotted Dick "
is

a luxury which it did not

comprise. So, to be enabled
to augment it with that
desired addition, the Guar-
dians had to get permission
from their superiors in

London. According to the

Birmingham Post, they
received,

"
written on highly official paper, with the wide official

margin, and with the regulation official number in the corner,'' the

following reply :

" The Local Government Board approve of the proposal of the Guardians
of the pariah of Birmingham to give the children in the Workhouse currant

pudding occasionally, instead of suet pudding. With regard, however, to the
formula of the currant pudding, the Board are advised that a little sugar
should form one of the ingredients of the pudding, to make it more palatable.

'

From this concluding official remark it shows that a " formula "

for the composition of Currant Pudding had accompanied the

request for leave to add it to the diversities of Workhouse fare,
and that in the receipt for

"
Spotted Dick "

sugar was omitted.
Not to have known the ingredients of

"
Spotted Dick "

argues the

Birmingham Guardians to have known nothing of Cookery. Had
there been a Lady on the Board, then, of course, one of the Guar-
dians would have been Cook enough to know how to make "

Spotted
Dick." It is difficult to imagine even Workhouse Guardians ac-
tuated by mere parsimony in proposing a scheme for

"
Spotted

Dick " without sugar. But if that sort of
"
Spotted Dick " was the

Currant Pudding contemplated as a welcome change from Suet Pud-
ding in the Birmingham Workhouse bill of fare, what sort of thing,
we may wonder, is the customary Suet Pudding ? Perhaps something
of the kind that Schoolboys in the select academies of other days
named "

Stick-jaw." What a viand must be the Stick-jaw which
would correspond with sugarless

"
Spotted Dick !

"

The "
Spotted Dick " which the Birmingham Pauper Children

are now destined to enjoy will be sweetened, as the Local Govern-
ment Board recommend, with a "

little sugar." Let us hope
that the Birmingham Workhouse "Spotted Dick" pare the Local
Government Board will be worthy of his name ; the currants not
too few and far between. There may be economy without stingi-
ness in serving the little Pauper Children with "

Spotted Dick "

as their first course, that so, the edge being taken off their holiday

appetites on that, they may afterwards partake with due modera-
tion of the Itoast Beef, Turkey, and other good things which will

doubtless succeed the Parochial Plum Pudding.

TirnfG THE RISK. Nowadays it is the buyers of silk goods who
must " stand the hazard of the dye."

A VERY WISE Puss FOR THE TpHKs. To Tirnova a new leaf.
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APTLY QUOTED FROM THE ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Thrifty Wife.

"
OH, ALGERNON ! MORE USELESS CHINA ! MORE MONEY THROWN AWAY WHEN WK HAVB so LJTTM TO HPABE !

"

'MONEY NOT BO MUCH AN OBJECT AS A OOXFORTABLS Hoxs,' YOU KNOW I"Amiable Chinamaniac. " POOH I POOH I MY Lova !

A TROUBLESOME PEN.
INTEELOCPTOES ME. PUNCH and Shepherds.

PUXCH. A skittish lot, eh, Shepherds ?
First Shepherd (wearily). Ay, indeed !

Would we had never introduced the breed.
One plagues us overlookers more than nooks
Of sober muttons of the good old stocks.

Second Shepherd. Time was when sheep were sheep, and fed
together,

Obedient to the lead of the bell-wether
;

But this queer lot will keep no ordered way
Their sole delight to break bounds and to stray.

Punch. Half-bred of course?
First Shepherd. Of a bad stock they come ;An Oxford mixture with a strain from Home.
Punch. Why care to keep them ?
Second Shepherd. Humph ! maybe we don't,

If they 'd clear out completely, but they won't
For though they spurn all bounds, and scorn to brook
The mild restraints of collie and of crook,
You see, they like the feeding.

Third Shepherd. Were they pigs,
They could not play up more cantankerous rigs.
But porcine obstinacy they combine
With a sleek slyness seldom seen in swine.

Punch. Nor much in sheep F
First Sluipherd. Well, this peculiar breed,

1 hough clothed sheep-fashion, are ahem ! indeed,
I do not love hard words.

Punch. Plain words, my friend,
May often save much mischief in the end.
Especially when backed by action bold.

kecond Shepherd. Why, y-e-e-s ; but then perchance a rival fold
Might snap them up.

Punch. A right good riddance too !

Second Shepherd. Humph I well, we do not Quite know what
to do.

Punch. That's awkward in a Shepherd; for you see,
When Shepherds are at fault stray sheep there '11 be.

Second Shepherd. Well, not long since we put our foot down
hard,

And built this strong pen this queer lot to guard ;

But, bless you I where 's the use ? They slip and creep
Out of the smallest cranny, do these sheep :

And vault where they can't wriggle.
Punch. Where 's your crook ?

First Shepherd. Nay, if the worst of 'em we try to hook,
Whish ! we 're knocked over ! The contrary lot
Would make the mildest Shepherd's temper hot.

Punch. No doubt a breed of bolters it provoking,
But when you check 'em p'raps they think you 're joking.
And query, it it worth such pains to keep
Inside the pen such very headstrong sheep P
If they will break bounds, why not let 'em roam
Off to the place the cross first came from Rome ?

They '11 scarcely find the feeding there so fat,
But sheep that will bolt must put uj) with that.
Cool they may be, yet scarce can claim as due,
Housing and feed and right of bolting too !

A Crack in Freemasonry.
THE Grand Orient of the Central Lodge of French Freemasonry

has been striking out of its programme what have hitherto been the
corner-stones of the Masonic Faith, belief in the existence of a God
and the immortality of the Soul ; so cutting down its Trinity of
belief to a Unity the

"
solidarite of man." All Punch, though no

Mason, can say is, that if Freemasons' faith be reduced to this, he
would not give very much for the solidarity of Masonry.
The English Grand Lodge, through the mouth of England's Pro-

Grand Master, Lord CAEKICABVOH, has met to protest against this

amputation of two of the three legs on which Freemasonry stands,
and if the Grand Orient persists in this grubbing up of its best,

broadest, and deepest foundation-stones, the end will be a crack in
the Great Temple reared on the hitherto solid pillar* of JACHIN and
BOAZ ! Abttt omen .'
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PETTING EXTRAORDINARY.

THE
Edinburgh Daily

Itrrieio, the other day,
informed us that a young

American Lady residing in

that city, whose name Mr.
Punch does not care to im-

mortalise, had
lately had her
favourite . mare
shod with shoes

of solid gold, at

an expense of

between, four
and five hun-
dred pounds.
This pleasant

method of "mak-
ing the mare to

go," will, no

doubt, find imi-
tators among
Ladies who de-

light to show
their fondness for
their pets, and
who, though not
restrained by
common sense or

shortness of cash,

have not hitherto been led with proper spirit;. This young Lady's
imitation of one of the worst of the Roman Emperors should give
them courage. How delightful to the lover of the lower animals to

read such announcements as the following :

Miss SELINA GUSHISGTON has just presented her pet Pug with a

very handsome solid-gold timepiece, in order that the dear intelli-

gent creature may be able to be punctual in the hours of his meals,

The timepiece is surmounted by a beautifully modelled statuette of

her favourite turning up his nose at his victuals or at the lower

orders, we have not ascertained which.
Mrs. M. T. HEAD has, we understand, provided for a very old

Donkey long attached to the family a beautifully chased silver

pitch-pipe, to aid him in getting the correct key-note in his bray !

An elderly unmarried lady, Miss Fm-G-iBBOir, has presented to

the Zoological Society a handsomely-bound copy of the complete
works of Mr. DAKWIN, as the nucleus of a library for the use of the

inmates of the Monkey-house.
Miss SWEETLIPS, of Floriline City, Kansas, U.S.. has lately, we

are informed, presented her domesticated Skunk with a most exqui -

site Venetian-glass scent-bottle, which the playful little animal

seems at present hardly to know what to do with, but will, no

doubt, in time learn to appreciate, if not use.

DUE WINTER EXHIBITION.
No. II. SKETCH OF SRiJipGAiE-oif-SEA IN WINTEB.

(Panoramic View continued by Our Oton Quiet Obterver.)

SHIMPQATB Harbour, in consequence of being much sought by
seamen of all nations in difficulties, presents, in anything like a
boisterous winter time, a most animated and picturesque appear-
ance. The piers, the harbour, and that portion of the lower town
which adjoins the harbour, are thronged at all hours by bronzed,
weather-beaten men in every variety of costume. An Operatic
Stage-Manager, at a loss for a novelty in grouping, has only to run
down to Srimpgate-on-Sea, and take in the tableaux at a coup d'ceil.

Hither come fishermen from all quarters
" when the stormy winds

do blow," and from Srimpgate away they
"

sail with the gale to the

Bay of Biscay, oh," or, to be more correct, for the most part to the
North Sea fisheries. These hardy mariners are not afraid of the

water, but they do seem a trine nervous about soap. Your Unit''

Observer has sometimes heard of poor sailors, saved by the skin o.

their teeth from a wreck, being washed ashore." But this is a

very exceptional case, and can only have happened to those who
have got clean off. Washed ashore they might be, now and then

Sunday mornings, perhaps. But " washed at sea" must be of rare

occurrence. Yet, on reflection, Your Observer remembers to have
heard of

" Tar Soap," but having his doubts as to this being
"
Soap

for Tars," he will inquire into the matter, and report progress.

By the way, just now at Srimpgate the popular nautical song"
Nancy Lee," is being shouted about the place with such origina

variations as may suggest themselves to each individual singer
But with all respect for Mr. WEATHKRLY, M.A. (there coulc

mt be a better name for the writer of a nautical ballad than

WEATHERLY), Your Observer has not noticed any NANCY LEES

waiting about Srimpgate Harbour and Srimpirate Cliffs. Evidently,
as the ancient hunting ditty has it, "All his" (Mr. WEATHKRLY,
fl.A.'s)

"
fancy dwells upon NAIJCT, while he sings

"
(in this case,

not "Tallyhol" but)
" Yeo ho, my Boys, yeo ho I" However, in

ustice to the Author, Your Observer feels bound to add. that, on

eferring to a copy lying on somebody else's piano, he finds that

'Of all the Wives as e'er you know" (who's you?) "there's
none like NAXCY LEE, I trow !

" "
I
"

is Mr. WKATHERLY, M.A.

and, consequently, this creation of the balladist's brain is an

exception. Bat for exceptions "you" (the unknown "yon" of

,he ballad) must not come to Srimpgate-on-8ea,
" Yeo ho, my Boys,

reo ho !
"

" Oh ! if you wish to meet with NAHCT LBB
Yeo ho, ray Boy*, yeo ho !

You mutt not come to Srimpgate-on-the-Sea
No, no, my Boyi, no, no !

"

And so on adlibitum-tum-tum, when you (the same "you" as

>efore) are not acquainted with any more words.

While on the subject of the mariners' costume (Your Obterver
oat talking about this before he was led away by NANCY LEE and
' Yeo ho, my Boys, yeo ho ! "), and putting aside the picturesque
aspect of the mellowed colours of the fishermen's dresses, English
ind foreign, and those of the crews of cargo vessels of all nationali-

,ies, it will strike the observant eye that very few of the maritime

population what may be called here the
"

floating population,"
ire ever measured for their clothes.

The peculiarity of the marine costume at Srimpgate seems to be,
;hat everyone connected with the fishing interest wears everyone
else's trousers braced up to the very last hole, so as to come, econo-

mically, as near the throat as possible, and thus keep the nautical

jhest warm. These nether garments appear to be constructed for

molding four legs at once, comfortably. Occasionally, on the jetty,
but very occasionally, there may be seen a person with tight brown
"
cords," as closely fitting as a hussar's cherry-coloured pants, horsey

jacket and neckerchief, and an ostler's cap ; from the top to a little

below the knee he is decidedly groomish. or a help at a livery stable,
but at this point the groom ceases, and the fisherman begins with the

boots. Could his dress be adapted for regimentals, there would be
the materials for a horse-marine ready-made to hand. He is, how-
ever, a fisherman, though it forcibly strikes Your Observer, that

being a man of original mind and present resources, he has con-
cluded an advantageous bargain for his stable suit with an ostler

out of place, and, being his own costumier, has fashioned them to

sea-atncal purposes. Not that it would astonish anyone who knows
Srimpgate to find a nautical groom loitering about the harbour dis-

cussing points of the compass, piscatorial prospects, rigging and

ropes, (and a horsey gent generally professes to
" know the ropes,")

on an equal footing with the regular professional old salts ; and,
being horsey such an individual might, if objecting to be called a

horse-marine, like to come out as one of the ancient corps of Epsom
Salts, and give a musical entertainment at

" The Willin' Sailor,"
when he could delight his audience with "All in the Downt," or
"

1h<> Humours of the Roads." They give these sort of sing-songs

during the winter evenings at_8rimpgate-on-Sea, and they merruy
dance and merrily sing to the inspiriting sounds of a cracked piano
(which is Tinny without the Coote), coming out strong in a Chorus
of this sort

" So here 'a to the health of Old Admiral BLOKB,
And my grog I will drink and my baccy I '11 smoke,

Fur my 'art it U merry and free."

All (with a good long pause on the first note)

" Far my 'art it is merry and free."

Your Observer has never yet been able to master more of this long
than the chorus, at present, but hopes to know all about it before

many years have passed over his head.
No (to revert), a horsey sailor or a nautical groom would not be a

matter of surprise here, where all the tradesmen, the nearer their

shops approach, or the farther they are off from, the harbour, are

more or less nautical. Your Butcher at Srimpgate-on-Sea hitches

up his belt and murmurs (but heartily all the same to himself),
"
Belay !

" as he takes your order, and nourishes his cleaver as

though it were a cutlass about to operate on the prime cut of an

enemy's carcase, whose ship he has victoriously boarded, and who
lies at his mercy stretched out on the quarter-deck butcher's block.

The Civil Grocer (all the tradesmen are civil, most civil, at

Srimpgate-on-Sea, in fact, their shops might be called the Civil

Service Stores as far as civility is concerned) well the Civil

Grocer says
"
Yes, Sir," or

"
Yes, Ma'am," as he makes a note of

your half pound of tea and two pounds of loaf, and the usual

quantity of currants, but he too cannot refrain from saying,
" Avast

heaving !
"
in an undertone to himself, while, if your order is a very

good one, a large jar and his professional apron are scarcely sum-
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A BLANK PAGE.
Sir Patrick, "THEN, I PRESUME YOU KNOW A LITTLE ABOUT CLEANING SILVER, WAITING AT TABLE, AND so ON?"
Jenkins. " NOTHING WHATEVER, SIB 1 BUT I DO NOT SUPPOSE THERE is ANYTHING WHICH INTELLECT MAY NOT OVERCOME ! I"

cient to conceal the hornpipe which he is doing with his
le^s only,

his hands being otherwise occupied, behind the counter. Ihe sta-

tioner's boy;
as he brings your pens, ink, paper, and envelopes in a

packet, arrives at your house merrily shuffling, and Your Quiet
Observer came upon two of them two boys (

the stationer's and the
baker's stopping en route, and indulging in a double shuffle round
a corner, while a third whistled a nautical air.

Srimpgate being a remarkably healthy place, 'there are, of course,
a number of invalids, and, consequently, plenty of Bath-chairmen
and Bath-chairs. All the Bath-chairmen are nautical in fact, so

much so (at least to judge from their conversation, which is mostly
limited to marine matters), that if Government wanted to augment
its Naval Reserve, it has only got to secure the services of the Srimp-
gate Bath-chairmen. These worthies congregate every day at the

tipper Cliff rails, and perhaps it is only at Srimpgate that the

unique spectacle presents itself of a meeting composed entirely of

Chairmen.
Your Quiet Observer has yet something more to say about Srimp-

gate-on-Sea, which he defers till next week.

LAMP-LIGHTING AND LAMP-LETTERING.
THE Times gives particulars of an interesting invention which has

stood the test of eight months' trial an apparatus for lighting the
gas lamps of a district simultaneously by an electric spark. The
apparatus also turns on the gas which it kindles.

It is calculated that its adoption will save 100,000 per annum, at
the rate of an economy of 1 per lamp in lamp-lighters' wares and
equipment. Of course, our active and admirably-managed District
Boards and Vestries will lose no time in bringing this convenient, and,
at the same time, economical apparatus, into use in the Metropolis.
When they have their hand in at the lamps, may Punch be

allowed to call their attention to another cheap and most urgent
improvement ? "Why not paint on the lamps, or. at least, on every
street-comer lamp, the name of the street that those who ride in the
dark may read ?

It would be still better if every lamp were lettered and numbered

with the name of the street and number of the house opposite to it.

How night-wandering strangers in London, and all diners-out,
strangers or native, would bless the memory of Bumbledom, if, the
Vestries would make this much-needed and not costly improvement.
Who does not know the loss of time and temper, and the damage

to good dinners, caused by the difficulty of hitting off street or

number in winter time with a stupid driver, and the shifts even a

sharp one is put to to find his destination in the dark ?

The Underground Railway thus marks its stations. All who
travel by it can appreciate the convenience. Let the District Boards
of Works follow the lead of the District Railway. Why should not
the disappearance of lamp-lighters inaugurate the appearance of

lamp-letters ? Or, give us the lamp-letters, and we will bear with
the lamp-lighters a generation longer.
Members of District Boards and Vestrymen, when seen, make a

note of. If School-Board children are to be lettered, why not street-

lamps ?

Opportune.
MANY years ago. Punch had definitions of certain words among

them something like this :
" '

AGENT,' a Gent acting for another
Gent. It is derived from the Latin word, Agens,

'

doing,' because
the Agent is continually doing the .Principal." He is reminded of

the old definition by some recent oases both in the commercial and
theatrical worlds.

8ANITAS.

So they call the new antiseptic and disinfectant that is to neutra-
lise everybody's smells, and make everybody's fortune. May it not

like so many other sanitary panaceas that have served to fioat

Limited Liability Companies prove Vanitas !

THE TELEPHONE.

To hope for its success there 's solid ground,
Since all admit its principle is found.
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AN ILLUSTRATION OF DARWINISM.
WITHOUT USB, AN OROAN DWINDLES

;
WITH Us*, IT INCRBASBS. FOB INSTANCE, THK ORGAN o

A GRINDER WHO, IN THE STRUGGLE FOE EXISTENCE, BKLIES ENTIRELY ON HIS INSTRUMENT, is INVA-
RIABLY LARGER THAN THAT OK 1KB GllINDEU WHO, IN ADDITION, USES A MoNKIT. HOST OF OUR
READERS MUST HAVK NOTICED THIS.

"UTILE DCLCI."
PEOPLK complain of the useless-

ness of the fancy articles which
are the staple of Bazaar-stalls.

But at Arundel lately they have
set a better example. At the
liazaar about to come of! there
to defray the cost of a Church-
Clock and Organ-Case, the pro-
gramme informs us

" Besides the usual useful and fancy
articles for sale, various novelties are

promised, among them being a litter of

puppies and a fine young pig."

This is something like. A few
years ago a zealous High-Church
Churchman was unmercifully
roasted for placing a pig's head
at the foot or the altar-rails with
other harvest - home offerings.
But there can hardly be the same
objection to a litter of puppies
and a fine young pig at a Church-
bazaar. Puppies, at least, are no
strangers in such places, whatever
pigs may be.

An Unexpected Pleasure.

A LATM \N having lately writ-
ten to the Bishop of LINCOLN to
know why the Bishop turned to
the East at the end of his sermon,
C. LINCOLN answers :

"I was not aware of baring done
what you say was the case ; and may
/ be allowed to add that it would not

have been worth while noticing if I
had done it .' Life is not long enough
for debate! on ittch trivialitia."

Hear! hear! hear! ThatPuncA
should find himself heartily say-
ing,

"
Ditto to C. LINCOLN !

A COUNTRYMAN ON " KILLED SEED."
A FIELD o' young turmuts is gay to behold.
When 'tis yaller all over wi' patches p' gold.
But 'taint all gold glitters like sunshine so bright :

That there 's charlick, unlucky in husbunmun's sight.

And the grain-crops, so plenty as aims on some ground,
When they comes to be ripped med poor projuice be found.
Barren wuts to bad farmun be like to be doo ;

Likewise charlick unlucky though smilun" to view.

But when crops, root or grain, comes up scanty and thin,
Or broke out m bare spots like a mangy dog's skin,
'Taint the fault o' sitch tillidge as 'counts fur the weeds ;

On the best land no shoots wun't come up from dead seeds.

The sower med goo forth his seed for to sow ;

But the live seeds is all o' the kit as 'ool grow.
'Tis from they that red poppies and cam-flowers prevails ;

But dead seeds be like dead men they doan't tell no tales.

Now the dalers in seed has devized a deep thing ;

Mixes up with live seed seed killed dead as wun't spring.
For they goos and they bakes it that no weeds med rise,
And bear witness agin "urn to nobody 's eyes.

To cotton and cloth we know'd tricks was applied.
And we knows, too, that silk 's mixed wi' stuff when 'tis dyed.
Looramossy, how Progress in craft do proceed 1

There 's a spacies o' shoddy now mingled wi' seed.

Rogues be rogues, to be sure, aitch and all o' one strain ;

But the wust rogues for farmers be them rogues in grain.
To chastise sitch offenders no fines won't pervail.
For their potion I 'd gi'e 'em hard labour in gaol.

In the good times of old rogues like they, up and down,
At the cart's tail 'd ben properly whipped droo the town,
And then set in the stocks their misdeeds to requite,
Or stood in the pillory, and sarve 'um aright.

For the tricks o' the Seed Trade 'oodst make theeself match ?

Thee goo, and thee get thee an old flannel patch

From out of a blanket the Missus med spare,
Or a petticoat as she no longer wed wear.

Soak in water loo-warm, nigh the vire let 'a stand,
Then a hotbed in little thee 'st got to thy hand.
Sow thy seeds in 't, all counted ; the live uns 'ool sprout,
By the dead, which they wun't, the deceiver 's found out.

Whensoever I that there ixperiment tries,
'Tis from few seeds I finds as e'er sprouts fails to rise.

For I knows honest folks, and I dales where I knows :

That 's the way for a feller to rip as 'a sows.

ENGLAND'S BLACK AND WHITE PAGES.

IF Britannia's heart is so often saddened by'certain black pages
of her own account books, such as the hideous picture of vice,
brutal coarseness, and .not less brutal selfishness, brought to light

by such an exposure as that of "Three Weeks with the Hop-
Pickers," in last month's Frazer, or the statistics of Liverpool
drunkenness, profligacy, and crime ;

or sessions and assize comment
on the life of any of our large cities Manchester or Birmingham,
Bristol or Glasgow, Edinburgh or Newcastle-upon-Tyne there

are white pages in the same book, opened before us from time to

time, to cheer us by their contrast.

Such a page is that which records the dinner given to Sir

STAFFORD NOKTHCOTK at Exeter, at which the kindliness of old

acquaintance, the warmth of country neighbourhood and good-
fellowship, and the cordiality of mutual regard and respect, are
used to mellow the bitterness of party, and to sweeten the atmos-

phere of political strife. While opponents in the battle of public
life can meet on such terms as prevailed at that Exeter dinner, there
is no fear of cowardly manoeuvres, dirty dodges, or foul fighting.
And so long English public life will be a field for the Gentlemen of

England to fight in, and for the people of England to watch the battle,
and take part in it, all on their right sides and in their fit places, with-
out rancour, mutual distrust, or anything but the good old English
rule of fair play,

" a clear stage, no favour, and may the best man
win!"
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AT THE AQUARIUM.
Juvenile Physiologist.

" AND WAS THAT WHBBE THB POOR WHALB LIVED, PA?A ?

DID HE BLUBBEB MUCH BBFOKB HE DIED, PAPA ? !

"

A SCOTCH FOSSIL.
" Dr. liKco, speaking at the Free Church Commission, Edin-

burgh, Nov. 31, about stained glass windows in churches, said
' He should like to see the people throw stones at these windows."

'

Scotsman, Nov. 22.

" WONDEKS will never cease," it 's said ;

To Science Embro 's gi'en a leg,
Since in her kirk this tin' 's been made,
A Fossil man, ca'd Doctor BEGG I

The Fossil talks, too : through the auld town
Ye '11 hear it thunner like Mons Meg 1

Wha wants a stane to crack the croon

Of POPE and Papist ? Hae, there 's BJ<;GG.!

Gin any Roman read yon speech,
Ma certie he wad get a neg

"When at his head, wi' awsome screech,

Flings itsel yon auld Fossil, BEGG !

A stained-glass winnock ! Losh, it shocks
His stammaoh'like an auld shop egg ;

I trow, the speerit o' JOHN Kuox
Can stir e'en stanes see Dr. BEGG !

Gin scarlet clouts or storied panes
E'er shook his een, 'tis he '11 be gleg

To set the mob a fiingin' Btanes

As hard and heavy as yon BEGG !

Three centuries auld, if he 's a day 1

Can't the curators fin' a peg
In our Museum to display
This weel-kept Fossil, Doctor BEGG ?

Or since'yon Laird p' Babylon
He maun be on his latest leg,

Seeks o' his
"
pairtibus" to mak' one

0' Scotland, spite o' Doctor BEGG,

Fearless o' KNOX and Scottish tongue,
That used to fetch him mony a deg ;

Nor mindin' the defiance flunsr

By JAHET GEDDES and Dr. BEGG.

If there need fence agin.his bike,
For folks that 's gi'en to feel a fieg,

To build an anti-Papal dyke
Tak' a few fossils just like BEGG.

" SMITH'S BEQUEST."
(See the

"
Times," December 4 and 5.)

THE SMiTHs'all'dine together twice a year on the birthday of

their Benefactor and on Christmas Day.
The dinner is supplied by a SMITH:, and cooked by a SMITH, and

the waiters are all SMITHS.
The wealthiest SMITH presides, and the latest recipient of the

testator's bounty occupies the Vice-Chair.

The only toast given from the Chair is "the Memory of our

Benefactor," which is drunk in solemn silence. This year there

will be an addition in the shape of
" The Master of the Rolls,"

which will, doubtless, receive the same mournful attention.

After the cloth is drawn, the SMITHS relate anecdotes of their

Benefactor's boyhood, and hand round precious relics, such as

locks of his wifr, fragments of his Alderman's Gown, a button from
his waistcoat, his shoe-horn. &c.

They then expatiate on the benefits they have derived from the

Bequest ;
and tell, in tremulous accents, how it has enabled them

to send their wives and families to the sea-side, to engage accom-

plished governesses (with a Parisian accent) for their daughters, to

replenish their cellars, to buy new pianos, to enjoy an occasional

gallop with the Harriers, and to recruit their own health by
pleasant little trips to Paris.

The SMITH who has last joined contributes Champagne to the

feast.

The SMITHS write congratulatory notes and send presents (prin-

cipally portraits of the Alderman) to each other on their birthdays.

They intermarry, and are scrupulous in paying the last marks of

respect to departed SMITHS.
Once a year the SMITHS visit the tomb of their Benefactor, and

deck it with fiowers. Afterwards they walk ia procession down
Smith Street.

The SMITHS being reasonably proud of a descent which can be
traced through nearly two hundred and fifty years, and also natu-

rally anxious to confine the testator's bounty to as few SMITHS as

possible, narrowly scrutinise the pretensions of every fresh claimant,

so that the new SMITH, the first time he presents himself, is exposed
to as many questions as the new boy at school.

The SMITHS felt great alarm when the War broke put between
Russia and Turkey, fearing that the latter nation might take to

piracy again, and that some disagreeable captives would come for-

ward and claim their share of the Bequest.
^The SMITHS all hope they shall live to see that happy time when
the estate will produce 50,000 a year.
The SMITHS do not acknowledge the SMYTHS, or the SMTTHES, or

the SMIJTHS only the original and genuine SMITH.
The SMITHS are strong Conservatives, upholders of things as they

are, and opposed to all new-fangled ways and schemes.

Innumerable correspondents, all signing their letters with the

same surname, write to express their opinion that if the benefits of

the Charity are to be extended, it cannot be better applied than to

the relief of another large and respectable class of the community
the BSOWNS. The JONESES and the ROBINSONS are understood to

hold similar views. But the Clan SMITHS, to a man, woman, and a

child, consider that British property-rights are bound up with
SMITH'S Bequest, and that any attempt to alter the appropriation of

that most usefully employed of all funds will be "
Confiscation."

" And so say all of us the SMITHS past, present, and future which
our name is already Lot, and will one day be Legion !

"

A New Liverpool Horror.

LIVERPOOL may well be deep in her own Black Books, may well

figure on the first page in England's ditto. Think of a town, where,
to say nothing of other offenders against the peaoe of its law-abiding

inhabitants, widows, those objects of old Tony Welter's not unreason-

able terror, have waxed so daring that one of them ventures to adver-

tise in a recent number of the Liverpool Mercury:

WANTED by a Youug "WuUnv Lady, a pleasant aud superior Home
in a Widower's House.

Talk of house-breakers ! This is breaking into a man's house and

his heart too, by the same act of burglarious entry !
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SANDHURST AND ITS MESSES.
AUGH I CAN louGeneral Bouncer (on a Sound of Inspection at Sandhurst).

TELL MB WHAT ' Muss '

THIS 18 I
"

Cadet. "WELL, THKY CALL IT '

MUTTON,' BUT 1 WOULDN'T VOUCH FOE IT!"

A ROUNDABOUT PAPER.

PUNCH is glad to (rive the publicity of his world-wide
circulation to a wonderful tale, not of a tub, let us hope,

though of a transport, taken from the Naval and Military
column of last Saturday's Daily Newt. The D. Jv.

prints the paragraph iu small type. In this modest

typographical garb the story might escape notice. A
history so creditable to all concerned really ought not to

blush unseen and waste its sweetness on the minimum
of minion. Here it is :

"Last week an order was issued from the Quartermaster-
'..iiir.il'i Office, directing a detachment of the 15th Brigade

depot to be tent up to Chatham from the depot at Murnley, to

join the :i(>th Ucgiment. Instead, however, of the troopi beinf
sent direct to Chatham, which they could nave reached by rai

in the coune of a few hours, they were taken all the way to

Portsmouth, where they were ordered to embark in her Majesty's

troopship Assistance, which conveyed them to Ireland. On
arriving at Dublin the Auiilanec was again ordered back to

Portsmouth, where, on the arrival of the vessel, the troops were

disembarked, and finally sent on to thii garrison by railway."

There ! We call that something like a paternal Quarter-
master-General's Office that does not shrink from putting
the country to some hundreds of pounds expense, to give
a deserving detachment the pleasure of an agreeable

"outing," showing them one of our principal naval sta-

tioiiH, and treating them to a run to the Irish capital
and back. And by sea, too, and in the month of Decem-
ber ! So nice and bracing for them, dear fellows !

We have all heard of the Circumlocution Office. ..Thai

belonged to the Civil Service. The Military Service has

improved upon it, and given us a " Circumlocomotion

Office," over the door of which might be written,
" The

longest way round is not the shortest way home."

Saying and Doing.

Tni: SULTAN talks in his Speech on opening his Parlia-

ment odd to be opening hisParliament at the time it looks

very like shutting up his European shop altogether of

the "
equality his subjects enjoy in the eyes of the law."

What his subjects complain of is, that they enjoy no

equality at the bands of the law, whatever they may do
in its eyes. Legal equality in Turkey, they complain,
between Moslem and Rayah, is a matter of eyes alto-

gether ; being, in fact, all my eye !

AESTHETIC HOU8E-BBEAKING.
THE Town with the exception of Messrs. AGNEW heard enough

last year of the theft of the Beautiful Duchess.
But we had supposed, notwithstanding the notoriety of that

aesthetic
"
conveyance," that pictures were still out of the burglar's

little game, and that the gems he was glad to collar did not
include gems of Art. We were mistaken it seems. The taste for
the Fine Arts seems to have spread to the Cracksman.

Woodfield Lodge, Clayton, Sussex, the house of Captain BAYN-
HAJI, was lately broken into, and a number of valuable pictures
untimely ripped from their frames and carried off, including
portraits of (Jueen HENRIETTA MABIA, Prince RUPERT, the Earl of

ROCHESTER, and members of the BAYNHAM family. Can it be that
the Burglars were ambitious of planting a family tree, and resorted
to this means of furnishing a gallery of ancestors ? We have known
of high-reaching parvenu* rummaging the Wardour Street bric-a-
brac establishments with this object; and stealing comes cheaper
than buying, even ancestors.
But the look-out thus opened is not pleasant for owners of pic-

tures. While the taste of the [esthetic burglar is confined to histo-
rical and family portraits, he will have only the run of our historic

houses, and the owners of these are. as a rule, big-wigs who should be
able to guard their treasures. But if the taste spread tomodern Genre,
think of the art-treasures of Manchester, Liverpool, and Birming-
ham, and all the manufacturing districts, where the seed of Art has
been sown broad-cast by the hands of the AQNEWS ! What pretty
pickings in these places I Then if it rise to Old Masters, and from
pictures extend to drawings, think of the plunder of the Devonshire
treasure-house, or the portfolios of MALCOLM of Poltalloch, or
WILLIAM RUSSELL, or FREDERICK LOCKER I Hitherto it has been
thought that the difficulty of disposing of such treasures was their
best protection. But aesthetic fences will, no doubt, be developed
port patsu with aesthetic burglars, and the receiver will soon be
as good as the thief at judging an Old Master, or appraising a young
one.

We hardly know on which view of the case to dwell satis-

faction that the taste for the Arts should be spreading in this unex-
pected direction, or sympathy with the picture-possessors who may
become its victims.
There is one comfort an reathetic burglar would be) most unlikely

to use a life-preserver, at least if there be truth in the famous
couplet and copy-head,

"
Ingenuai didicisse fldeliter artei

Emollit mores, nee sinit esee feros."

Good News for France.

THE Marshal has yielded ! His word of command is no longer"
All Right^over the Left !

" but "
By your Left-March !

"

In short if the last reports may be trusted the Marshal is, at

last, out of the mud, and on solid Constitutional ground. While he
keeps to his present better mind, obeys the orders of France his mis-

tress, and follows the advice of his friends BRITANNIA and MR.
PUNCH, as we wrote last week,

" II y restera."

The stubborn and short-sighted old soldier seems to have through-
out allowed himself to be made the cat's-paw of the Due DE BROGUE.
He may congratulate himself on being, at last, out of a hopeless

im(de)Broglio.

A Superfluous Disclaimer of a Superfluous Licence.

MR. ALGERNON TURNER, in the name of Lord BEACONSFIELD,
writes to the Secretary of the Manchester District of the Loyal
Orange Institution to deny all knowledge of any foundation for the

report that the POPE had written an autograph letter, thanking the
QUEEN for leaving his hands free to carve out Scotland into Papal
dioceses, with the ecclesiastical machinery thereunto appertaining.
The dear old POPE needed no such permission. His hands are free

to do his worst in the land of JOHN KNOX. He will be likely
to get more knocks than Peter's pence by the experiment.

VOL. LXXIIT.
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THE LAST DAYS OF TEMPLE BAR.

b
.

- M vjt.
Every possible

p
mark of respect to the departed will be shown on

"
Goor-Brr, OLD BAR I"

the Mansion House, this melancholyroccasion. The Mace and Sword will be' enveloped
City Gates. in crape, Gogfand Magog draped in black, andlthe Lord Mayor's

rOOtmon Will wpar tnpir Sfflfp-Mrmr-niTio' IIVAVIM.
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THE HIGHER EDUCATION OF WOMEN.
Jones.

" DID YOU BEE THE STAR-SHOWER THE OTHER NIOHT, Miss JESSICA?"

Miss Jessica (with a rapid but comprehensive survey of the Heavens). "No. BUT IT COULDN'T HAVR BF.*S MUCH, FOR THKBK AR NO

STARS MI.SSING I"

No dinners will be given by the City Complhies while the work
of demolition is in progress.
The Members for the City will retire to the seclusion of their

country seats until the Bar is cleared away.
The farewell visit of the Corporation to the Bar is described as

having been a most touching scene. The Chamberlain pronounced
a moving oration. The LORD MAYOR" at last had to be led off, sup-

ported on each side by the Sheriffs. Several members of the party
could with difficulty be induced to leave a spot endeared to them

by so many tender recollections and associations, and when they
did tear themselves away, cast many

" a longing, lingering look

behind." Bits of mortar and cement, fragments of placards, old

nails, and other precious mementoes, were eagerly sought after, and

carefully wrapped up in paper, to be treasured as relics and handed
down as heirlooms.
The men employed in the work of destruction have been specially

selected for their good character and known attachment to the City,
its rights and privileges. Many of them are Freemen, or connected
with Freemen. They have been admonished to execute their task

orderly, quietly, and in absolute silence. Tea and coffee, from the
still-room at the Mansion House, will be served out to them at

intervals by(sympathising Watermen.
Every stone as it is removed will be folded in brown paper, and

sealed with the Corporation seal. When the Bar is set up again, each

Alderman, Deputy, and Common Councilman, will have the privilege
of relaying one of these stones, which will be marked with his

initials.

Hourly bulletins of the'progress of the work will be despatched to

the Mansion House.
The staff of Messrs. CHILD'S Bank will put on' 'complimentary

mourning.
A photograph of the Bar, edged with a deep black border, will be

presented to every Member of the Corporation and of the LORD
MAYOR'S household.

Many of the female relatives of the Aldermen and Common Coun-
cilmen have been hysterical since the erection of the scaffold for the

decapitation and dismemberment of the Bar. In their visits to the
West End they make use of the Embankment.

The Cabmen, as they went under the Bar for the last time, low-
ered their whips, to which a piece of black ribbon was almost uni-

versally attached.
The Shades of Sir CHRISTOPHERWREN, of Dr. JOHNSON and GOLD-

SMITH (arm-in-arm), and of one or two headless persons, have been
seen by several Spiritualists flitting about the neighbourhood.
Telegrams of condolence and sympathy are hourly received at the

Mansion House from corporate bodies throughout the world.

The Remembrancer and the Architect have jointly composed an

Elegy for the mournful .occasion, which will be set to appropriate

music, and sung by an efficient Choir on the last night of the Old
Year in the Guildhall Crypt.
The Common Crierwas left weeping when our despatch was sent off.

CHRISTMAS; WAITS.

LONDON waiting for Cleopatra's Needle.

Christmas Diners-out in town and benighted Cabmen waiting for

lamplight on street names and house numbers.
The Claimant waiting for ARTHUR ORION.
Dr. KBNEALY waiting for 20,000 sixpences.
The trees in Hawarden Park waiting for Mr. GLADSTONE.
Messrs. BIGGAR and PARNELL waiting for next Session's little

game of obstruction.

Temple Bar waiting for a new site.

Master TOMMY waiting for his Christmas mince-pies and plum-
puddings.
The Family Doctor waiting for Master TOMMT.
Turkey waiting for her second wind.

Servia, Greece, Bosnia, and Herzegovina waiting for their slices of

Turkey. And, lastly,

Every true Briton waiting to wish Mr. Punch a Merry Christmas

and a Happy New Year.

A HINT FROM THE NAVY. Colonel HENDERSON is introducing

Dog-watches in the Police.
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A REALLY NEW CHRISTMAS NUMBER.
T this time of the

year the shops are

deluged with
Christmasnumbers,
in which Yule-tide
is painted in the
most glowing co-

lours. Snow, robins,
and good cheer
abound in these so-

called seasonable
Annuals. For a

novelty,Mr. Punch
suggests that a

grand extra num-
ber shall be pub-
lished.byallthe pe-
riodical -publishers
in concert, in which
Christmas shall be

depicted as it is.

Were this done,
the following cir-

cular might be
issued immedi-
ately :

DBEARY CHRISTMAS !

Mr. Punch begs to announce the United Publishers' grand Yule-
tide Annual.

Amongst the Illustrations will be found " A Row in a Family
Party;" "The Doctor's Visit to the Nursery on Boxing-Day;"
"The Man in Possession on Christmas-Eve;" "The Christmas
Sermon TOMMIE fast Asleep ;

" "
Christmas in Seven Dials-

Thrashing the Missus;" "Putting up Umbrellas on Christmas-
Day," &o., &c.
The followingseasonable Stories have been written for Dreary

Christmas ."How JOHNNY Nooo spent Christmas-Day in the
Debtors' Ward of Holloway Prison ;

" " The Story of the Clown
who Used a real red-hot Poker ;

" " How ARCHIE MUDDLECASH
found a Writ in a Christmas Pudding ;

" " How a certain Christmas
was spent in Lodgings at Herne Bay ;

" "
Christmas-Day at DOCTOR

BIRCH'S Boarding-School, and how the Anglo-Indian Scholars

enjoyed it;
" " Why DAN PKBBIWINKLE tried to Hang Himself on

Boxing-Day," &c., &o.
Besides the above, Dreary Christmas will be adorned with a

magnificent double-page Illustration, entitled,
"
Bringing in the

Christmas Bills," printed in black and white, with an emblematical
border of funereal arabesques founded on the famous Danse-Macabre
of the Fourteenth Century, in which, instead of Death arresting all
conditions of men, Father Christmas will be represented leaving his
bills on representatives of all classes and callings.

OUR REPRESENTATIVE MAN.
To the Gaiety to see the Grasshopper, and, after the Grasshopper 's

over, to the Oxford to see an Acrobatic Performance.
SIR,
Tan Grasshopper has been produced at the Gaiety. Those who

lave seen La Cipale in Paris must dismiss that fact from their
memory before going to see The Grasshopper in London. La, Cigale,
on her native heath at the Varietes, began at about eight and
chirped till eleven. There was a short piece before it, I fancy, of
not much importance. La Cigale, however, was the piece de resis-
a
\Sm-

was m tnree
- long Aots> wliereof the first gave promise of

i brilliant melodramatic future a promise never subsequently ful-
illed. The two French Authors for in France it almost always
;akes the same number to a piece as to a quarrel had first-rate
materials for dramatic work in their hands, and made nothing of
;hem

; for La Cigale is simply and plainly a very poor piece, qua
piece, considered apart from the acting in general, and from Mile.
HAUMONT'S inimitable performance in particular.
The First Act was excellent, well played all round ; DUPUIS good,ARADE capital, the Showman and his artistes very funny, and the
HAUMONT admirable. The Second Act was mere farce, excepting one

excellent bit of comedy between Mile. CHAUMONT and LASSOUCHE,
who, however, finished what he had to do in the Act in the
broadest burlesque style. The audience roared at it, because it was
.LASSOUCHE, I suppose, and because they had long before tacitly
accepted the Second Act as a farce, and had been allowed by the

^u^-j forget
all about the dramatic interest of La Cigale.ine Ihird Act, played in a scene which was a wild caricature of

an artists studio, was saved by some wonderful little pathetic

touches given by CITAUMONT, the unapproachable, who, by the

way, had whipped up the business of the Second Act by her

quarrel a la mode de la Mere Angot with the young lady who
is no better than she should be, and much worse than one likes

to see her.

To sum up, La Cigale is a very unequal and unsatisfactory piece,
fairly answering its purpose, which was to exhibit the wonderful
powers and peculiarities of Mile. CELINE CHAUMONT now grace-
ful, now grotesque, and oftenest an indescribable intermixture of

the two. And this is just what The Grasshopper seems to be. A
better English Grasshopper than Miss NELLY FABREN would be
difficult to find. If she does not do what Mile. CHAXJMONT did, it

may be fairly replied that at the Gaiety the piece and performers
must push along, and keep moving as rapidly as possible towards
the climax of the evening ; that is, the burlesque. For one, I wish
that Miss NELLY FAHKEN could have had more elbow-room, but a
first piece at the Gaiety must finish before 9'30, or else where would
the burlesque be, while in these late-dining days few will enter the
stalls before eight, and in view of the early closing regulations,
nobody cares to remain in a theatre after eleven ? Ergo, any first

piece, to catch an entire 'audience, must commence at eight, and
then cannot last more than an hour-and-a-half a very limited
time for three Acts, including the " Waits" the Christmas Waits
just now while the curtain is down.

So The Grasshopper (without any reference to La Cigale') is a
farcical piece, in wnich there is plenty of scope for Miss NELLY
FABBEN'S fun, and opportunity for Mr. TEBBY to score something
out of the eccentric part of Flippitt, the harmonist in colours.

M. DUPUIS (to refer for once to La Cigale) played this part in Paris,

and, with greater opportunities, made less of it than Mr. TEBBY does.
Mr. SOUTAB is good as the Manager of the Acrobatic Troupe, and I

should think that by the time this notice appears the scene between
Miss NELLIE FABREN and Mr. ROYCE, culminating in a burlesque
dance, will go enormously. Mr. MACLEAN'S old Nobleman is a very
good little bit, better than the French original, which was mere
caricature ; and, by the way, Mr. HOLLINGSHEAD is to be compli-
mented on two good names for his aristocrats the Earl of Bogland,
and his son, the Hon. Mr. Morass. The latter struck me as beauti-
ful all round. Lady Buckram isn't bad as a name, and Mrs. Leigh
a good realisation of the character.
So much for The Grasshopper. The burlesque of Dr. Faust goes

as well as ever. The trio with Mr. TEBBY'S "
Lubly Marguerite

"

and dance, and then the Zazel business, are the two hits. Also, I

quite understand the enthusiasm of the stalls, whose cry, just now,
is Vive la Rayne !

Those who like acrobats, a propos of Grasshopper, should see the
Wonderful Somebodies at the Oxford, whose names I couldn't catch

that 's either the Chairman's fault, or the fault of the visitors who
will give their order^while the waiters are in the room, or the fault
of waiters who would open soda-water and other popping drinks
whenever I wanted to listen to anything, and never would give me
a programme, so that] I was perpetually .being taken by surprise
throughout the evening, never knowing what was coming next.

Well, as I was saying these gymnasts, one female and two male
gymnasts (if you add these up. Sir, you '11 find it 'a three gymnasts
altogether), are wonderful. Keep your eye on the star at the top of

the hall in the roof, and you 'II see. I won't destroy the excite-

ment by telling you what is coming ;
all I can say is, Look up ! and

if you enjoy the performance drink'to the health of

YOUR REPRESENTATIVE.

THE GATHERING OF THE EAGLES.

DOWN ! The Bear's tightening grip
has done its work.

A prisoner, baffled, bleeding, lies the Turk.

Down, not dishonoured ; at the victor's feet,
Yet who dare say the conquest is complete ?

A gallant fight ! No gladiator, prone
In the net's folds, too strongly, surely thrown,
E'er better won the generous applause
Which greets stark courage, in whatever cause.

The breathless Bear, all scarred and staggering, stands
And licks the wounds dealt by those desperate hands,
Admiring, doubting, jubilant yet grave,
As the brave should be who have quelled the bravo.

Down, but not dead yet! On the darkened air

Resounds the whirr of wings. The quarry there,
Prostrate at last, is one which ravening beaks
Have long been keen to rend

;
from far the shrieks

Of the obseener winged things are heard

Eagle and vulture, kite and baser bird.

The Bear alone the foe has dared confront,
Alone of that fierce battle borne the brunt,
But to the field, for rending of the prey,
Many will flock that never shared the fray.
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Yon fallen lighter was a general foe.
_

And those he spurned would spurn him, lying low.

Some would fain rob the rohber overthrown,
And some would seize the chance to clutch their own ;

And so, with worse or better cause they Hock
Fast to the field, ere yet the hattle's shock

Is surely o'er. As yet the end is not
To all the weary tale of war and plot.

Of brute oppression, scarce less brutal zeal

To Krind oppressor 'neath avenger's heel ;

Of wrong that dares, of right that meanly tin-inks,

Pretence that struts, and selfishness that slinks,
And pseudo-patriotism, small in act,

But large in talk,of self-conceit compact.
Has Peace no voice that may at lait be heard ''

Justice no claim at length to be preferred ':

Who '11 speak for honesty and human ruth,

Fair-play out-clamoured, aud scarce-heeded truth ?

Shall we leave Eagles, Kites, and Crows alone,
To tear the quarry at suoh cost o'erthrown ?

Or will the Lion that has kept aloof

Bestir himself at length in Right's behoof,
Not Interest's only stand betwixt the Bear
And those he came to save, is hound to spare ?

'Twas Lion's fault they sought those dangerous arms ;

'Tis Lion's part to see they take no harms.

COBBE TO THE RESCUE!
TTBELT not before

it was wanted,
Miss FRANCES
POWER COBBE has
been holding a

Conference, pre-
liminary to the

publication of a

paper, on the
" Little Health
of Women," a

translation, no
doubt, of the
delicate French
phrase

" Petite

santf" which
means not so

much positive
illness as a gene-
ral out-of-healthi-

ness, something
which justifies
an interesting in-

valid in main-
taining she is
" not well," when
at the same time
she would hardly

feel justified in proclaiming herself ill. It is a very dangerous
crisis for affectionate and impressionable husbands, who often find
feminine attacks made under cover of la petite tante peculiarly
irresistible.

When Miss COBBE proceeded to formulate the causes for this
"little health," Punch can only feel astonished, not that the sex
should have "

little health," but that they should have any health
at all.

Here is Miss COBBE'S summary : Neglect of exercise, discourage-
ment of appetite, tight-lacing, sentimental brooding over disap-

pointments,
lack of healthy occupation for mind and body, false

hair, bonnets that don't protect the head, heavy-dragging skirts,
high heels, and pull-backs.
This is a formidable list, and it might have been made larger

as for fashionable females late hours, unwholesome excitement,
crowded rooms, low dresses, sudden alternations of heat and cold, and
many more potent causes of the ills that fashionable flesh is heiress to.

If a crusade against these self-inflicted women's wrongs could he
set agoing by the lady-advocates of Women's Rights, the

"
little

health " of the Ladies would become larger, and might in time grow
as large and lusty as that of their Lords.
Let us hope that the Cobbing which these fashionable insanitary

practices have been subjected to, may lead to still more strenuous
efforts to punish them with something worse than Cobbing to their
effectual putting down ; till at length the British woman, even oi

fashion, can walk abroad without the false symmetry of a tighl
corset, the deceptive elevation of high heels, and the degrading thral-
dom of a "

pull-back."

OUR WINTER EXHIBITION.
No. III. SKETCH or SRUJFOATE-ON-SKA nr WINTER.

(Panoramic View continued by Our Own Quiet Obierver,)

A QUAINT town is Srimpgate. The longer you know it the quainter
you find it. The two main thoroughfares are constructed on the

irinciple of
" One at a time, Gentlemen, if you please !

" In some
parts, walking on the narrow strip of pavement would be an ex-
;ellent preparation for tight-rope dancing. Of two foot-passengers,
meeting, the weakest-minded goes into the road. Hence it may be

easily imagined, that catching a train, when there are a few coal-

waggons and a drove of cattle in the way, is a trying process for even
the most angelic temper. It is only a Quiet Observer who can view
these obstructions unmoved. " Unmoved "

is quite the word, as

whatever his hurry might be, there he would nave to remain, if

there were only an obstructionist dray before him. No objurgation,
no explanation, no peroration would impress on the drayman the

importance of the situation. Yet there are Vestry meetings and
Hoard meetings, and Magistrates' meetings, ana stormy Town
Council meetings, and rows and rumours of rows, and Local Srimp-
gate Newspapers to increase the excitement. But nothing is done,

or, at least, very little, for the improvement of the thoroughfares of

Srimpgate-on-Sea.
Your Quiet Observer, venturing to inquire,

"
Why ia this thus ?

"

which he cheerfully admits is no business of his is answered

mysteriously, "Vested Interests. Sir, Vested Interests." Why
can't we have a good broad street ?

" Vested Interests, Sir." Why
can't that old tumble-down house be pulled down, and tthe way
cleared, before it comes down of itself with a run P Vested

Interests, Sir."

Srimpgate speculators do burst put into building sometimes, but
their efforts are made on the outskirts of the town, where you will see

occasional rows of modern Cockney villas suddenly cropping up in the

middle of waste land, almost all untenanted, some closed entirely,
others with plaintive appeals to the passers-by in the shape of hand-
bills with such words in big letters as "Freehold to be Sold,"

"Lease," '"To be Let, Unfurnished," for seven, fourteen, or twenty-
one years,"

"
it may be," as the song says,

"
for years, or it may

be for ever !
" In this quarter may be seen one shop, which started

wildly. A toy-shop : at least it seems to have begun as a toy-shop,
perhaps under the impression that such extraordinary people as

might be induced to come and live in this out-of-the-way place
would be in want of amusement. From toys that shop seems to have

gone in for sweets, from sweets into shop-eggs (a job lot apparently,
still on hand after several months), and finally into everything at

hap-hazard generally, the stock consisting of very little of anything
at all, but displaying, as a genuine attraction to the accidental

passer-by, three wooden hoops, five children's whips, the job-lot
of eggs aforesaid, some old sweets in dusty glass jars, some dry
biscuits, a few fly-papers with Hies still there (frozen now), and a

quantity of poor old shrivelled-up, second-hand apples.
But 'Your Quiet Observer (has wandered away from the sea-shore

of Srimpgate with which he is more immediately concerned.
On his way round and about and back again, Your Observer

notices that if an abundance of weathercocks is a sign of a
people's

prosperity, then the Srimpgaters ought to be in the most flourishing
condition. These weathercocks are not all of one mind simultane-

ously, hut they get on very well, and suit themselves to the atmos-

phere in which .they find themselves. There is one, on an emi-

nence, that insists on pointing eastwards, when all the others are

westerly, but, perhaps, he may have ritualistic tendencies, and so,

while all his blooming companions are weatherwise, he persists in

being otherwise.
Old Srimpgate, which has never in its life until quite recently,

pretended
to anything like a fashionable existence, is not seen at its

pest, in what is called here, the Season ; on the contrary, Srimpgate
is then at its worst and weakest.
But now, in these winter months, when the mornings are bright, and

it is so deceptively warm in the sunshine, and so remorselessly cold

out of it, is the time of times for Srimpgate ; that is, for those who
have that true maritime instinct which displays itself in pilot-
jackets and telescopes, and never quitting the shore. Yes, now is the
time to see Srimpgate to advantage, when the sea, having got rid of

such society as, the Season brought to the sands, throws off all

restraint, and not having to deal gently with bathers, goes in for

tossing about the sons of the ocean, having a regular holiday week
with the buoys, and playing pitch-and-toss with the fishermen and
the native and foreign mariners. Now it goes in for real sea-horse-

play, and, breaking through all bounds, it commences a series of,

what'may appear to it, as excellent practical jokes, such as knock-

ing down sea-walls, breaking up vessels, sinking ships, attacking
the life-boats, banging colliers against piers so violently as to

smash both ; doing all this at night (just as young larkers of the

Tom-and-Jerry period about town used to select the email hours
for wrenching door-knockers,

"
boxing Charlies," and so forth),
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MAL A PROPOS.
Athletic Curate (from adjacent Parish, who had been following the Hounds onfoot, and been "thrown out").

"
WELL, SIR, DID YOU KILL HIM ? !

"

[He meant the Fox. But it was an awkward question ; fur the Horseman was our new -village Doctor, who had been over the Country

(he had travelled far, and was a good deal splashed), visiting his sick Patients all the Morning. Explanations I Apologies !

and then in the morning looking as quiet, calm, and gentle as

if it had never been out rollicking about from midnight to dawn
in all its life, and as if it couldn't say

" bo "
to a gull, or upset even

a little rowing-boat, no, bless you, not for the world ! What, that

quiet-looking sea do all the mischief ! Impossible I You can't

believe it. What, that gentle, sunny-looking, sweetly-murmuring,
playfully-plashing sea do anyone any harm ! Never f It can't be !

What, those shy, modest, little baby-waves, which just run a little

way up the steps of the sea-wall and back again, so bashfully, so

timidly, what those break out madly at night and knock down this

solid masonry and carry away the huge stones ? Bah I Impossible !

Fact, nevertheless.
But after a storm how busy is everyone at Srimpgate I Up above,

on the cliffs, old men are gathered together, their united ages
amounting to several thousands (they don't die at Srimpgate, they
disappear gradually, and vanish to somewhere perhaps the offing,
where they live happily ever after), explaining to one another how
it all happened, and how each one recollects it worse than this, bless

you, on a similar occasion years ago. Telescopes of all shapes, ages,
sizes, and capabilities, are brought out, and everyone who can get
anything like a glass, is

"
looking-out for himself," and sweeping

the horizon. The horizon ought to be a very clean place, at all

events in the neighbourhood of Srimpgate, seeing what an immense
amount of sweeping it gets from everyone here, professional and
non-professional, daily. The only wonder is that it isn't swept
away altogether._ Nursery-maids, with suffering babies in peram-
bulators, and shivering, damp-nosed, wintery children, are eagerly
listening to the tales of 'the old Bath-chair men, all more or leas

nautical ; shop-boys with baskets, porters with somebody's luggage,
not caring a straw about whether somebody is in a hurry or not, are
all drinking in the tales of the old salts, who know all about it, and
who are delighted at getting a new audience.

Strange people, these old salts of the Cliff, something between
ancient mariners and flymen out of place ;

but they are ready to
work with a will if necessary, and will volunteer for the lifeboat as
a matter of course, only to be refused on account of their advanced
age. There they are on the Cliff, pointing out nothing in the dis-
tance to one another, each one professing to see it clearer than the

other every moment. Then to come down towards the Harbour. At
the Consul's office for Srimpgate possesses a Consul, which gives a

classic tone to the place there is a great deal of rushing up and
down the steps leading to the Consul's door. In and out of the Con-
sulate are constantly passing weather-beaten, foreign-looking men,
with coal-heaving sort of hats, of very earnest demeanour, generally

looking uncomfortable and ill at ease, but invariably mysterious.
As Your Observer watches the Consul's visitors, it seems to him,
that every one of them goes in with a pain in his conscience. They
have the anxious expression of patients waiting for their turn in a

doctor's ante-room. When they come out, two at a time, they are

mostly arguing, in some unknown tongue, and never seem to have

experienced much relief.

Your Quiet Observer, for his part, confesses to have a great curi-

osity to enter that Consul's office. To his own knowledge he has

never seen a Consul, except in an illustrated History of Rome, and
that picture has, he fancies, strongly tinged his present ideas on the

subject. Sometimes Your Observer thinks to himself that he will

invent an excuse for penetrating into the sanctum, and obtaining
an interview ; but, when it comes to the point, his courage fails.

Yet there is a picture in Your Observer's mind's eye (or in the

mind's eye of Your Observer) of what that august Presence must
be. The classic scene behind those green blinds can be as easily

imagined as described. Of course there is much red drapery,

specially as a background to the Consul, who is sitting in a gilded

chair, on a dais, like one of the KEMBLE family got up for

Coriolanus (see old engraving). At each corner of the steps by
which the Consul mounts to nis seat on the dais, are two ancient

tripods, on which burn two classic lamps ; while somewhere, in a

corner, is a small brasier, not so much for purpose of warmth as

for the clerks to throw incense into, which, of course, is part of

the ceremony on the Consul 's taking his seat in the morning. Two
Lictors, in full dress, modified by the climate of Srimpgate-on-Sea
Marine Lictors, with telescope-/asc stand erect, guarding the

approach : while on a peculiarly constructed chair with bow legs,

massive elbows, and no back, sits, arrayed in all the glory of toga
and trimmings, the Consul himself, CATUS PLANOTS, pronounced
"
QUAY-TSS PLANCUS," on account of his having so much to do with
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A CANDID CHILD.

Landlady's Little Girl,
"
AH, MOTHRR LOOKS NICER IN THAT F.ONKKT THAU

YOU DO !

"

SEASONABLE CHRISTMAS GIFTS.
For
TOM M IK (aged twelve months). A number of new

faces gathered round the family board, with liberty to

howl at them.
liKirnr. (aged ten). A month's holidays, with privilege

of turning home into a scene of constant terrors.

FAUST (aged eighteen). Twelve invitations to Christ-

mas dances, and twenty-five gushing letters from school-

friends.

MART (aged twenty). A long letter from him.
JOHN (aged twenty-live). A much longer letter from

her.

JACK (aged twenty-eight). Twenty-six tradesmen's
bills marked "pressing," and an intimation from his

banker that he has overdrawn his account.

JAMES (aged twenty-nine). A cheerful report from
the Steward at his

"
place in the country," and a dozen

invitations to spend Christmas at twelve different

country-houses.
FKANK (aged thirty). A request from the Committee

of his Club not to use the smoking-room after -1 A.M.
FLORENCE (aged thirty-two) . A large

"
little account "

for cosmetics from her hairdresser, and a long visit from
her dressmaker with a longer bill.

Leer (aged thirty-five). A really useful thing in

Ulsters, and a cheque to be expended upon presents for

the children.
HAKKV (aged thirty-six). One shilling left him by

his father's will.

HENRY (aged thirty-seven). Ten thousand a year from
the death of a distant cousin.
MART (aged forty). Thirty-six Christmas cards with

good wishes for the season from as many nephews and
nieces.

PATERFAMILIAS (aged fifty). Twelve school bills and
a dozen earnest requests for places for the Christmas

pantomime.
GRANDPAPA (aged seventy-two). An arm-chair by the

Christmas lire, and an invitation to dance
"
Sir Roger

de Coverley" with little ROSIE.
GREAT GRANDPAPA (aged ninety-four). A chill, a

doctor, a nurse, and a hearse.

TWO WATS OF LOOKING AT IT.

COMMENTING on the Marshal's return to legality, the
Univert says,

" Disaster now begins." The World
says,"

Disaster now ends, and Peace and Prosperity begin.

the Harbour ; and for
"
PLANCHS," or

"
Aboard," the reason is evi-

dent, in the case of a nautical Consul ready to hear maritime causes,

adjudicate between pilots and pirates, investigate scuttling, report
to Lloyd's, to the Board of Trade, and communicatelintelligence to

all the Consuls in various parts of the globe.
This picture mat/ be purely ideal, but, for the classical honour of

BRITANNIA, Your Observer hopes it i not. BRITANNIA, in her robes
and helmet, ousht to be served by Consuls in the Toga Natiticalis,
whom she could stir up occasionally, when expecting them to do
their duty, with that otherwise useless Trident which she always
carries. Why the Trident ? Useful for periwinkles. Were Your
Observer a certain celebrated glove-maker, he would adopt, as his

trade-mark the figure of BRITANNIA with a "
Try Dent "

in her
hand. Thisjeu de mat is one of the results of the Shrimp cure at

Srimpgate.
But, a propos of

"
Consul," if this surmise is incorrect, then would

it not be better to drop the title of Consul altogether, while retain-

ing the office, which, in a seaport town, is no sinecure ? but what
the new name is to be let the Great Elder Brethren decide. It falls

not within the reach of Your Observer's Observations.

Hydrocephalous ?

"
Many supposed that there was a lack of water in India, but there was

only a lack of brains." SIR ARTHUR COTTON at Manchester.

" WITHOUT irrigation our system is rotten
"

;

With conviction to Manchester so preaches COTTON :

COTTON'S teaching in Manchester can't be in vain,
But e'en water may harm when it gets on the brain.

A GORDIAN.KNOT.

THERE has been a discussion lately as to the relative intellectual

standing of the Celt and the Saxon. The Celtic superiority in

quiok-wittedness seems to be generally admitted. Like other Irish

characteristics, this appears to extend to inhabitants of the Pale, to

judge by the following advertisement which has lately been re-

peated in several issues of a Dublin paper. It is evidently addressed
to a very quick-witted public, as only such a public could extricate
the advertiser from the hopeless tangle in which he has mixed
himself.up with his late and future employers :

BUTLER
in a Small Family. A young Man, Protestant, wishes to

procure a situation as abore ; my lut matter gave me an excellent dis-

charge as Butler, and trusted the keys of wine and wine cellar, and acted u
Valet, and made myself generally useful and most obliging ; strictly sober,
and honest, and all the excellent recommendations ; also an excellent place for
the past nine years : another noble lady who has received an excellent character
of me, and she is anxious to enclose it to any Lady or Gentleman who may
engage him as a trustworthy servant

; wages, 20 a year, and find my own
dress clothes, or 16, with two suits in the year. Please address county
Carlow Post-office, will be heard for a week.

BEFOND THE PALE OF REDEMPTION. The Ottoman Defence Loan.

Something like a Bargain.

WHO says London has got nothing by way of equivalent for the
millions spent on her Sewerage Works ? Ask Captain CALVKR. She
has got a cesspool between Gravesend and Blackwall names not of

pleasant
omen eight miles long, 750 yards broad, and a yard and a

half deep, brim-full of odoriferous and oscillating sewage !

Call that nothing ! If it needed a CALVER to reveal this cheering
fact, how huge a calf must be the Metropolitan Bumble whom this

CALVER has brought to light in our Cloaca\Maxima, the Thames !
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CHRISTMAS ON THE CARDS AND IN THE
CRACKERS.

LTHOUGH the flowers of

summerhave never hither-
to been coaxed into blos-

som in our Christmas gar-

dens, such a phenomenon
is, at least, on the Christ-

mas cards, and the Christ-

mas crackers. Never do we
remember such an out-

burst of floral splendour
as now brightens the sta-

tioners' windows, thanks
to the unprecedented ac-

tivity and ingenuity of

such spirited Christmas
gardeners as Messrs. DE LA RUE,
MARCUS WARD, and their rivals. Not
only do these magicians make all

sorts of flowers blossom at Christmas-

tide, till the old-fashioned evergreens
of the season with their monotonous
relief of red holly-berries, and pale
neutral-toned fruits of the mistletoe

bough, are fain to shrink into the

background, outblazed ; but they can

people their floral Christmas world
with all manner of birds and beasts,
actual and antediluvian, with gnomes
and elves, nixies and pixies, and

even with Watteauish little men and maidens in the most charming
costumes, and the prettiest groups, of that good old time which is a

great deal too good to have ever been true. King Christmas has, in

fact, quite dethroned Saint Valentine.
Punch is but too conversant with the Postman, and knows better

than any one the all-engulfing capacity of the waste-paper basket.

But for some days past he has been sitting patiently under an unceas-

ing down-pour of Christmas books from publishers whose name is

legion, Christmas cards, Christmas calendars, Christmas'wall-deco-

rations, Christmas pocket-books, and Christmas purses showered
on him by the liberal hands of DE LA RUE, MARCUS WARD, and their

fellow-caterers for the Christmas market. And then comes the

bombardment, fitted to these days of war, of whole volleys of

crackers and cosaques fired by Captains CADMAN and SMITH, from
the most ingeniously contrived batteries, concealed in portmanteaus,
trunks, Eau-de-Cologne bottles, blue china mugs, and scores of

other forms as quaint and far-fetched, till he is literally buried in

flowers and embalmed in sweetstuff before his time. If only Punch
could deal out all these cards, use all these diaries, keep all the
Saints' days of all these calendars, pull all these crackers, plunder
all these cosaques, and fill all these purses ! As it is he can only
show his admiration of the grace and prettiness of these mementos
of the moment, meant apparently, like sugar-plums, to take out of

themouth the bitter of Christmas Bills, bydenying them the dishonour
of the waste-paper basket and the closing ceremony of cremation.

All must admit that never before was so much grace of design,
brilliancy of colour, and fertility of invention employed for the
honour of Old Father Christmas and the delectation of his votaries,

young and middle-aged. Our Schools of Design have done something
for the Art of the Christmas card and the Christmas cracker, as well
as for the papers on our walls and the china on our tables.

Mr. CROSS might take "Our Christmas Cards and Crackers" as

the text of his next aesthetic sermon. Nay, JOHN RUSKIN, our
{esthetic Jupiter Tonans, in his Olympus of Coniston Old Man, may
even now be forging, out of their disjecta membra, thunderbolts for
the luckless heads of WARD, DE LA RUE, CABMAN, and SMITH, and
lesser offenders of the same stamp.
Let them look out for squalls if that monarch of all he surveys

in the Arts proceeds, as our American cousins say, to
"
give them

thunder." Meanwhile, Punch can only admire, as he abides, the
"
pelting of the pitiless storm," while he feels that there may be

such a thing as a deluge even of the most delectable Christmas Cards,
and Christmas Crackers.

THE 8HOBTE8T DISPATCH OF THE WAB.

MY dear CZAREVNA,
We 've taken Plevna.

Yours,
ALEXANDER NICHOLAIEVICH.

" ROGUES IN GRAnr."-The sellers of "killed" seed.

AN INFLEXIBLE VERDICT.

PUNCH asked when the Inflexible'* stability was doubted,
And REED roared loud, as REED dues roar, and Constructors' critics

shouted,
And BARNEY and the Admiralty were generally scouted

" Will she swim, OBADIAH, will she swim ?
"

Punch as M.P. for Great Britain saw her model in its tank,
With his own eyes saw her floating, thought her anything but crank

;

But the great REED wasn't satisfied, and hinted hanky-pank
Had been tried on to persuade us she could swim.

Then came tall talk in Parliament, hard hitting in the Press,
And things seemed getting in a snarl, poor WAKD HUNT in a

mess,
And between the black and white both ways 'twas mighty hard to

ISMS " Would she swim, OBADIAH, would she swim ?
"

So they named a Committee, the tip-toppest that could be,
An Admiral, a Doctor, an F.R.8., and a C.E.,
To sit oh the fnflr.ri/i/e inflexibly, and see

" Could she swim, OBADIAU, could she swim ?
"

And now that Committee has sat and made report,
Which comes down on each question with .sharp clause, if not

short,
And Constructor BABNBY may on ex-Constructor RUED retort

" She will swim, OUADIAH, she will switn."

If the dicta of HOPE and WOODLEY, of RENDEL and of FKOUD,
With scientific specialists and unscientific crowd

Against J. 11. REED his dictum their due weight are allowed,
" She should swim, OBADIAH, she should swim."

Of course REED isn't silenced, it is not his way to be.

He has the last word in the Times ; won't let things drop, not he :

'Gainst Constructors and Reporters he has set forth his qecree" She shan't swim, OBADIAH, she shan't swim."

But, in spite of REED his roaring, let 's hope BARNEY 'B not

depressed,
And that no post-mortem grumbling can break poor WARD HUNT'S

rest;
And that Britons all may chorus, under E. J. REED'S protest,

" She will swim, OBADIAH, she will swim !
"

MAKING A CLEAN BREAST OF IT.

" A numerous population, non-combatant and inoffensive, women and

children, whose life and honour ought, according to the usages of war, to

have been respected, have been subjected to cruel treatment, revolting to

humanity."

THIS is a passage from the SULTAN'S Speech on opening his Parlia-

ment. It is gratifying to find the Padishah so frankly avowing the
horrors of Batak, Olti-keni, and Philippopolis. All the more, when
he adds

" I am pleased to hope that in the future nothing will prevent the truth in

that respect from coming to the light."

After this fresh confession, we may indeed say, "Never too late

to mend."

The Difference to a T.

MAJORITY won't vote supplies ;

MACMAHON swears that he won't trudge it.
" Until you budge" the Chamber cries,

"We, as purseholders, will not budget."

Protestant Degradation in Ireland.

AN indignant Irish Protestant writes to us" Talk of the equality
of the Protestant and Papist before the law since GLADSTONE'S sui-

cidal measure of Disestablishment ! Look at this a public adver-
tisement cut from the Dublin Daily Express of the 7th instant "

:

WANTED,
a steady, sober, and respectable Protestant to drive in

single harness !

REASSURING.

IT should surely have occurred to the minds of the owners and
other parties interested, that the protracted absence of the lately

missing Atlantic steamer might have been accounted for by the
fact that The City of Berlin was on the Spree.
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HARD TIMES.

Principal.
" WHAT ABK THK FIRM'S RKJUIREMEVT!", MB. SCREWGY !

"

Head Clerk. "lions* WANTS FOUR NEW SHOSS, SIR."

Principal.
" !TuAT ALL ! HUM ! "WRITS FOK TBNDSRS TO THKEB OB FOUR

OF THE PRINCIPAL HOUSFS SlIOKS TO BB DBLIVKBKD AT OUR WORKS STATB
UTMOST CREDIT AND HOW MUCH IN CASH THBY 'I/L ALLOW FOB THK OtD
ONES 111"

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.

(Of the Ckrittma* Tree.)

THE Earl of Bp.AcoirsFiian. Five pounds of Ra-hat-
ln-kniiin (lumps of Turkish delight), wrapped up in a

Sibylline leaf.

Mr. Secretary CROSS. A. Detective's staff and bull's-

eye on improved principles.
The Earl of CARNARVON. A dozen of best Cape cham-

pagne, and a set of Caffre head-ornaments.
The Right Hon. WILLIAM HENRI SMITH. A model of

a ship-of-war, warranted to float without a Commission
uf Inquiry (flexible material).

Tin: KAKLOF DKRDY. A bottle of the new non-marking
with pen and paper to match, for despatch-

writing.
RIGHT Hoir. SIB MICHAEL E. HICKS-BEACH. A Home

Uulf, with the measure* marked in orange and green
alternately, and a group of the Kilkenny cats in hard-
bake.
THE MABUCISOF SALISTIUHT. The new game of Orer

ih,: J-'riiiitii.r, with counters and forfeits complete, being
an Indian form of the popular Japanese entertainment

Go-bang. ______=_____==_

A TALE OF TERROR.
DEAR PUNCH,

I 8KK a Novel advertised, called The Mining
(('///. Tim title is suggestive of a henpecked husband,
and I, for one, can sympathise most fervently with the

|i Kir fellow, for I am sharing his sad fate. My own will

i is been missing ever since my marriage, and I have
s nail hope of recovering it, except by a divorce. Perhaps
t>ie tale may be intended to warn met) who ar tn-m-

:>ling on the brink of matrimony, that a man's Will

-urely vanishet before a woman's Won't.
I conclude in some alarm, for I hear my wife's voice

calling me.
SASITSOH BHAKERLET.

P.S. Except in certain cases, a Lady's will is legally
not valid after marriage. A pleasant legal fiction this,
as many a poor victim has found ont to his cost.

FBBSfCH NATIONAL ' DEVELOPMENT."

THE Crisis in France has been a struggle for existence

of Parties, and it has ended in the survival of the

fittest.

GHAZI OSMAN AND THE NEWSPAPERS.
FOR daring fabrication of false news, and unscrupulous propaga-

tion of such news knowing it to be false, the present War stands,
we would fain believe, alone among the collisions that in our time
have enlisted neok-or-nothing journalism. But on this side the Chan-
nel, at least, the Turcophile and Russophobe Press can boast a proud
pre-eminence in tuppretsio vert, suggestio faki, discolouring and dis-

tortion of facts, invention of fictions, and every other device of men-
dacity which greatly-daring partisanship can employ for the advance-
ment of its ends, or blind and besotted prejudice can accept and avail
itself of, under the comprehensive cloak of pious fraud.
One of the most striking illustrations both of large liberty in lying,

and of bigoted readiness not only to swallow the lie, but to moralise
on it after the writer's own one-sided fashion, is to be found in the
circumstantial story of Ghazi OSMAN'S suicide, which reached this

country through the channel of
" Our Special very Special Corre-

spondent
" of the Turcophilest of Turcophile journals ; and the

comment npon it in another equally rabid organ of rampant Russo-

phobism and savage Slavodium. At once accepting the story of the

gallant Ghazi's death, as intrinsically probable, the indignant
journalist proceeds :

" Such a man, sorely wounded, bitterly disappointed, and despairing of his

cause, might well have felt the cup of humiliation filled to overflowing when
he found himself an object of high 'magnanimous courtesy' among the

superior persons of the Russian camp. To be fed, paraded, and patted on the
back by Russian and Roumanian generals must have been torture to a man in
his situation and with his spirit. It ought to surprise nobody if he died of it,

or through its operation."

More authentic, and of even date with the circumstantial lie tele-

graphed home by the " Our Special Correspondent," is the conquered
General's own despatch to his brother just what the letter of
such a man might be expected to be, straightforward, simple,

calmly accepting and recording defeat and captivity, handsomely
and gratefully acknowledging the chivalrous recognition of courage

by.the victorious enemy, and the
"
benevolent

" treatment of prisoners
anii wounded by their captors :

" Our provisions being totally expended," writes the Ghazi,
" I determined

to make a supreme effort to break the iron line surrounding ui on every tide.

You know the result. I am a prisoner, with the remnant of my brave army.
The courage and intrepidity of my soldiers have been highly appreciated by
the Russian Emperor and his brother, the Grand Duk NICHOLAS. All our

soldiers are prisoners, and are treated with benevolence. Our wounded are

cared for with kindness. I am slightly wounded, but am in good health. My
place of residence has not yet been named."

Which is most creditable, the plain unvarnished narrative of th

Turkish hero, or the uncharitable, unfair, and malignant comment of

his big-mouthed friend in the Knglish newspaper-paragraph ?

GHAZI OSMAN. if he be cognisant of this kind of sympathetic

"patting on the back." from his newspaper partisans in London, may
well add "

Save me from my Christian friends
"

to the other peti-
tions of his Moslem prayer.

Christmas Cracker*.

To pretend that yon only go to a Pantomime for the amusement of

the children.
To assert that Brighton is improved by the presence of the Boxing-

Day excursionists brought down to spend a happy day at the seaside

for three-and-sixpence.
That you have been in the habit of saying grace all these years in

a really thankful spirit over Christmas Turkey and Plum Puddin

DOMESTIC, IF NOT FOREIGN. An accomplished fact,

pending Partition of Turkey.

The im-
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PLANTING THE HUGHENDEN TREE.

Did the'CzAB in.far Bucharest shiver ?

Did GOBTSCHAZOFF thrill 'with a dread.?
Did the SULTAN in Stamboul'feel less of

The thorns where he pillows his'head ?

As from luncheon in Hughenden Manor
The QUEEN and my radiant Lord B.

"Walked out to the lawn, and proceeded
To plant a memorial tree !

Oh, what was the tree my Lord ordered,
Or was it the QUEEN that bespoke ?

"Was it poplar, or alder, or laurel ?

It could scarcely have been British Oak.
Or a tree of some Asian order,

Till now to our /St'foa unknown,
From'a Hebrew root shot up in no time,
"With a coronet-flower, newly blown ?

ion is Aylesbury's fame for her dairies.

High is Aylesbury's fame for her ducks,
But High-Wycombe enjoys greater glory,
The most-favoured borough in Buck

The renown of a Hughenden Manor,
The luck of a BEACONSFIELD nigh,

To shed on her doings and dwellers
The light from an Asian sky.

One industry that favoured borough
Has based on her fair beechen woods,

The making of chairs, pails, and platters,
And all sorts of

"
turnery

"
goods.

All fashions of backs and of bottoms,
Of arms and of legs four by four

That from kitchen and bed-room ascending,
To Windsor, in apogee, soar.

At length to that neat little borough
Where so many Windsors they frame,

In this blessed month of December
The Lady of Windsor there came !

VICTOBIA, ire proprid persona,
To Hughenden Manor drove o'er,

With Hnghfcnden's Lord to take luncheon,
A grace deigned few subjects before.

Sore travailed the brains of the borough,
Of Aldermen, Town-Clerk, and Mayor !

Who shall tell of the meetings and motions,
And appeals as of right to the Chair ?

How should High Wycombe rise to its highest,
Its loyal invention to show,

In buildinpr an archway triumphal,
For'the.QuEEN underneath it to go !

Christmas evergreens, holly and laurel,

Were there, but such archways were stale ;

Mere battens, distemper, and canvas,
Were all in the common-place pale ;

Till 'twas planned who proposed it we know not,
His blushes posterity spares

Both her trade and her loyalty Wycombe,
Should proclaim in an archway of chairs !

Of all arches ever passed under

By Royal Procession before,
Never arch displayed loyalty greater,
And none e'er struck Royalty more.

There was but one feature a-wanting.
As a crown of the arch in the air,

Had Lord BEACONSFIELD posed, emblematic,
A-poising a neat Windsor chair !

Pass we o'er the address and the bouquet,
And the Bucks Volunteers on the green,

And drive on to Hughenden Manor,
Where its honoured Lord welcomes his Queen,

His Empress to whom he has added
A title was ne'er Queen's before,

And now, his full cup over-brimming,
As his guest sees her darkening his door !

Was 't a growth from the islands Pacific,

Or a shoot from some battle-fed seed,

With promise of Sang-de-Bosuf blossoms,

And wood good for gun-stocks at need.?

Whatever the tree that was planted
At Hughenden Manor that day,

To'the trees our QUEEN plants 'tis the usage
That we should'have something to say.

There 's war on Bulgarian mountains,
And war in Armenian plains,

But to England, that watches the battles,

Thank God ! blessed peace still remains ;

And ere she takes hand from the ploughshare
And loom to lay hand to the sword,

Be assured she will well weigh the reason,

With due faith in her QUEEN and my Lord.
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MONEY TIGHT."
British Subaltern. "

BY-THE-BY, SMITH, CAN YOU LSND Ml THAT SOVEREIGN I OAVE YOU THIS MORNING FOR A CHRISTMAS-BOX ! I

"

SAVING THE EMPIRE.
(Or, how a "Spirited and Emotional, but Intelligent Minority"

would manage it for us if they only had the chance.)

SCBNE A public sftot in the centre ofthe Metropolis, during an out-

burst of patriotic enthusiasm. Throngs of all classes of the

community, wild with excitement, crowd every available inch of
space, while several distinguished members of a " War Minis-

try," who have held office for some hours, and have clambered
on to the base of a convenient column, are addressing those in

their immediate vicinity,

A Secretary for Foreign Affairs (concluding a stirring perora-
tion). And, lastly, Gentlemen, that we may meet the forces of an
opposing world, let us, with a united front, destroy all pitiable
party differences, and bury the animosities that spring from (freed
of place in the common grave of a wide and generous Coalition.

(He embraces a couple of Obstructives, in tears, amidst loud and
prolonged cheering.) Yes, Gentlemen, Union is Strength. Home
Rule is an accomplished fact ;

and in order that all men of all shades

may rally round the flag of our beloved country, we have no hesita-
tion in accepting the principles of these worthy patriots en masse.

(Shakes hands warmly with the authors of several Parliamentary
Sills for the Abolition of Public-Houses, the Disestablishment of
the Church, the Extension of the Franchise, the Division of Pro-
perty, Src., fyc.) And now, finding posts for those who should never
be suffered to wither in the chill gloom that lies beyond the bounds
of office (button/mil's several influential ex- Cabinet Ministers) and
thus conciliating all the clamours of faction, we are prepared, with-
out fear of criticism or reproach, to consult the interests of the great
Empire it is our privilege to serve, and to face the worst 1 (Enthu-
siastic cheering.) And now we will hear the splendid news that has

just reached us from the Viceroy.
A Secretary for India (waving a lengthy telegram above his head.)

Splendid, indeed I By dint of indomitable perseverance we have
succeeded in bringing about five frontier wars at one and the same
moment, while Thibet, Upper Tartary, Japan, and the whole of China

Proper have been threatened with invasion simultaneously.
A Secretary for Foreign Affairs (shaking him by the hand with

much emotion). Thanks I Thanks for the welcome news. That is

the way in which a spirited Government should obviate any possible
danger at Calcutta ! (Oreat cheering.) And those approving shouts
embolden me to announce that with a view to our doing to-day what
our fathers' have done before us, we have thought it as well to send
an ultimatum to every Court in Europe! Yes. Gentlemen, Her
Majesty's Government are determined that Wapping shall be
secure (deafening cheers), and it is thus that their ardent patriotism
wisely anticipates events. [ Great cheering.
A Secretary^ for War (pushing to the point). Excuse me, but

these are emotional times, and the tears flow freely from my eyes
with joy as I announce that the country will not find this depart-
ment unprepared! (Renewed cheering.) All males between the
ages of thirteen and ninety will instantly be hurried to the front.
The pipes of all the leading gas and water companies will be dug up,
cut into lengths, rifled, and served out to active volunteers to use
them as they can, while a picked corps of seven hundred half-pay
generals, under the command of the editor of a daily paper of world-
wide circulation, will forthwith be despatched secretly to some
important spot upon a foreign coast ! The crisis demands great sacri-

fices, but when the hour of danger strikes, this is not, by any
means, the department to avoid them. [Renewed cheering.
A First Lord of the Admiralty. Spoken like a spirited Minister 1

For myself, I have only to add that the whole of Her Majesty's fleet,

together with the entire mercantile marine of the Empire, is now
steaming down the Channel under sealed orders to blow up and
utterly destroy every seaport town in the two hemispheres. This,
of course, as an initial measure of defence. I am no sea-lawyer, but
I hope I am enough of a diplomatist to appreciate the necessity
of maintaining untarnished the splendid memories that still linger
round the name of

"
Trafalgar." [Enthusiastic cheering.

A Foreign Secretary, Just so. And I think, Gentlemen, that
perhaps with that we may conclude the programme of our arrange-
ments for this morning !

[Left speaking as a great and united people march off to defend
in the most irrational manner something somebody has called
"
the mighty heritage bequeathed to them by their sires ;

" but
what that ts exactly nobody has any very tangible conception.
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SEASONABLE FOLK-LORE.
/

HRISTMAS has its own su-

perstitions. In the Isle of

Sheppey it is considered
most unlucky for any
person above the age of

fourteen to partake of a

Christmas plum-pudding:
which does not contain an
odd number of raisins.

The universal cry through-
out'the Island is Have the plums been counted (by a fair woman), and what is

their total amount ?

The inhabitants of Lincolnshire, and Nottinghamshire, where those two
counties border, cling tenaciously to a quaint custom which they are believed to
have derived from the Danes. The mince-pies made in Lincolnshire for con-
sumption on Christmas-Eve and Day are sent (in a willow basket lined with
tiffany and covered with holly-leaves) into Nottinghamshire to be warmed
before they are eaten, and, vice versa, the Nottinghamshire pies are conveyed
into Lincolnshire with the same ceremonies.

In the Lake Country, the robin-redbreasts at this season wear ruffs round
their necks made of gilt-edged note-paper. These ruffs are put on the birds on
Christmas-Eve by the Churchwardens, and taken off on Twelfth-Night by the
Ministers of all denominations. The beginning and end of the ceremony is

announced by the firing of cannon.
In the remote parts of Essex, there are three things which it is held io be

unlucky to do between St. Thomas's Day and New Year's Eve to make your
will, to ride a white pony, and to marry a second cousin. The same supersti-
tion prevails in Devon and Cornwall, but with these differences you may make
your will, but not a codicil to it ; yon may ride a white pony if it has a chestnut
star on its forehead, and yon may marry your second cousin if she has no
false teeth.

In the borough towns in Dorsetshire, the Mistletoe is gathered at sunrise by
the Town Clerk, who rings a muffin-bell and blows a hunting-horn (alter-
nately) in the woods for half an hour before the ceremony begins. He is

assisted in his duties by all those of the inhabitants, between the ages of
eleven and twenty-one, who were born on Christmas Day.

In Yorkshire and Durham the parish Finder performs the same office. He
wears a cocked hat and a sword, and distributes the branches in the twilight,
singing the National Anthem all the while, and accompanying himself on an
^Eolian Harp.

In Suffolk, an acidulated drop, in the shape of a true lovers' knot, is inserted
on Christmas Eve in the turkey stuffing by the hands of the last-born child in
the family. Whoever has the good fortune to get this drop, when the bird
comes to table, is certain within the next twelve months either to find a trea-
sure of gold coins in a ploughed field, or to sit in a window-seat eating medlars
and reading the best metaphysical work of the year.
The Staffordshire man or boy considers he has not faithfully discharged the

duties of the Season unless he eats a portion of pork-pie (stuffed with raisins)
every day from Christmas Eve to New Year's Eve (both inclusive). The pie

must bear his initials on the top, surrounded by a plain

circle, and be baked before noon by a woman who has
never been on the Continent.
In the Isle of Man, on New Year's Eve, they drink

elder wine flavoured with rosemary, and eat buns soaked
in warm ale. When the clock strikes twelve the com-

pany all rise, link little fingers, dance round the hearth
on one leg, and sing

"
Rule, Britannia !

"
to the accom-

paniment of the hand-bells.
The customs and superstitions of the Channel Islands

at this season are a mine of interest to the antiquary and
connoisseur. The horror of carraway-seeds, the respect
paid to the magpie, the indispensable ingredient of

caviare in the mince-meat, the shouting the names of

departed ancestors down the streets at midnight, and
the curious practice, among the lower orders, of pelting
each other with hard-boiled eggs (painted bright orange)
on'Boxing Day, may be cited as a sample of the old-

world usages which still linger in these delightful re-

treats.

In North Wales it is held to be lucky to eat an egg
from the wrong end on New Year's Day. The egg must
be a turkey's egg, and stained purple, and the person who
takes it out of the nest must have blue eyes and a

majestic countenance.
In South Wales ill-luck is considered to attach to the

man who does not either wear a new hat on Christmas

Day, or part his hair down the middle, without speaking
a word to any one, before breaking his fast in the morning.
Both in North and South Wales, to spill the salt at

table on Christmas Day is looked upon as a particular
misfortune, which can only be remedied by the trans-

gressor standing at the open street-door, during the rest

of the meal, with a blood-orange in each hand, stuck
with chips saved from the last Christmas Yule Log, for

presentation to the first Bishop who passes by the house.

OUK WINTER EXHIBITION.

No. IV. Two FIGURES. SKETCHES FROM SRIMPQATE.
THE FlBSI BEING AN OLD SALT ASHORE.

YOUR Quiet Observer has two sketches on hand which
will conclude his Srimpgate subject. The first is of a
weather-beaten Old Salt, who lounges about the pier,
and whose tales of wonder, which have long since ceased
to astonish the natives, must be taken by visitors cum
grano safe's, not, however, to be supplied by the Old
Salt himself.
BILL BOLDER has been to sea in his day ; in what

capacity has perhaps never been exactly clear, except to

his contemporaries. It is difficult to get at the truth
about Old BILL

; it is more than difficult to extract it

from Old BILL himself. He is the very type of the sort

of on-shore mariner, previously described by Your Ob-
server in his picture of Srimpgate. He is ail boots and
trousers, which latter might be termed " breast-works,"
as with a very little trouble, he could pull them up over
his head and go to sleep in them, not only without ex-

periencing the slightest inconvenience, but with a consi-

derable amount of personal comfort. They realise the

slang term some time ago applied to this article of dress,

namely,
"
bags." His hat would be equally suitable for

a Dustman, a Coalheaver, a Mud-collector, or a Sea-
fiaherman. There is rather a determined expression on
Old BILL'S face, as if of a man, who having told a story,
meant to stick to it against all comers. He has an index-

nose, so to speak, which seems to be always pointing
seawards. His nose does duty for his hands as far as

pointing is concerned, his hands being either in his ca-

pacious pockets, or engaged in holding a big telescope, by
which BILL BOLDER makes his livelihood.

Old BILL'S trade is confined almost entirely to the

summer season, when, without stirring from one and the

same spot on the pier, he does a marvellous amount of

fiat-fishing and flat-catching. The flats of Deal are

nothing to the flats that come down from London to

Srimpgate-on-Sea in the summer. For them BILL BOL-
DER has his choicest stories and his heartiest and most

impressive manner. For them BILL exhibits his tele-

scope, and gives what is, in its way, quite a lecture on
the marvellous powers of this unequalled glass which

unequalled glass, by the way, leads to many other

glasses of a very different character, BILL'S capacity as

a swallower being only rivalled by that of his Cockney
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audience, whose open mouths would take down the Sea Serpen
itself, if Old BILL only insisted that he had seen it himself, an
that if they got the glass in the right focus they could see it fo

themselves out there, bless your dear eyes, in the offin'. Woe b
to the vent'resome person who would dare dispute the merits o
the telescope, or throw a shadow of a doubt across the brilliat

narratives of WILLIAM BOLDER. "'Spose you think as that ain'

true what I 'm a eayin' of," retorts BILL, with intense irony
'

'Spose you think as I didn't do one 'arf o' what I 've been
tellin' you ? 'Spoee you won't believe as this here werry telescu.
warn't give to me by a great naval hoffcer for savin' of more no
two hundred o' lives at sea ? 'Spose you '11 not b'live BILL BOLDER'
word, not when he shows you the inkskeipshun itself wot is in

gurved on this here werry telescup. Now then thur!" am
triumphantly he exhibits the polished brass of the telescope, where
on is engraved as plainly as possible information to the effect, tha"

This glass teas presented to WILLIAM BOLDER, by a Lieutenant 11

the Royal Nary, far having tm-etl two hundred livet at sea."
Then the telescope is shut up, and so is the person who had dare<

to doubt the word of BILL BOLDER. How the shillings and half
crowns come out after this, not only as further testimonials to th
unexampled bravery of the gallant old Tar (and no further question
iis-kod), but also to soothe the ruffled feelings of the hero who ha
li\cd to hear a slur cast upon the integrity of his hitherto unblem
^h< (1 character ! It takes a great deal of liquor to wash out Mich

as this. But BILL BOLDER manages to get over it, and in hal
im hour more he will be going through a similar performance before
another audience, and with undiminished success. No one has ye
inquired the name of the generous Lieutenant of the Royal Navy
from whom this tribute of admiration originally came. Atiall events
his good deed is written in BILL BOLDKK'S brass. BILL makes hi

hay while the sun shines, from May till October, when he retires for
the winter, and enjoys his well-earned repose, until the first

warmth of spring, and the appearance of the bathing-machines
induces him to quit his retreat, wnen out he conies fresher than ever
Oh, rare BILL BOLDER!

THE COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON.
Or, Uc Clri-tmns Better-Writer.

I I I i.

SIR,

FOR the eighth
time I must re-

quest your im-
mediate payment of your
outstanding three quarters
parochial rates. 1 am not
unaware of your Christ-
mas engagements, but if

my demand is not at once

complied with, I shall be

compelled to forward you
an oblong slip of paper,
inviting you to meet AL-
EXANDER EDWABD COCK-
BURN in the Queen's Bench
at Westminster within
fourteen days.
Yours, &o.,

J. BUMBLESON,
Vestry Clerk.

n.

SIR, I am much obliged
ti you for your promised invitation, but I regret to add that I shall
not be able to accept it, as owing to some hasty remarks once
delivered at the C. Q. B. by the Lord Chief Justice in relation to

myself, some mutual embarrassment might be caused by our being
igain thrown together. By the time this reaches you I shall have
Allowed my Doctor's advice, and have sought a more genial clime.
Letters can be addressed to me, Poste Restante, Monaco.

Yours, <o., J. DIDDLER.
m.

Mr VEBY DEAR MADAM,
WHEN this epistle reaches your bands your offspring will be

n your arms. It is with pleasure that I am enabled to give a re-
x>rt of your son which will doubtless be most gratifying to so
.dmirabfe a parent as yourself. Your son's scholastic attainments
are of the highest order, and I can scarcely decide which is the most
'emarkable, his devotion to the languages of Greece and Rome or
lis love of modern belles kttres. He is a most gentlemanly boy, and
leservedly popular.
I enclose the term's account of 84 18s. 6J., and beg to call your

Mention to the fact that the college will reassemble on the 18th
>rox. Yours very truly, I. SWISHILL.

IY.

SIR,
Mr son has returned with a black eye, and smelling strongly

of smoke. I do not yet know what may be the turn of nis school

acquisitions. Up to the present he has ditplayed two a large

guinea-pig and three white mice in his trousers' pockets. Your bill

is exorbitant, and my son will not return next term.

Yours, &o., CORNELIA URAIHCS.

v.

Mr DARLING Sin Kit,

ACCORDING to the promise you made when you stoi .

for three weeks in the summer, the girls and I are looking forward
to a slight visit to you at this festive season of the year. Tht two
girls are much grown, and ANN being fourteen and EI.I/.A now
twelve, are quite old enough to mix under your tuitiim iu the great
world of Ixmdon. They can play the

"
Sweethearts' Waltt," both as

a duet and a solo, and will thereby be able to amuse your guests.

Mudborough is very dull just now. Your loving sister,

JAKE.
P.S. I have forwarded you a hamper containing a-harc.

VI.

Mr DARLING SISTER,
llo\v prurofn'ny of you not to have reminded me of my pro-

mise before. You must know what a perfect wretch of a memory
mine always was. I have asked our poor Aunt here for Christmas.
She is devoted to my two boys, but, of course, I shall put iu a good
word for your girls. / am not covetous of her money. Poor, dear

children, how sorry I am they cannot come to town for the holidays.
But time soon passes, and next Christmas you must all come.

Yours everly,

P.S. The hamper was unpaid, and the hare waa well! This
umuggy weather ! I

vn.

Mr DEAR SIR,
YOUR well-known generosity as a Theatrical Manager alone

tempts me to ask you a favour. I have several friends from the

country who have never seen a Pantomime on Boxing Night. Will

you please send me by return of post, seven stalls, or I don't mind
Iress circle seats, if they are in the first row ? If you have any
icketa for the pit, I should like to give my servants a treat. Ex-
iuse my asking, but I met you at an evening party at Mrs. A.
HATHEWS once, and consider you quite in the light of an old friend,

Yours sincerely, JuLIA McCnoaus.

Tin.

THE Manager of the Polyolbion Theatre presents his compliments
o Mrs. McCfiCESUS, and is glad to say that every seat in the house
s engaged for Boxing Night. The Manager regrets that he has for-

gotten Mrs. A. MATIIKW'S evening party, and the delightful

meeting alluded to by Mrs. McCficEscs.

IX.

MESSRS. JEWITT AND TEAZER beg to enclose Mr. O'MULLIGAN'S
account with their clients, COOL AND PEA BODY, (which has now been

running three years), with their charge for the present application

amounting to 3 10s. (/. Messrs. J. AND S. nave to state that
heir clients have been compelled to stop payment, that their affairs

are in course of liquidation, and that prompt settlement of this

amount will prevent the accrual of legal expenses.

x.

MR. O'McLLiGAN begs to inform Messrs. JEWITT AND TEAZER
hat he is in the same position as their clients.' His affairs also being
n liquidation, he begs to refer Messrs. J. AND 8. to the liquidators
or their own demand, as well as that of their clients, Messrs. COOL
AND PEABODY, and hopes they may get it.

The History of a Life.

W PIVB 81TTINO8.

(Dedicated to the Author of
"
Lothair.")

A LAWYER'S Stool.

An Author's Library Lounge.
A Parliamentary Seat.
A Treasury Bench.
A Triumphal Arch of Windsor Chairs !

ACCEPTABLE NEW YEAR'S GIFT. Marshal MACMAHON'S ftrennet
onstitutional Government to France.
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mi,

CHURCH MILLINERY.
WANTED, AT MADAMI CUNEGONDB'S ESTABLISHMENT FOB KEADY-MADE VFSTMENTP, REGENT STREET, TWO OK THREE TALI, GENTBEL-

IOOKING YOUNG MEN, OF CLERICAL ASPECT, FOR THE TRYINO-ON DEPARTMENT.

GREAT INVESTMENT-UNRIVALLED OPPORTUNITY!
TURKEY-IN-EUROPE COMPANY, LIMITED.

Capital Five Hundred Millions, in Twenty Shares of Twenty-Five
Millions each. Formed to buy up and utilise a most important
Property.in the East, the present holders being compelled to

wind up.
Directors.

ALEXANDER ROMANOFF, for Russia.
FRANCIS JOSEPH HAPSBURG, for Austria.
WILLIAM HOHENZOLLEBN, for Germany.
VICTOR EMMANUEL, for Italy.
GEORGE AUGUSTENBURG, for Greece.
MILAN OBRENOVICH, for Servia.
NICHOLAS NJEGOS, for Montenegro.

(With power to add to their number.)

Secretaryfor the East His Highness the Khedive of EGYPT.

Secretaries for the Western Board.

Messrs. BISMARCK, IGNATIEFF, ANDRASST, KOMONDOUROS, KRISTICS,
and PETROVICH.

Hankers.

Directors of the National Banks of Berlin, Vienna, St. Petersburg,
Athens, Belgrade, and Cettigne.

A more detailed programme will be shortly issued.

It is understood that the Director ALEXANDER ROMANOFF has a
Mortgage of One Hundred Millions on the property, of which, how-
ever he is willing to take payment, principal and interest, in paid-
up Shares, besides giving his valuable aid in the management of the
property which will be taken as a going concern.

COMFORT FOE FRANCE.

REPUBLICANS of France, dismiss your fears :

You may be GBEVY-eyed, yet have no THIERS.

HOLLINGSHEAD ON THE PLA.CE OF CARICATURE IN
THE ARTS.

MR. HOLLINGSHEAD disclaims all intention of personal disrespect
to Mr. WHISTLES in his introduction of a caricature of him and his

pictures in his successful adaptation of The Grasshopper,
Mr. WHISTLEB, he says, attended the last rehearsal, and like the

Russian Commandant de Place on the Coblentz Column that re-
corded the invasion of Russia by the French, inscribed his

" Vu
et approuve par nous, WHISTLER," below Mr. PELLEGRINI'S
"charge." In fact, it was in answer to an invitation from Mr.
HOLLINGSHEAD for this purpose, that the Artist wrote playfully back,"
WHISTLER, and I '11 come to thee, my lad !

"
"
Pellegrini," in English, means "

Pilgrims." MR. WHISTLER, we
understand, playfully congratulated his caricaturist on his

"
Pil-

grim's Progress," attributing that Progress to the influence on the

Pilgrim's style of even an attempt to turn him (W.) into ridicule.

Pellegrini, as WHISTLER triumphantly remarked, cannot even
satirise the author of Colour-symphonies without giving his own
miserable art a shove up.

" Such is the effect," added the great
Colour-symphonist, "of poking fun at genius, even with the wrong
end of the stick !

"

A Proclamation.
SHEEP 1

FOR many years you have been oppressed by the Wolf.
Last summer you defied him, and would assuredly have been eaten
had not the Shepherds interfered on your behalf. Then the Wolf,
in spite of his teeth, was forced to retire, and you promised to leave
him alone. You have chivalrously kept your promises. As the
Wolf had teeth, you wisely waited until they should be drawn.

Sheep! noble, patriotic Sheep! thanks to your good and strong
friend, the Bear, the Wolf 's teeth are drawn and his claws clipt !

It is, therefore, now your bounden duty to go and kick him, and
when it comes to cutting up, to take as much of his carcase as the
Bear will give you.
Given at Our Court of Belgrade. (Signed) LAMBKIN.
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HOW FATHER O'SHEE LAID IN HIS CHRISTMAS COALS.
YOUBQ 1'Aisr MOU.OY was as purty

a boy
As was ever of widdy the pride and the joy ;

And as for his Ass, sorra crather could pass
That beautiful baste, but for one fault, alas !

When she felt she'd a load, you might kick and might
goad,

But djvil a 1'ut would she move on the road,
Till you 'd tickle her bones wid a handful of stones

And that hint she 'd take, the desatefol ould toad !

* * * *

The Widdy, half dead With could, looked in the shed,
Hut sorra thu peat could she rind, so she said,
"Sure I'm clane out of ltw'1, and the could is th&t

Take the baste for a load of Wallsends, PAT, my jew'l!
"

* * *

PAT went, filled his cart, and for home made a start,
But the baste wid her tantrums well-nigh bruk his heart;
For never a stip would she move, the ould rip !

But she stood like a pig wid her legs wide apart.
"Ochone! wirra-'sthrue ! Arrah, what will I do ?

"

Cried PAT, as he sat in a terrible stew.
Then he called on the Saints, and he called on the d
( I won't say the word sure it wouldn't be civil !)

When, as good luck would be, by strowls Father.SnEE,
And he says,

" My son PATSY ! my son PAT I
"

says he," Sich language is really shocking to me.
Sure, what is the matther ?

" " The matther !
"
says PAT,"

Now, saving your prisenqe, by this and by that I

The murthering brute will not budge not a fut."

Says the Priest,
" Why not bate her ?

" Oh wasn't he
cute!

"
Is it batin' ?

"
says PAT. "

By the Saint in my hat I

'Tisn't batin' she cares for bad luck to the slut !

Ochone and ochone ! if I 'd only a stone !
"

" A stone I

"
says the Priest ah thin, wasn't he artful?

" A stone ! Why, ye Omadhaun, look at yer cartfull I
"

" Thrue for you !
" PAT sings out ;

" them 's the jockeys

And clutching two handsful with joyous
"
hurroo,"

He let ily in haste at the back of his baste,
That not likin' the taste, started off as if chased

By the ould one himself, for a good rood or two.
But PAT knew the thrick, and whenever she 'd kick,
Or stop in her canther, the coals would fall thick
On her ribs and her back, till the road wag asthrew
Wid best Wallsends, and PATSY'S poor baste black and

blue!
* * * *

Ten minutes, and cute Father SHEE you 'd have seen,
Wid his shovel and crate, and his purty colleen.

And says he,
"
Colleen dhas, sure 'tis wicked to pass

The'good things that's sent, though they 're brought by
an ass.

D'ye see them black diamonds ? It 's elegant coal

Shovel up every lump, if you vally your soul !
"

* * * *

As for PAT and the widdy I will not be guessing
What Aeot but I '11 go bail 't wasn't a blessing I

PARTUR1UNT MONIES.

CABISET Councils! Royal Visits! Reports that contradict each
other on the most undoubted authority ! Gossip at high tide I Gobe-
moucherie in full swallow !

The Mountain of Official Resolves is in labour. What will it bring
forth Mouse or Earthquake, Dispatches, Demonstrations or Defi-

ance, Big words or Great Deeds, muster of armies for war and move-
ment of fleets for battle, or only bandying of big words and bran-

dishing of official pens, with no bloodshed behind them ? Thus far.

there is but one birth of the Labouring Mountain which England and
the world knows of the Meeting of Parliament three weeks before
the usual time. But whether this will be to sanction wiry resolves or

warlike, to vote money or ships and soldiers and ratify resolutions
of action, to open a safety-valve for pent-up popular steam, or to pro-
vide buffers of tail talk for Ministerial responsibility, to strengthen
weak hands and brace up tottering knees or to show strong arms
ready to btiikc in, and our Collictive Wisdom chorussing Mr. MAC
DEKMOTT, to reveal divided counsels or to announce the welded will

of a United Nation, it is for time to show not for Punch to pro-
phesy.

Some things, however, he will y, believing it timely and even

urgent to say them.
If Parliament meet but to promote peace, and aisert BBITAKHIA'S

right to a voice in settling its terms, then "well met" says Punch
to Parliament. But if all hands be piped to shift H.M.8. liritannia's

neutral anehorage-jrround, and bring her within the drift of the

war-current, then it will be in an ill hour that the crew were
" roused up," because it will be with half a heart and a divided

will that they will obey if they obey the boatswain's whistle.

That the Parliamentary Bull's-eye may just now be turned on
to the Cabinet-room, the Parliamentary Bull's-ear held close to its

keyhole, the Parliamentary Bull's-voice heard by wav of clear and
concordant undertone in its deliberations, and the Parliamentary
Bull's-foot Bet down unmistakeably and with a will that reason

enough for Punch and Great Britain to be thankful tha jur Col-

lective Wisdom hae been called together, whatever is to <e hoped,
or feared, of the labouring mountain whose travail the dubs are to

loud about.

CoirPtiMwrrs OF THE SEASON."" A muggy Christ-

mas and a sloppy New Year."
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OVER THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS' FRANCHISE."

WHEN THEY DO DISAGREE, THEIR DISAGREEMENT is WONDERFUL.

WHAT HE HAS LAID HIMSELF AND OTHERS
OPEN TO.

IN spite of his refusal to enter into a tree-felling contest, Mr.
GLADSTONE continues to be overwhelmed with challenges. He has
been kind enough to forward us a selection of a few typical ones :

No. I. Postmark,
" Lower Tooting."

PROFESSOR BROWN'S compliments to Mr. GLADSTONE, and Professor
BROWN understands that Mr. GLADSTONE is fond of delivering
Lectures. The Professor has for the last forty years been taking his

celebrated entertainment,
"
Five-and-twenty Minutes with the

Cannibals," round the Provinces. The Professor will be happy to

lecture against Mr. GLADSTONE for ten pounds a side. Each lecturer
to bring his own dissolving views and character costumes.

No. 2. Postmark,
"
Hackney."

MR. PENNY A. LINER begs to welcome Mr. GLADSTONE as a brother
contributor to periodical literature. Mr. P. A. LINER desires to enter
into a friendly competition with Mr. GLADSTONE. Say for ten shil-

lings a side. Both authors to furnish an article. The subject to be
chosen by the Editor of the Hackney Morning Thunderbolt, who
might also act as Judge. A card by return of post would oblige.

No. 3. Postmark,
" New York."

ELDBED E. SLOCUM presents his compliments to the Right
Honourable Privy Councillor GLADSTONE, M.P., and would be glad
to make a deal with him. ELDHED E. SLOCUM has seen pictures
of the Eight Honourable Privy Councillor GLADSTONE, M.P., in

many positions as a woodcutter. ELDBED E. SLOCUM begs to say
that a Lecture Entertainment in that connection would pay over
here. ELDBED E. SLOCUM is prepared to conclude an engagement
with the Right Honourable Privy Councillor GLADSTONE, M.P., for
the regular lecturing round of the United States and the Canadas
with " A Lecture on Lumbering by a British Ex-Leader." Mr. EL-
DRED E. SLOCUM would find the lumber, but Privy Councillor

GLADSTONE, M.P., would be expected to bring his own axe and jaw.
Cable terms.

No. 1. Postmark " Paris."
THE Author of The History of a Crime sends his paternal

greeting to the Feller of Trees. Intellectual Art converses with
Manual Toil. The Author of The History of a Crime once insulted a
regiment of soldiers out of an omnibus window. The Feller of
Trees has been photographed in his shirt-sleeves. Both have showed
to an astonished world that they possess a delicate sense of the
ridiculous. Why should not these two contemporary illustrations
unite in a record of their trials, tributes, triumphs, political and
personal ? It would be a glorious work ! It would be more. It
would be a curiosity.

No. 5. Postmark " Dublin."
MR. PAT MOLLOT has noticed that MR. GLADSTONE has lately paid

a visit to Shillelagh Wood. Mr. MOLLOT has been told that Mr.

GLADSTONE cut an elegant sprig from that same wood. Mr. MOLLOT
has himself a very well-balanced and well-seasoned selection of twigs
of the same timber, and is game for a friendly quarter of an hour with
Mr. GLADSTONE if he '11 do him the honour to tread on the tails of

his coat, or allow Mr. MOLLOT to perform the same pas on the tails

of Mr. GLADSTONE'S. Each Gentleman to bring his own alpeen, and
find his own plaister.

No. 6. Postmark "Fleet Street."

Mr. Punch has noticed with much pain that Mr. GLADSTONE, since

his retirement from office, has been in the habit of placing himself
in undignified and, occasionally, ridiculous positions before the
Public. In his youth, Mr. Punch was in the habit of making a
show of himself in the public streets. On reaching years of dis-

cretion, Mr. Punch, remembering that it was infra dig. to posture
before a gaping crowd, adopted a bearing more in keeping with his

years, antecedents, and character. Mr. GLADSTONE cannot do better
than follow his friend Mr. Punch's example.

But this correspondence with the Right Honourable W. E. G. and
the hosts whom he excites to emulation, has not been the only effect

of Mr. HOPKTNSON'S challenge. It has led to the making of a series

of similar offers in other and scarcely less distinguished quarters.
The following, a few out of the many replies thus given rise to,

may possess some interest for those to whom the lighter recreations
of noteworthy men afford matter for philosophic reflection :

I.

From the Earl of BEACONSFIELD, on his being invited to paint a
Pantomimic Transformation Scene.

SIB, I CANNOT but regard the challenge you have been so good as

to send me as a naive and notable compliment ;
but I at once give

in. The excellence to which I have attained in the art of opening
out, as it were, on the astonished gaze, sudden scenes of striking and

unanticipated splendour, is not such as to enable me to enter myself
as the rival of those whose triumph may be said to consist rather
in the calm beauty of growing and gradual development than in the

blinding bewilderment of sudden and surprising change. Under these

circumstances I must be content to leave you to your laurels, and
subscribe myself Your faithful Servant,

BEACONSFIELD.
II.

From the Emperor ofKussrA on his being offered several points in a

game of Beggar my Neighbour.

SIR, I AM commanded by my August Master to inform you that,

while thanking you for the considerable odds which you are disposed
to offer him in the event of his being willing to take a hand with you
at "Beggar my neighbour," he regrets that he is quite unable to

accede to your request through an hereditary ignorance of the

nature of the game to which you refer. Accept, &c.,
GOBTSCHAKOFF.
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"JE N'EN VOI8 PAS LA NECESSITY."

THE Italian House of Commons has voted the Penal
Code proposed by the Minister of Grace and Justice,

Signor MAXCINI, which, besides abolishing capital punish-
I ment, amid the applause of the galleries, admits necee-

sity or uncontrollable impulse forza irretistibile as an
extenuation of crime. This, in the event of ita being finally

enacted, would indeed be a saving clause for criminals.

If, according to our English form of indictment, Italians

commit crimes because of
"
being instigated by the

devil," and necessity is to extenuate crime, and "needs
must when the devil drives

" who need ever be hanged,
even if the gallows were left standing ? Luckily, Italy
has a House of Lords in her Senate, which may be safely
trusted to veto if, indeed, it have not already vetoed

SignerMAHCWI'S rather rash and risky measure, and leave

furza irresistible still face to face with Jack Ketch to

try conclusions which is stronger, the irresistible im-

pulse that leads to cutting throats, or the fear of the

penny cord that compresses them. Punch, on the whole,

j

Sacks penny cord particularly in a land where most
I men carry knives, and where assassinations run to the

tune of some thousands per annum.

AN APOLOGY.
Chinamaniac Mistress (with tears in her Voice).

"
SKF., MARY, WHAT TOUR

CAKKI.KS.HNTSS HAS DONS I You HAVE BROKEN ONE OF MY FAVOURITE Curs I

"

Maid. "Yss, M'n. I'M VSRY SORRY, FOR I'M VERY PARTIAL TO OLD CHINA
MYSELF I

"

A CHRISTMAS CATECHISM.

(For t/u Ue of Infant Schools.)

WHO made the first Plum-pudding, and did he take a

pill after it ?

Was kissing under the Mistletoe in fashion with the

Druids, or were they more in favour of kissing under the

rose?
How came it that St. George was long esteemed the

patron Saint of Snapdragons ?

Why is it that a Beadle always gets a Christmas-box?
Do you think that Robinson Crusoe in all his foreign

travels ever climbed a Christmas-tree ?

Who invented Mince-pies, and how many did he eat ?

Are you fond of Christmas Waits, and which do you
like best the long Waits that occur between the scenes

on the first night of a Pantomime, or the short Weights
that occur when you buy a pound of plum-cake, or an
ounce of sugar-plums or toffee at a street-stall?

Where were Harlequin and Columbine when the

limelight went out ?

SEBVIA RECHRISTENED. Time-Servia.

in. -

From Mr. PAKNKLL, on his receiving a Challenge from the Proprietor
of a damaged Steam-Roller,

SIK,
I AM not surprised that, provided you can get your machine

on its side, lengthways across Temple Bar, you should back yourself
to stop the entire traffic of Fleet Street. But I am not accustomed
to entering into trivial contests of this kind. Get a couple of Cir-

cuses, half-a-dozen Furniture-vans, and a Wild Beast Show into Pall

Moll Place, and back, and then I may look at you.
Yours, &c., S. C. PARNELL.

IV.

From Marshal MACMAHON, on his refuting to be fired, for a Wager,
from a Cannon.

MONSIEUR,
YOUR challenge, inspired

doubtless by my recent situation,
has been made under a complete misconception of the circumstances
which surround and direct me. It is true that, notwithstanding
that the gunpowder was ready in the Chamber, I have reposed for

some time with my head looking from the cannon's mouth. But I

had no intention of being fired off. No. That is the business of

acrobats, not of Presidents. I have, therefore, ot out.

Accept, Monsieur, the assurance of my distinguished consideration.

MACMAHOW.
V.

From Prince BISMABCK, on being invited, by the Stationer*' Company,
to write a Prophetic Almanack against the Editor of Old
Moore."

You want to know what's going to happen next? Try your
own Sphinx. Yours, &o., BISMABCK.

A REMARKABLE PIECE OF NEWS.

HEBE is a startling piece of intelligence from the Glasgow Herald.

We should scarcely nave expected it to reach us via Irnne :

" IKVINE. The Harbour-Master reported that the north pal* bad been

washed away, and he was instructed to nave a temporary one erected at once,
and to make arrangement* for the erection of a permanent one."

This will naturally be annoying to Captain Sir G. NARES, Captain

STEVINSOW, and their gallant shipmates of the Alert and Discovery.

They can never hope to
"
pick up

" the old Pole now I On the other

hand, the erection of a temporary substitute, and then the provision
of a permanent Pole, will furnish agreeable and useful occupation to

the Arctic voyagers of the future, whom we presume the Harbour-
Master of Irvine will at once proceed to enrol. It is a very flattering

commission for a provincial official, and one who, hitherto, however

respectable, has certainly not been prominent in Arctic enterprise.

Christmas Games

(For European Powers, big and little).

r. The Race Game.

England. Cross Questions and Crooked Answers.
France. Consequences.
Germany. Begg_ar my Neighbour.
Russia. The Krieg-Spiel.
Servia. Follow my Leader.

Greece. Catch as Catch Can.

Turkey. Forfeits.
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ALL ON THE VERY BEST AUTHORITY.
UR little birds were
never busier, but
the difficulty is to

reconcile their
chirpings. Here
are specimens of

the sort of things
they bring us, and
"all on the best

authority," of
course :

Inquiries have
been directed to

the Horse Guards,
in the Ordnance
Branch and Store

Department of the
War Office, and the

Transport Branch
of the Admiralty,

within what time an expeditionary force of twenty-five thousand men\'ou!d be

led, mustered, equipped, and embarked for the Mediterranean.

They have received no orders, and had no special inquiries, either at the "War
Office or the Admiralty.

The Fleet has been ordered to enter the Dardanelles.

The Fleet is to remain at its old anchorage-ground in Besika Bay.

An expeditionary force will sail for Gallipoli before Parliament meets.

The Mediterranean garrisons can't spare a man. It would take us, at least,
three months to equip and set twenty thousand men in line of battle within
striking distance of the Russians.

The QUEEN told THEODOBE MABTIN, when he dined at Windsor the other

day, that she considered the behaviour of the Russians quite as bad now as
before the Crimean war, and that she didn't see why this country should put up
with it any longer.

Her MAJESTY told Lord BEACONSFIELD at Hughenden, the other day, that she
considered the immediate summoning of Parliament the best guarantee for the
preservation of European peace, and that she was confident it would not be
disturbed.

The Cabinet is hopelessly divided. BKACONSFIELD is nobody has quite lost
his nerve. The Marquis of SALISBUBT all but snapped his fingers in his face at
the last Cabinet Council, and he did not seem even to resent it.

BEACONSFTELD is master of the situation. Absolutely leads DEEBY by the
nose. SALISBURY is nowhere. He and CARNARVON have been completely
snuffed out. STAFFOBD NOBTHCOTE is flaccidity personified, and CBOSS daren't
call his soul his own.

They are going to ask Parliament for six millions.
Russia an ultimatum.

They have offered

You mark my words, the sensible party in the Ministry only want a Parlia-
mentary buffer between them and the Impracticables, in and out of the Cabinet.
Bless you they don't mean to do anything.

Europe will be in a blaze in two months.

The three Emperors will settle everything off their own bats. We shall
bluster a bit, but it will all end in ink.

We mean to take over the Turkish Fleet from the SULTAN, nominally as a
guarantee for the bondholders of course, to keep it out of the hands of the
Russians.

We have told GOETSCHAKOFF we shall consider his insistance on the passage
of the Dardanelles for Russian war-ships a castts belli.

Ministers are quite ready to discuss the terms on which ships of war may
pass the Straits on the principle of

" One down, another come on."

It has been decided that we are to defend the lines of Chekmedje. We have
had ten Engineer Officers planning the works there these eight months, and
laying out the camping ground. All the commissariat contracts are made.

The Cabinet have kept us quite clear of the mess so far, and depend npon it

they '11 bring us through it without war.

The Government means to put its foot down, and is satisfied it has the
country at its back.

The Government has not the most distant idea of fighting. They admit

they've a divided country behind them; and Lord
DEBBY said to a friend of mine only the other day, that
he had never known a war but the first thiag that went
was the Ministry. That don't look much like meaning
business.

And so on, da capo Russophobe and Turkophile, Black
and White, Peace and War, Right and Left, Ding Dong,
Hammer and Tongs right in each other's teeth but
ALL ALIKE ON THE BEST AUTHORITY !

EEGENEEATE BUSSIA.
THE ex-Premier has added another to the series of

letters which have recently won him such special cele-

brity." Did you really, illustrious WILLIAM, in the year
1854, deliver the subjoined sentences touching the
Crimean War, on your legs in the House of Commons ?

Because it' you did, they seem rather to falsify your pre-
sent position :

"

" I apprehend that what we think to secure by the war is not
the settlement of any question regarding ihe internal govern-
ment of Turkey, as this will be a work for many years, but there
is the danger of the absorption of the Turks by Russia, which
will bring us greater evils than those which already exist. This
we are called upon to resist by all means in our power."

To the question substantially proposed as above by a
"

Sheffield Liberal
" our WILLIAM thus replied :

"
SIB, I do not doubt I said, and it was quite true if I did,

that the immediate object of the war in 18-51 was to repel the
:i egression of Itussia upon Turkey. Russia made a demand at
that time whiou did not concern the redress of the Christian

grievances, but in the opinion of all Europe attacked Turkey in
violation of public law. The war aimed at repressing that
violation of law, but with it were combined measures which were
then believed to be realities, and to provide for the redress of

grievances. Your faithful Servant, W. E. GLADSTONE."

Thus completely sweet WILLIAM, that flower of States-

men, shuts up the questioner of his consistency with his
old self, and his former speeches. No doubt in 1851 IJni-

TANNIA went to war with the object of repressing Russia's
violation of public law, though not altogether irrespect-
ively of British interests and of the circumstance that
she then had France for an ally. Now she means to wait
till she is sure British interests are in danger. Who can
say that they will be ? In 1854 Czar NICHOLAS did not
profess to have any other object in attacking Turkey than
territorial conquest. Czar ALEXANDER in 1877 has pro-
fessed as his object the enforcing of good government for
the SULTAN'S Christian subjects, and disclaimed any other.
There may be those who hope shortly to see the POBTE con-
cede this demand, and there an end ; peace restored early
in the New Year perhaps before Parliament meets on
the 17th of January who knows ?

In that happy event, the business for the despatch of
which Parliament is summoned to meet on that early day
may be whittled down to a talk about the terms on which
peace has been made. This will be an eminently Parlia-

mentary occupation. At any rate, no debate whatsoever
can arise on any Russian stipulation for

"
material gua-

rantees" involving territorial acquisition, or on any
demand for an exclusive right of passage through the
Straits for Russian ships of war. It will by that time
have been proved to the satisfaction, if to the confuta-
tion, of Turcophile alarmists, that the Christian cause
was not a mere pretext for the present war, and that
although in 1854 Russia warred for mere spoliation, in
1877 she did battle from an exalted sentiment of
Christian sympathy. It may be so. NICHOLAS was one
Czar, ALEXANDER another. May the moderation of Rus-
sian proposals very speedily demonstrate such a differ-

ence between the two Czars, and their respective Russias
and policies, as will triumphantly attest the discernment,
as well as the consistency of our most excellent WILLIAM.

Permutations and Combinations;

Or, Fourtou v. Dufaure.

MACMAHON, in his reckoning on a coup,
Employed, in combination, one four two ;

But finding France that figure would ignore,
He tried, in permutation, one two four.
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A PRECAUTIONARY MEASURE.
" Now oo TO SCHOOL, AND BR A GOOD Boy. AND MIND voi

DON'T PSB ANY KUDB WORDS I

'

" JiiiDR WORDS ! TELL MK A sw, MUMMY, AND THEN I SHALL
KlfOW, TOP KNOW !

"

GOOD WOMAN'S WORK.
PUNCH lately uttered words of wisdom on the

"
little health "

of
the Ladies. He is reminded in good time of the "

Ladies' Sanitary
Association,"

* whose business it is to spread the knowledge of those

laws, by observance whereof
" Those may get health who ne'er had health before,
And those who hare little health may make it more."

In 1857, a few wise women, impressed by a sense of the wide-

spread ignorance of the laws of health, and the vast amount of pre-
ventible illness and death thence arising, set to work to get together
md circulate plain knowledge on the subject. Some wise men
lelped the wise women. They began with Lectures to Ladies, and
went on with Tracts. Never was a more praiseworthy or helpworthy
;ractarian movement than that which sprang from the

"
Ladies'

Sanitary Association," in words of wisdom on The Worth of Fresh
Air, The Use of Pure Water, The Value of Good Food, How to

Nurse the Sick, The Health of Mothers, How to Clothe and
Manage a Saby, The Power of Soap and Water, &c., &c., &c.
ind other such homely

"
truths, which have circulated in swarms

;rom their eighty-six thousands to their tens, doing as purifying
and sweetening a work as the insects who spread the pollen of the
lowers.
With an average yearly income of 350, the Association has, since

.857, published seventy such tracts, edited by scientific men but writ-
n in simple language. The publications of the Association have

lad a circulation of nearly two millions, have been translated into
leveral languages, welcomed at hospitals, working-men's clubs,

ending libraries, mothers' meetings, and schools, and distributed

>y Clergy of all denominations, Scripture-readers, City Missionaries,
Sisters 01 Mercy, Bible-women, and Sanitary Missionaries.
The paper on Overwork served to prepare the way for the

'

Early Closing Association." The Dance of Death helped to call

attention to the use of arsenic in ball-dresses, flowers, and wall-

>apers. Dress and its Cost, pleaded not unsuccessfully for over-
asked seamstresses, working weary hours in ill-ventilated rooms,
and from the same source came the present effort to obtain seats for

hop-women, who suffer so mueh by long hours of standing behind
Counters, which is procuring relief for them steadily, though slowly.
The delivery of practical lectures on health, sanitary improve-

The Office is 22, Seniors Street, and its Secretary is Miss ROSE ADAMS.

Off

ments, and domestic economy, formed another principal feature in

the Ladies' crusade. Some seventy courses have been delivered on

physiology, public health, gymnastics, chemistry, cooking, and

nursing. Branch associations have been formed, day nurseries

have been opened, houses cleaned, cleansing materials lent, clothing
clubs formed, and even a company for building suitable dwelling!
for the poor. Poor London children have been fed, cared for, and
made happy, in a humble way. Baths, washing-tubs, pails, brooms,
and brushes, disinfectants, cooking utensils, and nursing appliances,
patterns of garments, made and unmade, text-books on domestic

economy, models of niters, drain-traps, ventilators, invalid cooking
and nursing appliances, have been kept and lent for purposes oi

illustration.

The Association has helped to introduce into schools text-books
of domestic economy, and in its last tract, Our Schools and Public

Health, has tried to draw the attention of all engaged in training
the young to the importance of teaching physiology and the laws oJ

health.
In the face of the needs pressing and the work accomplished, the

Association may iairly
take credit, in its own words, for having

laboured,
"
by God's blessing, to secure happier, purer, more intelli-

gently-managed homes for England, and a healthier, more tempe-
rate, truer manhood and womanhood for her sons and daughters."
Punch, at this Christmas-tide, can have no fitter function than to

point to what these Ladies have done, and to ask all his Lady-readers
not only to wish well to, but to join and aid, their wise and kindly
efforts.

NEW YEAE'S LEAVES.
(That might be "turned over" with advantage.)

ON and after the First-
Lord BEACONSFIKI.I) might abandon the oracular diplology

Delphi for plainer English.
Mr. BIIIOBT might look rather less to the points of his oratory, and

rather more to the accuracy of his data.
Mr. GLADSTONE might leave the themes proper for the stump to

the mountebank who is in place on it, and preserve unimpaired the
hard-won dignity of a great name.
Lord DEBHY might manage to see less than seven distinct sides to

every question, and, when occasion requires, might even bring his

great mind to a definite statement in black and white.
Mr. LOWE might relinquish his taste for political calisthenics, and

try six months as a farm labourer without the franchise.

The Emperor of llosiA might give up a military parade or two at
St. Petersburg, and try an experiment in

' '

Civilisation without

Gunpowder."
Mr. MACEONOCHIE might deny himself a little hit of trimming,

a vestment, a mop and a mow, and a flower-pot or two, and inculcate

by his practice some of the obedience and respect to authority which
he preaches.
Marshal M.tcMiHON might avoid being; thrust by his advisers into

contemptible situations, accept accomplished facts, and brush up his
best cocked-hat for the Opening of. the Coming Exhibition.
The British Mason might gather from experience that his Em-

ployers were not created solely for his convenience, and, the next
time he has a chance of a job, not be fool enough to hand it over to
a set of Foreigners, because he is too dense to understand a simple
sum in Rule-of-Three.
The Turkish Government might give up a hopeless contest with

the "logic of events," and set about the more rational business of

paying up arrears to the Holders of its Foreign Debt, together with
a handsome bonus.
The Patriotic Alarmist might fall asleep without thinking out a

government Plan for the Defence of the Isle of Dogs, and define
"
British Interests

" without either referring to PITT, quoting
PALM EHSTON, or using a rhyming dictionary, and
The Man who takes a Common Sense View of It, might pay a

ittle less attention to the scares of the hour, and quietly wait the

)pening of Parliament.

Misnomers.
WHO would expect to find our War-deprecating and Tree-felling

ex-Premier in a seat inscribed "Hal War-den I while his rival,
who never handled an axe, sits in

"
Hughen-den

"
? Surely the

names must have got transposed. Or is it merely a brace of cases of
.he right man not in the right place P

8HAESFKABE TO WIT.

SCIENCE has lost a distinguished follower in Herr RUHHKOBFP,
..he inventor of the famous "

coil
" which bears his name. Herr

IUHMXOBFF, who was as benevolent as he was scientific, has just
'

shuffled off this mortal coil" at Paris, at an advanced age.
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PUNCH'S NEW-YEAR'S CRACKERS.

LEAHLY no one has yet discovered what cannot be pacled into these ingenious
devices. Daily News on Cosaques and Honborts.

SNAP! Bang! Pull on, my merry mer,
The Sage stands by, your sport surveying.

'Tis good to frolic now and then,
And Punch provides you games for playing.

Yet Wisdom's ever-watchful eye,
From veriest trifles knowledge gleaning,

in your disportings may espy
Some pregnant or prophetic meaning.

Here Sphinx and "Woodman tug and ttrain,
At rival policies, whose tissue
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Punch fain would hope, in common (fain
To her whom they both nerve, may issue.

May lioth those wreaths still intertwine
liu.TANNiA's brow, and bloom upon her :

For one of safety is the sign.
The other is the crown of honour.

Here Russ and Turk, whilst Yule-bells chime,
Pull angrily in hostile fashion.

Alas, that at this holy time
Keligious zeal means ruthless passion !

But see the olive-branch and scales 1

May their fair omen find fulfilling.
Where Justice potently prevails,
Peace is a handmaid prompt and willing.

France and her Marshal foot to foot

Tug hotly : they should pull together.
France wins ! May Freedom's tree take root,

All winds defy, all tempests weather.
The Phrygian Cap ! Who dreads it now,

Save toes to Liberty and Progress t

France (its it calmly on her brow,
And fears'no more the blood-stained ogress.

Priest pulls 'gainst priest. A sorry sight
That little fits the genial season.

Punch bids them heed the rule of right,
And listen to the voice of reason,

Or bonds will snap ne'er to reknit,
Like New Year s crackers rent asunder ;

And a Fool's cap be found to fit

The heads of all these sons of thunder.

Labour and Capital at strife,

Tar, till Trade's vital ties seem riven.
A foolish fight ! War to the knife

Is not the watchword sense had given.
Make friends, or wealth may flee our land ;

Hard times with every strain grow harder.
Two symbols all should understand,
A leaking purse, an empty larder !

Fool Fashion pulls 'gainst Common Sense ;

In so-called Science "ism" 'gainst
"
ism."

While ignorance, purblind or dense,
Leads the wild dance of school and schism.

So Punch, the sage, whose mirthful page,
Ranks him with Reason's stoutest backers,

Commends to a discordant age
The morals of his New Year's Crackers.

REASONS FOR THE EARLY MEETING OF
PARLIAMENT.

BECAUSE England may find it necessary forthwith to

despatch an ultimatum to Russia.
Because England is anxious to utter a distinct reitera-

tion of her neutral policy.
Because England purposes the immediate annexation

of Egypt.
Because England wishes to reassure the KIIKDIVE

against reported intentions of aggression on his realm.
Because Lord BEACONSFIELD wishes to open the way

to his contemplated resignation.
Because Lord BEACONSFIELD intends to lay down a

more vigorous line of action for the Government.
Because Austria has expressed her determination to

go hand and glove with England.
Because Austria has revealed herself as the uncom-

promising ally
of Russia.

Because India is in danger.
Because it is necessary to prove that India was never

safer than at the present time.
Because it will annoy Prince BISMABCK.
Because it will relieve Prince BISMAKCK of an over-

whelming sense of responsibility.
Because the Militia can be called out at once.
Because we are so thoroughly secure, thanks to our

Volunteer Forces.
Because Lord BEACONSFIELD likes surprises, and no one

expected it.

Because Lord BEACONSFIELD has such perfect con-
fidence in the nation, and everybody was anxiously
waiting for the announcement.
And lastly, because Mr. Punch, after mature de-

liberation, thought but stop, this is divulging a Cabinet
secret.

THE STATE OF PUBLIC FEELING."

OVERNMENT not having deigned ex-

planation of the early re-assembling
of Parliament, Mr. Punch hastens
to allay anxiety by stating the real

motive.

Immediately upon the opening of the Session, the Government, anxious to

gauge public opinion on the Eastern Question, intend to propose a Select Com-
mittee to ascertain the opinions of those

" who know all about it." These
persons will not be sought in Parliament itself, but in a select circle of London
Clubs, drawing-rooms, and newspaper-offices. The Committee will examine
and report on the opinions of the loudest of the witnesses. Specimens of the
evidence likely to be produced are given by anticipation :

The Hon. NOODLE FITZNOODLE, examined :" Am in favour of the Turks,
and hate the Russians. Why t Well really you know the Turks are such

gentlemen, and the Russians are such blackguards. Oh, yes, have heard of the

Bulgarian atrocities. Never believed in them much. Had a sort of idea they
were got up by that fellow GLADSTONE, don't you know, because he wanted to

make a row of some sort. Yes, 'political capital,' just so; that's what I

mean. No, I don't exactly accuse him of inventing the massacre*. Yon 're so

sharp take a fellow up so. Well, I dare say the Bulgarians massacred a few
Turks, and then the Turks massacred a few Bulgarians, and then GLADSTONE
said it was all the fault of the Turks ; that 's my notion. Dare say the Bul-

garians deserved massacring ;
dare say they are a low Radical lot Communists

that sort of thing don't you know f No, have never read any history ; don't
seem to care for it much : don't read newspapers much, either. Have a general
sort of idea that a Russian is a savage, eats tallow-candles, kills Poles wherever

they come across him, and Hogs people who won't go to his church. Am rather
tired of answering questions ; makes one so confoundedly dry, don't you
know P

"

Colonel SLASHES (late of the Forty-Pint Smathert)." Was never asked to

give reasons for my opinions before ; think it rather impertinent to ask my
reasons for advocating war. Am told the Russians want to take Gibraltar, or

India, or some place. Don't know the distance between Kars and Calcutta
;

should say about a hundred miles, perhaps more. My advice is, send our fleet

to Constantinople ; land a few thousand men ; occupy Bulgaria and Armenia,
and then the job's done nothing plainer. Don't know anything about our

Transport Service. Allies? No, never thought of them; am not aware that
we have no allies, and don't see why we need any, if we haven't. Loss of

lives f Well, what is the good of soldiers if they can't fight I
1

Sacrifice

myself P Oh I I 'm retired, or should be happy ;
must stay at home to keep

up popular enthusiasm British prowess all that sort of thing. Why, it

would be something to come down to the Club for something to talk about ;

no excitement in life now."
Mr. LEO RAMPANT. " Am a rising politician, and a writer of Leading Articles.

Am considered rather an authority on the Eastern Question. Give Russia a
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'

piece of my mind '

every morning. Am satisfied I have plenty
of the commodity to spare. Believe that the voice of the Military
Clubs is the Vox Dei. Know that 'Society' is in favour of the

Turks. Consider that the Upper Ten Thousand is more likely to

be right than the Lower Thirty Million. Believe that Lord
BEACONSFIELD is a second CHATHAM. Was not aware that Lord
CHATHAM called Russia ' our natural ally.' If so, am of

opinion it was a slip of the tongue for Turkey. Am aware that
the most eminent historians afjree that the Ottoman Empire in

Europe is doomed. Do not bekeve in eminent historians. Prefer

mystery to history, and hysterics to both. Believe
_
the Liberal

Papers to be in the pay of Russia. Believe I am justified in saying
that a High Personage favours the Turks. Have heard ,so from a

friend, who heard a friend say at the Club that the news ^had come
direct from a Royal coachman."

FATHER TIME LOQUITUR.

AF6H I blessme ! ugh-ugh ! good
gracious !

What 's this Stygian reek pes-
tiferous,

Rising strong and stercoraceons,

Olefiant, odoriferous ?

Can it be tut-tut! such tricks

I hate 1

Someone 's left the candle gut-
tering,

Earth with noxious fumes to asphyxiate ?

Shocking oaths I can't help muttering !

Fetch instanter an extinguisher !

Horaj ! hurry ! ere ye be too late
This effluvium is a thing which a
Fiend might use the Earth to etiolate.

Bring my matches, quick ! a clearer light
Flash on this worm-eaten planet's density,
Lest some blind and blundering aerolite
Strike and hurl it down the Immensity !

OUR WINTER EXHIBITION.
No. V. Two COMPAHION PICTURES TO BILL BOLDER.

OF THE SBIMPGATE SET.
THE LAST

By Your Own Quiet Observer.

YOUE Observer has already quietly observed, that, on and about
the piers and quays, there are several bustling persons in official

costume, some closely resembling what seems to be the German idea
of our policeman, as represented on the bon-bon boxes imported into
England at Christmas-time. One burly, rubicund individual, with
a sort of waterman's or fireman's badge, in silver, fixed in front of
a worse than ordinary chimney-pot nat, appears to be attached
to the bridges leading from the outer to the inner basin. He has
great opportunities of improving himself in all languages, as he has
to open his bridge for the passage of vessels of various nationalities,
and as they take a long time in going through his little Suez Canal,
and as the sailors on board are mostly ready and willing to converse
with any bystander, specially an official, "the gentleman with the

undecided silver emblem in his hat, ought by this time to be a well

practised linguist.
Your Observer, however, has noticed that this person's English is of

the roughest and readiest school, and that the official in question, in

spite of a rum-and-watery aspect, is of a rather morose and soured
disposition, only addressing himself on topics of absolute and indis-

pensable professional necessity to his mate, taking little heed of

any vessel as it passes under his very nose (and his is a very nose),
and relapsing immediately into a taciturnity from which nothing
but Duty's call (the call of duty would come from the Custom-house,
with which he is probably connected) can arouse him.
Who remembers the song of "Jolly Nosef" Not your Quiet

Observer for one, that is, as sung by the late Mr. PAUL BEDFOBD in
Jack Sheppard, but it is to be found in HAEHISON AINSWOKTH'S
romantic account of that housebreaking hero. But if ever there
were a jolly nose misplaced, and more 's the pity, it is to be seen
on the face of the taciturn Bridge-gate opener at Srimpgate-on-
Sea. Silence in such a man is golden. If he were to indulge in

chattering, and picking up scraps of knowledge in all languages, how
long would it take twenty vessels to pass from the outer to the inner
harbour ? This is not a conundrum, it is a problem, whose solution
is rendered unnecessary by the exemplary conduct of this worthy
official, whose life is framed in accordance with the one great
naxitical commandment " You must not speak to the man at the
wheel." Other men have not the temptation to which he is exposed.
All sorts of men, at all sorts of wheels, are daily, sometimes hourly,
passing through, within a few inches of his festive nose. What
wonders cannot these "mariners from the North, South, East, and
West, reveal to the man with the silver badge f News from France,
from Holland, from Norway, from Russia, from Italy, from every-
where he can obtain, viva voce, for the mere asking. But never a
word passes his lips. Of what passes his lips well that is a matter
out of business hours, an affair between his nose and his chin, which
concerns no one but himself. So here 's his health in anything he
likes best.

There 's another official at the gate, stern and watchful as Cerberus.
Of Puritanic tendencies, Your Observer imagines, from having
heard an austere rebuke given by him to some small children,
who, in the joy of their little hearts, were carolling forth a profane
song on Sunday.
But the harbour would be nothing without its Master. What his

official dress is, Your Observer is unable to say with anything like

precision. It is not unlike a police inspector's, only without the

cap. Gloves appear to be an indispensable part of his costume.
Government has no neater servant in its pay, than the Harbour
Master of 8rimpgate-on-Sea. He is trim and taut as a newly-rigged
yacht. If "

taut
"

is not the word, it should be. It is a post of great
importance, and there cannot be a man more fitted for such a post
than Captain BUBBLE, who is importance itself. What he was ever

Captain of, Your Quiet Observer has never been informed, but a

Captain he must have been, for he looks all over just the man who
wouldn't allow a speck to be seen on the quarter-deck, and who
would read prayers, and a sermon into the bargain, to the Crew on
Sunday morning, in the absence of a Chaplain.
On the day after a storm, when the tugs are towing in the wrecks,

when severely damaged vessels with their topmasts broken, their
sails in shreds, and their sides stove in, are entering their haven of
rest at Srimpgate, then Captain BUBBLE is to be seen at his best
and bravest. All Srimpgate is out on the pier ; the excitement is

at its height. What has happened to this vessel ? what to that ?

They follow in, one after another; the harbour is becoming crowded,
and space valuable. Standing on a coign of vantage, well-buttoned,
well-booted, and well-gloved, Captain BUBBLE shouts out his

directions to the steersman of each luckless craft, as it glides in

between the stone piers, making for its welcome moorings. The
Captain's intentions are excellent, but the Captain's words, though
loud, are about as intelligible as the speeches of the figures with big
heads in the opening of a Pantomime. The bystanders do not
understand them, but this is of no consequence ; those on board the
vessel to whom the words of advice, or of command are addressed,
either do not hear them, which is unlikely, unless they are deaf,
or fail to appreciate either their value, or their own dependant
position.
A weather-beaten ship is sailing in limpingly, so to speak, being

thoroughly crippled. Weather-beaten men on board have their

eyes intently fixed on the harbour before them ; they look neither
to the right nor to the left, and consequently do not happen to see

Captain BUBBLE, who, like the cherub in DIBDUJ'S ballad, is

perched up aloft, on the pier, keeping watch for the safety of poor
JACK. The steersman's gaze never wanders from some point
straight ahead ; for that he is making ; from his course he will not
swerve. But once on Captain BUBBLE'S territory, or mare-tory,
that eminent individual will not allow many seconds to pass ere he
lets them know who 's who in the Harbour of Srimpgate-on-Sea. If

they think they are going to any point they like, and just how they
like, without any interference on the part of the Commander of the
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Harbour, they are very much mistaken, no matter what their rank
or their nationality.

"
Keep your wow wow wow wow!." shouta the Captain to every

one on board.

Not the slightest attention from anybody."
Keep your wow wow wow wow I

"
shouts the Captain louder

and more energetically.
He might as well have said it (whatever it was) in a whisper, so

utterly do the crew ignore his existence. This U decidedly annoying,
lie raises both his gloved hands to his mouth, so as to form a sort

pi

speaking-trumpet, and bawls out. furiously, a lengthy direction, in
which only the words "hard" ''port" "helm" are distinct, the
rest being all represented by

" wow wow wow " as before. This

supreme effort seems to raise Captain BUBBLE'S stature by about
two inches above his ordinary height, and a tremor runs through
the crowd on the pier, lest the Captain should be literally carried

away by his excitement, and go head-foremost into the water.

At last the Captain of the vessel, or some one in authority standing
\>y the helmsman, appears to have become aware that some one if

addressing him. Without altering his position, or taking his eyes
oil' the point in view, he quietly extends his right hand, and makes
much the same movement with it, as the leader of an orchestra does
with his left, when he wants his band to reduce itself to pianissimo.
It is a deprecatory action, and signifies, if anything. "We're al]

right, my good friend. Don't make that horrid noise I

"

Whether Captain BUBBLE reads it in this way, is more than Your
Uuiet Observer can assert, but its effect is temporarily quieting, and,
strange to say. Captain BUKBX.B appears quite satisfied with the
result of all his shouting and halloaing, just as if he had been
only anxious to obtain from the new-comers Borne sort of recog-
nition. He pulls himself together, recovers his voice, and prepares
to receive another ship, which has been following in the wake of the

first, when precisely the same performance is gone through, as it

would be if there were twenty ships all one after the other.

Another great occasion for Captain BUBBLE to come out strongly is,

when some large foreign vessel has to quit her moorings, and take her

departure. She has been in for repairs, and the Snmpgaters have
all become interested in her. She has been to them an object for a
walk on the pier. They have watched her return to convalescence,
from the day when, in a very shattered condition, she entered their

hospitable harbour. They nave become attached to her, and are

very sorry to part with her. Nevertheless, as she must go, they
come out to bid her ban voyage.
The slightest thing brings all Srimpgate out on to the pier. There

wasn't a soul on it a minute ago : it is crowded now. There is the

tug, with steam up, ready to drag the ship out to sea. There is

much hauling and snouting on board, specially in a foreign craft,
and Captain BUBBLE is bellowing himself hoarse, from his usual
elevation on a stone block, and no one on shore, or on board, is

paying the slightest attention to his invaluable advice.
The excitement is worked up to its culminating point by the

persistent stupidity, or obstinacy, of Rome person or persona un-
known (invisible to the bystanders on the pier, and apparently also
to those on the ship itself), who will not, haul something or other, in
the stern, sufficiently taut. Captain BUBBLE shouts at the invisible
obstructionist until he is more than usually hoarse, and so, by this

homoeopathic remedy, nearly recovers his ordinary tone
; the

Captain of the ship calls to this dense individual, a mate implores
him, the Pilot cajoles him (he doesn't tee him), addressing him
cheerily as

" My Lad," and appealing to him thus :

"
Now, my Lad,

do haul taut the (whatever it is)
"

but all to no purpose ; the

person so adjured and implored (for even the bystanders join their
entreaties to those of the others) either won't or can't haul it taut,
and so the vessel is delayed for half an hour beyond the time for

starting.
At last, when all the commanding, cajoling, imploring, and order-

ing, in good and bad language, has ceased, and when even Captain
BUBBLE is tired out and helpless, it suddenly appears that the some-
body in question (in what part

of the ship he is, or who he is, re-
mains a mystery to the end) has done what was wanted, and then the
ship gets under weigh, the steam-tug puffs and grunts, and Captain
BUJIBLE strenuously shouts out his last piece of unexceptionable
advice in so emphatic a manner, that the bystanders, thinking that
he is warning the departing Crew against some most terrible danger,
imminent there and then, at the very entrance of the Harbour,
would clasp their hands in shuddering terror, were it not for the
calm demeanour of the Pilot in charge, who simply nods a familiar
farewell to Captain BUBBLE

; whereupon the latter at once descends
from his

pedestal
with the thoroughly satisfied air of a hero, who,

at all risks and hazards, has done his duty under most trying
circumstances, and has saved the lives of innumerable fellow-
creatures.

Vive, Captain BCHIILE! "When thou art gone abtit omen.' it

will be a difficult matter to supply thy place in the Harbour of

Srimpgate-on-Sea.

CHRISTMAS APPEALS.
from the Gour-

met Club, Mr. GCT-
TLKR plaintively ap-

peals
to the large circle of

his friends, and implores
them not to press him to par-
take of either mince-pies or

plum-pudding at this ex-

tremely festive and indiges-
tive season, and if possible
to spare him the sight of

either roast beef or boiled or

roast turkey for the next
three weeks at least.

Mr. and Mrs. KOSELEAF of

the Turtledoveoot, Cooington,

appeal to their dear rela-

tives, the GKOWLKKS and the

SNAKLINOS, that no cross

words or looks may be suf-

fered to disturb the harmony
of the evening whereon the
usual family gathering takes

place.
Miss WALLFLOWBB has some notion of circulating a piteous appeal

for compassion to the young gentlemen of her acquaintance, when
they behold her pining for a partner in the valse.

Master TOMMT TUCKER will, as usual, plaintively appeal for a
second helping of plum-pudding.A piteous appeal has been addressed by Mr. JOLLYDOQ to his dear
wife by no means to sit up for him if business should compel him
to be late in coming home.
Old Mr. SINGLETON KEEK MUDGEOW has had serious thoughts this

Christmas of appealing to his relatives to abstain from bothering
him with calls and cards and compliments of the season, which
serve only to remind him that his next of kin are waiting to step
into his shoes.

Many hundreds of appeals have been issued by small children,

imploring dear Papa to take them to the pantomime, and beseeching
dear Mamma to let them have a Christmas party.

Miss SKI.ISA SLYPUSS, in her utter helplessness, appeals to Cousin

CHABLET, not to catch her under the mistletoe, which is hung moit

awkwardly just outside the dining-room, exactly where he once

suggested that it should be placed.

"CRUEL ONLY TO BE KIND."

THE Standard, lately told us, under the heading
" Christmas

Festivities at the Hospitals," that "At St. Thomas's, 280lbs. of

nice rich plum-pudding was served out to each patient." Surely
this must nave been on the principle of fiat experimentum in corpore
'ili, with the intention of giving next day a grand demonstration of
the power of Hospital treatment in cases of indigestion. The report
xmcludes with an allusion to the evening which followed this awful
festivity, when, as we are told,

" Those who were convalescent appeared highly delighted at the kindness
shown to them by all the officials, and even more delighted in attending to

those more unfortunate patient* who were unable to move from their beds."

The wonder is, not that some of the patients were unable, but that

any were able, after such a Christmas cram, to move from their beds !

A Case for Sir Wilfrid.

WE presume that
"
Hydraulic Jacks " must be a new-fangled

phrase for Teetotallers who may take service in the Navy.
That we have been fortunate enough to secure some such excep-

ional blue-jackets, and that the Admiralty is doing its best to under-
mine their temperance principles, we gather from a recent Admi-
ralty Circular, which we reprint from a Portsmouth naval organ :

1 My Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty are pleased to direct that in

'uture freeh water is to be used for Hydraulic Jacks on ordinary occasions, but
hat when it U probable that the temperature will be sufficiently cold to

reeze the water, spirit (rum), in the proportion of one of ipirit to two of
cattr, is to be mixed u-it/i the waterfor the Jacki. The rum U to be drawn
rom the Paymaster by the officer (engineer or gunner) in whose charge the
acki are placed, but Commanding Officers art to tee that proper precaution!

are taken to guard ayaimt misuse of the ipirit."

LTVEBS AND THEIB CoitPLAiNTS. "
Is Life worth living?" Mr.

OALLOCK has been asking in the Contemporary Review. We
aspect it is, in a great measure, a question of the Liver.
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AN INCOMPLETE AMUSEMENT.
!7% Squire.

"
WELI, Mossoo LE BARRONO, HOW BID YOU LIKE THE MEET OP THE QUEEN'S HOUNDS THIS HORNING ?

"

Distinguished Frenchman. " VEK MUCH I ZB PAYSAOK IT vos BEAUTIFUL
;
ZE I.ABIES, ZET VARB SHARMEENOS

;
AND ZE

CISTUMBS VARE ADORABLES ! BUT ZAKE vos NO PROUsyAnvt so BAND OF Music I NossiNOt"

" PAX VOBISCUM !

"

LET her come in ! The New Year cannot bring
A guest more welcome, or a friend more needed.

Whilst echoes of our Christmas chants yet ring,
Is her benign appeal to pass unheeded ?

Hath "Peace on earth" lost meaning in their minds
Who mouth the text at this our holiest season,

But whom the red mirage of War so blinds
To the high beacon-lights of ruth and reason ?

Let her come in ! Her claim is not the first,

Whilst evil lives to slay, and wrong needs righting.
There is a peace whose calm is more'aeeurst
Than e'en the fiercest storm of righteous fighting.

But once the storm hath stricken for the right,
As most men hold and ancient wrong lies broken,

Let Peaceful Counsel bring her guiding light,
And sheathed sword twined with olive for a token.

Let her come in ! Midst shipwreck's shocks and strains,
The hand of reason may well leave the rudder ;

But thinking on those blood-dyed Eastern plains
The hardest hater of hoar wrong might shudder.

Not blood, not vengeance, is the Christian cry,
Death to the wrong, but not wrong-doer's slaughter !

;er.'

- w vj-iu ii i"np,, MIMI iiwv m j,uug uwj. a OIH.H

Carnage is scarce so fair that we need fly
To hail the red-armed Fary as

" God's daught

Let her come in I Whilst loud the joy-bells greet
The opening Year, a woful world may listen

To hear the gentle fall of those fair feet,
At whose soft sound Hope's sad eyes well may glisten.

Princes and Politicians, here 's a guest
Whom roughly to repulse were blindest folly.

Let her come in, while with glad welcome's zest
We twine her olive in our Christmas holly.

ROBINS IN THE WRONG PLACE.
AT a swell wedding in the Hunting Metropolis, we read of Eleven

Bridesmaids in white Cashmere polonaises, trimmed with holly,
mistletoe, and Robin Red-Breasts dead Robin Red-Breasts ! !

Since the time that kindly bird covered the Babes in the Wood
with leaves, even schoolboys' blood-thirstiness and roughs' reckless-
ness have spared the Robin the bright-eyed, fearless friend of man

the sweet little singer of winter.
It was reserved for these Eleven dainty Bridesmaids or rather, let

us hope, for her who, without their cognisance or consent, planned
their trimmings to rise superior to the piety which spares the

"
little

bird with bosom red."

May the spirits of the slain Robins not sit, like the slain Albatross
on the conscience of the Ancient Mariner, on the souls of those Eleven
Bridesmaids. But we should like to give a trimming of our own to

the unwomanly woman who devised this cruel accompaniment of the

holly and mistletoe, emblems of kindliness, good-will on earth, and
innocent kisses.

On False Pretences.

WHEN Mrs. CHAWSHAY started her plan of
"
Lady Helps," the

last thing probably that she thought of was providing a mask for

meanness, anxious to shirk a fair day's wages for a fair day's work.
But this is what the name, and any inducement it may hold out to

youth and inexperience, are being used for, if we may judge by this

advertisement from the Standard of the 21st ult. :

WANTED,
a LADY HELP, on Jan. 3 ; salary, 10. Suitable

for
an Orphan wishing to find a home. Mutt be able to walk out with

and teach young children
; an early riser, able to attend to wardrobes, very

cheerful, and steady. Address, &o.

What a cheerful look-out for the
' '

orphan wishing to find a home !
"

TEETOTAL FESTIVITIES. Cakes, but no more ale.
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IMITATION THE SINCEREST FLATTERY."

MEMS OF MY NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS.
Mem. To take more exercise, and not smoke so much.
Mem. Not to dog's-ear my new books, nor wear my

new boots down at heel.
Mem. To get up every morning directly I am called.
Mem. Never, under any provocation, to allow myself"
forty winks "

after dinner.
Mem. Not to be sulky with my wife when she has

lured me into shopping with her.
Mem. Nor to grumble when she drags me out at

night to a four-mile off
" At Home."

Mem. To join no more new Clubs, and to spend less
time and money at my old ones.
Mem. To give np playing cards at least for more

than penny points.
Mem. Not to forget to recollect that we really mutt

invite my dear Mamma-in-Law to come and stay a
month with ue.

Mrm. Not to waste my precious time so much in

reading trashy newspapers and trumpery French novels.
Mem. To cultivate a deeper sense of conscientiousness

in regard to the return of borrowed books and silk um-
brellaa.

HETERODOXY AND HOSS-BACK.
To the stable mind generally there is, perhaps, no sort

of news less readable than ecclesiastical intelligence.
Yet habitual fox-hunters, and all men given over to

the Noble Animal, must needs feel a keen interest in
the question pending in the Established Protestant
Church of Prussia respecting the orthodoxy of the Rev.
Herr HOSSBACH. This Clergyman was lately nominated
incumbent of St. James's, Berlin, by a majority of his

congregation. Petitioned; by a minority, the Branden-
burg Consistory Court has refused to confirm Herr Hoss-
BACH'S appointment. The ease stands referred to the

Supreme Consistory, with whom it rests to decide whether
or no HOSSBACH shall keep his seat. HOSSBACH, in the

meantime, sticks on, and goea in to win. He stands a
good chance, for HOSSBACH is a very Broad Church-
man, and his pace is far beyond that of the ordinary
clerical canter.

GOOD NBW YEAK'S RESOLVE. To buy Punch's Alma-
nack, and turn over all its new leaves.

OUR HEPRESENTATIVE MAN.
At Drury Lane Pantomime, of courts, with a Brief Philosophic

Study of Master FREDERICK YOKES. Mention of some other

places^ and Promises for the Future.

SIR, This comes greeting. I hope every one by this time has
spent a very Merry Christmas, and commenced a Happy New Year,
and Your Representative

"
can't say no fairer than that."

seen one with a lemon in its mouth, but with a pipe never 1

Mr. E. L. BLANCHARD ("Bless him !

"
say the Boys, and "

Let us
kiss him for his Pantomimes !

"
say the little Girls) should have

this sort of boar's head in one of his Christmas Annuals at Drury
Lane, of which the latest for 1877 is not one whit, or one wit,
behind any of its predecessors. In some respects it is better, that
is, to the taste and fancy of Yours Truly, who owns to a weakness
for what are known as Comic Trick scenes. Can there be too

many plums in a plum-pudding? No! That there are as good
plums out of a plum-pudding as there are in it, is a certainty, or
what would become of our hopes of another Merry Christmas and
another Merry Pantomime ? I like to see mysterious, bodiless hands
crossing the stage and beckoning the entire YOKES family to follow
them to the Enchanted Cat's Castle. These, though evidently quite
new hands, are in excellent working order, and have a wonderful
Grimm-goblinesque effect.

The YOKES'S will never want helping hands as long as they are
able to appear before an appreciative public. Then that scene
where FREDERICK YOKES encounters the violence of the storm, and
has his clothes blown off his back, finally protecting himself and
sisters from the inclemency of the weather by getting, all of them,
under an umbrella, and dancing like mad, of course to keep them-
selves warm. Depend upon it, this is what they do in private life.

It must be. I can see them, in my mind's eye HOHATIO coming

down Bond Street on a wet and windy day ; Miss VICTORIA, Miss
JESSIE, and Master FREDERICK, their heads put together under a
model SANGSTER'S parapluie, and only the Ladies' skirts and boots
and the Gentleman's legs visible, as people make way for the
talented trio from the Oxford Street end to Piccadilly.
There is no dancer, no pantomimist, so terribly earnest as Master

FREDERICK YOKES. Everything is a puzzle to him in a pantomime.
He is always encountering everything for the first time, and being
equally bothered by it. He is astonished at seeing his own leg go
over his sister's head. He is more than astonished, for an expression
of intense regret deepens the habitual pensiveness of his countenance,
suggesting to the spectator the idea, that nothing in life causes him
so much real annoyance, as the utterly thoughtless recklessness of
his own legs. He would disown his own legs if he could. He would
apologise for their extraordinary conduct, were there time to pause
in the tune. And yet the Ladies-his sisters, "over whose heads,"
as Novelists used to say, FRED VOKES'S legs have passed, do not
seem to mind it. Mind it! they jig away and smile, and appear
quite unconscious of the cause of their unhappy brother's almost

overpowering anxiety.
Miss RosfifA having retired from the very active service of the

winter Drury Lane campaign, her place is taken by Mrs. FRED
YOKES (nee MOORE nay, more now, as she is Mrs. F. V.) who, in

her turn, (lances away hand in hand with her husband, who regards
her from time to time with almost tearful eyes and suppressed emo-

tion, as though inquiring whether she might possibly be angry with
his way of going on and going off, whether she has observed a leg

whisking above her in the air, and if so, whether she will believe

him when he assures her, on his honour, that it is one of those cir-

cumstances over which he, alas, has no control. Yet,
"
my legs are

my fortune, Sir," he said to Mr. F. B. CHATTEBTOX, speaking for

himself and talented associates.

The La Chatte-rton Blanche-uA. Pantomime is highly to be
commended this year. Amew&nx it must be from its subject ; and
the Cats' Cookery Scene, where all the felines run after a mouse, is

most Amousing. There is a first-rate Cat, who executes marvellous
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ZEAL.
Master of Hounds (gloomily). "WELL, I SUPPOSE WE'D BETTER GO HOME?"
Suffolk farmer. "Sat, I TELL 'E IT'S TA BE-AUNDIN DEUTY TO STICK TO

WAATER !

"
UT TILL YA BEBUTS BUSIES THERSBLVES WITH

somersaults : he must be a pupil of Mr. RAWDON YOKES. Gymnastic
capers that are cut in the winter ought not to be called tummer-
saults. Oh, Sir ! where do had punsters go to ? To Pandemonium,
of course. Oh ! But I will turn the subject over in somebody
else's mind, my own being at present fully occupied.
Master FEED VOKES'S business with the invisible RAWDON must

be closely watched by the intelligent spectator. It is immense.
Master RAWDON represents an invisible Goblin, but not an intan-
gible one ; so that, though he cannot be seen, he is a material ob-
struction. Master FBEDEEICK, not seeing him, runs against him :

he can't imagine what it is stops the way : there is an invisible

obstacle, as stubborn and as surprising in effect as would be an
invisible brick wall. Master RAWDON enjoys the jest as only a
goblin could. It is such unaccountable perversities as these that

deepen the gloom on Master FBEDEEICK'S face, and cause him to
shake his head slowly, as he murmurs to his sister,

" There is more
in heaven and earth, VICTORIA, than is dreamt of in your philo-
sophy !

"

Hamlet ! Why doesn't he play Hamlet ? A Ballet-Pantomime
Hamlet, as serious as the play itself, from a Frederick Yokes point
of view. Let RAWDON YOKES be the Ghost. Let VICTORIA be
Ophelia. Miss COVENEY, who is almost one of the family, should be
the Queen-Mother. And if there are not materials there for a Yokes
ipecialite, I have mistaken my company. Master FREDERICK YOKES,
in Hamlet's suit of sables, with that pained expression on his pale,
wan countenance, would be the Prince of Denmark down to the

ground. What a dance he would have with Ophelia! What
scenes with RAWDON YOKES as the Ghost! How he would"
follow " as the Ghost " leads on."
But to return to the Pantomime, which those who have seen it

once will be delighted to do. ME. BEVERLY'S Lake of Water-Lilies
is as beautiful a scene as even he has ever painted. The tableaux
formed by the characters in the first Scene, representing Mr. FETTH'S"
Coming of Age in the Olden Time "(Ah ! there '11 be another

sort of coming of Age when the Olden Time arrives .'but that 's not
yet) was admirably managed.

So thank you very much, Messrs. BLABTCHARD, BEVERLY, and all

concerned in the production of .the Drury Lane Annual under the

management of Mr. F. B. CHATTERTON, who ought to have danced
in his own "F. B. C." ballet. Perhaps the Lord Chamberlain
wouldn't let him ; or perhaps he does dance, all by himself, out of

sight, at the wings, while the
"

F. B. C." is going on in front.

It is impossible to be everywhere at once. And, therefore, I must
leave the Covent Garden Pantomime, the Aquarium, and the Gaiety
afternoon Pantomime of Valentine and Orson for next week.
Mr. J. L. TOOLE'S Trying a Magistrate at the Globe is a solo per-

formance which keeps the audience in a roar. Miss LOTTIE VENN
and Miss RACHEL SANGEE at the Strand play a sort of burlesque
Robertsonian Love-scene in The Red Rover charmingly. Fatherland
is to come out at the Queen's. Fatherland is a translation of Patrie,
but it sounds German.
M. SABDOU'S Dora will be produced at the Prince of Wales's in

January, but let us hope that the time is not far distant when we
shall have as many original English plays as there are now transla-

tions and adaptations. The various causes of the present trans-

lationary and adaptationary state of the stage in England, are best

known to those who are, literally, behind the scenes.

With the Compliments of the Season, I beg to assure you of my
most distinguished consideration, and sign myself

YOUR REPRESENTATIVE.

DOCTOR DUCTOR.
" And all our yesterdays have lighted fools

The way to dusty death."

THROUGH what odd holes truth may leak out sometimes ! Here
is a copy verbatim et literatim of a Certificate given, the other

day, to a Registrar of Deaths by the Secretary of a Foresters' Court
in Bedfordshire:

"December 2nd, 1877.
" Dear Sir.

"This his to certify that I am of opinion that JOHN M died in

accordance with Doctor's instructions."
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AUDI F.I.' s WarnliiR, 221
" Absolution made Easy," 29
Addenda et Corrigenda, 4

Advertising for a Rara Avis, 555
^Esthetic House-Breaking, 277

Alarming Inroads of the C. 11.. 95
Alfred the Great at Wantage, 1:1

All on the very Brat Authority, 300

Allopathy r. Alcohol, 828

Among the Roses, 88
" Annual "

Cookery- Book (The*, 237
Another New Novel, 162

Anything but In Retreat, 254

Appointments for the Insane, 13

'Arry on his 'Oliday, 160
"Atrocities and Atrocities," 13

Attractive Athletics, 3ii

BALLAD of Dreamland (A), 1

Bard for Bucknuuter (A), I!i2

Bars to Wedlock, 1( 8

Before the Lord Chief Baron, 238
Ben Trovnta's News, 23 1

Bettering the Instruction, 252
Bettor Late than Ever, 33

Bishop on Beetle, 141

Blue Bells of Scotland Yard (The), 85
Bluecoat Boys and Brutes, 25
Blues and Yellows, 204
Bull's Eye on Bobby, 178
Bulls in Battle Array, 59

By Order of the Police, 244

By Private Telephone, 105, 137
CADS in Kent. 123
Call from Jack's Cherub (A), 2 JO

Caucus on the Colorado Beotle, 82
Cave Lupum 1 6
Cessante Causa Cessat Effectu', 83
Ctuulie to 'Airy, 173
Christmas CatechUm (A), 299
Christmas Crackers, 289
Christmas on the Cards a ul in the
Crackers, 288

Christinas Presents, 289
Christmas Waits, 279

Clergyman's Question (A), !4
Clerical Suggestion (A), 35
Cobbe to the Rescue, 285
Colorado* at Close Quarters 37
Combination and Coals, 203

Coming Agony (The), 249

Coming Beetle (The), 18

Coming Compromise (A), 230

Coming On or Off, 252

Company Officer's
" Vade Mecum "

(The),
81

Complaint from a Lady-Cow, 59

Complete Telegram-Writer (The), 121

Compliments of the Reason (The), 293
Confessors and Counterfeits, '< -

Conjugal Union Workhouse (A), 141

Contemporary Campaigns, 262

Countrymen on " Killed Seed "
(A). 275

Courageous Non-Combatant (A), 2i5
Crack in Freemasonry (A), 270
Crowds and Criminals, 53

Cry of India (The), 73

DEAUi.v-Livoly, 108
Dead Season Donations, 85
Defect in a Dairy Show. 167
Defiance, not Defence, 48

Delightful Dresses, 145
De Profuudis, S3

Diary of My Ride to Khiva, 11
Difference to a T, 2f8

Disappierpointment, 1>9
Dissent in the Church Congress, 179
Doctors iu Destitution, 149

Domestic Economy, 34
Drink for Dyspepsia, 177

Dry Grazing Ground, 99
Duke of Richmond's Bill (The), 71

ECCLESIASTICAL Commentaries, 253
Echo's Answers, 66

Eclipse of the Moon (The), 96

England & la Rusce, ?16

England s Black and White Pages, 275

Enlightenment and Progress, 51

Essence of Parliament, 2, 14, 26, Ac.

Europe in Turkey, 142
" Excellent well thou art a Fish-

monger I" 41
"
Exegi Monumentum," 213

Ex-Nilo, (-6

Extra Attraction, 251

Extra-Parliamentary Exercises, 130
Extremes Meet, 197, 253
PACKS and Flowers, 25
False P. ,1. mius (AX 150

Fancy Pets and Fancy Prices. 234
Fashion for France (The). 186
Fashion's New Fetish, 255
Father Time Loquitur, 804
Few Days In a Country House (A), 45, 5 '.,

69, Ac.
Few Novelties (A), 144
"
Fifteen Oes" (The), 77

First of September Sew Stylo (The), 85
Fleet and the Forest (The), 130
Flower-Show in Finsbury (A), 22

Folly and Felo do Ce, 237
Forbidden Cargo, 75

Foregone Conclusion (AX 229

foreign Office Refrigerants, 256
Forludial 126
France to the Marshal, 138
Friars v. Freemasons, 161
Friends iu Council, 153
From an ill-used Old Party, 10
From Punch's Own Spectacle-Maker, 2iO
From the Shades, 174
From the Spirit of the Great Sam, 20 1

From the Tomb, 150
Future Historian of England (The), If 6
Future Lord Mayor's Show (AX 223
GAIN and Loss, 149
Game of War a la Rusae(The), 143

Gathering of the Eagles (The), 280

Gent, not German, 182

Germs, 73
Ghazl Osman and the Newspapers, 289
Given to Change, 119
Gone to the Dogs, 233
Good Day's Work (A), 180
Good Knight and his Guerdon (A), 21
Good News for France, 277
G.XX! News ofNeddy, 193
Good Templars, 250
Good Woman's Work, 301
Good Word and Good Work for Jack
Ashore (AX 87

GordlanKnot(A), 2S7
Government of Comb.it (Tlio), 253

Gradgrind on Goschon, 26S

Grampuses of Goole (The), 1

Greasy, 120
Great Beetle Panic (TheX 57
Great Indignation Meeting, 161
Great luternational Quadrumanoua Con-

gress, 242
Gi eat Investment Unrivalled Oppor-

tunity, 294

Growing Art Gallery (A), 215
HARD Case (A), 221
Hazard of the Dye (TheX 253

Heterodoxy and Horse, 309

High-Falutln', 10

High Life below Stairs, 129
Hint* for the "

Librarians," 168
"
History of a Crime "

(The), 201

History Repeats Itself, 162

Holding the Balance, 48

Hollingihead on the Place of Caricature
in the Arts, 294

Horrors of Bail-cutting (TheX 137
How did he Survive it ? 353
How Father O'Shee laid in his Christ.
mas Coals, 297

How Uossoo shot the Cock-Pheasant, 1(6
How to Cultivate Interest. 2n3
How to Play the Part, 218
How to Spend a Happy Day, 112
How to Welcome the Foreigner, 101

Hydrocephalous ? 287
"
let on Parle Francais?

"
4

Imaginary Biographies, 208
Imminent Starvation, 85

Impaling the Badger. 205

Important Personal Explanation, 24
Impressions from Abroad, 221
In Chief Justice Punch's Court of Final
Review. 141

Inflexible Verdict (An), 2S3
In Memoriam. 123
Insects in Excelsis, 251
Iu Silk Attire, 256
In the Hud, 198
In Walnl 64
Ireland's Latest Visitor, 183
Irish Trial by Jury, 265
Is Life worth Living? 207
Italian Experiment (AnX 263
Itnr ad Astra, 181
" JE n'en vois pas la NecestlteY' -."J3

John Frost, 51
"Joke" from Portland (A), 138

JoUy Paupers, 121
KEEPING his Hand In. 67

Knight of the Thimble (AX 201
LAMP- Lighting and Lamp-Lettering, 274
List Days of Temple Bar (Tho), 278
Last Plc-nic of the Season (The), 167
Late Eclipse (The), 107
Late on the Moors, 65
Latest Thunder from the Vatican, 128
Letters for the Dead Season, 120

Liberty and her Lovers, 193
Life in Him yet, 204
Lines on a Lecture, 168
Lines to Lord Dundreary, 122

Literature, Science, and Art, 172
Locomotion a 1'Amcricaine, 59
Lord Beaconsfleld as a Parsce, 215
Lords and Ladies, to., 9
Louis Adolphe Thiers, 114
HAD Dog ! 166
Makinjj a Clean Breast of It. S88
Malediction Made Worse, 37
Manualu del Viaggiatore, 108
Marshal MacMahon, 181

Mayor with his I's about him (A), 229

Meddling and Muddling, 35

Meeting of the Emperors (The), 72

Melancholy Ocean (Tho). 60

Menagerie on the Move (A), 97

Migration of Species, 51

Military and Menial Service. 166
Millionnaire and Half Millionnaire, 262
Mirth at Manchester, U'5
Mistress and Man. 222
More Holiday Tasks, 108
More than a Match for You, 54

Mortimer Collins's Letters, 4c., S3

"Moving On," 118
Mr. Gladstone in Ireland, 204
Mr. I'li i, is. ,11 at Derby. 967
Mr. Punch's Select Committees, 24, 165

Mycophagist's Menu (The), 140

My First and Last Day with the Grouse,
88

NAME for Nationalists (A), 61
National Development, 261
Nationalities and Noses. 126
Nation that Pays (AX 102
Naturalists and Noodles, 112
Naval Intelligence, 251
Naval Questions, 172
New "

Lilliputian Ode" (A), 72
New Liverpool Horror (AX Z76
New Thing in Hats, 165
New Year's Guest (AX 306
New Year's Leaves, 301
Next Article at Rome (The), 289
Next Subscription List, 148
Nine Reasons against the Banquet of the

Ninth, 116
Non Noscltur a Sociis, 87
Nonsense In Hexameters, 159
No Plums ! 84

Northamptonshire Election Addrers (A),

Mote of Warning (A). 1 1 7

Notes from Dr. Brighton's Case-Book, 165
Notes of a Table d'liutc, 170
Nothing in it, 254
Not Quite Good Style, 205
OBCDIENTIA Docet, 188

October, 169
Odd Idea of Irishmen (An), 231
Off his Pedestal ; or, what next 7 258
"Oh. the Clang I" 217
Old Story (TheX 5

On Amateur Actors, 17
One to be Won, 253
On the Fella, 109
On the Moors. 81

Opening the Wicket to the Ladies, 11

Operations in the East, SitJ

Opportune, 274
Osmlc Acid Plot (TheX 4
" Othello's Occupation's Gone," 191
Our Mayors, 133
Our Representative at the Summer

Theatres, 83
Our Representative Man, 129, 144, 159,

*c.
Our Representative Man at a Ballet. 90
Our Winter Exhibition, 261, 273, 185, &c.
Out-and-Out Gentleman's Gentleman
(AnX !

P.u.AcKof Art (The), 9

Papal Benediction (AX 163
Paris during the Elections, 185
Paris at this Moment, 177

Parliamentary Notices, 5
I'.irm ll' Cross- References, 41
Parochial Plum-pudding, 269
Parturiunt Monies, S97
Past and Present. 107
Patriots and Patriots, 140
Pat's Appeal. 180
Pattern for Parliament, (

Peers and Privileges, 61
Permissive Cute (TheX 209

Petting Extraordinary, 2 8
Phrases for the Philosophic, 117

Picking and Stealing? 109

Picking* from Papers, 196

Pilgrimages for the People, 100
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" Place Aux Dames !

" 187

Plan for "Art Progress
"
(The), 36

Planting the Hughenden Tree, 290

Plants and Insects, 203

Played Out, 198

Playful Populace (A), 157
"Please to Remember the Ninth of No-

vember," 206

Pleasures of the Chace (The), 189
Plimsoll on Poisons, 229

Poet on Legal Procedure (A), 181

I'.ilice and Potatoes, 78
Politics and Pantomimes, 225

Pongo, 58

Pongo-isms, 61, 84

Pongo's Poet-Mortem, 862
Poor Humanity, 2S

Poor Old England, 269
Priest-Penitent in Absolution, 17
Proclamation (A), 294
Promise for Italy (AX 138
Protection r. Restoration, 97
Protestant Degradation in Ireland, 288
Protest from a Pill-Box (A), 157
P's and Q's, 254

Pulpit and the Stage (The), 169

Punch's New Year's Crackers, 302
Punch's Revised Proverbs, 148
Punch to Dr. Darwin, V41

Punch to his Prince. 209
Punch under Ban, 227

QUESTION of Circumstances (A), 228

Question of Colour (A), 184

Questions for Travellers, 83, 60, 105, &c.
RACE to the Slow (The), 137
Railway Talk, 18i!

Real Chariot of Victory (The), 252

Really New Christmas Number (A), 280
Reasons for Going to Brighton, 195
Reasons for the Early Meeting of Parlia-

ment, 803
Reflections on the Gorilla, 41

Regenerate Russia, 300

Regulations for Wimbledon, 1877. 1

Remarkable Piece of News (A), 299
Remonstrance from Romsey, 267

Retrospective Regrets, 14
Revived Title (A), 36

Right Man in a Hard Place (The), 257
Right Man in the Right Place, 41
Ritualism and Rectitude, 245
Ritualistic Motto, 82
Ritualists and Relics, 189
Robins in the Wrong Placa, 306
Roundabout Paper (A), 277
Rule of the (Political) Road (The), 232
Rum Fellows at Romsey, 149
Rupsian Atrocities, 35
BACERDOTALIBTS and Secedere, 122
Salve of Conscience (The), 30
Satirical Dog (The) ! 228
Satirical Suggestion, 47

Saving the Empire, 291

Saying and Doing, 277
Scare in Guildhall (A), 240
School Board and Sunday Closing, 36
Sciolist's Triumph (The), 109
Scotch Fossil (A), 278
Seaside Views, 113
Seasonable Advertisements, 65
Seasonable Christmas Gifts, 287
Seasonable Folk-Lore, 292
Seasonable Statistics, 36
Sense of Services (A), 17
Service Rewarded, 189

Shakspearian Emmanations, 171

Sliakspearian Studies, 184

Shocking Experience in the Life of a
Good Girl (A), 185

Short, Sharp, and Decisive, 77

"Sights for Sair E'en," 216

Signs of an Early Winter, 205

Silence and Time, 215

Sinews of War Wanted, 47
Site for Cleopatra's Needle (The), 205
Sites for Cleopatra's Needle, 155

Sky-Blue ; or. Death in the Dairy, 29

Slight Mistake (A), 34

"Smith's Bequest," 276
Solomon at Fault for Once, 59
Some Recompense for a Wrong, 265

Something like a Bargain, 229, 287
So much Better in France, 179

Song of Shindy (The), 14
" Sors Horatiana," 51

Spelling-Book for Scotland, 182

Sphinx's Soliloquy (The), W
Sport for Two, 61

Sprig of Shillelagh (The), 210

Stags in Ej-celxis (The), 213

Stags and Sufferers, 245
St. Andrew's Day in London, 257
"State of Public Feeling

"
(The), 303

Statistics and Swill, 182
Strikers and Maulers, 195
Suburban Grammar, 57

Supplying a Void, 210

Sweepings of the Session, 81

Sweet September, 130

Symphony in Blue (A), 132

TALE of Titles (A), 192
Tea anfl Coffee Pothouses, 106

Tespot and Tiara, 264

Telephones of Berlin (TheX 244

Temple Bar, 257
That Blessed Beetle ( 6
That Lass 'o Towery 'a, 178, 190, 214, *
Thersitei at a Tomb. 125

Three Illustrations of a Theory, 263

Tightening the Grip, 246
Tinkle in Time (A), 237

Toby to Punch, 237
Tomnoddies' Treasures, 113

Topical Drama (Tiie), J31

To Punch. 85
Tortured Ghosta, 23
To the World at Large, 252

Touching Up the Lake District, 197
Tourist Interrogated (The), 172

Tourist's Barometer (The), 182
Treacle and Beer, 189
Trial by Jury ; or, How it 's Done, 193
Troublesome Pen (A). 270
Truth in a Holy Well, 96

"Tug of War "(The), 258
UNCOMMON Coward (An), 66

Un-English? 42

Unexpected Pleasure (An), 275

Unpleasant Chapter in Autobiography
(An), 119

Useful Information, 219

Utopia-on-Sea, 132
VACATION Speeches, 551

Vegetable Confidences, 245

Very Indirect Damages, 144

Very Particular Mamma (A), 196
Victor Hugo Junior, X04
Voice from the Antipodes (A), 250

Vulgarian Atrocities, lly
WAIL for the Whale (A), 167

Waiting Confirmation, 173

Wanted, a Magnanimous Millionnalre, 15G

Warning to the Public, 109
War's Irony, 219
" Water is Best," 5
Well out of it, 265

Whalley's Wish, 5
What He has laid Himself and Others
open to, 298

What is a Cantrip? 61
What it may come to, 118
What's in the Name 1 262
What will they do with itt 154
" When shall we three meet again!

"
252

"When the Cat 's away," 73
Where is the Philistine ?

"
185

Where Not to Go and Why, 24
Where shall we go to ? 52
" Who is She ?

" 222

Why Cleopatra's Needle? 217
William the Woodman, 71
Wills's New History, 192
Witnesses and Victims, 265
Wolves in Sheep's Clothing, 145

Wonders, Indeed, 81
Wonders of the World Abroad, 15*
Word for Westmonasteriensis (A), 183

Wrong without Remedy, 239
YiRN-ora Fact (A)? 117
"Year One "(The), 84

Young and Old, 149

LARGE ENGRAVINQ8.
AT the Cattle Show, 271

Benjamin Bombastes, 43
"Broken Link "

(The), 115
Bull's Eye on Bobby, 79
Decided Preference (AX 187
' '

Disputed Empire 1

"
91

Falso Alarm (A), 19

Gathering of the Eagles (The), 282, 283
Glorious Harvest (A), 67
" Hard Lines !

"
31

Honesty the Beat Polic(e)y, 235
Mistress and Man, 223
"More Police!" 175
Our Famine in India, 127
Our New "

First Lord "
at Sea, 163

"Out of the Mud!" 2'i5
" Pax Vobiscum !

"
807

Pigheaded Obstruction, 7

S|>;iring the Rod, 55
St. Partridge's and St. Stephen's, 303
Stuck in the Mud, 199

Tightening the Grip, 247
"
Tug of War" (The), 259

Two Manifestoes, 151
" What does he Mean? "

139
" With his Sprig of Shillelagh," 211

SMALL ENGRAVINGS.
ALICE and Auntie's Spectacles, 3

Barometer wants Oiling (The), 22

Bathing with One's Family, 102

Big Dog at a French Custom-house, 93
Bismarck and the Geneva Convention, 110
Blowing up for Battle, 230
Bi idal Couple in the Bois de Boulogne, 143
British Lion in a "

Pickelhaube," 170
Brown and Co. on the French Coast, 38
Brown's Excursion Spoilt, 141
Bus-Driver's Irony (A), 205

By the Dead Whale's Tank, 276

Carrying a Lady's Skirt, 263
Character in Nose or Chin, 251
3ninamaniacs and a Sevres Vase, 162
Jhinamaniac's Latest Purchase (A), 270

Chipped on the Hind or Frout Kneos ? 250

Cleopatra's Needle, 159

Cleopatra's Needlewoman, 194
Coachman and the Rain-Gauge (The), 149
Coat without Sleeves for Hot Weather, IB

Collerlarda Beetle at the Mutton (The), 99
Colorado Beetle Costume, 134

Darwin'^ Organ Theory Illustrated. 275

Dashing Colonel and Studious Sub, 94
Dentist's False Teeth (A), 201

Dialogue iu a Smoking Carriage, 265
Dutch Dolly Varden (A), 181

Dyspeptic Husband quoting Shakspeare
(A), 35

Eating the County Franchise Frog, 298

Edinburgh Man and a Tourist (An), 213

Effect of Sea-Air on Brown, 207
Farmer and Mr. Macbeth's Picture, 10
Fashionable Lady's Waist (AX 30
Ferrule Costume a la Cabman, 809
French and English Mammas, 114
French Butcher-Boy Studying Politics,

168
French Five-in-Hand (A), 158
French Housemaid (A), 121
Frenchman and English Mastiff, 128
Frenchman's Idea of a "Meet" (A), 306
"
Froggy would a-Wooing go !

" 98

Giving an Elephant a Currant, 86

Gossip learned from Post-Cards, 6
" Heads !

"
to a Cabby's Shilling, 89

" Hens' Eggs, and no other," 2l5
Herr Pumpernickel in Tears, 54
Hideous Atrocity Seen by McFussy, 95

Highland Driver and Tourist, 64

Hogge from the "
Pigstye

"
(A), 216

Housemaid and the Bullfinch (The), 1?1
Hoxise with no Drains (A), 180
How they saw a Fine Art Exhibition, 75
How to Address a Gendarme, 119 -

Hunting Curato and Village Doctor, 2S6

Hunting in Ruin in Suffolk, 810
Instruction in Bad Language, 301
Irish Horse-Dealer's Retort (An), 267
Irish Porter licking Luggage Labels 17
James and his Henpecked Master, 2"3
Jenkins on the Force of "Intellect," 274
Knickerbockers a new Profession, 66

Lady an<l Cook at a French Market, 138

Lady's Piddle Costume (A), 146

Lnpland at the Aquarium, 237

Lodger's Bonnet (A), 287
Loose Girths, 183
Luncheon wrong time to see Pictures, 70
Luncheon with Different Sisters, ri3

Maid and the Broken Cbiua, 299

Making a Gap, 255
Man who puts down Liquor (A), 130
Mason "

Striking" (A), 206

Materfamilias on Married Ladies D incing,
18

Mid-Channel Conversation, 174

Military Mess Mutton, i>77

Miss Stodge in the Ladles' Room, 2)8
Mock-Modest Tall Man (A). 47
Mossoo in his Bathing Costume, 90
Mr. Gladtue as Hamlet, 154
Mr. Gladstone in Ireland. 182
Mr. Merrythought and the Churchyard,

147
Mrs. McDougal eating Whisky, 191
Mr. Smith in his Kilt, 243

Nigger Minstrel and "Lord" Brown, 27
Norfolk Lad opening the Gate, 84
Old Gentleman and Rustic School-girl,

118

Ordering Horse-Shoes, 289
Jur Family Choir at Practice, 50
' Peacock-Blue "in' French, 155
Pheasants which Know the Keeper, 195
"
Pig that pays the Hint" (The), 249

Plant belonging to the Corporation, 171
Potman and Traveller, 73

Preparing for next Year's Trip, 198

Presbyterian Minister and Fishing Lad, 46
Prisoner fed with Fixed Bayonets, 227

Pumping on Folkestone Cads, 122

Pupil with a jolly good Teacher (A), 71

Season for doing Nothing (A), 228

Sencontre at American Meat Store, 15

Sound a Naval Smoking Tub, 123

Subbing a Kiss in, 78
Russian Atrocities and Old Clothes, 37
Saddle-Pattern Bonnet (A), 264

Sailor and the Reptiles in Spirits, 217

Scots Criticising the Minister, 231

Seal-Skin Bathing Dresses, 82

Servant's Answer to Family Grocer, 25

Shortsighted Captain's. Manoeuvre, 166

Sleeve of the Period (The), 61

Soldier's Christmas-Box (A), 291
' Soldiers not to Carry Bundles," 111

Spelling Words as Pronounced, 59

Stale Egg (A), 153
Stout Gentleman and Fragile Bridge, 142

Sweep's Luggage (A), 135

Tempting Invitation to Dinner (A), 2S9

Thistle and Shamrock Dance, 218

Thompson Meeting a Cow, 258

Three-legged Trestle (A), 262

Tipsy Chairman of Quarter Sessions, 157

Tommy and the Whip, 179

Tommy's Cough and Mamma's Nap, 22:

Tommy's Hint to the Major, 186

Tommy's Threepenny-piece, 42

Trying-on Vestments, 294

Turning Round and staring, 150

Two " Louvres
"
(The), 210

Undertaker's Bill (An), 253

Unimportant Star-Shower (An), 279

Wagging Chimborazo's Tail, 234

Wanting his Leeches "
Biled," 5

Wet and Dry Angler (A), 106

What " Embrasement "
means, 107

Will the Sweep wash his Hands ? 83

Wimbledon and Bulgaria, 23
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